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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York. — The market is well supplied with

comb honey, especially of dark and amber. Demand
is but fair for white grades, and dark is being neglect-
ed. We quote fancy white, 12@13; No. 1 white, 10@11;
amber, 9(5),10; dark, 7@8. Extracted is in good de-
mand, and stocks are light of all kinds. We quote
white, 6^(5)7; amber, 6; dark,*5^4@G; southern, in
hbls., 00(565 per gal. Beeswax dull at 26@27.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.
Dec. 20. New York.

Philadelphia. — Honey has declined in price on
account of bee-men shipping in their honey, and urg-
ing sale at any price. History repeats itself. Every
year we urge producers marketing their crop in Sep-
tember, but, alas ! We quote fancy comb, 14^@16; No.
1, 11@12; amber, 9; extracted white, 7; amber, 4@5^.
We are producers of honey—do not handle on com-
mission. Wm. A. Selser,
Dec. 21. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-day as
follows: Fancy white, 13@14; No. 1, 12@12%; light
amber, 11; buckwheat, 9. Extracted, white, 7; light
amber, 6. A. B. Williams & Co.,
Dec. 20. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Albany. — Honey market steady. Fancy white
comb. 12@13; No. 1, 11@12: No. 2, 9(510: mixed and
buckwheat, 8(3,9; extracted white, 0;.4(S)7; amber, 6(5}

6%; dark, 5J£@6. Extracted continues in good demand
with light supply. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Dec. 22 Albany, N. Y.

Columbus.— Supplies of honey are larger than the
demand requires, consequently pricts are nominal,
with shading of figures necessary to make sales. Fan-
cy white, 12J£; No. 1, 10@11; amber, 8(59.

The Columbus Commission &. Storage Co.,
Dec. 19. 409-413 N. High St., Columbus, O.

Detroit. — Fancy white, 13; No. 1, 11^(5)12; fancy
dark and amber, 9(511; extracted white, 6@7; dark, 5(5),

5%; beeswax, 25@26. M. H. Hunt,
Dec. 23. Bell Branch, Mich.

Chicago.—Market is about as last quoted. Best
white comb brings 13, with off grades of white at 11@
12; amber, 9@,10. Some lots have come on the market,
and are being offered at prices that would be reduced
if buyers could be founc. Extracttd is steady at 6(3 7

for white, and 5@6 for amber grades. Beeswax, 27.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Dec. 19. 103 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—Demand for honey has beer: very good
during the past few weeks, especially fir the fancy
grades. Receipts have been extremely heavy with us,
though at present we have our stock worked down
very well. We quote comb—fancy white, 12(5 1">; fair
white, 10(3)11; amber, 9(5)10; mixed, 7^@9. Extracted
honey finds ready sale. We quote white clover, 6!2<5

754 ; buckwheat, 6(5)7; amber, 6(57; Florida white, 6J£@
7J4"; Florida light amber, 6K@7£j: other grades of
southern honey from 50:570 per gallon, according to
quality. Beeswax is in good demand at 20^4(527^2.
When shipping, mark all packages, gross, tare, and
net weight. Francis H. Teggett & Co.,
Dec. 27. Franklin and Varick Sts., New York.

Wanted.—To buy quantity lots of extracted hon-
ey — Colorado honey preferred. In writing quote
price on quantity.

Edw. Wilkinson, Madison, S. Dak.

Wanted.—We are in the market for 5000 to 10,000
lbs. fine amber extracted honey in 300-lb. barrels at 5c
per lb. on track.

Hubbell, Baker & Co., Marlette, Mich.

For Sale.—To close out quickly. I have 1000 lbs.

white and red clover honey at 12%c; tumblers, 1-lb.,

95c per dozen; fine light amber, 62-lb. cans, at 6}^c.

G. Routzahn, Menallen, Pa.

For Sale.—800 lbs. comb honey—500 lbs. pure white
clover at lie; 300 lbs of buckwheat at 6J4c f. o. b.

William VanAuken, Ellisburgh, N. Y.

The Bee=keepers'

REVIEW
for December shows in its frontispiece "The Neatest
Apiary in Michigan," and the owner of this apiary, or,

to be more exact, his son, contributes an article upon
" Beauty and Neatness " in which he shows that they
are of more importance in the apiary than they are
generallv given credit for.

Mr. Harry S. Howe, Mr. W. t,. Coggshall's " light-

ning operator, " tells how he reads the bee-journals

—

what is wanted in them, and how to get the most out
of them.
There is an editorial of nearly three pages upon

" Success." It is not a lot of dry platitudes and gener-
alities; it is full of freshness and vigor, and of illustra-

tions drawn from the editor's own .experience. The
reading of it may change your life from the dull com-
mon place to one of un 1 ounded success.
Then there are the " Criticisms " of Mr. Taylor: the

"Views" of the inimitable Hasty, the "Extracted
Dept.," etc.

The Review is 81.00 a year: but if you are not a sub-
scriber, you can. for only 81.80, have your subscription
co Gleanings renewedfor one year, get 12 back num-
bers of the Review, and then the Review for all of

1899.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
Flint, = riichigan.

;OR SALE.—7000 lbs. fine white Extracted Honey.
Also Southern Bloodhounds.

Ellas I*ox, Illllshoro, Wis.
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About
Bees.FACTS

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio.

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

Eastern Bee=keepers.
Do You Expect to Buy

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
the coining year? If so, you want to get a good qual-
ity of goods at a reasonable price. Our aim will be to
please you. Will you write us nuw, staling what you
will need, and allow us to quote you prices? You will

Get a Liberal Discount
by ordering now; goods to be shipped and paid for
when wanted. It will cost but two cents, and save $.

We keep several carloads in stock.

§ Wm A. Selser, I
jj, io Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa. <t\

Honey Expert.
!

Send a 3 oz. bottle and $1.00, and have the hon- i)\

I ey tested that you buy. See if it i-^ pure. The fifk

,
niost complete laboratory for testing honey in (fl

j
the United States. /ft

^5?^ -g i -s -5 -g -J -5 •£ * -* -s -5 -5-5-5 -5-5-5-5^-5 -* -5 "sft

In writing, mention Gleanings.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, -' - NEW YORK.

Discount-sheet to dealers. Catalog free.

CHAS ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Iyiberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

A FARM POWER
IS A NECESSITY

in the practice of modern ag-
riculture. They are needed
for shelling corn, grinding
ft-ed, cutting fodder or en =

silage, separating cream,
wood=sawii>g. pumping wa=
ter and a host of other things.

LEFFEL
ENGINES and

BOILERS
are clearly the best for the
purpose. Either Upright or
Horizontal; from 3 h. p. up.
Safe, simple, easy to run.
They are quick steamers, and

equire little fuei. Pamphlet with prices on applica-
ion, stating size power wanted.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Box 44, Springfield, 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

3 Months Free, or 15 Months
We Will Send to a New Subscriber

MLarge
Sixteen-page
Weekly.

The Best
Bee=keepers
Write For It.

From October 1, 1898, to January 1, 1900—or 15 months—for only $1.00. That makes the three months free-
October, November, and December of 1898. You will get 65 copies of the old week-

ly American Bee Journal for 100 cents. We don't know a better
bargain in the line of current bee-literature.

THE OMAHA CONVENTION REPORT IN FULL
began in the American Bee Journal Oct. 1, and you will thus get all of that great convention. Send for free

sample copy of the Bee Journal, if you never saw it. But you would better
save time and send on the dollar now.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan St., = = Chicago, Illinois.
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Happy New Year !

Lots of us have felt pained ourselves at

the thought of Doolittle with broken ribs suf-

fering pain at every breath.

H. W. Brice says the fruit crop on a farm
near one of his out apiaries is worth $500 a

year more than it was without the bees.

—

B.

B.J.
No, I couldn't contract to furnish 100

lbs. of propolis, nor of beeswax either.

Couldn't furnish more than % to y2 as much
propolis as wax.

P. H. Elwood is favored by Editor York as

one of the directors of U. S. B. K. Union.
Good man. I'll vote for him too. [So do I.

See editorial elsewhere.

—

Ed ]

Given a good district and a score of hives,

he would be a very bad bee-keeper, possessing
business aptitude, and not afraid of work, who
could not exceed $125 a year, says British

B.J. I'm afraid not many districts in this

country are good enough for that.

"WE believe that we are, here, on the
southern limit of safe cellar-wintering ; and if

-we lived farther north we would invariably
winter the bees in a cellar," says C. P. Dad ant
in Am. Bee Journal. That justifies my cel-

laring, but still I always have a hankering af-

ter out-door wintering.

Opposers of plain sections will find an ar-

gument against them furnished by J. E.
Crane, p. 915. The l"s old-style section had
a thicker comb than that in the 1*4 plain, and
the difference looked to him three times what
it actually was. That is, a comb looks thicker
in the old-style section.

C. P. DadanT's article, p. 907, is a comfort
tome. It settles the matter that eight-fiame
hives are better for me, although the large
hives are better for him. At the same time, I

envy him the advantages he has in the larger
hives. [How comfortable it is to believe what
we like to believe ! It gives us an uncomfort-
able feeling to think that we have adopted a

sort of supplies that are not best suited to

yield the best results.

—

Ed ]

With fences having cleats in thickness
running 13 to 2 inches, a 1^ inch plain sec-

tion will have a comb with a thickness about
midway between the thicknesses of the combs
in old-style 1%7 and \% sections, leaning a

little to the smaller size.— [This will be true,

perhaps, with old-style sections ; but the rule

does not seem to hold true in the case of fence
honey, but for what reason I do not know.

—

Ed.]
That fences will make sections so even in

weight that they may be honestly sold by the
piece will need much observation to prove

;

but if such proves to be the case, it will be a

strong argument in their favor.— [While I do
not claim that this result can be secured be-

yond a peradventure, yet the experiences of

those who have produced and sold honey in

plain sections seem to point strongly that way.
—Ed.]
Progressive's Somnambulist expresses

fears lest a result of Critic Taylor's work may
be to deter many of our most practical bee-
keepers from giving valuable information pos-

sessed by them. L°t us hope not. An evi-

dent softening of his manner gives promise
that better work is coming, and I can't help
thinking that he has done some good by mak-
ing some of us look a little more closely to

our p's and q's.

D. W. Heise is in trouble that he lays to

the devil of the Canadian Bee Journal. The
type?, under the manipulation of said devil,

made Heise speak of a 39 frame super ! H.
disclaims supers so large, and the next num-
ber reduces the size, making him work
" three-nine-frame supers." Isn't 27 a rather

large number yet, friend Heise ? Let the devil

alone, and stand over that proof-reader with a

club till he makes it " three nine-frame su-

pers."

The HolTERMANN hive-cover is mentioned
in C. B. J., by D. W. Heise, as a flat cover
costing about the same as the ordinary cover,

absolutely water tight, and a good non-con-
ductor of heat and cold. Something in that

line has been needed a long time. [If I

remember correctly, our figures show that

this hive-cover cost us more than the all-
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wood ones. It is cheap, as made by the E. L.

Goold Co., because they have a good deal of

sheet metal that is used for protecting certain

packages, and this metal is practically good
for nothing otherwise.

—

Ed.]

Harry Howe will be after you for libel,

Mr. Editor, for heading his article "Black
Bees Preferred." He says he can work faster

with black bees, but in the same paragraph
practically says the Italians or Carniolans
worked faster for him. He savs that, when
convinced that fancy stock will get enough
more honey to pay, as he was the past season,

of course he'll have it. And Coggshall will

spend *50 in the spring in the same way. No,
Harry's no longer a " black " man. [It seems
to me that Harry is sort o' on the fence.

—

Ed.]

Ye editor wonders, p. 933, why our house
doesn't look as well outside as in. Well, the
women run the inside ; but I must draw the

line somewhere, and I still have some control

outside. I believe in a man standing up for

his rights. [The line is seldom drawn quite

so sharply as on the outside of the rear of

one's house. Yes, I am a firm believer in

men's rights—around the house, and in it too.

There is one " right " I do not have in the
house—that is, the liberty of throwing my
coat and hat wherever I please, or of leaving
books and magazines where I sat last.

—

Ed.]

Doolittee gives in Progressive a plan to

prevent swarming that looks good. When
the yield is on, and a tendency to swarm, cage
queen in hive. Ten days later remove her
and cage in the same place a young laying
queen, with candy enough so she'll be liberat-

ed in about two days, cutting all queen-cells.

The bees will do the rest. [Yes, it does look
very promising ; but I wonder how it would
work generally to let loose the same queen
back in her old hive. I suspect, however,
that a you rig queen would do a better job at

destroying the cells, while the old one might
accept the situation as a preparation for

swarming; and swarm she and the bees would,
perhaps shortly after.

—

Ed.]

I MUST have BEEN very busy when GLEAN-
INGS for Apr. 15 came, not to notice on p. 306
the assurance of the editor in claiming M. D.
Andes on his side in the show of hands for

section-holders and T supers. Mr. Andes dis-

tinctly says that he prefers wide frames to

any other arrangement. O Ernest ! [I turned
away back to page 306, and I found that Mr.
Andes says : "If you were to make me a pres-
ent of 100 complete T supers I would not use
them so long as I could get wide frames. I

prefer the wide frames to any other arrange-
ment for comb honey, except, perhaps, the
Danzy super." The Danzv super uses sec-
tion-holders pure and simple; in fact, Mr. D.
adopted them after seeing how nicely they
worked in our supers. But wide frames are
section-holders without top-bars. I still claim
that Mr. Andes is on my side. O doctor !

—
Ed.]

" When a queen is discovered being ' ball-

ed ' she should be released without delay,
either by pulling the ' ball ' of bees away from
the queen singly, or in extreme cases by im-

mersing queen and bees in water till the bees
are forced by the law of self-preservation to

release the queen."

—

British Bee Journal.
Isn't smoking better than either way ? Hold
the smoker far enough from the queen so the
smoke will be cold. Hot smoke will make
the bees sting the queen. [I have tried all

three of the methods spoken of above, and as

a general rule I prefer the last named. But I

have had cases where the ball of angry bees
would not yield even to smoke. I have then
picked the ball up by the wings of one bee,

and dropped it into a basin of water. So far

as I can remember the ball would always melt
away immediately, and the bees would swim
for the edges of the basin.

—

Ed.]

When I looked at those two sections on p.

914 I said they were worse as to pop-holes
than thousands I had produced of the old

kind, but I suppose the shadow exaggerates
the holes in the picture. [Those two sections

were not introduced to show pop holes or no
pop-holes, but only the slight ridging that

was just barely perceptible in sections I found
at Mr. Morton's. By the way, the Morton
fence is not constructed in a manner calculated

to do away with pop-holes. The posts or
cross-cleats run clear up the full length of the
section ; and as the)* are 3

4
' inch wide they

practically secure the same result, so far as

pop-holes are concerned, as the old style scor-

ed-out section with an ordinary separator. If

the fences are made as shown on page 912,

Fig. 3, at A, results will be secured more like

the bottom engraving shown on page 920, for

this honey was produced with just such a
fence. While I do not claim that a fence con-
structed as in Fig. 3 will do away with pop-
holes in plain sections (I should be very fool-

ish if I did), from what I have been able to

observe it will go a long way toward that de-

sideratum.

—

Ed. ]

BEE-KEEPING IN CUBA.

The Desolate Condition of the Island ; How the

Starving Ones are Fed ; Reported by the

Special Correspondent of Gleanings.

BY W. W. SOMERFORD.

[A few weeks ago I stated that Mr. Somer-
ford was going to take a trip to Cuba, with
his camera. As he had kept bees extensively
on that island, and as he was about to visit it

again, I arranged for a series of articles. He
is to describe the conditions there existing,

and state whether bee-keeping there will pay ;

tell us about the competition of Cuban honey;
average yields per year, etc. We have just

received the first article, and along with it
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comes a note which is of such interest that I

submit it to our readers.

—

Ed.]

I found so few bees on the island, and so

much starvation and misery, that, instead of

spending the winter, a month there was enough
for me this time. I also investigated Porto
Rico through Dr. Vieta, of Cienfuegos. His
last honey crop was only three hundred and
sixty thousand pounds from two apiaries. So
you see California isn't in the lead with her
65 tons from one man.

W. W. SOMERFORD.

[Only 360,000 pounds of honey from two
apiaries! and all produced by one man! My,
oh my! Suppose the duty on Cuban honey
w ere to be removed ; and suppose it is thrown
in such quantities on the American markets

;

and suppose—well, I will let the reader do the
rest of the supposin'. Here is the article, and
I am sure it will be read with interest :]

Starvation in Cuba ! I have just returned
from a trip through Cuba—a sort of inventory
trip—to ascertain wbat was left, after the war,
of some of the finest apiaries in the world,
and also to embark in the bee business again
in Cuba after an absence of four years from
that island. I visited many apiaries that were
in a run-down condition, and will report
through Gleanings the situation in Cuba
exactly as one now finds it. But by way of

caution I will suggest to those in a hurry to

embark in the honey business in Cuba that
there's plenty of time; the island is not such
a paradise just now—not even for the modern
honey-producer. And to those bee-keepers in

the States who fear that the American market
is going to be ruined by cheap dark grades of

honey from Cuba I will say that Amsterdam,
Holland, and foreign cities in general, get the
honey that's produced in Cuba — not the
American markets. The American honey-
producers in Cuba, who have tried the United
States markets, have paid for their experience
in shipping, commission, lighterage, freight,

cooperage, drayage (import duty 10 cents per
gallon), and commission, to say nothing of

leakage ; and by the time these charges are
figured up, and the cost of package added, at

the Cuban cost, 5 cts. per gallon, the shipper
wonders why he didn't sell in Havana at 40 or
50 cts per gallon net (packages paid for by
the honey buyer).

After traveling hundreds of miles over the
country I came to the conclusion that next
October or November will be soon enough for

the would-be Cuban bee-keepers to embark
for Cuba; and to impress the fact on the minds
of those who, like myself, are in a hurry to

get to Cuba before it is overrun (with any
thing but starvation), I will describe one of

Miss Clara Barton's Red Cross kitchens that
are now numerous and famous in Cuba.
The kitchens are located in some out-of-the-

way place or back street in the cities. This
one was at Sagua Lagrande— a city of 20,000
inhabitants in Santa Clara province, on Sagua
River. The kitchen is nothing more nor less

than a row of pots under some old shed, sur-

rounded by a good wall or fence, with water
convenient. The pots are surrounded with
masonry, the same as sugar-kettles, and hold
about 100 gallons each. In the above city

2500 people are kept from starving by the

provisions cooked and distributed from the

pots, steaming hot, at meal time. A list of

the ones nearest death's door is made. The
number of persons in each family is taken
down in a large book, and a ticket given to

each family to correspond with his name.
These tickets are carried daily to the kitchen

;

about fifty people are let into the kitchen in-

closure at a time, with tickets in hand, and
they march in a row by the book-keeper, and
a tally is made for each ticket opposite his (or

her) name ; then the ticket is handed to the

superintendent (Manuel Sanguily wTas in

charge at Sagua City ), who reads out the num-
ber of rations each ticket calls for ; thus, four

and four, two and two, three and a half and
three and a half, or one and one, which means
one ration of boiled beans and one ration of

rice. Two men stand over the pots of beans
and rice, each with ladle in hand, one dipping
beans, the other rice, with ladles that hold
about a pint and a half each ; so one and one
means a dish of beans and a dish of rice that

will feed a person well for a day, so far as

quantity is concerned.
The utensils carried for provisions by the

starving people are as different as the people
are themselves, ranging from gourds to 10 lb.

paint- kegs. Such a variety can only be im-
agined, not described ; and such a variety of

faces and dresses one would never see in

America. There were many half-starved half-

naked children from ten to fifteen years old

that had gone barebacked and bareheaded in

the sun until they were as well specked with
" freckles " as a turkey egg—a pitiful sight it

was to behold.
But the most touching sight was when all

who had ration tickets were supplied and gone,
leaving about a hundred desolate unfortunates

outside the gate, with buckets, cans, gor.rds,

etc., but no tickets to admit or entitle them to

the remaining rations in the pots, as some
food generally remains after the list has been
supplied.

Mr. Sanguily stood in the gate and beckon-
ed in the ones who were the nearest to death's

door, and had them given " half and half," or

half a ration each. But to look into tie faces

of those poor starving people, when each was
trying his best to look the most miserable in

order to be beckoned in for half a ration, was
a sight that a lifetime can't erase from one's

memory—no, never. The misery and desola-

tion in Cuba have never been told, and the

martyrs for her liberty are too numerous to be
numbered.

Navasota, Tex.

[One can hardly fail to have his heart touch-

ed by such things as these. For one I ft el

proud that our dear Uncle Sam, although per-

haps a little late, has freed the Cubans fiom
the hand of the despot. May Christianity,

enlightenment, and progress find their way to

these benighted hearts.

—

Ed.]

aian
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LARGE HIVES—OBJECTIONS.

Large Hives for Comb Hone}; Faults of Large Hives
as Compared with Standard Eight-

frame Langstroth.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Now, Mr. Editor, I wish to mention the
most weighty objection to large hives ; and
that is Doolittle's remark that, if too much
room is given, or the queen does not fill all

the breeding space, the bees will become ac-

customed to putiing honey into the brood-
chamber and will crowd her out.

Please take notice that this is only a comb-
honey objection. Those who support small
hives seem now to hold that they are needed
for comb honey only, and Hutchinson has
lately said (and I take note of it), that " for

extracted honey the size of hive matters little

provided it is large enough" (italics mine).
This is virtually acknowledging that the large

hive is absolutely necessary to raise extracted
honey. Now when you rear comb honey, ac-

cording to those who do not agree with me as

to size of hives, it is necessary to keep the
queen on only the number of combs that she
can well fill with brood, in order to get a good
storing in the supers Very well ; we are

agreed, and I hold that this can be done with
the large hive best, since it will accommodate
from the most prolific to the poorest breeder.
All it requires is a little attention, and you
have the advantage of knowing the capacity
of your queens and the chance of breeding
from the most prolific. Is this too much
trouble ? It is a little more labor, and requires
a little more judgment ; but when you once
have a populous colony it will be much easier

to keep it strong in a large hive than in a
small one, as I have shown you when speak-
ing of wintering and breeding.

In some of your remarks in a previous arti-

cle you ask whether it is not a great deal of

trouble to add one comb at a time to the space
of a colony. It is not absolutely indispensa-
ble to add only one at a time, and you may
add two or three according to your opinion of

the probable prolificness of the queen. One
or two examinations during the spring ought
to be sufficient.

Hutchinson has said, and still repeats, that
queens are the least expensive part of a colo-

ny, and that it is better to keep all the hives
and combs fully occupied than to use the
queens to their greatest capacity. To us, in

early spring, the number of queens on hand
is the most important question ; for we then
nearly always have empty combs and queen-
less colonies ; and I dare say that every bee-
keeper has more hives and sets of combs on
hand in spring than he has queens, and he is

very well satisfied, and considers himself very
successful if every hive is alive and every hive
has a queen after winter. So it is the queens,
the queens, that have the value to the apiarist

after winter, and it is zuhat the queens are like-

ly to do that makes his prospect better or
worse. That is why we want our queens, all

of them, to do all they can for a large produc-
tion of population, and we are quite willing

to run the risk of having to remove a few
combs from the brood-chamber, if comb hon-
ey is wanted, when the queen is not able to
fill all, especially as those combs, at that time,
need not be idle long, for they are needed for

whatever increase is expected or wanted.
By giving all our queens all the room they

need, we achieve what we consider the most
desirable aim—get the greatest possible num-
ber of bees from the number of colonies we
have, in time for the harvest.
And, by the way, I have re-read my last ar-

ticle on the disadvantage in cost, and I find
that I make the case altogether too strong
against the large hive. I have figured it at
twice the cost of a small one ; but I want you,
Mr. Editor, or your business manager, friend
Calvert, to tell us just how much difference
there would be in the cost between a hive
containing 11 combs instead of 8, with one
dummy, and made like yours, but with frames
just deep enough to suit a hive made of 12-

iuch lumber. If I am not mistaken the Dove-
tailed, Simplicity, etc., are all regular-depth
Langstroth hives, and are made of 10-inch
lumber. Just figure them made of 12-inch
lumber and just as deep as could bs conven-
iently made out of this. They would be very
near the size of ours, which are made of 12 X,
and it seems to me, at a rough guess, that,

with the dummy and all the enlarged supers,
they would not cost to exceed 25 to 40 cents
each in excess of your small hive. The inter-

est on the money, and the sinking fund to

pay them up in 30 years, would not make the
additional annual cost to exceed the value of

a pound of honey per year. What makes the
hives expensive, as we build them, is the tel-

escoping cap, the double back, the projecting
bottom-board, etc.—a thousand and one little

nothings which we use just because we are ac-

customed to them.
Now, Mr. Editor, somebody asks me wheth-

er I think that the large hives are going to
" take," and become prominent. I will frank-
ly tell you that I think not. Say what we
maj', the §1.00 hive will sell because people
go for cheapness. And if it were not a ques-
tion of cheapness, but only of reason, does it

follow that people would take the more reason-
able course ?

Do men chew tobacco because it is the best

thing to do ? Do our women wear tight cor-

sets because they are more healthful ? Do the
Chinese bandage the feet of their girls be-

cause they will be benefited thereby ? Do our
little girls wear short skirts in winter and long
hair in summer for their comfort? Why does
a lady carry her pocket-book in her hand in-

stead of having a pocket to her dress? Is it

more convenient? Why does America take
the Philippines and pay out twenty millions
of her money ? Is it for her moral or her pe-

cuniary advantage ? Nay. we are all more or

less like sheep, and follow the bell-wether,

whether she leads us right or wrong. Just see

us now, throwing away our feelings, patting
the British Lion, with the confidence of a
child, forgetting that, less than forty years
ago, he did all he could to promote secession

and break up the Union. His cat-like paw is
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velvety and soft just now; but look out for the

claws, if we happen to reach out for a dish

that he covets.

Hamilton, 111.

[As I understand you, friend D., you prefer

the large hives, even for comb hone}', because
their brood-nests are capable of equaling the

capacity of the best queens ; and that, when-
ever one is not able to fill the whole brood-

nest, you contract the hive to her needs.

Now, here is a question I want to ask you :

How many frames, of Ouinby size, will your
average good queens fill with brood, as frames
are ordinarily filled ? What I am getting at is

this : Is the eight-frame single Langstroth
brood-nest, in your opinion, large enough to

accommodate the breeding capacity of the
average good queens ?

Our Mr. Calvert, who makes out our esti-

mates, has figured on the two styles of hive
you describe, and he estimates that the larger

one would cost only about 40 or 50 per cent
more than the smaller one. If that is the
case, then you, in your preceding article, made
a stronger case against the large hives than
was necessary. It shows you meant to be en-

tirely fair.

—

Ed.]

EUROPEAN BEE-KEEPING.

Wander-Verein of the German-Austrian and Hun-
garian Bee-keepers.

BY F. GREINER.

The conventions of this association have al-

ways made a favorable impression on me.
One reason is, perhaps, because I am a Ger-
man myself; but I believe more so because not
only the common people are greatly interested

in them, but also the authorities of state and
municipality have a way of showing their in-

terest, which is at least pleasing and perhaps
encouraging. The meetings are frequently
led or conducted by some high official, per-

haps a secretary of agriculture or his repre-

sentative. This has some advantages. Al-
though a president of this order can not be
expected to be and is not at home on the sub-
ject of bee-keeping, still he understands the
parliamentary rules better. He is not apt to

be carried away with this or that subject.

From his disinterested standpoint he can often
better decide when to close a discussion. Per-
sonalities are not likely to creep in, etc. The
fact that a man of high rank presides at such
a meeting lends weight and importance to it

in the eyes of the general public, and casts an
edifying light upon the whole pursuit. What-
ever may be said against the practice, the fact

remains that the gatherings of the Wander-
verein have almost always been conducted in
a faultless manner. The fact that the govern-
ment lends its help to the undertaking causes
a better attendance ; and when bee keepers
know that every thing will be done by the
city in which the convention is to be held,
that no efforts will be spared to make it pleas-
ant for the attendants, and to help to make
the whole a success, that also has a wholesome

effect, and induces many to come to these
meetings.
Generally the inhabitants of a city where a

convention is to be held offer free board and
lodging to all who prefer this to hotel board,

and much is done to amuse the guests. How
far this is carried, the reader can form an opin-

ion from what took place at the Salzburg con-
vention last September, and which I will here
relate, translating it from the Leipzig Bienen-
zeitung. As there was only a forenoon session

on the first day in Salzburg, the afternoon was
set apart for sightseeing and amusement. Ac-
cordingly the great swarm of bee keepers,

over 200 strong, with Dzierzon at the head of

the procession, carried on the shoulders of

men, made their way to Castle Heilbrunn, in

the vicinity of the city. After all the sights

were taken in there, the guests were led on
by the guides to a celebrated cave called the
Stone Theater. The greatest surprise would
meet them here. After all had entered, dif-

ferently colored lights flashed up all among
the rocks, and a grand illumination took place.

The sweet strains of (as it seemed) angels'

voices singing were heard in the distance, and
coming nearer. As soon as this had ceased,

the rocks, high up, seemed to open up, and
the Dwarf King, in rock colored dress, and
with long flowing beard, appeared, and began
to address the surprised listeners in poetic

strains, welcoming them to Salzburg. No
sooner had the king spoken than a multitude
of cunningly dressed dwarfs (or perhaps so-

called brownies) seemed to emerge from
among the rocks. They all carried baskets
filled with bouquets and flowers, with which
they proceeded to decorate the bee-keepers.
The surprise was a perfect one, and created a
storm of applause. In company with the hap-

py set of youngsters, the return trip to the
city was then made.
There are still other features connected with

the Wander-verein that materially add in mak-
ing it a success, and wherein its members have
a decided advantage over similar organizations

here ; namely, they receive every year an ap-

propriation from the State, to be used for va-

rious purposes, but principally for prizes and
premiums ; for it will be remembered that

there is always connected with the convention
an exhibition of bees, hives, implements, lit-

erature, etc. The cities also often donate
something for these purposes, sometimes or-

namental pieces like silver cups and the like.

Furthermore the railroad rates are very low,

in particular to members of that kind of or-

ganization that tend to improve and educate.

Since the roads are owned and operated by
the government it is a very easy matter to ob-

tain these low rates. Even laborers are often

carried for almost nothing from one part of

the country to another. For instance, should
there be a scarcity of laborers in certain dis-

tricts at certain times of the year, the govern-

ment at once makes an effort to equalize; and
after the work is done the laborers are carried

back to their homes for an insignificant sum.

When we take into consideration that dis-

tances in Germany and Austria do not amount
to much compared with distances here in
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America, we need not be surprised that the
attendance at bee-keepers' conventions there
is so much better than here.

Naples, N. Y., Nov. 30, 1898.

[If we could have government support, and
if, in addition, the government owned the rail-

roads, so that we could get low rates ; if we
could temporarily shrink Uncle Sam's do-
mains to cut down mileage, perhaps we could
have big conventions. It is easy to see why
the Germans beat us on their large gatherings.
—Ed.]

DOOUTTLE ANSWERS DR. MILLER.

Egg-laying of Queens Dependent upon the Kind of

Honey Produced.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

I supposed I had annihilated that "arena"
fitted up for Dr. M. and myself to fight in

;

but it seems that the good (?) doctor is bound
to fight with Doolittle anyway, as a Straw (p.
869) in December 1st Gleanings would de-
note. After telling what Dr. E. Gallup says
about a queen of his occupying 24 Gallup
frames fully with brood, Bro Miller wants to

know how I reconcile that with a statement I

made, that 9 Gallup frames entertain the best

queens to their fullest capacity as to egg-lay-
ing, and if Dr. Gallup's queen did not need
nearly three times as much room. Well, my
dear doctor, had you read the bee-papers more
carefully during the past, and remembered
what you read, you would have known that
Gallup's 24-frame hive was worked for extract-
ed honey, while Doolittle was talking about
hives worked for cotnb honey. But I think I

hear the doctor saying, '

' Has the working of

a hive for extracted honey any thing to do
with the capacity of the queen for egg-laying ?

or does the working for comb honey decrease
her capacity any ?

'

' his eyes giving that pecul-
iar twinkle they have at times when he is

thinking to himself, "Guess I have got you
this time." Dr. M., let me tell you some-
thing. I am not going back through musty
volumes of old bee-journals to hunt the mat-
ter up to get exact figures, but shall tell it

from memory. Up to 1874 I had thought that
9 Gallup frames would entertain the best queen
to her fullest capacity, no matter whether the
colony was worked for extracted or comb hon-
ey ; for up to that time that was the greatest
number allowed when working for either. In
the spring of 1874 I read upon the (Adair)
Long Idea hive, and became infatuated with
the same. I made two of them, working one
for extracted honey and the other for comb,
these hives being made to hold 32 Gallup
frames when the whole number was in. I se-

lected two average colonies out of my nine-

frame hives ; and when the nine frames were
pretty well covered with bees, and brood in

some six or seven of the combs, I set each
over into these four-foot hives. At the same
time I selected another colony of about the
same grade, to be worked for extracted honey
on the tiering-up plan, and one to be worked
for comb honey on the nine-frame "side and

top box " plan I had used before. In due
time the two long hives were filled out with
the full 32 combs, with sections on the one for
comb honey, and extracting going on every
third or fourth day from the other/as used to
be the style under which extracting was done.
In the tiered-up hive, the queen was kept on
the 9 frames by means of a slatted honey-
board, and the one worked on the side and
top-box plan manipulated as well as Doolittle
knew how. Now for the result : Before the
basswood harvest arrived, the queen in the
long hive, worked for extracted honey, had
brood in every one of the 32 combs, to the
amount of some 18 or 20 combs//*// of brood ;

while the one worked for comb honey, having
32 combs, had brood in only 13 combs, the
same amounting to only about 9 frames full,
the rest of the combs being partly occupied
with honey, which ought to have gone in the
sections, and would have gone there had this
queen had only the 9 combs for her brood-
nest. So the queen from the extracting-hive
was laying about 5000 eggs daily, as Dr. Mil-
ler says, to where the one in the comb-honey
hive was giving only about 2500, each evident-
ly laying to her fullest capacity. What made
the difference ? There is something about ex-
tracting honey that causes bees tofeed a queen
in such a way i hat she will give double the
eggs, if she has comb room, that she will when
no extracting is done, and thus a queen is

coaxed to produce and develop all the embryo
eggs she has in her ovaries, in the shortest
possible time, while under normal circumstanc-
es she will be laying up to her fullest capacity
when not producing half the number of eggs
she does under the stimulating influences
which come from extracting.

All four of these queens were reared during
the swarming season of 1873, so they were
less than a year old when the experiment was
commenced ; but the one in the long extract-
ing-hive died of old age that same fall, while
the other three lived and did good work the
next season. I have tried nearly the same
thing several times since, and proven to my
entire satisfaction that a queen will occupy
double the number of combs with brood,
where extracting is being carried on, as often
as the combs are filled with honey, that she
will when her colony is worked for comb hon-
ey.

In passing I will note that the hive worked
for extracted honey on the long-idea plan gave
566 lbs. surplus, while the one worked on the
tiering-up plan gave about 400 lbs., thus show-
ing that I had only 166 lbs. more honey as a
result for double the brood reared. The long
hive worked for comb honey gave only about
50 lbs. of section honey, with the 32 combs
nearly solid full of honey, while the one work-
ed on the side and top storing plan gave 309
lbs. of section honey, with enough below to
winter the colony on. The average from the
whole apiary that year was 166% pounds from
each old colony in the spring, all of which
was comb honey, excepting that from the two
colonies worked for extracted, the whole num-
ber in the apiary in the spring being 69.

Now just a word more : I do not get, on an
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average, any more brood in the ten-frame

Langstroth hives at the out -apiary than I do in

my nine-frame Gallup hives here at home.
To be sure, I often have brood in the whole
ten frames, but not more than enough to fill

from six to seven full, while the nine Gallup

frames are full clear out to ihe corners, as

Ernest says the Holy Land and Cyprian
queens will do. Now if, when working for

omb honey, I get to the amount of only $%
Langstroth frames of brood out of 10 frames,

or 9 Gallup where I use 12, 18, 24, or 32 in a

hive, will Dr. Miller say that 9 Gallup frames

or G^ L. frames will not entertain any queen

to her fullest capacity in this locality ? And
allow me to say, in a veryfriendly way, that I

am inclined to think that what is applicable to

my locality will come very nearly the truth in

other localities, if others will work along the

same lines Doolittle does, and experiment,

and note things as carefully.

DOOUTTXE ANSWERS THE EDITOR.
And now I come to another Straw (p. 8<0)

where the editor wishes me to explain. And
that "twinkle"' in Dr. Miller's "eye" caused

him to wish the explanation. It's not very

often that the doctor gets in two " twinkles "

at Doolittle in one batch of Straws, as he has

this time. The editor points me to his answer

to "Straw regarding Dadant's statement to

the effect that queens will lose time in hunt-

ing for empty cells" where she has just room
enough for her needs, but for the life of me I

can not tell whether he agrees with Dadaut or

not. As Dadant uses only large hives, I doubt

whether, from practical experience, he is capa-

ble of telling just how much a queen hunts

about for room, unless he has seen her doing

so, because his large hives allow the bees to

crowd the queen with honey ( when working
for section honey) by their starting storing in

the combs below instead of entering the sec-

tions promptly with the beginning of the sea-

son, as they should do. It the queen does so

hunt I have never been able to detect her so

doing ; for where frames are filled solid with

brood the young bees emerge "solid," and so

she keeps on following the brood as it emerges,

in regular order. But if I read the editor

aright he wants to know if queens reared by

the plan given in "Scientific Oueen-rearing"

do not need more room for egg-laying than

those formerly reared by old plans. In an-

swer to this I will say that, as the older read-

ers of our bee-literature will remember, up to

the eighties, and for years, I used only six and
seven Gallup frames to the hive, and a num-
ber of articles can be found in the American
Beefournal headed "Those Six-frame Hives,"

in which I showed how I succeeded in produc-

ing tons upon tons of comb honey by the use

of from six to seven frames for brood. And
even to-day, where I find a queen that does

not fully occupy more than six Gallup frames

at the beginning of the honey harvest, that

colony has the other three combs taken away
from it, as years of experience has taught me
that a lot of empty comb in the brood-nest, at

the beginning of the honey harvest, is the

greatest drawback toward a successful result

in comb honey of any thing I have to contend

with. But I am prepared to say that the num-
ber of colonies shut on six and seven brood-

combs at fie beginning of the honey harvest

is not nearly so great as it was before I prac-

ticed the plan of rearing queens as given in
" Scientific Oueen-rearing."
Borodino, N. Y.

[While Doolittle does not say so in so many
words (owing, no doubt, to his modesty) I

infer that quens reared by his method require

larger brooding-space than queens reared by
the old ways—at all events, that has been our
experience. A honey flow, feeding, or large

cells, seem to be important requisites.

—

Ed.]

SECRET OF SELLING HONEY.

A Good Article, and as Cheap as Sugar.

BY S. F. TREGO.

Would it not pay a great many bee-keepers,

who are properly situated, to aim to produce
more honey, and sell it cheap enough so that

their neighbors can afford to eat it every day?
I know that 10 cts. per pound for comb honey
is very cheap from the bee-keeper's point of

view; and, in fact, I would not care to produce
it for less; but put yourself in the place of the
ordinarv workingman and you will think it is,

to say the least, high enough. I know that

not a tenth of my neighbors have honey once
a week, and yet they all use sugar every day.

„How do I propose to get them to use more
honey and less sugar ? Simply by producing
a good article of extracted honey, well ripen-

ed, and selling it at a price that will compete
with sugar. That is the conclusion I have
arrived at. I got a crop of something over 350

pounds of nice heartsease honey from my 6

colonies (spring count), and have been selling

it at 15 lbs. for $1 00 (granulated sugar is 16

lbs. for $1.00). I was out half a day and sold

9G lbs., and since then I have made no effort

whatever to sell. It just sells itself. Nearly
every time I go to town some one will ask,
" Have you any honev left?

"

"Yes "

' I want a dollar's worth."
One day I was in Cable, and sold $3.00

worth without trying, and last night I went
over to a neighbor's and he gave me an order
for a like amount— one for himself and two
for another man. This leaves only 15 lbs. to

sell yet, so the fun is about over for this year.

When that goes it will be 300 lbs. sold for

$20.00, which, is pretty good for 6 colonies,

when we consider that the clover was a total

failure and that they were increased to 17

colonies.

This honey-flow was a surprise to us, as

many colonies had but five combs when it

began ; but bv the time it was over, all were
full.

We have great hopes for next year. I am
putting up a honey-house 10 x 12, two stories

high, that will be a great help in handling the

crop at the least expense. It is situated at the
lower side of the apiary, and an inclined plane
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will lead to the second floor, where the ex-
tractor will stand. From there the honey
will go through a strainer and downstairs by
a pipe into the barrels, which will be well
waxed, and will stand on strong benches high
enough from the floor so that the honey can
be drawn off into 151b. pails.

I have taken great pains to tell all who buy
where and how to keep honey, and how to

liquefy granulated honey ; but another year I

shall have some of those little pamphlets put
out by the Roots, as they explain it better
than I can.

The main point is good honey. If it is good,
and cheap enough to compete with sugar or
molasses, the common every-day people will

have it as soon as they learn what it is.

One patron, when he bought his second lot,

said it was about as cheap as molasses, and a
lot cleaner. His next neighbor, in ordering
his second lot, said it was cheaper than buy-
ing so much sugar.

Swedonia, 111.

[It is true that not enough emphasis has
been placed on the quality of extracted. It

should be well flavored, thick, and cheap
enough to compete with sugar. When these
conditions are secured, honey will sell of it-

self. Why, my " taste " has become so that I

can't like any thing but the best thick honey.
Let the public once acquire this taste, and if

you have the goods to supply it they (the
goods) will sell without any effort.

—

Ed.]

A PURE-FOOD LAW MUCH NEEDED.

How May it be Secured ?

by F. A. SNELL.

The matter of pure foods is of vast import-
ance to every citizen. It is one in which the
old and young, rich and poor, have a mutual
interest ; and if such a law could be secured
and enforced the benefits would be mutually
shared. I have read with interest what has
been printed in our journals on this import-
ant subject. I think some of the writers have
not taken as broad a view of this matter as
should be the case. The question is a broad
one. It has been considered, it seems to me,
too much by bee-keepers as bearing on their

interests as honey producers and sellers.

That is all right, I think, so far as it goes.

The producers of pure maple syrup and sugar
are wronged the same as are bee-keepers and
others who are legitimately engaged in produc-
ing pure food products on through the list

;

but it must be remembered that the above re-

ferred to parties composing but a very small
part of the whole people of our country. In
order to secure the desired law audits enforce-
ment, the broad and correct view must be tak-

en that the called -for law is for all our people,
as it truly should be, and embrace all food
products.

It must be evident, to every one who has
given the matter any intelligent thought, that
the health of our people has been much in-

jured by the miserable imitations of pure

foods, and medicines as well, which we have
bought and used, paying the price at which
the pure goods should be sold for. We know
that people have been made sick by the fraud-
ulent mixtures when eaten. A national law
would be very desirable ; but there are doubts
as to such being secured very soon. Every
State not now having a good law of the kind
should pass one at the earliest opportunity.
As many of our State legislatures are now in
session an effort should at once be made with
them for a good law on this matter of pure
foods, etc. I think a State inspector, to see
to analyzing samples of these products, and
making collections from different manufactur-
ers and dealers, down to the retail dealers, or
grocers, should be chosen. He should have,
I think, full power to commence suit against
any party who may be known to have on sale
such goods. A fine by law should be levied
on every one found guilty of its violation.
Suspicious goods could be sent to the inspect-
or for analysis, by any citizen of the State.
Imprisonment for second or later violations of
the law would be advisable. With such a law,
every one selling bogus goods would be held
responsible, and would soon learn that the
people had rights that dealers should respect.

France, England, Germany, and some other
countries have had such national laws for
years, and such have been enforced, includ-
ing imprisonment, to the great satisfaction and
benefit of the masses. In our State we have
fair laws in this matter, but I think they
should be made more complete and far reach-
ing, with an imprisonment feature, and the
appointment, or, better, the election, of an
inspector by the people. Evidently we should
have the best law that can be framed for the
protection of our people against unscrupulous
greed and dishonesty. I believe that, to se-
cure the much-needed legislation, not one or
two industries, or a few that are now wronged,
will by delegates or committees be able to do
much

; but when we unite the interests of all
our people for the rights and best interests of
the masses, we may win. We are all consum-
ers, and that is where our strongest points of
argument and reason will best apply and have
the greatest influence. Such a view is far
above any thing in the line of class rule or
class interests. With a clear, well-directed ef-

fort in the lines above suggested, by a large
representation, it seems to me any respectable
legislature would do what would be so reason-
able and just as to pass a good pure-food law,
and thus give relief to a long-suffering people.

The above is only a little of what can be
said on this all important matter. I hope
many others who can do much better than I

will give their views and throw more light on
the subject. Practical ideas and united action,
with a move along the whole line upon the
gang of adulterators in securing pure-food
laws and their enforcement are now seemingly
more needed than ever before. Every article

used for food should be branded just what it

is, and sold for such. The honest producer
puts up pure and healthful goods, and is forc-

ed to sell them at little or no profit, while a
good margin is made upon the bngne. The
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innocent consumer often buys the inferior,

and in good faith that it is pure, with very

few exceptions perhaps. He gets the health-

destroyer when he supposes he is buying the

health-preserver or health-improver. Thus
one might continue in naming the wrongs
from which we suffer by these infamous abuses

committed by the adulterators of food prod-

ucts.

Milledgeville, 111.

BEE- VEILS WITH A FACING OF HORSEHAIR.

Quotation-marks that Don't Quote ; Bamboo Canes

on Lake Geneva.

BY F. L,. THOMPSON.

Dr. Miller asks about horsehair veils. There

are none, I believe, that have any more than a

facing of horsehair. I have used one for two
seasons. The facing is good yet. Lately some
holes developed in the cotton tulle that forms

the body The horsehair is about equal to

black cotton tulle for seeing through, and has

the advantage that it never gathers in folds. I

do not know how it would compare with silk

tulle, hiving never used this. If the latter is

better, why couldn't it be kept stretched in a

little frame set in the veil? How about the

fabric called "illusion," sometimes used for

ordinary veils ?

While literary infelicities are up, I want to

ask Dr. Miller aud his careful imitators, Glean-

er and B iler, why that memorandum-book
style of saying " in Review " instead of " in the

Review," This is a small matter, but they

are so persistent in it as to powerfully ex-

cite my curiosity. Surely, they don't mean
that the former phrase is correct, nor the lat-

ter incorrect.

And the Chicago breezes fanned somebody's
"brow, ''they did. When I read that,my "skin"

experienced a creepy "feeling," something
like that felt when I see a "young man"
wearing his " hat " on one side of his " head,"

or a "girl" chewing "gum." Verily, the

use of quotation-marks that don't quote has

become fearfully and wonderfully extended. I

could cite mauy such examples from the bee-

journals of the last few months. While ad-

missible in some degree, such extreme appli-

cations are never found in good literature.

Then there is the wooden and commonplace
use of the exclamation-point, etc. But what
riles me particularly is to have the proof-read-

er interfere with my punctuation. Beyond
certain general rules, the niceties of punctua-

tion, and particularly the use of the- comma,
are, according to the best authorities, matters

of taste. I suppose the proof-reader gets so

used to supplying punctuation that he does so

indiscriminately. But when he sees that one
has his own notions of punctuation he ought

to confine his work to the correction of real

errors, applying only such rules of punctua-

tion as are universally used in good literature.

Here is an item for A. I. R., which I trans-

late from VApicoltore, which translated it

from some German paper. Herr Reepen, a

well-known bee-writer, has been visiting Ed-

itor Bertrand, of La Revue Internationale,
who lives on the shore of Lake Geneva, at

Nyon, Switzerland. He says :

" Great was my surprise to find in the mag-
nificent garden, wh'ch descends to the edge of

the lake, canes of bamboo of a height that I

have not seen equaled outside of the Indies.

On inquiry I learned that it was a variety of

bamboo that does not fear the rigors of winter,

indigenous in the high mountain regions of

Japan, and probably not existing in any part

of Europe. Now, thanks to the kindness of

M. Bertrand, a healthy shoot may be found
here in Oldenburg, and is prospering wonder-
fully. I do not doubt that it will successfully

pass the northern winters, as the temperature
at Nyon, too, often descends to —13°R. [+3
F.] Nearness to running water is a condition

of its growth ; and when this is not lacking,

such a variety of bamboo will become an in-

comparable ornament of parks, gardens, etc.

The dusky-green color of its leaves is especial-

ly remarkable, not changing even in winter."
Montrose, Col., Oct. 26.

THE DOOLITTLE METHOD OF QUEEN-REARING.

How to Rear Giant Oueens.

BY C. T. BONNEY.

Since the Oregon went around Cape Horn
and whipped the whole Spanish fket, Oregon
doesn't seem as far out of the world as it did
before. Now that peace is declared I thought
a red apple from Oregon might not look bad
in your journal.

I have noticed considerable in Gleanings
lately about the Doolittle method of queen-
rearing, and I should like to drop a mite in

that direction in hopes that some brother bee-

keeper will experiment along the same line.

I use the Doolittle method because I can raise

larger and better queens by that process than
any other; and what I have to say in regard
to it is only with the hope that others may
have the same success with it that I have had.
I know quite a number of the bee-keepers
who use this method are old-timers, and well

versed in bee-lore, yet I believe not all of

them have caught on to the greatest advan-
tage in the Doolittle method, which with me
is being able to raise the largest queens that I

have ever seen—larger than I ever saw issue

from natural swarming. When I began to

handle bees I was not long in learning that
they sometimes build small queen-cells, and
from small cells come small queens, and small
queens almost always head a small or weak
colony; while large queen-cells bring large

queens, and large queens are almost invaria-

bly prolific. It occurred to me one day that

I might raise all extra-large queens by mak-
ing the queen-cups larger, so I accordingly
made some form-sticks one-third and in some
instances one-half larger than an ordinary
queen-cell, and found to my great satisfaction

that the bees would draw out the length in

proportion to the diameter, a ad thus I have
raised the largest and most prolific queens
that I have ever seen.
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I made up my mind some time ago that the
editors of the bee-journals had started in to

fence the whole bee-fraternity, but their do-
minion hasn't reached Oregon, so we had to

devise one of our own. I am willing to admit
that the slatted fence separator is better

than any of the old styles, yet the one I use
suits me better, which is a fence made of gal-

vanized wire cloth, eight meshes to the inch,

and the same width of tin separators. When
perforated with about three dozen '4-in. holes
it allows as free passageway as I think is nec-
essary, and each bee can see what its neigh-
bor is doing in the adjoining section, and it

allows the freest circulation of all. I find

that bees will work evener in the supers with
these fences, and will ripen the honey quick-
er than with any other. It is easily cleaned,
and will last a lifetime; besides, it has an ad-
vantage over all other separators in extracting
unfinished sections. Two wide frames can be
dropped in each basket of the extractor, and
the honey throwed out, in less time than it

takes to write it, and that without removing
any sections. If any have a patch of cap-
pings in the center a thin knife can be run
under the wire fence, the cappings removed,
and you can see just what you are doing all

the time. Honey can be extracted in this

way almost as fast as from the brood-frames,
depending, of course, on how near the sec-

tions are finished.

Woodburn, Ore., Nov. 21.

[I am inclined to think there may be some-
thing in the idea of large cells producing
large queens I should like to hear from Mr.
Doolittle on this point.—He]

BEE-STING DEATH.

An Interesting Account of the Results of Stings on
a Horse.

BY GEO. L. VINA!,.

Perhaps this article would be more appro-
priate for a medical journal. Thinking it

might be interesting to the readers of Glean-
ings, I will give an account of a case that

came under my observation.
September 7th, about 2:00 p.m., one of the

men was passing by some hives which were
about a hundred yards from him. He had
passed by in the same place frequently all

summer. It was a partly cloudy and very
muggy day. I had come from the bees before

dinner, and saw no robbing. They were as
quiet as usual. For some cause the bees at-

tacked the horse. The man succeeded in get-

ting him partly unharnessed, when he cleared
himself from the wagon, when he and the
man took French leave. The horse got about
200 yards away from the bees, and stopped. I

was called, and found the air full of bees.

Covering my head and face with netting, I

went and led the horse into some bushes, and
then to the barn. I got to the barn at 2:25.

No bees followed. The horse was a large one,
in good condition, and would weigh about
1200 pounds. His head, nose, ears, neck, and

body were pretty well covered with stings. A
strong wash of ammonia was made, and ap-
plied over him. At this time he did not ap-
pear to be in much pain, and stood quite still

;

but in about ten minutes he began to shake
his head, and respiration began to increase. I

took his pulse, and it had increased to 50 per
minute. The normal pulse of a horse is 36 to
40. The normal n spiration is 10 to 12, and
the temperature is 98|.
At 2:45 the pulse was 60, respiration 30,

temperature 102. The animal would stretch,

and urinate of a highly brown color, with fre-

quent evacuations of the bowels, of a thin and
watery consistency. At 3:00 p.m. the above
symptoms had increased in frequency. The
pulse was 80, respiration 60, temperature 104,
with marked symptoms of delirium. He
would throw himself on the bedding ; would
jump up again, and plung and tug at the
ropes that he was fastened by; would whinner
in a loud shrill voice. These symptoms lasted
until 4:15, when they began to abate, and the
respiration began to be somewhat stentorious

;

he also began to show paralysis of the extrem-
ities.

At 6:00 p.m. he was unable to get up. The
pulse had decreased again to 60 ; the tempera-
ture had increased to 105. The respiration de-
creased to 40, with the stentorious breathing
more marked.
These conditions continued in a more mark-

ed degree until he died, at 9:30, or about seven
hours after he was stung.
An autopsy was made the next morning at

7:30, or ten hours after death. The whole ali-

mentary canal was congested ; the lungs were
gorged with blood ; the cavities of the heart
were filled with clotted blood of a dark viscid
consistency, and all of the muscular tissue was
filled or congested. The coverings of the
spinal cord were congested ; also the cover-
ing and substance of the brain.

We are told in the bee-journals that the poi-

son of the bee is formic acid. We are inform-
ed in scientific works that it can be extracted
from the ant, the caterpillar, and numerous
other sources, and that it can be produced
chemically. In some medical works we are
told that it is used in a diluted form, applied
to the parts of a paralyzed limb ; that its ap-
plication increases circulation and a prickling
sensation over the parts it is applied to. Now,
will some of the shining lights of " beeology,"
who are scientific medical men and chemists,
please inform us why that strong and healthy
animal should die from a few stings in about
seven hours after he was sUing, with all symp-
toms of paralysis ?

Charlton City, Mass.

Jl
r

. H. A., S. C.—We would not advise you
to move your colonies at this season of the
year. As long as the bees can fly nearly every
day you might lose half your bees by remov-
ing to the porch mentioned in your letter.

If you lived, however, in the North, where
the bees could not fly for a period of three
months, the change could be easily made.
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RAMBLE 158.

Bee- keeping in Northern California.

BY RAMBEER.

We were in a mining town, where the neces-
sities of life ruled high in price, and the food
question was of some interest to Mr. Levering
and myself. Five dollars a week was the
regular price for board ; and we entertained
the idea that, with proper economy in bach-
ing, we could save enough to pay us for in-
dulging in that mode of life. In fact, I was
so used to it that I preferred it ; and in times
of yore the judge had practiced it. His late

department. But with the very first break-
fast I knew something was the matter with
the judge's gastronomy. He did not say
much, but the cakes were evidently lacking
some ingredient his grandma used to insert.
Now, some of the leading bee-men in Cali-

fornia, and some Eastern bee-men, and even
John Calvert, had all eaten my famous cakes,
and pronounced them good ; and now here in
this lonely mountain fastness the judge turned
his plate against them. I was so disappointed
that my interest in pancakes waned from that
moment, and I stopped their manufacture.
Some mornings after this stoppage the judge

surprised me by remarking that he was pan-

BACHING IT AT AN OUT-YARD IN A LONELY MOUNTAIN FASTNESS.

brother was a bach, and, having all the tools
necessary for promoting the enterprise, why
not?
We accordingly set up our household gods

in the little old cabin near the apiary. The
judge occupied one corner of the cabin with
his bed, while the other side and corner were
occupied by an ample fireplace and stove.
The dormitory where I spread my folding cot
was in a brand-new building termed the
vinegar-house. The late Mr. Levering made
quantities of the latter beverage from honey,
and there was 18 barrels of it on the premises.
I felt perfectly safe in sleeping in the room,
on account of the strong "motherly " influ-
ence that made itself known to the sense of
smell.

In cooking we at first divided the honors,
and I started in blithely upon the pancake

cake hungry, and he believed he would make
some. It is needless to say that my interest
in that department revived, and 1 was all

attention to the new mode of manufacture.
The second move he made, however, com-
menced a series of discouragements to my
eating them, for he used soda, which I do no't

like, and so strong that the odor of the cakes
while faking had a stunning influence upon
the flies, which were plentiful in the room.
Then I could see by the way they bellied
down in the center that they would be as
tough as a piece of leather. Did I eat any of
those cakes? No, sir! I was anxious to live
through the summer, and I resisted every time
the judge passed the plate to me. He was
evidently disappointed at my refusal, and pro-
ceeded to dispatch them himself. Now, some
bee-men and others have an idea that the
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judge is a feeble man, and not long for this

world. I was tinctured somewhat with the
same opinion until I saw those flat soda pan-
cakes disappear. I immediately made up my
mind he was good for thirty years more of

life. He is now 71. Why, land sakes ! you
all know what a strong stomach a corn-sheller

has for digesting things. Well, a Levering
pancake would give it the colic in five min-
utes. I really think the effect upon the judge
was distressing, for he never became pancake
hungry again during my residence in the
neighborhood, and it was very fortunate for

him that he did not. We silently, but by
mutual consent, dropped the subject.

In nearly all other matters of cookery the
judge displayed decided talent. I admired
the rolling-pin he used when making biscuit,

and have sketched it for the benefit of the
reader. In its season we had much fruit on
our table, and at the end of six months' bach-
ing we found the expense was $1.66 per week.
Now, 83 cents each per week is not slow for

economy. The judge was looking out all the

CHAPARRAI, THICKET.

time for the interests of the heirs of the estate;

and as long as he and I were satisfied with the
board the heirs ought to be ; but, ten chances
to one, the judge will, in the end, get no
thanks, but kicks instead.

Our honey season started in somewhat slow,
and with some elements of discouragement.
The early fruit-bloom did not yield honey,
neither did the manzanita, which is quite
abundant here. The mountains are also cov-
ered with chaparral, which, I am told, yields
some honey, but it failed this time. Chap-
arral is a dense growth of bushes on the
mountain-side, and they are so interlocked
that it is next to impossible for a man to find

a passage through it. It has a small white
blossom, but I doubt whether it yields much
honey at any time. While my nearest neigh-
bor rounded up his herd of cattle, sheep, and
his family, for a photo, I found that I bad in

the background a very good view of a moun-
tain covered with this growth, and it will give
your readers an idea of the appearance of

chaparral.
Owing to rain and cool weather, several

hundred pounds of old honey was fed to the

bees. As this was mostly comb honey in
large 12-pound boxes the task was an easy
one, except that, every time honey was placed
over the brood-nest, the back door and top of

those Harbison hives had to be retucked with
paper or rags.

It was well into June before the bees com-
menced to gather honey, and this came from
the first crop of alfalfa. While in Southern
California five or six crops are harvested per
annum, and always cut just as it comes to the
blooming-point, here there are but two crops

;

and, fortunately for the bee-keeper, it is allow-
ed to stand two weeks in bloom. The first

crop yields more honey than the second, and
with less admixture of honey from other
sources. Our honey from this first crop was
almost as white as sage honey, and of fine

flavor. The second yield, in August, was less

in quantity, and darker in quality from being
mixed with honey from blue-curl, locally

known as tar-weed, and known in Southern
California as flea-weed or vinegar-weed. It

secretes a dark honey having a strong dis-

agreeable flavor. There were
acres of it on all waste places
in the valley. The bees com-
menced to work upon it just as
soon as the first crop of alfalfa

had been harvested.
When I saw indications of the

coming of the second yield of
honey from alfalfa I extracted
all " tarweed " honey; and, al-

though it was nearly all unseal-
ed, it was ripe enough to com-
mence to granulate in the tank
in a few days.

The removal of over a ton of
this dirk honey enabled me to
secure a better grade of honey
from the second crop of alfalfa.

The only admixture thereafter
was a small amount of tar-weed
honey.

Sweet clover was also a small factor in our
honey production. The late Mr. Levering
went east a few years ago, and upon his
return be brought with him the seeds of sweet
clover, m >therwort, catnip, and other plants,
for introduction here. Tne sweet clover took
hold of the soil real well here, and, after a few
years of trial, Mr. Levering wished he hadn't
done it, and tried to eradicate it; but it was
too late, for it is scattered more or less through
Scott Valley, and is considered by some an
obnoxious weed. From my observation the
bees work upon it industriously. Mr. Lever-
ing was passionately fond of flowers, and his
little cabin was surrounded with them iu great
variety, and his place was noted for its beauty.
The season was an extremely poor one for

comb honey. If we had depended upon that
for our income we should have had to econo-
mize still further in the household expenses.
The late Mr. Levering had progressed far

enough to commence the use of the 4% x \%
sections. The upper surface of a Harbison
hive is not easily fitted with these sections,
and Mr. L. put them in one at a time, tiered
up three in height, with no crate to hold them.
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Quite a number of hives had these sections

still in place all empty, but glued tight. Well,
now, you better believe it was a job to get

them out without breaking them ; and if Mr.
L. could do it when they were filled with
honey, and not break them, he had an exem-
plary patience ; and if he could handle those
sections one by one, and get them out of ten
hives per day, he was a rapid workman.
To work the sections without too much

strain on my nervous system, the judge and I

devised a crate to hold 18 sections, and put on
100 of them ; and at least 900 of the sections

in those crates were filled with drawn combs.
We found quite a difference in the workable-
ness of drawn combs. If the bees had drawn
out a comb and left it with no honey in it,

there was a hard ribbed edge to every cell,

that they were loath to use ; while if the comb
had been filled with honey, and extracted, or

if it had been recently eaten out by the bees
in the process of feeding, they were more
liable to get to work upon it. In the former
case the ribbed edge needed to be trimmed
down or leveled ; but with all of our drawn
combs we were barely rewarded with more
than 800 lbs. of honey in sections.

The new combs that were fitted into our
extracting-frames were neglected in the same
way by the bees. Two new combs in a super,

with five old ones, would in many instances

be entirely neglected, while the old combs
would be filled with honey. I have seen this

same preference shown by bees in Southern
California. I attribute it to the fact that an
old comb is a warmer surface to work upon.
It retains more or less heat from the brood-
chamber, while the new comb retains none.
This preference is also shown more where cool

nights prevail, and where the queen is not
prolific enough to fill the hive cram full of

bees Several conditions seem favorable for

such a state of things, and we had them all in

full force in this apiary during the past season.

It seemed that, while the judge and I were
striving to impress the heirs of the estate with
the importance of bee culture, and trying to

get a large yield of honey and a good amount
of cash, the bees resorted to many ways to

baffle us.

HONEY IN PLAIN SECTIONS PUT ALL OTHERS
IN THE SHADE AT THE MARLETTE

FAIR ; DEEP ENTRANCES.

I tried the plain sections and fence this sea-

son. I got my supplies from Mr. Hunt, Bell

Branch. I like them very much. I shall use

more next season. The honey looks much
nicer in plain sections. My honey put all the

others in the shade at the Marlette fair. I

I think I should like the fence a little lower
than the sections. I noticed this fall the bees

glued the space full so you could not look
into the super. I think I shall cut mine down

% inch. Would it not be better to have the/
slats a little further apart so the bees can pass
through ? I tried the S fence by holding it at
the entrance when the bees were at work, but
not a bee went through, eit! er coming in or
going out. I think the deep entrance is all

right. I made mine this year %. My old
hives were Y%\ and as soon as it got pretty hot
the bees hung out quite badly. I then put
strips y% inch under the hive (sides and back),
and the bees went to work, and bothered but
little after that.

I like Gleanings very much in all its dif-

ferent parts. I should not like to do without
it. Wm. Stiles.

Burnside, Mich., Dec. 5.

[You will see in our Dec. 15th issue that the
fences for 1899 will be % inch narrower at the
top and bottom, and that the slats themselves
will be a little further apart than last year. It

is true that, in some cases, the bees filled the
spaces above the cleats on the last-year fence
with glue. While there are only occasional
reports of such propolizing we thought best
to make a change— make cleats come flush

with the tops of the slats.

—

Ed.]

MY APICULTURAL CREED ; GOLDENROD A
FAILURE ; LARGE HIVES ; T SUPERS ; TEN-

CENT COMB HONEY, ETC

The honey crop was a perfect failure here
this season. A sixty-days' drouth, with the
exception of three local showers during May
and June, did it up.

I believe goldenrod has always received
more praise than it ever deserved. It is very
abundant here, but it is seldom visited by
bees. During ten years I have seen bees work-
ing on it but four times.

I believe in Dadant's arguments for large
hives. My hives are nine-frame Langs'.roth.

I am a believer in Dr. Miller's T tins and
section cases. I don't believe they will ever
be excelled.

I believe your fence will be a success with
men who make a living by bee-keeping ; but
with a majority it will never be used.

I am a small bee-keeper. I follow, never
lead. It is a side business with me ; but if I

were going to make any change in the size of

sections I would make five tiers fill a L. sec-

tion case, say 3)4 x 5, and just wide enough
so each section, when well filled, would hold
one dime's worth of honey at the rate of 12}<£

cents a pound. My reasons are these : A dime
is a standard coin, easy to make change, easy
to sell. Almost any person can raise a dime
who wants honey ; and 12^ cents is as near
a standard price as any thing can be. When
I was a small boy we lived near Wooster. My
mother bought honey of a neighbor at 12^4
cents a pound, and I went and took it home.
She also got some honey from the same neigh-
bor at $1.00 a gallon. It was candied, the
first I ever saw. These things occurred in

1832. Taking prices then and now, and for

ten years or more, I think 12^£ cents for hon-
ey is as near a standard price as a dime is a
coin ; and I believe such a section would meet
with general favor ; and, to use a nursery-
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man's language, when a fine fruit is brought
to notice, it " would fill a long-felt want."

AN EXCELLENT METHOD l-'OR STOPPING ROB-
BING.

I will give you my plan of stopping robbing.
Whenever one hive commences robbing I take
the weak hive, the one that is being robbed,
and set it in some other place. I then take
one of my strongest hives and place it where
the robbed one was. I do this in the evening.
Next morning early the robbers go to work.
The robbers always commence business early.

But they meet a powerful resistance, and, aft-

er fighting awhile, give it up. If one power-
ful hive did not whip them out I would give
them another. But I never had to give a sec-

ond one. This is original with me. It has
always worked successfully.

You always want to know what your read-
ers think of your journal. Well, my opinion
is you can't make any improvement.

John Barford.
Cross Keys, Ga., Dec. 13.

SWEET CLOVER.

I have always thought that one writing on
any subject ought to have a practical knowl-
edge of the subject. I am more confirmed in

this since reading the letter written by L. W.
Sawyer (seep. 893, Dec. 1st issue). He cer-

tainly doesn't know what he is talking about.
One would naturally suppose, by reading his

letter, that he was a large land-owner with
cattle upon a thousand hills, and that sweet
clover had become a great nuisance to him,
when the facts of the case are he doesn't own
a foot of land, but rents just one acre upon
which he raises a few beans and potatoes, and
has about 40 colonies of bees. There is no
sweet clover in this country, to speak of. I

will agree to wheel all there is within ten
miles of Mr. Sawyer's lot, on a Daisy wheel-
barrow, and I don't think it would make a
load. Now, Mr. Sawyer is generally consider-
ed an honest man and a good citizen ; and
what in the world ever made him slop over in

that kind of a way I don't know. Sweet clo-

ver may be a bad thing, and it may not. I am
just like Dr. Miller in one respect—I don't
know.

REPAIRING BRUISED COMB HONEY.
I have never seen any thing in Gleanings

in regard to soldering broken sections, and I

just wondered if any one else had ever got on
to it. When I am casing up honey, if I punch
a hole in a section it is ruined as first-class

honey, no matter how nice the section in other
respects. One day I was working near a hot
stove, and broke an exceptionally nice section.

I picked up a case-knife and held it on the
stove until it was quite hot, then smeared it

over the hole, when, presto ! the hole was
closed good and tight. It left a thin covering
of wax over the honey that made it as good as

ever. Since then I have saved a good many
dollars' worth of honey from going into the
third-rate lot. If the hole is very large I drop
on a small piece of white comb from an unfin-

ished section. Try it. E. A. Emmons.
Tampico, 111., Dec. 20.

VENTILATION AFFORDED BY FENCES.
I don't see any aptness in R. L. Taylor's il-

lustration of a wicker chair in a room. It

doesn't fit the case. If he wants it put in ep-
igram, here is one that is more of a correct
simile: Which will be better ventilated, a box
or a crate standing in a room with a window
or door open ? and if the room be filled with
boxes and crates, which are better ventilated ?

Moreover, ventilation is sidewise as well as
vertical, even naturally, to say nothing of the
currents caused by the bees fanning. Can not
a room be ventilated by opening a door in the
side nearly as well as by opening one in the
floor or ceiling? Hence I agree with you, and
not with Dr. Miller's Straw on p. 825, Nov. 15.

Monterey, Cal. A. Norton.

HONEY-LEAFLETS NOT A SUCCESS FOR SELL-
ING HONEY.

In Gleanings for Nov 15 you ask if the
honey-leaflels have been a success in selling
honey. Not with me. I don't think one in

ten reads them. I have never thought the
name was suitable—sounds too dry. How
would "All about Honey" do? I am not
sure they have ever sold a pound of honey for
me. I have distributed several hundred.

Clinton, 111. Henry Wilson.
[Let's hear from others. This makes the

second unfavorable report.

—

Ed.]

HONEY SOAKING IN CYPRESS BARRELS NOT
SERIOUS.

In regard to cypress barrels, such as I use
are of best seasoned cypress. When dry
(empty) a barrel will weigh 48 to 51 lbs., and
half-barrels 27 to 2!) lbs When filled with
honey for several weeks, and then emptied
and placed so as to drain thoroughly, a barrel
will gain by absorption from 5 to 6 lbs., and
half-barrels 3 lbs. I have the best of Fair-
banks' scales, and have tested barrels and
half-barrels again and again. Half-barrels
(cypress) are far preferable to any other pack-
ages for shipping honey.

Greenville, Miss. O. W. Blanton.

THE DANZENBAKER HIVE.
I have used two of the Daaz. hives during

the past season, and, comparing the residts

with the Dovetailed hives, the Danz. makes
the better showing of results. With my short
experience during the season, which has been
poor for honey, I am very favorably impressed
with this hive, and would inquire if you an-
ticipate making any change in the construc-
tion for 1899. J. K. Goodrich.
Waterbury, Conn., Oct. 24.

GOOD NEWS FROM CALIFORNIA.
Southern California has at length had a

rain. We did not get much here in Los An-
geles, but the interior had quite a downpour

;

and with the rain came the unusual phenome-
non of snow. Several inches fell in Riverside
and adjacent country. The bee-keepers and
ranchers are accordingly much encouraged.
We are hoping for "a continuation of these
favors. J. H. Martin.
Shermanton, Cal., Dec. 10.
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A PLEA FOR THE FARMER BEE-KEEPER.

I see quite a good deal in the bee-journals

about farmer bee-keepers, and about their sell-

ing black and inferior honey at low prices,

and spoiling the market for the expert bee-

keepers 1 see on page 879 Mr. Boardman
has something to say about this. Now I want
to know why the farmer can get any darker

honey than the expert bee-keeper. Do the ex-

perts stand at the hive and clean off the bees'

feet before they go in ? or do they keep a mat
at each hive for the bees to clean their own
feet on? or do they train them to gather the

white honey and leave the dark out ?

In regard to farmers selling their honey
cheaper, it is not so here, for farmers take

their honey to the stores and trade it for other

goods, and get the same as they retail it out

at, and that is 15 cts. per pound. I am a farm-

er bee keeper, but I always get the latest style

of hive, sections, and fences.

Wakefield, Neb., Dec. 15. R. Chinn.

[You would not be classed as one of the

"farmer bee-keepers " complained of. It is

those who use old box hives, and sell either

chunk honey or honey put up in old dirty

last-year sections. In a word, it is the don't-

care slovenly fellows, farmers or any one else,

that demoralize the markets. Because one is

a farmer it does not follow that he can not

produce first-class honey. Why, I should say

nine-tenths of our best bee-keepers are also

farmers.—Ed.]

DEAD BROOD OR FOUL BROOD.
I had eight or ten hives containing dead

brood the past season. Some of them dwin-

dled to nothing. I united some with other

colonies. Some of them had no queen. What
you say in Gleanings, page 803, will explain

that; but some had queens. I took one of the

queens and introduced her to another colony

that was queenless, and they raised healthy

brood. Is there any danger of this disease be-

coming serious ? Is it contagious ?

There have been other cases of it in this part

of the country. What is the proper thing to

do with diseased colonies? I have had fears

that it was foul brood ; but it does not quite

answer the description. The brood dies, turns

brown, and dries up before being sealed.

Some dies after being sealed.

Ohl, Pa., Nov. 7. M. Gumbert.

[What you describe I take to be dead brood.

This malady is nothing serious. Some seasons

it will appear, and then again it will not show
itself for several seasons. Comparatively lit-

tle of the brood dies, and usually the malady
will disappear of itself. It greatly resembles

foul brood, and the only distinct differences

are, first, it is not contagious; and, second,

very little of the brood dies—only here and
there scattering cells.

—

Ed.]

THE IDEAL SUPER; SQUARE SECTIONS; WIDTH
OF CLEATS OF FENCES.

I have been interested in bees for seven

years, and have been a reader of Gleanings
almost as long. I have used tall sections

three seasons, and have no use for the square

ones any more. I was much interested in

reading Dr. Miller's article in Gleanings for

May 15, on the Ideal super, and also in Mr.
W. C. Gathtight's article and Dr. Miller's re-

ply in the Nov. 1st number. I have used a
few Ideal supers this past season, and think
they are the best and simplest supers in use.

I have used section -holders six seasons, and
will discard them as soon as possible. A su-

per like the Ideal, with slats, can be filled and
emptied much quicker than one with section-

holders. The Ideal can be emptied the same
as Dr. Miller empties his T supers, illustrated

in the A B C of Bee Culture. I think if the
editor will try filling a few Ideal supers and a
few with section-holders he will be convinced
that slats are ahead of section-holders.

There were a few faults in the construction
of the Ideal super, fence, and sections. The
five sections in a row are about ^ inch shorter

than the fence. I think the row of sections

should be a tiifle longer than the fence so the
sections could be tightened endwise with a

thin strip between the section ends and the

super end. Would it not be better to have
the tin strips that the slats rest on made wid-
er, and folded back f inch like this? =^>
The way they are now made, they sag between
the nails. Don't you think the cleats on the
fence are too wide ? I filled the sections full

of foundation, but the honey was rounded off

at the edges opposite the cleats, and the row
of cells next the wood left unsealed. I want
my honey filled like Mr. Danzenbaker's, and
the cleats on his fence are not as wide as the
Ideal fence-cleats. Don't you think it would
be better to have the cleats long enough only
to touch the top and bottom slats about f&
inch ? I admire the honey that Mr. Danzen-
baker and Mr. Aspinwall produce in plain

sections, and hope the Ideal fence will be so

made as to give like results.

Lamoni, Iowa. W. H. Dancer.

[Most of your questions are answered in our
Dec. 15th issue, and I would therefore refer

you to that number. As to a folded tin for

section-holder bottoms, that would be a doubt-
ful improvement, as it would take up too
much room. If we did any thing we would
make the tin heavier.

—

Ed.]

ABSCONDING SWARMS—WHOSE PROPERTY?
If an apiarist follow an absconding swarm

of bees, and they settle on another party's

property, can the apiarist claim his bees by
law, if he has seen them traveling there?

If a person finds a swarm of bees settled (no
one knowing where they came from) on an-

other party's property, whose are they by
law, in case both parties claim them?
Red River, O. J. B. Cool.

[Bees belong to the one who first discovers

them, no matter where they came from nor on
whose tree or land they may be on; but the

finder of the bees can not go and take them
against the wish of the owner of the land

on which they may be. As to how they would
then settle their difficulty, I am not lawyer
enough to say; but if I were in that fix I

would submit to arbitration rather than have
any row.

—

Ed.]
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Prospects look a little discouraging after

all, in California, in spite of what is said on
page 18. A later note from Mr. Martin says
there was no rain last year, and but little up
to date this year, comparatively. But it is an
old adage with the West Coasters that they
never have two dry seasons in succession, so
there is still hope.

Friend Dadant, in his article in this issue,

last paragraph, asks some pertinent questions.
I do not know that I care to have them ans-
wered in Gleanings, as we really have not
space for social and political discussions ; but
one can not help smiling when he thinks of

the various foibles that cling to the twentieth-
century civilization.

In our last issue, in reference to the fence
question I spoke of Mr. Holtermann's having
borrowed certain cuts from our catalog and us-

ing the same in his journal as a boomerang on
the Root Co. After the matter had gone to

press, and too late to make the change, I dis-

covered my error. The cuts were bought out-

right, and I cheerfully make the correction as

simple justice to Mr. Holtermaun.

The prospects in the supply line look al-

most as flattering as last year; indeed, our new
engine, that we supposed to be ample for our
work, is now pretty well loaded down. We
shall have to speed it up and increase the boil-

er capacity in order to be able to handle our
factory. We shall be taking, during the next
three months, nearly 300 horse power, and
nine-tenths of all our work relates to bee-
keeping.

There seems to be a demand for a slatted

separator—a separator made of slats the same
as the fence, but without cross-cleats, so that

it can be used with old-style sections. We
shall be able to offer these to our customers,
as well as the fences. While they will, no
doubt, be an improvement over the plain solid

separator, they probably will not give the re-

sults secured by the fence and plain section in

combination.

INVENTING NEW HIVES.

In the Revue Internationale for November,
Mr. Ulr. Gubler, a distinguished bee-keeper
of Europe, has the following to say in his
" Advice to Beginners :"

The bee-keeper who knows how to handle tools
likes to try to make his own hives, and therein we
have only words of encouragement. But let him con-
fine himself to systems approved by the experience of
our masters. Refrain from a tendency to make new
things, to introduce pretended improvements, before
knowing thoroughly the nature of the bee and its

needs. The hives that we posst ss are the result of the
studies, the experiments, and the discoveries of a
great number of bee-keepers ar.d experts of all lands:
and to desire to make new is simply to render oneself
liable to pay dearly for the experiments that others
have made before vis.

JOURNALISTIC COURTESY.
In the last Am. Bee Journal Prof. Cook re-

fers to the time in the early GO's when even
the fair name of Langstroth was traduced, and
bee-periodicals were casting serious reflections
upon each other. He tells how, in these later
years, this thing has disappeared

; and al-

though he does not refer particularly to the
present time, I am rather of the opinion that
the article would not have been written except
for some things that have appeared in our late
current literature.

If the bee-journals of to-day are showing a
tendency to degenerate into the ways of old, let

them mend their ways at once. I always be-
lieve in fair honest criticism, even to the ex-
tent of plain talk when the exigencies call for
it ; but this latter should always be used spar-
ingly.

Mr. York, of the Am. BeeJournal, in com-
menting editorially on Prof. Cook's article,

says :
" We think all apiarian editors, not ex-

cepting ourselves, need to devote a little more
thought to this matter than, apparentlv, has
been given to it in the past few months." I

will subscribe to the statement. I will do all

I can, so far as our publication is concerned,
in making 189!) a new year. Nay, fuither : I

am not ashamed to make reparation if I have
wronged a brother.

THE ASPINWALL MACHINE SECTION-
CLEANER.

In our last issue I spoke of the fact that we
were considering the manufacture and sale of
a machine section- cleaner. The fact that it

was invented by L. A. Aspinwall, that Jack-
son bee-keeper who produces such fine comb
honey—the man who is the inventor of sever-
al useful agricultural machines, also inventor
of the Aspinwall hive, separator, and super

—

is evidence sufficient, to my mind at least, that
he has a machine that is a success. Here is

what Mr. Aspinwall says of it in the Review

:

Referring to section-cleaners and section-cleaning,
the plain sections offer obvious advantages in favor of
their adoption. However, the wonderful success of
my present machine is certainly greater than I first

anticipated, it being adapted not only to plain but to
old style sections. The speed attainable in cleaning
plain sections is far greater than I first supposed could
possibly be. The highest speed I have thus far attain-
ed was at the rate of 192 sections per hour, being up-
ward of 2000 per day. The test of speed, however,
was upon a few , and possibly with a larger number I

should have failed to maintain that record. Still, I am
by no means an expert as yet; but I believe that, in
the hinds of such, 100 sections could be cleaned per
hour.

Mr. Aspinwall, I believe, has it nearly per-
fected. As soon as it is he is to send us a
machine, and then we will see what we can do
about putting it on the market, if all goes
well.

NUMBER OF COLONIES AT THE HOME OF THE
HONEY-BEES ; WHY WE WINTER OUT-

DOORS.
WE now have in the apiary, safely put away

in winter quarters, 2o2 colonies. A part of

this number is made up of colonies from the
out-apiary, which this year were brought home
to avoid the depredations of thieves.

We winter wholly outdoors in double-walled
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chaff-packed hives, and our percentage of loss

for the last 15 or 16 years usually runs about

three per cent. Not only that, we have strong

vigorous colonies in the spring. Our locality

is too mild at times to warrant the greatest

success, for us at least, vuth indoor or cellar

wintering. After trying the two methods side

by side we found the outdoor plan gave us bet-

ter results.

FIVE - GALLON SQUARE CANS ; A GOOD AR-
GUMENT" FOR THEIR USE.

On page 886 I had something to say about

barrels and square cans. Referring to what
was said about both in the bee-journals, Mr.

Leahy, in the last issue of the Progressive

Bee-keeper, says :

We used to buy in barrels and kegs, but with us the

loss of honey by use of barrels would more than pay
for cans; in fact, we were often compelled to empty
contents of barrels into cans after we received the

shipment We have no hone consumers who will

take a barrel of honey, nor } et a half-barrel; but we
have many who buy a'5-gallon can from us every year.

A can can be set in a warm place, and the honey be

kept liquid while a barrel or a keg can not. Five

cents will furnish a nice 2-inch honey-gate, that you
can give to a customer to draw the honey from a can
with, while it would take 25 or 50c for a faucet with

which to draw the honev from a barrel or keg. Our
experience has been that panel cans will not crack
while being roughly handled; and as they cost no
more than cans with straight sides, we advise the use

of cans, and panel cans at that. If you have any hon-

ey in barrels to sell, please don't let us know any thing

about it; but we want some good alfalfa honey in cans.

It is true thatTa" five-gallon can is just right

for family size. Whenever we get some extra

choice extracted honey, thick in body, fine

in flavor, I just take a whole can of it " over

home." I always like to treat my bee-keep-

ing visitors to the best honey there is to be

had in the United States ; and usually (not

always) at our house we have something in

that line fit to set before a king.

One of these 60-lb. square cans can be set in

the house anywhere, next to the stove or

down cellar ; but it would not do to set a keg

of honey in a hot place. Say, brethren, would
it not be a good idea for us to talk about a

family can of honey, just as we talk about a

family flour-barrel ? There are hundreds, yes,

thousands, of families that lay in a stock of

eight or ten gallons of maple syrup, and why
not honey in equal quantities?

COGGSHALL AND HIS OUT-APIARY HELP ;
BI-

CYCLES FOR OUT-YARD WORK.

I have already spoken of my visit to Mr.

Coggshall about the middle of last October.

At that time Mr. C. gave me a photo showing

him and his men preparing to go to their out-

yard. This I have since had engraved, and

show on page 10.

The view was taken just in front of Mr.

Coggshall's beautiful residence. Mr. C. and
one of his sons are in the wagon. The others

stand by their bicycles ready to start. When
they go to their out-yards all the helpers go
together, some in the wagon carrying empty
supers, etc., and the rest going on bicycles.

The wheels are used because they enable the

men to go in separate groups from one yard

to another. They usually go in pairs to each

yard. One pair may precede the rest, get

things ready and hives opened up, when they
will be joined by one or two more.
You see bicycles enable the men to go and

come as they please ; and when one or more
can't work to advantage at one yard they
mount their wheels and go to another.
Wheels are an advantage over horses in an-

other way: bees can't scare or sting them, and
at Coggshall's yards this is quite an item.

At each out-yard there are smokers, veils,

extractors, kegs, and every thing else neces-

sary to carry on the work of an extracting
apiary ; so all that is necessary for the boys to

do, usually, is to mount their wheels and ride

to the several yards.

Niver tells a story about Harry Howe that I

can't help repeating here. As nearly as I can
remember, the facts are these :

Mr. Niver went over to call on Coggshall,

on the first of September. Harry was help-

ing to thrash. Said Mr. Niver to Harry :

" Busy nowadays? "

"No, not very," said Harry.
" What have you been doing? "

" Why," said Harry, "this being the first

of September I had to go hunting ; walked
seven or eight miles ; shot several squirrels,

and got back in time for dinner. After dinner
Lamar wanted me to go to one of the out-

yards and take off 200 supers. This I did,

and got back about four o'clock, going some
fourteen or fifteen miles. As I had a little

time left I turned in and helped the thrash-

ers.
'

'

" So you haven't been very busy, eh? Let's

see : You walked seven or eight miles, and
brought home a string of squirrels ; wheeled
some fifteen miles, took off 200 supers, got

back home, and then helped thrash !

"
'

' That's Harry all over, '

' said Niver. '

' Yes,

and for that matter that is about the way Cogg-
shall and all his men work ; and then if you
ask them if they are busy they simply say,
' Oh ! not very.'

"

At the time I visited Mr. Coggshall he was
husking corn. I asked him what he was do-

ing that for.

"Well," said he, " there was nothing par-

ticularly to do, and I thought I might as well

husk as do nothing."
" But," said I, " a man who works as hard

as you do, at steam-engine pace, ought to

have, it seems to me, a little breathing-spell

once in a while."
" Breathing-spell ! Why, to loaf," said Mr.

Coggshall, " would kill me quicker than to

work."

SNOW AROUND THE ENTRANCES OF HIVES.

Very frequently lately the question has

been asked whether snow should be swept
away from the entrances of hives, especially

when it is drifted around about the hives as it

has been in most northern localities within

the last two or three weeks. I have been in

the habit of giving the advice to let the hives

alone ; that, unless the snow is drifted very

badly, there is no danger of smothering the

bees, for the snow, if it is light, is full of air
;

and as to protection, nothing could be better.
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Said one of our neighbor bee-keepers, " There
is nothing I like to see better than my hives
buried up in snow, because then I know they
are going to winter well."

But the snow is gone, and has been for a
week. We had one of those old-fashioned
" January thaws " in December, and since that

time no questions have been asked about
sweeping away snow.

DOOLITTLE ON ADULTERATION.

Brother Dooeittee, in the Progressive
Bee-keeper, thinks there is more noise about
adulteration than the facts will warrant ; that

there is less adulteration now than
formerly. If Bro. D. will go over the
markets as some of us have done, es-

pecially in the large cities, I think he
will have reason to change his mind.
It is true, honey has come down in

price, and so also has glucose, and very
nearly in proportion. If friend D. will

take the pains to get the price on glu-

cose by the carload he will find that
there is a good margin for adulterat-

ing yet. If there were not, there
would not be so much of it.

I dislike to talk about adulteration

as much as any one ; but if we bee-

keepers try to cover up the fact, or

try to convince ourselves that it is

not as bad as some folks think, the
glucose mixers will take new courage.
All they want is to be let alone. In
that respect they are like the saloon-

keeper, whose business Bro. Doolittle

and I mutually despise.

any thing in Danzenbaker's and Aspinwall's
systems of honey - production. I am well
aware that not all fence honey by considerable
is equal to the specimens shown in Glean-
ings, from Messrs. Danzenbaker and Aspin-
wall. Yes, some of it is at least no better than
honey produced in old style sections ; but this

difference, I think, is due wholly to the con-
struction of the separator or fence.

OUEEN-CEEES ; NATURE AS IT IS.

Some little time ago Bro. Hutchinson sent
me a photo he had taken in miniature, repre-
senting some queen-cells. The thought occur-

DANZENBAKER HONEY NOT OVER-
DRAWN.

In our last issue I spoke of the fact

of there having been some criticism

to the effect that the illustrations in

the Review and Gleanings, showing
honey in plain sections, were hardly
fair.

I have just received a letter from
Mr. J. E. Crane, of Middlebury, Vt,
who, after leaving Medina, went to

Washington, and there visited Mr.
Francis Danzenbaker. After look-
ing over his honey he says :

" I do
not think that the illustrations of his

honey have been overdrawn." I thought so
all along myself, but I did not venture the
statement, as some, at least, would think I

was a prejudiced authority. Mr. W. Z. Hutch-
inson, a man who has been admired for his
fairness, has spoken in the highest terms of
Mr. Danzenbaker's honey ; and if there is

any man in all beedom who knows how to

produce a gilt-edged article, it is Mr. Danzen-
baker. I have seen but very little of the
honey produced by L. A. Aspinwall, of Jack-
son, Mich. ; but from what I have heard of
it, I should say it is fully equal to Mr. Dan-
zenbaker's.

It seems to me, friends, we should throw
aside prejudice, and learn whether there is

red to me that this might be enlarged to life size.

Accordingly I sent it to our engravers, and
asked them to enlarge it to show five cells to

the inch. The results were so satisfactory

that I immediately sent a proof to Bro. Hutch-
inson, saying I thought he had a prior right

to it—that I would not use it till he had used
it in his journal. In due time it found its

way into the columns of the Review; and
now I take pleasure in presenting what I call

a work of art in photography and half-tone

—a work of .art because it is nature itself.

Many times beginners have had a wTrong
notion as to what constitutes a queen-cell; but
here is an illustration that will show exactly
what it is like.
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Our Roll of Honor.

Symposium of the Veterans, or Those who have

Taken Gleanings for 25 Years, More or Less.

In our last issue we promised a little present
to the veterans. Well, it hardly seems worth
while to draw the line too sharply at just 25
years. Quite a number have taken it for 20
years, some 23, and some 24 ; and in order to

do justice to all, we have decided to send one
number of Gleanings free of charge to any
one for every year he has taken and read it in

the past. Thus, you see those who have taken
Gleanings for 20 years will have 20 issues

free, those of 24 years a whole year free, and
so on.

Several mention the time when Gleanings
was printed by windmill power. "Vol.1.
No. 1 " is dated Jan. 1, 1873 ; but it was first

taken from the press, as I explained in our
previous issue, Dec. 6, 1872, and the printing
was done at the office of the Medina Gazette
for the first year. But Jan. 1, 1874, however,
we had a press of our own, and the first issue

for the year was printed on this press, your
humble servant running it by foot power when
the wind did not blow; but when the wind did
blow I had a mechanical arrangement so that
a large windmill (put up for cutting up stuff

for hives, etc. ) would follow up in the rear,

and finally relieve me from working the trea-

dle when there was wind enough. A good
deal of the time the printing was done partly

by wind power and partly by foot power—that
is, the two pulled together. I remember one
night when we were late I made preparation
to run the press all night. As there was not a
breath of wind there was no way but to tread

it out. About ten o'clock, however, a breeze
sprang up, the press kept going faster and
faster ; but as the wind came up gradually I

learned to feed as the speed increased ; and
under the inspiration of seeing my two hob-
bies at the time work together (the printing-
press and the windmill), I put in the sheets so
rapidly that I was through and at home not
much after midnight. Of course, there was
some grumbling among the subscribers be-

cause some of the sheets were printed crook-
ed ; but when I explained the matter they
were very kind and forbearing, and let me
down easy. After that it began to be a kind
of standing joke that any crookedness (either

in the journal or bee-hives) was to be attribut-

ed to the irregularity of the windmill. Before
Vol. III. was out, however, the wind proved
to be too uncertain for the hive trade as well
as for our enlarged circulation, and a 4^-horse-
power Bookwalter engine was put in to sup-
plement our power when the wind did not
blow; and fcr a while both the windmill and
the engine pulled together quite amicably.
Now, then, let us hear from the veterans :

Gleanings has come to my home continuously
since the first number. I have kept the numbers.
Honey-producing has been my principal pursuit all
these years. As might be expected, the enthusiasm
of the earlier years has materially abated. An inter-
est in intensive farming, fostered by Gleanings, is

my present hobby. T. P. Andrews.
Farina, 111 , Dec. 21.

I have taken Gleanings for over 25 years. I wish
you a merry Christmas. D. H. Tweedy.
Dillonvale, Ohio, Dec. 28.

I am unable to fix the exact date of my first sub-
scription to Gleanings, but I know that I have the
26 volumes complete, not one number missing.

E. Springfield, O., Dec. 23. R. M. Reynolds.

I commenced bee-keeping 21 years ago last fall, and
have been a constant reader of Gleanings during
that time, and am pleased to say that I am a paid-up
suKscril er. I can say that, for these 21 years, I have
read Gleanings with much pleasure and profit.
Wishing it a long life and a wide circulation I am

Yours re=pectfullv,
Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 21. \V. S. Wright.

As you request in last Gleanings, I will say I com-
menced to keep bees Jan. 5, 1872. I think about two
years after tl at I heard of Gleanings, and have been
a subscriber ever since, and have all the numbers ever
printed, having sent for all back numbers. I have
every one preserved up to present time without a
missing number: also the American Bee Journal for
the same time. I shall be 71 years old next June.
Newburgh, N. Y., Dec. 22. Marcus D. Du Bois.

I remember very well when, 26 years ago, I received
No. 1 of Gleanings. I have every number of the
paper from that day to this, and, still betttr, my sub-
scription for 1899 is paid. Age tells, so 1 can not get
around among the 1 ees now as I did 25 years ago ; but
my two little boys are a very great help to me in the
management of my 65 colonies. Wm. Wilson.
Bardstown, Ky., Dec. 23.

I have taken Gleanings from the time you printed
it by wind power. I got interested in apiarian pur-
suits over forty years ago by reading Langstroth's
book. I have had as many as 225 colonies. In the
summer of IAS.'! I harvested 12,000 lbs. of honey. I am
still in the business. I could not do without Glean-
ings. Long may it live, and eternity only will tell its

influence for good. George Briggs.
New Sharon, la., Dec. 22.

You may remember "Novice" and the A. B.J. of
Washington, D. C, and the cistern that came so near
being filled with honey, and the large queen
("Giantess") that was followed to the woods, and a
certain jeweler who fell in love with bees. Well, I

am one who has read after him more than 25 years,
and am yet reading Gleanings. I hope you may be
more and more useful to the end, and receive a crown
of life. J. B. Dines.

Libertyville, Mo., Dec. 22.

I am one of the number that have taken Gleanings
for 25 years or moie. I received the first number that
you printed, and have received a copy of every num-
ber that has been printed since. I have never missed
a number in the 26 years. I have a likeness of you
with Blue Eyes on your lap I have been at your
place, and seen you and Blue Eyes; also your wife and
your brick house, and hope to see you again—if not in
this world, in the world to come. A. J. Hoover.
Dorranceton, Pa., Dec. 22.

I am an "old timer." I used to read Novice's writing
in American Bee Journal when published by Samuel
Wagner, in Washington, D. C, and have never missed
an issue since Gleanings was first published. 1 have
had considerable dealings with the publisher, and
have no fault to find. I am a native of Ohio—was
born in Brownhelm, Lorain Co.; moved from near
Oberlin to this county in 1852, and settled on the farm
that I now own and occupy. I have made a success of
bee-keeping, take it all together.
Farley, Iowa, Dec. 23. James Scott.

I have watched your progress ever since you com-
menced writing for the American Bee Journal^ for I

have taken that journal from No. 1 until the present,
and I h,ive also taken Gleanings from its beginning
until now. In fact, we feel pretty well acquainted
with you in many respects. Most of this time I have
been "in New Hampshire, but for four years past have
been sojourning in this mountainous region of West-
ern North Carolina.

I first became a bee-keeper the day I was 18 years
old. I came here to escape the rigors of our New Eng-
land winters, aird find I can be much more comfort-
able. I have had something to do with bees here, but
am not laigely interested in them.

If in your travels you .can find time to call here you
will be warmly welcomed by several of your custom-
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ers, including the subscriber. I often think of the
pleasant time I spent at your place a few years ago.
Hendersonville, N. C, Dec. 21. J. L,. Hubbard.

In last Gleanings you invite the oldest subscribers
to stand up and be counted. Well. I have had a copy
of every page of Gleanings that was ever issued; and,
if memory serves me well, 1 was a deeply interested
reader of "Novice" in good old Uncle Samuel Wag-
ner's American Bee Journal for some time before
Gleanings was born. I have followed you with the
deepest interest through all your bee career, and, in a
small way, have been a patron and conespondent.
Prosperity always excepted, very many of my e xperi-
ences have been notably like your own, even to my
•' Giantess," the largest and most beau iful queen I

ever saw. Do you remember yours? I have also been
for forty years a Congregatinnalist, and many years
deacon and Sunday-school superintendent, and have
always read Our Homes with much interest.

Excelsior, Minn., Dec. 23. J. W. Murray.

I have the fir t year's vol- me now as you sent it,

bound with metal clasps. I have piles of the back
volumes and some "Juvenile" Gleanings. I have
many things about mv premises that remind me of
Medina and the Root family—among them a large ex-
tractor, the insides and gearing from you; also a saw-
table and appurtenances, and many other minor con-
veniences. Bee-keeping has always been a subordi-
nate branch of my industries, but Gleanings has al-

ways had its interest and charm for me, and none of
its departments have been skipped. I have that
friendly feeling and love for the whole Root family
that any one who has read Gleanings so long must
have. The Home Papers and the gardening notes
have all reached me. 1 heartily congratulate you on
the full grown, healihy, and clean Gleanings whi h
is now before me, and I trust it raav continue to come
as regularly into my home in the future as in the past.
Burlington, Vt., Dec. 22. A. A. L,ewis.

My time dates even back of 25 years to the little leaf-

let printed quarterly by the windmill—yes, and back
into the old American Bee Journal, 18615 to '73, have I

read with so much pleasure and interest from the pt n
of our old and worthy friend Novice. Now that you
ask for responses from your earliest and continued
subscribers, it gives me great pleasure to be enrolled
as one of them. Well co I remember the changes in
appliances and improvements wrought out in those
25 years. I wi h also to mention my appreciation of
the Home Papers, tending to elevate and bring us to a
higher plain; High - pressure Gardening, Notes of
Travel, the Rambler, and poor oil Father Merry-
banks, all of which must be appreciated by your
many subscribers.
What a reunion these 25 year subscribers would

make ! and what a bee convention ! How I should
like to attend, and hear the very friendly and inter-
esting discussion of changes during the past quarter
century ! And now, friend Root, may you be spared
for many more years: and may Gleanings continue
to be our half-monthly visitor in the future as in the
pa^t. F. H. Cyrenius.
Oswego, N. Y., Dec. 20.

In 1871 or '2 I had a very severe attack of bee fever,
and gathered and read and studied all in the line of
apiculture that 1 could get, and spent many sleepless
"though pleasant" hours after I retired at night,
thinking and studying of the bee and its nature.
Through the kindness of some one the fir.^t issue of
Gleanings was placed in my hands. I was so pleased
with it that I became a subscriber, and have been a
constant reader of its pages ever since, and have the
entire volume of Gleanings on file except a few
numbers and one volume that I loaned to some of my
friends that were interested in bee culture, and did
not return it. Gleanings has been a pleasant and in-
structive visitor all the^e years at our home. "Our
Homes" has caused many bright and happy hours
during these years, and I trust it may cause many
more in the eternal home beyond.
High pressure Gardening and Notes of Travel have

als-> been a source of great pleasure.
I wish Gleanings continued success, and expect to

have it visit my home many years yet, and can join
heartily in your wish that we cou'd get together and
tell stories about old times; but though we may not
meet here I trust and pray that we may meet beyond
the river of time, where we have the promise, if we
are faithful, that we may enjoy far greater blessings
with Him who has gone before to prepare a home for
those who will be his followers.
Arendtsville, Pa., Dec. 21. Aaron I. Weidner.

We notice your call for the names of those who
have taken Gleanings for 25 years or more. We
claim a front seat in the list. We" have taken Glean-
ings since its first number, though we have had to pay
for but a few subscriptions, owing to our becoming
advertisers before the end of the second year, and
therefore had the paper kindly sent to us free ever
since. We have been contributors to and advertisers
in Gleanings ever since 1871, our first advertisement
appearing in the .September number, and our senior's
fi.st contribution some time during the previous
spring. We have sold to you and bought from you
thousands of dollars' worth of bee goods, and have
looked in vain for another film which has been as
closely connected with yours in a friendly or in a bus-
iness way as we have been. We have preserved every
number of Gleanings, and also have a full file of the
American Bee Jouinai since its fiist number in 18K3.

We have also almost all the copies of Moon's Bee
World. The National Bee Journal. The Illustrated Bee
Journal, The Bee-keepers' Guide, The Bee-keepers' Mag-
azine, The American Apiculturist, and also of all the
bee journals that are still published in America. In
addi'.inn we have preserved sample copies of many
ephemeral sheets, the perusal of which ought to dis-
courage any beginner from attempting additional
publications in a field that is so well covered. I will
name a few: The Indiana Bee-keeper. 'The Bee-keepers'1

Exchange, The Kansas Bee-keeper, The Bee-keepei s' In-
structor, The New England Apiarian, The National
Bee Gazette The Texas Bee Journal, Our Apiary, The
Bee-keepers' Advance, The Western Money Bee, The
White Mountain Apiarist, The Practical Bee-keeper, The
Bee-keepers' Enterprise. Success in Bee Culture, The Cal-
ifornia Bee-keeper.
Among the foreign bee journals we have full files of

the Revue Internationale, of Switzerland, L' Apicoltore,
of Milan, and L'Apiculteui , of Paris, and two dozen
other periodicals of less value. For some reason we
have somewhat neglected our English friend*, and
have only a few years of the British Bee Journal, with
stray copies of several other publications; and we still

neglect to mention all the Canadian bee-publications,
and the Spanish and Chilian " Apicultores."
Yours in the hope of being with you as a firm, if not

in person, in another 25 vears.
Hamilton, 111., Dec. 21." Chas. Dadant & Son.

In one sense of the word I have not been a subscrib-
er for 25 years or more. In the winter of 1880 or '81 I

was working for a bee-keeper. There is where I first

saw Gleanings. Now, how could I have been a sub-
scriber for 25 years or more, when I never saw it till it

was seven or eight years old? At that time I knew
nothing of bees, nor did I expect to ever work with
them, yet I loved to read Our Homes, and about Mer-
rybanks and his Neighbor, etc. In 1882 I sent my
name to Medina, and it is there yet (and I expect it to
stay as long as I and the Home Papers last). Don't
throw this away yet, brother, but read on and hear of
my claim as a member of that roll. Not being satis-
fied with what I had of Gleanings after reading
it for a year or two I commenced hunting for back
mini tier's, and with the help of Glean ngs I got them
all, commencing with a book of eight pages, or 100
pages the first vear, 1873, and closing this year with
950, giving me 20 volumes of nearly 20,000 pages of
reading-matter. Now, what I want to know is, after
reading them all, paying for them all, must I stand
back, or am I a member of that Roll of Honor ?

Orion, Wis., Dec. 22. F. I,. Snyder.

To be sure, you are a member of the Roll
of Honor, friend Snyder. It makes very little

difference whether you subscribed in the out-
set or thought enough of our journal to send
for the back numbers. In fact, it shows more
regard for a journal to go away back and hunt
up every number that was ever printed, as you
did, than to take it right along from the begin-
ning. And there is one thing, friend S., that
you did not mention in the above. Through
these same Home Papers you were led to

Christ Jesus, and have probably, since that
time, carried the gospel of glad tidings to

many another hungry soul. Well do I re-

member that pleasant visit at your home on
the banks of the beautiful Wisconsin River.

Continued in our next.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY, A I ROOT.

Thou hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity.—Heb. 1:9.

THE NATIONAL ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE CON-
VENTION HEED IN CLEVELAND, DECEM-

BER 6, 7, 8.

This meeting had delegates and representa-
tives from every State in the Union, on the
very first day. At the head of the program I

see a motto that sums up briefly the senti-

ment of this organization :

Let us emphasize points on which we agree, and
avoid subjects as to which we differ.

I was on hand some time before the meeting
opened, and was captivated at the outset by
the song service conducted by L. L. Pickett,
of Wilmore, Ky. Friend Pickett is one of
the geniust s of the age. Before he had open-
ed his mouth I felt sure, from looking at his
face, that the man had "vim" of some sort.

He commenced by asking some of the singers
in the audience to come up and stand beside
him and help. I said to myself, " Old chap,
you have put your foot in it this time. You
will not get a single person to proclaim him-
self a singer by coming up there in front."
But friend Pickett was sharper ( ? ) than I was.
He evidently did not expect the singers to
come up and help on the first invitation ; but
he repeated his invitation in different ways,
and, in fact, made an exhortation, and they
did come up and sing, and he made the au-
dience sing too. He seemed to take it for
granted that they would not send away down
to Kentucky for a man to conduct the singing
unless he could conduct it. And he did con-
duct it too. He said he wanted everybody to
sing, whether he could sing or not ; and if all

could not sing, he asked them to read the
words over and think what they meant. I be-
gan to sing, and sang myself happy long be-
fore the meeting adjourned. Mr. Pickett is

not only a singer, but he is a. genius. Some-
body at my elbow suggested that his zeal
sometimes led him to overstep the established
rules of harmony ; but, dear me ! who cares
for " rules of harmony " when souls are dying
from the lack of the gospel of Jesus Christ ?

Friend Pickett is not only an exhorter on tem-
perance, but he is a natural born evangelist
and Christian worker. As soon as we had a
recess I stepped up and told him I wanted to
congratulate him on the rare and precious gift

God had given him. And then I met one of
my " happy surprises." He said something
like this: "Why, bless your heart, friend
Root, I used to be a bee-keeper, and I took
Gleanings. My boys take care of the bees
now, but I read 3 our Home Papers just as reg-
ularly as the journals come." When Glean-
ings first started, or for several years after it

started, I used to set the names in type, and
stamp the wrappers, and I learned to know
every name, address and all ; and that word
"Pickett" used to s_trike me every time I

wtnt over the list.

Now, I can not tell you all about the grand
talks we had on temperance. Rev. Louis A.
Banks, of Cleveland, made the opening ad-
dress ; and when he told us that our temper-
ance work was not confined to Ohio, nor even
to the United States, but that it was to be
carried on into Cuba, Porto Rico, the Philip-
pines, A'aska, and finally over the whole wide
earth, then we began to be impressed with
the importance of this national organization.
Gen. Shafter has already declared that no
American saloon shall be opened in Santiago

;

and one cargo of beer has been sent away be-
cause he would not permit it to be landed on
the coast. Now, then, if the United States of
America and the rest of the world can not
stand back of Shafter, and help him to carry
it through, we ought to be ashamed of our-
selves. It would seem from Dr. Banks' talk
that the army officers, and, in fact, almost
everybody else except the beer-brezvers, are
loud in demanding that the canteen system in
the army should be abolished, and that at
once. What is the reason, do you suppose, it

still hangs on when every good man and wo-
man is opposed to it? Just because the rum
power has got us all by the throat. Dr. Banks
did not say that in just so many words, but /
say it. It was either the doctor or the speaker
who followed that gave us a little history of
New England. He said that, in former times,
the great merchants of the city of Boston used
to look after the enforcement of law, and see
that the police, mayor, and other officers did
their duty. Later on, the manufacturers of
the great cities in the East took a hand with
the merchants, and kept down gamblers, bur-
glars, and highwaymen, and held up law.
Said the speaker in substance :

" Good friends,

who is it now that looks after the enforcement
of law in that good old city of Boston, the
hub of the universe, as its friends are wont to
call it ? Why, it is the beer-brewers and whis-
key-men who have their clutches so firmly
riveted to every department of law and order
that they pretty much run the whole thing.
Now, do not think that I am making a tirade
against Boston, and singling it out as the
worst city of the United States. What is true
of Boston is pretty nearly true of every other
large city in our country. And it is not the
large cities alone that are suffering from this

blighting curse in municipal management.
And finally, dear brothers and sisters, is it not
true that your own little town or village is fast

being managed in such a way that no law
can be enforced where it strikes the pockets of
brewers and liquor dealers? "

As this last shot went home to my heart it

almost sent a chill through my veins to be
obliged to confess that here in our little village

of Medina, a place of only about 2500 inhabit-
ants, the thing he pictures is getting to be ver-

itably true. We have been making a raid on
the blind saloons here in our town, as I have
told you ; but just at present it looks to me as
if a strange kind of blight had struck not
only the witnesses called up, but every officer

of our town, and almost every other town,
when a case comes up involving the liquor-

traffic. The witness who is bright and clear
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until he gets on the stand suddenly becomes
stupid and dumb. He does not know any
thing, and does not remember any thing. The
officers of the law, in some strange and inex-

plicable way, declare the evidence is not suffi-

cient, or that there was a flaw in the law or

town ordinance. If it is before a jury, the
jurjmen, who are bright and clear, honest and
straight, in handling every crime except the
illegal sales of liquors, suddenly become half-

hearted or out of sympathy with the temper-
ance folks and temperance works. Now, may
God forbid that this should be the case inyour
town, my good friend. I know we have men
who stand up unswervingly for the enforce-

ment of temperance laws. We have them at

our Anti saloon League meetings ; but a great
part of them are ministers of the gospel—men
who have not any property to be destroyed

;

but these faithful servants of a righteous God
have several times lost their lives because they
waged an uncompromising war against this

evil. At the Stillmau Hotel, where we stop-

ped, we were offered a reduction providing
two of us would occupy the same room. My
room-mate was from Vermont. Before we re-

tired I found that his dwelling, barns, and
stables had all been burned because he pushed
ahead in prosecuting the saloon-keepers. His
friends told him his property would be de-
stroyed, but he said it would have to go—that
is, if the conditions under which he kept it

were that he should stop meddling with the
whisky-dealers. A good many persons had
suffered in a like manner ; but, may God be
praised, within the last few months, in a good
many towns in Ohio at least, it is getting to

be the /as/iion to fine and imprison saloon-
keepers who violate law.

The response to Dr. Banks' address of wel-
come was made by Rev. E. S. Chapman, of

the Northern California Anti saloon League,
Oakland, Cal. When Dr. Banks spoke it

seemed to me as if there could not be another
address equal to it during the whole session

;

but Dr. Chapman was not a whit behind ; and
I had another of my " happy surprises " when
Rev. W. F. Crafts, Ph. D., gave us his ad-
dress entitled, " The Saloon in the New Cen-
tury." No wonder we had a startling array
of talent, energy, and enthusiasm for right-

eousness, for we had about the best men that
could be picked from each S^ate of the Union.
The social interchange of thought during re-

cess, at mealtime, at the tables of the Stillman
House, and other places, was a very valuable
and important feature of the whole gathering.
If any one of you, dear friends, have 1 >st

heart and courage in this terrible combat, let

me advise you to attend the meetings of the
Anti-saloon League. Almost every town now,
little and big, is having a law-and-order-en-
forcement branch of the League. In this way
a single person is not called upon to stand be-

fore the enemy alone as a target for their spite.

It is an organization of good citizens who are
in favor of law enforcement. Let me give
you a few illustrations of what is being done.
Of course, we have to depend a good deal
upon detectives ; but the brewers too get hold
of the detectives. In one little town in Ohio

a Cleveland detective was employed to get
evidence. He got it very easily. One of the
saloon-keepers found out what was in the
wind, approached the detective, and offered

to pay him more money than the Anti-saloon
League could pay. But our League was too
sharp for even this game. They shadowed
the detective with a good man, and arrested
him in the act of receiving $250. He was to

receive this money for being off where he
could not be found when he was wanted as a

witness. That detective is now in the Ohio
Penitentiary, where he can be found every
time he is wanted, until he pays the penalty
of his crime. I did not learn what they are

doing with the saloon-keeper.
Here is another point : In many of the little

towns the brewers own the saloon, and they
protect the saloon-keeper as a matter of course.

But in one place we worried them so badly
that they told the saloon-keepers of that town
to pack up their furniture and liquors, and
ship them back to the Cleveland house. Said
house declared they could not stand the
" racket." They said they would have to find

another town, where the people were not so

strongly in favor of temperance, or wait till

the thing had blown over a little and the tem-
perance craze had quieted down.
Now, then, ye people of this land of liberty,

as we are wont to call it, what shall the future

be? Is the rum power to run thirigs accord-
ing to its ideas of law and order, or is it to be
iu the hands of the good people—those who
love righteousness and hate iniquity ?

A WHEEUtlDE THROUGH SOUTH DAKOTA.

After the bee-keepers' convention at Omaha
had adjourned I made a trip to South Dakota
to look after half a square mile of land located
within about a mile of the town of Mitchell,

Davidson Co. Besides looking after the land
I wanted to look after a very good friend of
mine, Mr. C. M. Peck, in the employ of the
American Sunday-school Union. Friend Peck
has been for a good many years locating Sun-
day-schools, and exhorting and reviving
schools already started through that portion
of the State. Let me go back a little.

Three or four years ago Bro. Peck had a
project for holding meetings in a tent as an
auxilliary to his Sunday-school work through-
out that locality. He thought that, after he
had the tent, he could raise, by way of collec-

tions and subscriptions, sufficient to pay for

it. But somebody would have to advance the
purchase money. Now, do not think I wish
to boast when I tell jou it was my privilege
to furnish the funds. From time to time I

had heard good reports of the tent work, and
these reports have been accompanied by re-

mittances so that the money I advanced had
been all paid back some little time before my
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visit. Friend Peck met me at the train, and
announced that there was to be a meeting out
on the great prairies, a little over thirty miles
away. Now, friend Peck is a wheel- rider, and
I had my chainless Columbia with me, and so
I proposed that we should by all means go on
our wheels. But he thought we had better

take the train. He feared that thirty miles
would be too much for me in one afternoon,

especially if we wanted to be in good trim for

the meeting in the tent that Saturday evening.
" Why, look here, Bro. Peck. I never ride

on a train under any circumstances when there

is a possibility of making the same trip by
wheel. In fact, I have often ridden the wheel
when I had a ticket in my pocket to go on the
train."

So, off we started. Now, I have a good
many times, as you may remember, told you
about the " finest roads for wheeling in the
world ;" but the black prairie soil, when it is

tramped down hard by travel, and swept
cleaner than any housewife could sweep a

floor, by the tremendous Dakota winds, is cer-

tainly equal to any thing on the face of the
earth. In many places it is scarcely a bit

behind an asphalt pavement. Providentially
the wind favored us ; and it blew as only
Dakota winds can blow. Oh what fun we
had that afternoon ! The thirty miles of road
was almost a level stretch, or at most only
slightly undulating ; and all the way was
through large farms, some of them a mile
square, sometimes a square mile of wheatfields
interspersed with grass and pasture. Before
sundown we could see the tent, a little white
speck away off in the distance.

The Rev. R. N. Kratz was to assist in the
services that evening, and we caught sight of

him sitting in a camp-chair at the door of the
tent, reading. My two friends feared the cold
lunch they oftentimes put up with in their

tent work would not be just the thing for me.
But I assured them, first by words and after-

ward by practical demonstration after riding
thirty miles in one afternoon, that almost any
kind of wholesome food, providing there was
plenty of it, would answer tiptop. I remem-
ber vividly that we had a cold chicken. And
then there were some loaves of brown bread
made of Dakota flour. Now, I am very par-

tial to bread that is well baked, and old
enough to be tolerably dry, and this filled the
bill to a dot. I am very fond of the right

kind of bread and butter; in fact it is, a good
deal of the time, almost the only thing I eat
with my beefsteak. But this bread was cer-

tainly the most palatable and satisfying of any
I had ever before found, east, west, south, or
north ; and, to tell the truth, every bit of

bread I saw while in Dakota seemed to be
quite a little superior to any thing in that line

I ever got hold of before. First I give the
credit to the wheat grown on those dry prai-

ries, and then to the good housewives who
know how to make bread, and, in fact, to do
almost any thing else in the way of getting up
an appet zing meal. I was somewhat acquaint-
ed with Bro. Kratz already. I first met him
and learned to love him in our Medina County
jail. One Sunday when I was pleading with

a pretty good-sized class of prisoners (that
was years ago, before the saloons of Medina
were banished) Bro. Kratz was brought in and
introduced to me. We were both at that time
engaged a good deal in prison work, and
therefore when he reached Medina, and some-
body told him I had a class in the jail, he
obtained permission to come in. I do not
know how much good his exhortations did
the prisoners that day. It seems to me his

kind and earnest words ought to have saved
at least one soul if not more. But they warm-
ed my heart toward him in a way I shall never
forget. I do not know but he will scold me
for what I am going to tell you. As I got it

from other parties I may not have gotten it

straight ; but I took pains to find out, and I

know I am pretty nearly right when I tell

you that he dropped a government position,

relinquishing quite a good sized salary, in

order that he might take up with this evangel-
istic work over the Dakota prairies, even
though the latter did not afford him more
than a half— perhaps not even a third— as

much as his former office. He did it because
God's voice called him to the work. Now,
Bro. Kratz is a Methodist while Bro. Peck is

a Congregationalist; and yet these two friends

labored together in a way that brought to my
mind again and again the story of David and
Jonathan in holy writ.

Toward dusk loads of people began to come
in from away out across the prairies ; and, oh
what a nice meeting we had !

The next morning I wanted to see the sun
rise out on the great prairie. In fact, my two
friends told me that sometimes there were
beautiful mirages to be seen. But the mirages
did not get along that morning, but something
else came along. Bro. Kratz put his head out
of the sleeping-tent and happened to get a

glimpse of my chainless wheel, and asked me
some questions a^out it. Now, we were all

away out in the country. The houses were
nearly a mile apart, and there was not any-
body up, anyway. I suggested to Bro. Kratz
that he should get out on the smooth road and
just run it a few rods to see how it would go.

Well, he started off; and as it seemed easier

to go ahead than to stop, he kept on ; and the

next thing I knew the minister in his shirt-

sleeves and slippers, and his white hair flying,

was getting out of sight in the distance, on
the beautiful Dakota roads, on that beautiful

Sunday morning. By this time Bro. Peck
looked out, and we had a big laugh to think
of the devoted pastor riding a wheel just for

sport on Sunday morning. Bro. Peck sug-

gested that Bro. K. was going around the
square so as to come in from the odier direc-

tion. I wonder if some of my good friends

will not think I am a little loose in my ileas

in regard to keeping the Sabbath. Permit
me to say, briefly, that, were it not for the

precedent it might be setting, I would do a
great many things that I now refrain from
doing I once asked a noted divine a ques-

tion something like this: " Bro. Ryder, if you
were on an island, as was Robinson Crusoe,

and you and your wife and children were the

only inhabitants, if I understand you correctly
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you would not hesitate to take your horse and
buggy and ride around the island Sunday
evening."
"You are right, Mr. Root. The greatest

reason, if not the only one, why I do not go
out riding Sunday evening is because of the
example it would set to those who, when they
once get started in Sunday riding, would have
no conscience or scruple to control their

actions."
About nine o'clock loads of people might be

seen coming from every point of the compass.
All came—-old and young. I do not know
that I ever attended a Sunday-school or meet-
ing where there was so much diversion in the
way of childish prattle from those who were
not old enough to know any better ; but the
childish prattle just made me feel happy, and
I am sure my two friends felt as I did about
it. The meeting kept increasing in size all

day long, and we had four different services
;

and after the evening meeting had got started

the people came crowding in to such an extent
that we tied up the side curtains of the tent,

and there was a great circle spread out on the
grass all around in every direction from the
speaker. The services were all short, some-
times all three of us taking part in one meet-
ing. Some arose for prayers at the close of

the meeting ; but aside from this I know that
good was done to many more, by the animat-
ed faces and close attention given to every
word that was uttered.

In the afternoon we were invited a couple
of miles away to take dinner at a farmhouse.
Let me say, by the way, that I made a similar
visit in the same place seven years ago last

November, and I felt greatly pleased to ste so
many prosperous farms and new comfortable
houses that have been built in the interval

since I was there. They do not get large
crops of wheat on those great Dakota farms—

•

that is, not great crops per acre ; but when
the people become acquainted with the cli-

mate, and make due calculation for the possi-

ble dry summers, they manage to get along
very well.

The next morning we were up bright and
early, and I was greatly interested in seeing
Bro. Peck pack his tent, and load it all on to

a one-horse wagon — not only the tent alone,

but a si'le tent for sleeping and cooking, and
seats enough to accommodate about a hundred
people. The whole outfit, wagon included,
under Bro. Peck's careful planning, cost only
about $150. Such a tent answers every pur-
pose for outdoor meetings much better out on
these dry prairies than it would in ordinary
localities. In fact, one can sit oi sleep on the
ground out here, without any trouble.

After we were all loaded up two of us were
to ride wheels, and the third was to drive the
horse. In order to enjoy the trip we changed
about. First one would drive, and then an-
other. And, by the way, ver> providentially,
the wind changed during the night, and blew
just the other way. In one of the finest

stretches of road on our way home, Bro. Peck
and I timed ourselves for speed. If I remember
correctly I rode a mile in a fraction less than
four minutes. Bro. Peck got it down to three

minutes and a half, and said -he thought he
could make it three. But neither of us felt

like exerting ourselves unduly just to tell how
fast we could ride.

The artesian wells of South Dakota that I

had so much to say about in November and
December, 1891, are still pouring forth their
liquid treasures. But I was greatly disap-
pointed to find that, at least in the vicinity of
Mitchell, but little use is made of the water for

irrigation. Several had an idea that the min-
erals that this artesian water contains are
rather detrimental to at least many crops.

There were, however, different opinions in

regard to the matter. We passed many arte-

sian wells, some of them throwing large
streams of water ; but it seemed to be used
mainly for watering stock. In many places it

just runs off into a quagmire instead of being
a benefit to any one.
The next day we made a trip off about

twenty miles to the north. We had the usual
powerful wind that blows almost every day in

those regions. If it is behind you, all right

;

but if it is coming in }'our face, travel on a
wheel— that is, with most wheels— would be
practically out of the question. There were
three of us with two wheels and the horse and
buggy. We decided we could get home that
afternoon by changing about ; and with my
chainless Columbia I found I could make some
headway, even when the wind blew a regular
gale ; and then when it slacked up I could
shoot ahead at a pretty fair speed. In this

way I made ten miles in one afternoon with-
out becoming very much fatigued. On the
way I caught up with a wheelman whom I

afterward found to be the mayor of the city of
Huron. Just for fun I told him to try my
wheel and I would try his. He had one of
the best up-to-date chain wheels. I could not
work his against the wind at all, and had to

give it up ; but he got along very nicely on
mine.

THE WEATHER ALMANACS, LONG-WEATHER
PREDICTIONS, ETC.

My attention has just been called to an
article published last January in the Monthly
Weather Review, by the U. S. Weather Bureau,
Washington, D C. From this article I make
the following extract :

The least rational almanacs are those that pretend
that the weather is controlled by planetary combina-
tions and stellar influences, therefore such predictions
are properly said to be based upon astrology.

Let me copy still further from the same
article :

The least scientific system of preparing the almanac
predictions was explained to the editor many years
ago by a gentleman whose almanac made the greatest
pretensions to high scientific accuracy. This gentle-
man stated that on certain days he felt endowed with
a certain ability or inspiration. These were his
weather-making days, on which he sat down, and,
with the most absolute confidence in the accuracy of
his work, wrote np the weather for the coming year,
c ntinuing at the work for a considerable time until
the inspiration seemed to leave him, whereupon he
necessarily stopped, and delayed resuming the work
until again filled with the spirit of divination.
Doubtless some almanac-makers adopt a combina-

tion of the preceding methods ; but, in general, these
seem to be the principles most widely recognized in
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the loug-range predictions of the almanacs, except
only that in all cases the authors make free use of a
system of general and rather indefinite terms that will
apply just as well to a thunderstorm, a hurricane, or
an earthquake. The warning, " Look out for some-
thing very unusual about this time," is, of course, not
a meteorological prediction, and not nearly as definite
as the railroad signboard, "Lookout for the engine
when the bell rings."

Our readers may remember that I declared
with some vehemence that a knowledge of
astronomy does not warrant scientific men or
any other class in declaring that they can pre-

dict a whole year ahead what the weather is

going to be. Now, the above, from the
Weather Bureau, throws a little light on the
matter. Even though I can not understand
how maps showing how the motions of the
planets should help one in making long range
weather predictions, I can see some sense
and consistency in claiming that God gives
" inspiration " to certain persons; but estab-

lishing the claim of this inspiration would be
quite another matter. "By their fruits ye
shall know them." If a man who claims to

be inspired keeps using the stereotyped phrase,
" Look out for something very unusual," etc.,

I should demand that he tell beforehand what
the " unusual " thing is to be. If his follow-
ers declared, after it was past, that it meant
dry weather at one time, floods at another, a
blizzard, or unusual heat for the season of the
year, etc., I should reject the "inspiration "

theory. Wouldn't you? In regard to the
question as to whether the combined science
of the present age gives any encouragement
to these long-range predictions, permit me to
quote just two sentences from an article by
Prof. Willis L. Moore, chief of the U. S.
Weather Bureau, in the Forum for May :

At the present time I know of no scientific man who
essays to make long range weather predictions; and I

would especially caution the public against the im-
posture of charlatans and astrologists, who simply
prey upon the credulity of the people.

I believe it to be impossible for any one to-day to
make a forecast, based fairly upon any principles of
physics or upon anyempiic rule in mete< rology, for
a greater period than one or two days in winter, or for
more than two or three days in summer,

While we are on this subject, permit me to
say that I have been reading the questions
and answers in the Cleveland Daily News and
Herald for more than a year back, and I have
been both pleased and surprised to note the
soundness and correctness of answers covering
almost every realm of science, geography, and
history. If the Herald has one man who can
answer so well every thing that a world of
people propound, he is certainly a scholar.
Well, in a recent issue somebody who was
curious in regard to this weather matter pro-
pounds the following questions:

1. On what are the predictions of certain almanacs
based which tell what the weather is to be through
the \ ear in advance ?

2. Why does not the United States Weather Bureau
employ the prophets who do this work, and so get
predictions a long way ahead ?

3. What connection is there between the weather
and the changes of the moon ?

Below are the three very sensible answers :

1. Vaiious systems, all no better than guesswork,
except as they take account of the known probable
duration of "'"dry spells," "cold waves," "heated
terms," and the like, are used. The predictions rest
en nothing mere substantial than a sort of loose prob-

ability that the weather will change at about the
stated intervals.

2. Governments aim to get as far as possible away
from guessing in their scientific departments.

3. None, so far as known.

SOMKTHING FURTHER IN REGARD TO THE
LOSS OF MR. COWAN'S CHILDREN.

The following is copied from a leaflet just
received from Mr. Cowan.

" Death is swallowed up in I 'ic/orv."

" Underneath are the Everlasting Arms."
" This is the Victory that overcometh the World,

even our Faith ."

IN LOVING REMEMBRANCE
OF

HELENA MARY
AND

HERBERT FRANCIS COWAN,
who were taken home in the

Wreck of the "MOHEGAN," on October 14th, 1808,
on the " Manacles" near the Lizard, on the

Coast of Cornwall.

Their bodies were recovered the next day, absolute-
ly uninjured; and the beautiful, calm, holy expression
on each of their faces proved that death for them was
an entrance into life eternal, and the Everlasting
Arms were indeed beneath and around them as they
were carried and tossed by the relentless waves
amongst those tenible rocks, and laid perfectly un-
harmed upon the shore. Their bodies were laid to
rest at Budock, near Falmouth, almost in sight of the
scene of the disaster, to await a joyful resurrection.

In addition to the above I take the liberty

of making a brief extract from a very kind
letter from friend Cowan himself in regard to

this sad event :

Indeed we have much to be thankful for, as both
our dear ones had devoted their lives to their Master's
service; and after they had been called home the
beautiful expression on their faces testified to their
entrance into glory. They died as they lived; and we
heard from a survivor that they had refused to go into
the life-boats, as they were good swimmers, and the
life-boats should take those who could not swim, and
they were seen apart on the deck of the vessel, quite
calm and collected, and went down with the vessel.
Death must have been instantaneous.

Gleanings is always clear and up to date, and I can
say f jr one that I can get all the information that is

necessary out of it. Your Christmas number is some-
thing of a "hummer," and plenty of good reading
for bee-men; also useful for reference to the whole
year's journal, which is worth considerable to all sub-
scribers. Wm. Dickinson.

Streator, 111., Dec. 22.

ONE DOLLAR WELL INVESTED.
About a year ago last September I sent you $1.00 for

Gleanings, with a promise of a queen as a premium;
and now at this late day I am going to give you the
results of my venture. Gleanings came all right,
and so did the queen. At that time I had no tood
place to put her majesty excepting a rather small
queenless colony of very dounful ability to winter.
But I put her in, and kind o' hoped she would go
through, becar.se she came from the same State so
many of our good presidents did. In fact, I named
her Mrs. McKinley. Last sp ing when warm weather
came on, she begnn to vprea i out and fill the hive up
with brood; and out of 15 colonies she outdid them all.

I took over 110 00 worth of hnney from her hive, and
they are packed away now with a far better prospect
for another year than they had last. That was the
most profitable dollar I ever squandered in my life.

Gleanings is cheap enough without any premium;
but you know we bee men always take any thing we
can get. Sanford Hartman.
North Platte, Neb., Nov. <i.
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DUE BILL FREE

for 1H»», lithographed :

Due Bill, good for 10c. '

free. It is full of bargai

Plants, l!(i"c«, new

SFFH
^mer mammmmU^r I will mail my handsome catalogue

ind beautifully illustrated, and a 10e„
vorth of seeds for trial, absolutely
us. All the Beat Seeds, Buib*,
Fruit**, Farm Seeds, Potatoes,

ete.. at lowest prices. Ten Great Novelties offered without

names. I will pay $50- FOR A NAME for each. Don't buy
your stock until you yee this new catalogue. Several varieties shown
in colors. Great inducements for orders this year. Y<o>u will be
surprised at my bargain offers. Send your address on Postal to-day.

Tell your friends to send too. Old customers wili receive a copy.

F. B. MILLS, Seedsman. Box 105. Rose ilill, N.Y
In writing, mention Gleanings.

LEADING NEW
STRAWBERRIES

Sample, Excelsior, Nick
Ohmer, Jerry Kusk and
Marlines are some of the

varieties 1 have to offer this

season.

MY STOCK IS LARGE AND
VERY FINE.

My illustrated and descriptive cata-

logue, containing 32 pages and de-

ribing 60 varieties of Strawberries
„ill be sent FREE to all who ask for it.

Your name and address on a postal if

all that is required Better send at once

ALLEN. JR.. Box 26. Salisbury, rid

Iri writing, mention Gleanings.

BURPEE'S
Seeds Grow

and are always the

B
BEST THAT GROW!

As proved by thousands of trials at
our famous Fordhook Farms,—the
largest Trial Grounds in America.

URPEE'S
Farm Annual

for 1899—mailed FREE to all

A handsome new book of 176 pages,—tells
the plain truth about Seeds, including rare
Novelties which cannot be had elsewhere.
Beautiful colored plates and hundreds of illus-
trations from nature. Gives practical informa-
tion of real value to all who would raise the
choicest Vegetables and most beautiful Flowers.
Write a postal card TO=DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia

In writing, mention Gleanings.

FERRYS

In writing, n ti Gleanings.

Farmers' H.-mdy FeeJ=cooker.
Reader's attention is called to this device, which is

sold at $12.50 10 50-gallon capacity. By feeding poul-
try and animals cooked food dining winter at least

one third of the feed is saved; also having stock in
a healthy condition, preventing hog-cholera among
your hogs, and insuring the hens 'a\ing freely during
the winter. On application to the Empire Manufac-
turing Co., Quincy, 111., a catalog giving full descrip-
tion may be obtained. They are made in all sizes.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

FARM FOR SALE.
Farm of 157 acres, 12 miles from county seat, three

miles from Ohio River and C. & O. R. R. Good honey
location: close to church and school. For terms and
full description call on or address

JAMEs M. DENHAM, Valley, Lewis Co., Ky.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., BOX4I4, PAINESVILLE, OHIO,
leading American nurserymen, offer one of the most complete assortments of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, BULBS, SEEDS.
45th year. 44 erreenhouses. 1000 aeres. Writ« for valuable catalogue free.

*RUlT§

Every tree, plant or vine bought at Reid's is well-
rooted, vigorous, and true to name. Every care is
taken in growing to insure absolute certainty to the
buyer. Save on. -half on anything you need in the
nursery line, by buying at Reid's.
We'll help you to choose by sending complete catalog, esti-

mates, or any information you may ask for, free.
REID'S NURSERIES, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.

writing advertisers, lease pmention Gleanings.
I
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Our Factory is the Largest,

Our Facilities are the Best.

®

Jan. 1.

We are Located

on the banks of the St. Croix
among the saw-mills, where
we are able to select the best
lumber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln=dry our Lumber, and Manufacture

BEE-HiVES, SECTIONS, AND SHIPPING-CASES.

We Handle Bee-keepers' Supplies. We are Prompt Shippers.

Write for catalog.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

The Best Bargain is the Best Goods at Fair Prices,

and that's the secret of our immense trade that has made us

HPflHni1flrtPr«v in thP Wp«t for bee-keepers' supplies. WE are ready now
I ItauijUai IC1 S 111 LI1C VV CM for the season of 1899 withon immense stock
of the latest and best in our line. Send for our 1899 catalog and discounts for early orders.

Address

JOS. NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

BEE - SUPPLIES.
ROOT'S G00OS AT ROOT'S PRICES.

r> j i it • a"d every thins used by bee-

POllfierS H0n8V-jarS keepers.' Lowlreight rates;
prompt service. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 Hassachusetts Ave., = - Indianapolis, Ind.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

COR SALE.—Brood combs, L. size. Hoffman frame,
at 17c. F. W. Htmphrky, Oronoque, Conn

To Sell or Lease for Cash, f
An up-to-date apiary consisting of 200
good colonies or over, with fixtures
complete Privilege to remove to
some other location if desired. Cor-

respondence solicited. Address

* The Gila Farm Co., Cliff, Grant Co., N

In writing, mention Gleanings.

t

t

It

Queens.
I will be ready as usual to furnish

queens the coming season. Many
unsolicited testimonials tell of the
superiority of the taws strain of

anded workers. Breeding queens
Price S2 50 each. I am al-o breeding

stock from imported mothers.

FAULTLESS
always on hand.
the leather colored
Tested queens of either strain, §1 00 each; fi for $5.00.

Untested, 75c each; for St. Queens readv in season.
W. H. LAWS. Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods At Th
P
e
r

i

i

r

ce8 .

Including their discounts for goods wanted for use an-
other season. It will pay you to send me list of goods
wanted. " M. H. HUNT,
Cash fc- beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
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Special Notices by A. I. Root.

GARDEN SEEDS, ETC., FOR 1890.

Our list of seeds and prices will probably appear in
our next issue. For many years I have been raising
our own seed beans; but until the present year the
price has been so low that it did not really pay, and I

suppose others must have felt just as I did; but now
Wardwell's kidney wax beans, and, in fact, almost all
kinds of wax beans or green snap beans, are worth
from $5.00 to 88 00 a bushel. What a nice little "spec"
it would have been had somebody raised a great lot of
beans for seed for 1898 ! One Florida friend sent us
$19 for kidney wax beans, stipulating thev must be
"crop of 1898 " So far I have not been able to find
them, even at any price. Every seed, man I have cor
responded with has been sold out. I found several
lots of the crop of 1890 and 1897, and these were recom-
mended, saying they would germinate fairly. But our
Florida friends, knowing how much depends on the
quality of the setd, are afraid to try beans more than
a year old.
Until further notice, Ku merle bush lima beans will

be: Quart, 25c; % peck. 85c; peck, $1.50.
Biffpee's bush lima: Quart, 35c; y2 peck, $1.10; peck,

$2 00; bushel, $7.00.

Davis wax or Wardwell's kidney wax: Quart, 20c;
peck, $1.50; bushel, $5.00.
Pole lima beans, extra eailv lima and King of the

Garden lima will be: Quart, 25c; peck, $1.50.
All kinds of sweet corn will be: Ouart, 15c; peck,

75c; bushel, $2.50.

On onion seeds, the best price we can quote at pres-
ent is, Yellow Globe Danvers, Large Red Wethers-
field, and Extra Early Red, each. $1.00 per lb.; Prize-
taker, $1.75 per lb. All other seeds will be as in our
catalog.
Potatoes are lower, as you see by the following

table:

Name.

Varieties are In order ap
regards time of matur
ing; earliest first, nexl
earliest second,and so on.

White or Red Triumph.
Bovee
E Thoro'bred, Maule's
Early Oliio
Early Prize
Burpee's Extra Early.

.

Freeman
New yueen
Monroe Seedling
Rural New-Yorker No. 2
Mill's Prize
Carman No. 1

Carman No. 3

State of Maine ,

Manum's Enormous
New Craig
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the kind tha
<1epi-si<lHupon tlii

Y-UP BROILERS-
in.i iiuitnr.- ,-..rlv me the ones wim-h "Ii.ii the market." The inakinir ..t -aeh hir

Jan. 1.

Feed,likewise the digestion. Feed fareen Cut Bone, the great llesh form-
1 MannV Granite C'rvstal Grit fnr the digestion aud the problem is solved.

MANN'S NEW BONE CUTTERS"be.t.ir>for m*h,* IWui.
ea. try food out of bone. Meat and gristle can't stop or choke them. They cut fast, fine and run easy.

izes. We also make Clover Cutters and Feed Trays. Cash or on installments. Send
FKEE illustrated catalogue. F. W. MANN CO., Box 37, Milford, Mass.

Iii writing, advertisers mention Gleanings.

THEY CAN'T BE BEAT."
At any rate they have'

never suffered defeat

t the numerous tests, trials and competitions with the many machines of the same els

RSUABLE INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
tand for the high. i known to the ubator art. It takes a hook of 'J-'* pages to tell all^f

fr-' ;'r-.out them <nd"o'ir large pnre-hred poultry plant, poultry supplies, etc. >ent on receipt of

ir loc in stamps. RELIABLE iNCUBATOR and BROODER Co. Box B 49 Quincy, 111.

In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

THEY HATCH MILLIONS
of Chickens, Ducks, Turkeys
and other fowls in every stated
and territory in the Union andi|
in many foreign countries

—

THE PRAIRIE STATE

INCUBATORS.
Used by the largest poultry

]

breeders, duck and broiler farms I

everywhere. Have taken over
300 first prizes in all kinds of competition.
The easiest to handle, cheapest to operate.
surest in results and most handsome and
durable in construction. 168 p. catalog and supplement
FREE. Prairie State Incubator Co., Homer City, Pa.

In wilting, mention Gleanings.

HOW TO START
111 (lie I'OIl.THV HI SIM-N-. ,,,,lt,r,™In the I'Ot LTKY BUSINESS and how

to make it a complete success is the theme of
our POULTRY GUIDE. Tells all about poul-
try houses, how to build, cost, &c, and how to
breed, feed and market fowls. Treats

:::: cyphers incubator
which is delivered freight paid to every purchaser.
This machine requires absolutely no artitical moisture. Send 10
edits and Ret the hook. Circulars FRL'r
TIE CYPHERS INJUBATOR CO. Box 74 WAYLAND, N.Y-

in wiiting, mention Gleanings.

SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS,
Hot Air or Hot Water.
A standard machines f<r harch
ins* strong, healthy chicks— self

•

regulating, patent egg turning
trays, drying room under trays,

,, non-explosive lamp— these are a
^ few of its good points. Our 118 p" catalogue gives pi ices and descrip-

tion, also pointers on i c ultry
quildings, etc.. mailed for 6c stanv- Write for it now.

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box5C3 Des Moines, Iowa.

in writing, mention Gleanings.

^OLD ON TRIAL*
Buy no Incubator and pay for it

before giving it a trial.
Many people have lost faith in incubators be-

L-ause they bou^htone that was never tntenri-

hatch chickens—made ely to sell.

The Von Culin Incubators
( sold on trial subject to your appr

I. Simplest machine made. A child can operate it. Tile biggest
catalogue anil ••poultry pointers" book published, sentfor 5c.
Plans t,, r Brooders, Poultry Houses, etc.. sent on receipt of 35c.
Von Culin Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del-

n willing, mention ifLiaNnNos.

HATCH CMDKEkS
BY STEAM-»iihti,e

EX«LsToR
e

|iuBAT2B
ds in successful operation.

•st priced lst-class hatcher made.
GEO. II. M A II I .

122 S. fith st.."n!i.cy. III.

A WASTE OF

MONEY
is never desirable or justifi-

able. It is worse than w '

Input high priced eggs
poor, imperfect in< uti:it.nr.

t€

ThelWASCOTTE
INCUBATOR

not only prevents euch waste,
but turns failure into success.
Regulates perfectly as to heat,

and ventilation. Guaranteed. Send at once for FREE catalogue.
Mascotte Incubator & Lumber Co., Box 18, Bedford, Ohio.

Iii writing, mention Gleanings.

f RAtBARGAINS.
We never raised as many or as gcod chicks as

we did the past season. Our buildings are
crowded; we want to reduce stock quick, and to
do it will cut the price so it will pay you big
to buy now. Will sell you Barred and White PI.
Rocks, While Wyandottes, Lt. Brahmas, I,ang-
shans, and Pekii'i Ducks. Pullets and hens, $1,
$1.50, and $2: Cockrels, good breeders, $2 to S3
Trios, So to SO; Ducks, fl to SI. 50 each, S3 to $4
per trio. E trly-hatched, healthy, vigorous birds;
guaranteed to please. Above price s for a short
time only. Send for SO-page free catalog of

"Everything for the Poultry Yard."
We are the oldest - established poultry - farm

and supply-house in the West.

UGeo. J. Nissly, Saline, Mich, d

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

u __;„__ Combinationnion saw.
For Ripping. Cross-
cutting, Mitering,
Rabbeting, Grooviu
Ga'ning, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge- mouldin
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWEE machin-
ery. Sf>id for Catalog A.,
Seneca Falls Hfg. Co ,

44 Water St. Sececi Fa.ls, N- Y

Low=down Broad=tire Farm Trucks
originated with us, and we
still sell direct to farmers

three fourths of all that are

used. We build ten styles of

farm wagons, extra wheels

for old wagons, and milk-ped-

dlers' wagons. Steel -wheel

trucks, S18.

Farmers Handy Wagon Co., Saginaw, Mich.
In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Boston.—The demand for honey seems to have

dropped out of sight during the holiday season; but
now that is over we hope to >ee a better call for it.

There is abundance of stock on hand, and it now
looks as though the expected shortage would not ma-
terialize. We quote our market, fancy white, 13(a 14;

A No. 1 white, 12; No. 1 white, 11; light amber, 9@10;
buckwheat, no call; extracted white, northern stock,
7(d'8; southern stock, 0fg»7; beeswax, 27.

Blake, Scott & Lee,
Jan. 9. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Chicago.—The trade is not active in comb honey at
this writing, as many of the dealers are supplied with
sufficient stock to meet wants. Prices range as for
some time past, 13c being obtained for best white, and
11@12 for that which lacks in fancy requirements; ex-
tracted, 0@7 for white, 5@0 for amber and dark; bees-
wax, 27. R. A. Burnett,
Jan. 7. 107 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee. — The condition of this market on
honey is about the same as when we last reported.
The demand has not been very urgent, and sales and
receipts have been about equal, but the supply of fan-
cy stock is small. We desire to receive more of the
best. We can now quote faucv 1-lb. sections at 12J4@
14; A. No. 1, 12(5 12'A; No. 1, 11@12; dark or amber, 8@
11; extracted, in bbls., kegs, and pails, white, 0^@7^;
dark, 5@5J4; beeswax, 25@27.
Jan. 9. A. V. Bishop & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit. — Fancy white, 13; No. 1, 11J4@12; fancy
dark and amber, 9@11; extracted white, 0@7; dark, 5@
5J4; beeswax, 25@20. M. H. Hunt,

Jan. 10. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-dav as
follows: Fancy white, 13@14: No. 1, 12@12j£; light
amber, 11; buckwheat, 9; extracted, white, 7; light
amber, 0. A. B. Williams & Co.,

Jan. 10. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Philadelphia.—Honey is selling slowly since the
holidays. The supply equals the demand. Fancy
comb, 15; No. 1, 13; amber, 10@11; buckwheat, 8; ex-
tracted white, 8; amber, 0@7; buckwheat, 0; beeswax,
28. We are producers of honey—do not handle on
commission. Wm. A. Selser,
Jan. 10. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Columbus.—Honey trade quiet; stock ample; prices
barely steady at 12% for fancy, 10@11 for No. 1, and 8

for amber.
The Columbus Commission & Storage Co.,

Jan. 1. 409-413 N. High St., Columbus, O.

Albany.—Demand for honey steady, and prices re-
main about the same as our last quotations.

MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Jan. 7. Albany, N. Y.

For Sale.—About 3000 lbs. of extracted honey on
hand. All white horsemint in cases of two 00-lb. cans.
Make us an offer on it, as we are anxious to close it

out. O. P: Hyde & Son, Hutto, Tex.

For Sale.—3000 lbs. No. 1 white extracted honey at
7c, F. O. B. Jackson, Mich. Also a lot of white and
amber comb honey. W. D. Super, Jackson, Mich.

For Sale.—800 lbs. comb honey—500 lbs. pure white
clover at lie; 300 lb *• of buckwheat at li|4c f . o. b.

William VanAuken, Ellisburgh, N. Y.

The Bee=keepers'

REVIEW
for December shows in its frontispiece "The Neatest
Apiary in Michigan," and the owner of this apiary, or,
to be more exact, his son. contributes an article upon
" Beauty and Neatness," in which he shows that they
are of more importance in the apiary than they are
generally given credit for.

Mr. Harfy S. Howe, Mr. W. L- Coggshall's " light-
ning operator, " tells how he reads the bee-journals

—

what is wanted in them, and how to get the most out
of them.
There is an editorial of nearly three pages upon

" Success." It is not a lot of dry platitudes and gener-
alities; it is full of freshness and vigor, and of illustra-
tions drawn from the editor's own experience. The
reading of it may change your life from the dull com-
mon place to one of unbounded success.
Then there are the " Criticisms " of Mr. Taylor; the

"Views" of the inimitable Hasty, the "Extracted
Dept.," etc.

The Review is SI. 00 a year; but if you are not a sub-
scriber, you can, for only $1.80, have your subscription
co Gleanings renewed for one year, get 12 back num-
bers of the Review, and then the Review for all of
1899.

w.
Flint,

HUTCHINSON,
flichigan.

Fruit Packages of All Kinds.
—ALSO—

Bee=keepers' Supplies.

We allow a Liberal Discount
on early orders. Why not send
for your supplies now to save the
discount and avoid the rush of
the busy season? Catalog and
price list free. Address

BERLIN FRUIT-BOX Co.,
Berlin Heights, - Erie Co., Ohio.

In writing to advertisers, mention Gleanings.

BEE - SUPPLIES.
ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S PRICES.

..,,., . and every thing used by bee-

POUder S HOneV-iarS keepers. Low freight rates;
u " prompt service. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 /Massachusetts Ave., = - Indianapolis, I nd.

-J
. */OM/V A/£Q£t- <gJ6W. HlCH /f/Ll Mo.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
{Medina, Ohio.

or F. Danzenbaker.
Box (ili, Washington, D.C.

Eastern Bee=keepers.
Do You Expect to Buy

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
the coming year? If so, you want to get a good qual-
ity of goods at a reasonable price. Our aim will be to

please you. Will you write us n ;\v, stating what you
will need, and allow us to quote you prices? You will

Get a Liberal Discount
by ordering now; goods to be shipped and paid for
when wanted. It will cost but two cents, and save $.

We keep several carloads in stock.

I. J. STR1NGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, = - NEW YORK.

Discount-sheet to dealers. Catalog free.

CHAS ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

^£- &S-S-.€-&& e-S-S- &S--S- S--&S- &S-S- e-S--^ e- e- §^f.

Wm A. Selser,
io Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Honey Expert.
Send a 3 oz. bottle and SI. 00, and have the hon-
ey tested that you buy. See if it is pure. The
most complete laboratory for testing honey in
the United States.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

A FARM POWER
IS A NECESSITY

in the practice of modern ag-
riculture. They are needed
for shelling corn, grinding
feed, cutting fodder or en =

silage, separating cream,
wood-sawing, pumping wa=
ter and a host of other things.

LEFFEL
ENGINES and

BOILERS
are clearly the best for the
purpose. Either Upright or
Horizontal; from 3 h. p. up.
Safe, simple, easy to run.
They are quick steamers, and

require little fuel. Pamphlet with prices on applica-

tion, stating size power wanted.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Box 44, Springfield, 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Talk About "Big Offers"!
How is this? 14 Copies for 10 Cents.

THE GEEAT OMAHA CONVENTION HEP0ET
runs through 14 numbers of the weekly AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, beginning

Oct. 1, 1898, and ending with the first number in January, 1899. Besides the val-

uable Convention Report there is lots of other good reading-matter in those 14

copies. We have perhaps 500 complete sets of the Report numbers of the BEE
JOURNAL, and we are going to offer them to the readers of Gleanings, while

they last, at

ONLY 10 CENTS FOB, THE 14 COPIES.
Think of it—over 200 pages of the latest bee literature FOR ONLY 10 CENTS.
Why, that's about equal to getting for A DIME one of the monthly bee-papers for

a whole year at a price of 50 cents or £1.00. Better send 10 cents right away, be-

fore the Convention Numbers are all gone. First come, first served.

If you prefer to do so, send $1.00 and get the old American Bee Journal FOR
THE WHOLE OF 1899, with the Convention Numbers FREE.

ADDRESS

GEO. W. YORK & CO.,

1 18 Michigan St., = = Chicago, Illinois.
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" Is IT TRUE that bees are less likely to sting

one with white clothing than with black ? " is

a question in American Bee Journal. In

answer, 19 say yes, and 7 think not or have
not observed.

In reply to F. L. Thompson, p. 14, I've

used illusion for the face of bee-veils, and it's

the best thing I ever used if it would last. But
it's so unsubstantial that it's practically too

expensive.

Separators of wire cloth are spoken of on

p. 15. They were used by N. Betsinger a good
many years ago, were greatly pnised by him,

and I think they were patented, but somehow
no one else seemed to use them.

The editor gets the start of me on p. 6 by
means of a " perhaps " which leaves the mat-
ter in suspense, and then his head is si turned

that he says, " But wide frames are section-

holders without top-bars." O Ernest! [So
they are, doctor. If not, what are they ?

—

Ed.]

A pure-food conference for Illinois is

called by the presidents of ten different asso-

c'ations, agriculture, horticulture, apiculture,

etc., led by the president of the State Board
of Health. May be Illinois will climb up to

where Ohio stands, so you Ohio fellows won't
look down any more on us Suckers.

C. T. Bonnev, p. 14, seems to think large

queens a great desideratum ; but don't Doo-
little and others say that medium-sized queens
are best ? [There, now, I always supposed
Doolittle was an advocate of large queens, as

his method certainly produces them. I have
always found that the large ones were the

most prolific.

—

Ed.]

For canning fruit, honey is better than
sugar, according to E. D Howell, in Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Cook fruit till tender in a

tight-covered kettle in the oven, then add the

honey, bring to a boil on top of the stove, and
seal up

; % pound honey for each pound of

peaches or other fruit not very sour. No
water need be added except for such dry fruits

as quinces and apples. Use best honey.

A SERIOUS objection to C. P. Dadant's
plan of adapting the number of combs to the

size of the colony is not mentioned by him, p.

8. If the hive is not filled with brood-combs,
the part of the super that comes over the va-

cancy will be poorly worked by the bees.

For extracted honey, of course that makes
little difference.

" We are told in the bee-journals that

the poison of the bee is formic acid," says

Geo. L. Vinal, page 15. No, not nowadays.
The poison is something separate from the

formic acid. See Straw, p. 42, Jan. 15, 1898.

To the question why that strong horse died

from the stings, I'll venture the answer that

he got more poison into him than he could

dispose of.

BEE Chat, the British quarterly published
by S. Simmins, gives promise of continued

life, and has now become a monthly. The
tone of Bee Chat is such that one can not help

wishing it long life. Somehow good-natured
people seem to live longer than crabbed ones,

and that's pre-eminently true of bee-journals.

[Yes, it is a very sprightly journal. It has
one quality that makes it readable ; namely,
its editor is full of enthusiasm.

—

Ed.]

F. Greiner doesn't paint with any too

high colors, p 10, the advantages of the great

German bee conventions, and certainly doesn't

give a just idea of the large attendance, and
especially of the immense membership of the

association. Some things, as the drinking

and smoking, and the time occupied with

other than bee matters, would not be relished

by Americans; but on the whole the Germans
are far ahead of us in the matter of organization.

Doolittle is a hard man to do any thing

with. Between him and Dadant I have a hard

time of it. In that Straw, p. 869, I chuckled

to myself that I had Doolittle in a corner; but

he slides out of it as easily as you please by
saying, p. 11, that extracting makes bees feed

the queen so she doubles her laying. That
dazes me, for I've no means to dispute it.

I've only breath enough left for a question or

two. Bro. Doolittle, when I find a queen
occupying 12 to 14 combs with brood without

any extracting, would that same queen occupy

24 to 28 Lrmgstroth frames if I should extract?

And if I find a queen keeping 8, 9, or more
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Langstroth combs full of brood, when work-
ing for comb honey, would such a queen be
entertained to her fullest capacity as to egg-
la) ing if confined to 6?/ frames?

I'm afraid that, if the punctuation in

Gleanings were to be left to the tastes of the
writers, as F. L. Thompson suggests, a good
many things would not be very clear. Who
is to decide which writers have the proper
taste? I have some grudges against the
proof-reader, and should like to be indepen-
dent of him; but I don't know enough yet to

be sure whether a comma or a semicolon is

the right thing, so please W. P., keep sprin-

kling in a few commas and things wherever
they'll do the most good, so as to make my
writings intelligible—when you can.

The idea that sections of honey will pass
better for genuine when daubed with propolis,

Editor Holtermann thinks about as reasonable
as to have cows' hair in butter to attest its

genuineness. [I quite agree with Mr. Holter-
mann ; and yet that idea does obtain with
quite a large number, but wholly, I believe,

on false grounds. A clean section box of

honey will outsell a propolis-daubed one in

most markets ; and yet if I can ju Ige by the
honey that comes here (and we buy thousands
of pounds every year) many bee-keepers, at

least, seem to think that scraping is not a
necessity. Whether they think so or whether
they are too lazy to go to the extra trouble, is

a question.

—

Ed ]

On page 6 I made such bad use of language
that it might be understood that Doolittle lets

the young queen cut out queen-cells in his

plan for preventing swarming. Not so; the
bee-keeper cuts them out at the time of put-

ting in the young queen. [Yes, your Ian

guage was susceptible of a double meaning.
I might have known that no queen, young or
old, would cut down cells invariably, when
introduced to a queenless colony. I have in-

troduced dozens of queens that let cells go.

with the result that a virgin would hatch, and
then the old queen would be missing. We
have made it a rule that it is never safe to

attempt to introduce valuable queens without
first destroying cells in the hive. I can not
imagine why I should have fallen in with the
idea so readily unless it was because I thought
Doolittle generally right on points of this

kind—Ed ]

F. L. Thompson is right, p. 14, in object-

ing to the use of quotation-marks that don't
quote. I'm going to try to do better in that
direction—see if I don't. But I feel like ask-
ing Bro. Thompson whether that veil-stuff he
talks about a few lines above is not illusion

instead of "illusion." [[ quite agree with_
Mr. Thompson in believing that there has'

been too free a use of "quotation-marks that
don't quote" {these quote). Sometimes they
are used as a sort of apology for a word not
fully recognized by the dictionary; sometimes
for the evident purpose of introducing pleas-
antry. Their occasional use, however, in our
columns has been the choice of the writers and
not of the proof-reader, who has marked out
thousands. But as Mr. Thompson claims that

a writer should be indulged in the exercise of

his own " notions " in punctuation he can not
very well complain if some should ride the
quotation hobby too freely.

—

Ed.]

F. L- Thompson asks why I say " Review "

instead of " the Review,'" p 14. For the same
reason, I suppose, friend Thompson, that in

Review, pige 332, you say "American Bee
Journal'1

'' instead of ''TheAmerican Bee Jour-
nal:'" it's shorter. I suppose that "The Bee-
keepers' Review " is its full title ; but if there
is no misunderstanding it's not a bad thing to

shorten it. If you drop out " Bee-keepers', "

why object to dropping the less distinctive

part of the name? [This is a case of hyper-
criticism. There are really many things that

s /rely need correction, without taking up
those that are of no consequence. It matters
little whether we say Review or The Review.
—Ed.]
Dead brood " greatly resembles foul brood;

and the only distinct differences are, first, it

is not contagious ; and, second, very little of

the brood dies," says a footnote, p. 20. Isn't

there a distinct difference in ropiness, and per-
haps smell? [Yes, I have seen quite a little

dead brood that was ropy. Once we had con-
siderable of it in our apiary. It did not seem
to spread from one colony to another, nor was
there any particular odor to it that I remem-
ber. Indeed, there is no perceptible smell to
foul brood when there are only a few scatter-

ing diseased cells. I formerly thought tint

the crucial test of foul brood was ropiness
;

but after having seen these dead or pickled
brood cases I have had to conclude that it is

not necessarily a decisive symptom. I think
we may say this, however : That dead or
pickled brood is so rare that, when larvae

assume a brown color, and are somewhat
shrunken, lie on the sides of the cells, and are

ropy, it indicates foul brood. In speaking
about the odor of this disease it does not seem
to be very pronounced—to me at least—unless
the brood-combs are rotten with it, and then
there will be that pronounced cabinet-maker's
glue-pot smell.

—

Ed.]

TRAVEL-STAIN; WHAT IS IT?

Conditions Under which Travel-stain, so called,

May be Avoided ; a Valuable Article.

BY j. E. CRANE.

Whiteness appears to be largely the standard
of excellence in comb honey in the United
States. Given finished combs that are fairly

well built in the sections, and the honey will

grade according to its whiteness. Indeed, so

true is this that it has become one of the most
important questions the apiarist can ask: How
may the whitest combs be secured? Some
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one has told us that the way is to remove each
comb as soon as sealed or finished. Where
hut a moderate number of colonies are kept,

and the bee-keeper can give a good deal of

time to the work, it may be helpful to do so
;

but where several hundred colonies are kept
in several yards (it may be many miles apart)

it is impracticable to remove honey, as a rule,

only by finished supers; besides, we often find

large numbers of sections or combs discolored

as soon as finished, while on other colonies

the supers may remain for weeks or even
months without the combs becoming soiled or

discolored.

Plain sections that were introduced a year

ago, it was claimed, would, with a fence or

open separator, produce whiter combs than
the old style sections with solid separators.

To this claim, doubtless, was due much of the

enthusiasm with which their introduction was
received. Valuable as these may prove, they

be " unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise."
Travel-stain alone being mentioned or called

by name, this, presumably, was considered
the most common cause of discolored combs.
Every bee-keeper is supposed to know just

what travel-stain is ; but I have sometimes
wondered if I do. I suppose it refers to that

slight tinge of color we find on or in the cap-

pings of surplus combs, slight near the top of

the section, and usually increasing toward the

bottom, where it becomes a light cinnamon,
or yellow or brown, or it may be more pro-

nounced in the middle of the comb, with less

at top and bottom.
From the wording, the supposition is that

somehow the bees, in flying through the air

or alighting on a flower, or in passing through
the hive, get their feet dirty, and, in traveling

over the new white combs, soil them. To
prove this theory it may be noticed that the

lower part of the comb, where travel is great-

• • • • •«•*«•* '*9>M » i*t> **+**$*

COMB THAT HAS BEEN ON THE HIVE FOR MONTHS WITHOUT TRAVEL-STAIN.

are not likely to eradicate wholly the evil of

soiled or discolored cappings.
Before discussing the best means of secur-

ing the whitest combs, it may be well for us
to study the causes of the discoloration of

surplus combs. I might first mention pollen-

stains. Sometimes bees seem either to have
all the pollen they need in the hive, or have
some antipathy to certain kinds of pollen, and
refuse to gather into pellets all that adheres
to them while seeking honey, and return to

the hive pretty well covered with it, which
appears to stain the brood-combs and surplus
combs; also if they are built out and partly or

wholly filled. This is particularly observable
when there is little or no clover honey, and
bees work freely on white daisy. Fortunately
it does not matter so much, as the daisy honey
is quite dark, or inferior, and must be sold as

a low grade of honey.
In the national rules for grading honey we

find in the first and second rules, honey must

est, is usually colored or soiled the most..

Now, I consider the whole idea of travt 1-stain

as a foul slander. The idea of our industrious

insects not being tidy is infamous. It is true

that, during winter, dead bees, chips of wax,
and perhaps bits of pollen, are allowed to

accumulate; but would it not be death to any
bee that should attempt to carry out these

accumulations, with the mercury at 32 or 40

degrees lower ? Do not the bees, with the

first warm days of spring, have a houseclean-

ing that would be creditable to any house-

keeper? Every nook and corner of the hive

is examined, and every particle of dirt re-

moved. Even then they are not satisfied until

in the warm summer days they can give the

whole inside of their hive a new coat of varnish.

But if this discolored condition of combs is

not travel-stain, what is it? That is just what
I have been studying for some time, and will

try to explain. Let us take a comb or section

of honey, with all the marks or characteristics
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of travel-stain. Near the top it is of quite a

light color, but gradually becomes darker,

until at the bottom it is a yellowish brown.
If we take the point of a knife and carefully

lift a cap from a cell near the bottom of the

comb we shall be surprised to find the inside

of the cap, or the side next to the honey,
nearly or quite as dark as the outside. We
lift another and another, and find the inside

corresponds very closely to the outside in

color, constantly changing with the outside.

How strange! Can it be that the dirt the bees
have left on the surface of the combs is of

such a nature as to strike clear through the
cappings? Sulphuric acid would hardly do
that. Now take a glass of moderate power
and look at the cappings, both inside and out-

side, and we soon get a fair idea of the trouble.

We shall find, either mixed with the new
white wax, darker wax, or welded to the

white wax, little particles of darker wax or

propolis, or other substance not easily seen
without the aid of a glass.

During the past season some interesting

facts came to hand, throwing some light on
this subject. Upon top of one super was an
old cloth, to make it tight, with a blue lining

next to the sections. When I took off the

super I noticed the blue lining had been
gnawed away to some extent by the bees.

When I came to pack my honey I found these

sections with the combs tinged with blue,

some of them on one side only, while others

were stained on both sides. Some were stain-

ed but slightly, while others were very blue.

Except for this blue the combs would have
been very white. Had the color been the

same as the so-called travel-stain, I think no
one would have thought it any thing else. So
thoroughly was the cloth torn into atoms that

it appeared as a stain on the combs.
Another case occurred where the bees tore

coating from enameled cloth or other black
cloth, and stained the combs black.

I have sometimes been troubled with yellow
cappings of crude wax on my surplus honey,
caused by raising up a nearly filled super and
placing under it another with thin foundation
that was of rather high color. The bees would
thin it, or sometimes tear it down and carry it

above, and use for capping off the nearly fin-

ished combs, giving them an untidy appear-
ance.

Bees often use considerable propolis for

capping late in the season when wax is scarce

—sometimes in such quantities as to be easily

seen by the naked eye. Where do they get
the dark wax with which to produce travel-

stain ? Doubtless from the brood-chamber.
Perhaps the cappings of hatching brood fur-

nish the largest share of it. The colors cor-

respond quite closely. Here is a colony that
is strong, filling and capping its first or second
super. It casts a swarm. The queen's wing
is clipped, and the scientific (?) bee-keeper
removes her, letting the swarm return so as to

secure the largest yield of honey. The hive
is full of brood, and hatching at the rate of

1000 or 1500 each 24 hours. All goes well so

long as there is plenty of young or matured
brood to seal ; but after eight or nine days the

brood is all sealed, and yet the hatching bees

are throwing off from 1000 to 1500 cell- caps
daily. There is but little honey in the brood-
chamber to seal, or little use in the brood-
chamber for the cappings. These cappings
are largely pure wax discolored by long use,

and it is not at all surprising that more or less

finds its way to the super, and produces travel-

stain, especially when honey is scarce and but
little wax produced in the hive. Doubtless
more or less of the wax is taken from the old

combs, and mixed with pure wax for capping.
There is reason to believe there is a good deal

of wax shifted from one comb to another dur-

ing the warm season when the wax is soft.

It should be noticed in this connection, that,

in a hive filled with foundation on which a

strong colony was placed in July, and has re-

mained queenless, the combs were built out
and sealed in July; and now, after more than
four months, the combs have remained free

TRAVEI,-STAIN ON A SECTION HONEJY-BOX.

from travel-stain, even in the brood-chamber,
and to-day are as white as the most fastidious

dealer could desire. A good deal of pollen

has been stored in the lower part of the combs;
but the pollen has produced but little stain.

So far as I remember I had less of travel-

s'.ain when my bees were allowed to swarm
and increase by natural swarming than when
I try to keep every swarm strong whether it

has a laying queen or not.

Again, it seems to me that my combs were
whiter when honey was stored in large surplus

boxes than in small sections. I remember very
distinctly that, in changing from 2-lb. sections

to lib., the combs seemed to have more
travel-stain — that is, were not as white as the

2-lb. sections had been. It may have been
something in the season, although I feel quite

sure it was not.

Now, from the foregoing it would appear
that we are likely to secure our whitest combs
from hives having new combs, even if such
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hives are queenless. Hives having old combs
will be more likely to produce whiter combs
with a laying queen than without, especially

if the colony is quite populous. Of course,

when honey is abundant the combs will be
capped whiter, as bees appear to dislike to

change honey into wax when it is coining in

slowly, and will "rake and scrape," as the
saying is, to get wax with which to seal their

nearly finished combs, and do not object to

brood - cappings or small chips of old wax
from the brood-chamber, or yellow foundation
wax, or even a little propolis or bits of cloth,

for tbis purpose.
I believe bees will make wax and weld it

into comb faster when they can cluster to-

gether in large numbers than when compelled
to cluster in small bodies ; hence, the larger

our receptacle the whiter our combs, other
things being equal. The value of the open
fence for separator conies in here ; for, while
the combs are built between slats of wood, in

small receptacles, yet the partition is so open
that the bees can cluster in a whole row, and
can communicate with each other almost as

freely as though there were no fence between.
The past season I had 2000 or more plain sec-

tions that were filled between fences, and I

know it would not require an expert to see

that they would average whiter than those
built between solid separators. I believe the
fence may be safely recommended as being
helpful in procuring the whitest combs.
Without doubt a young queen would be

useful, as the bees would be more likely to use
the bits of soiled wax they might find in the
brood-nest for sealing up the brood than to

carry it above for use in surplus combs. Of
course, combs should be removed from the
hive as soon as possible after they are finished,

to prevent dark wax being added to the cap-
pings.

Conditions may vary in different sections of

the country. I have written what seem to be
the facts in these parts. If others will study
this subject in other sections we may be able
to establish rules that may be very helpful to

us all.

Of the photographs I send you, one is a
brood-comb from a hive with new foundation
in which a strong colony of bees was placed

X*X*^5r%^.

early in July. Evidently the queen was in

some way lost, as no brood was reared. It

was broken up in November, the combs show-
ing very little or no travel-stain, after being
four months in a populous hive.

The photo of a section shows a case of what
I suppose to be the so-called travel stain, but
not an exaggerated case. The stain was slight,

but quite apparent. The piece of comb shows
stains in center of comb instead of cappings.
Middlebury, Vt., Nov. 26.

[When Mr. Crane was in Medina recently

we talked a good deal about this matter of the
so-called travel-stained honey. I confess that
I myself had believed that discoloration was
due to dirt that the bees had carried in on
their feet. Of course, I was aware of the fact,

as all bee-keepers have been, that comb honey
produced next to an old brood-comb is quite
liable to be discolored ; but I was under the
impression that this discoloration was alto-

gether different in character from that of the
ordinary travel-stain, so called.

After writing the article Mr. Crane looked
over considerable of our honey, with the re-

sult that his convictions were, as set forth

above, confirmed. Indeed, he showed me the
cappings that he had taken from several boxes
that showed the discoloration going clear

through.
This year there has been more travel-stainc d

honey on the market than usual, owing, no
doubt, to the poorness and lateness of the sea-

son. In fact, nearly all the honey we have
purchased has been rather off in color, al-

though the flavor was good.
There may be some wiseacres in our profes-

sion who knew all these facts before ; but I

am sure that at least a general impression has
prevailed that the bees had a fashion of run-

ning through their supers with soiled feet, and
that it was not wise to leave honey on the hive
for too great a length of time.

I have often wished myself that we could
leave our comb honey on the hive a little

longer, and have been in the habit of leaving
that for our own home consumption on the

hives longer ; and it is a fact past gainsaying
that the honey so left acquires a richer flavor.

I can not now remember particularly whether
the honey that I had reserved in this way for

our own use had darker cappings ; but if Mr.
Crane's theory is correct, the off color, if any,

would not be due to the prolongation of the
time the honey was on the hive.

—

Ed]

"DOOLITTLE'S LATEST FEAT IN QUEEN-REAR-
ING."

Doolittle's Method of Queen-rearing, in a Nut-shell.

BY G. M. DOOMTTXE.

Before me lies the following letter :
" I read

in November 15th Gleanings Doolittle's latest

feats in queen-rearing. I have his book on
queen-rearing, 1889 edition. Has he any im-
provement over plans there suggested ? I

practice many of his plans ; but my experi-

ence nine years ago, in rearing queens in hives

containing queens, was not very satisfactory.

I want the latest. R. Wilkin.
"Newhall, Cal., Nov. 30, 1898."

The above is a letter written to The A. I.

Root Company, and forwarded to me to
'

' draw me out, '

' as there seems to be a thought
on the part of many that Doolittle is not now
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practicing, for queen-rearing, just what he
gave in " Scientific Queen-rearing " about ten
years ago. As the Roots and myself did not
think Bro. W. would have any objections to

having his letter appear in print they have
taken the liberty of publishing it, and I have
taken it as a text to tell the readers of Glean-
ings, and Bro. Wilkin in particular, just how
those " 600 sealed cells from that one colony,
the queen laying all the while," as Dr. Miller
puts it in " Stray Straws," were reared. These
queens (for every cell hatched out a perfect
queen) were reared just the same as I gave in

the " 1889 edition " of my book, and just as I

rear 999 out of every 1000 queens, for I prac-
tice no other plan, not even saving natural
swarming-cells, for, as a rule, they do not
prove as good as those reared by bees in an
upper story, with a laying queen below all the
time.

Now, lest some one may think this is a
" puff " for my book I wish to say that I have
had nothing to do with the book since it went
into the publishers' hands ; for at that time I

sent it free and broadcast over the world, with
the hope that it might do the world some
good, not having any pecuniary interest in it

since, nor any other, except that it is my
" baby." It has been a " loss to know" mat-
ter with me for a long time why a few did not
succeed with a plan which is so perfect in my
hands, and to me seems so simple withal; and
all I shall attempt to do in this will be to go
over the ground given in the book a little more
minutely, as I have no improvements over
what is there given. Since I gave the book to

the world I have paid very little thought to

queen-rearing, my whole life and experiments
since then being put into studying about the
non-swarming of bees; and if I ever succeed
along this non-swarming line, Providence spar-

ing my life, I shall give that to the world in

book form also. With this long preliminary I

will proceed to tell " just how I rear queens."
When spring opens I select one of the strong-

est colonies I have in the yard, and one hav-
ing a queen reared the summer before, as I

wish one which is not liable to fail in her egg-
laying powers before the season is over, as that
laying queen below has very much to do with
queens of the best quality, in my opinion.

About the 10th to the middle of May I go to

several hives till I find the number of combs
of sealed brood that are necessary to take the
place of those having no brood in them in the
hive I have selected, which is generally from
two to four. These combs of brood (without
bees) are now set in the hive, when in a week
or ten days I have a colony strong enough to

commence operations. Perhaps I should say
just here that I use nine Gallup frames in this

hive, which is a chaff hive, and that I bring
from my out-apiary, the fall before, the queen
to rule over this hive, which is a mismated (or
"hybrid") queen, as generally called, for I

find that hybrid bees, showing about as many
black bees as those with yellow bands, will

build and complete nearly double the number
of cells as will pure Italians, and seem to take
to this line of work better than any other. I

usually bring several queens of this class to

take the place of those sold, and then select

the strongest colony having o le of these
queens. As soon as the selection is made the
rest are used in the out-apiary again. I tell

this only as I wish to give every thing just as

I do it.

As soon as the colony is strong enough to

go into the upper story I take two combs from
below, having mostly eggs and unsealed larvae

in them (don't. take any drone larvae, as drones
above a queen-excluder are always a nuisance),
and in their places put two combs of sealed
brood from other hives, as we wish all the bees
possible thus early in the season.

I now put on top of the hive a hive having
a queen-excluder nailed to its bottom (if thus
nailed we never have to touch the excluder if

we wish to remove the upper hive during the
season), as it always comes off with the upper
hive, and in the center of this upper hive put
the two combs of brood, four frames well fill-

ed with honey, a division-board feeder, and
two dummies made from inch or % lumber.
When about two days have elapsed for the

colony to adjust itself to the new conditions,

it being fed about a pint of thin sweet every
night, if honey is not coming in from the
field, they are ready for a batch of prepared
cell cups, as given in my book. To tell all

about how to prepare these would be too long
for this place; but all can find all about the
matter by turning to chapter 7 of the book,
and I could not tell that part any better were
I to try it over again.

Before going for the royal jelly and the larvae

to transfer into it, I stop at the hive, take out
one of the dummies, shove the frames that

way till I leave a frame's space between the
combs of brood, when the cover is put on.

As a rule it takes me from 15 to 20 minutes to
get the royal jelly, the larvae, put the jelly and
larvae into the cell-cups, and get the now pre-

pared frame to the prepared hive. I now re-

move the covering (which is a quilt, with a 4-

inch sawdust cushion over it, and a hood or
cap eight inches deep over all), when I find

the space left for the prepared frame complete-
ly filled with bees—so much so that I have to

work the frame slowly up and down in lower-
ing it, so as to cause the bees to run out of the
way. I don't know that causing the bees to

cluster in this vacant space between the frames
of brood has any thing to do with the matter;
but it has always seemed to me that they are

better prepared with royal jelly and for queen-
rearing by doing so. Three days later I go to

the hive again, take out the other dummy,
draw the frames to the side of the hive till I

come to the first frame having brood in it,

when I lift the frame of cells, take off one or
two of them, for the royal jelly needed to

start the next " batch," when the frame of

cells is placed in the vacant space behind the
frame of brood, caused by taking out the dum-
my and drawing the others along, thus prepar-
ing the same place for the next frame of pre-

pared cell-cups which the first one occupied,
and when all ready it is placed there as was
the first. Three days later a frame of honey
is taken out from the opposite side from which
the last dummy was taken, the frames again
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drawn along till we come to the frame of

brood, when the last prepared frame of cells

is taken out, one or two taken off for royal

jelly, and the frame " jumped " to the outside

of the frame of brood, which gives room for

the third prepared frame between the frames
of brood again, where it is placed as soon as

prepared.
As I do no work with the bees on Sunday I

time it so that no cells have to come off that

day, and so four days now elapse be rore I put
in another prepared frame, which makes ten

days from the time we started, so that we real-

ly have only three prepared frames every ten

days.
I now take out the frame of " ripe " cells, or

the first one prepared, and distribute them
where wanted, getting the bees off, etc., as

given in chapters 8 and 9 of the book, when I

lift out the two frames of brood, look them
over to make sure that the bees started no
queen-cells on these frames (unless this is

done we may have a queen hatch when we
least expect, and destroy all of the cells on
the other prepared frames), when the-e two
frames of now sealed brood are " jumped "

over behind the two frames of cells now re-

maining. I now take out a frame of honey
on each side, and shove all the frames along
toward either side of the hive, so as to make
room for two frames c ntaining eggs and
larvae, taken from any hives in the yard (gen-

erally from nuclei when under full headway
later on), which are placed in the center of

the hive again, as the first Iwo were, being
left apart for the fourth prepared frame, which
is now fixed as was the others, and put in.

This tells you all there is of it, only that

you keep right on in this way all the season,

and the result should be with you, the same
as I gave on page 849 of Nov. 15th Glean-
ings. I see the Roots use colonies preparing
to supersede their queen, but I have not used
such a colony since the book was published,

and do not see why others can not succeed as

well as I do with a good laying queen below,

for I do not believe that the raising of queens
in this way is any " trick " at all. Colonies

worked as above given are quite likely to

swarm under the pressure of bees given by
their own queen and the inserted brood ; and
when they do so I simply take off the upper
story, cut off all ciueen-cells started, cage the

queen for ten days, cut the queen-cells again,

and allow the bees to liberate her by eating

out the candy from the stopper, as given in

January 1st Gleanings for 1898.

As to feeding : I feed generally, to start

with, till the frames in the upper story are

quite well supplied with honey, unless honey
is coming in quite freely from the fields, after

which I rarely feed at all unless at times of

real scarcity. That is, when enough is coming
in from the fields so that no robber bees are

about looking into hives as I open them, I do
not feed, only for the first ten days, but feed

at all times when nothing can be obtained
from the fields.

Then there is a bare oossibility that the

deeper Gallup frame has something to do with
it, but I think not. I have never tried so rear-

ing queens at the out-apiary, for I use only
the one colony at home, bringing brood from
the out-apiary, if I wish to breed from any
eiueen there.

If I have failed to make all plain, don't be
afraid to ask questions, for on good queens
hangs the greatest success in apiculture.

Borodino, N. Y., Dec. 30, 1898.

APIS DORSATA.

A Correction by Mr. Benton.

It is unfortunate that, in attempting to cor-

rect the item which you quote in Gleanings
for Dec. 15, 1898 (page 939), from the Amer-
ican Cultivator, you should leave the subject

about as badly mixed as before. Allow me to

suggest a little more charity toward the editor

of an agricultural journal, when the editor of

a bee -journal—even of Gleanings itself—in

an attempt at correcting the former on a point

pertaining to the history of the industry, can
not make half as many statements without
blundering quite as badly.
Immediately below the quotation which you

made from the American Cultivator is your
effort at correction, which reads as follows:

"Now, there may be some truth in the

above, but certainly there are a lot of mistakes
mixed in with the truth. Mr. Benton went
origmally to the Island of Cyprus, in the Med-
iterranean Sea. Then in pursuit of Apis dor-

sata he went on to India, and then south to

the island of Ceylon. But, according to our
geography, the Philippines are a very great

distance from Ceylon and India, and twice

as far fiom Cyprus. Mr. Benton did not go
to the Philippines. I have thought best to

copy the above, because just such blundering
statements are the ones that go the rounds of

the papers."
Although it is now eighteen years since I

made the journey which Editor Root men-
tions, and though, since then, I have made
many others, the recollections of that partic-

ular one are still quite distinct; nor do I need,

for that matter, to depend upon memory
alone, for, besides certain published accounts

which appeared at the time, some in European
and others in American apiarian journals, I

have memoranda and notes of travel which
settle beyond doubt the question of the route

taken. Incidentally I must remark that it is

a rather " queer " geography you stuely if it

teaches you that "the Philippines are twice

as far from Cyprus" as Ceylon is! It is

about 4500 miles from Cyprus to Ceylon, and
2800 miles from Ceylon to the Philippine

group. Nineteen days (exclusive of stops)

were at that time usually consumed by the

most direct route in making the first-mention-

ed journey, while ten to eleven days sufficed

for the trip from Ceylon to the Philippines.

And the distance from the Malay Peninsula,

forming a part of Farther India, to the Phil-

ippine group, is but 1000 miles.

As to the route taken in my journey, I wish
merely to state that it was not first " to India

and then south to Ceylon," nor have I .ever
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known of any one's making that state-

ment until you did so. From Cyprus I went
first to vSyria and Palestine ; thence I proceed-
ed by way of Egypt and Arabia to Ceylon, ex-
amining and collecting the bees peculiar to

each region visited. From Ceylon the jour-

ney was continued to Farther India, Sumatra,
and Java, that having been the original inten-

tion when I started from Cyprus. On the
large island of Java, 600 miles long, I made
journeys in search of Apis dorsata, east, west,

north, and south—in fact, everywhere—by
rail, by coach, and on foot, over plains, plan-

tations, rivers, wooded hills, into the wildest

jungles, and up the most rugged mountains
and active volcanoes, even to a height of

10,000 feet; but neither secured nor even saw
any of the giant bees, although they had been
supposed to be plentiful on that island—so

plentiful, in fact, that certain German publica-

tions had, whenever referring to them, always
called them "the large bee of the Island of

Java." On my return I again visited Farther
India and Ceylon, and in the interior jungles
of this island secured four colonies of Apis
dorsata which I brought with me alive

eighteen days' journey by fast steamer to

Syria. These giant East-Indian bees showed
not only great vitality under very trying con-
ditions, but also gave indications of qualities

which I think it worth while for the intelli-

gent bee-keepers of America to investigate

further and without prejudice.
Frank Benton.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 31, 1898.

[While the mistakes may have been rather
provoking to friend Benton, I really feel that
they did him no injustice. I meant more to

mention the places he visited than the exact
order in which he reached them. The blun-
der I sought to correct was that he went to

the Philippines to get Apis dorsata, instead
of to Ceylon and Java. .So far as the distances
are concerned, I referred to air-line or straight

distances, while Mr. Benton evidently refers

to the distance one must travel to reach the
several places mentioned, which is quite a
different thing. When blunders result in

bringing out so interesting a letter as the
above from one who has traveled further than
any other man ever did for knowledge regard-
ing bees, I feel pretty well reconciled, and
hope friend Benton will pardon any discrep-

ancy between my statement and his.—W.P.R.]

BATTLING WITH FOUL BROOD.

Ten Minutes' Boiling of Diseased Honey not Suf-

ficient to Kill the Germs; a Valuable Article.

BY J. A. BUCHANAN.

Four years ago foul brood made its appear-
ance in my home apiary. This was expected
to occur at any time, as we buy honey from
bee-keepers in nearly every State in the LTnion.

Each colony becoming affectel was destroyed,
the honey extracted, and, if good, was sold,

the combs made into wax, frames boiled, and
stored for future use. This apiary of 80 colo-

nies was wiped out within three years after the
first appearance of the disease.

By way of experiment, twelve colonies re-

maining were taken from their combs and
given new clean hives, there being small start-

ers put in the frames, and after the bees had
built combs three days these were removed,
and full frames of foundation given. This
was in July, at which time but little honey
was to be gathered. In order to have the hives
filled with comb, brood, and stores for winter,
the bees were fed syrup with enough honey
added, which was taken from out-apiaries free

from disease, to insure against granulation.
The time arriving when larvse and sealed

brood would be found in abundance, it was
with no small degree of interest that exami-
nation was made of the brood-nest. Beauti-
ful sheets of perfectly healthy larvse greeted
my eye as comb after comb was lifted from
the hives ; and as the thousands of young
bees left their cells not a trace of foul brood
could be found.
About this time I read in some paper—may

have been Gleanings—an article stating that

the spores contained in foul-brood honey
could be destroyed by boiling for a few min-
utes, after which it could be given to the bees
again with perfect safety. To me this appear-
ed logical and reasonable. As I had a few 60-

lb. cans of diseased honey that was too dark
to sell I was glad to utilize it in giving it back
to the bees. Fifty pounds of granulated sugar
and twenty pounds of water were brought to

a boil; then two hundred pounds of this dis-

eased honey was poured in, and all brought to

a boiling-point, and kept at this for not less

than ten minutes.
The greatest care was taken that not a bee

could get access to any honey until it had been
boiled. This honey was now safe for bees,

and each colony was fed on this until well

supplied for the winter. Of course, brood-
rearing was stimulated by this liberal feeding;

but there was something else stimulated, and
every colony was again soon rotten with fcul

brood; and you may know I was stimulated
up to a point where I could have taken that

fellow who told " all about " how to kill foul-

brood spores by boiling honey five minutes,
outside the camp and stoned him off the earth.

As further evidence that this honey so treat-

ed was the sole cause of the trouble I had
three late swarms, six miles away, in an out-

apiary, that were light in stores. A quantity
of this honey was taken out there and fed to

them. All three soon had the disease. These
were at once brought home ; but as it was late

in the fall, and having plenty of bees, these

three came through the winter in fair shape
;

and, notwithstanding their diseased condition,

they were ready to divide by the middle of

May.
They also furnished me with material for

further experiment, with a view to learn how
to stamp out the disease with the least possi-

ble loss to the bee-keeper.

By stimulative feeding, aud the best of care,

these three colonies had all cast swarms by
the 20th of May. The swarms, were allowed
to build combs two or three days, when these

were taken away and full sheets of foundation
given.
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As fast as the young queens in the parent
colonies hatched they were caged in order to

hold the bees together until about all the
brood that would hatch had done so. Then
their combs were taken away, and bees treated

the same as the swarms. Evidently there
could be no trace of foul brood left; but as there
was no honey to speak of in the field, my bees
could not make any advance unless fed. I

had a good deal of honey yet, but full of

spores; so I decided, just to find out some-
thing further, to feed this honey back to the
bees. Now, don't say, " What a fool !

" until

I get further along. I put a large boiler on
the furnace. I put in water, then sugar; this

was done to prevent the honey afterward put
in from burning, and to thin it somewhat.
The honey and all was boiled for one hour, all

the while keeping the scum arising skimmed
off. When strained and cool it was fed to the
bees. Any more diseased brood? Not a par-
ticle. In a few weeks each colony was again
divided, and I had twelve strong stocks from
the three diseased ones I had to work from in

the spring.

The advice to burn hives, frames, bees, and
honey is all wrong. I feel sure that, with the
experience I have had, this terrible malady
can be stamped out with but little loss to the
bee-keeper, if it is only undertaken in a deter-

mined, painstaking way.
Your remarks, Mr. Editor, in footnotes to

Dr. Miller's article, page, 876, Dec. 1st, have
called out what I have written above.

Holliday's Cove, W. Va.

[On page 876 Dr. Miller, on the authority
of Mr. Genonceaux and Dr. W. R. Howard,
stated that it was not safe to feed infected hon-
ey that had been boiled only 15 minutes ; and
he further added that later experiments on a
more extensive scale by Bacteriologist J. J.
McKenzie were to the same effect. These
scienti6c experiments not only showed that 15

minutes' boiling was insufficient, but that even
45 might not be enough. In reply to this, I

strongly intimated that science was at variance
with practice, as many bee-keepers had had
honey boiled only a short time, and yet no
bad results followed. I then said: "This is

an important matter, and we can not afford to

make any mistakes. If there is just one bee-
keeper who has found that five minutes' boil-

ing is not enough, then we ought to advise
boiling for at least an hour to make sure."
This was a challenge, for it seems to have

been accepted by at least one bee-keeper whose
testimony we can not doubt. His statements,
together with those of the scientists above
named, convince me that it is dangerous to

use foul-brood honey that has been boiled for

less than an hour. Nay, I will go further : I

believe one will be taking risks if he feeds
such honey if it has been boiled for less than
three hours.

I am willing to admit that this is contrary
to my own teachings and recommendations in

the past ; but when I see myself so plainly in

error I am willing—yes, glad—to have to
" right about face."

On the other hand, I feel just a little cha-

grined for the part I have borne in insisting

that a few minutes' boiling was sufficient.

But I believe I was backed by the experience
of such men as R. L. Taylor, Thos. W. Cow-
an, D. A. Jones, and dozens of others. But
just one instance, where ten minutes' boiling
was found to be insufficient to prevent the
spread of the disease, is better than dozens of
instances where the ten minutes' boiling was
found to be attended with no bad results.

While one may drive safely within an inch of
the precipice, it is the part of wisdom to drive
just as far away from the edge as possible,
even if we have driven hundreds and perhaps
thousands of times along the very brink.
This article, it seems to me, ought to be

scattered far and wide, for it is high time we
were unlearning some of our old knowledge
on the question of foul brood.

—

Ed.]

A PLEA FOR THE COLD-BLAST SMOKER

Hot Smoke vs. Cold ; Construction of the Ordinary
Cold-blast Smoker Faulty ; How it should be

Remedied ; the Modern Improved
Shipping-cases.

BY C. DAVENPORT.

One of the cheapest and most effective meth-
ods known for subduing bees is by the use of
smoke ; and with but few exceptions it is the
means exclusively used for this purpose ; but
I believe smoke alone is much more effica-

cious for the purpose of inducing bees to fill

themselves with honey than smoke and hot air

combined are ; and while, from private cor-
respondence and conversations with bea-keep-

. ers, I know I am not wholly alone in this

opinion, I do not remember ever seeing any
thing in print to this effect ; but I have that
which is opposite. The effect of a blast of
hot air on bees is to make them appear crazed
or frenzied, either with rage or fear—perhaps
it is both—and, instead of trying to reach and
fill themselves with honey, many of them, if

it is so they can easily, are apt to take wing
and hover annoyingly near the operator, if

they do not make a frenzied attack, which
they are very apt to do in a short time.
The effect of smoke and hot air combined

is, of course, different still. The same effect

can be noted, but in a much less degree. The
effect of smoke alone is to excite and alarm
them, either in a less degree or different way

;

for, instead of rushing and flying frantically
about to avoid it, their one desire seems to be
to fill themselves with honey. The effect of
smoke combined with a blast of cold air is

about the same. For these reasons I prefer a
cold blast smoker ; for, while a hot-blast one
is more effective for the purpose of driving
bees from a super or off extracting frames, es-

pecially if the fuel is of such a character as to
create a good deal of heat as well as smoke,
this, at least with any one who uses escapes,
is of much less importance than the main pur-
pose of inducing bees to fill themselves with
honey ; and experiments made, as well as the
use of both hot and cold blast smokers, con-
vince me that a cold-blast smoker is more ef-
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ficacious for this ; and while it may be said

that, if a hot blast is held some distance away,
the effect is the same as a cold one, there are

many times when it is not practical to do this,

especially in a strong wind ; and in other

cases if it is held far enough away to give the

effect of a cold blast the strength of the blast

is not strong enough to drive the smoke as far

as it may be desired it should penetrate ; and
I believe the continued and especially the in-

judicious use of a hot-blast smoker in a yard

has a more injurious effect on bees, not only

in disturbing them wors?, with the consequent
effect of less honey being gathered, but they

appear to me to become crosser, more excita-

ble, and more difficult to subdue and handle
;

and while there is no doubt of this in my
case, my manner of handling bees makes this

more apparent and real with me than with

those who follow the orthodox method of

blowing smoke in at the entrance of a hive,

then waiting awhile before operations are com-
menced.

If what I have said so far has been carefully

read it will be understood why, when I ex-

plain that, as a rule, when I desire to handle

a colony, the cover is removed and operations

commenced at once without any preliminary

smoking and waiting.

Another thing in favor of cold-blast smo-
kers or breech-loading ones is that they are

easier to fill and light ; for instance, the di-

rections that accompany a well-known make
of muzzle-loading smoker say that, when it

is desired to start a fire in one, we are to get

a few coals of fire out of a stove and drop
these in first ; then the fuel on top of them.

This is an effective way to start a fire ; but at

my ranch, in warm weather, when a smoker
is most in demand, there is very seldom a fire

in a stove ; for I have not one kind of queen
;

and instead of cooking my own meals I prefer

to pay for the privilege of taking them at a

neighbor's. But if the case were different,

sni I had as many of these queens as the new-
ly elected member of Congress from Utah is

said to have, and a like number of stoves go-

ing, I often wish to use a smoker for so short

a time that I can light a breechloader and
have the work finished or well under way be-

fore a fire could be started in a muzzle-loader,

provided the directions accompanying it were
practiced, and it is to be presumed that the

makers of an implement understand the best

method to be followed in using it.

The fuel for a smoker that I prefer, and one
that is easily obtained here, is flax straw.

This, if free from foreign matter, such as

weeds and the like, and thoroughly dry, is

easily lighted with a match, gives a good vol-

ume of smoke, and will seldom go out until it

is all consumed ; and in a smoker of the right

s : ze, properly made, one filling will last from
an hour to an hour and a half, depending on
the amount of smoke required in the work be-

ing done. While there are cold blast smokers
in the market, there are none that are proper-

ly made. While the principle on which the

Clark is made is effective, the barrel is too

small. It should have a fuel capacity at least

equal to any of the leading makes of muzzle-

loaders, and the fire-chamber should taper but
slightly, if at all; and, most important of all,

while it should remain a breech-loader it

should have a detachable nozzle so that, by
removing it, the holes in the portion in front,

as well as the air-tube, could be easily cleaned
of soot and the like. As now made it is a dif-

ficult matter to clean them, and these parts

frequently need cleaning.

I believe that if a smoker were made on
these lines it would, when its merits become
known, supersede the sale of any now made,
especially when the relative effects of hot and
cold smoke are carefully noted by bee-keep-
ers.

While my opinion is that the manufacturers
of our goods will not encounter such a rush
for supplies during the coming season as they
did the past one, I believe the firm Gleanings
represents will notice a gradually increased

demand for their shipping-cases owing to late

improvements in their construction. Hereto-
fore I have used but few of their make, for I

did not consider those made for standard-size

sections wide enough, for I want a case made
so that, after the last row of sections is in,

there will be room for a follower, with a small

space between it and the back side of the

case. This space is packed with folded paper,

and it is much easier to pack honey in such a

case so the sections are held firmly together,

which insures greater safety in shipping or in

carrying them around ; and the dealer who
retails from the case finds such a one more
convenient, for, after removing the follower,

there is room to remove and replace a section

from a full case easily. The past season I or-

dered 50 of the Root Co. 's make, and found
them not only as wide as I desired, but also

supplied with followers ; and another decided
improvement I found in their construction was
that the upper strip that holds the glass in

front, as well as the back side of the case,

came up just even with the end pieces, which
allows the cover to project out, or cover the

whole of the case instead of fitting down be-

tween the back and front side, which it did as

they were formerly made ; and when made in

this way, no matter how accurate the work-
manship was, there was some chance for dust

to enter the case, even when the sections were
covered with paper ; for the back side of a

case, when it is packed, naturally spreads or

springs back enough to leave a small crack

between it and the cover unless the latter

reaches over all. As these cases are now
made, I for one can see no chance for improve-
ment unless to have the paper a little heavier

and cut a trifle larger, especially the pieces to

put over the top of the sections ; but this is a

small matter : for, except for appearances
when opening a case, it is immaterial, with

the case and cover as now made, whether the

sections are covered with any paper at all.

Southern Minn.

[It may be you are right ; but my own ex-

perimenting, and much of it on a large scale,

has led me to opposite conclusions. After ex-

perimenting, and trying all sorts of construc-

tion, and having "made and thrown away doz-
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ens and dozens of different smokers, I came to

the conclusion that the hot blast suited me the
better. This conclusion was based on the fol-

lowing : Greater volume of smoke, for the
reason that the cold blast will not produce a
hot enough fire to produce a smudge that is

conquering to the fullest degree. It takes
heat, with most of the fuels obtainable, to

produce a great amount of smoke, and to get
that heat it requires a forced draft through the
fire. I constructed a large number (or, rath-
er, I had them constructed ) in our shop, of
different smokers. Some of them were almost
on the same line as is described in your letter.

I found, when I got the fuel in the cold blast
burning briskly after much coaxing, that I

could throw as much smoke as with the hot-
blast smoker ; but it took too much working
of the bellows, and the effort and time wasted
were too great. In other words, I could, with
half a dozen whiffs of the hot blast, produce
more smoke than with five times the number
with the cold blast.

Years ago the value of cold smoke was dis-

cussed, and it did seem to me that smoke pure
and simple, without heat, would be decidedly
preferable ; but in tests that I made I found I

could conquer bees sometimes, even with hot
air alone, without smoke. As a rule, hot air

and smoke combined were more effective than
either one of them alone. In my experiments
I used some vicious Cyprians—bees that were
almost unconquerable. I know that once or
twice I tried to subdue them with a cold-blast

smoker; but I had to give up the job, and then
I went at them another time with a hot blast,

and conquered.
The first four or five years of my experience

in the apiary was in the use of cold-blast smo-
kers exclusively. I was then of the opinion
that this was the better ptinciple ; but later,

after 1 began using the hot blast, I found that
the smokers of this class would give their

greatest smoke with four or five whiffs of the
bellows, and consequently were sooner ready
for work.
Now as to the construction of smokers you

refer to. I have made them with larger tubes
and with smaller tubes ; with tubes remova-
ble ; with fire-boxes of the same capacity as

the hot-blast arrangement, but with results as

above given.
We are now and have been for years selling

both kinds of smokers ; but I have had a feel-

ing that the cold blast was so inefficient, as

compared with the hot blast, that we owed it

as a duty to the fraternity at large not to offer

the cold blast at any price. This feeling has
not been shared by my father; but the different

boys who have come into our apiary to work
have been given their choice of smokers, and
I think that, without exception, they have se-

lected the hot blast after a few days' trial of

the two kinds of smokers.

The modern shipping-case to-day as sold by
us is the result of the combined thought of

bee-keepers and commission men alike. In
my travels among bee-keepers I usually try to

get " pointers," and the shipping-case has re-

ceived, among other things, its fair share of

attention. It was Capt. J. E. Hetherington

who first began the use of cleats in the bottom
of the case, with paper tray, I believe. I

think he used cases, thus prepared, for years
before the general fraternity came to know
them. Filially a prominent commission house
that I visited urged upon me the very great
importance of having cross-cleats in the cases,
saying that, if we once began to make them
in that way, every manufacturer in the coun-
try would be forced to make the same kind, as
bee-keepers and commission men alike would
be quick to see their merits. I went home,
and, as a result, shipping-cases were sent out
having cross-cleats and paper trays, and the
result was almost wonderful. We got orders
for shipping-cases from sources hitherto un-
known to us ; and the following year all the
manufacturers made cases on these lines.

The follower was made, not so much to
facilitate the removal of sections as it was to
permit of the use of different widths of sec-
tions in the same case. The time was when
every width of section required a special case

;

and the dealer and manufacturer were put to
no little annoyance, as every odd width requir-
ed an odd size. Now a few standard cases
will take in every sort of section, so far as
width is concerned, on the market. In some
cases there may be more folded paper back of
the follower—in others, none at all. In still

others, the follower may be omitted entirely.

—Ed.]

RAMBLE 159.

Preparing Chunk Honey for Market; Experiment-
ing with Solar Wax-extraciors ; Size and

Shape of Brood-nests.

BY RAMBLER.

A poor season for the production of comb
honey always leaves more or less of the sec-
tions only partly filled and partly capped; and
many of cur sections having drawn combs
that were not leveled down properly present-
ed a surface quite dark in appearance. In
fact, we had but a small amount of strictly

first-class comb honey, and that was stored in
sections that were leveled down to within
about y% inch of the septum.
The late Mr. Levering had a fair sale for

honey put up in round tin cans holding from
five to six pounds of honey. Comb honey
was cut from those 12-lb. boxes, and fitted

into these cans, and extracted honey turned in

to fill up the vacant space. Having several
dozen of these cans on hand, our incomplete
sections were taken in hand, the honey cut
out and fitted into the cans, and it would not
do to tip these cans sidewise at too much of
an angle, for, being provided with a loose
cover, the honey was liable to drip from the
top. Those who handled the hcney in these
cans complain* d about this feature, and claim-
ed that much honey leaked out when the cans
were taken to a distant market.
The cans, and how we took the sections in

hand to fill them, is shown very well in the
photo.
As an improvement upon this style of pack-
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age, the judge sent for several dozen five and
ten pound cans with a screw cap. These
worked very well for extracted honey; but it

seems that people will never become educated

to the fact that honey will candy; and right

here in Scott Valley, where so much honey
had been sold, there are people who do not

know how to liquefy it. That some foreign

countries demand candied honey is evidence

that they have been subject to a long training,

or else they consume more honey, and are

more familiar with its characteristics.

When the judge and I came to this apiary

we found that there was no sun extractor for

rendering wax. The only extractor for this

purpose was the little steam extractor that is

designed to be placed on a stove. These

June and July it was from 80 to 100—plenty of

heat for our purpose.
During some odd moments in the past I had

been thinking of making a wax-extractor that,

would melt the honey from cappings and not
discolor it. The ordinary sun extractor in

our hot climate heats the cappings so intense-

ly that the honey is literally boiled; and even
white sage honey is colored to the hue of

ordinary molasses, and the original flavor is

ruined. My idea was to overcome this defect

in the sun extractor, and make it render
white honey from white honey cappings.
The ordinary California wax-extractor, of

whatever length, delivers honey and wax at

the end. I reversed the incline, and allowed
the material to run out at the side. The ex-

CUTTING OUT COMB HONEY AND CANNING IT.

steam affairs may be useful to a bee-keeper
who can count the number of his colonies on
the fingers of one hand; but in an apiary of

one or two hundred colonies they are worse
than useless, for it takes too much time to get

the wax out of them.
The judge and I agreed that we should have

some sort of sun extractor. We knew it

would work well here; for, although we were
in a mountain region, we found the sun's

rays pouring down upon us for a few days at

the rate of 106° in the shade. Ordinarily, in

tractor I constructed was 4 feet in length and
2 in width, while that portion holding the

cappings was 18 inches; and the honey drip-

ping off the side had only the 18 inches to run,

while, by running to the end, it would have 4

feet, and hence much more heat to endure.

The photo will give an idea of the way the

extractor operates. Honey is so thoroughly
incorporated with the bits of comb when we
take it from the uncapping-box that no amount
of ordinary straining will eliminate the honey.

A great amount of heat, or mild heat long
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continued, is the only remedy, and I found
that my side delivery of the honey was inade-

quate to save the honey from being somewhat
darkened. While conducting my experiments
I noted that, one day, when there were light

clouds obscuring the sun, the honey rendered
out that day was not darkened at all. The
heat was just right to melt the honey and not
render the wax. It occurred to me that, if I

could put a cloud over the extractor on a

bright day, it would work fully as well as

clouds a mile high. Therefore, referring to

the photo, you will see my cloud which on
that day was improvised from a heavy gunny
sack. I found that the degree of heat on one
day needed a heavier covering than on anoth-
er day; and now, to make the heat more uni-

form, I would secure my cloud a few inches

I had a large amount of old scraps of combs,
and combs from hives that were riddled with
moths. They were all rendered through this

extractor. The slumgum was saved, and at

the close of the harvest this was boiled thor-

oughly, and from a large amount of it I se-

cured 10 lbs. of wax. It paid well for the
day's labor.

With the last extracting of honey I delved
again into the brood-nest of those tall hives
to find out if the bees had filled those empty
frames, and to see if there was a good supply
of honey on hand for the winter. When we
try to get at the brood-chamber of this hive
we find it no small job. The upper extract-

ing-chamber can not be lifted off, so we have
to take out those frames one at a time, and
place them in a box where robbers will not

RAMBLER'S SHADED SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR—MANNER OF WORKING.

above the glass, with a large uncapping-box
with ample drainage, and a little fussing with
the shade to the extractor. Nearly all of the
honey can be thus drained out and not discol-

ored. There is a small per cent that will

stick to the cappings, and come out only with
the wax, and is much discolored.

Running the contents off at the side makes
it necessary to provide a long box in which to

catch the honey and wax. As a further im-
provement to my sun extractor I would make
it still wider, and provide for caking the wax
by sun heat.

There are others who are experimenting in

this direction; and if they would have their

ideas illustrated and described I am sure the
readers of Gleanings would be benefited.

molest them. I was pleased to find the bees
had filled a good share of those empty frames
that were put below, and also filled them with
honey. The bees in those tall hives had ev-
idently provided ample winter stores before
going into the supers. There were quite a
number, however, that neglected the empty
frames, and followed the old combs into the
upper portion of the hive. In all such cases a

frame filled with honey was put below.
From my experience with these hives I

think bees are sure to put more honey into a
brood-chamber 15 inches deep than they are
in a shallow hive. The brood in these deep
frames, even in the height of the breeding
season, hardly ever came to the top-bar of the
frame, and never to the outside frames. There
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was little inclination with the queen to enter

the extracting-chamber. The result might be
different in a good honey-flow and with young
and prolific queens.

The few Langstroth hives in the apiary were
better filled with brood, and produced at least

15 per cent more honey than the Harbison
worked either for comb or extracted honey,
and still they were well filled with honey for

winter.

Having in mind the discussion about large

hives I was particularly interested in a couple

of 12-frame L. hives. These large hives were
provided with supers of the same depth, and
the bees seemed to require the entire summer
to get into them, and then only the center

combs were filled with honey. I can readily

see that a shallow super would have worked
better.

There were also about the sime number of

hives with frames the length of the L. , but 12

inches deep, and 10 to the hive. The result

from these hives was excellent, and would
have been better with a shallow super. I

think location has much to do in settling the

question, and it will hardly do to put down an
iron-clad rule as to size for all localities.

The results of our season's work were 11,683

lbs. of honey and 160 lbs. of wax, or about 50

lbs. of honey to each of the 233 colonies that

were worked for honey. Our gross sale of

honey was 8628.40. For the small amount we
sold in the home market we obtained 7^ to

10 cts. The greater portion we sent to San
Francisco. It was nearly all best grade, and
brought 6 cts. per lb. The 2,% tons of lower

grades brought b% and 5^c. Our 160 lbs. of

wax was sent to Tacoma, and netted us 25 cts.

per lb. at our station.

Now I will show the disadvantage of work-
ing an apiary 27 miles from a railroad, and
several hundred miles from a market. Our
five-gallon cans cost us 50 cts. per case in San
Francisco, and it cost 28 cts. per case to get

them put down in the apiary; total, 78 cts.

per case. In moving our honey out to the

railroad it cost us % cent per lb., and l, 1^ cts.

more to get it to San Francisco, or a total of

$1 41 per 100 lbs., while car lots can be sent

from terminal points to Chicago for 75 cts. per

100. In the above case the railroad men ap-

ply their rule of charging all the traffic will

bear, and there is no competition to prevent.

The late Mr. Levering sol 1 all of his honey
in the home market a few years ago. His
comb honey sold for 30 cts. per lb. , and the

price gradually dropped to 8 and 10 cents.

Mr. L. would take the entire year to work off

his honey. He also had a team with which
to reach distant markets, such as Ashland in

Oregon, 25 miles away. Our only resort in

a similar sale was to hire teams to take the

honey out, not only into Oregon but into the

various mining towns. The trip would take

several days, and with a load of one ton of

honey, and a week of teaming at 82.50 per day,

the price would be diminished to less than we
could get in the city markets. The only way
to work up these local markets is to stick by
them all the year round, and have a good
team to take you hither and yon over the

steep grades. I have described this matter
minutely, for I have received several inquiries
about this country for a permanent location,
and shall have something to say about the
matter, and what other bee-keepers in the
valley say, in my next.

MP.$SSmBSSM
SWEET CLOVER, ONCE MORE.

[On page 893, Dec. 1, I gave place to an at-

tack on sweet clover that I felt sure at the
time was very severe and one-sided. On page
19 of our last number we gave a reply to it

that may seem a little severe. But this thing
is getting to be a matter of some importance.
If the efforts to have sweet clover classed

among the noxious weeds come from only
a few who seem to have an unreasonable spite

against the plant, the sooner these people are

straightened up the better. Here is some-
thing from another friend in regard to the
same matter :—A. I. R.]

Dear Mr. Root:— If the controversy on
sweet clover is not over I offer a little more
testimony in favor of it. Mr. D. Danielson,
of this vicinity, is a wide-awake farmer and
bee-keeper. He raises melilotus right along,

and cuts it \^hen in bloom, for hay. He con-
siders it excellent feed for horses, as well as a
good bee plant, and does not deem it a nox-
ious weed in this fertile soil. Mr. C. Jantz, of

Marion, a farmer and bee keeper, has been
raising sweet clover for several years. He
tells' ine that he tried to get a stand in his

pasture, hoping the cows would leave enough
so as to reseed it ; but they, instead, hunted it

and kept it cropped down close to the ground.
He also sa\ s that the milk and butter from
sweet clover have a most delicious flavor.

I saw a patch of it at Mr. Jantz' last sum-
mer, that was, without stretching it an inch,

ten feet high. I have tried to make it choke
out unseemly patches of sunflower and rag-

weed ; but this, I think, it can't do in this

country. The great leaves of these plants

cover the ground so completely that nothing
else can come through. Though we have
some nice fields of alfalfa hereabouts, I fear it

is a little dry for this kind of clover ; and I

think that, when sweet clover shall become
better known, it will prove an excellent plant

for this region. S. J. Harmeeing.
Marion ,'S. D., Dec. 27. -

And here is still another

:

The honey crop in this part of the country
was very light. My crop was 1500 pounds of

comb, 160 extracted. The only nice honey I

got was in plain sections, from 114 colonies.

Sweet clover is one of the best honey plants

that I have. I am glad that some people

don't know how to kill it. I have no trouble

in killing it where I don't want it to grow.

Stock eat it here. When pastures are short
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the stock are herded on the road, and they
eat it as quickly as any thing else. I don't
wonder that Mr. Sawyer, of Yorktown, has
trouble in killing it. I saw his place last fall,

and I didn't think he had enterprise enough
to kill it. A. L. Kiudow.

Sheffield, 111.

SWEET CLOVER ; AN ARGUMENT FOR THOSE
WHO INSIST THAT IT IS A BAD WEED.

When I began keeping bees, 15 or 16 years
ago, there was an abundance of sweet clover
growing along the railroad near where I lived;

and although I knew very little ab jut bees I

took from 75 to 150 lbs. of honey per colony.
A law was passed compelling the railroads to

cut all bushes, weeds, etc., along their tracks,

and they soon destroyed the sweet clover.

Then my honey-yields shrunk to from 25 to

50 lbs. per colony, notwithstanding my in-

creased knowledge of the business. Since
coming here (three years this coining spring)
I have sown 140 lbs. of sweet clover, and have
very little to show -for it. I have about 20
acres on my farm that will raise fair crops of

rye, corn, buckwheat, etc., and I am willing
to pay $100 to have it well seeded to sweet
clover. Here is a chance for Mr. Lewis A.
Sawyer, or some other sweet-clover kicker.

H. J. NorThrup.
Jonesville, N. Y., Jan. 5.

danzenbaker's corrections ; fine points
in comb-honey production.

The symposium on fences and plain sections

in Dec. 15th Gleanings is wcrth 10 years'

subscription to any unbiased reader owning a
half-dozen colonies of bees if he is raising

comb honey to sell. It wrould have been worth
thousands of dollars to me had I known as

much on this line 30 years ago.

You were certainly exceedingly liberal in

giving so much space to Mr. F. L. Thompson,
who so adroitly brings in Mr. Getaz and Weed
to show that my success in securing well-filled

sections is due to having the foundation fit up
solid to the wood all round.
Now I wish to say to the intelligent, unbias-

ed readers of Gleanings, that I do not ap-

prove of having the foundation touch the sec-

tions at the sides or bottom. It seems too
much like air-tight compartments ; and unless
there are open bee-ways over the separators at

the top of the super the bees will cut out the
foundation, and make the passages themselves.

I want to be correctly understood as abso-

lutely opposed to bottom starters. I much pre-

fer a full free bee-space under it for the bees.

Any one who has to use bottom starters to get
his section built down is heading down stream,
and can be sure there is something radically

wrong in his philosophy and practice.

Mr. T. says, "Both kinds of sections com-
pared should be in the same super." That is

just exactly my way, and I have been experi-

menting 30 years, and yet I have not felt that

I knew enough to herald it abroad. When I

felt sure that I had some contraption that was
a sure thing, and applied it to the bees, they
showed up its weak points in fine style. They

are sticklers for fine points, as may be seen by
a glance at the four sections on page 920. By
mistake all the last year's fences in my supers
are fV inch too high at the top edge, making
it an impossibility for the bees to fill or cap
the top row of cells, while the lower edge of
the fences is all right. This is now corrected
for the 1899 fences. If those who have last
year's fences will dress off ^ inch at the top
of those that are too high, they will be all

right. The right space is ,\ inch lower than
the under side of the top of the section.

Bees are a little folk, and make note of lit-

tle things. Man can have them do things
contrary to their instincts and bee sense ; but
it pays to humor them. If we will get the
best results in section honey, give them sec-
tions not less than 4 inches wide by 5 high, so
that the finished combs when capped are not
more than /% inches thick. Use full sheets
of extra-thin foundation, solid at the top, to
swingfree of both sides and bottom, in warm
supers, with strong colonies, always. Less
deep or wide sections are improved by fences,
but they must be too thick for a pound to ever
compete with the taller wider section.

F. Danzenbaker.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22, 1898.

MAKING HIVES BY HAND DEFENDED.
Do not entirely discourage beginners from

trying to make their own hives, as your foot-
note to Mr. Vinal's article on page 880 would
indicate to be your intention. I do not think
that Mr. Vinal's statements need be discour-
aging, for, in spite of his statement that he
has "some mechanical skill," the re.-ults do
not show it. How could he spend 21^ hours
in sawing out stuff for 20 hives, to say nothing
of the other items given ?

Taking my own case, it would have been
absolutely impossible for me to buy my hives
ready made. I did not have the money.
Thanks to A. I. Root and his ABC book, I
had the measurements and instructions to
make hives, and I made them. Yes, and I
made them with a hand-saw and a hand-plane
too, in spite of your assumption that " no one
can afford to fuss with a hand-saw;" also made
the frames, section-holders, division -boards,
etc., and the total cost per hive was about 55
cents— not counting time. Of course, you
will say my time was not worth ten cents an
hour. Well, it was not. What is the value of
a man's time on a new farm on cold stormy
days? I used very few tools in the making of
these hives— saws, plane, hammer, square,
and a rabbeting-plane that I borrowed — no
vise nor regular bench. When I can afford to
buy hives I shall certainly do so ; but being
able to make them has enabled me to start
from 12 colonies in box hives, and multiply
till I now have 45 in Dovetailed hives.

Hotchkiss, Colo. H. L. James.

[Situated as you are, with plenty of time at
your disposal when you could not be earning
any thing, you can make your own hives and
do it profitably. No, no ! I would not dis-
courage such men as you. But, say ; I'll ven-
ture 3

tou have more than ordinary skill. Any
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man who can make hives with a hand-saw,
hammer, and plane, and have every thing
come out right, is a genius. I don't know
but that we should do well to get jou to come
to Medina and make hives with machinery.
It was I who wrote most of the matter on hive-

making in the A B C — at least, that portion
describing how to make the Dovetailed hive,

or modifications of it. I am pleased that you
succeeded so admirably.

—

Ed.]

The article on foul brood, by J. A. Buchan-
an, page 48, will bear careful reading. It

seems to show beyond a doubt that a few min-
utes' boiling of honey does not necessarily

kill the germs in honey from diseased colonies.

JUST at the last minute I am told the " Roll

of Honor " department had to be left over un-
til next issue. "Barney" said he didn't

know but A. I. R. would be " mad " and so I

am, but we will make next issue larger to take

in a " good lot " of the big pile of letters on
my desk. A. I. R.

I should like to know, for curiosity, wheth-
er our readers would like to have fewer long
articles and more short items. I put this

question a few years ago, and the general re-

sponses seemed to be, " Keep the departments
as they are." What is your pleasure, dear
readers?

The temperature of bee-cellars should be
watched these days. It should not ordinarily

be allowed to go much above 50 nor below 40.

Do not be alarmed if there are a lot of dead
bees on the floor. The most perfect bee-cellar

ever devised will not prevent the old fellows

from flying out on the cellar bottom, and dy-

ing there.

Now is the time to put together hives, sec-

tions, and every thing else needed for next
season's work in the apiary. It is bad policy

to put it off. There are days in winter when
the farmer or bee-keeper has a good deal of

spare time at his disposal, and he ought to

make these days save as much labor as possi-

ble during the rush.

Quite an extended dialog between J. E.
Crane and myself has been taken down in

shorthand. I simply acted as the pump, and
Mr. Crane the well of information. The mat-
ter is very readable and interesting, and will

be supplemented by some half-tones showing
Mr. Crane and your humble servant in very

warm "Ernest" conversation. We are at

present waiting for the pictures.

We often get inquiries on how to make a

bee candy for a winter feed when combs of

sealed stores are not to be had. The best

candy is the Good or Scholz, and is made in

this way: Mix sugar and honey into a stiff

dough; allow it to stand for a couple of days
in a warm place and then knead in more sugar.

Granulated sugar may be used; but powdered,
or, better still, confectioners', is much better.

BEES NEAR BY ALMOST A NECESSITY TO
SUCCESSFUL FRUIT GROWING.

WE quote the following from Press Bulletin

No. 8 of the Kansas Experiment Station, Man-
hattan, Kan. The italics are my own :

If bees are kept from fruit-blossoms by netting or
other artificial means, the amount of fruit set is little

or none. It not infrequently happens that inclement
weather prevects or hinders the flying of bees during
the period when the flowers are receptive. A fruit-

tree, half of which was subjected to a continuous
spray of water during the flowering period, produced
no fruit upon the sprayed portion, but an abundance
upon the other. A failure due to the above-mention-
ed cause can not well be prevented, but may be mod-
ified by having bees near at hand to utilize the short
favorable periods which do occur.
An insufficient supply of bees will hinder the setting

of fruit. While other insects may take part in the
carrjing of pollen, the fruit-raiser must rely chiefly
upon honey-bees. Experience shows that, though
hungry bees may fly two or three miles, hives should
be within half a" mile of the 'orchard or small-fruit
patch.

I notice similar reports in almost all of our
agricultural papers ; and it is not only the
fruit-growers, but even growers of melons,
etc., that must have bees for the most success-

ful crops. I suppose you remember what was
said at Omaha in regard to the Rocky Ford
cantaloupe-melon growers.—A. I. R.

THE GENEVA CONVENTION ; OUR APOLOGY.

An apology is due to the members of the

New York Association of Bee-keepers' Socie-

ties, which held its last meeting at Geneva,
N. Y., Jan. 11. I was invited to be present,

and to read a paper on foul brood ; but at the
last minute circumstances over which I had
no control prevented my leaving. I had my
trains picked out, and paper partially prepar-

ed, so that my intentions were good. Anoth-
er apology is due to these bee-keepers from
the fact that we failed to publish a notice of

their convention. It reached us from the sec-

retary, Harry S. Howe, in time, but it was
sidetracked with some other matter, and was
overlooked till it was too late for it to appear
in Gleanings.

I have made arrangements so that hereafter

all convention notices will go direct to the

printers, for one or two other similar notices

have been sidetracked in "my pile " awaiting
my attention.

If the York State bee-keepers will give me
another chance I will try to redeem myself.

DEATH OF J. P. ISRAEL ( SKYLARK).

The following note, just received from J.

M. Hambaugh, formerly of Brown, 111., now
residing in California, will explain itself :

Friend Root:— It becomes our painful duty to tell

you of the death of our old friend and correspondent

J. P. Israel, alias " Skylark," which took place last

Sunday, the 1st. I will furnish particulars as soon as
I receive them. J. M. Hsmbaugh.
Escondido, Cat, Jan. 3.
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J. P. Israel, or " Skylark," as he was latter-

ly known, was an occasional writer of some
prominence. He wrote a series of articles for

Gleanings entitled " Pickings by the Way,"
and within a year or so his articles have ap-
peared in several of the bee-journals over his

usual 7ioin de plume. He was an interesting
writer in both prose and poetry—his especial
forte being a mild burlesque. Our readers
will miss his good-natured fun-making Pick-
ings, for they did sometimes pick things to
pieces.

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL BEE- KEEPERS'
UNION.

The report of the National Bee-keepers'
Union for 1898 is before us. The following is

the report of Manager Newman :

Balance as per last Report S327 65
Fees from 149 members, for 1898 (3 having

been previously reported) 149 00
Funds returned to treasury 25 00

8501 65

Paid court expenses, attorney's
fees, etc., in lawsuits 5145 00

Printing, postage, and incidental
expenses 58 30

Manager's salary for 1898 on 149
members, at 20 per cent 29 80

$228 10

1273 55

Back salary, voted last election :

1896—244 old members at 20c $48 80
1897—271 " " 54 20

$103 00

Balance on hand, Dec. 31, 1898 $170 55

A steady fire has been kept up by this so-

ciety against various persons who have attempt-
ed to deprive bee-keepers of their rights, and
all the ground so far gained is still ours. With
the above came the report of the U. S. Bee-
keepers' Union. The following is the report
of Manager Secor :

On hand as per repoit of 1897 $182 09
Received from Secretary during the year 62 91
Received for membership fees, direct 232 58

$477 58

Paid for printing, postage, and ex.
charges during the year $ 25 15

Publishing proceedings of Omaha
meeting 25 00

Paid E. T. Abbott, delegate to Pure Food
Congress 60 25

Paid Eugene Secor, delegate to Pure Food
Congress 50 00

Salary of General Manager from time of
organization to date, being 20 per
cent of receipts by him 136 13

Paid Mr. Aiken's expenses before Class-
ification Committee 6 10

Total expenditures $302 63
Balance cash on hand 174 95

The foregoing statement includes the expenses of
the Secretary's office: but as he turns over to me only
the net balance after deducting his salary and ex-
penses, the amount received by me does not quite in-

dicate the full membership.
Respectfully submitted,

Eugene Secor, Treas.
Forest City, la., Dec. 20, 1898.

It will be noticed that the cash on hand in

the treasury of either society is very nearly
the same as in the other. Although the Union
has had no case in law this year, its work has

been "varied and abundant " in disseminat-
ing truth relative to honey and our interests in
general. In March last, Mr. Secor attended
a pure-food congress in Washington, and the
U. S. B. K. U. received a full recognition by
the side of all other allied industries. Some
four cases of attempted infringement of bee-
keepers' rights were promptly repulsed. A
full report will be sent free by applying to
Manager Eugene Secor, Forest City, la.

REPORTING SUCCESSES AND FAILURES.
I notice in letters printed in Gleanings, reporting

honey crops, a large preponderance of successes over
failures. This does not coincide with my experience,
and also tends to bring down the price of honey.
Reedsburg, Wis., Dec. 30, 1898. R. C. Watts.

I know it is easier to report successes than
failures, and have already referred to this-

same phase of human nature before. I am
aware that there have been some more reports
encouraging than discouraging, even in our
own columns; and these reports alone would
be misleading but for the fact that I have sev-

eral times said editorially that this is the poor-
est season we have known for years.

Perhaps you ask how we know it. Largely
by the hundreds of letters that come in that
are never published because they are connect-
ed with the commercial department and can
not very well go to the journal without mak-
ing some delays in business.

But another and more accurate index of the
season is the demand in July and August for

packages for extracted honey, shipping-cases,
and honey-labels. During the past season the
call for these articles was exceptionally light

in comparison with the demand for other goods,
earlier in the season. On the other hand,
when there is a good yield, as there was in.

1897, there is a great demand for all of these
articles, especially labels. The supply manu-
facturer is, then, in rather better position to-

gauge the season than any one else.

But perhaps the question may be raised,
" Why do you report at all the successes?" For
the reason that it enables the one who did get
a crop to dispose of it to some brother bee-
keeper who didn't get any, and wishes to sup-
ply his old trade.

APIS DORSATA FROM THE PHILIPPINES; SOME.
BIG STORIES.

Going the rounds of the daily papers is a
statement, more or less modified, that in tak-
ing control of the Philippine Islands our gov-
ernment has obtained full possession of the-

giant bee. Apis dorsata, which bee is to be
immediately brought by the government to

this side of the world. So many crudities at-

tend the statement that the intelligent bee-
keeper may be excused from believing that

there is very much foundation for what is

said. Newspaper reporters are sometimes " ex-
pansionists " of an extreme type. Among the
items appearing in an article in Toledo Blade'
are the following :

" In the Philippines a comb of honey six

feet long by four feet wide and nearly two>

inches thick can be obtained for a few Ameri-
can cents." (Two hundred pounds of honey
in one comb ! ) "The bee is about two inches.
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long." " The Department of Agriculture pro-

poses to import these East-Indian bees in large

quantities for free distribution throughout the

country, or for very cheap sale. A farmer de-

siring to go into honey-making can get a
queen-bee and form a swarm."
Those who ate favorably inclined to the new

bees, and desirous to obtain them, may feel

assured that they will receive information
promptly through Gleanings whenevt r any
thing authoritative is to be said ; aid those

who oppose their introduction may possess

their souls in patience ; for, if we are to be-

lieve those who say Apis dorsata would be no
acquisition, we may also believe them when
they say that it could not live in our climate.

permit the liquid portion of the honey to
drain off, and that reminds me that candied
honey is the very best there is. The inferior
portion of the extracted will drain off, or re-

main liquid. Just pound that fact into the
heads of jour customers.

A PLEA FOR CANDIED HONEY ; CANDIED
HONEY CONFECTIONERY.

This is about the time of year when we
ought to begin to talk candied honey to con-
sumers, for the simple reason there is usually

plenty of it. We have quite a trade from our
factory help that prefer honey in this form to

any other. We keep on hand the best grades of

comb and extracted—the latter in liquid and
candied form ; but the solid article not a few
take in preference. I suppose it is because it

is more of a confectionery—something one
can chew as he would some choice chocolate
bonbon. There is really something about can-
died honey that I like myself ; especially do I

prefer it when spread on bread and butter, be-

cause I can '

' put it on thick . '

' We asked one of

our employees with a big mustache why he
preferred candied honey. " Because," said he,

"lean eat it without having my mouth all

smeared up as it is liable to be with the other
stringy stuff."

R C. Aikin, it will be remembered, has
worked up quite a trade in candied honey in

tin pails. His trade has been educated to like

it. The Dadants have also developed a
large trade for the same article. They put it,

when liquid, into the Dadant pails ; and when
candied and labeled, to show how it may be
brought to the liquid form, it is ready for mar-
ket.

Suppose you try an experiment in your own
family. Put three kinds of honey on the ta-

ble; and if the candied has not been on the
table for a month back, just see how quickly
it will be taken in preference to the other two.
As you meet your customers, always men-

tion your candied honey. Ask them to try a
sample. You will be surprised to see how
they will call for more.

1 think the main reason why the candied
article does not sell in the open market is be-

cause the average consumer imagines it is

" sugared," or not pure in that form ; but if

he once understands that it is genuine honest
honey we shall see a marked demand for hon-
ey in that form in the markets generally.

Some efforts have been made in the past to

make a confectionery of candied honey alone.

The honey is allowed to become solid, when it

is sliced up into small cubes, and wrapped up
in paraffine paper ; but before putting it in

the paper it is allowed to stand a few days to

THE EANGSTROTH-MONUMENT FUND.

Quite incidentally I happened to mention
in one of my letters to General Manager Secor,
of the U. S. Bee keepers' Union, that we had
had indifferent success in raising funds for the
Langstroth monument ; that the amount was
only about $100. In his reply he expressed
himself quite decidedly to the effect that the
bee-keeping world ought to do better, and
accordingly sent the following communication.
As a result of some private correspondence
already instituted, I believe he has increased
the fund something near $50. Strangely
enough, more funds have in the meantime
rolled into our office—nothing like having a
good man to get at a job like this. This is

what he has to say:

Having been placed on the Langstroth-Monument
Committee I wish to make this final appeal to the bee-
keepers of America before erecting the slab that is to
mark the resting-place of the most ncted character
and best loved bee-keeper in our country. It seems to
me that, if we neglect this opportunity to do honor to
his name, we shall always regret it. Bee-keepers
ought to esteem it not only a matter of loyal duty but
a loving privilege to contribute to a suitable monu-
ment to one whose services to American apiculture
have been so universally acknowledged. It is one of
the strange things in this world, that very often the
inventor of useful appliances fails to receive the re-
wards due to his genius. Thus it was in Langst roth's
case. He builded, we occupy. The world now recog-
nizes his services, but robbed him of the material
fruits thereof, when needed. Will this generation be
satisfied to let him lie in an obscure or forgotten grave
when it is understood that the ingratitude, selfishness,
and cupidity of jealous rivals darkened for a time the
luster of his achievements, and marred the happiness
of a grand good man ?

The committee has in preparation an inscription to
be engraved on the monument, which recognizes the
great services rendered by father Eangstroth, and
which attempts to pay loving tribute to his memory.
It is to be dedicated to him by the bee-keepers of
America. It is neither just nor wise that a few men
should erect this memorial when every one interested
in bees or bee-keeping is reaping the fruits of Lang-
stroth's genius.
A large number of subscriptions, in amounts not to

exceed $5.00, would be a better recognition than a few
large contributions. If every reader of these lines,
who has not already done so, would send in his con'
tribution to this fund immediately it would relieve the
committee from the embarrassment of erecting a
monument which they feel is in no sense an adequate
expression of the admiration and love felt for the
" Father of American Bee-keeping."
The committee will proceed in the spring to erect

such a memorial slab as the funds in hand will war-
rant; and if the reader does not in the next few weeks
send in his mite he will miss the opportunity and
privilege of t.eing counted as one of the donors.
Forest City, la. Eugene Secor.

As formerly, we shall be glad to receive

further funds. We promised, I believe, at

one time, that we would not bring this matter
up again; but Mr. Secor felt that it could not
be dropped where it was; so here we go again
for another pull.

In our next issue, or as soon as practicable,

we will give the amount of funds secured, and
hope we ma}' be able to more than double our
previous effort, and we shall if Mr. Secor does
as well as he has begun.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A. I. ROOT*

Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord
pitieth them that fear him.

—

Psalm 163:13.

No good thing will he withhold from them that
walk uprightly.—Psalm 84:11.

One of our readers has been disturbed, be-

cause, as he says, his minister (or perhaps
more than one minister) has preached from
the pulpit that there would be no family rela-

tions in heaven—husband and wife, father and
mother, brother and sister, etc.—these would
all be done away with. These ministers get
their authority, so this good friend says, from
the words of Jesus, when he said to the Sad-
ducees, who believed in no resurrection of the
dead, " In the resurrection they neither marry
nor are given in marriage, but areas the angels
of God in heaven." My friend wishes my
opinion in regard to the matter through these
Home Papers. My opinion is that no minis-
ter has any right to make any such statement.
By searching the Scriptures we can find very
little that is definite regarding heaven. The
great Father seems for some reason to have
kept us very much in the dark in regard to

this, and even in regard to the whole matter
of the future state. I have reflected on the
passage in question a great many times, and
it has always seemed very clear to me that

Jesus simply rebuked their low ideals of hea-
ven when he answered their puzzling question,

or conundrum, as you may call it. Granting
that the Savior's words are literally true, that
marriages are not made in heaven, he does not
say that marriages made here on earth shall

not hold in heaven.
In regard to the matter of one man having

several wives, or one woman having several

husbands—that is, after the first ones have
been taken away—I am not competent to give
an opinion. The whole matter, it seems to

me, is one beyond our comprehension ; and I

do not take it to be a very important matter
after all. Sometimes here in this world a man
or woman marries again, supposing the first

companion to be dead. When the two hus-
bands or two wives come to light, there is not
much difficulty in settling the matter pleas-

antly all around, and the husband and wife
live together happily after these things. It

would be strange indeed if such things could
not be pleasantly settled to the satisfaction of

all parties in that beautiful world beyond.
The texts I have chosen, it seems to me, should
answer the question. God is to be a kind
father to us all ; and, furthermore, we have
the promise that no good thing will he with-
hold from us ; and both promises are verified

here on earth while we love and trust him. If

you want my feeble human judgment in ref-

erence to the matter I should say most assur-

edly we shall know all our friends in the great
future; and I do not believe that family ties

will be broken up—that is, more than is neces-
sary for our highest happiness. If some one
of the family deliberately chooses iniquity

and sin, and thus severs his relation from the
rest of the family, and dies in that state, I do
not think we should be miserable in that fu-

ture life because of this. If we did all we
could for the erring one, our affections "over
there " will be so purified that we shall judge
as God judges. And I think most ministers
of the gospel will, at least pretty nearly,

agree with me. In a recent number of the
Sunday School Times this matter is covered
very beautifully. A berea\ed mother tells us
how she found comfort and peace in believing
her loved ones, who had been taken in early

age, should be growing and developing—yes,

and waiting for her, in the world to come.
But, dear friends, when I chose the two texts

above I had another matter in mind.
After our machinery had got to running fair-

ly well in the factory, so I could be spared a

little, I began considering some repairs in that
favorite apparatus of mine for storing up heat
from exhaust steam. I will explain briefly to

our new readers, that for several years we
have been taking exhaust steam from the fac-

tory and conveying it some 400 feet under
ground over to my dwelling. The steam has
always been carried through large sized drain-

tiles. The steam, in passing through these
tiles, heats the ground for several feet all

around them until it not only holds the heat
nights but over Sunday. Inside of these tiles

are water-pipes connected with the hot-water
radiators in our home. The circulation of the
hot water through the radiators warms our
dwelling nights and Sundays when the factory

is not running.
Two difficulties have troubled us more or

less for the last five or six years, or ever since

this device has been in operation. In order to

reach the house the tiles go down into a little

hollow or valley, and rise up again before
reaching the house. The water from this con-
densed steam washes dirt into the tiles, and
fills them up with mud. Worse still, a great

part of the way the steam, in passing over to

the house, is going up hill while the hot water
from the condensed steam is running back
down hill. Let me say right here that any
apparatus for using steam for heating, either

live or exhaust steam, should gradually go
down hill from the starting-point ; then the
water.and the steam will be both going in the

same direction. The pounding and bumping
that we often hear in steam-pipes is because
this rule is violated. When the water is run-
ning one way and steam going the other, there

will be a conflict between the two. The steam
will sometimes push the water ahead of it,

and sometimes send it like a cannon-ball, with
a clang; then the water will, by force of grav-

ity, start back again, to be hurled once more
in the opposite direction.

Well, just before the cold weather set in I

had, at some little expense, replaced the drain-

tiles, that had been in so many years, with
vitrified sewer-pipe. This answered for a few
days; but I was greatly disgusted to find in a

little while that the sewer-pipes were filled

with mud like the other. Now, I do not like

to be baffled, as you know. I had spent quite

a little money by putting in the sewer-pipes.
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I felt both disgusted and impatient. I had
been bantered already a great deal in regard

to the amount of time and money I had wast-

ed in my project of a "storage battery " for

heat. One of the hands in the machine-shop
asked me, jokingly, if I had got at my win-

ter's work again, for I worker! at it more or

less last winter until I went to the Bermudas.
The apparatus worked beautifully, so Mrs.
Root said, until I got fairly out of sight, then
the steam stopped coming, and our men wast-

ed quite a little time in trying to find the stop-

page, but they had to give it up. So the hot-

water radiators were kept warm the rest of the

winter by the hot-water furnace that had been
put in to use when the steam got " balky." I

told the boys I was at work on a great inven-

tion in a hitherto unexplored field, and that it

cost lots of money to work out any important
discovery. I kept thinking the matter over,

and, you may be sure, praying over it. At
times I felt almost ashamed to ask for wisdom
from above, simply because this was a hobby
of mine. I told myself the temperance work,
the missionary work, and a thousand other

things were of so much more importance that

I should be ashamed of devoting so much
thought (and prayer) to this sort of "play,"
as a good many might term it. But I could

not get the matter out of my mind. I enjoy-

ed myself more working in the mud and hot
water, with those tiles, than with any thing
else in the world—at least while I was demon-
strating or testing some new ideas. I felt

ashamed to confess it to anybody else, but I

think I may tell you, dear reader, that I lay

awake nights waiting for daylight so I could

go on with the work I loved. My appetite was
excellent—no trouble from indigestion—and I

was so full of enthusiasm that I could hardly
take time for my forenoon nap. I managed,
however, to sleep fifteen or twenty minutes in

order to gain strength to go on with the work.
After my glazed sewer-pipe had failed I began
to consider iron pipes, laid from the factory

almost over to the house. I was agreeably

surprised one day to find I could buy three-

inch pipe for 13 cents a foot; and 230 feet

would carry the steam near enough to the

house, where the tiles ran up a very good
grade into the cellar. This latter 100 feet or

more had never been troubled with water or

mud. One great trouble with iron pipes is

their expansion and contraction. A pipe 200

feet in length is several inches longer when
hot steam is passing through it than when
cold; besides, it does not heat up a body of

ground as the tiles do. With much trouble

and expense I pulled out all the sewer-pipe

that had been laid so carefully. Then I put it

down again, sloping toward the house on a

grade of one inch fall in every twenty feet.

The iron pipe was put inside of this tile ; and
when at the lowest point near the house a
" bleeder " was put in, or a smaller pipe, to

take away the hot water formed by the con-

densed steam.

Near the factory, of course, we had to carry

the pipe clear up to the surface of the ground
in order to get the requisite fall. To provide

for the contraction and expansion, an elbow

was placed at the starting-out point so it would
turn like a hinge ; then the first half of the
pipe was put in a wooden box with a smooth
bottom of oak plank. On this oak plank,
every four or five feet we placed little iron
rollers so the pipe could crawl back and forth
without smashing things up generally. To
put in such a piece of work in the dead of win-
ter is quite an undertaking. Two men (spe-
cial friends of mine) said they could stand it

if / could. When we were putting the pipe
together one of the men from the machine-
shop kindly went down into the mud and wa-
ter with his tools in order to make the con-
nections. Right in a critical time, when we
were afraid our ditches would all cave in
through the influence of the frost and rain, it

seemed one morning as if we should have to
give it up until winter was over. Some of the
work had caved in, the tiles were out of place,
and the outlook was exceedingly discouraging.
My clothes were so muddy I looked worse than
any tramp. I had a " crick " in my back from
lifting injudiciously ; my rubbers came off in

the mud ; my shoestrings were untied ; my
nose needed wiping, but my hands were so
muddy that I could not get at my handker-
chief ; then, besides, I felt I was taking cold.
But yet I did not want to give up the thing
that was so dear to my heart. I remembered
well the little prayer as I stood still in my pre-
dicament. My good-natured helpers were
waiting for me to decide what to do next. I

felt almost ashamed to utter simply that old
brief petition, " Lord, help !

" I prefaced it

with something like this: "O Lord, if this

thing thy servant holds so dear to his heart is

not displeasing in thy sight, wilt thou once
more, as thou hast so many times in bygone
days, help him to succeed in this undertaking
—not for his own sake alone, but for others
who may be so situated as to be able to avail
themselves of what he may accomplish." I

remember wondering then if I should be able
to tell the men what to do as I had so many
times before under similar circumstances.
And, dear reader, this case is no exception to
my previous experience. All at once I saw
how I could change my plan, at no very great
expense, and make a decided improvement.
The sun came out in a little while ; I fished
my rubber out of the mud, tied my shoes in

spite of my lame back, got another pair of

mittens while Mrs. Root washed the muddy
ones, and after the sun came out we had very
good weather until the work was completed.
The apparatus worked to perfection so far as
the steam was concerned. Mrs. Root rejoiced
to feel the floor under her feet warm once
more as the steam coursed through the pipes
in the basement ; and in a very little time the
steam was pouring out of the chimney (after

having warmed the house) instead of wasting
itself in a zero air over at the factory.

I said the steam went through all right; but
not so with the hot-water pipes. Owing to

some changes made, the water would not cir-

culate. I waited two or three days; ran water
through under pressure to get out all the air

;

but every little while the radiators would be
cold again. I knew what the trouble was, or
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pretty well. Our radiators and water-pipes

had been put in piecemeal during several

years past. An experienced plumber told me
they were not put in according to rule, which
I knew already. He said the pipes would
have to be all taken out and the thing recon-
structed; but I could not do so in the dead of

winter, as part of them were inside of chim-
neys, and Mrs. Root could not think of hav-
ing her house all torn up—surely not in mid-
winter—for any more fussing for my pipes.

While considering this matter, just before
taking my nap one day, I knelt down right

near the complicated system of pipes—pipes
that had been put in by my own hands, and
that I loved almost as if the rusty iron things
had life and sense. I knelt down and prayed
that I might have wisdom and understanding
to make the water-pipes work, even as the
steam-pipes were working, without expensive
reconstruction. Dear friends, I oftentimes
hesitate about telling you these things ; and
some good people chide me for so doing ; but
yet I know from your letters that many, like

myself, have learned to find peace, happiness,
and success by putting their trust in God ;

*

and if my Home Talks shall help you to have
faith in promises like the two or three I have
chosen to-day at the head of this, article, then
I am certainly on safe ground.

I can not remember exactly now, but I think
that, when I awoke from my nap after that
little prayer, the pipes were hot. They kept
getting hotter all day. Mrs. Root exclaimed
with surprise that the parlor radiator, which
had never before been really hot, was now
giving off heat at a surprising rate ; and some
indirect radiators that had been put in for live

steam years ago were also hot ; and finally all

the radiators in the house—eight in number

—

were as hot as if heated by the furnace ; and,
last of all, the furnace itself, with its large
hot-water boiler, was so hot that it seemed as

if there must be a fire inside when there was
not a spark. t We let the fire in the furnace

* Even while I write this footnote the following ex-
ceedingly kind letter is brought to my notice :

Bro. Root :—Although T am nearly as old in life as you are,
I can not help looking on vou as a father. I owe much of my
success in life to you anil Gleanings. 1 am not rich, it is true.
I have 170 acres of land worth $60 per acre, and have from
$3000 to $4000 worth of personal property, and owe no man a
dollar, and I attribute nearly all of it to one hive of bees and
a copy of Gleanings obtained about 16 years ago—not that I

made much out of bees, but somehow they and Gleanings in-
stilled into me economy and a new life that I had never
known before, and thereby pros) ered; and to vou 1 give most
of the credit M. F. Tatman.
Rossville, Kan.

t During this busy life of mine I have had many dis-

appointments. I presume I am naturally too san-
guine, and so these disappointments and unexpected
obstacles probably do me good—they ought to. Well,
when any thing goes away beyond my expectations, I

confess it is a "happy surprise: " and most of my hap-
py surprises in this line come after I have prayed very
earnestly and repeatedly over some particular thing.
The old indirect radiators I have alluded to were orig-
inally used for live steam. I never expected the hot
water to heat them. The feed-pipes were too small.
They had never been removed from the place where
built in chimneys in the basement because it would
tear things up so to get them out. Well, this is not
the first time, by any means when my petitions have
been granted away beyond what I had ever hoped for
or dreamed of ; and it is even now a matter of aston-
ishment to me to see that small iron pipe coming out
of the cellar floor, from the ground outside, and send-
ing such an amount of heat all over the house, up
stairs and down.

go out, and saved our coal. In fact, we have
not burned a bit of coal since—not even in

zero weather—except on Sunday. You see,

running the steam in an iron pipe so great a
part of the distance does not give the " stor-

age battery " result to the same extent it did
with my former drain-tiles. For heating hot-

beds with exhaust steam we still use tiles ; but
I think that, if I were going to do it over
again, I would use sewer pipe with bells or

flanges where they unite together. Where a
great amount of exhaust steam is to be taken
through the ground, iron pipes are best and
safest, for the great heat, with so much damp-
ness, is quite liable to break tiles.

This matter of utilizing exhaust steam from
factories or places where a steam-engine is

used for any purpose is getting to be an im-
portant matter. Where the steam is allowed
to spout out into the open air, and go to waste,

an enormous amount of heat is dissipated and
lost—more than almost anybody has any idea

of. All the radiators I have mentioned are

warmed by \%-\\\c\\ pipe exposed to a jet of

exhaust steam for less than 100 feet ; and the
system of piping, as I have remarked, is very
awkward, and not at all according to plumb-
ing-rules. In fact, it is a surprise and a mys-
tery that it should work at all, and give such
results as we are now getting.

You may readily imagine that, after all this

toil and anxious solicitude, I now feel happy
every time when I go into my home, and
stretch out my hands before the hot radi-

ators; and when I thus stretch them out you
may be sure I do not forget the great Father
above who has said in his holy word, "De-
light thyself also in the Lord, and he shall

give thee the desires of thy heart." Dear
brothers and sisters, perhaps you wonder that

I found a text to express so completely my
feelings as the above; and you may be surpris-

ed again when I tell you that my eye alighted

on that verse by chance, as it were, right while
I was dictating this Home Paper. The little

Bible lay oj en before me where it seems to

have opened of itself, to the 37th Psilm ; and
my eye caught the fourth verse without seeing

any thing else on the page. It was directed,

perhaps, by two pencil-marks; and as the book
belongs to my good friend W. P. Root, who
is taking down these notes, I shall have to

suppose that the pencil-marks are of his own
making.

This promise is all the more precious to me
because of the word " desires." This thing I

had been working on and praying over was
one of the "desires" of my heart; and some-
times I felt a little uneasy, because I did not

fetl exactly sure that it was right for me to

enjoy myself in working out problems of this

kind. I felt, of course, that it was an inno-

cent pleasure or recreation—certainly as harm-
less as to spend my time in what is called
" questionable amusements," and far better.

Some of the happiest hours God has ever giv-

en me were spent in exploring the realms of

science, such as heat, electricity, hot-water

circulation, etc.; and how beautifully this text

comes in !
" Delight thyself also in the Lord;"

that is, make him your confidant, your pait-
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ner, your companion in every thing you enter

into, whether it be work or play ; and then
what a wonderful and precious promise is the

remaining part of that beautiful verse! "and
he shall give thee the desires of thy heart."

NOTES OF TRAVEL
* BY A. I. ROOT-.

m
YELLOWSTONE PARK AWHEEL ; HOW TO MAKE
THE TRIP WITHOUT PAYING OUT ANY
MONEY AT ALL, PROVIDING YOU HAVE

THE "MUSCLE."
A. I. Root, Friends. Brothers, and Co cyclists:— I will

introduce myself by saying I became acquainted with
Mr Root through his journal, taken by Mr. and Mrs.
Messenger, whose farm joins mine. I will say. Mr.
Root, that further acquaintance with you was induced
by the fact that you love the bicycle. And, again, I

was further interested when you stated that you were
about to tour the park on your wheel, for I already
had plans matured for a similar trip.

I am an ardent lover of cycling, and so a friend and
I planned and accomplished a tour on wheels from
here (Northwest Nebraska) to the park via Billings,
Livingston, and Cinnabar, and on through Idaho and
Utah to Salt Lake City, and return home via Chey-
enne—a circuit of over 2200 miles, and all on wheel
but 500 on the home run.

I hoped very much to meet with you on the trip. I

think likely you passed us at Livingston, as we were
there from Aug. 2 to 15. We worked our way, and
Livingston was one place where we stopped and
worked. We traveled from place to place till money
was gone, and then worked and replenished, and in
this way made expenses from start to finish We
planned our trip, and worked to the outline all
through.
When we left Cinnabar we loaded our effects and

four weeks' provisions on our wheels We have the
honor of carrying the heaviest loads through the park
on bicycles that were ever known.
We left the park on the west, and went to the Ore-

gon Short Line, 100 miles due west from Fountain Ho-
tel. When we left Cinnabar we had 75 lbs. of effects
and 75 lbs. of provisions. When we reached Mouida,
on the Oregon Short Line, we had 75 lbs. of effects
and 20 lbs. of provisions. Notwithstanding this heavy-
load we could and did make good speed; but as a rule
our trip for a day was short, as we went to see the
park Our longest day's ride in the park was 30 miles.
We reversed the circuit from Norris, and went to the

left via Grand Canyon, Lake, and Thumb. Our
equipment consisted of tent, 9x9, bedding, cooking-
utensils, repair tools and repair supplies, and provi-
sions; also gun, field-glass, and various little coriven--
iences. We were 2S days in the park, and I hope and
expect to go again soon. I shall ride a wheel in the
park, even if I go and return otherwise. I think a
wheel beats all other modes of travel in the park, and
I also want to be free from all schedule time such as
the coach runs by.

I read all of your articles with much interest, but
smiled where you said, "Any one making this trip in
the park should not carry a pound of luggage," or
words to that effect. I thought " What would Mr.
Root think if he had seen us with our 75 lbs. on each
wheel, and riding eight miles an hour ?"

Of course, we walked up the steeper hills; but none
troubled us much except the Mammoth Springs hill,

and that one we divided, as we camped one mile west
of the Post.

I read your recitals with keener delight, no doubt,
because I followed the route on my wheel; and I fol-

lowed you in detail ; and at such places as Willow
Camp I stopped as yen did, to inspect the camp, etc.;
but if you had ridden on through, your descriptions
would be more interesting to me.
We rode scores of miles on our wheels in the geyser

fields where otherwise we should have had to walk or
forego the trips as you did. Such freedom and ease no
one can enjoy as on a wheel, in the geyser fields. I

can see by your description that you were very limit-
ed in \ our explorations on account of your depen-

dence on the stage; and yet you enjoyed many privi-
leges you could not on the transportation coaches.
Many places of great interest you fail to describe;

and I take it you were not there, and also other places
you did not see personally, or you would describe
them differently. Some of these, as it appears to me,
are such asGr<at Fountain, Biscuit Basin, Specimen
Lake, Sunlight Basin, Natural Bridge. Sulphur Moun-
tain. Just for a moment think of Prismatic Lake, in
Midway Basin, close to Excelsior Geyser. You will
recall how the hot water overflows on all sides, and
how difficult it is to approach it, and also the danger-
ous appearance of the crater, as the edges jut over,
like ice in a pond, aroun I an opening. But I wish you
could have seen me there. A wheel there is just the
Tight thing. The one to two inches of water was no
hindrance to a wheel, and I sailed around and around
it like a hawk, and so near the edges that it took all
the courage I could muster.
Well do I realize your feelings as you describe the

Excelsior. I had similar thoughts as I looked at it

and encircled it.

Your description of Riverside Geyser comes right
home, for we eamoed right above it in the timber for
four days—camped right by the spring that supplies
the Wylie Camp there. Ycur experience with the
Geyser water was different from mine If you will
absorb a little "Christian Science" the geyser water
will not hurt you. I drank it with impunity, with no
results different from those from other water. I made
coffee with it also. I bathed in it. and washed clothes
in it. I visited all the Wylie camps. I rode on steam-
er Zilla, and rowed skiffs several trips; went to the isl-

and and returned, and also to the Thumb. I was
raised on the waters to a grtat extent. I lived in Ohio,
on the Ohio River, near Parkersburg. All my folks
were Quakers, and I helped on the underground raib
road. Our house was a station. You see you are not
so very much older than I am.

I visited the bear at Lake Hotel many times. I suc->

ceeded in approaching to within seven feet of one as
he culled the garbage. I was there when the " silver
tips" whipped twice their number of black bears.
Excuse me if I criticise you once. Where you speak

of the fish at Wylie Camp, at the lake outlet, you call

them speckled trout. The fact is, there is not one
speckled tro it in the lake or in its outlet. They are
salmon and rainbow. Between Billings and Living-
ston (15 miles west of Billings) we s opped over night
with a man who has bees, and takes your journal. He
is a preacher too. We talked of you, and I told him
of your proposed trip, and he said he should much
like to ste you. My partner cleaned their organ, and
took pay in honey and butter.

I hope you will excuse me for writing such a long
letter to a stranger. It is presuming lots to think it

will pay you to read it all. But I am such a lover of
the wheel, and of touring, that your trip and descrip-
tion enthused me. R. M. Stanton.
Chadron, Neb., Jan. 1.

My good friend, why in the world didn't
you write me a postal card and tell me what
you were going to do, so I could have made
one of your party for at least part of the time?
I confess I was a good deal disappointed when
the time came for me to start, and not a man
or boy who reads Gleanings had proposed
joining me on that trip. I hardly think I

should have taken the coach—at least not to

the extent I did—had I just found somebody
to talk with and compare notes, etc. When I

gave my instructions not to carry a pound of

baggage I was talking for the average person;
and, dear friend S., if you have never before

in your life thanked God for your muscle and
for the muscular strength he has seen fit to.

give you, just get right at it this minute.
Another reason why I advised s' ripping the
wheel was because the Wylie people would
carrv one's luggage on the stage for only 25

cents a day. With my comparatively feeble

health and strength it was worth 25 cents sev-

eral times over to have all the things needed
taken on the coach, and have them waiting
for me at each stopping-place.
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I shall have to confess to you, since you
mention it, that I described one or two places
briefly that I did not visit; and if I made mis-
takes, I think they are in the guide-books.
I feel very sorry for having omitted Sulphur
Mountain ; but the ladies in our coach had
"been there, and did not care to go a second
time; nevertheless, the driver said he would
take that route, which was quite a little long-
er, if I insisted on it; but as I was the only
person in favor of going that way, of course
I could not well urge it ; and my wheel was
not with me, so I could not go where I pleas-

ed, as you did. Then there is another thing :

Where one goes all the way on the wheel, es-

pecially if he is alone, there are a great many
things he might not find at all. In fact, I

spent a great amount of time at Mammoth
Springs in trying to find certain things from
the guide-book. I could not very well ask the
guides to help me, whom I met occasionally,
for they were hired to direct those who patron-
ized their company. I became very tired in

going afoot over the geyser basins; but my
wheel was left behind at Norris. I, like your-
self, Providence permitting, am going again
through Yellowstone Park, and with my
wheel; and if you will let me know when you
are ready I will try to be on hand; and may
be some other reader of Gleanings will make
one of the party after reading your graphic
description, and finding out how cheaply it

can be done by one who has the muscle and
does not have the cash. By the way, was it

not rather dangerous for you to ride on your
wheel over that thin crust, so near to those
bottomless pits filled with water boiling hot?
I should have supposed that the hot water
would injure your rubber tires, for I am told
it spoils a good many shoes belonging to visit-

ors.

In regard to the geyser water, I still think
it risky business for most people ; but with
your robust health, and after the tremendous
muscular exercise you had gone through with,
your system was ready to throw off or resist

effects that would have been dangerous to dys-
peptics. Very likely much of the hot water
is all right ; but there are certain springs that
contain minerals in solution that give the
water a very bad taste, at any rate. Look
here, old chap; there is another thing I want
to mention. You made all this trip, as you
say, and you succeeded in finding a job where
you could earn cash, no matter where you hap-
pened to be ; and I am pretty sure I am right
when I tell you that numbers of people, prob-
ably, were in all those localities hunting for

work and could not find a job to pay for even
board and lodging. I know something about
it ; for when I am traveling I almost always
inquire what the chances are to furnish work
for the people in various places. Livingston,
for instance, seemed in a good many respects
a dead town; and yet, as I take it, you two
got jobs without any trouble, and got pretty
fair pay. May be the sight of your muscle,
your ability to ride, and carry a load, had
something to do with it ; but my opinion is,

you two fellows have got hold of the knack of
making yourselves useful wherever you hap-

pen to drop down ; and I take pleasure in pub-
lishing your letter, because it shows what a
" hustler " can do when he takes a notion to
do it.

NEW POTATOES WORTHY OF MENTION.

On page 805 of our last year's volume I told

you I had a potato-story to relate when I got
around to it. I reached the residence of my
cousin, Wilbur Fenn, after a long wheelride,
quite a little after dark, but I found a warm
welcome from the whole family, from the least

to their eldest daughter, the one who is worth
more than any $1.50 man to watch the pieces

of potatoes in the potato-planter, and make
them go right. Next morning it was hardly
dry enough to dig potatoes ; but there was
such a strong prospect of more wetness still

that the Hoover potato-digger was got out and
started. I do not know whether they made it

go all day or not; but I do know that I rode
nearly fifty miles on my wheel, most of the
way over clay roads, that day, even if it did
rain more or less at about every step of the
way. But I rather enjoyed it, notwithstand-
ing the rain. You know one of my special en-

joyments is to breathe damp air while I am
riding a wheel. On this account I like to ride

while the dew is falling on moonlight even-
ings. But this was to be a potato-story.

Cousin Wilbur's largest field of potatoes
was not yet ready to dig. It was almost No-
vember, but there had been no killing frost,

as you may remember. The Monroe Seed-
lings had died down more or less from some-
thing that might be blight or might be some-
thing else. We could not exactly agree about
it ; but right down through the field there were
several rows of Monroe Seedlings right along-
side of the rest, but with the foliage green
and luxuriant. Of course, these thrifty-look-

ing rows caught my eye.
" Why, Cousin Wilbur, you say these are all

Monroe Seedlings. If this is true, what in

the world is the reason those few rows stand
up green and thrifty while the others are
mostly dead or dying? "

"Well, cousin, you have struck on just

what I wanted to show you. Last season I

noticed here and there a hill in my large field

that was bright and green while the rest had
died down; and the question arose in my mind
as to whether this was a sport of something
better, or whether it was owing to the soil in

just that spot. To settle the matter I let those
thrifty hills get fully ripe, dug them by hand,
stored them by themselves, and planted them
this year as you see, and there they are."

We got down on our knees and dug quite a
few hills of the thrifty ones, and then an
equal number of the others. There was no
mistake in the matter. Cousin Wilbur had,
by this plan of selecting hills, in just
one season, secured an improved strain of
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Monroe Seedlings.* They are a larger potato

than the others, and better yielders ; but it

would seem they are rather later in maturing,
and there is a strong probability that they will

resist the blight better than the ordinary
strain picked up just as they come. Now,
here is something exceedingly important to

the potato-grower. By selecting the best hills

for seed next year he can not only improve
the quality of his potatoes but increase the crop
to one-half or to double. Whether it will

work the same every season or not, experi-

ment alone can determine; but I have tried

the same thing myself enough to know that a

good deal can be accomplished in this manner.
I managed to get one bushel of these improv-
ed Monroes; but Mr. Fenn did not really want
to spare even one bushel. The Monroe Seed-
lings seem to be not only equal, but rather

ahead, all things considered, in that locality

—

Summit County ; and this improved strain

ought to give something wonderful in the way
of results.

Now, there was another stretch of a few
rows in the same patch, that showed a differ-

ence, and this was what he called his Russet
potato. The surface of the potato is rough or

netted just like a russet apple. A fertilizer

agent had given him some of these potatoes

to try, declaring that that they would never
scab under any circumstances nor in any
ground; and I believe that, after digging, he
found no scabby potatoes among the Russets ;

but, for that matter, there were almost none
among his Monroe Seedlings, for Cousin Wil-
bur has managed for years (by taking great

pains) to keep pretty nearly clear of scabby
potatoes. I said then and I say now that I

will give a thousand dollars for a barrel of

potatoes, equal to our best in other respects,

that will not scab in any ground with any
kind of fertilizer. I should not want to pay
this thousand dollars, however, till I had test-

ed the potatoes for about two seasons. If any
of you have such a potato, send along your
barrel. I have a bushel of the Russets, and
they may fill the bill ; but I have so much
doubt in regard to it that I make the above
offer.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

POTATOES WE HAVE TESTED AND FOUND WORTHY
OF MENTION.

I suppose you are aware that I have for many years
been testing all the promising varieties of potatoes,
and I have the following quantities of the kind men-
tioned below:
Poor Man's Friend, 12 bushels; Sir Walter Raleigh,

Queen of the Valley, 4 bushels each; Russets, 1 bushel;
Fenn's Improved Monroe Seedling, 1 bushel; Early

* When I visited James Smith, of Green Bay. Wis.,
he told me that, notwithstanding a good many people
claim the Early Ohio potato had deteriorated, by con-
stantly selecting his seed from the best and most
thrifty hills he had succeeded in keeping it up to its

original productiveness and good qualities in every
respect. Seed potatoes saved from selected hills in
this manner would, of course, have to bring a better
price, and they will be worth it. Now, who will go to
work and win for himself a reputation for extra se-

lected seed potatoes? The simple claim that they are
thus selected, without the name of some good careful
man to back it up, would not amount to very much.
Vaughn and Zehr, 2% bushels each; Early Andes and

Burpee's Extra Early, 2 bushels each; Hundred Fold,
2 bushels; Adirondack, 7 bushels.
Poor Man's Friend gives a good crop of great round

red potatoes, and the yield is tremendous, even on
very poor soil. Sir Walter is a good deal like Carman
No. 3 From my own experience I can not see that it

is particularly better. Queen of the Valley is consid-
erably like New Queen, but it is of extra quality.
The four early potatoes—Vaughn, Zehr, Andes, and
Burpee's—all yield about alike. Early Vaughn kept
on growing clear into the rainy fall, while all the rest
died down, with the exception of the New Queen.
Hundred Fold is an exceedingly good late potato, and
I may say the same of the Adirondack.
Now, you see I have not enough of the above to offer

them for sale unless it is in very small quantities; but
if any of you want some of them to try we will send
1 lb. by mail for 18 cts.; or 3 lbs. by mail for 45 cts. By
freight with other goods, l/

2 peck for 25 cts.

Fenn's Improved Monroe Seedling and the Russets
we shall offer onlv by the pound. By the way, I notice
quite a number of the new seed catalogs are offering
a Russet potato ; and although they call it by differ-

ent names, my opinion is, from the picture and the
description, it is the same thing I have described.

MILLS' PRIZE POTATO.

I always dislike to make our list of strawberries,
potatoes, or any thing else, larger when it can be
avoided. We have already too many good kinds of
almost every thing ; and unless the new corner is

something very much ahead of varieties already listed,

we can not afford to give them a place. Just now,
however, we are so much pleased with the potato
called Mills' Prize that I have decided to add it to our
list. It very much resembles the Rural and the Car-
mans; in fact, I could not tell it from a very nice sam-
ple of Carman No. 3. The potato yields as well as any
of these varieties; and last, but not least, it is the best
cooking potato I have ever got hold of unless it is the
Freeman. The potatoes are very much larger than
the Freeman, of nice shape, and as handsome as any
potato I ever saw. If they are always as good as the
crop of the present season, I can not understand why
there has been no more stir in regard to them. Mills,

in his catalog, gives them only about half a dozen
lines. He says, it is true, they are " fine-grained, and
cook dry and "mealy;" but the catalogs are in the habit
of saying this of almost every variety. By Khe way. a
recent number of the Rural New- Yorker suggests that
quality in potatoes is an uncertan element in spite of
us. They say the Rural New-Yorker some years
cooks beautifully ; then at other times in other sea-

sons it does not, and I have frequently noticed this.

Notwithstanding, there are certain kinds, like the
Freeman and Snowflake, that are always fine. Now,
I can not tell whether Mills' Prize is always up to its

present quality or not. A neighbor who has grown
them for several years, and who sold me about 50
bushels, says they are always nice. If you want to try
them, either for planting or eating, we will fill your
order at the same price as the Rural New-Yorker;
viz., 1 lb., by mail. 15 cts.; 3 lbs.. 45 cts.; by freight or
express, Y2 peck, 20 cts.: peck, 25 cts.; ^ bushel, 40 cts.;

bushel, 75 cts.; barrel of 11 pecks, $2.00.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since we started our factory again, six weeks ago,

we have shipped six carlcads of goods for export, a
car to the Rawlings Imp't Co., of Baltimore, Md.;one
to J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.; one to Walter S.

Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind.; a car of sections to Provo
City, Utah; a carload of hives to E. A. Watkins Mdse.
Co., Denver, Col.; and as we go to press we are loading
a car for our northeastern branch at Mechanic Falls,

Maine, and another for Chicago. We have orders
booked and material partly made for fourteen more
carloads for..export, besides a number of carloads for
different points in the United States.

CATALOG CHANGES FOR 189!>.

In our forthcoming catalog, which we will begin
distributing about Feb. 1, we will show a number of
improvements in the details of our Dovetailed hives.

The table of prices is slightly advanced to partially

cover the advancing price of lumber. The wedge-top
Hoffman frame is substituted for the molded top as
regularly sent out; and if any prefer the molded top
this will have to be specified in the order. The price
of Root zinc will be advanced to SI. 40 per sheet ; 90c
per 100 strips ; and honey-boards of R. zinc will be
advanced 2c each right through. There will be no
change in price of Tinker zinc. The Danz. hive will

be omitted from the general catalog, as we have a
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special circular describing this hive, which will be sent
on application. Comb foundation will be listed at the
following prices:

In lots of
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Our Factory is the Largest,

Our Facilities are the Best.

®

Jan. 15.

We are Located

on the banks of the St. Croix
among the saw-mills, where
we are able to select the best

lumber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln=dry our Lumber, and Manufacture

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS, AND SHIPPING-CASES.

We Handle Bee=keepers' Supplies. We are Prompt Shippers.

Write for catalog.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. K.RETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine ('^f^ma.le"
1*") 4->nch stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

.90

.70

.60

Doctor SJ^-in. " " 9.00

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50

Large 2%-in. " " 5.00

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50

Honey-knife " 6.00

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements.
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-iuch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Before buying a

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, nichigan.

To Sell or Lease for Cash, f
An up-to-date apiary consisting of 200
good colonies or over, with fixtures
complete. Privilege to remove to
some other location if desired. Cor-

respondence solicited. Address

* The Gila Farm Co., Cliff, Grant Co., N. M. 4

In writing, mention Gleanings.QI will be ready as usual to furnish

IJGdl^ queens the coining season. Manv
unsolicited testimonials tell of the"™"™""™=""=,'"a—™™ superiority of the Laws strain of

faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price $2 50 each. I am aho breeding
the leather colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $100 each; 6 for $5.00.
Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

COR SALE.—7000 lbs. fine white Extracted Honey.
1 Also Southern Bloodhounds.

Elins Eox, Ilillshoro, Wis,

with our new patent

KEROSENE SPRAYERS
is simple .ndeed. Kerosene Emul-
sion made while pumping. 12 var-
ieties sprayers. Bordeaux and Ver-
morel Nozzles, the World"s Best.

THE DEMING CO.- Salem, 0.
Western Agents, Henniou & Hub-

bell, Chicago. Catalog, formulas free

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.
In writing, mention Gleanings.
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A big yield of both
profit and satisfaction
will result if you plant

FERRYS Seeds
They are nlways the best.

Do not accept any substi-
tute—buy none but Ferry's.
Sold by all dealers. Write for
the 99 Seed Annual—free.

D.M.FERRY&CO.,Detroit,Mich.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

i^T-fi^W \ ^B^9 ^BHS wiiTW ffljf
J*ff ^H^P j«

Fresh and Reliable, ^rom Grower to )*

Planter. I K>ve you middleman's
j,

profits. Seeds that grow. Presents with L
every order. Beautiful and Instructive r
Seed and Plant Book sent FREE if you

J
write before they are all gone. Address r

H. W. BUGKBEE, f
Eockford Seed Farms. Bos 614 Rockford, Ills. )»

Farmers' Handy Feed=cooker.
Reader's attention is called to this device, which is

sold at 112.50 fo ,'iO-gallon capacity. By feeding poul-
try and animals a oked food dining winter at least

one third of the feed is saved; also having stock in
a healthy condition, preventing hog-cholera among
your hogs, and insuring the hens 'aying freely during
the winter. On application to the Empire Manufac-
turing Co., Quincy, 111., a catalog giving full descrip-
tion may be obtained. They are made in all sizes.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings

Best Seeds
that Grow!

Thousands of Dollars
in CASH PRIZES for 1899

and many other New Features,
of particular interest presented in

URPEE'S
Farm Annual

Leading American Seed Catalogue
Mailed FREE to all.

A handsome new book of 176 pages,— tells
the plain truth about Seeds, including rare
Novelties which cannot be had elsewhere.
Beautiful colored plates and hundreds of illus-
trations from nature. Gives practical informa-
tion of real value to all who would raise the
choicest Vegetables and most beautiful Flowers.
Write a postal card TO=DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia

B

In writing, mention Gleanings.

uing, mention IiLEamm,s,

For the best in the Nursery Line, both

FRUITS and ORNAMENTALS
Roses. Plants, Bulbs, Seeds,

and at prices to suit the times, consult

The Storrs & Harrison Co.,
Box4<5, Painesville, Ohio.

45th year. 44 greenhouses. 1000 acres.
Correspondence solicited. Catalogues free.

REIDS
Every tree, plant or vine bought at Reid's is well-
rooted, vigorous, and true to name. Every care is/
taken in growing to. insure absolute certainty to the'
buyer. Save one-half on anything you need in the
nursery line, by buying at Reid's.
We'll help you to choose by sending complete catalog, esti-

mates, or any information you may ask for, free.
REID'S NURSERIES, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.

In writing advertisers, lease pmention Gleanings.
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Revised Price List of Garden Seeds for Jan. 15, 1899.
Please notice that any or all seeds mentioned below are sold in five-cent packages, postpaid by mail. For

10 papers ordered at one time, -10 cts.; 100 papers, $3.50. Of course, scarce and high-priced seed will necessitate
making only a very small amount of seed in a package; but by far the greater part of them contain a full half-
ounce of good fresh seeds. By comparing these packages with those you get of many of the seedsmen you will
notice the liberal amounts we furnish for only 5 cts. It is true, we do not give presents or cash prizes"; but we
believe the most intelligent people of the present day would prefer to have their money's worth of what they
ordered, rather than compete for a prize. The five-cent packages are sent postpaid; but the price of all other
seeds does not include postage; therefore, when you order seed by the ounce or pound, allow postage thus: It cts.
per lb.; 5 cts per % lb., or 1 cent per oz. Peas and beans by the pint and quart must also have 8 cts. per pint or
15 cts. per quart; for corn, add 12 cts. per quart for postage. Postage to Canada is double the above rates. One-
fourth ounce, pound, or peck, will be sold at ounce, pound, or peck rates unless otherwise specified. In the
enumeration below, no description of the seeds is given, as you may notice. Our complete catalog, with full de-
scription, will be mailed on application if you have not already received it.

lbs. 55c; 10 lbs.

lb. 15c; 5 lbs. 70c;

ASPARAGUS.
Asparagus, Palmetto. Oz. 5c; lb. 40c.

Asparagus Roots. 2 year old. Palmetto, 10 for 10c;

75c per 100; $6.00 per"1000; 2-vear old roots not maila-
ble; 1-year roots, 10. 10c; 100, 50c; 1000, $4. By mail,
add 5c for 10; 25c for 100.

BUSH BEANS.
Kumerle's Bush Lima. Qt. 25c: % pk. 85c; pk. $1.50.

Burpee's Bush Lima. Pt. 15c; qt. 30c; y2 pk. $1.10;

pk. $1.75; bmhel, $0.50.

Henderson's Bush Lima. Pt. 10c; qt. 18c; pk. $1.00;

bushel. 33.75.

Davis Wax Bean. Pt , 15c; qt. 25c; 4 qts., 80c; pk.
$1.10; bushel. $4 25.

Best of All. Pt. 15c; qt. 25c; 4 qts., 80c; peck, $1.10;

bush. $4.25.

White Kidney, Large. Pt. 8c; qt. 15c; pk. 65c; bush.,
$2 25.

York State Marrow. The standard field bean. Qt.
10c; pk. 65c; bushel, $2.25.

Mills' Banner Mean. Qt. 15c; pk. 75c; bushel, $2.50.

Navy. Qt. 5c; pk. 35c; bushel, $1 25.

POLE BEANS.
Extra-Early Lima Beans, % pt. 8c; qt.20c; pk. 31.25.

King of the Garden Lima. y2 pt. 8c; qt. 20c; pk. $1.25.

All of our beans will be furnished in 5-cent packages;
but where they are to go by mail, postpaid, ofcourse the
above packages 717'// have to be quite small. If wanted by
mail, add 8c per pi. or 15c per qt. for postage.

BEETS.
Eclipse. Oz. 5c; lb. 20c; 5 lbs. 90c.
Long Red /Mangel. Oz. 5c; lb. 12c;

$1.00; 20 lbs. or more, 9c per lb.

Golden Tankard Hangel. Oz.
10 lbs. $1.20; 20 lbs. or over, 10c per lb.

STANDARD SUGAR BEETS.
Lane's Imperial Sugar. Oz. 5c; lb. 15c; 5 lbs. 60c; 10

lbs. or more, 10c per lb.

French White Sugar Red=top. Same price as Lane.
Klein Wanzleben. Lb. 20c; 5 lbs. 90c; 10 lb'. $1.50.

CABBAGE.
Select. Very Early Jersey Wakefield. Oz. 20c; lb.

$2.50.

Henderson's Early Summer. Oz. 10c; lb. $1.00.
Pottler's Brunswick. Oz. 10c; 1 \ 31.10.

Burpee's Sure=hcad. Oz. 10c; lb §1.10.

Excels! r Flat Dutch. Oz. 10c; lb. 31.00.

Perfection Drumhead Savoy Oz. 10c; lb. $1.25.
Large Red Drumhead. Oz. 10c; lb. $1.25.

CARROTS.
Early French Forcing. Oz. 5c; lb. 40c.
Orange Danvers, Half Long. Oz. 5c; lb. 35c; 5 lbs.

$1.50.

CAULIFLOWER.
Henderson's Early Snowball. Y% oz. 25c; Vx oz. 40c;

oz. $1,50.

CELERY.
Henderson's White Plume. Oz. 10c; lb. 31.50.
Golden Self -blanching Celery. Oz. 15c; lb. $1.75.
New Rose. Oz. 10c; lb. $1 00.

Giant Paschal. Oz. 10c; lb. $1 00.
Dwarf Golden Heart. Oz. 10c; lb. $1.00.

CORN (for table use).

Corn we sell at 5c per halfpint package; but at this
pi ii e purchase! $ must pay postage, which is jc for each
half-pint. If wanted in larger quantities the price (where
no pi ice is given) will be, pi. jc; qt. 12c; pk. y$c; bu. $2.y$.

Kendel's Early Giant Sweet Corn. % pt. 5c; qt. 15c;
peck $1.00: bu. $3.50.

Ford's Early Sweet.
Stowell's Evergreen.

Late Hammoth Sugar.
Country Gentleman, or Improved Shoepeg.
Sweet Corn for fodder. Pk. 30c; bu. $1.00.

CORN SALAD.
Oz. 5c; lb. 40c.

CRESS.
Extra Curled, or Pepper Grass. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.
Water Cress, true. Oz. 25; lb. $2.50.

CUCUHBER.
Early Frame. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.
Improved Ear ly White Spine, or Arlington. Oz. 5c;

lb. 25c.

Green Prolific, or Boston Pickle. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.

LETTUCE.
Grand Rapids Lettuce. Oz. 5c; lb. .50c; 5 lbs. $2.00.

Boston Harket (or White-seeded Tennis-ball). Oz.
5c: lb. 50c.

Henderson's New York. Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.

MELONS, MUSK.
Casaba, or Persian Muskmelon. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.
Banana. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.

Extra Early Citron. Oz. 5c: lb. 25c.
Emerald Gem. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.
Miller's Cream, or Osage. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.

MELONS, WATER.
Phinney's Early. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.

Landreth's Boss. Oz. 5c: lb. 25c.
Sweetheart. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.

ONIONS.
A leaflet on " Growing Onions to Bunch up" will be

mailed on application.
Yellow Globe Danvers Oz. 8c; lb. $1.00; 5 lbs. $4.00.

Large Red Wethersfield. Oz 8c; lb. $1.00; 5 lbs. $4.00
Prizetaker. Oz. 20c; lb $1.75.

White Victoria. Oz. 20c; lb. $2,50.

American (Extra Early) Pearl. Oz. 20c; % lb. $125;
lb. $2.25.

Extra Early Red. Oz. 8c; % lb. 30c; lb. $1.00.

Bermuda (true Teneriffe) Oz. 25c; lb. $3.00.

ONION-SETS.
By mail, 10 cents per quart extra.

Best Yellow Danvers. Qt. 20c; pk. $1.00; bu. $3,50.

Extra Early American Pearl. Qt. 20c; pk. $1.00; bu.
$3.50. See American Pearl seed.

Prizetaker Same price as American Pearl.
White Multiplier. Same price as Whittaker below.
Whittaker Onions. Large—qt. 10c; pk. 75c: bu. $2,50;
small (sets)—qt. 18c; pk. $1.25; bu. $4.00.

PARSNIP.
Improved Guernsey. Oz. 5c; lb. 20c; 10 lbs. $1.50.

PARSLEY.
Fine Curled or Double. Oz. 5c; lb. 35c.

PEAS.
Alaska. H pt. 5c; qt. 15c; pk. 75c; bu. $2,50.

American Wonder. Qt. 15c; pk $1.00; bu. $3.50.

Premium Oem. % pt. 5c: pk. 31 00; bu $3,50.

Stratagem. % pt Sc; qt. 20c; pk. $1.25; bu. $4.50.

Champion of England. Pt. 10c; qt. 15c; pk. 75c; bu.
$2,50.

Canadian Field. Pk. 35c; bu. $1.25; 10 bu. 310.00.

Peas by mail will be at same rate as beans for postage.

PEPPERS.
Sweet Spanish. l4 oz. 8c: oz. 20c.

Bui I nose. % oz - 5c; oz. 12c.

Cayenne. % oz. 8c; oz. 15c.

PUnPKIN.
Early Sugar. Oz. 5c; lb. 30c.

Field Pumpkin. Oz 5c; lb. 15c.
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RHUBARB.
Myatt's Victoria. Oz. 5c; lb. 75c.

RADISHES.
Early Scarlet Globe. Pkt. 5c; oz. 5c; lb. 40c.

Wood's Early Frame. Oz. 5c; lb 35c.

Beckert's Chartier. Oz. 5c; lb. 30c.

Chinese Rose Winter. Ox. 5c; lb. :55c.

SALSIFY, OR OYSTER PLANT.
New nammoth. Oz. Sc; lb. 7.5c.

SPINACH.
Bloomsdale Extra Curled. Oz. 5c; lb. 20c; 5 lbs. 75c;

10 lbs. 11.25.

SQUASH.
Giant Summer Crookneck. Oz. 5c; lb. 40c.

Hubbard. Oz. 5c; lb. 30c; 5 lbs. 11.25; 10 lbs. $2.25.

TOHATO.
Golden Queen. Pkt. 5c; oz. 15c; lb. $2.00.

Ignotum Tomato. Vi oz. 8c; oz. 15c; 11). 11.50.

Livingston's Beauty. Oz. 10c; lb. $1.75.

Earliest=in=the=worId Tomato. s/a oz. 10c; % ox. 15c;
l
/2 ox. 20c; oz. 50c.

Fordhook First. Oz. 35c; lb $4 50.

Dwarf Champion, oz. 10c; lb. $1.25.

Buckeye State. Oz. 10c; lb. $1.25.

Livingston's New Stone Tomato.
Trophy Tomato. Oz. 10c; 11). 75c.

Pear=shaped Tomatoes. Oz. 20c;

TURNIP.
Yellow Aberdeen. <>z 5c; lb. 25c
White Egg. Oz. 5c; lb. 25c.

Breadstone. Oz. 5c; lb. 30c.

Purple-top Whits=globe. Oz. 5c

Oz. 10c; lb. :

lb. $2.50.

lb. 25c; 5 lbs. $1.00.

New Vegetables that I have Tested and Found
Worthy of Mention for 1899.

Fancy Fordhook Tomato. See description and cut
on p. 412, 1898. Pkt. 5c; % ox. 20c; oz. 75c.

Rocky Ford Canteloupe Muskmelon. The same that
so many people enjoved at the Omaha exposition.
Pkt. 5c; oz. 10c; 1 lb. '$1 .50.

Acorn, or Top Onion=sets, either Red or Yellow.
These ate the'old-fashioned onion seta that many of us re-

memberseeinK in childhood. They srow on top of the stalks,
and they make the best onions to keep of any I ever (jot hold
of. Both onions and sets keep, without the least bit of sprout-
ing, clear on into June without any trouble. On this account,
if for no other, they are more desirable than any other onion
You do not have a great lot to sort over, nor to throw away
the sprouted ones when spring comes. We can furnish the. e
top sets, either red or yellow, at 20 cts. a quart; peck, II 00;
bushel, $:t. 50. As our stock of sets is limited, you had better
order soon if you want them. 1 may say that all the.sets are
of our own growing-; and we have also grown, during the past
season, about 25 bushels of this variety of onions. Thete are
just right to plant out to grow sets. Many of you had expe-
rience in getting quite a lot of pocket money when you were
children, in growing these old-fashioned onion sets. If you
wish to try it again we will furnish >ou the onions for 75 cts a
peck, or $2 50 a bushel. We have about 25 bushels of the
onions. You can sell the sets, all you can raise, at any coiner
grocery.

Benson's Renovator Cow Pea.
This is a luxuriant-growing cow pea that ripens the

seed perfectly here in the North. Whether it is so
much superior to some of the earlier cow peas already
well known in the South, I am unable to tell. As our
stock of seed is limited, we offer it for sale only in
5-cent packages. Each package contains a leaflet in
regard to this particular cow pea, and another in re-
gard to cow peas in general.

PRICES OF HONEY=PLANT SEEDS.
There will be no change in alsike clover, medium,

white Dutch, or mammoth red clover; the same with
alfalfa, crimson clover, sweet clover, and dwarf Essex
rape. Japanese buckwheat will be, however, 1 lb., by
mail, 15 cts.; by freight or express, 45 cts. per % bush-
el: bushel, 85 cts.; 2 bushels or more, at 75 cts. per
bushel. Sack is included with above; 10 or more
bushels, purchaser paying for the sack. 70 cts. per
bushel. For prices of the clovers see our regular cat-
alog, mailed on application.

Potato=bugs and Other Insects for 1899; the

Faultless Sprayer.

Few little inventions make the stir and do the amount of good that the little tin spray-pumps did that
were so extensively introduced last season. Although we have a machine for spraying potatoes, that cost $25,
we let it stand in the tool house, and spra3'ed a great many acres of potatoes with a little spray-pump similar to
the one pictured here. It did the work easier and cheaper and better. A boy with some packages of Paris
green (a large spoonful in each paper) in his pocket, and in his hand a spray-pump weighing only about a
pound, will do the whole job in a very little time; in fact, one boy takes his hoe along and does the hoeing and
spraying both, without any machine to lug back and forth, nor any chance of said machine getting out of
order. As soon as we began to offer them for sale others seemed to discover their advantages : and although
we ordered pumps from the factory at several different times, we were sold out in spite of us when we wanted
them most.

Well, we have now a tremendously big stock of some that are considerablj' improved over the ones we
had last year, and the price is even lower. These pumps are so perfect that the spray looks like steam out of
the nose of a tea-kettle; in fact, you can fill the air in a room with vapor with one of these machines. The
price of the new improved machines is only (>0 cts.; 3 for $1.50; Yz dozen, $2.50; dozen, $1.50. You can have the
same thing made of bra ss for only 25 cts. more on each sprayer. As the brass can not rust, they are good for a
lifetime. We can send the tin ones by mail for 20 cts extra to cover postage As the brass ones are somewhat
heavier the postage on them will be 25 cts. each. We have two or three dozen of the old-style, such as we sold
last year, on hand, which we offer, while they last, at 40 cts. each. Now do not say you can not afford a sprayer
to keep the potato-bugs out of sight, for the great advantage of this little apparatus is that it is so little work to
use it you can kill the bugs when they first start, and keep them down before vour potatoes are injured at all.

Thousands of people lost their potatoes last season iust because it was too much work to fight the bugs.
With every machine is a stout linen tag, with full directions how to use the sprayer for all kinds of insects.

Yes, this machine will answer for fruit-trees all right, but you would have to get up on a high stool, or climb a
ladder, to get the spray all over a tree of any size. For spraying orchards a larger and more expensive
machine is needed.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
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SUCCESSOR FAILURE
often depends upon the start. If you start right you have a hetter chance of success. To start

right in the poultry business the buy Reliable Incubators and BrOOflerS.^
They work automatically and cannot tail of good results. Uur 1'OULTKY BOOK, HVe-pag
Sip tells all about them and a thousand other things you should know about poultry. We se

it for 10 cents. RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO., Box B 49 Quincy, HI

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

BOOH gii£!iN££S!
Don't be satisfied with poor results,
You can lir.tch thousands of chick-
ens with the

PRAIRIE ST&TE INCUBATOR
rithout a possibility of failure. That

is best attested by its 200 first pre-
miums in all kinds of competitions
with all kinds of machines. Get our
168 page catalogue with supplement.

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR CO., HOMER CITY. PA.

Tn writing, mention Gleanings

CYPHERS INCU8AT0R.
It combines the good qualities o"f all machines
and has the faults of none. Our Catalogue
and Guide to Poultry Culture tells all about
the laws of incubation, anc' how to raise,
ultry—all about the money end of the busi-

i for construction and cost of modern poultry
houses and many other things worth knowing. Sent for lO ct».
THE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 74, Wayiand, N. V.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

feed and market po
ness. Contains rjla

l)R INCUBATORS MS*"-

5HCUAF
gffl custom

BEST.
They have all the latent Improvements

and are sold at very low prices and
RANTEED to please every
ner. Send 6c. for our 148 page

£ catalogue which contains full des-
rd enptions of our extensive line

anil tells how to raise poultry
successfully. Send for it at once.

DES MOINES INC'B CO.
B^x 503 De» Moines. Iowa.

In wriHng, mention Gleanings

WE TRUST THE PUBLIC
ill send them our Incubator on
ial. No man should buy an incubator
d pay for it before giving it a tiial. You
i.V not a eent for ours until you hav;
i'eu it a thorough trial. It's made so

that nobody can Fail with it. Achild
Lean run it with 5 minutes attention daily. It

beat all otheisat World'sFuir.TS'ash-
ville and Omaha Expositions. The best catalogue and
treatise on incubation published, sent for 5 ets. Plans for
Brooders, Poultry Houses, etc., sent upon receipt of S5 ets.
VcnCulin Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del.

in wilting, mention L. leanings.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-«iththe

simple, perfect, sell-regulating

EXCELSIOR INCUBATE
Thousands in successful operation.

Lowest priced lst-cla^s hatcher made.
GEO. II. STUM,

114 to 122 S. 6lh Kt..Onlney, III.

in writing, mention Gleanings

Union Co
£^;

on

For Ripping, Cross-
cutting, Mitering,
Rabbeting, Groovin
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, Edge - mouldi
Beading. Full line F
and HAND POWBE mach
ery. Send for Catalog A
Seneca Palls /Ifg. Co.,

44 Water St, Seneca Falls, H. 7,

AnEggMaker
means a money maker. Green Cut Bone pre-

,!!v
n

:

a
. Mann's New Bone Cutter

doubles the egg product. Mann's Granite Crystal
Grit, Manns Clover Cutter and Swinging Feed Tray fit

about every poultry requirement. Catalogue FREE.
F. W. MANN CO. B0X37, Mllford, Mass.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

BARGAINS.
We never raised as many or as gcod chicks as

we did the past season. Our buildings are
crowded; we want to reduce stock quick, and to
do it will cut the price so it will pay you big
to buy now. Will sell you Barred and White PI.
Rocks, White Wyandottes, L,t. Brahmas, IYang-
shans, and Pekin Ducks. Pullets and hens, 81,
81.50, and $2: Cockrels, good breeders, 82 to 88'

Trios, 85 to 86; Ducks, 81 to ©1.50 each, 83 to 84
per trio. Eirly-hatched, healthy, vigorous birds;
guaranteed to please. Above prices for a short
time only. Send for SO-page free catalog of

"Everything for the Poultry Yard."
We are the oldest - established poultry -farm

and supply-house in the West.

d Geo. J. Nissly, Saline, Mich, d

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

Low=down Broad=tire Farm Trucks
originated with us, and we
still sell direct to farmers
three fourths of all that are

used. We build ten styles of

farm wagons, extra wheels
for old wagons, and milk-ped-

dlers' wagons. Steel -wheel
trucks, 818.

Farmers Handy Wagon Co., Saginaw, Mich.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Barnes'
Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
Machines on trial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.& John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, - -

In writing, mention Gleanings.

The A Root Co.'s Goods At Ti£U.
Including their discounts for goods wanted for use an-
other season. It will pay you to send me list of goods
wanted. M. H. HUNT,
Cash fc- beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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CITY MARKETS.
New York. — Trade in comb honey, is quiet.

While there is no over-supply of white, buckwheat,
dark and mixed grades have been accumulating of

late and the market is well stocked. Concessions
have to be made in quantitv lots in order to move it.

We quote fancy white, 12; No. 1 white, 10@11; am-
ber, 9; buckwheat and mixed, 7. Extracted is in

good demand. We quote white. 6 [4@7; amber, 6; dark,
5%@6; southern, in bbls., 60@65 per gal. Beeswax
quiet at 27@28.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.
Jan. 20 New York.

New York.—Market well stocked with comb honey,
buckwheat and mixed especial y. Fancy white finds

a ready sale. Extracted of all kinds finds a ready de-

maud. We quote as follows: Fancy white, 12@13; fair

white, 10@U; amber, 9@10; buckwheat, d'Afal

V

2 ; white
extracted, 6'/^ 'a 7; amber, 6(<it6%; dark, 5J4®6; Florida
white, 6%@,7^(; Florida light amber, 6@6J4. Other
grades of southern honey from 55@05 per gallon, ac-

cording to quality. Beeswax in goud demand at 26@
27. Francis H. Lkggett & Co.,

Jan. 21. Franklin and Varick Sts., New York.

Chicago.—There is no special change in prices, all

frades of honey are selling well, and weather has
een favorable for shipping. Prices range as for
some time past, 13c being obtained for best white, and
11@12 for that which lacks in fancy requirements; ex-
tracted, 0@7 for white, 5@6 for amber and dark; bees-
wax, 27. R. A. Burnett & Co.
Jan. 20. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia.—On account of the demand for ex-
tracted honey in the Hebrew trade, honey has advanc-
ed some since last quotations. Fancy comb, 16; No.
1, 14; amber, 11: dark extracted, 6; amber. 6J£; white,
7@8. Beeswax, 27. We are producers of honey—do
not handle on commission. Wm. A. Selser,
Jan. 20. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Columbus.—But little improvement to note in the
honey market ; trade well supplied and demand dull.

Pi ices are : Fancy white, 12J4 ; No 1, 10(5dl ; amber. 8

@9.
The Columbus Commission & Storage Co.,

Jan. 19. 409-413 N. High St., Columbus. O.

Detroit. —Honey market quiet since holidays.
Stock somewhat reduced with no change in prices.

Fancy white, 13; No. 1, 11 ^4 @ 12; fancy dark and
amber. 9m 1 1 ; extracted white, %(al; dark. 5@5J4. Bees-
wax, 25@26. M. H. Hunt,
Jan. lit. Bell Branch, Mich.

Albany.—Fair demand for honev; we quote No. 1

white comb, llrallH: No. 2, 9@10; Mixed amber and
buckwheat, 7(g8^: extracted, white, 7(a7!4; dark, 6@
6'^. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Jan. 21 Albany, N. Y.

Buffalo.—Fancy white, ll^rai2; No. 1 white, 11@
\\%; faucv amber, 10(5j11 No. 1 amber, 9(S 10; fancy
dark, 8'<r8^: No. I dark. 7@8; extracted, white, 7@7 lA\
amher. 6@7 ; dark, 5@6 Beeswax, 28@30 I never
knew honey to sell as slowly in January as it has this

year. W. C. Townsend.
Jan. 20. Buffalo, N. Y.

Kansas City.—We quote fancy white comb. 13: No.
1, 12; No. 1 amber, 11; dark, 10: extracted white, 6;

amber, 5; dark, A%. Beeswax, 25.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,

Jan. 25. Kansas City, Mo.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-dav as
follows: Fancy white, J3'5)14: No. 1, 12@,12^; light

amber, 11; buckwheat, 8; extracted, white, 7; light

amber. 6. A. B. Williams & Co.,

Jan. 18. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland. Ohio

Springfield. — Fancv clover, 15; A No. 1, 14; No. 1,

13: buckwheat. 8@10.
Jan. 19. Perkins & Hatch, Springfield, Mass.

For Sale.—Fancv white extracted alfalfa honey in

60-lb. cans at 7c per "lb.; in lots of 500 lbs. or more, 6J4c

per lb . f. o. b. cars Denver. Sample by mail 8c.

Rauchfuss Bros," Eiyria, Colo.

For Sale.—3000 lbs. No. 1 white extracted honey at

7c, F. O. B. Jackson, Mich. Also a lot of white and
amber comb hotiev. W. D. Super. Jackson, Mich.

Well, neighbors, what can I buy your honey at in lots

of one hundred pounds and up? What is it gathered
from ? What grade is it? and how is it put up?

T. L. Shaffer, Lake View, O.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of amber and white ex-

tracted honev. Send samples. B. Walker,
No. 455 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The 15th annual meeting of the Wisconsin State

Bee-keepers' Association will meet February 9 and 10

in Madison. Manv experienced bee-keepers will be
there. The following is a part of the program :

" What to Do with Unfinished Sections," John Trim-
berger, Granton.- "Working an Apiarv for Comb
Honey W'ithout Increase," H. Lathrop, Browntown.
" Short Cuts in Extracting Honey." Frank Minnick,
Baraboo. "Handling and Shipping Extracted Hon-
ey." G. W. Wilson, Kickapoo. "Selling Honey,"
G'ustave Gross, Milford. "Comb Foundation." Aug.
Weiss, Hortonville. " Advantage of Honey Exhibits,"

Ed. Ochsner, Prairie du Sac. " Cellar Wintering," A.

G. Wilson. "Benefits in Attending Convention," J.

Hoffman. Monr.ie. "State Foul-brood Report." N. E.
France. Platteville. "Future Prospects of Wisconsin
Bee-keeping," F. Wilcox, Mauston.
A general discussion will follow each topic, as well

as the free u'e of question-box and answers. As many
other State Societies will be in session the same week
in Madison, there will be excursion rates to all who
take receipts for their railroad tickets. Many other
topics will be spoken of, so that we feel free to say it

will pav you to attend. Please put this notice where
you will hot lose it, and will remember dates.

F Wilcox, President.

N. E. France, Sec'y.

Platteville, Wis.
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FACTS
About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio.

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

Do You Expect to Buy

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
the coming year? If so, you want to get a good qual-
ity of goods at a reasonable price. Our aim will be to
please you. Will you write us now, staling what you
will need, and allow us to quote you prices? You will

Get a Liberal Discount
by ordering now; goods to be shipped and paid for
when wanted. It will cost but two cents, and save $.

We keep several carloads in stock.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

Discount-sheet to dealers. Catalog free.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

»/%'%*'%%'%<%/

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee= keepers' Supplies.
Medina, Ohio.

%

Philadelphia, Pa.
10 Vine St.

Prices the same. Order of nearest point— save
freight and time. t

A Quartet of 'Big Offers'!
Surely One of These will Suit You.

14 Copies of the Bee Journal for 10c.

The great Omaha convention report ran through 14

numbers of the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, begin-
ning October 1, 1898. We offer the 14 copies for only
10 cts. so long as they last. Or, for 81. (X) we will send
you the Omaha Report and the Bee Journal for 1890

—

(55 copies in all.

The "Bees and Honey" Book.

This is a 1(30- page book bv Thos. G. Newman, for-
merly editor of the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL. A
paper-bound 50-cent copy of this book we give free to
a NEW subscriber who sends $1.00 for the BEE JOUR-
NAL for a year. Or. for $1.25 we will send a copv of
the 75-cent" cloth-bound edition and the BEE JOUR-
NAL one year to a NEW suoseriber.

Prof. Cook's •« Bee=keeper's Guide."

This is one of the standard works on bees. Thor-
oughly practical, fully illustrated, 460 pages, 1899 edi-
tion. Price f 1.25. Or", for SI. 70 we will mail you this
book and the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL for one
year if you are a NEW subscriber.

Doolittle's " Scientific Queen=Rearing."

If you desire to know how to have queens fertilized

in upper stories while the old queen is still laying be-
low: how you may safely intro-

duce any queen at any time of the
year when bees can fly; all about
the different races of bees; all

about shipping queens, queen-
cages, candy for queen-cages, etc.;

all about forming nuclei, multi-
plying or uniting bees, or weak
colonies, etc.; or, in fact, every
thing about the queen -business
which you may want to know,
you ought to have G. M. Doolit-
tle's wonderful book, " Scientific
Queen-rearing." Price, bound in

cloth SI. 00; or. for SI. 60 we will
mail this book and the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
for one year, if you are a NEW subscriber.

DOOLITTLE.

#3Tlf you have not seen the weeklv AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL for 1899—with' its new type
and sparkling contents—send us your name
and address at once on a postal card, asking
for a copy. You will want it regularly when
you see it. It's the greatest bargain in current
bee-literature.

Geo. W. York, 118 Michigan St., Chicago, Illinois.
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" Queensound " is a word proposed by L.
Kreutzinger to signify that a colony is all right

as to having a good laying queen.

Sacks of burlap or other material are ad-

vised by Editor York in preference to boxes,
for shipping beeswax. Saves freight. [Good
suggestion !

—

Ed.]
" Live bees are sometimes shipped on ice,

so as to keep them dormant during the jour-

ney," says a clipping sent me. Some report-

ers are well equipped as to imagination.

A question for discussion at a coming bee
convention in Canada is, "Is it desirable to

keep down swarming? " Now, how far down
doe^ that mean ? down to one, or down to three

swarms per colony ?

J. A. Stone, the genial secretary of the
Illinois Association, is optimistic in American
BeeJournal regarding plain sections. Outside
sections in super are filled sooner, ship better,

because better filled out to the wood.

How TO GET rid of honey, Editor Hill says,

is not a matter of so much concern down his

way as to get a good price for it. But down
our way, friend Hill, getting a good price is

only part of the "how " to get rid of it.

If those who say Apis dorsata can not

be domesticated are right in saying it can not

live in this country, then its introduction can
hardly do any harm. I never believed it could
live in the North, but thought it might in the

South.

Quoting what Messrs. Taylor and Macken-
zie liave said about boiling foul-broody honey,
Le Rucher Beige says : In presence of such
contradictory affirmations which can not be
verified till next season, we recommend boil-

ing the honey during the maximum time.

D. W. Heise and Editor Holtermann seem
likely to get into a quarrel as to whether the

use of beeswax instead of paraffine, in cover-

ing tumblers of jelly, as mentioned in a Straw,

would create an increased demand for bees-

wax. Don't, brethren. The only idea in the

Straw was that many a housewife could use
beeswax who had no paraffine on hand.

Two bee journals, quoting F. G. Quirin,
Gleanings, 845, direct that honey in glass,
to be liquefied, should be set in the oven of a
cook-stove. Some one will try that and have
the glass burst and the honey flood the oven.
Brethren, why don't you tell your readers that
Mr. Quirin has the glass vessels in a shipping-
case?

Editor York has gotten up a very neat
little Honey Almanac, containing the honey-
leaflet so well known, honey-recipes, and ta-

bles interspersed giving the correct times for a
properly regulated sun and moon to rise and
set, with other useful information. [Ah ! I

see. Bro. York has anticipated me—just gone
and got up a handsome honey-leaflet. See
editorial elsewhere.

—

Ed.]

J. E. Crane's article, p. 42, is entirely cor-
rect, but it only shifts the question one step
further back—is the black carried up from the
brood-nest into the super caused by travel-
stain, or what is it ? [I do not believe we can
tell where the black does come from—perhaps
sometimes from out of the hives ; but I sup-
pose that, in the majority of cases, it is chunks
of propolis.

—

Ed.]

Lately it has become quite the fashion to
have departments in bee-journals giving items
from journals in different languages. L.
Joachim is doing excellent work condensing
from American bee-journals in that growing
French journal Le Rucher Beige, and M. Le-
ger from the German ; as also L. P. Pirson, in
Revue Eclectique. W. Fitzky has a valuable
department in the German Centralblatt, but
confines himself to his own language.

BEST hive for beginners being asked for
in American Bee Journal, more of the veter-
ans agree upon JO -frame Langstroth than
upon any other. [It is a fact that the call for
the 10 - frame is somewhat on the increase,
as our orders from season to season attest.
We may talk about the eight-frame being big
enough ; but to insist that it is large enough
for all localities, all conditions, and all bee-
keepers, is foolish, to say the least.

—

Ed.]
Isn't that smoke business a little mixed,

p. 49 ? C. Davenport says pure smoke is bet-
ter than smoke mixed with hot air. So it is ;
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it's stronger. And isn't pure smote better

than smoke mixed with cold air? With the

cold blast you are blowing air on the bees, to-

gether with what smoke goes along with the

air for company. With the hot blast are you
not sending out pure smoke? [Hot smoke, as

pure smoke as it can be, is the stuff that gives

me the best satisfaction.

—

Ed.]

What a wholesale recanter ye editor is,

when once he finds he's in the wrong ! From
thinking 15 minutes enough to boil foul-broody

honey he has gone clear up to 3 hours, p. 49.

I protest that there is no sort of proof for the

necessity of boiling more than 2}^ hours. [It

is rather humiliating to have to turn "right

about face;" but when one sees he is wrong,
it is the only honest thing to do. Three hours !

why, if two and a half hours is just enough

—

just barely enough—why not make a sure job

of it by taking three hours?—Ed.]

I KNEW that something stronger than water

was sometimes drunk at Medina, on the sly,

but I didn't suppose that the editor indulged

so freely that he wouldn't straighten up in

two weeks' time. But he still seems fuddled,

Jan. 15, p. 41, and insists, just as he did two
weeks before, that "wide frames are section-

holders without top-bars," and innocently

asks, "If not, what 'are they?" Why, bless

your heart, wi le frames are section-holders

with top-bars ! [Cart before the horse this

time, sure. What I had in my mind, but

didn't say it, was this: "Section-holders are

wide frames without top-bars."

—

Ed.]

John Armstrong proposes, as spacers,

buckshot with nails driven through them.

That would give metal spacers, but the lead

would not dull the uncapping-knife. But the

shot being round, there seems no advantage
over staples Possibly a lead bead could be

made that would be a good thing. [I th :nk
we make much more ado about the possibility

of the uncapping-knife being dulled on a me-
tallic spacer than actual experience with such

spacers seems to warrant. I talked with Mr.

Frank Boomhower, who uses staple spacers.

I do not remember exactly his remark, but it

was to the effect that he had no trouble along

that line, and that the talk in the bee-journals

was based on theory and not actual experi-

ence.

—

Ed.]

What is THERE in us that makes us laugh

at the calamities of others ? When I read on

p. 60 the multiplied afflictions of Bro. A. I.

Root, with crick in back, rubbers off, shoes

untied, and nose unwiped, I just lay on the

lounge and laughed till I shook all over.

[Been there yourself, eh, doctor? But, say; I

wish you could do something to make him
stay indoors till he gets well. He no sooner

feel i a little better than out he goes again,

trapsing around in the wet
;
gets chilly, goes

in, hovers over the steam-pipes, with his rub-

bers, overcoat, and hat on. After he gets well

cooked up, and hot, he goes out again ; then
at night he wonders why he has the neuralgia,

the grip, and a lot of other aches and pains.

Ihaveb^en trying to give him some good
fatherly (?) advice. Somehow he thinks he is

older than I, and ought to know better. He

has been having a regular siege of grip with
all its attendant pains, during the past few
days ; and now, contrary to my explicit or-

ders, he is outdoors again. Say, doctor, do
you know of any way of mesmerizing him
into submission ? I wish you would do it if

you can.

—

Ed.]

More honey dew was stored last year all

over the world than ever before, according to

reports. Perhaps honey - dew was no more
plentiful than usual, but the scarcity of floral

nectar made the bees store what in other years

they neglect. [Perhaps ; but when there is

honey in plenty from the fields, I have noticed
that the sidewalks under the trees are not spot-

ted by the spray of the honey-dew as they are

during those times when honey is scarce. Is

it not possible that Nature has so provided
that, when nectar is not secreted in the usual
way, because of certain conditions of atmos-
phere, those same conditions are favorable to

the secretion of another form of saccharine
matter, or, rather, to the growth of certain in-

sects ? You know there is a wonderful har-

mony in nature. The all-wise Creator has in

many ways made one hand to help the other.

Ed.]

The old Union has 152 members and $171.

The new Union has 465 members and $175.

Pity they didn't marry. [Some comparisons
are odious, but I hope this is not one of them.
The nezv Union has larger annual expenses,
owing to the annual conventions, and salary

paid to the secretary. All of this money is

legitimacy used, and is productive of good.
The old Union confines its labors entirely to

the defense issue; the new Union takes up the

whole field, defense and adulteration, besides
helping to foster our national bee-keepers' con-
vention, an institution that brings our best

men face to face and hand to hand. What we
want the Union to do is to use the money for

the best interests of the pursuit, and jet keep
a comfortable surplus. The new Union has a

large membership, and yet enough money back
of it to keep it financially in good trim.

—

Ed.]

PICKINGS
FROM OUR NEIGHBORS' FIELDS.

BY " STENOG."

Un pour tons, et tous pour un.—French motto.

One for all, and all for one:
Such is the motto of the hives:

Why can not men adopt the plan,
And make more sweet their lives?

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Mr. Thaddeus H. Keeler says he has " fallen

in love with the tall sections."

\\>

Mr. A. B. Bates tells why, in his opinion,

Italians store better honey than blacks. It's

pretty hard to show he is wrong in the follow-

ing reasoning :

Honey is heavier than water, and, as a natural con-
sequence, the richer of the saccharine substance would
settle to the bottom ; and while black bees during a

copious flow of honey might store as much honey Mess
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the weight of the evaporation of water it contains),
the Italian bee. having a longer reach, cleans out the
cup of the blossom-cell to the bottom, giving us not
onlv a richer and finer quality from the same bloom,
but the honey require-; less ripening or evaporation of
water. The same quantity when first stored would
result, in weight and bulk when ripened, largely in

favor of the Italians. My observation is, that the
same size of comb when first stored by the Italian is

more dense, needs less ripening, and is, therefore,
heavier than that of the black.

\*

To fasten foundation into brood-ftames, Mr.
L. E. Thompson savs he saws the top-bar in

two lengthwise to within an inch of the end.
Slip the sheet in and nail the frame together.

E. R. R. says this is a very old idea,

ifc

J. A. Bearden, of Tennessee, says a ten-

frame hive is better than an eight-frame in

his latitude. He describes a hive-tool that
seems to me to be a good thing ; but what a

pity there is no cut of it ! The description

occupies two inches, while a cut would not
need to be more than half an inch, to say
nothing of clearness, and time saved.

>*/

On the first page of this journal, Jan. 12,

Prof. Cook gives his views on the nature of

honey -dew. The interest with which he
clothes the subject makes one wish, as Oliver
Twist did for soup, for " a little more." The
tenor of the article is to show that honey-dew
is not of plant origin, but from the larvae of

insects working in scores. His conclusions
are, as stated by himself :

Honey-dew is always a secretion from insects. It is

always wholesome, and often delicious. It may be
produced in exceeding quantities, and become the
source of much honey. In such cases, coccid honey-
dew will often be rank and ill flavored, and should he
kept as much as possible by itself, and sold for other
purpose than table use. Honey-dew is secreted by
insects to serve them in attracting bees, etc., which
shall repel the bird enemies of the nectar-secreting
insects."

The article goes far toward rendering honey-
dew honey more palatable. Wouldn't it be a
good plan to avoid the use of such a word as
" lice " in speaking of aphides? There's much
in a name. Some don't like a fiddle in church,
while a violin charms them. By the way,
Prof. Cook's idea of a summary at the end of

an article is excellent.

\t>

C. Davenport, of Minnesota, following the
above, gives an account of the remarkable
endurance of bees in cold weather. On the
20th of last November, the mercury fell to 18°

below zero. A terrific wind blew, and the air

was filled with ice and flying snow. Some
hives were uncovered, and some tipped over.

They were thus exposed from some time in

the night till the next afternoon. Although
many bees perished, no colony was destroyed.

The loss in many hives not disturbed was
about as great, however. As bees can work
well at a temperature of 104, this shows that

they can live without " clothes " in a range of

122 degrees.
\»/

" Honey as a Fat-producer " is discussed by
Dr. Miller. An excellent half-tone of the
doctor is also given; and if the object in show-
ing it is to afford a "word-picture" of the

fattening power of honey, then there's hope
for those who have become tired of so many
"anti-fat" remedies; for certainly our friend

looks comfortable. In answer to the question

as to whether honey is conducive to fatness,

he admits he doesn't know, but seems to

think, from analogy with corn and sugar, that

it is. Probably, however, the chief value of

honey is as an assimilant of other foods. It

causes other food to agree with me, and, when
used with milk, that is enough of itself to

furnish a complete meal. The use of honey
rapidly creates a liking for more. A few years
ago I could eat only a spoonful, while now
half a common section is none too much.

\>>

The above was written before I read what is

said on page 27 about great honey-eaters. It

seems that Mr. York doubted whether three

persons ever ate a pound of comb honey at one
sitting. Mr. Murry says two often eat that

much. Certainly—why not? Evidently Mr.
York can't bear honey as well as some of us
human bruins can. I can eat half a pound of

good clover honey at one meal any day, with
impunity (or milk without the impunity).

But I never eat on a wager nor to show what I

can do. I eat to live, and stop when I have
enough.

\h

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
The editor strongly favors a test of Apis

dorsata, and gives a fine view of this bee,

greatlv enlarged.
>»/

G. M. Doolittle follows with an article on
that important subject, getting ready for next
season. Doolittle can't be condensed, so he
must be handed over bodily.

tti

A. E. Manum has begun a series of articles

on the proper size of hive. He takes neither

extreme, but proposes to show why large ones
should be used in some places and small ones
in others. Mr. Manum's experience will en-

able him to handle the question in a scientific

manner.

J. Ikeda, of Tokyo, Japan, has an illustrated

article on bee-keeping in his country. Their
quaint way of bleaching wax, cutting out

comb, pressing out inferior honey, etc., is in-

teresting, as the picture shows how it is done.

Mr. Ikeda publishes an agricultural journal in

his language, with a bee department.

\ti

Arizona honey is described by C. A. Hatch,
of Wisconsin—a man who knows how to do it.

There are three main sources in the valley of

the Salt River— mesquite, alfalfa, and wild

ground- cherry. He says the average quality

of the hone}- produced there is rather inferior

to that of white clover and basswood Mes-
quite is the lightest in color and best in flavor.

But alfalfa is the honey-plant. When that

fails, all else is minus.

v»/

The close connection between good prices

for honey and a good salesman is shown by
Mr. Hill in the fact that M. M. Baldridge sells
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five-pound pails of extracted honey in the
vicinity of Chicago for 81.20—24 cts. a pound !

Mr. Baldridge must be a graduate of some
standard typewriter company.

ifc

The editor offers to be one of a hundred who
will give sl. 00 or $5 00 to prostcute the men
who robbed Edward Smith, of Illinois, of his

honey, a full account of which we gave in our
issue for Nov. 15.

»</

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
As to burr-combs and width of top bars, as

discussed by G. M. Doolittle, in his '" Recapit-
ulation," see editorials in this issue.

\ti

F. L. Thompson, in the December issue,

makes a good point in his protest against the
persistent advertising of pure bees' honey—as

if pure honey were the exception, and bees
only one kit d of creatures that store it. He
thinks it creates an unjust suspicion. He
well says, " The only honey is bees* honey."

m
R. C. Aikin contributes Chap. XIV. of his

article on hives, here speaking of size, form,
and manipulation. Quite HkeJy these articles

in pamphlet form would be what Horace
Greeley called "mighty interesting reading,"
and a valuable additon to standard bee-

literature. Mr. Aikin's experience is so long
and varied as to add weight to his conclusions.

•=*%>•
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HE OR SHE.

Confab between Dr. Miller and E. E. Hasty.

Did you ever see such audacity as that dis-

played by that man E. E. Hasty? I called
his attention to the fact that he owed Mrs. Bee
an apology for calling her "Mr." Bee, and,
instead of promptly apologizing to her, as any
gentleman ought, he just gets stubborn, and
insists he's going to keep right on being im-
polite, and will call her "Mr." whenever he
likes. See Review, p. 365, which I hope you
will copy, just to show how naughty he is. I

might have let the matter pass in silence if he
hadn't told in the last sentence what ails me.
I don't think it's nice of him to twit me of it,

even if I do like to show off. Lest he should
get a following, I hasten to do my best to show
his heresies.

" Bible usage, literary usage, and household
usage " are claimed as supporting the practice
of calling a worker bee he. Friend Hasty,
why didn't you give us a few illustrations?
Suppose we look at the Bible. I think there
is no place in the Bible where a pronoun in
the singular is used for the word bee. The ant,
however, is a near neighbor, of which it is

said, " Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider
her ways, and be wise." Notice that her,

Hasty. Also in this: "The spider taketh
hold with her hands, and is in kings' palaces."
You will find places where the masculine is

used to represent both sexes in general, but I

have some doubt whether you will find in the
Bible any case where the female is referred to

and called he. I'm just wondering whether
this hasn't been a deep-laid scheme of Hasty's
to get me to read my Bible.

In literary usage, there conies to mind that
classic gem about the bee, which says, if my
memory is not at fault,

How skillfully she builds her cell

!

How neat she spreads her wax !

As to household usage, I think I have yet to

hear for the first time a worker bee called he—
always it.

That calf story doesn't count. Those poor
misguided boys are not to blame for using bad
language with such a man as " Uncle Emer-
son " to teach them. The only wonder is that
that calf isn't called John instead of Dinah.
Right in that same line it just occurs to me
that I've often heard a male cat called she,

but I think I never heard a female cat called he.

Logically you think the worker should be
called it, but dislike that on account of stiff-

ness. I don't see that it makes it a whit more
limber to say he. At any rate, I don't believe

you ever hear any one call a fly he, nor indeed
any other insect, except you and your kind
when talking about bees. You always speak
of any other insect as it.

But is the worker functionally a neuter?
Her functions are to keep house, nurse the
babies, and hustle around to get something to-

put on the table. If those are neuter functions,

then all of our household goddesses should be
addressed as it.

"Tell you what ails you," Hasty. You've
been living so long on one meal a week, tak-
ing 12 ounces of honey at a mouthful, that
you've become somewhat dyspeptic, and have
soured on the female persuasion, else you
never would get stubborn and act this way
when one tries to teach you your manners.
Marengo, 111., Jan. 11. C. C. Miller.

[The paragraph in the Review reads as fol-

lows :

—

Ed ]

No. comrade Miller, that apologv to Mrs. Bee will
not be forthcoming. Hasty wouldn't he Hasty unless
he could face the nearly unanimous company of his
fellow bee-beepers, and smoothly tell them that they
are wrong. The habit of calling the worker-bee
"she" is a mere fad, not well founded in the facts,

not in accord with the best u-age of our language ;

and the rest of the human race not bee-keepers neither
follow nor like the usage. Unless I mistake badly,
Bible usage, literary usage, and household usage are
all th'ee in accord in allowing masculine forms to be
used for real females, whenever the matter of sex is

immaterial or inconspicu ns (especially when the
writer desires his reader to ignore it ), and still more
is this the case with bees, which are not practically
females but neuters. At our house they are raising a
nice calf. Its name is Dinah. The two little boys of
the house and their mother are specially interested
in the calf. Now, when Dinah's name is put in a sen-
tence the pronouns must, of course, be- feminine; but
otherwise masculine pronouns are sometimes heard.
" He capers." " He has very small and quite sharp
horns." " He thinks it a solemn duty to drink up all

that's offered him, no matter how much there may be
of it " If I am right this style of speaking is nearly
or quite universal ; and popular usage, when founded
in reason, always defeats in the end even the great
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grammai iaus of the language—and Hasty figures that
you will be defeated, ought to be if you are not.
What are the absolute facts of ihe case? The work-

er (barring a few exceptional ones) is anatomically a
female, butfunctionally a neuter. If we say ' he " we
contradict the anatomical truth. If we say " she " we
contradict the functional truth. Can't help doing one
or t'other. Which, then, is the less important aspect
of the two, that we may contradict that ? I think that
we must say that the anatomical aspect is usually less

important. The strictly logical result would be the
use of neuter pronouns; but neuter pronouns, used of
living things, gives a stiffness to our disc urse which
is not agreeable. Both speaker and heaier feel better
when the pronouns are thrown into the masculine,
which is perfectly admissible. Though you paint an
inch thick you can't get rid of the ugly fact that read-
ers will feel that sex must be important in some way
if feminine pronouns, in non- figurative discourse, are
used of an insect ; and that is really the most impor-
tant consideration we have to meet in the case. Tell
you what ails you, brethren. Y< u ate proud of know-
ing more about the bee's gender than the laity do ;

and therefore you must needs be airing your wisdom
before them, just as callow preachers air their Hebrew.

[This was submitted to Mr. Hasty, who
replies in his own inimitable way :

—

Ed.]

Is that you, Dr. Miller, gnawing at the toes

of my cold corpse in the coffin of the " Con-
densed View " ? No more than I expected

—

and I suppose I must wake up enough to kick
a little.

Never yet heard a worker bee called " he "

in household usage? This declaration is sim-

ply amazing— almost too amazing to reply to.

Are we to suppose that, whenever you are in a

household other than your own, you do all the
talking, and never hear anybody say any thing?

(When dead folks do kick they don't kick
politely. ) I simply wish to appeal to all ob-

servant people concerning the speech of our
ordinary American folks (bee-keepers exclud-
ed), if with them a bee is not " he " a million

times where it isn't she once — and at least

twice as often as " it." The most prominent
characteristic of the bee, as impressing chil-

dren and common folks, is its disposition to

give chase, and to sting. It thus gets itself

on the same footing as the mosquito—an insect

which apiarian households have no special

kink in regard to. Now, when a man slaps

at a mosquito and kills the game (almost
breaking his own skull to do it) he gleefully

shouts, " I've got him /"—very rarely indeed,

"I've got it;" never known to be, ''I've got
her." Manifestly the speech would be the

same if a bee instead of a mosquito were the
assailant. And please notice how completely
the gender is contradicted in the example
given If I am right the mosquito has no
neuter form, and the male seldom or never
bites. "She" does all the biting, and "he"
gets all the maledictions.
What the doctor says about flies and other

insects seems to me to be very wild also. Yet
if I should quote actual examples of such
speech he stands ready to claim that some
crank of an uncle, or some queer-spoken for-

eigner of a hired man, had corrupted the
speech of that particular household—won't go
at it in that way. There are certain bits of

immortal writing which reflect the American
household speech, and I'll go for them—not as

literature particularly, but as evidence of what
our houFehold usage really is. One of the fore-

most of these home gems is Theodore Tilton's

—

Baby bye,
Heie's a fly.

Let us watch him, jou and I,

and so on to the end, stuffed full of masculine
pronouns. Note again :

" Will you walk into my parlor?" said a spider to a fly.

Then up /if springs; but both hit wings
Were in the web caught fast.

Note again from " The Ant and the Cricket:"

Then away he went to a miserly art,
To see if to keep him alive lie would grant.

Here both ant and cricket are called " he,"
and the ant is a neuter, or pseudo-female, just

like the bee. Note also the beautiful oriental

story of Solomon and the king of the ants, and
its pronouns.

I think I have heard that, among the prom-
inent languages of the world (ancient and
modern included) English is the only one
that pretends to hold out for literal accuracy
in the matter of gender, all the rest having
idealized their genders almost entirely. And
English, I have been trying to show, has gone
a long distance in the same direction, or at

least in the direction of optionalism, and is

now holding out for only so much of literal

accuracy on this point as clearness of mean-
ing requires. No live language can stand
still ; and no language can easily resist the
influence of other tongues round about it.

Our little squad of bee-writers are trying to

reform backward, in a direction counter to a
powerful tide, when they want an insect which
isn't a female, after all, called "she."
This alleged reform, if it could be success-

fully inflicted on the language, would at once
create an urgent need for some other pronoun
than " she " to express the real femininity of

the queen, and perchance some day a more
intense feminine pronoun would come. As
an example of this sort of thing, Russian chil-

dren, being obliged to call the priest "papa,"
now call their real papas " papinka."

I believe I didn't say that the use of femi-

nine forms was unknown in literature, nor
even that it was rare ; so citations of that

character contradict nothing. What I said

was that masculine forms, not in strict accu-

racy, were fully supported by usage, and that

assertion is hardly shaken yet, I think.

As to Bible usage, that is not an important
corner of this controversy; but as Gleanings
has very many Bible-lovers among its readers

I should like to talk Bible a little on its own
account. I believe that more than half of

real Bible-lovers have never got on to the fact

that the Bible always substitutes the masculine
for the neuter in the possessive case of the

pronoun. Not a single "its" in all the Bible,

when there would naturally be such multitudes
of them — always " his." Failure to consider

this upsets the meaning of many passages.

Readers,* when they come to such a ' his," do
not dream of its referring to the neuter ante-

cedent right at hand, but think it must refer

to the Lord, or to some person not plainly in

view. Age, as- well as sex, is rather violently

ignored in the Bible sometimes. "Ye on the
sabbath day circumcise a man " (that is, a

babe eight days old). "Christ tasted death
for every tna?i

. '

' Here it is certain that woman
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and child as well as man are meant ; and, of

course, if a pronoun is called for in such a

sentence it is masculine: "Man goeth to his

long home."
When an ant is called " she " it is to answer

some poetic idea, not to define gender at all
;

spider and bee ditto. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, 0.

[Our older readers will recognize the name
of Hasty as an old friend ami correspondent
who used to write considerably for Glean-
ings in the early '80's. He enjoys the dis-

tinction of being one of the breeziest and
most interesting writers in all beedom.

I am the more interested in Hasty's side of

the question, because our ABC has long used
the term he in referring to the ordinary bee;

and A. I. R. has always stuck to that use of

the pronoun, and now to have so able a cham-
pion as Mr. Hasty is indeed consoling.

Dr. Miller and I have quarreled over this

same question not a little ; and as a sort of
compromise in the last edition of our book I

strove to strike middle ground; and wherever
I found the pronoun he I changed it to it.

But somehow it took the " life " out of much
that is said. Like Hasty I associate with" he "

smartness and wickedness ; and with "she,"
softness and goodness.

I am sorry now that I did not leave it he all

the way through. It might have raised a
rumpus with Dr. Miller, but he and I are used
to having squabbles.

—

Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN CUBA.

The Fine Flavor of the Bellflower Honey ; No Im-
mediate Danger of Cuban Honey becoming a

Competitor of American Honey.

BY W. W. SOMERFORD.

Mr. O. O. Poppleton's article in Dec. 15th
Gleanings, "Honey from Cuba, and its

Quality," is one of Ihe best articles on the
subject, of each and every location, its special
flavor and quality of honey, that I have run
across from the pen of any one. And, by the
way, it was Mr. Poppleton who gave me the
first taste of Cuban honey, out at Punta Brava
de Guatao, Provincia de la Habana, almost
ten years ago ; and he it was who gave me my
first lesson in Spanish ; took me to Havana,
introduced me to Dr. Warner, who gave me
directions out to Mr. Casanova's apiary, twen-
ty miles from Havana. Mr. Casanova was
then one of the leading bee-keepers on the
island, having over 500 modern hives, sold to
him by Mr. A. J. King, of New York, the
man who introduced the movable- frame hive,
or modern bee-keeping, in Cuba.

But the worst feature of the introduction
was foul brood, from D. A. Jones, of Beeton,
Canada, along with some fine queens from
him, to Pedro Casanova. As I took Mr. Ca-
sanova's apian- on halves for a number of
years I know some things about foul brood in
Cuba that I am going to tell before I am
through writing about Cuba as the bee-man's
paradise. And as to the Spanish language,

the first few nights I spent on the island, ten
years ago, I camped out, and couldn't then
ask for a night's lodging or buy a railroad
ticket. The language is going to be the draw-
back to Americans booming the bee-business
in Cuba—more so than any thing else, for the
few who are there in the swim are going to be
troubled so much with beginners' questions
that their answers will not always be as kind
and plentiful as Mr. Poppleton's were to me.
Mr. P. forgot to mention the best trait that I

found in the bellflower honey of Cuba, and
that is its eating quantity. I say " quantity,"
for the more or the longer a fellow eats it the
better he likes it; so when you sell to a cus-
tomer you're sure of selling to him again, as

the Cuban " campanilla " (or bellflower) hon-
ey is something fine—too nice, I think, to be
compared with basswood honey ; for if it is

like Texas basswood honey, and you sell a
man a five-gallon can of it, you are not apt to

sell him any more—not inside of three years.

But all the honey produced in Cuba is not
so fine. The honey from royal palm is the
bee-keeper's standby, as it blooms every day
in the year, and yields a solid stream of honey
the year round, sufficient to keep bees boom-
ing, except during the 90 days it rains ; and
as it rains sometimes the full 90 days, without
missing a day, the palm honey is washed out
so clean and so often that black bees starve by
the wholesale in Septemb'r and October un-
less fed plentifully when stores run out. I say
"plentifully," because it takes lots of feed to

keep up eight or ten frames of brood together
with a big swarm of bees. But the palm
makes up for lost time in November and De-
cember by yielding several supers of thick
dark honey, about the color of sorghum syrup,
with a twang to it that always shows it to be
pure Cuban honey in flavor. I mention this,

for Mr. Fred Craycraft told me about extract-

ing 700 gallons of pure sugar-cane honey,
gathered by the bees from the burnt cane-fields

during the first year of the war, the cane be-
ing burned sufficiently to kill it. After being
killed it cacked open, and, of course, the
juice ran out and candied, and the dews and
showers melted the candy into molas-es, so
the bee had nothing to do but bring in the
pure cane syrup; and pure it mu>-t have been,
for the buyers only laughed at Mr. Craycraft
when he offered it for sale as hone}'.

Mr. Poppleton, in closing his valuable arti-

cle on Cuban honey, says: "Should very
many American bee-keepers set up business in

Cuba I think Mr. Coggshall, as well as a good
many more of us, will find their rivalry a
much more serious matter than we shall en-
joy .

'

' The '

' seriousness '

' of competition from
Cuba, in the way of honey, looked away off

yonder to me, while rambling among the war
ruins, and while observing the ropj% infallible

evidence of foul brood, as something not very
"serious;" and I am afraid I shall die of

natural old age before very many Americans
iL enjoy " or luxuriate on cheap honey from
Cuba. In the first place, Cuba is not a whale
for size; and in the second place, as nearly as

I could see and learn, there is not more than
half of it that will do at all to keep bees on,
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except as a side issue; and side-issue bee-keep-
ing in the tropics, where web-worms crawl 12

months in the year, will never affect such
men as Coggshall nor O. O. Poppleton ; for I

suppose Mr. P. will be growing Florida oranges
in Cuba, and raising honey as a side issue; for

fruit is bound to win the day in Cuba.
Navasota, Tex., Jan. 7.

EXPERIMENTS WITH DRAWN FOUNDATION.

An Interesting Article.

BY PROF. C. P. GIIXETTE.

[The following is a paper read at the last

Colorado State Convention by the Professor of
Entomology, C. P. Gillette, at the State Agri-
cultural College. It was sent us in manuscript
by Mr. F. L. Thompson, who suggests that it

should have a wider circulation than it would
have by being a part of the report.

—

Ed.]

Last spring I obtained a quantity of drawn
cjmb foundation from The A. I. Root Co., for
the purpose of comparing its use in sections
with the use of the ordinary thin foundation.
In order to make a proper comparison the sec-

tions were filled half with drawn and half with
plain foundation, the foundation extending
about two-thirds of the way down in the sec-

tion so that the lower third would be, in each
case, all natural comb.
There was no question but that the bees

went to work more freely upon the drawn
foundation. Some of the colonies worked for

several days upon the drawn foundation before
beginning on the undrawn. They do not,

The sections on being removed from the
hive were as white and beautiful as any, and I

doubt if any but the most notional would de-

tect an unpleasant flavor or thickness in the
comb. But if the honey be extracted and the
comb wasbed and examined, it will be noticed
that the lower half of the cells, and the sep-

tum, are of an amber or beeswax color, quite

in contrast to the exquisite whiteness of comb
that has been made entirely by the bees.

I found that, after carefully removing the

cells from the septum in natural comb, it

would require an average of 18.8 square feet

of the septum to weigh a pound. From simi-

lar computations I found that the septum of

comb built from drawn artificial foundation
required only 13 square feet to the pound. At
the same time I found that the septum of the

artificial drawn foundation, after the removal
of the cells, would require 21.8 square feet to

weigh a pound, wLtich shows that the artificial

septum, before it is worked, is lighter than
the natural. This seemed to me to indicate

very strongly that the bees, instead of thin-

ning this foundation, really thickened it by
adding to it.

To further' test this point, I took samples of

foundation of three different weights, one be-

ing a very heavy product of home manufac-
ture obtained from Mr. Frank Rauchfuss ; an-

other was a medium-weight brood foundation,

and the third was a good quality of very thin

foundation for use in sections. In each case

I carefully weighed accurately measured pieces

of the foundation before the bees had touched
it, and then similar pieces of the septum of

comb built on each kind of foundation, and
the following table shows the results :

—
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dinary foundation. According to the weigh-
ings that I have made, the amount added is

equal to about two-thirds the weight of the

septum in natural comb, so the saving of wax
from the use of the drawn foundation would
not be as much as would at first seem.
On the whole I am pleased with the drawn

foundation, and would heartily recommend its

trial, at least, by the practical bee keeper who
wishes to obtain the largest possible crop of

comb honey.

[In commenting on the above, Mr. Thomp-
son adds the following.

—

Ed.]

The samples of foundation and septa which
Prof. Gillette passed around were arranged in

pairs, each pair clamped at the ends between
two pieces of section wood, clinched together

with light nails. They illustrated very com-
pletely all the points which the lecturer made.
In addition there were some sections contain-

ing uncapped and extracted comb built from
drawn foundation, etc. One of these sections

contained a starter of the heavy brood founda-
tion mentioned, the lower edge of which was
blackened by lampblack. This had been left

but a short time with the bees, so that the cells

were scarcely altered : but at the juncture of

the foundation with the wood on both sides,

and along the V grooves, even the bottom
ones, were vivid inky l'nes, showing that the

bees not only thin foundation, but also carry

away the wax thus obtained and use it else-

where.
In regard to the reason why the bees should

deposit wax along the angles of drawn founda-
tion, Mr. Aikin thought it might be because
the bees always desire to first make the cell-

base rounding. This they always do in build-

ing natural comb, and in thinning foundation,

not making the three flat little surfaces appear
in each base until afterward. The high side

walls in drawn foundation keep them from go-
ing through the rounding-out process in the
ordinary way, and so they approximate to it

by depositing wax in the angles. Again, bees
always make a thick line of wax at the edge
of what they are working at, whether cell-

bases or cell-walls ; and thinning is not done
unless the portions to be thinned can be got
at from all sides. These are not just Mr. Ai-

kin's words, but I think they represent his

idea. He is also of the opinion that factory-

made foundation is pressed too hard to be
easily worked by the bees.

The point occurred to me, which Mr. Aikin
agreed with me in thinking important, that a
good supplementary experiment would be to

make from natural comb an imitation of the
artificial drawn foundation, by cutting off the
cells on both sides at the proper depth, and
putting this in sections ; then after completed
honey-comb has been built upon it, extract,

remove cell-walls, wash, and weigh the sep-

tum, just as was done with the septum of

drawn foundation after it had been worked by
the bees ; and compare the results with the
septum of worked drawn foundation on the
one hand and the septum of once built natural
comb on the other. If it should prove no
heavier than the latter, that would show that

the reason bees increase the weight of drawn
foundation is in some way connected with its

manufacture ; but if it should show an in-

crease in weight similar to that which takes
place in the septum of drawn foundation, then
it would show that there is no use in trying to

make more perfect artificial comb, because
perfection itself — natural comb— fails under
those conditions. I suspect that the latter

will be found to be the case, for we know al-

ready that bait combs are gobbier than those
built while the honey is stored.

Prof. Gillette's table is also of interest in an-

other way, for the "very heavy foundation "

he refers to was made on my Rietsche press,

and is a little heavier than I succeeded in get-

ting it ; and the medium brood foundation is

Dadant's make, by the Weed process, and was
quite fresh when the test was made. Of this,

more later.

Denver, Col., Dec. 19, 1898.

[Mr. Weed replies:]

The fact that the drawn foundation had a

thinner septum than natural comb, fully ac-

counts for the thickening mentioned. 1 find

that, where the base is as heavy as or heavier
than natural comb, no such thickening takes
place. Where the base of the cells is cut clear

through, the patching is very noticeable. I

don't think it is quite fair to test drawn foun-
daiion and ordinary foundation side by side.

It is admitted that bees transfer wax from
one comb to another, and I am positive that,

in some cases, at least, the old style of founda-
tion is the gainer through the proximity of

the drawn foundation. Again, it is probable
that it is natural for the bees to secrete a cer-

tain amount of wax in a honey flow; and
where the two styles of foundation are side by
side they might use the newly secreted wax
upon the old st} le of foundation where it was
needed more than upon the drawn foundation.
• Regarding the difference in color, I find

that, where wax is reworked by the bees, the

yellow tinge entirely disappears ; and it seems
probable that a foundation with a thin base,

and heavy wall, of moderate height (say yi-

inch), will have every advantage that last sea-

son's drawn foundation possessed.

Medina, O. E. B. WEED.

DRAWN FOUNDATION.

A Careful Examination of its Advantages.

BY h. STACHELHAUSEN.

In Gleanings for Nov. 1 I find an edito-

rial about your drawn foundation, and it seems
you are willing to give up the manufacture of

the same. I should be sorry for this, because

I still think that this foundation has some ad-

vantages if used in the right way. I am the

only one of your readers who reported favor-

ably on it, and so I hope you will give me
some space to defend my position.

- You tell us that Mr. Niver and Mr. Cogg-
shall found, during the buckwheat flow, that

the bees draw out and fill the drawn founda-

tion at about the same time as common foun-
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dation. I think that any bee-keeper of ex-

perience would expect this. It is m)' practice,

and has been for many years, to bring two or

three frames with full sheets of foundation,
alternating with extracted combs, into my ex-
tracting-supers, for the main purpose of mul-
tiplying my store of extracting-combs. Dur-
ing a.fast and good honey-flow the bees work
out, fill, and cap these foundations in about
the same time as the extracted combs. In a

slow and moderate honey-flow they act quite

differently. The extracted combs are used
first, and the foundation is not used at all

;

then the cells of the combs next to the foun-
dation are prolonged ; and finally, when the
bees need more cells, the foundation is drawn,
and we have a comb with some honey in it,

but only half as thick as a regular comb. If

we fill a super with foundation only, the bees
are slow in commencing the work in it, and
sometimes fill all empty cells in the brood-
chamber before they start to work on the foun-
dation. To prevent this we give at least a few
frames with drawn combs in the supers as

bait-combs. Quite the same thing is true with
section-supers. During a good honey-flow,
when the bees have already commenced the

wrork in the supers, I have found very little

difference whether drawn combs, full sheets

of foundation, or starters only were given.

The problem is, to induce the bees to work
in the sections. For this purpose bait combs
are recommended, and used with advantage.
In many cases they are absolutely necessary;

but they are not always at hand. For this

purpose I think the drawn foundation with
natural base even better than natural combs

;

but it seems you are asking of this foundation
still more, and something that no natural

comb ever fulfilled. If you are willing to

manufacture a combination of drawn and com-
mon foundation, you will surely have the same
experience; they will be filled with honey at

the same time as common foundation, if plac-

ed side by side in the same super during a

good honey-flow.
The reason why I think the drawn founda-

tion better than drawn combs for bait-combs
is as follows : It is a fact that the bees at once
repair all empty combs from which the thick-

ened edge is cut off ; for instance, extracted
combs May be they deem these thin side-

walls not strong enough for a foothold. Strong
edges are built on the cell-walls. To do this

the bees have to cluster on the combs ; and
this is what we expect from a bait-comb. The
drawn foundation is, in fact, nothing else than
a comb from which the strong edge is remov-
ed, and for this reason it is especially fit as a

bait-comb. If you will read my article in

Gleanings for July 15 you will see that I rec-

ommended this foundation for bait-combs
only, and I foretold the experience of Mr.
Niver and Mr. Coggshall when I said that,

under certain conditions, common foundation
is drawn and used for storing honey at the
same time that natural combs are used by the
bees. Besides this, if these two gentlemen
had filled the super with common foundation
only, I am not quite sure whether the bees

would have worked as soon as they did when

a few sections with drawn foundation were in

this super. When they worked at once on all

sections, it is no proof that the drawn founda-
tion did not work as a bait.

I am fully convinced that we often use
drawn combs when the bees would build out
foundation without cost, and that we just as

often use full sheets of foundation when the

bees would build combs from starters in the
same time, and would store the same amount
of honey in them. It is just the same with
drawn foundation. Its use can be of great ad-

vantage at proper circumstances, and under
other conditions it may have no advantage
over common foundation, and not even over
starters.

So the experience of these gentlemen does
not prove any thing against the drawn foun-
dation; and if the manufacture of the same is

not too difficult you surely should not give up
something that, in my opinion, will prove to

be a great benefit to the comb-honey producer.

Converse, Tex., Dec. 12, 1898.

[I submitted this manuscript to Mr. E. B.

Weed, who, after reading the same, wrote this

reply:]

Mr. Stachelhausen's article is evidently the

result of careful and prolonged observation,

and I agree with his conclusion that the value

of foundation depends largely upon the con-

ditions under which it is used. If the drawn
foundation with a natural base had been on
the market early last spring I feel confident

we should have had plenty of favorable re-

ports.

The experience of Mr. Vernon Burt is a case

in point. I took him a number of sections

filled with drawn foundation to test ; but his

first supers were already full. He willingly

consented to put the new product side by side

with ordinary foundation in the second supers,

but said that, toward the latter part of a hon-
ey-flow, he had noticed that ordinary founda-

tion was often as good as drawn combs. Ft r

the first super, however, he places a high value

on the latter. As he had predicted in this

case, both kinds of foundation were .
finished

simultaneously, but he still agrees with Mr.
Stachelhausen as to the value of drawn foun-

dation early in the season. Mr. Danzenbaker
ordered enough drawn foundation to fill a

thousand sections, in time to use it for the

first honey-flow last spring, and his report is

verv favorable indeed. In this case it was
both begun and capped much sooner than or-

dinary foundation. Mr. Stachelhausen has
noticed that drawn foundation is in some re-

spects better than natural comb. I believe

we can go a step farther, and do better yet.

From my point of view the ideal foundation

should have a base as thin as natural comb,
and enough wax in the wall to materially as-

sist the bees to construct the comb. We have
had foundation-mills that would make foun-

dation with a base almost as delicate as nat-

ural comb, and we have bad mills that would
make foundation one-fourth of an inch thick;

but a heavy base has always gone with deep-

cell foundation, so that it could not be used

in the sections where it is most needed.
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I expect to produce a foundation with deep
cells and a thin base, and am confident that

its advantages will at once be recognized.

E. B. Weed.

JAMAICA NOTES.

The Honey Flora of that Island ; Drawbacks, etc.

BY H. G. BURNET.

We have had perfect weather, apiculturally,

for the past year, and bees have done very

well indeed where proper care has been exer-

cised. Just now they are booming on log-

wood and "Christmas pop "bloom, both of

which yield an abundant supply of fine-flavor-

ed light-colored honey, fully the equal of

clover. Christmas pop is the bellflower of

Cuba, from which such large yields are secur-

ed. We have it all over this island, and have
the logwood also, which Cuba does not have,

On the dry plains a splendid quality of hon-
ey is obtained from the cashaw, a variety of

acacia, which thrives only in dry locations.

There is hardly a month in the year when we
do not get more or less surplus. Of course,

there are drawbacks. We have almost no lo-

cal market, and have to ship to London ; but
honey properly put up and graded will net
from 3 to 5 cents per pound, which will give

very profitable returns to a " business apicul-

turist "—a specialist.

Toads are a great nuisance, and bees must
be on stands at least two feet from the ground
or the toads will get at them; and as our toads
are of the Surinam variety—about the largest

in the world—they can stow away an enor-

mous number if they have free access. I have
known them to travel at least three hundred
feet and back in one night to an apiary; and
sometimes very early in the morning, during
bellflower bloom, I find them in front of the

A HONEY-POPCORN PAVILION. SEE EDITORIALS.

which is unexcelled as a source of honey, and
never fails. The bellflower begins in Novem-
ber, and the bees build up good and strong,

so that, when the logwood begins the latter

part of December or early in January, it all

goes for surplus. The bellflower is a white
morning-glory, and yields an abundance of
pollen as well as honey—so much so that the
bees look as if they had rolled in flour, and it

is comical to see them come into the hives.

Fully half will bump against the hive and fall

on the ground or grass, where they will stop
long enough to give their eyes a few vigorous
rubs to get the pollen out, then fly in all right.

Bellflower and logwood last for about three
months. One peculiarity of logwood is that
it does not bloom at the same time in all parts
of the island, and in some parts it blooms
twice, so that migratory bee-keeping would be
profitable.

hives to snap up the dusty-eyed workers that

fall in the grass.

Apiculture is being boomed in the island

lately, and the supply-men are reaping a har-

vest. " Root's goods " are the only kind im-
ported. Some amateurs are going in quite

heavily, and will possibly gain experience and
lose money in proportion; but for the special-

ist I know of no better place in the world, all

things considered.
At a recent apicultural fair Root's goods

were shown ; also Italian bees and queens ; an
extractor in operation, etc., all of which at-

tracted a great deal of attention, and kept the

genial exhibitor, Mr. Doidge, busy replying to

the many queries from the people who crowd-
ed about. With all the bee-keepers we have
we should have an organized society for the
benefit of the fraternity.

Now, Uncle Amos, the next time you travel
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we want you to come to Jamaica. You will
see plenty of springs, water power, waterfalls,
caves, irrigation works, magnificent scenery,
gardens (we have Earliest berries, ripe now),
and as many hospitable people as you ever
found anywhere. Won't you come?

Linstead, Jamaica, Dec. 22, 1898.

[Thanks for your very kind invitation,
friend B. I have been talking about Jamaica
and the neighboring islands; but I confess my
enthusiasm gets a damper when I think of be-
ing seasick, not only 48 hours, but almost a
week. Perhaps I might go down to Florida
by rail, and thus get around old Neptune a
little. I should be very glad indeed to visit

your tropical island.—A. I. R.]

THOSE HONEY-LEAFLETS.

When and Where Not an Aid in Selling Honey.

BY j. L. HYDE.

I see by Gleanings that you wish reports
on the honey-leaflets. I have used them to
some extent, but not as often as I shall in the
future if I try to sell honey. I have distribut-

ed them with the honey sold, at people's
houses, while selling honey from door to door,
and by leaving them at the stores when I

make a sale of honey. I can't say that I re-

ceived many responses from those that were
sent out with the honey; for if they liked my
honey they would buy again; but if not, noth-
ing that they would read or that I could say
would induce them to buy any more. I know
where I have left them, when on my first jour-
ney selling honey, the people that refused to

buy at first would buy on my second trip. I

can not say that the leaflets sold the honey,
though; but it seems to me that, if you leave
something with your name on while on your
first journey, they would have more confidence
in you when they see you the second time,
whether they read all in the leaflet or not. In
regard to leaving them when selling honey at

the stores, I have but one report to make that
would go to show that they did any good.
This one is a fish-dealer, and carries my

honey put up in 1-lb. jars on his wagon while
peddling fish. At first he was met by people
who complained that it was cheaper to buy it

without the jar, as somebody was selling 4
pounds for $1.00 put up in some kind of a tin

pail, taken right from the bees, while he sold
mine for 20 cts. per pound with jar. He said
that the one who had it put up in tin pails

could sell his while mine would not sell, be-

cause it would seem to the one who bought it

as if it had been " monkeyed " with; so I put
him up some of my honey in three and four
pound cans so that he might sell them for 65
and 75 cts. per can. He reported, a short
time after, that, though he could not sell any
honey in the cans, the scheme, together with
dis'.ribuiing the leaflets, klled the other man's
trade and boomed his own; and a while after-

ward he reported, while I was talking with
him about his increase in his honey sales, that
those leaflets were what started the honey go-
ing. He said he printed his own name on

them, which advertised his business as well.
I think that the honey-leaflets are all right as
an advertisement; but if something about how
bees make honey could be added to it it would
make the reading still more interesting, so
that they would be more sought after, for very
few people know how honey is made, and they
are greatly interested when talking to them
about it.

Providence, R. I.

THE DICKEL THEORY.

Selection from the Proceedings of the Wander-Ver-
sammlung of the German-Austrian and

Hungarian Bee-keepers.

BY F. GREINER.

The convention was held in Salzburg, Aus-
tria, September 4-8, and about 300 bee-keepers
attended. From the proceedings I select but
two addresses, and can give these only in
extract. Dr. Dzierzon, as the first speaker,
gave his views and ideas about as follows :

We celebrate to-day the 43d Wander-Versammlung.
Really it should be the 49th, for we organized in 1850,
in the city of Arnstadt ; but on account of three wars
occurring, six years were passed by without holding a
convention.
The bee-keeping industry has made more progress

during these nearly fifty years than it had before in
many centuries. Men holding opposite views, meet-
ing one another face to face, soon found out the true
state of things, although some wrongly conceived
ideas and theories were uprooted only after long
fierce battling. For instance, it was believed, even by
Baron von Berlepsch, for a time, that the queen laid
only the eggs for workers, and queens, but not for
the drones. Drone-laying workers were believed to
attend to that.
Feb. 13, 1853, I received the first colony of Italian

bees, and soon after, the matter was easily sifted to
the satisfaction of ev. rybody. In the following fall I
sent two Italian queens to Berlepsch, and soon after
that he had the satisfaction of seeing yellow drones
emerge when there was no possibilitv but that the
eggs that produced them must have been laid by the
queen, for all worker-bees were black. The introduc-
tion of the Italian bee helped to prove, also, that the
queen meets the drone outside of the hive. It helped
to unravel other mysteries. It was not well under-
stood that the queen should be able to determine the
sex of her offspring. I discovered that drone eggs did
not require the fertilizing influence of the spermato-
zoa, but would produce drones without. I then con-
cluded that the laying of fertilized eggs (producing
queen or workers) and the laving of unfertilized eggs
(producing drone-) was subject to the queen's will.
Our noted scientists have assented to this theory. No
doubts were expressed for many vears till now by
Dickel. He asks: "Where in all the world is there
another such case where a mother can determine the
sex of her offspring?" But what of that? Even if
the queen should be the only exception in nature she
does it, and therefore she has the ability. All of
Dickel's experiments prove nothing. His whole the-
ory is without foundation. I think it would be desir-
able that no more time be wasted with it.

According to the program, Dickel was not
to speak till the next day. He then made his
reply, which in substance was about as follows:
For many centuries the people in general, and es-

pecially the scientists, have been marveling over the
mystery of how the sex of offspring is decided. Even
the bee-keepers have tried their hand to solve this
question; but it seems so far they have siood outside
of or in opposition to the known laws of nature.
Before I develop my new theory, allow me to briefly
state the old, to which we have held :

" In 1854 Dr. Dzierzon reasoned, based upon his ob-
servations, that the mother-bee has the faculty of lay-
ing impregnated and unimpregnated eggs at will.
From the first named, female and worker bees devel-
op ; from the latter, males or drones."
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Indeed, it is beyond any doubt that eggs from laying
workers, or unmated queens, that can not have re-

ceived any spermatozoa, do produce drones, but this
does not yet prove that, under normal conditions,
drones are pr idiiced from uuimpreguated eggs. How-
ever, something happened in 1855 that compelled all

who were antagonistic to the Dzierzou theory to hold
their peace. Prof Siebold discovered, after careful
microscopical examinations, that eggs taken from
worker-cells contained sperm; eggs from drone-cells,
not. Since there was no greater master to oppose
Siebold, the matter has rested there, scarcely any
objection having been raised since. But I acknowl-
edge only one master, and that is penetrating obser-
vation—the true natural science.

It is sometimes said that nothing new or of impor-
tance has recently been offered in bee-science : but
that is not quite true. For instance, who of the older
scientists knew any thing about transferring eggs and
larvae? Well, with the help of these "kinks" I was
enabled to prove what for a long time had been my
conviction ; viz., that a normal queen lays only im-
pregnated eggs, and that it is the mission of the
nurse-bees to decide whether queen, worker bee, or
drone is to be the outcome. You may imagine' that a
great many experiments had to be made before I found
the desired proof. My greatest difficulty was to trans-
fer eggs successfully. As last I did succeed, using for
an instrument a needle bent at the point.

I ask you to see for yourself, and repeat the follow-
ing experiment : Transfer perfectly fresh eggs from a
drone comb to a worker comb, and give this to a col-

ony that has been queenless long enough to have
become somewhat apathetic. The bees will not
accept transferred eggs, but tear them out. The
development of these eggs will show that workers and
queens may be produced from drone eggs.
Another experiment, still easier, is the following :

Remove from a drone comb all larvae, and replace
with just hatched larvae from a worker comb, and
give the one thus prepared to a colony under the same
conditions as before. You will then see queens and
drones h-itch from the impregnated or worker eggs,
even after the3' had hatched out. Any one may make
these experiments and convince himself.

If we, then, b iug the proof that the male as well as
the female individuals originate from the impregnat-
ed eggs, we add nothing to natural science. This has
been known for a long time. It has been denied only
bv us bee keepers. Different, however, is it with the
quest'on. " What influence controls the sex of the
offspring?" Scientists have held that all eggs are
alike from the beginning, having the male and female
rudimentary beginnings side and side, the act of
coition deciding which of the two elements is to de-
velop. Reasoning from the outcome of our experi-
ments, what are we to say in this matter? Through
Dzierzou we know that unfertilized eggs produce
male offspring; and Berlepsch expressed this theory,
" All eggs have from beginning the male tendency."
We can now enlarge and perfect the the :>ry by add-
ing, " By the spermatozoa that each egg receives as it

is being laid, it receives with it the female tendency,
and both are then represented in equal strength." If

you will repeat my experiments you will become con-
vinced that the workers must and do decide in which
direction the egg is to develop, one o' the other re-

maining dormant. If we herewith bring the proof
that not the act of coition decides the sex of offspring,
but another factor, then we have brought cut a new
truth for which we shall receive due credit.

Although Dr. Miller said about the Dickel
theory in substance, "We can afford to let

them fight it out across the water ; no use of

our wasting our efforts," I will not criticise

the doctor. However, to me this fight is ex-

ceedingly interesting ; and, though I am not
able to take an active part therein, I have fol-

lowed it very closely, and the reader may
excuse me if, in the foregoing, I have given at

least a few glimpses of the battlefield.

Naples, N. Y.

[Some little time before this we received a
communication from Dr. Miller, relating to

the same theory. He briefly stated the Dzier-

zon position, and also that of Prof. Dickel.

As both of these positions are a little more
fully stated above, I omit that portion of the

doctor's article, giving only his conclusion;
and this conclusion I am quite willing to adopt
as my own.

—

Ed.]

It would take many pages to give all the ar-

guments that have been advanced in support
of the theory, and also in rebuttal. It hardly
seems wise that page after page of Gleanings
should be occupied repeating what has been
said in the German papers. If a considerable
number of Germany's able investigators should
embrace the new theory, it may then be time
to give the reasons why we should become
converts on this side. On the other hand, if

it should turn out that Dzierzou is right in
characterizing the new theory as rank non-
sense, it will be well that so many pages have
been saved for better use.

For some reason Germans are more rich in
theories than Americans, and we owe them
much in this regard ; but it would hardly be
profitable to keep fully informed as to all their
theories. Some of them are no more profita-

ble than an American theory that lived its life

of several months in the year 1861, when the
first volume of the American Bee Journal
was published. E. Kirby, in order to avoid
the acceptance of the theory of parthenogen-
esis, put forth the theory that the workers
alight on the drones' backs when in flight,

causing them to give off their semen, which
the workers lick up and carry to their appro-
priate cells in their hives, for the purpose of
propagating the young queens. This makes
the queen all right to lay drone eggs, but she
must meet the drone to prepare her for laying
eggs of the other kind. That this theory
should have received as much attention as it

did, seems rather strange at the present day,
for it was discussed in several numbers, occu-
pying in all some eight pages.
A correspondent sends me a conundrum

something after this fashion : Suppose a work-
er leaves a foul -broody colony and goes to the
field, gathers a load of fresh honey, and on
returning enters a wrong hive occupied by a
healthy colony. Will that load of honey give
foul brood to the healthy colony ?

Without being too positive about it, I should
say that the disease would not be thus given.
Bees are economical of time and strength ;

and, if I am not mistaken, when a worker
goes to the field it starts with an empty honey-
sac, and when it returns from the field it has
in its sac only the nectar it has gathered since
leaving the hive.

There may be some danger that a young bee
taking its first playspell might carry affected

honey into a neighboring hive ; but the great
danger is that bees of a healthy colony may
themselves carry the disease by robbing the
diseased colony. A tenth of a drop of honey
thus carried, if no attention is paid to the
matter, may be enough to ruin a colony.

C. C. Miller.

[I have had considerable experience along
the line of the question asked by your corres-

pondent. I found this to be true: That when-
ever a colony, perfectly healthy, faces in the
same direction near another colony that was
diseased, I was almost sure, sooner or later, to
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find foul brood in the healthy stock. This
happened so many times that we came to

accept it as a matter of course that all colonies
having entrances facing the same way, and
near each other, would be either perfectly
healthy or diseased. If one got it, the other
was sure to get it later.

I do not know that this is a direct answer to
your correspondent's question, but it certainly
has a strong bearing on the point. It is true,

that young bees might account for all the
phenomena I have described ; for, of course,
these young chaps make a good many mis-
takes, and young bees are acceptable in any
hive.

—

Ed.]

TWO POINTS ON LARGE HIVES.

Strong Colonies at the end of Winter the ones to

Get the Honey; Working Bees for the Harvest,

and How to Get Them.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

Some time ago an invitation was extended
to the contributors of Gleanings, requesting
them to give their opinions on the subject of
" expansion versus contraction." So far only
the Dadants have responded, by an able con-
tribution on the advantage of large hives and
correspondingly large colonies. They have so
well covered the subject that nothing needs to

be added so far as the practical side of the
question is concerned. There are, however,
two points that are worth a careful investiga-
tion.

I think it is unanimously agreed (or prac-
tically so) that, by the time the main honey-
flow conies, the brood-nest ought to be full of
brood and honey, so that, when the flow
comes, the honey would necessarily go into
the sections. So far, so good ; but is it suffi-

cient for the best results ? Not in my locali-

ty. With me the colonies that are the strong-
est at the beginning of the season or at the end
of the winter are those which give the most
surplus, regardless of the fact that those which
were weak at the beginning may have their

brood-nest just as full as the other when the
flow comes.
That puzzled me a good while ; but after I

had thought the matter over and over, the
thing appear*, d to me very simple and very
natural. In order to get the largest surplus
possible, it is necessary, not only that the
brood-nest be full, but also that the number of
the field bees in the hive should be as large as
possible. How can that result be attained ?

vSuppose the honey-flow begins July 1st.

The worker-bee emerges from the cell three
weeks after the egg is laid. Two weeks after,

she begins her field work. This field work
lasts four weeks, and then she dies. These
numbers are, of course, only approximate av-
erages, but close enough to answer the pur-
pose. It follows, then, that the oldest field

bees in the hive July 1st are those that hatched
from eggs deposited nine weeks before — that
is, April 28th ; and the youngest, those from
eggs deposited five weeks before July 1st, or
May 26th. So in order to have the largest

number of field bees July 1st it is necessary
that the queen should lay her full capacity of
eggs from April 28th to May 26th. This
means practically a full brood-nest already,
April 28th, and one of sufficient size at that,
and also a strong colony. Can that be done
with a weak colony ? Evidently not. Let us
now begin the problem at the other end.
We will suppose that the bees are taken out

April 1st. For the first few days only a few
eggs will be laid. Probably a week or so is

practically lost. Three weeks will elapse be-
fore any brood emerges, and the old bees will
be dying all that time. The bees emerging
during the first week following will not more
than make up for the number dead since the
colony was taken out ; so it will be fully five

weeks before the colony will begin to increase
over what it was at the start — that is, about
May 5th.

Now, is it not plain enough that, unless we
have strong colonies at the beginning, it is

impossible to have a very strong force of field

bees at the opening of the honey-flow?
And what does that foolish talk about " use-

less consumers " we hear so often amount to?
No, sir; these "consumers" repay a good
deal more than their board when the following
spring comes.
In using large hives and large colonies it is

absolutely necessary that swarming should be
controlled Unless this is done the large hives
are a failure. If swarming occurs, neither the
swarm nor the parent hive will be able to do
more than regain its normal strength during
that season, with all the chances that the
process may be repeated the following year.
In working for extracted honey it is easy to
prevent swarming. All that is necessary is to
have enough empty combs so that there will
be ample room for the queen to lay in, and
for storing the honey gathered. When this
condition is fulfilled, only a very few swarms
will issue, and these only in case of supersed-
ure of queens. Even that could be prevented
if the apiarist would take the trouble to renew
the queens every two years.

In working for comb honey the case is a
little different. By giving plenty of sections
filled with foundation we can, under ordinary
circumstances, obtain the seme result as by
giving empty combs, for it takes but little

time for the bees to draw the foundation and
get room to put in the honey coming from the
field.

But it is not always so. In the first place
the building of comb is done, in great part,
during the night ; and if we add too many su-
pers the bees will not be able to maintain a
temperature high enough in the supers to
draw the foundation and complete the comb.
This can be obviated to a great extent by out-
er cases and packing, inclosing not only the
brood-nest but the supers, at least until the
weather is warm enough to dispense with
them. If, to economize the warmth, we give
only a few sections, there will not be room
enough to prevent the crowding of the brood-
nest and the subsequent swarming.
But even with enough room and enough pro-

tection, in many localities the honey-flow
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comes so suddenly and so abundantly that the

brood-uest is necessarily clogged with honey,

and swarming will ensue, at least with some
colonies.

This, for years and years, was for me the

bete noire of bee-keeping (Dr. Miller or R. L.

Taylor can tell you the meaning of bete noire).

But now I can control the swarming complete-

ly, and I have the choice between two ( or,

rather, three) different methods of doing it.

The one I am going to advise is not the one I

prefer, but it is on account of the peculiar con-

ditions in which I am placed.

It is not necessary to prevent the actual

swarming. The increase is what must be pre-

vented ; that is, we want to keep as many
bees (or, rather, field bees) in each hive as we
can possibly get. In the first place, have
plenty of room— that is, of sections full of

foundation — at least a few days before the

honey-flow begins, and well protected by out-

er cases and packing, so as to insure plenty of

room for the surplus, and sufficient warmth
for comb-building during the night as well as

during the day. Perhaps no swarms will is-

sue, perhaps several. When a swarm issues,

return it and kill or. remove the queen. Put

an entrance-guard before the hive, and let the

young queens fight it out among themselves

until only one is left, then remove the en-

trance-guard and let her out to mate. By that

time the swarming-fever will be over.

The ordinary entrance-guard will not do.

The drones in the hive will blockade it almost

completely in trying to get out. I use queen-

traps with a wire-cloth cover instead of tin.

The light shining through the cloth attracts

the drones in the upper story, and they come
up almost at once, and are out of the way of

the workers.
When the young queens emerge, swarming

will be resumed ; but the trap will prevent the

queens from going with the swarms, and, of

course, the swarms will return. In order to

permit the young queens to go back to the

hive it is necessary to remove one of the cones

of the trap, or have a hole by the side of the

cones. That hole can be provided with a

slide, in order to close it when it is desired to

catch the queen or the drones. In fact, all

my traps are provided with such a hole and a

wire-cloth cover. It will take but a few days

to determine which queen will remain, for,

when the swarm is out, the cells are left al-

most unguarded, and the young queens will

come out during that time and settle the ques-

tion, and also succeed in destroying the re-

maining cells.

What has become of the " admiration socie-

ty " ? The way the brethren have lately been
whacking each other does not show very much
admiration.

Knoxville, Tenn., Dec. 28, 1898.

[Yes, indeed, there is a difference between
strong colonies. One may be numerically as

strong as another; but one may contain much
the larger force of bees of the right age to

gather honey. In this question of large or

small hives we should not, of course, overlook

the matter of a larsje force of bees of the right

age to gather honey. Doolittle has called

attention to the importance of this, over and
over again ; and I do not know but we ought
to reiterate it on the housetops.
Your practical conclusion, then, if I under-

stand you, is this : That colonies should be as

strong as possible the fall before; and to make
up for a certain necessary loss in each colony
in wintering, brood - rearing should begin
early in the spring ; and, if your figures are

correct, the brood nest should be full by the
28th of April. Unfortunately that is too early

for most northern States. We usually can
not get our hives full much before the 15th of

May here. As that would not leave us time
enough to get the requisite force of working
bees, I see no other way than that the colony
should be very strong the fall before.

If the main honey-flow for most of the
northern States would come on about the
middle of July or the first of August, the
problem of strong colonies would be more
simple.
Your method of preventing swarming, or,

rather, of keeping down increase, struck me
very favorably at first. On second thought I

fell to wondering if colonies with young
queens trying to swarm, and being balked,

wouldn't be inclined to fritter away valuable

time. I have tried controlling swarming with
perforated zinc ; and my experience is that,

when a colony is thwarted in its effort to carry

out its natural instincts, it will sulk right in

the midst of a honey-flow.

—

Ed.]

LARGE HIVES.

Answer to the Editor's Question ; Large Hives Nec-

essary for Full Capacity of Good Queens.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Rlr. Editor:—In your last comments you
ask me whether I think the eight-frame hive
is large enough to accommodate the breeding
capacity of the average good queen. Emphat-
ically I will say no. Neither do I think that

the bee-keeper who makes any tests at all, no
matter who he is or where he is, would answer
the question in any other way. My experi-

ence is that about one-third of the queens are

crowded in a ten frame brood-chamber, and
that not over one-tenth of the colonies can be
sufficiently accommodated with breeding-room
in an eight-frame hive ; while perhaps only-

two or three per cent of the healthy queens
would find this hive too large.

Perhaps many people will disagree with me,
who have never used any thing larger than an
eight-frame hive, because they judge of the

possible strength of a colony by the experi-

ence that one may get with such a hive. I

beg leave to say that it is next to imposs : ble

to judge fairly of this question without first

giving a trial to large brood-chambers the year

round. It is useless to expect as populous a

colony for either spring, summer, or winter,

on an average, in a small hive, as in a large

one. One might as well expect as large a colt

from a pony as from a Norman mare. A great-

er cluster, a larger space, and a greater amount
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of stores are bound to produce, with a queen
to match, a more satisfactory colony.
There is one item which we have not con-

sidered. I have often heard it said that the
size of the hive was a question of locality.

Whether there is a point in this remains to be
tested. It is quite possible that, in countries
where the winter changes suddenly, and in a
very few days to summer, the prolificness of

queens may have but little chance of becom-
ing fully developed. If such were the case it

would indicate that northern countries could
better adopt small hives than southern lati-

tudes. But in my mind this is debatable. A
strong large colony, wintered in a cellar, ever
so far north, if safely wintered, ought to be
able to develop the prolificness of its queen
within a very short time; and as it takes only
22 days for the worker bee to hatch, a space
of two or three months would be much more
than ample to repopulate a hive to its utmost.
Are there very many localities where the
height of the honey-flow does not last beyond
60 to 90 days after the opening of spring.

I thank you for your kind words on my ar-

guments. I have really said more on this sub-
ject than I expected, and I shall be very glad
if the subject proves of any future use to the
bee-keeping public at large. I can assure
you, however, that, in any case, we are with
the large hives ourselves, to stay.

One word aside from the subject of bee cul-

ture. I see on page 11 that you mention the
question of government ownership of rail-

roads. That has been one of my hobbies for

a long time. Don't understand me as being
one of those cranky paternalists who expect
the government to take possession of every
thing, and even grow our wheat for us, but I

do believe that the only solution of the trans-

portation question, which is now agitating the
whole country, and the big centers more than
the rest, lies in the management of public ser-

vices by the public. We are daily brought to

see that the transportation companies become
more and more of a power, more and more of a
tax, and there is no possible solution except the
managing of the railroads, of the telegraphs,

and of the telephones, by the same straight,

economical, and wise method as that of the
mail service. But we must first destroy the
spoils system, or run the risk of seeing our
beloved republic become corrupt, and sink,

much in the way that the Greek and Roman
republics did in past centuries.

[I indorse every word of the foregoing, even
to the matter of government control of rail-

roads; but this latter question is not debata-
ble in Gleanings for such questions should
be discussed in papers devoted to those sub-
jects.

—

Ed ]

E. C. M., Mass.—There is no reason why
you can not keep bees near the sea. If you
have had unusual loss it must be due to other
causes than the weather ; but when bees are

kept near bodies of water they should be pro-
tected thoroughly from prevailing winds, ei-

ther winter or summer.

RAMBLE 160.

Scott Valley ; Among the Miners.

BY RAMBLER.

Scott Valley and its outlying arms, one of
which is Oro Fino, is eminently a little world
in itself. A rugged divide known as Indian
Hill separates it from the conveniences of a
railroad and modern civilization, and all sup-
plies from the outside world have to be
freighted over said divide in those great
wagons and by many teams.
The alfalfa hay grown here is all fed out to

the stock in the valley. If there are not cattle

and horses enough in the valley to consume
it they are driven in from other portions of

the State, for it is cheaper to drive the cattle

to the feed than to freight the hay to the cattle

outside. The farmers grow their own wheat,
and it is ground in their own roller mills at

Fort Jones or at Etna.
The butter and cheese produced in the val-

ley are largely consumed there, for the miners
on every mountain stream are not producers
of food, but their hard labor makes them large
consumers, and a large amount of their shin-
ing metal gets indirectly into the hands of the
farmer

It is hardly possible that a railroad will ever
be built into the valley, for it is not large
enough to produce a surplus of either popula-
tion or products to sustain one ; furthermore,
the farmers are content with things as they
are, and do not want a railroad ; and, though
they talk hard times, there are no people with
whom I have come in contact who are so ex-

empt from hard times.

In religious matters the people are in what
might be t-rmed a primitive backwoods con-
dition. This is especially the case in Oro
Fino. There is a little church, but no regular
pastor. The preaching is given by ministers
from Fort Jones or Etna. When I went there
in April the services were held at three o'clock
p. m., but the baseball game which came off

every Sunday afternoon at the same hour so
depleted the audience that the services were
held during the rest of the baseball season on
a weekday evening.
Dancing seemed to be the chief amusement

of the young and middle aged, and a fine new
dancing-hall was built during my sojourn,

and the floor was kept well warmed with trip-

ping feet.

The disregard for the Sabbath might come
from the way the mines are run, for there is

no Sabbath in a mine. The hydraulic giant
is washing down the hillside night and day
and every day of the seven; or if it is a quartz
null the stamps keep up their clamor in like

manner.
This example set by the mines seemed to

be contagious ; and the work on the ranch,

though eased up a little, goes right along with
more or less vigor. On due occasions, how-
ever, these people are generous, even to prod-
igality, and we might easily scare up a Bret

Harte angel in any of these mining camps.
Another redeeming feature with the Oro Fino
people is the absence of the saloon. Topers
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have to go to Fort Jones for their liquidation.

So much, then, for Scott Valley and its

people. Continuing the theme of bee-keeping

I will call attention to the various bee-keepers

in the valley, and their methods of manage-
ment.
Jake Lewis, about a mile north of us, owned

an apiary of about sixty colonies, all in Har-

bison hives. In early days, when Oro Fino

was a more numerously populated town, he
gathered the golden coin by fiddling for the

miners ; and instead of spending it, as many
such men do, at the saloon or card table, he

hoarded it, and now in his old age owns a

large and fertile ranch. Uncle Jake had also,

in his youuger days, been a famous bear-

hunter. Scores of bears and deer have fallen

before his trusty rifle.

His method of securing honey was in those

old-fashioned twelve-pound boxes. They were

put on the hives early in the season, and taken

off in the fall. As there was no glass in the

ends of the boxes, whereby their interior con-

dition could be examined, the fullness of the

box wis determined by rapping upon it -with

the knuckles. If it gave the proper sound it

was removed.
Mr. Moxlev, ex-sheriff of the county, and a

wealthy farmer, also had a small apiary, with

Harbison hives, and managed them in the

same old-fashioned way, with the exception

that he depended upon some outside aid to

remove the honey. I had the pleasure of aid-

ing him, and learned how to find a full box by
the rapping method.

There were several other bee-keepers who
managed their bees in this primitive way; and
when I first took up my line of work in the

valley I feared that so many bees in the im-

mediate vicinity might make our honey-yield

somewhat less; but I find that bees managed
in that manner are not much hindrance. The
bees were not worked to their highest capacity

in honey production. They fill their boxes

early, and then swarm and loaf on the hives.

Many swarms escape to the woods ; they are

in evidence in many trees. One of Uncle

Jake's sons has developed into a bee-hunter,

and has found and put his mark on over thirty

bee-trees in the vicinity. The bee keeper who
works his bees according to modern methods
is the only one to fear in such a field. We
had such bee-keepers in the valley. Well up
at the south end, and out of range of our bees,

I found Mr. Charles Oltman. Sixteen miles

intervened between us ; and upon my fii st

visit to his apiary, about May 1, I found his

bees at work in sections while the Levering

bees were not making a living. The reason

for this prosperity, I found, came from an
abundance of wild-cherry, willows, and locust,

which were not so plentiful in our end of the

valley. Mr. Oltman commenced the season

with 140 colonies and increased to 160. His
enthusiasm, however, for early honey was
considerably subdued; for, during the interval

between the blooming of these plants and
alfalfa, there came a cool frosty term, and the

bees consumed all of their early honey. Mr.
Oltman is not discouraged over these little

circumstances, but will enlarge his business

another year by starting another apiary. His,

bees were in the L. hive, and, having heard
much about large hives, he constructed a few
having 16 frames. He seemed somewhat dis-

gusted with the jumboes, from the fact the
bees swarmed from them before they had filled

all the frames.
Mr. Oltman is an enthusiastic gardener, and

supplies the people far and near with his

products from soil and hive. He is, further-

more, a good-looking bachelor, quite popular
with the ladies, and is bound to be successful.

E. G. Gerbrich, at Fort Jones, in another
portion of the valley, is another bee-keeper
who will make his mark in honey production.
One bright Sunday morning I was sitting in

the cabin door, when, slowly approaching
across the lawn, I saw a young man and feeble
old woman. He was tenderly supporting her
upon his arm. restraining his energetic pace,

and patiently conforming to her slow motion.
I arose as they approached, and he introduced
himself and then introduced his mother.

I immediately felt a deep respect for Mr.
Gerbrich; for, of all the beautiful things told

by tongue or pen, there is none more beautiful

than the story of reciprocal love between
parent and child ; and here before me was a
scene that angels love.

Mr. Gerbrich came to seek information
respecting some points in bee culture, and Mr.
Levering and I tried to give the information
sought. The gentleman was something of an
itinerant peddler through the scattered towns
of California and Oregon; and after obtaining
this, his first honey crop, he proposed to take
honey with his other articles in trade, and in

this way work up a home trade. He afterward
told me that, had he depended upon honey
alone, he could not have paid expenses.
Honey, by most people, is considered a luxury,
and only a small quantity is purchased at a
time. He could, however, dispose of it to

good advantage in connection with his other
goods.

In one of the side canyons I found bee-
keeper N. J. Mallow. He is the owner of
about 100 colonies of bees in four apiaries.

These are, of course, mere nucleus apiaries,

which he hopes to increase to a hundred in

each. He makes his calculations, however,
with the proviso that we always used back
east—I will do thus and so if they winte - well.

A burnt child dreads the fire, and Mr. M. has
has had the experience of losing 89 colonies
out of 90, and that proves that che wintering in

Northern California is attended with disaster.

I have before stated that there is much
honey-dew in this portion of California, and it

seems to be more plentiful the further we pen-
etrate into the mountains. Mr. Mallow gave
me the information that the honey-dew found
on the oak in the spring was whi'er in quality
than alfalfa honey, and of good quality, and
will not granulate, even if kept two years.

The honey-dew that is gathered in the fall is

not so good, and I am inclined to think that
his great loss of bees previously mentioned,
was owing to too much of this kind of honey.
The honey-dew in these mountain regions is

so plentiful sometimes that hunters, in going
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through a thicket, have their clothing thor-

oughly smeared and sticky from it ; and it

seems that bees work upon it with avidity

when they are located far enough up the can-

yons to find it. Mr. Mallow uses the L. hive
and system of management, and his honey-
yields range all the way from 80 to 200 lbs.

per colony of extracted honey. He sells all

of his honey in the home market, delivering

it to all towns and mining-camps within a

radius of 25 miles. He is in accord with Mr.
Doolittle about painting hives, and thinks his

bees winter better where they are unpainted.
The bees that gather honey in these apiaries

are of the black race, and Mr. M. thinks they
are good enough.

N. J. MALLOW AND SON.

Mr. M. has a fine ranch, and is thoroughly
anchored to it with a family of wife and eight
children. Huberisthe name of the youngest,
and I have not the least doubt that he will

follow in the footsteps of his worthy father.

I herewith present a picture of father and son.

H. S. M., N. Y.—The best way to mate
candy for bees is to mix sugar and honey into

a stiff dough. Allow it to stand in a warm
room for a day or so, and then mix in more
sugar. These lumps of dough can be put on
top of the frames for winter.

FROM EARLY SPRING TO THE HONEY-FLOW.
Question.—As it will soon be time to get the

bees out of the cellar and commence active
operations looking toward the honey-harvest,
will you please tell us in your department in

Gleanings what should be done from early
spring to the first flow of nectar which gives a
surplus? This flow is usually from white clo-

ver in this section.

Answer.—As our questioner leads us to in-

fer that he winters his bees in the cellar I will

speak of setting from the cellar first. I fol-

low a different plan in setting the bees out
from what most apiarists do; and after trying
all the plans for 3 ears which have been given
I like this much better than any other :

Beginning with the first day in which bees
which are outdoors gather any pollen, I com-
mence at about 3 p. m. (if the mercury stands
as high as 55 to 60° in the shade) to set out

p irl of them, say from ten to fifteen colonies
as the case may be, scattering them about the
yard so that they will be as far apart as possi-

ble, and yet be within the limit of what space
I wish the yard to occupy. This is done so
that I need keep no track of where they for-

merly stood, and yet not have any mixing of

bees, as would be the case were all set out at

once or near together. Were all set out to-

gether, as most apiarists do this work, there
will be more or less of colonies mixing up, un-
less each colony is set on the same stand they
occupied the fall previous. To so set the-m
requires a great deal of extra work, number-
ing hives, stands, etc., which is quite an incon-
venience, and even then does not prevent some
colonies getting far more than their share of

bees.

To set out, I place my spring wheelbarrow
and lighted smoker near the door of the bee-
cellar, when I carefully open the door, quickly
step in, and take the hive nearest the eloor,

placing it on the wheelbarrow, when the eloor

is immeeliately shut again. The bees in the
hive now begin to realize that their long win-
ter nap is at an end, and, if I took no precau-
tions, the)7 would be out of the hive and in the
air, losing their home and stinging fearfully.

To avoid this I now blow four or five puffs of

smoke in at the entrance to keep them quiet,

when the entrance is closed by laying a square
stick in front of it, when the hive is wheeled
and placed on the stand it is to occupy. The
stick is now taken from the entrance, and the
bees allowed to fly. This they will do as lei-

surely as they would had they not been disturb-

ed at all, while, had not the smoke been given,

they would have all piled out of the hive with
a rush. This going out slowly is a great advan-
tage to them in marking their location and
repelling robbers. The next pleasant day
more are set out in the same way, and at about
the same time, scattering them about as before,
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but paying no attention as to how near they
come to those already out, for they are liable

to mix only with those set out at the same
time. I sometimes set out about the same
number in the morning of a pleasant day, be-

ginning to carry out as soon as the mercury
reaches 45°, because, in this case, the bees

must get through their thickest flight before

those already out become very active, or else

there is danger from robbing. In fact, those

set out in the morning are much more liable

to be robbed at best, for at this season of the

year, on the days of the first flights of bees,

they are always seeking for some weak colony

to rob, because there is no nectar coming in

from the fields ; and bees having their first

flight in the spring are not in condition to de-

fend themselves from robbers, and for this

reason I set out the most of them in the after-

noon. Again, by this plan all the fatigue at-

tending this work is overcome, as well as the

mixing, keeping a record of where each hive

stood, robbing, etc. As soon as set out, the

next work is to see that all have plenty of

stores; and if in a tight-bottomed hive, clean

off the bottom-boards. As I use loose bottom-
boards a clean bottom-board is placed on the

wheelbarrow to set the hive on, so I do not

have to disturb the bees afterward on this ac-

count. To find out about the honey or stores,

the first cool morning go to the hive, take off

the cover, and carefully raise the quilt or hon-
ey-board, and look for sealed honey along the

top-bars of the frames. If plenty is seen ihey

are all right till they are to be carefully look-

ed after three weeks later. If little or none is

seen, they must be fed; for if we are to reap

good results from our bees they must have
plenty of stores at this time of the year to en-

courage brood-rearing.

For feed at this time I prefer combs of seal-

ed honey set in next the cluster, to any thing

else. If none such can be had, we must feed

sugar syrup, or liquid honey if we have it; but
the feeding of liquid sweets thus early in the

season entices many bees out to perish in un-
favorable weather, and tends to promote rob-

bing beyond any thing else. Three weeks lat-

er the hives are to be opened generally for the

first time (unless we have some good cause for

opening them before), the goodness of the

queen looked after, the amount of stores on
hand, and the brood nest reversed, by placing

the two center frames of brood on the outside

and the outside ones in the center. By so do-

ing a gain is made, as all the older brood is in

the central combs, which are generally filled

nearly to the outside of the frames, while only
small patches of eggs and larvae are in the

outer ones. This reversion causes the now in-

side frames to be filled entirely with brood in

the shortest space of time, while there is little

danger of chilling the brood in this way. At
this time we should see to it that each colony
has plenty of stores to last two or more weeks,

for at no time should the bees feel that they
must economize in honey, if brood-rearing is

to go on rapidly, which it now must if we are

to secure a good harvest of white honey.
In about ten days a frame of empty comb is

to be inserted in the center of the brood-nest,

or, better still, a frame of honey which has
previously had the sealing to the cells broken.
By removing this honey the bees are greatly
stimulated, and brood-rearing accelerated. In
eight or ten days more the brood-nest is again
reversed, when, if all has worked well, there
will be brood in all but the two outside combs,
and generally some in these; but if not, there
soon will be, owing to the full sheets of brood
coming next to them. If honey is now com-
ing in, the surplus arrangement is to be put
on in a day or two; and it is better to put it

on in a week or so, in any event. This, in

brief, is my plan of management from the
time of the setting of the bees out of the cel-

lar till the honey-flow from clover. Now, if

all of this is done properly and you have al-

lowed your bees to care for themselves hereto-

fore, you may want to get a " double gait " on
yourself, as the darky wanted to catch the
mule. A physician and his friend were stand-
ing on the street corner of a Virginia town
when their attention was amusingly called to-

ward an old darky belaboring the flanks of a

mule in a vain persuasion to make him move
on. At last the doctor was appealed to.

"Say, boss, I'll give yo' five dollahs ef yo'll

make dis hyer mule go."
With a sly wink, the physician opened his

case and took out his hypodermic syringe, fill-

ed the needle with an acid, and sent it into
the hindquarters of the mule. The effect was
magical. With a wild plunge the mule went
tearing down the street, with the darky after

him, the bystanders roaring with laughter. A
short time afterward the darky, dust-covered,
approached again.

" Say, boss, how much was de wuff of dat
stuff yo' done squht in dat mule? "

" Oh !
" said the doctor, " about ten cents."

Down went the darky's hands in his jean
pockets. He fished out two dimes.

" Hyeh, boss, am twenty cents. I wish
yo'd squht twice as much of dat stuff into

me, 'case I'se bound to catch dat mule."

SNOW OVER ENTRANCES
J
CLIPPING.

1. How long may snow cover the hive-en-

trance without injury to the bees ?

2. What advantage is obtained by clipping

a queen ? Could not the attendant, who must
be present to assist the flightless queen, just

as easily handle the swarm and quten settled

naturally together? A. W. Carson.
Joplin, Mo.

[I do not know how long the entrance may
be covered with snow. I know only this, that

in our locality we never think of uncovering
the entrances, and we have had the hives cov-

ered almost entirely for six weeks at a time.

I should not be afraid to leave hives under the

snow all winter. An occasional colony may
be lost by snow melting and running into the
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entrance and freezing, and that would be all.

A colony in a double-walled hive, well packed,
hive completely covered with snow, has all

the ideal conditions for successful wintering
outdoors.

2. Yes, the same attendant who takes care
of the swarm can also look after the queen

;

but when a queen's wing is clipped it saves
from a half to two-thirds of the labor of hiv-

ing swarms. When she is allowed to have her
wings, and go with the bees, several things
are liable to happen : First, bees, queen, and
all absconding ; second, the swarm clustering

on some high limb ; third, swarm with a

queen circling about for a half or a whole
hour, giving their owner a wild-goose chase.
The great advantage in having a clipped

queen is this : A swarm goes forth, bin the
queen goes no further than a foot or two from
the entrance. As soon as the bees discover
they have no mother they will return to find

her, which, if caged, is placed in front of an-
other hive now orr the old stand. The super
that was on the old hive should be placed on
the new one. The bees and queen enter the
hive and begin work. There is no climbing,
no chasing with spray-pump, and the work is

performed easily and corrrfortably without ex-

citement or worry.

—

Ed.]

A PLEA FOR SEPARATORS TO REACH. TO THE
TOPS OF THE SECTIONS.

Mr. Editor

:

—From a Straw on page 870 it

appears that Mr. Gathright, Dr. Miller, and
yourself agree pretty well that separators
should come !+ inch below the tops of sections;

and the editor adds, " Our fences for 1899 will

be narrow enough to allow this space above
and below." Additional weight is given to

that Straw by the fact that the American Bee
Journal reproduces it. Well, after all the
weight and added weight given to that Straw,
it appears to me that it should have a qualifi-

cation go with it. By your permission, Mr.
Editor, I will say that separators between sec-

tions having insets on the sections, or other-
wise, of J/^-inch only, may possibly work all

right according to the arrangements in that
Straw; but with those sections having J^-inch
inset the separators must come to the tops of

the sections, or the * sections, as a rule, will

be marred more or less with bulge or burr-
comb, or both—that is, provided the bees are

crowded sufficiently to secure well-filled and
well-finished sections. But, what is a well-

filled and well-finished section ? There may
be a world of difference of opinion on that

question. My answer is, sections that are
filled and capped against the wood nearly all

the way around. Let's look at it for a short
time. With one super placed upon another,
both filled with sections having a ^-inch in-

set, and separators % inch below the tops of

the sections, there will be spaces yi inch x
%\

x 4 inches ; or if the separators are % incu
above the bottoms of the sections there will

be spaces T
9gx34'x4 inches. Now, Mr. Editor,

I want to say that, in almost all my experi-

*The term " section " properly applies to both the
wood and the honey. The former is a section of wood
and the latter is a section of honey

ence, I have found that, when bees are crowd-
ed for room for stores, they will not fail to oc-
cupy such inviting spaces with comb and hon-
ey.

The troublesome experience I have had in
that line has taught me a lesson that I am
willing to impart to others at a much cheaper
rate than it cost me.

Yes, I am aware that some few colonies will
respect such arrangements ; but they are the
rare exceptions. Of course, such wide sepa-
rators must have some sort of passageways
through them. S. T. Pettit.
Belmont, Ont., Can., Dec. 20, 1898.

MORE ABOUT THE HYDE-SCHOLL SEPARAT-
ORS ; REPLY TO CRITICISMS.

Mr. Root;—I believe that, in your criticisms
of our separators, you overlooked some very
important points. The main point is the great-
er free communication offered in the fence
separator. It is claimed that this object is the
one in view. If so you clearly see we have a
greater amount of communication in our sep-
arators, also a better filling of the sections
clear out to the wood ; for where there is a
cleat on the fence we have an opening in our
separators. Thus you see it will not only give
fuller sections but a larger amount of honey
per colony; therefore this will overcome your
objection of greater cost, ten times over.
Even granting that the extra cost was 5 cts.

per super, we claim that colonies where our
separators are used will produce at least one-
fourth more honey—at least, that is our ex-
perience. If so, then does not the extra cost
sink into insignificance in comparison with
the larger yield? Then, too, I think your
criticisms of their frailty a little too strong. I

can't help believing they are no worse to break
up, etc., than the lence, because they come in
contact only with the sections at the corners

;

but to those who wish something stronger I

will say that The A. I. Root Co. will make
these separators of tin also, as well as of wood;
and when you get a tin separator you have one
for years. Don't think, friends, that there is

a patent on these separators. They are free to
all. H. H. Hyde.

Hutto, Tex., Dec. 30, 1898.

WOOD - ZINC VS. PLAIN SHEET - ZINC HONEY-
BOARDS.

By the way, that man Martin you have
rambling over the country, telling big yarns,
speaking of queen-excluding honey-boards,
says in Nov. loth Gleanings, "I make the
wood-zinc board, for they are infinitely better "

[my! what a term — infinitely better!] "and'
more durable than the plain zinc, for they do
not get out of shape and into innumerable
twists." Why isn't the man a little more
modest, and say, "To vie they seem much
superior to the plain zinc boards"? I have
been using them ten years ; have 700 of them,
and, after trying the wood-zinc, I decide that
I would not take them as a gift, and be com-
pelled to use them.

Yes, "get into innumerable twists" like a
rubber hose-pipe, so you can never get them
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straight. I never think of it as a trouble. I

simply take hold of the end or corner of the

zinc as I would a sheet of paper or a duck
cloth on top of my hive, and peel it off—never
a snap to jar the bees, nor care to prevent
breaking the wooden frame. If curved, turn
the convex side up, and the super set on
straightens it out. My ten-year-old zincs are

as good as my two-year-old ones.

Newhall, Cal. R. Wilkin.

unfair comparisons; honey in square vs.

tall sections.

Figs. 10 and 11, on page 920 of Gleanings,
are not honest diagraphical or pictorial com-
parisons of the objects represented. Looking
at page 920, no doubt every person would un-
hesitatingly pronounce in favor of Fig. 11; but
the appearance is deceptive. The Danzen-
baker sections are given in your catalog as 4x5
inches, and you give four of them the whole
width of the page, while four of the 4% -inch

sections have a margin on either side.

Then, speaking of these latter, you say that

you had to hunt long and hard for them. Fig.

11 you do not mention there; they seem to be
there to speak for themselves.

I have had slight opportunity to test the

plain sections, on account of a poor honey
season ; but from my limited observation I

fail to see the great promise of superiority.

Still, time may decide that point.

H. O. Vassmer.
Excelsior Springs, Mo., Dec. 22.

[It may appear to you, friend V., that I

meant to compare the two lots of honey, plac-

ing those in the old style at a disadvantage.

That was not my intention. The two engrav-

ings were made months apart, and I had no
thought, originally, of placing the two side by
side. I would not have done so when I did

had I not had a little extra room, and used it

by inserting the cut shown in Fig. 11, for you
will see no reference to it in the reading-matter
on the same page or the next one. Of course,

it is not fair to compare a 4 x 5 section with a

A%, disparaging either; and if you will read

carefully again what I said you will see that I

did not do so. In referring to the honey in

the old-style section I did say this : That it

would '

' compare very favorably with any I

have ever seen in plain sections "— a general

statement ; and on page 932, in speaking of

the two lots of honey on the same page, I said

that it (honey in old-style sections) " looks as

nice as the other." So far as the actual speci-

mens there shown are concerned, I plainly

stated that one was as good as the other.

But perhaps you object to my statement

(p. 932) wherein I said that Fig. 10 was better

than the average of fancy in the old styles,

and that Fig. 11 was very close to the common
run of fancy in plain sections. If this is what
you object to, then it is simply a matter of

opinion or taste. I gave my opinion, right or

wrong.
With regard to your observations on plain

sections you admit that your experience is

limited. If you bought honey in ton lots, as

we do, I think you would have reason to be-

lieve that plain-section honey is prettier-look-

ing than the other.

Of course, it is to be assumed that some of

us who are enthusiastic in regard to these new
things may paint them in too bright colors

;

and it is assumed, also, that those who are
more conservative, and inclined to cling to

the old, will not be apt to give the new goods
all the credit rightly their due.

—

Ed ]

A PLEA FOR WIDE FRAMES AS AGAINST
SUPERS.

I have been a well-pleased reader of your
paper for some years, and especially A. I. R.'s
writings. For more than a year I have want-
ed to ask why the old-style wide frames for
sections were not the best of any thing for
sections. I have used both them and Simplic-
ity T-tin supers, and, to my notion, the wide
frames are far ahead of the supers. I can get
more and better filled and cleaner sections
with them. If my bees winter well I shall

want two or three hundred of them for another
year (I have now about 450 of them), unless I

find something better, which I very much
doubt. Of course I want the best, and my
opportunity for learning it is confined almost
to the pages of Gleanings. It seems to me
I must be away behind the times, as I notice
they are hardly ever mentioned in your papers;
and when they are, it is with such a hang-dog,
disgusted, out-of date expression that I always
want to ask wlvy. I can not find them men-
tioned in your price list either.

Now, Mr. Editor, an answer to the above in

your paper, or an article on the subject, would
be very useful to me and, I think, of much
value to a great many of your readers.

Alfred Atherton.
Oramel, N. Y., Dec. 12, 1898.

[I am surprised that you prefer wide frames
to T supers. The former have been almost en-
tirely discarded, and why? In the first place
(for I am talking about double-tier eight-sec-
tion wide frames) the sections are in two tiers.

If you put a hive or hive-body on top, contain-
ing wide frames, you must either give them a
whole set of 48 sections, two tiers, or else put
in a few wide frames and fill up the space with
dummies. Objection No. 1, then, is that, with
wide frames, one must give too much room at

a time. Objection 2. They are not as easily

filled or emptied as the T super. The last

named can be emptied en masse. Objection 3.

Wide frames are difficult to get out of hive-
bodies. When they are once glued together
in the hive it is sometimes a big job to get
them out, to say nothing about removing the
sections afterward. Objection 4. Wide frames
are not as easily cleared of bees as the T supers,

and, moreover, they require the use of tin

separators. Wooden ones may be used, but
not satisfactorily. The only advantage they
have is that one, and perhaps two, may be put
down in the brood-nest; but discolored honey
is liable to be the result; and then, as a rule, a
colony should have at least all the space it can
have in an eight-frame hive for breeding pur-
poses.

We ourselves prefer a single tier topless wide
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frame or section-holder arrangement to a T
super.

—

Ed.]

THICKNESS OF TOP-BARS FOR SHAUOW
FRAMES.

How is foundation fastened to the shallow
extracting - frames, as they have no comb-
guides ? Would it not be better to make their

top-bars the same as fcr the full depth ?

John B. Addison.
Washougal, Wash., Dec. 17.

[We advise every one to wire all his

frames. Shallow extracting - frames can be
wired horizontally or perpendicularly, ac-

cording to the taste of the bee-keeper ; but
horizontal wiring is simpler and just as good.
When frames are wired, the matter of fasten-

ing foundation is a simple one, providing
one horizontal wire is put near the top-

bar. If for any reason one does not care to

wire, he can use the Hambaugh roller, espe-

cially designed for fastening foundation to

top-bars flat on the under side.

Why do we not make top-bars for shallow
frames thick ? For the reason that the frames
are already shallow, and the thickness of the

top bar consumes too much of the relative

space for the comb in the frame. In shallow
frames the top-bars do not need to be as thick

as with deep ones, for the reason there is less

load for the bar to support, and hence little or

no sagging. One object of a thick top-bar is to

prevent sagging. In order to keep down burr-

combs it is absolutely necessary to preserve

bee-spaces. The shallow bar with the deep
frame will sag, and consequently the bee-

space will be enlarged just enough to encour-
age the building of burr-combs.

—

Ed.]

SIZE AND CONSTRUCTION OF HIVES LARGELY
A MATTER OF LOCALITY.

Once I thought I was satisfied that I had
the best hive with a hanging frame, ten to a

hive and eight to a hive. The frames were 11

^xl5, or a square foot of comb. I used both
sizes of these hives for 30 years. I like the
ten-frame best, but seldom use more than
eight combs in the time of gathering box hon-
ey. But for the past few years I have been
using 100 or more hives with Hoffman frames,

same size, only 2 inches lower, with equally
good results. But they want more time and
attention. I am also using 100 or more of the
Ouinby - Hetherington standing-frame hives,

and I must say I do not wonder that so many
differ in the size and kind of hive they use,

for it depends on locality. It depends on
whether we want extracted or box honey, or
whether we want one all-purpose hive ; and it

depends very much on the amount of work
and skillful attention we want to give our bees.

What kind of hive is best for us to use ? I

should be glad to have uniform hives, but I

fear we shall not get to this ; but we should
have uniform sections and shipping-cases for

our honey. It would be to the interest of all.

A hive is a good deal like a wagon. I once
thought I wanted a spring wagon for all pur-

poses to carry about 1500 lbs. I have found I

was mistaken. I now use a wagon that will

carry 1000 lbs.; and the next wagon will carry
2000 lbs. or more. The 15001b. wagon was
either too small or too large, and so it is with
a hive. I feel that, to carry out all of my
plans, I must have two sizes of brood-combs

;

but want the hives all to take the same kind
of surplus clamps for box honey. As I use
two clamps to cover a hive, I prefer a hive so
nearly square that it can be used either way,
or that only one half of a hive may be used
for brood, and one clamp cover them when
desired.

I can appreciate Dadant's writing about his

big hive, and can indorse the most he says.

But I don't like his largeframes. I used them
in the first frame hive I ever used. They win-
ter well, and give strong swarms, etc. ; but to
handle the frames all day it wants a strong
man; and they are bad combs to break down
while moving over our rough roads on a wag-
on. I run my bees from a wagon or a sleigh
down a plank shute into a cellar. A man in

the cellar takes care of them there while the
team and man go to the yard after another
load. I want hives and combs secure—no
bees getting out until all are in the cellar.

Middleburgh, N. Y. N. D. West.

THE ROOT CO. AND THEIR NEW FIXINGS.

I see some one has called your attention to
the thickness of the one piece section. I

should like it if sections were made y& inch
thick at least, or if we could get them so to
order. I have wondered if the four-piece sec-

tion is any thicker than the one-piece ones.
In regard to the fence, I should like to have

the edges beveled off the posts ; but the bevel
should be very slight, as the posts are very
nearly right as they are. I think the slats

should be all of the same thickness, say ^g in.

I do not think the space at top of fence should
be more than a good bee-space—that is, not
quite % inch — say y^. I think that the very
best fence could be made of three slats ; but
of course you could not work the material in
quite so well. I saw cuts of the Hyde Scholl
fences in the Progressive. I think they are a
toy affair, fit only for men who want to keep
bees for pleasure and not for profit. I am well
pleased with the new fence, and would not go
back to the old separators for any money.
A great deal has been said against your and

every other supply-house for putting new fix-

ings upon the market ; and some of the great
lights in bee-keeping have stood in the market-
place to warn us youngsters not to purchase
any new hives, fences, plain sections, etc. ; or
if we felt that we must buy, to do so sparing-
ly—just as if the supply-dealers were crazy,
and were trying to beat us out of our money.
I sometimes wonder whose money we are us-
ing, and if some of us are not old enough to

buy without all this guardianship. I for one
am proud of The A. I. Root Co. for looking
up new fixings in the bee-business; and I hope
even the most conservative of the old bee-
keepers will let us spend our money and try
the new fixings. I am not afraid of new ma-
chines running men out of employment, nor
am I afraid that I can get up honey in too at-

tractive a shape for the market ; and though
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the Root Co. make a few mistakes, I know
they mean well to us all.

Cuba, Kan., Dec. 12. Wm. H. EagerTy.

SWEET CLOVER ; HOW TO GET RID OF IT, AND
HOW TO TEACH COWS TO EAT IT.

Friend Root

:

—Mr. Lewis A. Sawyer seems
to be at a loss to know what to do with his

sweet clover. I sowed some around fence-

corners and little odd places about my farm,

not knowing it would grow so high. It grew
to about 8 or 9 feet, right where it was in the

way, so I cut it down, just as it was coming
into bloom, and that was the last of it. It

never troubled me any more.
I say yes, the cows can be taught to eat it.

I just sprinkle a little salt water on it and they

soon learn to eat it without the salt. My cows
like it very well. Edw. Smith.

Carpenter, 111., Dec. 8.

SWEET CLOVER, AGAIN.

What kind of cattle does Mr. Sawyer have,

anyhow ? If I had a cow that would not eat

sweet clover after I had kept her six months I

would certainly dispose of her. I have sweet
clover growing in my pasture, but I have as

yet to see it bloom. The cattle keep it eaten

down all the time. Jas. Pratt.
Cumminsville, Neb., Dec. 31.

A. F. H., Me.—Our bees are taxed like

other property. As a rule, bees are taxable in

nearly all the States of the Union.

J. C, J
r
a.—If you will keep hybrids or Ital-

ians you will have little or no trouble with the
moth-worms. Empty combs taken off in sum-
mer, and stored in hives, will usually be safe

enough from the depredation of the wax-moth
—especially so if the ordinary spider can get
access to the combs. Combs previously sub-
jected to freezing and shut in a tight box or
in a hive, bee and moth tight, will be safe for

any length of time.

G. W. M.,0/iio.—Tarred roofing paper will

in no way be offensive to the bees, especially

when used as a lining to the building you
speak of ; but if you put the bees in an up-
ground building it should be frost-proof. All
things considered, if bees are to be wintered
indoors it is better to put them in a cellar

where the temperature can be kept somewhere
about 45. Wintering in up-ground buildings
is not as successfully practiced as in buildings
partly or wholly under ground.

J. L., Tastnania.—I note what you say in

the matter of foul brood. In regard to p. 587
you got a wrong impression, probably because
the language is not very explicit. I did not
mean to convey the impression that foul brood
would be sure to revisit an apiary after hives
have been scalded and bees treated. What I

did mean to say was that the disease would

surely return unless treatment and disinfect-

ants were administered. I send you our foul-

brood pamphlet, and from this it appears that
it may not be necessary to boil hives. This is

probable ; but some authorities think that
hives and utensils should be disinfected also.

However, if you follow the treatment in the
pamphlet you will probably not have very
much trouble from the disease reappearing in
your yards.

H. C. A., Wis.—Your method of using a
large winter case, to accommodate ten or a
dozen hives, is used by some ; but while first

cost of this method of packing may be cheaper
it means a good deal of labor. The majority of
bee-keepers prefer, if they winter outdoors,
regular chaff hives, because they are always
ready for winter and are cooler in summer. It

is not necessary to use shade-boards or shade-
trees with double-wall hives, and some prefer
them just for the protection they afford in sum-
mer. In regard to feeders, we have for years
sold butter-dishes or trays just for this very
purpose. One does not need to purchase the
more expensive Miller or Boardman feeder,
each of which has special features peculiar to
itself. Both of them save labor, and with
either of them the feeding can be done, usual-
ly, at one opening of the hive. As to the Hill
device, corncobs or any thing of that sort may
be used instead, but they are not as conven-
ient, nor quite so good.

F. A. A'., Wis.—I note that you say your
bees are dying in your bee-cellar at the rate of

three quarts per week. Considering the fact

that you have 38 colonies in the cellar this

may not necessarily be bad ; and yet at the
beginning or at least the middle of the winter
this is a rather heavier loss than there should
be under favorable conditions. One who is

used to wintering outdoors, and then winters
inside, is often surprised at the number of
dead bees there will be found on a cellar bot-
tom in a few weeks' time, and he is likely to

imagine that all his bees will die thus before
the spring, when the facts are, even under the
best conditions, that old bees are pretty sure
to come out and die on the cellar bottom, and
there may be an accumulation of an inch or so
all over the floor, the number depending, of
course, upon the number of colonies in the
cellar. The loss in this way should be light,

comparatively, during the early part of the
winter, and increase as the winter advances. I

suspect, then, that your loss is greater than it

should be. Your loss may be occasioned by
the fact that the cellar is not absolutely dark

;

second, that the hives contain stores of inferi-

or quality ; third, an undue amount of damp-
ness ; fourth, temperature (38°) is low, if any
thing—45 is better. The nearer you can keep
it at that point the better will be the results.

If a cellar is dark, ordinarily dry, and stores

are of good quality, then I should attribute

your loss to the low temperature. To bring
it higher I would bank the cellar up more or
put more colonies in. Fifth, there should be a
slight amount of ventilation. This may be
secured by means of a stove or by opening and
closing doors at night wrhen not too cold out-
side.
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ANSWERS BY DR. MILLER.
A list of questions has been sent me by a

correspondent, J. W. C. G., Illinois, which I

will here answer in order; and, for the sake of

saving space, I will not repeat the questions.

1. My opinion of the siatement of W. W.
Somerlord, that the ten-frame Dovetailed is

the best hive in the world, is that it is all right
for some cases, but not for all. For some a
larger hive is needed. Two stories of eight
frames each may be better, but require more
engineering. Por some a hive with larger

frames may be better. For one who pays al-

most no attention to his bees the year round,
the ten-frame is better than the eight-frame.
And something larger may be still better.

But I don't set a very high estimate on my
opinion, and it's liable to change at any time.

2. I think any one who knows how to useT
supers properly, and who hasn't some special

facility in handling section-holders that I

never learned, will decidedly prefer T supers.

3. I use on my supers the regular hive-cover
that I use on the hive when no super is on.

4. On my old hives I use Heddon slat honey-
board under supers. On my newer hives,

with thick and wide top-bars, I use no honey-
board unless for some special purpose I want
to bar the passage of the queen, in which case
I use a wood-zinc queen-excluder. But it isn't

needed to keep the queen from entering the
supers.

5. I put full sheets of foundation in brood-
frames and in sections. In brood-frames that

means the foundation touches the wood on all

sides, being slid into a saw-kerf in the top-bar,

and between the two split halves of the bot-

tom-bar, having little sticks of wood instead
• of wires. The sticks are ^ inch square, run-
ning perpendicularly, first boiled in beeswax,
and pressed into the foundation while hot. A
56-inch bottom starter is used in sections.

6. I use eight-frame hives, most of them of

old pattern, having frames varying from the
legular Uangstroth just enough to be a nui-
sance. I'm working into eight-frame Dove-
tails just as fast as I can.

7. I run for comb honey, using a T super

12) s inches wide inside, and long enough for

four sections. That makes it take easily 24
sections of popular size.

8. I use separators always. Some do with-
out them; but the character of the honey-flow,
or else ignorance on my part, makes separa-
tors a necessity with me.

9. My T tins are loose.

10. I winter in cellar. My experiments in

wintering on summer stands have been rather
expensive; but it is quite possible that, if I

knew enough, that might be the better way.
11. All my queens are clipped as soon as it

is convenient for me to clip them after they
begin laying.

12 If I hived a natural swarm I should
put it on the old stand, moving the old, set-

ting the mother colony beside it, and taking
the mother colony to a new place in about a
week.

13. Yes, I am fairly entitled to the title
" M. D.," having worked hard for one that I

received from the University of Michigan a

good many years ago But what between ad-
vancement made in the science of medicine as
well as in apiculture, and forgetting for want
of practice some of the old-fashioned things I

did learn, I wouldn't urge your sending for
me in case of dangerous illness if you have a
reliable family physician within a hundred
miles. Dr. C. C. Miller.

fr/» cy%»

dTRADE NOTES
BY E.R.ROOT.

HAND-HOLE CLEATS FOR HIVES.

A short time ago I promised to show you
something in the line of cleats in combination
with a hand-hole to lift hives. We have final-

ly got them perfected—or at least so they suit

us, and now offer them in all our Dovetailed-
hive combinations'. They are nothing more
nor less than short pieces of molding bevel-
ed at each end, and nailed so as to come di-

rectly over the top edges of the hand-holes, as
shown above. The following illustrations
show a little more of the detail.

Perhaps the question may be asked why the

hand-hole cleat alone would not be sufficient.

It is muchj more convenient than the hand-
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hole alone ; and the two in combination are

far better than either alone. When one tries

to lift a fifty-pound hive by hand-holes, his

fingers can get a grip only at the mere tips, on
a sharp edge, as at D Such a hold is a severe

strain on, if not painful to, the ends of the

fingers; and one does not feel that he cares to

lift very many hives in this way; but if he can
get the heft of the weight on the middlejoints
of the fingers, as at A, and on a rounding
edge, he can lift all that his back will stand.

With an ordinary cleat one has to lift the hive

by the first joint of the fingers, and it is only a

little better than the hand-hole ; but when the

hive is recessed back of the cleat a little he
has an opportunity to bring the heft of the

load where he can handle it to advantage—at

the point A.
Hand-hole cleats will not be supplied for

supers, as these can usually be handled by the
holes alone with no great inconvenience.
We sell these cleats separately when called

for, at 75 cts. per 100, or $6.00 per 1000. They
can be attached to hives already in use ; and
where they are to be moved to out-yards, or

handled very much, these cleats are a great

convenience, and worth many times their cost.

Dr. Miller wants his cleats to go clear across

the hive. If there are those who prefer to

have them so, we can supply their hives with
such, but the price (of the cleats) will be
twice as much as for the short ones, and will

be supplied only from the factory, as our deal-

ers will keep only regular goods.
We have a lot of other little comforts in our

1899 hive, and in our next we will tell some-
thing of these also. Our new spring compres-
sion for supers excites the admiration of all.

THE DANZENBAKER SUPER.

BY F. DANZENBAKER.

The Danzenbaker super shown here is

furnished with hanging section-holders having
end and bottom bars the same width as the
sections, with free bee - ways their entire

length, forming a perfect divisible honey-
board that holds the sections firmly together

true and square, and protects their under side

from propolis or burr-combs. Each holder is

provided with headed iron pins driven through
the end-bars from the inner side, securing
uniformity in length of bearing on the solid

supporting cleats, maintaining a correct bee-
space between stories. The fences are sup-
ported in like manner, and provide an open
beeway at both top and bottom between each

two rows of sections (which is secured by
patents issued and pending). One of these
fences is used as the follower back of the sec-

tions, held securely in place by a curved wire
spring set in the side of the super.

The plain sections are seen in position on
the holders. The thickness of the sections
and fence cleats together affords the same
honey-space as is in the 7-to-the-foot sections

with plain separators ; and when filled with
honey they pack closely in the shipping-cases,
saving from 10 to 20 per cent in cost and
weight of cases and crates in shipping the
honey to market.

DANZENBAKER PRIZE CARTON.

Progressive comb-honey producers desirous

of promoting sales by doing things just right

are putting their best sections into neat at-

tractive cartons, ready to hand to the customer
without wrapping, yet secure to carry safely

in the pocket, satchel, or market-basket, as

other articles are put up for domestic use.

These cartons can be made artistic if desired,

giving the name of the producer or seller, and
kind of honey, while the quality is shown by
raising the cover over the opening without
removing the sections.

They are made ready to use without folding,

ready to open only, and put in the section,

which is kept secure in place by a string or

rubber band.
They are made to match the sections and fit

in the same shipping-cases when filled with
honey, and will protect the cappings of all, as

there is no space to tilt over in case any should
be jarre'l loose by rough handling in shipping.

They will pay for themselves, insuring

prompt sales and better prices.

Washington, D. C.
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Eight extra pages.

Nearly every one of our journals has some
special features. One, for instance, will be
conspicuous for illustrations; another for some
special article ; another for the discussion of
some particular subject, and so on. This
number has some of the best articles we have
ever published, from men of intelligence and
large experience— some of the brightest and
best bee-keepers we have.

IT is not to be presumed that every thing pub-
lished in Gleanings, or in any other journal,
in fact, will be interesting to every reader alike.

Probably the majority of subscribers glance
over the pages, and read that in which they are
particularly interested, and skip the rest. The
veterans, for instance, probably do not care
for instructions to beginners, and the latter

have no interest in the discussion where the
experts disagree. As it is, Gleanings tries

to give a general variety—indeed, to cover the
whole range of apicultural matter. If there
is any subject one or more wish to have
brought up, be free to ask for it. If it is of

general interest I'll bring it up.

THE GOVERNMENT AND APIS DORSATA.

One of our subscribers, Mr. Bion Walbridge,
•of Stony Fork, Pa., wrote to his Representa-
tive for reliable information in reference to

the government importing Apis dorsata from
the Philippines, as they are so currently talk-

ed of in the papers. Well, it seems that this

request found its way finally to Entomologist
Howard, who replies :

Mi. Bion Walbridge :—Your request of December
12. through the Hon. Horace B Packer, for bees from
the Philippine Islands, has been referred bv the Hon-
orable Secretary of Agriculture to this Division for
reply. The newspaper report which you. mention
was unauthorized. The Department has not, as vet,
undertaken the importation of bees from the Philip-
pines. Should they be obtained, however, they would
first be carefully tested before any general distribu-
tion would be decided upon. If then the latter course
should be deemed advisable due notice would be given
to those interested, and your application would be fa-
vorably considered by the Department.

E- O. Howard.
Entomologist.

IMPROVEMENTS IN OUR EXCHANGES.

About Christmas time, or following New
Year's day, we usually see quite a brightening
in all the periodicals, and bee-journals are no
exception. Prominent among those for 1899
that show new blood and new life are the
American Bee Journal and the American
Bee-keeper—both representatives of the Amer-
ican idea, viz., progress and push. The Old
Reliable comes out with a new title-page, new
body type (just like ours, by way of compli-
ment), and one can not fail to note an added
freshness and vigor throughout the whole

journal. It is the oldest of all of the bee-
papers on this side of the Atlantic. It is a
weekly, and always on time — the only one, I
believe, that can really claim this distinction.
Some of what I have said relative to the

American BeeJournal will apply equally well
to the American Bee-keeper. It is edited by
Mr. Harry E. Hill, a practical bee-keeper
whose experience, probablv, has been more
varied than that of any other apicultural ed-
itor in our ranks. He is bound to make his
paper jump forward into prominence. I have
often admired his clean-cut practical editorials.

ARE SUNSHINE AND AIR FOES TO GERM EIFE ?

I am asked by L. G., in a French journal
entitled Le Rucher Beige, whether exposure
to air and sun will kill spores of foul brood.
I do not know from experience, and am hardly
scientist enough to follow out an investigation.
But there are reputable scientists who say that
such exposure does kill the germs ; but if it

requires two hours and a half boiling to do it,

how many years of air and sunshine will it

take to do the same work ? I must confess
that I myself would not care to place too
much reliance on the simple agencies of these
two elements. Of course, I am aware of the
fact that the rays of old Sol and the stuff we
breathe are foes to most forms of germ life

;

that is the reason why it is so necessary to let
sunshine and fresh air into sleeping-rooms,
and why rooms kept dark to prevent nice car-
pets from fading, or shut up tight to keep out
the dust and noise from the street, are not apt
to be healthy places for persons to live in or
to sleep in for any great length of time.

DOOEITTEE ON BURR-COMBS
\ CHANGING

FRONT.
In our new department,' Pickings from Our

Neighbors' Fields," it will be noticed that
G. M. Doolittle is a champion of wide and
thick top-bars, for the reason that they do
away almost entirely with the burr-comb nui-
sance, for he says, " In many of my hives not
a burr-comb appears from one season's end to
another." I was a little surprised when I
read this, for, if I remember rightly, Mr. Doo-
little was once in favor of these same burr-
combs, and that he wanted them for "lad-
ders " — that is, for a handy way of entering
the supers. The reason I remember it is that,
when I began to champion these wide and
thick top-bars, he championed the burr-combs.
Well, I am not going to say, " I told you so,"
but, as I said before, it shows one's candor—
nay, even more, his progress— when he is

willing to go back on old tenets and adopt
ideas advanced by opponents.

" HONEY POPCORN CRISPS, FIVE CENTS."

When I called on Mr W. A. Selser, the
Philadelphia honey-man, he showed me some
of the sights in and about the city, reference
to which has already been made in these col-
umns. On one of these excursions out of the
city into the suburbs we stopped at one of the
leading pleasure-resorts, the name of which
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has gone from me; but no matter. At this re-

sort we visited a ho;/n'-popcorn stand where
the proprietors make a specialty of honey pop-

corn for five cents a package.

We bought some of the crisps, and, sure

enough, they had an unmistakable honey fla-

vor; and as a delightful, toothsome confec-

tionery they can't be excelled. That pure

honey as a sweetener is used is evidenced by
the fact that Mr. Selser furnishes the honey,

and lots of it.

Elsewhere I show a snapshot that I took of

the pavilion. Mr. Selser stands at the left,

with his hand on the counter, on which are

piled the crisps. That the place does a large

business is shown by its general appearance of

permanence, and the fact that there are two
or three clerks there all the time. It has a

modern cash-register ; indeed, one of the

clerks is just making out the change to hand
back to Mr. Selser.

The crisps are, of course, made right in the

building, and the enormous popper is shown
at the right.

I suggested to Mr. Selser that it would pay
him to sell these honey crisps; but he thought

the demand would hardly be enough to war-

rant him in advertising them.

I do not know but it would almost pay us

to catalog some of the foods prepared with

honey; for instance, a good honey caramel,

honey cakes, honey jumbles, honey popcorn

crisps—all these and more might have a con-

siderable demand. If the sale of them ac-

complished nothing more it would encourage

the consumption of honey of darker grades

by the baker and confectioner.

HONEY-LEAFLET NOT A SUCCESS AS A HONEY-
SELLER.

A short time ago I asked through these

columns whether the honey-leaflets when
freely distributed helped the sale of honey in

the local markets. I have received quite a

number of responses, and nearly all confess

their surprise at the fact that the leaflets seem
to have no effect one way or the other. One
writer says people are so used to having cir-

culars in the line of patent-medicine adver-

tisements shoved under their noses and on
their porches that they pay no attention to

them ; and, besides, some people do not like

to have their premises littered up with such

stuff.

There is just one correspondent out of the

whole number who said he found these leaflets

to be of material aid in disposing of his honey
crop. But he usually hands one of the leaflets

direct to a consumer, calling his attention to

the interesting matter that he will find about

honey and the honey recipes in the back part

of it.

It occurs to me that the whole trouble is we
have gotten the leaflets up in too cheap a

form. Something a little more expensive,

perhaps, printed on a fine grade of paper,

bound in a tinted cover, and perhaps decorat-

ed in colors, with, say, some striking and
interesting pictures showing the art of bee-

keeping, and how honey is produced, might

attract the attention of the consumer and
cause him to read it through. But, of course,

such a leaflet, or booklet, as it would have to

be in that case, would be considerably more
expensive ; and the average bee-keeper could
not afford to give away large numbers of them.
Now, then, dear reader, what areyour views?

Should the leaflet be more expensive, and dis-

tributed to only a few consumers? or perhaps,
better still, left only with retailers and whole-
salers ? or is the leaflet, such as we have been
sending out, all right ? May be it would be
impossible to print all the suggestions that

come in, but I should be glad to get expres-
sions, and will then formulate them into a
general statement, as I have done this time.

OUR NEW DEPARTMENT.
Our readers will notice a new department,

entitled " Pickings from Our Neighbors'
Fields," immediately following Stray Straws.
This department is to be edited by my old
friend and co-worker, " Stenog " as he will

sign himself, but who is none other than W.
P. Root, who is at this very moment taking
down in pot-hooks some of my offhand sen-

tences. Mr. Root's writings have before ap-

peared in these colums in a series of articles

reviewing some of the old literature on bees,

running through most of the year 1893. Since
that he has had but little to say himself in our
columns, although you may be sure he has
carefully scrutinized every word and every
punctuation-mark that has appeared in this

journal, and in some of the others. Mr. Root
has a keen sense of the true and beautiful,

the good and the useful, and particularly of

the dry and the humorous. And in his
" Pickings" he is to have free swing except
that he is not to fling flings or sling mud. He
is to thrash over the gleaiings from our ex-
changes, and then re-dish them up properly
seasoned and spiced. Well, I'll let him now
speak for himself :

At the outset. I deem it but fair to myself to state
that it is not with the feelings of a novice that I am
attempting this semi monthly spread of a new table.

For a good many years I have had exclusive control of
one department in Gleanings, although it was not
signed. No matter how crowded, the editor has never
asked me to cut it down. From start to finish it has
been all my own, even to setting the type. The gram-
mar has never been called in question, either by Mr.
Taylor or Mr. Thompson. I refer to the index—that
indispensable adjunct to all good journals. But in

taking; charge of this one, the personal factor is neces-
sarily larger. The design of it is well described just
above; namely, to state in a very concise manner the
conclusions of writers in other bee-journals, on some
subjects.
A private letter leads me to state that if any of tVe

readeisof Gleanings wish to ask any questions rel-

ative to the mechanical \ art of writing for a journal I

shall be glad to answer such; and even without such
questions, nrobably a good many suggestions will be
made at this end of the line relative to the proper
preparation of copy for printers' use

I rather like to give advice well sugar-coated, as it is

more apt to be taken in that form. The " traditions of

the elders" rest very lightly on me. and hence I pre-

sume f shall have to state things in my own way in-

stead of conforming to any cast-iron rules. But the
value of this department will be tested by time, and
not by any promises I can now make. It involves a
good deal of reading in English, certainly, and will

probably include a few heads of grain gathered in

German, French, and Spanish fields, although Dr.
Miller is now attending quite faithfully to that kind
of work. Stenog.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A. L ROOT.

This poor man cried, and the I,ord heard him, and
saved him out of all his troubles.

—

Psalm 34 :6.

Dear fellow-travelers, I want to talk a little

about the grip this morning ; and if you have
had it I think you will be interested in what I

have to say. I told you in our last issue about
getting a crick in my back, and catching cold.

Well, by being careful, and staying indoors, I

got over it in the course of two weeks, or
thought I had ; but after I began to get around
a little, something—at least it seemed as if

something—took hold of me by the back of

my neck and held on with quite a " grip." I

tried to stay indoors, but peculiar circum-
stances rendered it necessary that I should go
out just a little ; and then I began to have
toothache, earache, and sore throat all at once.
You know, without my telling you, whenever
I am in trouble I begin to ask God for guid-
ance; or, if you choose, I begin to inquire
what God would have me do under certain
circumstances. A recent writer of great power
has expressed it, "What would Jesus do?"
A traveling man who came quite a distance to

see me on business remarked that he also had
the grip. He said he had it a great deal of

the time, but still he kept traveling, and at-

tending to business. Said I:

"Why, how do you manage to travel and
attend to business when you have the grip? "

- ',Oh ! I keep driving it off with quinine."
" But quinine does not seem to answer with

me. Other people find relief by taking qui-

nine, and I often try it because others use it so
freely; but it does not seem to work well with
me."
"Oh! that is true. It won't work with

some people. But I will tell you what to do.
You take some whisky with it. ' Quinine and
whisky.' That is what I take right along. It

is the only thing that keeps me up."
I had tiken a good lcok at my companion

before, and had been fearing he was an intem-
perate man. There was not time, and I did
not think it worth while, to tell him that I

considered the remedy wor^e than the disease;

but it kept going through my mind the rest of
the day

—

quinine and u hisky. I wonder how
many doctors there are in this land of ours
who tell their patients to take quinine and
whisky. Grip is doing a great deal of harm,
no doubt. An old doctor book, printed before
grip was known, tells me that influenza is a
peculiar disease that afflicts whole cities ; and
of recent years it has been still more of a city

and town epidemic. It breaks up schools and
cripples factories; it keeps physicians running
until they are worn out ; it causes an untold
amount of pain and suffering, and sends many
invalids and old people to their graves ; but,
oh dear ! grip is not a circumstance—not a
drop in the bucket, compared with the rav-
ages of whisky. Why ! I think I am safe in

sa\ing that all the epidemics and plagues that
ever troubled mankind are as nothing: com-

pared with intemperance. A man may die of
smallpox, cholera, or yellow fever, and be
an honest man and a Christian ; but when he
dies of whisky it is not only a lost body but a
lost soul

.

When I was inquiring what God would have
me do for the earache and toothache together
the answer came very decidedly that whisky
above all things was what the great Father
would not have his people use. While I was
kept at home with my face over the hot radia-
tor, trying to get relief from pain, I prayed
over this matter a good deal ; and right dur-
ing my sufferings one of the clerks brought
over to the house a bundle of papers and the
letter I submit to you below :

Dear Mr. Root:—I take the liberty of addressing
you because I feel led of the Spirit to do so. I have
been a reader of Gleanings for a number of years
through the kindness of a friend who lent them to me,
and For about two years just past I have been a regu-
lar subscriber ; and dear old Glkanings is a very
much loved and honored member of our family. I

have loved very much to follow you through your
many experiences in the Christian warfare as I find it

recorded from time to time in Notes of Travel and
Our Homes. If I can find words to express my feel-
ings toward you t think I shall come the nearest to it

by saying you have seemed verv much like a very
dear elder brother who has advised, comforted, and
helped me many times when in sore perplexity : but
for a long time I have wished you knew God's way of
healing ; what his will is c mcerning these things. I

will not attempt to explain, but will leave that to the
leading of the Spirit and God's teaching through his
servant. Dr. Dowie. If you have any doubts or pieju-
dices in regard to these things for Jesus' sake and
the sake of sin-stricken sufferine humanitv, ask
God to hr'lp you to lay them all aside, and seek di i-

gently for the whole truth until it is opened up to you
in all its grandeur, beauty, and power.

I mail to you three copies of a paper printed in
Chkago. in which you will find the true bread < f life

broken to the world. These are old numbers of the
papers, but I send them to you because they have done
a mighty work since they were published, and I feel
that the Spirit of God especially accompanies them.
I have thoutiht many times what a power for God our
belovt d Bro. Root would be if he only knew God's way
of healing; and I send the-e papers to you with a hope
and prayer that, by his Spirit, he will lead you fully
into the blessed truth that God sent the Great Physi-
cian that we might receive through him healing for
our wounded bodies as well as soul and spirit: that he
came indeed and in truth that we might have life, and
that we might have it more abundantly

Your brother in Christ,
Edinburg, O., Jan. 12. G. G. Northrup.

The papers that came with the letter were
Leaves of Healing, from Dr. Dowie's estab-

lishment in Chicago. I have read these Leaves
of Healing for a long time. I have also look-
ed over Dr. Dowie's establishment while pass-

ing along the streets while in Chicago. There
is certainly very much that is good in the
Leaves of Healing; yes, there are some of the
grandest truths, expressed with wonderful
force, and I am glad that such a man as Dr.
Dowie has been raised up to deal terrible blows
at existing evils; but I do think that he makes
some grievous mistakes; and, for that matter,
is it not true that all of our great teachers, es-

pecially those who seem to have great gifts

along certain lines, make more or less mis-
takes?
Let me thank the dear brother who sends

the above kind letter, before I go any further.

And then let me protest against one expres-
sion that Dr. Dowie uses quite often in his de-
nunciations. It is this :

" Doctors, drugs, and
devils." No doubt there are doctors who are
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veritable devils. I do not know but I can go
with Dr. Dowie and use that term for those

who deliberately recommend their patients to

use quinine and whisky for the grip. Perhaps
the)' do not realize it nor mean to do it ; but

they are certainly doing the Devil's work when
they tell a man to use such a remedy as that

whenever the grip troubles hi*n. Some drug-
gists may be in the Devil's service—those, for

instance, that stand behind the sign of a drug-

store and then make their money by selling

whisky indiscriminately ; but God forbid that

we should in this sweeping way call all drug-

gists and all doctors "devils." Dr. Dowie
makes some other serious mistakes in his ve-

hement denunciation. In one of his articles

one might almost think he classes the average
minister of the gospel with the trio mentioned
above; but I sincerely hope he does not mean
that.

After reading the above exceedingly kind
and Christianlike letter, and reading the

Leaves of Healing sent me at an opportune
moment, I began praying earnestly for wisdom
in regard to this matter of remedies, not alone

that my own pain and distress might be stop-

ed, but that I might guide and direct others.

I had been using powerful liniments to stop

my toothache, and had got along pretty well
;

but the malady increased more and more.
The liniment was needed on my face and in

my mouth. I used these powerful drugs until

pieces of skin the size of a finger-nail came off

from the inside of my mouth near the gums.
I also used the liniment in and around my ear,

and I began wondering whether it was the in-

tention of the great Father above that we
should depend on things of this kind for re-

lief. While thinking over the matter I went
into a warm closet near by and knelt down
and prayed very earnestly, not only for relief,

but for wisdom that I might direct others.* I

remember wondering, as I rose to my feet, if

it were possible some strange thing might
happen so this pain would be suddenly taken
away; and my face begau to brighten, even
amid the pain, as a glimmer of faith began
to creep into my heart. Then I remembered
the picture I give you above ; and it occurred
to me that some of the readers of Gleanings
said, when I gave the same illustration years
ago, that this hot-water apparatus was just

the thing for cleansing the nostrils and ears

when one had ague in the face or cold and
catarrh in the head.

* Some of the friends who read Gleanings express
wonder and surprise that I should speak thus boldly
right out in print about kneeling in my closet, and
praying for wisdom or about other things that trouble
me. I know this is unusual ; and were it not for my
great desire to help others along the same line. I

would not do it; in fact, I often hesitate. But, dear
friend, if I should tell you of going into a doctor's of-

fice, and having a long earnest talk with him, nobody
would think it strange; and why should we be back-
ward or embarrassed in telling about consulting the
Great Physician, who holds even the winds and the
waves in the hollow of his hand? Again, there are
great sanitariums that have been built up on this very
matter of taith cure, or relief that has come through
prayer. 'I'here are so many different organizations of
this kind ju^t now that such pr ceedings need not o >
casion surprise or remark. The point I would make
is that God both hears and heals in the humblest
home as well as in an establishment like Zion's Tab-
ernacle in Chicago

APPARATUS FOR CLEANSING THE NOSTRILS,.
THROAT, AND EARS WITH HOT WATER.

The materials were
right at hand, and in

a few minutes I was
passing a stream of hot
water—just as hot as

it could be borne—into

my nostrils, first one
side and then the oth-

er. The effect of the
warmth in getting the
water clear through
the nostrils into the
throat began to make
me sneeze ; and with
the sneezing came a
discharge that had ac-

cumulated in the nos-
trils and near the pas-

sages to the ear ; and,
sure enough, the pain
was gone (almost as if

by miracle), and it was
done, too, wi.hout drugs or liniment ol any
sort—just hot water and nothing else.* Of
course, this was only temporary relief : but it

was ever so much better than the strong lini-

ment. I got along in this way quite comfort-
ably until the malady became so much worse
that the water treatment gave relief for only
a very short period. I managed to get through
the night, and got a little sleep, but in the
morning things seemed to be rather worse.
Once more I went into the closet, and prayed.
This time there seemed to be no answrer to the

prayer. While considering the matter I re-

membered that the prophet Elijah, when he
told the servant to go up and look toward the

sea, was told by the servant that there was
nothing. Then the prophet said, " Go again."
And it was not till he had gone seven times
that he saw a little cloud appear. I then went
into my closet, and prayed again. When I

arose I had the same experience as before.

There was a glimmer of faith that something
was coming; and then it occurred to me that

the little stream of water through the nostrils,

was insufficient, and if I could place the whole
side of my head in very warm water the out-

side application of heat and moisture would
aid the other. I thought of the vapor baths
that are so much advertised nowadays, but
none was handy. In a minute I procured a.

wash-basin, and some water as hot as my face

would stand it without blistering, and placed

it on the edge of the cook-stove, where the

heat would be kept up to the proper point, and
in a few minutes I was again free from pain.

No more liniment or toothache cures were-

used ; but it was three or four days before the

trouble began to let up. The suffering was
greatest in the night, notwithstanding rubber

* At the present time, nearly two weeks since the
above occurred, I have occasional touches of the ear-

ache; but this is banished almost instantly by simply
cleansing the nostrils with hot water as indicated
above; and one application gives me relief for several
hours, and sometimes for a whole day. This comes
right in line, as you notice, with my old hobby of doc-
toring without medicine. Pure air, pure water, and
wholesome food—has anybody yet discovered how
much these may do to get us well and keep us well ?
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bags filled with hot water, and hot soapstones,
etc. My sleep was feverish, and disturf ed by
troublesome dreams. Of course, I called in

our family physician for advice. He gave me
some medicinal remedies, but s-aid he thought
the trouble all came from a certain tooth.

Then our dentist was called ; but he said it was
grip and not the tooth. My gums were all

swollen on that side, and the teeth were all

gold-capped, and it was going to be an exceed-
ly difficult and distressing matter to pull the
one the doctor pointed out, because it was one
of a bridge of three. My face was so sore

just then that just the thought of getting off

the bridge and extracting one of the teeth al-

most crazed me. When doctors disagree, who
shall decide ? I prayed over the matter, and
stuck to my hot-water treatment.
During the night, when things were at the

worst, I remember feeling a good deal dis-

couraged. I had prayed again and again, and
was sorely tempted to think that praying did
not do any good, nor have any effect in the
matter one way or the other. I knew such
thoughts were wicked, and I begged piteously
to be lifted above them I prayed for faith.

Let me digress a little right here.

In considering this matter of grip I had been
looking over the papers to see what the doc-
tors said about it, and I remember seeing a
statement that a lady in Cincinnati had com-
mitted suicide, evidently for no other reason
than that she was crazed with the pain of grip.

In my feverish state of mind that night, some
evil spirit suggested that it was, after all, quite
a reasonable thing to do. I have sometimes
asked myself the question, " How does any-
body know that the suicide escapes pain or
trouble?" This evil spirit that hovered near
suggested, " Why, there is no question in re-

gard to the matter at all. When one is dead
he does nut have the toothache, earache, nor
any thing else. Death is certainly freedom
from every ache and pain . It is rest and quiet-

ness. And quietness, even if coupled with no
consciousness at all, would be deliverance, say
to yourself, just at this time." But even if I

was dreaming I had sense enough to know
I was getting near to greater danger than any
bodily aches or pains could give. There are
other ways to get acquainted with Satan be-
sides drinking whisky. I groaned in anguish

;

I prayed more earnestly than I had before for

deliverance from all the powers of darkness.
And then came something that astonished me.
The feeling had been slowly creeping on me
that, although my prayers had been answered
heretofore, just now there was no answer.
The dear Savior was gone. The conscious-
ness of his presence, that had been with me
through all my Christian life, seemed to have
left me, and faith seemed dying out. At this

moment I either heard a voice speaking, or
words seemed unfolding themselves to my
imagination, at first dimly, and then bright
and clear. The words were these :

" My God,
my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" At
first, with the pain and misery I could not re-

call the circumstances, nor tell in what part of
the Bible the words were found ; but they
startled me because they s 'emed to picture

with remarkable vividness the very thought
that was in my mind And then it burst upon
me that they were the dear Savior's words
just before he gave up his life—words that seem
to have been wrung from his very soul by the
terrible agonies he suffered. If the Father
saw fit to withhold from him, his only Son,
for a brief period, his wondrous love, could I

reasonably complain if he, in his infinite good-
ness and love, thought fit to give me a little

glimpse of existence without a sense of his
love and of his loving presence ? The answer
that I had received in this strange way gave
me faith and grace and patience to bear my
troubles all through the rest of that experi-
ence; and shall we not all remember that Jesus,
the Son of God, our Savior and Redeemer,
did not have all his prayers answered ? That
is, God did not at once give him relief or did
not always grant all his petitions. Let us re-

member here that Jesus never asked any thing
for himself. He never performed a miracle to
feed himself when he was hungry. Our pray-
ers are almost all for self.

Now, before closing let me turn briefly to
Dr. Dowie and his wonderful institution. If

I am correct, in his answers to questions he
says all pain is of the Devil, and that there is

no need of suffering from pain. Now, I have
never heard any one say that Dr. Dowie ever
fails in curing any disease or any patient.

Even he himself does not tell of his failures.

We grant he has had wonderful success ; that
many diseases have been cured by prayer, that
doctors called incurable: but in fairness should
not the public be informed of the failures as
well as of the successes? We often send dear
friends to celebrated sanitariums ; and a great
many times we are told the sanitarium can do
nothing because the patient was brought in

too late. Jesus never found a patient that was
too near death. In fact, it made little or no
difference to him whether the patient was dead
or alive when he was called. Now, these faith-

cure people certainly do not claim any thing
of this sort. Sometimes God grants their

prayers, and the patient is healed; and may
his holy name be praised for this ! But those
who claim to be so near to the great Father
that he heals diseases for the asking, certainly
must, in the nature of things, live very honest,
pure, transparent, and clean lives. They must
shun every appearance of evil or deceit. I

have sometimes thought that perhaps God
might, even in these latter days, see fit to com-
mission some child of humanity with power
to perform miracles ; but that child would
have to be more honest and pure than any hu-
man being I have ever yet seen or heard of.

Please do not think me too hard on humanity,
dear friends. God, in his loving kindness,
carried me through severe suffering. In his
loving kindness, as I understand it, he saw fit

to give me a knowledge by actual experience
of the suffering that many of us are called on
to endure, in answer to my prayer to know
what his holy will is in regard to using drugs
and even harmless liniments. So far as I can
gather, he seemed to sanction rather the use
of pure water, and showed me how to use it.

I do believe God is pleased to have us call
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in our family physician, our family dentist, or

the pastor of our church ; but I do not believe

it is his will that we should get through life

propped up with drugs, stimulants, etc. ; and
in all these things where we are in ignorance
I do believe, as the dear brother has said who
wrote that letter, that his Holy Spirit will lead

us if we put ourselves under his guidance.
May be I am not giving our family physi-

cian sufficient credit in this matter. He at-

tended to the case very faithfully; asked ques-
tions; made suggestions; several times he in-

quired by telephone how I prospered. He
emphatically objected to both quinine and
whisky when I asked his opinion.* He said

no stimulants of any kind were needed in such
a case.| Of course, he gave it as his opinion
that the tooth would have to be out before I

could get relief ; but when the dentist said he
did not believe the tooth was the cause, the
doctor pleasantly and willingly said he would
do the best he possibly could without disturb-

ing the tooth. Some of the faith-cure people
will say I limited my faith in prayer by hold-
ing on to the doctors and hot water. You
know they often claim that an invalid must
show his faith by throwing away his crutches.
In answer to this, permit me to say I put my
entire case in the hands of the Great Physician
unreservedly. I asked him to help me out of

my trouble or else give me grace to bear it. I

swept aside all my own notions or opinions,
and looked to him, and to him only, for guid-
ance; and I kept constantly in mind that re-

lief for myself was a secondary matter ; the
first and foremost thing I begged and plead
for was wisdom to guide, direct, and advise
those who ask me almost every day what I

would suggest in the way of treatment for cer-

tain maladies. Let me add one thing more:
Both Dr. Dowie and Dr. Kellogg are certainly
making a grave mistake when they say that
the use of meat as food tends to develop the
lower and baser passions. The effect of a lean-
meat diet is just the contrary. Hundreds can

* Let me give you a little instance right here, em-
phasizing the wisdom of consulting your family phy-
sician. Huber has had a siege of malarial fever. Be-
fore he had sufficiently recovered he went out into the
woods and climbed trees to put up a telegraph wire
over to a neighbor's Then he had a relapse. Some
two weeks after he had recovered from the relapse,
down he went again suddenly, and the fever ther-
mometer showed 101 degrees. Mrs. Root and I were
greatly worried, because we thought he was down
with malarial fever the third time, and it seemed to
us more severe and sudden than any of the previous
attacks. When the doctor saw him he relieved our
apprehensions very quickly by saying. " Yes, he has a
fever, and a high one, but it is" of another kind. There
is no malaria about him at all. This is grip fever,
and you need not worry about it." Sure enough, Hu-
ber was up and around the next dav, and the day aft-
er that he was attending school. It is certainly wis-
dom to let a physician decide in the outset whether
the trouble is something that may prove to be serious
or nothing you need worry about.

t Among a certain class, ' quinine and whisky " has
become a stereotyped remedy for the grip; and there
is not a question in my mind but that it is an excuse
for taking drinks, and. may be. getting on a spree.
The physi ian who tells his patients indiscrimimtely
to take quinine and whisky, should be, bv concerted
public opinion, le f

t without patients or practice,
and given to understand that he is a useless relic (or
worse than useless) of the past. Surely no Christian
physician can lend himself to any such scheme of the
evil one.

attest this It is sugar and starch, especially

the former, that feed and inflame the lower
passions. There need be no argument in re-

gard to this. Every one who has tested the
lean-meat diet will have noticed this distinct-

ly; and after it has been followed for a month,
or a series of months, the tendency of the
diet becomes unmistakable. There are thou-
sands of doctors who have yet to learn this

fact ; but they might learn it very easily if

they would take a little pains. While I have
gone over most thoroughly all the arguments
of the vegetarians, I am obliged to believe
that not only the teachings of the Bible, but
experience, in modern days, indicates that it

is God's will that at least many of us should
use animal as well as vegetable food.

SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES— WORMY APPLES.

Prof. Slingerland, of Cornell University, has
just given us, in Bulletin 142, the most com-
plete history of the codling moth that it has
ever been my fortune to come across. Prof.

S. has followed the insect for years, has stud-

ied its various phases in various parts of the
United States, and has traced it with such
fidelity from the egg to the adult moth when
she commences laying eggs again, that there
can not be very much mistake in regard to

the matter. He has also made himself thor-

oughly familiar with every thing that has
been written on the subject. His work is

illustrated by the most beautiful cuts, not only
of the moth, larvse, and eggs, but of the
embryo apples at the time the eggs are laid.

He tells us just why we spray, when to spray
so as to do the most good, and also cautions
about spraying when it does little or no good.
The part that interests bee-keepers most is the
following, which we take from page 58. The
italics are original :

Never spray a fruit-tree when it is in blossnm.—You
can reach the insect and fungous enemies just as
effectively, and in some cases more so, either just
before or just after the trees bloom.

The story is so well told that I read it with
rare enjoyment from beginning to end, and
read several portions of the bulletin over
again. It rejoices my heart to know that the
world contains such faithful, indefatigable
students as Prof. Slingerland ; and when such
a man bends his whole energies, and ransacs
the world for facts, he ought to be remember-
ed gratefully; for getting rid of wormy apples
the whole world over is no small thing, I tell

you.

COAL OR GAS TAR FOR FRUIT-TREE BORERS.

On page 742 of our issue for Oct. 1, 1898,

one of our subscribers gives a very emphatic
recommend for gas tar. I felt a little uneasy
about it at the time, for fear it might kill the
trees ; but I have just found a report from one
of our experiment stations, backing up friend
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Barr ; so I think we may consider it settled

that coal tar is all right. Below is the clipping:

Coal tar was very effectual, only a few borers suc-
ceeding in getting started in trees brushed with it,

and it did no injury to the trees. The following prov-
ed sure death to the trees: Paris gr< en mixed with
glue, raupenleim (German caterpillar lime), and den-
drolene.

Our Roll of Honor.

DIGGING POTATOES BY MACHINERY DURING
A WET TIME.

They say misery loves company. I felt a
little ashamed to think we could not dig our
potatoes with a modern high-priced digger,

during the past fall. We clip the following
from a recent number of the Ohio Farmer

;

But you can not dig clayey land when it is too wet
to crumble and rattle through the elevator. We could
use ours scarcely at all this year — about two hours of
a single day—the rest of the time for five weeks it was
too wet, and we dug with forks. But neither plow
nor cheap digger would work.

Prof. Chamberlain uses a Hoover digger, if

I am not mistaken. Well, I do not wonder it

would not work. But ours were all dug with
one of the cheap shovel-plow diggers notwith-
standing. I find, however, we have more cut
potatoes than usual.

WARNING AGAINST FRAUDULENT TREE-
PEDDLERS.

The above is the heading of a newspaper
bulletin from the Ohio Experiment Station.
They say that our adjoining county of Wayne
is infested with fruit tree swindlers who are
charging five times the ordinary value for

peach-trees. The swindlers claim these trees

are proof against the yellows. The people
at our experiment station caution the people
of Ohio to beware of any man representing he
has something new and wonderful that our
regular nurserymen and expert fruit-growers
know nothing about. The bulletin well says,
" There are no horticultural secrets." It says
further :

Those who wish to get trees of any meritorious vari-
ety can procure them of any reliable nurseryman, at
a fraction of the price asked by peddlers. No one
need pay more than ten cents each for the best vari-
eties of peach trees. Some new and untried sorts are
held at higher prices, but no well informed peach-
grower would plant any except old sorts that are
known to be good, and the-e are very cheap.

WHAT SHALL WE EAT?
We copy the following from a government

bulletin printed in Washington, D. C, in

regard to food and health.

The cost of a diet may be lessened by consuming
less fruit, cheaper cuts of meat, and fewer kinds of
vegetables. Fruits add comparatively little to the food
value of a diet, and the cheaper cuts of meat are as
nutritious as the more expensive cuts. While vege-
table foods are apparently essential to a well-regulated
diet, no marked advantage is due to a grrat variety of
vegetables. Wheat flour in the form of bread, etc., is

one of the most nutritious and cheapest foods.

Please find inclosed subscription to Gleanings for
another year. I think it a most valuable journal for
the bee-keeper. Without it I might "keep" bees, but
I certainly could not woik them to advantage.

J. M. Mitchell.
Glenhope Farm, Queensland, Nov. 11.

I have been reading Gleanings since 1877.
Hogestown, Pa., Jan. 3. P. P. Forney.

I have been a continuous subscriber from the time
Gleanings w s printed by windmill power.

Fishkill, N. Y., Dec. 23. E. H. Sherwood.

I have read Gleanings since it was "Novice's wind-
mill print," but can not say now whether I commenc-
ed with the first or second volume.
Canajoharie, N. Y .Jan. 5. Julius Hoffman.

I have taken Gleanings ever since the second vol-
ume was issued, and I don't think I have missed a
number. H C. Gilson.
Burr Oak, Mich., Dec. 31.

I commenced taking Gleanings when it had only
two leaves, and have now 20 years' volumes. Others
come and go, but Gleanings stays. It is instructive
and elevating, and to me it has been a great financial
success. M. Isbell.
Norwich, N. Y., Dec. 21.

I believe I have taken Gleanings from the first

number, with the exception that I subsciibed the first

year for the quarterly, and did not subscribe for the
monthly until the next year. I must have had, dur-
ing this time, a number of hundred dollars' deal with
you, which has been satisfactory in almost every re-

sp<ct. J. I. Parent.
Birchton, N. Y., Dec. 19.

I think I have taken Gleanings that long, but can
not say for certain; but I was taking it before the cen-
tennial, in 1876. I recollect the piece you wrote about
asking the old deaf lady to make you some starch so
you could show how to make foundation at the cen-
tennial. I have no data to tell, but was a subscriber
when you printed it by wind power. I have never
missed a copy since. Robt. Quinn.
Shellsburg, la., Dec. 20.

I claim to be one of those who have taken Glean-
ings ftom the first. I did not commence with the
first number, but I sent and got all the bick numbers,
and have that first small number jet when it was
staited quarterly. Gleanings has alwa\s been a
great helpto me. not only in bee culture, but in almost
every thing else ; and wife and children have been
benefited by it too. Ila Michener.
Low Banks, Ont , Can., Jan. 2.

Friend A. I. Root:— I commenced in the bee-business
in the spring of 1870. and have taken Gleanings con-
tinuously since its first number. I believe I have
every number up to date, as I bind them in book form
by volumes. Its constant improvement is a crtdit,
not only to the present editor, but to the father who
trained hirn to do the woik so well. Happy New
Year. Wm Muth-Rasmussen.
Independence, Cal., Dec. 27.

1 have taken Gleanings nearly all the time since it

was published, and have the back numbers laid by
now. I have been a continual subscriber to the Amer-
ican BeeJournal . and have nearly every number since
it was started, 1861. The way I became acquainted
with Mr. Root was by his writings in the American
Bee Journal. I built the first extractor, and shipped
the first extracted honey from this county. I have
been in the business tince 1800. I wish you a happy
New Year. D. H. Coggshall.
West Groton, N. Y., Jan. 1.

My Dear Mr. Root.—I do not want a prize, but I

want to let you know that I have taken Gleanings
from the very first number, and that all the volumes
except the last two are bound. 1 followed Novice's
writings in the A mericah Bee Journal before Glean-
ings was started and have with pleasure watched the
gradual progress made, ano the high moral tone
adopted by Gleanings, and hope it may long live to
carry on the same w^rk, foi the benefit of bee keepers.
Wishing you a happy new year and long life and

happiness, Yours truly,

Ljomis, Cal., Jan. 9. Thos Wm Cowan.

As well as I remember, about 22 or 23 years ago I

went down into Mason Co. to attend a Sunday-school
convention, and stopped with a Mr. Bea> d There I

saw a honey-extractor for the first time, and for the
first time I saw Gleanings. Mr. Beard very kindly
gave me a copy of Gleanings when he saw how much
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I was interested in it. It was the first work I ever
saw on bee culture. I came home and read it from
cover to cover. Then I said to Mrs. F., " I must send
right away for Gleanings before they tell all they
know about bees," for I thought it would not take
more than two or three months to do that, and then I

should have no further use for Gleanings. How far
I missed the mark I can't tell, for here you are still

going on, bringing new things out of the old, as well
as introducing many new ones. C. M. Farrar.
Confidence, W. Va., Dec. 21).

Special Notices by A. 1. Root.

ROCKY FORD CANTELOUPE MELON.
I notice our seedsmen want over SI 00 a pound for

Rocky Ford grown seed. Now, while we were eating
them there by the carload at Omaha, why didn't
somebody think to save some seeds? and can't some
of our Rocky Ford friends do a little better than the
above on prices?

OUR FIRST STEAM-ENGINE.
On page 24 of our Jan. 1st issue I spoke of getting a

4%-horse-power engine to back up the windmill when
the wind did not blow ; but at that time I did not
know that the maker of that first engine had at the
time a standing advertisement (see page 111). It

seems that he has been in the same line of business
for over 25 years; and the low-priced engines manu-
factured by James Eeffel, Springfield, O., are still

doing a vast amount of work of different kinds
throughout our land. After using ours for several
years we sold it at a veiy fair price, and since then it

has changed hands ever so many times ; and it has
been hauled around here and there, and the last I

heard of it it still was doing good service although ex-
postd to the weather and all sorts of rough handling.

TWO NEW ONIONS.

When I made up my list of novelties for our last
issue I omitted two new onions—the Gigantic Gibral-
tar and the Australian Brown onion. The former is

much like the Prizetaker, only larger, and so far every
plant seems to produce a big nice solid onion. For
starting in the greenhouse and transplanting in the
open air, they are the best onion known, so far as I
have heard. But, unfortunately, they are not a very
good keeper. They should be sold not very long after
harvesting them. The other one, the Australian
Brown, is about the best keeper of any onion known.
In fact, they have been kept over a whole season so
that, when the old and new onions were placed side
by side, one can hardly tell one from the other. Prices
of the latter will be": Packet. 5 cts. : ounce. 20cts.;
pound, $1.75. Price of the Gibraltar: Packet, 5 cts.;
ounce, 2.5 cts. It is said that neither kind ever pro-
duces any stiff necks or scullions. And by the way,
this is ften the cise with any onion for the first few
years after its introduction. After the seed gets gen-
erally in the market, and the price g>-ts down, then
seedsmen become careless about growing the s.ed.
For this reason alone it sometimes pays to test new
varieties of onions.

TEN DOLLARS FOR A SINGLE POTATO.
You may remember that, a year ago last October,

Win. Henry Maule permitted me to take one pot' to
from T. B. Terry's, with the understanding that all I

succeeded in growing from one potato in one year
should be Ma de's property. I to have 81.00 a bushel
for growing them. Well, I grew three hushel-i ; and
after receiving my S3 00 I asked Maule what ht would
take for the potatoes. He said they were worth to
him 110.00 per barrel ; and as his stock was limited he
did not care to sell for any It ss than that. I was some-
what disappointed because I did not succeed in getting
more than three bu-hels from the one potato; but
when I received Maule's 1899 catalog I saw where the
trouble lay. This new potato is named the Cummer

• cial. An ong its other qualities let me quote the fol-
lowing in regard to keeping :

I have a record of keeping: the tubers in perfentlv gnrifl con-
dition, in ordinary storage, until August of the year follow-
inpr their production The tmtat.es wee ju»t as edible and
mealy Aug. 1 ?> as the day they were dug.

You see, I took that potato home and tried to make
it sprout in the greenhouse. I fussed with it a great
part of the winter, but I could not make the eves
sprout, to ,'ave me, till toward spring: then when I

succeeded in getting some new potatoes in the green-

house I had the same trouble in getting these same
new potatoes to sprout in the open ground, so that the
frost caught them before they had really done grow-
ing. Now, the very peculiarity that made this potato
a bad one to grow one crop in the greenhouse, during
winter, and another in the open air, during the sum-
mer, is one of its most valuable characteristics. If
planted in the ordinary way it is medium early, and I

believe it is the largest yielder of any potato I have
ever got hold of. It is a seedling of the Wilson Rose,
and is of the Ro=e tvpe, and it cettainly has great con-
stitutional vigor. If any of our readers care to try it

we will furnish it. by the pound only, at Maule's
prices. Single pound, postpaid by mail, 50 cts. You
may remember that T. B. Terry grew in the open air
nearly two bushels of tiemenciously large nice pota-
toes from a single potato that Maule furnished him.

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO GROW THIS SEASON?

A good many people are afraid to grow perishable
crops for fear they may not be able to sell them all, or
because they do not want to be obliged to stop their
work to take care of the crop just when it is at its best.
These perishable crops, like strawberries, snap beans,
etc., bring the most money: but one must make a busi-
ness of it to sell them. What can we grow that will
have at least some value, even if we do not succeed in
selling it when it is just right for the table? Well,
there are quite a number of things. To begin with,
all the beans we list are valuable in the dry state; and
just now 1 could offer from SI.50 to S4.00 and even So.00
a bushel for any of the beans we advertise if anybody
had an}' to spare. Burpee's bush lima especially has
for several vears been worth from $3.00 to S5.00 a bush-
el for the dry beans; and I do not know what is to
hinder somebody growing an acre and making "big
money," unless it is the first cost of the seed. Of
course, sell all you can for green beans. There is sel-

dom a time they can not be sold at a good price in any
town or cit\ . If the people do not want them all

green, just let them get dry and thrash them out.
If you have horses or cattle \ou can grow all kinds

of beets. Sell them green if you can ; if you can not,
feed them to stock. Ingrowing roots for stock, how-
ever, we have had rather the best success with carrots.
These always sell for enough to pay quite well for
growing; and although there may be horses and cat-
tle that will not eat sweet clover when it is nice and
green, I do not think you will find one that will not
eat carrots with avidity, and thrive on them. Mix
the carrots in with the dry feed along in winter and
spring, and see if you do not call it a good investment.
Sweet corn can also be fed tj horses and cattle if

you can not sell it all green.
And you want to grow some onions. W'hen they are

just right to pull, give great big bunches for a nickel.
Astonish people by the big lot of handsome ones you
give for a s'nall amount of money. Also grow some
sets. Every little while onion-sets are worth from
13 (0 to S5.00 a bushel. Get a variety you can handle;
learn how to grow them, and then have some on hand
every spring, and you will hit it once in a while, sure.
And Hubbard squashes. Did anybody ever know a
time when nice Hubbard squash would not sell for
enough to pay a big profit on the investment? But
you must have the ground rich Clean out the poul-
iry-h uise and the pigpen, and w< rk the contents into
the ground thoroughly Spread your compost-heap
where you are going to have your squashes. Then
wherever you plant a hill, dg down a foot or a foot
and a half, and make the hill a yard across, and dig it

over every little while till it is time to plant the seeds.
Then use the squash-boxes with a pane of glass on
top. You must meet the first bug more than half way,
and so on with the second and third. Scare them so
badly to begin with that they wil think the locality is

not healthy ; then after every thing else is off the
ground put in some turnips and manage in the same
wav.
Meanwhile do not forget potatoes. Have them on

the market before any one else in your neighborhood
has thought of such a thing. Then when everybody
else is bringing them in, get ahead < f them all by
showing some nicer ones than anybrdy else has seen.
Then have potatoes coming along ready to dig clear
up till fros\ If they do not bring a g. od price in the
fall, have some in the spring a little nicer and a little

better than anvbody else.

Now. if you want seeds of all these things look over
our list in our last issue or send for our complete seed
catalog. Please note our exceedingly low prices on
beet seed, carrot seed, parsnip seed, squash seed, etc.,

in 5 and 10 pound lots.
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DUE BILL FREEcrrn
fc ^yffij M K To get new customers to test my seeds^^ mfmimKMml^r Iwil.mail my handsome catalogue
for 189**, lithographed and beautifully illustrated, and a 10c.
Due Bill« good for 10c. worth of seeds for trial, absolutely
free. It is full of bargains. All the Rest Seeds, ISulbn,
Plants, Roses, new Fruits, Farm Seeds, Potatoes,
ete.» at lowest prices. Ten Great Novelties offered without
oames. I will pay $50- FOR A NAME for each. Don't buy
your stock until you see this new catalogue. Several varieties shown
in colors. Great inducements for orders this year. You will l»e

surprised at my bargain offers. Send your address on Postal to-day.

Tell your friends to send too. Old customers wili receive a copy.

F. B. MILLS, Seedsman, Box 105. Rose JUU, K-Y
in wnHng, mention Gleanings

and always get yonr money's
worth. Five cents per paper
everywhere. Always tbe
best. Seed Annual free.
I».M. FKKRY «fc CO.,

Oetroit, Mich.

the np
sn ilh tO TStf

In buying seeds
economy iw exlrav

asaiioc," because the
of cultivation wasted on i

seeds always largely exce<
original cost of the best seeds to
be had. The best is always the
cheapest. Pay a trifle more for

tERRYS

onr neTF patent

KEROSENE SPRAYERS
ndeed. Kerosene Emulsion

made while pumping. 12 varieties
Sprayers, Bordeaux and Vermorel
Nozzles, the "World's Fext."
THE DEMING CO. SALEM, OHIO.
Western Agents, Hennlon is. Hul.l

Catalogue and Formulas Free.'

In writing, mention Gleanings.

iu writing, mention Gleanings,

iEW STRAWBERRIES!Ml
59 hI gan. Strong, healthy plants FRESH DUG and

GUARANTEED to all parts U.S. and Canada. We
also make a Specialty of Choice Michigan Grown

SEED POTATOES.XftiSSKT FREE
and note what our customers in many states sa.\ about
Our carefully grow nuttul g-radedistoek.

FUNSBIMH & PIERSON, Leslie, Mich.

EVERGREENS
100, (! to 8 in. $1; IS to IS in. $2.50.
100, « ft. SlOprepaid. 100. 4 tot! ft.
5 varieties, $15. 15 choice Fruit trees, 20"

varieties, $10. Ornamental «fc Fruit
Trees. Catalogue and prices of 50<

great bargain lots SENT FREE-
iW Good Local Ajreiitu Wanted.

HILL, gK, Dundee, III..

In writing, mention Gleanings.

350.000 Peach, liiO.OOO Plum, 150,000 Pear. T5.000 Cherry, 150,000
Apple, Quince, Apricot, Mulberry, etc. 50.000 Nut Bearing Trees,
li.OOO.OOO Small Fruits, l.OOO.OOO Roses. Headquarters tor

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS. 44

1

sireenhouses filled with choice Koses. Paluis, Arancarlas, Ficns, Ferns,
Geraniums, etc. Correspondence solicited. Catalogue and price list free.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 416,

*RUlf5

Every tree, plant or vine bought at Reid's is well-
rooted, vigorous, and true to name. Every care is
taken in growing to insure absolute certainty to tbe
buyer. Save one-half on anything you need in the
nursery line, by buying at Reid's.
We'll help you to choose by sending complete catalog, esti-

mates, or any information you may ask for, free.
REID'S NURSERIES, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.

Whew writing to advertisers please mention Glkanings,
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Jf Why not Have the Best? \
*aj The ever increasing demand for COLUMBIA AND HART- a\

•V- FORD B! CYCLES has reached a point that renders it possible jA

^ to run our great factories to their full capacity. This immense
:J^

Uf volume of business enables us to offer these STANDARD
Jg

Vl/ wheels at prices but little higher than the price of the poorest, (f?

| COLUMBIA and HARTFORD. I
\^ Price Reduced. Quality Maintained. L

ito Columbia Chain-less, - - $75 Hartford, - - - - $35 (t>

ito Columbia Chain, - - 40, 50 Vedettes, - - - - 25, 26 2>

•I- Our 1899 models show marked advancement in mechan- j»
I* ical construction. The best machines we have ever built. ;L

w That means their equals do not exist.
^JJ

\{i SEE THEM. yL

\ POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn. 3
v^w-V- *• *' ,2 ,S ,-S , S'iS ,^'S , S'S'S'S'^'S'S'&'S'S'S'S'S'S'i ,j'^)

In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings
[

SAVE $8 ON A HARNESS I
~

We are tlie largest manufacturers ofharness ami
carriages in the world selling to the

consumer exclusively.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS, DEALERS OR MIDDLEMEN.
We sell you direct from the factory at wholesale prices and save you all

additional expense. We ship anywhere for examination. We guarantee
'and warrant everything.

This Elegant Team and Farm Harness for $19.50
Many customers who have bought it report that they have saved from $8
to $10 in buying this harness from us. For full description of this and 60

other styles of harness and 125 styles of vehicl-s see our new Illustrated
Catalogue. Your name on a postal card will get it.

ELKHART CARRIAGE & HARNESS MFG. GO.
w VJ£ATT ' ELKHART, INDIANA.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

Our Factory is the Largest, ....

We are Located
**>* on the banks of the St. Croix

-. _ t m t
among the saw-mills, where

Our Facilities are the Best. ® Kablw?Sj1tX
We kiln=dry our Lumber, and Manufacture

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS, AND SHIPPING-CASES.

We Handle Bee=keepers' Supplies. We are Prompt Shippers.

Write for catalog.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.
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Best Seeds
that Grow!

Thousands of Dollars
in CASH PRIZES for 1899

and many other. New Features,
of particular interest, presented in

URPEE'S
Farm Annual

Leading American Seed Catalogue
Mailed FREE to all.

A handsome new book of 176 pages,—tells
the plain truth about Seeds, including rare
Novelties which cannot be had elsewhere.
Beautiful colored plates and hundreds of illus-
trations from nature. Gives practical informa-
tion of real value to all who would raise the
choicest Vegetables and most beautiful Flowers.
Write a postal card TO=DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.. Philadelphia

B

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

A FARM POWER
IS A NECESSITY

in the practice of modern ag-
riculture. They are net ded
for shelling corn, grinding
feed, cutting fodder or en-
silage, srparating cream,
wood-saw ii g. pumping wa-
ter, and a host of other things.

LEFFEL
ENGINES and

BOILERS
are clearly the best for the
purpose. Either Upright or
Horizontal; from 3 h. p. up.
Safe, simple, easy to run.
They are quick steamers, and

require little fuel. Pamphlet with prices on applica-
tion, stating size power wanted.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Box 44, Springfield, 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

BUY THE BEST.

If you want the best low-down wagon you should
buy the Electric Handy Wagon It is the best because
it is made of the best material; the best broad-tired
Electric wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles;
all other wood parts of the best seasoned white oak.
The front and rear hounds are made from the best
angle steel, which is neater, stronger, and in every
way better than wood. Well painted in red, and var-

nished. Extra length of reach and extra long stand-
ards supplied without additional cost when requested.
This wagon is guaranteed to carry 4000 lbs. anywhere.
Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 95, Quincy, Illinois,

for their new catalog which fully describes this wag-
on, their famous Electric Wheels, and Electric Feed-
cookers.

SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES.
Thequeslion of spraying fruit-trees to prevent the

depredations of insect pests and fungus diseases is no
longer an experiment but a necessity.

Our readers will do well to write Wm. Stahl, Quin-
cy, 111., and get his catalog describing twenty-one
styles of Snraying Outfits and full treatise on spray-
ing the different fruit and vegetable crops, which
contains much valuable information, and may be had
for the asking.

flaple Syrup and Sugar
are scarce this season; the bogus article
is never so. We can please you if you

want the pure maple.

2 to 6 gallons fancy syrup at 90c; Nos. 1 and 2 grades, 5
and 20c less per gallon respectively. For more than
case lot, club order, etc., write.

As to Our Rel'abit.ity. write Boughton. Ford & Co.,
Bankers, Burton, O., or Adams & Ford, Cleveland, O.

Ohio Maple Syrup Co., Burton, Geauga Co., 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Fruit Packages of All Kinds.
—ALSO— '*

Bee=keepers' Supplies.

We allow a Liberal Discount
on early orders. Why not send
for your supplies now to save the
discount and avoid the rush of
the busy season? Catalog and
price list free. Address

BERLIN FRUIT-BOX Co.,
Berlin Heights, - Erie Co., Ohio.

In writing to advertisers, mention Gleanings.

YOU GAN USE
Coiled Spring, Cable, Barbed

or Smooth Wire in our

$10 MACHINE
And Build the BEST Wire Fence at

1 6 to 24 Cents per Rod.

Agents Wanted. Write for Catalog

B0WEN CABLE STAY FENCE CO.
Box 62, Norwalk, 0., U S. A

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Farm Bee-keeping
Is one of the leading departments in the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best

Farm and Bee paper in existence. Write for

sample copy and for clubbing rates with any
paper you want.

E. TAYLOR ABBOTT, St. Joe, Mo.
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Special Notices.

BUCKETS, COVERS, SAP-SPILES, AND CANS FOR MAPI.E
SYRUP.

We are ready to mail on application a leaflet giving
exceedingly low prices on implements for making
sugar. Please do not forget our maple-sugar book,
sent postpaid by mail for 25 cts., if you expect to do
any thing with maple sugar the coming spring.

HONEY.
We have a good supply of various grades of comb

honey to offer to those who may be in the market,
send for prices. We are in want of good extracted
honev. and should like to hear from those having any
to offer, stating how put up, quantity, and price ask-
ed. White extracted preferred.

CATALOG FOR 1899.

We have already printed a large edition of our new
catalog except the cover, which goes on the press
next thing after printing this number of Gleanings,
and we will soon be mailing large quantities of them.
Our list of names is so large that it will take us about
two months to make, and mail all of them. If you
get tired waiting for yours to come, drop us a postal
request, and we will send you one ; and when you re-

ceive the regular one from the list, hand it to some
one interested.
To avoid advancing prices on foundation during the

season, we have placed the list price high enough to
cover any ordinary advance s in the price of wax, and
until April 1st, or "further notice, we will sell founda-
tion 2 cents a pound less than the prices listed in the
catalog, which are the same as given in last issue of
OLEANiNGS.
Within the past two weeks there have been two

futther advances in the price of sheet zinc, making a
total advance since last May of about thirty per cent.
We have not advanced the price of Tinker zinc; but
on Root zinc the price is $1.40 per sheet, and an ad-
vance of 2 cents each on honey- boards over the price
ruling last year.

A NEW STRAWBERRY—THE NEW YORK.
The great strawberry specialist, Mr. W. F. Allen, of

Salisbury. Md., in 1897 offered $100 in gold to anybody
who would produce a better strawberry than the Glen
Mary. The berry was produced by a schoolma'am;
and after she received the S100 here is what she says
about it :

"Pleasantly surprised !
" Well, I should think so. To say I

was delighted when the express agent handed me that pack-
age yesterday alternoon would but faintly express my feel
ings. V& the pat two or three years I have tried nearly all
the new varieties, and never in all the trials have I found a
berry that gave me as much satisfaction and profit as my new
seedling, the "New York." I was satisfied that we had a su
perior berry when the boarders here were so anxious to carry
berries home with them, gladly paying us 25 to 30 cents per
qua) t, when we were selling our other berries for 8 and '0 cents
per quart Martha Q. Yates.
Tompkins Co., N. Y., Jan , 1898.

Theberiyis a selected seedling from the Bubach
and Jessie. The price is only 15.00 for 12 plants. Mr.
Allen controls, of course, the entire stock. One does
not want to buy a great many at that price; but we
have already sent in our order for two plants, and ex-
pect to report in regard to them during the season.

Farm Wagon for only $19.95.

In order to introduce their low metal wheels with
wide tires, the Empire Manufacturing Company,
Quincy, 111., have placed upon the market a Farmer's
Handy Wagon, sold at the low price of $19.95. The
wagon is only 25 inchesjhigh, fitted with 24 and 30 inch
wheels with 4-inch tire."

This wagon is made of best material throughout,
and really costs but a trifle more than a set of new
wheels, and fully guaranteed for one year. Catalog
giving a full description will be mailed upon applica-
tion by the Empire Manufacturing Co., Quincy, 111.,

who also will furnish metal wheels at low prices,
made any size and width of tire to fit any axle.

Maple Syrup Outfit.
Nearly new; hundreds of tin buckets. Record spouts

and wood covers at yout own offers, or will take 87.75
per 100. buckets, spouts, and covers.

GEO. VANDEVORD, SaultSte. Marie, /lien.

STRA\AJRFRRV Plants. largest and choi
I l\«WWDLI\l\l cest stock in lhe World
(50,000 000; 100 varieties. ) Lowest prices. Safe-
ly and cheaply delivered anywhere on conti-

nent. Catalog free. Continental Plant Co.,
Strawberry Specialists. 49 South St., Kittrell, N. C.

In writing, mention Gleanings

Fflf Ool p 20 Strong Colonies Hybrid Bees, Dive-
rUI uQlCi tailed hives. Most of the frames wired
combs, straight, in good condition: *2.f'0each.

M. GARRAHAN, Kingston, Pa.

A due I A cents' worth 1A or more good names of
bill for " of plants for *" fruit growers. Hand-
some catalog free. W. N. SCARFF, New Carlisle, O.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must say you want your ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsible for any error You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over five
lines will cost you according to our regular rates This de-
partment is intended only for bona tide exchanges. Exchanges
for cash or for price lists, or notices offering articles for sale
can not be inserted under this head. For such our regular
rates of 20 cts a line will be charged, and they will be put with
the regular advertisements. We can not be responsible for
dissatisfaction arising from these " swaps."

w

w^

ANTED —To exchange apiarian supplies for colo-
nies of bees from the South in April.

I. J. Stringham. 105 Patk Place, New York.

YVANTED.—Man who understands bees, gardening,
*' and hotbeds, for coming season. Must give ref-

erence. Jas. West, Box 229, Montpelier, Ind.

IVA,NTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
'
' with tin separators, tor something I can use.

C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

Vl/ANTED.—To exchange two small printing-presses
** and printing outfit for bloodhounds, fetrets, fan-
cy poultry, bicycles, or something I can use.

James M. Denham, Valley, Ky.

'ANTED.—No. 1 white comb honey in 4x5-iuch sec-
tions; also to furnish my hives and 4x5 sections

for a share of the next honey crop, to parties within
100 miles of this city. Address at once

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

VVANTED.—Young man who does not use liquors or
'

' tobacco to work the coming season on farm where
honey, fruits, and general farm crops are taised. Give
references. C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

\UANTED-Your address for a free copy of my
*' book on queen-rearing.

Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.

WANTED.—To exchange No. 1 Star sweep feed
mill, 2 horse, good as new, for rifle, shot gun, bi-

cycle, or offers. D. V. McManus, Forestville, N. Y.

U/ANTED.—Position in California apiary. Can take" full control. References if wanted. Age 29. Sin-
gle. T. P. Murrey, Fort Collins, Col. L,. B. 585.

1VANTED.—To exchange raspberry plants (Gregg)
** for queens, nuclei, or .something that can be used
in bee-yard. J. E. Henderson,

Box 7, Elm Grove, Ohio Co., W Va.

'ANTED.—By a practical apiarist and queen-breed-
er, a position, in any locality; or an apiary on

shares. Abbott I,. Svvinson, Goldsboro, N. C.

WANTED.—To exchange for 25 or 30 H. P. engine
'" and boiler or offers, the Ronda machine and en-
gine boiler we have, "both to apply.

Ronda Mfg. Co., Ronda, N. C.

w

WANTED —To exchange supplies, nursery stock, or
seed potatoes, for printing-press, honey, or wax.

O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
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BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

lar
^mad^°

k
") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00

Hr«t-%ril» Nrfkl

BINGHAM
BeeSmoker

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

Doctor 3^-in. " " 9.00
Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50
Large 2^-in. " " 5.00
Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50
Honey-knife " 6.00

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAH. Farwell, Hichigan.

Bee i Supplies,

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 flassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

CHAS ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

Queens.
FAULTLESS
always on hand
the leather colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, SI. 00 each; 6 for $5.00
Untested. 75c each; 6 for $4- Queens ready in season

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. "Co., Ark.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

i

I will be ready as usual to furnish
queens the coming season. Many
unsolicited testimonials tell of the
superiority of the Laws strain of

j-banded workers. Breeding queens
Price $2.50 each. I am abo breeding

FREE! FREE!
A beautiful present with every order.

Cheapest place in Michigan to buy your
Supplies. Send for a price list explaining.

W. D. SOPER, Box 565, Jackson, nich.

The Bee=keepers'

REVIEW
for December shows in its frontispiece " The Neatest
Apiary in Michigan," and the owner of this apiary, or.

to be more exact, his son. contributes an article upon
" Beauty and Neatness " in which he shows that they
are of more importance in the apiary than they are
generallv given credit for.

Mr. Harry S. Howe, Mr. W. L. Coggshall's " light-
ning operator." tells how he reads the bee-journals

—

what is wanted in them, and how to get the most out
of them.
There is an editorial of nearly three pages upon

" Success." It is not a lot of dry platitudes and gener-
alities; it is full of freshness and vigor, and of illustra-

tions drawn from the editor's own experience. The
reading of it may change your life from the dull com-
mon place to one of un l ounded success.
Then there are the " Criticisms " of Mr. Taylor: the

"Views" of the inimitable Hasty, the "Extracted
Dept.," etc.

The Review is $1.00 a year: but if you are not a sub-
scriber, you can, for only $1.80, have your subscription
co Gleanings renewed for one year, get 12 back num-
bers of the Review, and then the Review for all of
1899.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
Flint, = Hichigan.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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N'T SWEAR 39

_ did Inst

bator aud then not do il.

Nothing like starling right.

If you want to start right
and slay right buy the

Reliable Incubator.
"•^LLK vf Ma,i ** so,hr veriest novice can't fail
'' pJieM with it. Light the lamp, the Reliable
^-J

-'J'

l

--.7>'ln,s the rest. We send a '224 pajre
~'*S!*S&--V- -7«"-'i^ bonk for 18c in stamps that tells all

-^'^Ss^boul i> and the Reliable Poultry Farm.

RELIABLE INCB. & BROODER CO. Box B 49, Quincy, 111.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

INCUBATOR QUALITY.
When it comes to quality in an in-
cubator, which embraces construc-
tion, working ability, etc., there is

nothing that will equal

The Prairie State.
Two hundred first premiums in all
kinds of competions with all kinds
of machines. Send for catalogue.

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR CO., HOMER CITY, PA.

AGreat Mistake
it would be to purchase an Incu-

Sjj] bator or Brooder without first

getting a copy of our 148-page
catalogue. It costs 6c. but is

fe 9 worth a dollar to you for the

=j poultry information it contains,

~jSf to say nothing of the pointers it
•^ gives you. Send for it at onceX

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO, Box 503. Oes Moines, la.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

OW TO START
lnthePOl'LTKY BUSINESS and how

to make it a complete success is the theme of
our POULTRY GUIDE. Tells all about poul-
try houses, how to build, cost, &c, and how to
breed, feed and market fowl*. Treats

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
I also of the

Ifamous
which is delivered freight paid to every purchaser.
This machine requires absolutely no artifical moisture. Send 10
Cents and get the book. Circulars FRF''
TiE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 74 WAYLAND, N.V

SOLD ON TRIALi
Buy no Incubator and pay tor it

before giving It a trial.
Many people have lost faith in incubators be-

cause they boughtone that was Deverintend-
ed to hatch chickens—made merely to sell.

The Yon Culin Incubators
are sold on trial subject to your approv-

al. Simplest machine made. A child can operate it. The biggest
catalogue and "poultry pointers*' book published, sentfor 5o*
Plans for Renders, Poultry Houses, etc.. sent on receipt of 25e.
Von Culin Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del

iij wining, meiiiiuii ijLbAiNn^,^

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-«iththe
aple, perfect, self-regulating

EXCELSIOR IMMTOR
Thousands in successful operation.

Lowest priced lst-class hatcher made.
GEO. II. STAH I.,

114 to 123 S. fill. »«.. Online. III.

a ^fcfeg -^ . A WASTE OF

MONEY
desirable or justifi-

. It is worse than waste
ut high priced eggs in a
r, imperfect incubator.

TheMASCOTTE
INCUBATOR

not only prevents such waste,
bu* turns failure into success.
Regulates perfectly as to heat,

and ventilation. Guaranteed. Send at once for FREE catalogue.

Mascotte Incubator & Lumber Co., Box 18, Bedford, Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

> RAt

Feb. 1.

BARGAINS.
We never raised as many or as good chicks as

we did the past season. Our buildings are
crowded; we want to reduce stock quick, and to
do it will cut the price so it will pay you big
to buy now. Will sell you Barred and White PI.

Rocks, White Wyandottes, I<t. Brahmas, I,ang-
shans, and Pekin Ducks. Pullets and hens, $1,
$1.50, and $2; Cockrels. good breeders, $2 to $3
Trios, $5 to 86; Ducks, $1 to $1.50 each, $3 to $4
per trio. Early-hatched, healthy, vigorous birds:
guaranteed to please. Above prices for a short
time only. Send for 80-page free catalog of

"Everything for the Poultry Yard."
We are the oldest - established poultry -farm

and supply-house in the West.

i Geo. J. Nissly, Saline, Mich, d

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

"«"« Pri(* FOR EGGS
comes in the winter when etr^s ; Green Cut

jSK^: Mann's New Bone Cutter
lay at i

i Granite Crysta
It doubles the epg product.

...J Grit, (lover (utter and Swing-
ing Feed Tray mean hen comfort and hen profit. Catalogue free.

F. W„ MANN CO. Box37» Milford, Mass.

REAL BARGAINS
Koad Wagon- at 1*16.45

Top Koad Wagons at *23.?0
Top Buggies at £26.00

iSurries 843.50; Pli8etons837;

(Spring Wagons 829; Single
/Harness S3. 75; Farm Har-

sSl:;. Also Carts. Saddles

'and everything in the vehicle

line at lowest wholesale prices. All correct in style,

quality and workmanship. Buy direct from factory.

Save dealer's profits. We sell one or more as low as

others sell in car lots, and ship C. O. D. with privilege

of examination. Guaranteed as represented or money
refunded Write for catalogue and testimonials Free.
CASH BUYERS'UNION,158 W.VanBuren St. B 345, Chicago

in wilting, mention Gleanings.

I T*«!.<-v*'« Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping. Cross-
cutting, Mitering,
Rabbeting, Groovin
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, Edge -moulding,
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND P0W5R machin-
ery. Send for Catalog A.,
Seneca Falls flfg. Co., i

44 Water St, Seneca Falls, N. t-

"

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Low=down Broad=tire Farm Trucks
originated with us, and we
still sell direct to farmers

three fourths of all that are

used. We build ten styles of

farm wagons, extra wheels

for old wagons, and milk-ped-

dlers' wagons. Steel -wheel

trucks, $18.

Farmers Handy Wagon Co., Saginaw. Mich.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods At Th
P
e
r

i

i

r

ce ..

Including their discounts for goods wanted for use an-
other season. It will pay you to send me list of goods
wanted. |\fl. H. HUNT,
Cash fo>- beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Detroit.—Fancy white comb honey, 13; No. 1, 11@

\'l lA\ fancy, dark, and amber, 9@11; extracted white
in good demand at fira>,7; dark, 5@5J£; beeswax, 26@27.
Feb. 9. M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Mich.

Milwaukee,—At this time the honey trade is at a
standstill. The weather is ver3r cold, and demand is

very small We expect, in the near future, trade will
improve. Market is steady for best qualities, while
the off grades are inclined to accommodate the buyer.
We continue to quote as follows: fancy lib. sections,
13@14: A No 1, 12@13; No. 1, 11@12; dark or amber,
lOfo 10J4; extracted, in barrels and kegs, white, 6%@
7'4; dark, 5%@6; beeswax, 27@28.

A. V. Bishop & Co.,
Feb. 9. Milwaukee, Wis.

Boston.—The demand for comb honey is very light,
with full stock on hand We quote our market as fol-

lows: fancy white, 13@14; A No. 1, 12; No. 1, 11@12;
light amber, 9@,10; no demand for buckwheat: ex-
tracted white Northern stock, 7(&8; beeswax quiet at
27@28. Blake, Scott & Lee

Feb. 8. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Chicago.—Weather is zero the ce days and honey
does not sell, as it is too cold for people to get out.
Price of fancy white, 13; good grades of white and
amber. 11@12; dark and amber, 8(510; and with mild
weather we look for a good demand Extracted. 6@7
for white, 5@6 for amber; beeswax. 27.

R. A. Burnett & Co.
Feb. 8. 163 South Water St , Chicago. 111.

Philadelphia.—The demand for honey has fallen
since last quotations, but prices remain firm. Fancy
comb, 15; No. 1, 12; amber, 10; dark extracted, 5J4

:

amber, G; white, 7; beeswax, 27. We are producers of
honey—do not handle on commission.

Wm. A. Selser,
Feb. 10. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Albany.—No. 1 white clover selling at 11@,11%; No.
2, 9@10; mixed, amber and buckwheat, 7(58 I4; extract-
ed, white, 7@7'4; dark, 6@6%.

MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Feb. 8. Albany, N. Y.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-dav as
follows: Fancy white, 13@14: No. 1, 12@12%; light
amber, 11; buckwheat, 8; extracted, white, 7; light
amber, (>. A. B. Williams & Co.,

Feb. 9. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

For Sale.—Fancy white extracted alfalfa honey in
60-lb, cans at 7c per lb.; in lots of 500 lbs. or more, 6^>c
per lb.', f. o. b. cars Denver. Sample by mail 8c.

Rauchfuss Bros., Elyria, Colo.

Well, neighbors, what can I buy your honey at in lots
of one hundred pounds and up? What is it gathered
from ? What grade is it? and how is it put up ?

T. L. Shaffer, Lake View, O.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of amber and white ex-
tracted honev. Send samples. B. Walker,

No. 455 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must say you want your ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsible for any error You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over five
lines will cost you according to our regular rates This de-
partment is intended only for bona-nde exchanges. Exchanges
for cash or lor price lists, or notices offering articles for sale
can not be inserted under this head. For such our regular
rates of l'O cts a line will be charged, and they will be put with
the regular advertisements. We can not be responsible for
dissatisfaction arising from these " swaps."

wANTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
with tin separators, for something I can use.

C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

w

VVi ANTED.—To exchange two small printing-presses
* T and printing outfit for bloodhounds, ferrets, fan-
cy poultry, bicycles, or something I can use.

James M. Denham, Valley, Ky.

WANTED.—No. 1 white comb honey in 4x5-inch sec-
""

tions; also to furnish my hives and 4x5 sections
for a share of the next honey crop, to parties within
100 miles of this city. Address at once

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

ANTED.—Your address for a free copy of my
book on queen-rearing.

Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.

YJMANTED.—By a practical apiarist and queen-breed-
"* er, a position, in any locality; or an apiary on
shares. Abbott L- Swinson, Goldsboro, N. C.

ANTED.—To exchange supplies, nursery stock, or
seed potatoes, for printing-press, honey, or wax.

O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

Y^ANTED—A position in apiary or upon farm; ex-
"

' perienced hand; age 21.

F. W. Manley, New London, Ohio.
Mr. Manley, was in my employ the past season, and

I cordially recommend him to you as a good man for
farm or apiary. Dan White, New London, Ohio.

TANTED.—Position in California apiary. Can take
full control. References if wanted. Age 29. Sin-

gle. T. P. Murrey, Fort Collins, Col. L. B. 585.

w

w

wANTED —Hand or foot power combination saw.
B. Hahn, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.

WHAT have you for a one-horse power tile-mill
*

' I
Hacket pattern); dies 3% to 10 inches?

James Rutherford, Sims, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange a new Saiimening incuba-"
tor, 200-egg size, for pea-fowls, white and brown

China geese, or offers.
Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio.

Vl/ANTED.—To exchange strawberry and raspberry
'' plants for sections, foundation, or foot-power
saw, mandrel, and rip-saw.

P. D. Miller, Grapeville, Pa.

WANTED.—Flngagement as manager or foreman in
** large apiary; will also work for monthly salary;
production of comb honey a specialty; hives handled
cat-like; 16 years' experience; 27; single. Sugar-honey
producers write. Correspondence solicited. Address

Geo. Rockenbaugh, Austin, Minn.
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About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina. Ohio.

or F. Danzenhaker.
Box 66, Washington, D.C.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

Do You Expect to Buy

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
I the coming year? If so, you want to get a good qual-

ity of goods at a reasonable price. Our aim will be to
please you. Will you write us now, stating what you
will need, and allow us to quote you prices? You will

Get a Liberal Discount

by ordering now; goods to be shipped and paid for
when wanted. It will cost but two cents, and save $.

We keep several carloads in stock.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

Discount-sheet to dealers. Catalog free.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

*^%r

1

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee= keepers' Supplies.
Medina, Ohio. Philadelphia, Pa.

10 Vine St.

Prices the same. Order of nearest point— save

freight and time. t

A Quartet of 'Big Offers'!
Surely One of These will Suit You.

14 Copies of the Bee Journal for 10c.

The great Omaha convention report ran through 14

numbers of the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, begin-

ning October 1, 1898. We offer the 14 copies for only
10 cts. so long as they last O r

, for SI.00 we will -end
you ihe Omaha Report and the Bee Journal for 1899—
65 copies in all.

The "Bees and Honey" Book.

This is a 160 page book by Thos. G. Newman, for-

merly edit rof the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL. A
paper-bound 50-cent copv of thi- book we give f'ee to

a NEW su scriber who send« SI.00 for the BEE JOUR-
NAL for a year. Or, for SI.S we will send a copy of

the 75-cent'cli th-bound edition and the BEE JOUR-
NAL one year to a NEW subscriber.

Prof. Cook's " Bee-keeper's Gui 'e."

This is one of the standard works on bees. Thor-
oughly practical, fully ill l-tr ted, 4<>0 oages. 1899 edi-

tion. "Price SI.2o Or. for $1.70 we will mail you this

book and the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL for one
year if you are a NEW subsciiber.

Doolittle's " Scientific Queen=Rearing."

If you desire to know how to have queens fertilized
in upper stories while the old queen is still laying be-

low; how you may safely intro-
duce any queen at anv time of the
year when bees can fly; all about
the diff- rent taces of bees; all

about shipping queens, queen-
cages, candy for queen-cages, etc.;

all about foi ming nuclei, multi-
plying or uniting bees or weak
colonies, etc.; or, in fact, every
thing about the queen business
which you may want to know,
you ought to have G. M. Doolit-
tle's wonderful book, " Scientific
Queen-reaiing." Price, bound in
cloth S1.00; or, for $1.60 we will

mail this book and the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
for one > ear, if you are a NEW subscriber.

doolittle.

4®=Tf von have not seen the weekly AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL for 1899— with its new type
and sparkling contents—send us your name
and address at once on a postal card, asking
for a copy. You will want it regularly when
you see it. It's the greatest bargain in current
bee-literature.

ADDRESS

Geo. W. York, 118 Michigan St., Chicago, Illinois.
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How's THE GRIP your way ?

Perhaps one mistake in the honey leaflets

is priming the price on them so customers can
see how Hitle they cost.

Eight foul-brood inspectors in Colorado
inspected 4885 colonies; found 233 diseased,

and destroyed 31.

—

Amer. Bee Journal.
I might sell friend Atherton (p. 96) some

wide frames cheap, but he's never done me
any harm, and I wouldn't advise him to take
them.

Prof. Cook argues in favor of the belief

that all honey dew is of insect origin, but I

think I've read just as strong arguments on
the other side in foreign journals.

Fruit blossoms covered with netting to

keep out the bees remained one to seven days
longer than those uncovered; apparently wait-

ing to be fertilized.

—

Bienen- 1
r

ater.

I don't know enough to know whether
Adrian Getaz' logic is all sound, p. 89, but I

do know that if I could have all colonies
strong the last of April I'd risk the useless
consuming they'd do.

H. S. Price says in American Bee Journal,
that from a fruit-farm he got only $16 instead
of $1600 because too rainy for bees to fertilize

the biossoms. Others without bees got noth-
ing [See Pickings.

—

Ed.]

It is pleasant to know that Deutsche II-

lustrierte Bienenzeitung\ formrely so ably con-
ducted by the lamented Gravenhorst, is to con-
tinue under the editorship of his son Hugo,
assisted by his sister Franciska.

An eight-frame hive is not as safe as a
ten-frame for one who pays little attention to
his bees; but it's big enough for any one who
is allowed to use two stories. I'm sure a ten-
frame is sometimes too small for me.
In reply to friend Pettit, p. 95, I may say

that I've always had separators % inch below
tops of sections, and used insets manufactu-
rers happened to make, and have not been
troubled with bees building in the space thus
made.

The foul brood law of Colorado is some-
what ra lical. If I undtrstai d it, as given in

. Xmerican Bee Journal , wl en a man has foul
brood, and 20 of his neighbors know of it,

himself and his 20 neighbt rs will each be lia-

ble to a fine of $5 and costs.

"Pickings," the new department in
Gleanings, is a child of promise. I don't
dare to say otherwise. " Stenog " is the man
who untangles my punctuation, ard keeps an
eye on my English; and if I vex him he
might print my stuff just as I send it.

Herr Schkoeder, in Centralblatt, says
mead can be made free of alcohol. If a
wholesome, popular drink could be prepared
from honey, it would make quite an outlet.

Now will some of our good German friends
tell us just how it is made ?—wenn es Ihnen
gefaellig ist.

A chhfky chap is Pres. Aikin, of Colorado.
At their convention he talked about the Mate
association being second not even to the I^a-

tional. Well. I don't blame him. What oth-
er State association h?s 154 numbers? Pres.
Aikin and Sec'y Rauchfuts are both hustlers
"and fine fellows.

Dr. Mason says, in Amer. Bee Journal,
that his bees breed in cellar—believes they're
stronger now than in November. Critic Taylor
says his can't be depended on to lay Inter than
Sept. 10, and they average only h% months in
the year. Can't these two brethren make
some l<ind of compromise? How would it do
for them to swap queens?

According to the first edition of the Stand-
ard dictionary, the honey contained in a sec-
tion box may be called a section. A number
pitched into me insisting that it was not so
used outside of Marengo, and I asked the
publishers to expunge that definition. Now
comes S. T. Pettit, p. 95. and says it's right.
I might have let the definition stand, adding
in brackets, "Local; Belmont, Marengo."
That guess of the editor, p. 77, that "in

the majority of cases it is chunks of propo-
lis " that blacken combs will hardly do. Don't
queenless bees deal in propolis? J. E. Crane
says, p. 44, that bnxd-combs in a queenless
colony were pure whi e after four months.
Tha* c uld be better explained on the theory
in one of the foreign journals (I forget which),
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that the dark color is caused by the first de-
jections of the young bees, which are of such
intense yellow as to appear black.

Honey-baths, according to Bienen- 1 ~ater,

are very much in fashion in Paris to give full-

ness to ladies beginning to fade. [I do not
take much stock in offering a good thing on
the outside. Good nutrition and an unclogged
condition of the alimentary canal will do more
to take out the fade than any thing else ; and
more to keep off grip than all the medicines
that were ever concocted. Don't you think
so, doctor?

—

Ed.]
According to some interesting figures given

by G. M. Doolittle, in Amer. Bee-keeper, hon-
ey brings 35 per cent as much to-day as it did
25 years ago, while supply-dealers get only 20
per cent as much for sections; this, too, with
the extra burden of now making two sections
for 2 pounds of honey instead of the former
one section. Evidently supply-manufacturers
have done their share toward meeting low
prices. [See Pickings.

—

Ed.]
The Trouble about raising money for the

Langstroth monument is the false pride that
prevents a man contributing unless he can
give a large sum. French bee-keepers are
giving 10 cts. and upward for a monument to

de Layens, and have reached nearly S300.

[That is the way, of course, to raise the mon-
ument fund. While we have a few small sub-
scriptions for the Langstroth monument, some
of them are as large as $25.00.

—

Ed.]

If L. STACHELHAUSEN is correct, as I think
he is, as to the effect of baits in supers, p. 85,

then they form quite a factor in prevention of
swarming. Forcing bees to begin on raw
foundation in super by the crowded condition
of the brood-nest is forcing them just so much
toward swarming. [This is a good point. It

is one of the golden nuggets that appear in
the ordinary articles of some of our contribut-
ors, but which the editor had not seen. I now
desire to give it all the prominence I can, as I

believe there is a good deal in it.

—

Ed.]
Hasty is incorrigible. The idea of his talk-

ing the way he does on page 81, when a faith-

ful friend tries to mend his manners ! The
worst thing is the evil of his bad example.
The editor had begun trying to reform, and
now with Hasty's vicious lead there's no tell-

ing where he'll go. [Hasty is all right ; but I

suppose I shall have to take middle ground
now. At least nine-tenths of the ABC book,
last edition, has adopted the neuter pronoun,
and it is too much of a job now to change
back, hunting out all the its and making them
he again. As it is, I have a mortal fear that
in some places it may read it and she both.
Indeed, I know it does on two or three pages,
greatly to my mortification; so if you see the
inconsistencies, do not say any thing about it

until I get a chance to rectify them.

—

Ed.]

One reason I want cleats on hives to go
clear across is to strengthen the weak place
left by the rabbet. Another is that I want to
be able to take hold at any part, and some-
times two of us want to carry one hive.
[Running a cleat clear across the front and
rear of the regular Dovetailed hive with its

cleated cover would not strengthen the weak
place left by the rabbet, for the reason that
the cover cleats drop down y^ inch, nearly,
and consequently the lifting cleat would have
to drop down % inch, and that would bring
the top edge at a point just about on a level

with the bottom of the rabbet. On the other
hand, doctor, your hive-covers are cleated in

such a way that there are no downward pro-
jections. This allows cleats to come clear up
flush with the top edge of the hive. I can
not see what other advantage there is in hav-
ing cleats reach clear acioss the hive-front
unless it is where two persons carry hives
with the rope lift, such as }o,u use. Isn't it

true that the average bee keeper uses a wheel-
barrow ? Hives with Hoffman or self-spacing
frames don't require to be handled like eggs.

—Ed.]
I Tried on a large scale that plan of pre-

venting increase, p. 90, by /deluding the
queen with an ^.rcluder so as to let the young
queens fight it out. I could stand the sulk-

ing if that was all. They would swarm so
repeatedly, and get so desperate about it, that
nearly all the bees from five or six strong col-

onies would hang in a single bunch, some-
times nearly all day, and only too often a
queen would get out, and then there would
be trouble. The queens were not small
either. [Since you speak of it, I now recall

that, when I tried the same plan, the bees
became desperate. They not only sulked,
but kept swarming out every day or two. So
far as their usefulness for honey was con-
cerned that season, I might just as well have
brimstoned them. In handling this matter of
swarming it will not do to thwart the bees

—

that is, once let them get the desire and then
forestall them. The thing to do is to keep
away the desire. Control of increase based
on any other plan is almost sure to be a fail-

ure. "To keep away the desire." Right
here Stenog, who is taking down these an-
swers, stops long enough to observe: "There
is a great sermon in those words; for what
evils have not been hatched by a failure to

kill the brood by crushing out that desire?"
-Ed.]

L'Apicoi/TORE says wax is purest cooled
slowly, but of best color when cooled rapidly.

It advises slow cooling, scraping off the bot-
tom of the cake, then a second heating, fol-

lowed by putting the dish in cold water to. cool
immediately. Is it possible that the second
cooling will give it a better color than it had
before ? [You may put this down as an axiom
in the wax business : The longer the wax is

kept hot, the darker will be the color when it

cools; but it is true that, when it is cooled
slowly, impurities settle to the bottom of the
receptacle. It is our practice to melt up about
1000 lbs. of wax at a time, and then we let it

cool just as slowly as possible. Just before it

congeals it is drawn off into cans; after that it

is melted but once, and kept in that condition
only long enough to bring it to a sheeted
condition, and that usually is less than an
hour. The trouble with the old methods of
making foundation is that the)7 required the
old-fashioned dipping-tank, a vessel that had
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to be deep enough and wide enough to take in

a dipping-board. The wax in this tank, or at

least some of it, would be kept hot all day;
and we found by experiment, several years

ago, that keeping hot for three or four hours,

or frequent reheating, would darken wax very
perceptibly. Wax in the first place, then,

should be kept hot only long enough to let

impurities settle to the bottom of the recepta-

cle. After that it should be worked into foun-
dation about as soon as it is melted. The
Weed new process is worked on this plan.

There are no dipping-tanks, and not at any
time during the sheeting a larger supply of

melted wax than two common pails would
hold.—Ed.]

" The veterans probably do not care for

instructions to beginners," says the editor, p.

101. I don't know whether you call me a vet-

eran (been puttering at the business 37 years),

but I don't dare to skip instructions to begin-

ners for fear they contain something I don't
know. If I skip any thing, it isn't instruc-

tions to beginners. [You say you do not dare
to skip instructions to beginners. If you do
not, very likely there are many others who
take the same ground. If so, then it would
behoove us to put more matter in, suited for

the novice. It is true, that many and many a

time a veteran may pick up something from a

brother bee-keeper who " supposed that every
veteran knew it all the time." Mr. Doolittle,

for instance, gives special instructions to be-

ginners; but very often I have picked out from
his department a number of ideas new to me.
I should like to have veterans as well as be-

ginners express themselves a little more on
this question. It will cost no more to make a

journal to suit the needs of the masses of bee-

keepers than that of the select few; but the

editor and publisher must know what the

masses really desire. A great many have
written so far, " Keep the journal as it is;

"

but this number, however, represents only a

very small per cent of our silent subscribers

who I am sure have preferences.

—

Ed.]

PICKINGS
FROM OUR NEIGHBORS' FIELDS.

BY "STENOG."

How doth the little busy bees
Improve these wintry nights?

By telling yarns and cracking jokes,
"And looking at the sights.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Dr. Miller has found snakes under and in

hives, but he thinks they do no harm.

\it

F. A. Snell does not want snow over the

hives, as it starts brood-rearing too soon. It

keeps the bees too warm.
\ii

R. C. Aiken has a proposed experiment to

show the comparative yields of comb and ex-

tracted honey. It is to be hoped that Mr. A.
will settle this vexed question.

Concerning swarming, Frank Coverdale
says :

For years I used 10 and S frame hives side by side,

and the former swatmed fully as much. I am fast

coming to the conclusion that it is not so much in the
size of the brood-chamber as how completely it is fill-

ed with brood before the opening of the harvest.

\t,

As to the size of hives, C. Davenport has the
following to say:

I prefer and use a hive containing only 8 standard-
size frames, and with them I can obtain more honey
per frame work, feed, and capital invested considered,
than I can by using larger hives. But I have no doubt
10-frame hives, taking a series of years, would give
better results to the average bee-keeper, for, as a rule,

it requires a much closer attention to details when us-

ing 8-frame hives ; but many years' experience with
hundreds of colonies, and with hives of various sizes,

has convinced me that a 10-frame hive is better than a
larger one for the production of comb honev in the
Northern States.

iii

On p. 49 Mr. Doolittle answers the question

whether imported queens are better than those

bred in this country. He takes the ground
that the latter are not only as good, but even
better. Mr. D. says he is informed that im-
ported queens, unless it is very lately, are
" from a promiscuous selection, mostly taken
from second and third swarms." However
that may be, if importations were to cease en-

tirely there is no doubt that the present high
standard of American queens would be con-
tinually lowering.

\ii

Concerning the value of bees to fruit, the

following should be pasted in the hat of every
bee-keeper in the land. It is from H. S.

Price, of Livingston Co., Mo. :

I have the management of the Plunkett Hill Fruit-

farm at this place, and I sold, last season, 816.25 of

fruit. It should have been that many hundred dollars;

but the rain kept the bees in so they could not fertilize

the blossoms, so we had only a " drop in the bucket."
I was the only one who had any fruit to sell in this

section of the country; and if it had not been for my
bees I do not think I should have had 16 cents' worth
of fruit. I am, as yon will see, a firm believer in my
bees.

Mr. Price says he will have no bees but the

pure Italians, as they are better workers.

\>,

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
Mr. Ben Honnett, of Colorado, says he

would rather have one acre of sweet clover

than two acres of any other honey-producing
plant.

m
The editor, Mr. Hill, contributes some in-

teresting notes on Cuba. After speaking of

the disappearance of the bellflower and other

honey-plants, he says :

But the light of liberty, which has been obscured
since Oct. 29, 1492, is again perceptible on the horizon
of this beautiful isle of the sea, and its liberation from
the hand of tyranny will open up a field for new en-
terprise which willnot be less important in the bee-
keeping world than in other branches of industry
there to be developed.

i&

Replying to Mr. M. W. Shepherd as to the

causes of hard times and low prices, Mr. G.

M. Doolittle has the following to say, and it

seems to me he says it pretty well :

If prices of sections and honey had kept step to-

gether, sections of the same quality as those of the
'70's would be selling at $5.00 per 1010 to-day, or section
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honey at 6 cts. a pound. And yet with honey having
more than one third the advantage over sections, Bro.
Shepherd has the gall to hint high prices of sections
as the reason for the low prices of honey, or " hard
times."

Mr. Doolittle says the average price of hon-
ey in the 1870's was 25 cts. per lb., and 1-lb.

sections $12.50. Comb honey now averages
10 cents, while the sections have fallen to

§3.00, and are greatly superior in quality and
workmanship to those made in the '70's.

These figures are certainly suggestive.

i*/

An interesting article on Japanese bees is

contributed by K. Aoyanagi. He says their

history informs them that bees came to Japan
from Corea about 1250 years ago. Their main
bee is grayish-yellow, and when it gets older
it becomes darker. Its queen has a good tem-
per, and they "have no trouble in managing
her." Japanese bees never suspend their

work and stop brood-rearing during the sum-
mer. The writer of the article says he never
uses smoke or veil. He says their bees are
better tempered than the Italians, but they
are sensitive and easily frightened. They are
readily robbed by the Italians. The comb
made by the Japanese bee is so thin that it

will not well stand shipment. The Japanese
bees have a better sense of smell than the Ital-

ians, as they were first to find stray drops of

honey dropped on the ground. For rainy
countries like Japan the native bees are better

than the Italians, as they do not stop work
during a rain Some Japanese bees were sent
to Australia, and the people spoke very highly
of them.

vJ/

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
Mr. Taylor says, "There is nothing more

valuable about a book or journal than a good
index." I'm glad to see my old department
appreciated by Mr. Taylor; but it is a fine job
to make an index that will enable one to put
his finger on a certain item the first time try-
ing.

xfc

L. Kreutzinger has a new entrance-closer.
He uses two sheets of perforated zinc, one in
front of the other. By moving one strip a
little to one side the perforations in the zinc
can be made smaller or larger, or closed alto-

gether. Sixty hives an hour can be opened in
this way. Mr. Hutchinson calls it " handy
and effective."

m
E. A. Daggitt is pleased with Taylor's criti-

cisms, and calls for a high literary standard
in our journals. Mr. Daggitt says he suffers
from " the strange fatality of the compositor
making mistakes in putting his writings into
print." I see he does. He seldom has an ar-
ticle printed without one mistake. Mr. Dag-
gitt says be has never favored open separators,
and fears they are not going to be the panacea
for that ill in bee-keeping they were claimed
to cure. He says if an opening is good, a sep-
arator of wire cloth would be the thing, and
yet the latter has been discarded. He seems
to favor the non-use of separators, saying :

It stands to reason that, if closed separators dis-
courage the bees from properly attaching the combs

to the sections, the less of them we have the better;
and if we have none at all, still better.

It seems as if his fears were founded more
on theoretical grounds than practical ; for cer-

tainly much praise has come from those who
have tried the open separators, and their in-

creased sale is phenomenal.

\i>

To get all of the wax out of slumgum, I.

W. Beckwith, of Wyoming, uses what might
be called a very large lemon-squeezer One
of the levers is laid horizontally over a tub,

its smaller end resting on a sawhorse. A hole,

2x3, is cut in the wide part of the horizontal
handle, and this hole is covered with six or
eight wires. The melted wax is put into a
thick cloth sack, allowing it to drip into the
tub as long as it will. The sack is then laid
between the jaws, the upper lever is pulled
down, and the rest of the wax runs between
the wires into the tub. The sack is turned
and pressed several times. Mr. B. says the
residue shakes out like meal. The bag used
is made of a grain-sack.

»»/

C. Davenport begins a series of articles on
brood-chambers, covers, and even box hives
that he prefers. The hive he prefers as a sin-

gle-story brood hive is a plain eight-frame one.
He make the assertion that " Dovetailed cor-

ners add nothing to the convenience or utility

of a hive," al: hough he admits that it makes
the strongest joint possible. He strongly ad-
vises painting hives. Mr. Hutchinson erro-
neously prints "Southern, Minn.," as Mr.
Davenport's address. There is no such post-
office as that. It should be Southern Minne-
sota—that is, the southern part of that State.

I mention this so our readers will not waste
time by writing to Mr. Davenport. Besides,
there is no person of that name.

\i<

E. E. Hasty, who for so long a time bas been
the bright evening star of the Reviezv, has
sunk beneath the horizon of Michigan. He
gives his reasons as follows:

I can't read up my journals evenings—have lost hope
of being able to do'f-o. The result of this is that when-
ever a " View " has to be made out, the reading first has
to be done, all in a pile, and the time for it taken out
of the few hours each day when I am at mv best. The
net result is that the number of days it takes to make
out a "View" is unreasonably great, and has come to
be unendurable.

Mr. Hasty is right. Nothing is more trying
to the nerves than selection. I have known
women to be unstrung by the labor of select-

ing a dress pattern. The ones they are com-
pelled to leave cast a shade of regret on the
one selected. So in telling what people write
about in the journals, a condenser is constant-
ly regretting what he can not reproduce. Aft-
er a Hasty submergence, however, that star is

now seen in the morning, in the constellation
Gleanings, shining with its old-time glow.

vt<

THE MODERN FARMER AND BUSY BEE.
Mrs. Lizzie Ireland, of Norway, Kan., seems

to have put a quietus on any further discus-
sion of sweet clover being of value for honey
and for fodder for stock. She savs theirs was
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sown on very rich ground, and grew six feet

high, and was literally covered with bees from
June 24 till the end of July. They had half

an acre that was sown last spring. It was cut

three times, and fed to hogs and calves that

were shut up. She further deposeth :

I just wish some of the cranks that call sweet clover

a " weed " could have seen those hogs. They were
the very best we ever had on the farm, and it was all

on ace "unt of sweet clover. They were not just nice

to look at, but tasted nice also, being the sweetest pork
I ever tasted. We will try cows next summer.

»*/

In the issue for Feb. 1 the editor has a timely

article on the necessity of teaching apiculture

as a branch of farming at our apicultural col-

leges and experiment stations. He says it is

as completely ignored as if there were no such
thing. He says:

When the matter is presented to those in authority,

the excuse is made that there is no money to pay even
the l oard and traveling expenses of a competent man
to present the subject, and yet money is found to se-

cure teachers in every other branch of agriculture.

Every two years the Legislature of Missouri is asked
to make large appropriations for the benefit of the

agricultural school, . . . but there is never a hint

of any of it being used for the advancement of apicul-

ture. At the present session the Legislature will be
asked to make an appropriation of $30,000 to advance
horticulture, but there is no thought of any money
being used to promote bee-keeping, although the hor-

ticulturist is largely dependent on the bees.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HONEY-BOX.

The First Section Boxes; 2-lb. Boxes; Tall Sections

vs. Square Ones; Sections 3^x5 vs. Sections

4x5; A Few Cold Facts in Favor of Plain

Sections.

BY J. E. CRANE.

One of the incidents of my childhood was
the attempt of my father to secure " box hon-
•ey." It seemed to be a common subject of

conversation how this could be done. I re-

member well the boxes of those days. Some
of them would hold from ten to fifteen pounds
of honey, while others held twenty or thirty

pounds. Some were made of planed lumber

yi in. thick, while others were full yz inch,

and unplaned. I remember my father trying

to market such honey, and coming home much
disgusted. Evidently a few boxes had over-

stocked the market, and he brought much of

it home with him. Later a piece of glass was
fitted into one end of the box to tell when it

was full.

The first winter after I began to keep bees,

more than thirty years ago, I made up a large

lot of boxes nearly 13 inches long by 7 wide
and 5 deep, with sides and ends of glass, while
a few were half this size, which was as small

as it was supposed at that time bees would fill

or work in to advantage. In 1869 I secured a

large crop of honey in this large-sized glass

box, with a little in six and four and even

three pound boxes, which were regarded as

apicultural curiosities rather than of much
practical value. Later on, visiting the New
York markets I fovtnd honey in boxes about
four by six inches square by five deep inside,

with two combs running lengthwise of the

box. This was believed at that time to be
about the limit of profitable reduction of the

size of a honey-box; and for some, I believe I

may safely say, for many years, was the stand-

ard size in that market.
I have spoken of my own experience, for I

suppose it was the experience of many bee-

keepers of that time, and shows the gradual

reduction or change from a large to a small

box. Often these two-comb boxes would have
one comb fit for market, while the other wa .

so poorly finished that the whole box had to

be thrown out. How often in those days I

wished I could in some way separate the

combs ! but in vain.

At last the section, with the edges of sides

projecting )i inch beyond the top and bottom,

appeared, with a separator to secure straight

combs, and it was found possible to secure at

least fair crops of honey in two-pound combs
that could be glazed after they were filled.

This has seemed to me one of the greatest in-

ventions in the production of comb honey.

And after a little time the two-pound combs
became the standard size, from one end of the

country to the other.

But presently some adventurous persons pro-

posed a one pound box or section, as such

would sell for two or three cents per pound
more than the 2 lb. boxes. Others thought
that the loss in epiantity would balance the ex-

tra price obtained for the one-pounds. To
overcome this loss it was pioposed to have the

1-lb. boxes or sections built in large broad

frames in the brood-chamber, and the size.

4^x4^4 square, was adopted, because eight of

them would just fill a Langstroth frame, and,

if of the proper thickness, would weigh an
even pound.

So popular have these become that they

have practically driven the 2-lb. sections from
the market. There is, undoubtedly, quite a

loss from the use of these small sections in

quantity, as I find many intelligent bee-keep-

ers find the product per colony has diminish-

ed, even in locations not overstocked with

bees.

A very intelligent bee-keeper told me, some
time since, that, in a conversation with Mr.
Harbison, of California, who at one time was
the largest bee-keeper in this country, if not

in the world, said he could not afford to

use the 1-lb. sections, even if they did re-

tail at ten cents per pound, while the 2-lb. sec-

tions were retailing at fifteen cents, as the

smaller quantity secured, more than balanced

the lower price of 2-lb. sections. The fact

that the many attempts which have been made
to use a half or quarter pound section have
ended in failure would indicate that a section

of less than 4^x4^ is likely to prove unprof-

itable and quite impracticable. I tried it my-
self some years ago, but have not cared to re-

peat the experiment. Bees seemed to dislike

to build comb and store honey in very small
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receptacles, or else were unable, when cluster-

ed in very small bodies, to secrete wax and
build combs rapidly. We have learned by the

use of single combs of various thicknesses,

the thickness of comb that bees can build to

the best advantage, which seems to be some-
where from 1 to \y% inches.

With the difficulty of using sections much
smaller than 4^x4^ there has been a desire

to change the form by making the section nar-

rower and taller. Such, it is claimed, are more
artistic in form, and appear to the buyer to

contain more honey than the square section.

If this were all it is doubtful if such a change
would pay; but there may be other and more
important reasons.

While passing through the Seventh St.

market, in the city of Washington, some time
ago, I saw a lot of honey for sale, in plain sec-

tions 3^x5x1^. I noticed it more closely as

I did not remember to have seen honey put up
in this size of section before, and had thought
seriously of trying this size myself in place

of the 4Xx4X I now use. I was much disap-

pointed in the appearance of the honey, for,

sections 4x4^ and 3%x5 that would average
decidedly better. Some of the 4^x4^ were
finished better.

While in Washington I saw Mr. Danzen-
baker's honey, of which I had heard so much,
and with his permission I selected an average
section, or tried to do so. I also tried to get

an average ^%s.A% section as they appeared
in that market, and had them photographed
together. Which do you like better? While
in W. I also saw honey in the 4x5 section that

was produced by some one, I don't know who,
that looked quite as well as Danzenbaker's
honey—I thought a little better—but I did not
tell him so. Since my return home I have re-

ceived a photo of some produced here in New
England—I have now forgotten by whom—in

this same style of section (4x5), that looks
about as well as either. I believe all were pro-

duced in the Danzenbaker hive, as the sections

are of the same size.

Does a slight difference in the form or shape
of the section influence bees in filling it with
comb and honey ? If so, what is the best shape
and size for a section that will weigh a pound

THE COMPARATIVE FUSING OF THE THREE SIZES.

although it seemed evident it had been made
in a section of country where there was a good
flow of honey, yet the combs were poorly
built out, even with the advantage of a fence.

I went to look at it again the next morning,
and finally bought an average of the lot, to

have it photographed, and it is the middle one
in the plate I send with this. I saw another
lot of honey in the same market in the same
style of box, but no better. Had the founda-
tion been cut too narrow, or were the sections
too narrow to suit the bees ? or was it bad
management on the part of the bee-keeper.
It may have been any one of these ; but I was
inclined to believe that the width, 3f£, was too
narrow to suit the bees.

A little later I was in the New York market;
and although I must have seen many tons of
honey in this size of section, and some even
of less width, stacked up with glass fronts, I

do not remember to have seen more than a
little that would average any better—even the
face combs of the cases ; but I saw some in

to secure the best results? My own experi-
ence teaches that bees will finish sections 1%
thick much quicker and better than those l

/%
inch thicker. Will % or JHs put on or taken
off the edge of a section make much differ-

ence ? From what I saw in the markets I am
inclined to think it does—i. e., when it is al-

ready as small as the bees will work in readily
or to advantage.
A very intelligent bee-keeper told me recent-

ly that he had tried the ^%s.A% by the side of

the 4x5 sections on the same hives, and the
bees would enter and fill and finish the 4x5
sections first. This is " important if true," as
the newspapers sometimes say. We have all

observed, doubtless, how much faster bees will

build comb downward than sidewise. Near
the close of the A B C of Bee Culture is a
plate, No. 24, showing how bees build natural
combs. Instead of one long comb extending
from near one end to the other on the under
side of the top-bar, as we should naturally ex-
pect, we find several small combs, longer up
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and down than sidewise, almost the exact pro-
portion of a 4x5 section. How much the in-

stincts of bees are modified by the use of foun-
dation I can not say.

Another advantage of this size of section is

that it has a larger comb surface, and will

weigh a full pound, while not as thick by yi
inch as the 4%x4]4 section weighing the same,
and this may be its strong point.

Will the evolution of the honey-box bring
the plain section into general use ? I believe
it will. One dealer in Washington told me he
would pay three cents per pound more for the
4x5 plain-section honey than for the old-style

sections. Indeed, I was offered two cents per
pound more, for 5000 lbs. of clover honey, to

be delivered next fall, than I have been re-

ceiving of late for my best grade of honey, if

put in plain 4x5 sections. In New York I in-

quired of Mr. Segelken for his plain-section

honey, that I might compare it with that in

old-style sections. He said he had very little

left in plain sections, as such lots were picked
up first by retail dealers, who preferred them
to the old-style sections. I found the same
true in Albany, N. Y., where I stopped to look
over the honey. As these retail dealers are

not in the supply business I thought their
opinions worth recording.

I believe the honey-section of the future is

likely to be tall rather than square, and thin
rather than thick, and plain rather than old-

style, as such seems to best suit the instincts

of the bees and the demands of the honey-
trade.

Middlebury, Vt.

[There is, perhaps, one factor referring to

the 3*8x5 and 4x5 size of section that you
have not taken into consideration. As you
will recall from sections you saw while here,

the cross-cleat, or that portion of the fence
bearing against the uprights jof the section,

has a good deal to do with the filling of the
section itself. All supers sent out last season,
taking sections 3^x5, had cleats on the fences
l
/z inch wide. On the other hand, all supers
taking the 4x5 had cleats on the fences only
% inch. The width of the cleats alone might
make all the difference between the filling of

the two classes of boxes. This difference be-

tween the wide and narrow cleats was so mark-
ed that we have this year decided, as you may
remember, to make cleats on all our fences
narrow instead of wide, as last season.

But aside from the matter of width of cleats

to fences, it is possible that the 4x5 section
has some advantages distinctly its own. Read
R. C. Aikin's article, just following.
As we make supers to take both kinds of

sections, 4x5 and 3^x5, it does not make a
picayune's difference to us which we sell.

They are both supposed to hold a pound ; but
the larger one is only l^g inches thick while
the other is \yz inches.

I am not at all surprised that you found a
decided demand for honey in the plain sec-

tions in the markets you visited, and that you
found that such honey would bring a higher
price. Some of my friends have thought that
I was over-enthusiastic, and made stronger

claims for the sections a year ago than subse-

quent developments would warrant. Dear
me ! I was not prophesying, but telling only
what bee-keepers of long experience had told

me. It is no little satisfaction for me now to

see those same statements verified by so care-

ful and conscientious an observer as yourself.

It is no little regret to me that we are un-
able (and it would be unwise if we could) to

publish all of the unsolicited testimonials in

favor of plain sections. The evidence we have
already given ought to be sufficient. But
there are always some who will be doubting
Thomases, even then, for " none are so blind
as those who will not see."

Here is the article from R. C. Aikin, that I

have taken from the Pi ogressive Bee-keeper.

With what is said above by Mr. Crane it comes
in very nicely.

—

Ed.]

TALL VS. SQUARE SECTIONS.

Why the Former are Better Filled out.

BY R. C. AIKIN.

[I have known that the tall sections seemed,
apparently at least, to be filled out a little bet-

ter than the square ones, under the same con-
ditions ; but I never knew all the reasons why.
Friend Aikin has offered the best explanation
of any thing I have seen. The italics are

mine.

—

Ed.]

I favor a section 4x5 inches, and to stand on
end, or 5 inches deep. Such a section will

finish nicer than a shallower one. About 20

years ago I used a section 5x6, made of four

pieces, the sides about 1% wide, and the top
and bottom bars enough narrower to make the

bee-entrances. Since those days I have had
more than 100,000 4^x4^ sections filled, and
never were the latter as nicely finished on the

average as were the former. The reason, how-
ever, was not all in the size, but was largely

due to the construction of the section. Those
5x6 sections were sawed out and of four pieces

(to be nailed), the top and bottom the same
width their entire length, or the same in width
as the thickness of the comb in the section.

The more modern one-piece sections have the

bee-entrances scored out so tops and bottoms
are narrow in the middle part, but round out

to the full width of the sides when within x/z
or }( of an inch of the corner. The top-bar

that is just as wide as the thickness of the fin-

ished comb that is attached to it is much
easier for the bees to finish to. Just look at

any modern one-piece section of honey, and see

how thefinish is worked out even with the nar-

row part of the section top, but dubbed or
rounded off ivhen it conies to the wide part,

and you will at once comprehend that the top
narrow its entire length will finish the nicer

of the two.
Before the adoption of the 1-lb. section by

bee-keepers I used many larger sizes, and I be-

lieve I know that the larger ones made as be-

fore described finished nicer than the 1-lb.

size. In addition to the better finish caused
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by the different construction of the top and
bottom bars, the proportionate depth has some-
thing to do with it. The bees in building a
comb are inclined to stop the downward prog-
ress before attaching to the bottom-bars, leav-
ing a spac or passage between the bar and
the comb. They evidently do this instinctive-

ly. Look into any box hive, and you never
find the combs attached to the hive bottom
unless the combs have settled after construc-
tion, causing them to rest on the bottcm, when
of course they would fasten, as they do all

surfaces that touch. Again, look into any
brood- chamber in which the combs h ive never
been tiered up above another set, and but few
are attached to the bottom-bars. Not only are
they not attached to the bottoms, but almost
invariably are the corners rounded more or
less. Now apply this to sections. Suppose a
section were only two inches deep, do you not
at once comprehend that, if a space is left be-
tween the bottom-bar and the comb, and the
corners rounded, there could be but little more
than one inch of the comb edge attached to

the uprights ? Now increase the depth of the
section, and every bit of the increased depth
will be attached. The deeper the section, then,

the greater the proportion of the comb that is

attached to the wo id. This is another reason
why I want my section d< eper.

I think I hear some one—may he Doolittle

will do it—say that the deeper section will not
be finished as quickly as the shallow one.
Let us reason a little on that. Any one who
has ever observed comb-building knows that
combs always progress downward much faster

than sidewise. Hive a swarm on starters in an
L. frame, and, if a small swarm, a comb will

be started down, and reach the bi ttom-bar
about in the proportion of 5 or 6 inches wide
to 8 in depth. The universal rule is that in

comb-building the downward progress exceeds
the sidewise in a proportion of about 3 to 2.

If, then, comb-construction goes on in this

way, a section that is as wide as deep will be
finished down the center before it is at the
outer edges. This will be made plain by look-
ing at combs in all stages of progress.

Has not ever)- apiarist who has used the L.
frame, or any long and shallow one, noticed
how slow were the ends and lower corners in
being filled and finished ? The same thing can
be st en in the working of full sheets of foun-
dation in either brood frames or sections, the
work progressing much in the form of one's
hand when suspended with the fingers down-
ward.

It is quite evident, then, that a section, or
brood-frame either, in which the width and
depth are in proportion of 2 to 3, will befilled
with comb andfinished quicker than when the
width is equal to or greater than the depth;
the greater the width in proportion, the more
uneven the work. So true is this that it be-
comes a source of much aggravation in get-
ting combs well built out to the ends of L.
frames, especially with weak or moderate-
strength colonies in full-sized chambers. I

say this after having used brood-frames rang-
ing in size from 4l4 deep and 17 long (the L.
frame being the longest I have used) to 11 in

width and 14 deep, and many intermediate
sizes. Also sections 5^x6^, 5x6, 4x5, and
4^x4"^. Some of these were used the short
way up and down.
Because of this feature of comb-building,

i. e., that they build downward more rapidly
than sidewise, a section or frame slightly deep-
er than wide will be finished as promptly as

one of same capacity as wide or wider than
deep. More than this, the deep and narrow
section or frame will be better attached and
finished at the sides. A section 4^x4 !4 with
the comb attached to the top and both sides

clear down, gives, in round numbers, 12^
inches of attachment, while a 4x5 similarly
attached to 3 sides, gives an attachment of 14
inches. A 4^x4^ section equals 18^ square
inches, and 4x5 equals '20 square inches. Thus
the 4 "4'x4 % section has nearly 2 square inches
less comb than the 4x5, and 1 % inches less at-

tachment, and % inch more detached comb,
premising, of course, that neither is attached
to the bottom.

Considering, then, the better attachment
and better finish of comb, I prefer a 4x5 sec-

tion. Having a section so deep, and the super
4 sections long. I can have my brood-chamber
only 16 inches long, and that is why in a for-

mer article I spoke of this length of hive. A
close-fitting closed-end frame 5x16, and a 4x5
section, will both work in the same chamber

;

thus a super and brood-chamber part may be
identical and used for either, save in the inside

furniture.

PLAIN SECTIONS A SUCCESS.

Better Filling and Higher Prices.

by I. A. WOOIX.

I have been reading with much interest the
aiticles pro and con relative to the new fence
and plain sections as sent out by The A. I.

Root Co last season and have concluded to

give our experience and opinion relative to

them.
We were among the unfortunate ones who

were a little too late in placing their orders
for supplies last season, and, consequently,
we did not get our first installment of the new
fixtures until late in June, and at a time when
all our hives were provided with the old-style

sections; but as fast as they were filled we re-

placed them with the new plain sections and
fence separators. These were put on too late

to get a fair trial, for our white -honey season
was then nearly over, and we had no buck-
wheat or other fall honey on account of a

drouth that prevailed in our particular local-

ity at that season. However, we received four
or five well-filled cases of basswood honey in

the new sections ; and to say that they were
nice would be putting it lightly. It was a real

pleasure to open those crates of honey and
note the difference between them and the old-

style section in regard to freedom from pro-

polis and consequent ease of cleaning. With
the old-style open-top section we noticed that

the bees always stuck a wad of glue at the

point where the slot came in contact with the
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separator, and this was always hard to remove,
because it was so near the honey in a position
hard to get at without injuring the honey with
any scraping-tool we might use; and we gen-
erally found it nect ssary to use the fingers in

removing it. But, presto ! when the fence
was loosened from the row of plain sections
we found but little propoli-s adhering to the
section, or separator either, and one motion
with a knife would clean a whole side of the
section clean ; and, indeed, it would pass as
clean sections in many places with an)' clean-
ing at all; and we noticed this—that the ag-
gregate of propolis used in the entire crate
was fully 50 per cent less than that in the old-
style section case with plain separators.

Now, if the time of our little friends at the
season of gathering honey is worth any thing
at all, it seems to me that here is a saving in

that the labor employed in gathering the pro-
polis could be used in collecting more of the
coveted sweets.

Well, we had two 24 section crates of the
tall sections, 3^x5x1^ plain, which we took
to the grocer, thinking we had something a
little nicer than had ever been taken into our
town. We took a 12-lb. case in and asked
what they could pay for nice white honey.
"Well," he said, "it is worth 9 cts.; but we
are not in need of any just now." I told him
I should like to show him what I had, and be-
gan setting them out ; and he and the few cus-
tomers in the store began gathering around
and uttering exclamat'ons of surprise at the
beauty and perfectly finished appearance of
the new sections.

" How much have you like this ? " said he.
" Four cases," I said.
" Well," said he, " I guess I will take what

you have at 9 cts. per lb."

I said I should have to have 10 cts. for such
nice honey as that this year.

"Well," he said, "bring it in ; and if it is

all like this I will pay you 10 cts."

When we went out to get the other three
cases another grocer had got his eye on the
honey through the glass cases, and wanted to
know if it was sold. I said it was.

" What do you get for it ? " I told him.
" Have you any more like it? " he asked.
I explained that this was simply a trial of

this style of honey-package, and that it was
all I had this season. He tried to get me to
let him have that honey at 10 cts., or a part of
it ; but, of course, I had to refuse, for I knew
the other man would take it all, which he did.

Well, later we sold a quantity of honey to
The A. I. Root Co., and by their direction
shipped it to the Columbus Commission and
Storage Co., Columbus, Ohio. When packing
this honey we put in one case of the new plain
sections, 4 '

4 x4 % , and marked them so on pur-
pose to call the attention of the dealer to it,

and with the result as given in Sept. 15th
Gleanings.
As to the relative value of the two cases

(old and new) for the greatest yield of weight
of comb honey, we shall require another sea-
son's trial to decide definitely; but we are of
the opinion that the easy access from one sec-
tion to another will increase the production.

On the whole we are thinking quite strongly
of putting the new fixtures in all our cases the
coming season, with the possible exception of

one or two for comparison.
Elsie, Mich., Jan. 7.

THE FENCE-SEPARATOR SYSTEM.

Fence Supers Entered Sooner.

BY M. A. GILL.

Perhaps a few words giving my experience
with the plain section and fence separator
would be appre dated by a few of the readers
of Gleanings.

First, I will say I was much interested in

the fence-separator system when it first came
up for discussion, and was amused at some of
the arguments that came out setting forth
that the system would not work; and when
we ordered 20,000 no-beeway sections and 700
supers with fence separators, several of the
wise ones said the same as others had said in

the journals, that it was impossible for loaded
bees to pass through the spaces.

I had spent too much time during the previ-

ous twenty years in studying, not to know that
the spaces were ample, and that the system
was practicable, else I should not have ordered
so many to start with. I soon saw that, to

raise honey by this system, it was necessary
to have hives level. This has been my hobby,
as I never use separators, and would not now
if I could not have the fence
One of the system's faults is that, if any

mishap happens to one section, there are gen-
erally three sections spoiled ; for if a starter

breaks down, the bees will build through the
fence on each side and spoil two more. So I

said there are twyo good features, for any thirg
that will make careless people set their hives
level, and securel) fasten all starters, is a good
thing.

I will say that, while casing 400 cast s about
equally divided b-tween the no-beeway and
the old style we didn't have enough crooked
or broken honey for table use for two families.

The past season in Western Colorado was a
poor one to fairly show up any system for

comb honey. But I could readily see that the
bees would occupy the supers much sooner
than with the old style, especially if separat-
ors were used, and that the outside sections
were, many times, finished first, which would
reduce the unfinished-section business to the
minimum.
With regard to the shipping-cases needing

separators, my experience was that they would
stand shipping better than the old style, as

the honey was always attached to the bottom
of the section.

While speaking of shipping-cases I think
we should have a 24-lb. case for the no-beeway
sections; for when you sell a man a regular 24-

lb. case, and tell him there is 32 lbs. in it, he
will say that can not be, for it's full with only
24 lbs. in it. It at least makes an explanation
necessary, and you know the average grocer
who has sold a few cases of honey can tell you
more about honey than you ever dreamed of

;
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and if he takes your 32 lbs. of honey in an
old-style 24-lb. case he will want the extra 8
lbs. at a discount.

I could say much more in favor of the fence-
separator system for comb honey, but will only
add this: In my opinion the system has come
to stay, for, in every manipulation, from start

to finish, it is preferable to the old style.

In this dry climate the shrinkage is more
than the wedge takes up. But I prefer to

wedge on both sides with upright wedges, at

each end and middle. This gives the Pettit

system, or loafing-ground, to my satisfaction

at least.

I like your changes for 1 899 in the fences,

and the system now seems nearly perfect. I

have been told that I would use any thing that
the Roots would make, and call it all right
anyway. This I deny; for you have manu-
factured two things, and sent them out to the
trade, that I would not use. One was the
most provoking thing I ever saw—your Clark
cold-blast smoker. The other is or was the
most comical thing I ever saw, and that is

your little strainer sent out with extractors.

I remember poking one of them into the bung
of a barrel in Kentucky, and filling it with
thick yellow poplar (tulip) honey. That was
ten years ago, and I don't know whether it

has all run out yet or not. You used to send
them out that would hold about two pounds.
I heard a man say he filled one of them (dry)
and hung it up in his cellar, and it didn't even
leak for two days. I will say, however, that
the honey was alfalfa that would weigh close
to 13 lbs. per gallon.

Boulder, Colo., Feb. 6.

HIGHER PRICES FOR PEAIN-SECTION HONEY.
I had your plain sections in use with fences,

and must say that I am pleased with them,
particularly the Z% x 5x \y2 sections. They
were very nice, better filled than the old style,

and made a great deal better show—so much
so that they brought me a better price, and
they sell much quicker. I am so well pleased
that I will use none but plain sections this
season, and have sent my order for such.

Alphin, Va., Feb. 6. ' P. I. Huffman.

ECHOES FROM THE CALIFORNIA STATE BEE-
KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Ninth Annual Session, Jan. n and 12.

BY J. H. MARTIN.

Although there was an encouraging rain of
two inches the day previous to the meeting,
there was a very light attendance. Even some
quite extensive bee-keepers who live within
easy distance, or even in the city, were con-
spicuous by their absence.

President C. A. Hatch, at last accounts, was
feeding four coal-stoves for comfort in Wis-
consin, and, lacking some 2000 miles of being
available, Mr. C. H. Clayton was elected pres-
ident pro tern. The treasurer, who some
weeks ago was reported as lost in the wilds of
Oregon, and for whom there was some solici-

tude, turned up in due time. Secretary Mc-
Intyre felt much relieved when the man and
the funds— especially the latter—came in
sight.

The first session was held at 2 p. m., and
the first paper was by Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck,
on "The Bee-keeper of the Future."
The secretary read a paper sent in by Mr.

W. A. Pryal, of Oakland, subject, "The Gi-
gantic Honey-producer, the Eucalyptus."
This paper brought out a lengthy discussion,

and it was agreed that, among the many
species now in California, Eucalyptus robusta
was the species eminently adapted to the needs
of the bee-keeper. The bloom is the most
profuse from November until April, and just

when needed to help the bees through the
winter.

Mr. Mendleson led quite a lengthy discus-
sion upon feeding. He had fed over a ton of
sweets. He preferred to reduce the number
of combs, and feed so as to crowd the queen
to a small space for breeding, otherwise quite
an amount of the stores would be used in

breeding a useless number of bees.

The meeting on the 12th was, during the
morning session, devoted to foul-brood laws
and the treatment of the disease.

Mr. McNay, of Portage, Wis., was in at-

tendance, and gave an interesting talk upon
methods of selling honey, the proper package
to use, and, above all, packages free from rust

and dirt.

He finds that extracted honey is gaining in

sales, and for table use. Some of his custom-
ers called for basswood honey solidly candied.
He found that these salesmen had a stand in a

conspicuous place in their store window ; the
barrel of honey was placed thereon, the hoops
cut off, the staves removed, and the honey
was chipped off in chunks in size to suit the
buyer.
Mr. Lambkin, of New York, was in attend-

ance, and gave a few ideas respecting sec-

tions and fences. He said they had been in
use in his portion of the State for 20 years; he
was strongly in favor of their use.

Mr. Wilkin addressed the meeting upon the
subject of co-operation.
Mr. Wilkin was elected president for the

coming year.

Mr. J. F. Mclntyre was re-elected secretary.

The present treasurer continued.
There was an estimate that fully 50 per cent

of the bees in Southern California had died
during the past dry season.

It was with regret that we learned of the
death of J. P. Israel (Skjlark). He was one
of the veteran bee-keepers of California.

Samples of honey were on exhibition from
Northern California, Oregon, and Washington.
Mr. Farr, who has apiaries in Acton, Cal.,

was present. Mr. Farr is one of those bee-
keepers who migrate during a dry season.
His migration this past season took him to

Utah. Mr. Farr was quite reticent on the sub-
ject ; but we learned from other sources that
the cost of moving a carload of bees to Utah
was $400, and Mr. Farr produced honey
enough to sell for $2400. This proved to be a.

good move, even if it was a long one.
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Should the coining season prove a dry one
there will be many more long moves. Some
bee-keepers are looking over into Inyo Co.,

and others into Arizona. We have an abiding
faith, however, that it will rain to the required
amount.

SWEETWATER APIARY.

Honey Flora in the Region of National City, Cal.

;

an Ideal Extracting-house ; Staple-spaced

Frames a Success ; the Root Ship-

ping-cases ; a Suggestion.

BY ARTHUR HANSEN.

Mr. E. R. Root:—Pursuant to your request
I hereby give a brief sketch of my Sweetwater
Apiary. The site is just over the hill east

fiom " Palm Terrace," the bon ton of National
City, inside its corporate lines, between the
Sweetwater River bottom and famous Paradise
Valley, about three miles from the Bay of

know much about its yield. In 1897 we had
our first material aid from the sugar-gum, of
which so many line the streets of National
City. Bloom is from June on.

One of the photographs shows the two-story
honey-house. It is 10x10, matched lumber,
two sections to each side, bolted together, high
enough to stand up in, good floor, 10-oz. duck
tent over a frame on top, frame in sections,

building painted with oil and ocher. The two
spring doors have double-acting spring hinges,
so the cart pushes open either way. Upper
story contains four-frame Stanley reversible

extractor, and R. Wilkin's uncapping-box,
with a Wilkin strainer between the two, and
a workbench. The strainer empties automat-
ically through a tin tube into the tank below,
which stands high enough to admit a 5-gallon
can under the faucet, capacity 1200 lbs. The
cart takes combs crosswise; space on bottom
for loose pieces of comb, two sliding covers
on top; sides can be removed so that the plat-

form can be used to convey hives to the wagon

"3-r

San Diego. Its resources are: First, pollen
from the willows about Christmas; a warm
January gives plenty of nectar from this

source; and from the blue-gum (eucalyptus)
I have had considerable brood by Feb. 1.

Orange-bloom is best here in February, M?arch,
and April. The bloom of 1897 was the most
profuse, with largest yield of nectar. My
bees worked so strong on the old orchards of
Paradise Valley that people from there called
my attention to the wide path they maintained.
Wild alfalfa blooms at the same time, and is

very good when it does yield. I noticed best
yield on the coast in 1893. It springs up
where a fire has run over land, and loves south
and west exposure ; wild buckwheat is the
same in this respect, which fact Rambler and
I noticed in 1892. White sage and wild buck-
wheat bloom in May, June, and July, followed
up by goldenrod and tarweed. The latter is

hard on comb-honey producers. Some sweet
clover grows along the river, but I do not

during moving. The sun extractor is Califor-
nia style, with burlap frame for catching the
wax, and compartment below for the honey. I

think it leaves more dross than a Doolittle. " -(

I started in with eight-frame hives, running
for comb honey, in 1889. In changing over
to extracting I got nine-frame hives ; then I

had some 11-frame made at the mill. These I

run mostly three-story, the queen ranging over
all. These give me the best results. After
getting a Barnes saw I settled on 10-frame
hives, parts interchangeable; handhold cleats
form the rabbets and help to tie the sides,

which fit into rabbeted ends. A l><-inch
hole in each end, protected by a galvanized
flume gate, with slide, affords ventilation at
pleasure.

When starting in the bee business there were
no Root goods to be had on this coast, and for
comb honey a frame was put on the market
enough shorter than the Langstroth to do
without the section-holders. I use this frame
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with No. 9 double-pointed tacks, 4 to each
frame, at opposite sides, half way down the

end-bar, and on the top-bar just inside the

shoulder or rebate.

The top-bar is l^x^, flat, with saw-kerf for

foundation, resting on tin rabbet. End- bar is

1/^xt
5
6> a°d the bottom-bar is ?4 x ,-4 • Spacing

is l T
5
g. Frames of this size are how used to

some extent in the county, and I have been
requested, before this, to give a description of

the same.
For Dr. Miller's benefit I would say that I

have used the stapling device since 1892, with

good results, in the brood-chamber.
In my travels through Oregon, Washington,

and Idaho last summer I handled a great many
Hoffman self-spacing frames, and I am con-

vinced now that the amount of propolis used
in my section of Southern California is not

sufficient to offset the advantages gained by
their use, if they are Root's or any other first-

class make, in pine. Some Washington deal-

ers use cedar, but it is too soft to stand the

wear. V edges dent in and split off.

hill is that of Mr. D. K. Horton, of Boston,
on Palm Terrace.

All new hives are painted a straw color,

with ocher and white lead. I use queen-ex-
cluders under drone comb; but Peter Lux, of

Encinitas, Cab, advanced an idea that I want
to try another season ; namely, to get the
combs built out wider by continual spacing
until the cells are too deep for the queen to

lay in. Has any one else tried this ? I aim to

keep down increase by making very liberal

use of full sheets of foundation in the brood-
chamber, using the brood in upper stories, in

lighter colonies, and making nuclei to care for

extra queens. Last year was a hard one ; but
Mr. Herbert Veall, who runs the apiary, writes

me that he hopes to pull through the 95 stands
that he reduced the apiary to in the summer.
Mr. Veall expects to carry out my plan of

moving to the mountains for a second crop, if

the season warrants it this year.

Just a word in regard to comb-honey ship-

ping, from a dealer's standpoint. While in

Spokane I saw some Yakima comb honey

My hives are in groups of five, with the
corner hives at an angle, and alley for cart at

alternate rows, with the hives facing out.

The tree in the corner is a mountain mahog-
any, and the brush is a scrub pine. A lone
elder-tree stands out in the stubble-field back
of the honey-house. The dark spots on the
side-hills are cactus, chollas, and brush, with
beautiful homes in the distance.

In the other photo I am introducing the first

Italian queen of a batch of 16. Her majesty
is under the wire cage on hatching brood. It

was in the fall of 1897, and I am making some
increase besides superseding undesirable
queens. One full and one empty mailing cage
and a wire cage show in front of the hive. A
Corneil smoker stands watch, and the brush
in the pail of water is made out of old rope.

The short putty-knife on top of the upper
story is my hobby for an indispensable tool.

The residence and orange-grove over the

come in, crated as per directions in Root's cat-

alog. In addition a cleat was nailed across

the ends of each cover, thereby preventing
splitting in opening up, and adding a certain

spring to each case while in transit. I think
supply- dealers ought to add this cleat, and
California comb-honey producers and shippers
should follow Root's directions, as their prod-

uct (that of the California honey-producers)
is losing ground up here on account of the
breaking-down.

Wallace, Ida., Jan., 1899.

[Every thing about this apiary betokens
neatness, and a general system calculated to

produce the largest results with the least la-

bor. The comb-cart and the extracting-house,

the upper story of which is used for extract-

ing and the lower part for storage, are evi-

dences of these. Where the building can be
on the edge of a side-hill, allowing the stor-
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age-tank to be under the extractor, the ar-

rangement is as nearly ideal as any thing
can be.

Mr. Hansen does not say any thing about
his method of introducing, but I shotdd judge
by the engraving that he uses something very
nearly like the Peet method— a plan whereby
the queen is caged right on the comb, her lib-

eration being effected by the bees gnawing un-
der the cage and letting her out themselves.
The shipping-case that we make has been

constructed after consulting bee-keepers and
commission men alike. If there is further im-
provement we can m dee on it without increas-

ing its cost too mrch we should be glad to in-

corporate in. Cleating the covers, as has
been spoken of, might be objectionable in

some markets, and at the same time increase

the cost of the cases. If there are others of

our subscribers who think it would be an im-
provement, we may think best to adopt it.

—

Ed.

CUBAN HONEY AS COMPETITOR OF AMERICAN
HONEY.

The Effects of Glucose on Honey Markets; Writ-

ing to Members of Congress in the Interest

of a National Pure-food Law; how the

Dairymen Fought Oleomargarine;

a Valuable Article.

BY C. DAVENPORT.

In Gleanings for Dec. 15 a subject is touch-
ed upon that is of vital interest to all produc-
ers of honey in the United States. I refer to

honey from Cuba. If extracted honey can be
produced there for two cents per pound which
is superior to that from white clover (and I

can see no reason to doubt it), it is probably
true that there is no reason why comb honey
of the same quality can not be produced pro-

portionally cheap; and if the import duty is

removed it can be laid down in any eastern

city by boat at a very low cost compared to

what freight by rail would be. It will be
noticed that I have referred to Cuban honey
as being superior to white-clover honey, and
this will hold true in a large way if its only
difference consists in having a milder flavor,

for many think that from clover has almost
too strong a taste; and, aside from its quality,

from what has been said in regard to the mat-
ter it is to be inferred that Cuba is capable of

producing immense quantities. In fact, as I

understand it, California would be out-classed

in this respect ; for while that State produces
immense crops it is also, like most if not all

other States, subject to failure; and I bebeve
a failure of the honey crop in Cuba is some-
thing unknown. But if the honey from an-

other area, equal to California in productive-
ness, is thrown on the markets of the United
States it does not require much imagination to

see what an effect it would have on prices. As
for our having patriotism enough to receive

this Cuban honey, this is absurd ; and in my
opiirion it is not patriotism, but treason; for

patriotism is, as it were, if I am right, the

welfare of one's country and its people; and

if any are troubled with an excess of it in the
former respect, let them reflect that this coun-
try is, and probably will be for many genera-
tions, heavily taxed on this account. But,

aside from all this, we who depend entirely or

mainly upon bees for our living know that, if

prices for our product go much lower than
they have been the last few years, the bees
will have to be given up, and our attention

given to some other pursuit. The prices of

honey have of late years been steadily declin-

ing; and while there are undoubtedly a num-
ber of reasons for this I beleive one of the
main ones is adulteration ; and this is becom-
ing (in fact, already is) a great curse to this

country—not only in regard to a good many
kinds of food, but a great many other prod-
ucts as well. The one article of glucose
alone is doing great harm in a financial way
to those engaged in our pursuit ; for there is,

I think, more of this produced annually, and
sold mainly for food purposes, than the entire

annual product of honey. And, aside from
the money loss to bee-keepers and others, this

stuff, I think, dees much harm in other ways;
for many who consume much of it may ruin

their health; for, while not necessarily injuri-

ous itself, I understand that acids that are

used in its manufacture remain in it in suffi-

cient quantities to make it so in such grades
as are mainly used for commercial purposes.

If we can get the right kind of national legis-

lation in regard to pure food it will in a finan-

cial way largely, perhaps, more than offset the
effect of any amount of honey that can be
produced in Cuba. The Brosius pure-food
bill, or any other of like nature that may in

the future be brought up, should receive the
support of all bee-keepers. Let the Member
of Congress from your district know that you
are interested in this. Write him to this ef-

fect. A few words only are necessary; for in-

stance, something like this :

Dear Sir :— I and others here are much interested in
the pure-food hill, and we hope you will do what you
can to have it passed.

Yours truly,

A postal card will do. The only address
necessary is his name and the words " Mem-
ber of Congress, Washington, D. C." Better
than this, get up a petition—something simi-

lar to this will do :

Dear Sir:—Myself, and those who sign this, trust you
will do what you can to have the pure-food bill become
a law.

Yours truly,
C. D.

If it is written and signed with a lead-pen-
cil it will answer, and three-fourths or more of
the people in almost any community would be
glad to get a chance to sign a petition of this

nature, and that petitions or even individual
expressions from their constituents have great
influence with Members of Congress. There
is no question that this is as it should be, for

they are sent to Congress by the people to

work and make such laws as wdll be of the
most benefit to the people as a whole.
As an instance in support of this I might

mention some facts in regard to the great in-

jury that threatened the dairy interests through
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•oleomargarine. Indeed, through it much in-

jury had already been done when dairymen
arose, and, through letters and petitions to

Congress, they succeeded in getting a law pass-

ed which did not prohibit the sale or manu-
facture of oleomargarine, but forced it to be

labeled and sold for what it is, and this was
sufficient ; and the same would be true in re-

gard to glucose if any food product that con-

tained it had to be plainly labeled so that peo-

ple would know what they are buying and eat-

ing ; and although comb honey can not be

adulterated, the adulteration of extracted does

in an indirect way greatly injure and affect the

sale and price of comb honey. One of the

many ways in which it does this is because it

lowers the price of extracted, and this causes

a larger amount of comb honey to be produc-

ed than would otherwise be the case. This

naturally has a tendency to lower the price of

comb; and much of the adulterated stuff sold

for honey is so vile that but a small propor-

tion is sold to what there would be if it were

pure. This causes what I think might be call-

ed under-consumption, and helps to lower the

price of both kinds.

No bee-keeper should lack interest in this

matter because he has a home market for his

product ; for in a short time bee-keepers in

his locality may increase, and his home mar-

ket become glutted to such an extent that he
will be forced to depend on the general mar-

ket for the sale of his crop. It takes but a

short time to oversupply any rural home de-

mand, when others near get started in the busi-

,

ness. Besides, city prices as a rule have con-

siderable influence with prices that can be ob-

tained at or near home.
I have now very imperfectly expressed what

I should like to say on this subject ; but per-

haps it will cause others more able to lay the

matter before bee-keepers in such a way that

it will receive some of the attention that its

great importance warrants.

Southern Minn.

[It is impossible at this time to form any
idea of the probable effect of Cuban honey on

the American markets. If the present duty

should be removed it is easy to see that it

might be a serious competitor, because the

Cuban bellflower honey would doubtless com-
pete in flavor and color with any sweet clover,

and might in some markets be taken in

preference, especially if it were sold for less

money, as it could be with the duty removed
;

but for the present, at least, I have no fear

along that score. So far Uncle Sam has made
no move to annex Cuba ; and unless he, does,

there is no reason why the duty should not

remain on Cuban honey ; and even if annexa-

tion should take place it does not necessarily

follow that Cuban honey will come here free.

But glucose—yes, that is the real competitor

we now have. It is a competitor because it

enters so largely into many of the so-called

strained-honey samples purporting to be pure

stuff. Sometimes I feel almost discouraged

while in the markets in the different cities,

when I call for strained or extracted honey.

If I call for extracted, the clerks hardly know

what I mean ; but if I ask for' strained — oh,
yes ! they have " plenty of it." In nearly all

the large stores I have been in, where such
goods have been on sale, I seldom find pure
honey put up ; and it does not take a chemist,
either, to decide that the goods are adulterat-

ed—almost pure glucose. Let those of our
friends who fear we are making too much
noise on the subject of adulteration go into

some of the large grocery and department
stores in the various cities. Let them ask for

"strained honey," and then see what they
get. If they do not find exactly what I have
found, glucosed honey, in five cases out of

ten, then I shall be surprised. This stuff is

usually put up in bottles and tumblers, and
can be retailed in single packages at a good
deal less than the average bee-keeper can
afford to wholesale pure goods in large lots.

As friend Davenport says, it is these goods
that are the real competitor of pure extracted
honey. In the first place, they cut down the
price of pure honey ; and in the second place
they disgust consumers with all honey put up
in liquid form, whether adulterated or pure.

It is like burning a candle at both ends ; and
unless we can do something about it pretty

soon, the average bee-keeper, I am afraid, will

find there is little profit in producing extract-

ed honey. As it is, no one complains that his

profits are too large.

Glucose is cheap because it is used so ex-
tensively in the liquor business. Glucose and
poor beer go naturally together, and the twain
are the enemies of the honey business.

—

Ed.]

TWO -STORY EIGHT -FRAME LANGSTROTH VS.

TEN-FRAME QUINBY.

Arguments in Favor of the Former.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

I have always felt just a little anxiety as to

whether giving room with Langstroth frames
in two stories would answer precisely the same
purpose as the same amount of room in one
story with larger frames. Mr. Dadant's si-

lence on that point has been somewhat mark-
ed, and I've been watching for a long time for

some expression from him upon the subject.

On page 871 he puts himself squarely on rec-

ord as preferring the one-story with the large

frames.
I have some fear that he is right, mixed

with a strong desire to believe him wrong.
That desire comes from the fact that it is so

much more convenient and easy to have the

smaller S-frame hive when it comes to han-
dling, especially for one who takes his bees
back and forth to an out-apiary or puts them
in cellar. So, by way of whistling to keep up
my courage, I'll attempt some reply.

The footnote has replied to the argument
that dummies belong only to the large hives.

In hives with frames at fixed distances, such
as all my newer hives are, the dummy is not
only a convenience but a necessity.

As shown by the editor's footnote, the two-
story can be limited to exactly the same capaci-

ty as the one-story with larger frames. But I'm
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cot sure the editor has any great strength of ar-

gument when he says, "When you add one

frame at a time to your big colonies, do you
'not thereby make a great amount of labor? "

For with the big hive Mr. Dadant can, if he so

chooses, give all the room at once, just as it

can be given with the small hive. That is, he
can give the full quota of frames at the start,

thus making really fess work than if he had
to add a second story.

I think that, when a second story is given
below, the bees can and do increase the size of

their brood-nest just as gradually as if large

frames were added at the side one by one,

with the exception that they hesitate a little

to make the first start across a bottom-bar, a

top-bar, and space between. Remember that

the bees don't make their first start in the

lower story by filling one comb from top to

bottom; but as soon as a little start is made at

the upper part of one frame a start is made at

the tops of its neighbors at either side, the

bees preserving the spherical form of the

brood-nest until the lower story is pretty well

occupied.
In the saving of heat at a time when it is

very important to save it, it seems to me the

two stories of smaller hives have the advan-
tage. Granted that you can add one frame at

a time with the larger hive, closing up each
time with the dummy, the same thing is done
automatically with the two-story, requiring no
labor on your part. When a second story is

given below, no extra task is thrown upon the

bees to keep warm any space they do not oc-

cupy. Isn't the upper story just as warm
standing on an empty lower story as standing

on a bottom-board ? Isn't it a little warmer ?

for when standing on the bottom-board the

wind has a more direct chance at the bees. As
they move gradually downward they warm up
the space just as fast as they need it, and no
faster.

" But if you are aiming to raise comb hon-
ey," says Mr. Dadant, "as the queen goes
downward, as a matter of course the bees will

fill the space above them with honey as the
brood hatches, and the result will be from
twenty to an indefinite number of pounds
placed in these combs before the sections are

touched." That's a strong point in favor of

the single-story, if it's correct. I'll try to

show twice that it isn't correct. When the

time comes to put on supers (and that's just a

little before any surplus is stored) I take away
the lower story, leaving eight frames of brood,

but no " twenty to an indefinite number of

pounds placed in these combs before the sec-

tions are touched." It's possible I might do
better to leave more room, but I'm not sure

of it, and I haven't made a big success of

leaving two stories through the harvest. I

think it's clear that Mr. Dadant's statement is

not correct as applied to my practice. That's

once.

Now as to the practice of those who allow
the two stories to remain. I've had queens
that would keep 14 Langstroth frames filled

with brood. Friend Dadant, don't you see

that, for such queens, your 10-frame Quinbys
are too small ? Why not come over on my

side and advocate larger hives ? But I'll not
insist on that, for such queens are probably
exceptional. Of course, the lower story can
be closed down to any size desired ; but even
if the whole sixteen frames are used I think it

may be shown that Mr. Dadant has overesti-

mated the case a little. There is some confu-
sion in the matter of comparing frames. The
editor counts 10 Ouinby frames as equivalent
in comb surface to 12 Langstroths. In Da-
dant's Langstroth 9 Ouinby frames are count-
ed equal to 12 Langstroths, which is nearer
the mark. Thick top-bars have made a little

difference in the capacity of the Langstroth.
I have just measured one of my frames, and
it has a comb surface of 144^ inches. The
Ouinby has a comb surface of 189 inches.

That makes 10 Ouinby frames contain a little

more than 13 Langstroth frames. If 10 Quin-
by frames are right, then 16 Langstroth are

less than 3 frames out of the way. I think
that, instead of that being too much by
" twenty to an indefinite number of pounds,"
it would be only from an indefinite number of

pounds up to twenty.
Mr. Dadant says he has a larger super sur-

face. True, and that's a good thing. But it

makes the supers heavier to handle, and that's

a bad thing. And when it comes to counting
up the number of unfinished sections at the
close of the season, the advantage is on the
side of the smaller super.

As I said in the beginning, I'm afraid the
larger frames in the single story are a little

better than the smaller frames in two stories;

but if I can possibly help it I'm not going to

believe they're enough better to balance the
great advantage of having the lighter hives to

handle.
Marengo, 111., Dec. 8, 1898.

[I agree with the doctor, because all our
hives are eight-frame, and because that is the
way I want to believe. But, joking aside, the
eight frames are much handier than the one
big hive.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 161.

Bicycling in the Mountains.

BY RAMBLER.

From any point of view in Northern Califor-
nia it is found to be a strictly mountainous
country. Scott Valley is merely a small space
upon the margins of Scott River where the
land is fertile and could be tilled, while sur-
rounding this valley on all sides there is noth-
ing but mountains.
Whoever has passed over the northern route

of travel will remember how the line of rail-

road is hedged in by mountains, and how few
the tillable places are ; so from Scott Valley
west to the ocean, a distance of sixty miles, it

is mountain peak and canyon, a wild and
silent country.
The KlamalhRiver drains all of this coun-

try, and its course through the mountains is

marked by gorges of sublime magnitude.
About thirty miles west from Scott Valley we
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find Marble Mountain, a region bnt little

known, and accessible only on pack animals,

but in point of grandeur the scenery ap-
proaches that of the Yosemite.
Owing to these mountain barriers there is

no way of getting to the coast except over
these pack-trails; but directly west from Scott

Valley and Siskiyou Co. we find in the ex-

treme and obscure northwest corner of the

State the county of Del Norte. The only con-

venient route whereby to get into this county
is by water from San Francisco to Crescent
City, the county-seat. I understand, however,
that around said city, and in the nearby towns,
is a good location for bees. Alfalfa is grown
there, and my informant spoke in glowing
terms of the abundance and good quality of

honey-dew. This gentleman was not then a

bee-keeper, but was engaged in the cattle

business; and from his point of view Del Norte
would be just the place for profitable bee-
keeping. His reasoning was from a cattle-

dealer's point of view, and as follows : The
owners of cattle in these mountains during
the long winter have to pay $6.00 per ton for

alfalfa hay. The same cattle could be winter-
ed in the Sacramento Valley for .$3.00 p r ton
for the feed. The natural supposition of the
uninitiated would be th it, from an economical
point of view, the cattle should be wintered
there. The cattle-dealer acknowledges that
there would be a saving if the cattle were
moved south ; but there is another and more
profitable end to the proposition. " Here in

the mountains," said the cattle man, " we are

just half way between San Francisco and
Portland, and wre command both markets. If

the price of beef rules low in San Francisco we
ship to Portland, and vice versa."
He thought the same rule would work well

in producing a large amount of honey in

Crescent City, and shipping the product by
water, as the case might be, to northern or
southern markets. There would certainly be
a great saving in freight rates, for shipping by
water is always economical. There is much
wisdom in this reasoning ; and perhaps it

would be well for some of those who are be
coming disgusted with the dry seasons of:

Southern California to make a further inves-

tigation.

While sojourning in Scott Valley I made a

radical change in my method of locomotion.

Whenever I have heretofore been siezed with

a bicycle fever it has usually ended in the

purchase of a horse and cart ; but here the

purchase of such an outfit meant the sale of it

again in a few weeks ; there-
fore, owing to all of the cir-

cumstances, my wheel-fever
took such an acute form this

time that one evening the
mail coach from Fort Jones
dropped off a brand - new
Cleveland wheel to my ad-
dress. We became quite
well acquainted in a short
time ; in fact, we became
boon companions ; and the
turns we had whirling along
the tortuous roads, through
the pine forests, stirring up
the crisp pine neeHles, and
breathing to the full the bal-

samic fragrance, are times
and seasons not to be forgot-

ten.

We have roads in Siskiyou
County that will give the
rider in any conveyance all

the variety desired, and my
first essays on the wheel were full of thrill-

ing experiences. Just imagine the "thrilling
experience" of pushing the wheel ahead of
one's self up a steep mountain side, and then
just imagine sailing down the other side with
a large pine bough attached to the wheel frame
with a strong cord, and dragging in an un-
willing manner in the rear. This was my
only brake, and it worked well, and made the
verv welkin hide itself in the dust. But ex-

perience is a great teacher, and I now have a

better brake method. I place the toe of my
shoe on the forward wheel just back of the
fork, and it gives such control that I can
approach the steepest grade without fear.

I have before remarked that this is a great

game country. The mountain fastnesses are
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favorable to the occupation by wild animals,
and the hunting population is sparse. In the
autumn, bears intent upon securing their daily-

rations of acorns sometimes stray down to the
farming district. One morning the butcher
!>oy, in his rounds between Oro Fino and Etna,
ran across one of these derelict bears in an
intervening piece of woods. The boy put
whip to his horse, and sped on to Etna. The
report that a bear was near town set the hunt-
ers in motion, and only a few hours elapsed
when poor bruin was shot and brought to town.

In my explorations of these wild canyons
through which I could ride a wheel tolerably
well I expected at almost ever}- turn in the
road to see among the big trees a specimen of
big game. It might happen, you know, just
as it did with the butcher boy.
Having no gun with me at such times, I

might be in quite a predicament. Still, my
curiosity to see the country led me into all

manner of wild places. Aside from rabbits
and other small game, a stray coyote would
occasionally halt in surprise as I wbirled
around a bend in the road, stick up his ears,

and then scurry away through the forest.

Kitter Creek flows from one of these wild
canyons, and in one of its clearings is where
the late Mr. Levering had one of his apiaries
destroyed by bears.

It is not remarkable that, while exploring
such places, and thinking of possible adven-
ture, the senses of the novice should become
very acute, and the least unusual noise quick-
en the pace and give more of a tension to the
nerves. And so it happened one day while in

Kitter Creek Canyon that I became quite ex-
cited as I saw a violent agitation of the bushes
to the right, and ahead of me, and presently
I caught a glimpse of a bulky cinnamon-color-
ed body. Now, there are cinnamon bears in
these mountains, and they are exceedingly
fierce ; and the immediate inference was that
this was one of the varmints. I could hardly
stop my wheel without coming in deadly con-
tact, therefore I could do nothing but scorch
ahead ; but it was not much of a scorch, for

the road was sandy. As the animal plunged
through the brush I imagined growls, and my
hair began to elevate. Oh for a gun ! oh for

a stray hunter with his trusty rifle ! But no
friendly aid appeared. All my past life flashed
suddenly before me, and my conscience was
dreadfully pricked by the sarcastic remarks in

which I had indulged about old maids and
grass widows, and especially what I had told

Mr. Mallow, the Fort Jones beekeeper, only
a day or two before. He inquired of me if

that young man Wilder who traveled with me
a few years ago was not dead.
"Dead, Mr. Mallow?" replied I; "why,

he is worse than dead—he is married."

In this supreme moment I was so sorry I

said it; for if Mr. Wilder was worse than dead
with just a wife, what must be the condition
of Mr. Mallow with wife and eight children ?

About the time that sorry feeling had taken
possession of me the animal plunged across
my track. It was all done in a second of time.
My wheel went from under me, and I was
tumbled in the dust, and at the mercy of the

beast. I tremblingly bounced to my feet; but
what a relief ! Then I picked up my wheel

;

then I laughed. My bear, when it came into
the open, proved to be nothing but a con-
temptible cinnamon - colored calf. It had
escaped from some alfalfa-patch with a long
picket-rope attached to its neck ; and my
wheel, in passing over the rope, and the rope
running rapidly under it, nicely tripped the
rider. My exertions in the dust caused the
calf to continue its headlong career, which I

hope is still continued ; but I really believe a
wheelman was never tripped in like manner
before.

But all things have their times and seasons,
and the pleasant days I had enjoyed in Scott
Valley drew near their ending ; and as I con-
templated on my journey south I regretted
that I had lived so many months near the
Oregon line, and had not put a foot on its soil.

"Why," said I to Mr. Levering, one eve-
ning, as an inspiration struck me, " what is to
hinder me from going north through Oregon
to Portland, and from there to San Francisco
by steamer ?

'

'

"Nothing," said Mr. Levering. " It is only
250 miles. Take your wheel and that calf
along, and you will astonish the natives with
your fleetness."

Mr. Levering threw in that calf matter as a
joke ; and as we talked and joked over the
matter the idea grew upon me to such an ex-
tent that I not only resolved to put a foot in
Oregon, but both feet into Washington, and
to return south from Seattle.

In accordance with the above plans I left

Scott Valley on the 26th of October. My bagT

gage went out in a freighter's wagon while I

wheeled out. The last I saw of Mr. Levering
he was leaning pensively on his cane while
the morning breeze was toying as usual with
his whiskers. I crossed the mountain safely,
and stopped that night in Yreka.

E. L., Pa.—It would be simply impossible
to cross bumble-bees with Italians, because
they are functionally different ; and, for an-
other reason, they are an entirely distinct
species.

F. A. K., Wis.—If your bees have the dys-
entery in your bee-cellar I hardly know what
you can do. If tbey once get this disease
indoors they are pretty sure to die in large
numbers before spring. The trouble is, doubt-
less, due to inferior stores. If you could take
away the stores they have, and give them bee-
candy, it might help matters. If you had
combs of sealed sugar stores this would be
altogether better ; or if you do not happen to
have this, mix powdered sugar and honey into
a stiff dough and set on top of the frames; but
before doing this I would recommend that
you take away the present stores and give
them empty combs.
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GOOD MANAGEMENT OR MANY COLONIES

—

WHICH?
Question.—I commenced in the bee business

two years ago, starting with four colonies, and
I now have sixteen. I had intended to in-

crease up to about fifty colonies, and work
these carefully and as thoroughly as I was ca-

pable of doing, thinking that fifty well work-

ed would be better than more not so well cared

for ; but in talking with a man a few days ago

he advised me to increase to 100 or 150, he
claiming that such a number would secure for

me better results, with less labor, than would
the fifty worked as I proposed. He said the

extra labor I would expend on the bees, work-

ing as I proposed, would more than buy the

extra hives needed, while I would secure more
honey in the end by keeping the larger num-
ber of colonies. What do you think in that

matter ? I wish to do that which will secure

to me the best results for my labor.

Answer.—There is an idea prevailing with

some bee-keepers that more money is to be

made in keeping bees by keeping a large num-
ber of colonies and letting them largely take

care of themselves than there is by keeping a

less number of colonies and properly caring

for them. Not long ago I received a letter

bearing on this subject, which will be right to

the point here, the same being from an apia-

rist of considerable experience, who said that

he was going to keep more bees than he had
formerly done, and do less work with them,

for he believed that double the number of col-

onies would give him fully as much honey as

he had been getting (if not more), even if he

did not manipulate them at all. He said that

he believed the system of management used

by many in securing large yields from individ-

ual colonies caused a greater amount of labor

and manipulation than there was any use of,

and henceforth he would adopt exactly the re-

verse of the plans he had formerly used, and
put more bees into his field, so that he might
secure the same amount of surplus as before,

with very little labor. All that would be re-

quired would be the investing of a little more
capital in the shape of hives, etc., and that the
'

' good management '

' plan would soon be

something known only in the past history of

bee-keeping. I have not tried to give his

words exactly, but I have given the substance

of the letter. As this came from a person in

whom I had much confidence, and as I was
using the management plan, and was and have
been recommending the same to be the right

way in which to secure the best results, it was
but becoming in me to consider the matter a

little; and if I was on the wrong track it

would be better to become right, and that

speedily, especially as my writings might in-

fluence others in the wrong direction. After

carefully considering the matter it did seem to

me that there was one very important item re-

garding these extra colonies which the advo-
cates of it entirely overlooked, which is great
enough to more than pay for the manipula-
tion, so that the investing of capital in more
hives for the extra number to be kept is worse
than thrown away. The item I allude to is.

that each of the extra colonies put in the field

in order to secure the honey secretion from
a given area with but little or no manipulation
costs from 60 to 75 lbs. of honey each year to

support. Some apiarists who have studied

closely claim that no good colony can exist a

year without consuming fully 100 lbs. of hon-
ey ; but that it may not appear that there is a
desire on my part to overdraw the matter we
will place the amount needed to carry any
good colony through a 3-ear at 60 pounds. The
question then comes to us, " Which is cheap-

er— a little extra manipulation, or the extra

colonies, hives, etc., and the honey which
they consume ? " Suppose that 100 colonies

produce an average yield of 50 pounds each,

and by so doing secure all the nectar in a field

year by year. This would make 5000 pounds
of surplus as our share of the field, while each
of the 100 colonies will require 60 pounds, or
6000 pounds as a whole, as their share to carry

them through the year. Thus we fail to se-

cure to ourselves one-half of the honey from
our field by employing an extra number of

colonies. On the other hand, if we employ
the management (or economy) plan, which
our English friends do, that of making, by
thorough lertilization and careful tillage, one
acre of ground produce from 50 to 60 bushels

of wheat to where we Americans produce only
from 20 to 30 bushels, we shall find our state-

ment thus : Eleven thousand pounds is the

product of our field ; 50 colonies are all that

are needed, with good management, to secure

it. Then 50 colonies must use 3000 pounds of

this for their support, leaving 8000 pounds for

the manager. Tnus it will be seen that the

manager can appropriate to himself 3000 lbs.

of honey for his manipulation, and use little

if any more time than he would use on the 100

without manipulation ; hei ce from the stand-

point of overstocking a field the management
plan is 3000 pounds ahead of the plan of ktep-

ing an extra number of colonies. At the

present low prices of honey, this, at 10 c* nts

per pound, would amount to $300 as the price

of the extra manipulation, should it be proven
that such was required, besides the saving of

the capital, and interest on the same, which
would be invested in the extra hives. I am
firm in the opinion that there are many men
in this country who do not receive a greater

amount than that for a whole year's manipu-
lation (work) in the coalmines and other

places. And this same thing holds good, be
the number of colonies kept great or small. A
man can care for half the number of coloi ies

on the management plan as easily as he can
for double the number as proposed by my cor-

respondent, and suggested by the adviser of

the questioner, and this half will give the api-

arist as good results in dollars and cents as

will the whole when cared for in a slipshod

way, and save the extra honey consumed by
the extra half of the number of bees, as clear
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gain to the bee-keeper. Thirty years of bee-
keeping life tells me that this is not mere fancy,
but facts which the success of the two plans
proves, as will also be obvious to all who have
closely watched the reports in our various bee-
papers during the past. If any reader, or the
questioner, has any doubts along this line let

him try the two plans side by side till he is

convinced. With the low prices of honey
seems to have come the idea of going back to
the old idea that "bees work for nothing and
board themselves," and so many bee-keepers
seem to think that all that should be required
of them may be summed up in the old saying
of " hold the dish to catch the porridge." To
the truly enthusiastic bee-keeper there is no
fun in such a plan as this. Pleasure conies
only through a love of our pursuit ; and if we
love it we are always interested enough to
make the labor/*?/;/ while we are doing it. Did
any one ever have any fun going fishing and
get it by swinging in a hammock in the shade ?

Did any one ever enjoy himself in the fox-
chase while silting beside the sitting-room
fire ? The love of fishing and of the fox-chase
is greater than that for hammock and fire, and
so the love for work with the bees must be
greater than the love for ease if we would suc-
ceed in our pursuit.

MOTH-WORMS IN FENCE HONEY ; A POSSIBLE
OBJECTION.

Mr. E. R. Root:—I have watched the dis-

cussion of the fence question with keen inter-

est, and I am thinking of making a trial of it.

Nearly all my honey in the past has been rais-

ed without separators of any kind.
Will you please give me your opinion of the

following ? Will there not be great danger of

the tiny wax-moth working on the cappings
of fenced honey when it is crated up for ship-

ment? The combs coming as they do so near
together are, in my opinion, much more liable

to this damage, for I have noticed in crating

no separator honey that, where two combs
would touch, or nearly so, that would be ex-
actly where these little moths, too small to be
seen by the naked eye, would do their worst
work. Have not other California apiarists

brought up this question with you before ?

I have much wished that I could try the
fences in connection with ordinary 7-to-foot

bee-entrance sections. Is this wholly out of

the question ? I do not like the idea of hav-
ing a crate of honey, when opened, showing
nothing but the wood parts of the sections. I

like to have the honey smiling up from be-

tween the sections as it shows in the ordinary
open-top section. Don't you?

Will you kindly send me a quarter of one
of your fences ? I wish only the end posts

and the posts next to it, with the slats. This
will give me the measurements and the idea of

it, to see how I can work them into my supers.
Also please send me a quarter of a no-beeway
section. These will be easily mailed, and will

do me as well as a whole section and fence. •

I will give you an inflexible rule to help you
out in deciding what length the articles should
be in Gleanings. When you have a very
long article on an interesting subject, right to
the point, put it in; when you have a real
short one that is just as good, put that in; and
when you have a medium-length article that
is just as readable, give that the same chance
you did the others. G. K. Hubbard.

Riverside, Cal., Jan. 24.

[There may be something in the fact of hav-
ing two adjoining faces of honey so much
less than a bee-space apart ; but after all, we
hear but little about moth-worms nowadays
since the advent of Italian bees and their
crosses. I should, therefore, anticipate but
very little trouble from that source. So far

fence honey has been gobbled up too soon in
many markets to be damaged much by moth-
worms.

It is entirely feasible to use a slat separator
with the old-style beeway section. Indeed,
we list in our catalog this year that sort of
separator. The accompanying illustration

shows how it may be used. It is constructed
the same as any fence, with the exception that
there are no cleats or projections on the bars

;

and the ends are bound together with a strip

of folded tin. These slat separators, as we
shall call them, may be used in any super us-
ing old-style separators and beeway sections.

J*3*i

Mr. J. E Crane used a good many such sep-

arators last season, and is of the opinion' that

the freer communication made better-filled

boxes; but at the same time he prefers the
plain sections and fence.

As to the length of communications, and
which ones shall find a place, this is often a
hard matter to decide. What may be inter-

esting to the editor may not be so to the read-

er. After all, it is the readers' preferences
that we have in mind. I desire, therefore, as

far as possible, to keep in touch with our read-

ers and hope they will be free to criticise the
contents of Gleanings, as by that means I

can make a more interesting and readable
journal.

—

Ed.]

HOW TO SECURE THE GREATEST INCREASE
FROM A SINGLE COLONY.

On page 164, April, 1881, of Gleanings, is

this statement :
" A friend in Michigan, with

hives and empty combs, once built a single

colony up so as to make 30 of it in a single

season."
Will you kindly tell us how to proceed to

accomplish such results, or even half so many?
What would be the relative value of old combs
and full frames of wired foundation in build-
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ing up nuclei ? Would not feeding be neces-

sary from start to finish? B. F. Jones.
Idaho Falls, Ida., Jan. 24.

[Given a good strong colony, a supply of

ten or twenty hives complete, nailed up and
painted, each hive filled with frames of foun-

dation, full sheets (not half sheets), one can,

with care and a knowledge of the business,

secure a large increase in a single season—pos-

sibly thirty from one. If I could have frames

filled with empty combs, or combs with a little

honey in, I should prefer them to mere sheets

of foundation. My method of procedure to

get the largest increase would be this :

As soon as there comes settled warm weath-

.er I would divide my colony up into four two-

frame nuclei. To each I would introduce an
untested Italian queen at the time of making
the division; contract the entrances down to

.each hive, so that one or two bees could pass

at a time. I would then feed a little every

day. If I could just as well I would use cush-

ions on top of the frames, and on each side,

putting the nucleus in the center of the hive,

as it is very important to keep the little cluster

of bees warm.
When the queen fills the frame or frames

with eggs, and there are bees enough to cover,

I would put in another frame on the outside.

As the weather warms up it might be advisable

to put in still another frame, putting this one
in the center of the cluster, in the mean time

keeping up gentle feeding daily. A very good
feeder for this purpose is the Boardtnan. This

can be slipped into the entrance, and by screw-

ing the can tightly or loosely into the cap the

flow of feed can be regulated for the daily

needs.

I would make the syrup by mixing together

sugar and water in equal proportions by mea-
sure. Stir thoroughly, and then pour into

feeder-cans.

As soon as the nuclei have two or three

frames of sealed brood, larvae, and eggs, take

out one or more frames from each, and form

another. This plan can be continued till one

has 15 and possibly 20 little colonies; and if

one has experience he might continue the di-

vision till he has 25 or 30; but he should stop

dividing within at least 60 days before the set-

ting-in of cold frosty nights.

If one can not afford to buy queens he will

have to raise them and then the increase will

be cut down more than a half, probably.

While an expert may possibly in one season

be able to produce 30 colonies from one, the

average beginner, probably, would not be able

to produce more than 8 or 10. In 1892 I my-
self, without any special effort, reared all the

queens, and increased an apiary from 10 colo-

nies, some of which were almost nuclei, to

some 85 good colonies that went into winter

quarters. They had no empty combs, but

they were given full sheets of foundation.

They were not fed, but were made to depend
entirely on natural sources for their supply.

Had I fed after the honey season, and given

empty combs, I might have made double the

increase. But let me tell you, it is one thing

to get an increase of 30 from one colony, and

it is another thing to get a proportionate in-

crease from 10 colonies. To get so large an
increas- as 30 from one stock, one must have
a long season, supply laying queens as fast as

needed, feed a little every day, allow no rob-

bing to get started, and, above all, queens must
be good. It may be there is a bee-keeper liv-

ing that is smart enough to make an increase

of 30 colonies from one in one season by rais-

ing his own queens. If there is one who has
accomplished the feat, let him hold up his

hand and tell how he did.

There is much being said about expansion
nowadays

;
perhaps it might be well to devote

a little space to the subject of expansion of

one colony.

—

Ed.]

THE PETTIT IDEA \ IMPORTANCE OE A BEE-
SPACE OUTSIDE OF THE OUTSIDE ROW OF

SECTIONS.

I had intended to write you for Gleanings
in regard to sections and prices, but the ground
has already been covered. I will merely say

that my experience in securing 2000 lbs. of

comb honey from 30 colonies this season con-

vinces me that I want a bee-space on the out-

side of the outside row7 of sections, with pas-

sages through the separator.

O. E. Nichols.
Cincinnatus, N. Y., Jan. 30.

a correction; mountain grouse.

I am reported as having an apiary in the

Yellowstone Valley, near Billings, and that I

had taken 200 lbs. of honey from one hive.

The truth is, I have never handled bees ; but
I shall be a bee-keeper some day. I think the

Yellowstone Valley a good place for an apiary.

I am glad you enjoyed your trip through the

park, and hope you will come again. Those
" pretty chickens " you ran across on your
trip were mountain grouse—too bad you did

not have a gun. Carl Vollmer.
Effingham, 111., Jan. 1.

[Thank you, friend V., for setting me right.

My inlormant said he felt pretty sure you were
the man. Since we are mistaken, can't some
other Montana bee-keeper tell us who it was,

or give us a report from the Montana alfalfa

regions?—A. I. R.]

THE DARKY BOY IN THE APIARY.

Say, Ernest, my eleven -year-old girl is in-

terested in the discussion of white or black
clothing angering bees, and wants to know
how the darky boy would figure in the apiary.

Alsea, Oregon, Dec. 30. F. A. Bates.

[That's a question I can't answer ; but the

average colored boy will hold his own in any
apiary.

—

Ed.]

SWEET CLOVER FOR ALKALI SOILS.

We have nothing so valuable here as sweet

clover to enrich alkali lands. Wherever it has

grown for two or more years it has left a rich

spot. I will sow it on all my alkali land this

spring that I can get water on, as it needs irri-

gation here the same as alfalfa.

Gazelle, Cal., Jan. 30. A. A. Brown.
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THE HONEY-LEAFLET A SUCCESS IN SELLING
HONEY.

We note that you want to hear from others
in regard to the success of the honey-leaflet.

So far as we can judge we believe it has help-

ed the local sde of honey on the western
slope. We have only a few left out of 5000,
and several merchants have asked for more to

distribute to their trade since first having
them. We have had many farmers and bee-
men speak well of the leaflet, and say it was a
good thing. The Abbey Hardy Co.
Grand Junction, Colo., Jan. 9.

%&&P>Z&

OUR 1899 supers; springs vs. thumbscrews
and wedges.

It seems to be generally admitted that a

means for producing compression on sections
when in the super is desirable, and some go
so far as to say it is a necessity. If sections

and separators are placed in supers loosely, it

leaves little interstices or spaces that the bees
fill up with propolis. Various devices have
been used to bring about the desired pressure.

Some prefer and use thumbscrews; others,

wedges; and still others, tightening-strips.

Thumbscrews stick out in the way, and some-
times in damp weather become stuck fast in

the holes. Wedges are very often propolized
fast, making it difficult to remove them. The
same objection applies to tightening strips, al-

though to a less extent. We now use two or
three springs in our 1899 supers, one at each
end, and bearing against the fences, and one
in the center. See S in the cut below.

These springs produce a gentle even pres-
sure against the contents of the super; and, no
matter how much the weather changes, caus-
ing the stuff to shrink or swell, those springs
will adapt themselves to the condition, pro-
ducing always a gentle yet firm pressure. Aft-

er the sections are filled they can be_easily

taken out, owing to the fact that there is a

yielding pressure; and propolis—well, it has no
show.
The manner of applying the spring com-

pression to the supers is shown in the accom-
panying illustrations. X is a curved piece of
steel wire, one end of which is bent at a right

angle, and sharpened. This is driven into
the wood at a point that will come opposite
the end < leat of the fence when in the super.

After this is driven in, the other end is pound-
ed down into the wood, making a sort of

groove for the end B ro slide in. Three such
springs are used in our regular super—two to
come directly opposite the end-cleats of the
fence, and one opposite the center cleat as at

D, showing super side detached. On the op-

posite super side, and spaced in the same
manner, are nailed three thin cleats, supplied
with each package. These are to keep the
outside fence a bee-space from the super side,

about the same distance away as the springs

do on the opposite side. We put in enough
fences so that we have a fence between each
outside row and super side. It costs a little

more, it is true; but it carries out in effect the

Pettit idea, or what he calls his divider

—

a method by which it is said the outside faces

of the outside rows of sections are as well

filled out as the faces in the center rows. Re-
ports from bee-keepers last season go to show
here is a good deal in this little scheme, and

if so it may be worth dollars.
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The boss printer says we have enough mat-
ter, editorial and otherwise, to fill another
complete journal, notwithstanding this num-
ber is eight pages larger than our regular

issue. This will explain why some communi-
cations sent some little time ago have not yet

appeared.

WE have been having some cold snaps in

Northern Ohio. The mercury has ranged all

the way from 15 to 20 below zero, and some
reported that it went even below 20. While
it perhaps may have been as cold as this be-

fore we never knew it to keep there so long.

I just received a letter from Dr. Miller, stat-

ing that he was in the house with his coat off,

notwithstanding it was 24 below zero outside.

But he dryly adds, " We have a fire in the

house."

FRED S. THORINGTON.

We have just learned through R. B. Leahy,
of the Leahy Mfg. Co., of the death of Fred
S. Thorington, of Chillicothe, Mo. Mr. Thor-
ington has been quite a prominent writer,

particularly for the Progressive Bee-keeper.

Mr. Leahy writes :

He had been an invalid for more than 20 years, and
with a wheel chair he wheeled himself through his

apiarv of 40 colonies (sometimes) of bees, and cared
for them. His neighbors say for him that in all these
davs of pain and inconvenience he always remained
cheerful, and was a lover of flowers, birds, and bees.

Most of us, under such circumstances,

would hardly have thought we could keep
bees, to say nothing about taking care of them.
And this reminds me of the case of Mrs. L. C.

Axtell, one who has been an invalid all her

life, and yet one who has done a large part of

the work in managing one or more large

apiaries. Some of the time she has been
obliged to lie on her back while doing her
work. Such people have real pluck and
heroism.

APIS DORSATA FOR THE UNITED STATES.

An American soldier now in the Philippines

at Manila has kindly volunteered to secure

Apis dorsata, of which he says there are a

great many in and about Manila, and further

that the natives have offered to furnish him
the bees. He has asked for instructions how
to ship, etc. We have given him the neces-

sary information, and have offered to pay him
£25.00 for one queen, §35.00 for two, and so

on. We will publish his interesting letter in

our next issue.

I for one feel sanguine that we shall be able

to obtain the big bees, because Mr. Uglow
says Manila is only 20 days from San Francisco.

Of course, he will have to arrange to get direct

steamer connection so the bees will not be
caged any longer than is absolutely necessary.

If any of our subscribers desire to communi-
cate with Mr. Uglow, his address is, John C.

Uglow, Co. M, 2d Reg. Ore. Vol.

THE VALUE OF THE BICYCLE FOR OUT-APIARY
WORK.

In the American Bee-keeper for February
there is a very interesting and valuable article

from one of "Coggshall's lightning operators,"
Mr. Harry S. Howe, to whom I have before
referred. His experience in regard to the
value of the wheel for all kinds of out-apiary

work is very nearly my own. In fact, I am
almost inclined to put all he says in italics.

The average bee-keeper under 45 who is

used to handling horses, and says he must
have them anyhow, and therefore thinks he
would have no use for a bicycle, is making a
big mistake. Let him keep his horses if he
wishes ; but he will find that the bicycle will

be used much even then.

As our readers know, every summer I man-
age one out-apiary myself, and do nearly all

the going and coming on a bicycle, even to

carrying foundation, supers, and what not.

There are lots of things a fellow can do if he
only thinks so; and I have no doubt that

Harry could even carry bread and milk if he
wanted to.

As I have often said, one can hire a team
for one out-apiary or two, and possibly three
or four. All hive stuff should be delivered

early in the season, and then during the
greater part of the rest of the year one can
come and go on his bicycle, even carrying
some material when occasion may require.

After the crop is secured, then of course he
will be obliged to hire a team or teams to

carry it to town. As a general thing a farmer
will do the work for a little honey.
Keeping a horse is expensive business, as I

know from sad experience ; and then a horse
around bees—well, nature never designed that

they should be together in company. I had
one valuable animal killed, as some of our
readers know, at one of our out-yards. I have
had runaways in going to yards; broken thills;

broken buggies ; broken harness. I have
been through the experience of having a horse
have the mud fever ; I have been kicked al-

most into insensibility. Oh, dear ! it would
have been money in my pocket if I had never
invested in horse flesh.

The horseless carriage will soon be here, and
then we can bid good-by to the horse so far as

the bee-business is concerned.
There, now, I did not intend to write all

this prelude to Harry's excellent article.

Here it is—or, rather, an extract from it :

By using a wheel a man can do much more work in

the out-apiaries than with a team.
Mr. Coggshall's yards average nearly 10 miles from

home, and my lot average 14, which gives lots of
chance to save time on the road. With a wheel a man
can start as soon as he is ready. When he gets to the
bees he can go right to work. The time saved on the
road and in getting started comes just when it is

worth the most.
My regular riding gait is 12 miles per hour, or twice

as fast as a good team can go over the same roads. Of
course, once in a while a wheel will get stuck in the
mud, but not often. It did not happen to me once
last year, and only twice this season, and one of those
times I should have gotten home if I had been alone.
There is a great difference in wheels in that respect.

When I built my present wheel I had that point in

mind; and by using small tires, with plenty of room
between the tires and the frame, I can go right along
unless the mud is very deep. The time saved by the
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uise of a wheel, where one rides as much as I do, would
pay for one in a single season.
One of the worst drawbacks to the use of the wheel

is the impossibility of carrying bread and milk for
dinner. In the case of several of the yards there is

no place to get a meal, so we have to carry what we
have. At some of them we have a regular boarding-
pi ice, where we can get a dinner or stay over night.
Even on the farm the wheel comes in handy. One

day recently, one of the horses was suddenly taken
sick. Brown got on his wheel/and hustled for a vet-
eiinarian. When the doctor got there he said he was
only just in time to save the horse's life. If we had
taken the time to hitch up another horse, that, togeth-
er with the time Brown made by "scorching," would
have made it too late.

Sometimes people ask me how I manage to run my
out apiaries without a horse, but it is easy. My team-
ing costs me about the same as my bicycle-tires, and
can be paid for in honey at that.

Speaking about bicycles, my advice is to

get a good one. Do not pay much less than
$40.00— better pay §50.00. There are some
good wheels at $35.00 ; but before you purchase
one, let me know the name, for perhaps I can
tell you whether it is a good one or not.

Now, perhaps you would like to know what
wheel I would recommend. Nearly all* the
Rootville folks and many of our employees are

riding Clevelands. We have found them to be
so immeasurably superior to the common run
of bicycles that we would hardly take any oth-

er as a gift. They run smoothly and easily,

and do not require repairs.

This is not a "paid puff, " for I am only
telling you what is my actual experience and
sincere belief in regard to bicycles. There
are others, probably, just as good; but I know
these are excellent. If you want a Cleveland,
just write to the H. A. LozierCo., Cleveland, O.

I omitted to state that the Cleveland bicycles

have gear cases. I would no more think of

riding a bicycle in the future, without having
the chain covered, than I would think of going
without a hat. My Cleveland, with its gear-

case, has not had a cent's worth of repairs,

and the chain has not even been touched in

over a year's riding. It runs so still that one
would hardly suspect there is a chain inside of

the case. I have run that wheel through mud
and water, dust and sand, over snow and ice,

I was going to say, nearly every day in the
year; and, with the exception of the tires, it is

j ractically as good as when it came out of the
shop.

THE PURE-FOOD CONGRESS.

On page 269, April 1, 1898, I spoke of the
last meeting of the Pure-food Congress that

assembled in Washington on March 2d; and I

further referred to the fact that our represent-

atives E. T. Abbott and Manager Secor, sent
by the U. S. B. K. U., had received prominent
recognition on the floor; that one of the mem-
bers was made chairman of the Committee on
Organization, and another, vice-president for

Iowa. Another meeting of the same organi-

zation has been held, also in Washington, on
the 19th and 20th of January. I take plea-

sure in copying from Mr. Abbott's paper,

The Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the fol-

lowing paragraph :

* A. I. R. at present is riding a chainless Columbia,
also a good wheel.

President Blackburn showed himself to be an excel-
lent presiding officer, and, owing to his promptness
and decision, a great deal of routine business was
transacted, notwithstanding there were a great many
addresses on the program. It was voted to make the
organization permanent ; a constitution and by-laws
were adopted, and officers elected, to serve until their
successors are chosen. The old officers were all re-
elected, it being the opinion of the committee on or-
ganization, of which the writer was chairman, that
those who had begun the good work would better be
left in full charge for the present.

It will no doubt be of special interest to the bee-keep-
ing friends to know that our industry received its full

recognition on the floor of the congress the same as
last year. The editor of The Modern Farmer and Busy
Bee, who went as a representative of the United States
Bee-keepers' Association, and the Missouri State Board
of Agriculture, was made chairman of two important
committees, and was again named as vice-president
for the State of Missouri. Mr. Secor was continued
vice-president for the State of Iowa; E. S. Uovesy, for
Utah; and, at the suggestion of the writer, Thomas G.
Newman was named for vice-president for California.
It will be seen from this that the bee-keepers will
have themselves to blame if they do not have a hand
in this important legislation. I desire to say in this
connection that the bee-keepers of the United States
are under special obligations to the Burlington, Big
Four, and the Chesapeake & Ohio Railways, for it was
through the courtesy of these roads that the delegate
of the United States Bee-keepers' Association was
able to attend the Congress, there being only the
small appropriation of flo.00 set apart for this pur-
pose by the directors of the Association, and this
amount would not pay hotel bills and sleeping-car
fare, to say nothing about the other necessary inci-
dental expenses.

Mr. Abbott says the attendance was good,
and the delegates in general believed that the
pure-food bill, as revised by Congress last year,
should be urged without any material changes.
Some favored the changing of the wording in

a few minor respects, while some delegates
tried to so amend it as to kill it, but the latter

were promptly " sat down on." The propos-
ed law does not favor classes. It simply aims
to make producers sell all articles of food for

just what they are, but does not propose to
prohibit entirely any of them, but to let each
stand on its own merits; but those merits
must be plainly set forth on all objects offered
for sale. Mark Twain says he found this state

of things prevailing in Paris, and he says it

seemed strange to him to see such a " super-
fluity of honesty " as was displayed in that
city on all the jewelry offered for sale. No
one could get cheated.
The following is an abstract of the address

of President Blackburn:
The question of what we shall eat has been a neg-

lected subject ever since Eve ate the apple in the Gar-
den of Eden. What a myriad of evils would have
been avoided had not the first of all pure-food laws
been violated !

The measure we are here to consider is not offered
as a cure-all in any sense. No one, not even its most
ardent friends, considers it a panacea for all the ills

that afflict our food supply. Neither do we think that
the twin sister of fraud—the harlot adulteration—will
be an impossible creature when this bill becomes a
law. Since the great lawgiver of Mount Sinai issued
that immortal edict, "Thou shalt not steal," men
have stolen, and will steal, until the end of time.
While this bill does not do all we could wish, does

not meet all the objections that have been or will be
raised against it, it will and does do much that needs
to be done, and will be certain to render adulteration
hazardous, less profitable, and exposure quick and
certain. I think the least observing and the most
skeptical will agree that it is high time that the many
State measures to protect the public health and secure
purity in our food should have their principal features
crystallized into a national statute, that all States may
engraft their legislative twigs on the national vine,
and thus develop the fruits of legislation on harmo-
nious, progressive, and uniform lines.
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No national law on this subject will evet fully meet
the views or satisfy the desiies of all the many States
and Territories of this great country.

I do not bel'eve it pos ible that such law can do so.

The critics will say the law is imperfect and we an-
swer: " We are awaie of that.'' They tell us the law
has its defects, and we reply: " Show us a law that
has not "

The measure as it stands now is a long, sturdy step

in the right direction; a strong pi op upon which to

hang our hopes; a substantial foundation upon which
to erect a magnificent structure. It will effectually

stop many evils with which we contend: right many
wrongs, tnus bringing justice whete justice isa stran-

ger, and protecting those needing protection yet utter-

ly unable to prottct themselves It will render adul-
teration difficult, detection sure—a more effective rem-
edy than any which has been proposed, considered, or
enacted.

It represents the concrete experience of many years,

and the best thoughts of studious minds.
It embodies the compromise views of those who

have long considered the important and far reaching
questions with which it deals. I do not hesitate to say
it is a compromise measure; all such laws are, and
always must be compromises. It must be expanded
and contracted to meet the composite mental struc-

ture which gives it being and stands sponsor for its

necessity.
It is important that it should be made a law during

the present Congress. I therefore urge you to be on
vour guard against proposed amendments. Scan well
their origin, and consider long their purport. Be not
moved by shallow sentiment, nor turned by loose
light logic. I adjure you, my friends, to stand as one
man for the main features of this measure.
There is good reason for the adoption of this mea-

sure. No city or hamlet is free from adulteration, and
one of the peculiarities of the business is that, the
further away from home an adulteiation gets, the
more respectable it appears. There is need for this

bill from one end of the country to the other.

PROSPECTS GLOOMY ; DRY WINDS IN CALIFOR-
NIA, AND NO RAIN ; AN UNPRECEDENTED-
LY LOW TEMPERATURE OVER THE
CENTRAL AND EASTERN STATES

;

FEARFUL WINTER LOSSES
EXPECTED.

I have just received word from J. H. Mar-
tin (Rambler), stating that the Californians
are getting to be anxious again for rain, as it

is nearly a month since their last downpour,
and the time is getting short for rain to do
them any good tor the coming year. I have
written to Mr. Martin to let us know by wire
in case the long-expected rain does come.
You may wonder why I am so anxious to get

that information. For the reason that it will

make a great difference with buyers in the

East and with those on the Pacific coast wheth-
er the honey crop in California is assured or

not ; and the sooner we can get the informa-
tion the better.

Since writing the foregoing we have heard
from Mr. M. H. Mendleson, one of the big
bee-kings of California, who writes under
date of Feb. 6 :

We are now having a fearful drying wind, and it

has been blowing very badly for the past week or ten
days, making the present prospects poor again for
another year. The surface of the soil is getting dry
and hard. I give up the season, although late rains
may save us.

He further adds that some of the prominent
bee-keepers are preparing trips northward to

look for locations where their bees can fill up
for another winter.

This is a gloomy outlook indeed for Califor-

nia—a failure of honey last year, and a prob-
able one this year. But while they on the
western slope are drying up, we of the central

and e.'.ste n portion of the country are freez-

ing up (i. e., our bees). There has been an un-
precedented]}- low temperature of a large por-
tion of our country. Even in that mild and
balmy State of Oregon a subscriber, on Feb.
7th, writes that it has been 18 to 24 below
zero. In Northern Michigan it has been 50
below, and in States where it rarely has been
below 20 above it has been down to zero, and
staying there.

All this means fearful losses in bees if there
is not a change soon for the better. Early in

the year prospects (by the way the orders
were rolling in) seemed to indicate that this

season would be as heavy as last in spite of
last year's general failure of honey. But if

half the bees die off there will be a lot of dis-

couraged bee-keepers and supply dealers. No
one can determine just yet what the outcome
will be.

But it's an ill wind that blows no one any
good. The heavy winter losses, if they do
occur, will not be with the provident and bee-

journal readers. They will winter their bees
and they will get the crop this summer if

there is any honey, and they will have all the
markets to themselves. It is the careless and
go-it-as-easy-as-you-can bee-keepers that will

have a tale of woe to tell. It is they who will

get no honey, even if there is a good s< ason.
Later;—After the foregoing was in type the

following came to hand:
I report at this date over half of my bees dead. The

hives are full of honey. The inside is daubed up bad-
ly, and full of frost. It looks as if there would be a
shortage of bees next spring. W. D. Soper.
Jackson, Mich., Feb. 11.

When a man like \V. D. Soper has lost half

his bees, then the case is much worse than I

thought it would be ; for if the up-to-date bee-
keeper is going to lose so heavily, how many
bees will the go-as you-please take-it easy bee-

man have iv xt spring? If they do not have
an almost total lots they will have hardly any
thing hut nuclei. It begins to look now as if

there would be a great demand for bees by the
pound and nuclei next spring. Here is a

chance for somebody to ntake some money.
Still later:—To-day, Feb. 15, it is warming

up, the mercury standing at the freezing-point

(32). This will, perhaps, give the bees an op-
pe>r.unity to change their clustering-nest; and
if it does it will sive possibly thousands of

colonies.

DELIVERING HONEY TO MARKET ON A BI-

CYCLE.
AFTER my editorial on the subject of wheels

for out-apiaries had gone to press I received
the following from a bee-keeper who not only
uses his bicycle for apiary work, but actually

carried over 3000 lbs. of honey to market on
it. Here is what he says:

You speak of the wheel as being very useful in the
apiary. This is my second season in the bee business,
and I have delivered 3200 lbs. of honey on my wheel
I take as much as 40 pounds at a time in o and 10

pound p'xils, as I retail it all. I am ve y much in love
with Gleanings, and alwavs await its coming.

St. Thomas, Ont. W. J. Robb.

We are just making preparations to put in

a 350-horse-power boiler. Our present boilers

are inadequate for the work we have to do.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A.I. R OOT.

Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my name, he
will give it you.

—

John lfi
: 23.

For some time back, dear friends, I have
had a good deal to say in regard to the matter
of answers to prayer. Several times I have
thought that perhaps I was holding on too
long to this subject ; and yet in my desire to

benefit mankind, and to help those who are in

trouble, I have been again and again almost
impelled to tell you how I had been helped
and guided, and lifted through my troubles

and discouragements. God forbid that I

should at any time or under any circumstances
convey the idea to any one that God was more
willing to hear and answer my prayers than
those of the rest of humanity.
A good many times I have worked long and

anxiously to accomplish a certain thing, and
have failed. Then i hear or read of somebody
who has succeeded with the same thing, and I

am filled with a great desire to see the man,
and to see his garden or farm, with a feeling

that, if I knew just how he did it, I could do
the same thing, or something nearly the same;
and I have traveled many miles, as you know,
to meet these successful people and to learn

their ways ; and I have tried through this

journal to explain to you how it is they have
succeeded when so many of us have failed.

A good many times it is a simple matter when
you come to see the actual thing with your
own eyes. When I was full of enthusiasm
over the Grand Rapids lettuce I succeeded iu

getting a glimpse of a greenhouse containing
a full crop. This glimpse was only by the

light of a lantern, and I was in the green-
house only a few minutes ; but that one
glimpse was worth to me many dollars. I

really felt glad when he agreed to let me have
half a pound of the seed for $50, because I

knew then I could grow such lettuce, or felt

very sure I could, with the seed and the

glimpse he had given me. Others succeeded
in like manner, and now growing this lettuce

is a great industry, and it is cataloged by
almost every seedsman in the world. It comes
somewhat natural for me to describe how
things are done, in a way that will make oth-

ers understand it so they can duplicate my
success.

Now, in this matter of answers to prayer I

have felt sure that thousands of people might
triumph over their difficulties if I could make
it plain to them how God answers prayer, and
not only go through life rejoicing, but, more
than that, go through death (with its pain and
suffering), rejoicing in the hope of a risen

Savior and Redeemer.
While these thoughts were in mind it was

my privilege yesterday to listen to a sermon
by Rev. S. D. Gordon, of the Cleveland Y. M.
C. A. His subject was, "Hindrances to an-

swers to prayer." You may be sure I was
attention all at once. He first read promises
from the Bible — a great number of them—

including one similar to the one I have chosen
for my text above. How should it come that

with these great, precious, and wonderful
promises, repeated again and again, so few
professing Christians and church - members
should avail themselves of that wonderful
privilege of going straight to the Creator of all

things with their troubles and perplexities ?

Mr. Gordon said he would consider four

reasons why our prayers are not answered.
The first and most important hindrance is sin.

This is a very little word, and many times
people think it is a little matter — little sins.

He said we were having a good deal to do just

now with electiicity. One who is in touch
•with the great Father above is like the man
who goes to the switch-board. He moves a

little key only a few inches, aud perhaps a

whole quarter of a city is all at once flooded
with light as a consequence. He turns anoth-
er switch, and lights another quarter, and so

on. By means of this switch-board he moves
a single lever, and electric cars are sent miles

here and there ; or a great factory is started

running with all ils wheels and powerful
machinery. Now, these things are possible

while the connections are perfect. If a wire
gets down, the current is "grounded," and
nothing can be done until this broken circuit

is repaired. People talk about little sins.

Suppose a man were working a telegraph
instrument, and there is a break in the wire.

The ends are separated, say, half an inch.

Suppose he should express astonishment that

so little a break as half an inch should prevent
his sending a message. Dear friends, just one
little sin entirely spoils the connection, and
our prayers never reach the throne of grace.

One might pray till doomsday, just as the
telegraph operator might keep drumming on
his key till doomsday. There can be no mes-
sage or response until the mischief is repaired.

Is not that Bible? David says, " If I regard
iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hear
me." Once more I am sure you are all

familiar with the passage where the Savior
says, " If thou bring thy gift to the altar, and
there rememberest that thy brother hath aught
against thee, leave there thy gift before the
altar, and go thy way. First be reconciled to

thy brother, and then come and offer thy
gift." One can not expect God to hear and
answTer his prayers while any little thing re-

mains unadjusted. I once had an actual

experience right along in this very line. I

went to prayer-meeting and sat down ; but I

could not keep my mind on the subject of the

meeting because I was thinking of a difficulty

the foreman in our lumberyard had had with
a man about some basswood lumber. I arose

at once and left the meeting, planning to go
in search of my irate brother. I met him very
unexpectedly within a few rods of the church.
I put out my hand to him smilingly, but he
was not going to take it. He had just been
consulting a lawyer. I told him we two would
consult the same lawyer, and I would abide
by his own lawyer's decision. I still think
the lawyer was a little biased in giving his

opinion ; but I paid the difference, and got
back to prayer-meeting before it was out.
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Jesus has much to say about forgiveness.

Suppose we call this the second obstacle. He
not only says, " Love ye your enemies, and do
good to them that hate you," but he bids us

over and over to forgive as we hope to be for-

given. He tells us we must forgive and for-
get if we expect to be forgiven. That won-
derful passage in the Lord's prayer ought to

be sufficient ; but for fear it may not be, the

Savior seems to have expressed that same
thought over and over again. A great many-
times we must suffer loss in this world. In

the effort to lift humanity above human weak-
ness, his admonition sometimes seems to be
almost extravagant. For instance, he says,
'

' Blessed a.' e ye when men shall persecute you
and revile you, and say all manner of evil

against you falsely for my sake."
In this day of temperance crusades against

the saloon-keepers, many ministers of the

gospel have been severely persecuted and
misrepresented, and falsely accused. I won-
der if they all remember the wonderful prom-
ises to those who have been thus wronged.
In the sixth chapter of Luke we are bidden to

rejoice and leap for joy when we are persecut-

ed just because we are taking a bold and de-

cided stand against sin.

The question may come up right here, " Mr.
Root, do you mean to claim that God hears
your prayers because your life is free from
sin ? " Those who know me best are aware
that my life is not free from sin or sinful

thoughts; but I hope it is free from deliberate,

willful sin. My heart is selfish, and the
selfishness sticks out and hurts people, and
does harm, I fear, wherever I go; and I am so

selfish I am afraid I do not see it or notice it

till somebody calls my attention to it. Mrs.
Root may say, "Dear husband, you walked
through the house with your rubbers on, and
probably just after you had been in the muddy
greenhouse ; and there are your foot-tracks

across my clean kitchen floor, just after it had
been so nicely scrubbed." Then she takes
the mop and pail, and cleans up the footprints,

when I am sure she is already tired and weary.
Perhaps I was in quite a hurry, and forgot to

remove my rubbers, and I commence what is

intended for an apology: "I did not mean to

make any trouble, but I was in a brown study
about something more important than muddy
(or clean) floors."

There, do you see any selfishness sticking

out when I try to tell the story? and is not
selfishness sin ? Most surely it was a sinful

act of mine to be so much taken up with my
own affairs that I forgot the dear wife, and did
not think a word about her anxiety to have
her home neat, healthy, and tidy - looking.
Giving way to this kind of selfishness may
ruin the happiness of some fellow-being, or
result in loss of life. And I am just now
reminded that Bro. Gordon said the third

hindrance to answers to prayer is selfishness.

Oh, dear me ! When I come to think how
many of my prayers have been selfish ones I

am literally astonished and amazed to think
that God could constantly hear and answer a
single one. It is true, I had some good and
generous thoughts in mind when I prayed

over my troubles. When we got into that
difficulty with the electrical machinery, I had
in mind setting many needy people at work

;

and when I prayed to be delivered from the
pain of toothache and earache, I asked for a
kind of deliverance that I could consistently

recommend and teach to all mankind ; and I

hope that through all my toil and all my
prayers I have been keeping constantly in

mind my neighbors, community in general,

and all who read these Home Papers.

Many wives and husbands pray for uncon-
verted companions. The Christian mother
prays for her husband, perhaps day after day r

and may be year after year. WThy does she
wish her husband more than other men to
become a Christian ? Naturally, because he
is her husband, and it is right and proper that
she should long for his conversion. If she
wants him converted because it would be nice
to have him go to church and sit by her side,,

because it would be nice to introduce him to
her Christian friends, have him ask a blessing
at the table, and all these things, her pra) er

may be a very selfish one after all ; and if

while she prays she indulges in various human
weaknesses, and lets him see that she is petu-
lant, ill-tempered, and the like, it is certainly
not strange as the years pass that her prayer is

not answered.
And just here, dear friends, is the great

thought of this talk of mine to-day. I am
anxious that each and all who come to me will

have faith in my words, and may lead lives of
prayer, because a life of prayer means and
includes so much. All sorts of plans and
devices have been invented to make people
honest. The beauty of truth, unselfishness,

etc., has been talked about and written about.
Young people have been told, oh how many
times! that honesty is the best policy, and yet
they are not honest. We, each and all, have
agreed that honesty is best ; but we are not
honest. We assent, but we do not act. We
take the best side of the bargain. May be we
do not all the time, but every little whde that
demon of .Self gets in, and we take the better
side, and let some patient, good-natured poorer
brother in this world's goods take what is left.

Education does not help the matter. Belong-
ing to the church helps it some, but I have
sometimes thought not very much. But how
is it about beginning a life of prayer ? Was
anybody ever so stupid as to think that he
could humbug God when he goes off by him-
self and kneels in his closet? Why, the
veriest idiot that was ever born would not be
so silly as to take words on his lips when none
but his Maker could hear, that were not honest
and true. The man who prays — that is, he
who has felt the need of God— and goes into
his closet alone to pray, is honest then if he
ever is in his life ; and if he expects God to

hear and answer a great part of his daily sup-
plications it will be because he has made those
words in the 139th Psalm, 23d and 24thversts,
his own : "Search me, O God, and know my
heart ; try me, and know my thoughts, and
see if there be any wicked way in me, and
lead me in the way everlasting."
A life of constant and honest prayer will
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not mate us all at once unselfish, I am aware;
hut if we commence correcting and straighten-
ing up every little transaction as we look back
over it, and see that it is not exactly fair, we
shall soon get to living an honest life, and
God rewards all such efforts. Suppose, dear
friends, you are anxious about some young
man— may be your own boy. He is away
from home, and exposed to temptation.
Wicked people are planning for his downfall,
no doubt. Suppose you should find out that
he is commencing a life of prayer— that he is

working hard to establish a perfect, unbroken
connection with the dear Savior. Suppose
you learn that he is in constant communica-
tion with the great God above ; that he has
access to a "switch-board" connected with a
direct line to the throne of God, and that he
can at any minute telegraph the little prayer,
" Lord, help !

'' and that he has learned to

know and believe that help comes instantly—
help sufficient so that he may withstand all

the fiery darts of the evil one. How much
would it be worth to know, dear parent, that
your boy had established such a close relation

with his Maker—a relation that is to go with
him through life ? Now, please remember I

do not mean to tell you such a person will be
lifted out of all troubles. The wise teacher
does not do the work for the pupil. When I

was quite a child we had a schoolmaster who
always did the " sums " for the boys when they
brought up the slate and pencil and said they
could not get the answer. This master could
cipher very fast, and many of the boys looked
on with bright eyes while he made nice figures

and did the work in good style. But a new
teacher came. There was considerable grum-
bling among the boys because he did not do
the work for them. I heard of it, and thought
I would not go to the master. I was away
ahead of the class with my Ray's Arithmetic,
Part 3; but after working two days on an ex-
ample I told the teacher I did not believe it

was profitable for me to waste more time on it.

I shall always remember how he spoke. " My
young friend, I could work that out for you
very quickly, and in one sense save your time
and mine ; but I think you can do it all right

yourself if I simply ask you a few questions."
He asked me just one question, and that one
question revealed to me the fact that I had
been stupidly away off the track, and I assur-

ed him that I should like to go to work and
do it myself without any further help. He
Icept his eye on me, and when I had my an-
swer all straight and clean in less than five

minutes a sort of telegraphic communication
passed between us just by our eyes, and he
and I were warm friends ever afterward. His
plan of teaching was more by quiet question-

ing than by doing any work at all himself.

God, in his loving kindness, answers our
prayers in much the same way.

Now, the dear brother who gave us that
talk about hindrances to answers to prayer
somewhat surprised and startled me in con-
sidering that fourth and last hindrance. He
said something like this :

" Dear people, I do
not understand it, I confess ; but I believe it

is nevertheless true that Satan himself is per-

mitted—at least to a certain extent—to hinder
and delay answers to prayer. We pray for a
loved one. The prayer would have been
answered, perhaps a start was made in an-
swering that prayer ; but Satan interposed.

Evil associates, perhaps, persuaded the young
man not to go to prayer-meeting ; and God
permitted Satan to go on with this work."
WT

hile my friend was speaking it occurred to

me that one of the great hindrances in the
way of having our prayers answered in doing
away with saloons is that Satan constantly
interposes his influence and work everywhere.
He tampers with the officers of the law ; he
influences the judges ; he gets control of the
police and the police courts. Shall we give
up to Satan ? God forbid ! Satan can go so
far, but not beyond that limit. And ue can
hinder Satan. Our prayers hinder him, and
are a restraint on him. We may never in this

world be able to understand just why Satan is

permitted to meddle with human affairs, and
to hinder and delay the answers to the prayers
of honest Christians ; but God knows. We
are weak, but he is mighty. "Shall not the
Judge of all the earth do right ?

"

Many of our prayers, while not absolutely
selfish or harmful, are of no particular im-
portance. James says, " Ye ask, and receive

not, because ye ask amiss," and we may call

this still another hindrance. A little girl

prayed every night for several days that she
might be permitted some time in life to see
Queen Victoria. Very likely she prayed with
childish faith. Now, this is a sample of
prayer where no particular good can come of
it. The little girl was young, and Queen
Victoria was very old ; and it seems quite
likely that such a prayer will not be answered.
And more important than all is it that no par-
ticular good could come if it were answered.
I do not suppose the little girl had even
thought about any good coming from it. Jesus
said, " If ye abide in me, and my words abide
in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall

be done unto you." If the same spirit that
actuated the Savior while he was here on
earth actuates and helps us, we shall be con-
stantly seeking and praying for something for

the good of all humanity. We shall be hun-
gering and thirsting after righteousness, and
that the gospel of Christ Jesus may be brought
to all the world ; and while we are in this

attitude of heart, while it is the inspiring
theme of our being, our petitions will be some-
thing for the good of humanity in general—
not for self and for self alone, and not for idle

curiosity or for some notion or fancy of the
moment ; and this hungering and thirsting

after righteousness will not at all unfit us for
building great cities and connecting them
with great railways. It will not at all unfit us
for extending electric wires and telephone
wnres to the home of the humblest person, for

the constant thought will be of God the
Father, and of his love to us his children; and
thanksgiving and praise shall be to him for

evermore. Before we can claim these prom-
ises we must be in harmony with God and his

plans, and then Fshall come to pass that pre-

cious promise, '

'

Before they call I will answer, '

'
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A POTATO THAT WILL NEVER SCAB ;
THAT

$1000 OFFER FOR A BARREL OF POTATOES.

I have been holding my breath somewhat
since that offer went out (see page 64, Jan. 15),

for fear I should have to pay the money ; but

I began to breathe a little easier when nobody
seemed inclined to take it up. The following

is the nearest to it of any thing we have had
;

in fact, it is the only communication I have
had on the subject :

I will send you by mail one potato. I don't know
what the name is. i bought them of a man by the
name of Newel, so I call them " Newel." If you know
the right name, let me know. If you want more of
them I will send them. I have had them for five

years. Thev have never shown any sign of scab since

I have had them, and all other varieties have scabbed.
I got five varieties of vou three years ago, and I have
discarded all of them. The Newel has gone through
w.et and dry, hot and cold, bugs and every thing else,

and has come out on top every time.
Tekamah, Neb., Feb. 2. J. S. Robinson.

Well, the above is pretty good. If these

potatoes have been grown for five years, and
have never shown auy sign of scab, it certain-

ly looks promising. Now, when our great

seed and plant men get something of that sort,

they usually buy up the whole stock so as to

monopolize the market; but I do not believe I

want to do that way. We want these new
potatoes to have a thorough test in widely
different localities ; and I would suggest that

friend Newel offer them for sale at such a

price as he thinks will be fair ; and if it really

turns out to be a nice potato, a good yielder,

one that never scabs, the $1000 will be forth-

coming, for it will be worth a million or more
to the world, even if / do not get the profit of

it. There may be some question as to who
should have the S1000. My intention was to

give it to the man who originated and brought
to notice the potato. And that reminds me
that there is an advertisement, in this issue,

of potato seed for the benefit of those who
wish to introduce new varieties. One reason
why I believe that a scab-proof potato can be
produced is, there is a difference in the pota-
toes we have. Last fall we grew several bush-
els of Rural New -Yorkers that were not scabby
a particle, while a strip of Carman No. 1,

right alongside, were scabbed badly ; and my
impression is that the Rural New-Yorker is,

as a rule, less liable to scab than almost any
other potato. Perhaps I might add, for the
benefit of those who wish to go into the busi-

ness of growing new varieties of potatoes, that
it is like growing new varieties of strawberries.

If you should plant a whole acre of seedlings,
and as closely as they could stand (several
growers have done this very thing with straw-
berries) you might watch and care for the
whole lot, and find, after you had got through,
not one of them was in any way superior to

the berries or potatoes we have already. A
good many kinds are "trotted out" every
season, with the claim that they are away
ahead; but look at the kinds that have been

boomed and then dropped out of sight, say
within the last 25 years, if you have been
watching plant and seed catalogs than length
of time. Will friend R. please tell us more
about that scab proof potato ? Is it early or

late ? How does its yield compare with oth-

ers ? What is its quality for table use ? I

judge the potato to be an early one, as one
sent me was already sprouted ; and I wish to

say that it is a very handsome potato.

.Since the above was put in type we have re-

ceived the following additional information
from friend Robinson :

Mr. Root:— I have about 30 bushels of those potatoesr
I could not take less than 75 cts. per bushel, for I be-
lieve fully half of the potatoes in this part of the coun-
try are frozen. It has been extremely cold here this
winter—2(> below zero yesterday morning by the gov-
ernment thermometer, and 30 by others.
As to the name, I could not find out. An old gentle-

man by the name of Newel, living in Iowa, was visit-

ing a son living here on a farm, and the old man came
over and brought a bushel of those potatoes; but his

son had moved to town, and had no place to plant
them. He told me about them, and what wonderful
potatoes they were. He said he paid 82.00 for the
bushel. I paid him £2.00 for about two-thirds of the
bushel. The Newel family have all moved away, and
I don't know where.
Tekamah, Neb., Feb. 10. J. S. Robinson.

DISEASES OF THE TOMATO.
This is the title of a bulletin sent out by the

Florida Experiment Station. It is written by
Prof. P. H. Rolfs, whom it was my good for-

tune to get acquainted with while I was in

Florida. This bulletin gives most thorough
directions for treating all diseases of the to-

mato, besides discussing the matter of insect

enemies. Prof. Rolfs recommends the Bor-
deaux mixture for the black rot, and says if it

is made right, and applied with sufficient

thoroughness, it will surely kill the fungus-

and allow the tomato to start out with a new
and vigorous growth. If you want the bulle-

tin, write to the director of the Experiment
Station, Lake City, Fla. It is furnished free

to all Florida people, and I presume it will be
sent to anybody if a stamp is inclosed. This-

one little bulletin may be worth hundreds of

dollars to anybody who makes tomato-grow-
ing a business.

THE BENSON RENOVATOR COW PEA.
On pages 668 and 705 for last year I made

favorable mention of Benson's new cow pea.

Since that time I have been watching the
Practical Farmer very closely, especially Prof.

Massey's answers t,o questions in regard to

cow peas in general ; and my impression is

that there are early varieties of cow peas al-

ready well known in the South, that possess,

nearly all of the desirable qualities of the Ben-
son pea. Of course, I am not the one to
judge, as I am comparatively unacquainted
with the many different varieties of cow peas
grown in the South. Since friend Benson has-

used in his circular what I put in Gleanings,
a good many inquiries have come in to me.
Here is one of them :

I am very much interested in the renovator cow pea.
You experimented with it last year. Can you not give
to us fuller particulars in regard to your treatment of
and success with the pea? Did you plow it under? If
so, how did you manage? Did stock eat the pea hay
well ? When did you plant, and when did you har-
vest ? Did the peas mature fully?

Battle Creek, Mich., Feb. 2. W. H. Littlejohn.
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I did not plow the vines under, any of

them ; in fact, we left them until they were
killed by frost about ihe first of November, to

allow as many of the peas as possible to ripen.

I am inclined to think the strain is not yet
perfected, for different plants blossomed at

very different times. Some of them were
covered with pods that were dry, while others
were full of pods all green, and still others
hardly yet in bloom. All the seed we saved
was from the earlier ones. When frost caught
them the whole plot was covered with a great
mass of vines and foliage. I did not plow
them under, as I got the impression they
would be worth just as much to be plowed un-
der in the spring. I tried to feed them out to

our horses, but they did not seem to take to

them. My impression is, it was because they
had not learned how. I am sure cows will

eat them, and I have no fear but that horses
would also after they have acquired a taste for

the pods filled with the mature peas. I did
not record the date they were planted, but it

was some time in June. With the chance
they had, they made a most remarkable
growth ; but I have seen very much of this

same rampant growth from the cow peas we
obtained from the South, only these latter did
not produce ripe seed in our locality.

SWEET CLOVER, AND WHAT IT IS GOOD FOR.

The above is the title of a 12-page pamphlet
that we are prepared to furnish free of charge
to bee-keepers or anybody else interested in

this kind of clover that grows better on ground
so poor that nothing else will grow on it. The
leaflet is made up of suggestions from bee-
keepers and others who are well acquainted
with the clover. It also discusses fairlv, I

think, the question as to whether sweet clever
can be called a noxious plant under any cir-

cumstances.

THE KEELY MOTOR.

Just about the time Gleanings was started,

the scientific world was full of excitement in

regard to the new force discovered by Keely,
that was to supersede steam, electricity, and
every thing else heretofore known. Almost
every periodical in the land boomed Keely as

one of the greatest of modern inventors; but
the Scientific American denounced him first,

last, and always. They said he was a fraud
and a humbug, and that he dared not make a
public exhibition of his motor, in a way that

honest discoverers do. He gave some exhibi-

tions, it is true; but nobody was permitted to

come on to the stage, nor would he come out
in front before people. He stood by a little

window keeping himself a good deal out of

sight. The Scientific American declared the

wonderful results he displayed were done by
the power of compressed air; and when they
suggested proving their position by exploring
the premises he pretended to get into a tower-
ing rage. Notwithstanding, men of great

wealth invested their money in Keely stock,

and he became almost if not quite a million-

aire before he ever gave the world any tangi-

ble result. For 25 years he duped innocent
people who happened to have capital. One
of his largest victims, and one of his best
friends through all these years, was a lad}'.

So well was his secret guarded that the papers
declared it had died with him, and some even
now pretend the world had suffered a great
loss. You know Gleanings has had consid-
erable to say about people who possess won-
derful secrets that they will divulge only for a
certain sum of money; and Gleanings still

insists that no good thing ever came along in

this line. Keelv succeeded in humbugging
people, and making at least a large part of the
world believe he was an honest inventor, while
he lived in all the affluence and comfort that
money could procure during those 25 years.

While he was living nobody succeeded in

gaining an entrance to his laboratory and
workshop; but after his death, what then ? I

believe there was some little effort made to

cover up his hypocrisy and rascality, even aft-

er he died; but a reporter from the Scientific

Amcrica)i succeeded, with several scientific

men, in having the whole premises opened up
and explored; and in a recent issue there are

half a dozen photographic views exposing the
whole thing. In a concealed cellar under his

laboratory was an immense steel sphere with
strength almost if not quite able to resist the
recent tests of cannon at Sandy Hook. From
this tremendous reservoir of compressed air

Keely had tubes leading to his humbugging
machinery. With air under a pressure so that
it was forced with a power almost equal to

that of gunpowder, no wonder he astonished
people, and then called it " etheric vapor,

"

and made a pretense that this astonishing
power was evoked from " vibrations," because
he drew a fiddle-bow across the edge of a turn

bier ! In additition to the discoveries, a man
has been brought forward who helped him
make his humbug apparatus. Keel}' robbed
rich people—people with immense capital, as

a rule. The Electropoise humbug, which it

has been our privilege to s'> thoroughly venti-

late, was a little different, in that the owners
robbed sick people, and are still taking the
hard earnings of poor women who do washing
for a living, providing they can find victims

who do not happen to be posted. And by the
way, dear friends, what do you think of a

man who would live on other people's earn-

ings, enjoying every thing that money can
purchase, with such a prospect before him as

Keely must have had just before he died? He
evaded the truth a long while ; but death
brought his iniquity to light. What shall it

profit a man if he shall gain the whole world
and lose his own soul?

Many have been the days when I thought I'd write
a few encouraging words as to how I appreciate
Gleanings. Mr. Matthews took it quite a while be-

fo-e I took notice of it. One Sunday evening I hap-
pened to pick up a number, I can never tell how
much I enjoyed reading your Home talks especially.

While I am no flatterer, I believe in letting one know
how much good he i-; doing in this life—not after he is

gone from this world where they know nothing of it.

Mrs. S. D. Matthews,
Hamilton, N C, Jan. 22.
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DOCTORING WITHOUT MEDICINE.

Almost all my life I have been troubled more
or less with sore feet. I presume one reason

is, that during my childhood I had my feet

frosted. Since then I have been troubled with
chilblains in winter and corns in summer.
About a year ago what seemed to be a corn or

chilblain, or both together, became very trou-

blesome. It started first near my little toe,

and finally became so swollen that it not only
made me lame, but it affected my whole right

side, and made me about sick. I limped up
to the doctor's office, and asked him if he
would feel imposed upon if I wanted him to

doctor ray feet. He replied something like

this:
" Not at all, Mr. Root. On the contrary, I

am always glad to do any thing I can to re-

lieve any kind of pain or suffering."

After he had taken a look at the inflamed
spot near my tee he said he could fix me out
all right, but it would take a little time. First,

I was to get an old boot, or, better still, an old
shoe, and cut a good-sized hole through, right

over the inflamed spot. Then I was to give
that part of my foot plenty of air. I ventured
to object, on the ground that I could not go
to meeting attired in that fashion.

" Oh ! yes, you can go to meeting. Wear a
black stocking—something just as near as pos-

sible the color of your boot or shoe, and few
if any will notice it ; and just as soon as your
foot gets well enough you must give your feet

more ventilation. Corns and chilblains are

both Nature's cry for more air. Many people
suffer greatly because they do not give their

feet ventilation enough."
"Why, doctor, you don't mean to say that

my feet want to breathe, do you ? I think I

have heard of people going barefoot in order
to give their feet a chance to breathe, but I

did not know that mine were of that kind."
" Well, I guess you have got it about right,

Mr. Root. Our feet do need to breathe. Few
people can stand it to wear rubber boots, be-

cause they are so completely impervious. I be-

lieve you have betn wearing boots mostly in

winter time. You want to get rid of your boots,

and buy some shoes that lace very far down, say
as near to the toes as possible; and leave the
lacing loose enough so the air can get in.

With this foot that is so inflamed and feverish

you really must have that kind of shoe. Get
a bicycle shoe that laces away down. If your
feet get cold, wear coarse porous woolen stock-
ings; then if your ankles are cold, have some
woolen leggins; but let your feet breathe.'''

"Why, doctor, I am afraid I shall have to

take back some of the spiteful things I have
said about toothpick-toed shoes. From what
you say, that gable-end air-space out in the
point of the toe has a method in it, after all."

Well, I followed the doctor's advice, and,
although almost two years have passed, I have
not had &PJ ?hilbjaij)s at all, and my corns

have not troubled me to speak of. I used to
imagine that I must have boots in winter to
keep my ankles warm; but now I really enjoy
wearing my bicycle shoes all winter, protect-

ing my ankles with extra woolen covering
during severe weather. While visiting with
my friend Vankirk, in Washington, Pa., we
were talking over this matter, and he said he
had read somewhere that Abraham Lincoln
was in the habit of slipping off his shoes when
he was writing at his desk, giving his feet a
breathing-spell. Now, if I remember correct-

ly the doctor did not give me any medicine at

all ; but I would ever so much rather pay a
doctor for giving me sensible advice like the
above, than for dosing me with drugs; and his

little talk about ventilation for the feet did me
so much good I am glad to suggest the matter
to others who may be sufferers like myself.
For a good many years I used to advise every-
body indiscriminately to go barefooted in sum-
mer, as a rational cure for troublesome cornsr

and Mrs. Root used to remonstrate. She ask-
ed me if 1 wanted to see her going around
barefoot. I told her I would rather see every-
body going barefoot than to see them suffer-

ing as I suffered from troublesome corns. My
favorite way of washing my feet in the sum-
mer time is to wade through the lawn when
the grass is covered with a heavy dew. You
see this gives ventilation, coolness, and a wa-
ter bath (of pure soft water) besides. Now,,
the doctor suggested to me a way of ventilat-

ing the feet without going barefoot. By the
way, I have almost all my life objected to
shoes that lace up, because it wastes so much
valuable time fastening with shoestrings ; but
I think now I would rather fuss with shoe-
strings than to have my temper spoiled by
troublesome corns. Wouldn't you?
Years ago our good friend Orange Judd, of

the American Agriculturist, recommended
changing the shoes, and, if necessary, the
stockings too, during the day, and taking an-
other pair. He said it did the shoes good to

give them a rest. My impression is it did
good by giving the feet a breathing-spell rath-

er than giving the shoes a resting-spell.

Our Roll of Honor.

When I made my offer of Gleanings a
year free, and a little present besides, to those
who had taken it 25 years or more, I made a
rough guess that there might be 50 among
our present subscribers who commenced with
Vol. I. No. 1. But to be on the safe side I

told the boys to print 200 cards to send with
the little paper-weight. Well, the 200 cards
are gone, and still the names come every little

while. Why, it almost begins to look as
though every one who subscribed during that
first year is still a subscriber; and I confess
the thought has been to me both encouraging
and inspiring. May God bless you, each and
all, for standing by your old friend A. I. Root
during all these years.

I think I took Gleanings in 1879. Perhaps it is on
your books; but I do know that I have paid mostly
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from the bees for a nice farm of 70 acres, and a new
$1200 house and $700 barn, windmill, and waterworks.
I consider my success with bees due to Gleanings.
One year when I had 20 colonies I cleared $25.00 per
hive, or $500. I have kept bees since I was 17 years
old, and taken Gleanings since I was 19.

Calamus, Iowa, Jan. 21. D. Wagner.

In looking over the time from 1873 to 1899, during
which Gleanings has been a monthly (and later a
semi-monthly) visitor, it brings back many happy and
pleasant recollections and thoughts that I have enjoy-
ed during all those years; and it also brings sad recol-
lections of many who were its correspondents years
ago, who have passed over to that great beyond; and
soon, too, we the remaining ones of the 1873 subscrib-
ers will also be numbered with those who have pre-
ceded us. H. H. Brown.

L,ight Street, Pa., Jan. 25.

Dear Mr. Root:—As }'OU make up a round-up of your
old friends, I wish to be counted among them.

I do not agree with you on all subjects, but I do fol-

low some of your advice. You told us once that, in
case of disaster to the bees, we should retreat in good
order, like a general losing a battle, and be ready in
good order for the next season. But with me the last

ten years have been mostly on the retreating order,
and always retreating wears the best general out. I

wish also to thank you again for favors received by
me in our past dealings, as extending credit or doing
better than advertised. Aug. L,eyvraz.
Francis, Fla., Jan. 26.

Wife says I began in 1874 with my bees in the cham-
ber windows of my home in Toledo, Ohio. I had been
a reader of Gleanings previous to that time, and
possess almost all the back volumes up to the present.
My first foundation-mill was made under my super-
vision. Electrotyping both sides of a sheet of Root's
foundation, and sweating it on to a set of photogra-
pher's rolls, I used it for several years, and then pur-
chased one of your $100.00 12 -inch machines. My
first visit to Medina was for that purpose. I think it

was the same year you erected your new building.
Time has dealt kindly with me through life's path-
way; but during my earlier years of bee keeping it was
more or less rough and rugged. When we learn of
the extreme suffering experienced by the poor in the
North we wish all could enjoy the climate of Florida
as has been our privilege for the past 15 years.
New Smyrna, Fla., Jan 13. John Y. Detwilek.

lam one of the number that have taken Gleanings
since Vol. I No. 1, and have all the numbers now ex-
cept a few of Vol. III., and occasionally one I have
loaned to some one, that has not been returned.
When my father was about my age he had one of the
best taverns in Western New York, and kept several
wagons running, buying hay, corn, oats, etc., to feed
the immense droves of stock that, night after night,
put up with him. Just like cutting a thread, his whole
business was killed when the railroad was completed
from Buffalo to New York. Just now my business
(bee-keeping) is cut off just as completely by the tim-
ber men. My honey crop, that has been from 500 to
700 gallons per year, was 00 gallons in '98. and I am
not certain but I may have to feed the equivalent of
the most of that to bring them through the winter.
Poplar has been almost our only source, and it is being
cut out very rapidly, and there is nothing to take its

place. It looks as if one bee-keeper must quit the
ranks or move. G. W. Gates.

Bartlett, Tenn., Jan. 2.

Our minds do seem to run nearly in the same chan-
nel in many things; and our ages are so nearly alike I

thought I must write you. I do not know how long I

have taken Gleanings. The oldest full volume that
I find is 1876. I think I had parts of volumes before
that. Since '76 I have taken it all along, besides others.
I have a small load of bee literature. I have your
photo with Blue Eyes on your lap ; also house apiary
with, I suppose, Ernest and Maude on the stairs. I do
hope Maude may get well again. Please tell her so
for me. I have to wear a " harness " too.

I am 60 years old. My father died when I was 2 I4
years old, and left mother with three little boys. I

reside in the old home. It is back among the country
hills of the town of Union. I am the only one left of
our family. We have two children, both married.
Our boy lives with us. They have four, which makes
eight in our family.

I keep bees and poultry. I have kept bees 30 years.
I began with one box hive. I work them barehanded.
Our location is poor. Were it not for buckwheat we

could not keep bees here. My present stock of bees
consists of 110 hives, all kept at home. I winter in-
doors. If I were to start anew I might try chaff hives
and outdoor wintering. I have never met with any
serious losses in hees. You will probably smile when
you read this part. I have some of the American hives
gotten up by II. A. King, of Ohio. The bees in them
seem to be as hardy as Concord grapevines.
Hooper, N. Y., Dec. 31. D. F. L,ashier.

I have been a subscriber from the first quarterly
you issued, and have kept them all. I have also taken
the American Bee Journal since 1867 regularly, and re-

ceived a few copies before the war, during which time
it was discontinued. Since my earliest recollection I

have liked bees. Then my folks kept them; and how
I was delighted when swarms came out ! I would get
in the midst of the swarm, and often bareheaded, in
spite of orders to keep back: and how good the honey
tasted in those days ! My father, in the summer of
1856, gave me a swarm, and I assure you it was prized
and looked after with interest We then lived in
York State. In the fall of 1857 we came west, and I

sold my two swarms and father sold all of his. In the
spring of 1860 I bought a swarm in a box hive in this
place, and have not been out of bees since. Since 1866
I have kept my bees in movable comb hives. Glean-
ings has at all times been a wt lcome visitor, and I

have much admired the energy of its founder, from
the windmill days up to the present time. His enthu-
siasm from the time he wrote in the A. B J. as Novice
has been pleasing to me. When the bee-fever struck
me I sought after and received all the books on bee
culture that I could hear of, printed in this country,
and also read all translated from foreign writers that
I learned of. I have taken nearly all the bee-journals
of this country till within a few years ago. I received
five different ones for several years; all but two aie
now of the past. I have dealt with the Medina firm
for many years, with satisfaction.

I wish Gleanings its founder, and all members of
the firm, well. I feel quite well acquainted with the
Root family, although I have not met any of them
personally. I think much of all the departments in
Gleanings They are of much help to its readers.
Our honey crop has been all the way from nothing

(one season) up to 13,000 lbs., an average of 153 lbs.

per colony, about two-fifths comb honey—the best
year we have had in all. F. A. Snell.
Dundee, 111., Jan 1.

I looked up a file of old bee journals that had not
been examined for 15 or 20 years. I found most of the
early numbers of Novice's Gleanings in Bee Cul-
ture, the oldest bearing date Feb. 1, 1873. I must
have commenced taking it at the beginning, and I do
not think I have ever missed a number up to the pres-
ent time.
But this was not my first acquaintance with A. I.

Root, or, more properly, with his writings. In 1867 I

commenced taking the American Bee Journal, pub-
lished in Washington, D. C, and edited by Samuel
Wagner. Mr. Root was then contributing a series of
articles to that journal, one or more appearing in
every number, at first over his own name, and after-
ward over the nom de plume of "Novice," which he
kept up for several years It was my interest in these
articles, and my liking for the manner and spirit of
the man, that induced me to lose no time in subscrib-
ing for his paper.

It would indeed be pleasant to have a meeting of
some of these old subscribers to Gleanings and con-
tributors to our bee journals of some 25 years ago, say
at Medina, some time next summer. Many of them
have, no doubt, left this stage of action, and have gone
to join the great silent majority. But those who may
be left might get together then.
While hunting up the first volume of Gleanings I

found a file of the American Bee Journal from 1867 to
1873, both inclusive, which brings up many reminis-
cences of the contributors and the subjects then dis-

cussed by them in it an<-l in Gleanings about the
same time. It does look, as you say, as if all the most
important things in relation to bees and bee-keeping
were pretty thoroughly gone over. There was a new
era in bee-keeping—the invention of the movable-
comb hive, the introduction of the Italian bee into
this country, the discovery of the centrifugal honey-
extractor, etc. Of course, these matters were largely
discussed. But the natural history of the bee from a
scientific standpoint, and the various subjects arising
therefrom, were thoroughly studied and c iscussed,
and some of them settled.
The hive question, with new inventions and many

so-called improvements, was largely discussed; but it
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seems that it is not settled yet. The writer took some
little part in this discussion in 1870, and among his re-

viewers was C. P. Dadant, then quite a young man.
And now, after an elapse of nearly 30 }ears, we find
him hammering away in Gleanings for the past two
months along the same line—not settled, but a great
deal of the rubbish has been cleared away.

Thaddeus Smith.
Pelee Island, Ont., Dec. 26, 1898.

I commenced bee-keeping April 10, 1877, with one
stand, and have made bees pay. I have ISO stands at
present, and have produced several tons of comb hon-
ey. I have taken Gleanings right along since 1878.

Oakley, 111., Frank Baker.

I have taken Gleanings these many years. I don't
remember whether I have taken it since the first num-
ber or not: but I remember well when it was printed
by wind, since which time it has been printed by steam
and edited by wind; but it has been a very genial and
salubrious kind of wind, however—any thing but a
dead calm for me. Joel Hilton.
Los Alamos, Cal., Jan. 16.

I took Gleanings before Blue Eves was born, for I

remember reading about her. We do not want a
year's subscription granted us: for if it had not been
for Gleanings we should not be to-day where we are.
I should like to have Mr. Root visit us and see our
grand new greenhouse we have built. It is 110 feet
long and 30 feet wide. J. W. Nicodemus.
Newcomerstown, O., Jan. 11.

I think I am among the first to take Gleanings. I
can remember your rejoicing over the advent of Blue
Eyes. I have been reading it very nearly ever since.
It always has been a welcome visitor. I like your
Home Papers, Notes of Travel, and J. H. Martin's
Rambles. The American Bee Journal is one of my
favorites with Gleanings: and mav thev prosper. I

was horn in Jefferson Co., O., Feb. 11, 1828.
Nevada, Iowa. W. K. Smith.

That souvenir carries me back in mind nearly a
quarter of a century, when Gleanings was a 25-ct.
publication, less than two years old, but to my mind
it was very large for its age. It evidently possessed
wonderful vitality and a large amount of brains, as is

evidenced by its progress up to the present time. Al-
though I am past eighty years old, my interest in
Gleanings does not decrease. T. H. Peavey.
Epworth, la.

A. I. Root: - I have not been a subscriber nearly as
long as some of the veterans, but I subscribed soon aft-
er hearing of Gleanings and at one time it saved me
ten dollars in preventing my buying a farm-right to
make the Golden hive, which Gleanings showed up
to be a humbug.
Also am well pleased with the stand you take in the

Hall water-cure, Electropoise, and other like humbugs,
and very much enjoy your Home Papers, Notes of
Travel, Rambler's letters. Miller's .Straws: in fact, all
of it r want Ernest and the boys to give the " old
man " all the space he wants; and when he travels
have him take more time. J. J. McGowan.
Swan Quarter, N. C, Feb. 5.

I first subscribed for Gleanings in 1879, having
seen your advertisement in the American Agricul-
turist (

" Friends, if you are in any way interested in
bees or honey," etc.)'. I was 20 years old at that time,
and have kept bees ever since; also had bees one year
before that. Since my marriage, 12 years ago, I have
made bee keeping my main business, with varying
but usually excellent success. My largest crop of hon-
ey was taken in 1X8!) from 73 colonies, spring count,
and was 13,000 lbs. extracted honey. I have been
greatly indebted to Gleanings for my success. Have
purchased most of my supplies from you. I have a -

ways read and appreciated the Home Papers. On
one occasion I read one for a sermon in our church
when our pastor was away. For a good many years I

saved and carefully put away all my Gleanings, but
have given away a good many to neighbors; also sold
some numbers to you in answer to your call for back
numbers. G. H. Pond.
Bloomington, Minn., Jan. 9.

I have had as many as loO colonies of bees to care
for, the greatest vield in one season being 7000 lbs. of
lioney. I bought sections of you when you ran by
windmill power, and rejoiced with you when you put
in your first engine. I have drifted west, and am
building up a new apiary in Oregon. People here are
getting interested in the bee business very much; al-

most every one has a few colonies in box hives; but a
great many are transferring to movable-comb hives,
and are becoming interested in progressive literature.

I join the Editor in wishing we could all be together
and have a big talk, and I join him too in his opposi-
tion to vice and immorality. Jesse W. Thornton.
Oak Creek, Ore., Jan. 10.

It ma)' interest Mr. A. I. Root to know that I have
read Gleanings continuously since 1870, though I

have not taken it myself all that time, and so am not
entitled to any prizes. Two neighbor bte-keepers' and
myself for several years cast lots to decide which we
would take, and took about all the bee-papers publish-
ed in America, and exchanged for read' ng. But, what
is of more account, I became interested in the garden-
ing articles through the enthusiastic, euteitaining
happy way in which they are written, and it is very
largely through their influence that I now have a fruit
and vegetable farm of 40 acres, and a very congenial
occupation and better health. Although the place is

young yet, it already yields a good living for my fam-
ily and is yearly becoming more profitable. " Calam-
ity howlers" get no sympathy with us.

Covert, Mich., Jan. 23. H. D. BuRRELL.

Mr. Root:—Reading the letters of the veterans
makes my mind run back to about 1870, when by some
means I got a copy of Gleanings. At the time 1 had
twelve or fifteen colonies of bees, and that was about
all I had of this world's goods. I remember how I

read and re-read it. Then I sent for back numbers
and subscribed for Gleanings. Then I did get inter-
ested in bees and Gleanings. I talked bees and
Gleanings to my friends until I actually got people
to subscribe for it, who were not interested in bees.
Say. friend Root, do you remember the first order I

gave you for goods ? I had to ask you for credit, as I

was so desperately poor: but I told you I was honest,
and would do as I agreed. To-day I own a farm of
over two hundred acies, and do not owe a dollar on it,

just outside of the town of Syracuse: and, by the way,
it is one of the be.^t farms in Northern Indiana. I do not
say this boastingly. I have the bees to thank for it.

For fifteen years I made b< e-keeping a specialty—did
nothing but attend to my bees. That is when I made
the most money in my life. Several years I sold over
one thousand dollars' worth of queens per year, be-
sides bees and honey I sold. I remember how I long-
ed and wished for the time when Gleanings would
come; and when it did come, what a feast ! and how I

did enjoy reading it ! Those were happy times. How
I enjoyed the Home Papers ! and how vividly I re-

member some of the first ones to this day, especially
those written about yourself. You do not know how
much good they have done me My bee-keeping life

—that is, when I made bee-keeping a specialty—has
been the happiest part of my life. I still keep bees

—

about 100 colonies. By the way, I have some fine reg-
istered stock, both cattle and sheep: but I have noth-
ing on the farm that pays as well for the money in-

vested as my bees. I attribute my success in bees to
always trying to apply the golden rule.
Syracuse, Ind., Jan. -t. I. R. Good.

Potato Seed-Ball Seed.
Genuine—hybridized. Thousands never saw this

rarity; thousands more have tried in vain to get the
seed. Don't miss this one opportunity to get some and
try your hand at growing new seedling varieties of po-
tatoes. Fortunes have been made with seedlings, and

Your Fortune
may be in

One of These.
Nothing that grows is more

in ensely interesting. They
will produce an endless vari-

potato seed-balls. ety of k i ncis , colors, and shapes.
As easily grown as tomatres. My seed is a wonderful
success, and will be a prize to every one. I send com-
plete directions. Order to-day.
Large packet (100 seeds), with catalog of bargains,

ONE DIME, or 12 cts. in stamps; 3 pkts., 25c, prepaid.
Itif 300 mixed varieties of the most beautiful flower

seeds free with prompt orders naming this paper.

Address A. T. COOK (Seedsman), Hyde Park, N. Y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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DDE BILL FREE

for IX!*",, lithographed

Due BUI, good for 10c,

£EEf|
^m& Wjm^mmW^r I will mail my handsome catalogue

ind beautifully illustrated, and a 10c.
vorth of seeds for trial, absolutely

Kree. It is full of bargains. All the Beat Keedn, Bulba,
IMnistw, Roses, new Fruits, Farm Seeds, Potatoes,
etc.. at lowest prices. Ten 4»reat Novelties offered without
oames. I will pay $50- FOR A NAME tor each. Don't buy
your stock until you set' this new catalogue. Several varieties shown
in colors, ' Great inducements for orders this year. Toil will be
surprised at my bargain offers. Send your address on Postal to-day.
Tell your friends to send too. Old customers wili receive a copy.

F. B. MILLS, Seedsman, Bos 105, Rose mil, N.Y
In writing, mention Gleanings.

IEW STRAWBERRIES!N ,Bn i-
r'in. Strong-, healthy plants FRESH DUG and
GUARANTEED to all parts U.S. and Canada. We

also make a Specialty of Choice Michigan Grown

SEED POTATOES.
Se«lSTe

FREE
and note what our customers in many states say about
our carefully grow niand gradedi stock.

fUNSBURGH & PIERSON, Leslie, Mich.

'^--T '-};

with our new patent

iterssene Sprayers
1

is simple indeed. Kerosene emulsion
made while pumping. 12 varieties

sprayers, Bordeaux and Vermorel
Nozzles, the "World's Best."

THE DEMINQ CO., SALEM, 0.
Western Agents, Hennion & Hubbell.

Chicago. Catalogue and formulas free.

jnrro 4 to 6 ft. at 'Sy2 cts.; 3 to 4 ft. at 2%
I ItLLu cts.; all one year from bud: heal-
thy and thrifty; no scale. Official certifi-

cate accompanies each shipment. Sample by express
if wanted. Can ship anv time. Trees kept dormant
till May 10. R. S Johnston. Box 43 Stockley, Del.

PEACH

Farm Bee-keeping
Is one of the leading; departments in the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best
Farm and Bee paper m existence. Write for

sample copy and for clubbing rates with any
paper you want.

E. TAYLOR ABBOTT, St. .loe. Mo.

Best Seeds
that Grow!

Thousands of Dollars
in CASH PRIZES forl899

and many other New features,
of particular interest, presented in

URPEE'S
Farm Annual

Leading American Seed Catalogue
Mailed FREE to all.

A handsome new book of 176 pages,—tells
the plain truth about Seeds, including rare
Novelties which cannot be had elsewhere.
Beautiful colored plates and hundreds of illus-

trations from nature. Gives practical informa-
tion of real value to all who would raise the
choicest Vegetables and most beautiful Flowers.
Write a postal card TO=DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia

B

In writing, mention Gleanings.

FERRYS
SEEDS

were famous years ago—their fame '

grows every year—as the seeds
I most to be relied on—as always
I the best. For sale by leading

(

dealers everywhere. Five cents
per paper and always worth it.

Insist on having them. Run
10 risk— buy Ferry's.
1899 Seed Annual is tree.

„1». M. FEKKT4t(l,i
Detroit, Mich.

90
ACRES OF STRAWBERRIES.

If you want the choicest of all the leading new sorts and all the tried standard old varieties.
I have them. I have done all the experimenting and know what is best. I am not a jobber, but
grow all my own stock. Everything is fresh from the ground—no cold storage or cellar stock.
Illustrated descriptive catalogue free. W. F ALLEN, JR., Bo!*26 SALISBURY, MARYLAND.

CARMAN, A money maker, better than Elberta, grand
shipper, ripens with Early Rivers. Every fruit
grower should have it. Immense stock of Peach,

Pear, Plum, Apple, Cherry, Quince. Enormous supply of Small Fruits. Headquarters
for Ornamental Trees, Roses, Shrubs.
44 Greenhouses filled with Palms, Ficus, Ferns, Roses, Geraniums, etc.
Correspondence solicited. Catalogue and Price List Free.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 417 Painesville, O

REID'S
:/ Every tree, plant or vine bought at Reid's is well-

rooted, vigorous, and true to name. Every care is
taken in growing to insure absolute certainty to the
buyer. Save one-half on anything you need in the
nursery line, by buying at Reid's.
We'll help you to choose by sending complete catalog, esti-

mates, or any information you may ask for, free.
REID'S NURSERIES, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention Gleanings.

?
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ifHE WHOLE STORY
of the hpst ma.hinestous

of successful incnnatins and hrood
in? is (olil inonrnew 228-paFe cat<

the purpose. Cuts and instructionnlogue. Full descriptif

for huildinfr modern, economical poultry houses; poultry supplies and cuts and prices of jg,

leading varieties of pedigree poultry: prices on eefs for hatching, etc. Full of valuable :

^_
information to everv man or woman who keeps hens. Wp s..nd it to nnv address on receipt ""^^ij^J^tfwj",,.

of 10 cents. RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO. Box B 49 Quiacy, IIJs.^^-«»"MIJ" 11,

THEY HATCH MILLIONS
of Chickens, Ducks, Turkeys
a. id other fowls in every state

~
and territory in the Union and
in many foreign countries

—

THE PRAIRIE STATE

INCUBATORS.
Used by the largest poultry

breeders, duck and broiler farms
evervwhere. Have taken over
300 first prizesin all kinds of competition.
The easiest to handle, cheapest to operate.
surest in results and most handsome and
durable in construction. Ifi8 p. catalog and supplement
FREE. Prairie State Incubator Co., Homer City, Pa.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS.
Hot Air or Hot Water.
A standard machint^for hatch
ins? strong, healthy chicks—self.

regulating, patent egg turning
trays, drying room under trays,

j non-explosive lamp— these are aWfew of its good points. Our 118 p
catalogue gives pi ices and descrip-
tion, also pi i iters i n p< ultry

quildings. etc.. mailed for 6C stanv Write for it now.

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 503 Des Moines, Iowa.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

FREIGHT PAID
H to any address. That's the way

we send out our

CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
H combiDes the good qualitiesofall machines
and has the faults of none. Our Catalogue
and Guide to Poultry Culture tells all about
the laws of incubation, and how to raise?

feed and market poultry—all about the money end of the busi-
ness. Contains plans for construction and cost of modern poultry
houses and many oiher things worth knowing. Sent for 1» ctft.

THE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 74, Waylaod, N. Y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

WE TRUST THE PUBLIC
and Rend them our Incubator on
trial. No man should buy an incubator
and pay for it before giving it a tiial. You
'pay not a cent for ours until you havt
given it a thorough trial. It's made so
that nolioil \ can fail with it. A child

ntion daily. It

beatallotheisat World's Fair.N ush-
villeand Omaha Expositions. The best catalogue and
treatise on incubation published, sent for 5 cts. Plans for
Hrooders, Poultry Houses, etc., sent upon receipt of 25 cts.
VcnCulio Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-»ithth9

nple, perfect, self-regulating

^SlTT EXCELSIOR incubator
Thousands in successful operation.

Circulars free, 11 B Lowest priced lst-class hatcher made.
Send 6c. for J <; I O. II. si A II I ,

IIlus. Cataloc.I 114 to 122 8.6th St.. Qulney, III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

MANN'S B0NE CUTTERS
can eat it. MANN'S GRANITE CRYSTAL GRIT prepares
food so that the hens can digest It A perfect food per-

fectly digested means strength, vigor and double the eggs.
Catalog free. K. W. MANX CO., Box 87, JUUford, Muss,

In writing, mention Gleanings.

BARGAINS.
We never raised as many or as good chicks as

we did the past season. Our buildings are
crowded; we want to reduce stock quick, and to
do it will cut the price so it will pay you big
to buy now. Will sell you Barred and White PI.

Rocks, White Wyandottes, L,t. Brahmas, L,ang-
stians, and Pekin Ducks. Pullets and hens, $1,

SI.50, and $2: Cockrels. good breeders, 82 to S3:

Trios, $5 .to $0; Ducks, SI to S1..50 each, $3 to S4
per trio. Early-hatched, healthy, vigorous birds;
guaranteed to please. Above prices for a short
time only. Send for 80-page free catalog of

"Everything for the Poultry Yard."

We are the oldest - established poultry -farm
and supply-house in the West.

4 Geo. J. Nissly, Saline, Mich, d

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

YOUR
WAGON
WHEELS
may need new rings,
new spokes or new
tires. These repairs
have to be made every
little while with wood-
en wheels. Stop all this
expense for all time
by buying a set of our

ELECTRIC
Steel Wheels
They are made with direct or staggered oval
spokes, broad tires, any height, and to fit

any wagon. They can't rot. go to spokesand
need no tire setting-last indefinitely. There
is only one thing better, and that is an

ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.
Our free illustrated cata.ln-ne tells all about
both and gives prices. Send for it.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. Box 95, Quincy, HI.

writing, mention Gleanings.

I i.-.:^*-i Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-

'

cutting, Mitering,
Rabbeting, Grooving
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, EJdge - moulding,
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWER machin- -

ery. Send for Catalog A. m
Seneca Falls nig. Co.,

44 Water St, Seneca Falls, IT. Y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

YOU CAN USE
Coiled Spring, Cable, Barbed
or Smooth Wire in our

$10 MACHINE
And Build the BEST Wire Fence at

1 6 to 24 Cents per Rod.

Agents Wanted. Write for Catalog

B0WEN CABLE STAY FENCE CO.
Box 62, Norwalk, 0., U S. A
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BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Arirlress E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

prices OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

large

Doctor 354-in.
Conqueror 3-in.

Large 2^-in.
Plain 2-in.
Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in.
Honev-knife t.

") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00

Hr*t-»nft rwftct

BINGHAM
BeeSmoker

9.00

6.50
5.00
4.75

4.50

6.00

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

.90

.70

.60

.80

Before buying aBingham Smokers have all the new improvements
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR \ ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and everv thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 Hassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

1 will be ready as usual to furnish
IJP£*riC queens the coming season. Many"vv" '

unsolicited testimonials tell of the""™^^^^^^™™^™ superiority of the Laws strain of
faultless 5-baxded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price S2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, SI.00 each; 6 for $5.00.

Untested. 7oc each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

SFNh FOR MY PRICE LIST of high-grade straw-
OL/liL/ berry and blackberry plants. Special prices
on orders received for berry baskets and crates before
April 1st, L899. H. H. Aultfather, Minerva, O.

The Bee=keepers'

REVIEW
for December shows in its frontispiece "The Neatest
Apiary in Michigan," and the owner of this apiary, or,

to be more exact, his son, contributes an article upon
" Beauty and Neatness," in which he shows that they
are of more importance in the apiary than they are
generally given credit for.

Mr. Harry S. Howe, Mr. W. L- Coggshall's " light-
ning operator. " tells how he reads the bee-journals

—

what is wanted in them, and how to get the most out
of them.
There is an editorial of nearly three pages upon

" Success." It is not a lot of dry platitudes and gener-
alities: it is full of freshness and vigor, and of illustra-

tions drawn from the editor's own experience. The
reading of it may change your life from the dull com-
mon place to one of unbounded success.
Then there are the " Criticisms " of Mr. Taylor; the

"Views" of the inimitable Hasty, the "Extracted
Dept.," etc.

The Review is SI.00 a year; but if you are not a sub-
scriber, you can, for only SI. 80, have your subscription
co Gleanings renewed for one year, get 12 back num-
bers of the Review, and then the Review for all of
1899.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
Flint, - nichigan.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearl}' a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill. Mo.
In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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Our Factory is the Largest, &

Our Facilities are the Best.

Feb. 15.

We are Located

on the banks of the St. Croix
among the saw-mills, where
we are able to select the best

lumber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln=dry our Lumber, and Manufacture

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS, AND SHIPPING-CASES.

Wc Handle Bee=keepers' Supplies. We are Prompt Shippers.

Write for catalog.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

A FARM POWER
IS A NECESSITY

in the practice of modern ag-
riculture. They are needed
for shelling corn, grinding
feed, cutting fodder or en=
silage, separating cream,
wood=sawing. pumping wa=
ter, and a host of other things.

LEFFEL
ENGINES and

BOILERS
are clearly the best for the
purpose. Either Upright or
Horizontal; from 3 h. p. up.
Safe, simple, easy to run.
They are quick steamers, and

require little fuel. Pamphlet with prices on applica-

tion, stating size power wanted.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Box 44, Springfield, 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Barnes'

HlTncfand Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
Machines on trial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.& John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, - III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-

ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page catalog

FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hich.

Cnr QqId 20 Strong Colonies Hybrid Bees, Dive-
lUI OdlGi tailed hives. Most of the frames wired
combs, straight, in good condition: $2.n0each.

M. GARRAHAN, Kingston, Pa.

A
bi
some catalog free. W. N. SCARFF. New Carlisle, O

Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC CortiHa IHill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child criti

operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO.
Address the Trank machinery €0., Buffalo, XI. V.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

BUY THE BEST.

If you want the best low-down wagon you should
buy the Electric Handy Wagon It is the best because
it is made of the best material; the best broad-tired
Electric wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles;
all other wood parts of the best seasoned white oak.
The front and rear hounds are maoe from the best
angle steel, which is neater, stronger, and in every
way better than wood. Well painted in red, and var-

due I A cents' worth 1ft or more good names of
II for '" of plants for *u fruit growers. Hand-

nished. Extra length of reach and extra long stand-
ards supplied without additional cost when requested.
This wagon is guaranteed to carry -1000 lbs. anywhere.
Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 95, Quincy, "Illinois,

for their new catalog which fully describes this wag-
on, their famous Electric Wheels, and Electric Feed-
cookers.
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CATALOGS.
We are sending off catalogs as fast as our press can

turn them off, and hope to complete the list before
the end of March. Just as we go to press we are print-
ing our wholesale lists Fur dealers and jobbers. If
any who are entitled to these do not receive one be-
fore March 1st let us hear from you. The wholesale
list is only for those who keep supplies for sale, and
the first order must be for at least $50.00 worth or over.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since our report a month ago we have shipped fif-

teen carloads as follows : One car to our Northeastern
branch at Mechanic Kails, Me.; one to Chicago: one
to Philadelphia, and one to Syracuse. N. Y.: a second
car to W. S. Ponder, Indianapolis; one to Jno. Nebel &
Son, High Hill, Mo ; one to Jos Nysewander, Des
Moines, Iowa; one to D. M. Edwards, Uvalde, Tex is;

one to M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch. Mich.; and five
more cars for export, besides a car of boxes. Within
the next month we expect to ship fifteen cars more,
orders for which are already entered.

KREDTZINGER'S ENTRANCE-CLOSER.
This device was recently illustrated and described

by the inventor in the American Bee Journal It is

made of zinc having '/s-inch perforations bound with
tin; is adjust ible fiom 11% to 14^ inches long for 8, 9,

or 10 frame hives, and for entrances from ?g to 1 inch
deep: is firmlv attached to the hive by tightening two
screws, which can generally be done with the fingers.
The entrance closer is used for moving bees or keep-

ing out mice, or for any other purpose you wish to
shut the bees in, and still leave ventilation. Pi ice 25c
each, postpaid, or 20c with other goods; 81. S3 for 10;

$17.50 per 100.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

FRESH INVOICE OF NEW SEEDS, ETC.
YORK STATE MARROW BEANS.

Notwithstanding the scarcity of seed beans, I found
six bushels of very nice ones, grown by a neighbor,
fri m seed from our own furnishing. Quart, 10 cts.;

peck, 65 cts.; bushel, $2.25.

ROCKY FORD MTJSKMEXON.
We have just received 10 lbs. of the finest strain of

seed, direct from one of the best melon-growers in
Colorado, guaranteed to be all right. Price: Packet,
Sets.: ounce, 10 cts.; 1 lb., $1.40. If wanted by mail,
add 10 cts. per lb. extra

ALSIKE CLOVER.
First, we have just bought 47 bushels of about the

handsomest alsike clover we ever got hold of—remark-
ably clean, and free from any seed of any other sort

;

bought direct from ihe grower; and yet we are en-
abled to make the lowest price we ever sold alsike as
follows: 1 lb. by mail, postpaid. 20 cts.: by express or
freight, lib., 12 cts.; peck, 81.40: half-bushel, $2 75;

bushel, $5.25. The above price includes sack to ship

SEED CORN.
Grown especially for us. Four bushels of Kendel's

Giant. Quart, 15 cts.; peck, $1.00; bushel, $3.50. We
have al.-o a good stock of Ford's Early, Stowell's
Evergreen; L,ate Mammoth Sugar, and Improved
Shoepeg, hy the same grower as above. Quart, 12 cts.;

peck, 75 cts.; bushel, $2.75. All the atove seeds may
be fairly called " home grown." I know who grew
them, and that they are of last year's growth. Where

we get clear out, and are obliged to go to the whole-
sale >eedsmen in the great cities, we do not know so
well what we are getting as when the stuff is grown
in our own neighborhood.

H. A. MARCH'S SNOWBALL CAULIFLOWER AND JERSEY
WAKEFIELD CABBAGE.

There is just now a big call for March's justly cele-
brated strain of Snow >all cauliflower and Jersey
Wakefield cabbage. Friend March has sold out, and
will not have any more till another season. We have
just 2 lbs. of the cauliflower seed. Price, /8 oz. 25 cts.;

Vi oz., 40 cts.; oz., $1.50. We have (i lbs. of the Wake-
field cabbage, stock seed; oz., 20 cts ; 1 lb., $2.50. If
you want the II. A. March strain, and no other, you
had better order soon, before it is gone.

BEST OF ALL BEANS.
We have about two barrels of these, raised two years

ago, that we did not intend to offer for seed; but as
new ones are so exceedingly scarce, and as these ger-
minate quite fairly when tested in the greenhouse, we
offer them at about V2 the market price as follows:
quart, 8 cts.; peck, 50 cts.; bushel, $1.75. Perhaps I

might explain that this is a green-podded wax bean
—one of the staple varieties in Florida. There is

some complaint that it does not suit as well here in
the North; but we like them very much, both as a
string bean and as a shell bean. They are worth
what we ask for them, for table use.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Your seeds are much below others', except in qual-
ity, which is A No. 1. A. C. Bugbee.

I,ochiel, Ind.

Gleanings is a help to me in many ways—as a bee-
keeper, a gardener, a farmer, and a Christian.
Atco, N. J. C. E. Varnum.

I find the A B C of Bee Culture to be a first-class bee-
book. I regret there is no Spanish edition of it.

San Francisco, Chile. A. E. Cox.

I am much pleased with the hives. I wonder how
you can do so much first class work for so little money.
North Weare, N. H. J. A. Woodbury.

"

Persons who see my circulars say The A. I. Root Co.
shall have their jobwork in the "printing line here-
after. T. H. Cook, M. D.

Scio, O.

It would be impossible to produce any thing in the
shape of foundation to excel the samples of the new
Weed. J. a. Golden.
Reinersville, O.

The septum in the comb drawn out from the new-
process foundation is tougher than that made in the
old way. Iames L,. Hoyal.
Spring City, Tenn.

Every thing in my order checked out exactly. So
accurately are they cut that a wayfaring man need
not have any trouble in putting them together.
Palmy, Texas. W. B. Barbee.

The 500 cards were O. K. We appreciate your inter-
est in our church work in doing it with such prompt-
ness and at such satisfactorv prices
Grafton, O. (Rev.) W. A. Leary.

I inclose fifty cents in full of vour bill for ad't in
Gleanings. My honey sold so "fast that it was all
gone before I realized it. Emil J. Baxter.
Nauvoo, 111., Dec. 19, 1898.

Your sample of Weed new-process foundation is

received. It is certainly the most beautiful and most
nearly perfect I have ever seen. It i* as clear as glass.
To say that I will use it regularly will be superfluous.
Augusta. Ga., Nov. 19, 1898. H. J. Twiggs.

The Corneil smoker possesses the qualities of good
size, good draft, gives large volume of smoke with lit-

tle attention: simplicity, strength, easy access to fire-

barrel; lightness; good" shape, and is" sold at a low
price. W. S. Hart.
Hawks Park, Fla.
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The Taylor coinb-leveler ought to be in every apia-
ry. It leaves the comb in fine shape for the bees to fill.

Minneapolis, Minn. Wm. Urie.

The goods are all satisfactory. The foundation is

superb—the finest we ever had. The Clark smokers
can't be heat for maierial and workmanship.
High Hill, Mo. John Nebel & Son.

I think Gleanings is worth the dollar. I admire
your paper much for the information it contains. It

is easy to see you understand your business of print-
ing a good bee-paper. Long may it prosper.

N. J. Steigleder.
Highland Springs, Va., Dec. 12.

During the past year we have used many advertis-
ing mediums, and the result shows Gleanings to be
far ahead of the other mediums used in propoition to
the expense. It gives us pleasure to send this unso-
licited testimonial. The Market Garden Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.

I am a natural cabinet joiner, also a ship-builder and
house carpenter, with as complete a set of tools as can
be found in the city of Buffalo. You may think
strange of ray giving you an order. I can only sa3% I

am pleased with your work without the aid of sand-
paper, dado fillister, hand-plow, or but-plane.

Buffalo, N. Y. Chas. G. Irish.

Please continue to send Gleanings and I will remit
soon. I have not received it for Nov. 15. Thinking
you had stopped it I write I must have it, for I feel
lost without it. It is the best gotten up of any paper on
bees that I ever subscribed for, and one of the neigh-
bors savs he alwavs likes to get it. for it interests him.
Marion. Mass., Nov. 23, 1808. T. N. BrigGS.

Your Weed foundation, despite a strong prejudice
in several quarters against it on its introduction, has
literally taken the foundation market by storm. It

has three advantages over our home-made product :

The bees take to it faster: there is more surface to the
pound, with less liability to twist, and it is literally

cheaper in most cases than the English foundation.
It is of uniform quality, and the consumer knows he
is getting pure beeswax with it F. Sladen.
Ripple Court, England.

FROM 85 TO ISO, AND 8(100 LBS. OF HONEY.
Gleanings has, in my estimation, always been an

up-to-date paper, overflowing with " good things" for
the bee-keeper as well as the home generally.
We have had a good season here for bees. It is near-

ly always the case that we have a good crop of honey
here in the Ottawa Valley. This spring we started
here with 85 colonies, increased to 180, and got 8000
pounds of extracted honey. h- Tompkins.

Billing's Bridge, Out., Can., Dec. 5, 1898.

GOOD NEWS FOR THE GREAT HEALTH RESORT AT
THOMASVILLE, GA.

Our county prohibition election is just over, and we
carried it " against the sale " by an overwhelming ma-
jority. Everybody is surprised, as Thomasville (the
great winter resort) is the capital of this (Thomas)
count}-. You can inform all your friends who come
south during the winters, that, after March 1 next,
they will find there a dry, healthful climate, not mar-
red by har-rooms and their usual attending scenes
Cairo, Ga., Dec. 7. Wight & Mauldin.

[We should probably not have given place to the
following kind word had not the writer expressly re-

quested us to put it in print. He thinks it is no more
than fair, as somewhat of a rebuttal to the severe re-

flections that have been made on our ways of doing
business.—A. I. R.]

I have dealt with A. I. Root since 1884. I wish to say
to the' public at large, that all who look for honest
dealings and the best of goods should give The A. I.

Root Co. a trial order. If a mistake occurs they are
always readv to correct it; and he who keeps bees for
profit should not be without Gleanings.

I have now about 200 colonies of bees, all in Root's
one and two story chaff hives. Last summer's honey
crop was fair—about 3500 pounds of comb honey and
1000 of extracted. JNO. Schneider.
Mclvor, Mich., Jan. 18.

what an old uke-journal publisher thinks of
gleanings.

I feel like expressing my opinion on the Feb. 1st
Gleanings. The first thing that took my eye when
the wrapper was removed was' the last page of the
cover. Whoever set and arranged those ad's is an ar-
tist of the first water. How could any one help read-
ing all those ad's? You are working so much good
humor through almost every page of your paper that it

all is more than interesting. Henry Alley.
Wenham, Mass., Feb. 7.

[In our department, Pickings, Feb. 1, reference is

made to a Japanese paper printed in Tokyo, Japan,
by Mr. J. Ikeda. Since that was written we have re-
ceived the following letter from Mr. Ikeda himself.
It is more spicy as written, hence we do not try to
make it conform to the English idiom except where
really necessary.]

Dear Sir:—I was very much impressed with your
first letter to us the other day. Now, what is the mat-
ter why you struck my heart? you will ask. Well,
sir, I'll try to mention that. My first thought was that
your magazine is simply devoted to that line only;
and as I publish an agricultural magazine I asked you
to exchange. And for that answer you mentioned us
kindly, accepted our wish, and, besides this, you ask-
ed us to join hands for righteousness and temperance.
Righteousness and temperance were the matters
which gave me much interest I am baptized about
12 years ago by a Canadian minister, and after that I

feel that it is our duty and pleasure to let all know of
the gospel, and do righteousness to our country
friends. Especially I felt it most important to organ-
ize some temperance society. Perhaps some of our
sisters of the World's. Christian Temperance Union, of
Chicago, know the name of Mr. Sen Tsuda. He is an
eminent Christian, and is the first man who taught
people to be abstinent from wine, and of the impor-
tance to organize the society. On this opinion he
published a magazine purely devoted to that line.

The name given to that magazine was Hhioniaru (Red
Sun. our national flag's sign). I was the editor while
Mr. Tsuda was the publisher. The magazine was
published duly, and continued about two years, and
finally it was connected with the brother magazine,
the Yokohama Temperance Magazine. Now I am not
directly connected with any temperance society, but I

have much interest in the same Allow me to mention
some conditions of the temperance movement in
Japan. There are many- societies, but the most re-

maikable ones are as below : Tokyo Temperance So-
ciety, Yokohama Temperance Society, Hokkai Tem-
perance Society, Woman's Christian Temperance
Union. These three first are managed by men, but
the latter one is purely managed by women. Each of
them has magazines for its use. and have pretty large
circulations. In Japan these works are done chiefly
by Christians, and the societies owe very much to
Christianity.
People know, sometimes, the good of Christianity,

but are troub ed by their drinking; and after they
abandon their cup they smoothly enter into the gate
of life. As a rule, Christianity is not welcomed by
some people ; but a temperance lecture is better, or
easier, so the ministers and believers are all interest-
ed, and have sympathy for it. There were some tem-
perance societies organized by the Buddhists, but soon
extinguished; and also there were some by unbelievers;
but these in the end were about the same We have
found by experience that, if we wish to let a man
become a Christian, it is well to let him unite with the
society at first. I should like to mention in our paper
for bee culture something for the promotion of social

intercourse. In all these I shall be much benefited
by your valuable paper. Yours trulv,

Tokyo, Japan, Jan 2. , J. Ikeda.

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods At T^es .

Including their discounts for goods wanted for use an-
other season. It will pay you to send me list of goods
wanted. ' M. H. HUNT,
Cash fa*- beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

PA PI IF^T QUEENS reared in U. S.; increased
CAI\LICol facilities for promptness; all queens
guaranteed. Write for prices from half dozen to 100.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-dav as

follows: Fancy white, 13@14; No. 1, 12@12^; light
amber, 11; buckwheat, 8; extracted, white, 7; light
amber, 6. A. B. Williams & Co.,
Feb. 17. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Albany.—Honey pretty well cleaned up. We quote
fancy white, 12'a 13; No. 1 white, 11@11H: No. 2, 9@10;
mixed, amber and buckwheat, 7(a,8 l

/&; extracted, white,
7@7J4; dark, 6@6 I

/4. MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Feb. 21 Albany, N. Y.

Philadelphia.—Honey is in fair demand, not much
activity Fancy comb, 15; No. 1, 12; amber, 10; dark
extracted, b lA\ amber, 6; white, 7. Beeswax, 27. We
are producers of honey—do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. A. Selser,
Feb. 21. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—Fancy white, 13; white and travel-stain-
ed, 10@12; dark and amber, 7@9 ; candied and
mixed color-, 6@7; extracted, white, 6@7: amber 5@6.
Beeswax, 27@28. R. A. Burnett & Co.
Feb. 17. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Boston.—Full supply, light demand. Fancy white,
13; A No. 1, 12; No. 1, 11; No. 2. 9@10; No. 1 extract-
ed, 8. Beeswax 26(^28, very light supply. Dark hon-
ey will not sell here. Blake, Scott & Eee,
Feb. 22. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Columbus.—Honey trade very dull, caused princi-
pally by bad weather. Prices nominal; fancy white,

12J6: No. 1, 11(312; amber, 9; dark, 8. To move large
lots prices must be shaded.
Feb. 21. Columbus Commission and Storage Co.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60 lb. cans for
87.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.
L,as Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

For Sale.—Fancy white extracted alfalfa honey in
60-lb. cans at 7c per lb.; in lots of 500 lbs. or more, 6%c
per lb., f. o. b. cars Denver. Sample by mail 8c.

Rauchfuss Bros., Elyria, Colo.

Well, neighbors, what can I buy your honey at in lots
of one hundred pounds and up? What is it gathered
from? What grade is it? and how is it put up?

T. L,. Shaffer, Lake View, O.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices wil be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must say you want vour ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsible for any error You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over live
lines will cost you according to our regular rates This de-
partment is intended only forbona fide exchanges. Exchanges
tor cash or for price lists, or notices offering articles for sale
can not lie inserted under this head. For such our regular
rates of 20 cts a line will be charged and they will be put with
the regular adverti ements. We can not be responsible for
dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
TT with tin separators, for something lean use.

C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

VUANTED.-To exchange two small printing presses
» T and printing outfit for bloodhounds, ferrets, fan-
cy poultry, bicycles, or something I can use.

James M. Denham, Valley, Ky.

WANTED.—Your address for a free copy of my" book on queen-rearing.
Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.

WANTED.—By a piactical apiarist and queen-breed-
"' er, a position, in any locality; or an apiary on
shares. Abbott L- Swinson, Goldsboro, N. C.

WANTED —To exchange supplies, nursery stock, or
seed potatoes, for printing-press, honey, or wax.

O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

WANTED.—Young man to work on small farm, inTT connection with bees. One that uses tobacco, or
runs to dances nights, or rather be hunting or fishing
on Sunday than to be in meeting or Sabbath-school
need not apply.

H. S. Wheeler, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.

WANTED—To furnish my hives and sections, toTT careful men. for a share of No. 1 clover honey.
Also 4 sizes of the prize eomb-hontv cartons, and 68
pages of " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

WANTED.—Man to work in apiary the coming sea-
* T son. State age, experience, and wages expected.

Chas. Adams, Greeley, Colo.

WANTED —To exchange a brand-new ball-bearing
combination washing-machine, for bicycle or in-

cubator, or something 1 can use. Write for circular.
Arthur Bender, Rutherford, N. J.

WANTED.—Some good person to have full charge of
an apiary of 125 colonies, to run on shares.

E. A. Harris, No. Petersburgh, N. Y.

Albino Queens. p
f

r(

you want the most
prolific queens, if you

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw, trv my Albinos. Untested
queens in April, $1. Tested. SI. 50.

J. D. OIVKNS, Lisbon, Texas.

CASH FOR BEESWAX.
Will pay 26 cents per pound cash, or 28 cents in

trade, for any quantity of good, fair, average beeswax,
delivered at our railroad station. The same will be
sold to those who wish to purchase, at 33 cents for best
selected max. Old combs will not be accepted under anv
considerat 107i.

Unless you put your name on the box. and notify us
by mail of amount sent, we can not hold ourselves
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a general
thing to send wax by express.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio.
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FACTS
About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO., If
Medina, Ohio. *£

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66, Washington, D.C.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala

Eastern Bee=keepers.

Do You Expect to Buy

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
the coming year? If so, you want to get a good qual-
ity of goods at a reasonable price. Our aim will be to
please you. Will you write us now, staling what you
will need, and allow us to quote you prices? You will

Get a Liberal Discount

by ordering now; goods to be shipped and paid for
when wanted. It will cost but two cents, and save $.

We keep several carloads in stock.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

Discount-sheet to dealers. Catalog free.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee= keepers' Supplies.
Medina, Ohio.

t

Philadelphia, Pa.

10 Vine St.

Prices the same. Order of nearest point— save
freight and time.

A Quartet of 'Big Offers'!

Surely One of These will Suit You.

14 Copies of the Bee Journal for 10c.

The great ' maha convention report ran through 14

numbers of the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL begin-
ning October 1 1898. We offer the 14 copies for only
10 cts. so long as they last. Or, for $1.00 we will send
you the Omaha Report and the Bee Journal for 1899

—

65 copies in all.

The " Bees and Honey " Book.

This is a 160-page book by Thos. G. Newman, for-

merly editor of the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL. A
paper-bound 50 cent copy of this book we give free to
a NEW subscriber who sends $1.00 for the BEE JOUR-
NAL for a year. Or, for $1 2-5 we will send a copv of
the 75-cent cloth-bound edition and the BEE JOUR-
NAL one year to a NEW subscriber.

Doolittle's "Scientific Queen=Rearing."
If you desire to know how to have queens fertilized

in upper stories while the old queen is still laying be-
low; how you may safely intro-
duce any queen at any time of the
year when bees can fly ; all about
the different races of bees ; all

about shipping queens, queen-
cages, candv for queen-cages, etc.;

all about forming nuclei, multi-
plying or uniting bees, or weak
colonies, etc.; or, in fact, every
thing about the queen-business
which you may want to know,
you ought to have G. M. Doolit-
tle's wonderful book, " Scientific
Queen-rearing." Price bound in
cloth $1 00 ; or, for 81.60 we will

mail this book and the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
for one year, if you are a NEW subscriber.

DOOLITTLE.

Prof. Cook's " Bee=keeper's Guide."

This is one of the standard works on bees. Thor-
oughly practical, fully illu-trated. 460 pages, 1899 edi-
tion. Price $1.25. Or. for $1.70 we will mail you this
book and the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL for one
year if you are a NEW subscriber.

4®~If you have not seen the weekly AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL for 1899—with its new type
and sparkling contents— send us your name
and address at once on a postal card, asking
for a copy. You will want it tegularly when
you see it. It's the greatest bargain in current
bee-literature.

ADDRESS

Geo. W. York, 118 Michigan St., Chicago, Illinois.
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Arthur Hansen, p. 132, is the first man
I've seen making end-bars the same as mine,

lyi inches wide. Now, friend Hansen, why
didn't )'OU make bottom-bars the same width ?

Getting combs in extracting-snper built

out with cells too deep for queens, as men-
tioned by Arthur Hansen, p. 132, is an old

trick, and I think successful, but it is object-

ed that it gives less comb surface, and ripen-

ing is slower.

I AGREE with Doolittle and Stenog, p. 123.

If all would breed and select with the care

and good judgment of Doolittle, it would be
better than importing. With things as they
are, there would be a lowering of average if

there should be no more importations.

To emphasize a statement of R. C. Aikin,

p. 128, I may say that not only will my bees
not build down to the bottom-bar, but if foun-
dation comes within j*g or y$ inch of the bot-

tom-bar, and often even when it touches the
bottom-bar, they'll gnaw it away so as to leave
a j^-inch space.

You've struck it. I mean those springs
on p. 141. [Yes, so practical and extensive a
bee-keeper as M. H. Mendleson, of California,

used and tested these springs very thoroughly
last season, and I understand he was delight-

ed with them. Mendleson, you know, is one
of the most extensive bee-keepers in Califor-

nia.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, your medical doctrine, p. 122,

is all right. When grip began to be trouble-

some this winter I redoubled my carefulness
as to diet, especially as to overeating, and the
grip has been able to do no more with me yet
than to make me feel like using the lounge
more than usual. But I mustn't brag, for

there's no telling what may yet happen.

Fifty colonies in an apiary are more prof-
itable than 100, says Doolittle, p. 138, if each
colony uses 60 lbs. for its own support and
the field furnishes 11,000 lbs. honey. Cor-
rect, //"each colony will store 160 lbs. surplus,

and if the field furnishes only 11 ,000 lbs. But
if each colony can store only 100 lbs. surplus,

and if the field furnishes 16,000 lbs., then not
a colony less than 100 should be kept.

Friend Aikin, you say, p. 128, that a sec-

tion or brood frame a half deeper than wide
will be finished quicker than if turned the

other way. I admit the section, but dispute
the brood-frame. It would be so if the comb
was started at one point and all built from that

center. But the comb is started in three or

four parts, each part being a half deeper than
wide.

C. Davenport, p. 133, thinks it isn't pa-

triotism to receive honey from Cuba. Friend
C, if patriotism makes us care for no country
but our own, then there's something higher
than patriotism. If the greatest good to the
greatest number is advanced by letting in

Cuban honey, then let it in, even if it drives

us all out of the business. But may be enough
will go to Cuba to eat all its honey at the low
prices.

Bicycles with their gear-cases and other
improvements get quite a send-off in last

Gleanings. But that one of Rambler's, p.

136, beats 'em all, for it breathes "to the £ull

the balsamic fragrance." That must be some
new arrangement for inflating its own tires.

[A gear-case on a bicycle, to use another com-
parison, is just about as necessary, in my
judgment, as a smoker to open a bee-hive.
Either can be dispensed with, but not profita-

bly.—Ed.]
Dysentery, according to reply to F. A. K.,

p. 137, seems to be a matter of food. But
don't bees sometimes have dysentery with
wholesome stores? In any case, if my bees
had dysentery in cellar, I'd run up the
temperature for a few hours to 60 or 80 de-
grees. I don't know, but I think it helps.

[Yes, bees do die of dysentery, even with
wholesome food. Some of our colonies last

fall, fed exclusively on sugar syrup, are show-
ing, as a result of the extremely cold weather
we have been having, dysentery to quite a
serious extent. I always supposed that dis-

ease was caused either by too long confine-
ment, without an opportunity to evacuate the
bowels, or by long severe cold causing the
bees to gorge themselves more than was for
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their good, in order to keep up the necessary

animal heat.

—

Ed.]

D. W. Heisk gives it in Canadian BeeJour-
nal as an incontrovertible fact that " the first

and primary cause of bees constructing drone
comb is for the reception of honey." I'm in-

clined to controvert that incontrovertible fact,

at least so far as to say it isn't always true. In

a super of sections filled with worker founda-
tion, I've known the bees to start drone comb
where the foundation was lacking in one of

the sections, and that drone comb was left

with shallow cells and not a drop of honey in

it while the rest of the section and all the sec-

tions atound it were filled with hone}-. Now
if "the first and primary" object of that

drone comb was honey, why didn't the bees
put honey in it ?

I WAS GETTING ready to report that, by
having so many colonies (289) in one cellar I

didn't need any fire, when a cold spell came,
and for IS days it varied from zero to 25° be-

low. The thermometer in cellar went down
to 41 °, 39°, and finally 36°. I couldn't stand
it any longer—made a hot fire, running up to
60° the heat on hives nearest the stove. Would
you believe it ? within two days the weather
was so warm I had to keep the cellar door
open all night. [This sudden change for the
warmer was the only thing that saved the
bees wintered on their summer stands. Re-
ports, as you will see, show this sudden
change to warm weather will prevent the bees
from being as much injured as we at first ex-
pected.

—

Ed.]
Sixty hives an hour can be opened when

using the entrance-closer mentioned on p. 124.
With the one I use they can be opened in less

than one fourth that time. [And you might
have added that your entrance- closer costs
only about a tenth as much. Our friend Mr.
Kreutzinger is a very nice man and a good
bee-keeper; but I can not say that I like his
entrance closer. It is too much of a good
thing. For the benefit of some of our readers
who do not know what Dr. Miller's entrance-
closer is, I would state that it is simply a strip
about jH*x%, and in length equal to the width
of the hive entrance. On this is nailed a strip
of wire cloth, folded to give it stiffness. Two
taps of a hammer will secure these in position;
and if they ever get lost, strayed, stolen, or
stepped on, the loss is insignificant.

—

Ed.]
" Hives with Hoffman or self-spacing frames

don't require to be handled like eggs, " you
say, p. 122, so you think they can be taken on
a wheelbarrow, Mr. Editor. None of my
hives or frames require handling like eggs.
They stand hauling on a wagon or a wheel-
barrow without any precaution. It's not the
frames, it's the bees. When taken in the cel-
lar I want them to be taken in without being
waked up. Taking out is not so important

;

but even then I'd rather see no bee leave the
hive until some time on the stand. [H. R.
Boardman wheels all his colonies into his win-
ter repositories on a hand- cart ; but the wheels
are of large diameter, and his yard is level.
But even a wheelbarrow on a smooth path
ought to be able to deliver the colony to the

cellar-opening, with scarcely a perceptible jar;

but a wheelbarrow for you—well, that would
not do, sure. Your apiary is on a hillside, and
the ground from the hives to the cellar is

somewhat uneven. I'll let you have your own
way.

—

Ed ]

Two OR Three have said that, in many
cases, with the new arrangements the outside
sections in a super were finished first. I'm
anxious to believe that's true, but it seems so
directly opposed to all rules of comb-building
that I may be excused for asking whether
there wasn't something wrong with the mid-
dle sections. It's easy to explain why central

sections should be finished first ; can any ex-
planation be given why central sections should
be finished first ? [It is a fact that we have
had a good many reports showing that the
Pettit idea secures sections on the outside, as

well filled as those on the inside; and this

same idea was incorporated in all the plain-

section supers except one put out by us last

season. I do not. remember that any one
claimed that the outside surfaces would be
better filled than the center. But assuming
that you are right, the reason may be because
the fence on the outside permits of a larger
wall of live bees between the super side and
face of honey than between two opposite faces

of honey in the center of the super. The Pet-

tit idea is based on the fact that good filling is

due to plenty of animal heat ; and if we put
more animal heat on the outside faces of the
sections, then the natural result would be that
they would be filled sooner and perhaps bet-

ter. If I have not properly set forth the Pet-

tit theory I hope he will correct me.

—

Ed.]
Look at a section and see how the finish

is worked out even with the narrow part of

the section top, but dubbed off when it comes
to the wide part, says R. C. Aikiu, p. 127.

I've just examined a lot. The dubbing does
not begin till after part of the wide part is

past, making it appear that it isn't the wide
part that makes the dubbing, but rather be-

cause it's near the corner. Moreover, at the
middle of the side it's built out just as full as

at the middle of the top, and the side is dub-
bed just the same when it gets near the cor-

ner, and surely there's no wide and narrow
part to the side. The main question is, is

there no dubbing in the corner of a plain sec-

tion ? [R. C. Aikin is partly right, and you
are partly right. Under like conditions the
plain section will be filled no better than the

old-style section. I put this in italics because I

have often been quoted as taking the opposite
view. If plain sections are filled better at the
corners, it is because the bees have passageways
over the tops of the separators from one section

to the other, the separator being dn. pped down
X inch from the top of the section. A one-
piece section open clear across the top, and
part way down the sides, is a far better bee-

way section than the ordinary one sold on
the market. Mr. C. A. Hatch, a very conserv-

ative bee-keeper, who had seen how well Mr.
Danzenbaker's open-corner sections were filled,

at Omaha, gave it as his candid opinion that

these open corners were very important, and
did much to secure better filling.

—

Ed.]
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MoX-rWeMaj).

Of course he takes no paper,

And never reads a book

—

" They're all nonsense,

And mach expense
Which I can't overlook;

Besides, I'm not an aper

Of other men's fool notions;

I follow nature's plan,

And that's the best, I reckon,"

Says he, the Box hive man.

HAVE a dear old neighbor
Who lives in Sleepy Lane;
He keeps some bees
Among the trees,

From which he gets no gain

—

No one directs their labor.

He had a wise grandfather
Whose bee-lore downward ran

And lodged upon this grandson,
My friend, the Box-hive man.

The almanac he studies,

He knows about the moon

—

Its every phase,
Its changing days,

And never plants too soon;
He waits until the flood is

Well past, called equinoctial;
He never yet began

A job on any Friday

—

My friend, the Box-hive man.

£K3k3&EsB**a. Job orv Friday.

He looks with veneration

Upon his few " bee-skeps; "

Down on his knees

He tells the bees

About his sad mishaps,

And seeks their consolation.

To sell 'em'd be unlucky

—

For this tradition ran

According to the memory
Of this the Box-hive man.

He gets a taste of honey
When every thing goes well,

But not till fall—
His hives are tall,

And made to hold the mel
Instead of making money;
But why he doesn't "get there '

Like others of the clan,

Has never once occurred to

My friend, the Box-hive man.

foLlow nature's plan'

When time arrives for swarming
(But not before July),

The children all,

If not too small

To know the reason why,
Are tasked with the informing

Of "pap" afield, by calling,

Or drumming a milk-can

To charm the bees, and hasten

Their sire, the Box-hive man.

He leads a life of easy
Don't-care-how-this-world goes;

Contentedly
He sips his tea;

And if it rains or snows,

Is sunny, calm, or breezy,

He smokes his pipe of comfort,

Disturbed not by a plan

That racks the brains of others

—

My friend, the Box-hive man.
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PICKINGS
FROM OUR NEIGHBORS* FIELDS.

BY "STENOG."

" March forth !
" says Queen to all her bees;

" Provide 'gainst hunger—thirst."
" Not so." says Drone; " let's sleep awhile;

To-day isbut the first."

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
J. E. Crane writes in favor of selling section

honey by the piece instead of by weight. He
says it seems to him a little absurd that the
bee-keeper who produces thousands of sec-

tions of nice comb honey, all of an exact size,

and nearly the same weight, should sell by
weight, while the one who buys of him sells

by count. He reasons from analogy that sec-

tions of honey varying almost nothing at all

in weight might as well be sold by the piece
as eggs that vary in weight as much as two to

one. His points are well taken. If a dozen
sections, for instance, are placed on the coun-
ter, and marked, "Your choice for 16 cents,"
each person buying can have what he consid-
ers to be the best ; and if his neighbor has just
bought a better section than he, what loss has
he sustained so long as he gets just what he is

willing to take, and knows the price?

v*/

One of the most experienced bee-keepers in
the country in regard to the matter of winter-
ing bees in cellar is Mr. C. Davenport, of Min-
nesota. Referring to the matter of the best
time for setting bees out on their summer
stands he takes a position that will go far
toward bringing together those who advocate
very early removal and very late. He says if

the bees have wintered well, he finds it best
to let them stay in the cellar till settled warm
weather. If, on the other hand, the condi-
tions have been such that early spring finds
them very restless and uneasy, and many of
them are leaving their hives and dying, the
sooner they are set out the better. Mr. D.
recognizes a middle ground, however, and says
that, one year with another, it makes but lit-

tle difference whether they are set out in
March or April in his locality. He puts each
colony on its old stand, as a rule.

Rambler calls in question the supposition
that bees dislike black more than white. He
wears a suit of blue jean overalls while at
work in the apiary, and alternates this suit
with a clean one every other day, leaving one
suit in the soak while the other is in use. This
gives him a clean suit every day. He says bees
seldom make an attack upon clean clothes of
any color. He finsd if a bee-keeper will dres
in a complete suit of black, and keep it clean,
the bees will not be disposed to attack it. But
he notes where there is a fuzzy protuberance on
clothes or on a hat, the bees will persistently
attack that point. He says a hole in a black
hat is just what bees like to pounce on. The
more fuzz there is on clothing, the more the
bees will attack it; and when two or three
bees discharge their poison on the same spot

the odor brings many more. He clinches his
argument by asking how many bee-keepers
have known bees to prefer to sting black pants
rather than a white leg while they are crawl-
ing up inside of the pants. He adds, "That
sting is a conclusive argument."

\\i

F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, 111., drives a nail

in the right place in a plea he makes for plant-
ing certain trees for honey, and especially the
hard maple. This is certainly one of the best
trees nature has given us. It grows fast,

"yields a liberal amount of honey while in
bloom, and blooms late enough so the weather
is generally good for the bees to work." Mr.
Snell is not so enthusiastic over the soft maple,
as, on account of its extreme earliness, it is

liable to be frozen so that it will yield neither
honey nor pollen. It is a fine tree here, and
is literally a " hummer " when the bees first

strike it in early spring. It is a fast grower, and
is one of the best shade-trees we have. Mr.
Snell says the white (or gray) willow yields
later than the maple, and furnishes honey and
pollen well.

\\i

It seems that the question as to the origin

of honey-dew, like the dew itself, will not
" down." Mr. J. A. Nash, of Iowa, says that,

a few years ago, there was a great yield of
that stuff in Iowa, and before spring it had
killed four-fifths of his bees in the cellar,

where he had previously wintered a large
apiary several times without any loss. He
says he might have still believed it was a se-

cretion of bugs had not an old bee-keeper
come into his apiary one morning and said,
" Look a-here. You told me this honey-dew
was made by bugs. Now, I jist cut a black-
hickory tree that was covered with honey-dew,
and there were not forty lice on the whole
tree, as I could find, and I have two good eyes.

Don't you think it was a sorter heavy strain on
them lice to make all that? I allow they sot

up nights." Mr. Nash says there were tons
of that stuff gathered, and the lice could not
be found at all.

»»/

J. H. Martin is enthusiastic in regard to

having pretty apiaries. He says he used to

cover his honey-house with paintings of the
high-colored Italian bees. He found these bits

of bright color were a great relief to the eye
and the brain when tired with work. " A bit

of bright color in the shape of a rose or gera-

nium has the same effect where they can be
grown judiciously." But Mr. Martin adds,

in his own graphic way, " It may not pay in

dollars and cents—certainly would not where
the owner sees more beauty in a pigsty than
in a bit of bright color." He says Mr. J. F.

Mclntyre has the most orderly apiary in South-
ern California. Owing to the beautiful pic-

tures it makes, it is the best advertised apiary
in the country. I am sure there is much to

rest one by looking at bright positive colors.

I find the tedium of shorthand writing is en-
tirely relieved by using bright carmine ink a

while, then some other lively color, such as
blue, violet, or green. I supposed it was a no-
tion of mine, but I see I am not alone. That
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is why we like to change the color of the cover
of Gleanings once in while. And then see
how quickly boys will grab for a green or yel-

low firecracker rather than one of the regula-
tion red kind. And how a rainbow stirs the
soul by its charming colors !

ib

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
The comb honey yarn is up again. Mr.

York prints the following from the farmer's
Voice, of Chicago:

It is almost impossible to buy pure honey. Even
honey in the comb is adulterated. A syrup of glucose
and dissolved sugar is fed to the bees, and they fill the
combs as with honey, but it is inferior. j

'f,
The clipping was sent to Mr. Eugene Secor,

who replies with a complete refutation of the
statement, mentioning, among other things,
that Mr. Danzenbaker watched the agent of a
glucose-factory in his attempts to get bees to

take glucose, but it could not be done. Mr.
York mentions a similar canard in the Even-
ing Post, of New York. I replied to them in

full, sending them a sample of foundation. I

believe in replying to such statements by
writing to the editors of the papers themselves,
as they will in every case, probably, publish a
fair statement of the facts as we know them.
I am not sure that my reply appeared in the
Post, but I am glad semebody's did.

As this is the shortest month in the year,

and space is at a premium in Gleanings just

now, and as the other journals have not come
yet, it will be necessary to stop picking just

here.

AN INTERVIEW WITH J. E. CRANE.

Wintering Bees; Wind-breaks; Smokers; Cheap
Honey - packages ; Plain Sections, etc.

[Some little time ago I told you that " Sten-
og " had taken down verbatim an interview
that occurred between Mr. Crane and myself.
At the same time a kodak made an attempt to
preserve the visible portions of the interview;
but when we came to develop the film we
found, to our chagrin and sorrow, that it was
"fogged;" and I am, therefore, unable to
show you the two of us in animated discus-
sion. Well, here is what flowed from Stenog's
pen.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Root.—About how many colonies have
you, Mr. Crane?
Mr. Crane.—About 525.
R.—In how many apiaries?

C—Five.

R.—Don't you find that so many colonies in

one yard are too many ?

C.—Perhaps they give a little less honey per
colony, but that, I believe, is fully made up
in convenience in handling.

R.—How many helpers do you have gener-
ally?

C.—Only one.
R.—How many hours do you work a day ?

C.—Well, we are supposed to work only ten
hours; but sometimes the number is lengthen-
ed to twelve or even fifteen during the height
of the season—it varies greatly.

R.—Do you produce comb or extracted hon-
ey ?

C.—I produce comb honey altogether. I

produce extracted honey from unfinished sec-

tions, and that is all.

R.—Why do you produce comb in prefer-

ence to extracted ?

C.—Oh ! it is less work to do so; and, be-

sides, I find a more ready market for it—those
are my principal reasons—there may be others.

R.—How do you manage swarming at out-
yards ?

C.—Well, I remove the queens from some
hives when the bees are preparing to swarm,
and from others I remove the brood-combs,
and give them empty combs, or frames sup-
plied with foundation instead : cutting out
queen-cells where the queen is removed, and
giving virgin queens, after two weeks or more,
to queenless colonies.

R.—Don't you find that an immense amount
of work ?

C.—Yes; but I have failed yet to accom-
plish very much without considerable work.

R.—Don't you sometimes miss some cells?

C.—I think very likely I do—undoubtedly;
but I have observed that, where I keep a man
in a yard to watch the bees, I also lose swarms;
but the loss is no greater, so far as I have ob-
served, by my method, than where I hire a
man for each yard, and the profit is rather
greater.

R.—Do you shake bees off the combs when
hunting for cells ?

C.—I do usually where the colony is very
populous.

R.—Do you have blacks, hybrids, or Ital-

ians?
C.—Oh ! I have all kinds, but most largely

hybrids.
R.—Why do you have hybrids?
C.—Well, it is too much work to keep pure

stock. I should prefer the best strains of pure
Italians or else pure blacks.
R.—But wouldn't you have more difficulty

in shaking the bees off the combs with pure
Italians?

C.—There would be less necessity for shak-
ing the bees off, because they remain more
quietly on the combs.

R.—And is it a fact that, by this plan, you
and one helper can manage over 500 colonies ?

C.—We do so.

R.—About how many hours a day did you
put in, each of you?

C.—It didn't average far from ten. Proba-
bly, during the height of the season, we put
in more than that—doubtless eleven or twelve.

R.—Mr. Crane, has your experience with
plain sections this season been such as to war-
rant you in using a larger number next sea-

son ?

C—It has.
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R.—Do you have any trouble from the so-

called ridging, with plain sections ?

C.—No serious trouble.

R.—Would the average purchaser or con-
sumer notice such ridging as you did have ?

C—I think not.

R.—Did you find that the faces of comb
honey in any of your plain sections went be-

yond the edge of the sections themselves ?

C.—I do not remember any except with the

very few where the separator was too narrow.
They built out above.

About how many tons of honey do you
think have been produced the past season with
fences or plain sections, Mr. Root?
R.—Oh dear me ! you ask too hard a ques-

tion .

C.— Well, give it as nearly as possible.

R.—I do not know how much was produced
all last year. The season was poor; but I

should think that anywhere from 10 to 25 per
cent of all the comb honey produced last year
was put up in plain sections.

C.—I am glad to know it. About how many
persons have used them ?

R.—Most of our customers who bought our
latest goods bought plain sections and fences.

There must be several thousand who bought
them last season.

C.—How many have gone back on them ?

R.—I do not know of any who have classed

the plain section and the fence as a failure un-
less it is friend Thompson, in our issue for

Dec. 15th last, or R. F. Holtermann in the
Canadian Bee Journal. There are some oth-

ers who found they did not work to their en-

tire satisfaction; but when we began to inves-

tigate we found the trouble was due to the
faulty construction of the fences. There may
be others who have classed plain seetions and
fences as a failure; but if so, I am almost in-

clined to believe it is because they wanted to

believe so in the first place.

C.—This is very important information. I

was not a\. are that so large a proportion of

the honey was produced in plain sections, or
that so many were using them, or that their

use was so satisfactory. Another question :

Can a 1-lb. package for extracted honey be
gotten up for a cent each ?

R.—There may be possibilities along this

line; but, so far as I know, no package has
yet been devised of tin, glass, or wood, that
would come anywhere near as low a figure as
that. The nearest of any thing that I know
of is an ordinary tin fruit-can holding 2 lbs.

These can be bought in a wholesale way, I be-
lieve, from the manufacturers, for about 2 cts.

a can, or at the rate of about a cent a pound
for honey. These packages are not self-seal-

ing—that is to say, the cap or cover has to be
soldered on after the fruit or honey is placed
in the tin.

C.—Could a package of tin be gotten up in
the flat for one cent, so the bee-keeper could
put them together?

R.—Possibly; but the manufacturers would
have to have a very large order before they
would attempt to make a smaller package in
the flat.

C.—It is the same with extracted as with

comb honey. Consumers will sooner buy five

1-lb. packages than one 5-lb. package.

R.—I believe you are right. A little corres-

pondence with manufacturers would show what
can be done, at least. Mr. Crane, how do you
winter your bees ?

C.—Outdoors, packed.

R.—What is your percentage of loss, one
year with another, in winter?

C.—It varies with the different yards.
Where bees are sheltered from the wind the
loss is, perhaps, not more than one or two per
cent. One such yard two years ago came
through without the loss of a colony previous
to swarming time. There were nearly a hun-
dred hives in the yard.

R.—That is a good record.

C.—Last winter, in the same yard I lost four
or five; all, I believe, were hives that were
without packing, and had little or nothing
over the brood-chamber; half or more of the
brood-frames open or exposed. Not more than
one or two were properly packed.

R.—I understand, then, that this loss was
due largely to the fact that the colonies were
not properly packed, do I ?

C.—Almost wholly that. Practically these
and no others were lost. There may have
been one or two more.

R.—What sort of windbreak do you have
around the yard in question ?

C.—An arbor-vitse hedge, high picket-fence,
and buildings to some extent. In fact, they
are sheltered so that the wind is largely broken.
And there are some pine-trees in the yard, too,

that act as windbreaks.
R.—All things considered, wouldn't yon

prefer a high board fence ?

C.—No, I should not.

R.—Why?
C.—Because a tight board fence turns the

wind, and the wind is liable to go over the
fence and swoop down in the yard with even
more violence than w7here there is no fence nor
any thing else around to produce heavy drifts,

while a hedge of evergreens or a picket-fence,
practically open, breaks the force of the wind.
It simply slows it up. It is marvelous how a
hedge of evergreens or a picket-fence will

slow up the wind, allowing a very moderate
amount to pass through and thus break the
force of it.

R.—That is a good point. I notice at our
home yard the evergreens accomplish such re-

sults as you have stated. The trees make a
great roaring when the wind blows through
them, but within the inclosure every thing is

comparatively quiet. Years ago, when we had
a tight board fence it had a fashion of blow-
ing down occasionally; and then very often it

would bend at an angle of 45 degrees, giving
the wind a good chance to swoop up and down,
as you say.

C.—I now consider the question of wind one
of the most important in the location of an
apiary.

R.—Mr. Crane, what size of entrance do
you prefer on your hives, all things consider-

ed, winter and summer?
C—The summer entrance to most of my
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hives is f4 inch by the width of the hive in

length.

R.—If you could change your entrances to

wider, would you do so?

C.—I am not sure. They answer well, ex-
cepting a very few days in extremely hot
weather, with hives that are exposed to the
sun.

R.—And that reminds me. Do you prefer

shade of some sort for your hives ?

C.—A little, but not too much.
R.—A shade of what sort ?

C.—Trees. By the way, in speaking of pro-

tection from wind, one thing must be guarded
against; and that is, that bees should not be
too much protected from the wind. A screen
of some sort of evergreens, or a picket-fence

that will allow a moderate wind to pass
through, is to be preferred to one where the
wind is entirely broken off, as, during the ear-

ly spring, when there is sunshine, the atmos-
phere will warm up inside of such an inclos-

ure so as to entice the bees out, when they will

fly above and outside of the protected loca-

tion, and be lost. I knew one man who lost

nearly all of his bees just from this cause.

He had a very tight yard.
R.—Mr. Crane, what size of hive do you

use?
C.—The brood-chamber is an eleven-frame

Langstroth hive ; but I have found myself
slowly reducing that until I believe at the
present time I have only one hive that has
eleven combs in—mostly eight combs.

R.—Do you find the eight-frame size large

enough for the breeding capacity of good
queens?

C.—I find that, where bees are properly pro-

tected, and they secure early forage, they be-

gin swarming as soon as clover begins to bloom
—in fact, more frequently before clover opens,
while as yet there is no honey in sections and
but little in the brood-chamber.

R.—Did you ever try running colonies in

two stories?

C.—I have.
R.—What were the results?

C.—I have never used them except for ex-
tracting purposes and tiering up sections. I

sometimes have as many as three supers, one
above the other, on a hive.

R.—Did you ever try working for both comb
and extracted in the same colony ?

C.—Not at the same time. Sometimes I put
on an extra story, and allow the bees to fill it;

and then I remove it and put on sections.

R.—I have often done that ; in fact, for our
locality I believe I can get more actual honey,
both comb and extracted, by such procedure;
and, at the same time, while not actually pre-

venting entirely, to a great extent it discour-
ages swarming. I avoid the hunting-up of

queens to cage or remove them, and the
subsequent hunting for queen-cells. I wish
you would try a few colonies in one of your
yards, and see how it works.

C.—Swarming is the most difficult thing we
have to contend with. Mr. Root, how soon
do you think you can get a strain of bees that
will not be inclined to swarm any more than
Leghorn hens are to sit ?

R.—In the millennium of apiculture. I do
believe, however, that something may be done
in that line by careful selection in breeding.

But somehow bees do not yield so readily 'o

man's whims as poultry and other live sto. k.

C.—I doubt that statement.

R.—I hope you are right.

C—-The fact that one of the strongest qual-

ities, or one of the qualities most called for

(color), has been produced already, would
indicate that it is only the demand for a varie-

ty that will not swarm, and queen-breeders
would presently give us what we ask for.

R.—But don't you think that color yields

more readily than any other natural character-

istic in insect life?

C.—No, I don't. Like produces like the
world over. The law holds good in all vege-

table and animal life.

R.—Well, I hope you are right.

C.—Other qualities are produced in other

animal life; whatever man desires, by careful

selection he has so far been able to secure. If

he wants a good cowr for butter, he breeds for

that purpose. Within the present generation

the capacity of the dairy cow has been increas-

ed nearly or quite three times above what it

was fifty years ago. The same has been true

of the production of cattle for beef, and the

same is true in the production of sheep for

wool. The Spanish merino, introduced into

this country perhaps fifty years ago, now pro-

duces three times the wool from the same
amount of carcass. Of course I refer to best

bred animals.
R.—Mr. Crane, whenever I am worsted in

argument I always like to change the subject.

What do you know about the Crane smoker ?

C.—I know that I used one that you sent

me three years ago, for three seasons, on 400
colonies of bees, or nearly that, and it was
nearly or quite as good at the end of that time
as at the beginning. I know no more than
that, except that the jacket was broken away
from the rivets, and some of the nuts on the

bolts lost, but I used it just the same.
R.—Do you have any trouble with the valves

sticking?
C.—Very rarely, except in damp days in

midsummer, when it is run constantly' from
morning till night, and the most sticky fuel

possible used—cloths coated with propolis.

Probably it has not bothered half a dozen days
in three years' usage. I think that, to produce
the best results, however, they should be oc-

casionally taken apart and cleaned.

R.—I find there has been a little complaint
of their clogging; but a little intelligent care

will keep them working free and easy.

C.—I have sometimes wished the bellows
was a little larger.

R.—But, Mr. Crane, the peculiar feature of

the Crane smoker is its strength of blast.

C.—By the way, I had one last season that

held fire all night, and we found it in good
running order in the morning, ready for work.
This was probably the result of using such
carbonaceous fuel as cloths coated with pro-

polis.

R.—You spoke a moment ago about propo-

lized cloths. Don't they daub your smoker
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all up with creosote ? and why do you prefer
them to other fuel, or why do you use them
at all ?

C.—My helper prefers them to any thing
•else, because, when once well filled with them,
the smoker will go longer than with any other
kind of fuel. We prefer them because the
fumes of the burning propolis seem to subdue
bees better than any other substance with
which I am acquainted. I take it to be the
volatile oil produced by the heating and burn-
ing of the propolis, as may readily be perceiv-

ed by placing a quantity of propolis in water
and setting it on the stove. Perhaps the deli-

cate aroma of the burning propolis has some-
thing to do with the subduing of bees.

THE MORTON SWARMING-POLE.

How to Take Swarms out of Trees, Without Climb-

ing; Full Directions for Making the Machine.

BY E. R. ROOT.

It was a dismal dreary day, when I last stop-

ped at the home of the late Miles Morton
;

and the rain was pattering down in that quiet

way that meant it had come for all day. We
could not drive around to see bee-keepers as

we had planned, so we busied ourselves in the

shop, looking at the various ingenious con-
trivances of Mr. Morton's.
"See here," said Niver; " here is something

you ought to list in your catalog—one of the

handiest things we ever had. The neighbors

''

HWI1HWM
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"In that case," he replied, "I would lean
the pole against the tree, shin down, and then
move the bees."
The thing certainly did work very nicely,

even out in the rain. There was not any
swarm, of course, upon a high limb to try it

on; but I could see one in my mind's eye that
little chap of a Niver, 5 feet 4, taking a swarm
down and dumping it into one of Morton's
big hives.

After Niver had gone through the perform-
ance to my satisfaction I asked him to " kindly
stand out in the rain a little longer " while I

photographed the top part of the apparatus
showing a view of the basket ; and the result

is shown in Fig. 2.

" That thing is certainly very ingenious," I

said.

"Yes," said Niver. With this he came in-

side and began to dissect the same. I made
some rough sketches, brought them home to
our artist, who elaborated them into a drawing
as shown in cut just below.

The machine con-
sists of an outer hol-
low pole and an inner
one, both square. The
outer pole is virtually

a long box about 2 in.

square on the outside,
and 12 feet long. A
cross-section is shown
at 2 in the cut. Inside
of this hollow square
pole another square
pole of about the same
length, and just large
enough to slide up and
down easily, is made.
A longitudinal groove,
about Y% inch wide and
deep, running its en-
tire length, is cut on
one side, as shown at

D, D. This groove is

to receive the rope C,

C. At each end of the
outer pole are let in

two ordinary sash-pul-
leys, as at F, and an
ordinary clothesline is

then passed through
thepulleys. The
grooved inner pole is

then slid into the outer
one, so that the rope
lies in the groove. The
two ends of the rope
are then fastened at

one end, and '

' this is

where the fun comes
in," says Niver ;

" for

it is quite a trick to

get the two ends of

the rope fastened, and
yet have the rope taut

after the job is done."
The thing to be accom-
plished is this : The

two ends of the rope are made to abut togeth-
er in the groove four or five inches from the

bottom end. They are then stapled down se-

curely. The rope may be fastened as at G, in
the drawing; but Mr. Morton had the two
ends of the rope abutting together in the
groove.
Now, be sure and not make the mistake of

fastening the rope at each end of the grooved
pole, for that will never do, because that will

render it impossible to draw the inner pole out
of the larger one, as you will see by a mo-
ment's reflection; and if you will reflect a lit-

tle more you will see that it is not an easy
matter to fasten the ropes at one end so they
will be taut. Although there are two or three
ways, Morton's method was to cut off the
strip that holds the lower sash-pulley, at a
point about five or six inches from the end.
This piece, with the pulley, can be pulled out
of position temporarily. It is now possible to

bring the .two ends of the rope together, be-

cause we now have a little slack. After they
are fastened end to end, the piece with the
pulley is sprung back into place and fastened
with screws.* If every thing has been done
right this will take up the slack of the rope,

and make it taut.

If there should be enough demand for a

contrivance of this kind we would have it list-

ed in our catalog, and I am sure there would
be a good demand if bee-keepers only knew
its value; but for the present I have given full

particulars how to make it, so that those of a
mechanical turn of mind can, in these long
winter days, have one or more of these poles
in readiness for next season.

IS SWARMING CONTAGIOUS?

Eighteen Swarms all in One Bunch; A Remarka-
ble Experience.

BY F. E. BROWN.

Will bees swarming attract those that are in

their hives, or, in other words, will the swarm
while in the air cause others to leave their

hives ? I am inclined to think that they do,

under some circumstances. I will try to de-

scribe an experience that I had in that line on
one occasion. It was when I was located in

the Coast Range, and the apiary was situated

in a canyon where the mountains came all

around except one side, forming a little horse-

shoe cove. The mountain was steep and high,

so the bees had to fly around over the apiary
when swarming.
On this occasion I had 200 swarms, and

they were all in a bunch with a few trees scat-

tered through the apiary. It was the 5th day
of April when an assistant and myself came to

the bees. I was surprised to hear a swarm
out. They settled on a small cedar-tree some
10 ft. high, and quite slender. While we were
preparing a hive for them there was a shout
of another swarm. Soon it settled on top of

the other. We then shook them off into two
separate hives; but there was another swarrn
coming from another hive; and before they
settled, the other two came out from the

* Use screws so that the piece may be removed for

the future, to take up slack when necessary.
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Lives they were placed in, and joined the
swarm then in the air. Times began to get
interesting. Soon two more came out from
the apiary and joined the other three. This
makes five that were in the air at one time,

and it was at this point that the fun began;
and of all the sweet music that was ever
heard from bees emanated there. The morm
ing air was still and clear; and the roar of the
bees was all that could be desired in that line.

But, what could we do with the bees? Soon
they began to settle on the top of the little

cedar-tree, and soon the tree began bending
to the ground, when I ordered some hives to

be brought and placed around the tree. Then
we began shaking off and carrying away; but
other swarms kept coming forth, and the ones
that we hived would stay only a few minutes
and then come out and again join the great
army of bees that were still clinging to the

tree and flying about it in such a way that it

was hard to get to the tree, as the very air

was full of bees—bees everywhere; and such a
roar of bees ! To make a long story short, we
would shake off the bees into boxes and carry
them off; and as fast they would come out
and go back to the swarm on the tree, while
all the time there were other new swarms
coming forth, and we kept this up until noon,
when, being tired, and not meeting with suc-

cess, we went to dinner some one-fourth mile
down the canyon. While we got out of sight

of the bees, there was the music still.

On returning, the tree was a perfect arch,

the top resting on the ground, completely cov-
ered with bees, and, for about two feet through,
a solid mass of them, and still they came out,

and the air was as full as I ever saw. We be-
gan once more to shake off and carry away,
just as you do in the East when thrashing
oats, measuring out and carrying away. We
kept account of the swarms that came out, as

far as we could, and we knew of 30 that came
out during the day. But, to go back a little.

About the middle of the afternoon we gave
it up as a bad job, and sat down to see what
would be the outcome. While thus seated I

asked the man who was helping me what
course he would have taken had this occurred
when I was away. The answer was that he
would have rolled his blankets and started
across the mountains, seeking other occupa-
tion. At about 4 o'clock they all took wing,
and, as I supposed, they were going to take
across the hills instead of my man; but, not
so; they had decided to try another tree for a
while; but when that multiplied multitude of
bees came from that tree and rounded up over
the apiary it was a sight to hear and see; and,
to our surprise, the bees that were in their
hives apparently quiet came out, and left

brood and honey.
I suppose some are anxious to know how we

managed the bees. I was quite anxious at
that particular time ; but as the sun went
down behind the western mountains, about
four o'clock, and the evening shades brought
the usual coolness with it, the bees began to
go back to their old homes again, and we had
better success in keeping the swarms in the
hives; and when the day's work was fully

over and all quiet, there were just 18 new
swarms.
The next day the same thing occurred again,

and the 18 swarms of the day before were just

as frantic as they had been the day before;

and all that spring, when we had heavy
swarm days, the bees from new swarms would
desert, leaving brood and honey. On some
occasions the hives would be nearly full of
freshly gathered honey and plenty of brood.
Hanford, Cal.

[Well, friend Brown, it looks as if you had
broken all the records—or, rather, your bees
have. Eighteen swarms in one bunch, and
eighteen swarms in the air at one time ! Did
any one ever hear of the like of it before? I

would have given something to hear that
mighty roar made by something like a million

or more of wings.
There is any amount of evidence to show

that one or more swarms in the air at one time
will induce others to go forth; but as a gener-
al rule the average bee-keeper is not troubled
by more than two or three swarms in a bunch.
Under those circumstances he usually divides
them by the dipperfuls into two, three, or four.

These are then put into as many hives, and
compelled to go to housekeeping, even if each
family, as it were, is made up of members of

two, three, or more other families.

—

Ed.]

J. P. ISRAEL.

BY J. M. HAMBAUGH.

Died at his home in San Diego, Cal., at

11.30 P. M., Dec. 31, 1898, Mr. Joseph P. Is-

rael, in the 76th year of his age.

J. P. Israel ( alias Sk}dark) was born in Pitts-

burg, Pa., in November, 1822, and was mar-
ried to Miss Elizabeth Falkner, of that city.

As a result of their marriage, four children
were born to them, two of whom are still liv-

ing—Mrs. Cordelia Lane, of Pittsburg, Pa., and
Mrs. B R. Robinson, who has been living

with her father since the death of her husband
many years ago. Mr. Israel came to Califor-

nia in 1849, but did not become a permanent
resident of that State until 1882, when he
moved to Escondido. It was here that the
writer became acquainted with him, and our
acquaintance ripened into true and lasting

friendship. Little did we realize, when we
wrote a biographical sketch of him, which was
published in Gleanings for July 15, 1898,

that we should so soon be called upon to pay
the last tribute of respect to his memory. Mr.
Israel's work as a writer is well known and re-

membered; and his quaint humor and at times
sarcastic tilts that were so characteristic of his

writings will long be remembered by those
who saw fit to cross pen-points with Skylark.
Mr. Israel was a highly cultured and polished
gentleman, and, above all, a patient, forbear-

ing, true Christian. His daughter has said,

never did she know him to be angry. " He
was a Christian in every act, word, and deed."
He was well versed in Scripture, and a Baptist

by faith. A letter from Mrs. Robinson states

that her father was in his usual good health
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and cheery mood up to the time of his depar-
ture to bed, which was nearly ten o'clock on
the night of New Year's eve, she retiring to

her bed in a room adjoining. She had retired

but a short time when she heard the voice of
her father calling. Springing to his bedside
she found him suffering from what he termed
a cramp in his chest. She did all in her power
to relieve the pain by local applications, but
his condition became alarming, and, against
his desire, she sent for two physicians.
"No, my dear, do not send for the doctor.

I shall be all right in half an hour." These
were his last words, for but a few minutes
elapsed when a return of the awful pains seem-
ed to paralyze him. Almost without a strug-

gle his spirit calmly departed, and with the
dying of the old year the spirit of J. P. Israel

took its flight to don the robe of immortality;
and as the morning star heralds the approach

JOSEPH P. ISRAEL.

of the coming dawn, death's messenger to

him was the dawn of the morning that knows
no night, measured only by eternity. Blessed
assurance ! The great heart was stilled, but
his spirit for ever at rest. The only persons
present were his beloved daughter and nephew;
and while our heart goes out in sorrow for her
who has so patiently and lovingly administer-
ed to the needs and wants of her aged parent
for years, we can only say, " God's holy will

be done; he giveth, and he taketh away. Let
us bow in humble submission to his divine de-

crees " Let us trust that there will be a re-

uniting of loving hearts across the river,

where sorrow, suffering, and separations are

no more.
Mr. Israel was interred in Mount Hope Cem-

etery, and a large concourse of citizens paid
their last tribute of respect by following the
remains to their last resting-place.

Escondido, Cal.

February 10th finds Southern California
with only about three inches of rain for the
season in the vicinity of Los Angeles, or only
about eight inches for two years, or about as
much as falls in one good long soaking rain
in the East.
Our two inches in January gave vegetation

a start, and sage is making a fair new growth.
Mr. Shattuck, an old-time bee-keeper, told
me that, if we had rains the latter portion of
February or in March we should have a honey-
yield. While there is life and the blue skies
above us there is hope for the bee-keeper.
A carload of bees was recently moved from

this county to the alfalfa-fields of Arizona.
Mr. Frank J. Farr, of Pasadena, in this

county, who had good success in moving bees
to Utah last year, is getting together another
carload for the same destination this year.
There will be an exodus of many bee-keep-

ers if the dry weather continues, and there
will be an exodus of several thousand colonies
of bees to the sweet by and by, as the bee-
keeper will make an exodus into some other
business.

Mr. Farr says that the bee-paper which
publishes the names and addresses of corres-

pondents has his unqualified approval, as the
name and address of parties in Utah, who had
a communication in Gleanings, led to cor-
respondence and finally to a removal of bees
from California to Utah. Mr. Farr says that
name and address were as good as a thousand
dollars to him. Bee-journals that give only
the name of the writer of a communication,
and only the county in which he lives, take
warning.
Judge Noah Levering is preparing to mi-

grate again to his northern apiary in Siskiyou
Co. That portion of California has received a
good rainfall, and ought to yield a good
amount of nectar. As to whether the Ram-
bler will or will not migrate with him is still

an open question.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McNay, of Portage

Wis., after spending the winter in this city of
the angels have returned to the East. Mrs.
McNay was just as good an angel as though
to the manor born. The best wishes of quite
a number of bee-keepers will follow them to
their home. They are good people to have
around.
Mr. George W. Brodbeck has purchased a

goodly portion of land near Calabasas, and is

at present improving it and putting it into
shape to receive his apiary. Mr. B. winters
his bees in the suburbs of this city, and moves
his bees to Calabasas only as the season war-
rants.

Mr. B. thinks it will be for his health to
live out in the hills where the odor of the
sage brush, the song of the mockingbird, and
the savory quail and rabbit are all at hand.
When he gets established he proposes to keep
open house to all of his bee-keeping friends.
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Mr. J. M. Crow, a bee-keeper who moved
to this city from Encinitas, San Diego Co.,

has built his nest in the rough and rugged
canyon of the Little Tahunga, located his api-

ary there, and also has a good prospect for

developing a gold-mine. All good bee-keep-
ers are welcomed to the Crow's nest.

REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF APIARIES.

An Interesting Report.

BY wm. m'evoy.

During 1898 I visited bee-yards in the coun-
ties of Essex, Middlesex, Huron, Grey, Wel-
lington, Simcoe, Cardwell, Norfolk, Went-
worth, Lincoln, Peel, York, Ontario, and Vic-

toria. I examined 100 apiaries, and found foul

brood in 32 of them. Nearly every bee-keep-

er who had foul brood in his apiary wrote me
private letters about it, and, working on the

rule of doing to others as I should like to be
done by, I treated all such letters as if they

were marked strictly private, and always will.

By working along this line in a quiet way, and
helping the owners of the diseased apiaries to

cure their colonies, I have been able to find

out more about who had foul brood in their

bee-yards than could or will ever be found out

in any other way. I am very much pleased

with the way the owners took hold and cured
their apiaries, and particularly so with two
that were cured by two ladies in the county of

Simcoe. These two ladies did the best work
in the shortest time that I ever had done, and
with two of the worst foul-broody apiaries

that I ever handled. Scarcely one week ever

passes now without my receiving more or less

letters asking questions about foul brood and
dead brood of other kinds. I have also re-

ceived very many samples of comb with dead
brood in, and about seven out of every ten of

these were genuine foul brood. The most of

the letters and samples of comb with decayed
brood in, came from many parts of the United
States, and the others from bee-keepers in the

Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, and Nova Sco-

tia

About how long would foul brood be in a

colony before it would become very bad with

the disease ? was one of the questions asked

by several of the writers. I answered, saying,

sometimes not more than one week; in others,

over one year; but in most cases, less than
three months. Just how soon or how long it

would be before any diseased colony would
become very bad with foul brood would de-

pend entirely on how much or how little of

the honey was diseased. The honey, to be-

come diseased, must be stored first in cells

where foul-brood matter had dried down; and
when any honey is removed from such diseas-

ed cells to cells partly filled with sound honey
it will infect the latter also. Foul brood is

spread through a colony just in proportion to

the amount of diseased honey that is fed to

the larvae. I sent Mr. Gemmill out a part of

the time and he inspected 15 apiaries, and
found foul brood in three of them. I am very
much pleased to sav that neither Mr. Gemmill

nor I had to burn one diseased colony. We
found all parties willing to cure, and gave
them a chance to do so. I believe that the
Province of Ontario has fewer diseased apia-
ries for the number kept than any other coun-
try in the world, judging by the number of
letters that I have received. For the very nice
way that Mr. Gemmill and I have been treated
by all parties while on our rounds through the
Province we return to them our most heartfelt

thanks.
Woodburn, Ont. , Can., Jan. 10.

[Foul brood must, some ten or fifteen years
ago, have made fearful headway in Ontario.
If I mistake not, a once leading bee-keeper is

partly responsible for this state of affairs. In
selling bees, it is said, he was not careful in

the stock he sent out. In fact, I have been
told that he said foul brood was so easily cured
it did not make any difference, as every one
could cure the disease in his own apiary.

Whether this is so or not, I can not say ; but
if true, his carelessness has cost the bee-
keepers of Ontario an immense sum of money.
Very fortunately, foul-brood legislation was
secured, and a careful and thorough inspector,

Wm. McEvoy, was secured to put into practi-

cal effect the foul-brood law. I am glad to

know, too, that an assistant, as c ireful and
conscientious, has been secured in the person
of F. A. Gemmill. Two better men could
hardly have been found throughout Ontario,
and it is safe to assume that, through their

untiring efforts, the disease foul brood will in

time be an almost unknown quantity.

—

Ed.]

TRAVEL-STAIN.

Propolis on the Cappings Due to the Travel of the

Bees.

BY A. E. MANUM.

Mr. Editor:—In Jan. 15th Gleanings I

find a very interesting article from the facile

pen of my good friend and benefactor Mr. J. E.
Crane. I read the article with much interest;

but as the conclusion he arrives at is at vari-

ance with my observations and my under-
standing of the nature of the honey-bee, I beg
to disagree with my friend on some of the

fine points he makes regarding the cause of

travel -stain.

Although Mr. Crane lives only 12 miles
from me, where I could easily reach him in

person, I will, instead, and with your per-

mission, Mr. Editor, use Gleanings as a
'

' cushion '

' in the attempt to make a '

' carom
shot " at my friend; and if I succeed in mak-
ing a hit I hope it will have the desired effect

in drawing him out still further on the sub-

ject of travel-stain.

Knowing as I do that Mr. Crane is a verita-

ble encyclopedia in bee science, I feel sure

that, if he is hit hard enough to stir up his ire,

he will open his book of knowledge from
which all may read and receive further light.

Mr. Crane asserts that the discoloration

often seen on cappings is not travel-stain

caused by dirty feet, as generally supposed.
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He says, " I consider the whole idea of travel-

stain as a foul slander, . . . and as infa-

mous." He goes on to prove that the cause
of discoloration is due to some foreign sub-
stance which the bees gather and incorporate
with—or weld to—the wax as a means of

economy, and mentions several substances
which may be used by the bees to adulterate
their wax. Mr. Crane makes one good point
in his argument; and this is in the matter of

the blue cloth to which he refers, and which
would appear quite conclusive if left where he
drops it. He also accuses the bees of mak-
ing use of large quantities of propolis as an
adulterant. He say^s: " It is used late in the
season when ivax is scarce . . . and in

such quantities as to be easily seen by the
naked eye."
Now, my observations lead me to believe

that bees produce wax in accordance with
their requirements, although it would seem
that they' dislike to draw upon their already
accumulated store for the purpose of pro-
ducing wax late in the season, and hence
leave some of their work undone.
My friend Crane asserts that the bees

go about the interior of the hive in search of

particles of comb, cappings, dirt, propolis, or
what not, to weld on to and stretch out their

scant supply of wax. This is contrary to my
observations, and I am, therefore, not }?et pre-

pared to accept that theory; and I believe he
accuses the bees wrongfully. That the sur-

face of comb honey is sometimes soiled, I ad-
mit; but what is the cause of this discolora-

tion ? Must we accept the theory that bees
purposely make use of foreign substances for

the purpose of economy? I can not.

Mr. Crane makes mention of the under side

of the cappings being stained as well as the
outside. I would account for this by the fact

that, while the bees are " slowly " doing their
cappings late in the season, as he says, their

feet being more or less soiled, from various
causes which I will explain further on, they
stain the inside of the cappings as well as the
outside while manipulating the wax. To my
mind this would account for the " blue stain "

that Mr. Crane noticed on some of his cap-
pings.

You are well aware, Mr. Editor, that wax is

very susceptible to any stain—so much so that
it is difficult to cleanse when once it is stained.

My theory is that the blue cloth referred to,

being picked at while capping was being
done, more or less of the particles of the blu-

ing adhered to the hair-covered legs and feet

of the bees; and the wax being soft, and in a
retentive condition, more or less of the color-

ing adhered to the flakes of wax while being
manipulated and formed into cappings. Again,
it is well known that wax is a natural product
of the bee, and, we suppose, produced at will.

It is secreted from the under side of the abdo-
men, and from this locality the small white
flakes are removed to the mouth by the for-

ward feet of the bees; and if, perchance, their
feet are soiled by any foreign substance, such
as bluing, pollen, propolis, or dirt, it seems
quite possible that some of this dirt may ad-
here to the particles of wax during the trans-

ference and manipulation, and thereby cause
discoloration, both on the under side and top
of cappings. Here is where I think Mr.
Crane misjudges the bees. The coloring-mat-
ter he finds in the cappings I believe to be
accidental, and not intentional, as he would
have us believe. He intimates that bees make
use of propolis in capping their honey, as he
has seen large quantities of it on the cappings.
Now, I am of the opinion that the cause for

its being so very observable on some cappings
is due to travel-stain, as I have never noticed
it except after there has been an abundance
of propolis gathered; and as they use their

fore feet to form the pellets on their hind
legs, as well as to remove it from the hind
legs after reaching the hive, it is very likely

that more or less of this sticky substance diusI

adhere to their feet; and as bees usually fly

home, the feet are not relieved of it before
reaching the hive; so that, in walking over
the combs, they are relieved of the sticky

substance by its adhering to the waxy cap-
pings. It is also the same thing over in pol-

len-gathering and pollen-stains, commonly
called travel -stains.

Mr. Crane gives the bees great credit for

neatness, and justly so; but let us see, Mr.
Editor. Did you ever work among your bees
30 minutes, handling brood-combs, without
soiling your fingers? /never did. Then, if

the combs will soil the operator's fingers, why
not also the feet of the bees? and they in turn
soil our nice white section honey if left on the
hive a little too long. Furthermore, what is

it that stains our new white separators, edges
of sections, and new frames, if not travel-

stain ?

My opinion is that not all discoloration is

due to dirty feet, but partially due to their

pollenized bodies, as we often see bees pretty
well besmeared with pollen, which adheres to

them while visiting large flowers, such as

pumpkins and squash blossoms; and while
passing each other between combs it is not
unlikely that occasionally their bodies rub
against the cappings, when the pollen will

adhere to the same, and thereby cause more
or less pollen-stain.

Bristol, Vt.

WHAT COLORS THE WAX OF HONEY-COMBS?

An Interesting Exposition of the Subject.

BY THADDEUS SMITH.

My attention was directed to this question
several weeks ago by reading something on
the subject by Mr. D. L. Adair, in the old
American Bee Journal, Vol. III., page 208;
and again the matter has been brought to

mind by Mr. Crane's recent very interesting
article on so-called travel-stained combs, in

Gleanings for Jan. 15. But as the question
above has not been fully or satisfactorily ans-
wered by Mr. Adair or Mr. Crane, nor by any
one else, so far as I know, I propound it to

our successful and scientific bee-keepers for

an answer. Mr. Crane does not discuss the
question in its broadest sense, nor make an at-
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tempt to answer it. He only shows how the
cappings of some comb honey becomes color-

ed and is erronously called travel-stained. If

I understand him he thinks that it is all caus-

ed by the incorporation of some foreign sub-
stance with the natural wax of the bees in the
cappings of the honey cells. It may be of
colored wax taken from old combs, colored
cappings from hatching brood-combs, propo-
lis, or other foreign substances. This he has
no doubt shown, sometimes, is the cause of

colored honey-combs. Mr. Crane's position

and arguments would lead us to the conclusion
that honey once capped over does not change
its color, or become travel-stained, by being
left on the hive. His main argument for this

conclusion is based upon the fact that he found
the cappings, taken from stained honey, to

show as much (or nearly as much) color on
the under side next to the honey as on the out-

side. He argues that this supposed-to-be out-

side coloring matter could not possibly pene-
trate through to the wax so as to show on the
inside; therefore it must have been incorporat-

ed with the wax when the cappings were put
on.

This argument, or, rather, the superficial ob-

servations that led to it, are faulty. Wax in

thin layers is translucent. If colored on one
side the color will show through on the other
side. To verify this I had my eight-year-old
grand-daughter get out her paint-box and col-

or some cappings, on one side only, in various
shades, from light cream to brown, and even
blue. I placed the pieces on a sheet of paper
to dry, and when examined I found the color

to appear nearly as dark on the under side as

on top. I think that most bee-keepers will

not ba ready to agree that all the coloring-mat-
ter on honey is incorporated in the cappings.

But my original intention was not to discuss

Mr. Crane's position. I had determined to call

attention to the coloring of combs before I

had seen his article. I want to get down to

the root of the matter: What causes the comb,
that is so beautifully white when first made,
to soon change its color to yellow, then brown,
and finally nearly black ? I may be answered,
flippantly, that it is because it is old—old
comb turns yellow. Because brood is raised

in it, raising young bees in it makes it dark;
they foul it, you know, and the shell of the
larva remains in the cell, and that colors the
comb. The combs are colored by the bee-
bread and the pollen and the propolis that the
order-loving insect has left scattered around
loosely. These substances are very highly
colored, don't you know ? Yes, they become
"travel-stained." The accumulation of dust
(from the flowers) and dirt upon their feet and
their bodies during their long hot journeys in

search of nectar is all brought home, and goes
to stain the combs.
But these answers do not satisfy my inquiry.

A piece of virgin comb taken away from the
influence of the bees, and kept from dirt, will

never turn yellow by age. Combs that have
never been used for breeding, and that have
never contained pollen, when left in a hive
under the influence of a large colony do turn
yellow. The other answers need no comment.

I have alluded to an article written by Mr.
D. L. Adair, on "The Economy of the Bee-
hive," published in the old American Bee
Journal, as heretofore noted, in which he says
something about the coloring of combs. Mr.
Adair was writing to sustain his theory that
bees could live without a continued supply of
fresh air, and only incidentally mentioned the
coloring of combs; but that mention brought
the inquiry to my mind. He spcke of the
compensating laws of nature in the animal
and vegetable kingdoms. The animals, in

breathing the air, throw off the carbonic acid,

which is taken up by the leaves of the plants,

and this restores the air to its original condi-
tion; so in a properly constructed aquarium,
furnished with water-plants, snails, etc., the
fish breathe the air and produce carbonic acid,

which the plants make use of and restore the
air. The snails eat the foul matter, and are

themselves eaten by the fish. This is a short
synopsis of a part of his argument. I want to

make a quotation. He says: "God did this,

not man. When he created the fishes he
made an aquarium for them. Was he less

mindful of the ' little busy bee ' when he gave
it a habitation in holes in trees, where, from
the very nature of things, they would be fre-

quently deprived of fresh air for months at a

time? Experience says
not. The bees produce, by breathing, carbon-
ic acid, which, if there were nothing to take
from it the carbon, would destroy them.
There are no plants to do it; but we find in

the hive several things that may answer the
purpose. The comb, it is well known, is at

first pure white, but first turns yellow and
then dark; and as it gets older it becomes per-
fectly black. Something must produce this

effect. May it not be this very carbon that it

absorbs that colors it ? It is further known
that, the older the comb, the heavier it gets.

This is not only true of the comb in the mid-
dle of the hive where the breeding is done,
but more so at the top where the honey is stor-

ed. It may be said that carbonic acid is heav-
ier than air, and therefore settles below. We
have shown that it first rises from being heat-
ed and thus rarefied."

We may not all agree with Mr. Adair's theo-
ry of ventilation, nor with his suggestion that
combs are colored by the absorption of car-

bon; but we must admit that there is, in some
way, a close connection between the cluster-

ing, living, and breathing of the bees upon
the comb, and the coloring of the same. The
more densely the hive is populated, the sooner
the combs become yellow. If the colony is

so large that a part of the cluster extends up
into the super, and cling to the lower part of

the section honey, and are allowed to remain
there until cold weather drives them down, the
lower ends of those sections will be colored.

In weak colonies, and combs some distance
from the cluster, the process goes on more
slowly, if at all. The small colony doesn't
seem able to get up steam enough to carry on
the process of coloring, if I may be allowed
to use such an expression about a process I

know nothing about. Mr. Crane says, " I had
less travel-stain when my bees were allowed
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to swarm than when I try to keep every swarm
strong." The strong colonies stained the hon-
ey most. And, again, he illustrates this by
another incident, although he gives it for a
different purpose. A strong queenless colony
was put into a hive filled with foundation in

July, and allowed to remain queenless; and
after four months the hive was found full of

sealed honey almost entirely free from travel-

stain. Of course, this queenless colony soon
began to become weak.
Does this coloring process, or matter, what-

ever it is, penetrate the very body of the wax ?

Melt a piece of virgin comb carefully in clear

water, and the result is white wax. Melt a
piece of comb that has never had young bees
or pollen in it, but has turned yellow in the
hive, and we get yellow wax—the color of all

commercial wax that has not undergone the
process of bleaching. Some chemist might
try the effect of carbonic-acid gas upon pure
white comb, and test Mr. Adair's theory.

Pelee Island, Ont.

[When Mr. Crane was here he lifted some of

the cappings of some of our travel-stained

honey and showed the discoloration on the
back as well as in front. But Mr. Smith seems
to be of the opinion that color or stain,

while only on the surface, may show through
the wax, owing to its partial transparency.
To prove or disprove the point I went at it in

this way : I took several sections conspicuous
for their travel-stain. Knowing that gasoline
is a solvent of wax, I took a piece of waste,
saturated it, and rubbed it lightly over the
soiled parts of the capping, thinking that, if

the stain were simply on the surface, this gen-
tle rubbing with the gasoline waste or rag
would remove a very slight film from the face
of the cappings, taking with it the stain; but,

no matter how much I rubbed, the stain re-

mained as long as the capping; for if I rubbed
long enough, the capping would entirely van-
ish, the gasoline gradually absorbing the wax.

I went over quite a number of sections in

this way; but in no instance did I find that
the stain disappeared, for it seemed to be
clear through the capping. Previous to this I

tried soap and water; but it had no more effect

than if the face of the honey had not been
touched at all.

I next took a sharp-pointed blade and lifted

several of the cappings of the combs, and in

some instances, at least, it seemed as if the
stain itself was on the under side rather than
on the face. Under a strong magnifying-
glass I pulled the cappings into shreds, but
the stain seemed to be in every particle.

A travel-stained face of comb honey may
have a yellow look or yellow spots, or it may
have chunks of red propolis scattered here
and there. These latter can be removed with
a sharp knife, showing that they are wholly
on the surface of the capping. But when the
cappings have a yelloiv appearance, the stain

seems to go clear through the capping. Now,
this yellow, according to my theory, is caused
by propolis; for I notice that honey is more
apt to be travel-stained toward the close of

the honey season, or about the time the bees

have more time to bring in propolis. It may
be, as friend Manum suggests, that they get
their feet, their mandibles, and their bodies so
thoroughly stained with the yellow stuff that
the wax they work is necessarily stained; and,
as a consequence, we have, toward the close
of the season, or after it, yellow cappings.
And there is still another point to be consider-
ed ; namely, that these yellow cappings are
apt to be near the wood of the section—more
particularly at the bottom. Why is this? Is
it not because of the proximity of the propo-
lis-daubed wood ?

Mr. Smith is correct in saying that new
comb just built is always white and flaky, and
that after it has been in the hive a while it

turns yellow. It may be that carbonic-acid gas
in the hive has something to do with it ; but I

should more think it is due to the stain from
propolis. In our foundation work we find
that wax very readily takes stain of any kind,
especially of dirt.

After writing the foregoing I read the article

of friend Cormac, just following. It seems he
tried washing-soda or carbonate soda, the ac-
tion of which on wax would be about the same
as that of gasoline. His results were not the
same as mine—at all events I am wondering
whether he or I drew the wrong conclusions.
So I suggest that others try it and report. If

Mr. Cormac is right, and if the soda has a
different action from gasoline, then we could
make No. 2 honey into No. 1. I can scarcely
credit it. As this form goes to press before I

can get the washing-soda to try, I'll have to
let it go for this time.

—

Ed.]

TRAVEL-STAIN ON THE SURFACE OF THE CAP-
PINGS.

Washing it with Carbonate of Soda.

BY JAMES CORMAC.

In Gleanings for Jan. 15 the article of J.
E. Crane, "Travel-stain; What is It? "was
read with considerable interest, inasmuch as
no discussion of the matter has come under
my observation heretofore, that I recollect.

The writer cites many interesting facts regard-
ing the capping of cells filled with honey,
where the bees have incorporated foreign sub-
stances with the wax, which has been men-
tioned heretofore by correspondents, and at-

tributes such to pollen-stains as a large ele-

ment in producing what is commonly called
travel-stain. He remarks, "Every bee-keep-
er is supposed to know what travel-stain is;

but I have sometimes wondered if I do," and
refers it to that slight tinge of color we find

on or in cappings of surplus combs—slight

near the top of sections, and increasing
toward the bottom, where it becomes a light

cinnamon or yellow or brown. The discolor-

ation is usually attributed to the bees' feet be-
ing dirty, which is far from being the cause.

As surplus combs are drawn out sometimes
from the center, if a full sheet of foundation
is used, or near the top thereof if a starter is

used, the center or upper cappings being form-
ed before the bottom cells are drawn or filled,
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if dirty feet were the cause, that part first cap-

ped would present stains as much as or more
than the bottom cells, which are the last to be
completed on full sheets of foundation and
the upper corner cells where starters are used
the same, the travel over the center being
greater than at the bottom (last built), where
the stain is almost always darker, it stands to

reason if attributed to dirty feet ; but not so.

Although foreign substances are often incor-

porated in the wax, that does not color the

comb; and if we lift off a capping from the

cell, and hold it up to the light the semi trans-

parency shows the color of the outside, the

same as glass shows dirt, which puzzles the
housekeeper, often, to tell which side of the

window needs wiping. The color is not in the

wax, but on the outside, and is placed there

by the bees with care and deliberation, and for

a purpose.
All combs when built (they are not drawn)

are formed from the scales of wax as excreted
by the bee, and pinched by their mandibles
till they adhere together. The sides of the

cells are porous, also the cappings, and will

admit moisture from the breath of the bee
condensing within the hive when ventilation

is impeded by cold air, and, unless excluded
from contact with the honey, would be absorb-

ed and cause the sweating and souring, detri-

mental as food to the bee. To prevent this

the bee varnishes all sealed sections at a time
when resinous vegetation is secreting propolis,

so called. Unless the cells are reserved for

uncapping for larval food there will be no pro-

polizing until very late, and will be slight be-

cause of scarcity. There is great difference

in the amount of this so-called travel-stain as

applied to the combs by different colonies, as

well as in different localities. In this prairie

country in an early day, say thirty years ago,

when much was unsettled, wild flowers were
abundant, and excretions of gum or resin

were plentiful, so the bees made use of it to

excess compared with what is now gathered.

Honey at that date was ruined for market by
the amount of propolis spread over the combs,
it being applied in chunks.
To convince yourself that this stain is most-

ly propolis smeared on by the bees, and not
incorporated in the wax, take some soda car-

bonate, dissolve it in water, apply the solution

to the comb with a soft brush. Now try some
propolis scrapings; result, a stain like yellow
paint, which will rinse or wipe off from the
comb and leave the comb very much whiter

—

a fair No. 1 section, changed from a discarded
travel-stained one.

Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 20.

RAMBLE 162.

Crossing the Boundary into Oregon.

BY RAMBLER.

Yreka is located in a fertile valley, but it is

not much of an alfalfa-growing district, con-
sequently there is no one engaged in the busi-

ness of bee culture here. About the only
honey-production that was ever practiced here

was by an old miner who hunted and robbed
bee-trees, and became so proficient in the
business that he was known as Honey Jake.
Now and then a nice hunk of honey would
sell for 50 cts. , while a mashed or broken lot

would be greatly depreciated in price; but the
miners were not over-particular about the
mussed condition, for a real lover of honey
would patronize Jake whenever the buckets
appeared with any sweetness in them. Honey
Jake never tried to domesticate the bees. His
ambition went no further than to cut the tree

or pry open the rocks, secure the sweets, and
leave the bees in a forlorn condition.
At Gazelle, on the S. P. R. R., and almost

in the shadow of Shasta, we find the noted
Edson ranch, upon which are several thou-
sand acres of alfalfa. The Edsons are not
only enterprising along the lines of alfalfa and
cattle raising, but have established bee -

ranches, and make considerable shipments of

honey. They are in the ideal condition so
much extolled bj< the cattle-man, wherein they
have command of the northern and southern
markets. I judge, however, that, if there is

any gain in choice of a market, the railroad

will take a good share of said profit, for the
freight rates from this point are excessive.

I broke away from Yreka about noon, and,
with the aid of my wheel, sought to strike the
railroad about 18 miles north in time for the
north-bound train ; but owing to quite a little

up-grade, and the necessity of leading my
wheel, I did not make Klamathon, the station,

in time.

But I did not care a continental. I found
quarters in a nice little temperance hotel pre-

sided over by several nice sociable ladies of

various ages, and I made myself so agreeable,

that, in the evening, I was invited out to the
only entertainment the town afforded, and
that was to the saw-mill. This mill is the
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center around which all Klamathon revolves
;

in fact, it is the life and hope of the town; for

everybody works there except the women.
The mill was running night and day ; and
under the brilliant electric lights it was no
small sight to witness the rapid manner in

which logs were handled and converted into

boards.
The immense band-saw would cut its way

through a huge log 13 feet in length in just six

seconds ; in three seconds the log would be
run back and set for another cut ; then what
the ladies called the nigger (a square post
with a big spike in one side of it) would bob
up through the floor and flop that log over as

quickly as you could make three winks.
From the rate they were working that night

I reckoned they could saw enough lumber in

one day for all the bee-hives bee-keepers will

need in California in one year, and a good
year at that.

Take it all in all, this entertainment in the
mountains, with three ladies to show me
around, was much better than a theater, a

minstrel show, or even a football game, for

which I have a special weakness.
I broke right out again the next morning

on my wheel for Ashland, Oregon, 32 miles
distant. I had to make this break or wait ten
hours for the train, so I broke. I soon came
to the mute but eloquent sign that marks the
line of division between California and Oregon.
I thought it fitting to celebrate the occasion,

and carefully dismounted, took off my hat,

unfurled the little American flag I had with
me, and, with due respect for our sister State,

passed into her territory. My respect contin-

ued to grow that day until it reached the
altitude of about 4300 feet, or, in other words,
I passed over the Siskiyou Mountains, and
had to walk at least six miles and push my
wheel ahead of myself up a steep grade. I

had the consolation, though, of believing that

it would be down grade on the other side,

where I could make up for lost time.

Another feature was highly gratifying. The
water, that often appeared in crystal springs
or musical rills, was cold, sweet, and invigor-

ating, and I can tell you that Siskiyou Moun-
tain produces the best water I ever drank, and
the memory of the refreshing draughts I sip-

ped from every spring and fountain still lingers

on my palate.

For at least ten miles that day I passed over
the most lonely road I ever traveled — not a
house, human being, animal, or scarcely a

bird. It was an excellent road for a hold-up
;

but the fellow who does such things evidently

did not expect the Rambler.
I have traveled over and lived in many lone-

some places ; but I hardly ever think of the
robbery contingency, and I am more and more
impressed with the fact that we have a very
good country in which to live, and where the
law makes it unhealthy for the existence of

brigands.
I have found quite a number of eastern

people who look upon any portion of our
country west of the Rocky Mountains as a

wild and woolly region ; and when they come
here they tuck a revolver into their grip ; but,

my dear friend, if you contemplate coming to
California don't waste your money on deadly
weapons. You will not need them, and are
more liable to shoot yourself than to use them
on any other person. People are just as safe

on the Pacific coast as they are on the Atlantic
side.

I rested awhile on the summit of Siskiyou
Mountain, waved my bandana in a sort of
imaginative way to the bee-keepers of the
south and the east, and then, with a fir-bush
trailing behind, went whirling down the road
that wound through the tangled wild woods.
Acorns were plentiful here, and the only ani-
mal I disturbed on the Oregon side was an
occasional pig busily crunching and fattening
on them. And it was down grade to make
you smile—a drop of 2252 feet in 13 miles.

I was quite interested in Ashland, whither I

was tending, for it is one of those towns where
the late Mr. Levering marketed quite an
amount of honey. He employed teams to
freight it out from Siskiyou County ; but the
expense of transportation, the competition of
other bee-keepers in Oregon, as well as the
low price for which honey could be purchased
and delivered from San Francisco, reduced his

net profit to a small figure.

There are a few bee-keepers within a few
miles of Ashland, and after a fair night's rest

I proceeded to hunt up at least one of them.
My landlord informed me that Mr. W. C.
Myers was a bee-keeper of some local note.
"And," said he, " you will probably find him
about this time of day at the creamery just up
the street." So I hied away to the creamery.
On my way I overtook a man who had the
appearance of a well-to-do farmer, and I asked
him if he knew a man by the name of Myers.
"Why, yes," said he, "I ought to know

him, for that is my name;" and Mr. Myers
and I proceeded to the creamery together.
Mr. Myers is not extensively engaged in

bee-keeping. He makes it a sort of side issue.

He is one of the most prosperous farmers near
Ashland, with an elegant house and commo-
dious barns. I was especially interested in

the beautiful Shetland ponies on his ranch.
For several years he has made the breeding of

these diminutive horses a specialty, his taste

running more in that direction than with bees,

and, withal, with more certainty of profit.
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He has some of the finest Shetland stock to be

found on the Pacific coast.

While at the creamery Mr. M. introduced

me to another bee-keeper, who was evidently

an amateur, for he could boast more in one

minute about what his bees could do than Mr.

Myers would in a lifetime.

From the few bees kept in the vicinity I

should judge that the location is not a tiptop

one. Alfalfa is grown here, but it is cut before

bees can work upon it. There is white clover

in abundance, and sweet clover is getting to

be quite plentiful ; but it is regarded as an

obnoxious weed. If the weather is favorable

in the spring, bees ought to do well on fruit

bloom, for there is much of it. Ashland is at

the upper end of the Rouge River Valley, and

all of this region is noted for the excellence of

its fruits. Apples and pears from this valley

have sold for fancy prices in New York and in

London.
Mr. Myers said that, if his bees could work

on the poison oak that flourished in the hills

a few miles distant, he thought he could get

much good honey from it. This oak is a bush

growing to a height of six or eight feet ;
has a

profuse bloom, and secretes much nectar ;
the

honey does not partake of the poisonous na-

ture of the tree, but is of fine flavor and color.

Mr. Myers had a novel idea of getting his bees

to work upon it, but which he had never put

into practice. The oak, I understand, is oyer

five miles from his apiary. Instead of moving

his apiary into the vicinity he proposed to

take a few bees in cages from a number, or all

of the colonies, to the hills, and liberate them
near the flowers. Finding themselves in the

midst of plenty they would fill themselves and

convey the good tidings to the apiary, and

there would be a general stampede to the new
field. Mr. Myers asked me if I thought

the plan would work. In my reply I had to

infringe upon Dr. Miller's prerogative, and

say, " I don't know."
However, in my experience with orange

bloom I am inclined to think that, for a honey-

producing flora to entice bees a long distance,

the field must be large, the odor strong, and

the nectar abundant.
Mr. Myers gave me the names of several

bee-keepers within a few miles of Ashland,

one of whom had about 100 colonies ;
but the

roads needed a high-stepping steed, and mine

was not of that kind, so I contented myself

with the information given by Mr. Myers,

and proceeded down the Rouge River Valley

to Medford.
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REPORT FOR 1898.

We commenced in the spring with about

275 ; increased to 325, and produced 3694 lbs.

of section honey, 895 lbs. of broken comb,

14,595 lbs. extracted ;
grand total, 19,194 lbs.

This country averaged from }4 to % crop, ow-

ing to whether or not the bees received the

proper attention. We have bought 125 more
colonies, and will begin 1899 with 450 to 500,

besides a large lot of nuclei.

Hutto, Tex., Dec. 7. O. P. Hyde & Son.
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WIDE FRAMES AND SEPARATORS.

Question.—Will you please tell in Glean-
ings why tin separators are not as good as

wooden ones or the fence? I am using wide
frames with tin separators tacked to them, so

arranged that a bee-space is left at top and
bottom so the bees can work all through the

surplus apartment. Is this not as good as any
thing I can have? And can not the separat-

ors be cleaned of bee-glue much easier than
could the fences?

Answer.-—The above-described wide frames
and separators are just such as I have used for

the past 25 years, and so far I see no reason

for changing my surplus arrangement. As
my honey has always brought as much as, or

a cent or two more a pound than, the highest

market quotations, I see no reason why I coidd

secure better prices were I to change my mode
of securing surplus. Some of my fancy hon-
ey, shipped on commission this last fall to a

Boston firm, sold at 20 cents per pound, while
14 to 15 cents was the highest market quota-

tion for the best fancy in that city. One of

the great advantages of wide frames is that

the bees do not have access to the outside of

the sections at any point, except the edges of

the horizontal pieces; hence, when filled, they
are as new and perfect as they were when put
on the hive, requiring scarcely a bit of scrap-

ing to clean them of propolis, or bee-glue, as

our questioner calls it. All that has been said

of late regarding section-cleaners finds no
place with the apiarist who uses properly con-

structed wide frames. Yea, more : All the

expense required in constructing one of these

section-cleaners, or in buying one, is entirely

saved by using such wide frames. More still:

All the time required in using them can be ta-

ken for the improvement of the mind in read-

ing, etc.
;
going to some summer resort, and

hearing some of the best talent in the world;

or, if nothing else seems of more importance,

the time saved can be used to go camping or

fishing, if one is so inclined ; and with me,
either or all of these seem to meet my re-

quirements better than to run a section-clean-

er, and be to the expense of purchasing the

same. As to the inventing of a section-clean-

er, I have not so much to say; for in such in-

vention of any thing the mind is improved,
and a certain joy comes, which is often great-

er than any which can be experienced in go-

ing fishing, etc. I would not discourage in-

ventive genius in any way, for, when used
aright, it is not only a help to the world
through the invention, but a help to the world
also by making the inventor a greater man or

woman, socially and intellectually.

As to the ease of cleaning separators, I am not

much interested; for, to my knowledge, I have
cleaned mine only once, and many of them
have been in use for from 20 to 25 years.

Some years ago I used wooden separators on a
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few hives by way of experiment, and, if my
memory serves me aright, they were daubed
up with propolis to a much greater extent
than were the tin ones. But they were not
discarded on this account, but because they
did not answer their purpose as well, when
used in connection with wide frames, as did
the tin.

WHEN TO PUT FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS AND
FRAMES.

Question.—Would you please let me know
through Gleanings if it will be just as well
to fasten the foundation in the frames and
sections during the winter months, while I

have plenty of time, as to do the same just be-
fore needed, when I am crowded with the
summer's work ? If I could do so I could
have them all ready when the time conies for
their use, at a much less cost to me. But I

am told that the bees will not accept the foun-
dation as readily where it is put in the frames
and sections in winter, as it becomes dry and
hard by summer, so the bees can not work on
it to advantage. Is this a fact, or only some
one's " think so "?

Answer.—During two years I experimented
largely in this matter, till I became convinced
that all the talk about old foundation being
hard and dry, and not worked as readily by
the bees, was a fallacy. To be sure, on these
cold winter days all foundation does look hard
and dry, and any thing but inviting to the
bees, or to myself either; but you just wait
till some hot day in June or July, and then go
up to the attic where it is stored away, or
where your frames are filled with it, or sec-

tions, may be, then look at it; and if it is not
too soft and pliable to handle easily, then your
attic and your experience will be different

from mine. Why I have alluded to an attic

is this : Cold foundation has a whitish, hard
appearance, while foundation in a heat of 100
degrees F. has a yellow , oily appearance when
it is pliable to handle and inviting to the bees.

Now take a piece of the foundation, fresh from
the mill, and take it into the cold room, and
you will at once say this new is more accept-
able to the bees than the old piece you are
comparing it with; but take the same new
piece into the attic, and hold it by the side of
the old, and you will conclude at once that
both are alike inviting to the bees. Now take
your old, on some cool day in June, when it

looks so uninviting, and lower a frame filled

with it down into the center of the brood-nest.
Leave it five minutes, then go with a piece of
that fresh from the mill in your hand; lift the
frame, when, pres o! the old and the new
have become alike again, and the bees have al-

ready begun to manipulate it. In other words,
when placed in the hive the foundation as-

sumes the same yellow, oily, soft, pliable na-
ture, after a moment or two, that it has in the
attic, or when first leaving the mill; and if this

is a fact, which I know it to be, will any one
tell me why it is not just as acceptable to the
bees as the new ? Under these conditions no
one can tell the new from the old, when the
different pieces have been shuffled together,
unless either has been marked in some wav.

This matter of old foundation not being as
good as new is like many another matter
which has been started without due consider-
ation being paid to it; and, after being once
started, it keeps on its rounds through the pa-
pers and on mortal lips, going around and
around, as on an endless chain, year after
year, decade after decade, till nearly all the
world thinks it must be a. fact. To show that
I am not writing one thing while practicing
another, I will say that my last two days' em-
ployment before to-day, February 14 and 15,

has been that of putting foundation in sec-
tions and frames, and that said foundation for
frames was purchased in 1896, and that for
sections in the spring of 1898.
And now I wish to say a word about taking

what any one says or writes as an established
fact. No man or woman should be only an
imitator of some one else. Set yourown mind
at work, and it will prove to your own self
what is right and what is wrong, if you will

let your hands obey its teaching byway of do-
ing a little experimenting on a small scale.

Don't depend on what Dr. Miller, the Roots,
Hutchinson, Dadant, Doolittle, or any one
else tells you, unless it is right in line with
what you want, and proves as they say under
your manipulation. If you want something
different from what they do, please tell me
what there is to hinder your own self trying
what you want; and then if it proves, after
trial, to be just the thing for you, tell the
world about it, so Dr. Miller, Doolittle, etc., can
take advantage of your experiments, as you
have been taking advantage of theirs, all

along during the past, and thus shall come a
mutual benefit to the whole bee-fraternity.
Don't be afraid of a little experimenting on
your part; only take my advice and not go in
too heavy, for it is needless to sacrifice a whole
apiary to any single experiment, as many seem
prone to think they must, if they experiment
at all. Hutchinson would never have been a
Hutchinson had he been like a Doolittle, nor
a Miller a Miller, nor a Dadant a Dadant.
And herein lies one of the great blessings of
life; for this would have been only a very small
world had there been none but Doolittlesinit.

WORMS IN BOTTOM-BOARDS
; INTRODUCING

QUEENS ; PLAIN SECTIONS A SUCCESS.

I see by report of the bee-keepers' conven-
tion at Omaha that some of the bee-keepers
are troubled by worms that get into the bot-

tom-boards of hives, and ask for a remedy.
Did you ever try soaking the bottom-boards
in lime water?

In introducing queens many persons advise
placing the cage with queen therein upon the
top of the frames, to let the bees get acquaint-
ed with the new queen, while some of the bees
eat the sugar-candy plug that is in the cage, and
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release the queen. By placing the cage under
the frames, and between two of them, there

will be less danger to the queen, for there will

not be so many angry bees to have to deal

with; and when the queen comes up she has

her escort of bees with her to look after and
take care of her.

One of your customers speaks of the wavy
condition of the honey in the plain section,

and lays it to the fact of some of the slats

being more than the regulation width apart.

I find that it is very important that the hives

should be perfectly level, both sidewise and
endwise. The plain section is far ahead of

the old beeway section, and I would not return

to the plain separator for any money. Every
customer to whom I sell honey remarks, " How
fine the honey in the plain section does look!"

I have heard nothing but praise for my honey
wherever I have offered it for sale this winter.

Cuba, Kan., Dec. 23. Wm. H. EagerTy.

A COMMITTEE NOMINATED FOR APICULTURAL
TERMS.

Dr. Miller wants a word ( see Straw on page

905) to signify that a colony has a good laying

queen. Would it not be well if the doctor

would coin or suggest a suitable term when-
ever such want occurs to him ? I doubt if any
one could do it better. I remember that, some
time ago, he told us that the bee-keepers of

France had a name for a hive that had cast a

swarm, and he wished that we had one in our
language. Almost every day in swarming
time I feel the want of such name. At my
home we use the term "parent ;" but I don't

altogether like it. Who will suggest a better ?

Would it not be well to name a committee of

three or more to whom the work of fixing

upon suitable n^mes or terms as occasion may
require could be referred ? If you think well

of the proposal, I will take the liberty of nam-
ing Thos. W. Cowan, editor of the British

Bee Journal, for one. I know all British bee-

keepers will support that nomination. What
do you think of the suggestion ?

In another Straw, p. 905, Dr. M. tells us of

the cold, and the difficulty of getting his bees

into the cellar. Now, doctor, why don't you
come to Canada and enjoy a better climate ?

Nov. 16 it was at 45°, and the bees were fly-

ing, and I put in some. On the 18th, although
the bees were flying, we rushed them in ; the

time had come, and for a few days they had
been flying freely, and I have been glad ever

since. S. T. PETTiT.
Belmont, Ont.

[I support the names of Mr. Cowan and Dr.

Miller; but let them not wait for a formal
election, but go right ahead and coin the

needed terms.

—

Ed.]

APICULTURAL NOMENCLATURE.
Dr. Miller sighs for a word like the German

word " weiselrichtig," to express the fact that

a colony has a " good laying queen." Now, if

the word expresses the meaning of the words
in quotations it contains as many syllables as

the three English words do, and as many let-

ters, less two, and is much more difficult to

pronounce. How do you think it would do
to call her a "hustler," a "corker," or a
" daisy " ? But perhaps friend Taylor, of the
Review, would object to such expressions as
being contorted words.
I'm with you in the matter of boiling foul-

broody honey. Mercy ! Boil two hours, and
yet frisky ! I could cook a crow in that time.

Hospital, 111. W. M. Whitney.

[We did not understand that Dr. Miller ad-
vised the use of the German word itself, but
another one as succinct in meaning as that. It

would be difficult, probably, to find an Eng-
lish word that would express so much in so
short a space without resorting to an arbitrary
expression or mark, such as O. K., meaning
that the O. K. (Old Kween) is Oil Korrect—
in other words, that the colony is properlv
mothered.— " W. P."]

HANDY TOOL FOR THE APIARY.

In Gleanings for May 15, page 400, you
write about a tool for separating supers, etc.

I send you a duplicate of a tool I have used
for years, and found to fill the bill entirely.

It is handy to scrape wax and propolis from
any part of a hive, using it like a shovel

—

shoving from you. It is handy for separating
frames, and taking off the cover or a super.

For me it is strong enough to loosen and part-

ly raise an eight-frame extracting-super with
40 pounds of honey. The blade being thin
and wide it can easily be pushed between the
super and hive, and it will not make a mark
on either of them. It will also serve as a pad-
dle to strike down an irritating bee when it

becomes necessary to do so. But the proof of

the tool's value will be found in trying it.

J. F. EGGERS.
Grand Island, Neb., July 11.

PLAIN SECTIONS AND OLD-STYLE IN THE
SAME SUPER.

I tried a little experiment last fall. I took
one Ideal super, and put in half with Ideal
sections and fences ; in the other half I put the

1J4 sections and slotted separators. Both
kinds of sections were partly drawn comb that
had been extracted from. The case, when
taken off, contained 15 well-filled Ideal sec-

tions; 5 of the 12 1% sections were filled; the
other 7 were from two-thirds drawn to nothing.
So much in favor of the Ideal. I recommend
the Ideal to every new bee-keeper, and old
ones too, as the best looking, easiest-cleaned,

and best-packing section in use.

Thad. H. KEELER.
South Salem, N. Y., Jan. 14.
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CENTRAL CALIFORNIA AS A BEE COUNTRY.
This is not an advertisement, and there is

no more room for the bee-keeper who is seek-
ing location; but Central California is about
as favored a locality for the honey-producer as
there is in the State. We always get some
surplus, and at times more.
Hanford is our largest city, and is the busi-

ness center of the Central California Bee-keep-
ers' Association, of which there are four year-
ly meetings held each year, with good results.

We find that it is an easy matter to produce
honey; and it is also quite easy to get rid of

it. But the way that the most of the bee-
keepers have been disposing of their product
has been more profitable for the San Francisco
man than for the bee-keeper.
But the organization of the bee-keepers in-

to the association has proved very beneficial

to the producer, and the commission man has
been compelled to share at least with us.

Our honey-producing territory is small in

this vicinity; and if we get 20 cars of honey
to the season we do quite well ; and in a dry
year like the one just past we fall short of that

number, and get from 12 to 15 cars.

Our range consists principally of alfalfa;

but there are many other plants that yield

well in their season. The bee (or Spanish)
clover is getting a good start in this part. The
honey is equal to that of the alfalfa. The
goldentop is a good producer of honey, and
makes its appearance each wet year. The
honey is what I call a bright amber color.

At this writing, Jan. 16, our bees are gather-
ing pollen from alfilaria, and next month we
expect a little fruit-blossom honey; so by the
first of March they will be in good condition
to begin gathering honey to build up for

swarms and the alfalfa flow.

The long-looked-for rain has come to a part
of the State; but it has not given us much here,

yet the clouds hang heavily about. While it

was raining elsewhere it was storing up the
snow in the high Sierra Nevada Mountains,
and that will be of untold value to us next
summer, as we here in this part depend on ir-

rigation for the alfalfa, and hence the honey.
The ten -frame hive is universal here, al-

though I have tried the eight and also the
twelve. I find that the latter is just the size

for the mountains, as there it is often that the
honey-flow is over by the first of July, then
there is a long spell when there is no honey;
and if a small hive is used, the stores will not
be sufficient to run them through until anoth-
er spring. But here in the valley we have no
fear of such, and the ten-frame is large enough,
while we think that the eight is too small for a
good brood-chamber. F. E. Brown.

Hanford, Cal., Jan. 16.

OUTLOOK FOR CROPS.

This year promises a better crop than 1898.

While a few localities in the San Joaquin Val-
ley enjoyed a splendid honey-flow, several

producers clearing about $2000 each, perhaps
over that amount, it is an open secret that the
average was very poor. Regardless of the
dry-year prophets, we are having a warm win-

ter with considerable rain lately—as much as
25 to 75 tons of water falling in a day on an
acre of land. Grain is mostly in, and plow-
ing is the order of the day. Nearly all plows
have seeder and harrow attached.

GLUCOSE.

The U. S. B. K. Union could accomplish
few things of more importance than ruling
glucose syrup compounds out of the market,
if my judgment is worth any thing. There
is a vast amount of such syrup sold on this
coast. They compete with extracted honey
very directly, and glucose hurts our business
just as severely when sold as syrup as when
called honey I don't object to running my
bees in competition against honest syrup, but
they are unable to make much headway
against the common adulterated stuff.

THE DOOLITTLE HIVE.

This is not admired so much as formerly bv
Mr. Doolittle in comparison with other hives,
it seems. A nine-years' study of hives con-
vinces me that a ten-frame L. hive will give
better results with his management than the
hive he uses. Doolittle's management is not
possible in a large business. He coaxes uni-
formly good results where the range admits
of it, as his does. The man with several hun-
dred colonies in several locations must have
what I call a " let-alone hive," such as the
Dadant or the ten-frame L. , when run to ex-
tracted honey, to be as much as three stories

high.
The Heddon is a " coaxing " hive. The va-

rious manipulations necessary to achieve the
greatest success can be done " with a motion,"
Mr. Heddon says. However, the "motion"
may be seriously needed when you are several
miles away at another apiary. To have a
splendid location, and keep enough bees in
one location to make it a fair business, no
other hive would suit me so well. It is a diffi-

cult bive to make properly. As nearly all

apiarists are trained to Langstroth manage-
ment it is quite an undertaking to train a hand
to the Heddon hive, especially when he shows
his disgust at the start by pointing at the
hives and saying, "Them things!" Tome
the question is still open, " Will it not pay to

use a let-alone hive and do all the judicious
coaxing you have time to ?

"

IMPORTING OUEENS.
Being convinced of the superiority of the

ordinary Italians over mongrels (improperly
called hybrids by many), last year I conclud-
ed to import some queens. Of six queens
started from Italy, four died before reaching
me; lost one in introducing; the other one,
and almost all the bees in the hive, absconded
several weeks after she was introduced. Late-
ly a friend told me that daughters of imported
queens frequently abscond with their families.

My experience of last year has convinced me
that it is cheaper to send to the Eastern
States and buy of importers than to send to

Italy direct from California. Twenty days on
one trip is very trying on both queen and ret-

inue. W. A. GlLSTRAP.
Grayson, Cal., Jan. 11.
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J. M. H., Ohio.—Paraffine can not be mix-
ed with beeswax in any proportion to make a
foundation that will answer in the hive. No-
thing but pure beeswax can be used in the
hive. Even a slight mixture of paraffine will

cause combs to melt down.

J. N. P., Colo.—Notching a rabbet at inter-

vals to regulate spacing the frames is a very
old idea. It has been used by a good many
different ones; but all, so far as I know, with
but one exception, have discarded it. You
can best see the objection by fitting up a sam-
ple hive and trying it.

F. J. C, Ida.—Several years ago we sold

what we called our metal-corner frames. They
had knife-edge bearings, and carried out just

the idea that you show. We finally abandon-
ed them entirely for the wood projection, as

the metal edge was liable to get bent, cut the
fingers, and, worse, allow the frames to slip

around too easily.

J. H.J., Pa.—You can use perforated zinc

between the upper and lower stories of a col-

ony for extracted ; but if I were doing it I

would not use it. There is a certain advan-
tage in letting a queen have the range of both
stories, particularly in the matter of keeping
down swarming. If I used perforated zinc at

all I would put it on top of the second story;

then add a third one for extracting purposes
only.

A. F. P., Ohio.—You would be pleased
with the late edition of our A B C of Bee Cul-
ture. The present one contains over 400 pages,

and three times as many illustrations as

the old book. In answer to your question as

to what I understand by brood-chamber, I

would state that, technically, it means that
part of the hive in which only brood is reared.

When we speak of supers we mean that por-

tion of the hive above the brood-chamber, and
which is used for the storage of comb or ex-
tracted honey. The glossary of our A B C of

Bee Culture will give you very full informa-
tion on all of these different apicultural terms.

F. M. C, Cal.—In regard to a special

breeding-queen, I think I know what you
want, but fear we may not be able to select

such a queen for you until along in the mid-
dle of the summer, and then select her from a
number of others of the very best queens.
This might make her worth something like

§25. I hardly think any queen is worth that
much money. My advice would be to buy
four or five good breeders, paying for them
anywhere from $5 to §10. Breed from all the
queens, and you will thereby get a composite
stock that will be better than if you breed
from one queen only. Of course, these §10
queens should come from different breeders.

This will avoid in-and-in breeding.

J. A. B., IV. Va.—As to soaking honey-
combs in carbolic-acid solution to kill foul-

brood germs, I do not know that any one has
ever proposed the plan. But I feel certain it

would be very risky to rely on this disinfect-

ant. I do not believe that carbolic-acid solu-
tion in the proportion of one to five hundred,
as recommended by Cheshire, is of any use at

all. In the scientific tests we made a few
years ago, we placed living germs in such so-

lutions. They were then put in pure-culture
tubes. After a day or so new growth develop-
ed, showing that they had not been killed. I

would as soon think that a good soaking in

soap and clean water would kill foul brood as

soaking in the carbolic-acid solution. If your
experiment proved to be successful, it was the
process of cleansing and not any supposed dis-

infecting properties of the acid.

G. W. C, JV. Y.—You do not specify just

how near the highway the proposed location
of the apiary is. Ordinarily speaking, I would
not have them nearer than fifty yards; but if

you do, a high board fence between the bees
and the road would enable you to keep them
within ten feet. The fence ought to be about
eight feet high. This would compel the bees
to fly high enough to avoid passersby. I

would also get rid of all black and hybrid
stock, and keep only gentle Italians. I would
also make it a point to see that there is no
robbing allowed. Honey should be taken off,

or the most of it, before the robbing season
commences. Referring again to the matter
of a high board fence, I meant to state that it

will be worth all it costs as a protection dur-
ing spring and winter—especially so if the
fence should happen to face the prevailing
winds.

TV. P. A., N. D.—I can not say why honey
candies earlier some years than others. In a
general way, cold weather is liable to cause liq-

uid honey to granulate. Some seasons one
kind of honey will granulate earlier than usu-
al. This may be caused by the fact that the
honey is not as thoroughly ripened by the
bees. Generally speaking, good thick ex-
tracted honey, brought to a temperature of

180, and then sealed while hot, will remain liq-

uid for a considerable length of time, pro-
vided, however, that it is kept stored in a
room near living temperature. We have had
samples keep for us this way in bottles three
or four years. While some honey might keep
liquid this way, others would candy perhaps
in six months. The honey that I refer to was
a fine quality of extracted clover.

Some prefer section-holders and some T su-

pers. We prefer section-holders ourselves.

The section-holder bottoms we now make are
a little heavier, and we do not think they will

sag so as to make any trouble.

Regarding Hoffman frames, I will say that
there are localities in which propolis renders
them a little objectionable, and yours ma)' be
one of them. We therefore recommend, instead,

our staple-spaced thick-top frames, for partic-

ulars of which see catalog we are sending you.
These frames have given satisfaction wherever
they have been used, and in your locality they
would be more easily handled than the Hoff-
man.
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Peditoriac

The subscription clerk says the new names
are rolling in at a rapid rate. For all this we
are grateful. The larger our list, the better,

of course, we can make our journal.

The average bee-journal of the day con-
tains several kinds of matter. One will be a
department of short items; another, general
articles; another, extracts from letters; anoth-
er, editorials; and still another, reports of
conventions; but in this issue we introduce a
rather novel feature, and that is an interview,
or what might be called an unconventional
convention of two people.

The department called " Afterthought," by
"Cogitator," now running monthly in the
American Bee Journal, is a good one, and is a
real addition to the Old Reliable. But me-
thinks I know who it is that cogitates—yes, I

will bet my old hat against York's that I can
name the man, simply'by the earmarks of his

bright breezy paragraphs. Bet? " You bet "

I do when I am sure of winning, and have a
good man to bet with.

Quite a number are asking at this time of

year what to do with colonies that are afflicted

with dysentery. I do not know any thing to

do with them but to let them die. Confining
the cluster to fewer frames or uniting two or
three of them together may help some. But
s miehow they disappear all the same whether
in one or several clusters. The only cure is

continued warm weather. In this latitude we
shall not have settled warm weather for a
month yet.

SHIPPING-CASES IMPROPERLY CONSTRUCTED.

A letter from one of our leading commis-
sion houses urges upon bee keepers the great
importance of having shipping-cases with no-
drip strips in the bottom. It further urges
that the covers should not be let down in be-

tzveen the sides or ends of the cases, but they
should be as long as and wide as the case sit-

ting down on the edges flat, held in position
simply by nails. When the cover is dropped
into a recess in the case, it is often necessary
to split the case to pieces to get at the goods.
So far as I know, the leading manufacturers

of bee-keepers' supplies are making the ship-

ping-cases as they should be; that is, they
have "no-drip cleats," and the cover lies flat

on the case. It is those who attempt to make
their own cases, trying to " improve " them,
that send out cases of the kind condemned.

THE EVIDENT SIGNS OF THE GROWTH OF
THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY.

Reference is made in the Bee-keepers' Re-
view to the fact of Bro. York's having printed
15,000 copies of one edition of the American

Bee Journal, and both Mr. York and Mr.
Hutchinson seem to be of the opinion that
this is the largest edition of any bee-paper
ever published. I have just been looking back
over our record, and find we printed single
editions of 15,000 of Gleanings in April,
September, and December, 1895, and later on
(I can't find just the record for it) we publish-
ed an edition of 30,000. This present issue
happens to be another 15,000. As the call for
sample copies has become large we have been
obliged to make this extra number in order to
supply the demand. I do not say this with
any feeling of "go you one bigger," but refer
to it because it may be interesting to bee-keep-
ers to know that our industry calls for such
large editions of the different bee-papers.
The subscription-list of Gleanings is grow-
ing rapidly. I understand that the lists of
the Reviezv and the Amer. Bee Journal are
also growing. All of this betokens the growth
of the industry, and general prosperity among
bee-keepers. Another fact is interesting: Two
or three years ago there were only three or
four supply factories, and now there must be
a dozen. All, or nearly all, are working on
full time, and several over time, and this in
spite of the fact that honey is coming down in
price, and glucose has been pushing its way
into prominence at a fearful rate. It only
goes to show that honey is becoming more and
more a staple. Ten years ago it was account-
ed a luxury, and was put on the table when
the "folks had company." But now, if it is

used at all, it is on the table every day, and is

eaten just like any other sauce.

A HONEY-LEAFLET IN THE FORM OF A HON-
EY-LABEL.

One of our subscribers, referring to the fact
that the honey-leaflet did not seem to increase
his sales, went around among his customers
and inquired whether they read the leaflet or
not. Those who did look at it at all said they
did not place much confidence in its recipes,
as_ they thought it was a sort of '

' patent-med-
icine affair." Why did they think so? sim-
ply because there was a doctor's name attach-
ed to it ! That is a good joke on Dr. Miller—to
think of his being styled a patent-medicine
crank !

When the question of the honey-leaflet came
up in the first place, it was my purpose to pre-
pare the matter myself ; but there was Dr.
Miller, who, I thought, knew more about the
general subject-matter than I ; and that he,
being a doctor, you know, his ipse dixit would
have some weight.
But this same correspondent hints at an idea

that may be worthy of adoption ; and that is,

putting the general facts about honey on the
honey-label, and then, if there is room, put
on the honey recipes. Such a label would
necessarily have to be large; but in the case of
nearly all extracted-honey packages, especial-
ly if of tin, the label should go clear around
the package, and lap. This would give room
enough for the general matter.

WASTED AMMUNITION.
Another subscriber, a lady, writes that it
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is useless to throw the leaflets on porches, or
throw them broadcast anywhere. Wasted am-
munition really does more harm than good.
She is very careful about the distribution of

her leaflets. If she hands one out she draws
attention to the value of the honey recipes,

and to the interesting matter regardirg honey
and its production. She also mails a leaflet

to all her customers, at the same time adding
a word to the effect that she has the right kind
of honey—the very kind that is described in

the leaflet itself.

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HOLTERMANN?
PREJUDICE OR CARELESSNESS—WHICH ?

In the December issue of the Canadian Bee
Journal appeared a general criticism of plain
sections. Referring to a statement in our cat-

alog, that the new sections, when filled with
honey, would bring a higher price because
they are better filled out, Mr. Holtermann
said:

If this can be done, how is it that at Toronto, Lon-
don, and Ottawa exhibitions the plain sections did not
distinguish themselves by capturing the prizes on
comb honey? The comb honey in the plain section
was shown at Toronto, but secured nothing.

Our readers will remember that I referred
to this in our issue for December loth last.

While I did not deny his statement I was sur-

prised, because plain sections had held their
own, and more than that, at other shows.
Soon after Gleanings was out I received the
following letter having reference to Mr. Hol-
termann 's statement above:

I might say here that I gave the no-beeway sections,
4%x4%\ a trial this season, and I am well pleased with
them. I used about 1200 of them alongside of the
open-end or slotted section, 4^x4%'xlfs, with plain
separators. This winter I am changing all of my su-
pers to no beeway. I find that I can get from % to
1 cent more for no-beeway in the Toronto and Kings-
ton markets. I sent 12 sections to Mr. Hill, one of the
officials of the Toronto exhibit, and paid my footing
and express both ways. I called unexpectedly at
Toronto the last week of the fair, and my honey was
still in Manager Hill's office, not opened. I opened it,

and showed it to Mr. Holtermann. That is the no-
beeway that did not take the prize that he has so
much to say about in the Canadian BeeJournal, and I

am positive there were no more, for I looked very
closely, and asked two of the honey-exhibitors if there
were any, and they said no—that they wished there
were Mr. Holtermann is a friend of mine—that is, a
business friend—but I like justice in all things.

C. E. Taylor.
Harrowsmith, Ont., Can., Dec. 28, 1898.

This letter I referred to Mr. Holtermann for
an explanation. After some correspondence
it was agreed that he was to make suitable
correction in his own journal; but when in his
next number he attempted to excuse himself
rather than make a full correction, I was sur-
prised. This is what he says:

In my article on plain sections I did not mean to say
that honey in plain sections had been shown at the
leading fairs, but that, if it had produced so superior
an article, why did it not take some of the prizes at
those fairs? Again at Toronto, plain sections were
entered and sent to the exhibition. I saw them there,
but through an oversight they were not judged. Yet
they simplv were not in it for best-filled and cleanest
sections. Although it would have been netter to make
this explanation, it did not occur to me to do it, as it

did not affect the position as to their merit.

Mr. Holtermann says they "were entered
and sent to the exhibition;" that he "saw
them there," as if he were still trying to con-
vey the impression that they were on exhibi-

tion, as, forsooth, he "saw them." To this

Mr. Taylor says they were in Manager Hill's

office when Mr. Holtermann "saw them."
Mr. H. says, again, "Through an oversight
they were not judged." Not judged ? How
could they be if they were shut up in the box
they came in from the express office in "Man-
ager Hill's office"? And was the "oversight"
in not judging or in not opening the box? And
even if they had been judged, he says they
"were not in it." Mr. R. F. H.'s prejudice is

so apparent in this case, that, if he had been
judge, they would not have "been in it,"

that's sure.

Here is what one of our correspondents, re-

ferring to this same attempt at explanation,
says:

He doesn't admit that he said any thing unfair,
when he before said practically what was both unfair
and untrue. He now says plain sections were entered
and sent, but not judged. Why doesn't he say they
were not exhibited? If he were entirely fair he would
have said something like this: "I said in a former
number, ' The comb honey in the plain section was
shown at Toronto, but secured nothing.' That was
incorrect. The truth is that honey in plain sections
was not shown there, and had no chance to secure
recognition, even if it had been twice as good as any
shown." Indeed, if we may indulge the hope that
Mr. Holtermann is entirely truthful, there is no power
that can prevent him from saying so yet, at the earli-
est opportunity. And what explanation is there for
their being where they were privately seen (if I have
the right idea) by Holtermann and others, and Hol-
termann, in the interest of fairness, didn't see that
they were exhibited?

I can not think that Mr. Holtermann meant
to deliberately misrepresent or to act unfairly;
but prejudice or carelessness, seemingly, has
so warped his memory that he failed to set

forth the facts as they were—that is, if Mr.
Taylor's version is correct. I have letters

from others, stating that there were no plain
sections on exhibition at Toronto. We are all

liable to unconscious prejudice or mistakes;
but when they are once pointed out, one does
not lessen his self-respect by " acknowledging
the corn."

THE NATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

A report has been sent to the members,
showing the result of the last election. Only
76 votes were cast in all. Out of this number
General Manager Newman received 71 ; and
R. L. Taylor, for President, 44; but both Mr.
Taylor and Prof. A. J. Cook "positively de-
cline to accept any office " in the Union; and
General Manager Newman says: "I feel that,

in justice to myself, this must be the last time
that I can accept the office. . . I would
cheerfully give counsel at any time, or accept
a position on the Advisory Board, or take the
office of President." When two of the main
props of the organization decline to accept
office again, and when its General Manager
himself says that this must be the last time
that he can accept the office, it would seem, in

my humble judgment, that now is the time to
marry the weaker to the stronger, the United
States Bee-keepers' Union. Thomas G. New-
man, with his long experience, would be a
valuable member of the Board of Directors;
and now that the new Union has 465 members,
and is in a flourishing condition, it would
seem as if this were the very thing to do. I
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make this suggestion with no feeling of ex-
ultation over the waning strength of the old
Union, and of its probable demise, but on the
score of economy and expediency.
That old war-horse, who has truly rendered

such valiant service in the old Union, should
certainly be an officer in the new organization.

For fifteen years he has been at the head of

the old Union, being unanimously elected

each year. As he is growing in years it is not
a wonder that he should feel that he has done
his duty.
But amalgamation can not be effected by

"mere talk" on the part of bee-journals.

Those who are officers of one organization are,

in part, officers of the other. If the Advisory
Board of the National and the Executive
Board of the U. S. B. K. U. recommend amal-
gamation, then the question can be voted on
at the following elections of each Union.

It seems to me simple, easy, and the only
thing to do.

FOUL-BROODY HONEY; HOW LONG SHOULD IT

BE BOILED TO RENDER IT STERILIZED ?

Some little time ago, as our readers will re-

member, Dr. Miller criticised my statement to

the effect that only a few minutes' boiling

would be necessary to kill the germs of foul

brood in honey. In this opinion I was backed
by R. L. Taylor, who has had a very large ex-

perience with foul brood. But Dr. Miller,

nothing daunted, finally confronted me with
the names of several scientists; among others,

that of Dr. W. R. Howard, of Fort Worlh,
Texas; Bacteriologist J. J. McKenzie, of On-
tario, Canada, and a Frenchman by the name
of Genonceaux, whose experiments w-ent to

show conclusively, in his opinion, that boiling
honey even 45 minutes did not necessarily kill

the spores of Bacillus alvei. He further stat-

ed that they found that in some instances it

required even two and a half hours to render
honey tainted with the microbes of foul brood
innoxious. This staggered me somewhat, but I

was not then willing to give up, because I in-

sisted that practice was at variance with
science; that I never knew of a case where
honey from a badly affected colony, boiled
only a few minutes, ever gave rise to the dis-

ease in a healthy colony fed with it. Then I

offered this challenge: That, if there was just
one instance where a practical man found that

a few minutes' boiling was insufficient to kill

the germs, I would give up. This challenge
was accepted by J. A. Buchanan, a man whom
I regard as careful and conscientious. He
placed before me (see Gleanings, page 48) a
certain array of facts from his own experience
that convinced me that the scientists were
right. Later on, a letter from another bee-

keeper confirmed the statement made by Mr.
Buchanan, but this letter has been mislaid,

and I have not been able to find it, so I can
not present it to our readers.

Critic Taylor, of the Bee-keepers" Review,
after considering all of this, characterizes my
change of front as " hasty and ill considered;"
that " the evidence " of my own " senses " is

"a thousand times better than that drawn
from some case of which nothing is known

concerning the care or skill used." He calls

attention to the fact that scientists are not in-

fallible, and in evidence of this he refers to

the discussion of years ago on the question of

spontaneous generation—a theory that has
since been thoroughly exploded; and, more-
over, he is surprised that I should so hastily

recant my former opinion " without raising

any question of skill or care on the evidence
of this single case."

Of course, Mr. Taylor did not know of this

other letter, not published ; and my own ex-
cuse for a change of opinion is that it is safer

to err on the side that a few minutes' boiling

is insufficient ; that, if there was any possible

doubt (and I certainly think there is good
ground for it), we should take that side which
we know to be safe, and I therefore felt im-
pelled to recommend a boiling of at least three
hours.

I have just reread the article by J. A. Bu-
chanan, of whose " skill and care " in making
the experiments under consideration Mr. Tay-
lor has some doubt. To me there is every evi-

dence of precaution on his part. If he were a
bee-keeper comparatively unknown we might
accept his statements with a grain of salt.

But he is an old bee-keeper of considerable
prominence, and one whose opinions I have
learned to respect. But Mr. Buchanan is back-
ed by that one whose letter I have mislaid,

and by the three scientists. And it is worthy
of note that these three men of science live in

three different countries, one of whom, at

least, was, I believe, entirely ignorant of the

work of the others. As their scientific exper-
iments are backed by the actual experience of

one (and possibly two) practical bee-keepers I

believe I was wholly justified in recanting
in the wholesale manner I did.

Later.—Since writing the foregoing I have
found two articles that I think explain why
boiling in one case 10 minutes maybe suffi-

cient, and why in another 40 minutes may
not be enough. I'll give them next time.

REPORTS FAVORABLE IN REGARD TO WINTER-
ING.

Right after our last issue was out, the one
in which I expressed fears that the prevailing

low temperature throughout the country
would be the means of killing half the bees,

warm weather came on—so warm, indeed, that

the bees in our locality had nice cleansing
flights. Up to date we find we have lost only
three colonies, out of a total of 252 colonies.

The rest are in ordinarily good condition. But
reports from all portions of the country are

uniformly favorable; and the only reason I

can assign why the bees did not die off worse
is because a change of weather came just in

time to give the bees a chance to turn over

—

i. e., seek a new position on the combs. The
cold spell, as severe as it was, did not continue
long enough to do much damage.

In our last issue we promised to give in this

number a letter from Mr. Uglow relative to

getting Apis dorsata from the Philippines; but
our space is so crowded that we shall have to

leave said article over till March 15.
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OUR
HOMES,
BV A. I. ROOT.

Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear any grudge against
the children of thy people, but thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself.

—

I^ev. 19 :18.

If you kick a bee-hive the inmates all to-

gether sally out to protect their home ; and,
as a general rule, if you injure any single

inmate of that hive the rest behave themselves
exactly as if they individually had been
bruised or ill treated. If anybody should hit

you a blow on your foot you would be as

ready to resent it as if that person struck your
hand or even your head. In fact, it does not
matter particularly where he hits, so it is

some part of your body. You resent and
resist damage to any member— toe, finger,

tooth, or eye. Well, now, the bees behave a
good deal as if each individual bee was in a
like manner a part of every other individual
bee in the hive. And that is right. We ad-
mire that very trait. In fact, a very high
grade of patriotism prompts every citizen of

the United States to rush forward when the
life and liberty of any other citizen is threat-

ened. If an American in foreign lands is

misused, every American here at home resents

the indignity as if he himself had been insult-

ed or injured. Some foreign nations have
found this out to their cost. This trait may
not be particularly American, but I think it is

largely so. Now, if we could expand this so
as to cover all humanity, then we should come
into that broad open field where the Savior
stood while he was here on earth. He loved
his fellow-men, all of them. We are not told

that he ever made any exception, unless it

was that he gave his life more for the poor
and downtrodden than for the rich and the
noble. When we love our fellow -men as in

the text above, then we are Godlike. Of
course, it comes natural for us to feel a little

more responsible for the members of our own
family— for the children of our own home;
and as a band of bee-keepers I think it is

right and pleasing in God's sight to see us
unite together to protect our common interests.

I think God is pleased to have us exhibit the
little trait that I spoke of in the outset. If

any bee-keeper is wronged, all other bee-
keepers ought to be interested, and ready to

resent that wrong.
In our issue for Nov. 15 I told you how bee-

keepers, or some of them, were being robbed
;

and the editor of the American Bee-keeper, in

a recent issue, offers to be one of a hundred
who will give one dollar or five dollars to

prosecute the men who managed to get Ed-
ward Smith's honey, and who have as yet
refused to pay a copper for it. I am alwaj*s
glad to see that spirit, for it is the right one.
The Bible says the way of the transgressor is

hard; and when we assist in making it hard,
we are helping the great God of the universe
to carry out his righteous laws. Permit me
me to say that these two men—Roe and Robie
— have never yet been heard from in any

shape or manner. We have exhausted all of
our resources, and can not get them to answer.
In a recent issue of the Progressive Bee-keeper
this man Robie received quite a favorable
write-up; but the person who did so, of course
did not know him, and the editor of that jour-
nal had not noticed our warning under the
title of "Robbing Bee-keepers." When I

called fiiend Leahy's attention to the matter,
he expressed a readiness to do all in his
power to have such matters righted ; and I
think there is not a question but all the bee-
journals will heartily co-operate in holding
up to scorn (if we can not do any thing more)
all those who are robbing bee keepers by tak-
ing their honey and giving nothing in return.
Now, some of the friends may protest and

say that friend Robie has probably had bad
luck, and can not pay the account. If so,

why doesn't he say so, and ask for a little

more time ? Or if he is so exceedingly un-
fortuate that there is no prospect that he will

ever be able to pay, let him say that he asks
to be forgiven for the wrong that he has done.
But he is the editor of an agricultural paper

;

and if he goes on unrebuked he may damage
a good many more honest hard-working people
—perhaps unfortunate people like himself.
And now this whole matter of collecting

accounts conies up before us. What is the
right and Christianlike way of proceeding?
To cut it short, " what would Jesus do?" If

a man is absolutely unable to make even a
small payment on what he owes, of course no
Christian man or even a good and fair man,
would distress him needlessly. But if this,

person proposes (or does without proposing)
to continue to get things from others when-
ever he can do so without being arrested, then
he should be stopped by warning people
against him or by making him trouble.

There is another phase of this matter that I

fear is often overlooked. A little incident
will make it plain. A certain kind of coal
was going off rapidly from one of our coal-
dealers. It went off in the night, and they
tracked it and found it in a certain man's
shed. No other dealer in town had that kind
of coal. The man who had been stealing it

nights owned up ; but instead of feeling sorry
he said he would do the same thing again
before he would freeze — that is, if nobody
would furnish him work. Well, some might
think this sounds very well, and that it is a
pretty fair excuse. But the coal-dealer was
also a poor man, comparatively. During the
severe weather he had sold coal on credit, and
to people who perhaps could not pay, until he
was in danger of being something like the
man who claimed that it was right for him to

steal so long as nobody would give him work.
There has been a good deal said about the

sins of rich people. I want to speak of just

one of the sins of poor people. This man laid

the blame on the coal -dealer because he could
not get work, and tried to make it appear that
the coal-dealer alone should furnish his coal.

Now, no one thinks of claiming for a minute
that a man should starve or freeze without
doing something. In this case our town
would have gladly and willingly supplied him
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with food and fuel, and the burden would
have been borne on the shoulders of a great
many, which is the right and proper way to

relieve suffering. But the trouble is, the man
who was not too proud to steal was too proud
to "go on the town." I know I am getting
on to delicate ground ; but it surely is not
right that one man, and a poor man at that,

should support people who say they can not
get work. It should be done by the commu-
nity at large—by his own friends and neigh-
bors. Our county has a large fine farm, with
beautiful brick buildings for the accommoda-
tion of our county poor. Nobody wants to go
there. A poor old lady who depended on a
sewing-machine for a living, during the past
winter could not get work. At length she
suffered from lack of food and fuel. The
neighbors, one after another, took care of her;

but the final decision was that it would be
better for her to go to the infirmary. There
she could have plenty to eat, and a nice warm
room, and could use her sewing-machine to

good advantage in helping the matron, the
manager's wife. She declared she would
starve or freeze before she would go to the
" poorhouse. " The manager's wife finally came
after her herself, told her she really wanted
somebody to help her with a sewing-machine,
and agreed to pay her wages. But she would
not go, even then. In fact, they were almost
obliged to use force. I do not know but most
of our readers would say, " Poor woman ! I do
not blame her a bit." Well, there is certainly

no objection in the world to keeping such a
person from the infirmary by donations, or,

better still, hunting up work for her. But
most people will find this a pretty big job, to

keep hunting up work for somebody who
either can not or will not hunt it up for himself.

During the past winter there have been
great numbers of people seeking work. They
have offered to work at any price, and at any
thing — at least, many of them have. May I

be pardoned for just a little divergence just

here? In a great many cases where people are

out of work, intemperance has had something
to do with it. In the first incident I have
mentioned, I think intemperance may have
had all to do with it. In the case of the poor
old lady this was, of course, an exception.
But right in our town, when so many people
were hunting something to do, a man has been
getting absolutely rich by selling liquor on
the sly ; and his riches came, too, perhaps,
principally from the poor and destitute.

Now, in this land of ours, especially in the
prosperous farming and manufacturing locali-

ties, no one should suffer from a lack of food
or fuel unless it is those who can work but
absolutely will not. It does not hurt my feel-

ings at all to see such people suffer. In my
travels through our own and other States it

has rejoiced my heart to notice the beautiful

buildings and grounds furnished by the people
for the county poor. A little more than a
year ago I described the county house and
grounds of Belmont Co., Ohio. Well, now, is

it not a false pride that prompts any one to

say, "I would suffer or steal before I would
go to the poorhouse " ? If you have some

ability, but not very much, why not go and
help the manager or his wife ? At our county
house there are some nice people, and quite
able people. Some of them I rejoice to call

my particular friends. They assist the man-
ager in looking after those who are more un-
fortunate. The farm is a nice thrifty one,
well taken care of, underdrained, and is grow-
ing splendid crops. Since they have put up
the new buildings it is a handsome and com-
fortable place to live. Aside from this, I

believe many counties have a plan of letting

people stay at home, or with friends, and giv-

ing them a little assistance, say during the
winter season. Yes, our own infirmary goes
so far as to furnish tobacco for the comfort of

the old people ; and when one of the inmates
asked if he could have the money instead of

the tobacco there was quite a little debate
before it was decided that he could draw reg-

ularly the value of the tobacco if he would
break off and go without it. He came to me
one day looking very happy. He had on a

pretty fair-looking suit of clothes, and said he
had saved his tobacco-money until he had
enough to take a visiting-trip off through the
country to see his old friends and distant rel-

atives. May God help us to look after the
poor and unfortunate in just the way that Je-
sus would do if he were in our places ! May
this love, of which I am sure we all have more
or less, for our fellow-man, prompt us to let it

be general and wide. Perhaps I should say
generous and zvide. Let it not stop at age,

sex, or color, nor any thing else. Let us love
all our neighbors as we love ourselves, with a
consistent and rational love. We have all de-

cided—or if we have not we will some time

—

that giving money outright is not a very good
way. When we discover that some family or
person is suffering for fuel or food, supply the
deficiency at once, no matter if it takes all

the spare change you have. Then state the
case to your friends and neighbors; tell them
what you have done, and let a large number
bear the burden. Then hunt up employment
for them. Of course they will, at least as a

general rule, prefer employment to money
given outright. I suppose every town has an
organization that makes it its business to look
after things of this sort. The King's Daugh-
ters are doing a grand work; but I am really

afraid the King's Sons are lacking a little.

But let us now consider a little further this

matter of robbing bee-keepers. I think that,

if the bee-journals act in concert, with the help
of their subscribers, they can largely do away
with this matter of swindling bee-keepers
out of their honey; at least, we can look after

persons who are permanently located. Snide
commission men who manage to get hold of

honey and other products, and sell them and
" light out," can not very well be hunted up.
But we should all be very careful about trust-

ing anybody who has not a record in the past,

and is not quoted by the commercial agencies.

I have been studying a good deal as to what
should be done with Mr. Robie. He had by
far the larger lot of the two. What should
we as Christians demand of such a man ?

Well, I think it will do him good, and do us
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good, to insist upon a reply of some sort. The
example of such men is bad. If he has some
arrangement in mind whereby he expects to

pay friend Smith, let him tell us of that ar-

rangement, and we will give it the same pub-
licity we have done in showing him up ; and
when he pays the account, or any part of it,

we will also publicly give him credit ; and the

sooner it transpires that every man who plans
to swindle bee-keepers understands that he
will be promptly shown up by the bee-jour-

nals, the sooner will such swindlers hesitate

before they undertake a thing of this kind.
Another thing, we want to do away with all

of that stripe of commission men who can not
afford a postal card to write to their customers,
and tell them what progress they make in sell-

ing their honey. The commission man or deal-

er who solicits honey, and then waits a long
while before he says any thing after he has re-

ceived it, should also be shown up. Of course,

every person should be given every opportu-
nity in the world to defend himself before
giving him publicity. There is no nobler
work in this world for any one to do than to

discourage selfishness and selfish greed in ev-

ery way in his power. Let us use mild mea-
sures first. Let us exhort and entreat. But
when neither of these avails, then let us use

law as well as gospel.

There is another point I wish to take up be-

fore closing. Average humanity seems to

have a dislike to writing letters or even postal

cards. Oh how many troubles would have
been saved if somebody had just used a postal

card and a pencil, and told us long ago what
he finally told at great length after we had
sent his account for collection, just because
we could not get any scrap of information
from him otherwise !

Most of our readers know that Gleanings
is continued without orders until we are told

to stop it. We do this because so much the
larger part of our readers prefer to have us do
so. Just think of it! between 200 and 300 have
had Gleanings right along for 25 years.

Should we stop sending our journal to one of

these friends without orders to do so, there
would be a protest in a hurry. Some will say,
" What did you stop my journal for?" another,
" I would thank you, sir, to keep my journal
going until you have orders to stop it. You
have money to my credit on your ledgers, and
you know it.

'

' It happens, however, that the
subscription clerk does not " know it," unless
the person tells her that such is the case.

Well, we have again and again decided that it

was far less trouble all around to keep it go-
ing. One good reason is, it is such expensive
business to take out the address that is correct-

ly set up in type, and then put it back again
without making any mistake when the person
renews as soon as he finds his journal stopped.
Besides, we give everybody four plain and dis-

tinct notices before we send in his account to
the collection agency. If you refuse to take
the journal from the office, postmasters are
expected to inform us of the fact. Unfortu-
nately, however, very few of them do this.

A great many bee-keepers move away without
telling us of the fact, and let Gleanings

go to the old postoffice sometimes two or three
years. A good many times somebody gets hold
of them who values them enough to pay us

—

that is, after we get hold of the state of affairs.

But what I wanted to speak of particularly is

this fact: The collection agency seems to

have a plan for making people talk; and, oh
what pitiful letters we do get ! I have had
several this spring where it would almost
make one shed tears to read them. The
writer will often wind up by saying something
like this:

•' Now, I can not for a moment believe that

my old friend A. I. Root, who writes the
Home Papers, ever authorized any such pro-
ceedings as this."

Perhaps the writer tells of poor honey sea-

sons, of floods or drouth; of sickness and
death in the family; but he did not tell us a
word about it until he and the dear wife, and
perhaps the children also, were greatly pained
and distressed by a harsh businesslike letter,

because nohody had looked after Gleanings.
A postal card, saying, "Please keep Glean-
ings going, if you can afford to; we have had
sickness and lots of trouble; but we want
Gleanings for the encouragement it gives;

and if you can wait a while we will surely

make it right, '

' would make all clear. In such
a case the subscription clerk notes the circum-
stances, often referring to myself, for I keep a
careful oversight over the whole subscription-

list ; and if misfortunes continue to come, so

it is going to distress the poor friends, or so
the party absolutely can not pay, we drop it

without any hard feelings. Over and over
again I have been obliged to say something
like this: "Rest assured, dear friend, that

The A. I. Root Co. never asks for a copper
from any one for something he did not order
and did not want." A great many times I

leave the matter in this way : After we have
got hold of the person, and succeeded in mak-
ing him talk, I close the correspondence by
saying: " And now, my good friend, if Glean-
ings has been worth something to you or to

your family, during the past two or three years
that it has been sent without orders, we leave

it entirely to you to say how much that some-
thing is, or whether it is any thing at all."

A great many parties give as an excuse for

continuing to neglect writing, that they felt

ashamed to say any thing until they had some
money, and hence did not say any thing.

Now, please do not do that. If you can not
do any better, tell one of the schoolchildren
to write a card to Uncle Amos, telling him
they want Gleanings kept going, and that

they will pay after a while. I like to get let-

ters and postal cards from the children. It in-

dicates that they are helping papa and mamma.
Why, I know lots of energetic go ahead bee-
keepers who let the children do almost all the

w7riting. They can just as well write business
letters as to make pot-hooks in school that do
not mean any thing. Perhaps some of the
children will think it is a long time since Un-
cle Amos went to school. And, by the way,
it pleases me to see how the children get the
hang of the telephones. When Howard and
Leland, one or both, had the grip, they used to
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talk back and forth through the telephone,
and they were learning to do business. Now,
then, dear fathers and mothers, when you get
your children to doing business with postal

cards you are helping them a great lot in the
way of a practical education, and you are help-
ing the subscription clerk here at the Home
of the Honey-bees a great lot also. By the
way, let me say to you that, since Blue Eyes
is married, her younger sister, Miss Carrie
Belle Root, has taken charge of the list, and
she is very an.x'ions to have every one keep on
taking Gleanings, if it is really proving help-
ful.

Just one thing more: You know we have
been giving exceedingly liberal premiums dur-
ing the past few months ; in fact, I have al-

most been scolding the boys because they were
so reckless in making offers to people who sub-
scribe. Now, a good many of our old friends
do not care for premiums. They just want
Gleanings itself. Sometimes they have
means so they would just as soon pay in ad-
vance as not ; and this method saves all mis-
understandings and unpleasant tangles. In
order to assist this class of people we will send
Gleanings two years for $1.50; three years
for $2.00 ; five years for $3.00. Sometimes
several in the same neighborhood club togeth-
er and take advantage of the above reduced
rates. Now, dear friends, remember that Car-
rie and I have charge of the subscription list

;

and oh our part we are going to try hard and
not let any selfishness creep in. We are go-
ing to try to let our readers know that we be-
lieve in my favorite little text, "Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself."

HOW TO SUPPORT A FAMILY ON A QUARTER OF
AN ACRE OF GROUND.

Our readers will perhaps remember that this

is the title of one department of our tomato-
book. Of course, this quarter of an acre must
be for gardening under glass. Well, when you
first make your beds, fill them with rich soil

and have the side boards all straight and
plumb, sound wood, every thing will work
nicely. But you will notice, after running
this quarter-acre farm one or more winters,

and especially after zero freezes, that the boards
will be getting out of shape through the in-

fluence of frost and w^t. If the ground is

higher inside of the beds than the paths where
you walk in, the freezing of the ground while
the beds are not in use tends to spread the
boards or plank that support the sashes. And,
by the way, our beds were nearly all made of

heavy inch hemlock boards. They ought to

be \%, \}i, or, better still, 2 inch plank; then
when supported by the plan given on page 112
of the tomato-book they will be tolerably sub-

stantial. Notwithstanding, after the freezing

and thawing during the winter the boards will

spread more or less. Our remedy so far has
been to drive down oak stakes about 2 inches
square, the stakes, of course, being driven in

line by a cord stretched from one end of the
bed to the other; then nail the board securely
to said stakes, and saw them off low enough
so they will not hold the sash up and let in

the frost. But I do not like the stakes; first,

because they rot off ; then the next heavy
frost is liable to pull them out and get things
out of shape again.

This spring we are adopting another plan
with our old and rickety beds. If your sash
are 6 feet long, you want to cut up some strips

of dressed pine, say 1x3 inches, just long
enough to go across the bed, slipping down
between the boards. With 6-feet sash these
strips will need to be about 3 inches less than
6 feet in length. Now get out some more sim-
ilar strips, only narrower and longer—say 1 %
inches wide by six feet long. Nail these nar-

row strips right in the center of the wider
ones, projecting equally beyond each end of

the wider ones. Now, if you lay this across

the bed the narrow strip will catch on the top
while the wide one goes down between the
side boards. When the sash are in place they
lie on top of the wide strip and come up
against the narrow one, making a close joint

to keep out frost. Now, this cross-piece, when
pushed in place, will hold the side boards apart
wherever they get too near together; but in

order to bring them closer, if they get too far

apart we need some pieces of heavy galvanized
strap iron, bent in the shape of a letter L. The
long part of the L is to be put between the

two strips of wood before they are nailed to-

gether. To start with, two holes should be
drilled in this long part for nails to go through
and clinch. The short part of the L is to

reach down over the outside of the side-boards
to the bed. We have just had a lot of these
cross-bars made, and painted red. We have
them painted red so the boys can see them
more readily when they want one. Now, in

handling sash in any bed, whenever the sash
do not reach, and threaten to drop down and
mash the plants in the bed, just go for one of

these bars. If you can not bring the sides of

the bed up into place by hand, dig away the
soil inside a little, and crowd up the refractory

board with a crowbar; then crowd down your
cross-bar, and put on your sashes. When-
ever you are spading up a bed, the crossbar can
be easily pulled off ; and after the said bars
have been kept in place until the ground is

well settled and warm, the sides of the bed
will probably stay till winter. Anybody who
has been vexed and annoyed by having sashes
drop down on the plants will readily appre-
ciate this invention.
These crossbars serve another excellent pur-

pose. Later in the season, when the frosts

are not so severe, cotton cloth answers very
well in place of glass. See description for the

way it is used, in the first part of the tomato-
book. By all means have your cotton cloth

so it can be rolled up. Cotton cloth stretched

on frames, I would not have around. The
very fact that the wind blows them about so,

is objection enough. Well, you can use the
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cloth rolled up over the same beds where you
use glass earlier in the season; but you have
got to have rafters across the bed to keep the

cloth from sagging down on the plants. These
are all the more needed here in the North
when you are liable to have quite a fall of snow
on the cloth. If the cloth comes flat down
on the plants it is but little better than noth-
ing at all. Well, these crossbars I have de-

scribed are just the thing to hold the cloth

from sagging down when the weather is wet,

or with the weight of snow on top. With
these movable rafters you can have them 6, 9,

or 12 feet apart according to circumstances.
When the cloth is rolled up, if you find the
rafters in the way they can be taken off in a
second.
Another objection to the cloth covering here

in the North is, if they are rolled up wet, or
are allowed to become wet after they are rolled

up, they are very quickly spoiled by rot. I

am planning this season to have a suitable cov-
ering on the north side of each bed to protect

the cloth from wet when it is rolled up. In
this way it would last ever so much longer.

With most plants there is no need of any cloth

covering if the temperature is below freezing,

or at any time when it is raining. Whenever
it is raining I would rather have plants of al-

most every description uncovered than not

;

therefore if you could roll up your cloth cov-
ers, and have them in the dry just before every
rain, it would save your cloth and benefit your
plants. If the rain turns to snow I would still

let all the hardy stuff remain until the snow
commences to be dry snow; then roll down
your cloth covering.

GROWING STRAWBERRIES IN THE SHADE.

Ever since my visit to Florida, where I saw
such beautiful gardens in the shade of the pal-

metto-trees, I have been studying the matter
of partial shade for plants during the intense
heat of the summer in our northern localities.

Some of the friends may remember that I paid
$2.50 for a leaflet containing wonderful se-

crets of value to farmers. One of the secrets
was planting corn and potatoes in alternate
rows so the corn would shade the potatoes dur-
ing the intense heat of the summer. I have
often thought I would give this matter a test,

but have not yet got around to it. Since then
I have had an opportunity of noticing, once
or twice, that strawberries seemed to do better
where shaded a part of the day than where
they were exposed to the full blaze of the
noonday sun. In the last Practical Farmer,
in their symposium from strawberry-growers,
I find the following, which you may be sure
arrested my attention very strongly:

I have been growing strawberries for 30 years, and
have tried various plans for overcoming difficulties,

such as cost, winter-killing, frosts, and drought. I
have succeeded in overcoming the first two, and, to
quite an extent, the remaining ones. I prefer land, in
corn-stubble, plowed as early as possible in spring,
and well prepared. Mark rows 4 feet apart by drag-
ging a heavy chain on the land. Vigorous runners
like Jessie and Crescent I give four feet in the row;
Wilson's Albany and Parker Earle, 8 to :\

l

i feet.
Plant a hill of corn between each strawberry-plant,
and cultivate for corn and strawberries too. Straw-
berries thrive better in the shade of the corn than
without it. The corn is gathered, and the stalks left

standing where they grew. With the first fall of
snow you have your winter cover, and every wind adds
to it. I have often had two feet of snow over my
strawberry-beds, when 20 rods away the groun dwas
bare. I do not disturb the stalks until after I harvest
the fruit, as they help to modify the frosts during
blossoming time, and in resisting evaporation during
fruiting time. The crop of corn largely pays cost of
production, and an acre of strawberries ready for the
pickers should not cost over $10. No damage from
winter-killing, danger of frosts and drought diminish-
ed; and when the last fruit is gathered, summer-fal-
low the field, and it is ready for wheat in September.
I am growing strawberries for profit and not for style
or pleasure. Wilson's Albany, Jessie, Crescent, Ha-
verland and Beder Wood are my favorites.

Ribble, Mich. O. P. Chapin.

Now, friends, has any one of you tested ei-

ther potatoes or strawberries shaded by alter-

nate hills or alternate rows of corn ? I am
sure the cornstalks would be a most excellent
protection, for winter, even if other mulching
were used; and when the berries get ripe the
cornstalks could be made to be of good ser-

vice in keeping the fruit out of the mud and
dirt. I do not know that I ever had any more
satisfactory mulching for keeping the berries

out of the dirt than dried-up cornstalks. The
greatest objection was it was a good deal^ of

work to place them around the plants.

HOW TO GROW THE LARGEST NUMBER OF
PLANTS FROM A SINGLE STRAWBERRY-

PLANT IN ONE SEASON.

M. Crawford, in his new catalog, devotes a
page to the above. He says that, with proper
arrangement, we may raise several hundred or
may be a thousand. Of course, it will depend
on the variety. If you want a fair description
of all the new strawberries on the market,
write to M. Crawford, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

f

for his new catalog. I suppose you know
that friend C. has been for years authority on
every thing pertaining to strawberries. There
is one thing about his catalog that is refresh-
ing. He does not praise every new plant he
describes.

HEAVIER TESTIMONY STILL IN REGARD TO
SWEET CLOVER AS A FORAGE PLANT.

Mr. Root:—I have been reading in Gleanings for
and against sweet clover. Well, I have had a good
deal of experience with it myself, and consider it a
valuable plant as a forage for cattle and horses. If

cut and allowed to wilt, cows eat it readily and thrive
upon it, giving finely flavored milk and butter. Many
acres of it are grown here around the shores of Utah
Lake, upon land so heavily charged with mineral
(alkali) that other crops will not grow at all, just for
the purpose of reclaiming the land. After the clover
crop, good crops of grain will grow. In addition to
the value of the tops, the roots are also (/consider)
more valuable, being one of the best root crops grown
for cattle. Why, cows are just crazy for them. How
I found this out was, I plowed up a five-acre piece of
sweet-clover land in the fall of the year, seven years
ago, after the crops had been gathered and the cattle
turned into the fields. Imagine my surprise on seeing
them all gather upon this piece of plowed land and
eat those clover roots down. The cows almost doubled
their flow of milk. This lasted for weeks until the
land was tramped so solid that they could not get an-
other root out of it, and the plowing. I think, didn't
do much good. In addition to these values the plant
is valuable as a fiber-pro iucing plant. A number of
years ago. at one of our county fairs I saw some fine
towels made of the fiber of sweet clover. They looked
much like linen, and were very strong. So much for
sweet clover. I have no seed to sell.

Provo City, Utah, Feb. 17. Elias Johnson.

Well, friend J., I am astonished too. Where
sweet clover has grown very rank, I have no-
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ticed the great fleshy roots; but it did not oc-

cur to me that they were of any value more
than to furnish needed nutriment to the soil

—

going away down deep into the ground as they
do, and pulling up the fertility. I can readily

understand, however, that cows that have
once acquired a taste for it would eat the fleshy

strong-flavored roots. In fact, I have chewed
pieces of the root just to see how strongly
they were charged with the peculiar flavor

that belongs to the flowers, tops, and seeds;

and I confess I am astonished again to know
that it has been used as a fiber plant. I knew
its great value along the shores of Salt Lake.
My impression is you have also dropped an-
other valuable hint. In cutting sweet clover
for feed it should be cut just before blossom-
ing, and allowed only to wilt instead of get-

ting dry. If it gets too dry the leaves drop
off ; but I think it can be cured without any
trouble when it is only wilted, as you say. I

believe much the same treatment is used to

get the best quality of alfalfa hay.

THE NEW GIGANTIC GIBRALTAR ONION ; MANUM GIV-
ES HIS EXPERIENCE WITH THEM.

I tried them last year and I find them very large
and sweet. They are the nicest onion to eat raw that
I ever saw. I have passed them around among my
neighbors, and all pronounce them very fine. One
man said he could eat one of them as freely as an ap-
ple. I find they will keep well if braced up. I have
some fine ones now ; but if kept in boxes or barrels,
even in potato-boxes, they will not keep well.

Bristol, Vt. A. E. Manum.

LESSONS TO BE GATHERED FROM THE ZERO
WEATHER.

The first one is, that any one who wants
proof that neither Hicks nor anybody else in

the line of weather-prophets has any sort of

glimpse of what the weather will be a whole
year ahead, or even a month, can now have
such proofs. The weather for the first half of

February has given the almanac-makers a
chance to immortalize themselves if they are
honest. And, by the way, not a year passes
that we do not have some marked divergence
in weather, and something that is so wide-
spread that a weather-prophet, if he had any
glimpse at all into the future, would be sure
to take cognizance of it. Will the good friends

who insist that there are prophets who can tell

the weather a year ahead, point us to the place
where anybody has predicted this present
blizzard ? The thermometer may have been
lower in some localities; but my impression is

that no one living ever saw the mercury so
low, for so many days in succession, and clear

sunny days at that.

Another lesson is, have your cellars, houses,
stock, and perishable crops fixed so as to be
safe in spite of severe weather. I was more
fortunate than I knew of when I fixed the
steam-pipes so as to have them hot under the
floors of our home. No water-pipes have been
frozen or burst, and nothing has been injured,

and I can say almost as much for our water-
pipes here in the factory. But we have suffered
some slight damage. For a good many years
I have thought bee-keepers did not realize the
importance of chaff hives of some sort ; and I

still think that the chaff hive of my planning,
as given in the ABC book, is about what is

needed for such a winter as this. In our lo-

cality, about 20 below zero is the coldest re-

corded, by accurate thermometers. We are

told by the papers that even in the neighbor-
ing State of Michigan, in the northern part,

they have a record of 50 below zeio. Very
likely many beekeepers will suffer.

Our Roll of Honor.

I want to join the " Roll of Honor," as we began to
take Gleanings in 187!(, and have almost all the num-
bers since then. I lent some out which were never
returned. We have quite a pile of " Juvenile " Glean-
ings; also have A. I. Root's picture with Blue Eyes.
I do not think I can ever give up Gleanings. Our
Homes has been a great help to me, and I do enjoy
reading the whole of it. I should like to clasp the
hands of all the A. I. Root family, but more especially
those of A. I. Root. Mrs. A. C. Hartwell.
Challacombe, 111., Jan. 11.

I have taken Gleanings since 1876, and I have them
all yet. Part of them are bound, but the most of them
aie simply tied in four places with stout strings after
they aie arranged in regular order, so I can refer to
any year's journal in the past 23 years that I see fit to.

I have been thinking you may get yourselves into
more of a job than you bargained for by offering the
journal to old standby subscribers. We all enjoy the
Home Papers first rate, and have been very much en-
couraged in our religious warfare. For my own part I

guess I should have given up the bee business long
ago if it had not been for Gleanings.
Bedford, Iowa, Jan. 11. Jas. S. Willard.

I wish to be numbered among the stay-by friends of
Gleanings, having been a subscriber about 21 years,
as nearly as 1 can remember. Through a mistake of
the postmaster, several copies addressed to Frank
Sage, Colebrook, Conn., fell inlo my hands. I was a
boy then, but I remember very distinctly the struggle
I had with my conscience as to whether it was right
for me to keep those few numbers or not; but, thanks
to the influence of the Home Papers, right prevailed,
and I returned them. I sent on my subscription,
bought up the back numbers, and, as the Sunday-
school books say, have been happy ever since. I have
Vol. I. to V. bound in one book, besides several other
volumes neatly bound. We hold all Rootville in the
highest esteem, and hope that Uncle Amos and his
faithful wife may be spared to us a good many years
yet. Burton L,- Sage.
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 11.

I am tied up in the house with the grip, or I should
have written before this time. My bee-keeping com-
menced in the fifties, with Quinby's box hive; then
some time in the sixties I read Langstroth, and sub-
scribed for the America?/ Bee Journal, published by
Sam'l Wagner, Washington, I). C. I have copies of
the A. B. J. of about this time, with articles from
Novice, which were read with very great interest, as
I was then practicing with the frame hive, swarming
artificially, and rearing my first Italian queens. I

was interested in every thing that could give me any
light on the subject. In the early seventies, my health
failing, it was deemed best for me to go away from
bees a few years; so in 1873 I came to Denver and
missed the first volumes of Gleanings, but I suppose
my partner had them in Illinois. In looking over my
pile of volumes I find the oldest is for 187(>. The
Home Papers I have from the first; and I must bear
testimony to their great helpfulness to me these
many \ ears. I have also been very much interested
in your health talks, travels, etc. Your true friend
and brother in the L,ord, J. L. Peabody.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 10.

I hope you will excuse me for presenting my name
as one of the veterans in taking Gleanings, so late

in the day ; but, nevertheless, I want you to know
that I am one of them if no more. I commenced with
the second volume, and I have all up to the present,
filed away. I learned many a lesson from Glean-
ings, and I love to go away back in mind to those
early days and ponder over and live over those happy
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days. I have met you but once, and that was at the
convention of the North American Bee-keepers' Socie-
ty at Indianapolis, in 1880. I then lived in Indiana.
Probably you remember my exhibit of honey at that
meeting. You saw some work done by the bees, with
my help, that you likely never saw before, and none
since. That was letters formed in penmanship, my
address in full, and a skeleton of a queen. This was
a part of a display of honey that I exhibited at our
State fair a few days previously. One other thing I

wish to mention : I exhibited some of those plain
sections of honey at that fair you have been talking
about of late, and I have some of those fence separat-
ors to-day that I made then, as nearly like those you
are using now as can be from pictures in Gleanings,
and those plain sections gave me a good display every
time So much for plain sections away back in early
days.

I now live in Indiana. I helped organize the State
Bee-keepers' Society at Indianapolis and was the first

to introduce the socials or picnics in Indiana in which
meetings I enjoyed many a happy hour. I still take
Gleanings, and always expect to as long as I live and
it is published. A. Cox.
jgkSummertown, Tenn., Jan. 14.

g5I received your present. Accept thanks. I showed
it to the children, and they are busy comparing it with
the real cells They read Gleanings and are well
acquainted with " Uncle Amos." In fact, our oldest
son is named Amos. He is 19 years old, and wanted to
go and fight the Spaniards.
We are in the foot-hills of the Coast Range of moun-

tains, about forty miles from the coast; nearest rail-

road station is nine miles. The honey flora here is the
afilaria, vine maple, mountain sage. The afilaria will
grow all winter, and bloom when the sun shines. The
vine maple blooms just after fruit-bloom, and the
mountain sage blooms in June. The country here is

very different from the East, there being two seasons
—the wet and dry. It seldom freezes, and stock of all

kind does fairlv well all winter. Bees generally win-
ter well, and fly almost every day, and carry pollen
all winter, We have all had the grip, and know how
to synipathize with you. There is a mineral spring
close to us, the water of which is good for grip; in
fact, I believe the water will cure many stomach trou-
bles. Jesse W. Thornton.
Oak Creek, Ore., Feb. 14.

I have taken Gleanings since the fall of 1883 You
sent it to me gratis one year in consideration of my
having been sick so long. That drew me very close
to you, for I had learned to love you through your
Home Papers Our Homes turned my thoughts in the
right way. They taught me of Jesus. I sought him
and found him, blest hit mints. I have always wanted
to tell you, but didn't quite know how. Please excuse
my blundering, and remember that I expect to take
Gleanings as long as I am able to read it, and I feel
it will continue to prosper. May God bless you for
the good work you are doing. C. W. Vanhouten.
Cuba, 111., Jan. 11.

In response to your call for those who have taken
your paper for 25 years or more, I stand up and speak.
I am not sure that I have any right to arise, as I have
not any record at hand to refer to. I think I com-
menced taking Gleanings sometime in the second
year you published it. I first saw a copy at my old
friend's, Moses Quinby. I subscribed for" it at once,
also sent for the back numbers. I have every issue of
Gleanings that ever was printed, and I prize them,
as they contain a vast amount of useful information.
If I am not old enough to be in your class, please
omit me and there will be no harm done.

Randallsville, N. Y., Jan. 21. E. D. Clark.

I wish not to claim to belong to the Roll of Honor;
but as I became interested in bees in the 70's I sub-
scribed for Gleanings in 1878. Bee-keeping is a side
issue with me, and very largely recreative. My yield
last season was 00 lbs. of comb honey per colony. I

greatly admire the principles set forth in Gleanings,
of thrift, morality, and Christianity, and trust that
you may be spaied many years yet to your sphere of
usefulness. F. P. Nash.
Tin O St., Washington, D. C, Feb. 20.

Friend Root:—After reading the letters from old-
timers I examined mv stack of Gleanings, which is

over 3 ft. high, and found volume III., 187"). I have
been a subscriber ever since, and expect to be as long
as I live. R. B. Parker.
La Fayette, Ind., Jan. 17.

I have taken Gleanings ever since it was first pub-
lished; and if I am not too late I will accept the " little

present." I can not remember how many years since
the first number came out. G. W. Dean.
Boneta, O., Jan. 13.

I have been a subscriber since 1870. I then lived in
Lapeer, Mich. I farm and operate a cotton-gin in con-
nection with bees; but I prefer working with the lat-

ter. While bees fail some years to return any income,
I believe that, after my 10 years in Texas, they can be
depended on as well as or better than any other rural
industry. Wm. Wrigglesworth.
Ocee, Tex., Jan. 5.

RIDING ON SUNDAY FOR PLEASURE.
Friend Root:— I want to enter a protest against your

article, " Notes of Travel," for Jan. 1, especially at
this time when the tendency is to break down the
Christian Sabbath—vea, the American Sabbath—and
make it a holiday. Earnest men and women all over
the country are working, writing, and praying to stop
this very evil that you are laughing about and print
in a public journal I refer to wheel-riding on Sun-
day, for pleasure, and yourself a preacher of righteous-
ness !

Years ago temperance (?) men would take a trip
back into the woods, and there indulge in the " good
crather." O consistency ! thou art a jewel. But I

never knew them to come home and tell about it.

Dear Bro. Root, for the sake of our young people, and
for the sake of our Lord's day, frown down every
thing that is merely " worldly pleasure." If I have
written too strongly, pardon me, for I felt that I must
speak out Your temperance talk in the same issue
did me lots of good. G. S. Stancliff.
Chasm Falls, N. Y., Jan. 0.

Dear brother, we so nearly agree in this

matter, that, if you will not come over and
stand on my side, I don't know but I shall

have to confess I did wrong, and go over and
stand on your side. I should have added, at

the time I wrote that, were it not for the
amount of space it was going to take, that I

never ride my wheel on Sunday for pleasure,

neither does Bro. Kratz, I am sure. I use it

to go to meeting, and to go out in the country
when asked to speak or help in a Sunday-
school, but never for recreation. In the case

you allude to, Bro. Kratz uses his wheel a
great deal to make his appointments to preach.
He had never seen a chainless wheel, but had
heard much about them. All the riding he
did that Sunday morning occupied only a few
minutes, and there was nobody present to take
it as an example. Perhaps I did wrong to

mention the matter at all. In attendance at

that Sunday meeting there were quite a lot of

youngsters. After the meeting was over I saw
that they were quite curious about that wheel
that had no chain. Now, was it my duty to

look sober and solemn because it was Sunday,
and refrain from looking at or speaking of the

wheel ? I can not think it was. I showed it

to the boys, got to talking with them about it,

and answered their questions and let them see

that I was not only flesh and blood like them-
selves, but that I had boyish ideas and sym-
pathies, even if I ?uas gray-headed. I did not
get on to it, nor ask the boys to get on ; but I

did use it as a means of getting acquainted,
and letting the boys know that I loved them,
and felt anxious about them, and sympathized
with them in their sports and pleasures. We
might not all draw the line in the same place,

but I do think we may err in both directions.

May the Holy Spirit guide and direct us !
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Bgp"THEY CAN'T BE BEAT."
At any rate they hav

never suffered defeat in

.-11 the numerous teats, trials and competitions with the many machines of the same class,

RELIABLE INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
stand forth,- highest value known to the incubator art. It takes a book of 2'Jh pages to tell al

about them and our large pure-bred poultry plant, poultry supplies, etc. Sent on receipt o(

ioc in stomps. RELIABLE INCUBATOR and BROODER Co. Box B 49 Quincy. Ill

In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

BOOM 5il§JilES§I
Don't be satisfied with poor results,
You can hatch thousands of chick-
ens with the

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR
without a possibility of failure. That
is best attested by its 200 first pre-
miums in all kinds of competitions
with all Kinds of machines, (ietour
168-page catalogue with supplement.

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR CO., HOMER CITY, PA.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

I)R INCUBATORS ?SS
Al -

«—— ^^—"———— BEST..
They have all the latest improvements

._ _ i and arc s.ild nt \ i i \ low in ices and
i^l GUARANTEED to please every
; ;

:; i nstomer. Send 6c. for our 14X page
ijg^ catalogue which contains full des-
{' 3 criptions of our extensive line

-^-=J '2-1'} and tells how to raise poultry
1 i j successfully. Send for it at oi.ee.

.-i£L__ \~M DES MOINES INC'B CO.
~ = -3>r B"x 503 Oes Moines, Iowa.

In writing, mention Gleanings

SOLD ON TRIAL !
Buy no incubator and pay for It

before giving it a trial.
Many people have los^aith in incubators be-

cause they boughtone that^as nevermtend-
ed to hatch chickens—mad?' merely to sell.

The Yon Culin Incubators
are sold on trial subject to your approv-

al. Simplest machine made. A child can operate it. The biggest
catalogue and "poultry pointers'* book published, sentfor 5c
Plans for Brooders, Poultry Houses, etc., sent on receipt of 2£>c.

Von Culin Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del-

In writing, mention Gleanings.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-withthe

simple, perfect, self-regulatiug

EXCELSIOR I NCUBATOR
Thousands in successful operation.
>west priced lst-class hatcher made.

GEO. II. STAHI.,
114 tolas 8. 6th St.. Quincy. III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

I T#-iI,r-».»-i Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cutting, Mitering,
Rabbeting, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, IJdge - mouldir
Beading. Full line
and HAND POWER mach
ery. Send for Catalog
Seneca Falls flfg. Co.,

44 Water St, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

YOU CAN USE
Coiled Spring, Cable, Barbed
or Smooth Wire in our

$10 MACHINE
And Build the BEST Wire Fence at

1 6 to 24 Cents per Rod.

Agents Wanted. Write for Catalog

ROWEN CABLE STAY FENCE CO.
Box 62, Norwalk, 0., U S. A

ting advertisers, mention Ri.eaninos.

UrKIC I AV <><>ub>e the ege* when^»<J *.»% I fed on Grecn Cut Hone.
MANN S NEW BONE CUTTERS Prepare bone in the best
id cheapest way. Cut fast, tine, turn easy. Mann's Clover
itters, newest, fastest, $8. & $10 Minn's Swinging Feed
rav and Granite Crystal Grit make the business profitable.

^Catalog free. F. W. MANN CO., Hoi 3?, Jiilford, Mass.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

EVERGREENS
100, 6 to 8 in. $1; 13 to 18 in. $2.50.
-100,8ft. SlOprepaid. 100,4to«i't.
15 varieties, $15. 45choice Fruit trees, 20

varieties, $10. Ornamental & Fruit
Trees. Catalogue and prices of 50
great bargain lots SENT FREE.
%W Good Local Agents Wanted.

HILL, KSPSS. Dundee, III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Spraying Fruit=trees.

The question of spraying fruit-trees to prevent the
depredations of insects, pests, and fungus diseases is

no longer an experiment but a necessity. j

Our readers will do well to write Wm. Stahl, Quincy,
111., and get his catalog describing twenty-one styles
of Spraying Outfits and full treatise on spraying the
different fruit and vegetable crops, which contains
much valuable information, and may be had for the
asking.

A big yield of both
profit and satisfaction
will result if you plant

FERRYS Seeds
They are always the best.

Do not accept any substi-
tute—buy none but Ferry's.
Sold by all dealers. Write for
the '99 Seed Annual—free.

D.M.FERRY&CO.,Detroit,Mich.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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DUE BILL FREE
k VM B W Toget customers to test m> seeds

^m^ Wjm^mmml^r I will mail my handsome catalogue
For 1899f lithographed and beautifully illustrated, and a 10c.
Due Kill, good for 10c. worth of seeds tor trial, absolutely
tree. It is full of bargains. All the Best Seeds, Bulbs,
Plants, Roses, new Fruits, Farm Seeds, Potatoes,
etc.. at lowest prices. Ten Great Novelties offered without
names. I will pay $50. FOR A NAME for eacn - Don' 1 buy
your stock until you see this new catalogue. Several varieties shown
in colore. * Great inducements for orders this year. Von will be
surp isedj at my bargain offers. Send your address on Postal to-day.

Tell our friends to send too. Old customers wili receive a copy.

F. V MILLS, Seedsman, Box 105. Rose 11111, VV
in writing, mention Gleanings.

IEW STRAWBERRIES!N
pan. strong, healthy plants FRESH DUG and
GUARANTEED to all parts U.S. and Canada. We

also make a Specialty of Choice Michigan Grown

SEED POTATOES.^i^MI™ FREE
and note what our customers in many states say about
our carefully growmand eradcdistocU.

FUNSBURGH & PIERSON, Leslie, Mich.
In writing, mention Gleanings

ith onr new patent

Kerosene Sprayers
r* >iaBl^ is simple indeed. Kerosene emulsion

^^^^J/Jt^Bj^L made while pumping. 12 varieties /^^TK
Mg&rtt S ill sprayers, 1 ordeaus and Vermore! itet^fcL^
WBV^^^M Nozzles, the "World's Best." ^-T^tiS?"W MgB THE DEMINOCO., SALEM, 0. \ \c4\
7 ^BiBr Western Agents, Hennion & Hubbell. Vi «gf|Jf
' ^^M^^^ Chicago. Catalogue and formulas free. MJr^^^c,
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kilu-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle
Supplies.

Bee-keepers'

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

€lK COftilltl IHill is tue simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.50.
Address the Trank machinery Co.,Buffalo, n. V.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

BUY THE BEST.

If you want the best low-down wagon you should
buy the Electric Handy Wagon It is the best because
it is made of the best material; the best broad-tired
Electric wheels; best-seasoned white hickory axles;
all other wood parts of the best seasoned white oak.
The front and rear hounds are made from the best
angle steel, which is neater, stronger, and in every
way better than wood. Well painted in red, and var-

nished. Extra length of reach and extra long stand-
ards supplied without additional cost when requested.
This wagon is guaranteed to carry 4000 lbs. anywhere.
Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 95, Quincy, Illinois,
for their new catalog which fully describes this wag-
on, their famous Electric Wheels, and Electric Feed-
eookers.

A FARM POWER
IS A NECESSITY

in the practice of modern ag-
riculture. They are needed
for shelling corn, grinding
feed, cutting fodder or en=
silage, separating cream,
vood-sawing. pumping >.\ a
ter, and a host of other things.

LEFFEL
ENGINES and

BOILERS
are clearly the best for the
purpose. Either Upright or
Horizontal; from 3 h. p. up.
Safe, simple, easy to run.
They are quick steamers, and

require liuic fuel. Pamphlet with prices on applica-
tion, stating size power wanted.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Box 44, Springfield, 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Fnr ^fllo 20 Strong Colonies Hybrid Bees, D >ve-

rUI OtilUi tailed hives. Most of the frames wired
combs, straight, in good condition; $2.' Oeach.

M. QARRAHAN, Kingston, Pa.

Farm Bee-keeping
Is one of the leading departments in the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best
Farm and Bee paper in existence. Write for

sample copy and for clubbing rates with any
paper you want.

E. TAYLOR ABBOTT, St. Joe, Mo.

Farm Wagon f„r only $19.95.

In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels with
Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Company,
Quincy, 111., have paced upon the market a Farmer's
Handy Wagon, sold at the low price of $19'95. The
wagon is only 25 inches high, fitted with 21 and 30
inch wheels with 4 inch tire.

This wagon is made of best meiterial throughout,
and really costs but a trifle more th n n a set of new
wheels and fully guaranteed for one year. Catalog
giving a full description will be mailed upon applica-
tion by the Empire Manufacturing Co., Quincy, HI.,
who also will furnish metal wheels at low prices made
any size and width of tire to fit any axle.
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The Faultless Sprayer.
Few little inventions make the stir and do the amount of good that the little tin spray-pumps did that

were so extensively introduced last season. Although we have a machine for sprajing potatoes, that cost $25.00,

we let it stand in the tool-house, and sprayed a great many acres of potatoes with a little spray-pump similar to
the one pictured here. It did the work easier and cheaper and better. A boy with some packages of Piris
green (a large spoonful in each paper) in his pocket, and in his hand a spray-pump weighing only about a
pound, will do the whole job in a very little time; in fact, one boy takes his hoe along and does the hoeing and
spraying both, without any machine to lug back and forth, nor any chance of said machine getting out of order.
As soon as we began to offer them for sale others seemed to discover their advantages; and although we ordered
pumps from the factory at several different times we were sold out in spite of us when we wanted them most.

Well, we have now a tremendou-ly big stock of some that are considerably improved over the ones we
had last year, and the price is even lower. These pumps are so perfect that the spray looks like steam out of
the nose of a tea-kettle; in fact, you can fill the air in a room with vapor with one of these machines. The
price of the new improved machines is only 60 cts.; 3 for SI.50; y2 dozen, S2.50; dozen, $4.50. You can have the
same thing made of brass for only 25 cts. more on each sprayer. As the brass can not rust, they are good for a
lifetime. We can send the tin ones bv mail for 20 cts. extra to cover postage. As the brass ones are somewhat
heavier the postage on them will be 25 cts each. We have two or three dozen of the old-style, such as we sold
last year, on hand, which we offer, while they last, at -10 cts. each. Now do not say you can not afford a sprayer
to keep the potato-bugs out of sight, for the great advantage of this little apparatus is that it is so little work to
use it you can kill the bugs when they first start, and keep them down before your potatoes are injured at all.

Thousands of people lost their potatoes last season just because it was too much work to fight the bugs.
With every machine is a stout linen tag, with full directions how to use the sprayer for all kinds of in-

sects. Yes, this machine will answer for fruit-trees all right, but you would have to get up on a high stool, or
climb a ladder, to get the spray all over a tree of any size. For spraying orchards a larger and more expensive
machine is needed.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the

Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Michigan.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 1899 until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec-

tion-boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nuclaus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A 40-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.

ALHAMBRA BLACKBERRY. Earliest blackberry* known Plants 35 cts. per dozen; $1.25 per 100;
$10.00 per 1000. Edw. Smith, Carpenter, III.

A WASTE OF

MONEY
s never desirable or justifi-

ible. It is worse than waste
to put high priced eggs in a
poor, imperfect incubator.

TheMASCOTTE
NCUBATOR
ly prevents euch waste,

but tarns failure into success.

Regulates perfectly as to heat,
and ventilation. Guaranteed. Send at once for FK*EE catalogue,

Mascotte Incubator & Lumber Co., Box 18, Bedford, Ohio.

Headquarters for the Albino Bee.
The Best in the World.

If you are looking for the bee that gathers the most
honey, and are the gentlest of all bees to handle, buy
the Albino. I can furnish the Italians, but orders
stand, as heretofore, 50 to 1 in favor of the Albino. I

manufacture and furnish supplies.

S. Valentine, Hagerstown, Md.
In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

TDCCO -1 to 6 ft. at S SA cts.; 3 to 4 ft. at 2J4
KpflljH I nLLO cts.; all one year from bud; heal-
1 ^r^*" 1 thy and thrifty; no scale. Official certifi-

cate accompanies each shipment. Sample by express
if wanted. Can ship anv time. Trees kept dormant
till May 10. R. S Johnston. Box 43. Stockley, Del.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

STDAIAIRTDDV Plants. Largest and choi-
I nHWDLnr.! cest stock in the world
(50,000 000; 100 varieties. ) Lowest prices. Safe-
ly and cheaply delivered anywhere on conti-

nent. Catalog free. Continental Plant Co.,
Strawberry Specialists. 49 South St., Kittrell, N. C.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

FREE! FREE!
A beautiful present with every order.

Cheapest place in Michigan to buy your
Supplies. Send for a price list explaining.

W. D. SOPER, Box 565, Jackson, Mich.

WHAT have you for a one-horse power tile-mill

(Hacket pattern); dies 3J4 to 10 inches?
James Rutherford. Sims, Ind.
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BUSINESS PROSPECTS.

At this date last year we had shipped twenty-five
full carloads, while we have sent thiity-five this year
up to the same time. We are now shipping five or six
cars a week, and have orders booked for over twenty
cars. Smaller orders are coming in quite freely, and
are being filled promptly. We have a much larger
stock on hand to draw from than we had at the same
time last year. Rt ports come from various localities
of heavy losses in bees ; and while we shall undoubt-
edly have all the business we can handle to advan-
tage, it would be larger but for the recent extremely
cold weather.

FACILITIES FURTHER INCREASED.
Our new engine was drawing so heavily on the old

battery of boilers that we have found it necessary for
safety to put in a new boiler of 350 H. P. capacity.
This is being put in position as we go to press, and,
we anticipate, will be in operation within two weeks.
We shall then be able to hitch still more machinery
on to the new engine if we can find a place to put it.

We are able now to turn out about one-fourth more
goods than with our capacity of a year ago.

METAL GOODS ADVANCING.
There are such marked advances in price occurring

in almost all kinds of metal goods that we may not be
able to maintain present prices very long on such
goods. We have anticipated our wants for the season
as nearly as we could estimate, and bought heavily be-
fore these advances occurred. Some of these supplies
may run out before the season is over, and when we
have to buy new stock at advanced prices we may be
compelled to advance the price of the finished prod-
uct. The early bird catches the worm. Moral—order
early.

HYDE-SCHOLL SEPARATORS.
In a recent issue of Gleanings we illustrated the

H. S. separators, and-gave a description by the intro-
ducer. We have just shipped to O. P. Hyde & Son, at
Hutto. Tex., a carload of goods, and among them were
5000 No. 1 H.-S. separators made of wood, and 500 of
tin, also about 5000 No. 2 of wood, and 500 of tin The
No. 1 is used with the regular slotted section holders
with sections slotted four sides. They are ,'„ thick,
4XxlS/s, and can be furnished at SI 10 per 100; 500 for
$5.00. The No. 1 of tin are only 3J£ inches wide,
straight on both edges, as they are to be nailed to the
section-holders. Price of these is $2.00 per 100. The
No. 2 H.-S. separators are used with the 3 s sx5xl^
plain sections in the Ideal super, and have cleats and
spacing-buttons on them. Price in wood, $1.75 per 100;
or in tin, $3 50 per 100. We can not say that we can
recommend these separators; but a-< we had to Tig up
tools for making them we are prepared to furnish
them to any who may wish to try them.

A NEW SUPER FOUNDATION.
Mr. Weed has just finished a set of dies for making

super foundation, 10 feet to the pound. The principal
features of this are that the base is as thin as that of
the natural,and the foundation near^ % inch thick: but
instead of being thin, like other foundation, walls are
wedge-shaped — large at the bottom and taper to a
point at the top edges of the cells. It looks very much
like ordinary deep-wall foundation, but is in reality
very different. As Mr. Weed has only small dies, and
desires these for experimental purposes before mak-
ing large dies, we will furnish this foundation in lim-
ited quantities at the rate of $1.00 per lb. Samples
will be sent for 15 c.

According to our previous experiments the bees re-

quire considerable wax in the walls, and, no matter
how thick the said walls are, they will thin them
down, but not so the base. This latter must be as thin
as the bees make it. For this reason we confidently
expect this new foundation will give the nearest ap-
proach to no-gob comb honey of any thing ever yet
produced ; and we also expect that it will be worked
out quicker than the drawn foundation we formerly
made. We will have cuts in our next issue that will
show the product, so that a better understanding of
its general character may be had.

Mr. Poppleton, of Florida, has already tested it; and
although the pieces ran 6 ft. to the pound, the walls
and base were as thin as natural when worked out
into comb by the bees.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

On page 11)5, instead of
' traced " onions.

braced" onions read

A LOW-PRICED SEED-DRILL SUITABLE FOR GARDEN-
ING UNDER GLASS, ETC.

The drill pictured below, I know, will work all

right, becau e we have used one made on a similar
principle, for many years. It cannot very well clog,
and it drops about as evenly as any drill that can be
made on any principle.

A NEW LOW-PRICED HAND SEED-DRILL.

The price of the above little machine is only 00
cents, and for 20 cents more it can be sent anywhere
by mail. There is no machinery about it to get out of
order. You can quickly adjust it so as to drop the
seeds thick or thin as you want them by running it

alone the floor, if your seeds are high-priced, like
cauliflower, lay down a newspaper, and then you can
easily scrape up your seeds and save them. We have
the drills in stock re idy to send out by the first mail
or by express. These are especially for sowing seeds
in hot-beds and cold-frames.

PRICES ON STRAWBERRY-PLANTS FOR THE SPRING OF
1899.

L,et me say at the outset that I can not grow good
plants at the prices they are offered now in almost all

of the agricultural papers. I do not mean to say that
those that are offered for $1.50 per 1000 are not good,
for I do not know. I do know, however, that ours
are true to name, and grown in ground that has been
made exceedingly rich at great expense. The best
prices we care to make on the standard old varieties
will be as follows : 15 cts. for 10 plants ; 60 cts. per 100;

$-1.00 per 1000. These prices are for the first column.
The new varieties listed in second column will be one-

half more than the above prices, with the exception of
the Nick Ohmer, which will be twice the above prices.

OLD STANDARD VARIETIES.
Je-sie
Haverland (Imp.).
Bnbacli ( Imp.).
Wai field (Imp.).
E Igai Queen (Imp.).
Sharple>s.
Parker Eaiie.

NEWER VARIETIES.
Rio.
Marshall.
Carrie dm]) ).

Win Belt.
Ma'-ffai et.
N<ek Ohmer.
Brandy wine.

Above by mail at an additional cost of 5 cts. for 10, or
25 cts. for" 100. The varie ies are all perfect, with the
exception of those marked " Imp.," which are imper-
fect. We shall probably be read}' to ship strawberry-
plants as soon as this reaches you. In the lists we
have made, the first mentioned are the earliest, and
the last, latest.

If you want my opinion as to the best strawberry

—

that is the best eating right from the patch, I would
put the Sharpless at the head. If you want the earli-

est good-sized berry, I would recommend the Rio. If
you want the most prolific—that is, the one that bears
the most quarts— I would suggest Warfield. Haver-
land. and also Paiker Earle if you give the latter ex-
ceedingly good culture and rich ground. If you want
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the largest berry I rather think it would be the Nick
Ohmer. If you want the firmest for shipping, it

would be theBrandywine. The handsomest beiry is,

pei haps, the Marshall. So
>
you see there are many

things to be considered in sajing which is best, all

around.

KENDEL'S GIANT SWEET CORN, ETC.

As a single customer offered to take the whole four
bushels I advertised at 83.50 per bushel in our last is-

sue (but 1 did not let him have it all) we have been
obliged to advance the price to 20 cts. per quart ; $1.25

per peck; 84.50 per bushel. It looks now as if those
who grew some choice sweet corn for seed last season
did about as well as those who raised seed bean*. By
the »av, we have just secured some home-grown
beans. 13 bu-hels in all, of Navy, York State marrow,
and while kidney. Price will be given on application.
Wax t eatis, both green and yellow podded, are going
to be practically out of the market, and I am afraid
they will be gine before it is time to plant them here
in the North. We have been sending north, east,

south, and west, but the reply comes evtry time,
" Sold out "—that is, where anybody wants a bushel
or more.

A PORTABLE ELECTRTC LAMP.

I have been for years waiting and watching for two
things that I was sure would come, and now they are
both here. The first was a dry battel y that would
give a good strong current, and which could be sold
for a nickel. This 5-cent battery weigh- only 4 oz.,

and yet it gives quite a strong current that may be
used for a great variety of purposes. The second was
a portable electric lamp to be worked with these cheap
dry batteries. I have had one in use for a year, in a
square form, that cost $5.00. Recently an apparatus,
represented in the cut below, has come out for only
$3.50 ; smaller size, §2.50.

A DRY-BATTERY ELECTRIC LAMP.

The whole apparatus is 14^ inches long, and about
1J4 in diameter. >t contains four cells of the cheap
battery I have been speaking about. On one end is

an electric globe well protected, and on the other a
cap that can be turned on or off. Turning it on pro-
duces a light, and the opposite way extinguishes it.

This apparatus will give 20,000 flashes of brilliant

light ; or it will give a steady light for ten hours ; or
you can use it a second, a minute, or fifteen minutes,
until you have used up the whole ten hours. The dry
batteries themselves are good for from 60 to 90 days.
The apparatus weighs just 1% lbs. It can be used as
a bicycle-lamp, or for exploring caves, tunnels, dark
closets, etc. It is a splendid thing for plumbers who
are obliged to work in dark corners, especially where
leaking gas might induce an explosion with any com-
mon lamp r lantern. When making connections for
our pip^s to carry steam fiom our factory over to my
home « e had got almost through one night- but it was
growing d rk, and there was too much wind to use
any sort of lamp. The men thought they would have
to give it up, although it was in the dead of winter,
and a storm was coming. I told them I could put a
strong light right on the pipes and connections. They
had but little faith; but I ran for my electric lamp,
and soon made their work plainer down in that muddy
ditch than it would have been in open daylight, and
the work was finished. At another time when a hot
box shut down our whole factory it was desirable to
have a strong light down between the raise-d-up shaft
and the box of babbitt metal. My electric lamp hit

the spot exactly. When Mrs. Root wakes up in the
night, and wishes to see the dial of the clock, just one
flash of my little lamp nifikes it plain. If she were to
scratch a match it would wake me up. You press the
button, and a beautiful light shines on the spot you
wish to see, and nowhere else. Release the button,
and it is gone. The lamp I use can be made to give a
tolerable light for from 15 to 20 hours. When your
light is gone, a new battery costs 20 cts.; so you see
the light costs onlv about a cent an hour, and you can
have it in installments of a second at a time if you
wish. Some of our people think I make a big fuss
a rout a little matter; but I tell you this is one of the
achievements of modern science, and sooner or later
is destined to play a great part in the machinery of
life. For further particulars address the The Acme
Electric Co., 1659 Broadway, New York.

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF CANNED MEATS.
The above is the title of a bulletin just issued from

the Department of Agriculture, and this bulletin is

from our good friend Prof. Wiley, U. S. Chemist.
Samples of all the canned meats in the open markets
of the United States, as well as samples furnished by
the War Department, show that our canned meats are
honest, straight goods. Not a single can has been
discovered that showed that the nutritious part had
been extracted to make extract of beef. The canned
corn beef contained a very small amount of common
salt, and also a little saltpeter; but the quantity was
no larger than that found in the average farmer's
beef or pork barrel. It makes one think of the silly

stories of a year ago about the comb honey produced
by honest bee-keepers being manufactured out of glu-
cose and paraffine. At the time the statement was
made through the papers that our canned meats were
unwholesome I felt sure it was a mistake, for I have
frequently partaken of them freely in traveling, wheu
I have found myself unable to get fresh meat; and
the contents of the cans have always been good and
wholesome. Prof. Wiley further states that they found
the cans made of good tin, and the soldering was d>ne
in such a way that not a trace of any thing unwhole-
some was found in any can that might have come from
either the solder or the metals forming the can. I re-

joice at this, because it is a fearful thing to spoil the
confidence of our peop'e in wholesome food products
by any such unwarranted and untruthful statements.
Now, another big point comes in right here : Prof.

Wiley says very positively what our medical men have
been repeating for years pa-t, that using borax, sali-

cylic acid, or any such chemical, for pre-erving fruits,

veg tables, or meats, is a thing that should be con-
demned. Not a trace of any thing of this sort was
found in any of the canned meats on our markets. I

believe our government is justified, not only in arrest-
ing parties for selling "preserving-powders," but I

think our periodicals should be restrained from adver-
tising any such pernicious compounds. Of course,
they preserve fruits and vegetables so as to have them
look very wholesome and appetizing ; but the same
powerful chemical that arrests decay prevents diges-
tion and injures the stomach.

PADI IFCT QUEENS reared in U. S.; increased
CrViVLIUOl facilities

guaranteed.
for promptness; all queens

Write for prices from half dozen to 100
J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Gleanings for the
rest of the year
for 50 Cents.

For the rest of the year—that is, from the
time you send in your subscription till Janua-
ry, 1900—we will send Gleanings for 50
ets. The sooner you send your 50 cts. the
more numbers you will get.

Our Low Clubbing Offer,

or Two Papers for the

Price of one.

For SI. 00, sent in advance, we will send
Cleanings one year, the American Agricul=
turist, and the Farmer's Almanac. In place
of the Agriculturist, with no addition in

price, may be taken the O. Judd Farmer or

the Prairie Farmer.
For $1.10 we will send Gleanings one year,

and either the Ohio Farmer or the Michigan
Farmer one year. Send in your orders

early.

The A. I. Root Company,
Medina, Ohio.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS
New York.—Comb honey is pretty well cleaned up

now, and we expect to clean out the rest of our stock
during this month. Prices rule same, viz.: Fancy
white, 12 ; No. 1 white. 10@11 ; amber, 9 ; dark and
buckwheat, Ota 7. Besides some California, there is

not much extracted on the market. Demand is fair
at unchanged prices. Beeswax, 27(5.28.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.
March 8. New York.

Detroit.—Fancy white comb is scarce and higher,
and we now quote it 13@14 ; No. 1, 12@13 ; fancy dark
and amber, 10(all. Considerable poor honey has re-

mained in commission houses some time and is offer-
ed at 8@9; extracted white, t>'4@7; dark, 5(30; beeswax,
25@26J4.
March 9. M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch. Mich.

Philadelphia.—Honey is in fair demand, not much
activity Fancy comb, 15; No. 1, 12 ; amber, 10 ; dark
extracted, 5% ; amber, 6; white, 7. Beeswax, 27. We
are producers of honey—do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. A. Selser.
March 9. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia. Pa

Chicago.—Fancy white comb brings 13c, and there
is a good demand for it. No. 1 white is also wanted at
11@12, depending upon quality. Lower grades of
white amber and mixed colors range from 8 to 10 cts.;

with dark and buckwheat, 7@S ; extracted white clo-

ver and sage 8 ; basswood and alfalfa 7 : amber
grades, G ; buckwheat, 5^(5'6 ; beeswax, 27(a/28. Mar-
ket generally healthy in tone, with best grades of
honey scarce' R. A. Burnett & Co.,
March 7. 163 South Water St , Chicago, III.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-dav as
follows: Fancy white, 13@14; No. 1, 12@12%; light
amber, 11; buckwheat, 8; extracted, white, 7; light
amber, 6. A. B. Williams & Co.,
March A. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio

Albany. — Honey market quiet, with stock well
cleaned out of both comb and extracted. Extracted
wanted; selling at §(&"!%•, comb, 7(a/12.

MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

March 10. Albany, N. Y.

Columbus.—We can notice an improvement in de-
mand, and market is in better shape, but no advance
in prices as vet. Fancy, 12%; No. 1, Il';tol2; ambei
10; dark, S.

Columbus Commission and Storage Co.,
March X. Columbus, Ohio.

Boston.—Our honey market is as follows: Fancy
white comb, 13; A No. 1, 12: No. 1, 11@12; No. 2, 10; ex-
tracted, S; light amber, 7(0/7%.

Blake, Scott & Lee,
Feb. 28. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 00 lb. cans for
17.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.
Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

Wants and Exchange.

Notice- will be inserted under this head at one half our
usunl rates. You must say you want your ad m this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsible for any error You can
have the notice as many lines as von please; but alloverflve
lines will cost you according to our regular rates This de-
partment is intended only for bona-flde exchanges. K \ change-
tor easli or for price lists, or notices offering articles for sale
can not be inserted under this head. For sucli our regular
rates of 30 cts a line will he charged. and they will he put with
the regular advertisements. We can not be responsible for
dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

w

w

w

ANTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
with tin separators, tor something I can use.

C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

yVANTED.—To exchange two small printing presses
TT and printing outfit for bloodhounds, fei rets, fan-
cy poultry, bicycles, or something I can use.

James M. Denham, Valley, Ky.

ANTED.—Your address for a free copy of my
book on queen-rearing.

Henry- Alley, VVeuham. Mass.

ANTED —To exchange supplies, nursery stock, or
seed potatoes, for printing-press, honey, or wax

O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa

\XfANTED —To furnish my hives and sections, toTT careful men. for a share of No. 1 clover honey.
Also 4 sizes of the prize comb-hont-v cartons, and 68
pages of " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

Vl/ANTED.—Some good person to have full charge of
an apiary of 125 colonies, to run on shares.

E. A. Harris, No. Petersburgh, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange a trio of white Holland
turkeys for bees, queens, cash, or offers.

J. F. Patton, Newtown, Ohio.

WANTED —To exchange man-trailing bloodhounds,
foundation-mill, and bone-mill, for L hives in

flat- Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

VUANTED.-To exchange 100 colonies of Italian bees
in S-L. -frame hives (at $3 00 per colony) for ex-

tracted honey, seed potatoes, or something I can use
A. W. Gardner, Centre ville, Mich.

\V'ANTED.—To exchange new and second-hand bi-
cycles, bicvele parts, or sundries, for Barnes saw

or engine. Twin City Cycle Co., La Salle, 111.

VVANTED.—Position in western apiary by boy; age.
18; good habits; references, if wanted; some ex-

perience. Address Ralph E. Dodge, Lebam. Wash.

Farm Bee-keeping
Is one of the leading departments in the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best
Farm and Bee paper in existence. Write for
sample copy and for clubbing rates with any
paper you want.

E- TAYLOR ABBOTT, St. Joe, Mo.
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About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Medina, Ohio.

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66, Washington, D.C.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE. Mar. 15.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

Do You Expect to Buy

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
the coming year? If so, you want to get a good qual-
ity of goods at a reasonable price. Our aim will be to
please you. Will you write us now, stating what you
will ueed, and allow us to quote you prices? You will

Get a Liberal Discount
by ordering now; goods to be shipped and paid for
when wanted. It will cost but two cents, and save $.

We keep several carloads in stock.

I. J. STR1NGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

Discount-sheet to dealers. Catalog free.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

r
The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee= keepers' Supplies.
Medina, Ohio. Philadelphia, Pa.

10 Vine St.

Prices the same. Order of nearest point— save d
d freight and time.

Doolittle's "Scientific Queen = rearing!"

All About Rearing Queen=bees.

Every bee-keeper should have a copy of G. M. Doolittle's great book on rearing the best queen-bees. It is

as fascinating as a love-story and as practical as an arithmetic. Here is a list of

Its Interesting Contents.

Importance of Good Queens.
Nature's Way of Rearing Queens.
Another of Nature's Wa\ s.

Old Methods o Rearing Queens.
Later Metho Is of Rearing Queens.
New Wav of Rearing Queens.
Getting Bees off the Cells.

What to do with the Queen-cells.
Queen-cell Protectors.
Nuc'ei—How to Form and Multiply.
Bee-feeders and Bee-feeding.
Securing Good Drones.
Introduction of Queens.
Introducing Virgin Queens.

jB=3*

Keeping a Record of Cells. Queens, etc.

Clipping the Queen's Wings.
Shipping, Shipping-cages Bee-candy, etc.
Querns Injured in Shipping.
Quality of Bees and Color of Queens.
Rearing a Few Queens.
Later Experiments in Queen-rearing.
La'est Feats in Queen-rearing.
Production and Care of Comb Honey.
Management of Weak Colonies.
Getting the Boxes Ready and Putting

Them on.
Swarming.
How to Get the Largest Yield of Honey.

Doolittle's Book and the Bee Journal for only $1.60.

The price of Doolittle's book alone is 81.00, but we will mail it with the weekly AMERICAN BEE JOUR-
NAL for one year, both for only $1.60. The book is bound in cloth, and well illustrated. The Bee Journal

alone is $1 00 a "year.

If you have not seen the weekly AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL for 1890—with its new type and sparkling

contents—send us your name and address at once on a postal card, asking for a copy. You will want it regu-

larly when you see" it. It's the greatest bargain in current bee-literature.

ADDRESS

Geo. W. York & Co., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, III.
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Discrepancy between statements on pp.
170 and 186 as to hi^h board fences being bad
or good for bees. Wonder if the thing doesn't
vary as to locality.

That Home talk of A. I. Root, last num-
ber, made me think what a reliable set in gen-
eral bee-keepers are. I never lost a cent by
one of them except once.

DOOLITTLE says he's using foundation more
than two years old. Say, Doolittle, last year
I used lots of brood foundation six years old,

and I couldn't see but it was as goud as new.

Hard maple grows fast, according to a
statement on p. 168. Any thing but fast, ''in

this locality." [Very slowly here, and yet all

depends on what is meant by " slowly." That
is a relative term'.

—

Ed.]
" It is NEEDLESS to sacrifice a whole apiary

to any single experiment," says Doolittle, p.

183. Of course it is; bat why couldn't you
tell me of my faulis privately. Doolittle, in-

stead of coming out in that public manner ?

I'm requested to tear in pieces C. P. Da-
dant for so strongly advocating big hives.

The trouble is, I can't find out whether he's
right or not. In the meantime I might set on
him my good friend D. N. Ritchie, the man
who gets good crops of honey with marvel-
ously small hives.

" I would steal before I would go to the
poorhouse," A. I. Root thinks is false pride.

I should say so. When you simmer it down,
that means, " I'd rather steal $100 from a sin-

gle person than to take it honestly from a lot

of people who are willing to make me a pres-

ent of that amount.

"

Dzierzon offers a new kink. Clip both sides
of a virgin queen in the house before a window
till she flies with some difficulty, and she'll be
fertilized near home (Aspin wall's idea), and
then when she gets to laying she'll need no
other clipping. [This will be a rather delicate
job. In actual practice I should expect that

either there would be too much clipped off the
wings, sd the queen would get lost, or not
enough so bnt she could fly just as far as she
pleased.

—

Ed.]
The sum of $30,000 was lately paid for a

new carnation. Yesterday I stood admiring a
vase of the flowers in Chicago. Pulling out
my rule I found each measured fully 3 inches
across, and I thought, " When so much can
be done with a flower, why can't red clover
tongues be produced in bees, and also non-
swarmers ? '

'

Keeping hushed up the presence of foul
brood, as mentioned p. 176, seems about the
natur-d thing to do, but there may be a little

question whether it's the best thing. Where
there's a case of smallpox I've known the
family very anxious to have it hushed up; but
the public authorities insisted on having the
house very distinctly placarded "Smallpox !

"

A. E. Manum doubts "that bees purposely
make use of foreign substances " in cappings.
If he will turn to Cheshire, p. 174, he can see
a picture of brood-capping magnified 35 times,
and wdl learn that the major portion of brood-
cappings is made up of nibblings and scraps,
cocoons, and pollen-grains, and from this

same contamination "not even the cleanest
super-comb is free."

In replv to H. L., my best colonies have
perhaps 13 frames of brood at beginning of
clover harvest, the average being 8. How is

it at Medina? [My best comb and extracted
honey colonies (and you know I run for both
on the same hive) would have ten and twelve
frames of brood; but about the time honey
begins to come in well, if the season holds out
I get them on to about eight.

—

Ed]
That consolidation of 18 swarms, p. 174,

reminds me. Years ago I visited E. D. God-
frey, Red Oak, Iowa, and he gave me a vivid

account of an experience he had had. I think
it was 60 colonies that were taken out of cellar

in spring, and about all of them swarmed out
at the same time ! The air was black with them,
and they went back into only a small number
of the hives. He candidly admitted that it

made him so sick he went straight to bed. I

think he afterward did something to even
them up.
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Critic Taylor comes up smiling in Review
with a new argument in favor of boiling foul-

broody honey only 15 minutes. The specific

gravity of honey is nearly a half more than
that of water, hence when you boil honey you
make it a lot hotter than 212°. I don't know
the proper reply to that, so I've taken to the

fence, and am looking for a soft spot to alight

Inside Bro. Taylor. Gather up your duds, Er-

nest, and come along. But I wish some one
would tell us just how hot boiling honey is.

[See editorials.—Ed.]

Editor Hutchinson and C. P. Dadant are

at loggerheads as to the expense of queens in

-pring. One says they are the least expensive
part of a colony, the other says they are the
most expensive part. Hutchinson says when
bees swarm they build a lot of queen-cells,

and " the building of these cells and the feed-

ing of the embryo queens cost the bees some
labor, and that is all that queens cost the reg-

ular honey-producer." That wouldn't make
them cost 10 cts. each ; but getting them fer-

tilized and keeping them through till spring
will make them cost £0 cts. more.

A hedge OF EVERGREENS is a fine thing to

slow up the wind in winter, but you must re-

member that it will also slow up a breeze in

summer, so that, with a dense hedge on east

and west side, combs may melt down in a hive
in dense shade. [Yes, it is true that, while
evergreens make most excellent windbreaks,
they produce almost a dead calm under a hot
pouring sun in summer. Our apiarists have
often complained about its being so " dread-
fully hot " in our apiary in the summer, and I

suppose it is because of those same evergreens
that are so useful in winter but so useless in

summer.

—

Ed.]

I'm ashamed to say I had forgotten that
Cheshire gives what is probably the true cause
of the blackening of brood combs, that is the
residua of the bowels being " plastered outside
the exuvium, within the cell-wall." As to

darkening in supers. J. E. Crane is sound, and
we may as well dismiss the dirty-foot business
entirely. But I do think that bees add dark
material to the outside of white cappings when
left long enough. [I believe that Crane and
Cheshire are, on the whole, correct, although
I am inclined to the opinion that propolis has
probably as much or more to do with discolor-

ing honey than pollen.

—

Ed ]

I'd like To SEE Doolittle use tin separators
20 years without cleaning, where I live. He'd
have to enlarge his supers. [Yes, yes. Dr.
Miller, if my memory serve me correctly, has
more real propolis to the square foot than
Doolittle has to the square yard. My compar-
ison may not be accurate, but I know there is

a vast difference. In the State of New York,
fixed or self-spacing frames are used very large-

ly ; in Illinois, very sparingly, at least in the
northern part of the State. There can be no
question but that, in this matter, locality does
have a great deal to do with one's ideas and
real practice.

—

Ed.]

Some may have a misunderstanding from
the statement, p. 176, that Ontario has propor-
tionately less foul brood than any other coun-

try. Foul brood has just started in Belgium,
if I am rightly informed, and I think there
are countries where foul brood is unknown to

bee-keepers. [I hope there are many coun-
tries and States where foul brood is unknown.
It begins to look as if, next season, there
would be a good demand for bees, owing to

the fact that there will be rather heavier win-
ter losses this year than last. Sending bees in

the form of nuclei is very liable to carry foul

brood, if those nuclei come from a locality

that has been or is infected with the disease.

—Ed.]
"The sides of the cells are porous, also

the cappings," says James Cormac, page 180.

Brood-cappings are porous, cappings of honey
less so, Cheshire finding about one cell in 16

not porous; but he found no porosity whatever
in the walls of cells. [I think we may safely

say that the cappings of both brood-cells and
honey-cells are porous. One does not need to

consult any authority to prove that; but if one
will take a strong glass, and inspect the sides

of honey or brood cells he will see that they
seem to be more dense, and are probably im-
pervious to air. We know that honey ripens
somewhat after it is capped over, and there is

no way it could ripen unless the cappings were
porous.

—

Ed.]

" BEST thing in the line of an interview I

ever heard from a bee-paper," said my auditor
when I finished reading the Root-Crane inter-

view, p, 169. [The Crane part of it was all

right. Some little time ago, when I had that
little chat (interview) with Chalon Fowls and
H. R. Boardman, I regretted that we did not
have our stenographer on hand to take down
in permanent form the valuable suggestions
that were thrown out. It is my purpose to in-

troduce this feature in the future as often as

conditions will permit ; so that those of our
bee-keeping friends who come here must not
be surprised if they are put through a course
of questions—not so much to see how much
they know, but to pump out of their wells of

knowledge as much as they are willing to

give.

—

Ed.]

" Your choice for 16 cts.," marked over a

dozen sections (p. 168) will work all right if

sections weigh alike ; but if there's a differ-

ence of several ounces between the heaviest

and lightest, won't the last go a little slow?
[Mr. S. A. Niver, who is an advocate of sell-

ing honey by the piece, grades his honey, if I

am not mistaken, both by appearance and
weight. I think that he told me he could
gauge his honey to the half-ounce by merely
picking it up and looking at it and setting it

in its proper grade. That takes practice.

When honey is sold by the piece, every sec-

tion box is very nearly an average of every
other one in that same case; if it is not, then
the customer will soon demand to buy by
weight. I do not remember whether Mr. Ni-

ver is the one or not; but some one has cases

of full-weight fancies and light weight ; also

full cases of full weight No. 1 and light weight
No. 1, and so on. The light weights are sold

to one set of customers, and the heavy weights
to another.

—

Ed.J
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Rambler springs a tough conundrum in

Review. Why is it that, when you're at work
near the apiary, only two or three bees will

persistently pester you when there might as

well be a thousand ? Idon'tknow. But when
he says, "If you knock all of them down it

will not take five minutes for their places to

be filled by another two or three," I demur.
We eat our dinner under a certain tree in the

Hastings apiary, and when we've batted the

two to six scolding bees, the rule is that we
can eat our dinners in peace. [With me it has

worked both ways. Sometimes after killing

off the two or three that seem to delight in

making one crosseyed, that has ended all fur-

ther annoyance. Then at other times it has
seemed as if every time I struck one, another
would take its place—if not at once, shortly

after. As a general rule I find it pays, how-
ever, to kill off these teasers; for when they

once get into this habit of following one about
the yard, those very same bees, if not killed,

will keep it up for days. I remember quite

distinctly one of these bees that had defective

wings. Its hum was quite characteristic; and
after two or three days of real annoyance I re-

member saying, " There comes back that little

rascal again. I will fix him." I did fix him,
and straightway that peculiar hum or whirr
stopped. You see it was more natural to say

I would " fix him " than to " fix it " or " fix

her."—Ed ]

" The March winds roar around our door,"
The bees say, quite demure

;

" It shakes myframe," says one scared drone,
" Yet ourfoundation* s sure."

»»/

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
The first and second items on the second

column of page 168, previous issue, should
have been credited to the Amer. Bee Journal
and not to the Bee-keepers' Review.

\k>

Mr. McNay says bee-keepers should demand
an advance on honey sent to commission men,
otherwise the honey will usually be put in the

back part of the warehouse, and will be the

last to be sold.
it/

In speaking of the relative qualities of hon-
ey gathered by blacks and Italians, Mr. Ed-
ward Bevins, of Iowa, says he does not " ques-

tion the fact of the better taste of the product
of Italian bees. . . But that this superiority

is present at all times and under all circum-
stances may well be questioned."

»</

C. P. Dad -m t thinks it beneficial to let bees
fly out on warm days, to avoid constipation.

He does not favor excessive ventilation of

hives, such as results from having the bottom
of the hive removed; says it is like sleeping

in a room with the window open in the winter.

Probably " locality " will cut quite a figure in

this matter.
m

In the issue for March 2 Mr. J. H. Martin
furnishes a full description, with illustrations,

of the California blue-gum and red-gum trees

of that State. The blue gum (eucalyptus) is

called the giant honey-producer. Mr. Martin
says he has not seen a larger tree in America
that secretes honey. Mr. M. has known the

blue gum to bloom continuously from Decem-
ber till May and June. The honey from it is

very dark, and aromatic in flavor. The tree

grows very fast.

Mr. William Stolley, of Nebraska, gives a

remarkably interesting talk on sweet clover—

-

how to raise it, use it, and control its growth.
Among many good points he makes I note the

following : "In Nebraska it will furnish most
excellent bee-pasture up to the time when
frost kills all vegetation, and sweet clover is

the very last to succumb. For early spring

pasturing of cattle, particularly milch cows,

there is nothing better than sweet clover."
" It runs out all noxious weeds, perfumes the

air, and feeds the bees." "A public road,

well and evenly seeded with melilot, but the

growth of it properly checked at the proper

time, is a thing of great beauty, and there is

nothing bad about it, but, instead, it furnishes

a bee-ranch hard to beat. " Mr. Stolley admits,

however, that it is objectionable on original

prairie-grass land which is to be utilized as

hay land. It would be a good thing if the

whole article could be printed in every agri-

cultural paper in the country.

O. O. Poppleton speaks of the insect pests

of Cuba. It makes us doubt what the poet

said of these tropical countries

—

" every prospect pleases,

And naught but man is vile."

One of the '

' vile
'

' things they have there

is the mosquito ; but these insects are not so

bad as in Florida, are easily scared away, and
can be kept away at night by the use of

screens. The flea is to be found in Cuba in

all his glory. Mr. P. says :

'

' The more we kept
away from any place where any kind of ani-

mal was kept, the less we were troubled with
them." Then comes the chigoe, a black flea,

so small as to be almost invisible. "These
fellows burrow just under the skin, usually at

the side of one of the toe-nails, and then pro-

ceed to grow into a bag full of eggs. I think

that the abdomen of the insect itself distends

as the eggs grow in size. The first that one
knows of their presence is a peculiar itching,

and an examination will show what looks like

a white fester under the skin. A novice will

open the supposed fester, squeeze out the eggs,

and, if wise, drop in some kerosene to kill the

insect and such eggs as will still remain. But
the right thing to do is to take a pin, and, by
being very careful, separate the entire egg- sac,

without breaking it, from the flesh." Scor-

pions are plentiful in Cuba. Empty hives are

a favorite place for them. Mr. P. says he has

been stung by them only once. He thinks
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the sting is not much more severe than that of

a bee. See Mr. Somerford's letter in another
column.

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
A Pennsylvania writer says not a honey-bee

could be seen on a field of crimson clover of

his last year, but it was alive with bumble-bees.

V)/

Seven views of comb built by Carniolan
bees are given, from the Ontario Agricultural
College, R. F. Holtermann experimentalist.
They are built, apparently, in brood-combs,
L. size, and are quite as irregular in outline as

an ordinary washing hanging on the line.

They resemble a lot of smaller combs joined
together in a jumbled-up mess. The editor
thinks the average Carniolan colony would be
ashamed of them.

In regard to nectar secretion, Fr. Greiner
maintains, with every show of reason, that the
same honey-plants are differently affected by
different climates and localities. He says the
cherry blossoms as well in York State as any-
where, but his bees seldom if ever get any
honey from it, while in Virginia the same kind
of trees yield honey freely. In one of Ram-
bler's letters he speaks of the cherry-trees of
Oregon as being a great place for bee-men. I

am confident that around here they are of no
value for honey. Watch our Apr. loth issue.

G. M. Doolittle goes over the subject of
fruit-bloom fertilization in a very thorough
manner. I think I have never before seen so
much on that theme, within the same compass.
It is a real mine of information. I have just
read an article in a French bee-journal, how-
ever, saying that bees have nothing to do with
fruit-fertilization. Perhaps not, at all times,
on the principle, as the little boy said, that
" salt is what makes potatoes taste bad when
you don't put any on."

A fine view of the apiary of Mr. A. A. Goet-
ting, of El Casco, Cal., is given ; also a pic-
ture of Mr. G. himself. He tried Cyprians in
California, but had to give them up, as their
jokes were too pointed. To get rid of a laying
worker he tells us to " carry the hive a short
distance from the apiary. Place upon the
stand an empty hive, and in it put a frame of
brood and eggs from a good colony. Shake all

the bees off from the combs; replace the combs
in the new hive on the old stand, and it is

done."
»*/

A. E. Manum continues his articles on the
size of hives. He concludes as follows: " In
a locality with a honey-flow of long duration,
and the bees run wholly for comb honey, and
by a person who can give them close attention
at all seasons, and also where an increase is

desired, I would favor the small hive. But if

no increase is wanted, and the location gives
but a short honey season, and the feeding is

to be avoided, I would by all means favor the
large hive." Mr. Manum's wide experience
gives weight to what he says.

"HE."

BY EUGENE SECOR.

[Note.—See Gleanings for Feb. 1, pages 80, 81.]

We hear a good deal of talk nowadays
Concerning the sex that gathers our honey

;

One man of letters writes, and boldy says,

That she's a he (now, doesn't that sound
funny ? ) ;

That he's the one that works, and always pays
Our little bills when we're in need of money.

He cites a number of poets to show
That insects are called males, and she must go.

He says, and maintains, that if she's not he,

She ought to be it according to rules

Evolved and explained so plainly that we,

The laity, who, though innocent fools,

And Zaccheus-like (so curious to see),

May learn about "functions" outside of

schools.

But he failed to explain why the functionkss
steer

Is known cs a male every day in the year.

Of course, it's quite plain to most of us men
Why too much credit should never be given

Tofemale importance ; if it's she, why, then,

As sure as the stars adorn the blue heaven,

The woman will claim again and again

That she's the factotum, and not merely
leaven.

It will never do to have it get out

That females are 'workers and bring things

about.

When Nature exhibits some wonderful feat

Performed by what we style the weaker sex,

'Tis lucky to have an old bach to cheat

The dear woman out of th' possible reflex

By fooling the same in poetry sweet,

By argument too, and logic complex.
The masculine gender's the best every time,

Because it is found quite often in rhyme.

Of all the wild fads now running round loose,

The effort to make our speech very plain

Is faddest of all. A gander's a goose ;

But why admit that ? it's simply insane—
'Tis running our necks in a feminine noose,

So gander's the word that ought to remain,

Because, don't you see? some women will say,
" A goose ain't a gander, by a long way."

From this time on, then, it ought to be he

Whenever we speak of the miscalled neuter.

Let's keep the old ruts, and not bend the knee
To modern improvements, though it does

seem cuter.

Young folks are too smart in this land of the

free,

And get too far from the time-honored tutor.

Let's teach this doctrine wherever we can :

The old-time angel wras always a man.
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HE OR SHE.

Its Use in Different Languages.

BY F. GREINER.

It has been the custom of all the English-
speaking people to give the worker-bee the
masculine pronoun he. I am not very certain

th it there has been any particular reason for

this. No language, that I have gotten a slight

inkling of, seems to be very consistent in con-
ceding any particular gender to the things of
this earth. How, for instance, may we ac-

c unt for using the masculine pronoun he
when speaking of the sun, but the feminine,
she, when speaking of the moon, especially

when considering that the German has it

right the opposite, while the other languages,
a ;ain, like Latin, French, aud Greek, have it

the same as the English?
Huw can we account for it, that in the Ger-

man we give the drone the pronoun she, but
not so in the English ? to the worker-bee the
feminine she, yet not so in the English ?

Nearly all of us remember when the queen
used to be called "king;" among the Ger-
mans, Koenig [king], and Weiser (/) [leader],

with, of course, the masculine gender. This
older usage, though, has substantially gone
out of practice in a measure, so to speak, as
the people have gained in knowledge.
The explanation of why there are so many

inconsistencies in our languages lies, it seems
to me, right here. Languages were made up
greatly by ignorant, uneducated people. Lan-
guage was first, then education. Can it then
be wondered at that so many of these incon-
sistencies crept in— inconsistencies that now
cause the student so much hard study ? It

seems to me that it is only a move in the
right direction when we now try to rectify

some of the greatest inconsistencies and blun-
ders, wherever it may be done without much
inconvenience.

I certainly was greatly pleased when the
erlitor of Gleanings first started the reform
in our bee-literature by giving the worker the
feminine gender, to which it is rightfully en-
titled. As a German I had been used to styl-

ing the worker as she, as mentioned before,
and I could not become reconciled to giving
it the masculine pronoun he when learning the
English language.
Mr. Hasty, in the December Bee-keepers'

Review, expresses his opinion in this matter.
He thinks the effort in behalf of this reform is

born by a spirit of conceit, we thinking of
ourselves as possessing greater knowledge
than the laity

; and it is not impossible that
this may be true.

Further on Mr. Hasty tries to represent the
worker from the " absolute-fact standpoint,

"

and says the worker-bee is anatomically a
female, but functionally a neuter, and should
properly carry the pronoun it, etc. I grant
that the mission of the worker has thus been
described, and is looked upon by almost all,

even the scientists. But what are the facts in

the case? What are the functions of the
worker? A worker may lay eggs which may

produce bees (male). Workers in a body
may, by a sort of incubation, hatch eggs.
Workers may secrete milk, so to speak, and
are able to (one might say) suckle the young.
The workers do not only secrete the milk, but
milk themselves for the benefit of the young,
if I may be allowed to express the process in

these words. These are the most prominent
faculties the workers possess.

No doubt Mr. Hasty considers the queen a

perfect female. Indeed, the queen has become
the proud owner of this distinguished title,

" peifect female of the hive;" but is she justi-

fied in holding it ? What qualities do we gen-
erally look for in a perfect female? Mr.
Hasty is growing up a young bovine, a heifer

calf, by the name of Dinah. The mother cow
did not only give birth to this calf, but she
provides for it proper food, and suckles it.

So the here well-defined characteristics of this

perfect female cow are, 1, to give birth ; 2, to

furnish food by secretion. The queen can
well perform the first of the two ; but further

she can do nothing to keep her race from
becoming extinct ; the worker must come to

the rescue ; the worker performs the other
half of the work of the true female. If I am
not very much mistaken, then the worker has
a right to the name "female," perhaps fully

as much as the queen ; but, as it appears,

neither one is a perfect female ; the two to-

gether make the ring complete ; and since the

one carries the pronoun she undisputedly, the
other might as well. When the time comes
that the relative missions of queen and worker
are not only fully understood, but to each the

credit given that to each belongs, then we
shall hear no more of the queen being the

only perfectly developed female, and the

worker being neuter, but each will be address-

ed as it properly should — Mrs. Queen and
Mrs. Worker.

Naples, N. Y., Jan. 3.

HE, SHE, OR IT.

A Little Advice to the Editor.

They are having a good deal of discussion in

Gleanings about the proper pronoun to use

in connection with a worker-bee, and the

editor says in a note that he has associated

with he smartness and wickedness, and with
she softness and goodness. Here is just where
the trouble lies. Man, the male, has always
egotistically assumed that he was the superior

of the rest of creation, women included, and
the world has been run with the he, he idea

uppermost, until he has left she out of almost
every thing. This was especially true in Bible

times. Did it ever occur to these male egotists

that it is the female germ which is first in the

order of creation ? In nature it is the male
cell that pans with its individuality when a

new being is introduced into this time world.

Whatever custom and tradition may say,
'

' man is born of woman, '

' according to nature,

and this places woman first. Man smarter
than a woman ? Not much ! We have seen
women who could peel the bark off a hickory
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sapling, the equal of any male gender. Better

continue to say she, young man, when you
speak of a worker-bee ; this is the age of

"woman's rights," and you may wish you
had if you do not. She is not so " soft and
good " as she might be when you get her
aroused ; for illustration, a she, it, or him,
which shall I say ?—bee, a neuter, if you please.
— The Modern Farmer and Bee-ketper, by E.
T. Abbott.

TRAVEL-STAIN.

The Whole Question Reviewed and Restated ; Get-

ting the Game Holed, and then Digging it Out;

a Valuable Article.

BY J. E. CRANE.

In Gleanings for Feb. 1 Dr. Miller says,

"J. E. Crane's article, page 42, is entirely

correct ; but it only shifts the question one
step farther back — is the black carried up
from the brood-nest into the super caused by
travel-stain, or what is it?" to which the
editor adds, "I do not believe we can tell

where the black does come from — perhaps
sometimes from out of the hives ; but I sup-
pose that, in the majority of cases, it is chunks
of propolis."

Now, then, let us see if we have got our
game "holed," as the hunters say, before we
proceed to dig it out. But first let us take a
short lesson in colors.

I suppose we are all familiar with what is

said of the diamond and lampblack—both the
same chemically, yet one the purest white
while the other is the purest black. Whence
the difference? Just a little different arrange-
ment of particles, we are told.

Take another illustration. The egg from
which a honey-bee is hatched looks like a

minute elongated pearl. With the heat of the
hive it soon hatches, and is fed by nurse-bees
a white substance like milk, and in a few days
it becomes a large larva nearly white, when it

is sealed up ; and in a few days more, if we
remove the cappings, we shall find a nearly
mature bee almost as white as snow. A little

later it may emerge from the cell as gray in

color, and, after a few flights, its body is

black, softened by a light-colored fuzz or
numerous short hairs. Where did it get its

color ? Is it travel-stain ? I think not.

I have introduced these illustrations to show
how slight a change is required to change
color, but hardly need them to prove the origin

of the so-called " travel -stain," for the color
is not black, but rather a reddish brown, or
cinnamon, and evidently comes from some
substance or substances of the same or similar
color.

There are three or four sources from which
it is derived, and it may be, in exceptional
instances, more; viz., pollen, propolis, cocoons
of young bees, and all of these mixed.

Pollen varies in color with the flowers from
which it is gathered. It is often nearly white,
and again a light yellow or dark yellow, or
orange or pink, or red or brown, or it may be
some shade of green.

What is propolis? I look in my Standard
Dictionary and find that it is "bee-glue."
Good ! Some of us have been aware of that
for some time. But what is bee-glue ? It may
be one of a dozen different things, or all com-
bined, which the bees gather to stop up cracks
and crevices, or smear or coat the inside of
their hives, daub the inside of sections, or
even the surplus combs or the brood-combs,
or even for capping. This very afternoon a
neighbor brought me some section honey to
show me, and wondered if I could tell him
what it was that made his combs look so col-

ored, while the honey was white. I told him
the combs were built late in the season, and
propolis used in capping.

"Yes," he said, "they were built late;"
and when I gave him a glass to look through
he could see nothing but propolis to discoli r

his combs.
I believe all the coniferous trees furni>h

propolis in varying quantities and quality. I

have found of late the butternut furnishes a

good deal of a dark brown color. The north-
ern poplars have long been noted for the pro-
duction of this substance ; but there is one
variety, Populits balsamifera, that is the abom-
ination of bee-keepers, so abundantly does it

produce bee-glue. But bees gather it also

from old bee-hives, or from slumgum that
some careless neighbor has thrown out, or it

may be from that thrown out of some hive by
the bees, or perhaps they may get a full sup-
ply from the newly grafted orchard of my
neighbor across the way, and be grafting wax
with a little dirt. Now I believe we have
ample evidence that our game is in its hole.

Let us see if we can dig it out.

If we take a new colony with new combs we
shall find the combs a pure white. The first

intimation of color is in some cells partly
filled with pollen. Later we shall find that
every cell from which a young bee has emerg-
ed has lost its snowy whiteness. Indeed, we
cm tell every cell used for this purpose if

even only one bee has hatched in it. The
brown cocoon is left, and gives its color.

Every succeeding bee that comes out leaves
the cell darker until, in old combs, they look
almost black.

But there are other processes going on that
change slowly, perhaps, but surely, the color
of the comb. Every cell in which pollen has
been stored is likely to be changed in color,

not the same as where brood was reared, but
changed. The whiteness of virgin wax is

gone, and in the place of it a dull yellow or
brown. As honey becomes scarce the latter

part of the season, and the bees cease to make
wax, they will gather propolis and stick it

about the mouth of cells, and perhaps give
the lower edge of the comb a good coating of

it also.

The following winter the bees gnaw down
the combs more or less, and in spring gnaw
out cells of pollen that may be coated with
mold, or some of the combs that may also be
colored with mold.

If the colony is strong, these chippings are

picked up, mixed more or less, and used
again to build comb or cap brood, and these
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processes go on year after year, producing
accumulations after a time that are a surprise

when one attempts to " make beeswax," and
finds but little more wax, or at least is unable

to separate little more, than he would from a

wasp's nest, but in its place slumgum.
Now, that bees are capable of shifting these

accumulations, or a part of them, with more
or less wax from one part of the hive to an-

other, or from the brood-chamber to the super,

is evident if we take a comb from a populous
hive with old combs, in spring, while honey
is scarce, and replace with an empty frame.

We shall soon have a new comb in the place

of the one removed ; but how different from
one made of virgin wax ! In color we are at

once reminded of " travel-stain," for the color

is almost identical with that of the so called

travel-stain in boxes of surplus honey. It

would be absurd to say that the bees had built

this comb out of travel-stain, or even to sup-

pose that they had built it of virgin wax, and
changed its color so quickly by traveling over
it, for the whole character and texture are

different.

It seems evident that both pollen and pro-

polis have become mixed with the wax and
cocoons of old combs in a way to give them
their dark color; and when wax is scarce they
will be thinned down, and the extra used
either in building new comb in the brood-

chamber or when mingled with new wax used
for finishing new combs in surplus boxes.

Of course this is not always the case, for the

color of the cappings may come from propolis

alone, or, as is sometimes the case, from
freshly gathered pollen.

It is not surprising that some should think
it may come from the clustering of young bees

on new comb, as suggested by Mr. Comeau,
of Henryville, Quebec, as combs are likely

to be stained most when young bees are

hatching rapidly while but few larvae are

being sealed up; but this theory is contradict-

ed by the fact that we often find our combs
colored as fast as sealed— in fact, sealed with
colored wax.
And now to recapitulate, I believe it may

be safely stated :

1. That stained combs come sometimes,
though rarely in this section, from pollen car-

ried into the hives on the bodies of bees, which
for some reason they have not made into pel-

lets, as may be proved by examining the pollen

and the stained combs.

2. By the use of freshly gathered propolis,

or of minute particles of propolis gathered
from the body of the hive or elsewhere, and
mingled with cappings, and is very common,
as may be proved by examining the cappings
through a glass, or melting up a large quanti-

ty and observing the propolis that will separate.

3. The most frequent cause, perhaps, in

this section, is the use, in capping of surplus

combs, of impure wax from the brood-cham-
ber, caused by the mingling with it of pro-

polis, pollen, the cocoons of young bees, and,

under some circumstances, it may be the
excrements of worms or bees, or moldy combs,
and often used first in the capping of brood,
and, later, in the super.

[As this article is quite in line with the in-

vestigations of Cheshire, and quite agrees with
some of the experiments of some of our best

men, I think we may safely set it down that

most of the propositions above elucidated are

fairly well proven.

—

Ed.]

CUBA.

Its Drawbacks, Troubles, and Privations; Fevers;

Wax-moth; Fleas; Reptiles, etc.; a Very
Interesting and Readable Article.

BY W. W. SOMERFORD.

" As I am anxious to learn all about Cuba in

the way of honey-production" is a fair sam-
ple of the letters that are dropping in from
prominent bee-men. I now have two before

me from Mr. F. Danzenbaker, of hive fame,
and also 20 winters' experience in Florida,

with bees and oranges ; and for a practical

questioner he minutely fills the bill, and es-

pecially asks for "drawbacks," troubles, and
" privations."

1. Is there danger from banditti ?

There is not at present any danger from
banditti, and never has been, except for the

very rich man ; and as bee-keepers don't class

that way down in my country, I think a per-

son can, as a general rule, if he chooses, sleep

with his doors and windows open, except dur-

ing the rainy season; then it's best to keep
them shut, to keep out dampness, the chief

cause of sickness in Cuba, and the only draw-
back to the bees to keep them from booming
the year round. The rainy season, though,
lasts generally three months, and rain, some
raw, does not skip a day, during the 90
days. Then the bee keeper has his patience

tried, for some of his bees won't work in

the rain, especially if black; and if he does
not feed starvation is the result, though I

have never yet seen or heard of a hive of

Italians starving in Cuba during the rainiest

times—times when it rained so much and so

incessantly that every thing was soaked with
dampness, so that bound books, even, were
coated over with green mold in a non-leaky
house, while grass grew green and tassled on
top of the house.

2. Malaria, fevers, etc.

Cuba is not a malarious country. Moss
does not even grow there on trees, as it does

here south with us; and the verdict of the

American population who have remained in

Cuba for years is that it is healthy. It can

not be otherwise, swept as it is by sea breezes

almost continually, being so narrow.

3. Wax-moths, etc.

They are plentiful the year round, but they

give the modern bee-keeper no more trouble

in Cuba than here south, except in comb
honey, and that should be shipped north be-

fore March, as the crop is harvested by that

time. The moths come in November, Decem-
ber, January, and February, December and
January being the best months for honey.

4. How is honey kept from getting thin ?

The extracted honey is nearly always sold

in February or March, before rain sets in.
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5. What kind of poisonous reptiles lurk
around the apiary ?

No reptiles in Cuba that are poisonous
that I know of, except water-moccasins; but
they lurk only around ponds, or in the creeks,
so they never bother in an apiary.

6. Are fleas bad?
I never saw the like anywhere—thousands

of them. I have known natives to sleep en-
tirely nude, to keep from carrying fleas to
bed with them.

7. How many kinds of fleas?

Only one kind—the numerous kind.
8. Can they be escaped ?

I have tried, and seen others try to escape
them. I have even tried diluted phenol or
carbolic acid, but to no avail. They wouldn't
stay off a fellow.

9. Any ticks, chigoes (jiggers), or bedbugs?
No ticks, no bedbugs—no beds for them to

stay in; cots are in common use in place of
beds; but jiggers are numerous in some places
—the kind that burrow into one's feet around
the toe-nails, and cripple them up, especially
when socks are not worn (native style), or
" sockless Jerry" style; no red bugs of the
southern type, that crawl all over a fellow
and set him afire.

10. How about sand-flies and gnats?
We don't have sand-flies in Cuba—no sand

on the island; but gnats are innumerable.
11. Do mosquito-bats or dragon-flies prey

on the bees in Cuba? They ruin them at Mi-
ami, Fla., and no way to avoid them.
There can not be auy in Cuba, as I have

never known them to do any damage to bees,
nor have I ever heard any complaint of them;
and as I knew of a bee-keeper in Cuba in-

creasing from 25 to 500 in one season I pre-
sume bees are not at all preyed upon by in-

sects olher than ants. Little black ants are
very numerous at times, especially during the
rainy season, and often cause weak colonies
or nuclei to swarm out, as at that time they
are easily discouraged, and often come out,
leaving brood in as many as three frames, and
well supplied with honey.

I see an article on page 124, Feb. loth
Gleanings, saying that Japanese bees work
in the rain, and it might be that they are the
bees for Cuba, especially during the rainy sea-

son. I should like to try them, anyway; for
with blacks or Italians it is almost absolutely
necessary to have sheds for the bees in order
to carry them nicely through the wet months.
Dr. Vieta, of Cienfuegos, Fred Somerford,
and Fred Craycraft, of Havana Province,
three of the most experienced bee-men in
Cuba, say that sheds more than pay for them-
selves; besides, oh how delightful it is han-
dling bees under sheds, no matter if it is rain-
ing three times a day for three months at a
time ! If a chap keeps dry he will feel all

right, and sheds made with pole framing, and
covered with palm leaves, last for five or ten
years; besides, they are very cheap.

12. Do grapes grow well in Cuba ?

Grapes and figs do splendidly—seem to be
entirely at home in Cuba; and oranges—oh
my ! how they grow without even a particle
of fertilizing ! and vegetables such as onions,

cabbage, tomatoes, and turnips, astonish one
in the way of attaining size without the soil

being fertilized a particle. But the comb
honey from Cuba will in the future be the as-

tonishing feature to the bee-keeper is my pie-
diction.

Navasota, Texas, Feb. 23.

[So Cuba, then, is not a malaria-infested
country, as we had been led to believe, from
the fact that so many of our soldiers sickened
and died there; but the fact that some of the
best of Uncle Sam's men died of fevers in

northern camps of the United States goes lo

show that Cuba ought not to be misjudged by
the experience of the army. The Queen of
the Antilles perhaps, then, is not nearly as bad
as the headings above would seem to indicate.

As this article has proved to be so interest-

ing and valuable, I hope friend Danzenbaker
will fire another set of questions at Mr. .Som-
erford. We are all anxious to know about
that bee country that may some day be a seri-

ous competitor to the bee-keeping interests of
the United States. I suspect that most of us
do not want to believe that Cuban honey can
compete with American. But if it can, the
sooner we know it the better for us.

—

Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN CUBA.

A New Field for the American Bee-keeper.

BY A. W. OSBURN'S SON.

It is but natural that all eyes should be
turned toward the recent fields of conquest.
We are all on the alert for an opportunity to

swell our pocket-books. Cuba is known to be
a great honey-producing country, from our
large reports in former years; hence the un-
usually large inquiry at present on the subject.

No doubt the bee-keeping world has often
wondered where the writer of former days, A.
W. Osburn, had gone to. He has been called

home by the Master, leaving a son and daugh-
ter to mourn his loss. Out of deference to an
indulgent father we have been living a very
secluded life for the last two years; but as time
heals, in a measure, the deepest wounds, so it

is healing ours slowly, and probably the bee-
world from now on will read from time to

time sketches from the same old pen, but used
by a much less gifted hand.
The American people are subject to what

we might call "ambitious finers." Moreover,
it is of a peculiar kind that is very contagious.
Some absent-minded one sniffs the air, then
runs and tells his neighbor that he has smell-

ed gold, and knows where it is to be found.
Then his neighbor tells his wife, and that is

all that is necessary. Within twenty-four
hours the whole neighborhood knows it and
is packing up ready to start for the new eldur-

ado. The recent Klondike stampede affords a
good example of what I refer to. Thousands
have starved to death, thousands more have
gone down to a premature grave, and rest up-
on the fleecy bosom of some far-off and un-
known Klondike mountain. So, to avoid any
thing of this kind, let the wise man think
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twice before he leaps across the stream and
finds himself in a strange land which the dev-

astating hand of war has tried to destroy;

hut the experienced resident knows that fire

can go only surface deep. So it is with a view
to shielding the bee-men, or at least those of

them who expect to go to Cuba and pick up
gold, that I have decided to write a little on
the subject, hoping that, after they have read
what I have to sa}' on the subject, they will

be able to decide which is best, for I shall set

forth things just as they are, and not write

for deception in order to further my interests.

First of all, the question is asked, Is there

any money to be made by keeping bees in

Cuba? I reply, yes, most assuredly there is

—

more, in fact, than in any other country I

know of. Then, again, a thoughtless iel-

low asks, "Is it much work to manage bees
there? I shouldn't think it would be, for you
have no wintering to bother with." Well, I

suppose he knows how many days there are in

a year. If so, he knows just how many days'

work he has got to do in a year in order to

raise a crop of honey in Cuba. To all those
who have the foolish idea in their heads that

they can come to Cuba, and from 75 or 100
colonies take honey enough in a season or two
to make them rich, I would say, drop that

idea at once, and stay at home, for such will

only be doomed to disappointment.

There is money to be made by raising hon-
ey here ; but remember there is never a rose

without a thorn. The larger the crop you
raise, the more work you have. There is no
season of rest for the bee-keeper in Cuba.
The tropical sun shines and the flowers bloom
the year round. Commencing with the first

of March you have your young queens to

raise as soon and as fast as you can. If your
apiary contains 500 or 600 colonies, you have
to raise 125 or 150 queens, get them to laying,

and built up as soon as possible. By the first

of May swarming is in full blast, and you will

have no time to take a nap between swarms.
Then between the first of May and the first of

September the busy little moth will furnish

\ou with ample employment, digging him
loose from the corners of the hive and comb
from Sept. 1 till Nov. 1, or sometimes the
10th. Feeding and preparing for the harvest
will keep 5*ou on the jump till the first of

April. Then you have got to step around as

if you had coals of fire in your shoe; for when
the weather is warm, and your 500 or 600 col-

onies get limbered up, if they are in ordinarily

good trim they will bring honey in at the rate

of from 2500 to 3000 lbs. a day; and if two
men are going to handle this amount of hon-
ey every day for a month at a time they have
got to get a move on them, and have a good
backbone, especially if they throw it out by
hand.
So the stranger can see by these few notes

that there is no fun att; ched to bee-keeping
in Cuba unless it is when he is making $125 a
day as we did several limes.

In my next letter I will describe some of

the many drawbacks in Cuba; how to pro-
ceed to establish one of these large apiaries,

and about what to expect the first year.

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN WEED
FOUNDATION.

The R. L. Taylor Experiments; Wax in the Walls
and Not in the Base, a Desideratum.

BY E. B. WEED.

In the years 1893'94 Hon. R. L. Taylor
made some very interesting experiments with
foundation, and published the results in the
Review of December, 1893, and September
and October, 1894. His object was to com-
pare pressed (or Given) foundation, with a

thin base and heavy wall, with the various
other kinds then on the market.
The first year his experiments were conduct-

ed with sections of ordinary width; and al-

though he found that the bees preferred some
kinds of foundation to othes, he also found
that, after the preferred kinds had been drawn
to about the thickness of a brood-comb, the
bees then turned to the less acceptable foun-
dation, and completed the sections filled with
it about as soon as the others.

Mr. Taylor very ingeniously reasoned that

if, in the next year's tests, he would use nar-

rower sections, more decided results would be
obtained, as the sections built on the preferred

foundation would be better filled, and weigh
more; so for his tests for 1894 he used sections

measuring nine to the foot. This time the re-

sults obtained seemed quite decisive. In
nearly every instance the Given foundation,

weighing about 10 feet to the pound, with
most of the wax in the walls, produced much
heavier sections. For instance, tested with
the Van Deusen, 141 feet to the pound, an
equal number of sections weighed 15% lbs. as

against 9}4 lbs. from the Van DeuFen.
Mr. Taylor's conclusion was, " Heav)r foun-

dation has a decided advantage over light.''

He also made very careful measurements of

the base of the combs built upon the different

foundations, and found that, where the 10-ft.

Given foundation had very thin bases, the base
of the comb built from it was, in many in-

stances, even lighter than natural comb, and
very much lighter than any of the seven other

kinels tested with it.* The cuts are reproduc-
tions of cross-sections of foundation, weigh-
ing respectively as many feet to the pound as

the numbers indicate.

Figs. 5, 7, and 12 were marie upon the same
plates, with different thicknesses of sheeted

wax. Of course, No. 5 required a heavy pres-

sure to form it, while Nus. 7 and 12 requireel

much less; and if there is any virtue in press-

* See table on p. 295, Bee-keepers' Review for 1894.
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ing wax lightly they should possess an advan-
tage.

Fig. 6 is foundation from the same plates,

6 feet to the pound, and drawn out by the bees
in January of this year.

The cut does not represent the walls fairly,

as they are as light as any I have ever measur-
ed.

Fig. 10 is a poor illustration of the founda-
tion we are now manufacturing.

Figs. 11 and 13 are regular light and extra
light section, from The A. I. Root Co.'s stock.

I do not anticipate that, under all circum-
stances, this new foundation will give better
results than the old style; but I am confident
that it generally will.

To sum the whole matter up, if the founda-
tion generally in use is perfect, and leaves ab-

solutely nothing to be desired, then the new
product and machine have no excuse for being.
On the other hand, if the ideal foundation is

not yet upon the market, we now have a means
of producing it ; and no-wall foundation 20 feet

to the pound, or a deep-cell foundation of any

desired weight, are alike practicable I don't
know " for sure " just what shape the ideal
foundation will take; but when we agree on
that point there is no question that it can be
made.

[I will explain that the plates above repre-
sent cross-sectional views taken from some of
the latest samples of foundation made by
Weed's new method, and from samples of
ordina y foundation on the market. It would
be impossible to cut cross-sections of wax
without marring the edges. To prevent this,

each piece is imbedded in plaster of Paris
;

then a razor-edged knife slices across the plas-

ter, showing a perfect cross-section of the
foundation, just as it leaves the plate. I

know of no method that can show more ex-
actly and more truthfully than this one the
relative thicknesses of the bases and the walls
of the various grades of foundation.
For some time—in fact, ever since Mr. Tay-

lor, of the Reviezu, gave the results of his
experiments in 1893 and '4 — I have been
strongly of the opinion that what was needed
was less wax in the base of our foundation,
and more in the walls. As desirable as this

thing seemed to be, it did not seem to be
possible with ordinary rolls to put some of the
surplus wax from the bases into the walls

;

and Mr. Taylor's experiments years ago show-
ed that an old Given press, imperfect as it

was, would produce a thinner base than rolls.

I believe rolls can be made to produce thin
bases, but they have not hitherto been built.

I will say in this connection that a much thin-

ner base can be secured on rolls by using
thinner sheeted wax. Mr. Weed was of the
opinion that a more perfect foundation could
be made with plates. Accordingly, with that
theory in mind he has gone ahead and made
several sets, all of which were discarded ex-
cept two. These gave a foundation with a
base as thin as the bees make it. I have
thought it was thinner, but Mr. Weed says
not. It is necessary to have a certain amount
of wax to stimulate the bees to comb-building;
and that wax, as will be seen by Figs. 5, 7,

and 12, is placed in the walls and not in the
bases. The spurs sticking up show sectional

views of the walls.

Going on this theory we find that, in nearly
every case covering a period of two or three
years, this large amount of wax in the wall
seems to be thinned down to the thickness of
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natural comb. No. 6 Fr. is comb built out
from foundation made from plates; and before

it was drawn out it looked very much like

sample 7. The bees have apparently thicken-
ed the bases, because they were too thin at the
start. Even now they are no thicker than
those show n in 1 and 2, built wholly by the

bees. They
have made
the walls so
thin and
gauze - like

that they
almost dis-

appear. In
fact, they
can just be
discerned.
This and

former ex-
peiime n ts

show that we can stick as much wax as we
like in the walls, for it will be thinned down

;

but we must be carefid about getting too much
in the bases ; for while the bees may thin it

there, they
rarely d o

;

and the ex-

cess of wax,
therefore, in

the bases,

is simply
so much
waste prod-
u c t , and
who pars
for it ? The
bee-keeper and not the supply-dealer.

Probably the new foundation will not run,

for the same superficial surface, any lighter

than foundation commonly in use. It is found
that, when foundation is too light, the bees

either tear it down or else the)' are very slow
to take hold of it. Although we have made
extra-thin foundation for years, running about
12 or 13 feet to the pound, the bulk of the

trade calls for ordinary thin, running 10 to 11

feet. A customer may order the extra-thin
;

but in nine cases out of ten, the following

year he will order the next heavier grade
;

but, as I said, the ordinary 10 and 11 foot-to-

the-pound surplus foundation now on the

market has almost no wall, but a great surplus

of wax in the base.

No. 11 is the ordinary thin super, running
11 feet to the pound ; and No. 13, extra thin

running 13 feet to the pound, and is like what
is being turned out on rolls by foundation-

makers, including ourselves. If these be
drawn out into comb by the bees we shall

have the same thick bases as there shown,
without any apparent change. For instance,

the samples shown in the accompanying fig-

ures 15 and 16 show first the iounda'.ion and
then the comb after the bees have worked it

out. It will be observed that in the above
case the base is left almost untouched.

The second sample, and last one shown, is

brood foundation worked out into comb, and
regarding it the same rule holds true as in the

case of that designed for the supers. We are

indebted to the Canadian Bee Journal for
these last two engravings. We have other
cuts that show the^e things just as strongly,

\
/
\
/
\
J

\
J

>
\

\

h\G. 15.

and personally I am thoroughly convinced
that the foundation of the future should and
will have thinner bases.

FIG. 16.

Mr. Weed !has already made a set of small
plates that make the right kind of foundation;
and I also told him I thought he could make
a set of rolls that would make the same article,

or nearly that. He is skeptical about it, but
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I insisted that he should try it, because there
is so much to be gained in the economy of
manufacture and consequent reduction in

price to the bee-keeper, if rolls can be made
to do the work.
As our readers will see, as per announce-

ments elsewhere, we are prepared to furnish
limited quantities of this new foundation,
which we shall call " Weed's thin base." The
sheets are cut and trimmed of a size to just

fill a section A%\ and the whole sheet, includ-
ing the walls on both sides, is about % inch
thick. Sheets run 10 feet to the pound, and I

confidently believe they will come the nearest
to giving a " no-gob " foundation of any thing
that was ever produced. I do not expect we
shall be able to produce a better article than
that made wholly by the bees ; but if we can
do as well we shall have reached our goal.

In Figs. 1 and 2 I show you samples of natural-

built combs, the bases of which you will see

are about as heavy as that shown in Fig. 6.

TESTS OF FOUNDATION.

The Extra-thin Carries Off the Palm; an Interest-

ing Series of Experiments.

BY JOHN M. MYERS.

[After I had prepared the matter above, the
following came to hand.
The writer of it, instead of preferring ordi-

nary thin, gives his preference to the extra-

thin—not because bees take to it any better,

but because it makes a better-eating comb hon-
ey. But his experiments show that the heav-
ier grades of foundation are preferred by the
bees. Now, then, //we can give them this

same weight in a foundation that will give no
gob in the comb honey, don't you see we work
in harmony with both the bees and the eater?
—Ed.]

I vtsed medium brood Weed process in the
brood-chamber, full sheets, frames wired. I

used this year thin and extra thin full sheets
and bottom starters in sections. The thin
foundation gave combs solidly filled and firm-

ly fastened to the wood all around, and would
safely stand shipping around the world. There
is more wax in the comb than can be eaten by
an expert, and be relished with the honey,
which fact condemns it for me and my direct

customers.
The extra thin had a severe test, as I left

the sections on, week after week, waiting for

honey to flow from the abundant bloom of the
summer blossoms. But no honey was secret-

ed.

The bees, for pastime, gnawed the corners
and trampled down the bottom starter, and,
as I thought, made sad havoc with a founda-
tion too delicate for such a season. In many
sections the cells were drawn out as far as the
little ridge of wax would go, and they were in

that condition when at last honey began com-
ing in late in August. Some colonies worked
on extra-thin filled sections solid to the wood,
with a pophole in one or two corners ; but in
many sections none at all were left.

One colony of three-banders, worked on a
small top starter last year, worked combs fast-

ened at the top only, having a bee-space on
two sides and the bottom. This year the same
colony had the same fault, and tried to ac-
complish the same result on full-sheets and
bottom starter of extra thin. This queen loses
her head in the spring.

I received a small consignment of the deep-
cell natural base drawn foundation and six

pieces of double extra-thin, 2 inches by about

£J/g. I made up a super of thin, extra-thin,
double extra-thin, and drawn or deep-cell
foundation. I placed this super on a strong
colony, and examined it every few days. It

was late in June, and no honey was gathered
until late in August. The bees filled the super
with their own busy presence, and worked
away at the various samples of assistance.

The thin foundation was drawn out into neat
shallow cells from top to bottom, and the top
and bottom starters joined in many cases.

The extra thin was eaten away at the corners,

and the cells drawn a little, but not over the
entire surface—mostly at or near the top.

The double extra-thin foundation was much
shorter, and rounded by the time honey came,
but shallow cells were formed near the fasten-

ing. The cells of the drawn foundation were
shortened back, and appeared to be of much
the same depth as the cells on the thin or
heaviest foundation. The double extra-thin
and drawn had no bottom starters, while the
thin and extra-thin had bottom starters of their

own weight. Each section was marked, and
they were mixed as much as possible. Honey
started to flow about August 26. I did not
note the progress of this super for four or five

days; then I found the entire super nearly
completed, and I placed another under it.

The top one was finished complete, and the
bottom one nearly finished, when the flow
was over. I found, on examination, that if I

had not marked the sections I could not have
distinguished the thin and extra-thin by their

appearance. The drawn and double extra-

thin had the same fault as the lower half—ran
into drone comb ; but all were solid to the
wood all around.

I found in the practical test on the table that

the double extra thin was the nicest to eat.

No center rib could be noticed in cutting
through with a spoon, and honey and wax
melted away in the mouth together. This was
so of the upper third of the comb only. The
two lower thirds, drone comb, was much like

comb built on thin foundation. The drawn
foundation was more delicate than drone comb
—much like extra-thin. Extra- thin founda-
tion could be eaten with pleasure, wax and
all, and is so eaten by every one enjoying the
hospitality of our table. The thin I can not
enjoy, as I have to return cuds of wax to the
plate or bone-dish.

Woodcliff, N. J., Nov. 26.

SWEET CLOVER.
.Stick to sweet clover I have it growing on my farm.

Cows eat it all right, so do sheep, and I kept my horses
two weeks on it when mown and fed to them.
Arthur, 111. J. T. I^ee.
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DANZENBAKER'S HONEY.

Was that Shown in the Journals Taken from Se-

lected, or was it the Common Run ?

BY F. DANZKNBAKER.

Mr. Editor:—-A prolific writer for the jour-

nals desires to know if the four plain 4x5 sec-

tion of honey, Fig. 11, p. 920, Gleanings,
Dec. 15, was raised by myself, or " selects,"
" from large lots of honey that I might have
bought of others." For his information, as

well as others', permit me to say they were

HONEY IN DANZENBAKER BEEWAY SECTIONS (OLD STYLE).

not selected with a thought of your engraving
thtm, as you know, but to demonstrate wheth-
er I could ship safely hundreds of miles by
express from Hamilton, N. C, to Medina, O.,

half a dozen 4x5x1 Y%-va.. plain sections, in a
Danz. shipping-case Y% in. thick weighing
only 5 oz. The six sections were from the

firs super taken off. One-half of it was filled

wi.h Weed's drawn combs, the rest full sheets

of foundation. I believe the four sections

shown were the Weed drawn combs, as the
bees started in them at once, and they were
the first finished.

Mr. C. D. Duvall and myself were working
together. We took off the first supers when
partly finished, and divided them up to get

bait combs for other supers. Finding 16 sec-

tions finished, fit to sell, in the first super, I

sent six of them to you to show you the de-

fective cells at the top of all the sections,

caused by having the top slat of the 1898 fence

3*8 in. too high; also that the cleats and open-
ings between the slats were correct, and the

fence was just right at the bottom, to have the

sections evenly filled out all round to the wood.
In comparison with the four sections shown

in Dec. 15th Glean-
ings, p. 920, Fig. 11,1
submit a half-tone en-

graving from a photo-
graph of 32 half-plain

4x5x7 to the foot

Danz. sections, made
at one time in a Danz.
super (furnished with
the 1897 N. fences),

by W. W. Lathrop, of

Bridgeport, Ct., who
is an amateur bee-
keeper, having bought
his first bee-hive in

1897.

He says: " These 32
sections were put on
the hive in September,
and taken off October
2," and he "had 172
sections of fall honey,
all of it just as good. '

'

He had only three
colonies in the spring.

The entire 32 sec-

tions are filled alike

at top and bottom,
showing that the 1897
fence was the correct

width, although irreg-

ular spacing from t\
to Y% inch caused a

slight ridging of a
few of the sections.

While the 1898 fences
were better spaced,
and show no ridges on
the surface of the hon-
ey, the top of the
fence was T\ inch too

high, causing a row
of open cells at the
top of the sections.

Happily this can be
remedied by dressing off a trifle at the top of

those now in use.

These faults have been corrected in the M.
fences for 1899, and we believe all that are

now going out are as nearly perfect as it is pos-
sible to make them. But the bees will tell.

Washington, D. C.

[I am glad to corroborate Mr. Danzenbaker's
statement. The honey he refers to, and which
was shown in our Dec. 15th issue, page 920,

was placed on that page without any comment
by myself. It was put in as an after-thought,
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after the matter had been placed in type.

When the honey was received in the first place,

it came in the best of order; but it looked so

nice that I had a photo of it taken, and this

was half-toned, and the plate lay on my desk
several months, perhaps, before it was used.

The honey here shown being made in old-

style sections with old-style fences, some two
years ago, does not show up as well as some of

his later honey; and I would call attention to

an obvious defect in it ; namely, ridging across

its faces. The fences with which this honey
was produced were old-style, and the first

that Mr. Danzeubaker got out. The slats in

these were spaced Y% inch ap irt. We did not
then know, as we now do, th it closer spacing

from
j

2
2 to T\ avoids almost entirely this ridg-

ing. But we never made any fences for our
own hives with spaces wider than ^, and most
of them were spaced closer.

—

Ed.]

SPRAYING FRUIT TREES; HOW AND WHEN.

Where to Get Necessary Information in Regard to

Spraying; a Matter of Value to the Fruit-

grower and Bee-keeper alike.

J. W. ROUSE.

We notice that Bro. M. N. Simon, of Ohio,

has a letter, saying that '

' the fruit-growers

near him spray their fruit trees while in bloom,
thus destroying large numbers of his bees."

We will say that the fruit-growers of his neigh-
borhood very much need some missionary
work among them for their own especial ben-

fit as well as to help the bee-keepers. While
we have no doubt that these fruit-growers are

an intelligent people, yet spraying when fruit-

trees are in bloom shows ignorance on this sub-

ject at least, as all well-informed horticultur-

ists know that it does but very little good to

spray while the bloom is out ; and to do so de-

stroys large numbers of the fruit-grower's nec-

essary helps to successful growing of fruit. It

would be too much in one article to show the

necessity of insects (and bees are the best of

all of them) to the successful growing of fruit;

but what we have to say will be on spraying.

It is fully recognized in Missouri and in the

West—in fact, everywhere, so far as we know
—that the time to spray must be determined
by what the spraying is intended for. If for

fungus, it should be done before the tree comes
in bloom; and, in some instances, even before

the buds get started much. For the codling
moth the spraying should be done after the

bloom has fallen, as the moth does not depos-

it her eggs until the fruit is set ; so to spray
while the bloom is out would be too soon, and
the work lost, besides poisoning the fruit-grow-

er's helpers, the insects.

In the Missouri State Horticultural Society's

report for 1893, 1895, and 1896, experiences
are given as to when to spray; and in no in-

stance is it advised to spray while bloom is

out. The writer had the honor of offering a

resolution at the meeting of the society at

Marciline, Mo., in 1896, being there by re-

quest of the secretary to give a lecture on bee-

keeping in relation to horticulture. The reso-

lution was: "Resolved, That this society
strongly advises fruit - growers, in spraying
fruit-trees with poisonous insecticides, not to
do so while the trees are in bloom, for the rea-

son that at that time it practically does no
good, but may be the cause of destroying, by
poisoning, large numbers of our helpers in

fruit-growing, particularly the honey-bees."
This was unanimously adopted. Our horti-

culturists (many of whom are bee-keepers),
recognizing the importance of bees in the suc-
cessful growing of fruit, have cordial feelings
toward bee-keepers; and for the past several
years, in almost every one of their annual
meetings, they have had either a paper or a

bee-keeper to make a talk on bee-keeping.
We would advise our readers who may be in-

terested, to send their address to Cornell Uni-
versity, Ithaca, N. Y., and get Bulletin No.
101, entitled "The Spraying of Trees;" also

Bulletin No. 86, "Spraying of Orchards;"
and to U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C, Farmers' Bulletin No. 7,
" Spraying Fruits." These are all free. The
best of all, that will give the most informa-
tion as to when to spray and how many times
is the Spray Calendar, by E. G. Godeman, is-

sued in Feb., 1895, by Cornell University Ag-
ricultural Station. I. P. Roberts is the direct-

or. This calendar tells when to spray and
what with; and in a long list, in every in-

stance, either before or after the bloom has
fallen. If any one wants to spray he should
have these bulletins, especially the calendar,

as we deem them of much value, being given
from practical experience and experiments.
We will not give any formulas, as that is an-
other question.

Mexico, Mo.

FOUL BROOD GERMS.

May not Honey Boil in Separate Strata ?

BY J. H. MARTIN.

Mr. Editor:—I am going to try to help you
out on that proposition about boiling honey
for the killing of foul-brood germs. You
quote Messrs. Cowan, Taylor, and others as

indorsing a ten-minutes' boil. On the other
hand, Mr. Buchanan has made a failure at it,

and would boil an hour or longer. Now, I can
imagine that every one may be right. I will

guarantee that Messrs. Cowan, Taylor, and
others, boiled only a small amount as compar-
ed with Buchanan's 15 or 20 gallons.

Is it not a fact that liquids boil in successive

strata ? For instance, if there is a small amount
of liquid in the bottom of a boiler it will all be
thoroughly boiled in a few minutes ; but fill

the boiler with several gallons, and though it

may seem to be boiling furiously there are
successive strata, from the hottest at the bot-

tom to the coolest at the top; and while foul-

brood germs would be killed in the bottom
stratum they would be alive in the upper
stratum. It is the hot-air bubbles continuous-
ly rising to the surface that eventually give
the whole mass of liquid a uniform tempera-
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ture. A large amount needs longer boiling
;

and where Mr. Buchanan made a mistake was
in treating his many gallons as other parties

had treated a gallon or less. I am sure that,

if the proper temperature is gained in ten

minutes, the germs will be killed ; but to be
on the safe side, boil a gallon in a large boiler

ten minutes, twenty gallons an hour, fifty

gallons three hours.

In the long broad shallow pan used for the

evaporation of maple syrup we have an illus-

tration of this law. There are fewer strata to

heat than in a deep boiler, and the evapora-
tion is more rapid. If foul-broody honey
could be boiled in such a pan it would require

no three hours to kill the germs.
Shermanton, Cal.

FOUL-BROOD GERMS.

What do we Mean by "Boiling"? Scientific Ex-

actness.

BY PROF. C. F. HODGE.

Since foul brood has occurred in Worcester,
I have naturally been interested in discussions

of the subject that have appeared in Glean-
ings. In trying to make definite statements
on such important matters, should we not be a
little more exact about our fundamental tacts?

First: What is meant by "boiling"? If by
"boiling" we mean putting any shaped ves-

sel on any kind of fire and have it show a lit-

tle ebolition in a certain spot for fifteen min-
utes, then surely " boiling for fifteen or forty-

five minutes" may be insufficient to kill the
germs. Stir such a vessel gently but thorough-
ly, and note how long it is before it begins to

boil again. Where thorough boiling must be
insured we must either stir the liquid contin-

uously to heat all parts uniformly, or heat
equally from all sides, as is done in steam
sterilizers.

'

' Dead spots,
'

' which have not been
heated up to 212, may remain very much alive

as to germs, and reinfect the whole mass. Of
course, allowance must also be made for alti-

tude above sea-level. This makes several de-

grees difference whether you boil on the coast

or in the mountains; and these differences,

when it comes to killing microbes, are apt to

prove like the proverbial "inches" added to

or subtracted from a man's nose.

A second fundamental is the condition of

your bacilli when boiled. It is well known
that, in the spore state, it is hard to kill many
kinds of bacilli by boiling. It may be repre-

sented by the difference between killing a

plant and a seed by boiling. The practice in

laboratories is thus to boil, say, for fifteen

minutes, twice or even three times on success-

ive days. Boiling the first time kills all the
growing bacilli, and starts the spores to sprout-

ing. By the next day they have not had time
to germinate and form spores again, so that

the second boiling kills every thing that
has started, generally every thing in the
liquid. But since some of the spores are slow-
er than others in germinating, and to make
assurance doubly sure, it is the common prac-
tice in bacteriological laboratories to boil for a

few minutes on three successive days. Since
Bacillus alvei does form spores, the most rig-

orous treatment should be adopted ; and until

the resistance to boiling of the spores of Ba-
cillus alvei has been more accurately deter-

mined than at present, I would not risk any
thing short of boiling for fifteen minutes,
with thorough stirring, on three successive
days.

I should like to know where foul brood
comes from, apart from infected hives. Is

there not some wi'd insect or plant source?
Worcester, Mass

,
Jan. 27.

[Both of these communications—the one by

J. H. Martin and the other by Prof. Hodge

—

go to show how a few minutes' boiling might
not kill the spores of foul brood. It is well
known that, when thicker liquids are boiled,

the ebullition is apt to be confined to some
particular spot ; and to keep it from burning,
frequent stirring is necessary. I well remem-
ber how my grandfather used to boil down
sap into maple syrup, and how it used to be
my job to stand with a stick and stir, and
keep stirring, so the syrup would not burn.

I have just been consulting an article by
Thos. Wm. Cowan, who, in speaking of spores,

says :

The spores also possess the power of enduring
adverse influences of various kinds without injury to
their vitality, so far as germinating is concerned,
even if subjected to influences fatal to bacilli them-
selves. The latter are destroyed at the temperature
of boiling water, while the spore apparently suffers
no damage at that temperature.

This is quite in line with what is said by
Prof. Hodge above. Mr. Taylor, it seems to

me, does not consider that to kill spores is

much more difficult than to kill the actual
growing germ life itself. As long as there is

room for doubt, one takes upon himself a
grave responsibility when he says that a few
minutes' boiling of infected honey is sufficient

to sterilize it ; and I have shown elsewhere
that the boiling-point of honey is not so very
much higher than that of water. Until we
know more about the question of resistance of

spores to acids or to heat, I for one will not
recommend any one to boil honey less than
three hours.

—

Ed.]

BACILLUS ALVEI.

Bad Advice; the Importance of Making Sure
Whether One has Foul Brood or Not.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

In 1897 my attention was called to an apiary
near Fresno, which was diseased. The owner
of the bees, Mr. Andrew Jackson, said it was
what Root's ABC book calls foul brood, al-

though Prof. , one of the leading ento-

mologists of the country, had said that it was
not foul brood; and Mr. , one of the
recognized authorities on bees in this valley,

had told Mr. Jackson that "bees run to ex-

tracted honey in this warm climate will get

well of foul brood of their own accord."
This is the way it looked June 1st.
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A lot of empty hives in the honey-house
looked as if they had seen service, and I asked

Mr. Jackson about them.
" Oh, yes ! these all had bees in when this

foul brood made its appearance. Had I known
what was the matter at first I should have had
300 colonies by this time."
"You had about 85 colonies, didn't you ?

"

" Yes; about 100 at one time."

"When did you discover they had foul

brood ? '

'

" In 1893 I saw there was something wrong.

Prof. said it was not foul brood. Then
Mr. said foul brood could not live in

this climate when the honey is extracted, so I

was ruined before I knew the real cause. Let's

go out to the apiary."

The first hive opened had a dark-brown sed-

iment deposited on the alighting-board. The
bees seemed to have suffered greater mortality

than the brood. The few remaining bees

seemed to be in fair spirits. Eggs were being

laid in very irregular order. Perhaps one-

tenth of the" brood had pin-holes, sometimes

near the center of the cell, and sometimes
near the edge, of various forms and sizes; but

the term pin-hole would describe them as well

as any name, perhaps. The contents ranged

from yellow to black, and had the usual ropy
consistency. A few cells had fine coffee-

grounds (spores). Some cells in all stages

were without perforations.

Of the 31 colonies there, 17 were condemn-
ed early in August by the newly appointed In-

spector of apiaries. Late in September the

bees were in about the same condition, appar-

ently, except that fewer diseased larvae were
visible. Perhaps it was because the malady
was generally in the spore state, and the spores

were covered with honey.

So much blundering, and more that I might
mention, has convinced me that, to knozv of

the presence of foul brood, it is far safer to see

the offending organisms with a microscope.

I am convinced that, in our dry climate, the

odor is not nearly so pronounced as else-

where.
How many times must a glass magnify to

reveal Bacillus alveif In reply to the above,

a celebrated scientist and apiarist said a one-

fourth objective would do if the brood was
stained. Having something definite, my next
move was to ask an enterprising optician the

price of such an instrument. He explained

that an objective was part of a microscope, as

tugs are of harness; but he could not tell me
what was needed, and referred me to a local

scientist with a $2000 library, who referred me
back to the optician.

Mr. Cowan could certainly tell; but I would
about as soon go to bed without supper as to

ask him. Cheshire discovered the spores with

a 500-diameter magnifier ; but the catalogs

don't say how many times their glasses mag-
nify. The Rootville folks certainly " don't

know " or they would say so in their catalog,

giving price and general description, otherwise

I would ask them.
Many people still believe that a dry climate

and honey-extractor are the only medicines

needed to cure Bacillus alvei. Mr. Jackson is

not in that list. As the disorder is not stamp-
ed out yet, some others may take his view.

Grayson, Cal., Jan. 11.

[I wish you had told the name of the pro-

fessor who gave that bad advice. As it now
stands, one would infer that it is our own Prof.

Cook, and I can not believe that he would be
so careless or so mistaken as to say that one
did not have foul brood in his apiary when he
did. My advice, when samples have been
submitted to me, has been this: If I am doubt-
ful, I recommend treatment for foul brocd just

the same as if I were sure it was the real dis

ease.

I can not think it is necessary to have a mi-
croscope to determine whether one has foul

brood or not. A person who is inexperienced
in handling such an instrument would be more
likely to make an incorrect diagnosis than if

he trusted to his simple unaided eye or nose.

With regard to microscopes, I might say
that I am not without some experk-nce. I

used one so much that I fear that is one reason
why I have to wear glasses now. In fact, I

spent so much time with my microscope that

I almost neglected my regular school studies
;

but at that time the appearance of foul brood
was hardly known under the microscope; and
although I have since seen it, I would not,

with all the experience I have had, be prepar-

ed to say that I could surely identify it if I

saw it under the field of the objective.

Speaking about microscopes, one can hard-

ly get a good one short of forty or fifty dollars

—one that would be suitable for looking at

foul-brood germs. I have the impression that

a % objective may be used, but a ^ lens I

think would be better. A good objective

might cost $25 or $30 ; and from that on one
can go as high as he has a mind to pay. Unless
one has spent years in the study of the minute
forms of life, he had better let the microscope
alone. But let me tell you I never enjoyed
any study more than that of microscopy.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 163.

Two is Company, Three is None ; How Bill Greene

was Quite Undone.

BY RAMBLER.

As I wheeled along to Medford I was favor-

ably impressed with this portion of Oregon.
It is a fine dairy country. The well-built

nicely painted farmhouses, the large barns,

the contour of the country, and the herds of

dairy cattle feeding on a thousand hills, re-

minded me strongly of my native New York
State. If we could drop a portion of this

(Jackson) county down in a dairy section in

New York, and remove a like chunk from
New York for the time being, the people
would hardly know the difference. It seemed
to me that the people were committing a

very unreasonable and wicked thing to com-
plain as they did of hard times. While in

Southern California the dry season had all

things in its grip, and there was some reason
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for complaint, here there was plenty of

moisture and prosperity, the people were well
clothed, appeared cheerful, and were happily
going to and returning from town in their

line chaises.

Along with the occasional vehicle I met
what appeared in the distance to be an emi-
grant wagon, or one of those large wagons
with a white canvas cover, or what used to be
white, for its pristine whiteness was now
grimed with the dust of much travel. While
I was not giving much attention to it, but
more anxious to guide my own vehicle past it

in the sand, what was my astonishment to

have the occupant shout, " Hello there,

Rambler !

'

'

I dropped off my wheel as if I'd been shot.

"Well, well! Bill Greene, as I live!" I ex-
claimed; "wherein under the sun have you
been ? How did you get here, any way ?

"

" Why, don't you see? Two good cayuses
and a wagon. You see I am doing a little

rambling as well as yourself."
Mr. Greene had formerly been a bee-keeper

in Southern California. Not being satisfied

with that portion of the country he had been
shifting from one locality to another ; and,
still evidently not satisfied, he was now on his

way south to spend his winter in some portion
of California.

Mr. Greene was a natural born trader, and
had picked up quite a number of cases of

honey somewhere in his travels, and was ped-
dling it as he passed through the country, or,

as he remarked, " supplying the home de-
mand." When I first became acquainted with
Mr. Greene he was a happy bachelor living in

a tent not far from his apiary ; and though he
was always gentlemanly and respectful in

language and demeanor toward the fair sex,

he was so outspoken and firm respecting mar-
ried life that I always considered him an out-
and-out orthodox hard-shell bachelor.
"Well," said I, " Bill Greene, what a pity

we are traveling in opposite directions. If we
bachelors could travel together we might have
more enjoyment out of the country."

" That is so," said he, in an abstracted way.
"But, Rambler, you had better return with
us." (When he said us I thought he meant
himself and horses.)

" No, Bill, I can't do that. I am bound for

Seattle."
'

' But, Mr. Rambler, you are going into a
rainy country. I venture it is raining like

fury there now."
"Can't help it, Bill ; I'm going to Seattle,

if it rains pitchforks."
" But think of the mud, Mr. Rambler, and

you with a wheel."
" Hang the mud, Bill; I'll go to Seattle if it

is knee-deep."

"But think again, Mr. Rambler
;
you will

have to pass through Portland, and the city is

full of all sorts of unmarried ladies."
" My dear Bill, you worry me; but I'm going

to Seattle, if I have to spoil ten miles of apron-
strings. And now as you have been so kind
as to warn me I will try to return the compli-
ment. When you get to Klamathon you must
beware of an unmarried woman there. She is

a spiritualist, and is looking out for her affin-

ity; and the trouble is, Bill, whenever a hand-
some man like you or me comes along she tries

to bamboozle him into being her affinity.

Now, Bill, don't you be bamboozled, don't
get tangled up in apron-strings. You see,

Bill, there is danger of getting unequally
yoked, as the Bible says, and then it will be
see-saw see-saw all the rest of your life, and
you will be very unhappy."
While I was making these advisory remarks

there was a little agitation behind that cover
of the emigrant wagon. I looked inquiringlv
at Bill. " Got a dog? " said I.

"No dog; but the solid fact is, Mr. Ram-
bler, I'm married."

" Great Scott !
" said I ; and before I could

catch a second breath he turned back the

wagon-cover, and, with hat off, a polite bow,
and a blush, said, "Allow me to introduce
you to my wife, Mrs. Bill Greene."
Somehow I didn't know just what to do, so

I rammed my hands into my pockets, and
again shouted, " Great Scott !

"

Mrs. Greene didn't seem to be much im-
pressed with my presence. I thought she
looked a little sour. My well-meant advice
to Bill didn't seem to fit her case, and I readi-

ly saw that I was in the disagreeable position

where two is company and three a crowd.
Bill and I made a few ineffectual efforts to

continue the conversation. I looked him
serenely in the eye, and said, " Captured? "

" Captured !
" said he.

" Portland ? " asked I.

" Portland," replied he.

I mounted my wheel ; and as I glided away
from that emigrant wagon I heard a feminine
voice say, " Bill, that chap is just as liable to

meet his Waterloo as you were."
As I journeyed along I moralized over the

fact that man is of few days and full of trouble,

and not the least of these is the danger of be-

ing captured.
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My wheel fairly groaned under my kicks
that afternoon, and I brought up in good order
at Gold Hill, ahead of the train, and, wishing
to make a big leap out of that country. I

boarded the train for Roseburg, over 100 miles
distant.

I was let loose in this town about midnight,
and thought it would be the proper caper to

stop over Sunday. I was fortunate again to

stumble into a nice temperance hotel. It was
not run on the alarm-clock plan, for there was
a young man in the office ready to receive me.
In the morning I learned that the proprietor

had recently moved from a ranch to the hotel,

and had kept bees in a humble way ; but his

knowledge of the industry embraced only two
things— the hatred of stings and the love of

hone}-
. His helpmeet seemed to be better

posted on the habits of the bee, but her knowl-
edge in that line was not especially brilliant.

That Sunday morning we had hot cakes and
honey. The latter was a mashed up mess,

and looked as though comb honey dark with
travel-stain had been run through a sausage-
machine. I asked the lady if that was some
of their own product.

" Oh, no !
" said she; " that was brought in

the other day from the town of Looking Glass,

by Mr. Stricklan, one of our leading bee-
keepers."
The lady gave me the names of several bee-

keepers, but they were nearly all living out in

other towns, some ten miles or more away.
This would have been only a nice little turn
on the wheel on Monday' morning ; but as
luck would have it the rain commenced to

fall early Sunday, and kept it up more or less

all day. The roads were soon in good navi-

gable shape for rubber boots; but, alas ! it was
good-by wheeling.
This storm disturbance disarranged my

plans for side trips. It was my solemn inten-
tion, after viewing the Looking Glass country,
and visiting Mr. Stricklan and his honey-
pulverizer, to wheel down toward Coos Bay,
in Coos County. Empire City, in this county,
is a shipping-point for a considerable area of
back country, and is recommended as a desir-

able country in which to locate apiaries. The
county contains 1000 square miles, and about
half of the area is still in timber; but that por-
tion opened up to cultivation is of marvelous

richness. It is a fine fruit and dairy country,
and white clover grows here in profusion.
The agricultural resources of the county not
being fully developed, the bee-keepiug busi-

ness is in the same condition, and bees are

kept in a small way, and as a side issue. Any
person making a business of honey-production,
and near enough to the coast to secure low
transportation rates by water, would no doubt
reap an abundant reward.

I find in all of this northern country an
entirely different order of things from what it

has been in Southern California. In the lat-

ter place honey-production is a profitable

business in the absence of settlement and cul-

tivation ; in fact, the wilder the country the
better the pasturage. In Oregon, settlement
and cultivation have to precede honey-pro-
duction. There are portions of Oregon where
the forests of pine, cedar, and fir are so exten-
sive and dense that the busy bee would scarce-

ly find a drop of nectar. There are other por-
tions where manzanita and other honey-pro-
ducing shrubs and trees are abundant; but for

a profitable venture in the honey business we
must follow the civilizing plow and the dairy.

Milk and honey must go hand in hand in

Oregon, as in ancient times they did in the
rich valleys of Palestine.
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QUESTIONS

RAPID INCREASE.

Question.—The present severe winter will

likely deplete many apiaries in the country;
and the problem which will confront many
bee-keepers this spring will be, how7 to in-

crease the few remaining colonies as rapidly
as possible to the number usually kept. Will
you kindly tell us, in Gleanings, how you
would proceed where one has plenty of empty
combs, some of which have honey in them,
where an apiary has been reduced down to a

few colonies? Will you also turn to page 140
of Feb. 15th Gleanings, and, after reading,
tell us how the bees are made to remain with
the two-frame nuclei, there described, when
dividing a colony in that way?

Answer.—Years ago I would have given the
plan given by the editor on page 140, as al-

luded to by the questioner; but the difficulty

of making the bees stay where put was always
a great drawback to the plan; hence I sought
for another. I should like to have Editor
Root tell us how he makes the bees stay; for

with me, unless some precaution were used,
all the bees but the very youngest fuzzy ones
would go home, leaving the brood nearly
destitute of bees, and thus a great loss of

brood would result unless the bee-keeper was
on hand promptly to return it back to where
it came from. If any colony is made queen-
less long enough before division, so that the
queen-cells are nearly '

' ripe '

' when the divi-
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sion is made, the bees will stay much better,

as these cells answer to the mother-queen with
such bees; and all but the older, or field-bees,

will stay with the mother-queen when she is

moved with the frames of brood. But even
with ripe cells the most of the old bees will go
back home, thus making the nucleus on the
old stand three times too strong, while all the
rest will be weak. Taking such two-frame
nuclei into the cellar for 48 hours at division,

and then setting them where they are to stand
just at sundown, will help very much toward
reconciling them to the new condition of

things ; or confining them to the hive on the
stand they are to occupy the same length of

time accomplishes the same thing. But in

this case they wear themselves out very fast

from their general restlessness, gnawing about
the cracks of the hive to get out, etc.; and
with either and all of such plans more or less

of the bees will go home anyway, or they
would persist in so doing with me. If one
has an out-apiary three to five miles from
home, then he can carry to and from, and
do whatever he likes with bees, and they will

stay where put, every time, when using any
of the division plans. Now for the way I

would and do work:
I first get out boxes of suitable sizes, accord-

ing to the size of nuclei I wish, holding from
one pound of bees up to six or eight, the lat-

ter being a very large swarm. For ordinary
nuclei nothing is better than an ordinary 20-

section shipping case, nailed up and leaving
off the side strips that hold the glass. On one
side of it, where the glass would go, perma-
nently nail on a piece of wire cloth, and for

the other side nail a piece of wire cloth the
same size as the first, to four strips of suitable

length, so these strips surround the wire cloth
as a slate-frame does a slate. Now with four
small wire nails, one in the middle of each
strip, tack this wire-cloth frame to the oppo-
site side of the shipping case or box, when
you have what I term a nucleus-box, one side

of which can be readily removed at any time
with a jack-knife by prying a little so as to

loosen the nails. Or this movable side can be
hinged on; but I prefer it as above, especially

in getting the bees out.

Next get your tinsmith to make you a great
big funnel, which should be 18 inches across
the top, with the usual slope of side, coming
down to a 1]/> -inch upright, or outlet, which
should be about '1% inches long. If this out-

let is much less than 2^ inches in diameter
the bees will clog, instead of readily passing
down through, when a frame of bees is shaken
into the funnel.

Having the funnel made, strike two oppo-
site sides against something, or squeeze to-

gether till you have an oval funnel about a

foot wide and 22 inches long, in the diameter
of the two ways, across the top. This will

collect your bees in better, when the frame is

shaken, than it would if left in the ordinary
funnel shape. Next bore a hole in the top
of the nucleus - box which will just let

the small or upright part of your funnel
down into it, and fix a slide, button, or some-
thing of the kind, to cover this hole, when

the bees are in and the funnel out. Beside
this bore two or three one-inch holes through
the top near either end, and with a proper-siz-
ed plunger push a suitable-sized piece of wire
cloth down into the box so it will hang down
inside of the box from two to four inches,
when the wire cloth is tacked at the top to
make it stationary. These places are for re-

ceiving Good or queen candy, granulated hon-
ey, or soft A sugar, with a little water poured
on it, for feed, should the bees be kept long
enough in the box at any time to require feed-
ing; but as a rule I have feed in these places
all the time, then I am always safe. This com-
pletes all the box part.

Now crowd the colonies you have left in the
spring toward full colonies, just as fast as pos-
sible, using all the plans with which you are
familiar, or given in the bee-books, for keep-
ing them warm, stimulating, etc.; and as soon
as any one of them gets strong enough pre-

pare it for cjueen-rearing as I gave on pages 46
and 47, Jan. 15th Gleanings, and continue
to raise queens from this colony as you may
require, for you can do this and not hinder
this colony from contributing its share of bees
for increase, as well as the others, as the queen
is laying all the time in it. As soon as any of
the colonies are full of bees, so they can spare
bees from two frames, or from half a pound to

a pound, and you have ripe queen-cells, take
the cells out and put them into the queen-nur-
sery to hatch.

As soon as the queens are one or two days
old, go to any hive which can spare bees, take
out two frames, being sure the queen is not on
either of them, and shake the bees from them
down through the funnel into the box, doing
this about 10 o'clock. Having the bees in the
box, set it in the cellar, house, or shop, or in

some shady place where outside bees can not
get at the bees which are confined, leaving it

thus till about 5 p. M. Now get one of the vir-

gin queens, put her in a cage having a stopper
in it filled with queen candy, so that it will

take the bees about half a day to eat out the
candy and liberate her. Pick up the box of

bees and suddenly aet it down, when all of the
bees wdl fall to the bottom, when you will

quickly open the funnel-hole, put in the queen-
cage, and secure it about two inches from the
top of the box by means of a wire clamped
between the slide and the top of the box, in

closing the hole again. Now set the box away
in a shady place, leaving it till just at sun-
down of the following day, when you will find

the bees all contented with their new queen,
and hanging to the box like a swarm. Then
go to any hive that can spare a frame having
a small amount of brood in it, and get such a
frame, shaking the bees off, and replacing
with a frame of empty comb. Put this frame
in a hive where you wish your colony to stand,

together with a frame of honey, or enough in

it to secure the bees from starvation, and two
or three empty combs, placing the one having
brood in it in the center. Now lower the box
of bees down into the hive, near the outside
comb, and with your knife pry the wire-cloth

frame off enough so the bees can run out free-

ly on the combs, when you will close it and
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adjust the entrance to suit the size of your
little colony.
When you wish to make more little colonies,

get your box, now free from bees, shut tight
by driving up the nails, and proceed as before.
A little later in the season you can form a lit-

tle colony from each decent colony wintered
over, twice every week, and take the same
from your colony raising queen-cells too.

Keep a good lookout for your combs, using
those each time that may show any signs of

moth-worms, and in this way you will not
need to sulphur them if they are hung two
inches apart so the light and air can freely

penetrate between them. When the honey-
harvest arrives keep plenty of combs on the
strongest colonies so that plenty of stores can
be stored in these for winter; and as the sea-
son advances, use more bees each time in mak-
ing the colonies; and when fall arrives, if you
do not have all the colonies you wish, and
have plenty of sealed combs of honev for

stores left, take bees from several hives, thus
forming a strong colony at once, and hive
them on these frames of sealed stores. I have
so formed colonies in September, many times,
and had them prove the best of any the next
st ason. If you have some honey in your combs
from which the bees died, and you are "sharp"
in securing honey when the flow is on, you
can increase 10 colonies in the spring to 100
in the fall, easily, by this plan, without any
feeding or any outlay in cash for queens, feed,
or any thing of the kind; and if the season is

a really good one }^ou can secure some surplus
be sides. The whole secret is in not commenc-
ing operations till the colonies are strong,
nearly enough so to swarm, and then not rob-
bing them of bees till they are too weak to
work to the best advantage, using few bees
for each little colon}- the fore part of June,
and more and more as you go along, thus hav-
ing all come up to full colonies in August and
September.

I have had to be brief with this in order to
get all in one article, but I think I have been
sufficiently explicit so all can understand. If

not, I am open for more questions at any time.
Half a dozen nucleus-boxes and a funnel have
become an absolute necessity with me in mv
apiarv ; for with them I can handle bees as I

would potatoes, and make them stay where
put every time.

[On reading the foregoing I am reminded
that I left out a very important point ; name-
ly, that, when I practice dividing to form nu-
clei, I put into each nucleus more bees than
they require, because I know that some of
the old ones will go back home. The parent
hive is sometimes robbed of all its bees.
Those that return shortly, go back on to emp-
ty combs, after which they are given a comb
of honey. By proceeding on this plan I nev-
er have any trouble but that bees enough will
remain with the nucleus to take care of the
brood. The Doolittle plan spoken of above
will work, because I tried it when we were
selling bees by the pound, and when we had
the big funnel he speaks about, and cages pre-
pared with food. But it seemed to me that at

the time it involved a good deal of labor

—

much more than the one I practice.

—

Ed.]
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APIS DORSATA IN THE PHILIPPINES ; A
CHANCE TO GET THEM TO THE UNITED

STATES.
Dear Sir

:

—After reading the above address
perhaps you are wondering who it is that is

sending you a letter across 11,000 miles of

ocean and land. Well, to explain who I am,
and the object of this letter, I will say that
my residence is in Dallas, Polk Co., Oregon,
and at the breaking-out of the Spanish-Amer-
ican war I was a law student in the office of

Daly & Hayter. For several years I have been
a very enthusiastic student of bee culture; in

fact, it has always been my pet hobby. I have
read Gleanings and your A B C of Bee Cul-

ture. When the war against Spain was de-

clared I enlisted with the 2d Reg. Oregon Vol.
Infantry, and we came with the first expedi-
tion to the Philippines. Our regiment was
the first to land on Philippine soil.

I have read of the "giant bees of India,"
and the unsuccessful attempts of Mr. Frank
Benton to get them to the United States on
account of the exposure to fever in the jun-
gles of India. Well, I write you this letter to

inform you that the largest species of Apis
dorsata is in the Philippines. Their colonies

are numerous in the mountains. They build a
comb five or six feet long, four feet wide, and
from % to 1% inches in thickness. In ap-

pearance the giant bee is a smoky, glittering,

irridescent, black, wasplike figure with orange
bands encircling its body.
Now, what I want to do is to get some of

these bees to the United States, either by send-
ing queens or swarms. Knowing your long
experience in shipping bees and queens, I

write to you, asking for information in regard
to sending them—the cages, etc. It takes
from 20 to 30 days to make the trip from Ma-
nila to San Francisco; and as I have read of

your sending queens to Australia I don't think
we should experience much trouble in sending
from here. I have talked with several natives,

and they have agreed to bring the bees from
the mountains to Manila, for a small amount.
Will you kindly help me out by sending ad-

vice, cages, and instructions for using? In
return I will send you several queens for your
own use. John C. Uglow,

Manila, Philippine Is.

Co. M, 2d Reg. Oregon Vols.

[This is indeed "a streak of luck," as the

boy said, that we have actually a modern bee-

keeper within so easy access of Apis dorsata.

We have sent him full instructions how to send
them by express, requesting that he send them
to Geo. W. Brodbeck, of Los Angeles, Cal.

The latter gentleman is to forward the bees

on to us after he has given them a cleansing
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flight and a "change of rations," but on no
account is he to let the queens out. If our
young soldier friend has not been shot down
in the late battles we ma}' expect shipments of

Apis dorsata in the near future. Whether
they will get through alive remains to be seen.

We have offered him §25.00 for one queen
alive ; $35 00 for two ; "$45.00 for four, and
§50.00 for five.

I have also heard from our missionary friend,

Mr. W. E. Rambo, of Damoh, India, stating

that he has got track of Apis dorsaia. As
soon as he can secure them he will prepare
shipments and send them on.

It will be a joke if Gleanings gets ahead
of the government in securing the big bees.

At all events we propose to leave no stone un-
turned, and will get them if they can be se-

cured. While I do not believe they will ever
be of much value to us practically, yet we
shall never know much about them unless we
make the attempt.

If there are any others of our subscribers in

India, Philippine Islands, or elsewhere, who
will be in position to help s. cure for us Apis
do>sata, we hereby give them notice that we
will pay the above prices on the first shipment.
The daily press has given us enough free

daily advertising of these big bees to create a
large demand for them already. We are al-

ready getting calls. One man says he wants
Apis dorsata—that he has not been able to get
any honey with his common bees, and thinks
it would be a good idea to " change my breed."
—Ed.]

the recent freeze in florida ; also
some suggestions in regard to pro-

tecting florida stuff.

The loth of February Florida received a sad
blow in the shape of a freeze. All tropical

trees are killed as far south as Palm Beach,
and badly injured in Miami. The orange,
lemon, and grape fruit trees were very badly
hurt as far south as Titusville, and injured
more or less as far south as Palm Beach. My
groves escaped with but little loss. A few of

the orange-trees were in bud and bloom, and
did not freeze so but I shall have a full crop
of fruit. I banked with dirt about 400 of my
youngest buds to save them, and had a few
not banked killed. I have 15 acres out in

grove, or 1500 trees, and the ground ready to

set 500 more this season. My grape-fruit trees

which you saw in 1895, Feb. 7, that were kill-

ed back to the trunk of the tree, averaged me
$13 worth of fruit to the tree; and some that

I budded at the ground in March, 1896, bore
from §5.00 to $13.50 worth of fruit to each
tree this year. This freeze has fixed the prices

on good fruit for years to come. I had a good
many tropical trees, but I think I shall have
to leave these to Cuba and Porto Rico I had
% acre of bananas under cover, with six inch-
es of hay on top of the common cover, that

were all frozen to the ground, and five acres

of beans and five acres of Irish potatoes, some
of them eight inches high. Tell A. I. they
looked about like the little patch he saw at

Weise's, Feb. 6, just before the freeze of 1895.

My bees are in good condition, but the re-

cent cold will cut off some of the honey
sources. I am running my bees in six differ-

ent apiaries. I think people make a great
mistake in having too many bees in one local-

ity. H. T. GlFFORD.
Vero, Fla., Feb. 23.

ZERO WEATHER IN FLORIDA.

Mr. Editor:—About a week ago I wanted
to tell you (but being very busy failed to d j it

^

how the bees were working in this part of Flor-
ida. They came sailing heavily laden, and
dropping in front of their hives like shot.
The titi, that grand source of honey in this lo-

cality, had commenced to bloom. On the
night of the 8th of February the mercury fell

to 24°, and on the 9th a shade lower. The
orange-trees had blossom-buds, which were all

turned black; also the new growth. There
have been frequent rains since August, and,
preceding the frost, many days of warm misty
weather, which promoted vegetation.

Last Sunday, the 12th, there was a cold rain,

followed by snow and sleet, and vegetation
was coated with ice. The cold increased, and
finally the thermometer indicated zero; the
13th, ten degrees above zero; the 14th, a little

below freezing. To-day, the 15th, there is a
cold rain with chilly wind.
Our rejoicing is turned into mourning as we

view the wind scattering the bright green
leaves of our orange and lemon trees which
we have petted and caressed for many years.

Our garden vegetables are destroyed.
Mrs L. Harrison.

St. Andrews Bay, Fla., Feb. 15.

BEES FLYING OUT OF THE HIVE IN ZERO
WEATHER ; WHAT CAUSES IT ?

My father has three colonies of bees in box
hives under a shed facing the southeast. Yes-
terday evening at 4 o'clock, temperature 4 de-
grees above zero, one of the colonies (a hybrid)
commenced flying out as they would during a

heavy flow of honey in mid summer, going
only a rod or so from the hive, until, overcome
by the cold, they dropped dead in the snow
near the hive. Some carried out dead bees

from the hive, and were chilled before they
could get back. About a quart perished be-

fore they quieted down. The other two colo-

nies on the same bench were quiet.

Chapmans, O., Feb. 11. W. L. McGhee.

[This is a rather hard question to answer.
As it was a box hive, possibly a field-mouse,

or even a rat, crawled up among the combs to

get food and warmth; and if so, he would
cause a general excitement among the bees.

This would result in their flying out, perhaps,
as they did. I could scarcely think that dis-

ease, or, more specifically, dysentery, would
cause them to fly out in this way. In that

case, the snow would be badly spotted around
the hives. I have known mice to get into

hives in winter time, and cause a general com-
motion. While the bees would be balled up
in such a compact cluster as to make them al-

most insensible to ordinary disturbance, yet

the odor of an animal crawling round their
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quarters seems to harrow them up far worse
than opening up the hives. The alarm is giv-

en, and the bees rush out naturally to find the

intruder.

—

Ed.]

CUBA, AND THE EXPENSE OF LIVING THERE.

I've been here but a short time, but I do not
doubt that it is a good bee country; but there

are other things to take into consideration,

such as the difference in customs; the living

expenses, the different values of money etc.

Honey, they tell me, sells for half a dollar a

gallon here; but a dollar of this money is only
60 cents in our money. Then the expense of

living here is considerable. Meat is 30 to 40

cents per pound; milk 10 cents a quart; eggs,

5 cents each; kerosene oil, 50 cents a gallon;

gasoline and alcohol about the same. This,

in a country where it has to be used for fuel,

is considerable. There is no wood about here.

I have hard work to get enough to run a bee-

smoker. C. F. HOCHSTEIN.
San Francisco de Paula,

Province of Havana, Cuba, Jan. 20.

A GOOD REPORT FROM CRAWFORD CO., PA.

Bees did well here last season ; had the

most honey for years, and of the best quality;

little swarming, and went into winter in best

of condition. Tell Mr. Dadant to hold his

head up. I have three sizes of hives—one
size very large—and my bees have always win-
tered best in the large hives, and made the

most honey. Times here are good. We have
had two of the best seasons here ever known;
barns and cellars are fuller than ever before;

every one who wants to work is at work ; very
few poor; no strikes; no tramps for the last

two years. It looks as if our people were try-

ing to do better, live better, and be better than
ever before, and that their efforts were being
rewarded from on high.
Steamburg, Pa. John Baldwin.

IV. IV., N. V.—If your bees have plenty
of stores I would not advise feeding as soon
as they are put out on their summer stand.
When settled warm weather comes on, feed-

ing to stimulate brood-rearing may be prac-

ticed to advantage.

H. K. J., Ore.—You can begin to Italian-

ize as soon as the bees begin to fly—the soon-
er the better. President Lincoln once said it

is not wise to swap horses in the middle of the
stream ; so I would not advise Italianizing in

the midst of the honey season. It should be
done considerably before the honey-flow or
after. In late summer or fall, queens are
cheaper, and Italianizing can be done at less

cost. Transferring should be done as early in

the season as possible. We would usually say
about the time of fruit-bloom.

C. E., Ark.—We know of no method of

preventing honey from candying in barrels.

The only thing to be done is to remove the top
head, scoop out with a common spade into

tin pails and liquefy it. This is a good deal

of work, but is the only thing that can be
done. When honey is put into square cans, as

we recommend, the cans themselves can be
placed on a coil of steam-pipes, or placed in

a tub of hot water. This will restore the
honey back to the liquid form.

IV. L. C, Ky.—Propolis may come from
various forms of plant life, because it varies in

different localities. In one place it may be a
transparent red and in another a muddy
brown. The bees may gather propolis from
the buds of the cotton-trees, and, where these

kinds of trees are in abundance, may take it

from them exclusively; but nearly all buds at

certain seasons of the year have a certain

amount of gum which may be utilized by bees,

and the gum that exudes from the bark of cer-

tain trees may also be used at other seasons of

the year.

W. F. B., N. Y.—There is nothing you
can plant on as small an area as 50 feet square
that would be in any real sense advantageous
to the bees. Why, it takes almost a square
mile of good clover-field to produce very much
effect in an apiary. A single acre, or even a

whole farm, of honey-plants would not keep
more than ten colonies busy, if it did that.

Years ago we had on our honey-farm some-
thing like five acres of honey-plants all told

;

but the bees in our general apiary robbed just

the same, or wanted to, at least, when clover

and basswood ceased to yield, thus showing
that our special honey-farm was as a mere
drop in the bucket.

R. L. M., Fla.—After queen-cells are made
as described in Doolittle's book they must
then be grafted—that is, be supplied with roy-

al jelly and larvse. Queens will not lay in

them, and it is altogether improbable that bees

would be so accommodating as to do the work
for us. For further particulars see Doolittle's

book. Sample foundation is too heavy. Your
rolls should be screwed down tighter. Brood
foundation should run from 6 to 7 feet to the

pound, and surplus from 10 to 12; but on your
mill you will probably not be able to get bet-

ter than 9 or 10. It is desired to get the bases

as thin as possible, being careful, of course,

not to mash the faces of the rolls.

B. M. W., N. V.—For reasons that I can

not stop to enumerate, there are many objec-

tions to a house-apiary. If you have plenty

of room in a yard, and are free from the dep-
redations of thieves and meddlers, I would
advise keeping the hives outside. It is pleas-

anter to work outdoors ; and then in the win-

ter, if the bees are put in chaff hives or in the

cellar, there is much less danger of loss. No
one has yet, so far as I know, ever succeeded
in wintering successfully, year after year, in a

house-apiary. There are many advantages,

on the other hand, in having bees housed all

the year round. For further particulars we
would refer you to the ABC book, under the

head of House-apiaries.
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Perhaps our readers have noticed that of

late we have been bringing in short sympo-
siums on some subject relating to bee-keeping.
In this issue we have three different ones;
namely, Cuba

;
proper pronoun to apply to

bees ; comb foundation.

In our last issue I promised to give some-
thing more in regard to the matter of killing

the germs of foul brood by boiling. A little

symposium on this subject will be found on
another page. I would call Mr. Taylor's at-

tention especially to the article by Prof. Hodge.

Some of our readers, I believe, will enjoy
Stenog's usual introductory lines in Pickings.
These are original, on the order of the bur-
lesque, and were, he says, "written on the
spot." I did not know before that he was a
poet, or I should have had him " lining " be-
fore.

Later reports seem to indicate that winter
losses will be heavier this year than for the
three or four years preceding, at least. Very
few report more than 25 per cent loss. The
principal losses this year will occur from bees
wintered outdoors in single-walled hives. So
far as I know, there has been very little mor-
tality where bees have been put up as they
should have been. Those in good dry frost-

proof cellars, or in double-walled or chaff
hives, are doing well everywhere, so far as I

know.

The editor of the Review has just gotten
out a handsome prospectus entitled " Some of

the Characteristics of the Bee - keepers" Re-
view ; " and in the line of fine-art printing it

excels any thing that has heretofore been got-
ten out relating to bee culture. The Review
is Hutchinson's baby, his only hobby, his spe-
cialty; indeed, his whole heart and soul are in

it. He started with a little unpretentious pa-
per, without any capital save the good will of

bee-keepers, and now has a journal of which
he may be proud.

In the new magazine, entitled What to Eat,
we find an article, " Honey as a Food," that
is strangely familiar. It is none other than a
liberal extract from Dr. Miller's honey-leaflet.
This article appearing in a handsome maga-
zine, and one that is undoubtedly authority on
the subject of what to eat, will receive the rec-

ognition it deserves. I am glad that public
sentiment is being awakened enough so that
now there is actually a field for a magazine de-
voted exclusively to the subject of foods that
are fit for human consumption.

Present indications go to show that the
last edition of 10,000 copies, making 62,000
sold, all told, of the ABC book, will be ex-

hausted long before a new edition can be
printed. We are running our $2500 press at
its highest speed night and day, to print off
some 200,000 catalogs, keep up our regular
edition of Gleanings, of 10,000 copies, be-
sides a multitude of little jobs. To print an-
other edition of 5000 copies of our 400-page
book, in addition to the above, means that
our press has got to put in extra full time.

On account of the great crowd on our col-
umns, as spoken of elsewhere, I find it neces-
sary to reject all articles bearing on the Dick-
el theory versus parthenogenesis. This sub-
ject is now occupying the attention of the
foreign journals; and as there seems to be
such a diversity of opinion among scientists I

hardly think it will be profitable to take up
space that we can devote to other matter that
pertains more directly to the dollars-and-cents
side of our pursuit. When the Dickel theory
is settled, buried, or proven, then I think we
can afford to give our readers the conclusion.

Notwithstanding we have been printing
eight extra pages since Jan. 1, I find that I

have a whole drawerful of excellent articles

( sifted from a bushel more that have gone
into the "waste-basket") that I should be
glad to publish if I had room. Perhaps a
little later I can find the space for them. For
the present, at least, I should be glad if some
of our correspondents would not shove their
copy in quite so fast. In justice to the great
mass of our readers I try to keep before me
this one point; namely, to spread before them
the very best I have; but very often I find that
I am holding back matter just as good as I

give to the public, for the reason that the line
has to be drawn somewhere.

HONEY-LEAFLETS IN OTHER FORMS.
In our last issue I referred to the suggestion

of a correspondent, that the facts in the hon-
ey-leaflet shovdd be put on a label, said label
being large enough to go around the can. At
that time I was not aware that any one had
put the idea into practice ; but I find that Mr.
York, of the Amer. Bee Journal, has been do-
ing this very thing. He sends me a sample
of a very neat and pretty label designed, I

judge, to go around tin cans. One portion of
the label is devoted to the subject of honey as
food ; another sets forth the contents of the
can, and the third and last portion has to do
with honey-cooking recipes.

Mr. York also sends me his 1899 Honey Al-
manac, a booklet of 32 pages. Every alter-

nate page is devoted to the calendar—the oth-
er pages being taken up with matter from the
honey-leaflet by Dr. Miller. For further par-
ticulars apply to G. W. York & Co., 118 Mich-
igan St., Chicago, 111.

CHEAP VS. HIGH-PRICED QUEENS.
I have just been wondering whether there

would not be a call for $5.00 and $10.00 queens.
Such queens should be tested, not only for

purity of the bees, but for the even run of
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their queens. The bees of the queen as well

as the bees of her daughters should be good
workers. It may take a whole season to de-

termine all this.

Mr. Alley once said he had a queen for

which he would not take $100. He sent us
one of her daughters, and later on desired to

buy her back, as his $100 queen had died.

Not then knowing her exceptional value we
let her go; but I learned afterward that her
daughters were all evenly marked, and pro-

duced bees of excellent working qualities.

But it stiikes me that, if queen-breeders
could find a demand for $5.00 and $10.00
queens, we might, among the whole of us, de-

velop strains of bees that would be very much
superior to the ordinary stock of queens sell-

ing for 75 cents, and even as low as 50 cents.

While we ourselves have catered to this de-

mand—never, however, selling as low as 50
cents—I am inclined to believe that, if all

queen-breeders had striven for higher quality,

and demanded higher prices, some bee-keep-
ers, at least, would be able to get more money
than they have been able to secure with these

cheaper queens.

THOSE PLAIN SECTIONS AT TORONTO
J
HOL"

TERMANN'S REPLY.

When any one has been criticised for his

statements or course of action, in Gleanings,
I believe in giving that one an opportunity to

defend himself in his own words. Mr. Hol-
termann has sent in a reply, and this I cheer-

fully place before our readers :

I am a little surprised at your letter in Gleanings
in one paragraph. It says, " And what explanation is

there for their being where they were privately seen
(if I have the right idea) by Holtermann and others,
and Holtermann, in the interests of fairness, didn't
see that they zvere exhibited?"

I certainly was a little surprised to see Gleanings,
which, I understood, put up so high a standard, get
down to publishing insinuations as per above, and al-

low a correspondent to do it without an attached sig-

nature. Mr. Taylor showed me, and probably others,
the case after judging had been done. I did not see it

before. The paragraph unsigned is not Mr. Taylor's
writing, for he is too honorable to insinuate that I,

out of personal interest, allowed the honey to be un-
judged. Several, evidently, saw the honey afterward;
did any of those think that, if it had been exhibited, it

would "have taken the prize for the be.st-hlled sections?
I think no one would think so for a moment. When
you stated in Gleanings that I borrowed the cuts to
illustrate the article written against plain sections,

you prejudiced the public against my arguments, and
no retraction on your part could undo the unwari ant-
ed injury you then did me. Was it prejudice or care-
lessness ivhen you stated that I had borrowed these
cuts? To me it matters not what kind of sections the
public use; but i have tried to keep bee-keepers from
going to new expenses with an article which they may
discard or find of no added value. If better honey
can be produced with the plain sections, let bee-keep-
ers send them to the Toronto Exhibition this year. I

have yet to see as perlect a comb or section with plain
sections as we have taken with the ordinary section.

I have nothing more to say in addition to what I

have already said, only this: If plain sections have
been better, then the plain-section men on one side of
the line have been so modest that in no single instance
have they sent them to the leading fairs; and if they
are so modest they are a marked contrast to some of
the advocates of plain sections on the other side.

Brantford, Can., March 6. R. F. Holtermann.

In reference to those electrotypes, I publish-

ed my correction before I was solicited to do
so by Mr. Holtermann, and in the very next
issue. Was it carelessness? Yes, it was that

and nothing else, and I am not ashamed to

acknowledge it. If Mr. Holtermann were
willing to do as much, he would leave a better
impression.
Mr. Holtermann 's last paragraph is either a

little mixed or else I do not understand him.
If I do interpret him, he has contradicted him-
self, for he says that in no single instance
were they (plain sections) sent to the leading
fairs in Canada, and yet in his two preceding
issues he says they were sent to the Toronto,
Ottawa, and London expositions.

I might and could answer several other'

points in the above; but if I did so, then Mr.
H. would ask for more space. I prefer to let

our readers, if they are interested, judge of.

the merits of the case, and there let it drop.

AMALGAMATION IN PROSPECT.
Very recently some correspondence has

been begun, looking to the amalgamation of
the old and new Unions, or what will be, when
the thing is accomplished, the United States.

Bee-keepers' Association General Manager
Secor, of the U. S. B. K. A., has taken the
initiative, through the advice and suggestion
of the directors, and I have just this day re-

ceived a note from G. M. Doolittle, President
of the old Union, that will explain itself.

I note what is said relative to the uniting of the two
bee-keepers' societies, on pages 18.N and 189, of Glean-
ings, and I have this from General Manager Newman
in reply to a letter of mine of recent date :

" I note
what you say about consolidation, and am quite will-
ing that you should undertake the matter and work
in your own way to bring it about. I am quite willing
to assist in arranging details, as I always have been.
No one will be more pleased to have the matter ami-
cably adjusted, and the two organizations united for
the purpose of doing effective work, than will I. I

feel that, in leaving this matter in your hands, it wiU
be properly done." As I am agreeable to the uniting
of the two societies, and, so far as I know, all concern-
ed are the same, it looks to me that this might be ac-
complished in the near future to the advantage of all.

But I must be allowed to request as a favor that no ex-
tra burden be placed on my shoulders, for, through
my sickness and broken bones, my work got behind
so far that I am not nearly up with it yet, and I also
feel that there are others more capable to deal with
this matter than I am. But I will try to do all that is

really necessary for me to do in the matter, as the on-
coming future may point the way.
Borodino, N. Y., March 10. G. M. Doolittle,

President National Bee-keepers' Union.

With every one favorable to it, it looks now
as if amalgamation might come very easily;

and the only thing now remaining, is, proba-
bly, to bring about the actual thing itself in

proper legal form.

VERY often I feel like saying a good word
for something advertised in our journal; but
there is just one thing I w<?«7do; and that is,

father any statement made by an advertiser re-

garding his own goods. When I know the
value of a thing, then I am willing to say a

word. But there are other meritorious articles

of which I know nothing personally. For all

such we are for the present willing to let each
advertiser, if he likes, say a word outside of

his advertising space; and with that end in

view we are going to start another department
which our advertisers, who use as much as

$10.00 worth of space, may use occasionally.

This space will be limited to a single column,
and each advertiser will be limited to not
more than 2 inches of that space, and for a

while, at least, it will be given free.
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"When shall discussion be cut off?" is a
question that is discussed in the Review, es-

pecially when it relates to something outside
of bee-keeping. My plan is, not to allow any
thing to go into the bee department that has
any reference to politics and the great social

problems of the day. Not that I am not inter-

ested in these questions, because I take peri-

odicals that discuss them more thoroughly
and fully than could possibly be done in a
journal that is (or ought to be) devoted to
something- else.

THE MICHIGAN FOUE-BROOD EAW.
Friend Ernest

:

— I inclose you a copy of
the foul-brood bill now before our State Leg-
islature. Will you please give it space in next
number of Geeanings, and urge every bee-
keeper in Michigan to write without delay to

his senator and representative in the State
Legislature to favor its passage ?

Geo. E. Hieton,
Pres. Mich. State Ass'n.

Fremont, Mich., Feb. 23.

Section 1. The people of the State of Michigan
enact, that, upon the recommendation of a majority
vute of the members of the Michigan State Bee-keep-
er-.' Association, the Governor shall appoint for a
terra of two years a State Inspector of Apiaries, who
shall, if required, produce a certificate from the Gov-
ernor that he has been so appointed.

Sec. 2. The inspector shall, when notified, exam-
ine all reported apiaries, and all others in the same
locality not reported, and ascertain whether or not
the disease known as foul brood exists in such api-
aries; and if satisfied of the existence of foul brood,
he shall give the owners or caretakers of the diseased
apiaries full instructions how to treat said cases, as
in the inspector's judgment seems best.

DESTRUCTION OF BEES.

Sec 3. The Inspector, who shall be the sole judge,
shall visit all diseased apiaries a second time, and, if

need be, burn all colonies of bees and combs that he
may find not cured of foul brood.

VIOLATIONS.

Sec. 4. If the owner of a diseased apiary, honey, or
appliances, shall sell, barter, or give away, any bees,
honey, or appliances, or expose other bees to the dan-
ger of the disease, or refuse to allow said inspector to
inspect such apiary, honey, or appliances, said owner
shall, on conviction before a justice of the peace, be
liable to a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more
than one hundred, or not less than one month's im-
prisonment in the county jail, nor more than two
months' imprisonment.

ANNUAL REPORT.
Sec 5. The inspector of apiaries shall make an an-

nual report to the Governor of Michigan, giving the
number of apiaries visited, the number of diseased
apiaries found, and number of colonies treated, also
the number of colonies destroyed by fire, and his ex-
penses.

expenses.
Sec 6. There is hereby appropriated out of any

moneys in the State Treasury, not otherwise appro-
priated, a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars per
year, for the suppression of foul brood among bees in
Michigan. Said inspector shall receive four dollars
per day and traveling expenses, for the actual time
served, which sum shall not exceed the moneys here-
by appropriated, to be paid by the State Treasurer up-
on warrants drawn and approved by the Governor.

Sec 7. This act shall take effect and be in force
from and after its passage and publication.

Sec 8. By this act all previous legislation on the
subject of foul brood on the statutes of Michigan is
hereby repealed.

While this is not the same as the excellent
Wisconsin law, it contains the essential fea-
tures of it ; and those features are the appro-
priation of an amount of money, not exceed-
ing $500, and the appointment of an inspector
who shall receive $4.00 per day and traveling
expenses. A law without these essential fea-
tures is like the play of Hamlet with Hamlet
left out. We hope every man in the State of
Michigan will do his full duty; and those who
can should go to Lansing and do a little talk-
ing privately with the senators and represent-
atives.

THE BOIEING-POINT OF HONEY—WHAT IS IT ?

In Straws, Dr. Miller refers to what Mr.
Taylor sa\ s regarding the difference between
the specific gravity of honey and that of wa-
ter, and suggests that Mr. Taylor may be
right in assuming that the boiling-point of the
former is much higher than that of the latter.

I am surprised that neither Dr. Miller nor Mr.
Taylor made the experiment each one for him-
self. Taylor, as you know, believes that the
evidence of '"one's own senses" is " a thou-
sand times better " than the evidence furnish-
ed by some one else, whose skill is unknown.

I took two thermometers, each showing
register-marks running up to 220 and 230 re-

spectively. Of course, I expected that they
would show a boiling-point, when plunged
into water in a state of ebullition of 212 or
thereabouts. But imagine my surprise when
one recorded 220 and the other one 224. I

then plunged them into boiling honey, and
the mercury went out of sight, and doubtless
would have burst the thermometers had I not
withdrawn them in time; but as neither one
could show more than 5 degrees above that of
the indicated boiling water, it proved nothing;
and, taken all in all, I was satisfied that the
thermometers were not accurate, for the dif-

ference in sea-level could not possibly make
that much difference. I finally found a ther-
mometer (how accurate it is I can not say),
that we use in our rubber-stamp department,
that will record anywhere from 220 to 350
Fahrenheit. This I plunged into hot water,
but the mercury did not rise up to the point
where I could see it. I next plunged it into
honey that was boiling—yes, it boiled all over
the stove—and got a record of 232. If this
instrument were accurate—that is, would show
boiling water at 212 or 213—then there would
be a difference of 17 degrees between boiling
honey and boiling water. As the boiling-
point did not show at 220, then I know there
was a difference of at least 12 degrees. If

this thermometer showed under the actual
boiling-point instead of above it, as did the
others, we should be as much at sea as before.

I feel very sure that some of our readers
will be in position to use accurate thermome-
ters and give us the actual boiling-point of
honey as compared with that of water. A
good deal hinges on this question.

In the mean time I think that, for the time
being, until we know, my wholesale recanting
was the safer side on which to err. Another
point to be considered is that, if a scientist
boils his foul-brood germs in beef gelatine, or
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pure-culture fluid, the specific gravity of the
gelatine will be about the same as that of

honey—if any thing, greater. If he did the
boiling in water then there may be something
in the Taylor point.

PUSHING A GOOD THING; STANDING BY ONE'S
CONVICTIONS.

I have been criticised for pushing the mer-
its of plain sections and fences ; but the crit-

icism has come very largely from those who
have not tested them, and from one or two
others who have tried them in a small way.
To all such I have only the kindliest of

feelings. I know it is natural for outsiders
to think that the Root Co. would push them
because of the few paltry dollars there would
be in a new thing. Indeed, if I were an out-

sider I am not sure but I should share this

feeling, because there are grasping monop-
olies, and one who does not know us better

might think we were one of them. As to our
being a monopoly, nearly every thing of value
in beedotn is as free as water—open to the
competition of the world. But I hope we
have a higher motive than that coming from
the love of the " almighty dollar."

When I feel morally certain of the value of

a thing, as I am of the plain section ; when I

have seen the results with my own eyes
;

when I have talked with the men who have
used the thing, and like it; nay, more—when
I have read scores of reports favoring it, I do
not feel like backing down even a little. I

would have been just as willing to back down
in the advocacy of plain sections as I was in

the case of the deep-cell (or drawn) founda-
tion. But as time goes on, and as reports pile

in, I feel more determined than ever to stand
by my convictions. Favorable reports are
coming in every day, as I have said before;

but there is not space in the journal to pub-
lish them all. But here is one out of several
that I had pigeon-holed to go into our letter-

files. It speaks for itself:

I have tried the fences the past season; and if any
season would show up the poor side of an appliance
for bees or bee-hives, the last one surely would. I

watched the outcome of using fences very carefully,
and note the following : Two hives of bees, side by
side, were given the second super each, one contain-
ing fences, the other old-style sections 4%"x4%\ no
fences or separators, both having stored the first su-
pers nearly full. The one containing fences stored
nearly double the amount that the other did. Now, I

found this to be the case all over the apiary; in fact,

the bees seemed to give the preference to supers con-
taining sections and fences, no matter whether they
were next to the hive-body or two or three supers
above. I won't say why this is so, but will leave that
for you. As to the matter of cleaning fences, it is not
a very great task, as only the uprights have to be
cleaned; and the pleasure of having neat and even
sections of honey compensates for whatever extra
time is used. W. T. Sherman.

Millard, Wis., Feb. 13.

LARGE OR SMALL COLONIES?
In the Bee-keepers^ Rcviezv for February

appears a symposium on this question, the
subject-matter being made of extracts from
various bee-journals, followed up by an ex-
tended footnote by the editor. He sets forth
fairly the views of the different writers, but
still clings to the opinion himself that the

smaller hive is the thing. He finally summa-
rizes the matter in this way

:

Bro. Dadant's trouble comes from expecting and
getting too much out of each queen. Instead of
" horsewhipping " the queens, I would get more
queens to help them. Hive your swarms in smaller
hives, give fewer combs to each queen, and another
year you will have mo e queens in proportion to your
number of combs than you have now. Bro. Dadant
says to himself, " Here I have 1000 combs and only 80
queens. I must give these queeus all the room possi-
ble, so as to get just as many bees as I possibly can."
My way of looking at it would be like this ;

" Here I
have 1000 combs, and I want to get just as many bees
out of them as possible, so I will have plenty of queens,
and thus get the combs just as full of eggs as I can."
You see that Bro. Dadant and myself are both afier
bees, but we go at it in a difierent way.

It does not seem to me that Bro. Hutchin-
son quite hits the nail on the head. It is not
a question of whether one queen or a plurality

of them raises a certain number of bees; but
it is a question whether the colony shall be a

large or a small one. As there can be only
one queen in the hive, then (if the colony is a
large one) one queen must be the mother of

all the bees. But Mr. Hutchinson seems to
take the ground that, as it is difficult to get a
queen that will breed up to such a point, bet-
ter have two queens in two colonies. But I

raise the question right here : Suppose there
are 5000 btes to the pound, and that there are
five pounds of bees, or 25,000 to the average
eight-frame colony. With two eight-framers
we should have 50,000 bees. My theory and
practice are that the 50,000 in one colony will

bring in more dollars to the bee-keeper than
the same number equally divided in two colo-

nies.

It is well known that one large factory, for

example, can manufacture more cheaply and
make more money than two smaller factories

of half the size. The same executive force
of the smalltr concern, the same book-keep-
ers, the same clerks, the same foreman, can
manage a producing force of twice the size as
economically, or very nearly so. Perhaps the
illustration is not quite parallel, but it serves
to illustrate my idea. During the working
season it is conceded, I think, that a large col-

ony will have more working bees in propor-
tion to its size than a small one.* But Mr.
Hutchinson may bring up this question : Grant-
ed that there are more working bees in a large
hive in proportion to its size, would such a col-

ony make more money ? Mr. Dadant has
handled more bees—that is, operated more col-

onies—than any of the parties in the discus-
sion. Others may have handled as many for a
short time ; but the Dadants as well as the
Frances have each operated some 400 or 500
colonies for a period of 15 or 20 years, and have
made money as well as honey.

* After I had prepared the matter it occurred to me
at this point that there might be a question raised
here. This r referred to A. I. R., and he replied some-
thing after this fashion : It takes fewer rods of fence
per acre in a large field than in one of less size. n
the same way there are fewer bees required to keep
up the necessary animal heat per square foot of brood
in a large colony than in a small oie ; that is to say,
the bees that might ordinarily be required to act as
nurse-bees, and to help sustain animal heat in a small
colony, in a large one can go to the field. A. I. R.
thinks it is almost an axiom that there are more work-
ing bees in a large colony in proportion to its size
than in a small one.
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They bind heavy burdens and grievous to be borne,
and lay them on men's shoulders: but they themselves
will not move them with one of their fingers.

—

Matt.
23:4.

Since I have had something to say about
divine healing, a great mass of correspondence
has been sent me, indicating that there is a
deep interest in the subject. Periodicals ex-

plaining Christian science, faith cure, more
than I can read, have been sent in. A good
many insist that I am groping in midnight
darkness ;

quite a few think that I exhibit my
want of faith by using even such a remedy as

hot water ; but people in whom I have most
confidence, especially the ministers of the dif-

ferent denominations, agree with me, I believe,

as a rule. I may be in darkness, but I am
praying for light, and I have faith in the great
Father above to believe that he will give it.

At the present time I can not agree with Dr.

Dowie that it is never God's will that we
should be sick. How could we appreciate
health or freedom from pain if we knew noth-
ing by practical experience of sickness and
pain ? I am sure God teaches me great lessons

by permitting me to suffer ; and while my fel-

low-men are obliged to suffer, I prefer to take
my share of it—yes, even though it makes me
at times groan with anguish, and causes me to

pray for deliverance.

Since I have been confined so much at

home, and many times obliged to lie on my
back, I have been asking God to indicate to

me what I shall read. I can not bear to sit

still idly ; and while there are great heaps of

books and periodicals piled in upon me every
day, it needs wisdom to choose what to read
and what not to read. One Sunday, when it

began to be evident that I could not go to

church, I wanted something suitable for Sab-
bath reading. When I want something of

sufficient interest to make me forget my pain,

I often turn to a Sunday-school book, and I

have never yet been disappointed. I have
never found a book from our Sunday-school
library that did not teach good and wholesome
lessons. I wish I could say as much of the
books in our town library. Well, on this par-

ticular Sunday the only Sabbath-school book
in the house was by Mark Twain. I hope
my good friend Twain will forgive me when I

expressed surprise that any book he had ever
written should be placed in a Sunday-school
library ; and for a while I could not think it

quite the thing to read Mark Twain on Sun-
day. Then I remembered my previous expe-
rience, and concluded that the committee who
selected the books must have had some good
reason for selecting this one.
The title of the book is, "The Prince and

the Pauper." I read it clear through during
the day, and was both surprised and delighted
to find that I could so thoroughly enjoy any
book under the circumstances. If I am not a
better man for the lessons I received during

that one day, I certainly ought to be. The
author does not choose any text to start out
with ; but I have supplied a text. A sort of
legend, or tradition, we are told, furnished
the foundation of the story. If the book were
only published in a cheap form, I should de-
light in furnishing it to every friend I have in

the world, at a very low price. May be it is

—

I do not know.
Away back, about 300 years ago, by a queer

combination of circumstances a boy king was
transferred from the royal palace to the slums
of the city of London. For several days, or
may be weeks, he was obliged to put up with
the same sort of life that the poor degraded
outcasts have to bear. He was obliged to

submit to every form of injustice with which
the laws of England away back ground down
her subjects. In the back part of the book is

an appendix giving us true copies of the laws
and customs of that time. We sometimes
speak about asking a doctor to take his own
medicine. This young king was absolutely

obliged to submit to the punishment that his

laws were made to inflict on others. Perhaps
the laws were not of his own making ; but
when he knew about them he had been per-

mitting them still to stand on the statute-

books. The book is a sort of turning things
around. It says, in substance, what poor
people often do say to those who are away up
in wealth and high offices :

'

' Suppose you
change places with us just a little while, and
see what you think of it."

Then there is another phase of this book
that took a mighty hold on me. This penni-
less youth, without a friend in the world, kept
proclaiming, "I am the king's son." But
everybody laughed at him, and called him a

madman. In one sense he was worthy of

being king— he took it all patiently ; he sub-

mitted to all their indignities in a way that

was almost Christlike ; but during all of that

terrible experience of suffering, oppression,

and wrong, he made mighty resolves to change
things if he should once succeed in getting

back where he belonged, for he never for one
moment doubted that he would ultimately

regain his crown and reach his own. Under
the circumstances it was grand and noble in

him to hold fast to the fact that he was king,

or, if you choose, the king's only son. I hope
my readers have read Pansy's conception of

what it is to be a " king's daughter ;" and in

like sense we each and all of us may be, if we
are not, sons and daughters of the king.

I now wish to tell you how the book did me
good. When those terrible zero days were
upon us I went all over the factory to see if

the rooms were comfortable for the men to

work. Some of the drip-pipes were frozen up;

but we soon got them free, with the exception
of one radiator, or, rather, long coil of pipes.

The heat went only half way through ; and
the men who were obliged to work near that

west wall, exposed to the zero blasts, where
the pipes were cold, really suffered. I called

Harold to help me. He is the young plumber
I have often mentioned. We followed the

drip-pipe of this coil down through three

stories below, warmed it up with hot water
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and lamps, but all to no avail. When I came
around again I found the pipes were still cold,

and said to the men, " If you can keep on
with your work just a little while longer /will
get the steam through these pipes. I am sure
I can, for I never yet failed when I stuck right

to it." Well, I fussed with those pipes all

day, but I could not get the steam through.
I consulted the " boss plumber," and he said
the drip must be freezing up somewhere, for

there could not be any other reason why it

should not heat up as it had done every day
all winter. During the middle of the after-

noon I decided there was not pressure enough,
and so I got the engineer to give more pres-

sure on the exhaust steam. This, of course,
loaded the engine more, but it was only tem-
porary. It did not make any difference. The
men stuck to their posts and kept at work. I

pitied them from the bottom of my heart, and
felt disgusted with myself to think that I could
not unravel the mystery. I went to Ernest
and John about it, thinking I could get sym-
pathy, even if I did not get any mechanical
assistance; but they just laughed, and told me
not to worry myself out (and catch more cold)
about the pipes ; if the men got so cold they
could not stand it, let them go home. But I

knew these men sadly needed the money for
every hour they worked. Besides, it was
quite important that the work should be push-
ed ahead. The day's work was finally ended.
The men stuck to their work, but the mystery
was unsolved. I told the night watchman I

was going to have steam through that coil of
pipes, even if it took all night to do it. Then
we managed to turn on "live" steam; but
even live steam would not go through. I took
hold of the valve and turned up it until it was
closed, and

—

then I swung my hat. Turning
the stem of the valve out and in made no dif-

ference whatever. During the day I had sug-
gested to the foreman of the piping that it

seemed as if that valve was stopped up ; but
he declared it could not be, for it was certain-
ly wide open, and it was a brand-new valve.
I went after him when I made my discovery,
for he happened to be in the factory, and ask-
ed him to get a wrench. A few minutes re-

vealed the trouble. Even though it was a
brand-new valve, and cost quite a little money,
the disk that opened and closed the passage
had come loose from the stem, and was stuck
in the seat. The only steam that could get
through, either live or exhaust, was what got
through the center of the disk. The next
morning, when the whistle blew, the radiator
was hot, you may be sure. Now, perhaps
people do not often suffer this way in factories;
but this illustrates the way people at large do
suffer from defective machinery ; the same in
the way of framing laws or governing nations

;

and unless the king or the law-makers " swap
places" with the working people once in a
while, who would see to it that these wrongs
are righted ?

At another time, on going into the saw-
room the air was so full of dust it made me
cough so that I could not have stayed there
many minutes at a time. I asked one of the
men what the matter was, and he said the dust-

pipe was off from his machine. When I asked
why it was not put on he said it filled up right
away, so it was no use, and so they just pulled
it clear off. I asked him if somebody was
remedying the defect, and he said he did not
know. The foreman said they had been fuss-

ing with it, but the matter was dropped, and
he did not know what they were going to do.
I traced the matter up, and was told that the
large belt was loose, but they could not very
well fix it until they shut down at night. I

then explained to the men who were suffering,
and asked them to get along as well as they
could. If they stopped work it would stop
the work of the men ahead of them, and so
there seemed to be no way but to put up with
the dust. I got over in the morning as soon
as the grip would let me go, but they were
still suffering from dust. I was told the belt
had been repaired the night before, but the
room got so cold during the night that the
glue did not hold. On a similar occasion
before this, some coal-oil lamps had been kept
burning by the night watchman, so as to keep
the glued joint warm enough to have it dry
thoroughly. I inquired why the lamps were
not used the night before, but I was told it

was because nobody looked after it. I should
have looked after it, probably, had I not been
"under the weather." Now, I hope no one
will feel hurt when I suggest that there seems
to be a sort of indifference all around in re-

gard to these necessary details. If the men
who are obliged to bear the dust had had a
chance, I am sure they would have put in

vehemently to have that belt looked after so
there could not be any failure.

Now please do not think, dear reader, that
I attend to all these things as I might do and
as I ought to do if I really loved my neighbors
and my fellow-workmen as myself. I need
exactly the stirring-up that Mark Twain's
piteous appeal in that book gave me ; and the
whole wide world needs stirring up in just
this way. Jesus came and lived and died to
exhort men along this very line. He said not
only in words but by acts, "Not to be min-
istered unto, but to minister.'" Now, I know
we are not all proprietors of factories ; we are
not all kings and princes, nor even high offi-

cials for the government, nor superintendents
of railways or other institutions ; but we usu-
ally get into these high and honorable places
because we are faithful. The Bible says so.
" Thou hast been faithful in few things, I will

make thee ruler over many things. '

' We are
none of us as faithful in the little things as we
ought to be. The little incidents of evervday
life will illustrate it. You can not hang up a

bright tin cup at any well or spring, because
somebody will carry it off — not dishonest
people necessarily, but I do think they are

selfish people. A carriageful of ladies carried
off a tin cup from the well right out in front
of where I am writing. They drove up, pass-
ed the cup all around, and seemed to enjoy
thoroughly the water that was running freely,

purposely for the public benefit. But they
carried off the cup. Perhaps they forgot to
hang it on the nail by the hydrant. Is not
forgetfulness largely selfishness, when you get
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right clown to it ? Dr. Miller says if you will

punch a hole in the bottom of a drinking-cup
it will not be carried off. Just think of oblig-

ing everybody to stoop over, while he slakes

his thirst, to keep this si ream of water away
from his clothes and polished boots, just be-

cause of this very custom of carrying off the

cup ! Borrowing tools and keeping them is

along in the same line. There are few things
that make me so much care and worry as to

look after our gardening-tools, especially in

seeing that they are brought home. A near
neighbor, and a good man—at least I call him
so—borrowed my scraper last fall. I inquired
about it several times, and gave orders to

have it put away in our dry toolhouse; but in

spite of me it has been out of doors all winter.

Is this world too full of cares to permit any-
body to look after every thing, especially these

little things? Well, most people manage to

find time to look after things that seriously

interfere with their oivn comfort and happi-
ness; but how many of us look after the things
concerning the comfort and happiness of our
friends and neighbors just as well ?

Now, there are a great many paupers in this

world, but there are very fezv princes ; but I

honestly believe there ought to be more.
There ought to be more girls and women who
are ready to say, with honest pride, " I am one
of the King's Daughters;" and then there
ought to be more men and boys who are ready
to say with equally honest pride, "I am one
of the King's Sons." If anybody asks you
what king, tell him the King that came into

this world, not to be waited on, but to be a

servant. Pilate said unto Jesus, "Art thou a

king?" Jesus answered, "lama king. To
this end was I born, and for this cause came I

into the world, that I might bear witness unto
the truth." The world may not recognize
us ; but, never mind ; neither did it recognize
the King of glory when he passed all about
among humanity. When we are prompted to

be selfish, and tempted to do that which is

wrong and beneath the character of a prince,

let us say in our hearts if not aloud, "No, I

am a prince—the son of a King." We are told

to beware of pride ; but here is a place where a

little more pride would do us good.
And now may be these words will strike

somebody who has charge of a lot of men ; or

a teacher who has under his care a lot of chil-

dren ; or a minister who looks after and sets

an example before a lot of people. Shall we
not, each and all, remember every little while
to (at least mentally) change positions with
those under us? " As ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so unto them."

ANOTHER SIDE TO "LEAVES OF HEADING.

"

A subscriber sends us the following, clipped

from the Chicago Interior :

The death of Mr. Henry Walter Imler, of Fremont,
Ohio, is a pathetic instance of the illusions which
Dowie practices upon good and faithful men. Mr.
Imler was a worthy member of our church in Fremont.
He was smitten with cancer, a disease which is mark-
ed by medical charlatans as the one which offers the
largest possibilities for fraud and financial bleeding.
Mr. Imler was induced to submit himself to Dowie,

who seems to know enough about palliative medica-
tion for his purpose ; he persuaded Mr. Imler that he
had effected a cure, and tilled pages of his publication
in heralding the case. Thus having both lined his
pockets and obtained the means for inducing others,
Dowie sent Mr. Imler home to die. It is no reflection
upon Mr. Imler's memory that he fell a victim to such
delusion. For all like cases unprincipled practition-
ers or pretenders lie in wait, and it is not in hopeful
human nature to lend a deaf ear to assurances under
such circumstances.

SOMETHING MORE ABOUT GRIP, ETC.

In another column I have told you of the
trouble we had in finding out what the matter
was with the steam-pipes, that they would not
heat up. In a large factory where there is

much machinery and complications of pipes,

wires, etc., a great many times there are trou-

bles that are hard to find. A great many peo-
ple give up, and say, " Well, I do not know
just what is the matter with the thing. If

somebody else can fix it, I wish he would do
so." And somebody has to do it. Some-
times it takes a good while, and takes lots of

money. But the person who ferrets out the

mischief, and corrects it, gets a feather in his

cap, so to speak. We often read in the papers
about detectives, how they work and study
and follow each little clew. Well, I have been
somewThat of a detective along this line all my
life; but instead of following criminals, mine
has been a pleasanter work, for I have follow-

ed Dame Nature, and wrested from her her se-

crets. Dame Nature I love, and I believe she
loves me; for she has always rewarded me for

my time and pains, sooner or later. I found
out why the pipes did not get hot, but I fear

some of my friends suffered grievously from
the cold, as it took me so long to get at the
mischief. When I was telling Mrs. Root
about it, and describing to her the way we
drenched the poor pipes with the boiling wa-
ter, and then smoked them up with a kerosene
torch, etc., she said it made one think of the

way the doctors sometimes use powerful med-
icines, and even resort to surgery, while the

real mischief is perhaps away off in another
part of the body.

I told you about my tussles with the grip.

By applications of hot water my teeth got well

and sound, and the pain in my ear went near-

ly all away. But after the zero weather was
passed, and it began to be wet and rainy once
more, I caught cold again, and this time it

centered in the calf of my right leg. I limped
around for a few days, and then gave up try-

ing to walk; pretty soon the pain became so

severe that I had to lie down. The contrary

thing would not even permit me to sit up in

bed. Unless I lay flat on my back, with my
leg in an easy position, the pain was almost

unbearable. It was a curious thing and I be-

gan to study it. I tried all sorts of liniments,

tried brisk rubbing, but none of these things

did a particle of good. Electricity gave relief
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so long as the current was applied, but the
pain came back promptly as soon as we stop-

ped turning the crank. By the way, there
are a lot of such remedies. They may give
one a little respite, but they confer no perma-
nent benefit. More than forty years ago I

took the agency for an electric apparatus for

the cure of diseases ; but I never sold a ma-
chine, because I was very soon satisfied that
electricity gave no permanent benefit ; and I

have followed all sorts of electrical appliances
from that day to this, and I am still of the
same opinion. Of course, the pain in my leg

was not always alike. Sometimes it went
away so I could walk around quite well. Then,
again, it came on quite unexpectedly. It be-

haved so much like the pain in my back after

I had that " crick " that I began to connect
the two. Yes, you may be sure that I praved
about it all along, and I prayed with faith

—

not that I might have relief from pain, so much
as that the great Author of all life might lead
me to understand better that I might teach
others, and teach them truth; and my prayer
was answered. Inasmuch as the hot water in

my nostrils, described and figured on page 104,

cured my tooth and ear ache, it one day oc-
curred to me it might possibly have some ef-

fect on the painful and swelling limb. I took
perhaps two quarts of water, as hot as I could
bear it, through my nostril. I sent it with
force enough so a part of it came through into

my throat. When the stinging sensation,

something like strangling, became too severe,

I raised my head enough to give less force to

the stream of water. In a minute or two the
respiratory organs and the organs of the ear
that had been affected became warmed up, so
there was quite a discharge from the nostrils

and throat—that is, by sneezing and clearing
my throat—and the heat was sufficient to in-

duce considerable perspiration ;
* and, sure

enough, my leg was free from pain. After
having sneezed and expectorated, I would feel

well enough to go over to the factory and read
my letters. Mrs. Root laughed when I told
her I could cure my leg by applying hot water
to my nostrils. The neighbors laughed. I

presume they thought I was a sort of hot-wa-
ter crank. Yes, and the doctor laughed (for

I had called the doctor in to know if it could
be inflammatory rheumatism that was crippling
me); but after I showed him my apparatus,
and gave him my explanation of the matter,
he owned up that I was probably right. He
said a great number of his patients had been
troubled with the grip in the ears, face, nos-
trils, and teeth. Some of them had had their
teeth pulled, thinking that might help the
matter; but it did no good. Others had suf-
fered excruciatingly, and finally an abscess or
something of that sort had formed in the ear
or nostrils, giving no relief until it broke and
discharged this foul matter. He said, by the
abundant and free use of water, and by keep-
ing the passages open between the ear, nos-
trils, and throat, he felt sure such troubles
might be prevented.

* Sometimes the hot water brought tears also, from
the eye nearest the trouble but they were not tears of
sorrow, for with the tears came freedom from pain.

The trouble in my leg was, without question,
neuralgic pains that had their origin in the or-

gans of the head. Perhaps the crick in my
back, a month before, had served as a sort of

communication with the leg ; and in my case
the grip had confined itself entirely to my
right side. Now, what sheer folly to put lini-

ments, electricity, plasters, or any thing else,

on the leg, when the real trouble is in the
head! I think I have heard somewhere of

curing bruises on one's heel by putting a plas-

ter on the top of the head, and you see I have
been getting pretty near to it.* I do not
know but some of our medical friends will

think I am taking a great deal of liberty in

presuming to teach ; but I believe the more
sensible ones will tell me they have had many
cases quite similar. There is this comforting
thing about the hot-water treatment : After
you get well you know you have not injured
some other organ of your body with some
powerful drug that perhaps did not hit the
spot at all.

I hope that this little story may help some-
body else out of similar troubles, and give re-

lief to suffering. I have had several commu-
nications in regard to the vapor-bath treatment.
It is probably right along in line with what I

have said. Of course, the hot-water spray I

have described takes much less time and trou-
ble; for five minutes is plenty of time to rinse

the nostrils thoroughly after you have the ap-
paratus rigged.

Since the above was put in type I find the
following on a scrap of newspaper :

The famous Dr. Salisbury frequently made the state-
ment that, if he were to be deprived of all means of
cure except one, he would choose hot water, thus prov-
ing his right to be called a wise physician.

How refreshing it is to discover that great (?)
minds usually run in parallel channels !

ORIGINATING NEW VARIETIES OF STRAW-
BERRIES AND POTATOES.

On page 148 I said you might grow a whole
acre of seedlings, and not find any thing bet-

ter among the lot than the potatoes and straw-
berries we have already. Friend Cook, who
advertises potato seed in the same issue, thinks
I put it too strongly, and perhaps I did. I

wish those who have furnished a valuable
potato or strawberry for the people would cor-

rect me if I need correcting. Friend Manum
has given the world a valuable potato, and he
has been at work at it a good many years. I

* In the case of the pipes, the cause of all the trouble
was more than 100 feet away from where we had been
fussing with lamps and hot water all day long; and
the neuralgic pain, where I had been fussing with lin-

iment, hot water, rubbing, etc., had its origin in near-
ly the most distant point in my whole body. Perhaps
I should add that, during all this time, there was more
or less of a dull pain in that ear. It felt somewhat
stopped up. and was more or less deaf, although it had
so nearly recovered I had thought but little about it.
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wish he would tell us something what the
chances are. If you have seed to commence
with, from some of the best varieties known,
of course this should make a difference ; and
when one does succeed he confers a lasting

favor on the whole wide world. The man who
gave the Concord grape, by that one stroke
supplied the world with a beautiful, whole-
some fruit at a price that was never dreamed
of until the Concord became known. So it is

with other things. It is a grand work to en-
gage in—working for new and better varieties;

but whoever starts into it should have a fair

understanding as to what his chances are.

SUB-IRRIGATION IN THE OPEN AIR.

All attempts in this direction, or nearly all,

so far as I can learn, have been mostly fail-

ures. For greenhouse benches, where we can
control the amount of water applied, and
where rain is kept off by the sashes above, the
plan is all right ; and one might suppose it

would work all right in the open air in Cali-

fornia and other climates ; but the California
Cultivator decides it is a failure even there.

Irrigation of any kind should be in sight, so
you may know what you are doing. Another
thing, the water should not be down too low.
Here is a suggestion from the above publica-
tion, and one that I feel sure will work for

strawberries and other garden stuff where the
roots are near the surface :

Where plants are set in close rows and are not very
deep-rooted, but want water often and in moderate
quantities at a time, lay a line of common dain tile

with backs flush with the surface between the rows.
Through these one can run water so that it will wet
each side for a foot or two and moisten sufficiently up
to the surface, yet without making the top soft enough
to bake.

In order to make the above plan work, your
ground must be nearly level, else the water
will all run down to the lower end without
wetting the plants where it starts in. The
joints in the tiles will permit you to look
down through and see what the water is doing;
and when heavy rains come unexpectedly,
these same tiles will act like surface drainage.
You know I have for years declared that,

when we had a great abundance of rain, as

was the case last fall, our ground should not
only be underdrained, but it should be surface-

drained, and these tiles laid just below the
surface of the ground will make the best kind
of surface drainage. Of course, all the culti-

vating must be by hand-tools. If you are
growing strawberries, when it is desirable to

put something else on the ground to get the
usual rotation of crops you can easily take up
your tiles, prepare your ground thoroughly
for some other crop, and then put your tiles

back again if you want them.

A NEW TRICK IN LAYING TILES FOR UNDER-
DRAINS OR OTHER PURPOSES.

This new invention (for I think it is worthy
of being called such) will apply to laying tiles

for sub-irrigation or for any other purpose.
In fact, whoever has dug ditches by hand, and
laid the tiles, has doubtless been disappointed
when standing at the end of his ditch, and
looking up or down the line of tiles just before

they are laid to cover up, to see so much
"crookedness." I have actually spent more
time than I could really afford to in dressing
out the bottom of the ditch with the proptr
kind of scoop to make the tiles lie with an
even grade and in a straight line, both up and
down and sidewise, to find my careful work,
when reviewed from the top of the bank, look
more like a worm fence, both up and down
and sidewise, than like tiles laid as the books
and papers direct them to be laid. Some of
you may say it does not matter, if they carry
the water all right. But they don't carry the
water all right. If you have ever bad occasion
to take up a line of tiles, and have seen how
the mud accumulates wherever there is a little

bend downward, you will realize the impor-
tance of having tiles laid true and on a line.

Well, this new invention consists in having
a smooth straight round pole that will just
slide through the smallest of your tile. This
pole may be six, eight, or ten feet long — the
longer the better if you can keep it straight.
Have a small stout ring in one end, and an
iron hook to catch in the end to draw it along.
Lay your tiles with this round wooden rod
inside of them, but do not pull the rod out
until you have packed the dirt all around your
tiles so they will stay in place. Now catch
hold of the iron ring and pull the rod along,
slipping on more tiles, and so on. In this
way the joints match exactly on the inside,
where you want them to match ; and your
tiles strung on this rod are just as straight as
a string can be stretched—that is, if your pole
is straight. A piece of gas-pipe perfectly
straight, and of the proper size, is just as good
as the pole, only it is rather htavy to handle.
I saw this illustrated in some periodical; but I

actually can not give credit just now, for I

have forgotten where I saw it. If somebody
will tell me where it was first pictured and de-
scribed I shall be happy to give credit.

SOY BEANS IN KANSAS.

I take the following from Bulletin No. 24 of
the Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kan.:
The Kansas Experiment Station has been growing

the soy bean for the past ten years, starting with a
small patch, and increasing the area until last year 35
acres were grown. It is a good drought-resister, is not
touched by chinch bugs, and the beans are richer in
protein than linseed meal. With sufficient moisture
to germinate them, a crop can be grown after wheat
and oats are harvested In 18116 the yield on ground
after wheat was 8 bushels per acre, in 1898 ti% bushels.
With linseed meal at $2o per ton, these crops sfter
wheat would be worth f(i and $4. 08 per acre. When
planted earlier in the season, the yield of soy beans is

from 10 to 20 bushels per acre Trie soy bean not only
furnishes a crop rich in protein, but at the same time
enriches the soil. Henry Rogler, one of our graduates,
reports an increase in large fields of 5 bushels of wheat
per acre on land where soy beans had previously been
grown, over land that had not been in soy beans.

The point that interests me especially is the
last sentence in the above. You not only get
a crop that pays, but your land is better off to
the extent of five bushels of wheat per acre
after the crop is taken off and sold. The same
bulletin gives the results of feeding soy beans
to pigs. It tells how to grow and harvest the
crop. Our Ohio Experiment Station agrees,
I believe, with all the above.
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HOW TO GET EXTRA-EARLY POTATOES.

The following is from a press bulletin from
the Kansas Experiment Station :

The Horticultural Department has been experiment-
ing for two years on the methods of hastening the
growth and maturity of early potatoes. On Feb. 23,
LS!I7, tubers of White Ohio, Beauty of Hebron, Early
Harvest, and Carman No. 1 were set in shallow boxes
with the blossom ends up. They were filled around
with sand, leaving the upper fourth exposed, and the
boxes placed in a room of rather subdued light, and a
temperature of 50 to 60 degrees. Vigorous sprouts
soon began to push from the exposed eyes.
On March 22 the potatoes were planted in furrows,

the tubers being removed carefully from the sand,
and planted in the same position in which they stood
in the box, and 14 inches apart in the row. They were
not cut, but were kept entire. Similar parallel rows
of each sort were planted of whole tubers selected
from potatoes taken from the storage room, and un-
exposed to light till planted.
As they grew, the sprouted potatoes took the lead

from the start in vigor and strength of top ; and both
lots of whole seed kept ahead of cut seed of the same
varieties. June 1 the sand-sprouted lots showed ex-
cellent young table potatoes while none of the others
were }-et large enough for use. A week's difference
was a

r
pparent in the two lots. On June 10, the sand-

sprouted potatoes were still ahead in size, though not
as much as at the first examination. At the final dig-
ging, July 24, the sand-sprouted lots showed better
tubers, and 10 per cent larger yields, than the others.

_
In the spring of 1898 a similar experiment was car-

ried on, using four other varieties ; viz.. Triumph, New
Queen, Thoroughbred, and Early Six Weeks. Two
methods of treatment were also employed. The lots
were divided, one half of each lot being placed in
sand under the conditions employed the year before,
and kept moistened, the other half of each lot being
put in open boxes, and placed in a light dry room
with a temperature averaging about 50 degrees.
March 26, all lots were planted. The tubers that were
placed in sand had strong vigorous sprouts, and were
nearly all rooted. Those in the open boxes were be-
ginning to sprout, but of course had thrown out no
roots. The sand-sprouted lots took the lead in growth,
and furnished table potatoes several days in advance
of the lots sprouted in open boxes, although the latter
were ahead of the lots planted at the same time from
the storage-room.
Whole tubers sprouted in rather moist sand, and

planted about the 25th of March, give the best results,
and produce table potatoes seven to ten days earlier
than the same variety planted at the same time but
not so sprouted.
Such a difference in time is of great importance to

the grower, whether the crop is for the home garden
or market. The gain of a week's time will well repay
the efforts required to produce the extra earlv crop.

3\V. H" Hall.
The above is simply a modifiation of the

method employed in the Island of Jersey.
Please notice the potatoes are set in moist sand
about a month before the usual time for plant-
ing. We have failed several times by getting
th-m into the open ground too early, so the
potato-plants got a setback by being nipped
by the frost. In our locality I do not believe
it will pay to put them in the open ground be-
fore about the middle of April. If a frost
comes, of course you can pull a little soft dirt
over the sprouts—that is, if they are not too
far above ground.

POTATOES THAT DO NOT SCAB— THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

I have raised the White Elephant potato, and have
been acquainted with it for 18 years, and have never
known it to scab, although others planted alongside
were so scabby as to be unfit for use They are pro-
lific, and fine p tatoes for the table, being a smooth
wh te, rather long, and flat-sided. Our neighbors
have all got seed of us, and have never heard of scab
or a failure of crop. Mrs. R. E. Hammond.
Sa\ lersville, Ky., Feb. 28.

The above potato is comparatively well

known; but I have never heard before that it

was less liable to scab. I notice that Lan-
dreth, in his catalog, describes it as late, does
best in light sand, heavy yielder. He quotes
it in January at $2.70 per barrel. Has any-
body else noticed this same peculiarity in the
White Elephant ?

COW PEAS—HOW TO CURE THE HAY, ETC.
On pages 148 and 149 I note what is said of "cow

peas." I live in a section of North Carolina that was
f
rowing cow peas as a renovator of the soil, and for
eed to stock as forage, before Prof. W. F. Massey left
the '' Miller" school in Virginia to go to our North
Carolina Experiment Station. I don't know the Ben-
son pea by that name, but there are a great variety of
cow peas. Some of them mature in 60 days from
planting, hence should mature anywhere north. Cow
peas ripen very irregularly. There can always be
found ripe peas and blossoms among any variety of
them, as the first ripe peas appear. And if the ripe
peas are kept gathered off the vines, these same vines
will continue to blossom and bear peas for a long sea-
son.
They require warm weather to grow in. hence

should not be planted till two weeks after all danger
of frost has passed.
Peavine hay is obtained by sowing the peas broad-

cast at the rate of \% to 2 bushels per acre, and then
plowing them in, or cutting them in with a disk har-
row, without allowing them to lie in the hot sun over
two hours, exposed; if you do they will not come up
well. When the first ripe pods begin to show, mow
your peas down after the dew and moisture have dried
out. In the evening, before the dew falls, rake it into
large winrows and let them remain until the next
evening (unless it threatens rain ; if it does, pile them
in cocks of 400 or 500 lbs.

) ; then go and cock them up
in cocks, the same as other hay. 5 or 6 feet high, and
as small at the bottom as possible for them to stand
up well. After being cocked up for 4 or 5 days, so
they have wilted, and the stems of the vines are rea-
sonably dry, thus being air-dried instead of sun-dried,
thej' are ready to be put into large stacks, or hauled
up to the barn, but should be exposed so all the air
possible will pass through them—in either event un-
til the stems are dry enough to break when bent.
Never feed peavine hay, that has been frost-bitten,

to stock. Cut when the fiTst dry pods show, then air-
dry by any plan you like. By not letting it get damp
or wet after it is cut until it is thoroughly cured you
will have some of the finest green or bright forage
you ever fed, and all stock eat it readily; will leave
other hay or forage for the pea hay. Getting wet
turns it dark, and creates a dry dust among the vines
and stems If left to mature peas before it is cut, the
leaves all shed off and you have nothing but dry stems
and vines that are tough and little good.
Goldsboro, N. C. Abbott E- Swinson.

A NEST-EGG THAT KEEPS OUT VERMIN.
I believe my first hobby in the way of any

sort of business was raising doves ; and when
some wicked sportsman shot one of my pair
of doves, oh what wailing and weeping there
was around our home ! and I do not know
but I have had a spite against sportsmen—yes,

and against guns also — ever since. Well,
when I got a little older I went into the egg
business, and I succeeded too; and every little

while through the fifty years that have passed
I have felt a longing to study "chickens"
once more. Well, here is something from the
American Cultivator that took my attention
strongly :

onion-peeling in hens' nests.

One of the best materials for making hens' nests is

the outside peel of onions It will drive away if it

does not destroy hen lice. These peelings, or a piece
of the onion itself, ought to be always in nests where
hens are sitting on eggs. The warmth of the hen's
body will so scent her feathers that the lice will be
glad to clear out, and the hen will be equally glad to
have them do so. With a good place for rolling in the
dust, under cover, so that the dust will not be turned
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into mud, it is not difficult to keep hens free from
vermin.

Now, in the above there is no hint of using
a white egg-shaped onion for a nest egg; but
it came into my mind like a flash that our
White Victoria onions would fill the bill ex-
actly. Mrs. Root says the hens would kick
the onions out, and refuse to be humbugged

;

but if some of our nice Victoria onions are not
a better imitation than a great part of the
nest-eggs commonly used, then I will give up.

Just try a hen that wants to sit on a nestful

of white onions. If the hen does not do her
part, I shall be mistaken. (Whenever you set

a hen, always put in one white onion. ) Well,
now, friends, if in the course of time the
standard nest-egg of the world should be a
white onion, won't you all bear witness that
Uncle Amos first suggested the idea ?

Our Roll of Honor.

Friend Root:— I have been a subsciber to Gleanings
since 1883, and have received "real estate" benefit
from its teachings in apiculture, and especially from
Home teachings. I want it to live and benefit others.
Joy, 111., Feb. 14. W. M. Miller.

I have taken Gleanings so long that I don't think
I can do without it unless my bees all perish. I have
been looking over rny old Gleanings. The oldest
are of 1879; but as I have been in the habit of giving
them to others who cared to read on the subject after
I had read them I am not certain when I commenced
taking it. J. B. Hains.
Bedford, O., Feb. 20.

I can not exactly tell the date when I began reading
Gleanings, but I think it was in 1874, at Salem, Ind.,
where I resided until the fall of 1883, when I moved to
Florida. I have not kept the papers having friends
who were desirous of reading them, and very few of
them eve r returned home. Gleanings all these years
has been a great and shining light to me in many dark
places. May its light continue to shine and grow
brighter long ages after you and I are no more on
earth. John Craycraft.
Astor Park, Fla., Jan. 9.

Friend A. I. Root.— I think I have taken Gleanings
over twenty years, and followed you through the
American BeeJournal. I recollect reading about wind-
mill, four-horse power engine, then forty, and up to
the present. I do not take Gleanings for informa-
tion about bees, as I have none; but I like your Home
talks and information about home comforts, garden-
ing, etc. I think I can say your writings have done
me good, and have helped many times to lift me out
of self (in mind), and led me to think of higher and
better things. I wonder how many take Gleanings
for the above consideration. Walter Senior.
Webster, W. Va., Jan. 21.

Dear Mr. Root.— I have been looking over that Sym-
posium of the Wterans again, and I see the "2.5 years,
more or less." takes me in also. I don't want the pres-
ent, but I want to express myself in regard to some
things I think I took Gleanings in 1880 or '81. I

was then in Spotswo d, New Jersey. I invented (or,

rather, discovered) one way of imbedding the wires in
foundation; that was, I think, in 1882. I took a sew-
ing-machine needle, broke it at the eye, stuck the
point in a handle, and then ran the broken eye over
the wire and pressed it down. All was common, no
patents. If any one discovered any thing new it was
turned over to Bro. Root, and tried. Well, as a token
of appreciation Gleanings was sent without pay.
All your veterans seem to be bound to be helpful. If
they have any thing that can benefit fellow-bee keep-
ers, they go to some trouble to give it freely.
But there is one part of Gleanings which is like

the flashes of sunshine in a beautiful landscape; and
that is Our Homes. I send Gleanings to my mother,
over 70 years old, when we are through with it, and
she enjoys reading it.

I understand you, Bro. Root, from Jan. loth and fol-

lowing numbers. Those who don't, really miss the
cream and honey of life. I send you a hearty amen !

I had a brother (he is dead now) who came to Dakota,
bought a quarter section of land and two yoke of oxen
(stags), and went to breaking. It did not go very
well. If you ever plowed with two yoke of oxen you
know all about it. Somebody was concealed in the
tall grass near by. Brother "had great trouble. He
got very angry, aiid it seemed as if he had to give it

up; but he knelt right there by the plow, and prayed
the Lord to forgive him for getting angry, and to help
him. He placed all in line, and started again, and,
lo ! all went smoothly along, and he broke a great
many acres of prairie that summer. Those who have
had the experience know that there is much in the
hymn. " Take it to the Lord in prayer." I can say
with the Psalmist, " I had fainted unless I had believ-
ed to see the goodness of the Lord in the land of the
living." " Wait on the Lord; be of good courage, and
he shall strengthen thy heart; wait, I say, on the
Lord." Stephen J. Harmeling.
Marion, S. Dak., Feb. 22.

Ft iend Root.— 1 was a bee-keeper before Gleanings
started, and 1 have read nearly all the periodicals pub-
lished on bee culture. The first paper I remember
reading was published by H. A. King & Co., of New
York, dating back to 1873, and we have one copy of
that paper yet. As to the exact date when I became
acquainted with Gleanings I don't remember; but I

remember quite well the photo of yourself with Blue
Eyes sitting on your knee, and when you signed your-
self " Novice " I have been a subscriber nearly every
year since, and have followed its teachings all the
way through to the present time "Our Homes" I

have been interested in, and have read and practiced
it' teachings. While we have been reading and prac-
ticing what Gleanings has taught, we never met its

editor until the Omaha convention, at which time we
saw other old-time writers such as Dr. Miller, G. W.
York, Dr. Mason, and others. We are still bee-keep-
ing, and like to work with and handle bees, as well as
when we first commenced. J. M. Young.
Plattsmouth, Neb., Jan 10.

Dear Mr. Root:— I think it was in 1871 when Mr.
Axtell and I began keeping bees; and about two years
later we began taking Gleanings. I well remember
what a real comfort a letter from you to us about that
time was, in answer to whether our bees were put up
right for wintering, as we felt a good deal as if grop-
ing in the dark, though we had read every thing on
bees we could hear of, reading and re-reading, and
committing to memory directions given in books and
papers. We have taken Gleanings ever since.
Cleanings has been a great help tons in many

ways besides in helping us to understand bee culture.
The Home Papers have been a source of comfort and
strength, and generally the first read.
The first few years the honey crop was short, and

bees did not pav largely; then for about ten years we
had scarcely a failure; but the past few years honey
crops have again been posr, and some years would be
almost a failure except for the benefit to my health in
working out of doors, and perhaps the benefit of bee-
stings, as I have had some days as many as ten to fifty.

I ha e hardly felt like calling any year a failure, be-
cause of the benefit the bees have been to my health
and happiness. »

The largest amount secured in any one vear was in
1882—39.000 lbs. of comb honey, except about 500 lbs.

of extracted, from 180 colonies, spring count, and in-

creased to 208. The following winter was very hard
on bees, and we lost over 100 colonies, which taught us
to go back to the Quinbv mode of giving room under
brood-frames, and packing hives with chaff, which
will give successful wintering out of doors if the hon-
ey is good, and large entrances when wintered in cel-

lar. Mrs. L- C. Axtell.
Roseville, 111., Mar. 2.

Just now the men seem to have the floor. Although
not a veteran, I am a subscriber, and I do enjoy read-
ing Gleanings. In reading of your wheel-trips I

was tempted to buy a wheel, and have been riding
two years, and like it At first I thought I was too
old to ride one, as I was born in 1838. I do errands on
it, make calls, and even go to church on it. Women
have said to me, " I glorv in your wheel." I can blame
it all on Mr. Root. I thought he was not going to have
all the fun in his old days. Sister bee-keepers, where
are you ? Let us not let the men have all the say.
Success to A. I. Root and Gleanings is my wish.
Bilmond, la., Feb. 27. Mrs. J. H. Allison.
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Two Wagons at One Price.

Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC COftilla lllill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child ran

operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO.
Address ok frank machinery Go.,Buffalo, n. V.

In writing, mention Gleanings

Albino Queens.
p
f

roft
you want the most
jlific queens, if you

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatheiers vou ever saw, try my Albinos. Untested
queens in April, SI. Tested. 81.50.

J. D. UIVENS, Lisbon, Texas.

NA/RITEC F"OR
S-A-MFUjE ST\A."5T
AND FULL PARTICULARS ABOUTOUR

MACHINE
Wholesale price where we have

no Agent. Agency for nothing.

Bowen Cable Stay Fence Co.

Box 62, Norwalk, 0., U.S.A.

A Gs*emt Mistake
iJ^^Jfc^- ---Me

JOZ
I

it would be to purchase an Incu-
bator or Brooder without first

getting a copy of our 148-page
catalogue. It costs 6c. but is

1
worth a dollar to you for the

lipoultry information it contains,
^pto say nothing of the pointers it
*^ gives you. Send for it at once.<

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO.. Box 503, Des Moines, la.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-withthe
aple, perfect, self-regulating

EXCELSIOR INCUBAJOR

Illm. Catalo

Thousands in successful operation.
Lowest priced lst-class hatcher made.

GEO. II. M VIII ,

114 to 122 S. 6th St.. Oiilney, III.

It is a matter of great convenience and a saving of
labor for a farmer to have a low, handy wagon. They
save more than half the labor of loading in hauling
manure, hay, grain, corn fodder, wood, stones, etc.

The man who already has a wagon
may have one of the low handy wag-
ons at the small additional cost for a
set of wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or stagger
spokes, with broad-faced tire, are
made to fit any axle. You can con-
vert your old wagon to a low, handy
wagon in a few moments time. You
thus virtually have two wagons at
one price. Write to the Electric
Wheel Co., Box 95, Quincy, Illinois,

for their catalog; which fully ex-
plains about these and their Electric Handy Wagons,
Blectric P'eed-cookers, etc.

Farm Wagon for only $19.95.

In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels with
Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Company,
Quincy, 111., have placed upon the market a Farmer's
Handy Wagon, sold at the low price of $19 95. The
wagon is only 25 inches high, fitted with 24 and 30
inch wheels with 4-inch tire.

This wagon is made of best material throughout,
and really costs but a trifle more than a set of new
wheels and fully guaranteed for one year. Catalog
giving a full description will be mailed upon applica-
tion by the Empire Manufacturing Co., Quincy, 111.,

who also will furnish metal wheels at low prices made
any size and width of tire to fit any axle.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

ALHAMBRA BLACKBERRY. Earliest blackberry
i " known Plants 35 cts. per dozen; $1.25 per 100;

$10.00 per 1000. Edw. Smith, Carpenter, 111.

FA PI IF^T QUEENS reared in U. S.; increasedL/ll\LILol facilities for promptness; all queens
guaranteed. Write for prices from half dozen to 100

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

INCUBATOR QUALITY,
When it comes to quality in an in-
cubator, which embraces construc-
tion, working: ability, etc., there is
nothing that will equal

The Prairie State.
Two hundred first premiums in all
kinds of competions with all kinds
of machines. Send for catalogue.

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR CO., HOMER CITY, PA.

WE TRUSI THE PUBLIC
mid -fii-.S them our Incubator on
trial. No man should buy an incubator
and pay for it before giving it a tiial. You
pay not a cent for ours until you hav?

j

given it a thorough trial. It's made so
that nobody can fail with it. Achild

U-an run it with 5 minutes attention daily. It

beat all others at World's Falr.X ash-
vllle and Omaha Expositions. The best catalogue and
treatise on incubation published, sent for o cts. Plans for

Brooders. Poultry Houses, etc., sent upon receipt of 25 cts.

Von Culio Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

^SUCCESS OR FAILURE
» often depends upon the start. If you surt right you have a better chance ot success. To Btarl

right in the poultry business the buy Reliable Incubators and Brooders.
.They work automatically and cannot tail of good results. Our POULTRY BOOK, ^i'b-pages.

Sig, tells all about them and a thousand other things you should know about poultry. We send
it for 10 cents. RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO., Bos B 49 Quincy, 111
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Forewarned is

Forearmed.
DO NOT WAIT until

the last moment to order

your supplies.

YOU MAY BE DISAP-
POINTED by delay ill

shipment and lose a por-

tion of the hone)- harvest.

SAVE MONEY AND
GAIN HONEY by send-

ing us your estimate

NOW.
We are offering SPE-

CIAL INDUCEMENTS
FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Our 1899 CATALOG

FREE.

G. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown. Wis.

K
SPECIAL, AGENTS.

T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
I,. C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.

(< ^THE BIBLE vs. THE EVOLUTION THEORY "

* is the title of a very interesting booklet on a
live topic, which should be read by all Christians.
Sent to those interested on receipt of 4 cts. in stamps.

R. H. Bricker, 30 Shiloh Av , Bellevue, Pa.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 18!ti) until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec-

tion-boxes. I have also made arrangements

to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A -10-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.

J. W. BAILEY,
PUBLISHER.

The

F. L. THOMPSON,
EDITOR.

Western Bee=keeper
Is exclusively devoted to apiculture in the

A LFALFA REGIONS,
and to

ASSOCIATION WORKA
of all kinds among bee keepers; and also gives the

main points of what the other bee-
papers are saying.

Monthly. 50c a Year.
No Supply-house Connections.

Seeks to Present Both Sides of Issues.

WANTED.—To buy a second-hand shingle-mill; al-

so a circular-saw mill. Address
Wm. S. Ammon, 216 Court St., Reading, Pa.

2341 Fifteenth St., = Denver, Colorado.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Hubbard Bee Hive Co., Ft
,^r

ne

Until the first of May will send one complete hive with
all the improvements for '119 to each address on receipt
of $1.50. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

hanks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the

Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Michigan.
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In buyine seeds
economy is extrav-

,

agance," because the cost
of cultivation wasted on inferior
seeds always largely exceeds the
original cost of the best seeds to
be had. The best is always the
cheapest. Pay a trifle more for

FERRYS I
SEEDS SJand always get your money's

worth. Five cents per paper
everywhere. Always the
best. SeedAnnual free.

1>.M. KERRY «fc CO.,
Detroit* Mich"

EVERY HOITI E should
be adorned with Palms
and other leaf and flower-
ing PJants. We have 44
.greenhouses full. Also

v
nave hundreds of car-
loads of
Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
Shrubs, Roses, Plants, Vines,
Bulbs, Seeds.
Rarest new, choicest old.

Send for our catalogue to-

day, ittells it all, an elegant book, magazine
size, profusely illustrated, free.

Seeds, Plants, Roses, Bulbs, Small Trees, etc.,

by mail postpaid, safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed, larger by express or freight. 45th
year. 44 greenhouses. 1000 acres.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
BOX4I9, PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Spraying Fruit=trees.

The question of spraying fruit-trees to prevent the
depredations of insects, pests, and fungus diseases is

no longer an experiment hut a necessity.

Our readera will do wen to write Win. Stan], Quincy,
111., and get his catalog describing twenty-one styles
of Spraying Ouifits and full treatise on spraying the
different fruit and vegetable crops, which contains
much valuable information, and may be had for the
asking.

SEED
for 18»», lithographed
Due Bill, good for 10c.

tree. It is full of bargain

jWE B1H FREE
To get new customers to test my seeds
I wiL mail my handsome catalogue
nd beautifully illustrated, aud a 10t\
vorth of seeds for trial, absolutely

- „.ns. All the Best 8eeds, Bulbs,
Plants, Roses, new Fruits, Farm Seeds, Potatoes,
etc,, at lowest prices. Ten Great Novelties offered without
names. I wilt pay $50. FOR A NAME for each. Don't buy
your stock until you see this new catalogue. Several varieties shown
in colors. Great inducements for orders this year. You will be
»nrp 1sed at my bargain offers. Send your address on Postal to-day.
Tell lur friends to send too. Old customers wili receive a copy.

F. B. Mills, Seedsman, Bos 105. Bose Hill, N.Y
In writing, mention oitainiigs

IEW STRAWBERRIES!H , „BH gan. Strong, healthy plants FRESH DUG and
GUARANTEED to all parts U.S. and Canada. We

also make a Specialty of Choice Michigan Grown

SEED POTATOES.
Se
Si$A»re

FREE
and note what our customers in many states sa.v about
our carefully jjrowniand erradediotock.

HANSBURGH & PIERSON, Leslie, Mich.

«sf!Ss^ with our new patent

Kerosene Sprayers
1

is simple indeed. Kerosene emulsion
made while pumping. 12 varieties

sprayers, Bordeaux and Vermorel
Nozzles* the "World's Best."

THE DEJVUNG CO., SALEM, 0.
Western Agents, Hennion & Uubbell.

Chicago. Catalogue and formulas free.

Best Seeds
that Grow!

Thousands of Dollars
in CASH PRIZES for 1899

and many other New Features,
of particular interest presented in

URPEE'S
Farm Annual

Leading American Seed Catalogue
Mailed FREE to all.

A handsome new book of 176 pages,—tells

the plain truth about Seeds, including rare
Novelties which cannot be had elsewhere.
Beautiful colored plates and hundreds of illus-

trations from nature. Gives practical informa-
tion of real value to all who would raise the
choicest Vegetables and mostbeautiful Flowers.
Write a postal card TO=DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.. Philadelphia

B

In writing, mention Gleanings

Every tree, plant or vine bought at Reid's is well-
rooted, vigorous, aud true to name. Every care is
taken in growing to insure absolute certainty to the
buyer. Save one-half on anything you need in the
nursery liue, by buying at Reid's.
We'll help you to choose by sending complete catalog, esti-

mates, or any information you may ask for, free.
REID'S NURSERIES, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.
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M^f^k ° _ - BUSINESS, MAMA
BY K

SUPER SPRING WEDGES.
The new springs for side compression in our supers

are not quoted in the catalog. We have them in two
lengths for the shallow and deep supers. Price lc
each; 75c per 100; by mail, 10c per 1(X1 extra.

no. 2 SECTIONS.

We are so much oversold on No. 2 sections that we
have ordered over half a million from another manu-
facturer who has a surplus. Bven with this help we
shall not be able to furnish as many of this grade as
are ordered.

N-EW EDITION OF THE A B C OF BEE CULTURE
The present edition of the A B C is almost exhaust-

ed, and will be all gone before we can get a new edi-
tion from the press. We expect to issue a new edi-
tion during the summer. It is likely to be July or
August before it is completed. In the meantime let

dealers order sparingly, to make the present edition
last till the new is ready.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.

The season is favorable in this vicinity for maple
products; and while we are not handling them to the
extent we have sometimes done in the past, still we
can supply those who have been accustomed to send
to us for sugar and syrup. Choice syrup will be $1.00
per gal.; 89.00 for 10 gallons. Sugar'at 10, 9. and 8 cts.

per lb., according to quality; 50-lb. lots %c less; barrel
lots of about 300 lbs. 1 ct. less.

ADVANCING PRICES.

The upward move in prices of all metal goods is

something phenomenal. Inside of three months the
price of tin plates has advanced fully 25 per cent, and
this affects the price of all articles of tinware. The
advance in wire and wire nails has been even greater,
figured in per cents, and the end is not yet. This ad-
vancing movement may be expecied to continue for
some time to come, for the lately formed trusts have
every thing their own way, and competition will re-

quire many months to get started. The trusts are not
primai ily responsible for the advancing prices—they
are simply taking advantage of a condition. Prices
on iron and steel had gone so low that many old-time
establishments for turning out iron products had to
shut down because they could not compete with more
modern plants where the cost of production was re-

duced to a much lower point. The enormous increase
in demand in recent months has used up the surplus
so that there is an actual famine in steel billets, and
the plants now in operation running day and night
can not make them in the quantities required to sup-
ply the demand. Supply and demand are the source
of the upward move in prices, and the trusts will see
to it that prices stav up as long as possible. This con-
dition is not without its blessings, for thousands of
workingmen have had their wages raised voluntarily
by these large corporations, who are thus sharing
their prosperity with their^workmen.

THIN-BASE FOUNDATION.
The new foundation that is set forth in this issue we

call "thin-base" to distinguish it from the former
products of drawn foundation and deep-cell founda-
tion, as well as to emphasize the particular feature
that we've sought to accomplish. It is made in squares
just right to fill a pound sec ion, and there are 90 of
these pieces for a 4% section in a pound box. We can
furnish it also for the 4x5 or 3 5 sx5 when so ordered.
The cost of experimenting has been very heavy, and
the co-t of making, for the present, is no small item.
We are furnishing the power and the sheeted wax,
and piying Mr. Weed 50 cts. a pound for the first 1000
pounds, so that we are hardly getting more than cost
when we sell it at $1.00 a pound. You can afford to
pay this price for it in limited quantities to test; and
if it proves valuable, as we have every reason to be-
lieve it will, the cost of making can be greatly reduc
ed by a larger expenditure in machinerv to turn it out
more rapidly, and the price may be reduced to 75 cts.,

but not this season. We will furnish 7 or 8 pieces put

up in a section, inside a carton, for 15 cts. postpaid; 24
pieces, prepaid, for 40 cts.: 48 pieces, prepaid, for 75
cts.; lib. box. prepaid, for $1.25. Bv express o- freight
with other goods. 81.00 per pound, "in lots of % pound
or more We have in stock, readv to ship at once,
about 200 lbs., and are turning out over 20 pounds a
day, so that we hope to be able to supplv it as needed,
and we trust a large number will get sufficient to ex-
periment with, and report after the season is over.
The larger the number who do so, the more valuable
the result in determining its real value and worth.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

WANTED—SEEDS OF HONEY-PLANTS.
We are just out of fresh seeds of both spider-plant

and figwort. If any of our readers have some seeds
that have been recently gathered, so that they will be
sure to germinate, we shall be glad to hear from them.

OUR NEW SPRAYERS.
Since advertising these at 60 cts. for the tin ones,

and 25 cents more for the same made of biass, I have
been a good deal surprised to see that three-fourths of
our customers pay the 25 cts. extra, and take the brass
one. And I think this is reallv a wise thing to do, for
i he brass one ought to last a lifetime A nother thing,
although there is no end to these makes of cheap
spray-pumps I believe ours is the lowest in price of
any made all of brass

; and at only $7.50 a dozen there
ought to be a big demand for them during the coming
season.

SOJA BEANS.
We have a nice lot of fresh seed. Pint, 10 cts.; peck,

75 cts.; bushel, $2.50. If wanted by mail, add at the
rate of 8 cts. a pint for postage. I "believe our experi-
ment stations are all giving favorable reports of this
new leguminous plant, and several have written us
that the beans picked green, or even cooked dry, are
not only sustaining, but really good, when properlv
cooked. This beau contains so much oil that no fa"t

pork need be added when cooking. We also have a
good stock of American coffee-berry, which is a small
variety of the snja bean. Price: lA pint, 10 cts.; pint,
15 cts.: quatt. 25 cts. Its value for coffee need not be
discussed now, for almost everybody has tried it, and,
I might say, almost approved of it.

SEED POTATOES.
At one time I began to fear that potatoes were going

to be low again this spring; but since the big freeze in
February prices have gone up steadily, and at the
pre-ent writing good table potatoes are'quoted in the
Cleveland market at from 60 to 65 cts. per bushel.
This, y u see, is about the same as our lowest prices
on seed potatoes—$2.00 a barrel. As a consequence we
are sold out of Carman No. 1, Mills' Prize, and State
of Maine. Of the Monroe Seedling and Rural New-
Yorker we still have a few left at $2.00 a bushel.
White Triumph, Early Ohio, and Burpee's Extra Ear-
ly, are also gone: but we have a very good stock of
the following: Bovee, Thoroughbred, New Queen,
Carman No. 3, and Manum's Enormous For prices
see catalog, which will be sent on application.

SORGHUM FOR STOCK : BEETS; STRAWBERRIES;
CEMENT FLOORS.

The above is the title of a valuable little book by
our veteran institute worker Waldo F. Brown. Price
10 cents. The article on cement floors is worth the 10
cents ever so many times over. It tells how to make
substantial cement floors for stables, pigpens, side-
walks, around the well, or anywhere else. The direc-
tions are so plain that any one who owns a home
ought to be able to do the work himself ; and he tells
you how to make a substantial floor at a comparative-
ly small expense for material. A good many masons
who undertake to do this kind of work waste material,
and do not get a good job then, as I happen to know
by experience. If you are going to do any work of
that sort, or even have it done, this booklet may save
you dollars.
The article on growing sorghum for sto^k, and also

the one on growing beets, may be equally valuable.
The directions for growing strawb rries for home use
are up to the very latest teachings, and it is boiled
down into a small compass. As I read it through I

kept saying to myself all along, " There, that is exact-
ly as I would advise." May be friend B. will not feel
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greatly complimented at this; but if you will follow his

instructions you certainly can grow strawberries al-

most as cheaply as you can grow potatoes. It may
cost a little more to harvest them, but the children
around almost any home will look after that part of

it. We can mai. the book from this office for 10 cents;

or anybody who s-ends us a dollar for Gleanings can
have the little book free of charge if he Will just say
so when he sends the dollar.

LEAFLETS ON GROWING CERTAIN CROPS.

Where a great many people are asking the same
questions about different things, say sweet clover, cow
peas, soja beans, etc., we have been in the habit of
having ltaflets printed in order to answer questions.
About this season of the year there is always a great
demand for these leaflets. I find we have at present
in stock leaflets or circulars in regard to alfalfa, crim-
son clover, sweet clover, dwarf Essex rape, soja

beans, coffee-berry, the new onion culture, or starting
onions under glass. We have also a little book on Jap-
anese buckwheat, price 5 cents, or sent free to every
one who purchases seed. We have also " Forty Years
in Growing Sweet Potatoes," by Waldo F. Brown,
price 10 cents only ; or sent free to every purchaser of

sweet potatoes or plants, or to any one who sends a
dollar for Gleanings, mentioning at the same time
that he would like the sweet-potato book. If you
want larger books on growing crops, look over our
book-list in our seed catalog.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Iam glad ;ou did not stop my paper, as I like it

very much, i believe the millennium would not be so
far'off as it is now if there were more such clean and
nice papers as yours. Thanks for the stand you are
taking against tobacco, and also the humbug medi-
cines, ana all sorts of swindles. H. J. Bromwich.
Angola, N. Y., Feb. 24.

Inclosed find order for Gleanings and Farm Jour-
nal. Continue subscription from date of (^cpiratioii of

last subscription. Although 1 can ii**e clas-ed as a
veteran, yet I have not missed a single issue since I

first learned of Gleanings. To say that I appreciate
it is but to sav that I have all the volumes bound in half

morocco. H. C. Klinger.
Oriental, Pa., Feb. 14.

Your notice is at hand in regard to advance sub-

scription lor Gleanings. I can not afford to lose it,

so I am going to make sure of it for three years, so

please find inclosed money order. I may say that I

like Gleanings very much; and, although so far

away, it conies to hand very regularly. I oiten wish
The A. I. Root Co. were not so far away.

Herbert Smith.
Moss Glen, Recherche Bay, Tasmania, Nov. 12, 1808.

I like your article on
money to the neeay or
ticed here that those
those who play or dri

and make no effort to

rainy days. With the
almost a waste of time
for they soon come to
time of need.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

giving employment instead of
improvident. I have often no-
who are needy are generally
nk during the" sunshiny days.
lay up a few dollais for cold or
exception of sick people, it is

to extend help to the " drones,"
look to you for assistance in

Chip Henderson.

THE NEW FENCE SUPER.

In regard to those fences bought of you last year
for 100 hives, it is one of the best improvements since

I began the bee business, fifty years ago. Last year
I had the best comb honey I ever raised. I think bees
will commence in sections quicker, work the outsides

of the crate just as well as the middle, and, best of all,

bees do not travel-stain the combs. Make me enough
for fifty hives more, about 400. C. M. Lincoln.
Rupert, Vt., Dec. 18.

DIVINE HEALING ; MORE ABOUT DR. DOWIE.

Mr. Root:—Several years ago I lived in Chicago and
attended Dr. Dowie's church, ana was employed by
him to finish his Tabernacle Ziou No. 2. As he em-
ploys no person who is not a Christian, and no one
who uses tobacco, I had not much competition, and
was with him a long time. Being desirous at the time
you should be healed (for I had been benefited so

much by Our Homes). I sent you some copies of Leaves
of Healing. As I never heard any thing from you in
Gleanings on the subject I supposed you were oppos-
ed to divine healing (as many good Christians are).
But on receipt of Gleanings this week, and reading
Our Homes, I find you occupy the right grounds ; that
is, you are willing to be led by the Spirit. Now, Bro.
R., I have prayed that the Spirit might direct me to
say the right things to you.

I shall answer your article, but not in the order it is

written. First, you say no person ever told you that
all are not healed. Dear Bro. Root, from my own
personal observation there is not one in ten healed, if

the proportion is even that ; but that does not prove
any thing against divine healing. Not one in ten who
hear the gospel of salvation is saved. I agree with
you, Bro. R. I can not indorse Dr. Dowie in many
things. The gift of divine healing was not transmit-
ted from the apostles from age to age until it rested
on Dr. Dowie, but is for every child of God who by
fail h is filled with the .Spirit lean not indorse him
in dispensing with means in every case, such as hot or
cold water. When we have some simple aid that God
has provided, let us use it; but no drugs. Dr. Dowie
should not abuse the churches as he does. Christ
would not do that. One great secret of success in heal-
ing is to get the sufferer to accept the Bible truth that
all sickness is inflicted by Satan, and that it is the will
of God that we should be well ; that whatsoever we
ask in his name, the Father will give. Thus by call-
ing to mind the promises, and believing it is Christ's
will that we should be made whole, our faih should
be strong before we pray. Expect the healing. You
spokeofa " glimmer " of faith aftet praying; it should
come before praying

; then pray definitely ; don't say,
" If it is thy will," for in so doing we waver, and fail

of healing. Dowie always lays on hands; but it is our
privilege to live so close to God, by being filled with
the Spirit, that he will heal any time.
Muncie, Ind. J. M. Fletcher.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The next convention of the U. S. B'e-keepers' Asso-
ciation will be he d in Philadelphia, Pa., commencing
Tuesday evening, Sept oth, and closing Thursday
evening. Sept. 7th. Particulars in regard to railroad
rates, etc . will be given in time. A. B. Mason, Sec.

Sta. B, Toledo, O., Feb. 27.

Blackberry = plants for Sale.
Snyder and Taylor's Prolific. The two
most hardy and productive blackber-
ries for the North. Plants from young
and healthy plantations. Plants for
freight shipments carefully packed.
Price, $7.00 per 1000; $1.00 per 100; 1 doz-

en, by mail, 25 cts.

CHARLES L. TODD,
Hartwick Seminary, . - = Otsego Co., N. Y.

DO YOU WANT EARLY QUEENS?
We can supply vou with the choicest of
Tested Italian "Queens for $1.00 each.
Orders filled by return mail. Safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO., - LOREAUViLLE, LA.

CASH FOR BEESWAX.
Will pay 26 cents per pound cash, or 28 cents in

trade, for any quantity of good, fair, average beeswax,
delivered at our railroad station. The same will be
sold to those who wish to purchase, at 33 cents for best

selected wax. Old combs ivill not be accepted under any
consideration.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify us

by mail of amount sent, we can not hold ourselves
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a general
thing to send wax by express.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Columbus.—The honey market here is working into

better shape. The demand is not large—neither are
the supplies; but the stock arriving is moving out in a
steady way and working toward a better basis of val-

ues. At present, fancy. 12%; No. 1, 11%; amber, 10;

dark, 8.

Columbus Commission and Storage Co.,
March 23. Columbus, Ohio

Detroit.—Fancy white comb honey, 13(3*14; No. 1,

12@13 ; fancy dark and amber. 10(311 ; off grades at
buyer's prices. Extracted white, 6J£@7 ; dark and
amber, 5(3 6; beeswax, 25(5 26%.
March 22. M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-day as
follows: Fancy white, 13(a>14; No. 1, 12@13; fancy am-
ber, 10(5)11; No. 1 amber, 9@10. Supply of white honey
very light; demand good; dark grades moving slowly.

A. B. Williams & Co.,
March 20. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Philadelphia.—As the spring advances, the de-
mand is pulling off for honey. The stock of comb
honey is being worked off. yet there is sufficient for
the demand. We quote fancy white comb, 15; No. 1,

12; dark, S; extracted white, 6; amber, 5; beeswax, 28.

We are producers of honey—do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. A. Selsfr,
March 22. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—There is no change of consequence since
our last quotations Stocks of the best grades of white
comb are being reduced, and receipts are light, with
some accumulation of the off grades, there being ad-
ditions to those grades from time to time. Fancy
white, 13; No. 1, 11(5,12: ambers, 9(5)10; dark, 7(5 8; ex-
tracted white clover. 8; other kinds, 7; amber and
dark, 5@6; beeswax, 27(5,28.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
March 21. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Springfield.—We quote our market to-day as fob
lows: Fancy, 14(5)15; A No. 1. 12@13; No. 1. }•

buckwheat, 8(510. Demand fairly good for fan.
limited supply. Perkins & Hatch,
March 22. Springfield, Mass.

Boston.—Our honey market is as follows: Fancy
white comb, 13; A No. 1, 12@12%: No. 1, 11(3 12; No. 2,
(Jf" 10, with a fair demand; no call for dark Extract-
ed—supply very light; good demand; white, in 601b.
cans, 7 lA; light amber, in bbls , 7. Beeswax—very
light stock; good demand; 29c per lb.; advise ship
ments. Blake, Scott & Lee.
March 27. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60 lb. cans for
S7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.
Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

Wants and Exchange.

W'ANTED.—Handy man who understands work in
apiary and can handle bees for .comb and ex-

tracted honey. State age, and if have family. No li-

quor or tobacco. I am an expert, and will do the man-
aging. Address M. P. Rhoahs, Las Animas, Col.

WANTED. — Young man for apiarv and general
work. Permanent position for right man" State-

experience, aud wages expected.

J. A. Green. Ottawa. 111.

WANTED.—Permanent situation with some western
apiarian or ranchmar. Prefer mild climate; am

young; work cheap. John Ruenzi, St. Charles, Mo.

wANTED.—To buy a second-hand shingle-mill; al-
so a circular-saw mill. Address

Wm. S. Ammon, 216 Court St., Reading, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
TT with tin separators, for something I can use.

C. J. Baldridge, Keudaia, N. Y.

WANTED.—Your address for a free copy of my
"" book on queen-rearing.

Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.

WANTED —To exchange supplies, nursery stock, orTT seed potatoes, for printing-press, honey, or wax.
O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

WANTED.—To furnish my hives and sections, toTT careful men. for a share of No. 1 clover honey.
Also 4 sizes of the prize comb-honey cartons, and iiS

pages of " Facts about Bees," for cts. in stamps.
F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

WANTED-To exchange man-trailing bloodhounds,
TT foundation-mill, and bone-mill, for L hives in
na^ Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

VVANTED.—To exchange 100 colonies of Italian bees
TT in 8-L.-frame hives (at $3 00 per colonv) for ex-
tracted honey, seed potatoes, or something i can use.

A. W. Gardner, Centreville, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange new and second-hand bi-
cvcles, bicycle parts, or sundries, for Barnes saw

or engine. Twin City Cycle Co.. La Salle, 111.

VVL\NTED —To exchange for extracted honey, queen-
TT rearing hives (new), or cash, for honey" Root's
goods for sale here. G. Routzahn. Menallen, Pa.

OIIFFN^ Untested, 65c; two for $1.25. Warrant-V»JUUno. ed gOc; two for $1.50. Tested, $1.25. Se-
lect tested. $2 00. My bees are bred for business, and
work well on red clover. If you want honey try
them. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circular

C M HICKS,
Hicksville, Washington Co., Md.

OIIFFNCI Either five banded golden or from im-V*jl,»^iio. ported i ta ]jan mothers. A few breed-—^—"—
» ers at $2 00 each; tested, $1.00, or l! for

$5.00; untested, 75c, or 6 for $4.00. B. P. Rock e<*"s 75c
for 13. CHAS. M. THIES, Steelevillenil.
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CAPTC About
rAblO Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio.

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 6(5,Washington, D.C.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE. April 1.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

If You are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. " All yellow."

Untested Queens, 70c; 3 for SI. 80; 6 for S3.00.
Tested queens, 81.25.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

^/%,'%/%/%^%/^V

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee= keepers' Supplies.
Medina, Ohio. Philadelphia, Pa.

10 Vine St.

4 Prices the same. Order of nearest point— save d
# freight and time. f

Doolittle's "Scientific Queen = rearing!"

All About Rearing Queen-bees.

Every bee-keeper should have a copy of G. M. Doolittle's great book on rearing the best queen-bees. It is

as fascinating as a love-story and as practical as an arithmetic. Here is a list of

Its Interesting Contents.

Importance of Good Queens.
Nature's Way of Rearing Queens.
Another of Nature's Ways.
Old Methods of Rearing Queens.
Later Methods of Rearing Queens.
New Wav of Rearing Queens.
Getting Bees off the Cells.

What to do with the Queen-cells.
Queen-cell Protectors.
Nuclei—How to Form and Multiply.
Bee-feeders and Bee-feeding.
Securing Good Drones.
Introduction of Queens.
Introducing Virgin Queens.

Keeping a Record of Cells. Queens, etc.

Clipping the Queen's Wings.
Shipping, Shipping-cages Bee-candy, etc.

Queens Injured in Shipping.
Quality of Bees and Color of Queens.
Rearing a Few Queens.
Later Experiments in Queen-rearing.
Latest Feats in Queen-rearing.
Production and Care of Comb Honey.
Management of Weak Colonies.
Getting the Boxes Ready and Putting

Them on.
Swarming.
How to Get the Largest Yield of Honey.

Doolittle's Book and the Bee Journal for only $1.60.

The price of Doolittle's book alone is SI.00, but we will mail it with the weekly AMERICAN BEE JOUR-
NAL for one year, both for only SI. 00. The book is bound in cloth, and well illustrated. The Bee Journal

alone is 81.00 a year. _ „„„ . ....
If you have not seen the weekly AMERICAN BEF: JOURNAL for 1899—with its new type and sparkling

contents—send us your name and address at once on a postal card, asking for a copy. You will want it regu-

larly when you see it. It's the greatest bargain in current bee-literature.

ADDRESS

Geo. W. York & Co., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, III.
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"Dame Nature I love, and I believe she
loves me," says A. I. Root, p. 237. I have a
very warm affection for the old lady, but I

have some doubt about the feeling being
reciprocated, from the merciless way in which
she whacks me whenever I break any of her
laws.

In Talking about travel-stain, one thing
seems mainly left out of view. My bees fill

sections and seal them snow-white ; then if

left on the hive long enough they darken
them. They're capped white, then I suppose
the bees carry up dark matter to put on the
surface, but not, I think, with their feet.

The word "sic" is sometimes used to

show that there is something wrong about the
word after which it is written, or something
wrong about the way the word is used. As
used by Crhic Taylor, of the Review, it seems
to mean that the word is a good English word
as used, only he hasn't yet learned it.

" In one of Rambler's letters he speaks
of the cherry trees of Oregon as being a great
place for bee-men."

—

Gleanings, page 212.

—

Do all the bee-men out there roost on cherry-
trees? [That's another case of "locality,"
doctor. The bee-keepers should be in the
"locality" of the trees, not in 'em—till the
cherries are ripe.

—

Stenog.]

IT does SEEM as if that thin-base and thick-
wall business, p. 218. was a step in advance,
but I'll not gratify the editor by saying so.

A man who calls a worker " he " ought not to
be em ouraged. [Yes, I am satisfied that the
new thin base foundation is going to solve the
problem of no gob in comb honey. The work
of experimenters in the past all points in the
same direction.

—

Ed.]

J. E. Crane, p. 214, is in line mainly, but
not entirely, with Cheshire. When it comes
to the rock-bottom question, " What causes
the dark color in combs?" they are radically
apart. Mr. Crane says, "The brown cocoon

is left, and gives its color." Cheshire says
the color comes from the undigested contents
of the bowels of the larva being plastered on
the wall of the cell. Both agree that the dark
color primarily appears in the cell where a

young bee is reared.

In order to break the news gently, I may
say that I'm getting ready to report a case of

bad wintering. I'd give $50.00 for a bright

day at 50° on or before March 20. Later.—
March 20, 12° above zero ! [I am afraid there

is many a bee-keeper in your predicament.
This continued cold weather during Febru-
ary and March scares many— at least puts
them in a position so that they hardly know
what to expect.-

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, if you get Apis dorsata here,

please keep her chained until you know she
can be domesticated, and will not merely use

up nectar that we need for our hive bees. [I

do not worry about Apis dorsata taking up
the nectar that would otherwise go to our
hive-bees; neither do I fear that there will be

any other form of disaster follow their intro-

duction. If they are migratory, and appear
incapable of being hived, I can not see even
then that they can do any harm.

—

Ed.]

He, SHE, or IT? You may "he" the work-
er all you like, but I prophesy that in ten

years "Stenog" will have instructions to

change to " she " every "he" of that kind
sent in. [Why is not it better than the other

two? Functionally the worker-bee is not

capable of reproducing its own kind — never
was, and never will be. Indeed, it has been
styled, for ages, a "neuter." Then why not
call it it, and thus avoid either horn of the

dilemma. There seems to be about as much
good authority for he as for she, and no objec-

tion to it.—Ed.]

W. S. Pender says that, instead of putting

sheets of foundation in the usual way, he cuts

the sheets in two and hangs it t'other way,
and then it doesn't stretch. Does that mean
it stretches more readily the way it has been
already stretched ? [It is true, I think, that

foundation stretches less when hung the op-

posite way to what it is ordinarily supported,
than when it is fastened in the usual manner.
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We art- just planning to reverse the hang of

the cells on our rolls, because we know it will

be an improvement to have them the other
way.

—

Ed.]

Is that soy bean, p. 239, worth any thing
for honey ? and is it the thing that is used to

make flour that diabetic patients can use?
[Yes, doctor, the soy bean does produce hon-
ey; but, as with many other plants of that
class, sometimes the bees work on it and
sometimes they do not. All of the legumin-
ous plants, as a rule, are honey-producing.
In the Old World the soy bean is much used
for food ; and just now attention is being
turned to it in this country. Cooked green,
like green peas, they are said to be delicious;

but, to tell the truth, I have never tried them
in that way.—A. I. R.]

Foundation made on the Rietsche press

will not stretch at all when brood-frames are

filled without wiring, says M. Devauchelle in

&Apiculteur. R Pincot says the same thing
in Bulletin de VAube. The explanation is

that the wax, not being sheeted, has its parti-

cles lake their natural places on cooling, while
the stretching on the cylinder weakens the
foundation, and leads to stretching and break-
ing down. [Foundation made on the Rietsche
press, as it will be made by the average bee-
keeper, will be much heavier per square foot
than that ordinarily made on rolls. In pro-
portion as it is heavier, in that proportion it

will offer a greater resistance to stretch ; but
weight for weight, per square foot, I can not
believe it is any better than the ordinary rolled

foundation.

—

Ed.]

So, Mr. Editor, you were surprised I did
not find out how much hotter boiling honey
was than boiling water, page 233. Now look
here. When you couldn't find out

—

you, at

the p'ace thermometers come from, you at the
fountainhead of temperature, the place whence
radiate light and heat, what could you expect
from a lone, defenseless, private bee-keeper,
away out in the wild West ? You oughtn't to

hint at such a thing from me, although you
might expect it from an ex-experimenter.
[In spite of the fact that we once had a big
stock of thermometers, we did not have on
hand any that were more serviceable than
those you have right in your own house. But
I found out more than you and Taylor, at all

events.

—

Ed.]

On reading that bright way of straightening
tile, p. 239, and the nest-egg business, p. 241,
it made me feel sad to think A. I. Root rode
the bee-keeping hobby so fiercely that it threw
him off. If he had been content to ride more
slowly, he would now spend more of his time
thinking up bright things for bee-keepers, in-

stead of nosing around in tile-drains and hens'
nests. [Now, doctor, that is real mean of you
to talk about your old friend in that way.
Bee-keepers can not live on honey alone ; and
by the way the rest of you keep discussing
and arguing about this and that in bee culture
that has been discussed for forty years), I

should think you would be glad to have some-
body, who is able to think up bright things,
look after the interests of bee-men and their

families outside of the regular bee-business.

—

A. I. R.]

That Michigan i,aw, p. 233, reads a little

loosely in two spots. Does section 1 mean
the governor shall appoint a man of his own
selection when the bee-keepers recommend
him to make such appointment (as it reads on
the face of it), or does it mean he shall ap-
point the man recommended by the bee-
keepers? In section 3 it isn't as clear as it

might be, of what the inspector is to be " sole

judge." [It does not seem to me that it

would make any practical difference whether
the governor appoint the man recommended
by bee-keepers or whether the}- appoint the
man themselves. While there is a slight dif-

ference, so long as the selection meets the
approval of both parties I would let the bill

stand as it is. There is hardly any law (and I

speak advisedly on this point ) that is perfect
in its wording.

—

Ed.]

On reading that reply to H. K. J., p. 230,

I am moved to ask, merely as a question, with
my hat off and a most apologetic bow, wheth-
er one good time to Italianize might not be
about the time many new governments are

formed and new rulers inaugurated, say about
the middle of the honey season. [Yes, that
is a good time to Italianize ; but that time of

year is very limited—generally not more than
two weeks ; and if one wants a queen he is

quite liable to want her outside of that limit-

ed time. If a colony were working in the
sections, and doing nicely, I would not think
of disturbing their good work by attempting
to introduce a new queen-mother. And then,
is it not true that introducing young queens
before the honey-harvest will have a tendency
to keep down swarming, providing that queens
removed are two years and over in age?

—

Ed.]

" If a SCIENTIST boils his foul-brood germs
in beef gelatine, or pure-culture fluid, the
specific gravity of the gelatine will be about
the same as that of honey," says the editor,

p. 234. I'm afraid that won't help us. If I

am correct, the spores were heated to 2/2°, or

else heated in culture-tubes which were kept
in boiling water. I'm off the fence, standing
straight up beside Bro. Taylor. Whenever I

see—and I doubt if I ever shall see—sufficient

reason for it, I'll take to the fence again, and
then Bro. Taylor will make unpleasant re-

marks about my hasty change of opinion.

Let's be thankful that the shorter boiling will

do, even if Bro. Taylor dees belabor us for

fence climbing. [I am not going to climb
any fences just yet. The fact is, Mr. Buchan-
an boiled some of his honey a good deal longer
than fifteen minutes, and did not kill the foul-

brood spores. Here was an actual case ; and
if a temperature of 212 did not kill those germs
after two hours' boiling on the part of the
scientists, I very much doubt whether fifteen

minutes' boiling at a temperature of 240 or 250,

say, in honey, would do any more. I still in-

sist that I am safe in sta)ing on the long-

boiling side of the fence ; but I am not safe

( until I have better information than I now
have) on the other side. If the situation had
been reversed — that is, had the average bee-
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keeper considered two hours insufficient to

kill the foul-brood spores, then if I had had
the evidence from two or three that fifteen

minutes' boiling was enough, and had flopped

over to that position, then I might with fair-

ness he accused of changing my mind hastily.

I chose to take the safe side of the fence, and
still think I am justified in holding to that

position — especially so as Mr. Taylor says I

have a following who will take my advice. I

have written to Mr. Thos Win. Cowan, and
am waiting to hear from him on this point, for

I know he will approach the subject from the

standpoinnt of a bee-keeper and a scientist.

—

Ed]

'&AOM0U/iNEIGHBORSFIELDS, jttf,
"*-* - BrtSrciSoc-r — ' *

You never hear a bee complain,
And this sad world bewail :

But if she did, she could unfold
A very painful tale.

The lines above were sent me by J. L. Pea-

body, of Denver. They were read \>y him in

reply to a toast at a church meeting in that

city
— " Drones in Plymouth Hive."

ib

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
Somnambulist and others have my hearty

thanks for kind words concerning myself.

For any display of genius, however, a depart-

ment of this kind offers about the same in-

ducement that the edge of a board does to

sleep on.
ib

F. L. Thompson writes a long article on
facing honey, and I must say it is good. If I

were to give the spirit of his sermon it is this:

The seller should let the buyer know as much
about the article sold as the seller himself

knows, inside and out.

ib

For the production of extracted honey, H.
H. Hyde says one must have a strong colony,

No. 1 queen, plenty of honey, lots of room
for egg-laying. Mr. Hyde says queen-exclud-
ers are worse than useless—the greatest curse

ever put on bee-keepers. Whew ! That seems
to contradict what a host say about excluders.

Can't " locality " be used as a scapegoat here ?

lb

The poet of the Progressive goes too far when
he speaks about the churches stoning women.
The intimation is not true. In the case cited,

I have no doubt the reformed woman woidd
fare as well in the church as at the hands of

Mrs. Mitchell if she should find her husband
in company with said woman. But Mr. M.'s
lines are, as a whole, good. His only defect

is a strong bias against Christianity.

lb

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
C. Davenport is breeding out Italian blood

in favor of the German brown bee. He thinks
the latter caps the honey whiter, besides hav-

ing some other redeeming traits that the Ital-

ians do not. His views will excite much dis-

cussion. Mr. D. makes a specialty of honey.

ib

" Blame where you must,
Be candid where you can."

It strikes me if all bee-writers were a little

more candied, instead of being so very candid,
there would be less fur in the air. Why can't

hives and machinery be discussed as calmly as

the weather ? A change of mind ought to oc-

casion no censure and need no apology.
Minds worthy of the name always change on
evidence.

ib

T. F. Bingham contributes a good article on
how to keep bees good-natured. Smoke is

one of the means he uses. He says no one
should go among bees without a cape made of

cheese-cloth to fall over the neck and shoul-

ders, to keep bees out of the hair. A bee once
rendered vicious will always stay so. He finds

a pair of old gloves, with the thumb and first

finger cut off, a great help in handling bees.

They also protect from the sun's heat. He
kills bees that follow him around,

lb

A new department seems to be a leading

feature in bee-journals now. "Good Things
from Other Journals" is the name of the one
just started in the Review. It is under the

management of our genial friend Dr. A. B.

Mason, of Toledo. He has 2^jf pages as a

starter. Dr. Mason is too well known among
bee-men to need any support from me; but

what he says between the extracts is good.

Here is something that is true: " There is so

much that is good in the different bee-journals

that it will be no easy task to select what is

best."
ib

R. L. Taylor criticised Dr. Miller for using

the expression, " bring to a boil." The doctor

defends his usage by referring to the Standard
Dictionary, the latest and by far the largest

work of the kind ever printed. Mr. Taylor
objects, saying no other dictionary makes any
mention of " boil " as a noun in this sense

(heating water). Dr. Miller is entirely right.

Dictionaries record current usage of words
just as newspapers record events. A paper of

to-day recording a fire this morning has more
weight in proving the disaster than all other

papers printed yesterday. But all dictionaries

would speak of " Christian behavior" instead

of christian, as the adjective is derived from a

proper noun. But that may have been a mis-

print on Mr. Hutchinson's part. Sic 'em,

Tige!
ib

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Mr. Secor has the following line :

May the strength which I gather while Day's in the

West.

I get no meaning from it, as I do not know
what Mr. Day went west for.

ib

J. M. Hambaugh suggests the election of

Mr. Dadant (probably the younger) to the Il-

linois Legislature, in order to work for a foul-
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brood law. Some States, I am told, make per-

sons ineligible to that office unless they were
born in the United States. If that does not
interfere he would honor such a position.

it/

Dr. Miller thinks catalpas are not of much
value for honey, although bees are plentiful

on them in the spring. Bees swarm on them
here, but the blossoms, I should judge, are des-

titute of honey.
ifc

Mr. Getaz begins with a serious investiga-

tion of the subject of "locality." He admits
it sounds like a joke, for, of late years, this

word has been used to account for every irreg-

ular and strange antic the bet-s cut up, a good
deal as some folks lay all their trouble to the
weather. He shows plainly how much his
management in Tennessee must vary from
that of a man living in the middle of New
York

.

CALIFORNIA ECHOES

L

H. MARTIN,

I would sa}' to Bro. Wilkin, in reply to his
remarks upon page 9n, that I prefer the slat-

ted zinc hone}'-board for the reason that it at

all times has the proper bee-space, and the
fact that he has to peel it off from the hive is

a sufficient condemnation of it. It sags down,
holes get stopped, and unless there is more
care exercised than by the most of the Cal-
ifornia bee-keepers there will be many of the
bees killed when putting them on the hives.
In fact, there is no end to the evils of the
plain sheet-zinc honey board.
The Chamber of Commerce of this city is

an up-to-date organization, and at this writ-
ing they are considering the feasibility of
producing rain by artificial means. Prof. T.
S. C. Lowe, the great balloonist of the Feder-
al armies during the rebellion, and now a
resident of Pasadena, has given the Chamber
many valuable suggestions in the line of rain-
making. Los Angeles spends many thousand
dollars nearly every year upon a fiesta, which
is ninety per cent foolishness. Prof. L. says
that an equal amount spent in an effort toward
rain-making would result in much good. He
says it is not necessary to bombard the skies
by firing cannon. The release of certain gases
and the creation of smoke will answer as well.
I hope the experiments will be tried, and hope
to report the results a little later.

I wish you would not allow Dr. Miller to
say so much about having hives with the
worse than useless hand-cleats clear across
the ends of hives. Of course, there is no ob-
jection to the doctor using such out-of-date
things, but what is the use of allowing him to
harp and harp upon it ? Say, doctor, if you
want to get such a tight grip upon your hives,
why not put on handles such as they use on
coffins? Don't allow yourself to use that pug-
nose affair recently illustrated in Gleanings.

Get something substantial, as I have recom-
mended, and then stop harping about it, and
there would be a great relief to a long-suffer-

ing community who believe that simple hand-
holes are a good- enough handle to a bee-hive.
Not long ago I received a honey-leaflet from

parties in Denver, and it had a beautifully il-

luminated cover, and I immediately recog-
nized the design and the coloring as one of
my long lost children. I was pleased to find
a good use made of it, and perhaps the Root
leaflet would be more effective with that or
some similar design. I fail to see where it

would be improper to use artistically illustrat-

ed honey-leaflets with as much vigor as that
used in advertising pickles or chow-chow.
Bee hive manufacturers on this southern

coast are preparing for but not anticipating
much business during the coming season.
There will be any quantity of empty hives in

every apiary. We hear of quite a number who
have nothing now but empty hives. Mr.
Madary, supply-dealer of Central California,

put in a minute's appearance at the State as-

sociation meeting in January. He expects a
fair trade in his localit}-. Alfalfa yields
honey every year, for it is under irrigation.

The amount of the honey crop is, however,
dependent in a certain measure upon the at-

mospheric conditions, and these conditions
are better after a normal rainfall.

The moving of bees is still a topic of inter-

est to our bee-keepers. Where to move is the
question. A Santa Monica man is about to

move a wagonload of bees into Inyo Co. This
involves a haul by team across the Mojave
Desert a distance of 150 miles. I do not envy
this man his job.

Mr. W. T. Richardson and wife, who spent
several months in the East, have returned to

his ranch and his bees in the Simi Valley. He
reports better bodily health, but a sickly dry-
weather feeling when he considers bee-mat-
ters. A goodly number of his 1200 colonies
are still on deck, but a good amount of feed
will be necessary to carry them through the
season, provided it dees not rain. Our con-
versation in this country is regulated by that
proviso.

Messrs. Wilkin and Mclntyre will move a
large number of bees into the Bakersfield
country. They think it will pay them, even
if they do not get much honey, or merely
enough to carry their bees through to another
season.

Recently a young bee-keeper was holeling
up to ridicule some ideas of bees and bee-
keeping entertained by his best girl, when she
exclaimed, with some spirit, " Well, Charlie, I

have lived through two dry winters in this

country to some purpose. I am not so green
as I look."

In sending queens to Jamaica by mail, a
customs declaration is not necessary. Some
parties sending us queens have made declara-
tions, thus causing delay at both ends of the
route. Jamaica Bee- supply Company.

Mandeville, Jamaica, W. I., Nov. 9.
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LARGE HIVES FOR COMB HONEY AS WELL AS
FOR EXTRACTED.

The Laying Capacity of Queens Adapted to Large
Hives; Position of Doulittle and Hutchinson

Criticised ; Relative Value of Large and
Small Hives for Wintering.

BY CHAS. DADANT.

As I have been the promoter of large hives,
not only in America but especially in Europe,
I desire lo add some explanations to the arti-

cles of my son.

When I came from France to this country,
36 years ago, I had already owned bees and
studied bee culture in the books and in the
apiary; so I was convinced that, if I resided
outside of a city, I could easily live and sus-
tain my family on the product of the bee
business.

The friend, a Frenchman, who had given
me some information about this country, and
to whose home I came, had four or five colo-

nies of bees in box hives. One of these hives
was immense, made of lumber 18 inches wide
and 2 feet high. The combs were prevented
from breaking down by two sticks intersect-

ing one another. To take out the surplus the
board of the top was unnailed, and the honey
was cut out after sending the bees below with
smoke
My friend had begun by buying this large

hive, and had from it a crop of honey every
year.

The number of bees in this hive was so large
that you could see as many workers going out
of it as out of the three or four other hives
together.

I had already noticed the superiority of

large hives in the old country, and my per-

suasion was enhanced by observations in other
apiaries around me here. A few yeais later I

went to the auction sale of a farmer, to buy a
cow. There were also six different-sized box
hives. It was in March. The temperature
was cold, so I tapped every hive with my
finger to know whether the)' were alive. The
bees in five of these hives answered to my
tapping, with a short trill ; the other, which
was very large, answered bo o-o-o-m. I was
fixed. I bought this large hive for $7.00, but
I did not care for the small ones, each of

which was sold for three or four dollars.

At that time I was already transferring box
hives into movable frames. This large hive,

after having been transferred, gave me, the
same season, 160 lbs of comb honey, which
was sold at 27 cents a pound in St. Louis. So
this colony paid, in the same year, for the
cow bought, $35.00, and for itself. Of course,
this colony- had been transferred into a large
(not Ouinby but King) hive ; for as I had to
save every cent I could I had bought first the
book of King, since its price was but 50 cer.ts,

instead of $1 25 or $2.00, the prices of the
books of Ouinby and Langstroth.
But I had already enlarged the King hive

to twelve frames instead of ten, to give enough
space to the queen ; for, after noticing the
superiority of large hives, I had made an
observatory hive, and noticed that a queen
lays about six eggs per minute, 360 per hour,
and 3600 in 10 hours, 75,000 in 21 days. A
little later, after having bought the Ouinby
book I made some Quinby hives, enlarging
them also.

These large hives gave me excellent results
in comb honey, for the extractor was not in
use yet. BesHes, in the beginning extracted
honey was difficult to sell, as it had to com-
pete with glucose.

A bee-keeper, living not far from here, hav-
ing been told by a neighbor that I had bees that

CHAS. DADANT.

gathered 100 lbs. or more per colony, answer-
ed that I was a braggart. His bees did not
give him more than seven pounds per colony^

on the average. Of course, he had small
hives. I told my neighbor to invite this bee-
keeper to come and see my bees. He came,
and I have never seen a man more amazed
than he when I raised the cap of one of my
hives to show him three boxes full of honey
piled upon one another. These boxes were
six inches high, and of the size of the top of

the hives. For years we raised comb honey
in frames six inches high, joined together to

make boxes, Adair fashion, with glasses at

both ends, before using the extractor.

We now raise extracted honey only, not be-

cause we can not produce comb honey with
our large hives, but because extracted honey
does not need so much work as comb honey,
and we have some other business on hand.
While the large ten-frame Ouinby hive is

our hobby, the favorite hive of Doolittle is

the small nine-framer of the Gallup hive.
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Let us suppose that Doolittle has a queen able

to lay 3600 eggs per day in one of his nine-

frame Gallup hives, of which no comb con-
tains more than 4600 cells, or for the nine,

41,400 cells. Every one of these cells will be
occupied by this prolific queen in less than
twelve days. Then the queen, unable to find

empty cells for nine days, will be dissatisfied

and will excite her bees to swarm.
Of course Doolittle, who is always watching

his sixty hives, will cage the queen for ten or
twelve days, to punish her for doing her work
too well ; so by his method he increases his

work, instead of taking advantage of the value
of his best queens. ,

Let me add a few remarks : The nine Gallup
frames, on which the colonies of Doolittle are
confined, can not have 41,400 empty cells to

be used by the queen, for the workers always
take care of storing pollen and honey as near
the brood as possible. Then if one of these
nine combs is filled with victuals the queen
will have but 37,400 cells, or room to lay but
1800 eggs per day instead of 3600 ; hence the
population will- be smaller yet.

Mr. Doolittle writes that the queens in his
ten-frame Langstroth hives did not lay more
than enough to fill nine Gallup combs. I

think that the cause of so poor a laying was
the small number of bees in the hives in early
spring. A large population and a large pro-
vision before winter give a large stock of
workers in spring ; but these requisites are
difficult to obtain with small hives.

" But," says our friend Hutchinson, " if your
queens lay so many eggs they are soon over-
worked, and die." I can not see why our
queens would die younger than those which
are provided with small hives. The queens
doesn't lay at will. The eggs come out when
they are ripe, and the queen can not stop their
exit.

If you drum a swarrn from a box hive you
can ascertain whether the queen is with the
bees by putting a black cloth under the swarm.
After two or three minutes, if the queen is

with the swarm you will see, on the cloth, the
eggs dropped by her, as she was unable to
keep them ; and not only these few eggs are
lost, but during the twenty or twenty-five
minutes of your drumming she lost her eggs,
being unable to keep them or to deposit them
in the cells, on account of the trouble caused
by your drumming. It is the same when a
queen goes from a comb to another in search
of empty cells.

"But," adds Mr. Hutchinson, "Mr. Doo-
little has experimented on the matter. A
queen which had laid 5000 eggs per day, in

the whole season, was unable to live more
than one year."

This report of Mr. Doolittle's reminds me
of the Englishman who, going from London
to Paris, arrived by boat at Calais, before sun-
rise, and went directly to the stage coach
going to Paris. In Calais he saw but one
woman, and she was cross-eyed. Thtn he
wrote in his diary :

" In Calais the women are
cross-eyed." We have never made experi-
ments on one or two hives, for such experi-
ments prove nothing, but on 30 or 40 of each

kind of hives during several years, to be sure
of the result. If our queens were killed by
overlaying, not in one but even in two years,

we should lose on the 80 colonies at home
more than three queens every month ; and
during the six months when there are no
drones to mate the young queens, fifteen of

our colonies would die every year
;
yet our

winter losses, although we winter our bees on
their summer stands, do not exceed two or
three per cent on an average, in our home
apiary. The death of a queen in winter is the
death of the colony.
Although this winter was very hard on bees,

my son wrote lately to the editor of the Amer-
ican Bee Journal (page 121, Feb. 15), "We
have just had a good day for the bees. The
colonies are strong. There is next to no
loss," etc.

For twrenty years or more we had a number
of colonies in ten-frame Langstroth hives, in

the tame apiaryT
, with about the same number

in eleven frames, Ouinby. We were then
selling queens, and colonies of Italian bees,

and our customers wanted mostly Langstroth
hives ; but the comparison, in the quantity of

honey produced and in the losses in winter,

was so unfavorable to the Langstroth hives
that we transferred their bees to our large
Ouinby hives, and we have now these old
hives rotting behind one of our shops. Thtir
number will increase this summer ; for when
our friend Hambaugh went to California three
years ago we bought of him his hives and fix-

tures, and left them on their place at Spring.
We have there a good young man to take care
of them. He wrote us lately :

Have lost 12 colonies— 10 in L,angstroth hives. All
died with plenty of honey but two. The honey was
too scattered.
Spring, 111., Feb. 21.

We had there 80 colonies — 50 in Ouinby
eleven-frame hives, and 30 in Langstroth ten-
frames. So one-third of the colonies in Lang-
stroth hives died, while only one in 25 in our
large Ouinby s died. Do you not think that
such a comparison is in favor of the large
Quinby-Dadant hive ?

Of course, if our bees in Langstroth hives
had been wintered in a cellar this loss would
have been avoided : but how could we have a
cellar in every one of our five outside apiaries ?

Besides, cellar wintering is not always success-
ful. When we built our house we partitioned
a part of the cellar to winter bees in it

; y
ret

we found it difficult to keep a uniform tem-
perature in it during the whole winter, and
we noticed also that the bees were not as
healthy in spring as those wintered on their

summer stands ; so we resolved not to winter
them any more in the cellar, and this winter-
ing outside of our large hives gave us the best
results.

Hamilton, 111.

[Mr. Dadant is, if I am not mistaken, the
oldest living veteran we now have in our
ranks, among those who have been prominent
before the bee-keeping world. According to
Stenog, he will be 82 years old next May, and
yet at this fourscore mark he is still vigorous
in mind and body.
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The Dadants can point with pride to the
fact that their assertions are not based on ex-
periments conducted on a small scale, but
upon the results of testing several large apia-

ries with large hives for a period of many years.

We can not doubt their word that they have
produced more honey in such hives. And
then the elder Dadant says this experience of

theirs is borne out by the bee-keepers of

France, who are largely following the Dadant
system. The results, then, summed up, seem
to be little or no swarming, very few winter
losses, and more honey. If these things are
facts, and the Dadants say they are, I do not
really see how argument can disprove it.

From the standpoint of a supply manufactur-
er, wish that they were not right ; but I get
a good deal of solid comfort out of the notion,
that almost amounts to a conviction, that two
eight-frame hives will accomplish the same
results, and yet permit of the advantage of
handling large hives in halves rather than in

a big unliftable whole. I say I get comfort
out of the thought, notwithstanding a kind of

lingering fear that those big brood-frames,
with their cards of brood, may make a differ-

ence in actual results.

—

Ed.]

SECTION'S WITHOUT SEPARATORS.

How to Produce Comb Honey Without Separators
or Fences.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

I received a letter from W. B. Ranson, pro-
testing in somewhat vigorous terms against
the use of so much paraphernalia in working
for comb honey, insisting that, if it was such a
gain to allow free passage in supers by the use
of fence separators, it would be a still greater
gain to dispense altogether with separators,
and that, if the same amount of brains that
had been used in trying to decide just how
such things should be made had been used in
trying to find out how to get straight sections
without any separators at all, we would now
be further on than we are.

In support of his view, and drawing from
his own experience, he wrote:

" In 1897 I ran for all comb honey, and used
a few bait-sections, and no separators; when I

cased up the honev I had 21 bulged sections
to the 1000. In 1898, for the honey I have
just finished casing I used bait-supers full of
old sections, with combs and honey. This
time I still used no separators, and had only 3
bulgers to the 1000. Now, doctor, if you will,

next season take some T supers, fill them
with sections open all around (four beeways),
and leave out separators, and let the bees have
free access from end to end and side to side,

level up your hives nicely, and when the bees
are working freely in bait-supers put those
supers on ; and if the honey-flow is on, the
combs will be built straight and nice. The
main point is to have the combs in all the sec-
tions built down at the same time, and this re-

quires plenty of bees and something to work
with."

As few as 3 or even as few as 21 bulgers to
the thousand is more than I should expect to
reach if I discarded separators, even with four
beeways and every thing made level with a
spirit-level, leaving it a question whether Mr.
Ranson's locality and honey-flow might be en-
tirely different from mine, or whether there
was any thing in his management that cut
any figure in the case. A letter just received
from him makes me believe that his manage-
ment ma)r have much, if not all, to do with it.

I give his letter in full :

COMB HONEY AT SWARMING TIME.
Dr. C. C. Miller:—I promised you a letter

on this subject, and state my practice as fol-

lows: I feed, unite, and encourage in every
way, brood-rearing in earl)' spring to get the
bees to swarm early; and when they swarm I

take out the queen and let her bees return;
and in eight or ten days they swarm again, a

mammoth swarm with virgin queen. Now
this is my chance for big work in sections, so
I take a hive with starters in brood-frames, or
combs, if nice and white, and put on a queen-
excluder

; next put on a super with narrow
starters ; remove parent colony and place this

hive in its place ; take unfinished super from
the parent, and place on top

;
put the guard

over the entrance, and run the swarm in

through the zinc; and if I find more than one
queen on zinc, let only the choice one go in,

and replace the guard at once to make sure
only one queen gets in. Now take the combs
from the parent, and brush all the bees off and
out of the hive ; let them also run in through
the zinc, and take another lot of queens from
the zinc, and let the guard remain, so as to

keep out any queen that remains in the grass.

Replace the combs of capped brood in the par-

ent hive and close with wire cloth, and place
it in some comfortable place to hatch out. If

any of those combs have large healthy-look-
ing queen-cells still unhatched, dequeen other
colonies and hang said combs in. In 24 or 48
hours I repeat the brushing, and let the rest of

the young bees go in ; and if I want more
queens I pick up the prettiest and put on those
old combs with remaining bees to hatch. On
the third day I remove the guard to let the
queen mate.
Now I have a colony to fill the hive and two

supers with bees, and by brushing young bees
as before I can have them fill to the third and
fourth super—no fear of swarming again; and
if any honey is to be had, this is the colony to

find it. It is fun to see all the combs in sec-

tions built down at the same time, straight

and nice; no need of separators. I learn from
the bees that no colony in which a cell hatches
out a queen, and she takes her flight, and re-

turns, will swarm again that year, no matter
how populous. Now stick a pin here; and,

again, no swarm hived with a virgin queen
will build a drone-cell that year.

Now you may set another peg. Therefore I

work to get all swarms hived with virgins,

and, as far as I can, have cells given in early

spring to prevent swarming. Early fertile

queens from the South in spring help to keep
down swarming in part only; but the cell giv-

en in spring is effectual. Any unhatched
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brood on hand by this practice is the best
property to be had to build up weaklings,
form nuclei, etc.

I am no literary man, and make no pretense
to rhetoric, but a close hard worker in the bee-
yard and workshop ; and what little I know
for sure is what the bees taught me, and much
of that is to some extent at variance with what
I read in some of the books ; for instance,
Prof. Cook's book taught putting supers }i in.

above brood-frames, when the bees say, "If
more than 3v in. we will build in combs."
Friend Doolittle, that veteran and esteemed
t -acher, never told us the ^-in. entrance is too
small until the bees raised a fuss about it, then
he said %-\n. was right ; but my bees say one
inch. W. B. Ranson.
New River Depot, Va., Feb. 6.

There are points of excellence in this system
of management that might well be considered
by those so situated as to allow natural swarm-
ing. The gist of the affair is in keeping the
whole force of the colony intact, thus having
a powerful colony, and then avoiding the dan-
ger of such powerful colon}- swarming by hav-
ing a young queen reared in the hive at or
near the beginning of the harvest. Whether
or not Mr. Ranson is correct, that no drone-
cells will be built with such young queen, it is

certain that the tendency toward building
drone-cells will be thereby greatly lessened,
and the strong force of bees crowding the su-

pers makes a sure thing of pretty straight
work in sections, whether separators are pres-
ent or not. It is certainly an advantage to do
without separators if they are not needed
Mr. Ranson does not specially dwell on the
point that he secures very strong colonies, but
it will be seen that that is an essential and
very important part of his plan. He says he
feeds, unites, and in ever}- way encourages
brood-rearing so as to get the colonies to
swarm early, which is only another way of
saying that he does all he can to get colonies
strong, uniting those not otherwise strong
enough.
His plan of getting all the bees into the

swarm is radical. Brushing all the bees off

the combs of the old hive, he closes the combs
in the hive so no robbers can get in, and leaves
the remainder of the brood to hatch out with-
out any bees clustering on the comb. This, he
says, is " in a comfortable place," which may
be outdoors generally, but would need to be
in some warmer place if nights were chilly.
Without any experience in the matter I

should say that it is unnecessary to be at the
trouble to have perforated zinc at the entrance
to strain out the young queens ; that there
would be no danger of swarming, no matter
how many young queens there were, and
that the bees could be trus ed to make the
best selection, but it is possible that Mr. Ran-
son may have sufficient reason for the prac-
tice.

Marengo, 111., Feb. 14.

[While I believe there is a good deal in Mr.
Ranson's plan of working, yet there are very
few, if I may judge by the past, who get any

thing like satisfactory results in securing comb
honey without separators. We know that
with honey-buyers and commission men (and
it is certainly true in our own case) as a rule

non-separator comb honey goes at a discount.
In our own experience it has to be crated a good
deal as it comes off the hive ; for if two fat

sections come together, then there is trouble.

The fat one must be set aside until a lean one
is found, then the two faces are put together.

Now, understand that I do not say that comb
honey can not be produced, and very nice hon-
ey too, without separators; but I do know that
the average bee-keeper does not succeed with
it ; and if I read correctly between the lines,

Dr. Miller would not use it, even if he could
do just as well as friend Ranson.

—

Ed.]

FORMING NUCLEI.

A New and Very Practical Method of Doing it; an
Ingenious Scheme for Making the Bees

Stay at Home.

BY W. W. SOMERFORD.

" Expansion," or how to increase with the
greatest certainty of success with the least la-

bor, is a problem that I have been reading
about and experimenting on for more than a
dozen years. I have read hundreds of articles

on the subject, and have questioned many
prominent bee-keepers minutely as to the best,

surest, and easiest way to get increase. I was
even told by Mr. A. W. Osburn, of steam-ex-
tractor fame, exactly the way he increased
from 25 to 500 in Cuba, in one season ; but as

he had money behind the scheme, by the
thousands, I consider it no very remarkable
feat. I even believe it could be done here in

the States with Miller feeders enough and the
continual buying of feed in enormous quanti-
ties, so as to keep one on each hive well sup-
plied with honey; for with plenty of feed, and
by pouring it into the feeders at night, nice

and warm, increase can be easily run geomet-
rically. But the cash backing is what nine-

tenths haven't got ; and if they did have, the
honey that it would take to have those Miller
feeders always plentifully supplied would cost

so much that it would put a man to dreaming,
and figuring to see if the bees couldn't be
bought cheaper than the feed. So I'll come
back to my way of increasing—"the poor
man's way " in one sense of the word, and
necessity's in the other; for bees are generally
kept now in a number of apiaries, and conse-
quently can not be tinkered with every day.

I now have six apiaries, and of necessity I

had to invent a way of increasing rapidly and
satisfactorily, with but little attention given to

each division. To begin with, remove the
queens or cage them in all of your fancy stock.

After getting the brood-nest well filled with
brood ( the more brood the better—8 or 10
frames in a hive if possible) wait ten days aft-

er removing the queen, when the bees will gen-
erally have cells on each and every comb, and
be in a broody or listless condition, waiting
for cells to hatch. Dive, and remove the
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frames quietly, giving each new hive two
frames of brood and all adhering bees, and
one good frame of honey, using it for a divi-

sion-board (and, by the way, such division-

boards are to my notion the best in the world)

;

put the two frames of brood and bees next to

the wall of the hive, and let the honey-frame
be the third from the side of hive. Be sure to

see that you have at least one good ripe-look-

ing cell in each new hive, or division, and don't
forget the frame of honey. As soon as each
division is made, stop the entrance of the hive
by stuffing it full of green moss. If you
haven't any green moss, use green grass or
leaves, and be sure to stuff them in tight—as

tight as though you never intended the bees
should gnaw out, and be sure there are no
cracks or holes that a single bee could get out
at ; for if there are, your division will be ruin-

ed by all, or nearly all, the bees that can fly

leaving it. Each parent colony should make
four or five good divisions that will make
booming colonies in 40 or 50 days, and I have
had them the best in the apiary in less time.

Leave or loose the old queen on the old stand
(if not too old ) , and the bees from it will work
straight ahead, as they don't have to be con-
fined to make them stay at home.

Don't be uneasy about the divisions that are

stopped up, unless you failed to stuff the en-
trances well, for they will not smother, but
busy themselves with gnawing at the moss or
grass for two or three days, possibly four or
five, if you have done an extra good job at

stuffing the entrance. At the end of that

time you will find them all gnawed out so as

to have egress and ingress. Then you can
move enough of the grass or moss to give them
a clean entrance, 1^ or 2 inches wide; and by
looking into them you will be astonished at

the quantity of bees you have in each hive
(and they, too, well satisfied), having consum-
ed so much time in gnawing out that the queen
had time to hatch and kill off her rivals and
be ready for the wedding-trip by the time the
entrance is cleared. So, instead of in a week's
time, having a worthless weak division with a
chilled inferior queen, as is the case in the old-
style way of dividing, where nine-tenths of

the bees return to the old hive, you have a
strong vigorous queen and a nice little satis-

fied swarm of bees, ready for business in the
way of pulling foundation before they are
three weeks old.

I have succeeded with nineteen out of
twenty divisions made in the above way, when
I did not even see them until the third week
after dividing them as above. And for the
average bee-keeper who has out - apiaries I

think there is no better way in the world to
make increase. If there is I'd like to see or
hear of it while the expansion question is be-
ing expanded.

In the above method of increasing, you have
no queens to buy, no robbers to bother with,
and but little time lost, as an expert can make
20 divisions an hour.
Navasota, Texas, Feb. 26.

[I do not know that I have seen this plan
mentioned, for making bees stay in the hive

—

a plan whereby the whole thing works auto-
matically. It is new, and I believe it is ingen-
ious. It certainly commends itself as being
practical.

—

Ed.]

CUBAN HONEY.

It will Never be a Competitor of American Honey,
and Why.

BY FRED L. CRAYCRAFT.

As the pages of Gleanings are often favor-

ed with something about Cuba it seems that
interest in the apicultural future of this island
is reviving ; and now that we are gathered
under the coat-tails of Uncle Sam it does not
seem as if we are so far out of the world after

all, and it is now time that Cuba should step
forth and take her place among the honey-
producing countries of the world, not only as

to quantity but quality, in which she shou;d
lead the world. However, I think the fears

of some of the fraternity are unfounded if

they think that Cuba will flood the markets
;

for even if the duty of 20 cents per gallon were
taken off there would be but little of it ship-

ped to the United States, for the simple reason
that we can get more for it in the markets of

Europe. Of course, the white honey from
the bellflower, neatly put up, either extracted
or comb, would be a dangerous competitor if

enough were produced ; but Cuba will never
have many Doolittles, Roots, and Hethering-
tons ; and if they were here they would find

so many things to turn their attention to that

they would not devote their time strictly to

apiculture. I may be mistaken ; but I think
if A. I. were here and should go out to see the

sun rise on New Year's morning he would
walk right by where his bees were tumbling
over each other in their haste to get out and
get their backs all white digging their heads
into the bellflower blossoms, and go and look
at his coffee or pineapple patch, and pull some
roasting ears for dinner, or perhaps carry in a
watermelon before the sun warmed things up.

The soil is very productive, and all fruits and
vegetables known to the temperate climes as

well as the tropics do well; and on account of

the mild climate of this country, when one
sets out a plant or tree he may feel sure of

seeing it bear fruit.

During the recent disastrous cold wave
which swept over the southern part of the

United States we experienced the coldest

weather I have seen during a seven years' res-

idence on the island ; but at no time did I see

the thermometer drop below 52°.

There are many things to which one may
turn his attention; but fruit-growing is destin-

ed to take the front rank.
There are also many disadvantages to one

coming here ; and, first of all, I do not think

this is a poor man's country for a while, at

least, and no one should think of coming un-

less he has enough to buy a place and carry

him through his "tenderfoot" experience.

Politically this country has shown about
every phase except liberty and good govern-
ment ; and if the pessimists of the United
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States could have lived here a few years they
could better appreciate the blessing of living

under the best government on earth. The
dawn of a new day is bursting forth at last

;

and under the tutelage of Uncle Sam, little

Miss Cuba will in time grow up to be an ac-

complished young lady—not that Americans
should expect too much from Cuba, for it

must be remembered that the people have
been under a government that has done all it

could to debase them.
The present honey season is now drawing to

a close, and, according to reports from what
few apiaries are left, it has been a very good
one, there having been very few days so cool

that it interfered with honey-gathering.
Havana, Cuba.

[Nearly two years ago a report went abroad
through the daily papers, to the effect that

Fred L. Craycraft, an American citizen, had
been struck down by some Spanish guerrillas;

that his wife had been killed, with all his

servants, and that his ranch had been destroy-

ed. At the time there was no means for veri-

fying the statement, but we gave it to our
readers for what it was worth. Some months
later, Mr. Craycraft unexpectedly called upon
us, shortly before the outbreak of the Spanish-
American war. He had come home to recu-

perate, and at the same time make some ar-

rangements with a New York daily for which
he was acting as special correspondent. After
this he expected to go back to Cuba.
The simple facts in the incident related

above were these :

* He had charge of a large

ranch. A company of Spanish cavalrymen
raided the place, killed and robbed people,

and destroyed every thing they could find on
the ranch. Mr. Craycraft, last of all, was
requested to step outside of the inclosure. He
knew well what that meant, for the Spaniards
simply desired to get him at a point of range
where they would not kill any of their own
company in shooting him down. In self-

defense he held up his United States papers,
showing that he was an American citizen; but
this so enraged the captain that he drew his

sword and struck Mr. Craycraft on the shoul-
der, knocking him down, inflicting a bad
flesh wound. But Mr. Craycraft, knowing
full well the Spaniard, quickly arose to his

feet, and offered him a hundred dollars if he
would save his life. To this his would-be
slayer agreed ; but when Mr. C. produced the
money the treacherous captain demanded to
know where the rest was secreted, on pain of
death. Our friend Fred, realizing that the
money could be of no use to him dead, yielded,
though he suspected further treachery ; but
fortunately this last saved him.
The story about Mr. Craycraft having a wife

and owning a ranch was all a hoax.
I had many an interesting chat with Mr.

Craycraft, for we went together to Buffalo. At
a hotel in Cleveland he showed me letters of
introduction from such distinguished persons
as Gen. Gomez, Gen. Garcia, and Gen. Maceo.
These letters spoke very highly of Mr. Cray-
craft, and testified particularly to the point
that he was thoroughly reliable, and working

in the cause of liberty. He had also letters of

introduction from our consul General Lee.
Said I, " What do you do with these papers

when you are inside of the Spanish lines? "

"Oh! I may have them ironed into my
shirt-front. At all events, I have them stow-
ed away where no one will ever find them."

" Have you been searched ? " I asked.
" Yes, several times," he answered.
"Some time you'll be discovered ; then

what? "

" Then I'll have to take the consequences."
" What will that he?"
" Oh, I suppose the machete."
At the time, Mr. Craycraft desired that all

of this should be kept strictly secret ; for if

the fact should have leaked out then it would
have utterly- destroyed his chances for doing
some secret work which he expected to do
when he went back.
Mr. Craycraft also had passes from the

Spanish generals ; in fact, he seemed to be a
privileged character on both sides. Among
other things he was assigned the important
duty of conducting Senator Money through
the Spanish lines into those sections of the

country held by the insurgents, a task which
he performed with tact and ability. Of his

skill on this occasion the senator spoke in the
highest terms.
You may wonder why I have so much to

say about it. Simply this : Fred L. Craycraft

was one of the Juveniles who, years ago, wrote
for Juvenile Gleanings. In fact, he grew
up with the paper until it blossomed into the
semi-monthly Gleanings. He has kept more
or less in touch with us all these years, and,
as our older readers will remember, he has
been, during all this time, an occasional cor-

respondent, part of the time from Florida and
a part from Cuba. I know the readers of

Gleanings will be interested in knowing
that a member of our fraternity has rendered
such distinguished services in the cause of

freedom—yes, has been in the employ of Uncle
Sam ; has piloted distinguished persons
through lines that no one else could pa«s.

When I last saw Mr. Craycraft at Buffalo

I said to him, " You are about to go back into

a very perilous work."
" I know it," he said ; "but I believe it is

my duty."
" I may never see you again," I said, " but

I should much like to hear from you."
With this I bade him good-by and God-

speed. As the war went on I often wondered
whether he was still living, and at its close

I tried to learn his whereabouts. I directed
my letters to several points, and each time the
letter would be returned. Beginning to think
he had been killed, I tried once more, and
this time I reached him. In this last letter I

requested him to tell us something of his scout
experiences; but he very modestly declined to

say any thing about it, adding that he did not
think it would be interesting; but he did send
an article which I take pleasure in giving to

our readers. It contains one interesting sen-

tence, to the effect that Cuban honey, even if

the duty were removed, would probably never
be a competitor of American honey.
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Mr. Craj'eraft is a man who knows as much
as or more than any other bee-keeper on the

island, in regard to the matter of honey. I

am sure his letter will be read with interest.

—

Ed.] — .....»...• . .

TALL VS. SQUARE SECTIONS.

From the Standpoint of a New York Commission
House; "Tall Plain Sections Come to

Stay;" a Valuable Article.

BY H. SEGELKEN.

71//-. Root:—We have noticed in Glean-
ings of late several interesting articles per-

taining to the tall vs. square section, and we
should like to say a few words from our stand-

point, that of distributors.

We handle, perhaps, a larger variety of

styles of comb honey than any other market,
as we have a good demand for glassed sec-

tions, a good demand for unglassed, and a

fair demand for paper cartons ; and a one-
piece section, for instance, would not be de-

sirable for glassing. For unglassed honey
(strip of glass on side of crate, sections not

glassed) we decidedly prefer samples No. 1

and No. 2, the new-style plain section, one-
piece. vSample No. 1 is 5X3^ Y.1%, and
sample No. 2 is 5x4X1^. This is the first

season we have had any of these sections, and
we consider them the best that have been put
on the market up to this time. There is

something neat about them, which catches
the eve. Perhaps it is that they have no bee-

space, or beeway (projection on the side),

which makes the comb look so much fuller

5

THE SEVERAL STYLES OF HONEY BEST SUITED FOR THE NEW YORK MARKETS.

It is our opinion that the square sections,

4^X4 J4, have seen their day. The tall wide

section will dominate, and eventually drive

the square section out of use just the same as

the square section drove the old 2-lb. frames

out of existence years ago. This may not oc-

cur all at once, but it is bound to come in

course of time. When eminent producers are

about to adopt the tall wide section they cer-

tainly know what they are about, and they

would not make the change for the fun of the

thing nor as an experiment. We handled

several varieties of tall sections the past sea-

son, samples of which we had photographed,

of which we send you copus, and to which we
will refer.

They look larger, and seem to contain more
honey, and sell more readily than any other.

As to a choice between these two styles, we
are in favor of the No. 2, 5X4X1^, because
the yi inch it is wider makes it look so much
larger from the fn. nt, as the pictures will

plainly show.
Sample No. 3, dovetailed section, 5x3j4x

\ l/2 , we consider the most desirable for a

glassed section. The glass fits exactly in the
beeway, making the comb even all around,
and the paper around the top and botlom
holds the glass better than glue or tin tips,

besides covering empty cells, if there are any,
making the package as a whole as neat as

any thing that could be found. Mr. J. E.
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Crane says, on page 126, Gleanings, Feb. 1-5,

of the middle section, which he purchased in

Washington, D. C, and which is poorly filled

on the sides, that probably the section is too
narrow to suit the bees. His section is 3^,
and the section we have is but ?>%, and plump
full all around. We did not pick out the best

comb, but the whole shipment of this lot was
well filled all the way through, and this ship-

per had about 1000 crates.

Sample No. 4, one-piece, 5X3><Xl^. This
section is glassed, the glass glued to the sec-

tion—any thing but a neat job, and we there-

fore can not recommend it for a glassed sec-

tion.

Sample No. 5, dovetailed, 4>^X4Xl^, with
bee-space. This section is glassed, tasteued

with tin tips—a good section for glassing, but
small-looking alongside of the No. 3.

Sample No. 6, dovetailed, no bee-space,

•">X35f;Xl>2. This section is glassed, the pa-

per holding the glass. We do not favor this

style, as the glass lies outside of the section
;

besides, it is too heavy weight.
Sample No. 7, one-piece, bee-space, 5^X4

Xl^s—a large-looking section, but too heavy
in weight.
While we are very much pleased with sec-

tions Nos. 1 and 2, we think there is still room
for improvement ; that is to say, the way we
look at it, and we should like to offer this sug-
gestion : Cut the sections down and make
them still thinner. As they are now, they
will weigh about an even pound, if well filled.

The demand is for light weight sections weigh-
ing about 12 or 13 ounces. If Y% or even %
inch were taken off from their thickness they
would have just the right weight to suit the
majority of the trade, and would sell still bet-

ter. We have been told by prominent pro-

ducers that a thin section, for instance \% in.,

can be produced to as good advantage as a

thicker section, and that the bees will work
on them and fill them just as nicely, if not
better. If this is true, there is no reason why
bee-keepers should not adopt a light-weight

section. We are referring principally to sam-
ples 1 and 2, for unglassed honey. The cry

would probably be raised that it would be dis-

honest to produce a section weighing but 12 or

13 ounces, and sell them for a pomid. Yes, if

it were sold for a pound it would be dishon-

est ; but how much honey is there sold yet by
the pound ? Go into any retail store where
they have comb honey, and ask, " How much
is honey a pound? " and nine times out of ten

you will get the answer, " So much a piece or

comb." Nearly all honey is sold by the comb,
consequently there is no dishonesty.

Right here we desire to touch upon another
point of selling; viz., selling honey by the
crate instead of by the pound. We have this

season bought and sold a large share of our
receipts by the crate. As Mr. S. A. Niver, of

Auburn, N. Y., says in his letter to us, he has
been selling honey by the count for years, and
finds it very satisfactory. So have we. And
we also find that the trade prefers to buy by
the crate. Selling by the count saves labor

all around, producers included, as they would
not need to weigh the honev. We think this

method has a good deal in its favor, and we
should like to see it adopted generally. We
may add that the honey should be graded
properly, whether sold by the pound oi crate.

Nothing would be gained by filling the center
of the crate with unfilled combs. It would
sell for so much less per crate.

On the grading question we received a
communication from Mr. Harry S. Howe
and also one from Mr. Niver. Both favor
the idea of having pictures of the combs
of their respective grades in the market col-

umn, and these to be a standard for grading.
Of course, the color or the quality can not be
distinguished by the photos, and are not in-

tended to be ; but so far as unfilled cells are
concerned we should certainly favor the idea.

In this respect it would aid considerably in

getting uniform grading. We wonder, how-
ever, whether this question will ever be set-

tled satisfactorily all around. Of what use are
the best methods or plans when there are bee-
keepers who will not live up to them ?

We said before, we had a good demand for

glassed sections, a good demand for unglassed,
and a fair demand for paper boxes. We do
not wish to be misunderstood, and we repeat :

P"or a glassed section, sample No. 3 is as desir-

able as any that could be had When glassed,

25 combs weigh 23 to 24 lbs., which is light
enough for glassed honey.

But those bee keepers who market their

honey unglassed should adopt samples 1 and
2, and cut them down % to '4 inch in thick-
ness, and have a section which could not be
surpassed. So long as light-weight sections
have the call, why not give to the trade what
it demands, when it can be done just as profit-

ably as undesirable goods ?

The tall, wide, new plain section has come
to stay, and the sooner our bee keepers make
themselves acquainted with this fact the bet-

ter for them. The demand for honey in paper
boxes has fallen off somewhat for the past two
seasons, and unglassed has been in better de-
mand than heretofore. Nearly all of our re-

ceipts of honey in paper boxes have been in

the folding box. We have experienced some
trouble this season with honey in this style. It

appeared to be in good condition when it ar-

rived, but in a few weeks the honey began to

ooze through the paper box, and we found
every box more or less saturated with honey,
and sticking to the crate. We never recom-
mended the folding box, as we do not consid-
er it strong enough. If a paper box be used,
it should be the heavy pasteboard box with
separate bottom.
New York.

Mr. Root

:

— Just after we mailed our letter

yesterday one of our out-of-town customers,
who buys comb honey in round lots, came in,

looking for plain sections, and felt quite dis-

appointed that we had no more in stock.

"Some time ago we sold him a lot of the tall

sections, like sample No. 1, and he told us
yesterday that at that time he was not in need
of honey, but the combs looked so nice he was
tempted to buy. When he received that lot

he had quite a lot of the square sections in his
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store, which he had bought previously. He
put fie two hits alongside of each other, and
found that all the customers grabbed for the
tall sections, as they looked so much larger
and neater. He finally put the tall sections
out of sight in the rear of his store, so he
could get rid of the square ones. This is sim-
ply one illustration of how the trade and the
consumer regard the new plain tall section.

[Indirectly I learned that Hildreth Bros. &
Segelken had something to offer on the sub-
ject of tall sections, and I accordingly wrote
to the firm, asking them to give their views
on the tall section, not knowing at the time
that they favored the plain section. I also
asked them to have a photo taken at our ex-
pense, showing the different styles of section
honey which, in their opinion, was most mar-
ketable. They wrote us that, as the season
was a little late, they had difficulty in procur-
ing even fair average samples, and what they
had to show would perhaps be under the
average. The picture shown herewith illus-

trates the samples that they were able to pro-
cure, and, of course, are not presented because
they are ideal specimens, but because they
serve to illustrate the facts set forth in the
article.

What Hildrtth Bros. & Seg lken have to

say regarding the plain sections simply goes
to confirm what Mr. Crane has said regarding
these goods in the New York markets ; and it

seems to me that any one who lets his con-
servatism get the better of him so far that he
will not furnish these goods for market, will

be the loser. No one can afford to let preju-
dice stand in the way of bttter profits ; and if

the plain section outfit costs a little more at

the start, it will moe than m;-ke up for extra
cost in the end.

—

Ed ]

HAULING 5 TONS OF COMB HOXEY 300 MILES
THROUGH THE MOJAVE DESERT.

A Novel Method for (Setting a Higher Price on

Honey.

BY C. WINTER.

Having produced the above amount of hon-
ey in 1898 from 150 hives, and the best and
only offer being 1% cts. cash at depot here, I

concluded that, after spending 3 months rais-

ing it, I could afford to spend a month or two
selling it. An opportunity offering to take
the honey at a low rate of freight to Los An-
geles, I jumped the chances and went.
The front wagon was loaded with four tons;

one foot of straw in the bottom, and straw
packed solid on the sides, making a tight fit

all around, with a good canvas on top to keep
the sand and dust out. On the sides of this

prairie schooner were two 50-gallon water-bar-
rels. The second wagon was loaded with one
ton of honey, 20 sscks of grain (feed for team ),

one ton of flour (freight for wagon station),

our blankets, etc , and two 50-gallon water-
barrels. The third wagon was loaded with
two tons of baled alfalfa hay and more grain

;

12 horses driven with a single line pulled the

outfit. The live freight, which in bad places
in the road we unloaded, consisted of one
teamster, one swamper, one passenger, and
myself and a man who was "hoofing it"
through the desert, and whom we picked up
and gave a lift. As a side issue we had a two-
horse team with cooking-outfit—mostly fry-
ing-pan and coffee-pot, presided over by four
ladies, one man, and four children. We camp-
ed wherever night overtook us, carrying our
own feed and water, and made the trip in four
weeks.

Well, the honey rede all right on that
" dead-ax wagon," over big boulders, through
deep sand, down the San Franciscite Canyon,
and up the Newhall grade, contrary to every
prediction made by wise and old-time fogies

;

but it was fancy white honey—not a faulty
section in the outfit. The driver understood
his business; and when we reached Los An-
geles, and saw fine white sage comb honey
(crop of 1897) in the show-windows at 10 cts.

retail, we turned right around and sold, two
days after arrival, one ton of our fancy water-
white at the finest retail grocery in the city at
11 cts. spot cash. The homeward trip was
made in a light rig in 6}4 days.

Bishop, Cal., Jan. 30.

RAMBLE i64.

Bee-keeping on the Housetop.

BY RAMBLER.

Although it rained nearly all day Sunday I

donned my mackintosh and attended church.
I found that Roseburg has its full complement
of little struggling churches. I have manv
times sadly considered the cranky ideas that
hold the different sects apart, and see how
hard it is for many of them to keep up re-
spectable appearances. In a<weak condition
they are conducted with about half the zeal
and vigor they should be. Why ! it is just
like dividing a rousing swarm of bees into a
dt zen nuclei just when the fields are white for
the harvest, and expect them to secure a honey
crop. If the dozen churches in Roseburg
would unite in one rousing body I have no
doubt they would be in a condition to soon
cast a strong swarm and establish another
church. Now, according to my notion, if the
Universalists would be a little less cranky on
the subject of tophet, the Adventists com-
promise a little on the seventh day, the Bap-
tists revise their irrigation scheme, all the
other isms ditto, and all come into the Con-
gregational Church, what a happy condition
of things that would be!'- From the light

* Rambler's philosophizing on the need of uniting
denominations struck a respondent cord in rav make-
up; but when he suggested that thev should all be
called " Congregationalists " I smiled but loud. When
1 was a boy we had a political meeting at the school-
house, and' there was strong talk of abandoning polit-
ital parties entirely, and voting for good men. Some-
body made a motion that, at least fo^ the time being,
and in our own locality, we let party drop entirely,
and come together as friends and neighbors. This
move had a hearty endorsement, and everybody be-
gan to look hopeful and happy. Finally a cranky
fellow, who always got things wrong, and generally
had more to say than anybody else, got up and mov-
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attendance at church I should judge there
was the usual number of sugar-and salt Chris-

tians in Roseburg, afraid of melting under the
raindrops. But how quickly their fears of

melting are banished when a comic show
comes along ! They get to the show, rain or

shine.

Having a well-spent day to my credit I felt

quite happy Monday morning in spite of fogs
and mud ; and thinking that I could be of no
use to the bee-keepers of the vicinity I left

town at 8 : 30 on the schoolma'am train for

the north. Roseburg has a normal school,

and is a sort of headquarters for teachers, and
a bevy of them came aboard the train, each
armed with a common nickel-plated alarm-
clock. I had some curiosity to learn some-
thing about the clock ; but the prim and
severe aspect of the owners presented an in-

superable obstacle to my investigations in that

line. However, the train soon stopped at a
cross-road where there was not a house in

sight, and one schoolma'am and a clock
marched out. Soon there was another stop at

a farm-gate, and so it continued for half an
hour until all the ma'ams and their clocks
were disposed of. The last stop was near a

schoolhouse, and the children came romping
through the mist to meet their teacher ; and
as I saw the cordial greeting I thought that

surely the life of a schoolma'am has more roses

than thorns in its course.

The same agricultural and horticultural

conditions hold good in Oregon that we find

in Southern California. Districts have their

own peculiarities. One district produces a

GLIMPSE FROM A PRUNE ORCHARD.

certain kind of fruit in greater perfection than
an adjoining district. We are now passing

through the Umqua Valley, where the prune
grows to perfection, and we pass extensive

orchards.
From this valley our route takes us over the

ed that, when all party lines should be obliterated, the
Organization should be styled the "Republican party"
This created a big laugh, "but it had the effect of up-
setting all that had been done, and each man went
back to his old party line.—A. I. K.

Calipooia Mountains, and we enter the great
Willamette Valley. The towns become more
numerous and larger, the fields broad and
level, and devoted to the raising of grain,
while some towns are a center for the lumber
business, which is great in Oregon.
While passing through the hills another

feature reminded me of the far East. The
lovely autumn tints of the forest were in their
most vivid col jrs. This coloring is wanting
in our southland ; and as it had been nearly
eight years since I had seen such a glory of
the hills I allowed my eyes and imagination
to feast to the full.

In the soft light of an autumn day.
When Summer gathers up her robes of glory,

And like a dream of beautj* glides away.

In this valley we also reach the land of the
golden pheasant ; and the first one I saw fly

out of a grain-field reminded me of a stick of

yellow pine stovewood with wings attached.
While the bird does not show off well in flying

in the distance, it is a beautiful creature when
seen at rest in a cage or corral. They are be-
coming plentiful all through this country, and
in the season when they are allowed to be
hunted they make a good table bird.

This time my ride by rail took me 14(5 miles,

and I stepped off the train at Salem, the capi-

tal of the State, a pretty city of about ten
thousand inhabitants. I was extremely lucky
again to get into a cosv, well-kept temperance
hotel.

During my journey I had not seen any evi-

dences of bee culture ; and I judged, from the
appearance of the Willamette
Valley, that certain portions of

it were not adapted to the prof-

itable production of hone)'.

The next morning I donned
my mackintosh and sallied out
in the misty rain upon an ex-
ploring expedition for some Or-
egon honey. I soon found a

nice exhibit in a neat glass case

in a grocer's store, and which
had all of the evidences of a

careful bee-keeper, and I forth-

with interviewed the grocer.
" I observe you have some

nice honey here," said I ; "is
this a home product? "

"Yes, sir," said he; "that
was left here by Dr. Chase, of

this city. He is the best-post-

ed bee-man in this portion of

the State, and a very skillful

manager of the busy bee."
" But," said I, "do you not

sometimes handle California

honey ?
"

" No, sir, I do not," said he; " I want noth-

ing to do with California honey. We always
get it from dealers in San Francisco, and we
grocers get imposed upon many times with
adulterated goods ; and a child that has been
burned does not want to put his fingers in the

fire again."

"Well," said I, "suppose an association of

bee-keepers should send you some honey, and
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guarantee its purity; would you not be willing
to handle it ?

"

"That might be a different proposition,"
said he; "but there is so much adulteration
practiced, and it is so easily done, that there
would still be suspicion ; but I am sine I

should be willing to try to sell honey from
such an association."
This is a fair sample of the way grocers all

through this country talk and feel about Cali-
fornia honey; and it seems to me that the only
remedy is for bee-keepers to

sell through an organization.
The grocer kindly stepped

into the street, and pointed to

the building where I would be
apt to find the doctor, and I

hastened in that direction, and
was so fortunate as to find him
in his office. I met a medi-
um-sized spare man, about 70
years of age ; hair, beard, and
mustache plentifully sprinkled
with white, and with a little

black smoking-cap on his head.
I introduced myself under my
normal name, and proceeded to

business.

The doctor has been inter-

ested in bees for several years,

and sort o' stumbled into the
business in an accidental way.
The more he handled them the
greater became his enthusiasm,
and he gradually increased his number of

colonies up to 100, and he also worked into

a fine business in selling supplies.

In order to enlarge his business, and to avail

himself of cheap water power to run his ma-
chinery, he moved to the town of Lincoln, a
few miles from Salem.
His business started in well, and he sold a

large number of hives and other supplies, and
every thing seemed fair for an enlarging and
prosperous business, when, like many anothtr
man, in a moment when least expected, disas-

ter overtook him, and his plant was burned.
Disasters hardly ever come singly, and soon
after the fire a flood swept away a large

amount of choice lumber in which his ni( ney
was invested. At the end of these tad affairs

he was almost impoverished, and with only a

few colonies of bees left. He returned to the
city, and has again taken up the practice of

medicine ; but through and above all of these
discouragements the bee fever does not leave
him. With his son, who is also interested in

the bees, they are building up again, and now
have about 40 colonies.

"Ah ! yes," said Dr. Chase, with great depth
of feeling, "the blessed bees, blessed bees,

they have come to my aid and enabled myself
and family to live when all else seemed a

failure—blessed bets." Indeed, doubly bless-

ed in his case.
" If you care to see some of my bees," said

the doctor, " I have 20 colonies near us."

I signified my entire willingness to see the
apiary, and the doctor led the way to a rear
room. His office was upstairs, and from this

rear room we could look out upon the roof of

a rear wing to the building. In both rear
windows were hives of bees, and several hives
on the roof beyond. He called this his Web-
foot apiary, after the webfoot State of Oregon,
you know. At about this time I had become
quite enthused over the doctor's bee-keeping,
for this was the first housetop city apiary that
I had ever seen. I pulled from my pocket a
tourist camera, and said, " If you have no ob-
jections, doctor, I should like to take a photo
of your apiaty."

AN APIARY ON THE HOUSETOP.

" Certainly," said he ; and then, turning to
me as though a new idea had struck him, he
said, " Your name is—is—M—n; thunder and
lightning ! then you are the Rambler !

"

"The same, at your service," said I, and
proceeded to take the photo which I herewith
present to your readers.
Some years ago the doctor served in the U.

S. army as surgeon, and in his professional
life he made a study of antiseptics. This habit
he carried with him into the business of bee-
keeping, and as a result he told me that he
had discovered a remed)' for foul brood.
"Why, doctor," said I, "if that is a fact

you have made a great discovery, and a grate-
ful fraternity of bee keepers will arise and
bless you. But," said I, with something of a
tone of doubt, '

' are you sure that you had a
real case of foul brood ?

'

'

The doctor smiled as though it was pre-
sumption on my part to have the least doubt,
and said, "I know too' well the baleful effects

of the disease; but I know I can cure it every
time, no matter how virulent the case."
The doctor made no secret of the treatment,

and it will be given in the next Ramble.

W. F. B., O/tio.—lt is a little late in the
season now (March 24) to move bees, espe-
cially in \our locality. The moving should
have been done late in the fall or very early
in the spring I think it would be advisable
for you to leave your bees where they are for
the present. If you desire to move them only
a short distance, move them gradually— that
is, only a few inches a day.
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BROOD - COMBS FILLED WITH HONEY AND
POLLEN.

Question.—Please answer the following in

any bee-paper published in the English lan-

guage, as we take them all. Here in Jamaica,
just before the beginning of the main hone}-
flow, our bees fill up the brood-frames with
honey and pollen. We take them out, putting
in others, and these are filled. We know the

queens to be good, young, and vigorous. We
put supers on, but it does not help matters
much. Whose fault is it— the bees', queen's,

or ours ?

Answer.—While this question comes from
Jamaica, I thought it would not be out of

place to answer it in these columns, as Glean-
ings not only has many subscribers there, but
many of us here in the United States are trou-

bled in a similar way with pollen, if not with
honey. During the bloom of hard maple and
the wild grape, I often have combs so filled

with pollen that they seem almost useless, and
others are bothered in the same way, some to

an extent great enough so that I heard a man
at a bee-convention once offer !?50 for a ma-
chine that would remove pollen from the
combs without harming them. I used to

remove these frames of polltn, as our ques-
tioner says he does, but instead of putting in

empty combs I put in a dummy or division-

board in place of the frames removed ; and
when the sections were on, this would throw
a greater force of bees into the sections, and
thus, as soon as any honey came from the
fields, it would go into the sections, thus re-

lieving the pressure of honey from the brood-
combs. But later on I would simply shove
these combs of pollen back toward the side of

the hive, by removing an outside comb if

necessary, and place a frame of comb founda-
tion between the pollen and brood, and where
honey enough was coming from the fields to

cause them to draw out this foun lation the
queen would fill it with eggs before the cells

were deep enough for ttie bees to do much
work at storing either honey or pollen in

them, and thus I had brood where I should
get only pollen were I to give an empty comb
in place of the foundation. There is always
something about drawing out foundation or

building comb that sets the queen to laying
more vigorously than where no comb is built

;

and where combs can be drawn or built, there
is usually no trouble in having them well fill-

ed with brood : and where young brood is

maturing rapidly much pollen is used, thus
keeping the combs from being overloaded
with pollen, and rearing a lot of bees for the
harvest. But with us, such yields of pollen
rarely last more than a week or ten days, after

which the bees generally are anxious for brood;
and what appeared combs nearly spoiled be-

cause they were so full of pollen assumes a

different aspect very soon ; and by the time

the main honey harvest arrives, there is little

more pollen than is necessary in the hive.

Just why the queens do not breed when
pollen comes in to abundantly is a mystery I

have never been able to solve, though I have
spent much thought and study on the subject.

The nearest I can come to the matter is that,

for some reason, the bees fail to feed the queen
on the stimulating food usually given at all

times when she is laying very prolifically, and
all know she lays only as she is fed and cared
for. When laying very prolifically we see

bees offering the queen food ever}' few min-
utes ; but at these times when pollen is com-
ing in so as to crowd the broed it is a rare

thing that I see the bees feeding the queen.
For this reason I should say that the fault lay

in the bees more than in the questioner or the

queen. If he can devise some plan or way
whereby the bees can be caused to feed the

queen abundantly at the time when his brood
is being crowded with honey and pollen, he
will have the key to the situation, and be
enabled to turn these things to a good account
as they are changed over into brood. It is

possible that a little very thin or diluted

sweet fed at such times would have the desired

effect, if fed just at night, this causing the

bees to feed the queen, as it generally does at

all times when so fed. Were I to have anoth-

er season when the combs are crowded with
pollen I would try it and see what the result

would be. There are times (when it is gener-
ally cool and stormy) when the bees will not

feed the queen nor perfect any eggs into larvae,

no matter how hard you coax ; and this time
of pollen might prove like these; but I should
sooner think otherwise.

SCHOLZ (OR GOOD) CANDY.

Question.—Jamaica, again, wants to know
my treatment of a strong colony previous to

giving the cell-cups, and also just how I make
my candy for shipping queeus, as only four

out of the forty odd sent him last year arrived

in any other than a good condition, and these

four were fumigated to death in the mails,

when the scare about the yellow fever was on.

He says, " It would be dollars in our pockets
if more of your queeii-breede . s knew how to

make C'ood candy."

Answer.—A part of the time I buy this

c uniy . f The A. 1. Root Co., and a part of the

time I make it myself ; and I do uot know
that there is any difference between that made
by them and that made by myself, when first

made. But with either, when shipping queens
where they must go in hot weather, or go
from our cool climate into a hot one, as in

going to Jamaica or the Austr lian colonies, I

take the candy and knead into it some very fine

granulated sugar, to the amount of about
one-sixth of its uulk, and this granulated
sugar makes the candy "hold up" in place,

no matter what the weather, while at the same
time it does not take from its moisture.

To first make the candy I use good powder-
ed sugar, setting it near the stove for four to

six hours, till thoroughly warmeei through,
when some good thick extracted honey (of

any kind which is wholesome to the bees i is
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warmed till it feels quite warm to the hand.
The two are now stirred together, adding
sugar till it can be worked with the hands,
when enough of the sugar is kneaded in till a
loaf is formed which will stand up of its own
accord without flattening down when placed
on a flat surface. It is now set away in a
warm room for a week or so, when it is ready
for use, using granulated sugar, as above,
when the weather is warm or the queens are
to go to some climate where it is warmer than
it is here. Before the granulated sugar is add-
ed, candy that will stand up nicely in a tem-
perature of 75° will all go down and slowly
run about if kept in a temperature of 100° for

half a day. But after the granulated sugar is

added it will hold its place, even when the
temperature is above 100°. From what I have
seen, I am convinced that more queens are
lost when sent to a warm climate by the candy
getting soft and daubing the bees than from
all other causes put together, so it is well to
guard this point as strongly as possible, for it

is at best a hard jaunt for bees and queens to
any of the foreign countries.

Regarding the preparing of a strong colony
for queen-rearing, I gave all I wish to say in

an article published in GLEANINGS the first of
this year. I could not make it any plainer
were I to try again.

iwilSfc^-- \

THOSE HONEY LEAFLETS ALL RIGHT ; HOW
THEY MAY BE MADE USEFUL.

They are all right ! What's all right? Why,
those honey-leaflets you were inquiring about.
They are similar to a mustard plaster—the ef-

fect of them is according to how applied.
They answer the 101 questiors that every hon-
ey-peddler is asked at every door. Time is

money. Have your name and address on
them, so they will know where to send an or-

der if desired. E\ery peddler of extracted
honey is eyed with suspicion, especially by
strangers.

Politeness should always precede the leaf-

lets. As the lady opens the door tell her you
have called to sell her a pail of as fine honey
as she ever saw (never try to get a new cus-

tomer with any thing but an A No. 1 article).

Of course you will hear a lingo of questions
about strained honey and sugar until one
would imagine the regulator of a talking ma-
chine had givtn way.
Hand her a leaflet, naming some of its prin-

cipal points, such as kinds of honey, care of
honey, and the recipes, with a strong invita-

tion to read it, as you have them printed for
the benefit of your customers ; also saying
that you are trying to start a trade in that vi-

cinity, and will sell her a pail on trial. If it

is not satisfactory she may drop you a line
and you will return the money and take what
is left of the honey.

Of course, there are some where the honey
may be left on trial without pay, and some
where you should tell them you would return
the money for the honey left. Common sense
comes good every day.

Every package of honey should have the
producer's name attached to it (excepting the
poorer grades). The leaflets are not as costly
as labels, and are 16 to 1 better. When a cus-
tomer buys a pail of honey at the store and
gets a leaflet it will be read, for it explains 101
things, as I have said before. They will in-
quiie for that man's honey

; the storekeeper
will buy that man's honey; and if you are that
man, place a horseshoe over your door, as
good luck is yours.
Those leaflets, if not properly used, are like

a little story I read. An old woman who lived
in poverty had a son who dwelt in luxury. A
friend asked if her son ever sent her any thing.
" Oh, yes ! he sends me a picture every little

while;" and the old woman brought out from
its place of safety a box containing the pic-
tures which her son sent, which placed the
old lady in joy, for they were $100 checks, but
she never knew their value before.

If the columns of Gleanings are yet ajar
to articles on facing honey I wish to say I al-
ways have been an advocate of facing our prod-
uce, but in such a manner that we could face
our customers after the sale.

Please tell E. E. Hasty that I well remem-
ber his writings in the '80's, and one of the
relics of my shop is a hive-balance described
by him in Gleanings, Sept., 1880.
Mohawk, N. Y. C. R. MorTS.

NO question but that they do good.
I am at a loss to understand how there can

be any difference of opinion in regard to the
value of the honeydeaflets. Manufacturers
and producers in almost every line of business
expend large sums of money in setting before
the public the merits of their products by
means of handbills and circulars of every de-
scription. There must be a great waste here if

all this has no effect. Fully half the custom-
ers to whom I have handed a leaflet along
with the honey have asked, "What's this?"
looked at the heading, and have been well
along in the reading-matter before I left.

There is no question that, if they are read,
they must do some good, for the majority of
people living in large towns and cities are not
very well informed in regard to honey and its

production—one fact which I think accounts
for the idea so many people have that most
honey on the market is artificial or adulterat-
ed, when, in fact, there is very little adulter-
ated honey to be found nowdays; and I might
suggest, as a means of educating the people a
little more in this direction, that a few statis-

tics on the production of honey in this coun-
try would be a good idea in getting up these
circulars.

I am often a*-ked the question, " Where do
you get so much honey ? I thought the pro-
duction of honey was a lost art in this coun-
try." They do not know that the amount
produced in 1890 was sixty-five million pounds,
and has since largely increased.
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The recipes for the use of honey as food
and in medicine are, I think, the most valuable

feature of these leaflets. In fact, I thought
they were of such value that I selected the

best of them and had them printed upon the

label on the can. We sell mostly extracted

honey, so that if the leaflets themselves were
destroyed they could be referred to at any
time. Quite a number of families do not care

for honey as a spread, but use it for cooking
purposes and in medicine, and any thing that

serves to call their attention to the use of hon-

ev in this way is just so many more customers
gained. E. Z. Buchanan.

Allegheny, Pa., Feb. 27.

HOW TO MAKE THOSE LEAFLETS A SUCCESS.

I guess I have said as many good things

about them as any one; and before you dump
them into the waste-basket lay some away for

me to use ; for if I ever get any more good
crops of honey I shall certainly want them.
Now, then, Mr. Editor, you want our views.

Should the leaflet be more expensive? I

might suggest one verse or a few lines added
for the express purpose of cutting out and
pasting in our hats. I should want it to read

something like this: " Don't waste these leaf-

lets, throwing them on porches, and scatter-

ing them around promiscuously. Don't use

these leaflets if your honey is not of good
quality and thoroughly ripened before it was
extracted. Don't forget, when you do make a

sale of good honey, to hand the customers a

leaflet. Don't forget to tell them that it will

teach them how to warm up candied honey; it

will educate them quite a little. Don't forget

that veryfew are educated about honey and
bees. Don't forget that half the people hard-

ly know what honey is. They should and will

if we do our part well. Those leaflets will

help do the talking. Don't forget to leave a

sample of honey when ) ou call from house to

house. Don't forget to leave the leaflet and
your name and address, because, after they eat

the good honey, they will read the leaflet and
then say, I must get some of that hone)-."

Don't you see we almost compel them to

read those leaflets, and also buy our honey ?

Don't forget to stay at home, though, if your
honey happens to be a little off—so much so

that your own family don't like it. Don't for-

get that poor honey sells poorly, just the same
as any other poor thing. Don't forget those

leaflets are all right if you know how to use

them rightly. Don't forget to take off your
hat every few days and read these don'ts. Don't
forget that, if the leaflets are all right in one
place, they must be so in other places.

New London, O., Feb. 7. Dan White.

NO SALES FROM HONEY-LEAFLETS.

On page 19 Henry Wilson, of Clinton, 111.,

gives an unfavorable report of the honey-
leaflets as an advertising medium for selling

honey. Since the editor says, "Let's hear
from' others," I will testify. On August 3,

1897, I ordered from you 500 leaflets, which
were forwarded to my address, and I began
distributing them among my neighbors and

friends at once ; and as my correspondence is

somewhat extensive I usually made it a point
to put one in every letter I mailed. The re-

sults have been watched with anxiety, but I

have failed to notice a single pound of honey
sold under the direct influence of the leaflets.

My mode of advertising honey is, let them
taste it. M. N Simon.

Bloomdale, O., Jan. 4.

THAT MORTON SWARM-CATCHER ; CORREC-
TIONS FROM NIVER.

The last Gleanings, containing your write-

up of the swarm-catcher, calls for a word or
two from devotedly thine.

Firstly. You have no cause to grumble at

my " five feet four." That elevation is a birth-

day present to me. See ?

Nextly. Your drawing of the extension-
pole is wrong at the top. The basket must be
swung from forks, so it will keep right side

up with care.

Once more. There is another pole necessa-

ry (or convenient) to go with the outfit. That
is a 16-foot pole with a hook at the end, to

shake the limb as you hold the basket under
the swarm. After the main part of the swarm
is in the basket, and lowered by means of the

rope and pulley-s, there is quite a per cent of

them flving that will go back to the limb,

many times calling the rest after them. But
if you keep up a shaking of the limb with the

pole they settle on the basket; and when qui-

etly settled—never before—should be taken to

the proper hive and " run in."

And again. That basket is fastened to the

extension by means of a galvanized-iron sock-

et which is part of the forks aforesaid,

and can be slipped off when lowered within

reach, leaving nothing but basket and forks

(with socket for a handle) to tote off to the

stand. I was going to improve this shaking
pole by making it in two sections of 12 feet

each, so as to fit all cases. S. A. Niver.
Auburn, N. Y.

TRAVEL-STAIN; A FEW MORE INTERESTING
FACTS.

Friend Root:—I hardly need tell you I was
much interested in the articles with criticisms

on " travel- stain." While I see as yet no
reason for changing my views on the subject,

yet I feel that a free discussion is or will be

helpful to a full and complete understanding
of the subject. At the recent meeting of our

State Bee-keepers' Association Mr. W. G. Lar-

rabee made the statement that, in the use of

combs in an extra super for extracting, he
had found that, where he used old combs in

which voung bees had been reared, the cap-

pings of such combs were travel-stained ; but

in new combs, or combs that had not been
used for brood -rearing, the cappings were
white. A statement was also made by Mr. V.

V. Forbes, a very candid man, that, where he
had cut down old comb, and the bees had
built out new, the part nearest the old comb
was darkest, and the color changed to nearly

or quite white at the edge furthest from the

old comb.
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Another fact in regard to the filling of
boxes was brought out by R. H. Holmes, one
of the most careful and conscientious bee-
keepers of Vermont. He stated that he had
had small sections filled as perfectly as he had
ever had those that were larger. Some of the
finest honey he had ever produced was in sec-
tions 4^x3^x1 yi, and would weigh just yi,

lb. This would qu.te contradict what I

thought was the reason for the imperfect fill-

ing of those I saw in New York and Washing-
ton ; but I believe it much more important
that we get at the truth than that any theory
of mine should be proved correct. I hope that,

before we are much older, we may know more
about it. J. E. Crane.
Middlebury, Vt., Mar. 7.

3. I would do both ways ; but generally I

would shake the bees in front of new hives.
4. Hon. Geo. E. Hilton is respectfully re-

quested to give the desired information.

—

Ed.]

PROSPECTS DISCOURAGING IN THE EXTREME
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

From present indications this year seems
destined to be one of the most trying that the
various industries of the southern portion of
this State have ever encountered. The bee
interests in particular will suffer to such an
extent that it will force many to seek oth-
er fields or means of making a livelihood.

The present estimate places the loss of bees
last year at 50 per cent, so you see that a fur-

ther loss at the same rate would almost de-
stroy the few remaining. The pitiable con-
dition of the ranchers who are dependent
entirely on the annual rainfall is beyond com-
prehension, and, as a result, many a man will

suffer for the actual necessities of life.

G. W. Brodbeck.
Los Angeles, Cal., March 7.

PREPARING TWO-STORY HIVES FOR WINTER
;

TRANSFERRING, ETC.

1. How would you prepare double -deck
eight-frame hives for cellar wintering?

2. In transferring from various styles of

movable-frame hives to eight-frame D. hive,

by Heddon process, when would you do it?

Our main honey-flow is f om clover and bass-

wood (fall flow usually very light) but we ha\e
much raspberry forage, usually getting some
swarms therefrom.

3. In transferring, would you drive bees up
into a hiving-box, or take out old frames and
shake them down in front of new hives ? I

wish to increase stock by a second "drive"
later.

4. Can Mr. Geo. E. Hilton tell us, through
Gleanings, how he gets his bees ready for

the raspberry honey-harvest ?

Cedar Falls, la., Jan. 28. J. D. Bixby.

[1. I would not try to put two story hives
in the cellar. A colony can usually be crowd-
ed into one story late in the fall or about the
time the bees are put into the cellar.

2. By the Heddon method you can transfer

at any time, although if I had to transfer some
time during the season I would do it either in
the early spring or after the honey harvest.

Spring is to be preferred, for then you will be
enabled to use modern comb-honey supers.

PIOW DID THAT WORKER BROOD GET THERE?
Dr. Wm. S. Adams, of Guys, Md., sends me

the particulars of a very unusual case, and
asks for an explanation. It seems on first

reading that there must be some mistake; but
that can hardly be, every thing being given
with such circumstantiality of detail from
notes taken on the spot.

An examination of his colonies April 15
showed brood in two or three frames in each
colony, a few colonies having brood in the
fourth frame. One colony had a sprinkling
of brood scattered throughout five of its

frames, showing that it was unusually strong;
and the brood being in worker cells, and
capped over with raised cappings, showed
clearly that it was the work eiiher of laying
workers or a drone-laying queen. It was not
opened again until 25 days later, May 10. On
that date were still found raised cappings as
before ; but in one frame, a little below the
center, was found a solid patch of sealed
worker brood, regular oval, about two inches
in diameter, and in the center of the patch a
well-formed sealed queen-cell ! On either
side of this frame was added a frame of
emerging worker brood, and in due time the
young queen left her cell, was fertilized, and
built up a fairly strong colony.
Now, how did that patch of worker brood

get there ? One explanatien might be that
a comb with a patch of eggs or brood had
been put there and forgoiten. But that
explanation is ruled out when the doctor
tells us that in the same frame were scat-

tered cells of the laying workers' work, and
it is further ruled out by the information
that the doctor's health was 'such that he
did not touch the hives during the preced-
ing 24 days. A played-out queen might lay
a few eggs from which workers or queens
might be reared, but in that case some sealed
worker brood ought to have been seen April
15. Moreover, a queen so nearly played out
that she laid only a few worker eggs would
have those few well scattered, and not in a
compact patch. It's asking too much to ask
us to believe that the bets brought the eggs
or larvae from some other hive. The only
reasonable guess I can think of is that by
some means a laying queen from some other
hive, possibly one that swarmed out in the
excitement of a spring flight, entered the hive,
and was tolerated long enough to lay the
patch of eggs. If any one has a better explan-
ation, I don't insist that mine is the right one.
Marengo, 111. C. C. MiLLER.

WATER-SOAKED COMB HONEY ; ITS CAUSE.

By the way, I do not remember ever see-

ing any thing in Gleanings in regard to no
air-space between cap and honey, made by hy-
brids. At least one-half or two-thirds of all

my honey this year had no air-space between
cap and honey. The capping was flat on hon-
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ey—just as when you press on honey with
your hand. ' The honey looks wet—is that

way when on the hive. It looks very badly,

and hurts the sale of it. Has this been writ-

ten about? G. F. Ayres.
Atherton, Ind., Jan. 23.

[I do not know that hybrids are any more
inclined to make cappings of their honey
come in actual contact with the honey itself.

We have always supposed that black bees make
the whitest comb honey, for the reason that

the cappings do not touch the honey itself
;

that hybrids, from the fact that they were half-

bloods, were next best, and Italians third.

But usually there is very little difference in

the comb honey produced by any of the bees.

The season and its attendant condition has
more to do with it. When there is a moder-
ate flow, I have noticed that comb honey is

more apt to look water-soaked than when the

flow is rapid. During the last season there

was more so-called water- soaked honey on the

market than during any other year I have ever

known, and I attribute it to the fact that the

season was poor and backward, and that hon-
ey had to be necessarily left on the hive for a

considerable length of time. This water-soak-

ed appearance may be partly due to so-called

travel-stain; but more often because there are

no air-gaps between the cappings and the hon-
ey.—Ed.]

LOGWOOD HONEY FROM THE ISLAND OF
JAMAICA.

The honey-flow has staried, and is immense.
We are extracting rapidly, and the honey is of

the very highest grade— equal, we think, to

your basswood honey of which we see so much
mention made in Gleanings. The present

flow is from the logwood, and we intend to

send you three sections soon, as a sample,
which will, we think, satisfy you that West-
Indian honey is sometimes as good as the
Northern article. Hooper Bros.
Kingston, Jamaica, Jan. 24.

[The three sections mentioned above are at

hand. In looks it certainly would compare
favorably with any thing we can produce here

in Amern a. On breaking the comb we find

the honey very thick, of a beautiful crystalline

light amber ; and when one tastes it he utters

an exclamation of surprise and pleasure— at

least I did. The logwood honey is unlike any
thing else. Th^ flavor is peculiar, suggesting
something between violets and geraniums—at

least the honey seems to taste somewhat as

violets and geraniums smell ; and yet the dis-

tinctive flavor is not strong enough so one
would be likely to tire of it. My impression
is, that if this honey were on sale in some of

the cities, and if customers were allowed to

get a taste of it, it would all go off at fancy
prices. Not everybody may think as much of

it as I do ; but if all logwood honey is like the
sample sent us I predict it will rank side by
side with the choicest products of the world

—

mountain sage, honey of Hymettus, or any of

the clovers. I hope the Hooper Bros, will

be able to ship us some extracted logwood
honey ; and if they can manage to make it

come this long distance without being dam-
aged in transit we should like some of the
comb honey also.—A. I. R.]

DO BEES LIVE AFTER STINGING ?

In Stray Straws for Nov. 1, p. 790, there is a
note that the loss of the sting of a bee does
not necessarily prove fatal to it. I do not
wish to set myself up for authority on the sub-
ject, but I will relate a little experience I have
had in that line.

Sept. 7 I had a horse stung so badly by bees
that it died. I was somewhat interested, and
watched to see what hive or hives the bees
came from ; but I could not see any dead bees
around any of the hives— that is to say, more
than usual.

Wishing to experiment a little, and to find,

if possible, the cause of death of the horse, on
the 12th of vSeptember I procured an old horse
and a swarm of black bees in an old box hive,

and let the horse and the bees become well
acquainted with each other. In fact, I placed
the hive so that the horse tipped it over. I

let the bees sting him for about twenty min-
utes. I expected to find a large number of

dead bees, but I did not. I did not look to

see if the bees that were left had lost their

stings, but I was astonished not to find more
dead bees.

The colon}' did so well that, in the last week
of September, I transferred them. When I

packed them for winter they were a fairly

strong colony, and I wondered what became
of the bees that stung the horse, for it did not
seem possible to me at the time that the}7 could
have built up to the numbers they were after

the depletion there ought to have been if those
that stung the horse had died.

George L. Vinal.
Charlton City, Mass., Dec. 1.

TRAVEL-STAINS.

I do not wish to prolong this discussion, but
I should like to suggest some facts that seem
to conflict with Mr. Manum's position, or en-

tirely disprove the soundness of it. I presume
that every one who has placed an empty frame
between two frames of old dark-colored brood-
comb has seen quite dark-colored new comb
built in that frame. I have seen it, when first

started, nearly as dark as the old combs. I

have seen a whole frame filled with dark new
comb, differing in degrees of color. Can any
one deny that old wax was used in making
this comb? I will not affirm, as Mr. Manum
puts it, that the "bees made use of itfor the

purpose of economy " (italics mine) ; but it is

certain that the bees used some kind of colored

foreign substance—it may be only old wax in

this case — and incorporated it in this new
comb. Why ihey did it I will not pretend to

say. Again, if the bees carry in so much col-

oring-matter on their feet and bodies as to

color the wax of the cappings, is it not reason-

able to suppose that some of this coloring-

matter would sometimes get mixed up with
the wax in the very new combs built for hon-
ey ? But we know that it does not. Bees be-

gin putting honey in this new comb some-
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times when the cells are not much over a

quarter of an inch deep, and the lengthening
of the cells and rilling them with honey goes
on at one and the same time ; and there must
be a great deal of travel over these new white
combs ; but we never see them travel-stained

or pollen -stained, even when there may be
some pollen in the bottom of the cell.

Referring lo your experiments with gaso-
line, 3 ou s ly it dissolves and gradually absorbs
the wax I would suggest that the gasoline
may dissolve the wax without dissolving the
coloring- matter or absorbing it, and it is still

left to showT on the cappings. I have no theo-
ry to uphold in this matter, but only wish to

get at the truth. Thaddeus Smith.
Pelee Island, Ont., Mar. 13.

ONE THOUSAND MILES ON A BICYCLE IN CALI-
FORNIA ; RAMBLER'S WRITINGS.

The drouth still holds a firm grip on Califor-

nia, with only about three inches of rain in

the southern counties, and about seven inches
in this part of the State. There have been no
indications of rain this month, and the pros-

pect for bee-keepers is very poor at present.

We find our bicycles a great help to us in

seeing this country. In California the rail-

roads, steamships, ferries, and some street-cars

to suburban towns, carry them free of charge,
and have never injured ours in any way. We
brought them to California free as baggage,
cased. My cyclometer now shows that my
wheel has carried me one thousand miles in

this State.

I have found that, of all my previous infor-

mation in regard to California from various
sources, the impressions obtained from the
writings of J. H. Martin, in Gleanings, were
the most correct. I consider his Rambles, as

published in Gleanings during the* past six

or eight years, not only very pleasant and in-

teresting reading, but also excellent in de-
scription on account of his peculiar style of

giving a correct impression of life and customs
with his descriptions of various locations.

This has been an excellent winter for travel-

ing in California, and my wife and I have en-
joyed outdoor life almost every day. We will

now visit Salt Lake City and Denver a few
weeks, then return home.

Frank McNay.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 20.

WHAT HIVE FOR COMB HONEY ?

A correspondent writes: " Would you please
tell me winch is the better hive for comb
honey, the eight-frame or the ten-frame Lang-
stroth? last year I bought ten eight-frame
Dovetail hives and put swarms in three of

them. So you see I can't tell yet. Please
advise in Gleanings, as I am a beginner.
How is the Ouinby hive? Tell how many
sections you produced last year."
My present belief is that, for one who can

not give his bees very much attention, the
ten-frame hive is the safer. One who gives
his bees sufficient attention, and uses two
stories part of the year, may do better with
the eight-frame hive. The advantage is on

the side of the smaller hive for one who hauls
his bees much.
The Ouinby hive gives excellent results in

the hands of the Dadants, and is held in high
esteem in France. The size of the frames
makes it still safer for wintering than the ten-
frame Langstroth. For one who lets his
hives stand unmoved it may be better than
the smaller hives, but I have no personal
knowledge in the case.

I had somewhere in the neighborhood of
1500 sections filled last year, and some of that
was honey-dew that will be used for feeding
this spring. C. C. MILLER.
Marengo, 111.

A CORRECTION.

I notice some error in the mention of my
entrance-clostr in Straws, p 166. Not 60, but
not less than 160 hives an hour can be closed

with my entrance-closer. This estimate is

baced on the experiments by inexperienced
hands, one making it in 15 seconds, the other
in 20. This would make an average of 205
per hour. At any rate, I am certain that bee-
entrances can be closed with said closers at

the rate of 200 per hour in L. hives of various
sizes in same yard.
The detaching of the entrance-closer from

the hives t. kes less time than above mention-
ed. L. Kreutzinger.

Chicago, 111.

[The error is not Dr. Miller's. He copied
the figure from Pickings, p. 124, and Stenog
found it in the Review. We now leave the
matter with Mr. Hutchinson.

—

Ed ]

WILL DEEP SNOW SMOTHER BEES?
In answer to the above question I would

give as an answer a decided no. I see on page
22 a short editorial, " Snow around the En-
trances of Hives." I myself used to feel very
uneasy about my bees when drifted over with
snow, until I learned by experience that it

would do them no haim, but, on the other
hand, it was a great deal of benefit to them.

I can not explain better what I wish to say
than to give you my experience along this line.

As I have already stated, I used to feel very
uneasy when a great snowstorm came along,
for fear my bees would smother. In fact, I

used to dig them out to ascertain their condi-
tion. I had never seen any thing written on
this subject in any of the books or journals
that I had ever read, therefore I think I am
excusable for my feelings.

Last winter my bees were in 4 feet 11 inches
of snow (actual measurement); and as the
hives are on low stands you can easily figure

out how deeply they were * covered over. I

use the eight-frame Langstroth hive with win-
ter case for protection.

My yard is so situated that, when a storm
comes, the hives are quickly covered with
snow. When they were covered so deep last

winter I found upon examination that there

were three distinct crusts, any one of which
would hold the weight of a man, caused by
slight thawing after severe, storms. In front

of every hive I found a large hole thawed,
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about the size of a barrel, and no snow close

to the entrance at all.

I always tip my hives forward so the snow
melting at the entrance may not run into them.

I always welcome lots of snow. I feel just

like that neighbor bee-keeper of yours who
said, " There is nothing I like to see better

than my hives buried up in snow, because then

I know they are going to winter well." But I

would add thereto, " The deeper the better."

ITALIAN BEES NOT ALWAYS BETTER THAN
BLACKS FOR GATHERING HONEY.

The season of 1897 the Italians were decid-

edly better, especially when the fall blossoms

began to wane; but in the season of 1898 there

was very little difference; in fact, the blacks

and hybrids were a little in the lead as to

amount stored. I. S. Tilt.

Filion, Mich., Jan. 14.

BEES CARRYING AND STORING EARTH.

I saw somelhing the other day I never did

before since I have been in the bee business.

That was, the bees packing the ground on
their legs as they do pollen, and carrying it

into their, hives. They had a great hole car-

ried away. The cause, I suppose, was a can

of cylinder oil that stood there, and a gallon

or so leaked out. What made them work on
the oil and ground, for they have no use for

them separate ? Wm. O. Heivly.
Raymore, Mo.

[At certain seasons of the year, especially

in the spring, bees will carry away meal, or

even fine particles of sawdust. Thtir attrac-

tion to the latter is doubtless due to the resin-

ous properties of pine ; and their carrying

away the earth, as you describe, was no doubt

due to the oil itself, as you suggest.

—

Ed.]

THE MORE EVEN FILLING OF PLAIN SECTIONS.

I used to sell honey by the section here at

12>^ cents each, and they generally held out

—

that is, 1 lb. to the section or over. They
were the 1% without separators. I am now
using 1 X sections without separators ; and if

well filled they hold a pound ; but if the

season is not good I find the sections are light-

er. I tried a few of the no-beeway. I found

them more even in weight than the others,

and less bother to clean. I had fears, after I

had ordered them, that, when filled, they

would be more difficult to clean without mar-

ring the comb; but I was agreeably surprised.

I would rather handle them than the old-

style sections. Jas. S. Willard.
Bedford, Iowa.

DRAWN FOUNDATION NO ADVANTAGE.

I sent to you and got $1.00 worth of drawn
foundation; put it on the 16th of August. We
had a splendid flow for about six weeks. Bees

worked it no better or quicker than they did

your thin foundation. I thought you would
like to know. L. P. Billings.
Bloomington, 111., Nov. 18, 1898.

J. R. M. A., Lid.—If you have dark honey
we know of no way by which you can improve
its color. The only thing to do is to sell it to

bakers, or feed it back to bees in the spring to

stimulate brood-rearing.

L.J. E., hid.—You can transfer by placing
a box hive on top of a frame hive, closing all

entrance to box hive except through frame
hive; but a better way, and more satisfactory,

and certainly much more rapid, is the Heddon
short method described in our catalog.

M. F., I\'y.—I can not understand why the

bees should rush out of the hive in mid-win-
ter and die on the snow unless they were dis-

eised. If they had dysentery, the snow in

front of the hive would be badly spotted, with
a good many dead bees around and near the
entrance.

J. F. O., Out.—You can place your hives

containing sheets of foundation on their

stands, all ready to receive the first swarm. It

will not be necessary to close the entrance, for

robbers will never attempt to carry away mere
wax or foundation Yes, you can use wired
frames with y2 or even % sheets of founda-
tion. Bees will build new comb on the end of

the sheets right over a wire, just as if it were
not there ; but it is an advantage to use full

sheets, as there are times when the bees will

build that portion just below the foundation
into store or drone comb.

J. W. Ct C, III.—I would set the combs
from the hives in which the bees died, in a

tight box or in a hive that is bee-proof. If

there is any dead or chilled brood, perhaps it

had better be cut out and buried or burned.
While there is no such thing as spontaneous
generation, yet matter like dead brood is a

favorable medium for the growth of foul-

brood germs if they are present in the apiary

or, possibly, in the hive. But we have set

away ccmbs containing dead brood hundreds
of times, and, so far as we know, no trouble

ever followed.

A. K. B., Kan.—It will do no harm to let

the bees get a little of the meal from the bin
;

in fact, some years ago we used to make a

regular practice, in early spring, of spreading
meal in sunny spots protected from the wind,
for the bees to gather as a substitute for pol-

len; but in later years we have discontinued

the practice, as it seemed to stimulate brood-

rearing too early in the season. Ordinarily

speaking, the first pollen from natural sources

is quite early enough for the bees ; for when
there is real pollen to be had, then there is

likely to be settled warm weather, and then
there is no difficulty. Feeding this meal re-

sulted sometimes in having combs filled full

of it, sometimes almost solid — so solid, in

fact, that it was of little use, as natural pollen

later on seemed to be preferred.
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Editorial

Owing to the general crowd of matter, I

have reduced the editorial space somewhat
in this issue. In the mean time I would call

attention to the collection of excellent articles

from different writers.

I have just received an article from Harry
S. Howe, who is conducting a series of api-

cultural experiments at Cornell University.

He is Mr. Coggshall's crack bee keeper— yes,

his " lightning operator." At present he is a
student in the university, and during his spare
moments he is carrying on experiments rela-

tive to foul brood. He has just sent in an
article that will give a little

'

' aid and comfort '

'

to R. L. Taylor. Well, I will not say more,
for Harry is abundantly able to speak for him-
self, which he will do in our next issue.

HONEY ADVANCING.

I HAVE just learned from our Mr. Boyden,
who buys our hone}-, that good extracted
honey is really a scarce article; that while the
same could be bought a year ago for -5 and h%
cents, it is now necessary to offer 7, and it is

difficult to get a good article even then. There
was quite a sharp demand for both comb and
extracted, prior and up to the holidays, and
then it fell off for comb; but lately the demand
has increased, so that comb honey is running
up in price. A good article could be bought
a short time ago for 10 cts. ; but now I notice
that "fancy" brings all the way from 12 to

14, and No. 1 from 10 to 13. All of this is

encouraging.

WINTER LOSSES UP TO DATE.

The reports that are coming in gradually
from all sources go to show that losses will be
almost as severe as we feared they might be
earlier i i the season. In New York, Wiscon-
sin, Northern Michigan, Pennsylvania, and in

our other Slates where bees are wintered in

the cellar, losses will be very moderate. The
outdoor bees in double- walled hives will come
out in fairly good shape, according to reports

;

but it is the colonies in singU-wallcd hii>es on
summer stands that are going to suffer. It is

the old story of the slipshod bee-keepers who
are too busy or too lazy to put their bees in

proper condition for winter who will be the
ones to lose most heavily. It is these who de-

moralize the market. But it will be the thrif-

ty, far-seeing, hard-working bee-keepers who
get the honey and good prices this year.

MAKING YOUR OWN HIVES ; EOOT POWER
VERSUS GASOEINE AND STEAM ENGINES.

In spite of the large supply factories over
the country, there are scores of bee-keepers
who make their own hives, frames, and foun-
dation. A very few, perhaps, go so far as to
make them with hand-saw and plane. But

no one whose time is worth any thing can
afford to fuss with hand-tools. A good foot-
power buzz-saw is an acquisition ; but after
one has pumped the thing for half a day at a
time he begins to wish heartily that he had a
little steam-engine, or some sort of power that
would take that "tired feeling " out of his
legs; for it is a tremendous job to make hives
with a foot-power buzz-saw, as I know from
experience years ago before we had our fac-
tory. Steam-engines are rather complicated
to run; the steam and water must be watched;
and there has always been a fear that the
" blamed thing would burst." But very lately
gasoline-engines have been brought down to a
fine state of perfection, so that any one can
run them, and the cost of them is now so low
that one can not afford to buy even a steam-
engine. I believe also that, for economy of
running, the gasoline engine on small powers
is ahead of the steam-engine.

Ascertaining that the Pierce Engine Co., of
Racine, Wis., were making an excellent engine
at a low price, I solicited their advertisement,
telling them that there are hundreds of bee-
keepers, doubtless, who would patronize them
if they only would let themselves be known
through our journal. Their card will be
found in another column, and I suggest that
our readers who are interested write to them
for their catalog and price on one and two
horse -power engines suitable for running a
buzz-saw for doing light work.

If you buy one of them, after you get your
shop all rigged up get a photo taken of the
inside and send it to us, and I'll show you up.
There is real fun, to one of a mechanical

turn of mind, in making things ; and even if

they are not nearly as good as the factory
goods, there is a sort of satisfaction in think-
ing they are your own make.

w. S. PENDER.
WTE have just enjoyed a visit of several days

from Mr. W. S. Pender, of Australia, one of
the leading bee-keepers of his country. He
is now making a tour through the United
States in the interests of bee-keeping ; and as
he goes about from place to place he has note-
book in hand, and jots down every thing he
can pick up. He goes back to his own country
expecting to take with him, or order shortly
after, a full set of machinery, including engine
and boiler, for starting supply-manufacturing
in Australia.

His father, Mr. W. L. Pender, made a tour
through this country during the World's Fair
in 1893. Both the senior Pender and W. S.
by profession are architects. Mr. W. L., as
well as his son, has long had a side issue

—

bee-keeping—in connection with manufactur-
ing bee-supplies. W. L. finally dropped out,
leaving the supply business to the manage-
ment of the boys.
Mr. W. S. Pender is one who has accom-

plished not a little in the interests of bee-
keeping for New South Wales. It was
through his personal influence that the unjust
restrictions regarding the mailing of queens
to Australia were removed, so that now queens
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can be sent from here to Australia for 4 cents

in place of letter postage, or about a dollar.

Mr. W. S. Pender has also distinguished
himself as a queen-breeder, his choice stocks

being of the five-banded sort. Among his

other accomplishments he is a microscopist,

having made the study of foul brood and of

bee-paralysis a specialty. He has written con-
siderably for the bee journals of America; has
been connected with various publications in

Australia ; and' it is safe to assume that there

is hardly a bee-keeper in all Australia who is

better informed than he.

Gleanings predicts for the firm of Pender
Bros, a bright future ; and although they will

doubtless enter into direct competition with
ourselves we wish them all success.

THE SEASON IN CALIFORNIA ; THE RECENT
RAINS ; PROSPECTS.

A WEEK or so ago it seemed to be an assured
fact that the honey crop in California, north as

well as south, would be an almost complete
failure ; but according to the newspapers, at

the eleventh hour copious rains— yes, even
floods—have been coming down in the north-

ern part of that State. The following letter,

under date of Mar. 16, from Mr. Martin, gave
us a slight ray of hope :

Yesterday was set apart by the good people of this
city as a day of fasting and prayer for rain, and it

commenced raining in the night, and the end is not
yet. To show the feeling in the matter here I will
tell you what one of the judges said :

" If one day of
fasting and prayer will not suffice we should have two
days or more, or a genuine humiliation." Then he
cited instances where answers had come to such hu-
miliation and prayer.
This rain has been coming down the coast for two

days, but heretofore the rains have gotten to about
such a point and then passed off to the east and left

us in the dry belt. This time we are favored, and it

commenced raining about midnight, and is coming in
showers. J. H. Martin.
Los Angeles, March 16.

A few days later another one came to hand
under date of Mar. 25, giving still more hope,
and here it is :

Agreeably to my promise that I would write you
again about our rains before your next issue, I would
sav that the rains in this locality have amounted to
over two inches, and the weather has been quite hu-
mid for the past week, with occasional mist. The
central portion of the State has received a greater
amount of rain than we have. Northern California
has received more yet. I have recent advices from
Siskiyou Co., and the farmers and the miners are ju-

bilant over the prospects. In fact, all California is

wearing a smile. Grain that was sown early had be-
come withered, and it looked as though it had been
run through an oven : but under the influence of the
rains it is putting on new life, and the fields are green
again. I notice that sage has made a good growth
here, and I am sure that, with later rains, it will yield
honey this season, fur its blossoms will be two or
three weeks later than usual.
At this writing we have every indication of more

rain; the skies are almost in a dripping condition.
The blessings of Providence through the rains are of
untold value to this country. J. H. Martin.
Los Angeles. Cat, Maich 25.

And here is another letter, from another
correspondent, dated Mar. 25 :

This is the fifth day of an abundant rain in this part
<>f Northern California (Sonoma Co . 50 miles north of
San Francisco). Abundant crops are now assui
orchards and vineyards; and pasturage, which would
have suffered with only the <i inches of rain which
previously fell, will now he ample with the lii inches
to date, "and the probability of more falling. The

fruit-bloom is nearly over in this section, and bees
have done well, having stored considerable surplus.

Frederick Webley, M. D.
Santa Rosa, Cat, March 25.

Probably it is too early yet to form much of

an idea of what the honey season will be in

Souther)! California. It will be short, proba-
bly, but even then it will save the remaining
bees and doubtless millions of dollars' worth
of fruit besides, as well as general farm prod-
ucts. Ma}' these showers of God's blessing
prove to be a spiritual uplift.

While the winter has been severe, we here
in the East have hopes of a large amount of

clover. The frequent rains and great amount
of snow give us room for encouragement.

LATER ENLARGEMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS
AT THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES.

Elsewhere we have referred to the fact

of our having just installed a 40U-horse-power
Babcock & Wilcox boiler, costing an even
83200. Our old boilers, consisting of a battery

of three, of 60 horse power each, have long
proven inadequate to do the work. At the
beginning of the season we were in hopes
that they would be sufficient to enable us to

get through this year at least; but as the sea-

son went on, it became very evident that we
should have to increase our boiler capacity,

and that right speedily. There was not room
to get in another 60, so the only way was to

put in one big unit and throw out two of the

old 60's.

The engineer just informs me that we are

developing something like 325 horse power.
Every machine in the establishment is busy.

We have one planer alone that takes any-
where from 25 to 40 horse power to drive it; a

band-saw that takes another 30 horse power;
a hive-dovetailer 25 horse power more; big
exhaust-fans to take sawdust and shavings
away from the separate machines, that take*

all told, something like 75 horse power more
;

and, as I said before, there is a 100-horse-

power electric-power generator ; two 60-horse-

power electric motors ; two 5 horse power
;

&1% horse ; 2 horse, a 3 horse, a % horse,

and a %" horse power. One boiler and one
engine furnish the motor power for the entire

plant. Our enlargements and new machinery
recently installed enable us to keep up with
our orders without running nights—a recourse

that should be avoided wherever possible in

the interests of good and accurate workman-
ship.

As our readers know, we are running all the

departments, except those nearest the engine,

by electric transmission. Two pairs of copper
wires carrv the power silently to the destined

points, and there connect with the electric mo-
tors mentioned above.
The electric system, so far as tried, is very

satisfactory. It is very expensive, but pro-

duces independent and regular power. The
big. planer has one 60 horse-power motor to

run it Whenever this big machine is started

a switch is thrown in, and in a moment more
the motor begins to whir. As soon as the

planer job is finished the switch is thrown
out, and all the power is stopped.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

Reconip use no man evil for evil. * * Live peace-
ably with all men. * * Avenge not yourselves. * *

If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give
him drink.

—

Romans 12:17-20.

The sentiment of the above extracts from
the 12th chapter of Romans is an exhortation
that runs all through the Bible. The Savior's
words especially seem to be full of the very
same idea. He said, " Love your enemies; do
good to them that hate you ;

" and, in short,

the whole spirit of the Bible seems to plead
with mankind to forget and forgive. Let go.

Never mind. Even if a man has wronged
you and abused you, do not lay it up against
him. It is not worth while. Sermons have
been preached on this point ever since the
world began; but somehow mankind seems to

be of earth and not heaven, notwithstanding.
Not only unregenerate humanity pays people
back in their own coin, but even church-mem-
bers forget themselves, and return evil for evil.

Yes, in spite of all my teachings and exhorta-
tions on this subject, even / let spite get into

my heart. Well, a new thought has been com-
ing to me lately along this line. When we
get where we can really love our enemies we
sometimes make the wonderful discovery that

they are not enemies after all. WT

e were mak-
ing a mistake. I have had some pleasant ex-

periences in this direction. Somebody who,
I felt sure, disliked me, and who seemed to

take pleasure in hitting me a clip, comes out
in a new light. He says in actions, if not in

words, "Why, bless your heart, Mr. Root, I

am not an enemy of yours. I like to poke
fun at you about your queer ways, and some-
times I smile to see you fighting your battles

against selfishness like the rest of us ; but I

have never laid up any thing against you; and
when you come right down to it I am more on
your side than anywhere elte." Then it begins
to occur to me that one of my besetting sins

is in being in too great a hurry to think evil

where no evil is really intended. Sometimes
I am accused of having too much faith in peo-
ple; but, oh dear me ! if I do once in a while
get imposed upon, there are other times with-
out number when I do not give people half

the credit they deserve ; and, oh how it does
rejoice my heart to find out that some persons
(some of the boys, perhaps) are a good deal
better people than I had given them credit for

being. Let us now apply these matters to the
actual business of every-day life. I wish to

submit to you a letter that came to us almost
a year ago.

Gentlemen:—For the |2 60 inclosed, please ship me
the following goods as soon as possible, and prepay
the freight, and send me freight-bill, and I will remit
the freieht bv mail. T. D.
May 27, 1898.

The goods went pnmptlv; and when con-
necting lines refused to cairy them any fur-

ther without prepayment of freight (for friend
D. lives at what is calltd a " prepaid " sta-

tion) we sent promptly the 43 cents to have
the goods go on through, and the book-keeper
asked him to remit us the 43 cents according
to promise in the above letter. Nothing was
heard from him, however, until the following,
which came about a month after the first let-

ter :

,
The A. [. Root Co.

:

—The wire netling I ordered of
you May 27, which you shipped June 4. has never yet
reached me. Please trace it up as quickly as possible,
and have it forwarded through at once. T. D.
June 28, L898.

On receipt of the above we sent a tracer,

but this tracer seemed to do but little good, as

you will see bj' the following :

Gentlemen:— I have your card, dated July 2, saying
you had sent a tracer after the roll of wire netting I

ordered from you May 27 ; hut up to this time I have
not j et received it. lean not wait any longer for it,

as I wanted it to make a poultry -yard: and if you can't
find it you must either send me a roll at once or return
my cash by return mail. I hope you will give this
your prompt attention.
July Hi, 1898. T. D.

The above illustrates a thing that comes up
a good many times in business—yes, a good
many times in a large business. A railroad

company does not often lose goods, but a loss

happens once in a while ; and a good many of
our customers seem to take it for granted that
we do, and ought to by rights, pay the money
back when the goods do not come. In such
cases we have to explain that we can not do
this. After we hand the goods over to the
railroad company according to order, our re-

sponsibility is at an end. Of course, we pre-

sent a bill to the railroad company, and follow
the goods up until the company does make
good the loss; but sometimes it takes almost a
year to get the money back, and in years past
we have actually lost several hundred dollars

by peculiar combinations of circumstances.

Just as soon as we can get the money back
when the goods are lost and can not be found,
we return it to our customer; and where delay
on account of the loss of the goods makes
much trouble we often send them again upon
a written promise from a good man that he
will take both lots in case both reach him. To
undertake to make good all losses in transpor-

tation is more than we can stand with the
small profits we make on our goods. I know
seedsmen often guarantee safe delivery ; but
they charge enough so they can stand the oc-

casional loss of a package. We explained the
matter in answer to the letter above, but heard
nothing more about it until we received the
letter below :

Gentlemen:—The wire netting I ordered from you
May 27, and which your bill shows to have been ship-
ped" June 4, has never yet been received. And I there-
tore inclose you the bill and bill of lading, and you
will please put in the bill to the railroad company, and
make them pay for it as soon as possible, as I don't
want to lose it. Please attend to it at once for me

;

and as soon as you get it keep out the lreight charges
on the wire and send me the balance. You will please
give this prompt attention.
August 1, 1898. T. D.

The above letter seems to be in the right

spirit ; and at the close of it you will notice
the first mention of the 43 cents we advanced.
And now comes a strange thing in the pro-
ceeding. The railroad company sent us word
that the goods had been traced up according
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to our orders, and delivered to friend D. along
while before his last letter was written, and
our book-keeper then decided to give up the

43 cents advanced, and let it go, and pronounc-

ed our customer a bad man. The matter nev-

er came to me, for the transaction was so small

that it was not considered worth while. Friend

D. never replied, admitting that he had receiv-

ed the goods, nor did he ever send us the 43

cents. The book-keeper decided that D. was
trying to get pay for the goods after he had
received them. The railroad company made
some sort of report—at least the book-keeper
thinks so*—that by some means he got the

goods without signing a receipt for them; and
the book-keeper thinks friend D. felt vexed
because the railroad company had delayed

them so long, and was going to try to get the

said company to pay him for them, even while

he had them in his possession. Now, I do not

believe this can be true. The letters sound
honest and straight ; but at this late date it

may be a hard matter to get at the real facts

in the case. We will now let the above rest

for the present. When the letter below reach-

ed us, as the cash was inclosed it did not come
to the book-keeper at all

:

Gentlemen :—Please find inclosed my check for 810.50,

for which please ship me by freight two bushels of

alsike clover seed. Send bill of freight, and I will

remit it to you in stamps. Please ship as soon as pos-
sible; also please quote me your wholesale prices on
5 to 10 rolls 48-inch 2-inch-mesh poultry-netting.

Feb. 28, 1899. T. D.

As the above order was for alsike clover it

came into my department, and in the spring

of the year all ol my helpers have strict orders

to rush clover seed, for it is exceedingly im-
portant that it be put into the ground at just

the right time. But no one noticed that it

was from the man who owed us the 43 cents

for freight prepaid last year ; but when they
applied to the bookkeeper for the money to

prepay the freight so the seed could go on, he
replied at once to the effect that we had ad-

vanced money to that man about a year before,

which he never paid ; and I do not know but
he smiled a little bit when he put the two items

together and informed our friend and custom-
er, that, on receipt cf 72 cents, covering both
items, the seed would go on. Permit me to

say here that I knew nothing of this transac-

tion whatever. If it had come to my notice I

would have said, " Why, this man has sent us

* Please do not think, dear friends, that I am put-
ting any blame on our book-keeper. The head book-
keeper "occupies a very important place, and I think
most business men would prefer to have their book-
keeper err a little in being over-careful rather than
being too loose in the matter of handing over hard
cash. When we sell goods there is supposed to be
some profit to pay for the expense of keeping books,
paying for postage-stamps, etc.: but where we take
cash right out of the drawer, simply to do somebody a
kindness, and ask him to please return promptly just

the amount we have advanced, there is no sort of
profit anywhere. We neglect our own business, give
iur time, and if the friend who has been accommodat-
ed does not respond promptly, we waste postage-
stamps also. I suppose more or less of this kind of

work has to be done; but a good book-keeper doesn't
often get caught the second tune in that way. If the
proprietor decides to throw away some cash just be-

cause he wishes to help a customer get his clover seed
in the ground in proper time it is all right; but the
book-keeper is not expected to take such responsibil-

ity.

$10.50 in cash, and it is very important that

the seed be rushed through as he directs. We
certainly can not think of stopping a ship-

ment worth $10.50 for the paltry sum of 29

cents. "* But I did not see it, and so the mat-
ter went along, and the letter inclosing the 72
cents came very promptly, you ma}' be sure,

and here is what came with it :

Gentlemen:—Inclosed please find 72 cts., balance due
you on freight on wire netting and alike clover seed.

Please ship the seed as soon as possible. By the tone
of your letter you think, I guess, that I am not a man
of my word, and that you are afraid to trust me to the
freight. I can buy more goods on time than A. I. Root
is worth, if I want them; and as you act so little about
such a small sum of 72 cts., I don't think A. I. Root
has any more religion than a cow has : and this will

be my last order to you while I live. I had intended
to remit to you freight on netting and clover seed as
soon as I got a fi eight bill; but it is all right. You can
ascertain my standing by writing to the list cf ref-

erences I gave you. T. D.
March 8, 1899.

The above letter came directly to me. In

fact, the lady who opens the letters makes it a

practice, by my express desire, that any thing
reflecting severely on myself or on the stand-

ing of our company, shall be submitted to me
at once if I am around. The first thing we
did was to direct the connecting railroad line,

where the seed was stopped, to start it going
as soon as possible. Then I wrote as follows :

Friend D.:—Yours of March 8 was answered by Mr.
Calvert yesterday, and then referred to me. The stop-

ping of your goods for the small amount demanded by
the railroad company before they would ship any fur-

ther was entirely in the hands of the book-keeper. I

knew nothing about it at the time or I might have
done differently. The book-keeper declined to open
any further account with you because he had not suc-
ceeded in getting the small balance that we advanced
last summer under similar circumstances. Further-
more, I find you wrote three or more letters complain-
ing that you had not received wire netting, one ot them
dated as 'late as Aug. 1 last season. The book-keeper
says that the railroad company shows the goods had
been delivered you long before that date. Now, I am
sure there is a" mistake or misunderstanding some-
where I do not believe you would keep writing us,
" Goods have not come to hand " if you had received
(lain; but you have never made any explanati >n of

this matter, and never paid the small sum we advanc-
ed. You may be aware, perhaps, that we have lost

quite a little by advancing similar sums in order to get
goods to destination. I can not find by the correspon-
dence that you ever agreed to pay this money we ad-
vanced as a kindness to you. We are not responsible
for delays on the part of the railroad companies nor
for loss'cf goods. Again, when you made the order
this year you did not say a word about that little bal-

ance lemainiug unpaid. Had I known ot it, knowing;
that your two bu-hels of clover seed ought to be in
the ground, I would have paid the money out of my
own pocket rather than to annoy you in this way; but
you certainly can not blame our book-keeper very
much under the circumstances. Now friend D., I

am not going to talk hard to you, even though 1 do
think you are greatly to blame, and I am very sorry

* I pre-ume our readers are already < ware that we
guarantee f. eight on everything e ship by freight
or express. The railroad company, knowing we are
responsible, u ually push things along to their desti-

nation without delay ; but these prepaid s ations sec m
to be an exception. In the letter dated Feb. 28, 1899,

T. D. says, " 1 have no agent at our station." If there
wi re ;i n agent t here, of course he could hold the goods
until the back charges were paid. All through Flori-

da, and in many new regions of the country, the rail-

road companies frequently, for the sake of accommo-
dation, drop freight almost anywhere out in the coun-
trv, the only condition bei g that the charges be fully

p epaid, for a train of cars can not stand still waiting
for somebody to make change, even if he were on the
spot when the train arrives. I make this explanation
in order that some of our friends may have more char-
ity for the railroad companies.
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your clover seed did not go right along without any
delay.

I am very glad indeed if you are so well fixed; but I

do think you might take better care of little amounts
where cash has been advanced simply to do 3-011 a fa-

vor. The goods were shipped from here promptly,
but were stopped by connecting lines at Bellaire.

Yours very truly,
A. I. Root.

P. S.—Since the matter has been called to my atten-
tion I have decided that we can make the two bushels
of alsike $10.25 instead of $10.50; therefore we inclose
in this stamps to the value of 25 cts.

Now, dear friends, I have a double purpose
in submitting this whole matter to you. It il-

lustrates the way in which hard feelings and
bitter words come up. It explains, too, why
it is that so many people feel bitterness and
hate toward the railroad companies. Ever
since we have been in business we have been
greatly annoyed by having goods stopped, by
express as well as freight, because connecting
lines would not carry them an}- further with-
out having the charges paid in advance. The
reason of this is, that railroad companies so
many times carry goods long distances, which
are never called for at all. Sometimes people
go and inquire about the charges, and then
leave the goods, and never go after them.
Perhaps they laugh about it, and say they will

just let the railroad company keep them. Po-
tatoes are frozen in transit. The consignee
shakes the barrel, concludes they are frozen
and worthless, and goes off leaving them on
the railroad company's hands as if the latter

were responsible for the blizzard. There are

thousands of like cases. Sometimes the com-
pany collects the freight charges of the ship-

per, but may be it will cost more than they
are worth to do this.

Again, some railroad companies are more
accommodating than others. One company
receives goods without asking any advance;'-

but when they turn them over to another line

this line refuses to take them any further with-
out payment in advance. Now, the agent of

the company has no authority to take even so
small a sum as 29 cents, and prepay the
charges on $10.50 worth of clover seed; there-

fore the goods must be held until they send
word back to the shipper. Well, now, the
shipper may have had lots of experience like

that of our book-keeper. He has paid a few
cents for A, B, or C, and then used some post-

age-stamps and time to explain the matter,
telling him they advanced the bard cash just

to do him a kindness; but too often A, B, or

C lets it go and forgets it, or says to himself,
" Well, I guess I paid him enough for his clo-

ver seed, anyway. I think he can stand the
29 cents; " and pretty soon the shippers get to

be like the railroad companies. They say, " We
do not hand over the cash for anybody."
You may, perhaps, be aware that many of the

* By the way, perhaps I should explain that, where
a railroad company sends for advance payment, they
bring up to our office a written request, but do not
leave any copy of such request. They go to the book-
keeper with the statement ; but the statement is car-
ried right away again. I have tried to get our clerks
to copy every such request, and to keep the copy.
Even a few lines scrawled with a pencil on a piece of
waste paper should be copied and preserved, in the
above case we have no means of knowing just what
the railroad company did report besides what the
book-keeper can remember of the transaction.

large department stores that sell on such small
margins are following the same plan. And,
by the way, I wonder if our friends realize

the expense of keeping a set of books neces-
sary to have open accounts with thousands of

people scattered all over the land—especially

the expense necessary to send repeated state-

ments to people who will not say a word for
almost a whole year.

Now, there is another side that might be
taken up. There is usually but a small profit

on clover seed, it is true; but in the above case
there was sufficient profit so we could have af-

forded to lose the 29 cents, even in case he did
not pay it ; and had I gotten hold of the trans-

action this would have been done. Yes, I

think that, according to the spirit of the string

of beautiful texts at the head of my talk, I

might have done still more. If a man has
bought some clover seed of me which ought
to be put into the ground at once, and even if

it required me to advance all my profit,

and a little more, in order to help him get his

seed in at the right time, I think I would ad-

vance it. But, of course, circumstances would
have much to do with a case of this kind. I

believe the clerks all know my disposition to

be liberal ; and I do not know but sometimes
they keep things from me because they know
I would trust a man when he ought not to be
trusted. Well, if this is true I am glad that I

err on the side of charity and love. Our
friend speaks of references that he could give
us. Yes, he did give us references ; but we
could hardly be expected to write for refer-

ences when a man asks for a credit of only a

few cents.

And now let me go back to the original 48
cents advanced first. I suppose friend D. did
not send it at first because he did not feel in

duty bound to pay the freight until he had re-

ceived the goods; and when it looked as if he
would ;/ever get them, he did not see why he
should pay any freight at all ; and, in fact, he
asks us to take this trifle out of the value of

the goods when we receive it. As to why he
did not send it after he received the goods, I

can not answer, nor can I see why he did not
include this 43 cents when he sent the $10.50
for the clover seed. Perhaps he forgot it. I

do think he owes us an apology for asking us
to collect of the railroad company the value of

the goods which he already had in his posses-
sion, or he should at lease explain matters in

some way ; but I still think, from the tone of

his letters, that he means to be a fair sort of

business man. In regard to his threat of not
trading any further with us, such things never
worry nor disturb me. We invest every year
large amounts of money in advertising, it is

true ; but I have never yet wanted all of the
trade. If I have wronged anybody, then I am
worried ; but if he decides to trade somewhere
else when I am not to blame, it does not trou-

ble me at all. What is my loss will be gained
by some other brother ; and I am sure of this,

for the Bible says so. If I serve my fellow-

men in an unselfish and Christianlike manner
we shall always have plenty of patronage.
The things to worry about are the sins in one's
own heart, and not what his neighbors may do.
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A good many times I am called upon to

settle difficulties among bee-keepers. Both
parties have got their feelings stirred up, and
each decides the other is a rascal. Sometimes
I plead repeatedly for more charity on both
sides. There is one point I fear our friends
often forget. Suppose a man advertises bee-
supplies, and sends out a circular. Then
somebody sends him fifteen or twenty dollars
for goods, perhaps right in the midst of the
honey season ; but the supply-dealer, if he is

just starting, and is doing a small business, is

likely to be sold out. Then there is a delay
that is expensive. Now, I always tell the
man who receives the cash that he must be
very careful about being harsh or severe with
such a customer. When somebody sends us
money we should treat him as we would an
honored guest. If a visitor comes to your
home when you are having almost a wrangle
about something, how quickly you all put on
a smiling face and drop the unpleasantness !

The new comer is your guest, and you are in
honor bound to be courteous and pleasant in

the presence of visitors. Now, the man who
sends you money for something should be in

one sense a privilege! character — a sort of
honored guest, and he should be accorded
unusual courtesy—at least until you have sent
him his goods; and even after that you should
be a little more respectful to him because he has
traded with you. You are under no particular
obligation to be courteous and smiling to
every tramp that comes along (especially if

he walks on your clean porch with his muddy
boots) ; but common sense as well as Chris-
tianity requires you to be courteous and pleas-
ant to people who trade with you. I would
put up with a great deal without quarreling,
from a man who sends me money through the
mails. I would be very careful about calling
him a rascal, or even an enemy.

I have gone over this just because I feaf a
good many of our beginners in business fail

because they are not sufficiently ready to be
courteous and obliging. A man who would
send us $10.50 for clover seed could not well
be considered an enemy ; and I rather took
pleasure in writing that little postscript where
I decided to give him a little rebate on two
bushels sent at one time, over the printed
price for a single bushel. I hardly need
mention how much time and money are worse
than wasted in neighborhood quarrels. Yes,
every little while we hear of people who lose
their he 1th by getting into a quarrel, and
quite a few have lost their lives by simply
allowing themselves to get into a fit of uncon-
trollable anger. " If thine enemy hunger,
feed him ; if he thirst, give him drink."

Mar. 28.—The following is just at hand.

I ordered the wire netting from you early in the
spring, and it did not reach me until November. This
I can prove to you by my po'-tmater here, who keeps
the wareroom where" goods are kept in as they are
unloaded from the train. The reason I did notsend
you the freight on wire netting any sooner last year
was that r did not want to pay out' money for freight
and be out of the wire netting also, and not get the
netting when t needed it so badly. I had intended to
order a lot of bee-supplies from you, and then include
the freight on wire netting, but I forgot it when I

ordered the clover seed. T. D.

GRAND RAPIDS LETTUCE AS AN ORNAMENTAL
FOEIAGE-PLANT.

There is nothing that pleases me more in

the way of foliage-plants than a bed of Grand
Rapids lettuce when it is just doing its " pret-

tiest." I told you last fall about replacing
the soil in our greenhouse-beds, the same that
had been there for five or six years. Well, in
filling the beds anew I made up my mind that
I was going to have the best combination to
make plants grow that I could scrape up.
First we had a pile of decayed sods that had
been piled up in a heap for a year. We spread
these evenly over the bottoms of the beds.
Then we got some old black manure mixed
with soil that we scraped up where an old barn
had been taken away. We put on perhaps
two or three inches of this. Then we put in

about an inch of sand, and with this as much
wood ashes as I thought the beds would bear
—perhaps a quarter of an inch thick all over.
Then we were ready to work it all up together.
After sifting the top and making it smooth
and level, we put on about a quarter of an
inch of tobacco dust, to keep off the green fly.

Well, this compost seems to have been a suc-
cess. I never saw lettuce-plants grow nicer,

and there has been none of the spots in the
beds where nothing would grow that we had
been noticing for some two seasons past.

And, by the way, some of the boys felt so sure
that well water was not as good for watering,
especially in the greenhouse, we made differ-

ent arrangements for watering. Very likely

the hard water would not, make so much dif-

ference in the open air, for we always have
showes to dilute and wash off the effects of
the hard water. The wa'er from our hydrants
is not hatd, but it contains a large amount of
soda — so much that in the greenhouse it

makes the ground and sometimes the plants
show a whitish powder where it has been used.
Well, the lower part of our greenhouse has
always been more or less wet in the paths
after a rain. We have tile drainage, but our
stiff clay, after being walked on so much, gets
so it holds water in spite of the three drains.

On the south side of the greenhouse there is a
path that is lower down than the rest, and
this has always been more or less muddy. At
each end of this path we sunk a two-foot
length of 18-inch sewer-pipe. We let it down
into the ground so that it was a little lower
than the level of the path. On top of this is

a wooden cover, to make it safe to walk
around, even in the night. Well, by lifting

this wooden cover a pail or watt ring pot can
be filled at any time ; and so far during the
past winter there has always been water
enough in these little cis'erns to supply the
plants; and whether it is the water or the new
soil, or both, at any rate we have a growth of
lettuce and other stuff that just makes me
happy.
Now to go back to the starting-point, I
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would almost goto the pains of growing a bed
of Grand Rapids lettuce jnst to look at, even
if it had no value. The price has been down
during the past winter because others are
growing it ; but even now we get 15 cents a
pound retail and 10 at wholesale, and I think
this pays very well. I do not know just how
many pounds of lettuce can be grown on a
square yard ; but where it is managed just
right, I tell you one can get a big lot.

CRIMSON CLOVER.

Once more crimson clover has wintered
beautifully on our rich well-underdrained soil.

As this is the fourth or fifth winter, I think
we might call it a very sure thing in our local-

it}' and with our method of treatment. You
may remember I told you of the wheat that
lodged so badly last summer. There was
enough seed left on the ground to make a very
good stand. Well, the wheat grew so tall last

fall that it fell down, and we sowed crimson
clover right on it some time in the fore part of

August. The clover was shaded and mulch-
ed, and it looked beautiful all during the fall,

and looks just as handsome now ; in fact, I do
not believe I ever had any crimson clover that
came through the winter looking so bright
and green before. There are a few small spots
where there didn't happen to be any wheat,
and on these spots the severe weather has
pretty nearly used up the clover ; but the
stand all over is, with the exception of these
spots, just splendid. Of course, the wheat
will stand up and grow; but I propose to turn
the wheat, clover, and all, under just before
the crimson clover gets into full bloom ; and
although I never heard of turning under wheat
to grow potatoes, I am inclined to think it

will work all right. Perhaps it is not practi-

cable to furnish any sort of protection like

this for crimson clover during the winter—
that is, to do it profitably ; but I think the
clover would be a great deal better if it could
have just about the kind of mulch that my
lodged wheat gave it.

RECOMMENDING NEW VARIETIES OF STRAW-
BERRIES, ETC.

You may remember that, some little time
ago, in visiting Matthew Crawford, he showed
me a strawberry of such wonderful luxuriance
of foliage that, had he told me it was a new
variety, and very scarce and high-priced, I do
not know but I would have given him $5.00
for a single plant. But friend Crawford is not
that sort of man ; and then he explained to
me that the wonderful growth and luxuriance
were not altogether on account of the plant,

but in the way he prepared the soil in that
one bed. It was light sandy soil, made very
rich with old stable manure, and then the
ground was pounded as hard as he could make
it, with a stamper, something like what we
use in setting fence-posts I went home and
began to experiment on some of our plant-
beds that had been manured so heavily so
many years that they contained almost too

much humus. We have a pounder worked by
two men, that we use in making cement floors

and similar work. I had two of the boys
stamp the dirt in one of our plant-beds as

hard as they could pound it. This was along
in the fall, when the ground was dry, and
would bear such pounding without injur}'.

About this time friend Thompson sent me
half a dozen Darling strawberry-plants, and I

think as many of the Earliest ; also some Car-
rie As he called these varieties all valuable
I put them into that stamped bed. They all

did wonderfully well, especially the Darling.
In watching the new plants I fear I forgot
somewhat the stamped bed, and gave the
credit to the new varieties. At the same time
I began experimenting with plants potted in

jadoo fiber, and a great number of them weTe
sent as premiums to our subscribers. The
next spring these six Darling plants gave a
nice lot of beautiful berries, away ahead of
any thing else unless it was the Earliest ; and
without thinking much about it I helped to
boom the Darling, which the originator held
at a very high price. Now, I have been great-
ly disappointed because we have not had more
favorable reports of the Darling. In fact, on
that account I have dropped it from our list

of strawberries. Margaret and Nick Ohmer
were also set in a pounded bed, and they both
made an immense growth, and produced won-
derful berries. I have been putting all of my
new varieties in pounded beds, because, when
one is anxious to get as many plants as he
can, as soon as possible, he must furnish the
best of conditions; and not all plants will pay
him so much better in highly fertilized and
compact beds than they do in the open field.

After I put the Darling and Earliest in the
open field and gave them the same chance as

the other varieties they have been very di.- ap-
pointing in our locality. 1 learn from others,
though, further south, that in some places
they do well.

From this I have been learning a lesson: We
should be careful, each and all of us, about
recommending a new plant before we have
given it field culture right along with the
others. Perhaps I might here speak of the
Gault raspberry. There has been a good deal
of complaint, and quite a few have called my
neighbor Gault a humbug and a swindler.
Now, this is very wrong. Mr. Gault did
grow, and I suppose even yet grows, Gault
raspberries by the acre. On his soil and with
his treatment they bear splendid crops away
along till frost; and I think they do year after

year. When I was regretting that I invested
so much in the Gault raspberry, and gave it so
much of a recommend one of my boys re-

marked that they had some plants at home
which they got of me, and they were doing
splendidly, and bore nice crops every year.

A second and third person in mv employ said

substantially the same thing. They declared
they did not consider this raspberry a humbug
at all; but the plants that we sent all over the
country, far and near, have, so far as I can
learn, been mostly failures. If our readers
will forgive me I am going to be more careful

in the future. I will tell }ou how things have
done on our grounds ; and if I deem them
worthy I will furnish you sample plants or
seeds at a very low price ; but we should all

learn better than to invest heavily in any
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thing until we have tried it on our own
ground. The above was suggested by receiv-

ing Bulletin 98, on small fruits, from the Ohio
Experiment Station. Here is what this bulle-

tin says about the Darling :

An early variety that gives fairly good results the
first part of the season, yielding one or two good pick-
ings. After that the berries run verv small. It can
not be recommended as worthy of further trial.

I am a little surprised that they did not
say something about its being extra earl)-.

Their report on strawberries is mostly on the

new kinds ; and I confess it was a real plea

sure to me to get an unbiased report from
disinterested sources and from honest students

in regard to the new strawberries that have
been lauded so much through our catalogs.

I think it will pay to send for this bulletin.

Simply write to the Experiment Station,

Wooster, Ohio. I will briefly go over what
they say, mentioning some that are now much
talked about :

The Clyde still ranks high, but they call it

rather soft for shipping, and not of the high-

est quality.

Glen Mary they also recommend, but it is

not quite as prolific as the Clyde, and is also

too soft for shipment.
The Margaret is a superior berry, but must

have high cultivation, and perhaps pounded
beds such as I have described. It does not
succeed under all conditions.

I am very glad to see they agree with me in

recommending the Rio as one of the very best

extra earlies. It is not only very early, but a

nice large berry, very much superior to

Michel's Early, Earliest, and all of that class.

Sample, after one season's trial, seems to

warrant nearly all that has been said in its

praise.

The Seaford they find rather soft, and not
as productive as one might expect from the

high recommends it has received.

Here is what they have to say in regard to

strawberries in their summary on the last page:

Strawberries require a large quantity of water, and
this is usually more easily secured by thorough culti-

vation than by irrigation.
In an experiment in soil culture in 1 8! »7 there were

found to be nearh five hundred barrels of water more
per acre in the cultivated than in the hoed plot. This
influenced the growth greatly, and in the succeeding
season increased the crop from 10 to 68 per cent.
In cultivation it is better to use a plank clod-crusher,

at least half of the time, rather than a cultivator all of
the time.
The newer varieties of strawberries most highly

commended are : Beauty, Berry's No. 2, Brownie,
Clyde, Enormous, Glen Mary, Jerry Rusk, Noland,
Orewiler, Sample, Superb.

This bulletin also includes reports on new
raspberries, blackberries, currants, and goose-

berries.

Matthew Crawford writes in a recent num-
ber of the Strawberry Culturist :

The man who believes that a horse-chestnut carried
in his pocket keeps off the rheumatism, or that a
horseshoe over the door keeps off spooks, can not be
convinced to the contrary; so the man who knows
that selection is the great thing in strawberry culture,
i spet tally ifhe has plantsfoi sale, can never be moved.
These positive people have lots of followers, because
the majority of people like to have some one to do
their thinking.

It seems to me there is too grand a truth in

the above to have it dropped and lost sight of.

40 per cent Discount

on 1898 Fences, and

10 per cen t Discount

on Supers packed with 1898 Fences.

In order to clean out from our
branches all that remain of last year's

stock of fences, and supers packed with
them, we offer them while they last at

a sufficient reduction to make them
move. l,ast year's fences, though not perfect,
can be used by those who prefer cheapness to
perfection. The cleats are '4 in. wide, where
we now make them {;,, and 12 to 2 inches thick,
while we now make them 13 to 2 inches. Slats
are a little closer together in some cases than
this year. These changes are so slight as to be
scarcely appreciable in results. There is some
stock at all of the addresses given below,
which we offer while it lasts, as follows:

'98 P fences, 60c per 100, $5.40 per 1000.
".is I " Toe " 6.50 " 1000.

'98 S •• 70c " 6.00 " 1000.

'98 2P or 21-8 supers $1.10 for 5; $ 2.20 for 10.

'98 4P or 41-8 " 1. SO for 5; 3.60 for 10.

'98 AD52P or r-8 hive 5.00 or 5; 9 00 for 10.

'98 AD64P or 1-8 hive 6.00 for 5: 11.00 for 10.

Usual extras for 10-frame supers and hives

A full supply of latest goods can also be had of

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.

10 Vine St., Phila elphia. Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Maine.

for one year's subscription for the brightest,
newest, and best Musical Journal in the U.
S. Five pages new and original songs CREE

and music in each number. Sample copy I liLLi

The Smith & White Co., Cleveland, 0.

P^vj. Coir. Seventy-five colonies of bees on eight-
rUI oalLi frame Lanpstroth and Heddon hives
at S3.00 each. Also a quantity of hives, combs, supers,
and section-cases.

F. R. Davenport, Box 383, Kalamazoo, Mich.

PADI V QUEENS now ready, $1 00; six for $4.50.
C/\K.LI After Apr ii id, 75c; six for $4 25; 12 for

$8.00. May, six for $3.75; dozen for $7.25. Warranted;
safe arrival guaranteed. Two yards. Big stock of
fine queens carefully reared by Doolittle's method.
Free circular. J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

I will be ready as usual to furnish
IIA^rlC queens the coming season. Many
*•*^^ * *^ * unsolicited testimonials tell of the

superiority of the Laws strain of
FAULTLESS 5-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am al<-o breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens readv in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CASH FOR BEESWAX.
Will pav 26 cents per pound cash, or 28 -cents in

trade, for any quantity of good, fair, average beeswax,
delivered at" our railroad station. The same will be
sold to those who wish to purchase, at 33 cents for best

selected wax. Old combs will not be accepted under any
consideration.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify us

by mail of amount sent, we can not hold ourselves
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a general
thing to send wax by express.

THE A. I. ROOT CO. Medina, Ohio.

25c

Q
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Spraying Fruit=trees.

The question of spraying fruit-trees to prevent the
depredations of insects, pests, and fungus diseases is

no longer an experiment but a necessity.

Our readers will do well to write Wm. Stahl, Quincy,
111., and get his catalog describing twenty one styles
of Spraying Outfits and full treatise on spraying the
different fruit and vegetable crops, which contains
much valuable information, and may be had for the
asking.

IEW STRAWBERRIES!NlMost complete list of popular varieties in Michi-
gan. Strong, healthy plants FRESH DUG and
GUARANTEED to all parts U.S. and Canada. We

also make a Specialty of Choice Michigan Grown

SEED POTATOES. "SffiSSSSS" FREE
istomers in many states say about
tuand gradeditttoek.

and note what
our carefully gro'

FLANSBURGH & PIERSON, Leslie, Mich.

In writing, mention Gleanings

ALHAIHBRA BLACKBERRY. Earliest blackberry
** known Plants 35 cts. per dozen; $1.25 per 100;

$10.00 per 1000 Edw. Smith, Carpenter, III.

Sweet = Potato Seed.
Many varieties. Best of the old and the new.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

ADDRESS

L. H. Mahan, Box 143, Terre Haute, Indiana.

DO YOU WANT EARLY QUEENS?
We can supply you with the choicest of
Tested Italian Queens for SI.00 each.
Orders filled by return mail Safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaianteed.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO., - 10 AEAUVILLt, LA

Albino Queens. If you want the most
prolific queens, if 3'ou

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw, try my Albinos. Untested
queens in April, $1. Tested," SI .50.

J. D. GIVENS Lisbon, Texas.

FREE! FREE!
A beautiful present with every order.

Cheapest place in Michigan to buy your
Supplies. Send for a price list explaining.

W. D. SOPER, Box 565, Jackson, Mich.

Best Seeds
that Grow!

Thousands of Dollars
in CASH PRIZES for 1899

and many other New Features,
of particular interest, presented in

URPEE'S
Farm Annual

Leading American Seed Catalogue
Mailed FREE to all.

A handsome new book of 176 pages,—tells

the plain truth about Seeds, including rare
Novelties which cannot be had elsewhere.
Beautiful colored plates and hundreds of illus-

trations from nature. Gives practical informa-
tion of real value to all who would raise the
choicest Vegetables and most beautiful Flowers.
Write a postal card TO=DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia

B

In writing, mention Gleanings

EVERGREENS
100, (5 to 8 in. $1; 12 to 18 in. $2.r>0.
10©, 3 ft. $10 prepaid. 100, 4lo«ft.
varieties, $15. 45choice Fruit trees, 20
varieties, $10. Ornamental A- Fruit
Trees. Catalogue and prices of 50
great bargain lots SENT FREE.
tW Good Loeal Agent* Wanted.

D. HILL, KSKiiiS, Dundee, 111.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Farm Wagon for only $19.95.

In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels with
Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Company,
Quincy, 111., have placed upon the market a Farmer's
Handy Wagon, sold at the low price of $19.95. The
wagon is only 25 inches high, fitted with 24 and 30

inch wheels with 4-inch tire.

This wagon is made of best material throughout,
and really costs but a trifle more than a set of new
wheels and fully guaranteed for one year. Catalog
giving a full description will be mailed upon applica-
tion by the Empire Manufacturing Co., Quincy, 111.,

who also will furnish metal wheels at low prices made
any size and width of tire to fit any axle.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Headquarters for the Albino Bee.
The Best in the World.

If you are looking for the bee that gathers the most
honey, and are the gentlest of all bees to handle, buy
the Albino. I can furnish the Italians, but orders
stand, as heretofore. 50 to 1 in favor of the Albino. I

manufacture and furnish supplies.

S. Valentine, liagerstown, Md.
In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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Barred Plymouth Rocks, Thompson strain;

Buff Leghorns, Am H strain; Black Mi-
norcas, Northup strain. Eggs. $1.00 per
13; $2.00 per 30. Circulars free.

Eggs for Matching. *

t
^CHAS. H. \ UE, Minerva, Ohio. 4

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CpMrj FOR MY PRICE LIST of high-grade straw-
oL.ni/ berry and blackberry plants. Special prices
on berry baskets and crates.

H H Anr.TFATHRT?. Minerva. O.

THEY HATCH MILLIONS
of Chickens, Uiicfes, Turkeys
and other fowls in every state
and territory in the Union and
in many foreign countries

—

THE PRAIRIE STATE

INCUBATORS.
Used by the largest poultry ii

breeders, duck and broiler farms 1
evervwhere. Have taken over «

300 first prizes in all kinds of competition.
The easiest to handle, cheapest to operate.
surest in results and most handsome and
durable in construction. 168 p. catalog and supplement
FREE. Prairie State Incubator Co., Homer City, Pa.

OR WOMAN
ir even a little

hil<l can make an entire

:he poultry busi-

lASCOTTE
INCUBATORS "'..I BROODERS

so simple and perfect

cannot fail with then,.

hat.h every fertile egg.
Sold" under a positive guarantee.

FUEE illustrated catalogue.

Mascotte Incubator & Lumber Co., Box 18. Bedford, Ohio

In writing, mention Gleanings.

SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS,
Hot Air or Hot Water.

standard machine^for hatch
strong, healthy chicks—self.

regulating, patent egg turning
trays, drying room under trays,

\y
J

i i, non-explosive lamp— these are a
ipW few of its good joints. Our US p
\ /M catalogue gives prices and descrip-

t —_Ji<*^ tion, also pointers en poultry

Buildings, etc., mailed for 6c stanv Write for it now.

DES MOINES INCUBVTOR CO., BoxS«3 Des Moines, Iowa.

^OLb~ON~TRIAL7
Buy no incubator and pay for it

before giving it a trial.
Many people have lost^aith in incubators be-
cause they bought one that was never intend-
ed to hatch chickens—made merely to sell.

The Yon Culin Incubators
are sold on trial subject to your approv-

al. Simplest machine made. A child can operate it. The biggest
catalogue and "poultry pointers" book published, sentfor 5c,
Plans for Brooders, Poultry Houses, etc., sent on receipt of 25c
Von Culin Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del-

iffs]
in -j

r-/ reg

HATCH GHICKEKS
BY STEAM-" ill' tha

EX C EliTo R "lSSba^r
Thousands in successtul operation.
,owen priced lst-class hatcher made.

GHO. II. STAIII.,
114 to 122 S. fith *t.. Onliiey. III.

in writing, mention Gleanings.

Be your own miner....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

ChC Cortilla lUill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-

meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child ran

operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO.
Address the Trank machinery GcBuffalo, n. V.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

BUY THE BEST.

If you want the best low-down wagon you should
buy the Electric Handy "Wagon. It is the best because
it is made of the best material; the best broad-tired
Electric Wheels; best seasoned white-hickory axles;
all other wood parts of the best seasoned white oak.
The front and rear hounds are made fr m the best

Electric
angle stet 1, which is neater, stronger, and in every
way better than wood. Well painted in rtd, and var-
nished. Extra length of reach and extra long stan-
dards supplied without additional cost when request-
ed. This wagon is guaranteed to cirry 4000 lbs. any-
where. Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 95, Quincy,
Illinois, for their new catalog which fully describes
this wagon, their famous Electric Wheels, and Elec-
tric Feed-Cookers.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 1809 until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec=

tion=boxes. I have also made arrangements

to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A 40-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPlTeS^
We have the be>t-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and <reatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 71 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity We sell the

Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

Hubbard Bee Hive Co., Ft
, d̂

ayne

Until the first of May will send one complete hive with
all the improvements for '09 to each address on receipt
of $1.50. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

Farm Bee-keeping
Is one of the leading departments in the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best
Farm and Bee paper in existence. Write for

sample copy and for clubbing rates with any
paper you want.

E. TAYLOR ABBOTT, St. Joe, Mo.

Pnr <s?llp Twentv-five sash 3 ft. 6 in. by 8 ft.; 2:

Till oalC
;n thick; glass 12x12; sash u^ed only

two years; cost SI.00 each without glass; will take $1.25
with glass. J. S. Warner, Medina, Ohio.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

la,

£
e
rnal™°

k
") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00

Doctor 354-in.
Conqueror 3-in.

Large 2%-in.
Plain 2-in.

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in.

Honey-knife

9.00
6.50

5.00
4.75

4.50

6.00

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

.90

.70

.60

.80

Before buying aBingham Smokers have all the new improvements.
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

fifteen years for a dollar ; one-half cent for a moth.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hetherinj
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQMAn, Farwell, Hichigan.
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Forewarned is

Forearmed.
DO NOT WAIT until

the last moment to order

your supplies.

YOU MAY BE DISAP-

TOINTED by delay Li.

shipment and lose a por-

tion of the honey harvest.

SAVE MONEY AND
GAIN HONEY by send-

ing us your estimate

NOW.
We are offering SPE-

CIAL INDUCEMENTS
FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Our 1899 CATALOG

FREE.

G. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

SPECIAL AGENTS.
E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
L C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.

r
************************«!

Bee * Supplies.

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

»&&»

POUDER'S HONEY JARS,
and every thing used by he-keepers.

L]w freight rates; prompt ser-

vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 Hassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, nJ.

*********AA^<*S^<VS**N'*S**S^^'

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-

ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page catalog

FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., riich.

CHAS ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

THEWHYOF IT
Noise Isn't Everything. The street band will attract

a crowd, but symphony concerts continue to be
well patronized.

Noisy claims for recognition have no permanent effect

on bicycle buyers, as the evidence must be heard
before the money is paid.

We claim nothing that the record will not substantiate.

The Cleveland bicycle is to-day accepted as the world's
Standard for Excellence.

Do You Ask Why? Then listen.—The Cleveland was
the first bicycle of standard type to be built and
marketed in America. That it has always been a

good bicycle is best shown by the growth of our
business. We to-day own and operate four fac-

tories making nothing but Cleveland bicycles,

with an output and acreage of floor space greater
than any other exclusive bicycle factory in the
world.

The Cleveland is the only bicycle embodying such ex-
clusive features as Burwell Ball and Roller Bear-
ings. Burwell detachable tires and Cleveland
hardened block and pin chain.

The Burwell Ball and Roller Bearing saves the rider;

it runs easier and is thoroughly dust proof Its life

is ten times greater than the best ordinary bearing
as has been shown by severest tests. The Burwell
detachable tire is easier to repair when punctured
(you can do it yourself), more resilient and depend-
able than any other. The Cleveland hardened
block and pin chain will stand more usage and sho,v
less wear than any other chain or combination of
gears on the market. When used with our gear
case it gives the maximum of safety and conveni-
ence with a minimum loss of power.

The Cleveland has led the reformation in bicycle con-
struction. A few years ago we astonished the
world by producing a safe and durable mount at

40 lbs., when all others weighed 60 lbs. and over.
We are to-day manufacturing bicycles at 21 lbs.,

weight for ladies and gentlemen—the lightest
bicycles made for road use.

The Evidence summed up shows that ours is the only
bicycle on the '99 market embodying new and
valuable improvements. Cleveland bicycles are
handled by the best trade the world over. Prices
from $35.00 to $75.00. Send for catalog. No. 14.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Mfrs.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BRANCHES:—New York, Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia. Buffalo, Detroit, Toledo, San
Francisco, Toronto, London, Paris, Ham-
burg.

FACTORIES:—Toledo, Ohio; Westfield, Mass.;

Toronto Junction, Ont.; Thompsonville,
Conn.

=-J
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BUSINESS^ MANAGER

OILED COTTON GLOVES FOR HANDLING BEES.

Some of the large honey-producers in New York
State and elsewhere have been using, for handling
bees, gloves made of heavy cotton drill soaked in lin-

seed oil, and dried. The oil treatment, when proper-
ly done, makes the gloves sting proof. We have a
sample pair of these gloves, and have made an order
for a supply for stock. They are made in three sizes
—small, medium, and large. The small correspond to
ladies' sizes in rubber ; the medium to gents' sizes,

and the large to extra sizes. The price is 50 cents a
pair. We shall not be prepared to supply them be-
fore May; but in the meantime we shall be pleased to
book orders for samples, if any wish to try them.

THIN-BASE FOUNDATION.
We should like to hear from those interested in the

new thin-base foundation. If enough interest is tak-
en in it to warrant, we will increase our facilities for
making it so as to reduce the cost, and thereby get the
price down to perhaps 75 cents a pound this season.
Bear in mind, it has high walls as well as thin base.
There are about 5 pieces in thickness to an inch, so
that it occupies about 2 I

2 times the space of the same
weight of ordinary super foundation. It is neatly
packed in paper boxes of % lb. and 1 lh. each, and in
sizes for the 1%. the 4x5, and the 3 5

sx5 sections.
Prices, for the present, as given in last issue of
Gleanings. Send for small free sample if you want
to see what it is like before you order.

ADVANCING PRICES.

The scarcity of metals of various kinds results in
continually advancing prices. We ordered a carload
of tin plates early in December, and have not received
them yet, and have no definite assurance when we
shall get them. In the meantime prices have ad-
vanced over thirty per cent. We recently placed an
order for a carload of nails at $12.00 a ton more than
we paid in December, hive-gallon square cans have
advanced 10 to 12 cts. jar box of two cans, and other
tinware in about the same proportion. We are fortu-
nate in having a good stock. We will not advance
our pi ices till compelled to do so, but that maybe
very soon.

ONE-GALLON SQUARE CANS.

We have sold so far this season, mainly for maple
syrup, about 13,000 one-gallon square cans, and we
have tiOOO more just arriving from the factory. Most
of these have l^'-inch screw cap, and we sell them at
11.00 per 100 less than the regular lever-seal can
shown in our catal. g. Some have a large 2j£-inch
cap in the center of the top of can, with a wire bail.

These are 25 cents per 100 moie than the small caps.
Price of tnese cans, with l^-inch cap, $9.00 per 100;

$80.00 per 1000; with 2^-inch cap, SO. 25 and $82.50 re-

spectively. These prices hold only while this stock
lasts. If thej^ go off as fast as previous stock, they
will not last ten days. Send in your orders if you
want any.

BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.

Last year we received during the month of March
about 2000 orders, while this year in the same time we
have received about half that number. A year ago
we began running night and day the first of March;
this year we are turning out as many or more goods
during an 11-hours' day run ; and unless business in-
creases very materially we shall be able to get along
this year without running nights. With the excep-
tion of some carload orders we are shipping orders
promptly. In some cases, where odd or special goods
are ordered there is a little delay. We are gaining
fast on carload orders, and expect, by the middle of
April, to be pretty well caught up.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since reporting the middle of February, we have

shipped over thirty full carloads as follows: One to
Prothero & Arnold." Dubois, Pa.; one to W. W. Cary,
Lyousville, Mass.; two to Geo. E. Hilton; one to

Thomsonville; the other to Fremont, Mich.; one to O.
P. Hyde & Son, Hutto, Texas; three to ourbrano|»t
.Syracuse; one to Philadelphia; one to St. Paul; ont>"Jb
Sacramento, Cal., and one to Los Angeles, Cal. The
latter was ordered back before it had gone far, be-
cause of the continued drouth. One to Rocky Ford,
Colorado; one to Vickery Brothers, Rvansville, Ind.;
one to A. F. McAdams, Columbus Grove, Ohio, six-
teen carloads for export, besides four more going
within a few days. We are sending a very large car
for Salt Lake City, Utah, and another for Reno, New
This will still leave six or eight cars not shipped, for
which we have orders entered. We have shipped one-
half more cars this year than we had shipped up to
the same date last year. We still have a large stock
to draw on, and are in very much better condition for
filling orders promptly than we were a year ago.

new boiler.

We now have our new 400-horse-power water-tube
boiler connected with the new engine, and we are no
longer troubled for lack of steam. The shavings and
sawdust collected from the machines by the exhaust-
fans furnish all the fuel needed so far, so that we not
only need no coal, but have wood and kindling to sell.

Our old boilers are for sale, at least two of them; will
give particulars to those interested.

SECONDHAND BICYCLF; A $75.00 CLEVELAND FOR
$39.00.

As our readers know, every season I get a new
wheel, simply for the reason that I like to keep up
with the times; and so far 1 have sold these bicycles
to some of our readers. My Cleveland, referred to ed-
itorially on page 112, is practically as good as new—

a

$75 00 machine, audit has all the latest 1898 fittings.

I had it fitted up to order. I am an advocate of large
tires, because they are so much easier-running and
longer-lived. The tires on this machine are 1% inches
wide and 2 inches deep; and for real solid comfort
they beat any thing else I ever tried. The handle-
bars are wood, and can be either diopped or raised.
The saddle is the extra-wide Wheeler—the easiest sad-
dle, to my notion, that was ever made. The chain is

the celebrated Cleveland, hardened pin and link, and
the sprockets are of large diameter. The whole is

protected by a gear-case, and is nearly air-tight. I

have ridden this wheel for a whole year, and I have
not had to touch the chain during all that time. The
price at which we offer this bicycle, for all practical
purposes as good as new, the enan el and nlck«-l being
intact, is an even $39.00, or but little more than half
price; and 1 would say that it is a far better machine
than nine-tenths of the so-called high grades at $10.00
and $50 00

I have also a tandem, the list price of which was, in
1897, $150. and it cost us an even $101 It is one of the
best machines that was ever built, and is in first-class

order We will sell this for an even $10.00. Particu-
lars on application. It will be necessary to speak
quickly in order to secure these bargains. If they are
not exactly as we represent, thev can be returned at
my expense. E. R. Root, Medina, O.

Special Notices by A. 1. Root.

SOJA (OR SOY) BEAN—REDUCTION IN PRICE.

Instead of $2.50 per bushel, as in our catalog, read
$2.00 per bushel

;
peck. 60 cts.; quart, 10 cts. Leaflet

mailed on application, telling all about this legume.

SWEET POTATOES FOR BEDDING GROWING PLANTS.
This year we shall handle only two varieties—the

well known Yellow Jersey and the General Grant
Vineless. Either kind will be, % peck, 30 cts.; r eck,
45 cts.; bushel, $1.50; barrel, S3 50. If wanted by mail,
20 cts. per lb., postpaid. We expect to have them
readv to send out any time during May. Sweet-potato
plants of the above will be readv during June and
July. Price of plants: 10 for 5 cts.; "40 cts. per 100; $3.00

per" 1000. If wanted by mail, 25c per 100 extra.

THE BIGGLE POULTRY-BOOK.
I find we have ten copies of these still on hand un-

sold. Now the Biggie Poultry book, is a little one, but
it is the handsomest poultry-book, by all odds, for the
price, of any thing out. Aside from the colored pic-

tures of the fowls, there are beautiful photos from
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life, lots of little cuts that tell a good deal, and the
whole is written in that bright racy style characteris-
tic of the Farm Journal. This latter, "as you know, is

made up of valuable facts boiled down into a few
words, and so with this poultry-book. The price, post-

paid, is 50 cts. Perhaps I might mention that we had
one single order for three dozen copies from Australia.

frost; when to expect it, and how to lessen
the injury therefrom.

The above is the title of an exceedingly valuable
bulletin from our good friend Willis L. Moore, Chief
of the Weather Bureau. It explains all about frosts,

in what way they do damage, and discusses most thor-
oughly all modem methods of protecting crops of all

kinds from damage by frost.and freezes. It considers
the matter all the way from covering plants in cold-
f ames to protecting orange-trees in California and
Florida. If you want it, send a p >stal card to the
Weather Bureau. Department of Agiiculture. Wash-
ington, D. C, and ask for Built tin No. 23, on frost.

This bulletin, if it could be in the hands of the proper
people during the next few weeks, might save thou-
sands of dollars. I have read it all through with ex-
ceeding interest, many portions of it several limes over.

HUBBARD SQUASH SEED—ADVANCE IN PRICES.

I judge there must be a scarcity, for I notice the
seed has pretty nearly doubled in price; and instead
of the figures in our price list the best we can do until
further notice is: Ounce, 5 cts.; pound, 50 cts.; 5 lbs.,

$2.25; 10 lbs., $4.00. I suppose almost anybody can
grow Hubbard squash seed, but there ought to be
some arrangement for disposing of the squash. We
have caniied pumpkin that will keep any number of
years, and a nice article is retailed as low as three
cans for 25 cts. Is there any reason why Hubbard
squashes can not be canned in the same way? If so,

then it is the canning-factory's place to furnish the
seed. Of course, the strain would be good and pure,
and none but nice squashes should be put into the
cans, and the seeds saved only from these nice ones.
As Hubbard squashes can be kept clear through the
winter, the canning-factory would not need to be a
large one, for, in fact, it could can squashes all winter
at its leisure. And, by the way, is it not true that good
Hubbard squashes always biing good prices, not only
in towns and cities, but even in the small villages?

KEEPING FLIES FROM CATTLE AND HORSES; KERO-
SENE APPLIED WITH THE FAULTLESS SPRAY-

PUMPS.

Several weeks ago somebody told us a spray of ker-
osene applied with these little sprayers would banish
flies from horses and cattle instantly. He said the
little machine paid for itself alone in keeping the
flies away from his cow while he was milking. The
letter containing this information stems to have been
mislaid; but this is an exceedingly important matter.
During fly-time the damage to horses and cattle both
goes away up into the dollars, aside from the inconven-
ience of having the animals twitching and thrashing
around in.-tead of attending to the business on hand.
Will others who have used these imp ements for this
purpose let us know about it? As I understand it,

pure kerosene applied in the furm of a fine mist or
spray does the work as well as any of the much-ad-
vertised liquids made for this special purpose; and
will somebody tell us if the same arrangement will
answer for expehing vermin from poultry ?

HANDBOOKS ON GARDENING.
After visiting Henry A. Dreer's wonderful green-

house covering an entire square acre, I introduced his
little book, "Vegetables Under Glass," and we have
had a large sale of it; in fact, it is being called for al-

most constantly. At the same time I made an edit j-

rial mention of two other books by Dreer. One of
them, " Open-air Vegetables." is a companion to " Gar-
dening Under Glass." The first book tells us how to
start stuff undtr sashes, and the second tells us how
to manage the same stuff after the sashes are taken
off, or after the vegetables are moved from the green-
house into the open air. Both books are exceedingly
valuable, and by buying lots of them we are enabled
to furnish them at the very low price of 20 cts. each;
by mail, 23 cts.

There is another valuable book by Dreer, entitled
"Grasses and Clovers, with Notes on Forage Plants,"
at the same price as the above And. by the way, all

of these books are most fully illustrated. A large part
of the pictures are photos of the gardens, beds, sashes,
shutttrs, and cheap greenhouses, as well as the plants.
A great many times the pictuies alone may be worth
the price of the book to the purchaser. In addition to
the above three books we have still another, by T.
Greiner— " The Young Market-gardener." This bock
is also fully illustrated, and full of valuable hints.
The regular price is 50 els., postpaid; but we have
about a dozen copies left that we will close out for 35
cts., postpaid.

Books for Bee=keepers and Others.
Any of these books on which postage is not given

will be forwarded by mail, postpaid on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable

to disappointment if we make a purchase without see-
ing the article. Admitting that the book-seller could
read all the books he offers, as he has them for sale, it

were hardly to be expected he would be the one to
mention all the faults, as well as good things about
a book. We very much desire that those who favor us
with their patronage shall not be disappointed and
therefore we are gt-ing to try to prevent it by mention-
ing all the fault -;, so far as we can, that the purchaser
may know what he is getting. In the following list,

books that we approve we have marked with a *;

those we especially approve, **
; those that are not up

to times, f ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the
lines, \ ; foreign, g. The bee-books are all good.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods

by freight or express, incurring no postage, we give
prices separately. You will notice that you can judge
of the size of the books very well by the amount re-

quired for postage on each.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
Postage.] [Price without postage.

8 I
Bible, good print, neatly bound 20

10 Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 50
20

I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75
This is a large book of 425 pages, and 175 illustra-

tions, and would usually be called a S2.00 book. A
splendid book to present to children. Sold in gilt edge
foi 25 cents more.
6

|
First Steps for Little Feet 50

By the author of the Story of the Bible. A better
book for young children can not be found in the
whole round of literature, and at the same time there
can hardly be found a more ai tractive book. Beauti-
fully bound and fully illustrated.

3
|

John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by Rev.
C. H. Spurgeon* 10

1
|
Gospel Hymns, consolidated, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 1,

words only; cloth, 10c; paper 5
2 Same, board covers 20
5 Same, words and music, small type, board cov. 45
10 Same, words and music, board covers 75
3 New Testament in pretty flexible covers 05
5 New Testament, new version, paper covers 10

5 Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4 Stepping Heavenward** IS

15 Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will

be read by almost every child.
I "The" Life of Trust'" by Geo. Muller** 1 25

5
|
Tobacco Manual** 45

This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left

around where the boys get hold of it, and any boy who
reads it will be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY7 FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

A B C of Bee Culture, cloth 1

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson ...

Amateur Bee-keeper, by J. W. Rouse
Btes and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I., § 2

Same, Vol. II., \ 2
Same, Vols. I. and II., postpaid 5
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman
Cook's New Manual, cloth 1

Doolittle on Queen-rearing
Dzierzon Theory
Foul Brood; Its Natural History and Rational
Treatment

Honey as Food and Medicine
Langstroth Revised, by Chas. Dadant & Son 1

?uinby's New Bee-keeping 1

hirty Years Among the Bees, by H Alley
Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker
The Honey-bee, by Thos. William Cowan
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|
British Bee-keeper's Guide-book, by Thomas
William Cowan, England £ 40

3 I Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A. I. Root... 15

i |
Winter Problem in Bee-keepirg, by Pierce 4t>

j
Bieuenzucht und Honiggewinnung 50

Or "Bee Culture and the Securing of Honey," a Ger-
man bee-book by J. F. Eggers, of Grand Island, Neb.
Postage free.

MISCELLANEOUS HAND BOOKS.

5 I All Egg farm, Stoddard** 40
5 ABC of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 25
5

I
A B C of Strawberry Culture,** by T. B. Terry.. 35

Probably the leading book of the world on straw-
berries.
3

|
A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** 35

This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work.
I Barn Plans and Out-buildings* 1 50
Canary birds, paper 50

2
|
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 25

The first really full and complete book on celery
culture, at a moderate price, that we have had. It is

full of pictures, and the whole thing is made so plain
that a schoolboy ought to be able to grow paying
crops at once without any assistance except from the
book.
15 I Draining for Profit and Health, Warring 1 35
10

|
Fuller's Grape Culturist** 1 15

8 |
Domestic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M D.** ... 30

This book ought to save at least the money it costs,

each year, in every household. It was written by a
doctor, and one who has made the matter of domestic
economy a life study. The regular price of the book
is $1.00, but by taking a large lot of them we are en-
abled to make the price only 30 cents.
10

|
Farming for Boys* 1 15

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions,
and it seems to me that it ought to make farm-life fas-

cinating to any boy who has any sort of taste for gar-
dening.
7

|

Farm, Gardening, and Seed-growing** 90
12 Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 35
12 Gardening for Profit** 1 35
8

I
Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 1 25

This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Al-
though it goes over the same ground occupied by Peter
Henderson, it particularly emphasizes thorough culti-

vation of the soil in preparing your ground : and this
matter of adapting it to young people as well as old is

brought out in a most happy vein. If your children
have any sort of fancy for gardening it will pay you to
make them a present of this book. It has 187 pages
and 40 engravings.
3

|
Grasses and Clovers, with Notes on Forage
Plants 20

This is by Henry A. Dreer, author of the book,
" Vegetables Under Glass " that has had such a large
sale of late. This little book tells how six tons of
grass has been grown to the acre, and gives much
other valuable matter.
10

|
Greenhouse construction, by Prof, Taft** 1 15

This book is of recent publication, and is as full and
complete in regard to the building of all glass struc-
tures as is the next book in regard to their manage-
ment. Any one who builds even a small structure for
plant-growing under glass will save the value of the
book by reading i' carefully.
15

|
How to Make the Garden Pay** 1 35
Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 60
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 1 80
Gregory on Cabbages, paper* 20
Gregory on Squashes, paper* 20
Gregory on Otiions. paper* 20

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are
all valuable. The book on squashes especially is good
reading for almost anybody, whether they raise
squashes or not. It strikes at the very foundation of
success in almost any kind of business.

I Handbook for Lumbermen 05
10

I
Household Conveniences 1 40

2 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15
10

|
How to Get Well and Keep Well 90

An exposition of the Salisbury system of curing dis-

ease by the " lean-meat diet."

2
|
Injurious Insects, Cook 10

10
|
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Orchard* 1 10

By Stewart. This book, so far as I am informed, is

almost the only work on this matter that is attracting
so much interest, especially recently. Using water
from springs, brooks, or windmills to take trie place
of rain, during our great drouths, is the great problem
before us at the present day. The book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.
7

|
Market-gardening and Farm Notes 75

This is by a real, live, enterprising, successful mar-

ket-gardener who lives in Arlington, a suburb of Bos-
ton, Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the fore-
most to make inigation a practical success, and he
now irrigates his grounds by means of a windmill and
steam-engine whenever a drouth threatens to injure
the crops. The book has 20S pages, and is nicely il-

lustrated with 110 engravings.

3 I Maple Sugir and the Sugar-bush** 32
4

|
Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10

Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.
5

|
Manures ; How to Make and How to Use
Them ; in paper covers 30

6
|
The same in cloth covers 65

3
|
Onions for Profit** 40

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old
onion culture and the new method. The book is fully
illustrated, and written with all the enthusiasm and
interest that characterizes its ai'thor, T. Greiner.
Even if one is not particularly interested in the busi-
ness, almost any person who picks up Greiner's books
will like to read them througri.

|
Our Farming, by T. B. Terry** 1 50

In which he tells " how we have made a run-down
farm bring both profit and pleasure."
This is a large book, 6x9 inches, 307 pages, quite ful-

ly illustrated. It is Terry's first large book ; and while
it touches on the topics treated in his smaller hand-
books, it is sufficiently different so that no one will
complain of repetition, even if he has read all of Ter-
ry's little books. I should call it the brightest and
most practical book on farming, before the world at

the present day. The price is $2.00 postpaid, but we
have made arrangements to furnish it for only SI.50.

We are so sure it will be worth many times its cost
that we are not afraid to offer to take it back if any-

one feels he has not got his money's worth after he
has read it. If ordered by express or freight with
other goods, 10c less.

1
|
Poultry for Pleasure and Profit.** 10

8 Practical Floriculture, Henderson.* 1 10

10 Profits in Poultry.* 75

2
I

Practical Turkey-raising 10

By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we
offer for 10 cts.

;
postage, 2 cts.

2
|
Rats : How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Charac-
ter.** 15

1 Silk and the Silkworm 10

10 Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 1 10

10 Success in Market-Gardening* 90
10 Talks on Manures* 1 35
7 Ten Acres Enough 75
10 The New Agriculture

; or, trie Waters Led Cap-
tive (a $1.50 book) 40

2
J

Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10
5

I

Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35
Fully illustrated, containing every thing of impor-

tance clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the il-

lustrations given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone
make the book worth what it costs, to every one who
has occasion to lay ten rods or mc re of tile. There is

as much science in digging as in doing almost any
thing else ; and by following the plan directed in the
book, one man will often do as much as two men with-
out this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with trie subject, and was written by the
author while he was engaged in the work of digging
the ditches and laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has
laid literally miles of tile on his own farm in Hudson,
Ohio.
3 I Tomato Culture 35
3 Vegetables under Glass, by H. A. Dreer** 20
3

I

Vegetables in the Open Air 20
This is a sort of companion book to the one above.

Both books are most fully illustrated, and are exceed-
ingly valua' le, especially at the ver- low price at
which they are sold. The author, H. A. Dreer, has a
greenhouse of his own that covers one solid acre, and
he is pretty well conversant with all the arrangements
and plans for protecting stuff from the weather, and
afterward handling to the best advantage when the
weather will permit out of doors.

3
|
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 25

This is friend Terrv's second book in regard to farm
matters ; but it is so intimately connected with his po-
tato-book that it reads almost like a sequel to it. If you
have only a horseor a cow, I think it will pay you to
invest in a book. It has 41 pages and 4 cuts.

3
|
Wood's Common Objects of the Microscope**. . 47

8
|
What to Do and How to be Happy While doing

It, by A. I. Root 42

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
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Advertisers' Department of Short Write-ups.

A QOOD POTATO-PLANTER.

The lmproved=Robbi> s Plants loo Per Cent of
the Seed.

The Improved-Robbins potato-planter will open a
loose furrow, mix the fertilizer (when used) thorough-
ly with the soil, drop the seed any desired distance—
12, 14, lo lA, 17, 18*4. or 20 inches "apart — cover with
discs as much or as little soil as desired. Drops 100
per cent of the seed correctly—making no misses or
doubles. The makers of this planter guaiantee it to
do satisfactory work upon a fair and impartial trial.

Kvery farmer who is thinking of purchasing a pota-
to-planter should look thoroughly into the merits of
this machine. A copy of the handsome "Iron Age"
catalog, describing forty great labor-saving farm and
garden implements, will be sent free: also a copy of
a special catalog describing the planter mentioned
above. Bateman Mfg. Co., Box 120, Grenloch, N. J.

The Prairie State Incubator Company.
The Prairie State incubator that is so well known

throughout the U. S., is a machine used exclusively on
the largest poultry and duck farms in the world. On
these faims from 40 to 60 300-egg machines are used to
hatch out thousands of chickeus and ducks through-
out the season. After a careful test on the U. S. Ag-
ricultural Experimental Farm, at Washington, the
Prairie State incubators and brooders were adopted,
and now used exclusively there. In addition to ihe^e
two recommendations, the machines have been award-
ed 3 '7 first premiums all over the United States and
Canada. Our machines have a'so been put on exhi-
bition in fo eign countries, and have been awarded
the highest honors in the way of gold medals, diplo-
mas, etc. Prairie State Incubator Co., Homer City, Pa.

Kerosene Emulsion in Spraying.
The value of kerosene as a material for sp-aying

has been generally appreciated by horticulturists and
others for some time, but the difficu ty and uncertain-
ty of preparing and using the various emulsions of
kerosene has prevented its general use. With an eye
singly fixed on its value we set to work experimenting
for a machine that would make its own emulsion while
in the act of spraying. The result is the "Weed" Knap-
sack Kerosene-sprayer, the " Success " Bucket Kero-
sene-sprayer, and the "Peerless" Barrel Kerosene-
sprayer. The great success of these machines is due to
the fact that the force applied in pumping injects just
the amount of kerosene desired into the spray in such
a manner as to make a perfect emul.-ion. The amount
of kerosene is easily regulated by an indicator on the
top of the kerosene-tank which controls the percent-
age of oil. Our illustrated catalog and price list con-
taining complete formulas for spraving. in additi n
to description of their very complete line of pumps
and nozzles, sent on application. The Deming Co.,
Salem, Ohio.

The Inter-State Manufacturing Co., of Hudson, St.

Croix Co., Wis., is steadily growing into one of the
permanent institutions of Hudson, and promises,
with ordinary good fortune, to be a plant of no mean
proportions
As is well known, the company bought the old chair

factory outfit a year or two ago, and thoroughly over-
hauled it for adaptation to the new line of work. This
is primarily the manufacture of bee-hives and sup-
plies, and incidentally the making of boxes and
crates, and doing general job work in wood-working
lines.—The Hudson Star-Times, Hudson, Wis.

We often wonder if the general public properly ap-
preciate the privilege of doing business with the pio-
neers and origirators of an industry. Undoubtedly
nobody else has so many advantages in the way of
knowledge of the business, requirements of the trade,
actual needs of the people, best and most economic
methods of manufacture, etc., as the active and ob-
serving pioneer in any line of manufacture.
We know that this is true at least in the manufac-

ture of green-bone cutters. The Mann green-bone
cutter was the original perfected machine of its kind,
and remains to-day the leader among such machines.
We have the largest factory in the world devoted ex-
clusively to the manufacture of green bone cutters,
and are selling more machines than all other manu-
facturers combined. F. W. Mann Co., Box 37, Milford,
Mass.

A POSTAL
CARD WILL

Bring to you a copv of our richly illustrat-
ed catalog, "HEM "TALK." which tells all
about Housing and Feeding Poultry, the
Best Breeds, Capons and Caponizing. Urood
Coops, Exhibiting, Diseases, Best Methods.
etc., and will

Tell You Where to Buy
America's best Buff, Barred, and White
Plymouth Rocks, Eight Brahmas, and Buff
Cochins. We pay the express charges on
stock and eggs. We also carry an up-to-
date line of

Poultry Supplies

at Cut Prices.
48-inch "Climax " No 2 mesh poultry-net-
ting for 82.4.3 per bale of 150 running feet,
or o-bale lots at $2.2.5; other widths in pro-
portion. Drinking-fountains at 15c each.
Egg-te'teisat Hoc. with lamp complete. Cut
clover hav, S2.15 per 1(H) lbs. P. D. Q.. 5 lbs.

for $1.00. Ovster-shells. §1.2.5 per 100 lbs.

Sea shells, $2.25 per bhl. Broken crackers,
SI 40 per bbl.. and a hundred and one other
articles on which we, with one or two ex-
ceptions, pay the freight charges.

Highland Poultry Farm,
P. 0. Box 44, - Blue Ash, Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

FOR SALE.
In Cincinnati, Ohio, the honey and bee-
keepers' supply business established and
formerly owned by the late Chas. F. Muth
& Son. Will sell cheap. Call on or address

Mrs. Anna fluth, 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

CINE ITALIAN QUEENS at 50 cts. as they come, or
75 cts. selected, or ?1 00 the very best. All reared

in 1898 from imported mothers. Or 200 nuclei, one-
frame, queen included, at $1.25. We shall dequeen
400 colonies in April, hence these low prices. Nuclei
are strong and full of brood. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Q. F. Davidson & Son, Fairview, Texas. .

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

GLEANINGS AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIVJI,

I must say your journal is the thing to advertise in.

I had answers without end. consequently I sold the
dogs. I shall come again when I have any thing for
sale or exchange. Robt. Golling.
Eenoir City, Tenn., Feb. 10.

I still desire to assure you that no periodical is so
welcome and appreciated in my house as Gleanings.
Please continue to send it to me as usual.

J. F. Munday.
Woodville, N. S. Wales, Australia. Nov. 4.

THE INNER LIFE OF PROMINENT BEE-KEEPERS.
I should like to have you give us little insights into

the private life of such men as Mr. Doolittle and Dr.
Miller. I think most of your readers would not ob-
ject to knowing something c f the home life of our
great teachers, and hope you will continue to favor us
with such pictures and sketches. When we learn to
love a man because he is good and useful, we can not
find out too much of the good side of his life.

Roxobel, N. C. Dec. 24. Geo. H. Karnes.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Cleveland.—We quote our honev market to-dav as

follows: Fancy white, 13@14; No. 1, 12@13; A No. 1

amber, 10@11; No. 2 amber, 9@10; buckwheat, 8; ex-
tracted white, 7; amber, 6; buckwheat, 5.

A. B. Williams & Co.,
April 7. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Detroit.—Decreasing demand and the attempt to
crowd sales has forced down prices on comb honey.
We now quote fancy white. 12; No. 1, 10@11; dark and
amber, 8@9. Extracted in fair demand without change
in prices. Beeswax, 25@26%.
April 10. M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Mich.

Springfield.—Market a little slow the past week.
Fancy, 14@15; A No. 1, 12(S),13; No. 1, 10(3*11: fancy
buckwheat, 10: No. 1, 8. Believe market will be slow
from now on for some time.

Perkins & Hatch,
April 8. Springfield, Mass.

Albany.—Honey market quiet, with stock about all

gone. Could use some of both comb and extracted to
sell at—comb, 7@12; extracted, 5 lA@t> lA-

MacDodgal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

April 10. Albany, N. Y.

Philadelphia.—The demand for honey has kept
up better than usual this season on account of cool
spring, but the supply has been fully equal to the de-
mand. We quote fancy comb 15; No. 1, 13; amber, 9@
11; extracted white, 7; amber, 5@6: beeswax, 28. We
are producers of honey—do not handle on commission.

Wm. A. Selser,
April 8. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—Stocks of white comb honey are about
exhausted, and this is as it should be if a market
is to be had for the expected large flow of nectar
for the season of 1899. Choice grades of white, 12@13;
travel-stained and light-amber, l0@ll; buckwheat and
dark, 7@8; extracted white, 7@8; amber, 6@7; dark
amber, 5@6; beeswax. 26. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
April 8. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60-lb. cans for
S7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.
L,as Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

Wants and Exchange.

U/ANTED.—Handy man who understands work in
'* apiary and can handle bees for comb and ex-
tracted honey. State age, and if have family. No li-

quor or tobacco. I am an expert, and will do the man-
aging. Address M. P. Rhoads, I,as Animas, Col.

wANTED.—To buy a second-hand shingle-mill; al-

so a circular-saw mill. Address
Wm. S. Ammon, 216 Court St., Reading, Pa.

wANTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
with tin separators, for something lean use.

C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

VMANTED.—Your address for a free copy of my
*' book on queen-rearing.

Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.

Vl/ANTED.—To furnish my hives and sections, to
''cartful men. for a share of No. 1 clover honey.
Also 4 sizes of the prize comb-honey cartons, and 68
pages of " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

VL!ANTED.—To exchange man-trailing bloodhounds,
^' foundation-mill, and bone-mill, for L,. hives in
flat. Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

wANTED —To buy a carload of bees; 10-frame hives
and Hoffman frames preferred.

B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

VL'ANTED.—25 to 100 colonies of bees on 1,. frames at
'" 12.00 each. Prefer bees near home. Will ex-
change a hot-water heating outfit for brooder-house
for anything I can use; outfit cost $50; value same at

|25; is good as new. H. G. Quirin, Parkertown, O.

WANTED.—100 three-frame (Simplicity size) nuclei
of sealed brood, with young queen— Italian or

Carniolan, May 25. Also 50 young queens. .Send price.

W. h. Coggshall, West Groton, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange for peahen, peafowl eggs,
and a few Italian queens for May delivery, eggs

from pen of White Plymouth Rocks wiih average
score 94}i, valued at f1.50 for 15 eggs.

A. W. Carson, Joplin, Mo.

WANTED.—To exchange a lot of new hives and
foundation for honey, beeswax, or cash; will al-

low 30c for beeswax; market price for honey. Hives
and frames nicely nailed up with empty supers, at

Root's prices. D. H. Tweedy, Dillonvale, Ohio.

WANTED.—A situation, or to rent an apiary for the
coming season. S. Whitewell, Galena, Kan.

QUEENS
Smokers. Section =

,

uomb Foundation,
And all tpmirun Supplier

K. T. FLANAGAN. Hellc\llle
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$5 for only $1!

Some one,
we believe, has said that, to subscribe

for all the bee-papers, would cost §5 ;

and that just one paper, costing a

dollar a year, would be sufficient pro-

vided that paper contained, besides

its regular matter, the cream of all

the other bee-papers. Well, that one
paper, of course, is the AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL. Not because we pub-
lish it do we say this, but because a

good many people believe it comes
nearest beinjj the truth.

Now,
we never have advised taking only

one bee-paper ; but we are willing to

say that, if you can afford to subscribe

for only one, it should be the old

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, which is is-

sued weekly, and is always crowded
with the best bee-information.

i
( We know

its editor doesn't know everything

;

he hasn't produced 100,000 tons of

honey ; he hasn't kept bees a whole
century ; he isn't acquainted with all

the bte keepers now living or who
ever lived ; in fact, he's just a little,

plain, hard-working fellow who tries

to get up a good bee-journal every

week in the year, and he thinks he
succeeds. That's all.

If you want
to see a copy of the AMERICAN BEE
JOURNAL, send us your name and ad-

dress on a postal card ; or, if you want
a good big '

' taste "of it send us 10

cents (in stamps or silver) and we
will mail you 13 different numbers
that have been issued this year. That
means a " trial trip" of three months
for only io cents. How about it ?

Hadn't you better write us at once?
We believe you will do «>.

ADDRESS

Geo.W.York&Co.,
118 Michigan St.. - ° Chicago, HI.

Publishers of the oldest bee-paper in America.

About
Bees

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Medina. Ohio,

or F. Danzen baker.
Box 66, Washington, D.C.

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee=keepers'

Supplies.

t
Medina, Ohio,

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prices the same.

Order of nearest point.

Save freight and time. t

Charles F. Muth & Son.
I wish to announce to my friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C H W. Weber, of
Cincinnati, my honey and bee-keepers' supply
business, known for the past 38 years as Chas.
F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to
keep on hand at the old stand a full line of
Langstroth hives. He has also secured the
agency for Mr. Root's goods, of which he will
carry a complete stock I beg the customers
of the old house, to whom I wish to extend my
thanks, to continue their patronage with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be ac-
corded fair and honest treatment.

Apr. 7, '99. Mrs. Annie Muth, Widow.

BEE-SUPPLIES.

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

MUTH'S H0NEY=J^RS,
MUTHS HONEY=EXTRACrORS.
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER,
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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The Faultless sprayer is just the thing

in a window of house-plants — wouldn't do
without one for $5.00.

Now's A GOOD TIME to remember that

there's no better place to keep combs on which
bees have died than under strong colonies,

putting a whole story of them under.

" In This locality," as soon as a colony is

conscious of its queenlessness all that's neces-

sary is to take two frames of brood with ad-

hering bees, and a sealed queen-cell, and
enough bees will stay put for a good nucleus.

"A COLONY can usually be crowded into

one story late in the fall or about the time the

bees are put in the cellar," sa^s the editor, p.

271. You may make that even stronger, and
say always. Even if they should hang out at

first, no harm.

In Transferring from one movable-frame
hive to another, the editor says he would both
drive and lift out old frames. Must be some
mistake. You'd hardly drive if you could

lift out the frames, would you? [You are

right. I must have had somehow in my mind
the old box hive when I spoke about " driv-

ing."

—

Ed ]

I always supposed that I got excellent

queens by doing as W. W. Somerford directs,

p. 260, but some insist that Mr. Somerford
will have to destroy those cells and give other
brood to the colony if he wants good queens.
Friend Somerford, have you ever reared many
queens that way ? and if so, will \ou tell us
their character ?

In answer to a question, p. 254, most cer-

tainly introducing a young queen in place of

an older one, before harvest, lessens the
chance of swarming ; and, more than that, if

the young queen is not introduced but reared
in the hive, there is no danger of swarming.
Why a queen reared in the hive is better to

prevent swarming than one of the same age
introduced, I don't know.

What doks H. Segelken mean by tall wide
sections, which he speaks of twice, p. 263?
He prefers sections with a width of 3^ and 4

inches. Does he call them wide ? [I suspect
that, when Mr. Segelken spoke of "tall and
wide " he simply meant tall sections, from the
fact that he directly favors all tall sections, no
matter what their width.

—

Ed.]

"Functionally the worker-bee is not
capable of reproducing its kind"—hold on,

though ; what about a laying worker ? If he
lays eggs, and his eggs produce perfect drones,

is he to have no credit for his work ? But if

you're willing to call it it, it will 1 e all right.

[But is it not still true that a worker bee can
not produce its own kind? However, lam
willing to c?ll it it.—Ed.]

Stenog doesn't know what Mr. Day went
west for, when Mr. Secor says :

May the .strength which I gather whi!e Day's in the
West.

Day was trying to get away from the two
damsels that were after him, Evening and
Twilight, for we are told, "Now came still

Evening on, and Twilight." [You are right.

—Ed.]
W. W. Somerford, p. 261, speaks of mak-

ing nuclei of brood and bees that have been
ten days qu\ enless ; and unless the bees are

fastened in, " nine-tenths of the bees return to

the old hive.
'

' In this locality not many such
queenless bees would return to the old locality,

if not fastened in at all. [I suspect you are

right, and yet at the same time Doolittle may
have a bone to pick with you on the point.

—

Ed.]

A. E. Manum reports in A. B. K. that in

1886 he fed to 727 colonies 82100 worth of

sugar. If sugar was 5 cts. a pound, and 5

pounds of sugar made 7 pounds of syrup, that

made 80 pounds of syrup per colony. Seems
there must be an extra cipher in that §2100,

but it's so given in two places. [Something
wrong somewhere. Even if we take off a

cipher, then each individual colony would
have got only a scant feed.

—

Ed.]

While BEES buried in the snow may do
nicely, as mentioned by I. S. Tilt, p. 274, it

should not be forgotten that others, I think
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G. M. Doolittle among the number, have re-

ported heavy loss when bees were deeply
buried a long time. [But the reports for the

past few years seem to indicate that, as a gen-
eral rule, snow over the entrances does very
little harm ; in fact, it seems to be an advan-
tage. In Doolittle's locality the snow might
be so' very deep around the hives as to be
too much of a good thing.

—

Ed.]

Dzierzon thinks the queen does not decide
the sex of an egg after she thrusts her abdo-
men in the cell, as by that time he thinks the

egg has passed the point where it is fertilized.

He inclines to the belief that the sex is decid-

ed at the time the queen puts her head in the
cell. [We can speculate a good deal on the
precise time when the queen decides to lay a

worker or a drone egg ; but we shall never be
able to prove it, methinks. Even if Dr. Dzier-

zon were right, I do not see how he could
prove the theory.

—

Ed.]

A new kink that of Chas. Dadant, p. 258,

that queens drop eggs as they ripen, and so

lay as many in a small hive as a large one.
May keep right on for a little while when
changed from a full colony to a nucleus, but
won't they slack up in a day or so? But I

don't see that that makes any difference, and
I don't see that that overworking and dying
theory counts for any thing. Unless I'm en-
tirely mistaken, the rule is that all queens in

strong colonies are superseded, and that super-
sedure usually takes place toward the close of

harvest, when it causes no loss, so it's just as

well if a queen doesn't last more than a 3 ear.

J. H. Martin suggests coffin-handles for

hives, p. 256. Don't you know, Bro. Martin,
those things are not strong enough for use
generally, but only for show? I've taken
your advice, refusing "that pugnose affair,"

and have ordered a hundred hives with sub-
stantial cleats clear across. But say, Rambler,
what makes you keep harping on handholes
that really advanced bee-keepers are finding
out are not sufficient ? [Handholes are all

right ; and the handbole in connection with
the so-called " pugnose affair" is better than
cleats alone. Didn't we so decide, doctor,
when we were in your apiary last fall, talking
about this same matter?

—

Ed.]

You MISSED the first part of my question
about that Michigan law, Mr. Editor, p. 254.
On the face of it, the law can easily be inter-
preted that the governor shall not make any
appointment until the bee-keepers recommend
him to make an appointment, and then he
maj- appoint a man of his own selection that
the bee-keepers don't want. Very likely the
intention was that the governor should appoint
an inspector, and that the appointee must be
a man recommended by the bee - keepers.
"Why not say so? [While the law might have
been worded a little belter technically, I
hardly think the governor would make a
choice that would not be in entire harmony
with the wishes of the bee-keepers. If such
a law were in force, and the bee-keepers as a
body were to make a request for the appoint-
ment of a certain person, the governor would
be, on political grounds if nothing more,

very glad to appoint that very person. If the
bill could be changed without interfering with
its passage, by all means change it. But if

there is the le?st chance that the effort to

change wnu'd hinder or block its passage,
then 1 would leave it as it is. As to section 3,

part of the inspector's duties are enumerated
in section 2.

—

Ed ]

If Apis dorsata is "incapable of being
hived," and yet thrives and multiplies to such
an extent as to use a large part of the nectar
that should, go into our hives, can't you " see

even then that they can do any harm " ? But
I've no fear of their living " in this locality."

[If Apis dorsata were very numerous in their

own habitat, there might be grounds to h ar

that, when they once get into this country,
they might run out other bees as the English
sparrows have been said to run out some of

our song birds. The facts are. that Apis dor-
sata do not interfere with other East India
bees in India any more than bumble-bees in-

terfere with Apis mellifica in this country.
The climate of the United States, even in

Florida, would be too severe for the bees at

times, if domiciled in the open air. One
frost, I imagine, would kill them.

—

Ed.]

'-- fc.Jb ,& ti\ ~_fo-jfo-:jiRr-M- fo-M-Jtfc .£t-dtiZ

g/XOM OUft NEIGHBORS FIELDS.

" Don't talk to me," says surly Drone,
" About your ' April showers ;

'

This sleet and drip give me the grip,
And that my temper sours."

ib

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
I am glad Mr. York reads the Inland Print-

er. No wonder his paper looks well. That's
where you'll see my effusions, Bro. York.

\h

Prof. Cook lays stress on the importance of
having empty combs on hand to secure a good
crop when it does come. He predicts a big
crop in 1900.

v»/

Mr. York discusses the question as to when
a discussion should be cut off. When it ceases
to discuss would be a good place to draw the
line ; that is, when no more juice can be
squeezed out of the lemon, throw it away.

\h

As to the number of people making hives, I

believe it was five times larger fourteen years
ago than now. We used to describe the cata-

logs of such, and I know the supply was con-
stant. In one issue I wrote up about sixty.

Yb

" Afterthought," in the issue for Mar. .'!0, is

the distinctive feature. In one item the writer
is severe regarding a proposed trial of how
much a man can eat in a certain time. It is

claimed that a certain man can eat a pound
and a half of honey in a minute and a half.

Isn't that a perversion of one's powers?
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Prof. Cook paints a sorry picture of the Cal-
ifornia pros- ects for 1899.; but the late rain-

fall has spoiled his article, much to his de-
light, probably. A slight change of Cowper
fits the case :

Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take
;

The sky that long was red
Is dark with rain clouds that now burst
In fatness overhead.

m
The Illinois foul-brood bill will probably be-

come a law, as it was reported to the Senate
with the recommendation that it pass. It

seems strange that so reasonable a measure as

that and others do not emanate from our law-
makers themselves. Why should they be
urged in such a matter, while others of a

doubtful and even evil character are some-
times granted at once?

ib

T. F. Bingham, of smoker fame, is an ad-
vocate of wide and deep entrances, summer
and winter. He writes that his bees have
wintered nicely, notwithstanding his entrances
are 12xj/$ high the year round. Wide en-
trances are rapidly working their way into

favor, because it becomes evident that many
of the veterans have been using such en-

trances for years — long before we began to

advocate them.
»»/

" Alright " is referred to as being possibly a
new word. That's alwrong. Poor spellers

often use it, supposing it follows the analogy
of already. It is an eyesore to have such
things thrust before us. But it is no worse
than sometime as a word ; as, "He was here
sometime ago." Sometimes (an adverb) is al-

ways one word ; but some time is an adjective
and a noun. Sometime is obsolete. It used
to mean former or formerly ; as, "Monroe
was sometime (once) president of this coun-
try." Also someone., noone, andanyone, in place
of somebody, nobody, and anybody, are gross
blunders. If used they should be separate
words.

Mr. Secor says there is $275 in sight for the
Langstroth fund. That's a small sum indeed
for that purpose. If the _papers of Dayton
could be informed of the great benefit con-
ferred on the world by Mr. Langstroth, I be-

lieve they would gladly help swell the present
sum to ten times what it now is. Mr. Secor
is the man to broach the subject. People
build finer monuments in honor of the dead a
century after the death occuts than the co-

temporary generation would erect. Boston
has a superb monument, I am told, in memo-
ry of Wm. Lloyd Garrison, but he was mobbed
there in 1835, as a kind o' starter, I suppose.
It takes time to measure a man.
Ten cities strove for Homer dead,
Through which the living Homer begged his bread.

THE BUSY BEE.
Concerning wintering, Mr. Abbott says he

had another chance to test his pet theory,
" plenty of food in the right place," this win-
ter. He started a colony into the winter with
no honey, but with a large sugar cake directly

over the cluster, and when they last reported
a few days ago, they were in fine condition.
He lost only one colony, and they starved
from pure neglect. His bees are on the sum-
mer stand, with no protection, and he is now
thoroughly convinced that a c'uster of bees
with full honey-sacs will not freeze.

vfc

In regard to amalgamation, the editor says
that General Manager Newman, of the Nation-
al, in a letter to General Manager Secor, of
the U. S. Association, makes such demands as
a condition of the union as are never likely to

be assented to by the General Manager and
directors of the United States Bee-keepers'
Association, and there the matter rests. Mr.
Abbott says that, as a director of the last-

named society, the union will never take place
by his consent on the conditions set forth by
General Manager Newman.

\i,

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
Henry Alley seems to be down on new

things, and on some things that are not so

new. He says, " Down with a hive, a smoker,
a section-case, and all other clap-trap fixtures.

Give me things most convenient and inexpen-
sive. Scientific bee-keeping in any branch of

apiculture is a nuisance." Bro. Alley seems
to want "liberty or death," but prefers the

former.

Mr. Doolittle says a wooden paddle about

5X7 inches is the thing to kill cross bees that

follow one around the yard. He once tried

a paddle made of fine wire cloth stretched

over a wooden frame, something like a sieve.

But he sajs he can hit a bee just as well with
the solid paddle as with one that allows the

air to pass through. The latter sometimes
only stuns the bee, while the solid one always
kills it.

m
A correspondent asks Mr. Hill how a glass

hive would work. The reply is, " Glass, be-

ing a conductor of heat and a non-absorbent

of moisture, it would seem it is not so well

adapted to the requirements of bees in winter

as would be a hive of wood, the character of

which is, in these important respects, directly

opposite. We have, however, for a number
of years, successfully wintered a colony of

bees in a glass hive, in a warm room."

An interesting letter from Chili, by the ed-

itor of the Chilian Bee Journal, is given,

together with a picture of the writer, Mr.
Lafitte himself, and two Chilian apiaries.

His journal comes here, and I have noticed

with much pleasure the excellent and pro-

gressive qualities of it in every respect. He
says the general aspect and climate of Chili

are especially adapted to bee-keeping. Some
of the farms cover 40,000 and some 80,000

acres, and some are thirty or forty times as

large as that. There is an enormous con-

sumption of wax there for tapers in the

Roman churches. One of the largest apiaries

consists of 700 frame hives, 400 of which are
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of the Dadant-Blatt system, and about 300 of

the Langstroth Simplicity style. These 700

hives are divided into five apiaries about two
miles apart. So far as harvests are concerned,
110 lbs. per hive is the most that has been ex-

tracted. This was an apiary of 100 Dadant-
Ouinby hives. Deep frames are inconvenient
in a climate like that of Chili.

m
L'APICULTEUR.

In our highly esteemed French cotemporary,
Z.' Apiculteur, Mr. C. M. Weber comes out
vigorously against the practice of clipping the

wings of queens as taught by E. R. Root. He
says, "This mutilation is contrary to nature.

. . . Let the Yankees find their profit in

these stubby clipped wings ; but as for me, I

prefer to let my queens remain winged, just as

God created them in order that they might be
fertilized." But after they are fertilized, what
need have they of wings ? If they serve man's
purpose better when clipped, is it not his right

to clip them ? Mr. Weber's logic would keep
him from clipping lambs' tails ; but the lamb
is happier without the tail, even if God did
give him one to start life with. Again, if Mr.
Weber is right it would be wrong to dehorn
cattle ; but if cattle are more useful to man
when they are dehorned, surely it can be no
more displeasing to God than it would be to

cut down a hill to make a railroad, or to cut

our hair and finger nails to improve our ap-

pearance and enhance our comfort. If clip-

ping is condemned it must be done on other
grounds ; and in practice Mr. Weber's " other
grounds " for not clipping are found to be of

no weight.

<^"^>

y$pjgpmm<

CUBA.

Not a Land Flowing with Milk and Honey; Some
of the Drawbacks ; Fleas; Price of Honey ;

Cost of Living, etc.

BY AN AMERICAN TRAMP.

Gentlemen:—In your letter of the 7th you
ask me to send you a few lines about bee-
keeping in Cuba as I find it. This I will do,
hoping it may be the means of saving some
money to my brother bee-keepers who come
here, and more to those who stay away. I

have just returned from a short trip through
the country, and there is no doubt about Cuba
being a fair " honey country." Extra large
yields like some they have in California and
some we had in Florida are not known here.
The honey crop here will generally pay a bee-
keeper fair wages ; but I find in collecting
data that some years are bad here too, so that,
in an apiary of 375 hives in the hands of an
expert bee-keeper, the crop did not pay him
$300 for his year's work. I have seen but one
location so far where I should care to risk

over 300 hives in one place. Along the good
roads here one can find an apiary every few
miles, and more springing up every day.
This, in connection with the farming popula-
tion going back to work cultivating the fields,

thus destroying the aguinaldo, which is the
main stay of the honey crop, is going to re-

duce materially the honey-yield yearly.

The surplus honey-flow is from November
till the first of March—some years longer and
some years shorter. Most of the honey here
is sold in Havana and shipped to Europe in

barrels of 90 gallons. The cost of hauling
these barrels on the best of roads a distance of
eight miles is $2 00 each. One apiary on a

railroad pays §2.35 per barrel a distance of

about forty miles, and pays 80 cents freight

for empty barrels the same distance. On this

railroad they charge 13 cents per mile on a
third-class passenger ticket. What a first-

class ticket was I was afraid to ask. It costs

a good deal to get around in Cuba.
The price of honey this year here is higher

than it generally is. The present price is 48
cents per gallon. This is because so many
apiaries were destroyed during the war. Some
years the price has been as low as 24 cents per
gallon. In one apiary I visited, the ground
between the hives was just carpeted with dead
bees, so thick you could not see the ground.
The owner did not know what caused it. It

was not from robbing or fighting, as it was all

over the apiary. Can it be from some poison-
ous bloom ? Can any reader tell ? I looked
into the hives, but found the bees in the hives
in good condition. From what I have been
informed by several bee-keepers there is con-
siderable foul brood on the island ; but from
what I have seen, bees seem to thrive in al-

most any condition here.

You will probably get plenty of matter on
the bright side of bee-keeping, so I will give
the offset to it. A single man coming here to

work in an apiary need not look for big wages.
The wages paid bee-keepers is from $15 to $25
per month, and board. A man with a family
intending to come to live here had better come
alone first and see for himself. In the coun-
try there are no houses, almost all having
been burned by the insurgents, and very few
women from their homes in the United States

would content themselves to live in these Cu-
ban towns or cities, they being very filthy and
dirty ; besides, the houses are just alive with
fleas. I have had to wash myself with kero-

sene oil on going to bed, so as to get some
rest ; otherwise the island is quite free from
insects, the fleas being the worst.

The cost of living is also very high, but it is

becoming cheaper daily. Flour is $8 00 per
barrel ; beef, 30 cents per pound, and all other
things in proportion. But kerosene oil caps
the climax, selling at retail all the way from
50 cents to $1.00 per gallon, and this in a
country where you have to burn alcohol, oil,

or charcoal (there being no wood), is quite an
item. Why ! sixty cents' worth of postage-
stamps would cost a dollar here. The only
things I have come across here that are cheap
are cigars and alcoholic beverages. Just think
of it, friend A. I. R. — good cigars two and
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three cents each, and cognac and gin two and
three cents a glass. You don't know how
much I regret that I have no use for either. I

have half a notion to learn to use both so as to

take advantage of the only cheap thing in the
country.
The last day of my trip I came across a man

who has two gums of the stingless bees ; but I

had no time to investigate them. I promised
him that, when I got time, I would go and
transfer them into a frame hive. He said if I

did he would give me one of the gums of bees,

so I shall get a chance to see what they will do.

This is all for the present, from the Cuban-
American Tramp.

[I have concluded not to go to Cuba just

yet If I must bathe myself in coal oil at

$1.00 per gallon to keep off fleas I'll stay at

home a while longer. Seriously, one should
think twice before going to this land devastat-

ed by the hand of war. Conditions will im-
prove, no doubt, in the near future. In the
mean time the average bee-keeper better keep
his good dollars and invest them at home.

—

Ed]

SHALL WE EXTRACT BY HEAT OR MACHINERY?

A Hard Hit at Orthodoxy in Bee-keeping; a few

Facts and Figures on the Question Whether it

is More Profitable to Run for Wax and
Honey than for Honey Alone.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

It is an almost painful fact that few things
get so well settled that they remain so ; and
one man can knock figures down faster than
fifty more able bodied men can set them up.

Below I propose to indulge in a little innocent
calculating, which can easily be disproven by
any one having a small experience or much
theory. As this article is only suggestive it

would be more profitable to hear from the
former class.

Mr. Ridgepole man was condemned because
he proposed at ihe Albany convention to run
bees to wax more and honey less. That very
thing has been done successfully for years by
the Wolfe family, or families, ratlfer, in San
Joaquin Co., Cal. Mr. Milo Wolfe says he
can support his family from 200 colonies of

bees without selling a pound of honey. Of
course, he would have to " feed back " to get
the largest amount of wax. One year his
father, Mr. Jacob Wolfe, obtained over a ton
of wax from one apiary.
Perhaps you think they use a great deal of

foundation. They have the bees start comb
from V-top bars without a starter for either
story. They have as good bees as you are
likely to see in this country ; have tried ex-
tractors, and now prefer melting their honey
in solar extractors. Much of their honey is

quite dark, but the wax is all right. Let's
suppose the case. Suppose I extract the hon-
ey from 400 colonies in the " orthodox " way.

400 colonies at 100 lbs. honey
each, 40,000 lbs., at 2^c $1000 00

Wax at 1 per cent weight com-
pared with the honey, 400 lbs.,

at 23c

Total,

Cans and cases $200 00
Sacks for wax, probably 10

92 00

$1092 00

Net, $ 891 90

Or suppose I melt the honey in solar ex-
tractors.

400 colonies at 50 lbs. honey each,

20,000 lbs.,at2>^c $500 00
Wax at 5 per cent weight compar-
ed with the honey, 1000 lbs. at

23c 230 00

Total,

Cans and cases

Sacks for wax, probabl)

$730 00
00

25

Net, $629 75
In favor of machine extracting 2(52 15

This, however, is not the real difference.

Other factors must be considered. Melting
takes less time, a cheaper hive, and less haul-
ing, which is quite an item in some places.

It also means more swarms if the extractor

man lives up to his privilege. If the flow is

very long I know it is an advantage to extract

once, sometimes twice, from the brood-cham-
ber early in the flow. If the honey comes in

very late in the season, cool weather is sure to

interfere with comb-building, somewhat to

the detriment of the melting plan. On some
ranges the amount of honey obtained by melt-
ing is not far below the output from extract-

ing, which would give altogether a different

result from that figured above.
In Jan. 15th issue, 1898, page 50, Mr. J. H.

Martin says the San Francisco papers quoted
the dark river honey of which I speak at \%
cents per pound. Of course, that is the lowest
price on record ; but as we are likely to have
more of that price in the future, let us figure

on that price from the above basis.

Extracting :

400 colonies at 100 lbs. honey each,

40,000 lbs., at \%c $700 00
400 lbs. wax at 23 92 00

Total, $792 00
Packages for honey and wax 200 10

Net, $591 90

Melting :

400 colonies at 50 lbs. honey each
(75 lbs. might be nearer correct),

at l^c $350 00
1000 lbs. wax at 23c 230 00

Total, $580 00

Packages for honey and wax 100 25

Net, $479 75

Apparent difference in favor of ex-

tracting 112 15

As the cost of labor, marketing, comb-build-
ing, cost of packages, etc., are not identical in
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any two places where the bees and hives and
other implements vary, each apiarist will have
to consider his surroundings, and perhaps find

the relative advantages of the two methods by
experience.
Crows Landing, Cal., Nov. .30, 1898.

[When Mr. Aikin's article was read at the
Buffalo convention I remember it raised a

regular hubbub of protests. Such a doc.rine
as discarding the extractor, and cutting out
the combs and putting them in wax-extractors,
was too much for the bee-keepers present to

indorse. Notwithstanding I would not go so
far as to say there may not be something in

it, for, as friend G. shows, a good deal de-
pends upon conditions and circumstances. If

honey should continue to go down, and wax
go up, it might be well to pa}7 more attention

to the latter. In Cuba, I believe, wax is one
of the important products from the hive.

—

Ed.]

SOME NOTES ON MARCH FIRST GLEANINGS.

A Valuable Article from an Old Correspondent.

BY J. A. GREEN.

THE AVERSION OF BEES TO BLACK CLOTHING.

It is somewhat surprising to me to note the
number of bee-keeepers who do not believe
that bees have any dislike to black cloth-
ing. My own experience has thoroughly con-
vinced me that they have. I have many
times noticed the fierce attack upon a black
felt hat. In one of the most marked instances
I ever noticed, the hat was a new one. It was
not dirty, nor were there any fuzzy protuber-
ances. Some would say that, in this case, the
smell of the dye was obnoxious to the bees.
Be that as it may, I have known hats, so old
that any smell of the dye must have disappear-
ed, to be attacked when hats equally old and
dirty, but lighter in color, were let alone.
Bees are certainly much more disposed to
attack an object that is woolly or fuzzy than
one that is smooth ; but if the material is

black, that propensity is increased. Black
clothing that is neither new nor dirty nor
fuzzy is still objectionable to bees, as 1 have
found to my sorrow.
Much of the time during summer I wear

bicycle clothing— knickerbockers and long
stockings. One would naturally suppose this

to be an ideal dress for the bee-keeper, because
there would never be any danger of bees
crawling up inside of one's trousers. But I

soon found that, if I wore dark-colored stock-
ings, even if they were of perfectly smooth
material, and it seemed to make no difference
whether they were of wool or cotton ; and,
even though they were fresh from the laun-
dry, the bees made my legs a special object of
attack. Now when I go into the apiary in
this rig I take good care to put on overalls.

TRAVEL-STAIN.

The subject is an interesting one to me, and
I regret that the discussion comes at a time of
the year when it would be impossible for me
to make any experiments or even to secure a

sample of travel-stained honey unless I may
be able to find one in the groceries. That
travel-stain may be sometimes, at least, caused
by the incorporation of darker substances into

the wax of the cappings, I can testify from
my own experience. I once placed over a
super in which the bees were at work in the
sections a set of old combs that were in such
bad condition that the bees gnawed them con-
siderably in repairing and rebuilding them.
The fragments of old dark wax sifted down
into the super below, where many of them
were picked up and incorporated into the cap-
ping of the sectioi s that were being finished.

At another time I observed bees mixing with
the cappings of the sections fragments of

dark-colored wax brought up from the brood-
chamber below. But in these cases, as in

some others I have noticed, the character and
extent of the additions were quite visible and
unmistakable, and the result had very little

resemblance to ordinary travel stain.

The additions of propolis which are often

made in the fall, or during idle periods in the
summer, are likewise quite different from
what is ordinarily known as travel stain.

Mr. Crane is unwilling to admit that bees
are so untidy in their habits as to soil honey
by walking over it. Unpleasant as the idea
may be, it would be quite as bad to be obliged
to believe that the dark color of the cappings
was caused by the incorporation into them of

the sweepings and scrapings of the hive. It

would be strange indeed if the continual pass-

ing and repassing of thousands of bees, dusted
with pollen and working with honey, bees-

wax, and propolis, should not leave their

marks. Turn a lot of bees loose in a room
where they will gather on a window in the
endeavor to get out, and how long will it be
before the glass will have lost its crystal clear-

ness? For a more marked illustration, notice

the entrance of a hive that has been robbed,
or any place where bees stealing honey have
crowded through a comparatively small open-
ing, and see how soon the edges become coat-

ed with a sticky dirt. This is an extreme
case of travel stain, but I believe it is in very
much the same way that nearly all travel-

stain is produced. Doubtless in most cases

the coloring-material is pollen, and I should
suppose that, in nearly all cases, it would be
so incorporated with the rough surface of the
capping that it would be impossible to wash
it off.

OLD FOUNDATION.
I have often wondered how it could be that

some of our writers have so persistently claimed
that old foundation is just as readily accepted
by the bees as fresh. I satisfied myself by
thorough tests several years ago, and I have
had the decision confirmed nearly every year
since then, that bees show a decided prefer-

ence for fresh foundation over what has been
hung up in the air so long that it has become
dry and hard. Try the experiment yourself.

Devote at least half a dozen supers to it, plac-

ing them on as many different colonies. Fill

each super half full of sections filled with
foundation fresh from the box in which it

came, or, better still, fresh from the mill. In
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the other half use sections filled with founda-
tion the season before. Place these supers on
the hive at a time when the flow of honey is

only moderate. Watch them closely as the

bees begin work on them. If they do not
show a decided preference for the fresh foun-

dation, }our experience will be entirely differ-

ent from mine. I have never known it to

fail, though when honey is coming in very
freely, so that the bees go to work in the

supers in a rush, the difference is not so no-
ticeable.

Unless the foundation has been varnished
with propolis, which sometimes ruins it en-

tirely, the bees will always use it if honey is

coming in freely ; but during a moderate flow
they sometimes show a very marked reluctance

to using it

With a short honey-flow a little delay in

getting started may mean a great difference

in results ; so I consider it very doubtful
economy to use foundation that has been long
exposed to the air.

DEEP CELLS.

Having combs built so thick that the queen
will not lay in them, as referred to on pages
132 and 16-5, looks plausible ; but my experi-

ence has shown that, while it is somewhat of

a deterrent, it can not be relied on as a com-
plete preventive. In my extracting-supe-s I

use seven combs in the space occupied by
eight brood- combs. Most of these combs
were made by transferring, so that it often

happens that a part of the cells in a comb are

fully % of an inch deep. At any time when
the bees are desirous of extending the brood-
nest they will use such combs without any
hesitation, cutting down the thick combs to a
proper depth of cell. In fact, it has some-
times seemed to me that the bees preferred to

use these extracting-combs for brood rather

than the regular brood-combs. When a queen
is allowed free range through several sets of

combs tiered above one another she is apt to

desert the lower range of combs entirely, and
lay in the second and third story, even when
the combs in these upper stories require con-
siderable alteration to fit them for brood -

rearing.

SOAKING COMBS
in a solution of carbolic acid in order to disin-

fect them after foul brood, was once tried by
me with a considerable number of combs. I

decided that it was both risky and unprofitable.

It is a very difficult matter to get all the cells

of a comb filled with water. If a single in-

fected cell resists the entrance of the water,
your work is all for nothing. After soaking
them in the carbolic-acid solution they must
be soaked in plenty of clear water to remove
the smell. They must then be dried. After
all this soaking and rinsing, the bees did not
seem to like to use them, so I concluded that
the best way to disinfect such combs was to

melt them into wax.

SEELING HONEY BY THE SECTION
instead of by weight has been my usual meth-
od for several years. Most of the grocers
accept this method very cheerfully, and, after

experience with the plan, prefer it. Those

who do not, generally like to buy by weight
and sell by piece, because they are thereby
enabled to squeeze out an extra profit. I use
sections seven to the foot, with separators, of
course, and they run very uniform in weight.
Ottawa, 111., Mar. 23.

THE D00LITTLE METHOD.

Some Good Hints ; the Superiority of the Doolittle-

reared Queens.

BY J. J. COSBY.

After reading Mr. Doolittle's " Method of

Queen -rearing in a Nutshell," as given in the

Jan. 15th issue of Gleanings, I thought that

perhaps some testimonials from one of his fol-

lowers might prove to be beneficial to some of

the many beginners.

I purchased his book about seven years ago,

and have been very successful in rearing

queens of the hightst quality. Since, Mr.
Doohttle says, on page 47, "Then there is a

bare possibility that the deeper Gallup frame
has something to do with it, but I think not."

Well, I wish to clear of doubt the mind of

the reader by saying his " think not " is cor-

rect. I use the Hoffman frame, with good re-

sults. I prepare my hive as he directs in

Gleanings, except that I use one of my very

best queens, especially as to markings of prog-

eny, honey-gathering, prolificness, gentleness,

etc. In short, this queen must be second to

none in the yard, so far as I can judge.

I want this queen to be the mother of my
drones ; and while I am feeding to secure

good queens I am also feeding the same colo-

ny to secure an abundance of the very best and
finest drones. Oh such beauties !

Why do we bee keepers admire the beauties

of the queen so much, and neglect the drone?
But to return to the subject.

About April 5th to the 10th I put one ortwo
combs of honey into this hive that was drone
comb (after uncapping the cells), and about

M*y 1st to 10th I put in one comb of sealed

brood from hybrid colonies every two or three

days until all ten-frames are full of brcod (at

this time the drone comb should be pretty

well filled with drone brood, larvse, and e^gs).

Now, do not think that, because you have
brood in all the frames, you are ready for the

upper story. You should wait until enough
bees batch out to fill the brood-chamber cram-
med full ; then you are ready to raise the two
frames of larvae and eggs, and put in their

place two frames of sealed brood from your
hybrids, and proceed as Mr. Doolittle has in-

structed, and I do not see how ycu can fail.

It is not absolutely necessary to use hybrids to

do the cell -building; you only get a greater

per cent of the cell-cups accepted and com-
pleted by so doing.

Why are these queens better than queens

reared from natural swarming? Because good
queens are, as a ride, raised only in an abun-

dance of bee-heat ; and queens raised in this

hotbed, as it were, of bee-heat, and kept there

until just read}' to hatch out, are bound to be
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nearer Nature's way of rearing them than any
other plan we know of.

"But," says one, "it will not pay me to

raise queens."
Well, neither am I a queen-breeder. I have

never advertised queens for sale. It pays me
to raise my queens for the honey I get. How
do I know this? By comparing my honey-rec-
ords. My honey crop eight or ten years ago
averaged from 25 to 50 lbs. per colony (and
sometimes less). We will now take the rec-

ord of the last three years ; and to prove to

you that last year was a poor year (allow me
to digress a little), it was so poor that my
neighbor, who had 23 colonies, got only 56
sections of honey, and another with 60 colo-

nies got none whatever. Our bees worked on
the same pasture, yet I secured an average of

72*4 lbs. from 80 colonies, spring count, and
increased to 100 colonies.

The year 1897 was a poor one. My average
was 52 lbs. from 100 colonies, no increase.

The year 1896 was good, my average being 122
lbs., all comb honey, from 54 colonies, spring
count, and increased to 103.

My average, previous to 1896, was never
over 50 lbs. per colony, and I do not know
any cause for my increase of average except
that of my queens being so much better. To
get good ave rage crops you must have all good
queens. The queens are the propelling power
of the apiary.

Evansville, Ind., Jan. 27.

GETAZ' METHOD OF PREVENTING INCREASE.

Dr. Miller's and the Editor's Objections Answered.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

Dear Friend Dr. Miller:—You and Ernest
are giving it to me about that method of pre-
venting increase, page 90. See Stray Straws,
Feb. 15. The fact is, both you and Ernest
strayed off the track, and failed to grasp all

the circumstances of the case.

In the first place, note that the old queen is

to be removed at once (I use queen- traps on
all my hives, as I can not be always at the
apiaries). This secures two points. One is,

that there will be no more swarming until a
young queen hatches, and during that time
honey-gathering will go on as well as if there
had been no swarming. The second is, that
there is no more egg-laying until a new queen
is ready to lay. We shall see presently what
is the advantage of having no eggs laid.

About a week later one of the virgin queens
emerges. Her first move is to try to destroy
the other cells. Instinctively the bees defend
the cells against her attack. The quarrel
goes on for a day or two, when the bees
(whether workers or queen or both I do not
know) decide that such a state of affairs is

getting to be a nuisance, and here goes the
swarm. The queen excluder, or a trap ar-
ranged as I described, prevents the queen
from going out ; and the result is, that the
swarm returns at once. The next day brings
a repetition of the program, but the swarm

will remain out longer. This state of things
will go on, the swarming bees remaining out
each day for a longer time than the preceding,
if the weather is good. What happens in the
hive during that time ? While the swarm is out,

some of the young queens which so far have
been retained in their cells by the bees will

emerge, as there are not enough bees left in

the hive to prevent them. The first thing
they will do will be to engage in a fight that
leaves only one alive. This, in turn, succeeds,
during the absence of the swarm, in destroy-
ing the remaining cells, so in four or five days
after the first virgin queen swarmed there will

be only one queen left, no queen-cell, and,
more than that, no unsealed brood to build
any ; and right there and then the colony
goes to work in earnest, gathering surplus as

actively as if no swarming had ever taken
place ; at least that has invariably been my
experience, so there is a loss of only about
four or five days, so far as gathering surplus is

concerned.
You can now see where the importance is of

removing the old queen at once ; and that is

the very point which you and Ernest have
overlooked—or, rather, that I failed to explain
sufficiently. If the old queen had remained,
there would have been a daily swarming dur-
ing a whole week before the emerging of the
first virgin queen. Worse than that, eggs
would have been laid during all that time, and
perhaps during one or two weeks more ; and
as long as eggs would have been laid, queen-
cells would have been built ; and as long as

queen cells and emerging queens had con-
fronted each other, swarming would have
grown from bad to worse, until, as Ernest puts
it, the colony might just as well have been
brimstoned so far as surplus is concerned. .

The few days during which the colony is

without eggs and unsealed brood is what cures
the " swarming-fever, " if there is any such
thing, which I don't believe ; but at any rate,

after these few days there will be no attempt
made at building queen-cells, even if a laying
queen was introduced and had begun to lay at

once. It seems that, during that time, the bees
give up their notion of building queen-cells,

and turn their attention to the next best thing,

which, in such a case, is gathering honey.
How many days, cr, rather, how few days,
without eggs and unsealed brood, it will take
to cure the swarming-fever, I don't know. In
a few cases, where I introduced laying queens,
there were only four days, and that was suffi-

cient. Whether four days would always be
enough, or whether three days would do as
well or not, I don't know.

It doesn't matter whether there is a virgin
queen present or not. It is the absence of un-
sealed brood and eggs that effects the cure

;

and I suppose that a caged queen would not
be an objection either, though I never tried it.

It is hardly necessary to say that a loose queen
and a caged queen together would not do.

Knoxville, Tenn., Feb. 21.

[Dr. Miller replies :]

In what I said about the matter, page 122,

I had in mind only the trouble with swarms
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after the old queen was out of the way. It is

only fair to Mr. Getaz, however, to say that

the old queen was left without any attention

I think it was not a usual thing that the old

queen was allowed to live till the first young
queen emerged, and I doubt whether any
trouble came from her laying. It is possible,

however, that I may be mistaken on this last

point. Mv impression is that the swarming
after the first young queen emerged was kept
up till the last young queen emerged ; and
when there was no longer a 3 oung queen in a

cell it was a matter of not many hours to set-

tle who should be rightful heir to the throne
I don't believe I have just the same view as

the editor about losing a crop by their sulk-

ing. As I said before, I could stand the sulk-

ing if that was all, and I think 1 would stand
it. The trouble was, when a lot of swarms
came out and kept getting more desperate

everv day there was a big demoralization,

some colonies being so badly depleted that

they were of little use for storing, while others

were too crowded for the best work. Worse
than that was the fact that sometimes a young
queen got out through the excluder, and then
away went one of those mammoth swarms.
These troubles did not come because of the

presence of old queens but of young ones. I

haven't said the result would be the same with
Mr. Getaz ; and if he never has a swarm go off

with a young queen, and if he never has
swarms return to the wrong hives, then I con-
gratulate him on practicing what I believe to

be an excellent plan. If I had an apiary of 25

or less, and had excluders that would not fail

in the hour of need, I'd very much like to try

the plan again. Indeed, I believe if I had ex-

cluders that wouldn't fail me I'd like to try it

anvhow. My plan was to put on excluders
before there was any swarming, then let the

bees do the rest, up to the time of letting out
the young queen to mate. That suited me
better than to wait for swarming and then re-

move the queen. C. C. MiLLER.
Marengo, 111.

[As Mr. Getaz now explains the method in

detail it does not seem to be so objectionable

as it did at first. In fact, I feel slrongly in-

clined to give it a trial this coming season. If

I understand the method it is simply this : At
the approach of the honey season, or perhaps,

rather, about the time swarming would nat-

urally commence, the laying queens are re-

moved. Alley drone-traps are then placed
over the entrances of the hives thus unqueen-
ed. Whi'e cell building is going on, and the
hives are queenless, there will be no attempt
at swarming until some queen emerges from
one of the cells ; and even then probably
swarming would not take place until the
queen was strong enough to fly. As the vir-

gins can not get out through the perforated
zinc, it is a battle royal, resulting in the sur-

vival of the fittest. Four or five days are lost,

probably, in the height of the honey season
;

and if the season is very short, as it is in many
localities (only about ten days), the plan
would be very objectionable ; but if it lasts a
month, four or five days would not cut much
of a figure.

Although friend Getaz does not say so, it is

assumed, of course, that, when the young
queens reach the right age, and the swarming-
season, or swarming-fever, is over, the drone-
traps are <o be removed to allow the queens to

become fertilized.

There is this to be said in favor of the plan :

It involves only the labor of catching the

queen and putting on the drone trap. After

that, the method works automatically almost
through the season ; but my oh my ! there

must be days when the air will be thick with
swarms that have come out only to return.

At our out-yard I feel morally certain there

would be half a dozen farmers who would
rush up here every few hours to inform us of

the advent of swarms. Indeed, they would
be so kind as to try to hive them.

—

Ed.]

....... .

.

BEES AND COLORS.

Valuable Evidence Going to Show that Bees have a

Decided Dislike for Black.

BY EUAS FOX.

Friend Root:—I have carefully noticed the

debate relative to bees being distinguishers of

color. I should have written sooner, but have
been sick all winter, and should have written

years ago, but had no idea there was any dif-

ference of opinion on that subject. I have
often wondered why there was not white ma-
terial on the market for making bee-veils.

A number of years ago, when I kept my
bees in the village, there was a passing team
attacked by them—one a white and the other

a dark bay with black mane and tail. He was
killed by the enraged bees, which literally

covered him and filled his nostrils, while the

white one escaped with only a few stings.

I have noticed, too, when chickens were
around the fronts of the hives, if there was a

black or dark-colored one it would be attack-

ed, when the light- colored ones would not be

disturbed. As a rule I wear overalls or light-

colored pants in the apiary, and it is a very

rare thing to see a bee attack them ; but let

me open a hive when I have black pants on,

and there will be from one to a dozen stings

in them, almost before you can think. My
wife often accompanies me to the apiary; and
if there is a black ribbon or feather ( smooth
or otherwise) they will never fail to find it. I

have always noticed, too, that, if I have no
veil on, their attacks are either at the mus-
tache, eyes, eyebrows, or right under the hat-

rim; and if I get any stings about the hands,

nine times out of ten it will be near or under

the shady edge of the sleeve. I have many
times had them so angry they would even

fight the smoker, and the attack is always at

the nozzle. I have even seen them strike dark

spots and knots on boards ; and many times,

when empty hives are sitting near, I have seen

them strike and restrike the auger-holes in

front of the hives. Let two men go into an

apiary, one wearing a black hat and the other

a white one, and see if the black is not attack-

ed first. If vou have an idea there might be
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a difference in the scent of the two, let them
change hats and see if they don't still find

the black one. I have kept bees for 17 years,

and this has been my experience.
Hillsboro, Wis., Mar. 6.

[In view of the former evidence to the same
effect, I do not believe that I was at all hasty
in concluding that bees do dislike black ob-
jects. Mr. Martin (Rambler), in taking the
opposite view, cites the fact that bees are

more inclined to sting the white leg than the
black pants. But this is not a matter of color.

The leg itself has an odor that gives the bees
a distinct knowledge of that part which is

animate and that which is inanimate.

—

Ed ]

TEMPERATURE OF BOILING HONEY.

225 and 235 F., according to the Specific Gravity of

the Honey; the Difference between Spores

and the Bacilli Themselves very
Clearly Set Forth.

BY HARRY S. HOWE.

I have read with great interest the articles

on foul brood which have appeared in the bee-

journals this winter. I am putting in a year's

titude. Even after considerable time the hon-
ey would not go above 209°. The tubes were
then taken out of the water, and heated over
a gas flame until the honey boiled vigorously,

when the temperature of the best sample was
235°, and the thin one 225°. The thermome-
ters used were standard ones, made and tested

expressly for bacteriological work. Care was
taken to see that the bulbs did not touch the
sides of the test-tubes, and that the temperature
reached nearly that of the boiling honey itself.

The experiments were repeated several times
to make sure that no mistake had occurred.
Each time samples from the same lot of honey
reached the same point. A slight addition of

water reduced this several degrees, showing
that the boiling-point depended upon the spe-

cific gravity of the honey.
Prof. Hodge speaks of the three boilings,

which are part of the routine work of a bacte-
riological laboratory in sterilizing culture me-
dia, and on that account advised the three
boilings for honey. There is, however, a very
important reason why this will not apply to

foul-broody honey. The reason, as he states

it, for the three boilings of culture media, is to

kill the germs in the vegetative stage, having
just time enough between the treatments for

the spores to develop, but not long enough

CALIFORNIA LILAC.

work here at Cornell University in the attempt
to work out some of those very problems
When I read those notes on the temperature

of boiling honey, the first thing I did was to

hunt up some samples to represent the ex-
tremes of ripeness and body, and carry them
up to the bacteriological laboratory. The
samples were first placed in large test-tubes,

and heated in a water-bath until the water
boiled, which was at a temperature of 210^°
F.—about what was to be expected at this al-

for them to form spores again. This is all

right in a medium in which the spores will

develop ; but the spores of Bacillus alvci do
not develop in honey, nor can the bacillus live

in honey except in the spore stage. We might
boil the honey as many times as we wish, and
not kill the spores, if each boiling were just

too short to kill them.
As to the time to do this, I am not yet sure.

I have been working for some time on this

point, without coming to any conclusion as to
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the least possible time necessary to kill the

spores. There seems to be a difference, de-

pending on the age of the culture used, media
emplo)ed, etc. Most text books on bacteriol-

ogy advise boiling half an hour. At the boil-

ing-point of honey it would take a shorter

time. My experiments seem to show that 15

minutes is a safe time.

Dr. Miller speaks of gelatine being about
the same specific gravity as honey, which
would give about the same boiling-point.

Gelatine, however, is used only for work at

temperatures below body heat. It is not even
used in the incubator. The thermal death-

point of bacteria is usually worked out on
bouillon.

As to microscopic determination of Bacillus

alvei, it takes a long training in the study of

the closely allied forms before one can make
such a diagnosis. The only point of differ-

ence between this and several others is the

size of the spores. Accurate work with a mi-
croscope that will admit of their being mea-
sured at all is one of the most delicate opera-

tions of microscopic work ; while staining the

spores is, to say the least, not the easiest thing

in bacteriology.

It is quite easy to determine Bacillus alvei

by cultural methods. One can not work sai-

isfactorily without quite an expensive outfit

besides the microscope. The microscopes in

use in this laboratory are fitted with a y% dry
and a jV oil immersion lens. We are required

to use the ^ in making measurements, and in

determining the morphological characters of

the bacteria.

If one suspects foul brood, the best thing is

to send a sample, securely sealed, to some one
who has all the facilities for studying it. I

am willing to undertake this work tree of

charge as long as I am wheie I can, for the

sake of the practice.

Ithaca, N. Y.

[The experiment recorded above shows that

the temperature 1 obtained, as mentioned on
page "233, was very nearly right, for I secuied
a figure of 232, with honey about the same as

the best sample Mr. Howe speaks of. Right
in this connection it might be interesting to

place here an extract from an article wriiten

by Prof. Henry W. Brice, a skilled miciosco-

pist, in the British Bee Journal for March 23.

He says :

If a substance containing bacteria be boiled, all de-

veloped germs are destroyed ; and if then left for

twenty-four hours, and a suitable medium be present,

the spores will germinate ;
then, on boiling again,

these are in turn destroyed, and if left fjr a like

period a further number will be found to exist. The
process of boiling must, therefore, be again repeated,
until the medium is perfectly free. No boiling alone
will destroy the spores while they remain in that condi-
tion. This I have proved enti ely to my own satisfac-

tion.

From what has been given by Mr. Howe
and by Prof. Brice especially, it would appear
to me that, if no boiling alone will destroy the

spores of foul brood, then how can 15 minutes'
at 235 F be long enough ? I should be inclin-

ed to believe that half an hour or a whole
hour might still be insufficient. I am not yet
ready to get over on Bro. Taylor's side of the
fence. Even Mr. Cowan himself speaks of

the great resistance of spores to acids and to

high temperatures.
Suppose, for example, we boil some honey

an hour, and the spores are not destroyed, and
then feed this to the bees again. As soon as

these same spores get into the organisms of

the larvae they would develop and produce the
disease again. To my notion, then, and from
the present light I have, I should not favor
giving the bees honey from the foul-broody
stock, even if it had been boiled an hour.
The danger of extracting this honey, the dan-
ger of handling the combs at all, even if it is

intended to melt them up, is so great that, in

my humble opinion, it would be far safer to

burn all such combs, brood and honey alike,

and then bury the ashes. In any event the
amount of wax and honey saved would be very
small—too small to compensate for the great
risk.

—

Ed.]
»»»

CALIFORNIA LILAC, BUCKTHORN FAMILY.

Ceanothus Divaricatus.—See Cut.

BY J. H. MARTIN.

The California lilac is a compact bush that
grows to a height of six or eight feet, and is

very plentiiul in the southern portion of the
State. It commences to bloom in January and
February near the coast, and as late as March
and April in the interior. The blossom is

very small, but borne in clusters two or three
inches in length, and varies from pale blue to

pure white. It is very profuse in bloom, and
a symmetrical bush looks like an immense
snowball. When the plain or mountain side

is covered with these shrubs tt presents a deep-
green appearance, and a glory of misty blue
or white during its bloom. It is not so fra-

grant as the domestic lilac of the East. The
bees frequent its blossoms, and secure both
pollen and honey. With alfilanlla first and
lilac next, the bees get a good start in brood-
rearing. During this dry season the alfilarilla

has not put in an appearance to any extent,

and the bees seem to be gleaning with more
vigor from the lilac.

The photo gives a very good representation

of the shrub, also of the average California

bee-hive. In the foreground there is a new
growth of wild buckwheat, and at the right a
cactus reaiing its bristly head.

REARING GOOD QUEENS.

Seasons of Rest Important; Rearing in Upper
Stories.

BY HENRY ALLEY.

I sometimes think that the whole story of

bees has been told ; but with each issue of

Gleanings there is still a good deal that is

new and very interesting. I am especially in-

terested iu all articles relating to rearing

queens, and such matters caich my eye readi-

ly. I can't say that there is much, even on
this subject, that is very new; yet each writer

has an idea that he has found a new way of
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doing something his neighbors know nothing
about.

In Gleanings for Jan. 1, p. 14, Mr. Bonney
describes a way to rear giant queens. This
statement reminds me of the discussion some
years ago in the bee papers in relation to rear-

ing giant worker bees. The idea was to fill a

hive with all drone-comb foundation, and thus
compel the queen to deposit her eggs in drone-
cells. I don't remember whether or not the
experiment was tested, but I do remember an
experiment I tried to force a colony of bees to

rear some drones. I filled a hive with nearly

all drone comb, and the queen was obliged to

lay eggs in drone-cells. This experiment was
watched with a good deal of interest ; and
when I found eggs in the drone-cells I thought
my experiment was working first rate. In
due time the cells were capped over, but not
as drone brood is usually sealed in. When the
bees hatched out of those cells they were no
larger than bees reared in the natural worker-
brood comb.

I wonder where Mr. Bonney would draw the

line on size of the cell-cups. Can't he make
the artificial cups as large as half a hen's egg,

and rear queens in the same proportion? If

Mr. B. reared extra large queens by that one
experiment, the size of the queens was owing
to some other cause than the mere fact that

the cell-cups were larger that the natural size.

I can not think that bees can be fooled by any
such device. The best that mankind can ex-

pect to do is to keep up with nature. We can't

expect to go ahead very much. I am aware
that a good deal can be said on this point,

therefore I drop the matter here.

Good queens can be reared by nearly all the
methods given. In my queen-rearing experi-

ence I find there are times in the season, even
in mid-summer, when bees are not disposed to

rear first-class queens. Just after the honey-
harvest in July is the worst time to rear queens.
Bees at that time seem to think they should
take a vacadon. They need rest. Every-

thing should have a season of rest, and why
not the bees ? It is said that a railroad loco-

motive needs rest, so that the strained parts

may settle back into position, and the strain

on the machinery be relaxed for awhile. I do
believe in rest for the bees. I have found that

from the last of July to about the first of Sep-
tember is a good time for rearing the very
best queens

I read what Mr. Doolittle had to say about
the fine queens he reared above the brood-
nest. I have found that one strong colony of

bees will rear an unlimited number of queens
from cell cups in any season. It is a good
way to get queens. I reared but few queens
by that method in 1898. If the method I test-

ed last season works well another year, most
likely no more queens will be reared in my
apiary, above the brood-nest. Later on I in-

tend to tell the bee keeping public about this

new idea.

In the production of honey the bee-keeper
has got right down to nature's best methods.
In producing queens we are away off. In get-

ting large amounts of honey it is not necessa-
ry to give the bees an impression that they

are about to starve. But in producing queens
the bees must be made to understand that
more queens are needed, and that the exist-

ence of the colony depends upon the number
and kind they are expected to rear.

In rearing queers a necessity for a new
queen must be made apparent. When bees
are made queenless the colony soon under-
stand the situation, and go about the business
of supplying another queen. A colony in this

latter condition, I claim, will produce a much
better quality of queens than a colony that
has a good fertile queen, except when the
colony is about to cast a natural swarm. Of
course, it is understood by all, that, when
queens are being reared above a bruod-nest
that has a queen, and at a time when there is

no field forage, the bees must be fed liberally.

This same thing applies to rearing queens by
queenless bees if good queens are to be reared.

Wenham, Mass.

SELLING COMB HONEY.

Why Some Colonies do Better than Others.

BY S. F. MILLER.

Mr. Editor:—In Gleanings for March 15
you give the foul -brood bill now before the
Michigan legislature. I think we ought to

have a law ot that kind in every State. But
they haven't quite enough of it. The most
important part of it they haven't got ; and
that is, that every expert of a bee-keeper, or
any crank of a bee-keeper who is foolish

enough to manipulate his bees to death by tear-

ing up the brood-nest and spreading the
brood to such an extent as to chill it cool
nights, and thus cause foul brood, is the one
who ought to be arrested and fined and im-
prisoned, and made to go out of the business.

Well, Mr. Editor, I have not asked you any
questions since you first went on the editorial

staff ; and now I am going to give you a hard
question :

In one of my apiaries I had 9 colonies of

bees last season, and 7 of them were of equal
strength, and not one of them swarmed.
They were very strong, and I had them tiered

up with a second story for extracted and big-

comb honey in the brood-frames ; and now
the question : One of them filled every thing
full from top to bottom, and the rest of the
colonies gathered no honey to amount to any
thing. Answer in Gleanings ; and if you
can't I will. The answer is an interesting one.

These bees were all healthy, and in good
shape. Last year was a very poor one with
us. I have had some experience in bee-keep-
ing ; have been in the business 19 years. I

have 42 apiaries scattered over a territory of

20 miles east and west of North Manchester,
and 12 miles north and south—that is, a terri-

tory 20 by 12 miles. I have them among the
farmers. I do nothing but work them for

honey. The farmers attend to the hiving.
The most of those bees belong to the farmers,
and I work them for honey. I work only
about 300 colonies, or perhaps 350. I have a
few in two different towns. Probably what is
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the poorest location one year may be the best

next.

I work mostly for big-comb honey in brood-
frames in upper stories. I use a queen-ex-
cluder, and put in two empty combs on one
side to get the bees started up, and the rest

are empty frames with good starters all around
except the bottom. I can raise more comb
honey in this way by far than I can in small
sections, and have two combs to every hive
for extracting, besides. My ! but this big-

comb honey does sell ! People come with big
jars and dish-pans and candy-buckets and tin

pails. Where I sell by mail orders I ship in

cindy-buckets and tin pails. Sometimes an
old farmer will come along and take a whole
upper story right in the frames. People say
this big comb honey is by far better matured
and better flavored than the small-section
honey. Think of a Simplicity frame weigh-
ing 9 lbs. Bite into one of them, and you go
in over your eyes. Think of an entire cluster

of bees all working together instead of being
divided up into 32 little squads !

I sell my big-comb honey at 10 cents per
pound — cheap enough for farmers to buy for

work-hands. The low price for something
extra makes it sell. All colonies that I think
will not swarm, and all new early swarms, I

work for small-section honey; but I can con-
trol swarming to some extent by working for
" big comb honey " as the people call it.

Where bees were not well protected, the
loss this winter is heavy in our portion of the
country My loss is altogether from starva-

tion. I lose about ten per cent. I winter out
of doors in single-walled hives. I use the Hill
device, and pack well with carpet and lots of

rags.

North Manchester, Ind., March 20.

[Knowing all the circumstances, you are
doubtless able to give a reason why that oue
colony should do so well in comparison with
the others, that is a correct one; but fiom
this point of view I can only suggest that if,

as you say, those seven colonies were equal in

every respect so far as strength and quarters
were concerned, that the one that so far out-
stripped the others had better workers We
once had a colony in our apiary that would fill

its hive full of honey when the other bees
would be almost on the verge of starvation.

Work? We never had anything like them.
Rob? They would clean out any thing they
could fight down. The queen of this colony
we called the " honey queen," and her daugh-
ters were sold at advanced prices. Now, I

can only guess that possibly the queen of that
particular colony you refer to is the mother of
an active strain of bees; and if I am correct in
my surmises you have a queen whose stock
would be worth developing.
With regard to chunk honey, there are some

localities where consumers take moie kindly
to honey in this form than in the latest sec-
tion honey-boxes. That more honey can be
produced in this way is doubtless true; for the
bees will not store so much honey in a lot of
small compartments shut off by themselves as
they will in one large compartment. That is

one reason why I advocate and prefer plain
sections and fences—because they afford a
more open communication.

—

Ed.]

HOW TO START BEES IN SECTIONS.

Production of Comb and Extracted Honey ; a

uable Article.

Val-

BY MRS. A. J. BARBER.

I have been, for several years, very much
interested in trying and comparing different
methods of handling bees for comb honey. I

have been in the business for eight years, and
have had fair success. For the first five years
I tried a different method each year. Three
years ago I tried an experiment that succeeded
so well I have followed it up, and have in a
measure overcome the two greatest difficulties

that I had to contend with—loafing and swarm-
ing. We use the eight-frame Dovetailed hives
with section - holders for A%s.A% sections.

Our bees would always begin to loaf or hang
out on the front of the hives when we put on
the sections, and most of them would do but
little in the sections until they had lost sever-
al days, and then would swarm, thus losing
several days of the first alfalfa bloom.

I had sixty colonits of Italians in my out-
apiary, and in trying my experiment I tried to
be fair. I took 30 supers of half-depth ex-
tracting-frames full of comb from the home
apiary, and put them on 30 hives in the out-
apiary at the same time that I put sections on
the other 30 hives. In four or five days the
extracting-combs were full of new honey, and
the bees excited and busy at their work, while
most of those having sections were loafing,

and some had swarmed.
I raised the combs by putting a super of

sections between them and the brot d-nest. At
the end of two weeks from putting c n the
combs those sections under the combs were
better filled than those on the hives that had
no combs. As soon as the combs were sealed

I put them away to extract, having that

amount of honey extra, and the bees started

nicely in their work. I had only about a third

as many swarms from those hives as from the
ones with sections and no combs

I liked the plan so well that last year I had
enough of those little combs built to furnish a
super of them to every colony that was to be
run for section honey.

I tried the plan again this year, and from 75

colonies at the out-apiary I had 8000 fine white
marketable sections, about 500 lbs. of unfin-

ished and imperfect sections, 1500 lbs. of ex-

tracted honey, and about 60 lbs of beeswax,
and two barrels of vinegar. We got short of

fixtures, and I had to cut out sr rne of my lit-

tle combs and have the bees build them again
to keep them at work. I forgot to mention
that we sell a lot of those combs to families

for home use, as we can sell them cheaper than
sections. When we cut them out we do so

after extracting, and then the washings make
good vinegar, and the wax goes into the solar

extractor, and is of the best quality. We
leave half an inch of comb at the top of the

frame, to save putting in foundation. I do
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not believe we shall ever be able to overcome
swarming entirely, but I believe my plan stops

the loafing better than any thing else I know
of. We had 57 swarms this year, but no loaf-

ing in the out-apiary. We have bought an ex-

tractor for that apiary, and will continue to

run on that plan to start them to work. After

the first super of sections is well started there

is no more trouble about loafing. My neigh-
bors' bees loafed and swarmed through all the

best of the season, while mine were haid at

work. I wish some one would try my plan,

and report.

Mancos, Colo., Nov. 17, 1898.

[There, Mrs. B., you have struck a keynote
I have been trying lo sound for the last two
years. I have found, as you say, that colonies

given sections are often—yes, generally—loath

to enter them ; but if they are given a set of

extracting-combs they will go right to work

—

that is, if there is any honey in the field.

Now, when those colonies get into the work-
ing-fever (instead of swarming-fever) they
will keep right on, even if a super of sections

is given them. Some of my friends could not
understand how I could produce both comb
and extracted honey on the same hive to ad-

vantage. The plan I pursued was the same
as this, almost exactly. I know it has worked
very satisfactorily at our out- yard, where I

gave it my personal attention, not by direct-

ing the work, but by doing it myself. In
many cases I used full-depth stories of ex-
tracting-combs, but with colonies of moderate
strength a -half-depth story was used.

Now, I am not going to claim that I discov-

ered this method before you did ; but until

some one else claims it I propose to call it the
Barber method of producing comb and ex-

tracted honey.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 165.

A New Treatment for Foul Brood.

BY RAMBLER.

Whenever you find foul brood in a comb,
uncap it and wash it all out under a faucet of

water running with considerable force. When
thoroughly washed, shake out the water as
clean as possible; then make a solution of one
teaspoonful offormalin to one quart of water.

Spray the cells full of this solution
;
place the

combs in a pile, and allow them to remain
two days ; then shake out the solution and
return the combs to the hive. In the treat-

ment as given by Dr. Chase he takes the
combs only as they show the disease, and con-
tinues the practice until all vestige of the dis-

ease disappears in the apiary, which would
probably take much time.

In treating a colony as a whole it would be
necessary to put the bees on dry combs or in

a box where they could be put through the
starving process while their own combs and
hive were being treated. The moist combs
could be given them one or two at a time
until all are returned. If the treatment will

cure, as the doctor assured me it would, the

method can be varied to suit the convenience
of the operator. The great advantage gained
in this treatment is the non-destruction of the
combs.
Formalin is a comparatively new antiseptic,

and the most powerful now in use. It is

largely used by the Red Cross Society in their

work in the army. It is manufactured in
Germany under a secret process, and is not
an expensive remedy.
To persons who wish to try this remedy I

would suggest that, where there is honey in a

comb, and we wish to make a thorough job,

the honey should be extracted and the comb
returned to the hive for the bees to clean up

;

then there will be no danger of other bees
sipping the wash where there might be
disease-germs. Or instead of washing under
a faucet, which would be extremely inconven-
ient in nearly all of our California apiaries,

as the next best thing put the combs to soak
in a tank of water. Changes of water with
formalin added could be used. I am aware
that tlvere has been a prejudice created against
the use of drugs, or, rather, has grown from
the repeated failures of their use, and to such
an extent that Mr. McEvoy, one of our best
authorities, comes out squarely and says that
foul brood can never be cured with drugs.
Now, we may be somewhat skeptical when a

new treatment with a drug appears ; but are
we to take the dictum of any one person, and
never make another trial? ,It seems to me if

we do, the bars are put up against all progress
and seeking for better methods of treatment.
I believe that, if there is the merest shadow for

success, we should let down the bars and con-
tinue the experimentation with drugs.

I can readily understand that, where the
germ becomes dried down in the bottom of a
cell, or where it is covered with honey, fumi-
gation or slight spraying would have no effect;

but by putting said germ to soak for several

days there is a chance of rendering it open to

the influence of the proper drug. I think I

have made Dr. Chase's treatment sufficiently

plain so that any one can give it a thorough
trial.

Dr. Cha c-e also uses another antiseptic for

protecting combs from the ravages of the
moth-worm. He allowed me to examine sev-

eral brood-combs wherein were the well-known
silken galleries and the worms, but the latter

were dead. His treatment is to set the hives
containing the combs in a pile of several in

height
;
place under the bottom hive a few

drops of bisulphide of carbon, and it soon
accomplishes its mission. Comb honey can
be treated in the same way, or the disinfectant

can be sprinkled liberally in a room where
comb honey or brood-combs are stored, with
the same effect.

In his practical work in the apiary the doc-
tor uses the Hoffman hive and frame, but it is

shortened up to 14 inches in length, and he
uses nine frames in a hive, which makes the
surface nearly square. He thinks a large hive
is not adapted to the climatic conditions in

Oregon, as there is so much moisture during
certain portions of the year that all portions
of the brood-combs that are exposed mold.
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With this shorter length the bees can cover
all the combs, and mold is prevented.
The doctor's product is rearly all comb

honey, and he sells it in the home market at

10 cts. per lb. He complains that the farmer
bee-ke pers sometimes ruin his market by
selling their honey at a lower price than is

necessary. Said he, "I should like to see
some of those fellows who can write so glibly

about selling honey in the home market just

come here and try it about the time our farm-
ers bring in their honey. I'd like to have
them show me how to do it."

The doctor informed me that, though he had
sold thousands of hives, there are not many
bee-keepers in Oregon who are in the business
extensively or exclusively. There are but few
in the Willamette Valley and to the south.
The greater number are in the northern por-
tion of the State.

THE WAY THEY GROW CHERRIES IN OREGON.

The seasons are variable in this portion of

Oregon. In one of the extra seasons, the
doctor had produced 200 lbs. of comb honey
from one colony of bees, and on one occasion
one colony stored 150 lbs in ten days from
fruit-bloom. The doctor did not say what
particular fruit was most plentiful around
Salem ; but one can readily imagine that, if

bees were near one of those large cherry

-

orchards which are plentiful in some parts of

Oregon, the bees could do a good business in

their vicinity. White clover makes a rank
growth here ; and when the weather is favor-

able bees do well upon it ; but the doctor has
known it to be so rainy during the height of

the bloom that the bees would not get a drop
of honey from it. I suppose it is just as ag-
gravating to the Oregon bee-keeper to have
such an abundance of water as it is for us here
in California to have such a meager supply.

It is needless to say that I passed two agree-
able hours with Dr. Chase ; and when I left

him I mentally hoped that the blessed bees
would again give him success.

The grocer and the doctor gave me direc-

tions how to find another bee-keeper who lived

two miles out of town ; but the misty condi-
tion of the weather, and the fact that, through

the blunder of the baggage-smasher, my bicycle
had been sent on to Portland, caused me to

leave in pursuit of it.

At Salem I had a choice of routes to Port-
land, either by rail or water. The Willamette
River is navigable over the intervening 52
miles for quite large boats, and much further
up for smaller ones.

At Oregon City, 13 miles from Portland, the
river cuts its way through the basalt rocks,

and a portion of the city has a very pictur-

esque appearance perched upon the summit of

a cliff. The river here plunges over a fall of
42 feet, and gives an immense waterpower,
which is utilized for large woolen, paper, and
other mills, besides having an electric plant
which supplies Portland and all the surround-
ing towns with light and power. A canal
with locks allows steamers to pass this barrier.

The Willamette Valley, which I entered
over the Calipooia Mountains,
is about 150 miles in length by
an average of 75 in width ; and
it is most fertile and productive.
Its output of wheat in 1897 was
over 7,000,000 bushels. I found
that much of the land was held
in tracts of 640 acres. The first

settlers were given that amount.
Although the valley is the most
thick ly settled of any portion of

Oregon, it would bear a much
greater population should these
large holdings be broken up. I

also find that land is not held
at such high valuation as in Cal-

ifornia. I am informed that

prices range from §5.00 to $35.00
per acre.

Oregon, as the reader may
know, is divided into East and
West Oregon by the Cascade
range of mountains. While the

eastern portion is at a higher elevation, and
colder, the western portion enjoys an equable
temperature ; and while it is termed Webfoot
on account of the amount of the rainfall, the

precipitation is no greater than it is in New
York or the New England States. I mention
these facts because I have received inquiries

from the home-seeker about Oregon. In my
humble judgment it is better for a young man
to make his home in some of these fertile far-

western States, where a few acres will produce
more than a hundred on the stony hills of

the far East. Bee-keeping can be run in con-

nection with fruit-raising ; and as the trees

become more plentiful and larger, the possi-

bilities of honey from that source alone are

encouraging. Just imagine the work there

would be for an apiary near a cherry or prune
orchard of several thousand trees in full

bloom ! The western counties of the State

seem to be the natural home of the cherry,

and it can grow to its greatest perfection only
where the bee can perform its work of fertil-

ization.

There were bee-keepers of more or less local

note near the little towns of Oregon City and
Milwaukie; but they were out a few miles, and
the mist and the mud presented an insuper-
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able barrier to calls, and I hastened along to

Portland.
Having in mind the fate of Bill Greene in

Portland, and the warning it conveyed, and to

fortify myself against any such occurrence, I

secured a fine asylum on the fifth floor of the
Goodenough building, strictly temperate, es-

pecially on the fifth floor. Here I just luxu-
riated a few days in writing letters and listen-

ing to

The raindrops' showery dance and rhythmic beat,
With tinkling of innumerable feet

on the tin roof. As I listened, and calmly
looked down from my fifth story, and saw the

ladies passing to and fro, I used Judge Lever-
ing's phrase about rain, and exclaimed, " Let
her rip !

"

Since my return to Southern California the

above formula has been placed in the hands
of Mr. M. R. Kuehne, of San Bernardino Co.,

and he is at present giving it a thorough trial

with some hopes of success. Where he has
not been successful he attributes it to not hav-

ing conveniences such as he needed for carry-

ing out his experiments. With his first trials

he is confident that he has greatly reduced the

ravages of foul brood in the hives operated

upon. Further reports will be given later.

[This new treatment for foul brood may
work ; but in any case it appears to me it

would involve considerable labor and some
risk ; for how is one to know whether he has

washed out all the diseased cells ? A good
deal of apparently healthy brood has the

spores of the disease in the blood; and as soon
as these develop, the larva dies and decay sets

in. I have come to believe that it is danger-

ous to fuss with foul-broody combs. I would
not even melt them up into wax. I would
burn them. It saves time and risk. I never

yet had a case where the bees of an affected

hive drew out foundation but that the result-

ing comb and brood were perfectly healthy.

I should like to know about this formalin,

however. I am not yet satisfied that there

has been discovered hitherto a real antiseptic

for foul brood. If there are any of our readers

who are in position to try this new treatment

I wish they would give us the results of the'r

experiments—especially with formalin.

—

Ed.]

FEEDING OUTSIDE THE HIVE, VERSUS INSIDE
FEEDING.

Question.—It will be necessary for me to

feed my bees considerable this spring, and I

wish to know how best to do it. Will it be
better to put the feed in shallow troughs out
a few rods from the hives, as I see recom-
mended by some, or should I feed in the hive ?

Answer.—Outside feeding has been recom-
mended in the past by some good apiarists;

and where there are no bees, either in the
woods near by or at some of the neighboring

farms or houses within two miles of the per-
son wishing to feed, the plan will do. But, as
a rule, the person undertaking feeding in such
a way finds out sooner or later that he is feed-
ing many other bees as well as his own, and it

is not a real pleasant feeling that comes over
one when he realizes that he is at dollars of
expense feeding bees from which they can
not expect to reap any pecuniary benefit.

Then such feeding is very liable to engender
robbing, especially if the feed given contains
any honey, and if given in the scanty snpply
that is often recommended in stimulative
feeling; for when the feed gives out, along in

the hottest part of the day, the scent of the
just stored feed from the hives places a great
temptation before such bees as have just be-
fore been carrying feed to their fullest capaci-

ty, on now finding themselves suddenly de-
prived of any more work to do, so they set

about trying to get the savory sweet from the
hives from which the savor comes; and woe
betide the weak colony that does not have
sufficient numbers to repel the attack of a

numerous throng of excited marauders which
have been appetite-whetted only just before,

with nothing now, in a legitimate sense, to
supply that appetite. Bees placed in such a
condition are made fools and robbers to a ten-

fold greater extent than they naturally are

where " left to their own sweet will; ' and for

this reason alone I do not think it ever advis-
able to feed outside unless it can be done gen-
erously enough so that the bees can have a
full supply the whole of the day in which
feeding is commenced in the morning.
Then, again, by such outside feeding, bees

can not be fed in proportion to their needs,

one colony as compared with the others.

Some of the colonies in the yard may have all

the honey in their hives that is for their best

good, while other colonies may be nearly or
. entirely destitute, and in a wholesale outside
feeding there is nothing to hinder those colo-

nies having plenty of honey from securing
fully as much as those on the verge of starva-

tion; and thus it comes about that, while the
needy ones are helped, those having an abun-
dance are hindered, from the amount coming
into the hive taking up the already scanty
supply of cells left vacant for the queen to

deposit her eggs in. Thus we have a crowd-
ing-out of the queen just at the time when she
should have all the room needed in which to de-

posit eggs which are to develop into the
workers for the honey-harvest only a little

way ahead. Then should the day in which
you commence to feed prove to be one of

those fitful ones which we often have in the
spring, after an entirely clear, pleasant morn-
ing, when the wind rises up, and floating

clouds pass over the sun, causing a few min-
utes of bright sunshine and an equal number
of cloudy chilly minutes, many bees will be
lost by trying to carry the feed at a time when
they will become chilled before they get fairly

loaded, or en route home; and the loss of a

single bee at this season of the year is of

more account than the loss of a score—yea,

of a hundred—would be just after the harvest
of white honey is past.
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I know that there is something very fasci-

nating about this outside feeding, especially
seeing the bees go to and fro in their eager
scramble after the coveted sweets; but after

years of experimenting along this line I have
come to the conclusion that such feeding, as a
rule, is a "delusion and a snare;" and it is

really but little more work to feed inside the
hive, especially if you can have combs of
sealed honey to set in the colonies which do
not have sufficient stores.

During the first warm days of spring each
colony should be examined to find out regard-
ing their supply of stores, and queen. If they
have plenty of stores and a good queen, such
colonies need not be looked after further till

the surplus is placed on the hive, especially

by the person who does not think a gain can
be made by a spreading of the brood. As to

what plenty of honey would mean during ear-

ly spring, 1 place the amount at from 10 to 15

pounds. Then if the weather is favorable dur-
ing all of the early bloom, especially the fruit-

trees, they need no further looking after as to

stores; but should the weather be such that
the bees can secure nothing during fruit-

bloom it may be necessary to feed even those
which had 15 lbs. of stores in early spring;
for honey is consumed very rapidly when
brood rearing has reached its height unless
there is some coming into the hive almost dai-

ly to take the place of that turned into brood.
Hence it becomes every person keeping bees
to be alert in this matter of stores during the
time of the most prolific brood-rearing. Those
which do not have the supply of stores named
above should be fed in some way. While
many believe it pays to feed nightly for stim-

ulating purposes, nearly 30 years of experi-

ence along the feeding line compels me to say
that, with myself, there is not enough gain
made by such feeding, over and above what
brood the bees would naturally rear where
they have plenty of stores, to pay for the ex-

tra work of feeding; hence I prefer the plan
of setting in full combs of honey for each col-

ony which does not have at least 10 pounds of

honey in early spring, till they have that

amount, or, better, the 15 pounds. If I do
not have combs of honey enough to go around
to all needy colonies I fill combs with syrup to

supply the place of the combs of honey.

To fill the combs, take any old milk-pan
and punch the bottom full of holes about one-
sixteenth of an inch in diameter, punching
from the inside out. Place this pan over a

wash-tub, or any \essel having a large open
mouth, in which you can have room to hold
the combs about 18 inches below the pan,
when an assistant will pour the (about blood
warm) syrup in the pan, from which it will be
distributed in small streams which, when fall-

ing into the cells, will force the air from them,
thus filling them, while other modes of pour-
ing the syrup would result in its running over
the surface of the comb more largely, instead
of entering the cells. As soon as one side is

filled, turn over and fill the other, when the
comb is hung away to drain, after which it can
be used in any spot or place where a frame of

sealed honey can. But this is only my pref-

erence. Others can feed as suits their fancy.
I give this only as my mode of working after
trying nearly every plan yet given to the pub-
lic.

[We make the following extracts from a pa-
per read by R. C. Aikin at a farmers' institute

in Colorado. Although much of it is well
known to most of our readers, it is a subject
that can not be too strongly impressed on the
minds of the general public.

—

Ed ]

There are in the minds of the masses some very
crude and erroneous ideas in regard to bees, their hab-
its, and their usefulness. As an illustration, let me
tell you what has been reported to me as having been
said by a farmer whose face is often seen in these
meetings, and who is counted as an intelligent man.
Speaking of bets and their owners, he was reported
to have said, " The man who keeps bees is just steal-
ing from his neighbors." Your humble servant is one
of the thieves hereabout, according to that man's
idea. I can, however, produce the proof that my rob-
bed friend is not giving a just compensation to me
(my bees) for what he is benefited by them. No, no,
brethren, the bee has a very prominent and impor-
tant place in the e onomy of nature, and particular-
ly in relation to fruit production. Instead of the bee
becoming a damage to the fruit industry, it is an in-

dispensable aid. Instead of the fruit-grower striving
to exclude the bees from his orchards, he should en-
courage their visits. The bees working on the fruit-

bloom means far more in returns to the orchardist
than that received by the apiarist.
Every bloom mu-t be fertilized; and if not, no fruit

will be borne. It is a part of the economy of nature
that insects aid in the pollenization of bloom, and of
the insects useful in this way the bee stands first of
all, particularly in relation to fruit. Botanists tell us
that the nectar in the bloom is there for the express
purpose of enticing the bee, and that the flower will
not secrete the nectar until it has reached that point
of development when it is ready for the visit of the
bee, to thus be pollenized. The nectar is sought by
the bee as food, and as well a portion of the pollen.
The bee in the act of g.itheting these substances not
only aids in the pol'euization of the blossom on which
it is at the instant, but passing to other blossoms with
the pollen dust upon its body produces cross fertiliza-

tion. The stock-man knows well what cro-sing means
in the animal kingdom, and the horticulturist gets
the same thing in the botanical kingdom by the trans-
fer of pollen.
But you want more than mere assertions before you

are convinced. This institute could not have done
better than to have had a lecture by Prof. Crandall,
the botanist of the Agricultural College, showing and
explaining by charts all these points The State Bee-
keepers' Association once had such a lecture by Prof
Crandall, and it was most instructive indeed. He told

us there are certain plants that depend exclusively
upon insects for distribution of the pollen. Others
are not wholly dependent upon the insects, but receive
help from the" winds. Again, others are self-polleniz-

ing. Upon the whole, very few plants exist that are
altogether independent of'outside help in this matter.
Almost all our fruits, except the strawberry, have

both sexes in the same plant, and almost the entire
list depend very largely upon the bee to transport the
pollen from bloom to bloom. So great is this depen-
dence of the apple, peach, pear, plum, cherry, and
such fruit, that a ciop from these can scarcely be ex-
pected unless the bees have access to them. The cher-
ry will make almost an entire failure of fruiting un-
less visited by bees.
The experiment station in Florida selected two

peach-trees; one was protected from insects, the other
was left exposed. Both set fruit; but when the pit, or
seed, of the fruit was forming the protected tiee drop-
ped its fruit, but that of the exposed one matured.

It is now well known by many, that, should cold
weather prevail during fruit-blooming, thus keeping
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the bees at home, the crop will be very materially de-

creased as a result, and, as before indicated, the cher-

ry will be almost an entire failure if insects can not
reach the bloom. Last year two prune-trees in my
apiary, with bees under and all about them, bloomed
for the first time. Considering the killing frosts of

last spring I thought it doubtful if I should get even a

sample of fruit; but it seemed that almost every blos-

som gave a prune.
Clovers of all varieties are aided in the same man-

ner by the bee. The blossom-cups are so deep in the

red clover that usually the common bee can not reach
the nectar, and do not work this variety; hence it de-

pends mostly upon the bumble-bee. Australia had no
bumble-bees; and when they planted the red clover

there it would not seed because of lack of fertiliza-

tion; and to remedy this they imported those bees
from this country, and all went well thereafter. Cut
open a lopsided apple, and in the undeveloped side

you will find no seed. The undeveloped part was
caused by a lack of fertilization on thatpaitof the
bloom.

FASTENING FOUNDATION IN FRAMES.

Dr. Miller:—! see in Gleanings for Dec.

15 an aiticle about sticks in frames for fasten-

ing the foundation. 1. Please let me know
the size. 2. Will these answer for extracting

-without any wire in frame ? 3. In speaking

of the engraving under No. 1, "half bottom
not yet nailed on," does this mean that there

are holes in top and bottom bars for inseition

of the sticks? 4. How are the sticks imbed-

ded in the foundation ? 5. Which founda-

tion, "medium or light," is best?

Ashland, Ore., Jan. 23. W. C. MvER.

1. The length is yi inch less than the in-

side measure from top to bottom bar, and the

sticks are -^ inch square. The reason for

having the sticks y% inch shorter than the

space between top and bottom bar is that it is

easier to handle the shorter sticks in putting

them in ; and, besides, basswood (of which
timber the sticks are made) increases in length

as well as thickness when it swells, and when
the wood is thrown into boiling wax I think

it likely that it increases in length.

2. Yes. I extr-icted about 300 pounds from
such combs that had been built the same sum-
mer, and there was no trouble.

3. No. The sticks do not necessarily touch

either top-bar or bottom-bar, and there are no
holes to let them in. The object of having

the bottom-bar in two pieces is to allow the

foundation to go between the tv\o \ arts. The
foundation is cut >^ inch wider than the inside

depth of the frame. That, allows % inch at

the top to go into a saw kerf in the top-bar,

and % inch at the bottom between the two
parts of the bottom-bar. The foundation is

cut so as to make a close fit to the end bars at

each side, the frame is put on the board , such

as is commonly used for putting foundation

in frames ; the foundation is slipped into the

saw-kerf of the top-bar, and then the second

part of the bottom-bar is put in place, a single

small wire nail is driven at the middle to fast-

en the two parts of the bottom-bar together,

and then the remaining nail is put into each

end of the bottom-bar. Top-bars and end-

bars are \yi inches wide, and each part of the

bottom bar %, inch wide. That allows l
/$ inch

between the two parts of the bottom-bar for

the foundation.
4. If you put in the dry sticks, the bees

will gnaw them out every time. Put a little

bunch of the sticks in melted wax, keeping
the wax where it will stay hot. At first the
air and moisture in the sticks will make a

great frothing, and you will not imbed any
till all settles and becomes clear. Then with
a pair of tweezers, or something of the kind,

lift a stick out of the wax, lay it in place, and
press it into the foundation with a presser

made of a little board about as long as the
sticks, or not quite so long, and about y% inch
thick. The edge that presses in the sticks

must be kept soaked in water, so the wax will

not stick to it. Five sticks are used in a

frame, one about an inch from each end-bar,

the other three at regular intervals. In rare

cases I've had the bees gnaw at the sticks,

even when cooked in wax, but I don't know
why.

5. I have used rather heavy foundat ron
(some I've had on hand for a number of

years), but it may be that light foundatii n
would do just as well. Certainly just as light

foundation can be used as if wire replaced the

sticks.

Thej-e sticks allow the combs to be built sol-

id to the bottom bar (but sometimes the bees

will dig under), and I know of no advantage
in any way that the wires have over them.
Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

PERFORATED SEPARATORS, ETC.

1. I have a lot of wooden separators, and
should like to know if it would be any advan-
tage or disadvantage to bore ^-inch holes

through them so as to allow a passageway.
2. What do you strain your extracted hor.ey

through, and in what way?
3. About how often and how much do you

feed an average colony to encourage brood-

rearing?
4. Is there any advantage in having a bee-

way on top of the sections ?

5. I wonder how many put sections in a

damp place awhile before folding, instead of

welting or steaming them. It goes ahead of

either way if you do it right.

Walter Garabrant.
Mendham, N. J., Mar. 28.

[1. Separators with perforations in them
are betttr than those that are plain, I believe.

I would suggest that you try a few supers

equipped in this way: Half the super with

plain separators, and'the other half perforat-

ed. Note particularly the filling of the sec-

tions, and the rate of filling of the two lots.

2. We recommend an ordinary cheese-cloth

sack, suspended under the mouth of the

honey-gate.
3. About half a pint of syrup daily is con-

sidered a very good allowance for stimulative

feeding.
4. There must be a beeway in the top of

the s( ctions, provided the supers are tiered

one above the other. Closed-top sections are

used only when one super at a time is allowed

on the hive; but if there is a good honey-flow

and a big colony the bees work at a disadvan-

tage when they have, only one super.

5. A good many practice the plan; and I
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believe it results, in general, in less breaking
than where the grooves are dampened just
before the folding.

—

Ed.]

HOW TO PREVENT SWARMING.
As soon as your bees get strong enough to

show signs of swarming, get some combs and
put an upper story on your hives (if not al-

ready on). Place a queen-excluder between
the upper and lower story. Now put queen-
cells in the upper story, with some two or
three frames of brood up there, with an en-
trance at the rear end of the upper story. As
soon as your queen has begun to lay, lift your
upper story off; raise your excluder, and
catch the old queen, and kill or do something
with her ; then put your upper story back
without the excluder, and the work is done,
and your hive has not been without a laying
queen at any time ; and my experience is, the
young queen will not swarm, no matter how
many bees you add to her hive. I think this

the cheapest way to manage them.
Elmont, Tex., Feb. 7. J. F. Teel.

[This is an excellent way to requeen with
young blood ; and while a colony with a
young queen is not as liable to swarm, per-

haps, it would hardly be safe to assume that
such colonies would not swarm. If you try

the plan on a larger scale I think you will

agree with me.

—

Ed.]

OLD - STYLE WIDE FRAMES ', DOUBLE - TIER
EIGHT SECTIONS.

I noticed an article in my last Gleanings,
Feb. 1, written by Alfred Atherton, of Oramel,
N. Y., referring to the old-style wide frames,
and also noted the editor's objections to the
same. I, like Atherton, prefer them to any
other device for procuring comb honey. I

have never found the objections referred to by
the editor. I never use dummies to fill with

—

I always put on full top (48 sections). You
speak of their being hard to get out of a hive.

Perhaps you don't go at them right. Let me
refer you back to Gleanings. June 1, 1898,

p. 438, you will notice that the correspondent
took 6000 lbs from 60 colonies, spring count,

and asks if you would like to know how he
did it. I will tell you the secret for him (I

don't mind telling you). He used old-style

wide frames, and says they are good enough
for him. My wide frames are the same width
as my sections (l l/2 in. ), and I use plain sec-

tions and the fence separator, double tier.

Noble, 111., Feb. 3. E. E. McCoy.

my memory, and a somewhat similar experi-
ence has left tender spots on my fingers and
ribs, so it is natural to write it to you in order
that you may relax your regular " editor Root "

dignity of countenance and smile with me.
Since Morton's death I have been working

in the shop with the machinery, and finding
out how easily a stick will come back at your
ribs from the saw ; and although I haven't
caught one yet on the nose, like that chap
who saved 90 cts. by building bee-hives (or
came out just even if putty isn't cheap in the
spring), 1 did worse; for, in forgetting the old
saw, "don't monkey with the buzz-saw," I

learned that stopping a buzz-saw with my fin-

gers isn't a success. It slashed into two fin-

gers of my left hand—not so badly as it might
have done, as it left bones intact, but bad
enough to inspire a very wholesome respect
for that same " hollow-ground cut-off."
Auburn, N. Y., Dec. 17. S. A. NiVER.

WIDE ENTRANCES FOR HOT CLIMATES ;

SWARMING DIMINISHED.
I have been troubled very much every year

from my combs melting. I used only a y2 -

inch entrance, whole width of hive, and my
foundation and new combs would all melt
down till this year when I blocked all my
hives up on J/s-inch blocks, and never lost a
comb, and my bees seemed more at ease.
There was not such a roar from them in fan-
ning, but my bees are right out in the sun,
and it would make quite a difference if they
were under a shade. But I find the bees win-
ter much better out in the open, and com-
mence rearing brood earlier.

There was not a general good honey harvest
here this year, although I made a rousing big
crop of combs, nearly 150 lbs. per colony.

I forgot to mention my good "luck," if I

should so term it. I had only two swarms to
issue the whole season, from my home apiary
of 125 colonies that I set up on the 4 J/s-inch
blocks. Swarming has been our greatest
trouble in past years, some days having as
many as 60 swarms. J K. HiLL.

Uvalde, Tex., Dec. 7, 1898.

THE TALL SECTIONS.

I see on page 127, Feb. 15, friend Aikin tells

why sections with a long entrance are better.
That is the kind I have been using for years,
and you have been making them for me. Try
them. Henry Wilson.

Clinton, 111.

[Every one to his likes and dislikes.—Ed.] foui< brood in cuba . WHEnce came it?

niver's experience with a buzz saw.

Dear Friend Root

:

—As our friends the
Quakers say, "the spirit moves " me to have
a little chat with you this morning, as I am
off duty, and away on a visit to a friend here
in this city of prisons. Gleanings for Dec.
15th had not shown up when I left Groton
yesterday; but the Dec. 1st number had an
experience in it, page 880, on making hives by
hand, that seemed to touch a tender spot in

Mr. W. W. Somerford said, page 82, that
foul brood was introduced by D. A. Jones
sending queens to Cuba. It is very probable
that Mr. Pedro Casanova was mistaken in this

respect, and that this assertion is unjust to

Mr. Jones, because foul brood was spread all

over Cuba long before this. Dr. Dzierzon, in
Germany, infected his apiary by feeding
Cuban honey in the year 1848, and lost nearly
all his colonies. So it is very probable that,

unknown to Mr. Casanova, foul brood was
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introduced in his apiary from the neighbor-
hood. L. Stachelhausen.

Converse, Tex., Feb. 9.

WOOD VERSUS TIN SEPARATORS.
" Please tell me your opinion as to the mer-

its or demerits of tin versus wooden separat-
ors," writes a correspondent. " The reason I

ask is that the modern super is not made
wide enough to admit of wood separators, but
tin can be used. Will bees store as much
honey with tin as with wood ?

"

Answering the last question first, I think
bees make no difference between tin and wood
as to the amount of honey stored.

Aside from the matter of cost, durability,

and thickness, the chief difference between
separators of tin and wood is that, on account
of the stiffness of the grain, wood easily re-

mains straight and stiff lengthwise, and tin

bends lengthwise. On the other hand, wood
bends more easily than tin in the other direc-

tion, and, what is of still more consequence,
the wood shrinks and swells, and tin does not.

The result of these differences is that tin is

the proper thing to use where the separators
are held rigidly in place lengthwise by being
nailed, and wood is better where separators
are not nailed. Nail a wooden separator in
place, and it will curl up in a very unsatisfac-
tory manner. It will do better with a single
nail at each end, but that is not entirely sat-

isfactory. If you attempt to use a tin separat-
or without nailing, it is very easily bent in
the direction of its length, and it doesn't take
much bending to throw it a quarter of an inch
out of its proper plane, which means that a
section one side of it will be a quarter of an
inch too thick, and its opposite neighbor as
much too thin.

You will then see that it will not do to sub-
stitute tin in a super designed for wood, and
vice versa. But I don't understand what kind
of modern supers you can have that are not
wide enough for wooden separators. Your
separators are hardly more than /g thick, and
your supers are hardly less than 12 inches
wide. That will admit six sections with their
accompanying separators, providing your sec-
tions are not more than \\\. Such wide sec-
tions are not much used now, and I think
most supers for eight-frame hives are 12^
inches wide, making it necessary to use a fol-

lower and wedge to fill up the vacant space
when sections are \%. In any case, if there
is not room enough for a given number of
sections, one less across can be used, filling

up the space with followers and wedges.
Marengo, 111. C. C. MILLER.

TRAVEL-STAIN ; A THEORY AS TO ITS CAUSE.

My observations lead me to believe the main
cause of travel-stain to be the clustering of
very young bees on the combs. The warmth
of the cluster and dejections of young bees
discolor the cappings. That seems to explain
why stained cappings are seldom found in
queenless colonies or others having no hatch-
ing brood in them. To have sections finished
by newly hived swarms, and removed before

any young bees have emerged from the cells, I

have found in my locality to be the best way
to prevent so called travel-stain.

Jas. Comeau.
Henry ville, Que., Jan. 26.

SWEET CLOVER ; HOW TO GET RID OF IT, ETC.

Mr. E. Smith's advice to L. A. Sawyer in
regard to getting rid of sweet clover is sound.
It is just what they do here, and (I am sorry
to say ) they succeed. Sweet clover is termed
a noxious weed in this locality. Street com-
missioners, road supervisors, and railroad-sec-

tion foremen have strict instructions to cut it

before it blooms. In this, however, they do
not always succeed ; but they do as a rule get
at least the most of it cut before it can ripen
its seeds.

As I saw this wholesale destruction I re-

monstrated vigorously, and I used A. I. Root's
well-known phrase, " It will never trespass on
cultivated soil, or any pasture ;" but there I

got my foot in it. I was shown places where
it had got a rod or more into a pasture-field
and also in meadow.

Will cattle not eat it? Yes, they do ; but
not as long as they have plenty of June grass

;

and by the time June grass is scarce the clover
is too big. If the farmers would cut it only
once, then the cattle would take care of it aft-

er the June grass is gone. A year ago last

Augtist my bees were storing honey fast, and
it all came from the sweet clover. We had
had some rain, which had started the clover
anew. One day I went to Plasterhead, about
3 miles distant, and along the roads I saw a
sight of beauty — the fresh green of sweet
clover, and only 6 or 8 inches high, loaded
with bloom, and my bees were fairly swarm-
ing on it. A flock of half-starving cattle and
pigs tried in vain to get their heads through
the fence and get a bite of it ; but as I return-

ed, three men were at work, cutting down the
" noxious weed" that the starving cattle were
not allowed to get a bite of ; and next day my
bees began robbing. I had 62 colonies, and
might have got many pounds of honey had it

been left; but it is a " noxious weed," and
must go. Julius Johannsen.

Port Clinton, O., Feb. 7.

SWEET CLOVER IN THE SOUTH
;
QUALITY OF

THE HONEY.
I see so many running down J\IeIilotns alba

that I feel like saying something in its behalf.

It is the first of our forage-plants to come in

the spring, and the last to be killed down in

the fall. Stock eat it readily until it becomes
rather woody, and even then eat the smaller,

shoots. We grow it for pasture, for hay, and
as a honey-plant. We have no trouble what-
ever in getting rid of it here. Our greatest

trouble is in keeping it set where stock is al-

lowed to run on it. Melilotus being a bien-

nial, we either have to keep stock off or re-

sow every two years. It makes a rather thrif-

ty growth on our thinnest soil, and even where
the soil is washed, leaving the white limestone

exposed, you will find our melilotus there by
itself. We keep from 40 to 50 colonies of
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bees, and almost our entire crop of honey is

from this plant. Our extracted is almost trans-
parent (that is, almost water-white), and of a
splendid mild flavor.

My uncle (a nurseryman), from Southern
Illinois, was with us during the holidays just
past. He was something of a beekeeper un-
til foul brood got a start in his yard last sum-
mer while he was sick, and left him nearly
beeless. He pronounced our melilotus honey
as good as the best. We usually sell all we
get here at home, and have none for sale now.
Hence it can not be said that we have an ax
to grind because we praise it, but because we
think we have a valuable forage and honey-
plant in melilotus. L H. Gould.

Crawford, Mass., Feb. 1.

THOSE IDEAL PLAIN SECTIONS
J
BETTER

FILLING.

I was fortunate enough to secure through
Lanetter & Co., Sydney, 1000 of your Ideal
sections and some fences ; and although we
are having a rather poor honey yield 1 have
managed to get some of them filled, and I

must tell you that all I have shown them to

consider them far ahead of the square section
so far as pleasing the eye is concerned, and
that has a deal to do with the selling of a hon-
ey or other crop. One of my best retail cus-
tomers in the city of Brisbane remarked on be-
ing first shown them, " Yes, they are much
nicer," subsequently labeling, " This season's
comb honey; perfection." The bees seem-
ed to fill them more readily, doubtless because
of the freer communication afforded by the
fences. J. M. Mitchell.
Glenhope Farm, Indooropilly,
Queensland, Aus.

, Jan. 2.

COLOR OF CAPPINGS DEPENDENT ON SEASON.

I have noticed that honey capped during a

good flow is generally whiter than that
capped when honey is scarce, and this Mr.
Crane partly acknowledges; for he almost
says that the upper part of a section is capped
white because honey was coming in plentiful-

ly, while the lower portion was darker, be-

cause honey was then coming in slowly ; and
in another case the middle portion was dark
because it was capped between two good hon-
ey-flows. Has Mr. Crane ever bleached eight
sheets of foundation and placed them in a hive
when honey was coming in ? I have done
this, and the combs have been as white as

snow. My reasoning on the matter is as fol-

lows :

Wax, as produced by a bee, is snow white,
as everv one knows, and during a hasty period
of comb-building the combs will be pure
white ; but should the bees have the time and
labor to spare, then they color the wax to cor-

respond with their surroundings ; hence a

new comb built adjoining an old dark comb
will, under ordinary circumstances, be color-

ed by the bees, so as to keep up as much as

possible a uniform appearance within the hive.

Take another instance :

Place a white and a b'ack comb in any
brood chamber, and see if the bees don't col-

or the cappings to correspond. So you see
my theory in reference to getting white comb
honey is that we must give white foundation
and keep every thing within the hive as white
as possible, and try to have our honey capped
during a rich honey-flow. These things may
be difficult to control ; but if we know the
cause for certain, then we can avoid many a
mishap. Can not any observer of nature veri-
fy what I have said, when we find so many in-

sects coloring their nests or eggs to correspond
with adjacent articles? and has not nature
made many an insect's color to correspond
with its home ? If you take a frame of old
dark comb and cut off a portion, and place it

in a hive, won't the bees color the new wax to
correspond, where the old and new unite?
But as honey comes in quickly after they
have started to build, they run off to pure
white at the remaining portion of the co nb.
I have not noticed particularly, but I dare say
that bees will cap dark honey with darker
cappings than they do white honey, if there
is not a heavy flow on at the time. Ask Mr.
Doolittle the color of his queen-cells built on
light and dark combs.

John R. V. Braham.
Ewarton P. O., Jamaica, March 6.

LARGER QUEEN-CELLS.
In reply to an article I saw in Gleanings

to-day, with regard to rearing larger queens
in large sized cell-cups, I will say that my ex-
perience has not panned out that way. I find
that bees will always contract the edges of the
cell-cup, no matter how large the hase; or they
will expand the base and then contract as the
cell is drawn out, even in worker or drone
cells. I have experimented with this plan,
but could see no difference in queens. A
queen-rearing colony depends 1 irt^ely upon this
condition. J. D. Fooshe.
Coronaca, S. C, Jan. 4.

AN OLD FRIEND IN A NEW LOCALITY.

I have just landed here 200 miles north of
Newhall, with all my bees, help, and appur-
tenances, to run two apiaries and a home.
My ! what a job ! Every hive carried safely,

and here we are in the midst of alfalfa fields,

with melting snow in sight on the Sierras,

flowing water over the fields, and leaving us
all the large carp and trout on the grounds
that we can use. R. Wilkin.
Famoso, Cal., Mar. 30.

IS HONEY A VEGETABLE OR ANIMAL PRODUCT?
Will you please tell us whether honey is an

animal or vegetable product ? And are the
molecules in honey of the same nature as

those in the nectar of flowers?
Herbert L,. McLallen.

Trumansburg, N. Y., Jan. 31.

[There is a difference of opinion as to wheth-
er honey is a vegetable or animal product.
Strictly speaking, it is of vegetable origin, and
should really be considered such; but the bees
do nevertheless change the nectar of flowers,

a vegetable product, into honey that has other
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elements placed therein by the bees during
the process of ripening. The nectar of the

flowers is not the same as honey.

—

Ed.]

"he;" the irishwoman's calf.

I want to tell Bro. Hasty a story in support
of using the pronoun he on all occasions, and
without regard to sex. An old Irishwoman
lives near us, whom we all call Aunt Mary.
She is quite old (she does not know how old);

can not read or write, is very energetic, and a

great talker — surely a good "household"
authority. She keeps a cow, a pig, and chick-

ens. A year ago last summer her cow raised

a calf that gave her a great deal of trouble.

On one occasion "he" wound her up in the

rope by which she led "him," and trampled
her severely. Said she, " I thought sure an'

he would kail me, and all I could do was just

to say, the Lord have mercy! and he jist kept
a pullin' at the rope." And again, she said,

"I want to sell him. He's a nice calf. He's
a heifer."

With this Mrs. B. came near going head
first into the wash-tub over which she was
standing, in her effort to keep back the laugh.

You see she had not learned the rules of liter-

ature yet.

Now, Mr. Editor, Mrs. B. has it in for you
just a little for what you said on p. 82 about
associating "she" with "softness," for she
says some of the softest things she ever saw
were two-legged animals in the shape of men,
and she has seen women just as "smart" as

their brothers or husbands. Of course, she
makes no allusion to her husband or to you
either. J. W. Beauchamp.

Hatfield, Mo.

[Aunt Mary was fully justified in using the

pronoun he when referring to her obstreper-

ous heifer. As I said, I associate with the
pronoun he smartness and wickedness ; and if

that calf did not possess those qualities, then
he should have been called she.

Yes, I kno n there are some men who are

quite feminine in their general make-up, and
I should be inclined to refer to them as she.

There, I had better not say any thing more,
lest I get into trouble —Ed.]

SELLING HONEY; SOME OF THE PLEASANT
FEATURES OF THE BUSINESS.

Soon the time will come to dispose of the
crop of honey we shall have been able to se-

cure, and, at the same time, develop the home
market. After I had traveled over my usual
route last fall, one warm sunny day I went in

a new direction. While enjoying the warm
sunshine of a beautiful fall day, having driv-

en about three miles I espied a man pulling
turnips. I left the team and went to him and
inquired if he would like some honey. His
reply was: "Wall, now, yes. I would like

some honey ; but you see times are hard and
money is kinder scurse, and farm stuff don't
fetch much ; so I guess I'll have to do without
it."

I had quite a talk with the tiller of the soil,

and it ended in my selling him eight one-pint

jars of extracted honey. I took my pay in

turnips.

The next place I called at I took an old sew-
ing-machine, and I will endeavor to make a
section-cleaner out of it.

In this way I passed a most enjoyable day
in disposing of 300 pounds of extracted honey
and 100 pounds of comb.
There was one little incident which pleased

me more than all else. At the last place I

called, there were some children. The mother
said she would like some honey if she had any
change. One of the little girls asked me if I

would give them some honey for some guinea
pigs. Well, I could not refuse the little tot

;

and so, in exchange for a pair of the guinea
pigs, I gave her a pair of rabbits and some
honey, as she thought the pigs were worth the
rabbits and honey together.

When I got home I had a mixed wagonload
consisting of turnips, eggs, beets, a sewing-
machine, a calf, a pair of guinea pigs, and $16
in money.
Why is it not as well for the producer to ex-

change his product with those he deals with ?

Perhaps it is not convenient for all to do so
;

perhaps others would or could not get the en-
joyment out of such a day's work as I do.
The pleasure that the little girl got from the ex-
change of the rabbits and honey for the guinea
pigs was worth more to me than all the money
I received. I gave the pigs to another little

girl, and she was made happy.
Charlton City, Mass. GEO. L. Vinal.

miller's rack for hauling bees; how to
MAKE IT.

Dr. Miller;—I can not get as much from the
photo in Gleanings as to construction of
your rack for hauling bees as I should like.

Could you make a diagram ? What are the
dimensions of the two pieces you build on ?

Do you make the under side, or floor, close.

How fasten top pieces to the frame? How fast-

en the hives to prevent toppling over ?

Steel Creek, N. C, Jan. 18. A. L. Beach.

I'm afraid I couldn't make a diagram that
would add much to the idea you get in the
photo ; but I think that, by answering your
questions, I can give enough information to

enable you to make a rack. Its advantage is

that, at a very small expense, you can make
one to fit any wagon you may happen to have.

It is no doubt better to have a wagon with
springs, but that is not absolutely essential.

Answering your questions in order, the two
pieces I build on are fence-boards 4 inches
wide, but that's nothing to you; they must be
just what the wagon requires. The under part

of the rack, or floor, is not close. The top
pieces are nailed on with 2^-inch wire nails.

The hives are not fastened on at all.

Now I'll try to answer more in detail. You
are supposed to start with a common wagon-
box. Make a frame after the usual manner of

making a wagon-box deeper, having it of such
depth that, when put on, it will make your
box just deep enough to take in your hives,

for you will want to fill your box with hives
before putting on the rack. Your rack may
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just as well be two feet or so longer at the back
end than the wagon box, so it will hold more
hives, and you can reinforce your frame at the
back end by nailing on pieces at the side; oth-
erwise the hives might break down the part

that proj. cts. Cleats after the usual style

must be nailed on the outside or inside of your
frame to keep it in place on the box.
Now take fence-boards 6 inches wide, and

cut into lengths about 7)4 inches longer than
twice the length of the bottom-board of your
hive. If your bottom-board is 22}4 inches
long, as mine are, then your boards must be
cut 52yi inches long. The number of these
boards must be one more than the number of

hives you will have on each side of your rack.

Now distribute these boards on top of your
frame, spacing them at equal distances, so that

the space from center to center shall be 1%
inches more than the width of the bottom-
boards of your hives. Nail them on. Take a
board 4 inches wide and the whole length of

your rack, and nail it on the top of these
cross-boards centrally. That's to keep the
two rows of hives apart. On each side, to

keep the hives from sliding off, nail a strip an
inch thick and 1 *4 inches wide. To keep the
hives in their places sidewise, nail on the cen-
ter of each board, and, running in the same
direction as the board, a strip about 18 inches
long and Y% square. Of course, these strips

may be more than 18 inches long, but there's

no advantage in it. At the front end and at

the back end, instead of having this strip at

the center of the board place it on the outer
edge and space the boards accordingly. For
lighter handling the rack may be made in two
parts, as is the one in the photo.
The hives are loaded in the wagon-box, run-

ning crosswise, and between each two is plac-

ed a stick % inch square, and as long as the
inside width of the wagon. Thus the hives
are held firmly in their places. Then the rack
is put on and filled. C. C. Miller.

Marengo, 111., Feb. 23.

EATING A POUND OF HONEY AT A SITTING;
4x5 vs. 3^x5 sections; a point for

PLAIN SECTIONS.
Mr. Editor

:

— Since reading what Stenog
says in Gleanings, p. 79, in regard to eating
honey, I have wanted to tell of a little circum-
stance that happened in this neighborhood.
Two fellows on their way blackberrying called

at my apiary and bought two well-filled 4x5
sections of honey, and took them along to

sweeten their noonday lunch. We afterward
found the pieces of the sections, and the fel-

lows admitted they ate it all at the one meal.
They said they would not if they had thought
before cutting into them ; but after cutting,
the honey leaked so they had to eat it to save
it ; and the strangest part of it is, they claim
to have felt no discomfiture from it.

I was much surprised at Mr. Crane's finding
the 35/g X5 sections so poorly filled (p. 125), as

I tried a few of them last season, and they
were much better built out to the wood than
my 4x5 beeway sections on flat tins without
separators. They were all filled out almost
exactly alike, much better than the one shown

on page 126, but I was disappointed in their
weight. One 12-lb. case weighed 11% lbs. One
lot of about 70 lbs. averaged 14 J^ ounces. I

should much prefer to have sections weigh an
even pound. I find, in using sections without
separators during a light honey-flow, the bees
are very apt to fill all the sections one-half or
two-thirds full, while with fences they fill what
they do work in, and leave the rest compara-
tively untouched. Earl Y. Safford.

Salem, N. Y.

[Most markets prefer sections weighing a
little under a pound. The 3^x5 is not in-
tended to hold quite a pound.

—

Ed.]

PLAIN SECTIONS COME TO STAY.
I notice Doolittle gives you a " raking over "

in the Progressive, regarding plain sections,
etc. Never mind. "They laugh best who
laugh last," and you can afford to let them
laugh now. The plain sections and fences
are come to stay; and my regret is that I did
not order all of that kind last season instead
of some of the old kind. I wanted to go slow-
ly, as some would say; but I am going iaster

now. I took up 1500 of the old kind to the
mill, and cut them down so that they will

take the pi ice of no- beeway ones. I had
them done in the jointer, and it was not a
very big job either. Common sense is on the
side of the new section. G. A. Deadman.

Brussels, Ont., Mar. 16.

G. U. U., Mo.—Sometimes colonies under
very adverse circumstances will winter very
nicely, and those under favorable conditions
will winter poorly ; but as a rule, colonies in
double-walled protected hives winter far bet-
ter than those in single-walled.

L. A. S., N. Y.—Stimulative feeding can
be practiced now at any time—the sooner the
better. In general, bees should not be fed
during cool nights. About half a pint of syrup
fed daily, or even a less quantity, wall start
brood-rearing going at a good rate ; but hives
should be well packed and well protected if

the weather is at all cool ; otherwise there is

liable to be a chilling of the brood during a
sudden change of weather.

W. W. S. , N. Y.—We have no real prefer-
ence between the super for holding 4x5 and
that holding 35gx5. The preference will be
based somewhat on the fact of your using an
eight or ten frame hive. If the latter, then
the Danzenbaker super would be more con-
venient. If the former, then the Ideal would
be the one. The 4x5 sections in some markets
may be a little more salable because, for the
same weight, they look larger ; but either sec-
tion sells well. In New York, at least, tall

sections are coming rapidly into favor, and it

seems it will be only a question of time before
the A% square will be shoved out of the New
York markets.
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rg.D!Tp RIAC
the bees are hopeful themselves. I have great faith
that we near the coast shall have a fair honey crop;
at any rate X will stay in Southern California and try
it. J. H. Martin.
Shermanton, Cal., April 4.

Continued warm weather is bringing a

smile to many a beekeeper.

OUR 251 outdoor chaff-packed colonies are

all alive except 16 ; but a good many of the

survivors; I am sorry to say, are somewhat
weakened.

A PECULIAR SPRING.

I do not know how it has been with you,

friends, but with us the cold March winds
have continued on into April, and it was only
yesterday, the 10th, that we had it really

warm enough for the bees to fly ; but it is

encouraging to note that the weather is grad-
ually moderating. There seem to be no fits

and starts about it this year. Almost every

spring heretofore, so far as I can remember,
we had some very warm days followed by
some that were decidedly wintry, one extreme
following the other ; but this spring it has
been one cool or cold streak almost continu-
ously. We now expect better weather. So
much cold ought to bring warm.

WING - CLIPPING ; CREDIT TO WHOM CREDIT
IS DUE.

From our recent foreign exchanges it ap-

pears that I am the sole promulgator and
originator of the practice of clipping queens'
wings for the purpose of more easily control-

ling swarming. Not only this, but they have
been making out that I began the practice

forty years ago—three years before I was born.

Why, my dear friends across the big pond, it

is only very lately that I have become a con-
vert to the practice ; and it was then only
when it had been hammered into me by bee-

keepers more practical than I — yes, by bee-

keepers who practiced wing- clipping, I was
going to say, almost before I ever saw the
light of day. While the practice is not entire-

ly universal in this country, it seems to be
general with very many of our best bee-men.

THE EFFECT OF THOSE RAINS IN CALIFOR-
NIA.

In regard to this the following note just re-

ceived from Mr. Martin, who is keeping us
posted, will explain:

I wish to make a litt'e further report upon the
honey prospects for this portion of the State. The
majority of the bee-men think that the rain came
too late to be of material benefit. However, it came
early enough to save thousands of colonies of bees.
There will be enough honey gathered to tide the bees
through, and perhaps a little surplus may be gained.
This may be particularly the case near the coast; and
from the appearance of honey-plants near my own
apiary I am in hopes of getting something of a honey
crop. The black sage is very plentiful, and it is mak-
ing a good growth. It will be a little later in bloom-
ing, but will surely yield some honey. At this date
the bees are getting honey from alfilaria and the
California walnut. My bees are quite strong, and
ready for any nectar that comes along. In and near
Pasadena, where the bees have access to orange
bloom, I learn that the bees are swarming; therefore

WINTER LOSSES UP TO DATE.

Reports are still coming in, showing win-
ter losses here and there over the country, and
it begins to look now as if the mortality would
be greater than in any other year unless it was
during the winter of 1880-'81, when the losses

were greater than ever known before or ever
will be ; but at that time the correct methods
of wintering were not as well known as now,
and it is not possible that the loss will be any
thing like as severe. But very fortunately the
severe losses are by no means general. In one
section of Michigan, where there have been
heavy snows, there is a general report that
the bees have wintered nicely, when a year
ago there were very heavy losses. In Indiana
the mortality has been great. In New York
the bees have wintered fairly well, because in

that State bees are generally wintered in the
cellar ; or if not in the cellar, those on summer
stands have been well protected by heavy
snows.
The peculiarity of the past winter was that

zero weather was not confined entirely to the
North. Even as far south as Texas there was
considerable zero weather as well as in other
portions of the South. The general unprepar-
edness of the bee-keepers for such extremes
will make wintering losses in the South as
great, perhaps, as in the North. Here at Me-
dina, at this date (April 12), the weather is

growing daily more mild, and we hope the
worst is over.

BLEACHING THE SURFACE OF TRAVEL-STAIN-
ED COMB HONEY.

I have often wished that there was some
method or process by which we could take the
ordinary travel-stained comb honey and whit-
en its surface by bleaching or washing. Tons
of first-class honey — the very best in the
world—is travel-stained. It is well filled out,

even in surface, and in quality the very best
;

but it must sell for a cent or two less a pound,
simply because it is travel-stained. If by some
simple process these soiled surfaces could be
cleaned or bleached white, or nearly white, it

would make a difference of hundreds of dol-

lars in the bee-keeper's profits in a single sea-

son. It would be a great boon to the commis-
sion men, because a "good-looker" always
sells more readily than a " poor-looker."

I received a note from Mr. Byron Walker,
who seems to be very confident that he has
found a process that will accomplish this re-

sult ; and as soon as he gets over his rush—

-

for he is indeed a very busy man—he proposes
to tell the readers of this journal the modus
operandi. I wrote him that, if he had a suc-

cessful method, he had made a very important
discovery. In answer he expresses his confi-

dence in the method, stating that it is so sim-
ple he wonders nobody ever thought of it be-

fore. Indeed, he is rather of the opinion that

some one must have known of it.

What good, you may say, is all this wi.hout
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knowing the method ? In the first place, I

wish to find out whether some one else has a
plan ; and in the second place I wish to draw
attention in advance to the importance of such
a discovery and its value to bee-keepers gener-
ally. A good thing should be heralded in

advance.

NO-DRIP CLEATS FOR SHIPPING-CASES ; HOW
WIDE AND THICK SHOULD THEY BE?

When we first put out what we called the
no-drip shipping-case—a case that has a paper
tray in the bottom, and cross-cleats just thick
enough to raise the sections off from the paper,

we made the cleats % inch thick by about %.
They were made thus for about a year ; then
there came a general clamor to have the cleats

made thinner. Accordingly the following
season, and even up to the present time, we
made the no-drip cleats 1/&XH- Henry F.

Hagen, of Rocky Ford, Col., instead of nail-

ing these cleats in the bottom of the case,

smears a little honey on the under side of the
cleat, and simply lays it on the paper, spaced
a proper distance apart. Of course, it is well
known that honey is almost as good as glue
when used in this way ; and because of this

veryfact arose the necessity of a cleat to raise

the section off from the paper. But very lately

one of the most extensive honey-buyers in the
United States, Byron Walker insists that it is

a great mistake to have the no-drip cleats less

than y% thick ; that those only l
/% thick are

not thick enough to prevent honey from com-
ing in contact with the bottom of the sections

when there is very much drip. As he speaks
from the standpoint of a producer as well as

from that of a buyer, it may be well to con-
sider whether we were not wrong in changing
from thick to thin cleats. There is this to be
said in favor of the thinner cleat : It is quite
thick enough providing honey is attached to

the wood of the section as it should be ; but
much of the honey that was sent to market
early last season was in sections that were
only partly filled and poorly attached. In
consequence there is a large amount of drip,

an 1 this will not be taken care of by the ordi-

nary thin cleat.

From the standpoint of a manufacturer we
desire to please our friends and customers

;

hut before we make a change again we must
have a general consensus of opinion favoring
either the thick or the thin cleat ; and this

opinion should come from both the honey-
buyer and the bee keeper, not forgetting the
commission man, who has unlimited opportu-
nity for observation.

HOFFMAN FRAMES, AND HOW TO HANDLE
THEM.

A very interesting article on this subject
appears in the American Bee Journal for

April 6, from the pen of our old friend and
correspondent C. Davenport, one of th^ most
practical writers in all beedom. He has come
to be recognized as such by the fact that his
•communications appear in nearly all the lead-

ing bee journals. In the article above referred
to he says : "I consider self-spacing frames of
some kind (if hives have to be moved to and

from out-yards) as the only kind worthy of
being considered ; and even if hives are to
remain in one yard permanently, I think self-

spacing frames are far superior to loose-hang-
ing ones." Of Hoffman frames he says that,

after having tried a great many other kinds,
he greatly prefers them to all others. He says
further, "I do not think there is any locality

where propolis or bee-glue can be much worse
or more plentiful than it is here."
The main reason for his success in the han-

dling of these frames he attributes to a simple
tool which he uses. It consists of a piece of
steel \ l/2 inches wide by about % inch thick.

It is spread out and drawn down thin at one
end. The other end has the width reduced,
and is formed into a hook.

In comparing the rapidity with which he
could handle colonies on Hoffman frames,
and those on loose or unspaced frames, a visi-

tor who timed him gave him a record of 1 %
to 2 minutes per colony on Hoffman frames,
and 3 to 4 minutes on loose-hanging frames.
He attributes this difference in results to the
fact that the self- spacing frames can be shoved
together en masse, while the other frames
must be placed carefully in position one at a
time.

That was about my experience when I first

began to push this frame into prominence as
long ago as 1890 — a frame that was then well
known, and was some twelve or fifteen years
old at the time I began to tell about its merits.

At one out-yard, in 1891, I had about half
the colonies on hanging frames, and the other
half on the Hoffman. I ran both sets of
frames together until I made up my mind
that I could save time by transferring all the
remaining combs in hanging frames into the
Hoffman.
One feature that Mr. Davenport does not

touch on is the facility that one has in han-
dling Hoffman frames in groups, three or four
at a time. I scarcely ever manipulate a colony
on these frames without handling the frames
in pairs or trios. I may possibly remove one
frame of the division-board ; then if I desire
to form a nucleus I lift out three frames, leav-
ing them stuck together just as they were in
the hive. If I wish to get at the brood I may
lift out a pair of frames from the center of the
brood nest ; scan the brood surface exposed,
and as soon as I have satisfied myself I insert

the frames in their position. Two shoves
with the pry or tool crowd all frames back
into their exact position, there being no fin-

gering of individual frames. But this result
can not be achieved without a good tool ; and
the one that Mr. Davenport describes is the
one that, according to my experience, is prov-
ing most satisfactory, all things considered.
Early last fall we intended to list such a tool

in our catalog, but we overlooked it ; but we
hope to have some r^ady very soon now.

Mr. Davenport seems to favor Hoffman
frames with square edges. I tried the frame
the first season with such edges ; but after I

had tried them with a plain V edge I decided-
ly preferred the latter ; but I should like to
see reports from those who have recently test-

ed the two side by aide.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A. I. ROOT.

For there shall arise false Christs and false proph-
ets, and shall show great signs and wonders: inso-

much that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the
very elect.

—

Matt. -A :'_').

In one sense Christian people ought to feel

encouraged just at this present age from the

fact that so many are holding, or at least

claiming to hold, Christ Jesus as Lord of all.

I can very well remember when the idea that

Jesus could heal or would heal now as he did

in olden time would have been ridiculed, not

only by unbelievers but perhaps, also, by a

large part of Christian people and church-
members. Now not only Christian Science

people but even patent-medicine men and
venders of humbug apparatus for healing dis-

ease claim that they are in line with Bible

teaching and divine healing as in olden times.

I have called attention to the fact that bad,

vicious, evil men succeed in getting money
from sick people by making believe they can

heal in answer to prayer or similar ways. The
world is now flooded with so many claims in

this diiection that it has brought to my mind
vividly the text I have quoted at the head of

this talk. " False Christs " and " false proph-

ets "—why, one is literally bewildered by the

multitude of them ; and the most perplexing
feature of the whole business to me is that it

seems as if there were gradations all along,

bridging the way between genuine faith and
downright hypocrisy. Our text tells us they

shall show " great signs and wonders," and
that they shall, if possible, " deceive the very

elect." Well, if this is true then I need not

feel greatly worried if they do perplex and
bewilder my poor self. But, dear friends, I

do believe that we may sift the chaff from the

wheat, especially if we are standing close by
and holding fast to the dear Savior's strong

arm. It is with a hope and a prayer that I

may pilot some pr or soul out of the darkness
and into the light that I undertake to talk with
you this morning. Let me first submit a letter

from a bee-keeper :

Friend Root:—\ happen to know something about
the case of Henry W. Imler, mentioned in the item
on page 237 of Gleanings. I was ai Zion Home the
week he was healed It was Christmas week, 1897. I

heard him say twice, publicly, the following, once on
Saturday before the guests in the assembly room of
Zion Home, and once on Sunday before the congrega-
tion in Zion Tabernacle :

" I came to Zion Home Monday morning with
smoker's cancer, located on the back part of my jaw,
and extending downward into the throat. It was as
large around, and as long, as my thumb. I heard the
teaching the same day. Dr. Dowie laid hands upon
me in the afternoon. In the night I awoke strangling.
There was something in my throat. I could not
raise it, so I swallowed it. I felt for my cancer. It

was gone. It had dropped out while I was sleeping,

and I swallowed it. 1 am also healed of the tobacco
habit of 56 years' standing, and of the morphine habit
of 35 years' standing. I have no further desire to use
them."
Mr. Imler was a merchant in Fremont, ( hio, and

appeared to be a bright, resolute man, and appeared
to know what he was talking about. Dr. Dowie
makes no charges for his services. Mr. Imler was
there only one week. He would pay $10 for his board

and room. If he paid any thing more he did it of his

own free will; so i think Dr. Dowie did not " line his

pockets " very deeply.
I think Mr. Fletcher's estimate of not one in ten

being healed is very low, when you consider that from
SOO to 10<X) will arise in an audience in Zion Tabernacle
and testify to their healing.
You seem to be under the impression that Dr. Dowie

prohibits the use of meats. He does not. You will

find meat on his tables every day in the week. He
draws the line on swine's flesh. If you read all the
reports about him you will not know what to believe.

If you want to know the truth about him I would ad-
vise you to go to Zion Home and see and hear for

yourself.
May the Holy Spirit take away all prejudice, and

lead you into all the truth. D. I. Wagar.
Flat Rock, Mich., March 22.

Amen to your concluding sentence, friend

W. Permit me to say to our readers that the

above testimony comes from a bee-keeper,
and without doubt he is an unbiased witness.

It gives us light on the subject in many ways.
First, Mr. Imler was a victim, not only of the
tobacco habit,* but of the morphine habit also

;

and if the work at Zion's Tabernacle was the
means of delivering him from the power of

Satan on these two lines we may all rejoice

and praise God for it, even if he did die soon
after his return home. It is a thousand times
better to die with faith in God than to live in

bondage to such evil habits. A man in our
town, who had reformed so man}' times that

everybody had lost faith in him, finally took
a decided stand and held to his religion. A
year or more afterward he was at the point of

death, and his friends hesitated to tell him;
but instead of being frightened or even dis-

turbed, he said in substance, "May the Lord
be praised ! If I die now I shall die an honest
and temperate man, trusting in Christ Jesus ;

while if I were permitted to live longer I might
after all fill a drunkard's grave." I have
been informed from another source that Mr.
Imler died the death of a Christian over a year
after the healing.

Now, in indorsing the above please bear in

mind, dear friends, that I do not mean to say
Dr. Dowie makes no mistakes. He is human ;

and I presume that, if we were to undertake
to show him up on his worst side, we might
make quite a charge against him. But would
either you or I stand such a test? If some-
body should undertake to write up all of my
mistakes anel inconsistencies, and ingeniously
arrange it, even if he confined himself to facts,

it might make a very sad showing. Dr. Dowie
has certainly been instrumental in delivering

thousands from the dominion of stimulants,

evil habits, drugs, and the foolish and useless

dosing with stuff that does no good, even if it

* Mr. Imler not only stopped the use of tobacco, but,
instead of disposing of the stock on hand, so that
somebody else might use it, he made a public bonfire
of it. See the following, which I clip from a recent
number of Leaves of Healing, written by the Presby-
terian minister of Fremont, O.:

Dr. John Alex Dowie. Chicapro, 111.

Dear Sir:— Mr. Henry W. Imler, of our city, desires me to
write you, ami ay that on yesterday he burned all the tobacco
he had on band in his store, of which fact I was a witness.
He lias thus tull'illed his word of promise to you and to God.
Tims far he stands as a free man. not having touched tobac-

co or morphine since his return from Chicago.
He says he lias no de-ire for either
He attributes his deliverance to the Lord Jesus Christ, to

whom lie ascribes the praise.
I have perfect confidence in Bro. Imler, and believe he is

finally and forever done with tobacco and morphine, after a
bondage of more than forty years. Yours truly,
Fremont, Ohio, Jan. 11, 1898. (Rev.) A. 6. Lane.
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does no harm, and our nation owes him a vote
of thanks for so much. I am glad he has suc-

ceeded in building that great tabernacle, and
in getting that great following.

After the above was written the following
came to hand in a private letter :

Dowie's literature has been mailed to me, filled with
blasphemy, and condemning all Christians, and all

creeds but Dowie's. Two wealthy neighbors of mine
went to Chicago and placed themselves under Dowie.
He soon ascertained their wealth, and requested that
they give the greater part of it to the "cause"
(Dowie). This caused the scales to fall from their
eyes, and the mask from Dowie.

The above seems to give us a glimpse as to

where the great sums of money needed to

build Zion Tabernacle came from. Of course,

there are different ways of looking at this

matter. If those who have been helped by
his teachings feel disposed, out of the grati-

tude of their hearts, to give him aid, surely

no one should object; if, however, he is delud-
ing and deceiving, and leading pec pie away
from established churches, then he should
most certainly be shown up and exposed.
On page 595, Aug. 1, 1898, I made some

extracts from a paper published in Little Rock,
Ark. Another issue of a recent date is at

hand from which I make the following
extracts

:

Don't forget that the Spirit has fixed my terms for
treatments at from one to ten dollars per month for
each patient. These treatments are spoken in the si-

lence every day for all manner of sickness of body
and mind. I treat for success in business, love, and
every thing you desire for health, happiness, and
prosperity.

I Am Christian Science; therefore, when Mrs. Eddy
talks about Christian Science she is talking about Me.
Before Mary Baker Eddy was, I Am. See ?

Now, friends, one would hardly think it

possible people would send money in response
to such assertions, especially from a man who
admits that he gets drunk when he feels like

it, and thanks God for whisky, right out in his

journal. • Now please read the extracts below,
from a kind letter I have just received :

Mr. Root:— I have been thinking, ever since I read
your opinion of Mr. T. J. Shelton which appeared in
Gleanings last summer, that I would write you a
few lines giving you my opinion of him. I know you
were sincere in what you said about him, and felt it to
be your duty to warn people against him; but I know,
and have personal evidence, that he can cure some
diseases, if not all. I procured T. J. Shelton's address,
and wrote him just what I wished to be treated for;

and the very day he received my letter my trouble
ceased. I have been, until within the past three years,
a missionary Baptist ; but since I have been earnestly
studying Mental Science the Baptist doctrine looks
unreasonable to me, as does all orthodox doctrine
—not that I think there aren't good people in all
churches — far from that. We know from reading
your Home Talks, that you are trying to live a true
Christian life. I hope this will be read with as kindly
feelings as it is written. For fear you may feel insult-
ed, and ridicule me, I sign myself A Friend.

Roseville, 111., Mar. 31.

P. S.—I will send you a little book called " Finding
the Christ in Ourselves " I hope you will enjoy read-
ing it.

Now, then, the puzzle is, how can one who
writes a letter like the above, and who seems
to be downright honest and sincere, believe
for a moment that this Shelton, with his in-

temperance and unblushing audacity, can
heal diseases? Nay, further ; he heals people
hundreds of miles away, and the healing is

done (without medicine or any thing else) as

soon as he reads the letter describing the
malady. When Jesus healed the nobleman's
son by simply speaking the word, the people
of that day were greatly astonished ; but now
we are told a wicktd man succeeds in getting
money for doing something more marvelous,
and people believe in him. Before consider-
ing this matter further let us take still another
case.

Mr. Root:—I mail you a circular, issued by Dr. Car-
son, of Kansas City; and inclosed with this letter you
will find a piece of tissue paper that I shall mention
further on. I wish to inquire if you know any thing
about Dr. Carson. Why I inquire is, a lady friend of
mine has just taken what he calls a month's home
treatment by him. and has received no benefit fr< m it.

She has been a great sufferer from paralysis for the
last three years, She is discouraged, having tried so
many things that have not helped her. She said she
had tried Elect ropoise, and was about to try Oxydonor
when she heard of Dr. Carson, and concluded to try
him first. She could not well make the journey, so
she wrote him her condition. He sent what he called
a month's home treatment It consisted of "J8 pieces
of paper like the one inclosed. The instructions were
to keep them wrapped in cloth, away from light, until
used, and they must not be handled or touched except
by the patient. One piece was to be placed between
the shoulders each night on retiring, and to be remov-
ed in the morning, and burned. I told her she had
been doctoring with a lot of humbugs, and to prove it

I got out Gleanings, that she might read your expo-
sures of Electropoise and Oxydonor. You can imagine
how she felt when she found where her hard-earned
money had gone. She gave me one of the pieces of
vitalized tissue paper to send you. It has not been
used; so if it ever contained any healing properties it

must retain them yet. I can not help feeling that he
belongs to the humbug class. If not, may the Lord
prosper him in his wonderful work.
Helix, Cal , Mar. 14. J. B. Ratcliffe.

You will notice in the above kind letter the
writer seems to think it may be possible, judg-
ing from the concluding sentence, that this

man has, after all, some means or power at his

command, of giving some sort of virtue to a

simple piece of tissue paper, so that it can be
sent by mail, together with its medical prop-
erties, to the patient. The writer sent me a
periodical, or a sort of health journal, pub-
lished solely to puff this doctor's sanitarium.
There was a picture of the doctor himself, and
his palatial residence, where he cures people.

He certainly looks as if he had been well fed
;

and the pictures of his study, reception-rooms,
etc., indicate that the zero weather does not
trouble him very much. He is getting rich,

or is already rich, and who furnishes the
money ? Why, they are poor people, such as

our friend describes. The lady sent for the
Electropoise first ; but when she was obliged
to admit that it was of no use, and was on the

eve of sending for Oxydonor, thinking it

might be better, somebody advised her to send
for the " vitalized " tissue paper. We do not
know how much money the doctor had to

have for these pieces of paper. The miracles
described in the Bible are tame beside the
claims of quack doctors of the present day

;

and the tales of the Arabian Nights are no-
where. Some of the doctors make a great
parade, as you may notice in almost any paper
you may pick up, of the fact that their medi-
cines are sent absolutely free of charge. Some
of them say loudly, "Do not send us any
money; we do not want it." Ah! but they
get it sooner or later, as you may easily find

out by biting at their bait.
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Now, is it the rich people who are making
these doctors so wealthy? Is it the million-

aires who contribute to help pay for advertise-

ments costing hundreds of dollars that read,
" Let us send you three large-sized bottles of

our medicine absolutely free of charge ?
'

' No,
it is not the rich people. It is the poor hard-
working people of our land — men who toil

day by day out on farms, and whose families

are often in want— women who spend their

lives, or a great part of them, over the wash-
tub.

The mania for medicines to make people
feel better is positively alarming. Not a wetk
ago one of our customers, in a confidential
letter, said his wife was employing_/o«r differ-

ent doctors, and taking medicines nine times
a day ; and the consequence was, it took about
all the money he could rake and scrape to pay
the bills. Now, this is not an isolated case.

Our periodicals — agricultural, scientific, and
religious — would not be filled with glaring
and preposterous advertisements unless there
were money in it. One of the best periodicals

that comes into my home, and a paper well
up with the times, keeps an advertisement
running, of glass casters to put under the legs

of your bedstead, to prevent the electricity

from running away while you are asleep.

These glass casters are, of course, sent free of

charge, on thirty days' trial. If you do not
" feel better " after using them you may send
them back, paying postage both ways. If

you do feel better, the price is $2.00. Very
likely somebody will put in right here, "Mr.
Root, we have been using those glass casters

several months, and we would sooner part
with the clock or the cook- stove than with
them." Then somebody will say, "Why,
Bro. Root, how do you knoiv that they do not
do good ? How does it come that you arc so
much wiser than the rest of us?" My dear
friend, I do not claim to be wiser in all mat-
ters ; but I have kept up with the inventions
and improvements in electricity for about
fifty years. Glass casters would not keep the
electricity in the human body any more than
they would keep the rain from falling on the
roof of your house. Of course, it might be
managed by an electrician so as to insulate
your bed, and then the bed might be charged
with electricity. But even if you went to all

that trouble and expense it would do no more
good than it would to keep the water from
falling on your roof. Any student of natural
philosophy, even if he is not more than ten
years old, should be able to tell you this

Years ago a man came to me and commenc-
ed something in this way: "Mr. Root, you
claim that there is a queen bee in every hive "

I told him 1 did not claim it, but that I knew
it just as well as I knew my own horse was in

my own barn. But he went on :
" But if you

will just listen to me a minute I think I can
show you the thing is impossible."

I did not listen at all. I simply went to a
hive and showed him the queen ; and then he
went away thinking, p°rhaps, I knew what I

was talking about, after all.

The greater part of my readers, I am sure,
are satisfied the pieces of tissue paper the doc-

tor sent had neither sense nor science about
them. It is all quackery and shameful hypoc-
risy ; the same with Electropoise, the same
with T. J. Shelton, who cures you of your
troubles as soon as he has read your letter

describing your symptoms. And yet all of

these people have hosts of followers. I won-
der that this whole business of " holding peo-
ple up" on the street and demanding their

money is not at an end. The highwayman's
occupation should be wound up, for he can
get more money, and do it far easier, by pro-
claiming himself a " Mental Science " healer,

or something of that sort.

There is a great fact staring us in the face ;

in fact, it ought to stare everybody in the face
who will read the advertising pages of the
periodicals that fill our home papers. The
fact is this : People imagine they are cured by
Electropoise, tissue paper, or even by writing
a letter to a low-lived swindler who does not
furnish any thing whatever. They are sure
they have been cured. They have such faith

in the oily-tongued venders they give him
money out of " gratitude "— at least I have
heard they do sometimes. Now, if these peo-
ple get well without taking any medicine at
all, is it not probably true that thousands of
people are buying medicines, investing their

money and their faith, when, if the truth
were known, the medicine has nothing what-
ever to do with the recovery ? I am reading
the advertisements in every paper I get hold
of, and we have a great pile of exchanges, I

assure you. I am reading, because I am feel-

ing anxious about our American people. We
have all sorts of organizations and schools.

I do not know but there are a few whose office

it is to teach people better, and to correct the
superstition that seems so widespread in re-

gard to the matter of remedies. Our school-
teachers, I am sure, are competent to correct

these foolish notions. Our family physicians
are, as a rule, well aware of what I say.

When I appeal to them they laugh about it,

and say people prefer to listen to quacks, and
send money in response to advertisements,
rather than consult their next-door neighbor,
who may be a doctor ; and finally our minis-
ters of the gospel — God's appointed servants
to lead men from earth to heaven

—

ought to

be able to advise wisely in regard to remedies.
Some of them are doing this ; but when I see

the Electropoise people flaunting it before the
world that they have testimonials from '

' a
hundred ministers of the gospel,'" then I feel

like groaning in discouragement.
In the letter from the friend who did not

want to sign his name he tells us he used to

be a " Baptist ;" but after he got "healed"
he dropped the church and his religion, and
(he tells me further) lost his faith in God.
Now, this would be to me one test of the gen-
uineness of any of these new things. When
the tendency is to lead people away from the
church and from the Bible, the thing is surely

of the Devil. In our opening text it says that
great signs and wonders shall be shown. I

am beginning to think that Satan is perhaps
granted a little liberty in this direction, that

he may by this means win people from godli-
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ness and righteousness and temperance. Why,
dear friends, just think of it. Suppose a
physician who treated you and won your grat-

itude by giving you relief from pain should
say there was a good deal of prejudice against
whisky. Suppose he should add, "I get
drunk when I feel like it ; I thank God for

whisky ; it has been my true and fai'hful

friend for twenty years." If you had faith in

him you would begin to try a little whisky
yourself ; and I hardly need add you would
stop going to church, and quit reading your
Bible. Let me ask our nameless friend who
wrote me that kind letter how he reconciles

the above expressions from T. J. Shelton —
expressions that are right out in open print—
with the kind words he has been saying about
him ; and > et this Shelton has been working
hard to make it appear he is a good man.
Why, what are we coming to when the prince
of darkness walks right out in broad daylight,

and tries to make it appear that he is spread-
ing the gospel of Jesus Christ ?

I do not find Electropoise or Oxydonor ad-
vertised now in any religious periodical. We
find it, however, right along in many of cur
popular magazines. When I undertake to

remonstrate with these magazines, the editors

or the managers of the advertising depart-
ments seem astonished. If they do not say
so in word they do in action, "Why, these
men pay spot cash for their advertising space.

Why should we reject their advertising, or
why are we under any obligation to inquire
whether the machine is scientific or not?"
We have, however, quite a number of periodi-

cals that refuse to receive medical advertise-

ments of any kind. Furthermore, quite a few
absolutely refuse to receive any advertise-

ment if they have any reason to think there
is any thing wrong or injurious about it in

any shape or manner. Quite often my friends
say to me, "Mr. Root, why do you concern
yourself so much about these things ? If peo-
ple wish to be humbugged and swindled they
will be in spite of you." But I tell you I can
not be quiet, or rest easy, while this craze for

robbing s : ck people continues to go on and
flourish. If there is anybody in the world
who should have careful, considerate, and
honest treatment, it is the sick and suffering.

If these land pirates wish to rob people who
are strong and well, and have the money to

spare, all right — let them go on. It makes
my blood boil to see these swindles pushed
among people who have been unfortunate,
and who, perhaps, through the force of cir-

cumstances, have been kept in ignorance of
the wiles and schemes of unprincipled men.
Just a few days ago something that looked
like a catalog was placed among our mail,
addressed to Huber Root, our fifteen-year-old

boy. He is a great reader, but his father
almost always knows what the boy reads.

This pamphlet was marked on the wrapper,
" X-Rays " As Huber is reading every thing
on electricity, I thought it was probably some-
thing relating to some new apparatus ; but
notwithstanding, I concluded I woul 1 slip it

out of the wrapper. What do you think I

found under that innocent-looking guise, X-

Rays? Why, it was one of the vilest medical
advertisements that I ever got hold of. I am
going to put in a plea to have the department
exclude it from the mails. It was about as
bad a thing as I can imagine, and yet they
called themselves "great doctors," and tried

to make it appear they were protecting the
young. Now, these villains are getting the
names of schoolboys, and mailing them these
pamphlets. Dear parents, are you in the habit
of looking after what is sent to your children
through the mails? and have your children
been so brought up that they are willing (and
glad ) to have papa or mamma either look over
the books and papers they read ? Our prisons,
our infirmaries, our lunatic and idiotic asylums,
are already sufficiently populous, if you
wish to make sure that no inmate of your
own home shall ever get into these places,

lo k after this matter. Look out for the
medicine-venders, and be sure you are not
deceived by some zvolf that manages to get
into your homes under the guise of sheep's
clothing.

REPORT OF THE OHIO EXPERIMENT STATION
ON NEW VARIETIES OF POTATOES DUR-

ING 1898.

We take the following from a recent bulle-

tin:

In 181)7 the yield was uncommonly good, because
both the weather and the soil were favorable, while in
1898 the conditions were quite the opposite, and in
consequence the crop was only about one-third that of
the previous year, and in some cases the difference
was still greater.
Bovee.—One of the best early white sorts that have

been grown here for three years or more. The yield
in 1897 was 350 bushels per acre, and the average for
the two seasons was 236 bushels Its record has been
good in previous seasons. It is about as early as Early
Ohio, and far more prolific.

Early Trumbull.—An excellent early white variety,
which has been on trial two seasons. It has the dis-

tinction of standing first in point of yield of any early
variety, and falls but little below the best of the late

sorts, on an average for two seasons. In 1897 the
yield was -162 bushels per acre, and the average for
two years was 293 bushels. It is fairly a rival of Bovee.
Enormous.—This ranks first in prolificacv of all va-

rieties tested in the last two years. In 1897 the yield
was at the rate of 508 bushels per acre, and the aver-
age for two seasons was 319 bushels The tubers are
white, of medium length, and not inclined to grow
prongy. Season medium to late.

The same bulletin sajs further:

SEED POTATOES : WHERE TO GET THEM, HOW TO
CARE FOR THEM UNTIL PLANTING-TIME, AP.D

WHEN TO PLANT.
The importance of good, sound, nnsprouted potatoes

for seed is a matter concerning which there is no dif-

ference of opinion ; but how to secure such seed is a
question upon which all are not agreed.
Some would send north each year for new stock,

while others believe that the southern second-crop po-
tatoes are superior to other seed, because of the fact
that thev do not f-prout so quickly in the spring.

It is sufficient to say. without going into details, that
the Ohio Experiment Station has found that the local-

ity where the seed was grown is a matter of, less im-
portance than the manner in which the seed is kept,
which is equivalent to saying that the condition of the
seed before planting determines what the crop is to be.

far more than does the latitude where the seed was
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produced. When equally well preserved from sprout-
ing, our own seed potatoes have given as good results
as those from either north or south. Cold storage
Ohio seed potatoes have given as good crops as those
from Maine or North Carolina.
Cold storage is not convenient for all, however, and

means must be adopted to obviate the necessity of it.

The easiest plan is to grow seed potatoes late in the
season by planting about the first of July.
To carry out this plan, preparations need to be be-

gun as early as the first of May. Ordinarily, potatoes
will not keep in condition for planting until the first

of July; but if they are taken from the cellar before
they have begun to sprout, or when the sprouts are
just starting, and spread out on the barn floor, or loft,

or some place where they will receive a little light,

they will throw out short stubby, green sprouts, about
half an inch in length, and then remain in that con-
dition for months.
The potatoes must be only one layer deep, and, pref-

erably, seed end up. All of the eyes will not throw
out sprouts ; and in cutting, the pieces should be larg-
er than for spring planting.
When planted, these potatoes will come up quickly

and make their growth in a short time, and almost
surely give a good crop.
In 1897 the Bovee gave, with the treatment above de-

scribed, at the Station. 200 bushels per acre, and in
1898 the Enormous yielded 300 bushels per acre, which
was better than the early crop. Late varieties do as
well by this method of treatment as early sorts ; but
usually the yield is less than from early planting.
The object of this method of growing potatoes is to

secure seed that will keep in a common cellar without
sprouting, and for this purpose it is far superior to
seed grown in the ordinary manner.

It may be said, also, that potatoes grown from
sprouted" seed are le-s scabby than those grown from
seed taken from the cellar and planted at once. Late-
planted potatoes are less liable to blight than early-
planted, although not exempt from that disease.

Permit me to add that all the points made
above agree exac.ly with my own experience
and experiments. And now, friends, if our
station, which is located on rather poor clay
soil, can make such yields as those mentioned
above, what in the world is the reason you and
I can not do the same if we avail ourselves of
information that is ours if we just reach out
and take hold of it ?

cow peas; how to make a stack so the
PEAS WILL CURE AND KEEP SAFELY.

I wish to add something to what Abbott L Swinson
says on page 240 in regard to making hav from cow
peas. The speckled (or Whippoorwill) variety has
the peculiarity of maturing most of its pods before the
leaves begin to drop, and then it has a more erect hab-
it; hence its great popularity for making hay. The
curing is best done in open stacks made around poles
set in the ground, and prepared thus: Get a piece of
scantling 1(5 or 18 ft. long and 3x3 to 4x1. Cut some
pieces from stuff 3x1, and from 18 to 24 in. long, in this

shape—that is, sawn across at an
s -y angle. Now nail the^e pieces on

/ / the pole about a foot apart from
the ground, going round in a spiral,
and 1 aving the outer ends higher

than the center. If the vines be stacked around
these, either when just cut or afterward, they will dry
out, and at the same time be well protected from rain.

Paris, Tenn. W. H. Greer.

As I understand it, the vines are to be hung
on these projecting sharp points in such a
way that the roots are up and the tops hang
down. In this way the leaves will naturally
assume the best shape to shed rain, and the
pole and the projecting sticks will let air

enough through the stack so there is no dan-
ger of heating. It strikes me that such an ap-
paratus would be an excellent thing to stack
common 'beans when grown for seed, especial-
ly when we have damp rainy weather making
it difficult to dry them properly to thrash.

I am very glad to see the cow pea get a fair share of
attention in Gleanings. I Con't think it could prop-
erly be discussed among the bee and honey interests,
but in the department devoted to home interests I

think it is very appropriate. The cow peas were one
of the great factors in enabling me to have a home.
Some years ago I came by some land that was consid-
ered worthless, and it was so unproductive that it was
abandoned. Ordinary grain and grass absolutely re-
fused to grow on it, and the only plant I could start on
it was the cow pea. After considerable woik I pre-
pared a shallow seed bed and applied a little dissolved
S. C. rock and muriate of potash, about 200 lbs of the
former and 25 lbs. of the latter to the acre at a cost of
SI. 50 per acre, not including the labor. A large mass of
vegetation developed on that field, all of which I turn-
ed under and started that soil on a career of useful-
ness from which I have annually taken a crop ever
since, and paaying crops too, as, for example, two years
ago 320 bushels of wheat from the 11 acres, and last
year about 28 tons of the finest clover hay, red and al-
sike mixed, from the same field. Only after seeing
what the cow pea will do for our worn or apparently
worn-out soil can we begin to appreciate its value.
Asa soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay crop, it

is grand; but as a soil-renovating crop it stands second
to but one, and has the advantage of being able to
thrive on such barren soil where its peer, red clover,
can not grow.

If any of the readers of Gleanings have light worn-
out soil that will not take kindly to clover, and fail to
produce profitable crops, feed it one good crop of cow
peas, stimulate lightly with potash and phosphoric
acid, and, my word for it, you will be astonished at
the future results. Don't be afraid of being too far
north, as the cow pea will grow during the warm sea-
son, but may not ripen seed. It will not thrive on wet,
cold, undramed soil. L- W. Eighty.
East Berlin, Pa.

ENGLISH RAPE AS A HONEY-PLANT.
What do you know about English rape for bee for-

age ? I came across'some on my second trip to Mich-
igan last fall, that was showing well. I called on Dr.
L- N. Higbee, near Elsie, an intelligent bee-keeper
having about 60 colonies of bees. He had about %
acre in bloom ; and although the weather was quite
cool the bees were pouring in from it in a way that re-
minded me of the basswood flow earlier in the season.
They were bringing in mostly pollen, which was an
unusual sight so late in the season (October). Dr. H.
reported a flow of honey in August, a few years ago,
from 4 acres, that to me was almost past beliet.
East Townseud, O. H. R. Boardman.

We are glad to get a favorable report from
rape as a honey-plant, once more. Some
years ago there was considerable of a stir

about it. Some very large yields were report-

ed, especially in localities where the seed was
largely grown for oil. The seed was advertis-

ed in the bee-journals, and, in fact, we have it

in our seed list {English rape is worth 20 cts.

per pound) among the honey-plants. There
seem to be several varieties, and one kind that
would winter over in mild climates This lat-

ter was used largely for feed, and within a few
years past the Dwarf Essex rape has eclipsed

every other variety as a feed for sheep. This,
however, is seldom grown as a honey-plant.
Of course, where it is managed for growing
the seed it would yield honey; but I have not
yet learned where the seed of this latter vari-

ety is grown — probably somewhere in the
South. Who can tell us more about it? And,
friend B., will you please tell us whether the
patches you mention were grown for any oth-
er purpose than as a honey-piant? And, by
the way, old friend, I am glad to know you
are getting enjoyment, and something profit-

able also, from your wheelrides. While read-
ing your account of them I felt a great desire

to go along with you, if I knew when jou are

going to start out again on a ride. By the
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way, why can't we have an excursion planned
specially for bee-keepers who ride wheels ?

vines and tie them up once a year. They af-

ford shade to the hives, and the bees furnish

all the fertility needed.

SWEET CLOVER IN GERMANY.
Friend A. I.:— I send you a picture out of Central-

blatt to show you how sweet clover grows in the Ger-
man language. It was windy when the picture was
taken, so the plants don't show as well as they might;
but Herr Reepen says the average height of the stalks
back of the man and boy is !) ft. 10 inches, and the one
stalk that Herr Wegener is holding in his hand is 10

ft. 8 in. high.
But what I wanted you more particularly to notice

is the growth of the potatoes this side the man and
boy. Those in the foreground, as you see, have made
a poor growth, while the three rows next the sweet
clover have grown most luxuriantly. And yet they
were planted with the same seed and at the same
time. Herr Reepen thinks the difference must come
from the nitrogen gathered by the sweet clover. It

seems as if there must have been some other differ-

ence, perhaps accidental, but still it may be worth
while to make some experiment to see whether any
thing like the same difference might be made in this

country. I commend the case to your consideration.
Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

I should be exceedingly glad to submit to

our readers the picture sent us. It looks to

me as though the ranker and stronger growth
of the potatoes close up to the sweet clover

may be accounted for partly by the shade. If

the soil was sandy or gravelly, the sun was
likely too hot for them out in the open field

;

and this great mass of sweet clover would not
only shade the potatoes, but if there was an
abundance of rain it might also help to keep
them damp longer than those stmding out in

the full blaze of the sun. I wish our German
people would tell us through Dr. Miller, or in

some other way, how much sweet clover is

worth for feeding stock in the " Fatherland."

MANURIAL VALUE OF BEES, ETC.

Having kept bees for five years at my present loca-

tion I have been led to notice the effect of dt ad bees
as a benefit to vegetation. For instance, in front of
my old hives, where for five seasons dead bees have
accumulated, the grass grows with a luxuriance not
noted am where else. Clean out a hive where bees
have died, and dump the mass of dead bees in a spot,
and note the result of increased fertility. My theory
is this : My apiary adjoins the garden; and daily, dur-
ing the working season, I find dead and disabled
workers lying about on the ground. Now, a few bees
every day dropped on the land is a small thing; yet in
a few seasons it amounts to quite a large amount.
Agricultural specialists agree that animal matter (de-
composed) is a fine fertilizer; hence I concluded that
bees in a few years are worth somt thing to their own-
ers as a result of the matter added to the ground from
dead bees. I shall clean up several hives this season,
and experiment by scattering the "corpses" in the
drill along with the seed, side by side with other fer-

tilizers, and repoit results.
Another thing, my chickens, when about six weeks

old, eat drones, and seem to thrive on them—a "lean-
meat diet," you might call it What surprises me is

the instinct that teaches young chicks to eat drones
and let workers alone. They beat drone-traps badly.
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Chip Henderson.

I have often thought, friend H., that there
must be considerable fertility in the bees
thrown out of a hive after they have died in

wintering ; and even if they do not die in

wintering, if it is true that a worker-bee lasts

only about six weeks, there is quite a lot of

carcasses to go somewhere. Our plan of hav-
ing a Concord grapevine to shade each hive
utilizes this debris with very little labor. We
have beautiful grapes by the ton year after

year, with no expense except to prune the

GROWING STRAWBERRIES AND CORN TO-
GETHER.

I have given the subject a thorough trial, and have
abandoned the system as a delusion and a snare. My
first trial was exactly the same as Mr. Chapin's. Corn
was planted about 3J^ feet each way in hills, and one
strawberry-plant set out between hills of corn in the
row. The variety was Lenig's White ; and the season
being a good one I got a fair crop the following sea-

son. Subsequent trials proved comparative failures.

I have tried growing early sweet corn between every
other row of strawberries, and then again between
every fourth and sixth row ; and the further apart the
corn was planted, the more the system condemned it-

self. When the strawberries had the field to them-
selves there was a good stand of strong vines ; but al-

ways, without exception, the strawberry-rows adjoin-
ing the corn were feeble and stunted, showing that
the corn had taken the larger share of plant-food and
moisture. Our land being rich and high-priced (we
live in the citv) we have tried to get all we can out of
it. I have tried beans, cabbage, beets, and onions,
among my strawberries, and have now settled down
to early cabbage, early beets, and onions, as being
the only crops that can be grown among strawberry-
plants without injury to the succeeding crop. These
crops come off the ground early, and leave the mois-
ture for the strawberry-plants "in the fall, when it is

most needed. Corn, on the contrary, nee Is all the
season for maturing ; and with its Ion * feeding roots
reaching out every way for plant food and water, the
poor strawberry-plant has no show whatever. If our
old friend A. I. Root will plant one row of strawberry-
plants alongside a row of corn he will get the best
object-lesson of how a strong plant can rob a weaker
one.

I am entirely agreed with you as to the value of
cornstalks for a mulching for strawberries; but I want
them grown by themselves, not nearer than 20 feet of
the strawberries. Cornstalks between the strawberry-
rows, and 2 inches of clean rye straw over all, is my
ideal of a perfect mulch. H. E. McGregor.
Appleton, Wis.

Friend Root:—In regard to what you say in March
1st Gleanings about planting corn with strawberries
to shade them. I most emphatically say, don't. Corn
is such a rank grower, especially on ground good
enough for strawberries, that the roots would absorb
more moisture than the shade of the stalks would pre-
ment evaporating. I have tried it, and know.

Belleville, 111. E. T. Flanagan.

THE CRAIG POTATO ; A FAVORABLE REPORT
FROM IT.

I like the Craig potato for late the best of any vari-

ety I have yet tried, and I have tried a good many of
them. I have been able to get a fair crop of them
when (because of dry weather) many other varieties
failed entirely. I started with 3 lbs , and in four sea-

sons the increase amounted to between 600 and 700
bushels, or an average increase of over 50 fold; and
that too. without anv fertilizers or special culture.

Mitchellville, la., Mar. 26. G. S. Fox.

The above is exactly the way the Craig be-

haves on our grounds year after year ; and it

is a mystery to me why so many should fail in

making a success of it. I suppose we shall

have to conclude that, like many other things

in the vegetable kingdom, it succeeds nicely

in some localities and not in others.

THE NEW SPRAY-PUMP FOR KEEPING FLIES
OFF HORSES AND CATTLE.

On page 288 you ask for information regarding the
use of kerosene spray on cattle, to keep off flies. Last
year, seeing on sale at one of our stores the Acme
atomizer, and thinking it wonld be handy for me to

spray my hand-fertilized potatoes, I bought one and
found it very convenient for that purpose. By keep-
ing it loaded I could go over my few short rows every
morning to make sure the bugs would not destroy the
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buds or blossoms before the seed-balls were set. Of
course, for this I used Paris green I also used the
atomizer with clear kerosene oil for .'praying cabbage,
with good re-ults. One day, noticing that the flies

were tormenting my caves, I thought to try the
kerosene spray on them. I found it worked charm
ingly, as no flies would remain on the calves to annoy
them, after which we sprayed them every morning.
The men, noticing the good effect of the spray on

the calves, tried it on the cows ju't before milking,
with equally good results. I found it would last all

day on the calves if one-fourth sweet or lard oil was
added to the kerosene. I am using the sprayer with
clear kerosene on my orchard, to kill the oyster-shell
bark-lice that are now hatching. This year I shall buy
an atomizer for each kind of mixture, to avoid the
trouble of so many changes. They are so cheap one
can afford to have all he wants. A. E. Mancjm.

Bristol, Vt., Apr. 5.

I used last season a sprayer something like the
Faultless, but I had to blow into the tube. I put ker-
osene oil into it, and spraved my cow before I com-
menced to milk, when flies were so troublesome.
Every fly is dead instanter. I know of several who
used them, and thev say they are just grand for that.

It takes but the least bit of oil each time. Just fill it

part full, and have it handy where you milk. It will
save time, possibly some strong language, and the
milk-pails will be better filled. It is like oil on the
troubled waters. A. A. Harrison.
Mct,ane, Pa., Jan. 25.

My impression is, at the present writing,

that the little low-priced machines are going
to be more used for the above purpose than
for destroying potato-bugs. Flies on domestic
farm animals not only annoy the animals
themselves as well as the driver, but they ac-

tually cost thousands of dollars in hard cash,

sometimes resulting in accidents that end in

the loss of life. If one of these cheap sprayers

with a little common coal oil will do the work,
thousands can afford to keep them for this

purpose and nothing else, even if the applica-

tion is to b- made every morning before start-

ing out. The cheap tin ones will be all right

for kerosene.

THE WEATHER ALMANACS AND THE ZERO
WEATHER IN FEBRUARY.

On page 195, March 1, I suggested that
here was a chance for the almanac-makers to

immortalize themselves, if they had any
glimpse ahead of the terrible cold spell in

February. There has been just a faint at-

tempt to make out that ' one of the prophets"
did tell us what was coming in February. Of
course, there is a good deal said about storms
and blizzards ; but the prediction would fit

any February very well. Had the prediction
been that the middle of February would be all

over the United States more zero weather
than had been known for years, and, in fact,

that zero had gone down into the Southern
States, where it was seldom if ever known be-

fore, then we might have a little faith, and so

on through the rest of the winter months. If

any record was made last fall to the effect that
December would be unusually severe, especial-

ly during the fore part, all over the land, and
that January and March would change places,

and that the middle of February would be re-

membered for years to come, from Canada to

Florida, then we might have had some reason
to believe in " inspiration " in regard to the
weather. The severe period in February was
somewhere from the 8th to the 16th Below is

a clipping from the most popular weather al-

manac concerning this period:

A marked storm period runs from the Sth to the
12th, in which a Venus equinox will be at the center
of its p wer. Very warm days will be followed by
rain and thunder, turning to snow, blizzards, and a
cold wave. About the 14th to Kith, cold wil. moderate,
and more storms of rain and snow will occur, follow-
ed again by change to much colder.

Now, wouldn't the above fit very well for

almost any February ? and does it hit at all

what actually occurred all over the United
States last February ? The closing prediction
for the month is, "Watch your stock; many
will perish;" and because many did perish, we
are called upon to note the wonderful accura-

cy, etc. But this same thing has been said in

regard to stock for every February and March
for years past; and it is not at all wonderful
that it came true every time.

SHARPENING SAWS BY MACHINERY ; THE
INERTIA OF HUMANITY.

Every progressive man and woman has felt

that peculiar pain that comes to one who is

trying to help people who will not be helped.
We find this not only in spiritual and moral
things, but all through life, and even into the
mechanical world. More than 20 years ago I

was fully satisfied that sharpening saws by
hand was a clumsy and wasteful way of doing
the work. It was when I first began to make
bee-hives ; and circular saws sharpened just
right were beginning to be much in demand.
I got an emery wheel made specially for the
work, and rigged up a machine of wood, and
this machine sharpened the saw without the
use of any file whatever, so that it did prettier

work, and did the cutting with less power than
any saw I had ever before used. The reason
was, the teeth were exactly alike, and ground
at just the right angle, with the right amount
of '

' throat '

' to let the dust out, etc. I got
my ideas of how it should be done from Diss-

ton's book on saw-filing. My machine was
crude, and soon got out of adjustment; and
after I had spent considerable time I decided
that a better machine was needed, made all of

metal.
Soon afterward, at the Centennial Exposi-

tion, at Philadelphia, I saw a machine made
for that very purpose ; so you see my first ex-

periments in this line were about 23 years ago.

Some time afterward we purchased one of

these machines, but it did not wrork satisfac-

torily. The inventors explained that they
had gotten out a better one, and we swapped,
paying the difference. But all these machines
seemed to have defects. I sometimes thought
/could make any of them work, because my
heart was in it ; but different men in our saw-
filing department sooner or later dropped the

machine, and went back to hand work. In

spite of all I could say or do (or at least it

seemed so to me) our men would always per-

sist in cutting down the outside (or top) of

the saw-tooth, instead of doing their filing on
the under side. If the regular saw-filer was
sick or away, the new man was sure to file

down the points of the teeth the first thing
he did. Now, the point of the tcoth is what
does the work. If it needs to be made sharper,

cut away the steel on the under side, but never
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on top. The people I talked to assented to

the theory ; but the first time I came along
they were bearing down right on the top of

the tooth again, and cutting away the point,

wasting the saw, wasting their strength, and
not having a good cutting tooth when they
were done. Well, to day my heart has been
made happy by seeing a saw sharpened on a
new machine, without the aid of any file at

all, and the saw cuts just as nicely as the one
I worked with 23 years ago, sharpened on my
home-made wooden machine. Saws sharpen
ed by machinery have their teeth exactly
alike ; and if you once set the machine so it

makes one tooth of the proper shaj e and
pitch, all the other teeth will be just like it,

and you can sharpen a hundred or a thousand,
and have each and every one cut just as well
as the first one This new automatic machine
cost us about $75, and was made by the Covell
Mfg. Co., Chicago. I have always maintain-
ed, and still maintain, that, even if one insists

on filing saws by hand, he needs a machine to

do the gumming and truing- up. Just take a
look at a lot of saws that have been sharpened
with files a dozen times or more, and then
compare them with one that has been through
the machine. But even now I am afraid that,

in a few days, I shall hear somebody say the
nnchine is "no good." and hear that they
have gone back to bungling hand work.

AUTOMATIC MACHINE FOR FILING SMALL
CIRCULAR SAWS.

The same apparatus, with a little modifica-
tion, trues up and sharpens band-saws in the
same way ; and as it is a considerable task to

sharpen a long band-saw, such a machine is a
wonderful saver of hand work. We now have
two of these machines in operation. One saw-
filer can superintend both of them, and be do-
ing other work besides. The band-saw will,

in fact, take care of itself for almost an hour
at a time, and do nicer work than any man

ever did by hand with the file—at least that is

my opinion. A one-horse-power electric mo-
tor operates both machines.

Our Roll of Honor.

Dear Brother Root:— \ notice, in looking over the
Honor Roll, that you give a place to those who have
taken Gleanings" since 1880 and thereabouts. When
the Honor Roll was first started, I did not consider
that those subsciibing for so short a time would be
counted among the veterans. But if they are, I feel
that I am entitled to a place, having been a subscriber
since IS"!). I might say that I have all the copies since
that date in my possession now. I have written you
from time to time telling you of the help Gleanings
has been to me. It would he hard to estimate how
much benefit I have derived from your advice and
counsel in the Home Papers. We had the pleasure of
a visit from you at our home a short time ago, and we
hope that you will come to Toronto soon again, when
we shall be much pleased to have you stay with us.

I have been much interested in vour travrls, and in-
tend sending you a sketch of a trip we had to Muskoka
last summer. We know from what you have said in
your talks about health, soft water, etc , that Muskoka
would be just the place for you. We believe you
would enjoy it and that it would do you good. We
traveled about two hundred miles on our bicycles, and
about the same distance by canoe up the lakes and
rivers, camping out all the time. We had plenty of
fresh fish, backberries, raspberiies, huckleberries, and
the very best pure soft water. We were away a
month, and the total cost for three < f us did not ex-
ceed $50.00 Edwin Grainger.
Toronto. March 13, 1899.

To be sure, I should enjoy it, friend G. ; and
whenever you get ready for another trip of
that kind, just send me word and I will try

hard to be one of the crowd. Well do I re-

member my pleasant but altogether too brief

visit at your place. I was on the beefsteak
diet then ; but, may the Lord be praised, I

think I could eat berries and fruit now with
almost any of you.

My dear old Friend:—Please have mv subscription
extended. That's because I began with Vol. I. No. 1
of Gleanings. I think it began not so very long aft-
er the first visit I made to vou. That was not long
after you had had a fire, in 1870, and had your jeweler
shop and dwelling all under one roof. Other com-
pany was there, somewhat crowding the sleeping fa-

cilities
; you and I slept together, and you kept me

awake d-tailing a plan that was in vour head for put-
ting a hive under each hard-maple tree, tapping the
tree, and having the sap run directly into the hive for
the benefit of the bees. You didn't manufacture smok-
ers then, and I showed you how to smoke bees with a
pan of hot co->ls. You liked the plan, and as soon as I

was out of sight you tried it and burned up a hive, or
tried to. I think I've slept with you a number of times
since, and was distinctly the gainer on at least two
separate occasions, when you absent-mindedly put
your nightcap in my overcoat pocket instead of your
own. I never lost any thing by sleeping with you I

always put my Waterbnxy under my pillow. Please
don't forget to have my subscription extended.
Marengo, 111., March 23. C. C. Miller.

I have been a continuous subscriber to Cleanings
for about 20 years. I have preserved all of the volumes,
but have not taken time to look up just what year my
time began. I became interested in bees about 1879.

My bees have wintered fairly well up to this time
on their summer 'tands. John S. Snearly.

Williamsville, N. Y., March 20.

I commenced taking Gleanings in the 70's, and
have continually perused its contents ever since with
interest, pleasure, and profit : and I know I am a bet-

ter Christian to-day, and love the Bible hetter for the
truths taught and practiced in Gleanings. Hoping
we shall meet in the citv of gold, I am your brother,
DuQuoin, 111., March 9. F. H. Kennedy.
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Forewarned is

Forearmed.
DO NOT WAIT until

the last moment to order

your supplies.

YOU MAY BE DISAP-
POINTED by delay i^

shipment and lose a por-

tion of the honey harvest.

SAVE MONEY AND
GAIN HONEY by send-

ing us your estimate

NOW.
We are offering SPE-

CIAL INDUCEMENTS
FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Our 1899 CATALOG

FREE.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

SPECIAL AGENTS.
E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
L C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Bee i Supplies.

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 Hassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-
ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 36-page catalog
FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hich.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

*B$

SOMETHING INTERESTING.

You would not think it just the proper thing to
select a farm wagon for park driving, and it

v ould be eqally inappropriate to use a irot-
ting wagon for knocking about over rough
country roads with a heavy load.

We believe in the "eternal fitness of things," so
our designers and mechanical experts have
produced a special light roadster, (styles
64 65), adapted f >r the use of discriminating
riders who want a mount affording the maxi-
mum of satisfaction and safety with a mini-
mum of weight.

This bicycle weighs 21-22 lbs., depending on
equipment, and every fraction of an ounce
that does not make for safety, has been taken
off.

Tiro equipment is our new Burwell detachable

—

the nearest approach to perfection in bicycle
tires; more resilient than others; perfectly
dependable; you can repair it yourself; no
tools required.

The bearings are Mr. Burwell's new Ball and
Holler system—dust-proof and self-oiling;
under test show a preat saving of power and
are practically indestructible.

Style 65 in this model is especially recommended
for delicate women who tire of riding a
heavy wheel.

We would like to tell you more about these and
other Cleveland—recognized as Standard for
Excellence the world over. Send forcatalog 14

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Mfrs.,

CLEVELAND. OHIO, U. S. A.

BRANCH HOUSES-New York, 337 Broadway; Phila-

delphia, 830 Arch St.| Chicago, 307-309 Wabash
Ave.: Boston, 396 Boylston St. | Buffalo, 615 Main

St.: Detroit, 244 Griswold St.: San Francisco, 304-
306 McAllister St,: Toronto Junction, 0nt,| London
W., 24 Orchard St., Oxford St.; Paris, 6 Place de la

Madeleine; Hamburg, Neuerwall 36.
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The Bee=keepers'

REVIEW
For January shows, as its frontispiece, a picture of the
only section-factory in Michigan, and describes every
process of section-making, from the tree to the crated
product. It tel s how to get every last speck of wax
out of the slum-gum in a very simple way. The editor
tells what he learned about Foul-brood germs while in
the laboratory of a chemist in Guelph, Ontario.
The REVIEW for February illustrates and describes

a section case in which the sections are supported by
the separators. C. Davenport tells when and how to
remove bees from the cellar, and where to put them
when they are out. J. E. Crane discusses the advisa-
bility of selling sections by count. The Extracted De-
partment is really a symposium on the size of hives,
with a two page editorial summing-up at the end.
The frontispiece of the March REVIEW shows the

apiary and residence of Mr. T. F. Bingham—he of
smoker fame. Mr. Bingham has an article telling
how to keep bees good-natured. Messrs. Getaz and
Stachelhausen and the editor discuss hives, locality,

and management, and show that all three must be
consideied if success is to crown our efforts. Dr.
Mason begins in this issue his department of "Good
Things from Other Journals."
The frontispiece for April shows 1(> sections of hon-

ey illustrative of the Colorado System of g ading; and
Mr. F. L,. Thompson follows with a four-page article
oti grading and marketing. Mr. Beckwilh tells how
to get drawn comb for starters, and enumerates their
advantages. Mr. McEvoy describes and illustrates the
Alpaugh solar wax-extractor, which is peculiarly
adapted for the melting of cappings and the purify-
ing of wax. Mr, Dave iport describes an impioved
process of rendering wax by boiling, and points out
the great importance th-t attaches to the kind of ma-
terial from which the sack is made in which the
combs are boiled. Mr. R. I.,. Taylor considers the use
of queen-traps and the control of increase.
Send ten cents for three late but different issues of

the REVIEW, and the ten cents may apply on any
subscription sent in during the year. A coupon will
be sent entitling you to the REVIEW for ninety cents.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

If You are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. "All yellow."

Untested Queens, 70c; 3 for $1.80; 6 for $3.00.

Tested queens, $1.2.5.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, = - NEW YORK.

OTICE.
I herewith cancel all offers to furnish the Modern

Farmer and Busy Bee. It has passed beyond my con-
trol. Forced out because I objected to a certain class
of advertisements It will no longer represent bee-
keepers. Better take and patronize a paper which will
not carry ads. that are objectionable.

EMERSON T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.

Be your own miller

—

Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

ChC COrtilla mill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.50.
Address the Trank machinery Co.,Buffalo, H. y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Two Wagons at One Price.

It is a matter of great convenience and a saving of
labor for a farmer to have a low, handy wagon. They
save more than half the labor of loading in hauling
manure, hay, grain, corn fodder, wood, stones, etc.

The man who already has a wagon
may have one of the low handy wag-
ons at the small additional cost for a
set of wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or stagger
spokes, with broad-faced tire, are
made to fit any axle. You can con-
vert your old wagon to a low, handy
wagon in a few moments' time. You
thus virtually have two wagons at
one price. Write to the Electric
Wheel Co., Box 05, Quincy, Illinois,

for their catalog, which fully ex-
plains about these and their Electric Handy Wagons,
Electric Feed-cookers, etc.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 1899 until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec-

tion = boxes. I have also made arrangements

to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A 40-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.

If you want the most
prolific queens, if you

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw, try my Albinos. Untested
queens in April, $1. Tested, 81.50.

J. D. QIVENS. Lisbon, Texas.

Albino Queens.
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GLEANINGS
in Bee Culture

I Clubbing Rates. 8
in *J it.

?J For One Dollar. S
m »*/

* GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol- Vfc

J!J
lowing papers one year. t

ify American Agriculturist >j,

W with Farmer's Almanac. \fc

^}
Orange Judd Farmer

j{j

1» with Farmer's Almanac. ^
jj

N. E. Homestead \h

2, with Farmer's Almanac. ~

(|\ Farm Journal. $
W Poultry Keeper. **»

*» to

8 For One Dollar and Ten Cents, t

*J
GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol- »»/

Jp lowing papers one year.

ft Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer, <*j

Jjx
Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer. *{j

'*» Hi

JJ
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cts. *

'{J GLEANINGS and Rural New-Yorker
{Jj

H)i one year. xfc

5 One Dollar and Thirty Cents. S
$ GLEANINGS and National Stockman $
ft and Farmer one year. \&

t One Dollar and Fifty Cents, t
'> &
1» GLEANINGS and Cosmopolitan or to

*E McClure'S Magazine one year. »j?
'•' ^

to
'»* to
<!> to
* GLEANINGS one year, and one untest- to

|}J
ed Italian queen, for §1.00 only. We

j{j

W begin mailing these queens in June, and ^
ft orders are filled in rotation, so the soon- to.

JL er your order comes, the earlier you will x
j*

if\ get the queen. y|

$ GLEANINGS one year, and No. 1 Re-
jjj

iji pairing Outfit. Price of this combina- ^
1> tion only §1.75. We can ship these to

{{J
outfits from Syracuse, N. Y ., Mechanic

j{j

»»» Falls, Me., Medina, O., or Des Moines, vi|

ft Iowa, so the freight will be low. to

*\ GLEANINGS one year, and Mantel &
ft Clock, both for 84.50. Can ship clocks to

,JX
from Cleveland or New York city.

* to
* *
JJJ

Last of all, if you don't want any of these
jjj

JJ
clubbing offers, send us SO cents to

t» for Gleanings the remain* xii

$ der of the year.
j|j

i&. ^^ M

DO YOU WANT EARLY QUEENS?
We can supply you with the choicest of
Tested Italian Queens for $1.00 each.
Orders filled by return mail Safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO., - LO EAUVILLt, LA

rUJCplVC Either five banded golden or from im-ytLLH J. ported Italian mothers. A few lr- ed^"—^^"— ers at $2 00 each; tested, $1.00, oi fi for

$5.00; untested, 75c, or 6 for $4.00. B. P. Rock eg<;s 75c

for 13. ChAS. M. THIES, Stfeleville, III.

Sweet = Potato Seed.
Many varieties. Best of the old and the new.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

ADDRESS

L. H. Mahan, Box 143, Terre Haute, Indiana.

TDCCO J to 6 ft. at VA cts.; 3 to 4 ft. at 2%
HrflliH ItlLLO cts.; all one year from bud: heal-
I Lnuil thy and thrifty; no scale. Official certifi-

cate accompanies each shipment. Sample by express
if wanted. Can ship anv time. Trees kept dormant
till May 10. R. S Johnston, Box 43 Stockley, Del.

CCIVn FOR MY PRICE LIST of high-grade straw-
OL.MLJ herry and blackberry plants. Special prices
on berry baskets and crates.

H. IT Aui tfathf.r, Minerva. O.

Eggs for Hatching. f

Barred Plymouth Rocks, Thompson strain;
Buff Leghorns, Arnold strain; Black Mi-
norcas. Northup strain. Eggs. SI.00 per
13; $2.00 per 30. Circulars free.

A CHAS. H. RUE, Minerva, Ohio. 4

BOOM business^
Don't be satisfied with poor results.

You can hatch thousands of chick-
ens with the

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR
without a possibility of failure. That
is best attested by its 200 first pre-
miums in all kinds of competitions
with all kinds of machines. Getour
168-papre catalog-ue with supplement.

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR CO., HOMER CITY. PA.

WE TRUST THE PUBLIC
und send them our Incubator on

| trial. No man 9hould buy an incubator
nd pay for it before giving it a tiial. You

'pay not a cent for ours until you haw
giveu it a thorough trial. It's made so
that nobody can fail with It. Achild
kan run it with 5 mmutes attention daily. It

beat all othe ls at World's Fair.Nash-
vllleand Omaha Expositions. The best catalogue and
treatise on incubation published, sent for 5 cts. Plans for
Brooders. Poultry Houses, etc., sent upon receipt of 35 ct».
VcaCulio Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-«iththe

Bimple, perfect, sell-regulating

EXCELSIOR INCUMIOB
hous&nds in successful operation,
ivest priced lst-class hatcher made.
GEO. II. fSTAlll.,

114 to ^^2•2 B. 6th St.. Oulncy. III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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feriPECIAI^NOT.icES
-

rrn'^fi^
Jr BUSINESS MANAGER

Since the advertisement of the Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee was printed on the cover of this journal, we
have received notice from Mr. Abbott that he had sev-

ered his connexion with that psper, the reasons for
which are stated in anothf- r advertisement in this is-

sue (page 331). Mr. Abbott, it seems, does not believe
in the principle of accepting questionable advertis-

ing: and if we understand it he preferred to sacrifice

his business relations rather than his principles. All
honor to Mr. Abbott.

BEE-KEEPING FOR BEGINNERS.
The above is the title of a book of over 100 pages, by

Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta, Ga. We have eleven
copies of this on hand. The regular price is 50 cts. To
close them out we offer them at 35 cts. postpaid.

RECORD TIGHT SEAL-COVER PAILS.

Owing to heavy advances in tin plate we are
obliged to advance the price of Records tight seal-

cover pails, as listed on page 25 of our catalog, SI CO
per 100 right through for all sizes, with a similar ad-
vance for smaller quantities. All other honey-pack-
ages, for the present at least, remain at present prices.

PLENTY OF NO. 2 SECTIONS.

We reported a month ago that we were short of No.
2 grade of sections in all sizes and styles. We have
been filling some very heavy orders since, which took
No. 1 grade almost exclusively, and we have accumu-
lated a surplus of No. 2 in most widths and styles, so

that we can now supply this grade, with very few ex-
ceptions. The one width we are still short of is 4% by
7 to foot, but we have plenty of all other common
widths in two and four beeway and plain.

THIN-BASE FOUNDATION.
In order to encourage a wider introduction of the

new thin-base foundation we decided to reduce the
price to 75 cts. per pound, retail. There is nothing in

it to us at this price till we have increased facilities

for producing it more cheaply; but it is really cheaper
to use than ordinary thin or extra thin foundation at

so reasonable a price. Our facilities for making it are
limited, and we may not be able to supply the demand
a little later. For the present we can furnish all that

is required. Order while 3'oti can get it.

SECTIONS 500 IN A PACKAGE.
It has been our custom for many years back to put

1000 sections in a package unless ordered in packages
of 500 each. The 500 package is so much in demand,
especially among dealers and agents, and it was so
much of an annoyance to keep both sizes of package
in the various fizes and widths, that we have adopted
the 500 package as our standard size hereafter; and
all sections from now on will be so boxed. Of course,

we have a stock of some sizes in 1000 boxes which will

not be used up for some time, but these will gradually
work off.

BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.

The very late spring in almost all sections of the
country, on the top of heavy winer ljsses, has had
the effect of greatly retarding orders, so that we are
now filling almost all orders promptly in from one day
to a week after receiving thttn. Our accumulation of

carload orders is worked down to five or six, the num-
ber we have been shipping each week for some time
back. We are very much gratified to be in position to

hand'e orders promptly instead of being hopelessly
behind, as we were a year ago at this time.
We are now running on ten hours time except the

section machinery, which we continue to run eleven
hours while we are completing some heavy orders.

Send on your orders and let us show you how prompt-
ly we can serve you.
Both our Syracuse and Mechanic Falls branches

have had a much heavier trade so far this season
than any heretofore, while we have shipped 25 more
carloadsthan we had up to the same date last year,
although we have not shipped so much in less than
carload orders as last year.

Special Notices by A. 1. Root.

EARLY CABBAGE-PLANTS ; H. A. MARCH'S STRAIN OF
EXlRA-EARLY JERSEY WAKEFIELD.

We have a splendid lot of them that will be ready
to send out by the time this reaches you, or a little

later. Prices: 10. 5 cts.: 100, 40 cts.; 1000, $3.00. If

wanted by mail, 5 cts. for 10, 25 cts. per 100 extra.
These prices may be a little higher than those offered
elsewhere; but ours are all transplanted, well rooted,
and every plant is from the celebrated seed grown by
H. A. March.

SEED POTATOES FOR RAISING PLANTS, AND SWEET-
POTATO PLANTS.

In our last I must have been " rattled," perhaps
from the frosts and blizzards, when I .'aid sweet pota-
toes for bedding would be ready in Mav. It should
have been April, and the plants will be re idy in May.
We are now ready lo ship pot- toes by the first mail,
express, or freight, and expect to have plants ready
by the fore part of May. We have settled down on
only two varieties—the old standard Yellow Jersey
and the new vineless General Grant. Please notice
that everybody who buys 50 cts. worth or more of
either potatoes or plants can have the little book,
" Forty Years' Experience with Sweet Potatoes."

SEED POTATOES AT THE PRESENT DATE.

Seconds are practically all gone except Freeman
and New Queen, and firsts are practically all gone ex-
cept Triumph, Freeman, New Queen, Monroe Seed-
ling. Rural New-Yorker, Carman Nos. 1 and 3, State
of Maine, Manum's Enormous. All the above will be
sold at catalog prices. If you haven't a catalog, drop
us a postal. Our Early Ohio was one of the first to be
sold out, as usual: but we succeeded in finding a few
that belonged to a man who bought the seed of us last

season, which we offer' at the regular price while they
last. By the way, notwithstanding the multitude of
varieties of new potab es. it looks as if more people
still prefer the Early Ohio than any other early pota-

to known. Wouldn't it be a good idea for somebody
to have a good lot on hand, say wh. n another spring
opens ?

SIR WALTER RALEIGH SEED POTATOES.

We have about 20 bushels of these that we can ship
promptly at $1.25 per bushel or $3.50 per barrel. They
are something like the Rural New-Yorker and the
Carmans, but are considered lather handsomer, and
better yielders, thau any of the aoove.

LITTLE BASSWOOD-TREES.

Now is the time for putting them out. and we have
a nice stock wh ch we can ship promptly by mail at

the following prices : One foot and under, 5 cts. ; 10

trees, 30 cts.; 100. $2,00. The same by mail, postpaid,
one tree, 8 cts.; 10 35 cts.; 100, $2.25. By express not
prepaid, one to five fett, 10 cts. each ; 10, 75 cts.; 100,

$5.00. Of course, it will take some time to grow trees

that will yield a very large amount of honey. But the
basswood is a very rapid grower. It is a most beauti-

ful shade-tree; and if you do not get honey from them,
very likely your children will. The largest yield I

have ever known from a single colony during a single

day was during basswood time, and I believe that is

the universal experience wherever basswood grows.
As it is being so rapidly taken from the forests for

timber and for different purposes, bee-keepers should
look to it that more trees are being planted.
We have basswood seed for sale ; but as it is a diffi-

cult to get it to grow I would advise people generally
to buy the little trees. These are almost sure, with
any sort of chance, while it takes an experienced man
to manage the i-eed so as to get any reasonable amount
of them to grow.

Advertisers' Department of Short Write-ups.

The Storrs & Harrison Co., Painesville, O.

We are constantly receiving inquiries as to where
our friends had better buy nursery stock, ornamental
shrubs, etc. A year ago last fall I paid a visit to

Storrs & Harrison, and wrote them up, as you may
remember. The way they do things with their sys-

tematized business and trained help, there is very lit-

tle chance for mistake. Another thing, their prices

are very much lower than what tree-peddlers often
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charge for spurious or doubtful stock. Our experi-
ment station has recently warned the public against
paying 50 cents apiece for a new-fangled peach-tree
that is proof against the yellows, and will not winter-
kill, etc. Now, Storrs & Harrison have the finest
looking peach-trees I ever saw in ray life, and almost
any standard variety, including the very latest, for
only about 10 cents apiece. We have made purchases
of them more or less every year for about 20 years
past, and when our stuff comes to bearing it is al-

ways all right. A. I. Root.

A Saving of $600,000,000.
All those of our readers who are interested in any

species of legislation looking toward improvement of
the public highways will find food for reflection in
what follows :

It is estimated that the public roads of the United
States aggregate 1,500,000 miles in length. The esti-

mates of Gen. Roy Stone, of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, places the total wagon transportation at
approximately 500 000,000 tons The average distance
of haul is placed at eight miles, and the average cost
of transporting one ton that distance is assumed to be
$2.00. This makes the total yearly cost of wagon-
freighting a round billion of dollars. All this is as-
suming that the roads of the country are in their
present unimproved condition. Should the roads be
put in first-class condition, and brought to something
like the s'ate of perfection we find them in foreign
countries, this same ton of freight could be transport-
ed the same distance for only 80 cents. This effect is

obtained in part by the broad tired " Electric Steel
Wheels " made by the Electric Wheel Co., Quincy, 111.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Northern Illinois Bee-keepers' Association will
hold two sessions of its spring rate ing—one at Mr.
John Wagner's, near Buena Vista Stephenson Co.,
under the supervision of the vice-president, and one
at Mr. Oliver Taylor's, at Harlem, Winnebago Co.,
under the president, orr Tuesday, May 16, 1899 Every-
one is cordially invited. B Kennedy, Sec.
New Milford, 111.

25c
for one year's subscription for the brightest,
newest, and best Musical Journal in the U.
S. Five pages new and original songs CRCC

and music in each number. Sample copy inLLi
The Smith & White Co., Cleveland, 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Pf-i.. Cnla Seventy-five colonies of bees on eight-
rill OalCi frame L,antstroth and Heddon hives
at 83.00 each. Also a quantity of hives, combs, supers,
and section-supers.

F. R. Davenport, Box 383, Kalamazoo, Mich.

PA PI V QUEENS now ready, SI 00; six for 84.50.
L«/\I\L I After April 15, 75c; six for St 25; 12 for
88.00. May, six for 83.75; dozen for 87.25 Warranted;
safe arrival guaranteed. Two yards. Big stock of
fine queens carefully reared by Doolittle's method.
Free circular. J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.QI will be ready as usual to furnish

IIGdl^ queens the coming season. Manyi.*w\~ii^* unso iicited testimonials tell of thehe
superiority of the Laws strain of

faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price 82.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, 81 00 each; 6 for 85.00.
Untested. 75c each: 6 for 84. Queens readv in season.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

The King Windmills
For power or pumping, the best in the
World. Send for circular and prices.

C. O. Weidman, Medina, O.

Root's - Household - Outfits
— OF —

Useful Articles at Half Price.

The name " Root " has long been identified with re-

pairing outfits. The same name will now be attached
to two outfits of useful household articles. In disus-
ing of our department coitnter store we found on our
hands a large list of useful articles. To close these
out promptly we propose to sell them in outfits, mak-
ing a complete set or sets at less than half their orig-
inal price. In other words, we shall offer 85.00 wirth
of goods (85 different articles) for 82.00 and a 8*2.00 lot

of goods (50 different articles) for 81 00. These goods
are all brand-new, and just as we represent them. In
order to get full outfits, order earlv before some of the
stock is exhausted. We will sell these with other
goods, to go by freight or express.

No. 1 Outfit, 85 articles, Listed at $5.00 ;
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Our market has never been in better

shape for both honey and beeswax, so far as stock in
hand is concerned. We would suggest to Southern
shippers of extracted honey letting it come forward.
We have en route several shipments of new Southern
extracted at this writing. Our market has dropped
off slightly on beeswax, though there is a steady de-
mand. We do not expect much more trade in comb
honey until the new goods begin to arrive in early
fall. We quote our market as follows: Fancy white,
]2%@Vdy2 ; No'. 1, 11^(5)12; fair, 9^@10^; fancy buck-
wheat, 8@,9; No. 1, 7@8; fair, 6^@7. Extracted, Flor-
ida white, 1 l4@iyA \ light amber, 6J4@7; amber, 6@6^.
Other Southern fancy, per gal., 65@70; fair, 60@65;
good, 52^@58. Beeswax, 27(3 28.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.,
April 25. Franklin and Varick Sts., New York.

Chicago.—Sales are in a small way, as the time of
year is with us which usually sees the close of active
sales. Owing to the inclement weather, which has cut
off the early fruits and vegetables, the honey market
has benefited, so that all ot the white comb is nearly
disposed of. There is quite a quantity of dark and
undesirable comb being offered. Best grades of white,
13; off in color, etc., 11@12; light amber, 10@11; dark
amber and mixed buckwheat, 7@9. Extracted clover,

8; other grades of white, 7@7^: ambers and dark,
6@7. Beeswax, 27. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
April 18. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Boston.—Naturally the call for honey is dropping
gradually; and although the stocks on hand are not
large, still the demand is so light that the general
feeling is weak; and prices are being shaded. Our
prices are: Fancy white comb, 13; No. 1, 11@12; A
No. 1, 10@11; light amber, 9. Extracted stocks about
cleaned up, nominal price, 8c for white; light amber,
7. Beeswax, very light stock, selling at 27@28.

Blake, Scott & Lee,
April 18. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Detroit.—Fancy white, 12; No. 1, 10@11; dark and
amber, 8@9. Extracted, white, 6@7; dark and amber,
5@6. Beeswax, 25@26^.
April 20. M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Mich.

Albany.—Honey market quite active, have had a
few small lots come in lately and selling freely. We
quote comb, 7@12. Extracted, 5J4@6^. Beeswax, 26@
'-'8. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
April 19. Albany, N. Y.

New York.—Our market is well cleaned up on
comb honey; there is a fair demand, especially for
white. We are short of unglassed honey, and could
dispose of a quantity in a short time at following
prices: Fancy white, 12; No. 1, 10@11; amber, 9; buck-
wheat, 7@1%. Extracted in good demand at unchang-
ed prices. Beeswax quiet at 27.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken,
April 19. 120 & 122 West Broadway.

Philadelphia.—Honey has been moving off slowly
since last quotations, but the supply has been equal to
the demand. Hardly enough sales have been made
to fix a definite price, but we quote as follows: Fancy
comb,15@16; No. 1, 13; amber, 11. Extracted, white, 7;
amber, 5@6. Beeswax, 28. We are producers of hon-
ey—do not handle on commission.

Wm. A. Selser,
April 19. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60-lb. cans for
$7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.
Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

Lice or Chicks?
Which do you prefer? P. D. Q. Powder
settles the lice question dead sure. One
pound box, 25c; 5-lb. bags, $1.00; postage
lc per oz. extra. Our richly illustrated
catalog, "Hen Talk," which tells about
the care of poultry, and America's best
Buff, Barred, and W. Rocks, Lt. Brahmas,
and B. Cochins sent free for the asking.

Highland Poultry Farm, Box 44, Blue Ash, 0.

PA PI V QUEENS now ready, $1.00; six for $4.50.
L,i"VI\U,I A fter April 15, 75c;- six for $4.25; 12 for
$8.00. May, six for $3.75; dozen for $7.25. Warranted;
safe arrival guaranteed. Two yards. Big stock of
fine queens carefully reared by Doolittle's method.
Free circular. J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

I will be ready as usual to furnish

llccM^ queens the coming season. Manyv unsolicited testimonials tell of the™"~—™™»» superiority of the Laws strain of
faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.
Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

Vrw. ||« C\ri\t±v WILL be promptly filled by
I \J\X\ \J\ UU return mail, with the best of

queens. Our strain of Italians
is unequaled as honey-gather-
ers. Send for our price list, and
see what others say of our bees.

Q

for Queens

Tested queens $1.00 each; untested 75c, $8.00 per dozen.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
Loreauville, - Iberia Parish, - Louisiana.

MI IT! FI One-frame and queen, $1.25; Bees, 1 lb.HUVLLI. on framei $100; 10 or more lbs., 7.5c.

Queens, 50c, 75c, and $1.00, from imported mothers.
Satisfaction guaranteed. All queens not good replac-
ed. G. F. Davidson & Sons, Fairview, Texas.

FOR SALE.
Self-regulating incubators. Guaranteed to hatch
ninety per cent. Send for catalog. Address

M. E. FIRESTONE, Sidney, Ohio.

OIIFFIV^ Untested Italian, $1.00 each; tested,VUlwUMO. si. 25 each. Catalog free. Address
Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.
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$5 for only $1!

Some one,
we believe, lias said that, to subscribe

for all the bee-papers, would cost $5 ;

and that just one paper, costing a

dollar a year, would be sufficient pro-

vided that paper contained, besides

its regular matter, the cream of all

the other bee-papers. Well, that one
paper, of course, is the AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL. Not because we pub-
lish it do we say this, but because a

good many people believe it comes
nearest being the truth.

Now,
we never have advised taking only

one bee-paper ; but we are willing to

say that, if you can afford to subscribe

for only one, it should be the old

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, which is is-

sued weekly, and is always crowded
with the best bee-information.

The Bee Journal

for

Only Fifty Cents

for the

Balance of 1899.

If you want
to see a copy of the AMERICAN BEE
JOURNAL, send us your name and ad-

dress on a postal card ; or, if you want
a good big '

' taste "of it send us 10

cents (in stamps or silver) and we
will mail you 13 different numbers
that have been issued this year. That
means a " trial trip " of three months
for only jo cents. How about it?

Hadn't you better write us at once?
We believe you will do so.

ADDRESS

Geo. W. York & Co.,

118 Michigan St., - Chicago, 111.

\ Publishers of the oldest bee-paper in America. ^

About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send '2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box Mi, Washington, D.C.

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee=keepers'

Supplies.

$
Medina, Ohio,

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

• -%©

Prices the same.

Order of nearest point.

Save freight and time. t

Root's Goods for California.

We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokers, veils, etc., direct
from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.
Write for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, Fresno, California.

Albino Queens. If you want the most
prolific queens, if you

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw, try my Albinos. Untestsd
queens in April, $1. Tested, SI .50.

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas.

BEE=SUPPLIES. {

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

MUTH'S HONEY=JARS,
MUTH'S HONEY=EXTRACrORS.
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER,
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

:cessor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Mut
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A sprayer, one that throws a much coarser

spray than the Faultless, would be a good
thing to fill combs with syrup.

" IS HONEY a vegetable or animal product? "

is a question asked on page 317. Perhaps the
right answer to that question is that it is both.

I don't BEEiEVE that one colony in fifty

will swarm if managed by J. F. Teel's plan,

p. 315. But it isn't a very good plan for comb
honey.

Editor Abbott "is now thoroughly con-

vinced that a cluster of bees with full honey-
sacs will not freeze." That depends. If the

cluster is large enough, it will not freeze. If

small enough, it will most certainly freeze

whenever it's cold enough.

J.J. Cosby strikes the right note when he
advocates rearing good drones as well as

queens, p. 303 ; but wouldn't it be better, for

the sake of avoiding in-breeding, friend Cosby,
to feed up for drones a colony different from
the one that is fed for queens ?

Friend A. I. Root, here are my heartiest

thanks for that talk beginning page 322.

There are good people who have faith in

Dowie, Electropoise, and all that, and you
may do nothing for them ; but you may warn
others away from the whirlpool.

Very SOON it will be time again for queen-
rearing, and I hope Messrs. Brice, Hutchinson,
and Taylor will make close observation to see

whether in any case bees make the mistake of

choosing larvae more than three days old from
which to rear a queen, so long as they have
younger larva; present.

Decidedly, yes ; that short cleat in con-
nection with the hand-hole is a great improve-
ment over the hand-hole alone. The cleat

alone is better than the hand-hole alone, and
the combination is better than either one
alone. But some will prefer a longer cleat.

[Every one to his likes and dislikes. I have
said this several times before, and I think it is

a good motto for a supply-dealer to adopt.
The one who prefers to use old-style sections,

for instance, should not lash himself into fury
because the other fellow prefers and admires
plain sections.

—

Ed.]
Deep CELES are not a complete preventive

of eggs in a super, as J. A. Green says. p. 303,

but a deterrent, and the deeper the cells the
more they deter. When he put 7 frames
instead of 8, that made the cells only about -,

1
,-,

inch deeper. With 6 frames in place of 8,

making the cells about :

4 inch deeper, it

would be a desperate case that would make
the bees gnaw down the cells.

If you start to test the drug formalin for

foul brood, you might try izal, which S. Sim-
mins, editor of Bee Chat, strongly insists is a
success. [The trouble is, doctor, we have no
foul brood, and we do not want any here at

Medina to test either drug by ; but there are

some of our unfortunate readers who, dislik-

ing to destroy good frames of brood, might
feel disposed to give one or both a trial.

—

Ed.]

Henry AeeEY thinks increasing the size of

cell-cups will not increase the size of queens,

p. 308. How could it make a difference, when
already the queen has more room than she
needs in the ordinary cell ? [Henry Alley is

quite right. I feel like kicking myself for

letting a correspondent suggest that an en-

largement of the cell would make larger

queens, without a protest. I knew better.

—

Ed.]
The Hoffman frame, p. 321, is compared

with the loose-hanging frame to the advantage
of the former ; but please remember that the
advantages there claimed are not confined
to the Hoffman, and that you can have a bet-

ter frame than it, and still have the advan-
tages of the self -spacer. [A better frame,
perhaps, for your locality, doctor. I suppose
you refer to the nail spaced frame that you
use. Friend Davenport would not like it

nearly as well, possibly, even if he lived in

Marengo. But Hoffman frames have certain

features that even your nail-spaced frames do
not have. Every one to his liking.

—

Ed.]

J. A. Green will pardon me for saying that

he uses two illustrations, page 302, to prove
travel-stain, that hardly apply. Bees on the
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window destroy the clearness of the glass by
means of the gum secreted and brought into

use when, and only when, the surface is too

smooth for their claws to hold. On the comb,
the claws of the feet catch, so no gum is left.

"Sticky dirt " is found outside a hive where
bees are cleaning the honey out of a hive, it is

true; but why should their feet be so extreme-
ly dirty at that particular time? I think the

feet have nothing to do with it, but that the

bees so cram themselves with honey that they
drop a small amount of feces on leaving the
hive.

E. E. McCoy and the editor don't agree as

to the difficulty of getting wide frames out of

a hive, p. 315. It all depends. I once emp-
tied a hive in which the wide frames filled the
hive Jull, and it pretty nearly beat me. With
a space of l/2 inch beside the frames, it's as

easy to take them out as to take out closed-

end brood-frames. [Not quite, to my notion.

Wide frames filled with sections have many
points of contact ; whereas closed- end frames
have contact only along the end-bars. The
worst sticking with the old wide frames
that we had was the sticking of the sections

to the separator ; the sections of one wide
frame sticking to the separators of the wide
frame next to it. But I have no quarrel with
those who wish to use those antiquated devices.

I know some people who will use coal oil

when they could get electricity at the same
price for lighting, if they figure tbe time for

caring for lamps. The world is full of such
people, and they are good people too.

—

Ed.]

Don't FEEL too disappointed if " bleaching
the surface of travel-s:ained comb honey"
doesn't prove an easy task. Remember that
" travel-stain " is an utter misnomer, that the
feet of the bees have nothing to do in the
case, that the discoloring is mainly from par-

ticles of old comb from below, and that to get
rid of it you must remove part of the capping
itself. [That is true ; the discoloration does
go clear through the capping of so-called
travel-stained honey. But Byron Walker says
positively he has a method for making those
combs white. How do you know he has not
some scheme of whitewashing that covers up
those dirty faces just as you would the un-
painted boards on the back of your house with
white paint ? I am craning my neck to see
what Mr. Walker's modus operandi is. Will
he please stop just long enough in his rush
work to tell us how he does it, and thus
relieve us of this curiosity?

—

Ed.]

Fresh light seems to be coming on that
foul - brood - boiling business all the time.
Harry Howe now says, p. 306, that the bacillus
can't live in honey, and that the spore can't
vegetate in honey. Then the spore's the only
thing we have to deal with. But if Mr. Brice
is interpreted correctly, no amount of boiling
will kill the spore, and, acccording to that,

three hours' boiling would not be safe. But
it certainly looks as though boiling destroyed
spores for Messrs. Mackenzie and Howard.
I'm still standing on Taylor's side of the fence,
but sending exploring glances toward your
side, Ernest. [But, doctor, my side is safer

until we have more light. Better get over on
my side of the fence, and I will give you a
quarter of my log to sit on. When Mr. Thos.
Wm. Cowan, editor of the British Bee Jour-
nal, says fifteen minutes' boiling is sufficient

to destroy even the spores, then I will go so

far as to get on the fence — perhaps I will get
clear over ; but I am not going to do any
climbing just yet.

—

Ed]
Mrs. A. J. Barber has struck a good plan

to get bees to starting in sections, page 309.

The basic idea is that bees will start work on
comb that is emptied of its honey much more
readily than on foundation. And they'll start

just as soon on combs in sections as on ex-

tracting - combs. Moreover they'll make a
prompt start on a single section of comb.
Mrs. Barber will find it a decided step in ad-

vance, and so will you, Mr. Editor, if you will

put a bait section in a super instead of putting
on extracting-combs, thus getting all honey
in sections. [But, doctor, I have tried both
ways. Down here in Medina bees get more
into the working spirit after they have worked
in a set of half-depth extracting-combs—much
more so than if they putter away with one
little bait section in a comb-honey super.

One bait section starts only a few bees com-
paratively. A whole set of half-depth extract-

ing combs starts the whole colony. It is not
necessary that these combs should be built

full ; but after they once get nicely started,

take them off and put a comb -honey super on
top. But say, doctor, why not produce a little

extracted honey ? When comb honey sells at

10 cents, and extracted at 6, both of the same
quality, is there not just about as much money
in one as the other? I am speaking of the
prices that ruled a year ago last summer, in a
wholesale way— the price that the bee-keeper
got for his honey. More extracted can be
produ^d than comb; and the cost of packages
for 60 v> 120 pounds of extracted honey is

much less than the cost of the package, in-

cluding tbe sections, for the same weight of

comb honey— a good deal less if we include
foundation for sections. You may say you
have no market for extracted. Are you sure ?

You may say, again, that you get more money
for your honey than 10 cents. In the same
way, you would get more money than 6 cents

for extracted. You aim to supply the market
early, and thus get a good price ; and you are

careful to grade honestly, and always sell of

the same quality. As I understand it, your
buyer practically contracts for your honey
before it is produced, because he knozvs before-

hand just what you will give him. There,
now, I did not mean to get off the question

;

but if, while on the side track, I hit a nail on
the head, it is a little item that some of our
hard-working producers ought to bear more
carefully in mind.

In the mean time, doctor, suppose you figure

up how much it costs you a pound for pack-
ages for comb honey, including foundation in

lots of 100 to 150 pounds. Include in your
figures labor for putting in foundation, fold-

ing sections, making shipping-cases, etc. Ex-
tracted in 60-lb. cans costs about yt, cent per
pound. The point I am trying to get at is
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this : Is there not as much or more money in

extracted at 6 than in comb at 10 cents? If

higher prices can be secured for both, the
relation will be the same.-

—

Ed.]

" The sun is up," shouts lazy Drone
;

" Ye v orkers, take to wing.
And bring me lots of nectar fresh,
While 1

—

sit here and s/>/g."

ft

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
A prize story, "Two Worlds," has been

commenced, written by Mrs. J. M. Null. I

am well pleased with it. The editor says
there were 17 contestants, and two-thirds of

them wrote with a lead-pencil. I can reallize

how Mr. Leahy felt about the pencils. Why
anybody will choose a pencil instead of a pen
for writing to an editor is more than I can
make out. Always use a pen, and a blunt
one, and write on good paper. Use ruled
paper, and don't run one line into another.
Be careful to make the end of a sentence plain,

ending with a period, and beginning the next
sentence with a capital letter. Then— get a
typewriter ! Mr. Leahy says four of the
stories were excellent, but were rejected on
account of bad spelling, grammatical slips, etc.

ii/

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
In regard to an tasy way of rendering wax,

Mr. A. C. Miller, ot Providence, R. I., says if

old combs are properly treated before mtlting,
the pollen and silk will not absorb the wax
nor produce the jelly-like gum referred to,

and much of the annoyance of reduction will

be avoided. The best method is to place the
combs in a strong solution of sulphuric acid
and cold water about a week before melting.
If the combs are well broken up, and occa-
sionally stirred in this solution, the acid will

decompose these troublesome substances, and
a large part of them will remain behind when
the crushed comb is removed to the mtlting-
pot.

0)

C. Davenport says a solar extractor should
have double glass, and be made tight. The
combs should he spread out, and not piled on
each other. He finds the wax is so completely
extracted in this way that any further attempt
to get out more by pressure is time wasted.
If the comb contains pollen, a pressure will
get from 20 to 50 per cent more wax. The
time required to treat old comb in a solar
extractor is so great as to make its use entirely
out of the question with Mr. Davenport, so he
has settled upon the old-fashioned method of
boiling as being the quickest and most effective
way of rendering old comb. By this method
he gets y& or more of the wax without the aid

of a press. Before boiling he soaks the combs
ten days or two weeks in barrels, weighting
the wax down with stones. He puts the wax
into a sack before boiling, keeping it well
stirred with a stick. After the water boils it

requires but a short time for all the wax to

escape from the sack. The sack must not be
made of woven stuff, but of coarse knit cotton
stuff like that in a coarse knit heavy cotton
sock.

v*/

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Daniel Whitmer reports a remarkable case

of the cure of rheumatism by means of stings.

He was attacked with sciatic rheumatism,
resulting in paralysis of the back, thighs,

kidneys, bladder, etc., and was forced under
the doctor's care, and confined to his room
for three months. One day in handling a
colony of bees he irritated them so that they
rushed out at him and stung them so as to

make him dance whether he believed in it or
not. In only 24 hours he was a well man so
far as rheumatism was concerned, numbness
all gone. He says it has returned three times
in 20 years, but it has subsided every time he
got out among his bees in the spring.

\*<

Touching the union of the " Association "

and the " Union," Mr. York well says, " The
door is open for the Union to come into the
Association whenever it decides to cast in its

lot." That's it. One of the associations

must simply cease to exist, and its members
be incorporated in the other. Those who are

trying to unite certain other organizations
nowadays would do well to read Mr. York's
words. The only way is to find the best, and
annihilate the others by disbanding in favor
of the better.

\h

The political discussion between Mr. Doo-
little and Mr. Abbott is very interesting. In
winding up his reply to Mr. Doolittle, Mr.
Abbott touches on the subject of adulteration
as follows : "I honestly believe that the adul-
teration fraud is the gigantic crime of the
century, and a disposition to wink at it shows
a lack of moral sentiment that should start

into activity the most sluggish and indifferent

citizen of a free country. Adulteration ignores
the foundation principles of all moral senti-

ment, and undermines two of the recognized
basic ideas of legitimate trade and commerce
— namely, that a contract is the agreement of

two minds as touching one thing, and that

every man who has come into the lawful
possession of any article has a right to fix the
price at which he will part with it. If he
makes the price so many pounds of honey,
and you give him half the amount in glucose,

you defraud him."
0i

Mr. York spells "burr-comb" with one r,

but spells fuzz with two z's, instead of fuz.
Why not go the whole length and spell it eel,

wil, be for bee, etc.? The new spelling is cer-

tainly misleading when past is used for passed.
A law that was past last March had ceased to

be a law at that time.
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Although a little out of my beat, I make a
few extracts here relative to the Leahy Mfg.
Co., Higginsville, Mo. I get my information
from the Advance, of that place :

In 1883 R. B. Eeahy, then a struggling day laborer,
made his appearance in this city, and for a time found
employment doing odd jobs for sevcal of our oldest
citizens. Soon after his arrival here he opened a little

wood-shop and began his life's work, that of building
bee-hives and kindred supplies. His largest and most
expensive piece of machinery at that time was a foot-
power saw. With this he worked early and late, and
by severe perseverance he added to his plant, little by
little, until he was so fixed that his work and output
attracted some little attention.
In 1890 he started the erection of his present plant,

and, being short of finances, succeeded in interesting
John J., Jas. E.. F. M., and E. B. Gladish sufficiently
to form a stock company, of which he retained a half
interest. This stock company was organized under
the name of The I_,eahv Manufacturing Company,
with a paid-up capital of $8000. R B. Leahy was ap-
pointed general manager and treasurer, and Ed. B.
Gladish, general foreman of the shops. The business
has been continuously under the same management
since, and the present business is a sufficient proof
that it has prospered.
Eate last fall it became necessary to again enlarge

the plant, and a new brick addition was built, which,
with the new and improved machinery added at that
time, doubled the capacity of the plant. They now
occupy a two-story brick building, 54x130 feet, thor-
oughly equipped up stairs and down with the best im-
proved machinery. In addition to the main building
they have several warehouses, their waxroom and
tin-shops being under separate cover.
In the busiest season, which is now on, the plant is

run day and night, and from 35 to 40 men and boys are
employed during this period. That this factory is a
great boom to labor has been duly demonstrated, over
$10,000 being paid out here last year for labor alone.
Sixty-five carloads of material was consumed in the
manufacture of goods sold last year, which amounted
to over 130,000.

DADANT-QUINBY HIVES VS. TWO AND THREE
STORY EIGHT-FRAME LANGSTROTH.

Arguments in Favor of the Former, by a User of

the Dadant Hive; the Editor Challenged;
the Challenge Accepted.

BY A. N. DRAPER.

Mr. E. R. Root:—I have just received your
April 1st issue. In your footnotes under Mr.
Dadant's article, page 259, I find these words :

'

' But I get a good deal of solid comfort out of
the notion, that almost amounts to conviction,
that two eight-frame hives will accomplish the
same results," etc. As I have had a good deal
of experience along this line, perhaps it will
not be uninteresting to you at this time.

In 1889 I had a little over 200 hives of bees
that I was running for extracted honey. I had
them in eight-frame Simplicity hives, with an
average of about three bodies to the hive con-
taining 24 Simplicity frames. I wintered them
in one and two stories. December 10, 11, and
12, 1889, I attended the State Horticultural
Society's meeting at Hamilton, and, of course,
I visited the Dadants They had from 70 to 80
barrels of honey on hand of that year's crop

;

in fact, the whole basement of their barn was

filled with barrels full of extracted honey, as
they had no other building large enough to
hold their crop of honey. Their crop at that
time was worth over $4000 cash. At that time
I had my second attack of bee-fever, and I

took a serious relapse. Their bees were all

packed in leaves for the winter, and I had a
good opportunity to see how it was done. I

then and there bought me a Barnes foot-power
saw, and that winter I made up over 200 of
those large hives.

You will see on p. 151, Art. 306, Langstroth
Revised, as follows: "The Langstroth-Sim-
plicity frame is long enough, but hardly deep
enough. The Quinby frame is deep enough,
but would be better if a little shorter." In
Art. 397 they say :

" We would counsel begin-
ners to use a frame as long as the standard
Langstroth, and as deep as the Quinby."
Ten years have gone by. Some of the win-

ters 'I had over 400 colonies. I have packed
leaves entirely around two-story eight-frame
hives, with the exception of the south end.
Kindly permit me to remark, that, could you
have been here and seen the difference be-
tween the large hives and the two eight-frame
hives, your notion of " solid comfort " would
have given way to feelings of supreme disgust.

So thoroughly dissatisfied with them I became
that I have sold off nearly all of my eight-

frame hives.

I will make this proposition to you : Make
thirty or forty of your ten-frame hives with
the brood-frames 2*4 inches deeper than your
regular size, and the brood-chamber that much
deeper to receive them. All the rest of your
fixtures are to be just as for a regular ten-

frame hive. Fill them up with bees for one of
your out-apiaries

;
pack them warm for win-

ter and spring. If, after three years' experi-
ence with them, you don't find them to give
you more solid comfort than any other style of
brood-chamber you have ever tried, for the
production of either comb or extracted honey,
kindly send me a bill for whatever the expense
of the experiment may be, and I will send you
a check for the amount. Your Hoffman frame
will overcome the difficulty of the bottoms of
the frames swinging together. As I under-
stand it, the swinging-together of the lower
parts of the frames was always considered the
main objection to the deep frame.

The Hoffman frame will be superior to any
the Dadants have used. See their spacing-
wire in their book, p. 168, Art. 347. In prac-
tice, that spacing-wire is a very serious objec-
tion that the Hoffman frame would overcome.
I have thought of ordering one or two hun-
dred of these hives, but have had poor seasons
and too much other business on hand.

The fact is, in actual practice this extra 2*4

inches is added right through the middle of

the brood-nest, where it is spread to its widest
extent, and the two other frames are also add-
ed right in the middle of the brood-nest. If

you wish to see bees outstrip any thing you
have ever seen in the way of raising brood
during March, April, and May, try this. I

can't see any thing else in the way of your
trying this experiment except your dislike of

having a different-sized frame. Your regular
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outside winter-case is to be kept on it with
leaves packed in top, and then you have what
is virtually the Dadant hive.

You have told me yourself that you made a

business of trying experiments for the benefit

of the bee keepers. Can you give any good
reason for not trying this, as it has been dis-

cussed for years, and by very able men, and
still you display y.mi ignorance in regard to it

every little while?
Upper Alton, 111., Apr. 8.

[I have read over with a great deal of inter-

est all you have to say. While I can not for

the life of me see why a large colony in one
brood-nest should secure so much better re-

sults than the same colony in two brood-nests,

I am not going to be foolish enough to dis-

pute your facts and figures. As to your chal-

lenge, yes, I will accept it, and I have this

day ordered a few hives made to take L.

length of top and bottom bars, but an extra

depth of end-bar. I hope to get these hives

into use this summer; but in making this test

I hope some of my friends, and some who
perhaps are not my friends, will not score me
by assuming that I am going to get on to a

new hobby, and ride it for all it is worth.
While I believe in large colonies, I do not see

how it makes any difference whether they are

in one or two brood-chambers; but perhaps it

does. If the test with a few hives this sum-
mer is favorable, then I will try more next
summer. But before I can be convinced I

shall want to see about half an apiary in Da-
dant hives pitted against another half of apia-

ry in the same location, of colonies in eight-

frame L. hives; and if Dr. Miller is interested

in the same problem, if he cares to make a

test with Ihe same number of colonies I will

furnish the hives free.

I omitted to state that possibly, if Mr. Dra-
per had made his two tests for the production
of comb honey, the difference might have been
in favor of the shallower frame.

—

Ed.]

LOYALTY TO TRUTH.

Is the Review Critic Hypercritical ?

BY DR. C. C. MH.LER.

The cridc of Review takes to task the editor

of Gleanings for changing his mind. One
of the items mentioned in that connection is

the matter of the hostility of bees to dark
colors. Mr. Root formerly held that one was
likely to be stung no more with dark than
with light clothing. Then he changed his

mind, Mr. Taylor says, because "a few 're-

ports ' came in, which, in so far as they went,
at least, had no foundation in sound reason,

so far as I could discern." Which goes to

show that Mr. Taylor's discernment is sadly
in need of tinkering. He closes the paragraph
by saying, "The cause of truth is advanced
by careful, cautious, sober loyalty to it." I

confess I don't quite see how the application
of that sentence to the case in hand has any
"foundation in sound reason." Does Mr.
Taylor mean to intimate that Mr. Root has

been disloyal to what he thinks is the truth ?

I do not believe so. It is probably rather a

case of "darkening counsel by words without
knowledge."

It is true that " the cause of truth is advanc-
ed by loyalty to it," and that very loyalty

demands that, when a man finds he is holding
on to an error, he shall promptly right about
face, instead of stubbornly holding on to an
error, as Mr. Taylor is too rnudi inclined to do.

Another count in the charge is that, when
Mr. Root learned that spores of foul brood
were not killed by being subjected to a tem-
perature of about 212° for more than two
hours, he gave up the belief that a few min-
utes' boiling was sufficient to destroy the

vitality of spores. If he was a reasonable

being, with the light he had what else could
he do ? Now conies Mr. Taylor with new
light on the case, and says that boiling water
and boiling honey are very different things as

to their heat, making it seem a reasonable

thing to believe that it is quite possible that

15 minutes' boiling in honey may be more
destructive to vitality than two or three hours
in water. Mr. Taylor may consider it " hasty

and ill considered judgment " on my part to

change my mind promptly, and agree that 15

minutes' boiling is enough, but that's exactly

where I stand at the present moment ; and if

I find out that boiling honey is no hotter than
boiling water, then I'll change back again.

It seems to me that's the only way for one
who w ants to be loyal to the truth.

WAS MR. DADANT FAIR?

Another item that Mr. Taylor gives is that,

after Mr. Dadant overestimated the cost of

large hives, and Mr. Root found out the cost

to be considerably less, he said, "It shows
that you meant to be entirely fair." Mr. Tay-
lor says, " Of course, no one suspects Mr.
Dadant of ever meaning to be unfair. But it

seems strange to me that he should be com-
mended for fairness on account of a case in

which he made a statement that was manifest-

ly not fair." That looks as though Mr. Tay-
lor has established for himself a critic's code
of language that does not entirely agree with
that of common people. He says it seems
strange to him that Mr. Dadant should be
commended for fairness. I can't say how
such things may be considered in the ranks of

professional critics, but I do know that among
common people such fairness is commended.
Here's a man who not only always pays his

honest debts, but in every deal he makes he
is so anxious not to overreach that he pays a

little more than he ought. Instead of saying,

"That man is not strictly honest," people

always applaud him for his honesty. A man
who in controversy is willing to give to an
argument of an opponent all the weight it

deserves, and sometimes a little more, is com-
mended by honest common people for his

fairness.

I'm inclined to believe it's a case of Dr.

Jekyl and Mr. Hyde. My old friend Mr.
Taylor heartily commends Mr. Dadant for his

fairness, and says, " I wish there were more
like him," while Mr. Taylor the critic gets
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out his rule and square, shuts one eye, and
says, " That statement is not in exact accord-
ance with the facts in the case. Mr. Dadant
is an unfair man." Possibly no fault would
have been found with the sentence if Mr.
Root had said, " While you were incorrect in

your statement, Mr. Dadant, the error you
made was unfair to yourself, and that's a good
deal better than if you had erred on the other
side."

LOOSE USE OF LANGUAGE.

But what in the world made him put up his

rule and square before he penned the last sen-

tence of the paragraph in which he so care-

fully measures Mr. Root's language ? That
last sentence reads, "An injurious statement
about a hive one favors is even more liable to

injury than one about a hive one opposes."
One statement is more liable to injury than
another? To what injury is the statement
liable? I don't really suppose Mr. Taylor
means what he says ; but when he insists so
critically that others shall say exactly what
they mean, why doesn't he make exact state-

ments himself ?

Marengo, 111., Feb. 28.

[Mr. Taylor's reply:]

I highly appreciate the privilege of having
my reply to the above article from Dr. Miller
appear along with it in the same issue, for

thus a reply can be made much briefer, and
at the same time much really incurable injus-

tice prevented. I am also especially glad to

appear in Gleanings, because many readers
who have otherwise no opportunity may thus
get acquainted at first hands with the bold bad
man who writes criticisms for the Review.

It seems to me the foregoing criticisms of the
doctor's must have been written in extreme
haste, for in no other way can I reasonably
account for the numerous instances in which
he either fails to catch my meaning or else

fails to express himself clearly. Thus he says
that " I take to task the editor of Gleanings
for changing his mind." Not at all, not at

all ; but for changing his mind hastily and
without due consideration. Quite a different
thing ; and, moreover, I think this idea was
expressed very clearly and with great promi-
nence. Again he says he does not see the
application of my sentence: "The cause of
truth is advanced by careful, cautious, sober
loyalty to it ;

" and it is quite clear that he
does not, for a little later he requotes, saying,
" It is true that ' the cause of truth is advanc-
ed by loyalty to it,' " and argues from it as if

the two sentences were identical in meaning.
As I wrote it it is no doubt generally true, and
it may assist the doctor to see the application
of it if he will permit me to say that his mis-
quotation, which he affirms to be true, is by
no means necessarily true. Careless, impul-
sive, indiscreet loyalty to truth may prove
very disastrous. I was inveighing against
hasty changes of opinion ; and while such
changes are quite consistent with a certain
kind of loyalty to truth, it is not careful,
cautious, sober loyalty to it. Then in the
third paragraph he says, "Now comes Mr.

Taylor with new light on the case, and says
that boiling water and boiling honey are very
different things as to their heat." I think the
reader who had no opportunity to examine
what I actually said would get a very errone-
ous idea of my language from the way the
doctor puts it. I made no such positive state-

ment. What I wrote amounted to little more
than a supposition, supported, to be sure, by
what seemed to me to be arguments that de-
served careful consideration.

One more instance : In the paragraph re-

lating to Mr. Dadant the doctor repeats the
vicious trick he indulged in in treating of

loyalty to truth of making a partial and in-

adequate quotation or statement some time
after having made a full one. Thus he says,

referring to me, " He says it seems strange
to him that Mr. Dadant should be commended
for fairness." I made no such statement as
that, nor one that would bear any such con-
struction; and the way the doctor puts it, it is

well calculated to give an entirely wrong im-
pression to any one who had not the article

quoted from before him. These matters are

outside the main questions, but they ought
not to be overlooked, and I must still mention
one or two other incidental matters.

There are certain coarse insinuations found
in the doctor's article in such expressions as,

"which goes to show that Mr. Taylor's dis-

cernment is sadly in need of tinkering." " In-
stead of stubbornly holding on to an error, as

Mr. Taylor is too much inclined to do." " It's

a case of Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde." Such,
though the doctor indulges in them, are not
to be recommended ; but they are to be par-
doned in his case, since he is not often guilty
in that respect except when he is conscious of
dealing with the blood thirsty monster of the
Review. Nevertheless, I feel that in such
indulgence he is hardly doing himself justice.

Again, in conclusion the doctor writes a
rarely entertaining paragraph about the
" Loose Use of Language," aimed at me, all

founded upon the substitution of one letter

for another by the printer. Read it " injure,"
brother.

Now a word on the main points : As to the
matter of my criticism of the editor's hasty
change of opinion in the two points the doc-
tor refers to, I am not sure the doctor has a
correct comprehension of it, and I am quite
sure his readers can not have unless they have
read my original criticism, so I may be per-

mitted an attempt to make it clear. For the
sake of brevity I shall try to make it answer
my purpose to refer to only one of the two
points; viz., that concerning foul brood, and
to that, only by way of answer to the question
the doctor propounds in the third paragraph
of his foregoing article; namely, " If he was a
reasonable being with the light he had, what
else could he do? " In my original criticism

I said, " How different is the scientific attitude

as shown in the American Bee Journal, page
18, where Prof. Cook says, 'I referred above
to certain acorn-infesting larvae that secrete

nectar. I have never seen them, but have
often heard of such — principally from Mis-
souri—so often that I think they may be more
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than a myth. Yet I am free to say that I

should feel more certain if I actually saw
them. I can see how oak-tree plant-lice,

which are by no means rare, might lead to an
erroneous conclusion' " {Review, 48). This
quotation was made anent the editor's change
of opinion, largely on account of the single

report of Mr. Buchanan. So the answer to

the doctor's quesiion is : Assume the scientific

attitude ; seek for new light — not for just a
little, so that there will be a preponderance

;

but, to change the figure, since his foundation
has slipped from under him let him investi-

gate until he has found another stable one.
We see, in recent events, the results of the
doctor's position. It is laughable (may I not
say it without offense?) that, within the space
of about two months, the doctor and the edi-

tor have each been upon both sides of the im-
portant question as to whether fifteen minutes'
boiling of honey is sufficient to destroy the
vitality of foul-brood germs therein ; and,
strange to say, they are upon opposite sides

still, and the end is not yet. This situation is

altogether a fine commentary upon the doc-
tor's argument. Why should we be carried

about with every wind of doctrine in scientific

matters any more than in religious ones ?

Yes, the doctor, as he seems half to suspect,

comes into the same condemnation unless he
has some light which he does not reveal. If

he has investigated the boiling-point of honey,
and has found that its temperature is high
enough to destroy with certainty foul-brood
spores in the time mentioned, then he does not.

In the paragraph headed " Was Mr. Da-
dant Fair?" the pyrotechnics of the doctor
are to me quite bewildering. They ought to

have quite close attention ; but as I fear I

trespass on space I must treat them very
briefly. The doctor speaks much of " hon-
esty " and the "common people." I infer

that there must be common people and com-
mon people, or else that locality makes a dif-

ference, for I am aware of none in this neigh-
borhood, such as he describes ; and the man
who in " every deal he makes is so anxious
not to overreach that he pays a little more
than he ought " would not be looked upon by
the common people here at all as he seems to

be by those with whom the doctor is acquaint-
ed. Here one of the more conservative ones
would say he is foolish ; one of the more im-
pulsive ones, instead of using the adjective
" foolish," would use the noun with a more
or less emphatic expletive before it. Or if the
man were wealthy, so that he could always
pay a little more than he ought without injus-

tice to himself or to his family, he would not
be " applauded for his honesty," though he
might be for his generosity. Hereabouts the
question of the amount of a debt is an exact
science, and there is no necessity of paying
more than is found to be due in order to be
sure that a sufficient payment has been made.
When one always gladly pays the exact
amount due he is considered honest so far as
financial matters go, and he can not be con-
sidered more honest by paying more. A
name for honesty can not be purchased by a
lavish use of money, or many a blackleg would

have to be considered honest. When a man
has no one depending on him, nor any cred-
itors, he may, of course, be as generous as he-

likes with his money : it is a matter entirely

between himself and the recipient. But
when one who is specially recognized as au-
thority on a hive writes for the public about
it, the character of his statements is not a
mere matter between himselfand his antago-
nist. Tens and hundreds of others are wait-

ing on his words, and he has no right to be
generous in his statements. He is bound to be
just—that is, exact. To be sure, this all started

from a very little matter ; but the principle is

the important point, and I write to make that

clear.

At the suggestion of the editor, as a sort of

appendix to the foregoing I make a few com-
ments on some points mentioned by him in

late numbers of Gleanings. On page 189 he
excuses himself for his change of opinion on
the foul-brood matter because " it is safer to

err on the side that a few minutes' boiling is

insufficient," and " we should take that side

which we know to be safe." If it is a ques-
tion of safety merely, I fear the editor will be
obliged to change his opinion again ;. for I am
satisfied that, in the hands of many, three

hours' boiling would not be entirely safe ; at

all events, I could give a course of procedure
that would be safer than any length of boil-

ing. But the question of safety and the ques-

tion of the truth of a certain proposition, viz.,

whether the boiling of honey fifteen minutes
is sufficient to destroy the vitality of foul-

brood germs therein, are two very distinct

things. We had been discussing the latter,

and now the editor seems to be confounding
another issue with it. We must keep differ-

ent things distinct or it will be impossible to

arrive at any just conclusion at all.

Referring to the editor's remarks on the
"Boiling-point of Honey," p. 233, I wish to

say that he seems to be asking too much of

Dr. Miller and myself in the way of testing

the boiling-point of honey when in his own
great establishment he can not find a ther-

mometer that will serve to find that point.

Further along the editor seems to be in

error in speaking of the boiling-point of water
as " 212 or 213." At his elevation that point

must always be below 212°.

Another error, I think, is found in his sug-

gestion that possibly the scientist boils his

foul-brood germs in beef gelatin. In so far

as I have observed, scientists always speak of

the resisting power of spores with reference to

the boiling-point of water, and there would be
neither science nor sense in boiling in some
other liquid having a different boiling-point

—

not that the germs are actually turned loose

in the water—I do not suppose that to be the

case; but the flask containing the culture is

suspended in boiling water, and in that way
can get as hot as but no hotter than the water.

Now, we have made a distinct advance since

the editor, though he has not determined the

exact temperature of boiling honey, has found
that it is decidedly higher than that of water.

It now remains to be determined scientifically

what effect boiling honey has on foul-brood
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germs. What scientist will take the matter
up and investigate it fully ?

Lapeer, Mich., March 20.

[As will be seen by the date of Dr. Miller's
article, this matter should have appeared some
time ago ; but one of the manuscripts was
lost ; and while we were waiting for it to turn
up we lost considerable time before we lo-

cated it. I make this explanation as several
things have since occurred that might mod-
ify the statements of both parties in the con-
troversy.

It appears that your humble servant, or his

statements, are the bone of contention. At
first I thought I would have nothing to say

;

but perhaps some explanation from myself
ought to be made. From the fact that Mr.
Taylor refers to himself as the "bold bad
man," and a "blood-thirsty monster," one
would infer that he thought Dr. Miller, my-

by Dr. W. O. Howard, and by the practical
tests of a bee-keeper who, it seems to me, con-
ducted his experiment with extreme care. I

do not say that these experiments were con-
clusive, but they were sufficient at that time
to justify me in taking the safe side. Since
that time we have the corroborative evidence
from Scientist Brice, of England, Prof. C. F.
Hodge, of Massachusetts, and an article from
Thos. Wm. Cowan, whom I regard as the most
expert scientist we have in our ranks. In ad-
dition to what he says elsewhere, in a private
note he says this :

Dear Mr. Ernest Root:—I got Glean ngs for March
15th last evening, and have gone through the co.res-
pondence about foul brood, and I think you are per-
fectly justified in recommending prolonged boiling of
honey so as to render it safe to give back to the bees.
It is astonishing how difficult it is to make even intel-
ligent people understand what a great difference there
is between the bacilli and the spores.

Thos Wm. Cowan.
Pinehurst, Pacific Grove, Cal., April 18.

FIG. 1.—A SHKDDED APIARY IN CUBA; A. W. OSBURN IN THE FOREGROUND.

self, or our readers held him in such bad es-

teem. If so, he is decidedly mistaken. So
far from being a " bold bad man " or a " mon-
ster," I never considered him any thing but a
friend with a hypercritical turn of mind. If,

on the other hand, the reference to "bad
man " and "monster" is used as a sort of
pleasantry then it is the first time I have
known my friend to so far forget his severe
dignity as tojoke in print.

As to whether I have changed front too
hastily in the matter of the length of time re-

quired to kill foul-brood germs and spores, and
the alleged antipathy of bees for black, recent
facts have gone a long way to sustain the wis-
dom of my course. In deciding in the first

place, page 49 of Gleanings, that fifteen

minutes' boiling was insufficient, I was back-
ed by the European scientist Mr. Genonceaux,
by Bacteriologist J. J. Mackenzie, of Canada,

And even Mr. Taylor himself, in his fourth
and last paragraph, says he is satisfied that,

"in the hands of many, three hours' boiling
would not be entirely safe.

'

'

I am at a loss to reconcile this quotation
with all that he has said before this, tending
to take the opposite view ; and if Mr. Taylor
is convinced, as in the quoted sentence above,
I can see no reason why I was hasty in chang-
ing front. If I have any influence with the
readers of Gleanings, and if there are care-
less bee-keepers among our readers, it was my
honest duty to right about face.

As to the matter whether bees dislike black
or not, that is not a question of much impor-
tance ; but the preponderance of evidence
seemed to support quite strongly the view that
bees do dislike black. I would far rather have
it said of me that I was too much inclined to

change front when convinced of error than
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too much inclined, as I fear Bro. Taylor is, to

stick to an old expressed opinion in spite of

evidence to the contrary.

—

Ed.]

THE NEW-YORK HONEY-MARKET.

How the Market was Broken Down in New York
Forty Years Ago ; the Amount of Honey now

Sold Extracted, and Where it Goes;

Honey Gingerbread.

BY J. E. CRANE.

As I was coming through New York iu De-
cember last I thought I would spend a little

time in the markets of the city to see what I

could learn that was new in regard to the sale

of honey. Many years ago I sold most of my
honey in that market, and was fairly familiar

with its wants and capacity. The last of my

give way to taller sections. Another dealer told

me he had no use for square sections, which I

thought was putting it pretty strongly.

Mr. Segelken said the 35^x5 were preferred
to a 4^x4^ ; but a section 4x5 was preferred
to either. I was told 4jS4 inches was quite too
low. Indeed, so much was said in praise of
the tall section I began to wonder if it was not
a fad in that market. As I noticed very little

honey that was finished to the wood—i. e.,

very little where the row of cells next to the
wood was capped—I inquired as to the value
of it, or, perhaps, I might better say, the im-
portance of it, and was given to understand
that in New York it was of no importance
whatever ; and then I began to wonder if this

was not equally a fad in some other places.

However this may be, it seemed certain that

in New York a tall section is more in demand.
A thin comb with a large comb surface of light

weight was preferred to one that is thicker

HBi
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being in that market, much of the honey was
in four-pound boxes, while many of the more
enterprising bee-keepers had already changed
to two-pound single combs, with glass on each
side. In December last I did not see a single

four-pound box, and scarcely a two-pound
section remained.
Mr. Segelken, of the firm of Hildreth Broth-

ers & Segelken, received me very cordially,

and gave up his time to answering my ques-
tions which were not a few, as he showed me
their large stock of beautiful honey. I ex-

pressed some surprise that there was so large

a proportion of honey in tall boxes, when he
told me that they were much preferred to the
square 4^x4^-

" Yes, but have not these same A%s.i% done
more to make a demand for honey than almost
any thing else? " I asked. He admitted it was
so, but said they had had their day, and must

and has less surface, or of heavy weight. If

a comb were one inch thick it would answer.

Thickness does not seem to count for as much
as surface.

A great deal of glass is still u^ed in New
York, on the sides of sections, most dealers

seeming to prefer it. As honey began to be

sold in that market fifty years ago or more in

glass, so it is still ; while in all the newer
markets it is rejected so far as I know.

Mr. Segelken expressed himself very strong-

ly on the size of packing-cases, saying that

each case ought to hold at least 25 combs, and
one large enough to hold 30 combs would be

better. He said, as wholesale dealers have
said to me before, that almost the first ques-

tion a buyer asks in looking at honey is,

"How many sections in a case? and how
much do they weigh?" And this led to a

discussion of selling by count rather than by
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"weight, as now generally practiced. He seem-
ed to think it likely to come about, and would
for himself prefer to do so ; in fact, he was al-

ready selling some in this way.
Remembering the experience of the late

Moses Quinby in shipping honey to that mar-
ket, when, in 1860, 20,000 lbs. broke down the
market completely, and much of the honey
"was carried over to the following year before
it was sold, I inquired how much honey was
now taken by the same market, and was in-

formed that there was no trouble in disposing
of about 6,000,000 lbs. yearly, about five-sixths

of which was extracted honey ; that while,

formerly, there was a demand for honey but a
part of the year only, now there is a demand
the whole year round. These facts were of

much interest to me, as the prospective de-
mand for honej^ is one of great interest to

every honey-producer. I might say incident-

ally right here that, previous to 1875, or about
that time, there was, so far as I know, no New
England city where honey was regularly sold
at wholesale. A little was sent to Boston or
other cities, and sold to any one who would
buy, or left to be sold on commission by any
one who was willing to handle it, or, perhaps
I should say, who could be trusted to do so

;

but I have the impression that most retail

dealers, previous to 1875, in New England,
went to New York for their honey. To-day
several New England cities have wholesale
dealers, some of them doing an immense bus-
iness. These facts show the immense increase
in the demand for honey during the last thirty

or forty years ; and, while encouraging, it is

not equal to the gain made in other lines, as,

for instance, in the sale of grapes. In 1846
the Keuka Lake region shipped '

' from two
hundred to three hundred pounds" by the
Erie canal to New York, and broke the mar-
ket, while in 1890 the same region shipped
some 40,000,000 lbs. of grapes, to say nothing
of the enormous quantities sent from other
sections. See '

' The Evolution of Our Native
Fruits," by Prof. L. H. Bailey, page 68.

But I was curious to know to what use such
large quantities of extracted honey were put.
In some of our bee journals it has been report-
ed that extracted honey was used very exten-
sively by tobacco manufacturers, and I believe
by brewers also. I was told that but little if

any was used for these purposes at the present
time, as the brewers are taking kindly to glu-
cose, and tobacco - manufacturers are using
sugar syrup instead of honey.
There is a growing demand however, for

extracted honey, from druggists and confec-
tioners, and for making honey-cakes, of which
the Jews consume lar^e quantities ; besides, a
large amount of extracted buckwheat honey is

exported" to be made into gingerbread. Good !

I could have sent my hat flying high above
me, only I was indoors and those about me
might think me a little off should I become
too much excited ; but really my heart was
lighter at the thought that my honey was not
to be used for the manufacture of beer or to-

bacco, and I was not in any way helping those
industries by increasing the production of it.

I was disappointed on finding so little honey

in plain sections in New York : for had not E.
R. R. told me that quite likely ten to fifteen

per cent of all comb honey last year *as put
up in this way. I wanted much to compare it

with the old-style sections in the same market,
but there did not appear to be one-half of one
per cent in the New York market ; but Mr.
Segelken quickly explained by saying that
the plain sections were preferred by retail

dealers, and picked up by them.
I saw but one lot of honey at Hildreth Broth-

ers & Segelken 's, out of a large number, that
appeared to have the row of cells next to the
wood sealed perfectly, like photographs that
have recently appeared in Gleanings. This
lot of honey was built in four-beeway sections
without separators, which would indicate that
a passage around the edge of the box will en-
courage bees to finish out and up to the wood
much more perfectly than when no such pas-
sageway is used. This is a strong point in

favor of the Hyde-Scholl separator, or that of
Mr. Aspinwall's that enables the bees to pass
freely around the edges of sections, and at the
same time compels them to build straight
combs and combs of even weight.
Middlebury, Vt.

[Some few days ago Mr. PVed Muth, son of

the late Charles F., gave us a call. As he was
with his father when he did a large business
with bakers and others, I asked him a good
many questions. He referred to the fact that
there was a time when honey was used largely
in the brewing business ; but of late years glu-
cose has taken its place. Knowing that his
father had sold many tons, perhaps, of dark
honey to bakers, I asked him why it was that
bakers prefer honey to any other form of

sweet for certain kinds of baked goods. " Be-
cause," said he, "it takes little or no glycer-

ine. Where honey is used as a sweetener, the
baked goods remain moist for a great length
of time ; and honey is the only sweet that will

accomplish the desired result. The fact that
glycerine has to be used with other syrups,
makes them more expensive ; and as a matter
of economy bakers use honey, and more large-

ly than many people think."
No doubt this is the reason why honey is

used in gingerbread. A dry gingerbread is

practically unsalable. One that is soft and
moist as honey will make it is always salable

;

and these honey-jumbles, I have sometimes
thought, improved with age. When they are

first baked they are apt to be too crisp—that

is, somewhat dry ; but after they have stood
for a time they become moist and toothsome.

It is astonishing how the demand has been
increasing for the four-beeway sections lately.

It simply goes to show that plain sections have
demonstrated that lateral or freer communica-
tion has something to do with better filling of

the sections. If lateral communication is a
desideratum it can be secured with four-bee-

way sections ; but even these require modified
separators in order to secure the full benefit.

Ordinary four-beeways used with common sep-

arators would be little if any better than two-
beeways, and they are much more inconven-
ient in putting into and taking out of ship-

ping-cases.

—

Ed.]
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HOFFMAN FRAMES WITH SHORTENED TOP-
BARS.

The Cold-blast Smoker Defended ; the Value of Hot
and Cold Air with Smoke; Making Syrup by

the Percolator Plan; Large vs. Small
Hives; the Bearing of Locality

on the Whole Question.

BY C. DAVENPORT.

I have seen very little, favorable or other-

wise, in regard to those short top bars, end
spaced with staples. Some one, I forget who,
intimated that there was or might be trouble

on account of the ends dropping off the rabbet
if the frames in handling got cornerwise in

the hive. Last spring I cut the ends off the
frames in ten hives, and I have not found any
trouble in this respect, and I can not see how
there would be any necessity for moving the
frames cornerwise enough so there would be

;

for in practice they have to be moved much
more diagonally before one end drops off the
rabbet than one would think by looking at

the frame; and while it is true I tried them in

but a small way I made a point of handling
them in the ten hives that did contain them,
a number of times, on purpose to see how they
worked, and I consider them a decided im-
provement ; and if, with my present experi-

ence with them, I had to buy hives this spring

I would order short top-bars. I intend to

shorten the ends of enough frames this season

to give the matter a thorough trial.

It is very seldom that an article calls forth

such a long footnote as mine did some time
ago about smokers; and while you have said

you never desire discussion for the mere sake
of argument, neither do I ; and it is very sel-

dom indeed that I reply to any criticism or

remarks about any thing I write; but I should
like to make an exception in this case, and, if

you will allow, say a few more words on the

subject.

You say it takes longer to light and get a

cold-blast smoker going. Why, with a cold-

blast smoker properly made, and the right

kind of fuel, all that is necessary to get it to

going is to put in the fuel, touch a match to

it, and she is off at once, creating a dense vol-

ume of smoke almost at once. I do not say

this applies to the Clark smoker—far from it
;

and I feel as sure as I do about any thing I

think I know about bees, that smoke from a

cold-blast smoker is better for general use in

a yard than that from a hot blast — that is,

with Italian and German bees and their

crosses. Cyprians I know nothing about.

You say hot air alone will subdue bees. I

know it will ; but when it is employed it

crazes and injures many bees, and, if hot
enough, kills many. I firmly believe that the

injudicious use of a hot-blast smoker causes

the premature death of many thousands of

bees In the season when a smoker is most
used, and in some cases hundreds from single

hives, where, for instance, a colony is handled
after the fuel is well burned down so that the

bees get direct blasts of very hot air right off

the coals—not that they die at once, but they
probably might as well, so far as being of any

use afterward is concerned. I am aware that
I stand almost if not wholly alone in regard
to this matter, as I did once before upon an
important matter relating to our pursuit.
This was when I wrote and described how,
when preparing feed, I mixed sugar and cold
water, equal parts, by simply putting them
together in a barrel and stirring occasionally
until the sugar was dissolved.

About this time, or shortly before, there was
a good deal said about making feed by the
percolator plan. It seemed to be thought by
many that the percolating was a great benefit
in some mysterious way over simply mixing
the two together. I claimed that simply mix-
ing the water and sugar together made just as
good feed as was possible to be obtained by
any percolating process, and I think that all

who have tried the two methods now agree
with me, and I believe I may claim the honor
of being the first one to advocate the use of,

and to describe, how to mix cold water and
sugar together for feed.

I have been asked if Mr. Dadant has, by
what he has said of late, convinced me that
large hives are best. No. He has not con-
vinced me that they are best for my locality

;

but he has explained and argued his side of
the subject in a very clear and able manner.
It has been said in effect that Mr. Dadant
practices what he advocates ; that is, he rec-
ommends large hives, and uses such exclusive-
ly himself. I think this will apply to most of

us, and even more so in my case; for, while I

have advocated ten-frame hives as the best for

bee-keepers in general, I have been cutting
down and selling the colonies in my large
hives until I have not and do not intend to

have any thing in the shape of a frame hive
larger than the eight-frame ; in fact, I have
used and obtained excellent results the past
two seasons with some of less capacity than
eight frames. While I know from experience
that it requires a greater amount of work to

manage a yard to the best advantage by the
expansion plan of adding one or two combs at

a time, I think there is no question but that
good results, in both comb and extracted
honey, can be obtained by the method Mr.
Dadant so ably champions; but in some local-

ities—here, for instance—when it is the most
important time to have queens do good work,
the weather is often, for much of the time, so
cold that a colony in an extra-large hive is at

a great disadvantage on account of not being
able to keep the temperature high enough for

as good results in brood-rearing as they could
in a smaller hive ; and, though Mr. Dadant
says a large hive can, by the use of a division-

board, be converted into a small one, this is, I

think, a mistake ; it can be contracted with a
division-board; but so far as keeping the hive
warm is concerned it would be better to leave
the extra combs in tight division-boards. Yes,
I bought forty hives once that had tight
division -boards, and they were tight after they
had been in the hives for a short time. Some
of them would tear to pieces sooner than come
out ; and those that would come out did not
wish to go back. Division - boards tight

enough to really convert a large hive into a
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small one are impracticable where the quanti-

ty and quality of the propolis are such as we
have here ; and what is claimed to the advan-
tage of extra-large hives so far as colonies in

them being larger, so that it will require a
less number to gather as much or more sur-

plus, and stock a range, is theory if applied to

this locality; for here a colony in the spring,

as a rule, gets down to about a certain size

whether the bees are in a large or medium-
sized hive; and a hive not larger than the ten-

frame hive gives them ample room to develop
what workers they can in time to be of benefit

during our main flow. Later some colonies
might require more brood-chamber room; but
reared then this extra force of workers would
be consumers instead of producers ; or, in

other words, it would be no advantage, but an
expense, to have them reared.

Southern Minn.

[Your estimate of the staples under the top-
bar is exactly mine. They add little or no-
thing to the cost, and make a very great dif-

ference in the general ease and convenience of

handling the frames.

As to the smokers, it is evident you have a
cold blast that is very much superior to the
Clark ; and if you send us, at our expense, one
of the smokers referred to, I will have the
same illustrated, and will comment on it fur-

ther after having tried it. If we do not like it

we will make you a new one embodying the
same features, and send that to you.

I believe you have come the nearest of any
one I know of in giving a good reason why a
locality like yours would favor a small hive.

It is no doubt true that in early spring a clus-

ter of bees in a large chamber would have
more difficulty in keeping warm than in a
smaller chamber ; but how do you reconcile
that with the fact that the Dadants are but
little south of you? The winters in both cases
are practically the same.

Referring to tight-fitting division-boards, I

agree with you exactly. We had them one
season. Besides disturbing my mental equilib-

rium in trying to remove them, I found they
were but little better, so far as the confine-
ment of heat was concerned, than the board
that has a bee-space all around it like a brood-
frame.

—

Ed.]
«»»»».• • .

THE CANADIAN PURE-HONEY BILL.

Some Statements Corrected.

BY S. T. PETTIT.

Mr. E. R. Root:—On page 110 of the Bee-
keepers'1 Review appear some corrections of
erroneous statements re the passage of the Ca-
nadian Pure-honey Bill ; and as those state-

ments were reproduced in Gleanings, page
500, 1896, I can not do better than request
that you reproduce what is said touching the
matter in the Bee-keepers'1 Review for April,

1899, including my remarks and quotations,
Mr. T. S. Sproule's letter, and the bill. My
motives in writing and pushing the bill were
pure, and those charges to the contrary are
extremely painful.

Deai- Mr. Hutchinson : — I need not tell you that,

when people get excited or deeply moved over discuss-

ing an important matter, it sometimes happens that

exaggerations creep in; but in the case here referred

to, actual inventions were employed, and our bill suf-

fered. We have now all had time enough to come to

ourselves sufficiently to let truth prevail. I wish for

nothing more.

In the Bee-keepers' Review for 1895, page 348, the fol-

lowing maybe found: " It would help some toward
peace if Canadians would cease trying to get a law
passed for the purpose of persecuting their neighbors.

The sugar-honey law, which has been offered to two
parliaments in succession, gives itself away by its

wording; evidently not so much intended for general

enforcement as for a handy club to hit prominent
heretics." Certainly these are strange statements.

Comments are unnecessary. The bill below is a suffi-

cient answer.

Then, further along, the writer continues, "The
act is so dracouically worded that the most innocent

beginner in the land could be put in prison for it for

no greater crime than feeding sugar to his starving

bees to keep them alive over winter."

Doubtless, Mr. Editor, some one must have imposed
upon the Review. I wrote the bill, and I am not

ashamed of it, and I regret that it did not become
law unmutilated ; but, to place beyond controversy

the point as to whether, when first introduced to Par-

liament, it contained the necessary proviso for feeding

sugar to bees when necessary to do so for food for

them, I wrote to T. S. Sproule, M. P., who had the bill

in charge, and here is his reply, and also the bill

which, in due course, he kindly sent me.

Markdai e, Jan. 31, 1899.

My Dear Pettit:— [ was most agreeably surprised, on
receipt of your letter of the 2(ith inst., to hear from an
old friend whom 1 have so often thought of and won-
dered how he was faring in life. I need scarcely say I

trust our pleasant associations together during the
time you were in Ottawa, and the faithful and ener-
getic way you stuck to and advocated the 'Pure
Honey " question, endeared you to me to such an ex-
tent that I can never do other than think in the most
kindly way of you. I am perfectly satisfied that, in
the first bill, there was provision for feeding bees
sugar when required for food; but it is so long since,
and memory is so treacherous, that I might be mis-
taken ; and to put it beyond contradiction, I have
written the clerk of the Distribution Office to send me
a copy of the original bill as introduced; and when
that is received I will forward it to you, and then you
can put an effectual quietus to these untruthful state-
ments which from time to time appear in the bee-
journals. Yours truly, T. S Sproule.

(Copy of the Bill.)

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate and Hou^e of Commons of Canada, enacts
as follows :

No imitation of honey, or " sugar honey " so called,
or other substitute for honey manufactured or produc-
ed from cane sugar or from any other substances
other than those which bees gather from natural
sources, shall be manufactured or produced or offered
for sale in Canada, or sold therein; and every person
who contravenes the provisions of this Act in any
manner shall, on summary conviction, incur a penalty
not exceeding four hundred and not less than one
hundred dollars, and in default of payment shall be
liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
twelv; months, and not less than three months: Pro-
vided that this Act shall not be interpreted or con-
strued to prevent the giving of sugar in any form to
bees, to be consumed by them as food.

Yes, the bill was offered to two parliaments in suc-

cession: but it did not fail because of its faultiness,

but because of the malicious and unscrupulous attacks

upon it from those within our own ranks, assisted

mightily by mixers and adulterators. We have simi-
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lar laws to protect our butter and cheese, and we
know how to appreciate them. S. T. Pettit.

Belmont, Out., March 15, L899.

[I did not know until recently that Mr. Pet-
tit felt that an in^istice had been done him by
the statement appearing in Gleanings, page
500 for 1890. Indeed, I don't think I knew at

the time that he was the author of the bill that
was said to be so '

' draconically worded '

' that
there was no provision for feeding bees. In
any case, I am sure neither Mr. Hasty nor Mr.
Hutchinson meant to do the author of that
bill an injustice, and if they made a misstate-
ment, as appears from above, it was because
they were misinformed. While it seems a lit-

tle strange that the matter should have been
allowed to go so long uncorrected, yet at this

late date, three years after, Gleanings is very
glad, in justice to Mr. Pettit, to make the cor-

rection as prominent as possible.

—

Ed ]

DRONE-COMB; NON-SWARMING BEES, ETC.

Travel-stain Due to a Secretion that is More
Abundant During a Poor Honey-flow than

a Rapid One.

BY S. P CULLEY.

We believe "the first and primary cause of

bees constructing drone comb" in preference
to worker comb during a heavy yield of honey
to be the carrying-out of the idea of economy
of wax (see " Honey-comb," in A B C book),
together with haste in the preparation of hon-
ey room. When there is a flow of nectar the
bees' instinct is to store as great a quantity as

possible. They want the most space in the
least time, with the smallest amount of wax.
Building drone comb secures this, hence they
build it. Often they are in such haste for

storage room that they build extra-large drone-
cells, which must be built at an upward angle
or curve— too large and too slanting and too
deep to be used for rearing drones.
The instance cited by Dr. Miller (page 166)

may be accounted for in several ways. Per-
haps he had little or no drone comb in the
brood-chamber, and the queen laid eggs in the
section of drone comb. If the honey-flow had
let up by the time the drones hatched, that

would explain it.

TRAVEL-STAIN.

There may be more than one cause for trav-

el-stain— that is to say, there may be more
than one kind of stain. But the kind the edi-

tor and Mr. Smith are talking about, the stain

that " seemed to be in every particle " of the
comb, is caused by a secretion similar to sali-

va, which secretion has a chemical quality, or
else carries infinitessimal particles of matter
which stain white sections, honey-comb, etc.

This secretion is penetrating, and stains cap-

pings and comb-walls through and through.
One of its functions is to lubricate the bee's

tongue and mandibles. We suspect that it

has a chemical action which aids in the pres-

ervation of pollen. Like all other secretions

it varies in amount. When bees are gather-
ing nectar rapidly, loading and unloading

their honey- sacs every few minutes, the quan-
tity secreted is hardly appreciable, and the
hone)' is white or clear. When gathering nec-
tar slowly, more is secreted, and the honey is

amber. Honey gathered vtry slowly contains
enough of this secretion to make it yellow or
dark. Thus it modifies the color of honey.
When bees gather pullen this secretion is

copious. It moistens the pollen and protects
the bee's tongue, and, we suspect, acts as an
aid in preserving the pollen. Pollen always
contains enough to stain yellow the walls of
the cell in which it is deposited—this indepen-
dently of any color-stain the pollen itself may
yield. It may stain propolis also.

Bees clean house with their tongues. If any
thing does not seem to their liking they scrub
it with their tongues. As they do this the se-

cretion is used, and this gives its odor and its

stain to the furniture. We may suppose they
brush foreign particles of objectionable dust
from the honey in the same way. This con-
tinual cleaning of house by scrubbing with its

tongue, etc., accounts for the kind of stain
that Messrs. Smith and Root are discussing.
It is reasonable to suppose, also, that bees,
like all other animals, give off small particles
of matter that aid this secretion in the work
of discoloration. The effect of this secretion
(probably helped by exudation) may be illus-

trated by the coloring of a meerschaum pipe.
The same substance makes the pipe slightly
yellow at first, then quite yellow, and finally

a glossy black. The effect of this secretion on
the combs, like the tobacco substance in the
pipe, colors yellow at first, and finally black.
This idea is not theory, but fact. We will

furnish ample proof of its correctness if any-
body wants proof.

NON-SWARMING BEES.

Apropos of Mr. J. E. Crane's argument that
we can produce a breed of non-swarming bees
just as we have produced non-sitting hens, is

Mr. Crane really sure that the swarming im-
pulse or instinct is rightly compared with the
sitting impulse or instinct ? Bees are different
from chickens. There is the colony which
perpetuates itself by brood rearing ; then the
increase of colonies requires swarming. The
comparison involves some fine points ; but in-

asmuch as the bee can not live an individual
life as chickens do, the question is whether
the swarming instinct is not allied to the prop-
agating instinct, which is universal and ine-

radicable. From this point of view one might
contend that the production of a breed of non-
swarming bees can be compared only to the
production of a breed of fowls which failed to

propagate. If it can be proven that the swarm-
ing instinct is comparable with the propagat-
ing instinct of fowls rather than with the sit-

ting instinct, then Mr. Crane's argument fails;

for non-sitting, we believe, results from an in-

crease of propagating, or egg-production.
There is a limit to man's control in breeding

to produce certain results. He can produce a
cow that gives more milk ; a sheep that bears
more wool ; a strain of bees that gather more
honey ; but has he ever produced a new trait,

or been able to eradicate a primary instinct ?

He can manipulate what already exists, but
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not create. Possibly the swarming instirct or

impulse can be bred out : probably it can not.

The possibility justifies trying. If it can be

done at all, keeping the bees from swarming
by dividing, etc., for years— for generations

and generations of bees till they " forget," so

to speak, the swarming idea, because not us-

ing nor needing it, would seem to be the

method to adopt in order to produce '

' non-
swarmers."

Higginsville, Mo.

[The name above, S. P. Culley, seems to be
new. I looked over the index of several dif-

ferent bee-journals, but I did not find this

name as one of the contributors. Neverthe-

less he writes as one having authority—that is

to say, as one who apparently understands
what he is talking about. I have been almost
inclined to believe that he is an old writer un-

der a now, deplume. As he hails from Hig-
ginsville, Mo., the place where the Progressive

Bee-keeper is'published, perhaps the editor of

that paper could tell me. I do not dispute

Mr. Culley 's statements ; indeed, what he
says appears very reasonable ; however, as he
so kindly offers to furnish us " ample proof,"

we shall be glad to have him do so, as the

knowledge of the actual cause might lead to a

remedy.

—

Ed.]

THE DRAGON-FLY.

The King-bird the Most Destructive of all the

Enemies of the Honey-bee.

BY A. J. WRIGHT.

Considering that I have not "travel-stained"

the pages of Gleanings since the June num-
ber of 1898, I may, perhaps, be pardoned for

taking a little of your time and space.

It is said to be a fearful thing to teach. It

certainly is a fearful thing to write. The
writer of any article invites adverse criticism

and comment. My article in defense of the

dragonfly, page 471, called out some criticism

and comment, but I was pleased to note that

the critics confined their observations to

southern localities, and thus my position that

the dragon -fly is not an enemy to bees in

northern latitudes remains good. Now, I

honestly think the truth is just this : The
male dragon-fly is migratory— going south in

vast droves in autumn, and returning in spring.

The change in locality causes a desire for

change in diet, and the dragon-fly that in the

North in summer has feasted on mosquitos,

flies, and moths, in the South may live almost
exclusively on honey-bees. We know this

peculiarity exists in many of our migratory
birds, and is supposed to account in part for

changes in the marking of plumage.
Speaking of birds, I consider the king-bird

the most persistent and destructive of all the
enemies of the honey-bee, of which I have
any knowledge. I have a kindly feeling

toward all of God's creatures, and will not
needlessly inflict pain upon any

;
yet I always

feel a degree of satisfaction when I succeed in

bringing down this feathered glutton. It is

very irritating to the bee-keeper to see this

bird launch into the air and into the bees' line

of flight, and, before retiring to its perch, pick
up a dozen or more, and then, after throwing
up the casting—as is done by all birds of prey
—return to the attack with an appetite appar-
ently as keen as ever; and when one considers
that a single bird is capable of consuming
upward of 100 bees daily, and that usually
the family consists of the parent birds and
from four to six young, we can easily under-
stand that a family or two of king-birds in

the vicinity of the apiary may mean the daily
destruction of thousands of bees ; and when
we follow the flight of the bees to some dis-

tant pasturage, and find on the way several

families of king-birds, all doing a thriving
business, one is led to wonder how bees can
be produced in sufficient numbers to make
good the loss.

I have before me copies of Gleanings from
March 1, 1898, at which time I first became a
subscriber, to the present. I have been look-
ing them over in a general way, and propose
to comment upon some of the articles, refer-

ring to them by the title, and the page on
which they appear in Gleanings, 1898.

WHAT KILLED THOSE BEES? (page 626).

The editor gives it up -— thinks they might
have smothered, but doesn't see how they
could in the wire-cloth cage. This cage is

just what killed those bees. Much of the
wire cloth now in use is painted with green
paint containing Paris green. The moisture
and gases from a quantity of bees closely con-
fined will soften this paint enough to cause a
portion to enter the delicate breathing-organs
of the bees, and cause death, and this is par-

ticularly true if the wire has been recently
painted, and some dryer used in the paint.

HOW BEES WORK IN THE DARK, ETC. (pages
221, 393).

Oh, my ! what a grand time is being made
over the idea that bees can see in a dark hive,

and the queen lay eggs on opposite sides of

the comb, bringing the brood back to back !

On page 221 the Roentgen rays are suggested
as a solution of the problem ; also that the
bees have two kinds of sight ; and even the
editor has dropped into both ideas as the only
way of accounting for it. The latter idea is,

of course, correct in the sense that one kind
of sight sees in the light and the other in the
dark.
The article on page 393 repudiates entirely

the idea of Roentgen rays, and tells us that
the bees do fancy work in the dark on the
same plan that the little sightless children do
fancy work in a blind-asylum, and that the
bees, are probably, to all intents and purposes,
as blind as the patients in the asylum, through
whose optic nerves no ray of light has ever
penetrated to the brain.

The mental acrobatic performances of the
editor excite one's admiration ; for, after hav-
ing accorded to the bee the power of double
sight, he now indorses the idea of total blind-

ness when working in the hive. Now, this is

too bad.
The organ of vision of the honey-bee is not
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surpassed anywhere in all nature. The Creator
has so made this organ that the bee can not
only see in the light, but also in the dark, and
fashion its beautiful comb with mathematical
and mechanical accuracy; and yet its wonder-
ful eyes are compared to the sightless orbs of
the unfortunate blind.

The editor finally closes the article by say-
ing that the science, theory, and practice of
the writer on page 393 are all right, except
the telephone, etc., and that all that the
writer states sounds reasonable, and is the
best article received on the subject, etc.

Honestly, now, Mr. Editor, does it sound
reasonable that God has given to several of

his creatures the power to see, and to perform
their various duties, and pursue their pleasures
in the dark, and has made the bee as blind as
the inmates of a blind-asylum, and unable to

perform the varied and beautiful operations of

the hive except by feeling it all out ? Is God
so unkind to bees, and to bees alone? Away
with the thought ! It is not worthy of con-
sideration.

We know that the cat, dog, mouse, mole, owl,
fox, and many other animals can see as well
or better in the dark than by daylight. Is it

so exceptionally wonderful, then, that the bee
can do this ? and are our pets so inferior that
they must be made to depend upon X-rays
and the sense of touch for their wonderful
work?
Now, Mr. Editor, I assume that you own a

cat— a good mouser ; also a dark closet or
room — no windows— from which you can
remove all the furniture excepting one chair.

Now tie the legs of your trousers tight at

the ankles ; take a live mouse, the cat, and
yourself into this place, and shut the door,
being sure no light enters. You will find use
for the chair. Now liberate the mouse and
see how long it will be before you hear the
sudden spring, the faint squeak, and the tri-

umphant growl of the feline.

Now, will you say this was done by the
sense of touch ? Did Thomas or Tabitha just

feel carefully around until she (or he) found
that mouse? Not any. Now turn on the
light, and you will find the cat has the mouse
by the back of the neck, in exactly the right

place to avoid its bite, and not injure the
mouse. Now leave the room, closing the
door, allowing cat and mouse to remain.
Soon you hear the cat playing with the mouse,
and all this in total darkness.
Now, Mr. Editor, if you wish to believe that

bees are compelled to go groping and feeling

their way about in the dark to accomplish
their beautiful work, you are welcome to do
so ; but if you will give the matter candid
investigation I think you will agree that the
use of X-rays, blind-asylums, and the sense of

touch, to account for the way bees work in the
dark, is not tenable.

I suppose, after what I have said, I am ex-
pected to clear up the subject, and tell how
bees see in the dark. Yes, sir ; that is what I

expected to do when I began this article, or,

at least, to give you my idea of it ; and to this

end I must ask you, as a first and very impor-
tant step, to get rid of the popular error that

light is necessary to vision. That it is not,

did space permit, I could prove by numerous
incidents and experiments. All strictly noc-
turnal animals, birds, and insects, can see
better in the dark than in full daylight. The
divine Architect has so made the eyes of all

nocturns that the rays of dark produce the
image upon the prepared retina as easily as
the rays of light produce it upon the retina of
the human eye. To the nocturns, dark is the
normal condition, light the disturbing element.
Another common error is that the pupils of

the eyes of cats, owls, etc., expand as dark
approaches, to allow more of the rays of light
to enter the eye. On the contrary, the pupils
are naturally expanded to admit the rays of
dark, so necessary to vision, and contracted
to exclude the rays of light.

Viewed from this standpoint, which I believe
to be the true one, there is no more mystery
in bees seeing in the dark than by daylight

;

and we can now sensibly understand how the
queen can easily see to place the eggs oppo-
site each other, and how all the operations of

the hive are carried on minus X-rays, blind-
asylums, etc.

hard WATER AND PURE WATER (page 364).
A. I. R. thinks soft water was the drink

intended by God for man. Not so, I think,
or some natural provision might have been
made for rendering it soft without making
expensive machinery for softening a necessity,
thus denying the intended blessing to the
poor, and giving to the rich. No, I think the
plan must have been that man should drink
water both hard and soft. I believe much
depends on the person and the surroundings.
One brought up from infancy on soft water
might possibly find a sudden change to hard
water injurious, and vice versa. Of course,

muddy, impure, and stagnant water should be
cleansed before use.

I have known four persons upward of one
hundred years of age, all living in one county,
and comparatively near each other, not related
in any way. The eldest was 126, the next 108,

the next 103, the youngest (who died recent-

ly, 100 years and one month of age) was about
and transacting business twenty minutes be-
fore death occurred. One person is now liv-

ing there who, in one or two years, if spared,
will reach the century mark, and is in fairly

good health. Others have died there during
the past winter who were upward of ninety
years of age. The section is remarkable for

longevity, and this in a region where hard
water is the rule and soft water a rarity.

Now, I don't say that hard water has done
this, but certainly it has not shortened life,

nor soft water been a factor in lengthening it.

The old Mosaic law forbade the eating of

swine, but not the drinking of hard water. I

believe the annual consumption of thousands
of tons of scrofula-laden pork is responsible
for more disease in the human family than all

of the hard water drank from Adam's time to

the present.

I have already quoted that it is a fearful

thing to teach, and I believe that one who un-
dertakes to teach another what he shall eat or

drink takes upon himself a grave responsibil-
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ity. It has been truthfully said that what is

meat for one is poison for another. I have
this day sent to A. I. R. a clipping from the
National Druggist, stating that distilled water
is a dangerous protoplasmic poison.

Bradford, N. Y.

[Years ago, when we were selling bees by
the pound, we used almost invariably cages
made of green wire cloth. At the time, I

know it was said that such wire cloth sin uld
not be used ; but we could never see that it

had the least bad effect on the bees; and I

was going to say we put up hundreds of

pounds of bees in just such cages. If the

green paint of the wire cloth became so dry
as to pulverize so the bees utilized the actual

Paris green, it might kill them, of course; but
so far from that, if it did any thing it flaked

off in small pieces.

With regard to the question of bees seeing
in the dark, I do not see that I changed front.

A little further on, in the same article, the

same writer, whose opinions I indorsed, says :

" Science will probably demonstrate the fact

that bees have a set of eyes that can look at

the most intense light, without any inconven-
ience, while other eye-facets see only at short

range."

—

Ed]

FOUL-BROOD GERMS.

The Difference Between Spores and Bacilli: How
One May Turn into the Other, and Vice Versa.

BY THOS. W1I. COWAN.

I have read the correspondence respecting

the destruction of foul-brood germs contained
in honey, by means of boiling, and it appears
to me that, when giving advice with respect

to such a destructive enemy as foul brood, we
can not be too cautious, and had better err on
the side of safety than the reverse.

From the promiscuous manner in which
many talk about microbes, bacilli, spores, or
germs, it is quite evident that they do not
realize that a very great difference exists be-

tween them; and conditions that will be de-

structive of the one may not have the slightest

effect on the others. In respect to the particu-

lar organism with which we have to deal in

foul brood ; viz., Bacillus alvei, we have to

contend with it in two different forms and
stages of life, in one of which the vitality of

the organism is easily destroyed; while in the
other the same organism, but under a different

form, is capable of retaining life, and germi-
nating into the condition of the previous
stage, even after what would appear the most
damaging influences, such as long lapse of

time, drying, heat, cold, and chemical re-

agents. The bacillus condition is the first

stage of active life of this organism; and it

remains in this state, splitting and multiply-
ing as long as it has nutrient material to live

upon and other conditions are favorable. A
bacillus is rod-shaped, and when, in process of

time, it has attained full growth, it splits in

two, each of these taking up an independent
existence, and going through the same pro-

cess; and as it has been shown that as many
as two generations can be raised within an
hour, and as the same rate of progression can
be kept up by each individual in suitable nu-
trient media it is not astonishing that foul

brood spreads rapidly.

Now, while in this bacillus stage it is not
difficult to kill the organism (a temperature
under 160° F. will do it), and there are a num-
ber of chemical re-agents which even in gr. at

dilution will destroy bacilli. It is, however,
very different in the subsequent stage of ex-
istence of this microbe When the bacilli, or
rods, have multiplied to such an extent as to

exhaust all the nutriment upon which they
were feeding, or come in contact with sur-

roundings inimical to their active existence,

the rods gradually turn into spores. At a cer-

tain point of the rod a bright speck appears,
which gradually enlarges at the expense of

the protoplasm in the rod, until in its fully

developed state it assumes an oval shape.
The sheath swells, and the bacillus looks much
thickened; then the sheath breaks, and the
spore becomes free. Now, it is when the rods
have become spores that the danger arises, be-

cause it is very difficuk to make many under-
stand the great difference between them and
bacilli. They are analogous to seeds of plants,

although they differ from these in possessing
greater vitality. Spores retain the power to

germinate into bacilli after the lapse of long
periods; and Dr. Klein, one of our great au-
thorities, sa\ s, " There is no reason to assume
that these periods have any limit." We have,

at any rate, had ample evidence in our own
experience to show that spores have retained
their vitality for many years. These spores
are not only capable of germinating into bacil-

li after a long period of time, but will endure
heat, cold, drying, and chemical re-agents—

-

influences that would be destructive to bacilli

themselves. The temperature of boiling wa-
ter does not destroy them unless considerably
prolonged, although a very much lower tem-
perature, as I have already stated will kill

bacilli. If we had to do with bacilli only, in

every case bringing up the temperature to
212° F. would be amply sufficient; but with
spores it is different. A few minutes' boiling
w7 ill destroy some, because all the spores have
not the same degree of vitalit}-; and in this

they resemble seeds of plants. It is well
known that some seeds will germinate much
sooner than others, and some will not germi-
nate at all. Experiment h^s shown that, to

destroy all the spores, prolonged boiling is

necessary, or they must be subjected to a high-
er temperature, such as is obtained from
steam under pressure. Scores are unable to

withstand steam, even for a few minutes, at a
temperature of 212° F. ; but this could not be
applied to honey, as the spores would have to

be separated bef< re the}- could he acted upon
by the steam. I have had frequent demon-
strations that many do not really understand
what boiling, from a scientist's point of view,
is, and that is why the results are frequently
so different. They are content to think that
the liquid is boiling if they see it bubbling,
whereas the bulk of it may be several degrees
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below the boiling-point if stirred and thorough -

1}- mixed, and, of course, the larger the quan-
tity the longer it takes to raise the whole mass
to the boiling temperature. Experience has
shown that it is not safe in every case to de-

pend upon 10 or 15 minutes' boiling. Several
boilings would be better, but not so convenient
to the ordinary bee-keeper. The rationale of

this is that, at the first boiling, all the devel-

oped bacilli are destroyed; then suppose a nu-
trient medium and other favorable conditions
to exist in the honey, the unaffected spores
would germinate into bacilli, and could be de-

stroyed in the next boiling. A third and even
a fourth boiling might be necessary to destroy
the remainder. Fading this method of pro-

cedure, it is safer, with our present knowl-
edge of the behavior of spores, and taking
into consideration the appliances at the com-
mand of the average bee-keeper, to insist on
prolonged boiling.

April 18, 1899.

[Mr Cowan did not go on to tell of his ex-

periments to prove his statements above.
These statements, coming as they do, from, I

verily believe, our best authority on the sub-
ject in hand, ought to settle the matter that it

is not safe to feed diseased honey back to bees
that has been boiled only 15 minutes.

Instead of recommending three hours' boil-

ing, I shall recommend an hour's boiling at

three different times. After all, it seems to

me utter folly to extract honev from foul-

broody combs because of the great danger in

the process. It is far better to burn them en-
tire—frames, brood, honey, and all—and then
bury the ashes where neither plow nor spade
will ever touch them. I would err, if at all,

on the safe side.

—

Ed.]

• MUMH I *

RAMBLE 166.

Portland, Oregon.

BY RAMBLER.

Between showers I made a very pleasant
call upon Mr. Buell Lamberson, who is pro-

prietor of a large store for the sale of seeds,

agricultural implements, and bee-keepers'
supplies. Here I found a full line of the Root
supplies, and Mr. Lamberson is headquarters
in that line for Oregon and Washington, and
has sold as high as two carloads in one season.

He said that bee-keepers were well pleased
with the supplies, and that the Root hive was
preferred to the home-made; but owing to the
cheapness of lumber it is a dollars-and-cents
argument that makes the home-made Oregon
hive take the lead. Although there is a

healthful trade in supplies, Oregon does not
produce a great amount of honey.
A very good way to diagnose the healthful-

ness of the honey production and bee business
generally in any State or location is to find

out how many carloads are shipped out. If,

instead of snipping out, there are carloads
shipped in, the industry is not upon a very
strong commercial footing, and that is the
present condition in Oregon.

California honey is in evidence in many of

the groceries, both comb and extracted. The
latter is put up in neat screw-top tumblers
with a piece of comb honey surrounded with
a liquid, presumably honey, and perhaps it is.

Honey from Utah and Nevada also finds its

way into this portion of the country.
While I give an occasional glance from my

fifth-story window I realize that I am in one
of the most thriving cities of my native land.

The population is over 80,000. It is a port of

entry for the largest ocean vessels, and the
various craft plying on the river-front present
a busy scene. The trade in grain, lumber,
wool, etc., is immense.
At the date of my visit the city was shorn

of much of its beauty, for the falling leaves
left the many trees unadorned. The moist
and sticky condition of the streets was not
pleasant ; but being used to dry streets and
plenty of dust and evergreen trees in Califor-

nia, the change seemed agreeable. When the
clouds lifted enough, Mount Hood appeared
in the distance with its pure white snow-clad
peak. It is the boast of the good people of

Portland that five of these snow-clad peaks
can be seen at all times of the year when the
weather is fair. I barely saw Mt. Hood,
which proves that the weather was very un-
fair to me.

I spent a very agreeable Sunday in Portland.
The Congregational church, where I attended,
was well filled, and with as fine an array of

fashionable fall bonnets as can be anywhere

found. But the most agreeable service was at

the Y. M. C. A. in the afternoon. There were
a few bald pates, but not a bonnet ; and let

me tell you Portland has a Y. M. C. A. that is

worthy of emulation. It has 1000 members.
Surely such a body of well-meaning moral
young men is not without a leavening influence

upon the city. I might tell you much more
about this thriving city, but I must hasten
along to the State of Washington.

I first placed my feet on the soil of this

great State by running out on the electric-car
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line from Portland to the Columbia River, six

miles, crossed the ferry, and here we are in

Vancouver.
Uncle Sam has a military post established

here, and it is the army headquarters for the
Northwest. Four companies of the Eighth
California Volunteers were located here, and
there were soldiers at every turn. When
passing up the street I saw a corporal and a
private in conversation on the street-curbing

;

and, stepping up to the corporal, I slapped
him on the shoulder, and exclaimed, " Hello,
Will R !" I really believe the corporal

would not have been more astonished had I

arisen from the muddy street before him.
" Why—why, Mr. Rambler, where in time did
you come from ? Did you rain down ? '

' The
corporal was one of our California boys with
whom I had a slight acquaintance, and I was
very glad to surprise him and tell him about
the folks at home. We had no more than
passed the compliments of the day before the

element in the army, and that they had rough
times with them sometimes, and that matters
would be more peaceable if the canteen were
banished. Let us hope that Uncle Sam will

come to his senses ere long, and suppress the
evil. This was my first and only experience
with the army canteen, and I hope it is the last.

A great majority of your readers are located
in the Eastern States, and I am wondering
how many of them ever give any thing more
than a passing thought to this portion of our
country, or have much of an idea of its extent
and resources. The Columbia River, which I

have crossed twice to-day in my short trip to

and from Vancouver, with its tributaries,

drains an immense country ; and in point of

scenery it is one of the grandest rivers on the
continent. For its watershed it has Washing-
ton, Eastern Oregon, Idaho, and a portion of

Montana and of British Columbia. A good
share of this 600,000 square miles is undevel-
oped ; and again I wish to say to the weary

corporal gave the other soldier and m} self a
cordial invitation to take a drink. There was
a saloon handy, and we entered ; but I told
my friend that I did not drink. He tried

to impress me with the idea that there is a
vast amount of healthfulness in a glass of

beer, but I could not see it in that light, and
touched not the vile stuff.

The corporal then escorted me out to the
parade - ground, the officers' quarters, the
rifle-range, the barracks, and—into the army
canteen. Here the corporal, having forgotten
my refusal to drink beer with him, or else

thinking I needed something stronger, gave
me an invitation to take a whisky cobbler.
Well, he cobbled and I didn't. Several sol-

diers were patronizing the canteen, and I

judged that the name was far too respectable
for the place. I regretted that Uncle Samuel
was engaged in such a disreputable business.
In talking with the corporal about the matter
he acknowledged that there was a drinking

toiler on the stony hillsides of New England
that 20 acres here will give better results than
100 there. Young man, if you have any en-
terprise in you, come west.

Mr. Lamberson gave me the names of a few
of the local bee-keepers ; but when I under-
took to hunt them up I found this one had
moved, that one had sold his bees, and the
other one had gone fishing, or, in other words,
given up bees for salmon-fishing, which is an
immense business on the Columbia River. A
fleet of fishing-smacks makes such a pretty
appearance that I wouldn't mind joining niy-

self to them for a season. Fishing and honey-
production would not be a bad combination.
It makes a great difference, though, what kind
of fish we are after. I knew a bee-keeper
back east who had a sort of dry-land fishing

experience. Her name was Fish. He bobbed
for her, tried to reel her in, paid out and
tackled ; but the fish sulked, the lines got
tangled, and the bee-keeper made a dismal
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failure of it. Come west, young man; here is

the right kind, and fishing that you can tie to.

We think we are doing the appropriate
thing in Southern California when we have a
bee-keeper by the name of Honey ; but here
in the northwest portion of Oregon there is a
town named Apiary ; also a man bearing the
same name. I wanted to get out to that place
to find if they were properly joined to a bee-

apiary; but if you had seen the water drip off

my hat-brim you'd have given it up just as I

did. I was fortunate, though, to stumble
upon an honest German bee keeper who seem-
ed willing to impart information upon the
resources of the country, and we had quite a
little convention.

" Yes, I vas a bee-keeper," said he; "I lifes

out in Yamhill Co. I hafs one liddle ranch of

sixdy acres. I hafs brunes, cherries, vruits

all kindts, unt I hafs veat ; my ranch vas
brosberous, so much more so than any oder
ranch."

" But," asked I, " did your bees prosper? "

" I dells you; my veat vas the best yieldt in

Yamhill Co. Eferybody ven they saw dot
veat they shoost stopped in der middle of der
dracks, unt said it vas shoost vonderful."

" Was your wheat-field the only one in that
vicinity? " said I.

" No, mine frient ; eferybody has veat ; but
you must know how to raise veat. It vas my
blan to blou deep ; den ven de veat gomes a
leedle up I puts a harrow ofer it. Eferybody
say dot olt Tuchman cot crazy mit his head,
but I ton't. It is so vet here somedimes dot
de verns shoke de veat ; blou deep, unt har-

row, unt de veat crows like eferydings, unt de
verns don't crow."

" But how about your bees? " asked I again.

"Yes, dose pees. I had ofer one huntret
svarms ven I lifed in Michigan. I had some-

dimes seex tousant pounts of honeys. I made
some moneys. Michigan vas one goot State
for pees."

" But how is it here in Oregon for bees? "

asked I.

"My frient, it is too vet; somedimes the
pees make goot zweet honeys, but it is too vet,

too vet. Ven I lifed in Michigan I could prag
apout my pees all tay long, und my vrow
could prag all night, so ve praged all de time

apout de pees ; but ve prag here apout our
veat unt our brunes. No, it vas too vet here
to prag apout pees."

I regretted very much that I could not meet
a bee-keeper here who could " prag " about
his bees. I think there are plenty of them,
and I shall have to try Oregon again when
the weather is not so wet.

^^^\ r^jG> <vdia ^tl» mjft

ANSWERS TO " ' i

SEASONABLE QUESTIONS
|. «g& <& 4& *& ^WgL^.^ j» Sfr a* &» J

"PROOF OF THE PUDDING IN THE EATING."
Question.—I use the Gallup frames, or at

least supposed I was using that frame, till I

read what Mr. Chas. Dadant has to say on
pages 257 and 258 of Gleanings for April 1

.

Since reading his article I am not so sure what
kind of frame I do have. The frame I have
always called the Gallup is lO^xlO^ inches,
inside measure, which figures out 1153^ square
inches of comb to the frame. And as '

' Uang-
stroth on the Hive and Honey-bee," as revised
by Chas. Dadant and Son, gives, on page 40 of
that book, 55 as the correct number of cells to

the square inch of comb, I figure that one of
my combs contains 6366 cells in place of the
4600 given on page 258 of Gleanings ; while
nine such frames would give 57,294 cells in-

stead of 41,400, as Mr. Dadant gives, or more
than one-third more than he allows. What is

the trouble ? Am I not using the Gallup
frame? or does Mr. Dadant make a mistake in

figuring?

Answer.—If the questioner has "The Bee-
keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apiary," by
A. J. Cook, and will turn to page 191, he will

find the dimensions of all of the frames in
general use, with cuts of the same. The size

of the Gallup frame, as there given, is 11%X
\\ x

/i inches, outside measure, and as Prof.

Cook says such frames are made of stuff %
inch thick, it will be seen that the questioner
has given the right inside dimensions of the
Gallup frame, on the authority of Prof. Cook,
and as Gallup used to give it, which is the
same I use. I can not see any flaw in the
questioner's figures, hence can only come to

the conclusion that Bro. Dadant is ignorant
regarding the size of the Gallup frame, or
thought to make a stronger case by being un-
fair with what he placed before the readers of
this journal. I can hardly believe the former,
and would suppose that he would realize that
the latter would only tend to injure his case,

for such a course gives credence to the idea
that all of the rest of his arguments and state-

ments may be as erroneous as this one is; and,
if so, the whole of his logic is based on false

premises, which can not give stability to the
structure he is trying to build. Mr. Dadant
tells us he "noticed that a queen lays about
six eggs a minute, 360 an hour, and 3600 in

10 hours, 75,000 in 21 days." This figuring is

about on a par with that about the Gallup
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frame. If a queen lays six eggs in a minute,

360 an hour, 3600 in 10 hours, why does she

not lay 8640 in 24 hours and 181,440 in 21

days? Will Mr. Dadant tell us? An eleven-

frame Quinby hive would be as poor for any
queen laying at the rate of 360 eggs an hour,

right along, as Bro. D. tries to make out that

the nine-frame Gallup is for the average queen.

But all of this figuring regarding how many
eggs a queen can lay, and then basing the size

of the brood-chamber on such egg-laying pow-
ers, amounts to very little. The proposition

before the practical apiarist is not how many
eggs a queen can lay, but ivhat size of brood-

chamber will give me the best results in surplus

comb honey ? And how can this point be as-

certained ? Very largely through the average

yields during the past, where reports have

been given by those using the large frames in

a large hive without any contraction, and
those using small hives, or large frames with

contraction. Bro. Dadant gives an instance

where a colony in a large hive gave him 160

lbs. of comb honey which he sold at 27 cents

a pound, the result from which would be $43. 20.

In back volumes of the bee-papers can be

found my report of a colony having but nine

Gallup frames which gave 309 lbs. of section

honev, and plenty in the hive for winter.

This "honey was sold for 25 cents per pound,

the result from which was §77.25. Does this

not show that the "proof of the pudding"
lies with the small hive? But I hear some one
saying that "one swallow does not make a

summer." Very good. Bro. D. says his

neighbor called him a "braggart" because he
claimed that his bees gathered 100 lbs. or more
per colony. And some of my bee-keeping

neighbors would not believe that a whole api-

ary gave an average yield of 166%, nearly all

of which was section honey, till they came
and saw my shop so crowded with beautiful

combs of honey that the floor had to be prop-

ped to keep it from breaking down, when I

used a hive only about two-thirds in size of

brood-chamber as compared with theirs. But
leaving Bro. Dadant and myself '

' out of the

race," who have given the best reports during

the past—those using the large frames and
hives without contraction, or those using the

small hives or the contraction plan ? I have
been a careful reader of our bee-papers during

the past thirty years; and, unless I have read

in vain, the majority of the good to large

yields of comb-honey reports have come from
those using small hives, or those contracting

the brood-chamber during the honey-flow

down to that used by those recommending
small hives. It was just these reports that

caused me, unwillingly, to cut my twelve-

frame Gallup hive down to a nine-frame hive.

If the large hives are so much better than the

small, it seems to me it is about time they

showed their superiority by giving better aver-

age reports than the small ones; and until they

do, I shall feel that I am excusable in keeping

on in the beaten path of success; and trying

to make it appear that Doolittle " is always

watching his sixty hives " when my colonies

have been numbering from 120 to 200 each

year since father's death, does not add any-

thing toward the large-hive side. During the
five years I lifted and cared for father, every
time he was moved at all, I had to let my num-
bers go down to what I could care for, and
care for father too, and the 60 would be about
right for those years.

Then I see that better wintering comes in as

a recommendation for the large hive. But the
one who is familiar with the past knows that
whole apiaries, where the large hives and
frames wrere used, have been swept away by
" our wintering troubles," and the proprietors
gone out and bought bees, which wintered in

box hives, to stock up with again.
That report, dated Feb. 15, reading, "We

have just had a good day for the bees. The
colonies are strong. There is next to no loss,"

fitted my case exactly at that time, except the
" we have just had a good day for the bees."
My bees had their last flight Nov. 10, 1898

;

and after that there was not a single "good
day for the bees" till April 12, 1899, and col-

onies that were strong and fine Feb. 15 were
so loaded with excrement on April 12 that
their strength and vitality were not sufficient

to fly to void it, the result of which is that
eight out of the seventeen colonies wintered
out are " little good," while nine are from fair

to strong.
I have never been able to understand why

those living in a locality where bees can fly

every four to six weeks should begin to tell of

their losses after three or four weeks of cold
weather, when our bees have to hold out dur-
ing three to five months' steady confinement,
with the mercury often down from 5 to 25 de-
grees below zero for days at a time; and as

they more often come through such winters in

good condition than otherwise, in the nine-
frame Gallup hive, I may be excusable for

thinking that the size of the brood-chamber
has little to do with the wintering of bees. If

I lived where bees could fly once in six weeks
I am sure I should feel as Bro. Dadant does,

that "the bees were not as healthy in the
spring '

' when wintered in the cellar, as those
wintered on their summer stands.

Some of this may be considered as a "ram-
ble," for I have not stuck very closely to the
question My excuse is, that, after I received
the question, I read Bro. Dadant's article over
a second time, so allowed a few thoughts on it

to come in, outside of what the questioner
really expected from me.

Borodino, N. Y., April 14.

[Now look out for the Dadants.

—

Ed.]

WEssasmkfjS^iw^m^Mm*
OUTLOOK FOR FLORIDA.

The outlook for honey in West Florida is

not very promising. Just as the titi bloom
was opening it was destroyed by the zero

freeze. The Le Conte pear-trees were in

bud, which was turned brown, and fell off.
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These trees bloomed again in about a month,
and on some trees a small amount of fruit

set. Much of this will probably fall off. The
Kiefer pear-tre^s are later in blooming, and
do not appear to have been injured in the

least, and have set fruit abandantly.
The loss of the early bloom has been a great

detriment to apiaries, and those that I have
seen are weak, and some colonies starved,

while others will barely pull through until

the palmettos bloom. In some localities the
surplus is gathered from tupelo.

The spring has been rough. When the sun
was shining there would be a cool cutting

wind. I saw some beans to-day that bore
evidence of a slight visit from Jack Frost.

Newly planted trees have done well, and a

few orange and fig trees that have been cut
down are sending up shoots from the roots.

Mrs. L. Harrison.
St. Andrews Bay, Fla., April 4.

THAT HORSE-STINGING EPISODE; CRUELTY TO
ANIMALS.

In the name of our God, are you going to

sit there in enlightened Ohio and publish
such letters as that from Geo. L- Vinal, of

Charlton, Mass., page 272, April 1, without
one word of protest against such brutal inhu-
manity, such treatment of our silent friend,

the noble horse ? To place a swarm of bees
where they would sting a horse for twenty
minutes is simply hellish; and no man with a

spark of humanity within him would for an
instant entertain such a thought. Could the
bees have been turned on the tormentor of

the faithful old horse, it would have been a
pleasing feature of the program. A great so-

ciety for the prosecution of such offenders has
headquarters in Boston. I shall write there
at once, and see what can be done in the mat-
ter. H. M. Jameson.

Corona, Cal., Apr. 10.

[I will explain to our readers that articles

from old correspondents are not read by the
editor in manuscript, but are read in galley-

proof, at which time the headings or foot-

notes are dictated; but it seems the communi-
cation from Mr. Vinal did not come before
me until it appeared in page form; and as

that form was ready for press I did not enter
the protest that I really felt in my heart. If I

had it to do over I would hold the form back
an hour or two for the sake of a footnote.

But Mr. Vinal is an old and valued corres-

pondent.
Let us turn back to page 272, April 1, and

read the item again. If I mistake not, Mr.
Vinal'is an " M. D." Having had a horse ac-

cidentally stung once, and seeing no apparent
loss of bees, it appears that, from the stand-
point of a physician and of a scientist, and
solely in the interest of science, he desired to

pursue the investigation a little further. There
was only one thing to do, and that was to get
another horse and harrow up a lot of bees.

This seems cruel, and so it was ; but, if I mis-
take not, the Humane Society sometimes al-

lows certain experiments to be conducted, in

the interests of science, that they would not

allow where mere curiosity is the only mo-
tive. But the horse that Mr. Vinal refers to
was evidently not killed, as he did not allow
it to be stung severely enough to cause death.

Referring again to Mr. Vinal's experiment,
I am of the opinion that it would prove of but
little value. When there is a general sting-

ing of this kind, one generally imagines there
are thousands of bees engaged in the opera-
tion, sticking in their little jabbers. One
time I was fearfully stung, and it seemed to
me that at least 500 bees must have punctured
my epidermis ; but actually there were less

than a dozen stings. I should say, then, that
probably not over twenty-five bees stung the
horse that Mr. Vinal refers to ; and the fact

that the colony from which these bees came
pursued their normal course, as before, would
indicate nothing, for the loss of twenty-five
bees could not in any way really affect the
prosperity of a strong colony.

I hardly think it necessary to go to the ex-
treme of seeking Mr. Vinal's arrest, for he is

a gentleman, and a man of high moral stand-
ing. A mere protest would accomplish ten
times more than an arrest.

—

Ed.]

FEEDING AFTER FRUIT-BLOOM.

Last year (I've had only a few bees two
years) my bees came out in the spring with
lots of stores, and they raised brood in abun-
dance until after fruit-bloom, when nearly all

the brood-frames were full; but at the begin-
ning of clover harvest (along about the 1st of

June) they had practically no brood. I want
to know if I should feed after fruit-bloom to

keep the combs full of brood until the clover-

flow begins. Thos. S. Work.
Clarington, Pa., Apr. 7.

[Conditions and circumstances should gov-
ern in all cases. Last season, if you expected
a flow you should have ftd soon after fruit-

bloom. The fact that brood rearing had
stopped was a pretty good indication that
bees were verging toward starvation ; and as
a result they curtailed their brood-rearing.

—Ed.]

somerford's method of forming nuclei j

a caution.

Friend Root:—In regard to the method of

increase given by W. W. Somerford, page 260,

you had better caution your readers to be very
careful in warm weather, for I have seen great
damage done, and many nuclei utterly rumed,
by melting down when stopped up as friend

Somerford recommends. Especially is this

the case if the nuclei are more than ordinarily

strong. I have made hundreds of increase in

the way he advises, and it is a good one, but
there are much better ones.

We had heavy snow one week ago, and yes-

terday we had a fall of over a foot—very back-
ward spring, and many bees are dead.

E. T. Flanagan.
Belleville, 111., Apr. 4.

[Your caution is timely. In any case, one
must use his judgment.

—

Ed.]
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Since about the 15th of April this has been
almost a model spring. It is still warm and
nice, and fruit-bloom is just opening up.

WE just received a dozen queens by mail,

direct from Italy. Ten of them were alive,

but one of this number was feeble, and may
not survive. We are glad to say now that get-

ting queens direct from Italy by mail is a suc-

cess. But we prepare the cages ourselves

with sealed honey and Good candy; and all

the breeders in Italy have to do is to put in

the bees and queens, put stamps on them, and
they are ready, for our address is already print-

ed on the cover. In about two weeks more
we shall be getting another consignment, and
after that more queens as orders may require.

A prominent bee-keeper writes that in his

vicinity the winter losses have been almost as

severe as during the winter of 1881, which
was the most severe that was ever recorded.

Fortunately this condition is by no means
general. Owing to the very favorable spring

thus far, and the fact that fruit-bloom is just

out, brood-rearing is going on at a very rapid

pace at our home apiary. Many of the colo-

nies are weak; but if they can have a few more
days like this they will nearly recover what
they lost during the severe cold spell. New
honey is coming in, but very slowly. As soon
as fruit-bloom is out a little more, we shall, of

course, expect a little more honey.

SHED APIARIES IN CUBA
J
EXPENSE OF ROOF-

ED APIARIES.

AT the request of a subscriber we reproduce
elsewhere the two engravings that appeared
in our issue for April 15, 1895, showing the

Cuban apiaries operated by A. W. Osburn,
some 700 hives, all under one roof, having an
area of something like 17,000 square feet. The
main shed is 300 feet long, and is crossed by
two others of about the same length. Mr.
Osburn 's average crop of honey at that time
was something like 60,000 pounds annually

;

and it was his intention to run the amount up
to a quarter of a million. Somewhere about
a year ago he died, and, as our readers know,
we have had one article already from his son,

who writes under the nom de plume of A. W.
Osburn's son."

As there has been so much interest mani-
fested in Cuba of late, it seems it is proper to

give our readers an idea of the expense involv-

ed in putting up an apiary in that hot climate.

If I understand it rightly, it is almost a matter

of necessity to put the hives under a shed, and
the shed itself is where the expense comes in.

In order to make the business pay, as the

price of honey is so low there, one has to pro-

duce the honey on a very extensive scale.

The illustrations referred to elsewhere will

give one an idea of the magnitude of the busi-

ness carried on by Mr. Osburn. Whether
these sheds remain after the cruel ravages of

war, is doubtful ; and while the locality may
still be good when conditions have readjusted
themselves, one should understand that it

would require capital to carry on bee-keeping
in that climate.

NO-WAEL FOUNDATION.

In the Bee-keepers' Review for April Mr.
T. F. Bingham is quoted as saying:

I take a little modest pride in the illustrations, com-
ments, and promises given on page 218 of the current
volume of Gleanings. I say this because the Mich-
igan bee convention, held at Mt. Pleasant in 1896, rais-

ed the money for the making of the first machine that
would make no-wall foundation. Gleanings says it

does not "know for sure just what shape the ideal
foundation will take." In this connection it is worth
while to notice that not one adverse report has ever
been made against the no-wall foundation. To be
sure, it has not been extensively used in many apia-
ries; but it has realized the expectations of its design-
ers.

Either I misunderstand Mr. Bingham or
else he has missed the whole pith of the arti-

cle published in Gleanings on page 218.

I did not, as the article shows, in any way in-

dorse the no-wall foundation. If there was
any point that I tried to make clear, it was
that a zvall was an important desideratum;
that a thin base was another one equally im-
portant. A no-wall foundation with bases as

thin as bees make them can not be milled, be-

cause it would pull to pieces in making.
Accordingly, it has to have base made just

enough heavier to permit of its being manu-
factured. This makes, of necessity, a heavy
base, comparatively, but no heavier than in

some of the grades of super foundation with
walls. The photos, as I have shown, clearly

illustrated that, no matter what the thick-
ness of the wall, if the base only is thin, there
will be a no-gob foundation, for the wall is

almost invariably thinned to natural thick-

ness. It is possible to make a thin-base foun-
dation with the proper appliances, providing
there is wall enough to support the sheet
while it is being milled, or handled in the
plates. The difficulty of making no-wall foun-
dation, even with a base as thin as the bees
make it, is a mechanical one. Aside from
that it would have a decided tendency to warp
and stretch in the hive. Even making it as

they did with a thick base, comparatively
speaking, it had a tendency to warp in -the

hive, as was shown a year ago in the Review.
It is possible that Mr. Bingham means that

we are both working toward a no-gob comb
honey. If that is his idea, we are moving
toward the same goal, but over different

routes.

EXTRA FANCY HONEY IN BEEWAY SECTIONS.

In the Canadian BeeJournal for March, p.

497, appears an illustration of some very fine

honey in beeway sections. We have secured
the loan of this cut, and herewith present the
illustration. This honey was produced, if I

mistake not, in one-piece sections ; but instead

of having ordinary beeways the openings ex-

tended clear to the sides, the same as in the

four-piece section. This gives a little freer
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communication up and down, doubtless re-

sulting in a little better filling, as shown.
These sections were taken in a super with sec-

tion-holders having open tops (no top-bars),

and the separators 4*4 in. wide without slats.

The specimens of honey shown were not an
average, of course, but probably the best there

were to be found in that particular lot. I

have shown one or two specimens of honey in

plain sections, that were better than the aver-

age. But all such cuts are apt to be mislead-
ing to a certain class who gather the impres-
sion they will always get just such honey if it

is produced in such appliances. On the other
hand, there is another class, old practical bee-

keepers, who know it is not possible to secure
that degree of perfection, on the average, with
any appliances that were ever devised, or with
any strain of bees.

I reiterate, as I have several times before,
that, under like conditions^ plain sections will

be filled no better than beeway sections ; and
if there are any of my remarks that can be
construed otherwise, I desire to repudiate
any such construction as emphatically as I

know how ; or, to put it another way, bee-
way sections may be made so that the condi-
tions, so far as freer communications are con-
cerned, will be precisely the same as the con-
ditions under which plain sections are sup-
posed to be filled. The illustration taken
from the Canadian BeeJournal shows a set of

sections that were produced under a part of
the conditions we desire to secure when pro-
ducing in plain sections. I do not believe that
combs in any ordinary one-piece section with
the old-style openings can be produced as per-
fect and as pretty as there shown. If any one

FANCY COMB HONEY IN BEE-WAY SECTIONS.

But it is, nevertheless, true that the design
of the fixtures has something to do with the
appearance of the honey. For instance, I be-

lieve that the full openings in the sections

above shown have a tendency to make more
even and fuller combs. The section shown on
page 82, Feb. 1, 1898, shows a nice comb in

the ordinary one piece section having the or-

dinary beeway. This narrowing-up of the
opening has a tendency to round or bevel the

combs at the corners as there shown. Partly

for this reason, and partly on other grounds,
there are many who prefer the four-piece sec-

tions with top and bottom-bar of the same
width throughout.
A better beeway section, in my judgment, is

the one that is not only open full width, top
and bottom, but is open part way down and
up the sides. The demand for these seems to

be growing. The freer the lateral communi-
cation, the better will be the filling of the
section. With such a section, an ordinary
slatted separator without cleats ought to se-

cure just exactly as nice honey as in a plain

section with slatted separator with cleats.

has ever accomplished the feat, let him have a
photo of them taken, at our expense, and I

will present it to the readers of our journal.

'

' SUPPEY-DEAEING EDITORS. '

'

The heading above is taken as a text from
an editorial paragraph by Doolittle, in the Pro-
gressive Bee-keeper. I did not refer to the
matter in the way of a reply, at the time, be-
cause I thought in view of the fact of our being
interested in supplies we should keep still

;

but as Mr. Hutchinson takes up the matter,
and discusses it a little further, perhaps I

ought to sa\ something in the way, not so

much as a defense as an explanation.
Mr. Doolittle, in the first place, in the Pro-

gressive, raised a protest against certain so-

called "crazes" now going on in the bee-
papers ; that the pushing of plain sections and
separators was ill advised, and that they were
on a par with the reversible-frame excitement,
deep-cell comb foundation, etc. Mr. Hutch-
inson, in commenting on this, is of the opin-
ion that Mr. Doolittle's caution is timely. He
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believes that, while Gleanings has pushed
new things too hard, both the Progressive and
the Canadian Bee Journal have gone to the
other extreme in condemning them—so much
so that no one would even ^ive them a trial.

He further believes that an editor ought to be
very careful how he allows his journal to

boom a new thing—yes, or condemn it till re-

peated tests under varying conditions have
fully determined its value. In general, this is

good doctrine. I have preached it myself, and
I try to practice it, as I shall show. He then
says :

I am willing to admit, and have admitted, my belief
that the use of plain sections and fence separators
leads to a more perfect filling of the sections. I think
that any one who is not prejudiced will admit this up-
on seeing a crop of honey thus produced. If this is a
fact some may ask, what is the objection to " boom-
ing" them? I think that there ought to he some fur-

ther attempt to discover exactly what it is that causes
the more perfect fillii g. The fact that the section is

the same width all around can not possibly have any
bearing upon the subject. It can make no difference
whether the side-pieces of the sections extend out and
meet the separators, or pieces on the separators extend
out and meet the sections. One is exactly equal to the
other. It seems as though the freer communication
afforded by the open separators was the only point
left. In opposition to this view, Mr. Daggitt recently
called attention to the fact that sections filled without
the use of any separators whatever were no better fill-

ed, if as well, than those where separators were used.

Both Mr. Doolittle and Mr. Hutchinson
have, without knowing all the facts, taken a
natural view ; and if I were in their shoes I

would doultless think and write as they do,

and if they had been in our shoes they would
have done as we have done. But there are

some things that they have either lost sight of

or else have not fully considered.

In the first place, Mr. Dool.tile speaks of

the new fence and pla:n sections as a "craze,"
and as if they were new things, and would
probably be abandoned like reversible frames.

If they had not been used for a period of some-
thing like ten years by three or four prom-
inent bee-keepers, in more or less modified
forms, the statement might be correct ; but
fence separators are an old thing. I do not
in any sense regard them as an experiment.
Plain sections have been used by Mr. Aspin-
wall for about ten years. Fence separators

have been used by Miles Morton for about
the same length of time. The same general
scheme was advocated years ago by that prac-

tical bee-keeper, Mr. B. Taylor, by Walter S.

Pouder, and by others. The same goods as

we make them were tested last season by a
good many ; and out of all the hundreds and
hundreds who have begun to adopt them,
there are only three or four, possibly more,
who are not entirely satisfied. This is remark-
able when we consider the many favorable re-

ports that have come in.

It will be remembered that thick top-bars

were an old thing, and had been used for

years by J. B. Hall and others, long before Dr.

Miller and I began to push them into promi-
nence ; and even Doolittle,* at that time, op-
posed them, although he is now a user and
advocate of them. What is more, they are

* Perhaps the pushing of tall sections, another new
old thing, might be called a craze. If so, I got my in-

spiration from Doolittle, Capt. Hetheriugtoii, Danzen-
baker, and others.

used and recommended by nearly all of the
bee-keepers.

Self-spacing Hoffman frames were another
new old thing. They had been used some
twelve years previously, and now there are
hundreds of bee-keepers who will swear by
them. I do not and never did recommend
them for every one; but there are many who
would never use any thing else.

It was Gleanings that began to champion
the dovetailed (or, more correctly speaking,
the lock) corner in hives, another old device;
and now hives having that feature are sold al-

most exclusively by us and very largely by
our competitors. In hot climates they stand
the test.

I believe I have seldom helped push into
prominence, or tried to do so, something that
had not been previously tested by practical
bee-keepers years before; and in going on that
rule Gleanings has made very lew mistakes,
comparatively. Nearly every thing she has
advocated has come to stay, or it appears that
way. I do not say this with any boasting
spirit, but because I believe it is the truth.

Drawn foundation is referred to as having
been advocated by myself, and finally having
been designated as a failure in one way, and
perhaps it was. It was Doolittle, as well as
myself, who helped push this forward, and
Doolittle was all right, even if it was a craze.

It cost Mr. Weed and us something like §2000
to make the necessary experiments and the
necessary dies. We disposed of, all told, per-
haps 200 lbs. of the product. Certainly this

small amount, much of which was given away,
distributed among a few bee-keepers, could
have cost them little or nothing. So long as
the supply-manufacturer and inventor in this

case, were the loser, I can not see how bee-
keepers lost by this venture. On the other
hand, they gained a lot of valuable informa-
tion, and we certainly feel that we have; for
out of it will come and has come the develop-
ment of the new thin-base foundation.

The reversing idea has been abandoned, it

is true; but I believe there is a good deal in it

yet. We sold very few reversible frames, yet
many who tried them are very much pleased
with them. I remember particularly the case
of Mr. Chalon Fowls, who, I believe, is still

using them. But suppose that this is a device
that was abandoned. In order to make prog-
ress in any branch of industry, some things
have to be tried and discarded. In the api-

cultural world it would be strange if some-
thing did not have to be thrown overboard.

Automatic swarming-devices not mentioned
by Messrs. Hutchinson and Doolittle, were a
good deal talked about at one time; but no
one really pushed them; and after perhaps
two or three dozen had been sold they simply
dropped out of sight. The Simplicity hive
was abandoned as another example; but it

had a run of about fifteen years, and those
laves are still good where used. If we have
something a good deal better it would have
been folly to continue making new hives with
beveled edges, because there are new genera-
tions of bee-keepers coming up, who, of

course, want the better things.
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Mr. Hutchinson says he has a belief that
plain sections and separators lead to a more
perfect filling of the sections ; but he thinks
the mere fact that the section is the same
width all round, can rot have a bearing on
the question. Very true. I have tried sev-
eral times to explain that I did not indorse
any such notion ; but still there are some who
seem to believe that I claim that, because a
section is plain, it will be better filled. As I

point out elsewhere, a bee-way section can be
made so it will be just as well filled as a plain
one ; but mark this— granting that both are
equally well filled, a plain section will look
the plumper, because the honey goes almost
clear out to the edge of the wood. And then
there is the fact that plain sections take less

room in shipping-cases ; take less lumber
;

and had it not been for the fact that lumber
has advanced so sharply all over the country,
they would probably have sold for less money
than the beeway sections.

Referring to Mr. Daggett's statement, I

would say that the average non separator case
is very poorly adapted to securing good filling,

for the reason that there are transverse parti-

tions in the super. As Mr. Hutchinson points
out, it i^ lateral communication that really is

the factor in the matter. So I can't see that
this argument has any weight as against plain
sections.

THE NEW YORK FOUL-BROOD LAW AS RECENT-
LY AMENDED.

The following, with reference to the pass-

age of the foul brood law in New York, will

explain itself:

Mr. E. R. Root:— I hand you herewith a copy of the
New-York foul-brood law, recently passed by the leg-
islature and approved by the Governor. After thor-
oughly canvassing the situation we were advised and
concluded to amend the ol i law as we have done, be-
lieving it would be just as good and much easier to ac-
complish than the securing of an entirely new law.
This conclusion, so far, has been justified in part in
the fact that our bill amending the old law passed the
legislature, was approved by the Governor, and be-
came a law in just twenty days from the time it was
introduced.
Although entitled an act amending Chapter 338,

Laws of 1893, " relative to prevention of disease
among bees," it is practically a new law, there being
only four lines of the old law left (the first four lines,
section 80).

On comparison you will find it embodies many de-
sirable features of the celebrated Wisconsin law

;

those not embodied in the amendment are already
provided for in Article I. Sectioh*2 of this same chap-
ter (338, Laws 1893, known as the Agricultural Law)
which authorizes the Comnii.'-sioner of Agriculture to

fix the compensation of his agents and other persons
employed by him, and " such compensation with their
necessary expenses shall be paid on his certificate by the
treasurer on the warrant of the comptroller," no
matter whether such expenses are two dollars or two
thousand dollars annually, more or less.

No special appropriation was necessary. This is an
exception to your rule, page 233, where you say, "A
law without these essential features is like the play of
Hamlet with Hamlet left out." With us this was very
important. Being a part of the agricultural law, a
special appropriation was not necessary, and certainly
not desirable if it could he avoided, as in this State
the constitution requires that all appropriations must
be paid within two years next after the passage of the
Act; hence all appropriations must be continued or
revived annually.
New York bee-keepers are grateful to all those leg-

islators who aided in the passage of the bill; but to the
Hon. Jean E- Burnett, of Canandaigua, N. Y., who in-

troduced the bill, is due the credit for the prompt and
successful manner in which it was passed.
Chapinville, N. Y., Apr. 15. W. F. Marks.

(Chapter 223, Laws of 1899.)

AN ACT to amend chapter three hundred and thirty-
eight of the laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-
three, entitled, 'An act in relation to agriculture,
constituting f-rticles one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, and eight of the general laws," relative to
prevention of disease among bees.

The People of the State of New York, represented in
Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :

Sec/ion i. Section eighty of chapter three hundred
and thirty-eight of the laws of eighteen hundred and
ninety-three, is hereby amended so as to read as fol-
lows :

§ 80 The prevention of diseases among bees.—No
person shall keep in his apiary any colony of bees af-
fected with a contagious malady known as foul brood;
and every bee-keeper, when he becomes aware of the
existence of such disease among his bees, shall imme-
diately notify the commissioner of agriculture of the
existence of such disease.

\ 2. Section eighty-one of said act is hereby amend-
ed so as to read as follows ;

Sec. 81. Duties of the commissioner.—The commis-
sioner of agriculture shall immediately, upon receiv-
ing notice of the existence of foul brood among bees
in any locality, send some competent person or per-
sons to examine the apiary or apiaries reported to
him as being affected, and all the other apiaries in the
immediate locality of the apiary or apiaries so report-
ed; if foul brood is found to exist in them, the person
or persons so sent by the commissioner of agriculture
shall give the owners or caretakers of the diseased
apiary or apiaries full instructions how to treat said
cases. The commissioner of agriculture shall cause
said apiary or apiaries to be visited from time to time
as he may deem best; and if, after proper treatment,
the said bees shall not be cured of the disease known
as foul brood, then he may cause the same to be de-
stroyed in such manner as may be necessary to pre-
vent the spread of the said disease. For the purpose
of enforcing this act, the commissioner of agriculture,
his agents, employees, appointees, or counsel, shall
have access, ingress, and egress, to all places where
bees or honey or appliances u^ed in apiaries may be,
which it is believed are in any way affected with the
said disease of foul brood. No owner or caretaker of
a diseased apiary, honey, or appliances shall sell, bar-
ter, or give away any bees, honey, or appliances from
said diseased apiary, or expose other bees to the dan-
ger of said disease, nor refuse to allow the said com-
missioner of agriculture, or the person or persons ap-
pointed by him' to inspect said apiary, honey, or ap-
pliances, and do such things as the said commissioner
of agriculture or the pers-on or persons appointed by
him shall deem necessary for the eradication of said
disease of foul brood. Any person who disregards or
violates any of the provisions of this section is guilty
of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a fine of
not less than thirty dollars nor more than one hun-
dred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail
for not less than one month nor more than two
months, or by both fine and imprisonment

I 3. This act shall take effect immediately.

In view of the fact that there was already a
special appropriation for contingencies of this

kind, the law as amended is better than some-
thing after the Wisconsin meisure. If I un-
derstand it, it all lies with the Commissioner
of Agriculture, who immediately, upon com-
plaint, shall appoint some competent person
to investigate, with power to suppress the
ravages of the disease. In the case of the
Wisconsin law, the majority of the members
of the bee-keepers' societies must ask the
Governor to appoint some competent person.

The following, from Thos. G. Newman, will

explain itself:

Mr. Root:—On page 299 of Gleanings for April 1.5

it is stated that I have made " demands" as a condi-
tion of amalgamation of the two Unions, and that
these are never likely to be assented to by General
Manager Secor, and there the matter rests, etc. This
is news to me. I have never made any " demands " in
that line, and callfor the proof

.

Thos. G. Newman,
San Francisco, Cal., Apr. 24. General Manager.
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Except a man be born again, he can not see the
kingdom of God

—

John 3 : 3.

Put ye on the new man, which after God is created
in righteousness and true holiness.

—

Eph. 4 :24.

The above texts were suggested by a kind
letter that probably ought to go in the Roll of

Honor, or letters from the veterans, as it comes
from an old friend away off in Australia. The
following is the extract :

Dear Mr. Root:—My dear friend— (allow me to call

you so, at any rate, for this once), in this age of new
lights, when the gospel of the three R's seems so very
unfashionable, it often makes me exult and almost
exclaim aloud to read in Our Homes the old-fashioned
truth. Why, you absolutely believe in conversion

—

even believe men must be born again ! Go on, brother
beloved in many lauds by many hearts, and there will
be a great ingathering at the harvest home.
Brisbane, Queensland, Feb. 2. J. G. Cribb.

Yes, dear brother, I do believe in conver-
sion, and it wrings my heart with anguish,
sometimes, to see people treat the matter of

becoming converted, and of uniting with the
church, with such indifference as they often

do. Now, I am not going to make a fling at

the churches. It is quite common now, at

least with some of the new sects, to criticise

most severely the older denominations, and
for certain ones to boldly invite people to

break away from the church they are already
connected with and come out and stand with
them. I do not believe in this sort of doctrine.

I do not believe it is the right thing for a man
to put away his wife and try to get a better

one. You all know that, without my telling

you ; and I have sometimes felt as if with-
drawing from one church, that you may unite
with another, was a good deal in the same
line. If a man is united with a church, and is

not living such a life as a church-member
ought to, then let us rally around him, and
have him put on the new birth right where he
is. Let us get him to reform and put on the
new birth, if it should transpire that he has
never been born again.
The dear brother who writes the above kind

words suggests that, away off on the opposite
side of this earth of ours, the idea of convic-
tion and conversion, with a change of heart
and a change of life, is in danger of becoming
old-fashioned. God knows there are many
evidences that it is getting to be out of fashion
on this side of the world. People unite with
the church, and God knows I am glad to see
them do so ; but it often seems too much as if

they were hiring out to work on a farm. They
do not say any thing about a change of heart,

or at most but very little, and we do not see

any particular change in their lives. If they
come to prayer-meeting they do not take part.

They do not report progress and tell of their

struggles with the adversary. Oh ! but there
will be struggles, dear brother and sister, if

one stands out boldly and fearlessly before the
world for Christ Jesus. There must be strug-

gles ; there must be fightings within and fight-

ings without. Oh how I do long—yes, God

knows how I do hunger and thirst to see or

hear of the old-fashioned conviction and con-
version !

I am going to talk considerably about tobac-

co to-day. May the Holy Spirit be with me to

direct my poor efforts so they may do good
and not harm. Church-members used to give
up tobacco when they united with the church ;

but nowadays there does not seem to be much
said about tobacco. Sometimes they give it

up for a while, but pretty soon they go back
to the use of it. While I write these lines I

call to mind three different persons, friends of

mine, who, through my efforts, gave up to-

bacco. After quite a lapse of time, say two or

three years, each one of these three friends

thanked me something like this :
" Mr. Root,

whatever happens I shall thank you, as long
as I live, for having induced me to give up
tobacco. My health is better ; I am a better

Christian, and I am ashamed now to think
that I ever was such a slave to it." Well, the

above is good, is it not? But, dear friends, if

I let the truth all come out I must say that

each one of these three is using tobacco to-

day. One of them used to have a class of boys
in Sunday-school. When he got to using to-

bacco again, his conscience reproached^ him so
that, when standing before those boys as their

spiritual teacher, he gave up tobacco f No,
no ! He gave up the Sunday-school class ; and
I fear he has given up talking in the weekly
Endeavor Society meetings as he used to do.

Church-members who do not use tobacco are

learning how to use it while the)' are church-
members. In a recent number of the Advance
it was suggested that the use of tobacco is on
the increase among ministers of the gospel

!

Now, lest somebody should say I am hitting

a clip at other churches, and perhaps hinting
indirectly that my own church is better in this

respect, I think I had better say right out,

that the cases I have mentioned were all

among members of the Congregational Church

;

and, if I remember correctly, it was ministers

of our own denomination who are using tobac-

co more lately than they used to do. If I am
wrong, I hope that somebody who knows bet-

ter will set me right.

Let me digress enough right here to ask the

question, "Why do people begin to use to-

bacco when they know nothing about it and
do not care for it? " Somebody ought to be
able to answer this question. If I should
make a guess I should say that nearly half of

the men we meet are tobacco-users in some
form or other. The drinking class all use to-

bacco as a matter of course. Then there is a

large lot of other people who use tobacco

—

men of intelligence and culture. Why do they
use it ? Does your family physician use to-

bacco ? The family physician ought to be the

leader of community, not only in every thing
that pertains to health, but in that which per-

tains to morals. Any doctor who is honest
will tell you the harm that tobacco does to

the health of our people ; but even while he
speaks against it he uses it himself. Our
young men who go to college, and have grown
up in Christian homes, a great many of them,
sooner or later use tobacco. I have sometimes
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thought that success in life—that is, success
in a financial way—is almost always followed
by the use of tobacco and the drinking habit.

Can this really be true? Do men show their

gratitude and thankfulness for prosperity and
success by taking stimulants ?

'

' Lord, help !
'

'

In fact, this little prayer of mine has been
welling up all along as I have gone over these
things.

Some time ago I told you about the closets

in our factory. I spoke about our beautiful

Smead system. Well, the paint had hardly
got dry on the blinds to each individual apart-

ment before tobacco juice was squirted on
these screens that were put up simply to se-

cure privacy. If the vile stuff had been ex-
truded in one spot we might have cleaned it

up ; but it was spattered all over the white-
washed wall, en the floor, and on the base-
boards. We might have stopped it by dis-

missing every man in our employ who uses
tobacco ; and if the effect would have been
good and not evil I would have done so, no
matter if it had shut down our works tempo-
rarily. Please remember, our institution has
been for years comparatively free from tobac-
co. Year after year this thing has gone on.

At Ernest's suggestion I put some wooden
boxes, half full of sawdust, where the greater
part of the filth has piled up, and I began to

feel quite light-hearted when I found most of

the filth in said boxes. This morning I dis-

covered a box had got pushed back a little out
of sight by some means, and the filthy stuff

was spattered on the doors and walls again.
What shall I do? What would Jesus do?
May be you think I am needlessly cranky on
this matter. Perhaps you say it is one of the
necessary evils we shall have to get along
with as well as we can.

Somebody may ask, as did Nicodemus of

old, "How can a man be born again?" In
other words, what does it mean to be born
again ? Well, I am glad we have before us
an excellent illustration of what it does mean.
You have not forgotten the story of Mr. Im-

ler. I have taken pains to hunt up a great
mass of facts in regard to this strange occur-
rence. Please remember I am not booming
Dr. Dowie just now ; for I am not sure but
some of his uncharitable and severe censure is

almost as bad as the use of tobacco. But I

wish to give him the credit which he deserves.
Mr. Henry W. Imler was a well-to-do busi-

ness man in Fremont, Ohio. You see he was
not very far away from us. He had used to-

bacco for more than fifty years, even to the
extent of twelve or fifteen cigars a day. This
comes from his own statement. In Decem-
ber, 1897, he was afflicted with a very bad to-

bacco cancer. He consulted the best physi-
cians. They told him he could live only a
few months unless the cancer was cut out

;

and I believe they also told him frankly that
its location in the upper part of the mouth was
such that he might not survive a surgical oper-
ation. When they found that he also used
morphine in excessive quantities he was told

he could not avail himself of the benefits of
chloroform. He would have to be literally

cut to pieces without getting relief from any

anesthetic. Brother Imler was in a tight
place.* He had been almost all his life a pro-
fessing Christian. In his earlier years he was
a victim of strong drink ; but through faith in
God he was enabled to break from the habit,
and had not been a drinking man up to the
time of his death. However, he held on to to-

bacco, and he got to taking morphine, for
neuralgia, while in the army, in 1861. At the
time he visited Dr. Dowi<% the last of Decem-
ber, 1897, he was really in trouble. He was
induced to go there by two friends of his who
had been cured, as they claimed, of cancer by
going to Dr. Dowie. Any one who cares to
have the full particulars, at considerable
length, can find the whole of it in periodicals
published in different States about the time of
the transaction.

Mr. Imler told Dr. Dowie his trouble. The
doctor asked him a great number of questions.
He told him they could not ask God's help in

such an emergency unless he would promise
to give up the use of tobacco and morphine.
But many (or perhaps most) physicians would
have said that, to break straight off from the
use of both of these drugs at once would
bring on insanity if not death. He used daily
enough morphine at a single dose to kill three
ordinary men. Dr. Dowie told him that God
would lift him through the ordeal if he would
but give himself, life and all, over into God's
hands. Now, this should not be a very hard
thing for a Christian to do. But Dr. Dowie
probed a little further. Mr. Imler had some
tobacco in his store ; and the doctor told him
that, before he could expect help, he would
have to give up the traffic. Selling the stuff

to somebody else to work mischief with would
not do. It would have to be burned up.
Furthermore, he would have to consent to
stand out before the world in this whole thing.

He would have to make a bonfire of his to-

bacco and cigars. He would have to do it out
in the street, and invite people to see it. I

think the doctor told him to invite the pastor
of his church to be a witness, and pastors of
other churches if he could get them to come.
Mr. Imler, for once in his life, was called

upon to bear a cross, and it had to be borne
as the Master bore his cross in ages past.

This bonfire had to be before the jeering mul-
titude. All tobacco-users, and may be some
other good people — yes, members of the
churches, would call him a crank, and laugh
at his infatuation. Now, Dr. Dowie did not
tell him he could not be healed until after the

* Yes, he was in an exceedingly tight place. He
had probably made vain attempts to break off from
tobacco and morphine, in the years past. Now he was
obliged to face the surgeon's knife: and this very sur-
geon, or council of surgeons, told him the outcome
was doubtful. Now, do not think me harsh and un-
charitable when I say that that surgeon, or council of
surgeons, probably used tobacco. Very likely they
would take a big chew before commencing the opera-
tion; and some surgeons, as I happen to know, add
strong drink to brace up their nerves when they take
a human life in their hands. There was no getting
away from it. You can not run away from the tooth-
ache, and this was a thousand times worse than any
toothache. Tobacco and morphine held him in iron
chains, and the surgeon's knife confronted him. The
long years of indulgence were coming to an end. Un-
less God helped him out of his terrible trouble there
was no help.
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tobacco was burned up. Mr. Imler was a
good business man. His promise to make a

public bonfire of his stock in trade, and re-

nounce the use of the traffic in tobacco for

ever was sufficient. Mr. Imler considered the
matter, perhaps as a drowning man catches at

a straw, and then he began to have faith.*

No doubt his good sense told him it was a
sensible thing for a professing Christian to do,

whether he got well or not. He gave the
promise; and, as you have already been told,

the cancer dropped out in the night.

Now, at the same time his cancer dropped
out we are told in a general way that he lost

the appetite for both tobacco and morphine
;

but there was someting more than that I

found out in regard to this transaction that
was extremely interesting to me, inasmuch as
it strongly corroborates the truth of this most
remarkable occurrence. The night the can-
cer dropped out was one of acute and intense
suffering. He was almost crazed with pain.

He had to have watchers, as I take it, to pre-

vent him from getting away and procuring
morphine. At times he knew so little what
he was doing that he was hardly responsible.
Now forgive me if I am guessing at some

parts of the matter. When he found his suf-

ferings from a lack of morphine almost un-
endurable, I think he went to Dr. Dowie
again — perhaps several times. Dr. Dowie
prayed for him as perhaps few men but him-
self could pray. Mr. Imler prayed also. The
night after the cancer was taken away he
slept soundly; and in the morning he said his
appetite for morphine was gone; and for more
than a year after this occurrence, as nearly as

I can gather, Mr. Imler was a walking and
talking evidence, not only that God coiitd but
that he would save us from the effects of our
sins. Mr. Imler was a new man. He had
really been born again, even in his old age

;

and he had got a very bright and vivid view
of God's kingdom and of his righteousness.
He was a new man in "righteousness and
true holiness." Many people laugh at this.

Why, one of the very best women in the world
(I will not tell you her name) told me she did
not believe it. I replied that this was no
story of a " seance " in a dark room. The
healing was in the presence of a great multi-
tude. It reminds me somewhat of the miracle
of the loaves and fishes. More than a thou-
sand people heard Mr. Imler speak, and hun-
dreds have listened to him since he got home.
Nobody who has taken pains to investigate
disputes the main facts in the case. I have

* I can imagine that Imler's situation at this point
would remind one of that grand old hymn :

Jesus, I my cross have taken,
All to leave and follow thee.

Few of us can comprehend the cross that Mr. Imler
had to bear. Both tobacco and morphine had to be
broken off at one "swoop," and, furthermore, he
would have to go home and make that public bonfire.
People who felt sorry for him because he had gone
crazy would probably say as Judas did, "This two
hundred dollars' worth of tobacco might have been
sold, and the money given to the poor." Dear me !

how thoughtful people are at times for the poor !

They were going to start an open saloon here once in
Medina, and use the money that it would bring into
the town, to relieve the poor, fix up the streets, etc.!

heard it intimated somewhere that physicians
explain a part of it by saying that tobacco
cancers do sometimes drop out. If a man
were to keep right on using tobacco "all the
same," I do not know whether they would
stay out or not.

Now, I know this whole paper has very
much the appearance that I am putting in a

plea for Dr. Dowie, but I am not. God is no
respecter of persons. He is just as willing to

hear our prayers as Dr. Dowie's. The doctor,

after his long experience, has probably gained
a great amount of faith ; and, like any physi-
cian, his faith has a powerful influence over
the patient. Dr. Dowie himself never healed
any one. Nobody is more emphatic in this

statement than he himself. It is divine heal-

ing. If you would break away from your
sins, burn up your stock in trade of whatever
is harming your fellow-men; make restitution

to those whom you have wronged, as in the
case above, and then you have just as much
right to expect divine help as if you went to
the expense of taking a trip to Chicago.
Since what has appeared on this matter in

Gleanings, a poor helpless woman, the moth-
er of a large family in one of the extreme
western States, has been induced to take
Christ Jesus as her physician, and has been
wonderfully healed.

Before closing let me give a word in regard
to having the appetite for tobacco and mor-
phine taken away. I have passed through an
experience in a similar line, as some of you
may know. An Oberlin professor once asked
me a number of questions in regard to the
matter. In my case the deliverance from
bondage came about something in this way :

When I was between 30 and 35, by staying
from the churches, and, in fact, staying with-
in a little narrow circle around my own home,
I had become selfish and narrow minded.
Very likely I am that way yet (but not so
much so). Well, I was either helpless in the
toils of Satan or I imagined I was. You may
put it either way you choose. But many men
commit suicide from the effect of just such
imaginings. I was helpless and lost, or
thought I was; and let me say once more it

amounts to pretty much the same thing either

way. I was letting my mind run on a trivial

and foolish matter; and, oh dear me! is it

not true that sin of all kinds is simply folly ?
When a man says he can not give up tobacco,

and that, after having gone without it a whole
year, he wanted it as bad the last day as he
did the first, he is simply making a fool of

himself, just as I made a fool of myself; and
may God forgive me for that wretched piece

of folly.

Well, like poor brother Imler I appealed to

the great God above. I felt like saying as did
Peter, "Loid, save or I perish." Now, from
this point on my experience is unlike Mr. Im-
ler's. I was alone. No human being was
near. I knelt down in the darkness, and
there promised the Lord to give up every
thing, surrender every thing, change my busi-

ness, change my life, if he would only give
me back childhood's innocence and child-

hood's freedom from care and worry, or the
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burden of sin. The new birth began then and
there and at that instant. I began to see hu-
manity as God sees it. I began to hunger and
thirst after righteousness. The thing that had
been troubling me, when I first went down on
my knees, with the change of heart that came
then and there, dwindled into nothingness.
Like a great flood that washes away and over-
whelms landmarks, so my "old man " was
obliterated; it was drowned out.

Now, then, dear friends, through the light

of God's love this appetite for tobacco may
dwindle into nothingness. You will be utter-

ly ashamed of it, and smile to think you
struggled and fought with such an insignifi-

cant thing ; but this must come through the
baptism of the Holy Spirit. When you are
struggling to get above things of this kind
there is nothing that can help you like Bible
texts and Bible promises, and your Bible

should be your daily and constant companion.
Through the influence of this Bible your life

work may go out to every corner of the earth

;

whereas without it you might have wasted
your time and talents on a little bit of earth
scarcely a rod square. Where a man is devot-
ed to self only, and to the things of self, a rod
square is room enough — in fact, too much ;

but where he is really seeking the kingdom of

God and his righteousness, the whole wide
world may be too small for him. I can readi-

ly understand how Mr. Imler came out abso-
lutely free from the bondage of tobacco and
morphine in two or three days — yes, with
strength and life to stand up before the world
and proclaim the gospel of Christ Jesus. I

have been told that, when people are cured of

the morphine habit by the gold cure, it takes
weeks or months for them to get strength to

do any thing without the stimulant. This
may be the way with drug healing ; but when
God heals the soul, every faculty and every
organ of the body very quickly responds.
Now, I would by no means say, with Dr.

Dowie, that drugs and doctors are not needed;
but I should want my medicines to be pre-

scribed by a God-fearing physician, and I

should greatly prefer one who does not use
tobacco.

THE ANTI-CANTEEN LAW RECENTLY PASSED.

I presume there was general rejoicing among
all Christians and temperance people through-
out our land, when, after a prolonged fight, a
law was passed that everybody supposed
would, of course, put an end to the shameful
and disgraceful sale of beer and other drinks
to our soldier boys in the recent war. The in-

tent of the law was certainly to abolish the
whole business. Dr. Crafts, of Washington,
D. C, who drew it up, and those who indorsed
it in the Senate, so understood it, without
question. There were debates enough on it,

certainly, to make any thing plain and clear;

but the enemy, finding they were beaten " out
and out" by righteousness, temperance, and
justice, have now the brazen audacity to so
twist and misconstrue as plain a law as laws
can be made, as to make it appear that it does
not absolutely stop the thing. The Chicago

Advance says: "As is well known, Secretary
Alger was opposed to the liquor prohibition in
the new law; and it was claimed that it was
he who first suggested this new interpretation. '

'

Now, then, are the friends of righteousness,
temperance, and purity going to sit down and
let this infamous proceeding go on ? Where
is the patriotism and enthusiasm that rose
with such vehemence when the news swept
over the world that the Maine had gone down?
When great officers in high places undertake
with such audacity to defy law, order, and de-
cency, is it not time for us to wake up again ?
We know that the rum power has been setting
aside law and order in our great cities. Shall
it continue to do this clear up to the head of

our general government ? Surely the Presi-

dent of the United States has something to

say and something to do in a crisis like this.

THE CANNED ROAST BEEF, ETC.

Notwithstanding the fact that the samples
Prof. Wylie got hold of in the general market
all proved to be good, the evidence seems to

be at present pretty strong that very poor meat
in cans and out of cans was furnished to our
soldiers. Now, if anybody has tried to specu-
late by furnishing poor meat to our boys who
were sick, and away from home in a tropical

climate, they certainly should be punished if

there is any punishment for any culprit under
any circumstances.

HAPPY SURPRISES.

At this date, April 21, we are having about
the nicest April weather I ever saw ; and we
have not had a frost for almost two weeks. If

this is not a happy surprise to others as well

as to myself, it ought to be. It took me a
long while to get over the effects of the grip.

My strength seemed gone, and my enthusiasm
seemed lacking, at least to a considerable

extent. But I held on to the Bible promises,

and kept asking, " Lord, what wilt thou have
me to do during the remaining portion of life

on earth thou hast given me?" For one
thing, I began to feel that I should have to

give up a good deal of the gardening business.

It has been too much care, and, besides, pos-

sibly it takes my time from things-that are of

more importance than gardening.
The question then arose, " How shall I re-

treat in good order?" We do not run any
wagon around town now, and, in fact, we do
not sell very much at the groceries. There
are other and younger men who need the

business, and I do not wish to take the trade

from them.
There are two things, however, that grow

a spring crop of considerable value, even with-

out planting, and almost no cultivation—
asparagus and pie-plant. Right across the
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road from the factory we have about 500
strong thrifty pie- plant roots. These roots

must be sold or else we must sell the product
for pies. Now, it is very much pleasanter to

have purchasers call on you than to be obliged

to call around on the purchasers. Sometimes
in gardening we can manage this; but at other

times we can not very well. I put a notice in

two of our Medina papers, something like

this: "Choice strong pie-plant roots for only
a nickel each ifyou will come and get them.

They are so big you will need to bring a

wheelbarrow or wagon, if you want several
;

and if put right out now, each one of these

great roots will furnish you material for pies

this season, that will be worth several times
the nickel the plant costs you." The papers
were hardly out before people came along
for the roots. In fact, Frank began to look
troubled at the number of customers just

when he was busy shipping potatoes, vegetable-

plants, etc. Another thing, most of the cus-

tomers seemed to think they could carry half

a dozen roots in a half-bushel basket. When
they found it needed a wheelbarrow to take
just one root, then there was a "happy sur-

prise " for the customer.

Well, I have just been figuring up this

morning that it would be a pretty big invest-

ment to grow pie-plant roots for sale at the
above price. It is true, it takes two or three

years to grow good strong ones ; and it takes
a good pile of stable manure each year to

keep them booming. But how many plants
do you suppose you could grow on an acre
with rows three feet apart and the plants 18

inches apart in the row ? Why, there would
be almost ten thousand There need not be
any missing hills, for pie plants rarely die;
and when one is missing, just divide its neigh-
bor and fill up your ground. Well, ten thou-
sand plants at a nickel each would be $500 ;

and I think that on market gardeners' ground
you could get most of them so they would
bring this price in about two years. By cut-

ting the large roots in pieces, and transplant-

ing them, you can get large roots a little

quicker still ; but it is more work than to sow
the seed. With exceedingly rich ground,
well underdrained and trenched, you can get
nice stalks for pies the same year you sow the
seed, for I have done it.

Now, my other happy surprise comes along
in the line of selling strawberry-plants. You
know I talked to you last year about my
handsome plantation of strawberries with the
plants only two feet apart from center to cen-
ter. These were cultivated three different

ways with -the wheel-hoe ; and the original

idea was to keep the runners cut off. There
was about half an acre of the patch. It was
well manured before the plants were put out
in the fall of 1897. Then old well-composted
manure, broken up fine, was scattered all

through the patch with wheelbarrows once or
twice last season. In consequence of the
strong manure and abundant rains last fall,

the plants put out runners and covered the
whole ground. It was not a matted rozv, ex-
actly, but it was a matted ha/f-icre. Well,
these plants all wintered without any mulch

whatever, and not a plant was lifted out by
the frost. Why, the whole plantation looked
more like a thrifty field of clover than a
strawberry-patch. The problem this spring
was to provide paths for the pickers ; for the
berries will probably lie almost touching each
other all over the half-acre. More than half

the plants are Brandywine and Wm. Belt.

Well, my pie-plant venture succeeded so

well that I decided to try the same thing on
strawberry-plants. I advertised in the county
papers that, if people would come with bas-

kets, and take the plants that were taken out
in order to make paths for the pickers, they
might have them at half the regular prices;

and the thing is going on just as I write, in a

way that makes it another happy surprise.

Where a path was wanted we stretched two
stout cords. These cords are 18 inches apart.

Then a man takes a sharp spade and cuts

down along each cord. After this he takes a

spading-fork and spades up a block of dirt,

plants and all; then with a stout box to sit on
(open on one side, about 16 inches square and
6 inches high), he, sitting astride the path,

separates the plants from the dirt and puts
them in the customer's basket. These plants

are about the strongest and thriftiest I ever

grew. Where they are too near together, of

course there will be some small ones ; but
these small ones are thrown in without charge,

and our customer can use them or not as he
chooses.
Now, if all the plants are sold at half the ad-

vertised prices, our half-acre of strawberries

will prodvice quite a round sum of money.
But there has been a good deal of labor be-

stowed on it in the way of weeding, cultiva-

tion, etc. After the berries are picked, the
whole patch will probably be plowed up
and planted to potatoes; and with the amount
of manuring it has had, I expect a wonderful
crop of potatoes.

There has been a good deal of fault found
in regard to fall planting ; but this plantation

was all made in the fall. The plants were,

however, put in with a transplanter. They
were manured and cultivated and weeded dur-

ing one whole season — that is, last year. A
small crop of extra-nice berries was taken
from them last June. With this method of

working strawberries they occupy the ground
not quite two years. We would commence
planting them, if the ground were vacant, in

August, and in our locality the ground would
be ready to put in a crop of potatoes about
the first of July ; so it would lack about one
month of having the strawberries on the
ground two years. Of course, I do not know
what the crop before us is going to be. If the

frost holds off I think we shall see something
astonishing.

ORIGINATING NEW VARIETIES OF POTATOES,
STRAWBERRIES, ETC.; PROF. W. J GREEN,
OF THE OHIO EXPERIMENT STATION,

TELIvS US SOMETHING ABOUT IT.

Mr. Root:—In reply to yours of March 21. regarding
the statement which you made on page 238, I think
you have not stated the question too strongly. It is

true that on*" may sometimes produce a superior seed-
ling potato or strawberry, or any other kind of plant,
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from a comparatively small number of seedlings: but
to get something better than the varieties we already
have, I think it is a very conservative estimate to say
that we must grow 10 000 seedlings to get one that is

an improvement over existing sorts. We have grown
strawberry seedlings for years, and have thrown
away a great many thousands, and yet have nothing
to show for all of the work done, unless it may be that
one which we now have on trial will come up to ex-
pectations. We have also raised a good many seed-
ling potatoes, and some that were really good; but
careful comparison with old varieties showed that we
have not, as vet, produced any thing worthy of dis-

semination. There is more than one side to this ques-
tion, however. One can often produce a seedling
quite as good as well-known varieties, and then there
are particular strains, or families of varieties which,
if one is fortunate enough to secure, is more likely to
be successful than with the common run. We had
several hundred seedling strawberries one year in a
bed, and we noticed that, when this bed was picked,
the berries were as fine as the best of the varieties in
the variety patch alongside. I have heard Mr. Craw-
ford say that he was almost sure to get good varieties
from seedling strawberries. I think one is more sure
to get something good if he crosses desirable varieties,
and by careful trial one may find which varieties to
cross to give the best results, although no one can be
certain just what the result will be. He can simply be
sure that certain crosses will produce better restdts
than certain other crosses; and I believe that, when
one begins to grow seedlings, he ought always to grow
from seed that has been produced by systematic cross-
ing, as he is more sure of getting good results in this
way than by gathering seed at random. L,ast winter,
at the State Horticultural Society, Mr. L. H. Read, of
Wisconsin, had on exhibition a large number of vari-
eties of potatoes grown from seed, nearly all of which
were very fine. These examples do not prove, how-
ever, that one need have any reason to expect that he
will get something superior to old varieties. It simply
shows that, by careful work, he may get something
good, and be almost sure of it, every time.
Wooster, O., March 28. W. J. Green.

We copy the following from our good friend

Manum, who gave us the Enormous potato :

GROWING SEEDLING POTATOES.
Mr. A. I. Root:— In Gleanings, page 238, vou make

a request that I give your readers something of my
experience in growing seedling potatoes. I will state
that, in the past fifteen years, I have grown thousands
upon thousands of seedlings, and of these thousands
I found but one that I thought was really any better
than what was already before the public. This one I

introduced as " Manum's Enormous."
I find that in growing seedlings of any kind, wheth-

er potatoes, strawberries, raspberries, or blackberries,
or even flowers of any variety, it is important that we
have a base—a good foundation from which to start;

that is, our chances of success will be far better if we
take our seed from choice varieties.

I always aim to secure seed from stock that is as
nearly an ideal variety as is possible to get. We
would not think of breeding from a scrub cow, nor
raising queens from worthless mothers; and no more
should we think of saving seed-balls from undesirable
potatoes.

I might spin out a long article in telling you of the
different families of potatoes, for such do exist, as
much as different families of cattle and sheep; and, as
Mr. Terry once said regarding a new variety of pota-
toes, "Blood will tell." It is a fact, however, that one
may grow hundreds of seedlings from seed taken
from any of our very best varieties of potatoes, and
yet not get one superior new variety; and then, again,
we may get several good ones, though perhaps no bet-
ter than many of our old well-known varieties. In the
lot of seedlings from which I selected the Enormous I

had an unusual number of good varieties.
My seedlings the third year from seed numbered

101, and the fourth year from the seed I selected five

that were very promising. They were Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 9,

No. 9 being the Enormous. No 1 was an excellent
table potato— I think one of the very best I ever ate.
Although they yielded heavily at first, they soon
"went down," as the saying is. to an ordinary yielder.
I plant a few each year, however, for seed-balls, as
they are great ball-bearers. Nos 3, 4, (i, were discard-
ed as being no improvement on the old stock.
The next season I again raised several thousand

seedlings, a portion of which I planted the second and
third years, and finally discarded them all.

You will see, therefore, Mr. Root, that I have work-

ed hard and faithfully for fifteen years, and thus far
have s-ucceeded in producing but one really desirable
potato. I have at the present turetl seedlings three
years old — so many saved from hundreds thrown
away last year. Among these 41 I have some very
promising varieties, one in particular which promises
to be extremely early. But that with the 40 others
may have to be thrown overboard in O'le or two years.
I have now, as is my custom at this season of the year,
thousands of little seedlings up about two inches, and
to-day I have been pricking them out in larger trays.
I may get a good variety out of the lot. and I may not.
There is one tlv'ng sure: I shall not knowingly intro-
duce a new potato until I am quite sure that it is equal
to or better than what we already have.
My experience with berries has not been as extend-

ed as with potatoes, corn, oats, and beans. In L897 I

transplanted SI seedling strawbenies, and all but one
have been discarded. Six years ago I had 23S new
beans. They were the result of cross fertilization by
honey-bees. Of these 238 I have only one that proved
to be desirable; but there are so many beans on the
market I never offered it except once, and then the
sales were so few that I gave it up.

It will be seen, therefore, that an originator's efforts
are often rewarded with painfully small proportions
of desirable varieties, if, in fact, he is fortunate enough
to get that small proportion.

I have an acquaintance, Mr. A. Rand, who has
grown seedling potatoes for many years, and who, by
the way, is as well informed as regards the different
varieties of potatoes and their origin as any man in
America. He tells me, and I agree with him, that
there are some families of potatoes that are incapable
of producing seed from which a desirable variety of
potatoes may be grown. It is, therefore, important
that we get our seed from choice stock. Every year I

test many of the new varieties offered for sale. I do
this to test their quality and vitality ; and if I find in
them a desirable quality that stems to be more prom-
inent than in some other choice variety, and if the
flowers of this new variety furnish pollen (many vari-
eties do not), I try, by cross-fertilization, to incorpo-
rate the good qualities of the one with the other. By
this union I feel more sure of success with the seed-
lings that follow.
As intimated above, it is important that we have a

good foundation upon which to stait our building.
With this in mind I use. as a base, varieties of the old
Snowflake family, and try to improve upon that fam-
ily by introducing new blood.

I am often asked how it is that my potatoes bear
balls. To succeed in this I aim to plant ball-bearing
varieties, and see to it that bugs do not destroy the
flower-buds; for in the crown is where the tiny bugs
begin their work of destruction.
In 1895 I gathered three bushels of balls, from which

I soved one pound of seed: but we must remember
that there are but few varieties that bear balls. Al-
though our potatoes may blossom well, many of the
flowering varieties produce pistillate or imperfect
blossoms. They are not unlike strawberries in this
respect.

I am aware I have made this article much too long,
and yet I feel that I have but hinted at the various
points which require further explanation.
There is one point which t wish to mention regard-

ing new varieties, and that is, that it is very probable
that some of the much-advertised new varieties are
old varieties introduced under a new name. For in-

stance, a year ago a man who has sold to seed houses
several so-called new varieties, purporting to be of
his own origin, wrote me, asking my price for a bar-
rel of very choice select Enormous potatoes, stating that
he wanted them to sell to a seed house under a new
name, and that the transaction would not hurt me in
the least. I will simply state that " Mr. Man " did not
get the potatoes. 1 never answered his letter.

Bristol, Vt., March 30. A. E. Manum.

It is a little remarkable how well these two
veterans in the business agree. Where we
take chance seedlings, just as they happen,
the chances are very small for getting any
thing better than what the world has already.

But where one goes to work with a definite

end in view, selecting the best parents, avail-

ing himself of cross-fertilization, etc , then the
work may amount to something. Mr. E. C.

Green, a brother of the above writer, went to

work in just this way to produce the Fancy
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Fordhook tomato. Last season he had ripe

tomatoes on the market from this variety be-

fore anybody else, and the plant stands up so

well that it hardly needs staking, and can be
grown much clostr than ordinary tomatoes.
Perhaps it might interest our readers to know
that Burpee has given my neighbor Green a
contract for furnishing 300 lbs. of seed the
coming season. Friend G. is growing a nice
lot of little plants in his greenhouse, and will

have the tomatoes on the market again before
anybody else. As long as he can get good
prices for the fruit, he will sell fruit ; but
when the price drops, then his whole planta-
tion will be devoted to the production of seed.

USING PARIS GKEEN, BORDEAUX MIXTURE,
ETC , IN A MORE CONCENTRATED FORM,

WITH THE FAULTLESS SPRAYER.
One of the things that have made these lit-

tle pumps spring into popularity so quickly is

that you do not need to make your solution of

any particular strength. A spoonful of Paris
green or even more in a cupful of water an-
swers all right, and the exceedingly fine mist
or spray does not hurt the foliage. The fol-

lowing, which I clip from a recent copy of the
Rural New-Yorker, covers the whole ground
pretty thoroughly.

BORDEAUX MIXTURE IN A TIN CUP.

M. R. W , Bath, A'. ]'.—There is now on the market
a small tin sprayer, "vapor-sprayer" sometimes
called, holding about a quart. It is sold at hardware
stores for50cts., and works well in putting Paris green
on potatoes, requiring only a pailful of water to go as
far as a barrelful would go if applied with a sprink-
ling pot or spray-pump. I have never used Bordeaux
mixture on potatoes, because, having no spray-pump,
it seemed like so big a job drawing so much water
and applying it with a sprinkling-pot. Can the Bor-
deaux mixture be used in this small vapor-sprayer by
mixing it enough stronger to make up for the smaller
amount of water required ?

Ans.—Last year one of the small vapor-sprayers
was vised here at the Cornell Experiment Station for
spraying potatoes. Paris green was used in it as
strong as four to six ounces of the poison to the quart
of water contained in the sprayer; this very strong
mixturedid not injure the viuesin the least. It would
seem that this was using the poison unnecessarily
strong; probably one or two ounces of the poison
would kill the bugs just as surely. Bordeaux mixture
was also used in the little vapor sprayer. The Bor-
deaux was made more than twice as strong as one
would apply it to fruit-trees; that is, at least 6 pounds
of the sulphate of copper were used in about 20 gal-
lons of water, and even stronger, without injury to
the vines. As the spray from one of these vapor-
sprayers is so very fine, the quart of mixture it con-
tains will go a good" way on an acre of potatoes. It

was the experience here, however, that the spraver
was hardly equal to the task of spraying the vines
when they got half or two-thirds grown. The sprayer
was used only when the vines were very small, soon
after they had come up. It thus seems to be pertectly
feasible to use Paris green or Bordeaux mixture much
stronger in these little vapor-sprayers than in ordi-
nary spraying apparatus. These little machines are
exceedingly useful tools in almost any business hav-
ing to do with the growing of plants They are also
very handy in applying insecticides to cattle or other
stock infested with lice. The housewife will find
them very useful among her house-plants in fighting
red spider, plant lice, etc.

M. V. Slingerland.

My brother used one last summer on his cow, and
liked it very much. One push of the piston for each
side of the cow will put on enough kerosene spray to
last two or three davs. J. S. Hunt.
Charlestown, N. H., April 14, 1899.

Bee * Supplies.

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 flassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

If You are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. "All yellow."

Untested Queens, 70c; 3 for S1.S0; 6 for 83.00.

Tested queens, $1.25.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, = - NEW YORK.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 1S09 until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec-

tion-boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A -10-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page catalog
FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hich.

OIIPFN^ Either five-banded golden or from im-
V^<JL.i-»H«j. ported Italian mothers. A few breed-—""""" ers at 82 00 each; tested, 81.00, or 6 for
85.00; untested, 75c, or t> for $4.00. B. P. Rock eggs, 75c
for 13. CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville; 111.
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Every bee-keeper who has had experience with sev-
eral strains of bees knows that some are far superior
to others—that there is scrub stock among bees, just
as there are scrub horses, cattle, sheep, and poultry.
I,et me give my own experience. Years ago, while
living at Rogersville, I made a specialty of rearing
queens for sale. Before engaging in this work I

bought Italian queens, and Italianized not only my
own bees but all within three miles of my apiary. In
buying those queens I think that I patronized nearly
every breeder in the United States; and even imthose
years of inexperience I was not long in noting the
great difference in the different strains of bees. The
queens from one particular breeder produced bees that
delighted me greatly. They were just plain, dark,
three-banded Italians but as workers I have never seen
their equal. They seemed possessed of a steady, quiet
determination that enabled them to lay up surplus
ahead of the others. Easier bees to handle I have
never seen. It sometimes seemed as if they were too
busy attending to their own business to bother with
anything else. Their hone}' was capped with a snowy
whiteness rivaling that of the blacks. In addition to
these desirable traits must be added that of wintering
well. If any bees came through the winter it was the
colonies of this strain. They came as near being
ideal bees as any I have ever possessed. All this was
twenty years ago; and several times since then I have
bought queens of this same breeder, and I have al-

ways found this strain of bees possessed of those same
good qualities—industry, gentleness, and hardiness.
In addition to this they cap their honey as the black
do theirs. I have frequently corresponded with this
breeder, and with those who have bought queens of
him, and I am thoroughly convinced that he has a
strain of bees that are far superior to the general run
of stock. If I were starting an apiary for the produc-
tion of honey, I should unhesitatingly stock it with
this strain of bees.
This breeder has always advertised in a modest,

quiet, unassuming sort of way, nothing in proportion
to what the quality of his stock would have warrant-

W. Z. Hutchinson,

ed, and at last I have decided that I can help him, and
benefit my readers at a profit to myself, by advertis-
ing these bees in a manner befittingly energetic.

The price of these queens will be SI 50 each. This
may seem like a high pi ice, but the man who pays it

will make dollars where this breeder and myself
make cents; and when you come to read the condi-
tions under which they are sold it will not seem so
high. The queens sent out will all be young queens,
just beginning to lay, but, as there are no black bees
in the vicinity, it is not likely that any will prove im-
purely mated. If any queen should prove to be im-
purely mated, another will be sent free of charge.
Safe arrival in first-class condition guaranteed. In-
structions for introducing will be sent to each pur-
chaser, and. if these instructions are followed, and the
queen is lost, another will be sent free of charge.
This is not all; if, at any time within two years, a pur-
chaser, for any reason whatever, is not satisfied
with his bargain, he can return the queen, and his
money will be refunded, and fifty cents extra sent to
pay him for his trouble. It will be seen that the pur-
chaser runs no risk wha tever. If a queen does not
arrive in good condition another is sent. If he loses
her in introducing, another is sent. If she should
prove impurely mated, another is sent. If the queen
proves a poor layer, or the stock does not come up to
the expectations, or there is any reason why the bar-
gain is not satisfactory, the queen can be returned
and the money will be refunded, and the customer
fairly well paid for his trouble. I could not make this
last promise if I did not kmow that the stock is real-
ly superior.

I said that the price would be $1.50 each. There is

only one condition under which a queen will be sold
for a less price, and that is in connection with an ad-
vance subscription to the Review. Any one sending
SI .00 for the Review for 1809 can have a queen for
$1.00. Of course, this special offer is made fur the sake
of getting the Review into the hands of those who are
unacquainted with its merits.

Flint, Michigan.

No- 717—Canopy-Top Surrey, with double fen-
ders. Price, complete, with curtains all around, storm
apron, sunshade, lamps and pole or shafts, i$6S; just

as gooa as sells for $100.

PROFIT FOR MAKER ONLY.
V* e manufacture 170 styles of vehicles and 65 styles of harnessand
sell them to you direct from our factory at wholesale prices. Io
fact, we are the largest manufacturers of vehicles and harness In
the world selling to the consumer exclusively. When you buy on
this plan you pay only the profit of the manufacturer.
No traveling- expenses, no losses, no agent's commission and

no dealer's profits.

We Have No A<ues%tsg
preferring to deal with you direct. No
matter where you live, we can reach
you and save you money. We ship our
vehicles and harness anywhere tor ex-
amination and guarantee sate arrival.

%Ve Manufacture Everything
we sell.

and we can assure you of good quality
from beginning to end ;good wood work,
jood finish, good trimmings, fine style

No. ISO—Double Buggy
harness, with nickel trim-
mings. Complete with col-

lars and hitch straps, $20. AS
good as sells for $30.good iron and steel, good paint and varnish,

and the largest selection In the land. Large Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Manfg* Go* &'kha£™iitiiZnZ.
When writing to advertisers please mention Gleanings.

SOLD ON T AL I

Buy no incubator and pay for it

before giving It a trial.
Many people have lost^aith in incubators be-

cause they bought one that was never intend-

ed to hatch chickens—made merely to sell.

The Von Culin Incubators
are sold on trial subject to your approve

al. Simplest machine made. A chiid can operate it. The biggest
catalogue and "poultry pointers" book published, sent for &c
Plans for Brooders, Poultry Houses, etc., sent on receipt of 25c.
Von Culin Incubator Co. 8 Adams St. Delaware City, Del

In writing, mention Gleanings.

I T*-iI^-v»-i Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cutting

t
Mitering,

Rabbeting, Groovtngi
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge - moulding,
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWEE rnachin
cry. Send for Catalog A
Seneca Palls Hfg. Co.,

44 Water St, Seneca Falls, N. 7.'
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the sawmills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle
Supplies.

Bee keepers'

We are Prompt Shippers,

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the

Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

Hubbard Bee Hive Co., Ft
, d̂

ayne

Until the first of May will send one complete hive with
all the improvements for '99 to each address on receipt
of 51.50. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wctumpka, Ala.

cpjyn FOR MY PRICE LIST of high-grade straw-
olvliU berry and blackberry plants. Special prices
on berry baskets and crates.

H. H. Aultfathkr, Minerva. O.

PRICES OP

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine (^i^dT*") *»"* stove. Doz. $13.00

Doctor 3^-in.
Conqueror 3-in.
Large 2^-in.
Plain 2-in.
Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in.
Honey-knife

9.00
6.50

5.00
4.75

4.50

6.00

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

.70

.60

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

fifteen years for a dollar ; one-half cent for a month.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINGHAn, Farwell, Hichigan.
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GLEANINGS
in Bee Culture

S Clubbing Rates. I

For One Dollar.

GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol-

lowing papers one year.

American Agriculturist
with Farmer's Almanac.

Orange Judd Farmer
with Farmer's Almanac.

N. E. Homestead
with Farmer's Almanac.

Farm Journal.
Poultry Keeper.

J For One Dollar and Ten Cents, &

JJJ
GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol- tfj

ij lowing papers one year.

2 Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer, »*>

^ Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer.
j{j

* ~ ~ .. . * yd

ik

\ii

tit

$

% One Dollar and Thirty Cents. §
',|i GLEANINGS and National Stockman

j|j

i» and Farmer one year. \ki

Ui
>*/

or »»*

— \l/

Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer.

* One Dollar and Twenty=five Cts.

I}1 GLEANINGS and Rural New-Yorker
»?i one year.

One Dollar and Thirty Cents.

One Dollar and Fifty Cents.

*» GLEANINGS and Cosmopolitan

5J McClure'S Magazine one year.

1\ \fc

W GLEANINGS one year, and one untest- «(/

J{J
ed Italian queen, for $1.00 only. We

jjj

tl\ begin mailing these queens in June, and ^
ff orders are filled in rotation, so the soon- V*i

25 er your order comes, the earlier you will ^
get the queen.

8 GLEANINGS one year, and No. 1 Re- *
pairing Outfit. Price of this combina- $,

tion only $1.75. We can ship these Vfc

outfits from Syracuse, N. Y., Mechanic ^'

u>
Falls, Me., Medina, O., or Des Moines, ^
Iowa, so the freight will be low. \*/

<V GLEANINGS one year, and Mantel
|{j

W Clock, both for $4.50. Can ship clocks \*/

ij from Cleveland or New York city.

m \»<

m \h

$ Last of all, if you don't waot any of these
j{j

'•J
clubbing offers, send us 50 cents

'*> for Gleanings the remain

J|| der of the year.

*« e- tr- S- S- e- C=6 5-66&6ift&6S- 6 S- S-& 5-6&&6 ir"

roi/#?
WAGON
WHEELS
may need new rings,
new spokes or new
tires. These repairs
have to be made every
little while with wood-
en wheels. Stop all this
expense for all time
by buying a set of our

ELECTRIC
Steel Wheels
They are made with direct or staggered oval
spokes, broad tires, any height, and to fit

any wagon. They can't rot. go to epokesand
need no tire sotting— last indefinitely. There
is only one thing better, and that is an

ElEGTRSO HANDY WAGON.
Our free illustrated catalogue tells all about
both and gives prices. Send for it.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. Box 95,Quincy, 111.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

No EHorcey in Advance!
HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*

Shipped anywhere C. O. D.. with
privilege to examine.
Latest styles for Men
Women, Boys and Girls,
well made and durable.

$60 "Oakwood" $24.50

'JNVy $50 "Arlington" $22.00
===5^ No better wheels made.

Others at $10, $13.50, $15.50, $17.50 A $19.60; all splendid
value, Buy direct from manufacturers, thus saving
dealers' large profits. Write today for special offer. Illus-
trated Catalogue Free. CASH BUYERS' UNION,
163 W. Van Buren SU B-345, Chicago. Ills.

$1550

Pierce f
En ĝines

3-4 and 1 H. P. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ing Engines all sizes.

Send for circulars stating ^
size and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

BOX 17. Racine, Wis

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Fruit Packages of All Kinds.
—ALSO—

BEE=KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES. . .

Order your supplies now before
the busy season catches you
Price list free. Address

BERLIN FRUIT-BOX Co..

Berlin Heights, - Erie Co., Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC Cortilia lllill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat "and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.50.
Address the Tratik machinery eo.,Buffalo, n. V.

In writing to advertisers, mention Gleanings.

LAKE GEORGE BEE® POULTRY FARM.

Breeder of pure Gray Carniolan and Golden Italian
bees and queens, and Barred, Buff, and White Ply-
mouth Rocks. Eggs for setting ( 15), SI. 50. Untested
queen. 75c; tested queen, SI.50; select tested, $2.50. For
prices on imported queens, nuclei, and full colonies
send for free descriptive price list.

Testimonial.

Cohoes, N. Y., April 17, 1899.

Gentlemen:—The queen I got of you last year is a
beauty, and her bees are great workers. I wish all

my bees were like them. Wm. B. Lowe,
address

F. A. LOCKHART & CO., Caldwell, New York.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

Headquarters for the Albino Bee.
The Best in the World.

If you are looking for the bee that gathers the most
honey, and are the gentlest of all bees to handle, buy
the Albino. I can furnish the Italians, but orders
stand, as heretofore. 50 to 1 in favor of the Albino. I

manufacture and furnish supplies.

S. Valentine, Hagerstown, Md.

nilPPM<i Untested, 65c; two for $1.25. Warrant-yUL,L,no. ed sOc; two for SI. .50. Tested, 81.25. Se-
lect tested, $2.00. My bees are bred for business, and
work well on red clover. If you want honey try
them. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circular.

C. M HICKS.
Hicksville, Washington Co., Md.

Golden Italian Queens.
Virgins our specialty; 40c each, or 3 for $1.00.

Gardiner L. Ellis, Millsboro, Del.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

HIlPPlV^ Untested after May 1st, 70 cts.; 3 for^ULLJ^. |2.00; 6 for 83 75. Select tested, $1.00
each; 6 for $5.00. Extra select breeding queens, $2 00
each. The very best of golden Italian.

E. A. Seeley, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. M. O. Office, Lavaca, Ark.

Hybrid Queens for Sale.
Have just purchased fifty colonies of hybrid bees.

Will sell their queens at 35c each or three for $1.00.

H. A. Quirin, Parkertown, Ohio.

Wants and Exchange.

VyANTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
' * with tin separators, f jr something I can use.

C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

\VTANTED.—100 laying Italian queens during the
""

first and last of June. Queen-raisers, please give
prices by mail. J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.

\VTANTED.—Your address for a free copy of my
'
' book on queen-rearing.

Henry Alley', Wenham, Mass.

\UANTED.—To furnish my hives and sections, to
*
' careful men, for a share of No. 1 clover honey.

Also 4 sizes of the prize comb-honey cartons, and 68
pages of " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

\VANTED.—100 three-frame (Simplicity size) nuclei
'" of sealed brood, with young queen—Italian or
Carniolan, May 25. Also 50 youDg queens. Send price.

W. L. Coggshall, West Groton, N. Y.

VMANTED.—To exchange for peahen, peafowl eggs,
"" and a few Italian queens for May delivery, eggs
from pen of White Plymouth Rocks wi.h average
score 91%, valued at $1.50 for 15 eggs.

A. W. Carson, Joplin, Mo.

V^ANTED.—To exchange a lot of new hives and
"

" foundation for honey, beeswax, or cash; will al-

low 30c for beeswax; market price for honey. Hives
and frames nicely nailed up with empty supers, at
Root's prices. D. H. Tweedy-

, Dillonvale, Ohio.

ANTED.—A situation, or to rent an apiary for the
coming season. S. Whitewell, Galena, Kan.w

VLTANTED.—To exchange 100 Simplicity hive bodies" with wide frames and tin separators, for any
thing useful. A. Y. Baldwin, De Kalb, 111.

WANTED.—An active young man with some experi-
'

" ence in bee culture to work in apiary and gar-
den. Apiary run for comb honey. State age, experi-
ence, and wages wanted. Address

W. D. Wright, Altamont, N. Y.

wANTED.—For cash.—50 to 100 colonies of bees, in
Wisconsin or Northern Illinois. Address

Lock Box 252, Ada, Ohio.

VMANTED.—About sixty three frame nuclei without
v ' queens, June 15. Give prices, also frame dimen-
sions. William Franks, Muskegon, Mich.

VyANTED.—To furnish 3-frame nuclei with queen," or queen and 3 lbs. of bees, before May 20, at 88.00
each; 25c less for hybrids. No disease. Will exchange
for good incubator. G. W. Gates, Bartlett, Tenn.

'ANTED.—To exchange Buff Rock eggs for nucleus
of bees. Mrs. A. P. Shreve, Lawndale, 111.w

WANTED.—To exchange full frames of honey (or
partly filled), Simplicity size, for pure Italian

queens, or pure Italian bees by the pound shipped in

cages with queens. Make me an offer, stating price
of queens and bees, and what you can allow for my
combs. For fuither particulars address

J. M. Young, Box 871, Plattsmouth, Neb.

WANTED.—To exchange a No. IB Mann's green-
bone cutter (cost $7.00), used but little, for an ex-

panding harrow cultivator (Planet, Jr., or Iron Age
preferred) or offers. C. M. Spencer,

Glenmont, Albany Co., N. Y.
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Please take note of our low clubbing offers on page
348.

BEESWAX PLENTIFUL.

The present indications are that in the very near
future we shall have to reduce the price we pay for
beeswax one or two cents a pound. The heavy winter
losses are beginning to have the double effect of mak-
ing wax more plentiful in the market, as well as cut-
ting off the demand for it in comb foundation. If any
have been holding for better prices our advice is to
get rid of it as soon as possible, while present prices
hold good. By next issue we shall undoubtedly an-
nounce lower prices unless there is a decided change
in conditions which we do not now foresee.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.

This has been one of the most favorable seasons in

the history of this section for the production of maple
sugar and syrup ; and as a consequence it is quite
plentiful; and now that the season is advanced the
price is lower. We are prepared to furnish choice
sugar, in 50-lb. lots and upward, at 8 cts. per pound;
by the barrel, 7% cts.; choice maple syrup at 85 cts.

per gallon; in 10-gallon lots, 80 cts. Twenty gallons
or upward, 75 cents per gallon. These prices are good
only so long as the present surplus exists, and will not
apply through the warm summer months. Send in
your orders now if you want any.

LIGHT-WIRED FOUNDATION.
Mr. Weed is now preparing to get out foundation

already wired—wires incorporated into the wax itself.

Of course, the idea is very old, for Capt. Hetherington
and the VanDeusens accomplished this result some
twenty years ago. But Mr. Weed proposes to go one
step further, and provide a means for fastening the
strands of wire to the brood-frame, top and bottom,
or on each end, as may be preferred, something that
has not heretofore been accomplished. It is proposed
to furnish this product at the same price per sheet as
medium brood is sold for unwired. But there will be
this difference—the wired foundation will run about
ten c r eleven feet to the pound as against about seven
feet to the pound for medium brood. In a small way
this foundation will cost probably 8 cts. a sheet; and if

there are ten sheets to the pound it will make it cost
somewhere about 80 cts. While the machinery is not
completed, Mr. Weed is very confident he will have
the product ready soon. When it is ready we will
make due announcements.

BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.

The first of May this year finds us up with orders,
and a good surplus stock of regular goods on hand
here as well as at our various branches and agencies,
so that we are in position to serve our patrons very
promptly. This is in sharp contrast with our condi-
tion a year ago this time, when the demand was such
that we could not keep up, but were three to six weeks
behind. The heavy winter losses in bees have been
the cause of this slackness in trade just now. Still,

our facilities have been greatly increased, as evidenced
by the fact that we have shipped up to date this year
sevent3'-seven carload shipments against fifty two up
to the same time last year—a gain of about fifty per
cent. Up to this date last year we had run two months
double turn, while this year we are running 10 hours a
day, after having run if hours for about 3 months.
We call attention to our list of branches and agen-

cies on one of the cover pages of this issue.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
During the past two weeks we have shipped the fifth

car for the season to our Syracuse branch The second
to our Northeastern branch at Mechanic Falls, Me.;
the second to our Northwestern branch at St. Paul,
Minn.: the second car to John Nebel & Son, High
Hill, Mo. A car has gone to M. R. Madary, Fresno,
Cal., and another to Buell Lamberson, Portland, Ore.
We shall ship within a few days the third car for the
season to our Chicago branch.

DANZENBAKER CARTONS.
We presume you have received a sample; but if not,

send a two-cent stamp for one. These are meeting
with considerable favor, and as the price is less than
the old, we look for a large sale. We have, in fact,
already ordered 78,000 of this style. We are prepared
to furnish the following sizes:

4^x4 i/x2
" " I if'

" " 1%
" " 1-VJ, or 7-to-foot.
" " 15
" " 1J*

4x5x1 jj

3|x5xlJ£
PRICES.

100
500
1000
5000
10000 30.00

If you want your name
and address printed on
cartons, add to above
prices: 30c per 100 ; 75c
per 500 ; $1 00 per 1000.

For more than 1000, 50c per 1000 after the first thou-
sand.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.
We have at this writing the following second-hand

foundation-mills which we offer at the following
prices:
One 6-inch Root mill, No. 2111; has never been used,

but exhibited at several fairs; will make good thin
super; several cells slightly damaged; price 110.00.
One 6 inch Root, No. 1858. This will make fair thin

or extra thin ; in good order; several cells slightly
damaged; price $12.00.

One 6-inch Root mill, No. .05; one bad cell-point
slightly flattened; extra thin; price $15.00.

One 10 inch old-style Root mill No. V. V.; round cell;

price 88.00.

One 10-inch Root mill No. .01 ; round cell ; medium
brood; in fine order; price $15.00.

One 9-inch old-stj-le Root, No. .04. This is one of
the first mills we made; hexagonal cell damaged in
one place only: price $10.00.

One 12-inch Root No. .02; 2 inch roll; round cell; in
good order; price of a new mill is $36.00; will furnish
this for $15.00.

One Root 12 inch; No. .03; round deep cell; price of
a new mill would be $36.00; will furnish this also for
$15.00.

One 10-inch Root mill, No. 1949; hexagonal cell; this
has 2^-inch rolls and has been in use in our wax-
r< om; in first-class condition for thin super. A new
mill of this style is worth $30.00; will furnish this one
for $20.00.

One 10-inch hexagonal No. 1959 for thin super. This
has also been used in our wax room, and has one bad
cell; price $18.00.
Send for samples of the mills you are interested in,

provided you intend to purchase, and state which ones
you wish to see samples of, and we will forward them
promptly.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

SEED POTATOES.

The demand for early and extra early has been be-
yond precedent, and we have not a single one remain-
ing earlier than Carman No. 1. Of these we have
about 20 bushels; Carman No. 3, 12 bushels. Price,
while these last. $2.50 per barrel; Ten bushels of Rural
New Yorker, $2.00 a carrel; 25 bushels of Manum's
Enormous at $3.50 per barrel; 8 bushels of the Poor
Man's Friend and 6 bushels of Adirondack at $2.50 per
barrel. Should you order any of the above, please
tell us what kind you would prefer if the kind you
order is sold out.

THE THREE MOST PROMISING POTATOES AT THE
PRESENT DATE.

Judging from our experience last year, I should say
Bovee for extra early, Maule's Commercial for medi-
um, Manum's Enormous for late. All three varieties
have fcot a sort of " boom " about them that pleases
me. They do not seem to be susceptible to blight, and
are not affected much by scab; but I am sorry to say
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that none of them is equal in quality to the Freeman.
Quality and quantity do not seem to go very well to-

gether in potatoes—at least so far as my experience
goes. Mills' Prize comes next to Freeman in quality,
and my neighbor who grew them last season says
they are almost equal to any in quantity. We are go-
ing to give them a good test this year. Manura's
Enormous seems to stand almost if not quite at the
head with all of our experiment stations where it has
been tested for a late potato.

LARGE ONIONS FOR GROWING ACORN-TOP ONION-SETS.

As we have quite a few of these on hand, more than
what we wish to plant, we will close them out at tfl 50
per bushel, instead of catalog price $2.50.

It is a little late now to send out strawberry plants,
for most of ours ate already in bloom. Better wait
now until new plants are ready in June and July.
We expect to send out plants, potted in jadoo liber,

some time in June.

THE TWO NEW EXTRA-EARLY STRAWBERRIES, EAR-
LIEST AND DARLING.

As I have informed you, we decided not to list these
in our spring catalog, because, even though they are
extra early, they bore so few berries. Friend Thomp-
son, the originator, insisted they bore a large amount
of fruit in other localities, or during favorable sea-
sins; but I asked for reports from those who had pot-
ted plants, but they did not seem to be forthcoming

—

at least not many of them. Well, just now I feel al-

most sorry I discarded them, because at present writ-
ing they are loaded with blossoms; in fact, I do not
know that I ever had a strawberry on our grounds
that made a better show of buds and blossoms than
the Earliest and Darling. And, by the way, friends,
you can seldom tell in one season nor even in two sea-
sons what is to be the future of any new thing in the
fruit and vegetable line.

FIRMING THE SOIL, AND SHALLOW VS. DEEP CULTURE
FOR STRAWBERIES.

At the conclusion of A. T. Goldsborough's new
strawberry catalog we extract the following:

" I have for many years exchanged horticultural
ideas with Matthew Crawford, Esq. In answer to my
views on this subject he wrote on Nov. 21, 1898: " My
faith in a firm soil increases every year. I_,ast spring
I had no plowing done, except when I wished to bury
rubbish or manure. My best fall-set plants are oh
unplowed ground." The editor of the London Gar-
deners' Chronicle, in June issue, says: "All the finest
examples of the strawberry I have yet seen have been
grown on warm, shallow, and rather poor soil." In-
stead of letting the roots run down to China, bring
them to the surface by a light mulch of any sort.

After the fruit is set, you can feed as you would a
coop of chickens, a little at a time, but often.
The whole catalog is certainly worthy of the atten-

tion of every strawberry grower. Address A. T.
Goldsborough, Wesley Heights, Washington, D. C.

FORETELLING THE WEATHER A MONTH AHEAD—

A

SLANDER ON THE WEATHER BUREAU.
A statement has been going out in the dailies, to the

effect that the U. S. Weather Bureau says the month
of May will be unusually stormy. You may be sure I

pricked up my ears when I saw this. I cut out the
clipping, and forwarded it to headquarters. I am in-

formed, as I knew I should be, that the Weather Bu-
reau had never made any such statement. It never
undertook to tell during any month what the weather
would be for the ensuing month; for Uncle Samuel is

not in that kind of business, and never has been.

BETTER-FILLED SECTIONS.

I will give a little of my experience with the fence
separator. I was very much taken with them from
the start, and bought about sixty of your Ideal supers
of Nysewander, of De9 Moines, last season, and I like
them very much. I get better-filied sections, especial-
ly at the outside row. I sent some to Des Moines and
got 15 cts. per lb. They said it was the finest ho- ey
they ever saw, and the new deep-entrance hive is just
grand. H. J. Chapman.
Kennedy, la., Feb. 24.

Advertisers' Department of Short Write-ups.

Buying for Cash.
The advantages of the cash-buying principle are

much more highly appreciated than formerly. Pres-
ent indications point plainly to the fact that at no very
distant date the long-drawn-out interest-bearing ac-
count will be a thing of the past. Cash buying is a
business short cut, it is the little path that leads
across the fields. It saves business distance.
Not only that, it is a money-making principle. Buy-

ing for cash s^ves interest; interest—money—saved is

money earned. Cash selling and buying has grad-
ually led up to another method of conducting business,
which is to sell direct from the manufactory to the
consumer. This system possesses so many advantages
that we can not stop to enumerate them. It is really
the carrying out of the cash-buying plan upon an ex-
tended and enlarged form.
Goods are sent upon receipt of cash or are shipped

C. O. D. with privilege of examination. Take for in-
stance the Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mfg. Co., of
Elkhart, Indiana. They sell every thing they make,
direct from the factory to the consumer. Their terms
are either cash with order or C. O. D. with fullest priv-
ilege of examination, and their experience is that the
cash-buying principle is growing upon the people.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Northern Illinois Bee-keepers' Association will
hold two sessions of its spring mee:ing—one at Mr.
John Wagner's, near Buena Yista. Stephenson Co.,
under the supervision of the vice-president, and one
at Mr. Oliver Taylor's, at Harlem, Winnebago Co.,
under the president, on Tuesday, May 16, 1899. Every
one is cordially invited. B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Milford, 111.

A joint meeting of the Colorado State Bee-keepers'
Association and the Denver Bee-keepers' Association
will be held in room 33. second floor of the Capitol
Building, in Denver, on Wednesdav, May 10, at 10 a.m.

R. C. Aikin, Pres.
Frank Rauchfuss, Sec.

J. W. BAILEY,
PUBLISHER.

The

F. I*. THOMPSON,
EDITOR.

Western Bee=keeper
Is exclusively devoted to apiculture in the

I LFALFA REGIONS,
and to

ASSOCIATION WORKa:
of all kinds among bee-keepers; and also gives the

main points of what the other bee-
papers are saying.

Monthly, 50c a Year.
No Supply-house Connections.

Seeks to Present Both Sides of Issues.

2341 Fifteenth St., Denver, Colorado.

T. Flanagan,

Queens, Smokers,
Sections, Comb Fdn.

and all apiarian supplies cheap.
Send for free catalog.

- - Belleville, Ills

FREE! FREE!
A beautiful present with every order.

Cheapest place in Michigan to buy your
Supplies. Send for a price list explaining.

W. D. SOPER. Box 565, Jackson, Mich.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Alb\ny.—Honey market well cleaned up, only a

few small lots of comb and extracted left. We quote
comb. 7@12, according to style and quality. Extract-
ed, 5(gj~.~ Beeswax, 26ta 28. MacDougai. & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co..

May 8. Albany, N. Y.

Detroit.—Fancy white, 12; No. 1, 10@11; dark and
amber, 8(a),9. Extracted, white, 6@7; dark and amber,
5@6. Beeswax, 25@26. The better grades are getting
well cleaned up, and the new crop will find a bare
market. M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Mich.
May 10.

Chicago.—Not anything of consequence doing; a
little is being sold at prices that have prevailed for

some time. White comb is scarce, but there is a sur-

plus of dark. Best grades of white, 13; off in color,

etc., 11@12; light amber, 10@,11 ; amber and mixed
buckwheat, 7@9. Extracted clover, 8: other grades of
white, 7@.7,'/2; ambers and dark, 6@7. Beeswax, 27.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,

May 8. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—Our market is in first-class condition.
It is bare ot extracted honey, and demand good. New
crop is beginning to arrive from the South; and we
would advise our southern friends to let their honey
come along, feeling confident that we are in position
to obtain better prices than for years pas 1

. We quote:
Fancy, 7@7%; choice, 6(aS]4 ; fair, 5^@6 ; common, 55
(5 60 per gal. Comb honey is well cleaned up. Some
demand for white at lift 12; and 9@10 for amber. De-
mand for dark has ceased. Beeswax rather quiet at

from 26®28. Hildreth Bros. & Segelken,
May 9. 120 & 122 West Broadway.

Philadelphia.—Since the arrival of Southern veg-
etables, honev is selling very slowly. There are quite
a few lots of comb, off grades, in the market. Ex-
tracted honey, for manufacturing purposes, is selling
freely. We quote fancy comb, 15@16; amber, 8@12.
Extracted white, 7@8; amber, 5@,7. Beeswax, 28. We
are producers of honey—do not handle on commission.

Wm. A. Selser,
May 8. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pf

.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-day as
follows : Fancy white, 13@14 ; No. 1. 12(5)13 ; fancy
amber, 10@.ll; No. 1. amber, 9@10; fancy dark, 7@8.
White extracted, 7@~}4. A. B. Williams & Co.,

May 8. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Columbus.—Owing to Southern strawberries being
plentiful, it attracts attention from honey, which, con-
sequently, is dull. Choice No. 1 white clover selling
at 1'2 :A\ lower grades difficult to move at 8@10.

Columbus Commission and Storage Co.,

May 6. Columbus, Ohio

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60-lb. cans for

$7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,
Oliver Foster, Prop.

Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

Bee t Supplies.

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

******

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 ilassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

If You are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. " All yellow."

Untested Queens, 70c; 3 for $1.80; 6 for $3.00.

Tested queens, $1.2.5.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 1899 until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec-

tion=boxes. I have also made arrangements

to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A 40-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page catalog

FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hich.

flllPFN^ Either five-banded golden or from im-
^UCLl'IOi ported Italian mothers. A few breed-———— ers at $2.00 each; tested, $1.00, or 6 for

$5.00; untested, 75c, or 6 for $4.00. B. P. Rock eggs, 75c

for 13. CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, 111.
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For Only

50 Cents
to

New Subscribers.

The
American
Bee
Journal
will

be

sent

every

week
from
the

time

the

new
subscription

is

received

till

Jan. i, 1900,

for

only

50
cents.

Sample
copy
free.

Geo. W.York & Co.,

118 Michigan St., • = Chicago, III.

tPublishers of the oldest bee-paper in America. ^

About
Bees.FACTS

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee=keepers'

Supplies.

~5

t

Medina, Ohio,

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prices the same.

Order of nearest point.

Save freight and time. t

Untested Italian Queens
Fifty cents each ; warranted first-class.

Tested queens, $1. Select tested, §1.50.

W. C. Gathright, Dona Ana, N. Mex.

AlDinO i^lieenS. proiinc queens, if you
want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw, try my Albinos. Untested
queens in April, SI. Tested, SI.50.

J. D. G1VENS, Lisbon, Texas.

BEE-SUPPLIES.

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

MUTH'S HONEY-JARS,
MUTH'S HONEY=EXTRACrORS.
LANOSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

C. H. W. WEBER,
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
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Good queens can not be reared, according
to M. BelTot, in Revue Internationale, unless

the bees have a supply of, or can gather, fresh

pollen.

I don't believe a word of that suggestion,

page 366, that " the use of tobacco is on the
increase among ministers of the gospel." Too
much intelligence among them, if there were
no other reason. [I agree with you.

—

Ed.]

I'm waiting for the " ample proof " of that

new secretion S. P. Culley has discovered.
" What he says appears very reasonable " to

the editor, but not to me. But I reserve my
usual right to change my mind if the proof is
'

' ample. '

'

Those "rays of dark" are something
new, aren't they? p. 355. If Tabby sees at

noon by rays of light, and at midnight by
" rays of dark," will there not be a point of

time between the two when the " rays of

dark" will neutralize the rays of light, and
Tabby will be stone blind ? [That is beyond
my depth.

—

Ed.]

Rarely have bees wintered as well as the
past winter, says Revue: few dead bees, light

consumption of stores, no trace of dysentery.

Somewhat different in this country. [Accord-
ing to the Canadian BeeJournal, bees winter-

ed fairly well in Canada also — doubtless for

the reason that, it being colder there, greater
preparation had, as a matter of course, been
made.

—

Ed.]

IT SEEMS a QUESTION whether plain sec-

tions are better filled than old-style. I arise

to say most positively and emphatically that

they are better filled. Put in the same super
old style and plain sections, both the same
width, ard if the plain don't outweigh the
other when filled, then I give up wrong.
[" Both the same width." Ah, yes ! There's
the Catch. No, no one will dispute 3 our prop-
osition.

—

Ed.]

In view of the fact that so good an author-
ity as Mr. Cowan advises repeated boiling of

affected honey, are we to understand that
Harry Howe is mistaken in saying that spores
will not vegetate in honey ? [See Mr. Cowan's
article elsewhere in this issue for answer to

} our question. But say, doctor, I had ex-
pected ere this to see you clear off the fence,

on my side of the line. Better scramble over
now while I keep Taylor off your coat-tails.

—

Ed.]
Harry S. Howe gives in American Bee

Journal a rather novel plan for stimulative
feeding. In early spring he sets at one side
of the apiary one or two hives with combs of
honey from the colonies that have died ; and
when he has thus used up all such honey, he
takes full combs from the colonies to put in

these hives, thus letting them store the honey
over and over. But say, Har^, if you do this

in fruit-bloom, don't the bees work on these
combs when they should be on the trees?

If Critic Taylor does not follow his usual
practice of closing his eyes to the faults found
in Review, he will call attention to the repeat-
ed use of the split infinitive in April Review.
And will Mr. Taylor kindly inform us what
authority he has for saying he remembers of a.

thing? [Tut. tut, doctor. We were not to dis-

cuss infelicities of expression any more ; or at

least there seems to be a sort of tacit under-
standing to that effect. But principles and
methods are proper subjects of criticism in a
bee-journal.

—

Ed.]

I said, p. 166, my bees had left drone comb
unfilled in sections, while worker comb was
filled. S. P. Culley says, p. 353, "Perhaps he
had little or no drone comb in the brood-
chamber, and the queen laid eggs in the sec-

tion of drone comb." Drone comb was scarce

in the brood-chamber, but the queen didn't lay

in the section. The foundation didn't entirely

fill the section, and what was lacking was fill-

ed out with drone comb, and that drone comb
was left with shallow cells without eggs or

honey, as if the bees would say, "These
drone cells are intended for eggs, and we'll

not put any thing in them till the queen lays

in them."

Editor York and some 400 others started

to write " stopt " for "stopped," and that

sort of thing. Lately "thru " for " through "

and some other changes have appeared in the
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pages of the Old Reliable. Now in the Chi-
cago public schools the spelling is to be as

follows : tho, thoro, thorofare, thru, thruout,

prolog, etc. Evidently the time is coming
when we who pride ourselves on being such
good spellers will be left with no advantage
for our years of labor in learning to spell.

[We have often thought of adopting tho for

though, and altho for although. We have for

some little time used the short form for pro-
gram, catalog, and perhaps one or two oiher
words ; but we hesitated to go further, in view
of the fact that we do so much printing for

other people; and two forms of spelling could
hardly be used in one office. But we are in

thoro sympathy with the movement for short-

er spelling provided the changes are notmade
too abruptly.

—

Ed.]

You GIVE some pretty good reasons, Mr.
Editor, p. 342, why I should give up comb
honey and produce extracted. But ought not
some one to supply the demand for comb ?

And is it not a separate trade to prodvice ex-
tracted ? and is it better for me to leave the
trade I've already learned ? But aren't you
wrong in thinking that extracted will usually
bring 60 per cent as much as comb ? Let's
figure on the market reports. . . . Say,
I've figured, and the figures support your
view. But I'm not going to give up comb
yet. [No, doctor, I did not mean that you
should give up producing comb honey, by
considerable, although my remarks might
have implied that. But I do think it would
be to your advantage to produce a little ex-
tracted in connection with comb honey; and
I also believe that a shallow extracting super
will get the bees a good deal more in the
working fever in bait sections than in the
comb-honey super.

—

Ed.]

Difference in climate is not considered
alwavs as much as it should be. You sav, p.

352, Mr. Editor, that C. Davenport and' the
Dadants have practically the same winters.
What makes you think so? The Dadants are
about 225 miles south of the southern boun-
dary of Minnesota. They are about 60 miles
south of Medina. But the distance north or
south doesn't always tell the climate. I think
the winters at Marengo, which is only 60 miles
north of Medina, are more severe than at

many points much further north. Many varie-
ties of apples that are all right at Medina will
not live here. Quinces and peaches will not
live here. Only a few of the hardiest cherries
and plums will stand the winters. Last winter
was unusually severe. Fruit-trees were killed
outright, as well as hardy roses well protected.
A bed of the hardiest tulips is a rotten mass.
[Yes, perhaps I was mistaken in not making
more allowance for the distance. The locality
of C. Davenport must be much more severe in
winter ; and that is doubtless the reason why
he prefers the smaller brood-nest.

—

Ed.]

I've 16 supers containing the new founda-
tion alternating with the old style, and I'm
waiting to see what the bees say about it.

Also twenty supers filled one side with old-
style sections and separators, the other side
with fences and plain sections. [Putting the

two kinds of foundation in alternation in the
same super is not the correct way, according
to our experiments. It should be placed, one
kind of foundation in one half of the super,
and the other kind in the other half. What
for? If one foundation is very much better
than the other, when the two kinds are placed
in alternation the poorer kind is helped along
by the better next to it, because the bees have
a disinclination to have every other comb
built out better than the rest. There is a
decided tendency on their part to fill out
evenly all they do fill, in a bunch by itself.

In making tests for the last two seasons we
have found that the principle of alternation is

not likely to lead to accurate results. I sug-
gest, if it is not too late, that you change a
part or all of those supers so that the thin
base will be wholly on one side or half of the
super and the common foundation wholly in

the other half.—Ed.]

If That Old Fogy, Stenog, would occa-
sionally read a dictionary, he wouldn't ask
such questions as that on page 343. My
Webster, 47 years old, gives " bur," but " fuz "

is not in it. And say, Stenog, what sense is

there in wanting to spell "past" wrong be-

cause "pass" has two meanings, to go by,
and to adopt? Why don't you insist on two
different ways of spelling "out," when you
say, "The light is out, and the blossom is

out " ? [Strictly speaking, there is no " right "

way of spelling a word. There is what is

called a conventional or established way, and
that way is as binding as to call a spade a
spade when we mean a spade and not a spoon.
We read that '

' the Levite passed \>y on the
other side;" and to substitute past for passed
causes the reader to look twice to catch the
meaning. Do you propose to spell all words
alike that are pronounced alike, such as peel
and peal; quean and queen; rye and wry?
As for spending years in school learning to

spell, that is an exaggeration. I don't be-

litve there is a good speller in the United
State s who ever spent a week in learning to

spell. If one does not learn to spell when he
learns to read he will never spell. Extremely
rare words may admit of a few exceptions.
If you will rip up the whole alphabet from A
to Z, and have a precise character for every
sound, as we have in shorthand, I shall be
much p'eased. English spelling is very ir-

regular, but no more so than French.

—

St.]

All right, Mr. Editor; send on a few of

those barns Draper wants tried, and I'll give
them a fair show. I've always had a kind of

uneasy feeling that one story with big frames
might be better than two-story hives of small-
er frames; but I don't want to believe it if I

can help it. Ask Draper how many men I'll

have to engage to carry one of those hives
into the cellar. [We are preparing to send
you some of those "barns." I have just been
looking at those great big frames, and I could
not help feeling that there is something in

having great cards of brood all in one batch
instead of having an equal quantity in two
batches divided off by two sticks and a bee-
space. The two sticks and the bee- space may
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have nothing to do with the matter except
that the queen would lay more eggs under the

former condition than under the latter. Like
yourself, I do not want to think that the Da-
dants are right, but I feel a little afraid they
are—especially so as they can show results,

and have been showing them, for the last

twenty years and more—not on a small scale,

but on a large one, covering a large number of

out- apiaries. And it is a little significant that

all France seems to be following them, not-

withstanding the conditions of climate and
language among bee-keepers are so radically

different. But those "barns" of hives aie

not so radically different from the ordinary
ten-frame Dovetailed hive, which is the same
thing exactly, only 2^ inches deeper ; same
cover, same bottom-board ; same top-bars and
the same bottom-bars ; same tin rabbets ; same
supers ; same every thing except length of

end-bars and depth of side and end boards of

body. The regular Ouinby frame is 18^ X
11%, outside measure ; regular Langstroth, 9}i
Xl7^. The difference in length, then, is only

1%, while the difference in depth is 2j£ inches.

The Dadants have said that, if they were to

start anew, they would adopt the Langstroth
length and make the frame 2's inches deeper.
This would give about the same comb area,

and yet give bee-keepers the same standard
covers, bottom-boards, supers, etc. Lest some
one may accuse me of starting a new fad, I

will say I do not indorse any such change at

present. I want the evidence of my own
senses first.

—

Ed.]

" These showers bring; flowers to gladden our bowers,"
Say all of the diligent bees

;

" So let us all hours, with all of our powers,
Get honey, and live at our ease."

tii

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
The editor advises having a fine comb handy

by in the apiary to extract stings from the
scalp.

Mr. W. T. Flower says there is nothing
gained by uniting weak colonies in the spring.

It means the sacrifice of one queen, and two
queens will lay more eggs than one queen.

ti,

Mr. Alley says too much packing over bees
is detrimental. He speaks of one bee-keeper
who piles mats and quilts over his bees till

the pile is a foot thick, and this man has never
had a fairly good colony of bees in the spring.

tii

Mr. A. J. Gray, of Birchton, N. Y., says he
purchased, about seven years ago, 42 Carniolan
queens, and introduced the most of them into
Italian, black, and hybrid colonies, of which
he had about 100 in the apiary. From that
time till now he has been so well pleased with

the Carniolans that he has, as far as possible,,

been changing to that stock. He keeps his
stock pure by introducing queens from Car-
niola.

tii

Mr. Alley speaks of Mr. Doolittle's honey
selling at 20 cts. a pound, and says he has
sold his at 25 cts. He attributes this all to

the ignorance of the buyer. Last fall he could
have bought the best Vermont white clover
honey at 13 cts. in Boston, and that is the best
honey in the world.

tii

If one man is first on a given territory, has
he a right to try to keep other bee-keepers
away ? Suppose the coming of the second
apian7 stocks the field so that neither man can
get any surplus, as is often the case, how much
better off is the second man for exercising his

right to keep bees there?

tii

I notice for the first time that the signatures
of writers in the American Bee-keeper are en-
graved from the original writing. This looks
quite realistic, and Mr. Doolittle is much
pleased over the idea. He also speaks rather

left-handedly against leaving off the address
of a writer. I confess I must fully agree with
Mr. D.; for to leave off the address seems to

rob an article of much of the interest that is

due to personality and location. If all the
people in a convention were to be boxed up
so that only the voice could be heard, it would
be a dismal place for me.

tii

Mr. Doolittle reproves Dr. Miller very gen-
tly for not wanting Apis dorsata to be fooling

around in the neighborhood of the doctor's

home. He asks :
" How came you, doctor, to

have a right to any territory exclusively for

your own use in this world ? Did God give

you a right to turn the rays of sunshine on
the flowers around Marengo, that the}' might
bloom for your Italian bees and not for Apis
dorsata ? '

' The same question might have
been asked about the introduction of common
rabbits into Australia in 1864. They increased

in weight fourfold, and from a coopful to un-
told millions in numbers. The government
spent millions of dollars in killing them, but
to no purpose. Locusts were a blessing in

comparison. Dr. Miller has a right to feel

some degree of fear in view of such facts.

Yes, God has given all men a full right to

exercise what they deem to be prudence, and
one has as good a right to keep an unknown
bee off his place as he has to put up screen-

doors to keep out flies. In point of fact, how-
ever, Apis dorsata will, in all probability,

flourish about as well in Marengo, 111., as

lemon-trees would there outdoors.

tii

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Concerning robbing, Mr. Harry S. Howe

says that, when the bees start to rob a place,

if we can make them think they have got it

all, there will be no further trouble ; while if

we cover up or take away the honey they will

keep on looking for it. That's a good way to

treat teasing children too.
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In the report of the Vermont Bee keepers'
Convention it is said that Mr. Boardrnan
sprayed 75 trees with 60 gallons of wattr and
\yz lbs. of Paris green. He thus secured 150
barrels of apples He sprayed the first time
just as the buds began to open, and the second
time just after the blossoms had fallen.

%
Mr. J. H. Tichenor, of Crawford Co., Wis.,

believes that we should do all we can to get
farmers to keep at least a few colonies of bees.

His first reason is that farmers are learning
that they must spray their fruit-trees, and in

so doing are slaughtering bees by the whole-
sale. If every other farmer owned one colony
each, just a hint to them that they might kill

all of their bees would be sufficient to prevent
this evil.

Cogitator laments the advent of a batch of

new spells at the hands of Mr. York ; but
'Tater says he is too old to get rid of his ortho-
graphical prongs now ; but adds he is not too
old to find fault, and does find some with the
word "thoro." He thinks the word should
be left alone or spelled "thuro." He ob-
serves, "Don't rile us with what impresses
the eye as a bran new \_brafid-new ?] word,
with its first vowel masquerading in the place
of another vowel."

ili

Some one asks Dr. Miller if he ever becomes
tired of answering questions. He 1 kes to do
so when the questioner is present so all the
bearings may be understood ; but when cor-

respondents ask questions in such a way that
he can hardly tell what is meant, "that tired

feeling " comes on. Sometimes the penman-
ship is so poor that he can hardly make it out.

But as a whole he seems to enjoy the work
Few of his readers realize the amount of work
he puts on his department of " Questions and
Answers."

At the Vermont convention Mr. Leonard
said it was not all the dark honey that was
made the first of the season. He had some
honey spoiled by the bees bringing in some-
thing to stop cracks with, just as the season
was closing. He did not know where it came
from, but thought it was the same as the last

run of sap—the honey that was gathered last.

It was sometimes colored by the bees using
old comb and capping, and sometimes by the
bees taking honey out of the brood nest, and
carrying it upstairs. It was not caused by the
bees walking on it, as he had left the honey
on till time to pack for winter, and it was nice
and white.

vi/

Mr. F. L. Thompson says, in the Piogres-
sive, "Sad experience has taught me that, all

things considered, it is not the best policy to
follow the leaders, but to cultivate an inde-
pendent judgment in the matters which touch
the pocketbook." Mr. York shows up the
fallacy of that by adding, " As Mr. Thompson
is one of the leadeis, some will probably make
a near application of his teaching by not fol-

lowing his present advice." I know by cor-

respondence the light esteem in which Mr.
Thompson seems to hold all rules concerning
spelling, punctuation, prosody, and syntax.
Really, I do not believe he would unqualified-
ly indorse the multiplication table without
first putting a coat of varnish on it, or some-
thing of that sort. But it's a fortunate thing
for us that Mr. T. is very well qualified to act
as an independent worker, even if one can not
indorse all he says.

ib

Concerning barrels for honey, a honey-
dealer writes to the editor: " A barrel is a very
unsatisfactory honey-package for the man
who handles it in the last instance. Nineteen
times out of twenty the barrel must be taken
apart to get the honey out." In reply to this,

Mr. York says he has often '

' wished that
those who put up their honey in barrels could
be compelled to buy and handle such honey
for a while. After they have had a little ex-
perience with the stuff leaking out, and a
number of pounds soaking into the wood—all

the loss, of course, to come out of their own
pockets—we believe they would be done with
putting honey into barrels or wood of any
kind. Tin is the thing for a honey -package.
In some instances half a cent a pound more
can be secured for honey in tin."

FOUL-BROOD GERMS.

The Difference between Spores and Bacilli; some
Misconceptions Corrected ; the Latest Method of

Treating Foul Brood as it is Practiced in Eng-

land ; Various Antiseptics Considered ; Washing
Out Foul-broody Combs with Water under Pres-

sure a Dangerous Practice.

BY THOS. W1I. COWAN.

Since I wrote to you on this subject I have
received Gleanings for April 15, and in it I

find twTo letters in reference to which I should
like to make a few remarks. Mr. Harry S.

Hov\e, writing with regard to the several boil-

ings in order to secure the sterilization of hon-
ey, points out that " the spores of Bacillus
alvei do not develop in honey, nor can they
live in honey except in the spore condition."
I would agree with this entirely if it were re-

stricted to honey in a norma/ condition. But
it would indeed be a bold person who would
venture to say that honey is always in this

slate, and that it can not be in such an abnor-
mal condition as to form a suitable medium
for the germination of spores of bacilli. We
know the living spores remain dormant, and
bacilli can not grow in honey, because in a
normal condition it has an acid reaction; but
should it, from any cause, become even slight-

ly alkaline, there would then—if other condi-
tions obtained—be no hindrance to their ger-

mination and development. It was with a
view to the possibility of such a condition that
I wrote advisedly in my last letter respecting
several boilings of honey

—

"supposing a nu-
trient medium to exist in the honey, the unaf-
fected spores would germinate into bacilli,

and could be destroyed in the next boiling."
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On page 310 there is " A new treatment of

foul-brood " by our old friend Rambler, and a

recommendation to uncap a comb affected

with foul brood, and wash it under a faucet of

water running with considerable force. I

should like to point out the great danger of

this plan. The combs that are uncapped con-

tain thousands of spores ; and in washing,
many of these would be driven out of the cells

and spread by the running water, we know
not where; and as they are not destroyed they
are at any time ready to re-start the mischief.

When the combs are in this condition it is al-

ways safer to burn them, as we thus destroy
all the spores. Then as to formalin, I do not
think it would have any more effect upon the
spores than any of the other drugs have, al-

though it may be equally efficient in destroy-

ing bacilli. It seems to me that, in many
cases, the non-success of drugs has been ow-
ing to not properly understanding the great

difference between spores and bacilli. Now,
in any inquiry into the influence of one drug
or another on micro-organisms, it is necessary
to bear in mind that the influence of certain

conditions on the micro-organism may be a

twofold one. First, the condition may be un-
favorable to the growth of the organism; and,
second, the condition may be fatal to the life

and existence of it. The second condition in-

volves, a fortiori, the first; but the reverse is

not the case. A great deal of confusion has
arisen on this subject owing to the failure to

distinguish between these two propositions.

We constantly hear of this or that substance
being an " antiseptic," which means that it is

inimical to the growth of micro-organisms, or
that it is a " germicide," meaning that it kills

the organisms. The scientific man, of course,

knows and understands the difference between
the two; but the great bulk of people do not,

therefore they expect drugs to perform impos-
sibilities. I see Rambler calls formalin an an-

tiseptic, therefore it is probable that it will

prevent the growth of spores only while in

contact with it, or kill the bacilli. This is

precisely the behavior of all the other drugs
used, and they can do no more. Spores are

invested by a thick double membrane; the ex-

ternal sheath is supposed to be cellulose, and
the internal one probably of a fatty nature,

both being bad conductors of heat. It is this

double membrane that gives spores this great
resistance to high and low temperatures, to

acids and other substances. I do not think
any amount of soaking in water would render
the spores open to the influence of diluted
formalin. Now, we know there are many an-
tiseptics, and these can be used effectually

against foul brood. Carbolic acid, phenol,
thymol, salicylic acid, naphthol beta, perchlo-
ride of mercury, and manv other substances,
even when considerably diluted, prevem the
growth of bacilli.

Now, we have had considerable success in

England in our treatment of foul brood, which
involves the use of drugs. We call this an
antiseptic treatment because it is the same in

principle as the antiseptic treatment in sur-

gery, which has made it possible to perform
with success the marvelous operations of the

present day, and such as could not have been
effected without almost certain loss of life

from blood-poisoning induced by the growth
of various micro-organisms. We insist on an
antiseptic always being present in the hive or
in the food we give to our bees. No syrup or
honey is given without first being medicated,
and the antiseptic used kills any bacillus that

may be growing, or prevents the spore from
germinating, although it does not kill it.

Then we know that there are certain chemical
substances which evaporate at the ordinary
temperature of the hive, and whose vapors
prevent the growth of bacilli, although they
do not destroy them. Among these are euca-
lyptus, carbolic acid, phenyle (or creolin), ly-

sol, camphor, naphthalene, and others. For
convenience and economy we use naphthalene,
and have some of this always present in the
hive. Our treatment is this: If we detect the
disease in its earliest stage, before any of the
affected larvae are capped over, we simply feed
the bees with syrup medicated with naphthol
beta, because at this stage there are no spores
present. The medicated syrup is used by the
nurse-bees in preparing food for the larvae,

and in this way the bacilli are destroyed. It

is, however, seldom that the bee-keeper is suf-

ficiently expert or alert to detect the disease

at this stage, but more generally notices it

only when the combs have irregular patches
of brood, with sunken and perforated cappings
to the cells containing the coffee-colored mass
inside. In this condition the cells are crowd-
ed with innumerable spores, and the treat-

ment just mentioned would not have the slight-

est effect upon them. If the colony be weak
we destroy the bees, combs, and quilts, and
disinfect the hives. We thus destroy the
spores and so remove the source of infection.

Should the colony be strong in bees we make
an artificial swarm of them, confine them in

an empty hive, and feed on syrup medicated
with naphthol beta. We use this drug be-

cause it is non-poisonous or corrosive, and has
no odor repugnant to the bees, is a powerful
antiseptic, and can be used in great dilution,

thus rendering it economical. The frames,

combs, and quilts are then burned, and the

hives disinfected by being either steamed or

scrubbed with boiling water and soap, and
then painted over with a strong carbolic-acid

solution. The bees are confined in the empty
hive for 48 hours, by which time all the honey
they may have taken with them will be con-
sumed, and such of the bees as are diseased
will have died off. Those remaining are then
put into a clean hive furnished with full sheets

of comb foundation, and are fed with medi-
cated syrup for a few days longer.

With this treatment, when faithfully carried

out, we have had considerable and very grati-

fying success. The whole secret of this suc-

cess lies in having the drug ever present to

act on the micro-organism, and either kill it

or prevent its development and growth. I do
not see why formalin, if used in the same way,
should not be as efficacious.

[I am sure we bee-keepers of the Unite 1

States are exceedingly obliged to Mr. Cowan
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for the valuable information he has given us,

and for the clear way in which he has discrim-

inated between spores and bacilli.

As I understand him, the purpose of medi-
cating syrup fed to bees is to kill the spores
immediately on their entrance to the bacillus

form, as well as the bacilli themselves. Drugs
can in no sense kill spores; but if the syrup is

medicated with the proper antiseptics, when
the spores do hatch ( if I may adopt an un-
scientific term) the microscopic life is killed

at once.
This naphthol beta is something that I be-

lieve American bee-keepers can use with profit,

especially those who have had foul brood in

their vicinity or at least have had it in years
gone by, and are troubled with its reappear-
ance occasionally. If every year all the syrup
fed to the bees in such apiaries is medicated
with naphthol beta, the time will come when
the last traces of the disease, even in the spore
form, will be wiped out.

—

Ed.]

FOUL BROOD.

Danger from Improper Diagnosing.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

Mr. Root:—On page 224 you think it is

Prof. Cook who thought Mr. Jackson had no
foul brood. Yes, it was '

' our own Prof.

Cook." I am not sure it was foul brood,
but in common with many others I believe it

very confidently. Repeatedly I have heard
Mr. Jackson give Prof. Cook's words on re-

ceiving a sample of the diseased brood, which,
as my memory serves me, is this :

" I do not
think your bees have foul brood ; in fact, I

state positively that they have not."
I suppose from the language used that he

judged from appearance without using a glass;

but " they died ; ah, they died !

"

Mr. Jackson is a venerable gentleman
whose word has never been questioned that I

know of, and I believe his photo would be
accepted by any physiognomist as a splendid
type of honesty. He never questioned the
honor of Prof. Cook, neither do I.

J. W. Paine, of Selma, the Fresno Co. In-
spector, and the writer, evidently made a
bungling job on Mr. Paine's bees, and the
Tulare Co. inspector did as bad or worse with
Q. L. Abbott's bees. To explain these cases
would probably be unprofitable.

Had I thought you would think so quickly
that I referred to Prof. Cook, his identity
would have been better hidden. The aim was
to show that it is unsafe for a scientist to judge
without a glass, or for any one to suppose
that this fatal malady (or what resembles it so
closely) could recover by climatic influence
when extracting honey. If it takes an expert
to detect this deadly enemy, with a micro-
scope, our case is almost desperate.
Grayson, Cal , April 3.

This was referred to Prof. Cook, who re-
plies :

DIAGNOSING FOUL BROOD WITH A MICRO-
SCOPE IMPRACTICABLE ON THE PART OF
THE AVERAGE BEE-KEEPER, AND
WHY ; THE LATE RAINS IN CAL-

IFORNIA.
Dear Mr. Root:—I wish to thank you and

Mr. Gilstrap for your courtesy in calling my
attention to the article on page 224 of Glean-
ings, and giving me opportunity to reply to

the same. I have had a great many inquiries

regarding foul brood since I came to Califor-

nia, and so of course I do not remember Mr.
Jackson's sample. I can say, however, that

I am always very careful before expressing an
opinion in any such case. If I wrote Mr.
Jackson that his bees positively had not foul

brood, I feel very certain that there were no
signs of it in the sample sent. I regret ex-
ceedingly if any thing I wrote led to such dis-

astrous results, but I am very positive that, if

he sent me a sample of foul brood, I could not
have been mistaken in my diagnosis.

You are quite right in the opinion that the
microscope test is not practicable for the ordi-

nary beekeeper. A good ^4-inch objective
will show the bacillus ; but the latter has to

be stained, and this requires microscopic dex-
terity. A good microscope could be had for

from twenty to thirty dollars—one that would
bring out these germs ; but the skill and dex-
terity required in manipulation and determi-
nation would make it of little use to the aver-

age bee-keeper.
But I do not think it is necessary to use

the microscope to determine the presence of

foul brood, especially when in the active state.

The brown ropy mass in the cells is a sure in-

dication that the disease is present ; and if no
dead brood shows this I should unhesitatingly
declare the disease absent. If we add to this

the characteristic odor, the sunken cap, and
the perforations through the latter, we may be
absolutely sure of the disease, without the
microscope. I have often received cases with
dead brood where none of these symptoms
were present, and in such cases I have felt

warranted in pronouncing the colonies ex-

empt. Of course, it may be that there was
foul brood in the apiary, but not in the sam-
ple sent. I can make no specific explanation,
as I do not remember the special case.

I do not think that foul brood is very apt to

leave an apiary when once established. I

have known several apiaries in California en-

tirely ruined by it. I would not say, how-
ever, that bees might not recover from this

trouble, though I have always had mv doubts.
Some of the best bee-keepers in California

have assured me that they have known it to be
present, and afterward disappear.

Although we have had rains of late, we
have had less than seven inches for the season.

This is only half of our average at this place,

and only about half of what is generally sup-
posed to be requisite to secure any honey crop.

I presume there will be little honey taken
from this section this year, yet I think we
shall have to have experience to know. It is

possible that, even with so light a rainfall, it

might come at such a time as to secure a
honey-flow. I think most of our bee keepers
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about here despair of any paying crop this

season. They feel that, if they get enough
to keep the bees, it will be all they can expect.
I know of several who have taken their bees
north, in the region of the large alfalfa-fields.

I saw our friend Martin in Los Angeles last

Monday. His bees are between Los Angeles
and Santa Monica, and he tells me he has
hopes of a partial crop, though he spoke of

others, who have had many years' experience,
who have given up all hope of any honey for

market this season.

Last year we had about the same rainfall as
this, and got almost no grain crop in this

vicinity. This year we shall have quite a
grain crop. It is to be hoped that there may
be a light change in the honey harvest.

Claremont, Cal., April 26. A. J. Cook.

VARIOUS ITEMS.

Novel Frame - support ; Hive Doorways: Ball-

bearing Extractor; Gearing; Deep Dadant
Hives; an Easy Way of Making Increase;

those Honey-leaflets; Candied Comb
Honey ; Rambler's Skunks.

BY E. H. SCHAEFF^E.

Inclosed please find sketch of staple for

supporting and end-spacing section-holders
and frames. With the lower point clinched
Tast, the staple could not be loosened by usage.

For a metal frame

-

spacer, cut from a
sheet of lead % inch
thick, pieces with a
face 1 inch long, and
the required width.
Set these close up to

the top - bar inside.

The 1-inch face will

prevent the spacer
from becoming en-

tangled in the meshes of the extractor, while
its soft material will not dull the edge of the
uncapping-knife.

For convenience, and on account of irriga-

tion, toads, ants, and grass, my hives are set

up on scantling, 2 in. above ground. I find an
extra alighting-board, like the inclosed sketch,
a great convenience to the bees. On raw days
they tumble down on it, lie there for a minute,
and then crawl into the hive, while those that
alight in the grass lie there and die, unable to

recover from their chill. On warm working
days the board is covered with alighting bees,
and it is necessary to drop the front edge so
they won't strike it coming in. As the board
is removable, it is not in the way in moving
the bees.

The Cowan extractor is geared too slow,
and there is not sufficient depth under the
baskets. Each season I have a large per cent
of very heavy wax-like honey. To extract it

the extractor must be run at a very high rate
of speed, and the same kept up for some time,
which is very tiresome work for an invalid.
I have secured an old-style dentist's foot-
treadle, with heavy driving-wheel, and turned
it and the extractor over to the tinsmith ; but

he reports that the sides of the extractor are
too light to fasten any thing to, so I must
devise some other method of securing the
extractor quickly and securely to the floor.

My extractor rests on the same floor I uncap
on. When the extractor is full I slip the
hook of the pulley under the bail of the ex-
tractor. With two pulls of the rope it is up
to the level of and on to the table adjoining,
which is just high enough to hang a wire
gauze strainer on to the faucet, and slip a can
and funnel underneath. I prefer this to stand-
ing on a platform while extracting, as I can
sit down to it.

An extractor should hold at least five gal-
lons below the baskets, so as to fill a can with
each extracting. As it is, the honey over-
flows the socket that the center-rod rests in;

the fine iron mixes with the honey, runs out,
and spoils that lot. Can't that socket be
raised 6 inches above the baskets, and the
weight be supported on ball bearings ? That
would make it run lighter, wear longer, and
always have it out of the way of the honey
below.

This is the season of the year when queen-
less hives can be detected by the bees not car-
rying in pollen. Don't take my word for it,

or allow the theory of another to influence
you, but open the hives and prove it. Make
your examination early in the morning.

I have concluded to try some hives built on
Mr. Dadant's suggestion, 12-inch-deep bodies,
and 12 frames, for extracting ; and I will try
an extracting-super of the same depth. Among
my pick-ups is a hive with frames 14 inches
deep. For several seasons past I have used it
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as an extracting-super, and it is always the
best. This season it is full of honey while
the bees in the other shallow supers have
hardly got started. I believe the bees prefer

to work on one solid comb, to the same space
divided up by wooden bars among several

supers. I know this is the case with comb
honey, as I can produce one-third more honey
in 2-lb. sections, without separators, than I

can in 1-lb. sections with separators.

Owing to the two past dry years, and my
inability to look after my bees in person, I

have, in common with most California bee-
men, lost about half of my bees, as I can not
look after them myself, and build them up a
frame at a time. I am doing it in a wholesale
way by placing on the hives, early in the sea-

son, other hives filled with empty brood-combs.
As soon as the queen has these nicely started

with brood the top hive is slipped on to a

bottom-board and set in another part of the
apiary, care being taken that each brood-
chamber have brood not over three days old.

In this way I shall have twice the number of

hives, all strong, long before swarming-time,
and in time for the best honey-flow. Now,
don't tell me that I ought to do better than
that, "queen the hives," etc., for /can't do
it, and so do what /can.
The present honey-leaflet wants to be short-

ened and spiced. No one but a bee-keeper
would ever wade through it. I find a better

way is to paste the best recipes on the back
of the cans that you retail honey in. That
reminds me that, for the first time, I have
secured a honey-can that suits me. These are

the same long flat pattern that the maple-
syrup canners use. It makes a very neat,

large-looking, and excellent seller. I have
them made in 2, 5, and 10 pound sizes. What
I want now is a glass jar to hold 12 fluid

ounces or 18 ounces of honey, with "Pure
Honey " and a bee-hive blown in the back,
but the amount of the contents left off. Our
merchants won't handle a jar that has the
quantity contained blown in the back, as it

interferes with their getting their price ; nor
do they want it to hold over 12 ounces. Where
can I get this jar ?

To melt sugared comb honey, put one table-

spoonful of water, to each pound of honey, in
a pan ; add the combs ; set it in the oven, and
maintain just heat enough to melt slowly the
combs. When they are all melted, set the
pan to one side ; and when the wax is a solid

cake, punch a hole through it along the side
of the pan ; drain out the honey, and then
melt your wax into a cake. If care is taken
not to get the honey too hot it will be found
uninjured by the melting.

Rambler complains of skunks. He does
not say which breed, but I take it he refers to

the four-legged variety. If so he can get rid

of the pests by strychnining a piece of comb
containing brood, and placing the same about
four inches under the ground, in front of the
hives. The keen scent of the skunk will en-
able him to find it, and the strychnine will do
the rest. " Rest" is a good word, and I will

take and give your readers one.
Murphys, Cal., March 29.

[Your frame-support would doubtless prove
very efficient; but one objection would be that
it would give very slight hold for the hands
while manipulating; and frames in the hive
would have a tendency to swing flippity-flop

(when hives are handled) unless spacers were
used.

It is very important in chilly weather, as
you say, to have a means of ingress to the
hive, by which the bees can crawl from the
ground clear into the entrance. Without such
provision, thousands of bees are lost during
chilly weather. We know that from our own
experience here.

We have been experimenting with ball bear-

ings in extractors, but as yet we have not quite
settled on any thing that suits us. We have
determined this much : That such a form of
bearing should not be in the bottom of the ex-

tractor, to be smeared over with honey. We
connected one such extractor, having a ball

bearing, to the line shaft, and let it run a week.
Then we lubricated the bearing with doses of
honey, with the result that the bearing was
soon gummed up, and practically worse than
nothing. We have made some large Cowan
extractors with ball bearings on top of the
cross-arms; that is, the weight of the reel and
combs are supported on a ball bearing that is

clear up and out of the way of the honey.
The bottom of the reel is held by a bearing
that merely holds it in position, but does not
hold the weight. Such a form of extractor
we believe to be an improvement; and before
another season we shall probably have it on
all of our large extractors. It will be of no
particular advantage, however, on our small
machines.
With regard to gearing, we have to strike

an average, as nearly as we can, for bee-keep-
ers everywhere. Three-to-one gearing, on a
large machine, is a little too high and requires
too much power for bee-keepers who extract
honey as heavy as 11 pounds per gallon. It is

possible that we ought to have two sets of
gears; but that would necessitate considerable
expense, and the construction of a special

cross-arm, to fay nothing of a large gear-
wheel that would stick up more or less in the
way.
When we get a little more time we propose

getting out a sort of pictorial honey-leaflet
that will contain very few words, and repre-

sent the art of producing honey, from start to

finish. It will be named " Honey, from the
Hive to the Market." I have just ordered
some special instantaneous photographic films;

and I expect, in a few days, to take a series of

snap-shots representing several of the steps in

the production of comb and extracted honey.
The story now told in type will be pictorially

represented in half-tone.

But before we begin on the work we shall

be glad to receive suggestions so that the new
honey-leaflet may be made to fill exactly a
"long-felt want."

I omitted to state that the new leaflet will

be almost solely for the information of con-

sumers. Of course, the price will have to be
a good deal higher than that of those we have
been selling during the last year or so.

—

Ed.]
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GRADING BY PICTURES.

Experience of a Honey-seller and a Honey-produc-

er; the Western Grading and the Eastern

Grading.

BY S. A. NIVER.

Mr. Editor:—The convention of bee-keep-
ers' societies of the State of New York assem-
bled in Geneva, N. Y., last January, and ap-

pointed me as a committee of one to formu-
late a plan for grading comb boney by the il-

lustrated or picture method, to be submitted
for their consideration with a view to adopt-
ing some uniform system of packing, mark-
ing, and quoting prices.

plain that it is at the lowest or poorest grade,
that dividing line between what shall be pack-
ed and marked No. 2, and what shall be sent
to the extractor. After that decision is reach-
ed it isn't difficult to select the other two, so
that the samples will represent the poorest al-

lowed in three evenly graduated divisions.

My experience as a "knight of the grip"
and as a producer of comb honey convinces
me that the No. 2 in the illustrations shown
below (

" or beside or behind our intrinsic ex-

istence "
) is poor enough; and in the best in-

terests of both producer and consumer, any
grade below that should be consigned to the
extractor.

Having decided on the starting-point, the

FANCY " " NO. 1." NO. 2."

.. .
- ....... -

" FANCY." "NO. 1." " NO. 2."

After studying the subject, and consulting
other bee-keepers as far as practicable, I had
photographs made of two styles of sections

—

the standard 4^X4^, and the " Long Idea,"

in this case 4^X3%", which The A. I. Root
Co. kindly prepared for printing.

This method simply contemplates deciding
or guiding us in grading according to finish

—

that is, filling and sealing, the color and qual-

ity having designations of their own.
The first and most important point to decide

upon is the place of beginning; and it seems

zero, how many grades shall we have above it?

As few as possible in the interests of clearness.

A glance at quotations in the lending markets,
as shown in the bee-publications, reveals a

mixed multitude without form, regularity, or

clearness. On the same page one firm quotes

4 varieties of white honey (and nothing else),

while another quotes two kinds of white, and
lumps the rest as "dark." The average bee-

keeper in this location doesn't extract much
consolation from such uncertain sources.

The commission man is just as dis.-atisfied
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with the existing state of affairs as we bee-

keepers are, and is ready to co-operate heartily

in any feasible plan to remedy the trouble

Mr. Segelken's valuable article on page 263 is

in evidence on this point.

I believe that three grades will be nearer
right than any other number, always remem-
bering that this refers to " finish " only.

Now as to directions for loading and firing

this combination. It would seem as if there

would be little need of any thing besides the
pictures; but perhaps it is better to say too

much than too little in this case.

First, select a sample "No. 2" section by
comparing with the pictures, which will rep-

resent the poorest section allowed to be pack-
ed. Then select the other two samples in the

same way, or the better way of comparing
sections until the three graduate evenly, which
these pictures fail to do exactly. Now you
have before you three pattern sections, which
represent the poorest allowed in each grade.

"Fancy" will consist of the finest-looking,

best filled and capped sections to be found in

the crop, but none presenting a poorer appear-

ance than the sample section. No. 1 will con-
sist of sections just a shade below " Fancy,"
and in like manner none poorer than sample
section. No. 2 will consist of sections a shade
poorer than No. 1, but none poorer than sam-
ple, the rest of the crop to be extracted for

bait sections. Color and quality are to be des-

ignated by name. For example, Fancy
White, or No. 1 White, Fancy Mixed, or Fan-
cy Buckwheat or No. 2 Dark, etc.

The advantages of this system are many and
varied. If adopted generally we should know
what is meant by quotations Honey packed
this way can be sold by count or weight as

preferred. The retailer would find no culls

left on his hands, or salable only at a reduced
price, as is the case where all sorts—good,
poor, and indifferent are packed in the same
crate.

There, Mr. Editor, the matter is up for de-

bate. Let us hear from the brethren.

Groton, N. Y., April 24.

[Having been the first I believe who suggest-

ed grading by photos or pictures, the idea
having come to me in conversation with Mr.
S. A. Niver, who was showing me how he
graded his honey by setting off pattern sec-

tions, I feel greatly interested in this matter.

A mere printed description of the grade ad-
mits of too much variation of interpretation

by different ones. A picture is absolute.

It seems that this idea of picture grading
was before the Colorado State Bee-keepers'
Association that met in Denver Nov. 30 and
Dec. 1 and 2 last. Instead of taking the
scheme of the Washington grading as the basis

they threw that aside and adopted a distinct

method, and it is set forth in the two following
very simple rules :

No. i.—Sections to be well filled; honey and comb
white; comb not to project beyond the wood; wood to
be well cleaned; sections to weigh not less than 21 lbs.

net, per case of 21 sections; but cases in lots must
average 22 lbs. net.
No. 2.—Includes all amber honey not included in

No. 1; to be fairly well sealed, and not to weigh less
than 18 lbs. net, per case of 24 sections.

Culls.—All cull honey shall be sold in the home
market.

This scheme of grading is made the subject
of an article by F. L. Thompson, in the Bee-
keepers' Review, supplemented by some half
a dozen pictures of each grade. As there is

very little if any buckwheat or dark honey in
the Wett, the idea of a fancy amber or a fancy
buckwheat is not considered necessary or fea-

sible. A No. 1 honey, according to this grad-
ing, is one which is wTell filled, and zuhite, and
a No. 2 is one which is off in color, or defec-
tive in filling.

Such a scheme would not be practicable in
the East, where buckwheat is more highly
prized by a large class of consumers than the
best white honey that was ever produced. The
general basis of the Washington grading must
be preserved, whereby there can be a Fancy
No. 1 and 2 Buckwheat, Fancy No. 1 and 2

Amber, Fancy No. 1 and 2 White. With this

general scheme in view it appears that the last

convention of bee keepers in York State au-
thorized Mr. Niver to formulate a plan of
grading comb honey by the picture method;
and the pictures set forth the result of his

work. In a private letter some little time
ago, he said he was not able to obtain
ideal sections of any of the classes for the
photos, for the market had been pretty well
cleaned out; but after a good deal of hunting
he finally found what would be fairly repre-

sentative, according to his notion, of each
class. Contrary to the Colorado system of
grading, each one of the classes or grades
above shown would apply equally to dark am-
ber and white comb.
Mr. Niver believes in picking out, if I un-

derstand correctly, pattern sections that are
belou> the average in general appearance, of
each grade. When I visited Mr. Morton he
(Niver) showed me several thousand pounds
of " Fancy " with the cells sealed next to the
wood; but he did not believe in making seal-

ing to the wood an essential feature, as that
was carrying matters a little too far, for the
reason that the great bulk of otherwise fancy
honey produced by the average bee keeper
would have to be thrown into the No. 2 grade,
and would have to be sold, as a matter of

course, for less money.
If there is any criticism I could offer, it is

that No. 1 and Fancy are too near of a grade.

If I were grading I am not sure but I would
put No. 1 with Fancy, and vice versa. There
ought to be a greater difference. Still, if one
will look sharply he will see that No. 1, while
it is perhaps a trifle whiter, is not as well fill-

ed as the Fancy. I refer to the tall sections.

In view of the fact that the general scheme
of grading is so very different from that of

the York State bee-keepers, it might be neces-

sary to have an Eastern and a Western grading.
Owing to the difference in localities I do not
see how we can well avoid having two classes

of grading. The bee-keepers of New York
would never be satisfied with the Colorado
system; for "a mighty howl " would be raised

as soon as it has proposed to put their fancy
buckwheat into the second grade. In certain

portions of York State, buckwheat is almost
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the main crop; and in some markets it will

sell for the same price.

RAMBLE 167.

Bee-keeping in Tacotna, Washington.

BY RAMBLER.

Feeling that I had been amply soaked in

Portland I concluded that, if I had to take
any more, a Tacoma soak would be equally
pleasant, and also a change. My wheel and I

boarded the Northern Pacific R. R. for that
city, 145 miles distant. While on the journey
the winds blew, the rain descended in tor-

rents, and, as a grand finale, our car windows
were bombarded with hail. Humid Nature
here revealed her handiwork in the density of

the growth of the forests. The little water-
courses were plentifully lined with willows

;

little rear-wheel steamers were plying on these
small streams, and in some places there was

G. D. LITTOOY S APIARY.

barely room fur them to squeeze through the
bushes. Ferns (that always indicate moisture)
were to be seen everywhere. There were but
few farmirg communities along the route, but
any number of saw-mills and lumber-camps.
Those grand forests of spruce, fir, and cedar
are melting away before the stroke of the ax
and the whir of the saw.
At Tacoma we strike tide water again which

is navigable for large steamers. The city is

pleasantly located, as nearly as I could see

through the fog, at the head of one of the
many arms or bays that branch out from
Puget Sound. Owing to the lay of the land,

the streets which run parallel to the bay are

in terraces one above the other.

We find here about 50,000 people, and there
seemed to be plenty of water for all intents

and purposes. The streets were wet and
slippery, the wooden sidewalks were being

repaired in many places, and, after a few haz-
ardous plunges in the darkness in the early
evening, I found a very pleasant abiding-place.

I knew there were several bee-keepers in
Tacoma, for I had previously corresponded,
and had some substantial dealings with them.
One of these, Mr. G. D. Littooy, had purchas-
ed our Oro Fino wax ; and as I had warned
him from Portland that I would in due time
drop in upon him I knew I should see at least

one live bee-keeper, even if it did rain. The
morning after arrival I set out to find the gen-
tleman. I had an idea he was a free and easy
bachelor ; and when I found the house, and
rapped on the door a few times, and there was
no response, I felt a confirmation of my idea,

and pictured to myself the rooms within in
more or less confusion — the bed just as he
had tumbled out of it in the morning, stove
rusty, with a greasy skillet still on it ; a bare
table with dirty dishes on it ; the floor more
or less littered with dirt ; cobwebs swinging
ui molested from the ceiling ; the curtains, if

there were any, all awry. My
meditations were broken by a
sound of life at the rear of the
house, and, stepping that way, I

found an active-appearing, me-
dium-sized young man splitting

wood. This was Mr. Littooy
;

and as soon as I saw him I had
some misgivings about his being
a bachelor, for he was more neat-
ly dressed, though in his shirt-

sleeves, than the average every-
day man. He soon led the way
into the house, and, sure enough,
the neat man had a fitting com-
panion and two little cherubs of
children, one of them a babe in
arms. I must confess that the
rooms had a bright and cheerful
air, and a sort of halo that is

never found in a bachelor's
quarters—a sort of interior pol-
ish. Of course, the babies made
some confusion ; but it was an
animated confusion. There was
a childish glee, laughter, sun-
shine, a "well-spring of plea-

sure," and Mr. Littooy has a
happy home.
The bee-fever was imparted to Mr. Littooy

by an aged Baptist minister, the Rev. Mr.
Price. From him he purchased his first swarm
at a good round price, and Mr. Price and
round price figured together on several other
colonies and hives.

Just as soon as the bee-fever gets to raging
violently with an intelligent victim, the next
proceeding is to try to illuminate the mind
with bee-literature, and our new bee-man sent
for circulars, papers, and books. In the first

glamor of his experience he talked bees and
bee hives in season and out of season; he sang
in the church choir, but the music had the
sound of swarming bees ; the sermon went in

at one ear, and out at the other; there was in-

deed a " bee in his bonnet."
He soon knew much more about bees than

his instructor, and found that he could get
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bees and hives much cheaper of other parties.

The preacher saw the progress his pupil had
made, and also found that he could enter the

field as a competitor, and said, with some re-

gret, that he had given his pupil a club w ith

which to knock him down.
Mr. Littooy has become very expert in the

manipulation of the Heddon hive. He pre-

fers this hive, even if it costs more than others.

Although he uses it, there are not many bee-

men who follow his example. The Hoffman

hive and frame take the lead. Cedar takes

the lead here in hive-making, or at least in

Mr. L.'s apiary, and it makes a verv nice light

hive. It is needless to say that Mr. L. and I

were in entire accord respecting hives. Mr.

Littooy has about 75 colonies of bees. A por-

tion of them are in an out-apiary some 19

miles from Tacoma, and the rest are at his

home, where they are nicely protected from

sun and rain under a shed. The photo shows

them up in good style; the person in the fore-

ground is the enthusiastic owner, and, having

recently made a good sale of honey, he has

his hand in his pocket jingling the shekels.

Mr. Littooy has an excellent tailoring busi-

ness, and he does not allow his bee business

to interfere with it to a great extent. If he

has not time to extract the honey he storifies

until he has the opportunity.

The sources of honey here are willows,

fruit, and maple in the early spring. Oregon

maple is something like our eastern soft maple,

and sometimes yields quite an amount of dark

and strong-flavored honey. The main yield,

and the best in quality, is from white clover.

The great willow-herb, of which we have

heard so much in Michigan, also has a plen-

titul fooling here ; but, 1 understand, not as

yet enough to make much difference in the

honey crop. For a good yield of honey from

any source the conditions must be right, and

mostly in respect to humidity. When the

conditions are right, Mr. Littooy has secured

125 lbs. of comb honey to a single colony.

The greatest danger to an apiary here is

spring-dwindling. A few hours of bright sun

and then a cool shower soon depletes the hive

of its working force. The climate, though, is

quite mild, and the bees often gather pollen

in February.

Mr. Littooy sells all of his honey in the

home market, and, like all bee-keepers who
have a good trade at a fair price, he is disturb-

ed by outsiders who put the price down ;
and

when it is once depressed it is a hard matter

to get it back to its former rate.

Mr. Littooy is an expert wheelman, and we
made arrangements to go out the next day

and view the surrounding country ;
but the

clouds have a careless way of shaking out

water at the most inopportune moments, and,

as the Oregon Dutchman expressed it, the

morning " vas too vet." It also has a habit

of holding up for a time that it may take a

better hold later ; and people who are well

enough acquainted with this trait of Jupiter

Pluvius do quite a Utile business between

showers; so when one of these periods arrived

in the afternoon, Mr. L. and I started out on

our wheels. He led off at a good strong pace

toward the Indian reservation, some three
miles distant. Mr. L.'s patron, the Rev. Mr.
Price, lived here on a little square of wild
land, and his little cabin was among the
stumps and underbrush. He is now 83 years
of age, has lived in this portion of the country
several years, and claims to be the pior.eer

bee-keeper in this portion of Washington.
When he first came here bees could not get
enough honey to sustain them ; there was too
much forest, and no honey-producing flowers;

but the more it became settled, the better

became the honey pasturage ; and as these
fertile hills and valleys come under cultiva-

tion, bee-keeping will become more and more
profitable.

It is a remarkable fact that some people can
handle bees, talk bees and bee-fixtures, even
write interesting articles upon them, and
never get down to real practical profitable

work with them. Furthermore, as the years
slorify on the best of bee-keepers they become
more and more conservative, and, after the
age of 60 or 65, rarely adopt new methods and

LONGEST BICYCLE BRIDGE IN THE WORLD.

fixtures; in fact, they become back numbers,
etc. Mr. Price feels himself in this class, and
gives Mr. Littooy the credit of having a better

knowledge of bees than he ever had. The
reverend gentleman boasted at one time the
possession of 100 colonies of bees ; but I be-

lieve his dealings were more in the sale of col-

onies and fixtures than in the production of

hone)-. There was an evident neglect of the

small apiary of forty colonies, and an octo-

genarian can well be excused from much
active work in the apiarv. His attention is

now devoted to the founding of an apostolic

asylum, as he terms it. His cabin is the nu-
cleus, and he has with him two aged impecu-
nious bachelors; the three are the only in-

mates, and it is a forlorn-looking institution,

fully in keeping with the forlorn apiary in the

rear.

Such are the characters we meet while upon
our travels ; and some there are who might
ridicule the outfit, and use it to cast discredit

upon the ministerial calling ; but the bent
form, the careful walk, steadied with a stout

cane, the whitening locks, the dimmed eyes
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and dull hearing lead us to pity and venerate
the aged man.
On our return to the city Mr. L. coached

me off into another direction, and over one of

those nice wheel-roads for which this humid
country is noted. These wheel-paths are very
convenient near a city, and, being nicely
graveled, and used exclusively for wheels,
they are always in good order. One of these
paths led us over a bridge 600 feet in length,
and of considerable height, for it spanned a
deep gulch. This is exclusively a wheel-
bridge, and shows the enterprise and enthusi-
asm of the Tacoma wheel fraternity. Mr.
Littooy assured me that this is the longest
wheel-bridge in the world, and I shall believe
him until some one contradicts it. He insist-

ed upon honoring me with a position on it

while he snapped the camera at me, and I

herewith present the result.
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PREVENTING AFTER-SWARMS.
Question.—Will you please tell us in Glean-

ings something about after-swarms ? If the
nice weather of the past two weeks keeps up,
swarming will soon be upon us. I am always
pleased with the first (or prime) swarm; but
the after-swarming is often so long-drawn-out
that it becomes a nuisance; yet so far such
swarms are something that I have been unable
to dispense with.

Answer.—There have been various methods
given for the prevention of after-swarms, such
as removing the old colony to a new stand as

soon as the swarm has left it; setting the hive
containing the new swarm on the stand it pre-

viously occupied ; cutting all of the queen-
cells but one on the sixth day after swarming,
and hiving the after-swarm in a box on the
top of the old hive till the next morning after

they come out, when they are to be shaken
out of the box in front of the old hive, and
allowed to run in so that the young queens
will, all but one, be destroyed. All of the
above plans have their various advocates, who
think them superior to any thing else; and in

the hands of experienced bee-keepers there is

no question but that they will work quite well.

But I should feel that I was remiss in my duty
did I not tell the questioner of two other plans
which I have used for nearly a score of years

with good success at all times, and use them
in accordance with what I wish to do with the
old colony of bees. Where I wish to remove
the old hive to a new stand, while the swarm
is in the air, hiving the new swarm on the old
stand, I proceed as follows :

As soon as a swarm is seen issuing from any
hive, I go to the shop, or to some place in the
yard where I get a box or hive, which has pre-

viously been prepared, having the desired

number of frames ( I prefer frames filled with

comb foundation for this, or, better still, frames
filled with empty combs) in it, taking it to the
hive from which the swarm came, when the
frames of comb are set out of the box near
the hive. I now open the hive and take out
the frames of brood, putting them in the box.
If the combs of brood seem to be well covered
with bees, and the weather is warm, I shake a
part of the bees off in front of the hive, be-
fore putting the combs in the box. If few
bees, or cool weather, I put all in the box, set-

ting the box a rod or two from the hive in the
shade, as soon as all the frames of brood and
bees on them are in the box. I now put the
frames of comb which were taken from the
box into the hive, and re-arrange it, by which
time the swarm will return, if the queen has a
clipped wing, as all queens should have where
natural swarming is practiced. If the queen
is not so clipped, then the swarm is to be hiv-
ed in this prepared hive on the old stand, the
same as any swarm is hived.

I next put the combs of brood and bees,
which are in the box, in a hive where I wish a
colony to stand, and adjust the entrance to
suit their wants, when they are left till the
next morning. By this time nearly all the
old or field bees have gone back to the old lo-

cation, so that the young bees which remain
are ready to accept any thing in the shape of
a queen. I now go to my queen-nursery, in
which I always have virgin queens at this sea-
son of the year, and select such a one as I

wish them to have, and place her in a wire-
cloth cage and take her to this hive. Upon
opening the hive I take out one of the central
combs, holding the same up before me. As
the bees are all young, they will at once take
to filling themselves with honey

; and while
they are so doing I let the queen run on the
comb where there are a few cells of honey
not occupied with other bees eating out of
them, when the queen will commence to fill

herself also, the same as she sees the others
doing, I holding the cage over her till she
begins to feed. The frame is now lowered
down into the hive, and the hive closed. In
this way the queen and bees appear natural,
and I have yet to lose the first queen put in
under such circumstances. As the colony now
finds that it has a queen, the bees proceed at
once to destroy all of the queen-cells, so that
no after-swarms ever issue—at least an expe-
rience covering nearly a score of years says
that none do.

The other plan I use is equally successful
with the above, but is used only where I wish
to treat swarms the way they are treated by
some, by hiving them on a new stand, in which
case I proceed as follows : As soon as the swarm
is hived I go to the old hive from which it

came, and mark on it with a pencil, "Sw'd,
6-15," which tells me at a glance that a swarm
came from that hive June 15, should that be
the date on which the swarm issued, and the
one which was marked on the hive. If it

should be another day the date is different;
but the plan is the same as suited to any day
on which a swarm is cast. On the evening of
the eighth day from the date on the hive I lis-

ten a moment at the side of the old hive; and
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if swarming has been done "according to

rule " I hear a young queen piping, when I

know that a queen has hatched, and an after-

swarm will be the result if it is not stopped.

If no piping is heard I do not listen again till

the evening of the thirteenth day; for the next
rule is, that the colony swarmed upon an egg
or small larva being in the queen-cell, which
allows the queen to hatch from the twelfth to

the sixteenth day after the prime swarm came.
If no piping is heard by the evening of the

17th day no swarm need be expected. When
it is heard, which it will be, in nine cases out

of ten, on the eighth day, I go early the next
morning and take every frame out of the hive,

shaking the bees off each (in front of the en-

trance ) as I take them out and return them
again, so I shall be sure and not miss a queen-
cell, but cut all off, for we know that there is

a queen hatched from the piping which we
have heard.

Once in a great while the bees will take a

notion to go with the queen when she goes out

to be fertilized; but such a happening is of

rare occurrence, and has nothing to do with

what is known as after-swarming.

The above is a sure plan of accomplishing
what we desire to, under all circumstances
which may arise where the old colony is left

on the old stand. My experience tells me
that in the above two plans we have something
we can "tie to," as the expression goes.

efforts to keep warm, they made themselves
less comfortable, and consequently subject to

disease. A human being who worries or frets

is always more liable to disorders than one
who knows how to go on in the even tenor of

his way.

—

Ed]

A BUNCH OF QUESTIONS.

I have wintered bees successfully in single-

walled hives for the last eight years by bunch-

ing them together and packing them in chaff.

This winter we have lost half of our bees by
dysentery.

1. If the bees had been kept in the cellar

under proper conditions, would the loss ha\ e

been greater or less ?

2. If the bees had been packed in chaff 12

inches thick all around, instead of four or six

inches, would the loss have been the same ?

3. Why should one stand of bees die with

the dysentery when others having the same
protection come through all right?

Petersburg, Neb., Apr. 11. A. L.

[1. Probably less. Cellar-wintered bees last

winter fared better, as a rule, than those out-

doors, but no better than those properly pro-

tected in double-walled hives.

2. There probably would not have been

very much difference.

3. This is a question that we can scarcely

answer. There must have been a difference

in the stores or else in the bees. Some colo-

nies, like human beings, are more nervous

than others ; and possibly the cold spells had
a tendency to disturb the one colony more
than the o'ther, with the result that, in their

PREVENTING INCREASE.

In reading Gleanings for April 15 I see

that I failed to explain sufficiently the method
of preventing increase that I described. The
traps are to be put on all hives previously to

swarming. But no queen is to be removed
until swarming takes place, and the queen
found in the trap. Then she must be taken
away, and the traps replaced by an entrance-
guard, or arranged so as to permit the young
queens to go back into the brood-nest. This
is to have, as soon as possible, a " settlement "

among the virgin queens, and secure the
strongest one for the luture sovereign. Leav-
ing the trap, as a trap, would finally secure
alive only the last emerged, and probably not
the best ; besides, the first queens caught in

the traps would not be able to go back and
destroy the remaining cells, while the swarm
is out ; so the " settlement " would be unnec-
essarily delayed for perhaps several days.

Knoxville, Tenn. Adrian Getaz.

THE PORTER BEE-ESCAPES— HOW TO USE
THEM.

When I undertake to clear my supers of

bees by the use of the ordinary escapes I sure-

ly feel much like a beginner ; for after wait-

ing many hours I seldom find half of the bees
have taken their departure. Will you please

teach me how to clear the combs without shak-
ing and brushing?

Please let me correct Bro. Gifford's mistake
on page 229, which sends out the impression
that we had a disastrous freeze. All tropical

trees are not killed as far south as Palm Beach,
lor my place is two miles north of there and I

have a large assortment of tropical trees, in-

cluding the coffee, sour sap, mango, mango-
steen, avocado peas, rose apples, avocado pears,

banana, pineapples, etc., and I can assure you
that not one tree or plant was killed. Even
the coffee-berries and the cocoanuts remain on
the trees unhurt, and all fruits are coming
out very thickly in bloom. In fact, the visit-

or finds verv little damage done in the Lake
Worth country, and I have taken in over $100
cash from two pomelo-trees since the " freeze."

The hum of the bees in a single tree is now as

loud as the flight of a swarm.
M. E. Spencer.

Lake Worth, Fla., Mar. 25.

[You did not give the escapes long enough
time to do the work, I suspect. It is usually

the practice to put them on the night before
;

and the next morning, or along in the after-

noon, the super should be fairly clear of bees.

It is very seldom that every bee will be out of

the super; but if there are a dozen or so left

they will usually take wing as soon as the cov-

er is raised—or at least a whiff or two of smoke
will dislodge them.

—

Ed.]
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EMPTY COMBS ABOVE OR UNDER THE HIVE
;

IMPORTANCE OF FEEDING.
If I am not mistaken, Dr. Miller and others,

including the editor, recommend putting a
hive containing empty combs under the hive
containing the bees, to prevent swarming.
My limited experience is directly opposite.
When my bees get the upper story filled with
brood and honey, they are apt to swarm,
regardless of room below, either with empty
combs or empty frames. I always work on
the tiering-up plan of two or more stories

;

and as long as I can keep the queen at work
in the lower story with empty comb above for

the bees to store honey in, I am not troubled
with swarms.
During the past dry year, bee-keepers who

did not teed lost heavily. I lost all that I did
not feed ; and in order to preserve the combs
I tiered them up five stories high. Three of
these colonies have swarmed this month, with
three stories of empty combs below, and the
two upper filled with brood and honey. My
bees always winter in the top stories ; and
even during the extracting season I can keep
the queens below only by using the zinc
queen-excluders. I use nine frames to each
story, of about the standard L. capacity, being
a little shorter and deeper. My best queens
will keep two stories well filled with brood
during the best of the season, and keep about
three combs full in winter. Delos Wood.
Santa Barbara, Cal., April 24.

[I think you must have misunderstood me,
friend W. I did not intend to recommend
putting empty combs under, for that has nev-
er been my practice, although I may have par-
tially agreed with the doctor that such a plan
might be better at times.

—

Ed.]

DARK HONEY FOR POPCORN CRISPS ; BEE-
KEEPING IN HONOLULU ; OVERSTOCKING.
Your idea is good to dispose of our dark

honey by having it worked up into popcorn
crisps, caramels, etc., and I wish you would
publish the recipes in your paper, especially

for popcorn crisps.

Last year's honey crop was small here, ow-
ing mainly to the Japanese, who have gone
into the bee business, and they seem not to

have Lhe least idea that it can be overdone by
having too many colonies in one place. They
form companies, and have at one place as

many as 900 hives. Here where I am are over
2000 colonies within a radius of less than
three miles My last year's average per hive
was only 50 lbs., while the year before it was
150.

Our surplus honey we get from algeroba-
trees, not indigenous to these islands. They
are only as yet growing to any extent on the
Honolulu side of the island. C. F. Wolfe.
Honolulu, S. I., March 9.

[Our honey recipes are all very fully given
in our honey-leaflet.

My, oh my ! it appears you have overstock-
ing to a greater extent than we have anywhere
in this country. Can not something be done
to educate those Japanese in regard to the fol-

ly of overstocking?—Ed.]

THOSE SUPER SPRINGS—A SUGGESTION.
Your wire spring in super is one of the best

improvements you have given us in a good
while, and I hope you will excuse me for sug-
gesting that you can greatly improve it by
making the springs % in. wide, and of a thick-
ness sufficient to give the necessary pressure.
It would not wabble at all, as the round wire
wants to, and one would not have to be so pre-
cise in driving it, and it would fit better on
the cleats. J. E. Williams.
Sparks, Ga., Feb. 23.

[The first springs we made were flat ; but
we found they were going to be considerably
more expensive to make, both because the la-

bor of making and the material would cost
more. Then, too, propolis will make more
trouble with such a spring than the wire
springs we use.

—

Ed.]

BLEACHING TRAVEL-STAINED COMB HONEY
;

ONE WAY OF DOING IT.

In Gleanings, April 15, you wished to
know if any one else had a plan for bleaching
travel-stained honey. I have bleached it by
setting it in a window in the sun—not too
close to the window, or it will melt the comb.
It is a rather slow job unless you have a large
window; but it will bleach it nice and white.

W. J. Austin.
Chittenango, N. Y., April 24.

HOW TO MANAGE A HORSE AMONG CROSS
BEES.

I notice in Gleanings, that a man lost a
horse by the bees stinging it to death. This
may be old to some who work their horses
near the bees; but if they bother, put a large
blanket over the horse's head, and then you
can lead it away in safety.

John S. Ludden.
Cranesville, N. Y., March 23.

HOW TO REPAIR A PUNCTURED SINGLE-TUBE
TIRE.

Thread a large darning-needle with rubber
thread ; inflate somewhat ; back your thread-
ed needle into the cement-tube, then butt the
end into the puncture deep

;
pull out the nee-

dle slowly, often leaving four strands cement-
ed together ; cut smooth, and use at once if

desired. It can hardly be detected, and al-

most never fails to make a permanent mend.
San Saba, Texas. B. R. RUSSELL.

[I have tried a modification of the plan you
describe, and it certainly does work very suc-
cessfully ; but if one follows exactly your di-

rections he will not succeed, I am afraid. The
method of repair that I have practiced is this :

I break off the end of a da.rning-needle in such
a way as to leave quite a long slot in its end.
Over this slot I string half a dozen or a dozen
small rubber bands ; then draw the bands, all

of them, up so they are stretched to two or
three times their length. When they are thus
drawn I dip the needle-heads, bands, and all,

into some rubber cement ; then force the head
with the bands into the puncture of the tire
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perhaps an inch or two down. I next let go
the bands and slowly draw the needle out

alone, leaving the bands in the tire. With a

pair of scissois I cut off the connecting ends,

and the repair is complete.

This may be a little outside of beekeeping
;

but at the same time many bee-keepers go to

their out-yards on bicycles, and a little kink of

this kind may be worth much.

—

Ed.]

H. C, la.—By "ripe cell " is meant a queen-

cell that has a queen in it ready to hatch. The
term " ripe cell " is very often used, and it is

very expressive.

R. A., Cal.—Brood or queen cells should be
kept at a temperature between 98 and 101 or

102. The nearer you can keep it to blood
temperature, 98°, the better.

A. IV. H., Ohio.—We can scarcely under-

stand how you could have had such losses as

you had. Apiaries should be protected on at

least three sides by woods, buildings, thick-

growing shrubbery, or a tight board fence.

S. D. G., Neb.—The two colonies you speak

of as having died, lack of bee-bread would not

have any thing to
f
do with the matter. In

fact, it is generally considered that, for suc-

cessful wintering, there should be no pollen

or bee-bread in the combs.

J. M. C, Ala.—If your bees have bee-paral-

ysis, you have a very difficult disease to cope
with. I would advise that you separate the

affected colonies, as you suggest. In the

mean time keep us posted, as we are interest-

ed to know just how these cases turn out.

C. P. B., Ore.—The condition you find in

front of your hives (dead bees) shows that

these are simply superannuated bees that have
died of old age. We usually find them in

front of entrances of all hives in spring, about
the time bees are cleaning house, preparatory

to the work of the season.

R. M., Wash.—If the foundation you speak
of came from a responsible maker I should
say it is all right. The white deposit you re-

fer to may be due to the fact that too much
soap as a lubricant was used to get foundation

off the rolls. This soap dries, and leaves a

white deposit. Your foundation is all right,

probably.

E. G. M., Ark.—All combs that have been
subjected to a freezing temperature, and that

are afterward stored in a bee and moth proof

room, will be perfectly immune from the dep-
redations of moths until wanted. If you have
not a tight room, and have extra hives, these

can be made bee-tight, and made to stand
anywhere in the yard. Combs stored in these

will be perfectly safe until you require them
for swarms or otherwise. Yes, Carniolans do
have a tendency to run to yellow, we are told.

G. B. R., la.—The only kind of telephone
that you can use to give notice of swarming at

the house is the acoustic, and is sold by such
firms as Perry Mason & Co., of Boston, and
Montgomery Ward & Co., of Chicago. The
copper wires should be strung so as to run in

such a way as to run through the apiary back
and forth, being careful to avoid sharp angles.

The tighter the wire can be drawn and not
break, the better. When swarms issue, bees
will tap this wire so often in their flights that

it will give immediate warning at the house.

J. R. V. B., Jamaica.—If you have an abso-

lutely non-swarming hive that will stand the

test of a hundred years, you have a bonanza.
I wish I could share your confidence and en-
thusiasm. Personally I do not believe that

swarming can be absolutely controlled by any
device, although I believe it can be very great-

ly checked under some conditions. I shall be
very glad to hear from you further after you
have tried it ; but I have seen so many at-

tempts to control swarming by mechanical de-

vices, that failed, and failed absolutely, that

my faith is very weak.

G. IV. H., N. Y.—If you intend to make a

large honey-tank you had better make it of

galvanized iron ; for such has an amount of

surface to the honey that is comparatively
small. But if you desire only a small tank,

say one holding two barrels, I think I would
make it of tin ; but tin tanks must be watched
very closely to prevent rust. They should be
painted on the outside, and when left it will

do no harm if honey is smeared over the in-

side, as the latter is an excellent anti-rust, the

same making a sort of varnish that keeps the
moisture off the metal.

IV. C. G., N. M.—The cage you send is of

the right principle, but it is too expensive.

You speak of the fact that, with a regular Ben-
ton cage, it is necessary to have the wire cloth

loose before putting in the queen and bees.

This was so formerly ; but within the past two
or three years the cage has been modified as

you will see by the sample we send you by to-

day's mail. You will notice a cork in one end
—or in both ends for that matter. In one end
the queen and bees are inserted ; and when
the cage is full, the cork is pushed in and the
cage and bees are ready. This arrangement is

very much cheaper, and, to my notion, some-
what handier.

IV. E. P., Neb.—Oxax A B C of Bee Culture
was written with special reference to begin-
ners. While it is in a sense a dictionary or
cyclopedia, we recommend that each beginner
take up the different subjects according to the
season of the year that he is doing the read-

ing. For instance, he receives the book in

winter, let him read up on wintering ; if in

the spring, he should read up on dysentery,
spring dwindling, feeding, and robbing ; and
then, later on, comb and extracted honey, and
swarming. But perhaps you desire something
that you can digest in a shorter space of time.

With that end in view we would refer you to

the matter on pages 32, 33, and 34 of our cata-

log we are mailing you.
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The heaviest losses seem to have been in the
Northwest. In New York the bees have win-
tered quite well.

Those of you who have not done so will do
well to try, this coming season, shallow ex-
tracting-supers to start the bees up above

;

then after the bees have got nicely going, sub-
stitute the super for comb honey.

WE are rearing queens a la Doolittle — yes,

going one step further. We are raising cells

in the lower story of the hive with a laying
queen. How this is done will be explained a
little later as soon as we can determine wheth-
er the method is an entire success.

This has proved to be an almost ideal spring
for bees. The winter in most localities turned
abruptly into beautiful balmy weather ; and
had it not done so just at the time it did, the
loss of bees throughout the country would
have been enormous.

There seems to be a great scarcity of bees
and queens this year. We have difficulty in

supplying the demand at the Home of the
Honey-bees, notwithstanding that we have
orders, and have had, with all the best breed-
ers in the country. Their own trade seems to

take up all they can supply themselves. No
doubt, ere another issue is out, there will

be queens in abundance.

There seems to be much interest manifest-

ed in that Dadant-Langstroth (or what might
be called jumbo) hive proposed by A. N.
Draper, in our last issue, and spoken of again
in this number. So much has been said in

favor of these hives that it seems to me time
thai a few of as should be trying them on a

small scale. It would be folly for any one to

adopt them largely until he knows whether
his locality is adapted to them.

BEE-PARALYSIS.

WE have just heard from one of our corre-

spondents who has bee-paralysis in his apiary,

the same having started from a queen that he
says he purchased from a prominent queen-
breeder. As our friend lives in Alabama, the
disease is making a good deal of trouble. He
has not told us who the queen-breeder is.

Two years ago all the leading queen-breeders
of the country, with perhaps one or two ex-
ceptions, agreed to destroy an}' colony they
found in their apiaries, affected with bee-
paralysis. Some objected to such a radical

procedure ; but I firmly believe it is the only
safe thing to do. Foul brood in a queen-
rearing apiary, if nothing but queens were
sold, would probably do no harm ; but bee-
paralysis might and probably would do consid-
erable damage in the apiaries of the South.

LAWN-MOWERS, AND HOW TO MAKE THEM
CUT.

AT this time of the year there is a good deal
of lawn -mowing to be done around the hives,
and the query arises, How many know how to
set or adjust the knives so as to make them
cut? In general I may say the cutter-bars
should be adjusted so that they will scrape or
shear the whole length. You will find screws
or adjusting-bolts whereby the bar can be
raised or lowered. Even if the knives do rub
a little hard, better so than to have them touch
too lightly.

Another thing, do not be afraid to use oil
frequently. I find it an advantage to pour in
a little oil on the bearings that hold the re-
volving blades, at least every half-hour while
working. Indeed, I have thought that a
machine runs easier when oiled every fifteen
minutes. Oil is cheap, but man power is ex-
pensive.

NO INSURANCE—A BEE-KEEPER 'S LOSS.

The following letter from one of our con-
tributors, and one w7ho was proposing to write
us a series of articles, is at hand :

I must write you to-day telling you of my misfor-
tune, as I know I shall have your sympathy and that
of the whole bee-keeping fraternity. Day before yes-
terday my house burned down with most of the con-
tents. M~y loss is about $1500. No insurance. I am
ruined. I have nothing to build^with, and nothing
with which to purchase furniture My little girl's
clothing all burned except one dress, which she had
on. My family consists of my wife, a boy, and girl.
My wife is an invalid. I am nearly fiftv years of age,
and not in good health, so you will see that I am in a
bad condition. I always trv to see some good in all
things, but it is difficult to find a bright side in this
case. A. J. Wright.
Bradford, N. Y., Apr. 29.

This is indeed serious, and I am wondering
why a bright, intelligent man of forethought
like our friend Wright did not carry insurance.
It carries its own lesson, and a terrible one it

is. We would enter an appeal for aid but for
the fact that there are so many calls of a sim-
ilar nature that it would be hardly right to
call upon our readers for assistance. There is

a silver lining to every dark cloud, and I be-
lieve friend Wright will see one, even if it

does not appear just yet. Some of the great-
est calamities end in the greatest blessings.

WAX FROM FOUL-BROODY COMBS NOT SAFE.

One of our patrons recently sent us a lot of
wax that he had rendered out from a lot of
foul-broody combs, and he was honest enough
to tell us of the fact at the time of making the
shipment. As soon as I knew of it I told our
freight-man to be on the lookout for it, and
the foreman of the wax-room to be prepared
to receive it and give it special treatment.
While I believe there would not be much dan-
ger, I feel sure it is wise to err on the safe
side. We have, accordingly, taken this wax
and brought it to the boiling-point, or as near-
ly so as we could, in a barrel by itself, using a
jet of steam. After it was boiled for an hour
or so, and was allowed to stand, the next day
it was treated as before, and still again it was
heated, after which it will be mingled with
the general supply, and then heated once
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more. This, of course, will render it entirely

safe. The recent discussion regarding the
power of the spores of foul brood to resist pro-
longed extremes of heat goes to show that

even three hours of continuous boiling might
not kill them.

I can not help thinking that it is very un-
wise certainly unsafe, for any one to render
up old foul-broody combs. Wax with a steam-
jet can not be heated much beyond 200° F.,

and never more than 212° if surrounded by a

vat of boiling water ; and even if one can
thoroughly sterilize his wax, he runs a tre-

mendous risk while he is going through the
process of sterilization.

We desire to say to our friends and patrons
that we prefer not to receive wax from foul-

broody combs ; and if any one has ever sent
us wax from such combs, without telling us
what this wax was rendered from in the first

place, there would be a possible danger of giv-

ing some innocent user of foundation foul

brood. I do not mean to raisa any scare, but
I do not think we can be any too careful when
dealing with this insidious enemy.

SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES WHILE THEY ARE IN
FULL BLOOM.

It would seem that it is not altogether the
whisky and rum power that is repealing good
and wise laws almost as fast as they are made.
Read the following :

Inclosed please find a clipping from my county pa-
per, stating that a law has been passed in this State,
legalizing the spraying of fruit-trees while in blossom.
Please make a note of the above law in next issue of
Gleanings. It is perhaps, needless for me to say
that I am not in favor of said law. I am very sorry
indeed that the Empire State, having as a motto "Ex-
celsior," has made such a sorry mess of it.

Ransomville, N. Y., Apr. 27. C. E. Palmer.

Another dispatch from Assemblyman Darrison says: "The
bill to permit spraying of fruit-trees when in blossom passed
the Assembly this morning."
Thisiepeais the old law against spraying while fruit-trees

are in blossom The old law was advocated by those who
claimed that spraying while in blossom killed the honey-bees,
and who also urged the claim that certain kinds of blossoms
could not be fei tiliz d except by the assistance of bees travel-
ing from one blossom to another. The advocates of spraying
in blossom time have carried their point in the Assembly.

This whole shameful piece of business comes
either from ignorance or misconception, or else

it is spite work. Years ago there was some-
thing of a feeling between fruit-growers and
bee-keepers; but not only scientific men but
practical gardeners and fruit-growers came
forward with such testimony that for some
time back it has been generally recognized
that honey-producers and fruit-growers actual-

ly need each other ; and when our experiment
stations throughout the land declared there
was nothing gained whatever by spraying
fruit-trees at a time when it might kill the
bees, we supposed everybody understood it,

and many of the States passed laws to prevent
people who were contrary, and who were vi-

cious enough to poison the bees purposely, by
using their spraying apparatus while the bees
were working on the blossoms. I notice by
the May number of Vicks Magazine that Prof.

Slingerland, who is, perhaps, our best author-
ity, decides there is absolutely nothing to be
gained by spraying trees while the}' are in full

bloom. See the following :

Is there a law forbidding spraying apple-trees when
in full bloom ?

Vice-pres. Willard.—There is : you have no business
to kill your neighbor's honey-bees.

Prof. Slingerland.—Last year I said I did not think
there was need of a law in this State to prevent men
from spraying trees in bloom. I now think the bee-
men are right. There is no earthly reason why you
can not kill as many fungous and insect enemies just
before and just after the tree blooms, as when the
trees are in blossom, because the enemies are out be-
fore the blossoms open. You can not gtt the spray in
the blossoms bef< re the petals fall. There is no ques-
tion about the killing of the bees. Chemists have an-
alyzed them. They carry the poison home and kill

the brood.

—

From \'icks Magazinefor May.

THE REPEAL NIPPED IN THE BUD BY SENA-
TOR RAINES.

One of the clippings given above says the
bill passed the Assembly, and this led me to

believe that perhaps it had not gone through
the Senate vet. Knowing that W. F. Marks,
President of the New York State Association
of Bee-keepers' Societies, the man who secured
the passage of this excellent anti spraying
measure, would know the real facts in the
case, I immediately wrote him, asking for

particulars. This is his reply :

Mr. E. R. Root:—Replying to your favor of the 4th
inst., I will say an attempt was made to repeal the law
" to prevent the application of poison to fruit-trees
while in bloom," but it failed. The opposition stole a
march on us, and got practically through the Assem-
bly before we knew it : but when their bill reached
the Senate, thanks to Senator Raines, who was watch-
ing for it, it via.fi promptly killed.

It stands the New York bee-keepers, and friends of
the law, in hand to be on the alert, and no time should
be lost in strengthening our position and in disarm-
ing the opposition. The attempt is liable to be repeat-
ed at any future session; and the way to defeat it is to
be ever ready to meet the issue. It is the best law on
the statutes—short, but every word is to the point, and,
backed by public sentiment, it is the only thing that
will prevent the practical extermination of the honey-
bee in large portions of this State.
In order to create a sentiment against spraying

fruit-tiees while in blossom, and in favor of the law,
we are circu ating a pamphlet (copy inclosed) consist-
ing of abstracts from various articles on cross-fertiliza-

tion, and extracts from bulletins on spraying. The
matter is in a condensed but convenient form, and
is worth preserving, as many of the bulletins quoted
are "out of print." As many farmers might think
the matter was prejudiced if they knew some of the
articles were written for the bee-periodicals, it was
thought best to omit giving credit for the articles—an
omission which, in view of the above-mentioned fact,

will, we tiust, be forgiven.
The principal hostility to the law appears to be in

Niagara, Orleans, and Genesee Counties. Bee-keep-
ers in those counties should organize at once. Please
urge them to do so; and urge every bee keeper in

New York to do his best in upholding the law, and in

creating a sentiment in its favor. The intelligent
fruit-growers are heartily in accord with the bee-
keepers. W. F. Marks.
Chapinville, N. Y., May 8.

Senator Raines, if I mistake not, is the one
who introduced the celebrated Raines anti-

liquor measure. This law, I believe, has been
the means of closing up hundreds of saloons,

and making it very unhealthy for a lot more
that are still in existence. It is no little

pleasure to us to feel that we have so distin-

guished a champion on our side, both in

morals and in the cause of the little bee.

As Mr. Marks well says, the bee-keepers of

New York need to be on the alert, for they
were nearly caught napping. Nothing but
consummate ignorance and prejudice would
be at the bottom of the repeal of so good a law.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

And he said unto them in parables, How can Satan
cast out Satan ?—Mark 3 :23.

In olden time the Savior said, most emphat-
ically, that Satan was not the proper person
to uphold law and to put down the works of

the Devil. In connection with the words of
our text, " How can Satan cast out Satan?"
Jesus says, "And if Satan rise up against him-
self, and be divided, he can not stand, but
hath an end." I believe all the world has as-

sented to this through the ages that are past

;

but in recent times, even within the past few
years, there seems to be a class in community
who evidently think it is possible for Satan to

cast out Satan. Let us go back a little. There
seems to be a strange feature in humanity that
makes it love to view and dwell on suffering.

When a chicken's head is to be taken off, the
children will all run to see it unless mamma
or possibly papa himself says no. Even
though these things seem to be necessary, it

is not well for children to be around while
they are being done. Children of an older
growth all run and push through the crowd
to get a glimpse of somebody who has been
injured in an accident. A good many times
the police have hard work to keep the crowd
away so as to give a woman air when she has
fainted on a hot day. Why do they all run
and elbow each other, and push and jostle just

because somebody is suffering ? Is it sympa-
thy and love for our ftllow-man ? I fear it is

not. Of late there seems to be a great mania
to see a suicide, or, if we can not see it, to read
all the disgusting details in the papers. I have
often thought there would be fewer suicides

if people would just bury the body decently
and say as little about it as possible—that is,

if such a thing could be done. I believe
teachers, doctors, ministers, and humanitari-
ans, agree with me. If a man is to be hanged,
people congregate from miles around—that is,

they did so when hanging was public. Our
authorities, however, decided long ago that
such punishment should be made in private

;

and then it turned out that they could not
make it private. A crowd or the rabble, if

you choose, would tear down the fence, or de-

mand, in spite of constable or police, that they
be permitted to look on and witness the dying
man's agonies. I well remember in our town
of Medina when a man was hanged for the
murder of a whole family. I think they made
a pretense of putting up a fence around the
gallows. But the fence disappeared the night
before ; and, if I am right, the men who put it

up calculated that such would be the case, so
they did not waste much on nails or lumber.
Perhaps I might as well say that I myself was
a witness of the hanging, but I did not help
tear the fence down. This happened before I

was a Christian.

Now, I do not mean to say that I am entire-

ly free from the mania that seems to possess
the general run of people in this respect, for I

would probably go now with the crowd if my
conscience did not admonish me it was wrong.
I hope my readers will never imagine that I

am temperate and peaceable because I have no
inclinations to be sinful. God knows, if no-
body else does, that it costs me many a strug-
gle to do right.

Now, why do people wish to see a man
hanged ? Why did I shut my store and leave
my business, and go off with the crowd to see
a man hanged, whom I knew so well that I

might almost call him a neighbor? In olden
time the American Indians used to have a
"big picnic" when they captured a prisoner
and put him to death. Hanging was too tame
and too speedy. There was not torture enough
about this method ; so they burned him at the
stake with a slow fire. Away back through
the early ages it used to be a fashion to give
prisoners to wild beasts, and great crowds
gathered to see the victims torn limb from
limb. Yes, even the nobles and the royal
family themselves, with their fine ladies, came
out to witness such exhibitions of cruelty.

Later on they had bull-fights ; and, even
though a man by his skill and great muscular
strength might come out victorious through
many a conflict, the bloodthirsty populace
must keep him at it until they found a dumb
brute that could gore him to death. I suppose
such a death was considered a full reward for

all his bravery and intrepidity. Why, we have
have had quite a little difficulty, even of late,

in enforcing laws in the United States against
bull-fights ; and finally somebody thought it

would be better to rule out the dumb beasts
entirely and let two men fight together. I

wish I could say that our United States of
America had shut down on prize-fighting en-
tirely. May God hasten the time when these
things will be remembered as only relics of
former ages. The motto on our coins still

reads, "In God we trust." Oh that it were
true we were trusting in God to such an extent
that our people would refuse to go to places
of public resort simply to see one man torture
another

!

There is one thing that modern times have
not as yet revived (in the way of horrors
that make one's blood run cold), and that is

cannibalism. When we speak of a race of
people or of a locality where they are canni-
bals, that one word seems to express in itself

the most fearful depths to which humanity can
sink. But I have actually been afraid, if

these things go on, that sooner or later canni-
balism would be revived. At a recent prize-

fight, we are told, when one of the men by
brute strength began to wear out his opponent,
the crowd, who were hungering and thirsting

after what? Righteousness? no, they were
hungering and thirsting for bloodshed ; they
wanted to see the man to whom God had giv-

en the greater endurance murder his weaker
opponent They yelled to the victor, "Kill
him ! kill him !

" Did they want the man kill-

ed because he was guilty of some crime ? No,
no ! They had no spite against him at all.

Their feelings had simply become wrought up
to a pitch where they wanted to see somebody
die. We are told the American Indians used to
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be crazed at the sight of blood. You have all

heard the story, perhaps, of a great peace-
meeting between two warlike tribes. They
had shaken hands, " buried the hatchet," and
then they had a big dinner. Two children
quarreled over a gaudily painted grasshopper.
Then the children's mother's quarreled, and
then thefathers quarreled. Then the neigh-
bors took sides. Pretty soon blood was shed,

and before the sun went down two great tribes,

the greater part of them, lay dead on the bat-

tle-field. They were crazed at the sight of

blood. The Great Spirit smiled on them in

the morning as they planned to bury the hatch-

et and to be brotherly; but, oh dear ! what an
end of good resolutions ! You all know, with-

out my telling you, of this craze that seems to

have a place, more or less, in almost every hu-
man heart. If a family is murdered, people
must drop their spring work and every thing

else, and go for miles to look over and listen

to the horrible details of the tragedy. It is

like the craze for gambling, the craze for

strong drink or other stimulants, the craze for

wealth or fame. In modern times, when there

are good laws to restrain this thirst for blood-

shed, people are inventing all sorts of excuses
to gratify them; and one of the latest excuses
for lynching is the corruption of our officers

of law, the slowness of legal proceedings, and
the uncertainty, after all, of any punishment
for the guilty ; therefore lynch law has begun
to be fashionable; and all at once it transpires

that a crowd can be collected in almost any
community who are so loyal to the cause of

righteousness that they will drop every thing
at any minute to rise up and punish transgres-

sors themselves. If some member of com-
munity gives evidence of being possessed of

the Devil, this element springs forward with
an alacrity it has never shown before in any
thing else, to punish the criminal and do away
with all such devilish work. The Bible tells

us the law is a terror to evil-doers. These peo-

ple have evidently got it into their heads that

a better way would be to teach mankind that

mob rule is a worse terror to evil-doers. I am
not defending criminals, mind you, nor am I

urging that we shall let such terrible outrages

go unpunished as have been committed of

late, especially by some of our colored people.

I am simply suggesting that the people who
hang these criminals, and burn them at the
stake, are not moved to this work just because
they love righteousness and hate iniquity. I

can not prove it by statistics ; but is it not
true that the crowd who spend their last dol-

lar to go to a bull -fight or to a prize-fight

would do a good deal more than that if there

were a chance of seeing a negro put to death
by mutilation and slowly burning him at the
stake ?

On this last occasion (I suppose everybody
has heard about it) crowds to the extent of

several thousand went many miles to witness
the spectacle. I have not the paper now; but
if I remember correctly the railroad compa-
nies ran excursion trains on purpose to carry
people and bring them home again. Now, it

is the business of the railroad companies to

carry people wherever they want to go, as a

rule; but I do hope that a national law will
soon be enacted forbidding railroad companies
to carry mobs, especially where said mob pro-
poses to defy law. There has been some fee-

ble attempt made by the courts to stop lynch-
ing. I piesume people console themselves by
thinking that this crime, which it is not even
pleasant to talk about in print, will soon be a
thing of the past when such terrible punish-
ment so speedily follows. In other words,
they seem to have a sort of fond hope that
Satan can, in these latter days, cast out Satan.
It does seem as if every colored man inthe
United States must know of the fate that
surely awaits him when he lets his low beastly
passions run away with him; but, sad to state,

the thing is not being stopped. Years ago
they used to put a man in prison for debt; and
in England they hanged for what we would
call very trivial offenses. Did it lessen crime ?

We are told it did not. Sometimes it seems as
if certain people were possessed with a craze
to commit crime. Please do not think I am
laying all the blame on our friends in the
South. It is not many years since there was
a foolish craze among the Puritans of New
England to stamp out witchcraft, and they
had public exhibitions of the drowning of
witches. Crowds came to see it, and I presume
many good people deluded themselves by
thinking that, in so doing, they were showing
to the world that they loved righteousness and
hated iniquity. I have been told that it was
my own ancestors who tortured the witches,

and that it was my own Congregational Church
that had a particular hand in it. If so, I shall

have to pray once more that God may help us
all to beware of the wiles of Satan.
Dear friends, it is hardly likely that what I

am writing will be read by any one who had
any thing to do with that awful public spec-

tacle that has been pronounced a disgrace to

the present age, and a still blacker disgrace on
the annals of the history of our American re-

public. Just at a time when we were trying
to persuade the Filipinos that we love them,
and are conquering them only that we may-
give them the benefits of modern civiliza-

tion (?), our country has been guilty of this

fearful thing. How can we persuade them
that we are a nation of people who love even
our enemies, and would be just and fair to all

persons, regardless of sex or color ? If the
man who was tortured was the onlyr one who
was unquestionably guilty it would not be so
bad ; but we are told that a quiet, inoffensive,

law-abiding colored minister was put to death
without any good evidence that he was guilty

at all. The man, before he was burned at the
stake, simply declared that this minister paid
him twelve dollars if he would murder a man.
The criminal was evidently casting about for

something to say or do to help his prospects
;

and he simply said what many another man in

his position might have said. He declared he
was innocent of a part of the crime, and that

he was hired to do the other part. The color-

ed minister had some sort of trial. But the
crazy mob had sense enough left to decide
that it had no kind of evidence that would
warrant them in putting him to death ; and
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they decided to put him somewhere in safe

keeping until he could have some sort of trial.

Before morning he was horribly mutilated,
and hung up on a tree and riddled with bul-

lets.

Those who have been watching this lynch-
ing business as one case after another follows
thick and fast, will notice there seems to be
a study on the part of those who take the law
into their own hands to make each case a lit-

tle worse than the preceding one. The de-

tails are so horrible I dare not put them in

print on these pages ; but at the end we are
told each bloodthirsty one in that crowd of

thousands carried away with him some frag-

ment of roast flesh or burned bones of the vic-

tim ; and I am just told that a white minister
of the gospel, who attempted to remonstrate
against this reign of mob law, received a piece
of the dead man's body as a warning to leave
that part of the country ; and, not satisfied

with this, the inside of his church was com-
pletely wrecked. I said these things are not
confined to our friends in the South. This
lawless element and this craze for scenes of

this kind exist everywhere.

In our own State of Ohio, only a short time
ago, there was a case of lynching just because
the neighbors thought an old man had been
cruelly treated by one of his sons; and, if I am
correct, none of the perpetrators of the deed
have been punished by law. But God's pun-
ishment will surely fall upon us by something
more terrible than any thing that has happen-
ed yet, if we as a people decide to let lynch
lazv take the place of judge and jury. We are

all responsible ; and it is with the hope that
this little plea of mine may suggest to some-
body that Satan can never cast out Satan that
these words are sent out to you. One of the
sheriffs in this recent case tried his best to

pacify the crowd, declaring that the culprit

should be punished to the fullest extent of the
law if the law were allowed to take its course

;

but they would not listen. This vicious ele-

ment is looking on. It is watching keenly to

see whether those who take the law into their

own hands get punished or not ; and every
case that is dropped, and nothing done, only
hastens the time of the calamity to which we
are surely tending unless we wake up and
declare as a people that law and order, and
not mob law and disorder, shall govern our
land.

There is only one way known, since the
world began, of casting out devils or devilish

work ; and this nameless crime that seems to

belong particularly to the colored man is cer-

tainly the work of the Devil if any thing is.

The power of Jesus of Nazareth alone can cast

out devils ; and even the devils themselves
seem to assent to this. In Mark 1 : 24 we read
that the unclean spirit said, " Let us alone

;

what have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of

Nazareth ? Art thou come to destroy us ? I

know thee who thou art, the Holy One of

God." It is through the gospel of Christ
Jesus that the world must conquer all this

kind of work.

Law and gospel always have gone and al-

ways must go hand in hand.

ANOTHER SENSATIONAL "SCARE."
I think it was Artemus Ward who once said,

" What is the use of knowing so much when
so much that you know ain't so?**' Within
the last few days I have seen in three different
periodicals statements to the effect that pure
water is not wholesome. The first one came
from the National Druggist. Well, if drug-
gists are making money by selling alcoholic
liquors, I do not wonder they are glad to hunt
up some German scientist, or somebody else,

who cautions people against drinking too
much pure water, or water that is " too pure."
The argument seems to be that chemically
pure or distilled water is too strong a solvent.

Suppose we just for a moment grant this; then
what water shall we drink ? Almost all well
waters, and the water from many springs, con-
tain more or less lime, soda, and other mineral
salts; but the composition of no one well or
spring is like that of any other well or spring.

They all contain minerals, and different kinds
of minerals—that is, nearly all. Here and
there we find springs of soft water coming
from sandstone rock, that are almost perfectly
pure. If you evaporate some of it in a spoon,
little or no residue is left. Water procured
direct from the clouds, in a clean tin pan or
some other dish, is so much like distilled water
that no one could possibly tell the difference
by the taste. As both leave no residue what-
ever on evaporation, both are alike chemically
pure. Freshly fallen snow, when melted, af-

fords the same kind of water. Physicians
have for ages past recommended cistern water
for drinking purposes in preference to any
other water easily obtainable; and this thing
has been so well tested that it is too late in

the day to go back to it. Thousands of peo-
ple—perhaps I might say millions—have re-

covered their health by getting their drinking-
water from soft-water springs or from well-
made cisterns. The only objection to cistern

water is that it collects smoke from the roof
on which it falls; sometimes vegetable matter
from old shingle roofs, and oftentimes lime or
other minerals from the cistern in which it is

stored. Cistern water is acknowledged to be
very much better than the average well water.
Well, within a few years past, thousands of

people like myself have found distilled water
more wholesome and much more favorable to

digestion than even good cistern water.
Manufacturers of the various sanitary stills

have received testimonials from not only peo-
ple all over the world, but from the highest
medical authority, in favor of distilled water.
You know I have discussed this matter at

great length; have hunted up springs all over
Uncle Sam's domain; have compared the wa-
ter, and talked with people about different

waters. Well, my decision is most emphati-
cally that the best mineral water in the world
is that which contains the fewest minerals.
While staying in Arizona, near Salt River, my
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stomach so rebelled at the "grain of salt"

that nobody else seemed to notice, that I used
to travel to the ice-plant in order to get dis-

tilled water to drink. In Bermuda I was great-

ly delighted, as you may remember, to find

that everybody in the island drank only rain

water. But the roofs of the houses are all

whitewashed; and my digestion pretty soon
began to rebel against the faint taste of lime

in all the drinking-water. Hard well water

I have been unable to drink—that is, right

along—ever since I was a boy; and although
people have laughed at me again and again, I

have all my life saved up rain water, or else

traveled miles to soft-water springs when I be-

came very thirsty.

I have been using the sanitary still consider-

ably over a year; and the distilled water is

like bread and butter ( I mean good bread and
butter); I never tire of it. It never makes a

bad taste in my mouth; and it never induces

my digestive apparatus to begin to " kick "

after I have taken a big drink. Why, the

Natiotial Druggist and the German scientists

(I do not care how big the latter, nor how
many there are) might just as well tell people

in the country that pure air is not wholesome,
and advise them to go into the thickly popu-
lated cities, and breathe smoke and poisonous
gases, together with putrid smells, and call

the latter more wholesome. I should not

wonder a bit if some of these " big " scientists

should tell us next that bathing once a week
is found to be unwholesome, and that a man
will live longer if he never bathes at all and
never washes his clothes. God made the pure
air and the pure water, and wholesome food,

for the use of man; and the man himself, or

some miserable excuse for mankind, who in-

vented the stupid yarn that pure water is not
wholesome —the scientist or any other man
who tells you that water may be too pure to

be good—probably would object to a man who
always tells the truth, and would persuade you
that a man who would deliberately lie a part

of the time is a better member of community
than a truthful one.

If the soda-fountains in most of our drug-
stores would furnish a glass of distilled water
at the same price as their other drinks, I for

one would take the distilled water in prefer-

ence to any thing that any druggist can con-

jure up or mix up; and I presume there are

thousands like myself. But the distilled wa-
ter should be furnished for a cent a glass.

Every druggist has to keep it for compound-
ing medicines; and pure water certainly ought
to be furnished at a moderate price to people

who are willing to pay for it.

On page 355 of our last issue, Mr. A. J.

Wright suggests that, if God intended people

to drink pure water, he would have provided
it instead of hard water, such as is so often

found in springs and wells. Permit me to ask
what kind of water is provided by Nature
most abundantly — the pure water that comes
down in the form of rain, or the water under
the ground, that we have to dig for as a rule ?

In many countries rain water is almost the

only source of drinking-water ; and even in

the United States a very large portion of the

people use rain water for cooking and drink-

ing purposes. Rain water is distilled water
from Nature's own apparatus ; and nobody
would ever think of distilling rain water if it

could be taken direct from the clouds, with-

out being contaminated by the smoke and
dust that are found even on a slate roof, or the
impurities found in the average cistern.* Dis-

tilled water is a most powerful solvent, as the

chemist or even the manufacturer will tell

you ; and it will grasp hold of and dissolve a

multitude of substances that ordinary water
from wells will not. It is this powerful sol-

vent property that makes it so valuable in dis-

solving and removing impurities that must be
taken from the human body day by day, if we
would remain in perfect health. Even the

patriarch Job regarded snow water, which is

the same as rain water, as a perfect cleanser

of the hands. Perhaps I should apologize for

the amount of space I have taken in this mat-
ter ; but when men who lay claim to scientific

attainments tell us that pure water is not
wholesome, it becomes a serious matter.

STIEE LATER.

One of our medical -friends has been kind
enough to forward me a clipping from
Deutsche Medicinische IVocheusc/irift, a Ger-
man medical journal, to the effect that "dis-

tilled water taken into the stomach causes

swelling of the gastric epithelium, followed
by desquamation and even inflammation.
The addition of enough chloride of sodium
(table salt) to distilled water to produce just a
faint saline taste obviates the difficulty.

The various pure spring and mineral waters, if

not too highly charged with mineral contents,

are much better for therapeutic use than dis-

tilled water, unless salt is added to the latter."

So it seems the whole scare, when summed
up, amounts to this: One who drinks distilled

water may not get sufficient common salt, un-
less he salts the water he drinks, or, what
amounts to the same thing, takes a little more
salt with his daily food. For more than a

year back I have drank a quart or more of dis-

tilled water every day; and while at home,
nothing but distilled water. I have not seen

any thing yet of "desquamation" nor " in-

flammation."

THE DANGER AND HARMFULNESS OF PATENT
MEDICINES.

It affords me great pleasure to notice that

the W. C. T. U. is backing me up with some
heavy testimony along this line, or perhaps I

* No objection has been made, that I notice, to cis-

tern water; hence the inference would be that rain

water is better after it has in solution a certain

amout of nastiness than when absolutely pure. Fil-

tering is, of course, a great advantage; but no filter as

yet invented can take out soluble matters so perfectly

as the distiller.

Perhaps I might mention that the water found in

our fruit is soft; that is, it has none of the minerals
found in water from wells; and in many countries
where the water is strongly alkaline, and where fruits

are very plentiful and cheap, many people eat fruit

when thirstv. and drink almost no water at all. The
water in milk is also soft. The animal economy of

the cow, acting like a sanitary still, removes the min-
erals from the water she drinks. This, however, does
not do the work so perfectly that a cow may be safely-

permitted to drink any kind of water.
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am backing that organization up, for I under-
stand it has been at work for some time. It

publishes a little eight-page pamphlet, with
the above title. It is largely the report of the
Massachusetts State Board of Health, and
gives a correct analysis of pretty nearly all the
popular patent medicines ; and they decide
exactly as our Ohio State Food Commissioner
has decided, that these things owe their pop-
ularity to the alcohol, opium, salicylic acid,

cocaine, etc., they contain. Just one illustra-

tion : A medicine, largely advertised to assist

inebriates in breaking away from the drink
habit, had a testimonial from a noted temper-
ance evangelist. Now, this very medicine
contained a large per cent of alcohol. I am
glad to see that this little pamphlet does not
spare ministers of the gospel who lend their

names to testimonials, and religious papers
that publish glaring advertisements of these
dangerous drugs. Permit me to quote a para-
graph :

The habit of 'dosing" grows, and one vaunted
remedy is tried after another, until the health is thor-
oughly undermined, and the poor deluded mortal is a
physical wreck, his only comfort being, if he takes it,

that he has been useful in helping to build a steam
yacht or a palace for the patent-medicine manufac-
turer.

All through Florida you will see palatial

mansions built and owned by patent-medicine
men whose names have become household
words, and their "steam yachts" are almost
always an accompaniment. I wish these pam-
phlets could be scattered broadcast all over
the United States. Single copy, 2 cents ; 60
cents per 100. Address Mrs. M. M. Allen, 809
South Geddes St., Syracuse, N. Y.

STEAM - BOILERS, POTATOES, CXOVER, AND
STRAWBERRIES.

Well, friends, the above is a rather queer
" rotation " in farming, is it not? but with
myself it comes about in this way : We have
for several years been using three ordinary
steam-boilers, side by side, of 60 horse power
each. With these boilers we use for fuel all

the sawdust shavings, and refuse from our
factories, the sawdust and shavings being
blown directly into the furnace under the
boilers. Well, besides the above we have
been obliged to buy from $500 to $600 worth
of coal every year, and yet this slack coal

cos:s us only $1.25 per ton, laid down at that

;

but during the past few months we have put
in a new water-tube boiler— one large boiler,

made on a new principle, taking the place of

the other three. In the old boilers the water
circulates around the flues, and the heat passes
through them. In the new one the water
circulates through the flues and the heat is

outside of them. Ernest has already told you
about it. Well, the new boiler is such an
improvement that we have not used a shovel-

ful of coal since it was fired up. Further-
more, we have had wood and kindling to sell,

to the extent of several wagonloads a day,
because there was more fuel than was needed
to keep up steam. The new boiler has given
us very much more power than the old ones
all together. It was made by the Wilcox &
Babcock Co., New York. So much for new
machinery.
As we are now using no coal, quite a quan-

tity of wood ashes is produced every day, and
we have been told that wood ashes are pro-

ductive of scab on potatoes where applied to

the ground. But I wrote to our Ohio Experi-
ment Station, asking them if, in their opinion,
these ashes would be productive of scab, if

applied to the clover and strawberries which I

use in my rotation. The reply by Prof. W. J.

Green, which I give below, I am sure will be
of interest to many of our readers. I also

asked him if he would recommend mammoth
clover instead of medium, where it is all turn-

ed under, to prepare the ground for potatoes
without cutting any clover or pasturing it off.

It is commonly belived that unleached ashes favor
the development of the potato scab, but I have con-
ducted no experiments to determine whether this is a
fact or not. Not being able to give you any thing
from my experience on this subject I do not like to
risk an opinion, as it is a matter of considerable im-
portance to you I suggest that you write to the Ex-
periment Station, New Haven, Conn.; also to the Ex-
periment Station, Amherst, Mass. I think, however,
that if I were situated as you are I should not hesitate
to use the ashes on clover, and to plow the clover un-
der for potatoes. I do not believe that you will have
as much trouble with the ashes causing scab as with
the scab germs which remain over in the soil from
one potato crop to another. The ashes which you are
using are, of course, less valuable than those made
from hard wood; but if ashes do have any effect in
prom .ting the growth of the scab- germs it is probable
that it would not make much difference what kind of
wood they were from.
You speak of growing potatoes and strawberries

with clover for rotation. Permit me to call your at-

tention to a fact which you no doubt have observed,
and which mav be of value to you. We have had so
many successful potato crops planted in July, on
ground where a crop of strawberries had been grown,
that I am beginning to think the strawberry crop is

an excellent one to precede potatoes. More than that,

if the potatoes are laid out about this time of the
year, or some time in May, and allowed to sprout in
the light, it is not likely that there will be much, if

any, scab on them. Such has been our experience;
and I think now that, if I were growing potatoes for
seed, I would take just this course. Put the potatoes
out to sprout about the middle of April; plant about
the first of July, on ground where a strawberry-bed
had just been turned under. We secured in this man-
ner 200 bushels of Bovee per acre in 1897. and 800 bush-
els of Enormous in 1898. Not only this, but all that
we have grown in this manner were almost entirely
free from scab. I do not think that the Mammoth
clover would be any better for you than the medium.

W. J. Green.
The Ohio Ag. Ex. Sta., Wooster, O.

LONG-RANGE FORECASTS.

On page 378 of our last issue, I alluded to a
slander on the United States Weather Bureau.
Since then a letter from the chief of the

Weather Bureau has been addressed to me on
the subject, and I take pleasure in submitting
it to our readers:

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture,
Weather Bureau.

Washington, D. C, May 4, 1899.

Mr. A. I. Root, Displavman, Weather Bureau, Medi-
na, Ohio : — Sir.— Referring to clipping from daily
paper, giving long-range forecasts, which are alleged
to have been furnished the L,ife-saving Service by the
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Weather Bureau, and to your remarks in connection
therewith, on Form 1043— Met'l., both of which have
been referred to this office by Mr. J. Warren Smith, of-

ficial in charge of the Columbus office of the Weather
Bureau, I beg to say that forecasts of the character
given, which cover not only the month of May but the
entire year, are not issued by ihis office, nor by any
office or official of this Bureau, and I concur with you
in the opinion that misstatements of this kind lead to

the impression that the Weather Bureau is entering
the domain of charlatanism, and that they should be
promptly corrected.
The forecasts of the Weather Bureau are calcula-

tions based upon telegraphic reports of weather con-
ditions throughout the United States and Canada; and
during the season of tropical storms the field of obser-
vation is enlarged, and includes the West Indies, the
shores of the Caribbean Sea, and the Mexican coast of

the Gulf of Mexico. The period covered by these cal-

culations, or forecasts, is necessarily limited to the
time required for storms or fair-weather types (after

their appearance or inception ), to traverse in whole or
in part the region of observation. As our continental
storms and other types of weather move, as a rule,

from west to east, and the storms traverse the conti-

nent in three to four days, it is obvious that a forecast
for a greater period can not be made; and experience
has shown that it is not possible to determine the ex-
act course and character of a storm over the eastern
part of the continent when its presence is directed
over the Pacific-coast districts; neither is it possible to

project accurately a storm's path from the Rocky
Mountains to the Atlantic-coast line. As a matter of
fact, atmospheric movements can be calculated with a
degree of accuracy that entitles the calculations to be
classed as forecasts for periods not exceeding 48 hours,
and any statements of weather conditions for greater
periods can safely be considered guesswork.
Statements are sometimes made of the average

weather conditions of a section or locality, as shown
by records of observations which cover a period of
many years. Such statements are valuable in so far

as they represent the general character of the weather
for any month or months, but are valueless when an
attempt is made to apply the results obtained to sin-

gle days; and forecasts, to be of practical value, must
be applicable to specified days. In this connection it

may be stated that the only so-called long-range fore-

casts that possess the merit of having been based
upon any form of calculation are those which are
made up of the averages referred to; all others, with-
out any reservation, are well within the domain of
charlatanism. Very respectfully,

Willis L. Moore,
Chief U. S. Weather Bureau.

USING AN ONION FOR A NEST-EGG, ETC.

One of the girls in the paper-room informs
me they tried my new invention, but the good
old hen did not seem to like the onion " fla-

vor," and left her nest and hunted a new one.

Now, I think that hen must be too aristocrat-

ic ; but if it works that way every time, we
have a big invention still. When you want
to "breakup" a hen that is determined to

sit, just give her a nestful of onions. If she
goes off in a huff you have broken up her sit-

ting. If she sticks to the nest you can just

give her a lot of nice eggs after she has had
the onions a few days, and she and the chicks
will be free from vermin. You see we are a

gainer by taking either horn of the dilemma.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The goods arrived to-night all right. Many thanks
for your prompt, kind treatment. It is a pleasure to
do business with a firm that does as well as and better
than it agrees. Earl Y. Safford.
Salem, N. Y., April 22.

expect it in five days or a week, while things ordered
from some other companies are sometimes two or three
weeks coming. J. P. F. Smith.

Aliceville, Kan., April 2(i.

GLEANINGS AND ITS SUPERLATIVELY HIGH MORAL
TONE.

Gleanings is a fine journal, and almost the greatest
attraction it has is its superlatively high moral tone,
which, in a large measure, seems a characteristic of
bee-men. It's the best business-religious magazine I

know of. E. B. Rood.
Jacksonville, Fla., April 11.

ANOTHER USE FOR THE FAULTLESS SPRAYER.

Did you know that one of those little implements
for spraying makes a fair sort of powdtr-gun ? They
are not as good, likely, as the more expensive imple-
ments made especially for that purpose, but I find one
quite useful. 1 find "it necessary to turn the imple-
ment upside down very frequently to keep the con-
tents loosened up, and in a condition to be blown or
drawn out by the air. R. M. Reynolds.
E. Springfield, O., April 12.

I give you credit for being the most prompt company
for filling mail orders that I have ever had any deal-
ings with. Whenever I order any thing from you I

GLEANINGS GROWING BETTER.

I want to tell friend Ernest how I am pleased with
Gleanings. It seems to get better every time. I

learn something new and useful from every copy. I

feel like writing Mrs. Barber a private letter of thanks
for giving us her plan of starting bees in sections, for

I believe it will work, and I will try it at once. I put
a super of unfinished extracting-frames on a strong
hive a few days ago, and in about three daj's I found
the bees working in the racks I was just thinking
of trying boxes under them, and Mrs. B.'s article

came just in time to help me out of the doubt.
Utopia, S. C, Apr. 21. W. I. Herbert.

The sections you sent me are magnificent. The V
groove is cut just deep enough to give good strength,
and on just the right bevel to fold at right angles, and
no further. Your material is perfect. I must give
you credit for turning out the best sections I have ever
seen. The Hoffman brood-frame would be better if

the wide part of end-piece extended 2!4 inches fur-

ther down I notice in overhauling some of my hives
in which the bees died during winter that the comb
would seldom deviate from being straight until it

came to the narrow part of the end-piece.
Nirvana, Mich., Apr. 17. F. D. Eacy.

I may not know when my time expires; but I want
Gleanings all the time. I count the days for it to
arrive. Perhaps I read it as no one else does. I begin
at the last end, looking for specials; after that I turn
to the first page for the Stray Straws; after that I read
the sMid matter. As a whole it is par excellence.
Eong may it wave

I see that A. I. is getting old. I am sorry to know-
it. I want him to live a long time yet for the benefit
of humanity. I think he is doing the best that can be
done for that somewhat frail organization. Ply the
water. It is the best medicine known to man, and
perhaps to angels. E. N. Swinburn.
Mexia, Tex., March 22.

Dear Sirs:— I inclose a small order. As I intend to

increase mv stock this year I expect to send you or-

ders for other supplies later on. My first order for

this year is received. It was for 60 supers, 500 special
fences, and 30 pounds of foundation. When I receiv-

ed them I could almost cry for joy. This is the first

order for supplies that I ever received, since I've been
in the business, that was free from error or bad work-
manship, and I have ordered goods from six different
supplv-houses, including yours.
Once upon a time I wasthrown into a large stream

of water. I was taken with cramp, and could not
move a muscle; but I was perfectly conscious. There
I floated face downward, and all the bad things I ever
did came back to me—some things I thought I had
forgotten. Suddenly I was seized and pulled ashore
by the one who threw me in, when I immediately re-

gained full control of all my muscles. I thought of
this incident when I unpacked your last shipment.
Now, I am very particular about every thing fitting as
it should about a bee-hive; and when I beheld the
lovely workmanship on the fences, supers, founda-
tion, and the Tinker zinc; and when I pulled out my
pocket-rule and found the measurements exactly as I

ordered them; and when I saw that the fences were
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billed at less than the price I quoted in my order, then
all the bad things I ever said about the Root Co. came
back to me and I felt ashamed.
Eden, N. Y., Apr. 22. E. W. Brown.

Brother Root.—Wife said we ought to tell you how
much we appreciate Home talks in Gleanings. I

guess she is a little like Sister Root—lets the men do
the talking.
We took Gleanings first for bee news, and, of

course, read Homes: and when you told of the Holy
Spirit's dealings with you we soon realized you had
something we did not have; but now, praise the Iyord,
we know something of this deeper work of grace in
our hearts by real experience; and it was largely
through your experience we were led into it. The
book yon so highly recommend, " The Christian's
Secret of a Happy I,ife," makes this grand experience
very plain. Our Homes is practical every-day relig-

ion. The help and encouragement it has given, you
may never know till " we know as we are known.
Alsea, Ore. F. A. Bates.

I have just finished reading Our Homes, published
twenty years ago this month, as well as for Aug., 1880,

and Dec, 1881. After looking at your picture, with
Blue Kyes on your knee, I desire to make one request;
and that is, that the first number for 1899 contain the
picture of all the Roots and Rootlets in a family group,
for I know there are thousands who would be pleased
to see their far-away friends, even if only on paper.

I see in my last paper that Mr. L,ambeison considers
himself a silent friend ; but that will not do me, as I

am never silent in praise of Gleanings and your
company when a friend wants bee news. A gentle-
man five miles from my place called, and we held a
bee convention He wished to learn bee culture. I

advised him to send for the ABC book and Glean-
ings. I gave him one of your catalogs, as you sent
me two. I am not afraid that he will hurt my trade,
for a "pleased customer is a talking advertisement,"
and there is room for one more bee-keeper, the same
as when I began.
Mohawk, N. Y. C. R. Morts.

5PECIAb^N0TNicEs by
J[ '- v•" BUSINESS, MANAGER ,

ADVANCE in price of perforated zinc.

The price of sheet zinc continues to advance to
such a degree that we are compelled to make a fur-
ther advance in perforated-zinc sheets and honey-
boards, the advance to take effect immediately.
Honey-boards are advanced 2 cents each right
through the list on all numbers, and both retail and
wholesale. Root zinc strips will be SI. 00 per 100.

Root zinc sheets, 28x96, will be $1 60 per sheet. Tin-
ker zinc strips will be #1.40 per 100. Tinker zinc
sheets, 24x40, 75c each. We have used a carload of 12
tons of sheet zinc during the past six months, and
the demand increases.

DEEP DOVETAILED HIVES.

Referring to the article of A. N. Draper, in last is-

sue, we have had a number of calls for the extra-deep
hives from those wishing to try them. These hives will
be wanted only in 10-frame size; and the only change
from regular fixtures, is in the brood-chambers,
frames, and division-boards, all of which are made 2Vs
inches deeper. The regular bottom, cover, and su-
pers are used. We are prepared to furnish these deep
Dovetailed hives, in any of the 10-frame combina-
tions, from Medina only, at 25c each extra; in lots of 5
or more, 20c each extra. In ordering, u^-e the regular
hive number preceded or followed by the word
" deep."

A LADIES' §100 CLEVELAND WHEEL, ALMOST NEW,
FOR HONEY.

We have on hand a second-hand Cleveland ladies'
wheel, $100 pattern, model 28. It has been ridden but
very little, and is almost new; gear 66, 7-inch crank,
single-tube tires (Goodrich), wood handle-bars, brake,
and gear case. This last is a very important feature,
and the chain can be run a year without attention be-

cause the gearing is shut up in a tight case, closing
out moisture, dust, and grit. We will take $35 cash,
or honey, either extracted or comb, at market prices,
to the amount of 535. Speak soon if you wish to secure
this bargain, as our Clevelands have nearly all been
sold, for the members of the Root Co. get a new wheel
every season.

ONE TANDEM FOR HONEY.
We still have on hand one Remington combination

tandem, in fine order, and as good as new. that cost us
at wholesale #108, that we will sell for $35 cash or 135
worth of honey at market prices. Full particulars on
both wheels will be given on application.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

The German doctor who is responsible, so far as I

can learn, for all the newspaper statements in regard
to the danger of distilled water is Dr. Hans Koeppe.

ALFALFA SEED—ADVANCE IN PRICE.

Instead of $4 50 per bushel, as given in our seed cata-
log, read $5 50 per bushel; $3.00 per % bushel; peck,
$1.60; pound, 12 cts.; pound by mail, 20 cts.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT—ADVANCE IN PRICE.

Greatly to my surprise, this variety of buckwheat
has run up so that the best figures we can make at

present writing are 35 cts. per peck; 60 cts. per half-

bushel; $1.10 per bushel. If any of our readers have
any to spare, I wish they would let us know, or adver-
tise it in Gleanings, for the time to sow it is before
a great while. If the price only holds up to some-
thing like what it is now, it w 11 be a splendid thing
for farmers and bee-keepers—that is, if they can get

hold of some seed so as to raise a crop.

THE FAULTLESS SPRAYER.

The demand for these and the sale of them are un-
precedented. Fourteen dozen brass ones were placed
in the store one morning, and before night we were
told there were not enough to fill orders; but before
another night we had another stack in by txpress, and
now we are just about holding our own. By the way,
even though this sprayer is well named " Faultless,"

just one trouble has come up If you notice on the
card attached to each spraver, it says you must oil the

leather plunger whenever it is dry. Now, there have
been some comp aiuts that the sprayer did not work
right. Two persons said it could not work without
any connection between the pump and the tank; but
after we told them to oil the plunger according to di-

rections printed on the card attached to each machine
we did not hear any more complaint. Now, please
remember Paris green is destructive to leather and
every thing else, and you had better wash it off after

using, and be sure the leather plunger is kept soft and
pliable with oil.

WISE YET FOOLISH."

BY ANONYMOUS.

Why doth the little foolish bee
Come out in winter chill

To see the sun and breathe the air

That's always sure to kill ?

How quickly will the cold wind blow
Clear through her summer dress,

And leave her out quite dead to rights,

All curled up in the grass !

Why can't she wait, e'en though 'tis late,

Till dandelions grow?
Then she can hop from top to top

—

Sip nectar as she goes.

But then, you know, they say 'tis so,

She lives for just one year;

—

Must early start to do her part
Or have the queen to fear.

MORAL.
It's good to try, e'en though you die,

To do the best you can.
Than stand and rot in just one spot

—

Move on, and be a man.
Medina, O., March 28.
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j GLEANINGS |

Z in Bee Culture J

s Clubbing Rates. 1

For One Dollar.

'£ GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol-

lowing papers one year.

American Agriculturist
with Farmer's Almanac.

Orange Judd Farmer
with Farmer's Almanac.

N. E. Homestead
with Farmer's Almanac.

Farm Journal.
Poultry Keeper.

*> For One Dollar and Ten Cents, it

2} GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol- vto

lowing papers one year.

J*
Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer, \fc

,,, Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer. y
j-

J One Dollar and Twenty-five Cts.
jjj

GLEANINGS and Rural New-Yorker
one year.

One Dollar and Thirty Cents.

!{! GLEANINGS and National Stockman
jj

and Farmer one year.

One Dollar and Fifty Cents.

* GLEANINGS and Cosmopolitan
J}J

McClure's Magazine one year.

Iff

*

tti

or \ii

\Hi— \it

3J GLEANINGS one year, and one uutest- yti

ed Italian queen, for $1.00 only. We &
begin mailing these queens in June, and ^
orders are filled in rotation, so the soon- \to

er your order comes, the earlier you will ^
get the queen.

\^

$ GLEANINGS one year, and No. 1 Re-
*{j

ji pairing Outfit. Price of this combina- J^
tion only $1.75. We can ship these \£

outfits from Syracuse, N. Y , Mechanic *{j

Falls, Me., Medina, O., or Des Moines, \%
Iowa, so the freight will be low. \i)

il/

*\ GLEANINGS one year, and Mantel
JJ,

jjj
Clock, both for $4.50. Can ship clocks \to

,,,
from Cleveland or New York city. v

{j

* tf

I *
% Last of all, if you don't want any of these *{j

JJJ
clubbing offers, send us 50 cents \*'

't» for Gleanings the remain $
!|» der of ihe year.

}|J

*€***«6*****************(«***

Be your own Itliikr....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC COtftilla nlill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-

meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can

operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO.
Address the Trank machinery 0o.,Buffa1o, n. V.

In writing to advertisers, mention Gleanings.

No Money in Advance!
<j|KBQ>» 9% HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*
«U I U A V Shipped anywhere C. O. D.. with

privilege to examine.
Latest styles for Men

\ Women, Boys and Girls,
\]well made and durable.

7$60 "Oakwood" $24.50
$50 "Arlington" $22.00
No better wheels made.

Others at $10, $18.50, $15.50, $17.50 A $19.50; all splendid
value. Buy direct from manufacturers, thus saving
dealers' large profits. Write today forspecial offer. Illus-
trated Catalogue Free. CASH BUYERS' UNION.
162 W. Van Buren SU, B-345, Chicago. Ills.

Pjprrp farm
ICI cc Engines

3-4 and 1 H. P. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ing Engines all sizes.

Send for circulars stating
size and for what use.
PIERCE EINGIINE CO.,

BOX 17. Racine. Wis-

In writing, mention Gleani

with our new patent

Kerosene Sprayers
nple indeed. Kerosene emulsion

ping. 12 varietiesmadi
sprayers, Bordeaux and Vennorel
Nozzles, the "World's Best."

THE DEMING CO., SALEM, 0.
Western Agents, Hennion & Hubbell.

Chicago. Catalogue and formulas free.

writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.
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Several times in my life I have seriously considered
the idea of attempting the development of a superior
strain of bees. I knew that it would require years of
careful, patient, persistent work in the way of selec-

tion, crossing, testing, etc., and there have always
seemed to he too many irons in the fire for me to

make room for this one. Some time I may make the
attempt; at present, however, I am glad to know that
one man, by giving twenty years of his life to the
work, has met with a fair measure of success. I have
reference to the breeder mentioned in my last adver-
tisement of superior stock. Being a little curious to
know along what lines he had worked, I asked him to

tell me, and from his letter I make the following
extract :

In regard to the origin of my strain of Italians, I

would say they were developed by selection and cross-
ing. The first Italian queen that I ever possessed was
of the Thos. G. Newman stock. The next was of A. I.

Root's red-clover stock, purchased in 1881. In 1882 I

purchased one of friend Root's best imported queens,
lor which I paid $0 00. She was a valuable queen, in-

deed: producing workers which were hardy, and reg-
ular hustlers for gathering honey. I stocked my api-
ary with her daughters, saving only a few queens of
the other stock to furnish drones. This gave me a
direct cross, which, I think, is the secret of my success.
In 1883 I found one of the daughters of the Root im-

ported queen far outstripping everything in the yard
in the way of honey-gathering and comb-building;
and her bees capped their honey so white that it made
it appear the most beautiful comb honey I ever saw.
In this queen I had an acquisition. I used her as a
breeding-queen. Her bees were not as handsome as
the Newman stock, but beautiful honey attracted my
eye and pocket-book more than fancy bees.
Permit me to say right here that I fear that about

nine out of every ten queen-breeders make the mis-
take of breeding for color, sacrificing business qual-
ities.

I love to look at the beautiful, golden, five-banded
Italians; and I wish that they were as good for busi-
ness as the regular three-landed Italians, but I have
tried them and found them sadly wanting.
The queen from which I am now breeding is a won-

derful queen, to say the least. Her bees are excellent
honey-gatherers, and came through the past severe
winter in fine shape, and are now just booming. I

W. Z. Hutchinson,

would not part with this queen for ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS.

This breeder has always advertised in a modest,
quiet, unassuming sort of way, nothing in proportion
to what the quality of his stock would have warrant-
ed, and at last I have decided that I can help him, and
benefit my readers at a profit to myself, by advertis-
ing these bees in a manner befittingiy energetic.
The price of these queens will be 81 50 each. This

may seem like a high price, but the man who pays it

will make dollars where this breeder and myself
make cents; and when you come to read the condi-
tions under which they are sold it will not seem so
high. The queens sent out will all be young queens,
just beginning to lay, but, as there are no black bees
in the vicinity, it is not likely that any will prove im-
purely mated. If any queen should prove to be im-
purely mated, another will be sent free of charge.
Safe arrival in first-class condition guaranteed. In-
structions for introducing will be sent to each pur-
chaser, and, if these instructions are followed, and the
queen is lost, another will be sent free of charge.
This is not all; if, at any time within two years, a pur-
chaser, for any reason whatever, is not satisfied
with his bargain, he can return the queen, and his
money will be refunded, and fifty cents extra sent to
pay him for his trouble. It will be seen that the pur-
chaser runs no risk whatever. If a queen does not
arrive in good condition another is sent. If he loses
her in introducing, another is sent. If she should
prove impurely mated, another is sent. If the queen
proves a poor layer, or the stock does not come up to
the expectations, or there is any reason why the bar-
gain is not satisfactory, the queen can be returned
and the money will be refunded, and the customer
fairly well paid for his trouble. I could not make this
last promise if I did not know that the stock is real-
ly* superior.

1 said that the price would be SI.50 each. There is

only one condition under which a queen will be sold
for a less price, and that is in connection with an ad-
vance subscription to the Review. Any one sending
81 00 for the Review for 1809 can have a queen for
$1.00; that is, I will send the Review for 1890 and one
queen for $2.00. Of course, this special offer is made
for the sake of getting the Review into the hands of
those who are unacquainted with its merits.

Flint, Michigan.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
We feel so certain of our ability to satisfy you both as to quality of

poods and price that we do not hesitate to ship for inspection, guaran-
teeing- satisfaction. We are further Justine. 1 in this position by our 26

years of experience. Could anything be more fair!

We are the largest manufacturers
of vehicles and harness In the world/
selling to the consumer exclusively.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS.
We have no desire to increase the cost
to vou by this or other means; hence we
sell you direct from our factory at
wholesale prices. We are not jobbers
ordealers. We make everything we No. 145—Double Spring
sell. Largest selection— 170 styles of Wagon Harness. Price$20.75;
vehicles, 65 styles of harness. asgood as retails for $28.

SEND FOR LARGE FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mfg. Co., w. B. Pratt, Sec'y, Elkhart, Indiana.

No. 5S1



1 HILDRETH & SEGELKEN, |
| 1 20- 1 22 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK, §

| Jobbers and Commission Merchants. |
Hooey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup. 1

We desire to inform our friends and patrons that our firm has
been reorganized and additional capital added. The business
will be conducted under the firm name and style of

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
at the old stand, where we have had the pleasure of serving our
friends for the past 11 years. Management and supervision
will be the same ; and our business methods, those of square
and honest dealings, will be practiced as heretofore.
We believe we have won the esteem and confidence of our

shippers throughout the country, and that our dealings, as a
rule, have been of the most pleasant nature.
Our additional capital will put us in a position to increase our

already large business still farther, if possible, and at same
time enable us to treat our shippers even more liberally than
heretofore, in making advances, etc.

Records will show that we handle by far the bulk of all the
honey sent to our market. We make honey the principal part
of our business, are personally acquainted and have trade con-
nections all over the country, which enables us to handle any
amount of honey to better advantage than any other house.
Our old shippers know us and will bear us out in what we

have said. Those bee-keepers who do not know us, and have
had no dealings with us, we would cordially invite to corre-
spond with us and make our acquaintance.
We not only handle on commission but buy largely as well,

from small lots to carloads, for spot cash. We wish to call the
attention of southern bee keepers to the fact that our market
never was in better condition than this season. Old stock is

disposed of and the market is bare, with a good demand. New
crop will find ready sale and at higher prices than have ruled
for years past. We would advise them to send their honey
while there is a good demand at good prices, as later on condi-
tions of the market may change. We also handle maple sugar
and syrup very extensively, and would be pleased to hear from
those having any of these goods to market. In conclusion we
wish to extend our thanks to all of our shippers for their past fa-

vors and trust to receive their kind consideration in the future.
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IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just " roll " in the honey, and that are won-
derful red-clover workers, also gentle to handle and
exceedingly hardy, then try Moore's strain of Italians
—the result of 20 years of careful breeding by select-

ing the finest honey-gathering stock each season from
which to rear queens, and stocking my apiary with
drones reared from other fine honey-gathering stock
not akin. Send for circular, and see what my custom-
ers sav. Warranted queens, SI.00 each; for $5.00; 12
for $9.00. Select warranted, SI. 25. Tested, 12.00. Se-
lect tested, $2.50. Strong three-frame nucleus, with
select tested queen, $4.00. Safe ai rival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Those who never dealt with me I

refer to A. I. Root, who has purchased of me over 000
queens.

J. P. Moore, Lock box 1, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Queens. Queens.
If you want good queens try mine. They are strict-

ly pure Italians, and are all purely mated. Tested
queens, $1.00; select tested, $1.50; untested, 75c.

A. P. BENDER, Rutherford, N. J.

COR SALE.—Self-regulating incubators. Guaranteed
* to hatch 90 percent Send for catalog. Address

M. E. FIRESTONE, Sidney, Ohio.

COR SALE.—Good bicycle for man—lamp, bell, and
* tools—$20.00, or will trade for bees. Address

G. B. Lewis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

tested,
Catalog free. Address

ZZ^^^^^^ Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.

PADI V QUEENS now ready, $1 00; six for $4.50.
L,/\IVL.I A fter April 15 75c; six for g4 25; 12 for
$8.00. May, six for $3.75; dozen for $7.25. Warranted;
safe arrival guaranteed. Two yards. Big stock of
fine queens carefully reared by Doolittle's method.
Free circular. J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Q
I will be ready as usual to furnish

11CG II ^ queens the coming season. Manynvvii^t
unsolicited testimonials tell of the~™™"—™«—™™> SUperiority of the Laws strain of

faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am als-o breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1 00 each; 6 for $5.00.
Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens readv in season.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

WILL be promptly filled by
leturn mail, with the best of
queens. Our strain of Italians
is unequaled as honey-gather-
ers. Send for our price list, and
see what others say of our bees.

Tested queens $1.00 each; untested 7.5c, $8.00 per dozen.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
Loreauville, = Iberia Parish, = Louisiana.

HUFFING Untested Italian, $1.00 eachVULLHO. $1.25 each. Catalog free. Ad.

Your Order
for Queens

. *, . nSr.i. Barnes'

Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
Machines on trial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.& John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, = - 111.

writing, mention Gleanings.

Fruit Packages of All Kinds.
—ALSO—

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES. . .

Order your supplies now before
the busy season catches you.
Price list free. Address

BERLIN FRUIT-BOX Co.,

Berlin Heights, - Erie Co., Ohio.

Italian BEES AND QUEEN<. Queens. $1 00. Bees
II all til I by the lb., $1.00. Nuclei, two frames with
queen, $2.00; one frame, $1.50; each additional frame,
50 cts. each. Mrs. A. A Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

I T "!«/-»*-! Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cuttingj Mitering,
Rabbeting, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge -moulding,
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWEE machin-
ery. Send for Catalog A. ,

Seneca Falls flfg. Co., t

44 Water St, Sanoca Falls, IT..
7.

"

Wants and Exchange.

WANTED.—To exchange bees, in L. or Dov'd hives,

no disease, for beeswax, extracted honey, or
cash. H. Lathrop, Browntown. Wis.

\VANTED.—To exchange purebred Pekin duck eggs
" for offers. M. Lindsay, Tenafly, N. J.

VUANTED.—To exchange firearms of every descrip-
*' tion for o.d clocks (grandfather).

W. S. Ammon, 216-218 Court St., Reading, Pa.

w

w

ANTED.—To exchange one thousand wide frames
with tin separators, for something I can use.

C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.

ANTED.—Your address for a free copy of my
book on queen-rearing.

Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.

VUANTED —To furnish my hives and sections, to
*^ careful men. for a share of No. 1 clover honey.
Also 4 sizes of the prize comb-honey cartons, and 68
pages of " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

WANTED.—To exchange 100 Simplicity hive bodies
with wide frames and tin separators, for any

thing useful. A Y. Baldwin, De Kalb, 111.

WANTED.—About sixty three frame nuclei without
queens, June 15 Give prices, also frame dimen-

sions. William Franks, Muskegon, Mich.

w

tl/ANTED.—To exchange full frames of honey (or™ partly filled). Simplicity size, for pure Italian

queens, or pure Italian bees by the pound shipped in

cages with queens. Make me" an offer, stating price
of queens and bees, and what you can allow for my
combs. For fm ther particulars address

J. M. Young, Box 874, Plattsmouth, Neb.

\VANTED—An apiarist to manage one or both of
'* my apia ies in Florida. Fiom the right man I

will accept his own terms for either of mv places

—

one a nine-roomed house and stables, and \ l/o acres, 3
miles from Jacksonville, and south of St. Johns River,

on the banks. You 1 an go all the way by water or by
train, or water tram-car to the city. The other house
is the same size, 11 acres, on Halifax Lagoon one mile
from station, y2 mile from steamboat, 13 miles south
of New Smyrna. Hatton Turner.

88 Charles St., Toronto, Can.; care of Capt. Gamble.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 71 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the

Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factor}- prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill. Mo.

3 for
Select tested, 81.00

each; 6 for 85.00. Extra select breeding queens, 82.00
each. The very best of golden Italian.

E A. Seeley, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. M. O. Office, Lavaca, Ark.

OI1PPMQ Untested after Mav 1st, 70 cts.VJULLnO. $2.00; 6 for 83 75.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Golden Italian Queens.
Virgins our specialty: -10c each, or 3 for 81.00.

Gardiner L. Ellis, Millsboro, Del.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

lar
fr
e
mtSuS°

k
") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00 ; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor ! 3K-in- " " 900; " 1.10

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; " 1.00

Large 2J4-in. " " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham ..Y lletherinj
ton Uucapping-

knife

T. F. BINGHAn, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Our market is in first-class condition.

It is bare oi extracted honey, and demand good. New
crop is beginning to arrive from the South: and we
would advise our southern friends to let their honey
come along, feeling confident that we are in position
to obtain better prices than for years pas . We quote:
Fancy, 7@7%; choice, 6@6J^ ; fair, 5^(5 (i ; common, 55
@fi0 per gal. Comb honey is well cleaned up. Some
demand for white at lira 12; and 9® 10 for amber. De-
mand for dark has ceased. Bee. wax rather quiet at
from 2(iffi28. Hildreth Bros. & Segelken,
May 22. 120 & 122 West Broadway.

Boston.—The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions
of summer, and prices quoted would be shaded some
to move, as stocks are a little heavier than is liked at
this season of the vear. We quote fancy white I2J£@
13; A No. 1, 11@12; No. 1, 10; light amber, 9; buck-
wheat, 8; extracted Florida white, 7 I

i?
(a8; light amber,

t»%@"; beeswax, 27@28, and pure stock wanted.
Blake, Scott & Lee,

May 17. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia.—Since the arrival of Southern veg-
etables, honey is selling very slowly. There are quite
a few lots of comb, off grades, in" the market. Ex-
tracted honey, for manufacturing purposes, is selling
freely. We quote fancy comb. 15@16; amber, 8@12.
Extracted white, 7@8; amber, 5@7. Beeswax, 28. We
are producers of honey—do not handle on commission.

Wm. A. Selser,
May 20. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pf

.

Chicago —Our market is low in stock at present,
hence but little is being done in the way of selling.
Prices are about as last quoted, and what trading there
is done is on that basis. What has come forward of
the yield of 1899 is of good quality and color.

R. A. Burnett 6l Co.,
May 20. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-dav as
follows: Fancy white, 13@,14 ; No. 1, 12@13; fancy
amber, 10@11; No. 1. amber, 9@10; fancy dark, 7@8.
White extracted, 7(« ~\6. A. B. Williams & Co.,
May 19. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Albany.—Honey market quiet with but little stock
on hand. We quo e comb, as before. 7(gil2 extracted,
b%@l\ beeswax, 2I5@28. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co..
May 20. Albany, N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 00-lb. cans for
$7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.
Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

I

Bee * Supplies.

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and everv thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 flassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

If You are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. "All yellow."

Untested Queens, 70c; 3 for $1.80; 6 for $3.00.

Tested queens, $1.25.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, = - NEW YORK.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 1899 until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec-

tion-boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices,

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A 40-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page catalog

FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., riich.
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For Only

50 Cents
to

New Subscribers.

The
American
Bee
Journal
will

be

sent

every
week
from
the

time

the

new
subscription

is

received

till

Jan. i, 1900,

for

only

50
cents.

Sample
copy
free.

ADDRESS

Geo. W.York & Co.,

118 Michigan St., - = Chicago, 111.

tPublishers of the oldest bee-paper in America. ^

FACTS
About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

r-%^^'ti^fc^'v^'%,'%&^<w%>

t

The A. I. Root Co.,

Bee=keepers'

Supplies.

• -<&•

Medina, Ohio.

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prices the same.

Order of nearest point.

Save freight and time.

^-»

t
t

*
«

Golden Queens.

50 cents each
;

So per dozen.

Geo. W. Cook,
Xr Spring Hill, - Kansas.

Albino Queens-. If you want the most
prolific queens, if you

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw, try my Albinos. Untested
queens in April, 11. Tested. $1.50.

J. D. GIVENS. Lisbon, Texas.

|
BEE=SUPPLIES.

|

I
ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES !

MUTH'S HONEY=JARS, >
MUTH'S HONEY=EXTRACrORS.
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

|
and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact, >
every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our ^
catalog. J

C. H. W. WEBER, |
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, 0. <

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth. V
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Delos Wood, p. 399, may be all right to

add extra story above in California—too cold

here.

Mr. LjTTOoy seems to jingle the shekels a

long time over a sale (see p. 396). Sept. 20,

1894, he was jingling the same jingle in Am.
Bee Journal.

Adrian Getaz thinks I'm a little wild in

figuring on the amount of Manum's feeding,

for in his " locality " sugar was worth at that

time 10 to 15, instead of 5 cents.

The desirability of a uniform svstem of

grading is only exceeded by the difficulty of

its attainment. [But I believe we are getting

closer to it, as the picture scheme is going to

solve the difficulty.

—

Ed.]
" The plot thickens !

" Onions drive sit-

ting hens off the nest in Medina In Maren-
go, hens stayed on and chickens came out all

right with onions in the nests the last two
weeks of sitting. Matter of "locality"?

In Germany a good deal is made of giving
bees water in winter. I've tried several times
to give my bees water in cellar, but they
wouldn't touch it. Dr. Mason says his take it

greedily. Wonder what makes the difference.

" Black clothing and the aversion with
which it is regarded by the bees receives fur-

ther consideration in Gleanings; and it does
seem as though the testimony given in proof
of this aversion is incontrovertible," says Ed-
itor Hutchinson. [Please ask R. L. Taylor to

paste this paragraph in his hat.

—

Ed.]

Do BEES consume more stores when they
have honey-dew? Some of mine starved with
what I supposed were sufficient stores. [A
few years ago, I believe, it was agreed that the
bees would consume less good stores than of
poor. Has there been any thing to change
that opinion ? I do not remember.

—

Ed.]

About half the colonies I put in cel'arlast

fall are now dead. Honey-dew. Besides, I

waited for them to have another flight after

Nov. 4, and then took them in Nov. 24 with-
out the flight. [A loss of 50 per cent ' My,
oh my ! and yet I fear that many another has
lost as many, but from motives of pride they
say nothing about it.

—

Ed.]

HERE I am, up on the fence again, looking
for the best place to alight on the boiling-foul-

broody-honey field. [I believe, doctor, you
are waiting for me to shove you off, or, rather

pull you off, on my side. But, haven't I pull-

ed ? Come, now, is there any good reason
why you should stay on the fence any longer ?

—Ed.]
On my return from Illinois Sunday-school

convention I sat with editor York and his effi-

cient helpers around his festive board, or, rath-

er, at one side of the board, for the board was
up against the wall in the printing-office, and
the noon-day lunch tasted all the better be-

cause the fair hands that prepared it had been
setting type just before.

You're right, Mr. Editor, that alternat-

ing sections in a super will not always produce
decisive results. There's also trouble in hav-
ing one side of a super filled with one kind of

foundation and the other side filled with an-
other, for sometimes there's a marked differ-

ence in the working on two sides resulting

from a difference in the brood-combs below.
I think I'll try both ways.

The U. S. pure-food investigation is stir-

ring things up lively at Chicago. Senators
Mason and Harris and Prof. Wiley had Editor
York on the stand for the greater part of one
session, and he was well loaded with solid facts

that were corroborated by H. F. Moore and
Mrs. Stowe. The testimony will be printed
in full in the report to Congress, and it will

be nothing strange if some laws are enacted
that will not make the way any smoother for

adulterators. [The Pure-food Investigating
Committee got hold of the right men; indeed,
it could have hardly secured better ones.

Let the good work go on.

—

-Ed.]

" ' He, She, or it.' Which shall we call

the worker bee ? The choice is certainly be-

tween 'she' and 'it.' There are some argu-
ments for both, but it seems to me that 'it

'
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gets the best of the argument." So says Edi-
tor Hutchinson. [Our A B C of Bee Culture,

now in process of revision, is having all of its

pronouns of the masculine gender, referring

to individual bees, changed to neuter —Ed.]

If bee-gloves are worn, I believe those
new ones of canvas with linseed oil are fine

—

away ahead of rubber for comfort, and bees

never offer to touch them. The only objec-

tions are the smell, and the seams that hurt
the hands. A bee-keeper at my elbow prefers

hogskin on that account, but to me the smell
of the hogskin is horrible. Pooh ! [Yes,

that is what I thought about those hogskin
gloves when I was at your place the last time.

Ed.]

Coffee is a good honey-plant in the island

of Jamaica; and the bees seem a good thing
for the honey crop. A writer in Bee Chat
says, " I have of my own, 100 colonies of bees
located around the coffee-drying ground, and
for the past two crops there has been no light

coffee at all; while on estates only eight or ten
miles away they had forty to fifty bags of

light coffee. Of course, the bees did it." [I

would give something to get a sample of hon-
ey from the coffee-plant. It must have a de-
cidedly pleasant flavor to one who is a lover of

coffee; but at our house I drink the cereal cof-

fee in place of the real article—not because I

do not like coffee, but because it does not like

me.

—

Ed. J

AFTER all that has passed, it's hard for

Stenog to get past that " past." Now tell us,

Stenog, when a man is talking, how do you
distinguish between " passed " and " past " ?

and when the same thing is printed, haven't
you precisely the same means to decide ? If

you read to an audience, '

' The law was pass-

ed the past } ear," will they understand it a
whit better than if you read, " The law was
past the past year " ? And be sure to tell us
how you distinguish between the two words
when you read what you've written in steno-
graphic characters. [Answering in order, I

will say the ear detects the difference, I think.
The words are alike in shorthand. Why don't
you spell it passt instead of past f Are we to
spell locked, loci ?—ST. ]

Clark A. Montague says in Review that
in Northern Michigan their first sure source of
surplus is crimson clover, filling the gap after

fruit-bloom, and worth more than all the other
clovers combined. Last year from crimson
clover alone the stronger colonies each filled

a super holding 8 L. frames. [Crimson clover
is not a sure crop, by any means, with us, be-
cause the farmers have not learned the art of
raising it. We grow it on our honey-farm,
and it grows luxuriantly; but our fields are
not large enough to produce any perceptible
effect in the hives; but the way the bees do
work on it is a sight worth beholding. As Mr.
Montague says, it comes just between apple-
blossoms and clover—just when it is most
needed. —Ed.]

I agree with Stenog that "to leave off the
address seems to rob an article of much of the
interest that is due to personality and loca-
tion." And it's an improvement in many

cases to have the county instead of the post-
office; easier to locate Onondaga Co. than Bo-
rodino P. O., and Hancock Co. than Hamilton
P. O. [But if you have the postoffice you
have the county too, don't you? Maps and
directories are so cheap now that I assume one
can as easily learn that Marengo, 111., is in

McHenry Co. as that May 25, 1899, came on
Thursday. But suppose a man greatly desires

to address you, but simply knows your coun-
ty— how can he do it ? Of course, you might
thus escape a big bore, and may be not.—ST.]

All right, Mr. Editor, we'll not "discuss
infelicities of expression any more." That's
the reason I make no reference to the " vicious
trick" and "coarse insinuations" mentioned
on p. 346, to which you will not allow me to

make reply. [I intended in my footnote, p.
346, to give notice that I believed it would be
to the best interest of all parties concerned to

draw this discussion to a close. I can not
think that discussions relating to the meaning
of words, or grammatical discussions, should
be allowed to go on in a bee journal, even
when good we'.l-meanirg men are engaged in

them. If, on the other hand, valuable facts

on bees are being uncovered, I should be
heartily in favor of letting the discussion go
on, even if some one did feel that some of his

tender corns were being trampled on.

—

Ed.]

" It is generally considered that, for suc-
cessful wintering, there should be no pollen
or bee-bread in the combs" (p. 400). Are
you sure about the "generally," Mr. Editor?
If so, I'm skeptical as to the correctness of
the general consideration. [Some twelve or
fifteen years ago, when this discussion was up,

if I remember correctly it was agreed that it

was desirable to have little or no pollen in the
brood-combs filled with stores. Some even
went so far as to say that they did not even
want honey—that they preferred exclusively
sugar syrup without a trace of pollen. Per-
haps I have misinterpreted the consensus of

opinion that was rendered about the time that
I began to take hold of the editorial helm of

Gleanings. If I am wrong, doctor, twist

the helm around a little until it points right.

—Ed.]
I covered the labels under those pictures,

p. 293, and took the separate testimony of
three persons. One of them agreed with the
classification on the page, one thought both
No. l's better than the fancy, and one thought
the fancy better in one case and the No. 1 in

the other. I confess it would be hard for me
to decide, and I certainly would not grade as
fancy a section having on one side 15 unsealed
cells away from the wood. [The section des-

ignated as " fancy " was actually better filled

out at the corners than the one marked No. 1.

The trouble was, the photo did not show the
real distinction; but if you will take another
squint I think you will see the difference. An-
other thing, you must not lose sight of the
fact that Niver said that all the pattern sec-

tions must be under the average of those for

each grade; so that the fancy, No. 1, and 2,

would look better than the models we had set

before us; but I confess myself that I should
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have preferred to have had more difference

between the " fancy " and the No. 1; but as it

was long after the season, our friend Niver
was not able to secure such distinctive speci-

mens as he desired.

—

Ed.]

" The discoloration goes clear through
the capping of so-called travel-stained honey,"
or words to that effect, may sometimes be
heard. I arise to say I don't believe that the
cappings are often colored clear through. If

so, why the common advice to take sections

off early, before the bees have time to darken
them? I do know that in this " locality "

bees cap sections white, and they become dark
afterward. But the bees' feet have nothing to

do with it. [About a month ago I lifted the
cappings of a large number of travel-stained

sections ; and we had on the floor at that
time something like 5000 or 6000 pounds of

honey, much of which was travel-stained. I

went over dozens and dozens of sections, and
I think that, in nearly every case, the stain

went clear through the capping. The fact of

the matter is, there are two kinds of travel-

stain—or, at least, so I think. One is the real
travel-stain, of which you speak, and the oth-

er is the more common, the discoloration re-

sulting from foreign particles such as propo-
lis, strings, old dark wax, and dirt, incorpo-
rated in and through the cappings. Suppose,
doctor, you look over some travel- stained hon-
ey. Lift the cappings, and see how large a
per cent of the stain does not go clear through.
Perhaps this is a matter of locality; but the
honey I referred to came from the east and
west, and from all over. J. E. Crane, when
here, went over this same honey, and it was
he who called my attention to the fact that
the stain was not on the surface, but clear

through.

—

Ed.]

The Nestor of superintendents of city

schools in this country is, I think, Prof. E. A.
Gastman, Decatur, 111. For 38 consecutive
years he has been in the public schools of that
city, and its superintendent ever since it had
a superintendent. On a delightful visit at his

home he told me he had never made much
money out of bee-keeping ( I think he never
reached 100 colonies, and his location is poor),
but the delightful outdoor work had kept him
in condition for going on with his work when
others were worn out. I think he's about 65

years young. [The doctor might have said,

that, had it not been for the bets, he probably
would not have been among us now. Years
ago, if I make no mistake, he gave up a lu-

crative position, having a fat salary attached
to it, on account of his health. He preferred
a smaller salary, God's pure air, and a longer
lease of life. And he got them. The bee-
keeping fraternity can rejoice that we have so
many professional men in our ranks. We
have our lawyers, doctors, members of Con-
gress, and our senators, school-teachers, pro-
fessors in colleges, many of whom have been
driven to bee-keeping as a pleasant and prof-

itable pastime. Such men in our ranks have
done much to enrich our literature and exalt
our calling. Is there any other rural pursuit
that can show such an an ay of talent?

—

Ed.]

Our jolliest tune we sing in June
While we gather our winter stores ;

Buckwheat and clover we're flying all over
When rainstorms don't keep us indoors.

\i>

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
Wood ashes around hives are said to be a

preventive of black ants.

\\i

F. A. Gemmill says the greatest amount of

wax he has been able to secure from a set of

eight Langstroth combs is 3 lbs. Mr. J. B.

Hall shows a similar result. Mr. Gemmill
used a Hatch press, a view of which is given.

\ii

Honey for horse feed is a new fad. Mix it

with his common feed, and you will see what
sort of coat he will get. Quite likely it will

render the horse sleek and fat. Sugar has a

similar effect. In an eastern city I once
noticed that draymen for sugar-refineries car-

ried sugar in their coatpockets, and fed it to

their horses on the boat, and the horses were
remarkably smooth.

\i,

A fine view of the beautiful residence of Mr.
R. McKnight, of Owen Sound, Ontario,

graces the May number of the Review, also a
picture of Mr. McKnight himself and of a

"promenade" near his orchard. The pic-

tures give one a restful feeling. By the way,
Mr. M., who is that woman coaxing a dog to

stand on his hind legs in one picture, and
holding him in the next when he is tired out ?

and that one trying to push that huge tree

over? Mr. McKnight writes a very able arti-

cle to show that honey-dew is the exudation
of plants, and not that of plant-lice, etc., often

found in great numbers sucking it up. His
position is that of Mr. Cowan, and vigorously

opposes that of Prof. Cook. Mr. McKnight
is one of the most interesting writers among
bee-men. I think this one article is worth all

the Review costs for a whole }
Tear.

\h

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
R. C. Aikin has just passed through a politi-

cal campaign in which he was not only a

worker but was en the ticket, and is now in

for it to serve his little city as councilman for

the next two years. He adds, " May the

Lord help us to rout every whisky - selling

scheme that dares to ply in our midst." The
traditional "amen " is in order just here.

\\i

Mr. J. H. De Myer says if he were to start

in the bee-business again he would use a 10

L. frame, self-spacing, Y% inch to center of

frames, or wider top-bars than the thick-top

Hoffman, and staple end-spacers, two supers

for each hive, and a few extra ones to be used
when needed. He would have one of them
regular size for half-depth frames, and the

other five inches deep for comb honey.
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G. W. Williams writes a very strong article

in refutation of the theory that queens lay in

queen-cells, Mr. Doolittle claiming that the

theory is fully established Mr. Williams
says :

'

' Mr. D. dare not say he ever saw a

queen deposit an egg in a queen-cell. If she

does this, as he claims, with the number of

queens he has raised, and as long as he has

kept bees, had he been at all observant he
would certainly have seen this performance."
Mr. Doolittle is accused of trying to strengthen

his position by the use of the Bible language,
" To multiply and replenish the earth." To
this Mr. W. replies, "I know of no contro-

versy on the multiplying question It is as to

one particular point how it is done. Bees
multiply, and they have their way about it

;

but it is not done by the queen's pushing the

work any more than to lay an egg out of

which the bees can make a stepmother." The
whole subject is interesting, and is ably han-
dled by Mr. Williams. The points really at

issue, it seems, are these : Mr. Doolittle

claims that queens may and sometimes do lay

directly in queen-cells, while Mr. Williams
claims they never do, but says the bees carry

an egg and put it into a queen-cell and then
develop it into a queen. I do not see that

Mr. Doolittle denies that such is usually the

case.
\ii

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Honey a cure for smallpox is highly recom-

mended by a correspondent in Mexico. He
says the report as to the efficacy of honey for

that dreadful malady is true. He adds that in

Mexico the smallpox conies nearly every year,

when the rainy season ends. The honey cure
was published in nearly all the papers, and
for that reason he sold bis honey as soon as

he got it. Mr. Dadant advises all the bee pa-
pers to publish this ; for, he says, if honey
proves to be a good medicine for smallpox it

will be a great help to mankind and also help
the bee-keepers to dispose of their crops.

\\t

In an essay read at the Wisconsin bee-keep-
ers' convention, the president, Mr. F. Wilcox,
referred to the declining price in honey for the
last twenty years. He says that in 1881 the
price of comb honey ranged from 14 to 22cts.,

and extracted from 8 to 10. In 1897 comb
honey was 8 to 12 cts., and extracted 4 to 6.

Mr. W. thinks the diminished profits of other
pursuits have induced many to engage in bee-
keeping who would not otherwise do so, and
these help to drag prices down. Is it not like-

ly that the selling price of honey, like that of

butter, depends almost entirely on its appear-
ance ? Some comb honey was received here at

the Home of the Honey-bees last week. The
comb was next to snow in whiteness, and the
whole appearance of the product was " Fancy
A No. 1 gilt edge," etc. It was offered at the
price of 20 cts. per section of about 14 ounces.
It was all taken instantly, even at that price,

and so the writer, like mother Hubbard's dog,
" got none," except a little that leaked out. I

would gladly piy 25 or even 30 cents for such
honey all the time. I am confident that al-

most any amount of it could be sold in the
cities, to a certain class who care nothing for

money provided an article suits them, at 40
cts. a section. Of course, not all can produce
such honey ; but so long as the poorest regu-
lates the price of the best, just as the worst
boy in school " regulates" the morals of the
rest, it behooves somebody to see that the
poorer grades are improved.

•<gg^sg>
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APIS DORSATA CAUGHT AT LAST.

An Interesting Account of how a Gleanings Corres-

pondent Climbed a Tree and Captured the

Giant Bees; Their Beauties Extolled.

BY W. E. RAMBO.

Mr. E. R. Root:— I herewith inclose you
the result of the correspondence with the
"Pioneer" referred to in a previous letter.

The editor thought better to refer me to some
source of information than to publish my re-

quest, although he agreed to the latter if I

desired. The extract from the " Dictionary
of Economic Products" was kindly sent me
by the Secretary of the Bombay Natural His-
tory Society. It will speak for itself. I also

learn that at one time a gentleman published
a work on bee keeping in India, but it is out
of print. I suppose it would not likely add
any thing not in the extract sent you about
Apis dorsata.

About half a mile from here I have at last

found Apis dorsata, a single colonv. They
are in a very large tree, about sixty feet from
the ground, on a branch about five or six

inches through, with absolutely nothing to

stand on, or any means of approach except
the limb itself. I have succeeded in climbing
within thirty feet (guesswork) of them, and
about ten feet below, and have taken a photo-
graph of the nest, the negative of which I

send you, and also a print or two, if I can get
the latter ready in time. I have arranged to

go tonight to get specimens of them, if it is

at all possible, and to hive them also if I can.

If I can do one it is probably possible to do
the other. The photo had to be taken at an
angle, and so does not show the actual shape
of the comb, which is rather longer than wide.

Judging from the appearance at a distance, I

should say that the actual size is about 20 to

24 inches long by about 15 to 18 or 20 wide,
width counted perpendicularly. This is not
very accurate guessing, but the best I can do.

If I can get near enbugh to the comb, and
find opportunity, I shall get the exact mea-
surements. The photo of the nest is not very
useful, on account of its size. I couldn ot get
any closer. I did my best to get a clean
negative, and think it may stand enlargement.
I wanted to get close enough to show the
shape of the bees, so that an enlargement
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would bring them out individually. This, I

fear, I did not succeed in doing. However, I

send what I have obtained.

If the bee-friends could but see these beau-

tiful bees as I saw them through field-glasses

they would want to have them, if only for

their beauty. At thirty feet the}' seemed
about an inch long, and every bee looked like

a five-banded Italian queen. The comb was
completely hidden by the bees. They looked
so innocent as to make me itch to catch them
in my hands. Doubtless I should have itched

worse if I had done so. But they were beauties.

Here I leave this epistle till I see what is

the result of to-night's raid. Said results may
be too late for this week's post.

so that Mr. McGavran may take them to you.
He sails from Bombay Saturday.

I spent from 9 : 30 last night till 4 : 30 a. m.
in the tree. It is the hardest job of climbing
I ever tried. I could get no climbers, as it is

impossible, almost, to get any thing made
here, and our tools are not yet here ; so I had
to engineer my way up with ropes and make-
shifts. Once up, I had to drag up poles and
build a platform on the branch the bees were
under, and another ; then I could just get to

the nest with outstretched arms. Perhaps
worst of all I had to guess at what was best

to do, as I had never handled Apis dorsata,

and had no instructions. So I let in on them
with mixed wood and tobacco smoke from

rmr*n 'ObpOSP'
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EDITORIALS.
SEE

April /j.—I will try to get you a word in

time for this post. I found at last that my
cyanide for killing specimens was all gone. I

caught a number in a bottle, borrowed the
hospital assistant's keys (the doctor is away
from the station) to get some alcohol I knew
of, and can not find that. That was at 5 a.

m. Since that I have sent for the hospital
assistant twice, and he was gone both times
(the second time just now), and in the mean
lime he has been after me, and found me
asleep, and did not waken me. I am anxious
to get specimens in alcohol by today's train,

above, thinking that they might, having no
retreat, just sit still and let me stupefy them
and sweep them into my sheet. Naturally I

suppose I smoked the strongest from my way;
and as they retreated, instead of standing fire,

they crawled away from me and stopped out

of my reach on the branch, leaving the comb
bare. I think I got about half of them, and
fear the queen was in the other lot, but do not

know. I did not succeed in seeing her. Hav-
ing let down the bees I had caught, I drew
up another sheet and held it by the corners

and cut the comb off into it. It was thirty
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inches by about fifteen deep. I was congrat-
ulating myself upon my successful work on
the comb, when, without any slipping of the
cloth, the greater portion of it went crash on
the ground below, and was made into jam. I

lowered the rest carefully, and found that I

had enough sealed brood to fill the depth of

one section ( L. frame), and nearly its length
and nearly half of another. I also gathered
up scraps enough of the broken lot to fill a

third, and then I placed in the corners of the
hive considerable material that Italians would
work over. I put in only three frames, so as

to give them all the air-space they would need.
Thus I left them. If the queen is with the
hive party, there is a chance of their remain-
ing. This is the story up to date. I got the
alcohol, but it is nearly train time.

Damoh, C. P., India.

[The following is the extract referred to :]

EXTRACT FROM DR. WATTS' DICTIONARY OF
THE ECONOMIC PRODUCTS OF INDIA.

Group I.—Apis dorsata.

Description.—The bees of this group differ

from Apis mellifica in being larger ; in build-

ing A% cells to the inch ; in the shape of the
abdomen ; in having 13 rows of bristles form-
ing the pollen-basket ; in the relative positions

of the eyes and ocelli, and in a very slightly

different arrangement of nervures of the ante-

rior wings. It would seem that this bee does
not build larger cells for drones than for work-
ers, and that the drone is similar in shape and
size to the worker, differing principally in the
head, which resembles the head of the drone
of A. mellifica. It builds one large comb, 3 to

5 feet long, 2 or more deep. The brood-comb
is 1 % inches thick, and the store-comb much
thicker. Although both A. dorsata and A.
florea are normally single-comb bees, under
exceptionally favorable circumstances they
build a second comb and their single combs
are built much larger than otherwise usual

;

e. g., A. dorsata building in rock cavities;

and a comb of A. florea built in a dwelling-
house was found to be about 5 feet in area, in

addition to being in some places double, the
comb of this bee being usually single, and per-

haps less than one foot in area. Probably in

all these very large nests there are several

queens, and they are not comparable to single
stocks of A. mellifica. The arrangement of

the stores and brood is the same as in other
species. A. dorsata, as found in India, is ex-
ceedingly constant in s'ze and color. It is

found in forests, but frequently builds in

town. It is reputed to be very vicious ; but
unless disturbed it does not attack, and could
be handled by some of the measures usually
employed by bee-keepers.

Habitat.—Apis dorsata is found all over In-
dia, but not at great heights above sea level.

It is said to be found at 2000 feet or more in

Bhutan, but may justly be termed a tropical
insect indigenous to the plains.

Economic information.—The large size of
the comb and bee has excited hopes of this in-

sect proving, under cultivation, of great eco-
nomic value, and European bee-keepers have

endeavored to obtain stocks of it. Mr. Ben-
ton, a dealer in foreign bees, went to Ceylon
for the purpose ; but he was unfortunate in

his efforts, for the queens died. He states he
does not consider them so vicious as reputed,
when once hived, but he gave up the attempt
to cultivate the species. Several years previ-

ously, the writer undertook to obtain stocks,

if likely to prove useful in Europe, but did not
hive any, as it was considered better first to

investigate the economic value of other Indian
species. The reasons against any attempt to

cultivate A. dorsata in hives are : 1. It builds
naturally in the open ; 2. It builds normally
only one comb, so that the honey can not be
removed without removing the brood also ; 3.

Although it builds a very large comb, this one
comb is not so great in cubic capacity, nor-

mally, as the combs built by a stock of Apis
mellifica, which is readily cultivated and well
understood already ; 4. It is found only in a
tropical climate, and in this respect differs

from A. mellifica and A. Indica, the most
productive varieties of which are apparently
indigenous to localities having more or less

severe winters. A. dorsata probably might be
cultivated in a semi-wild state in the forests,

and the produce largely increased by this

means. The present practice of indiscrimi-

nately robbing every stock found of all its

comb, stores, an i brood, might be replaced by
a more rational mode of procedure ; for, al-

though not hived, many of the processes ap-
plied in the economic management of A . mel-

lifica might be applied to the semi-wild A.
dorsata. The bees might be fed to stimulate
breeding or to prevent starvation. Excessive
swarming might be interfered with. Certain
stocks might be selected to breed from, as in

the old stvle of bee-keeping. It might be
found practicable to remove only portions of

the comb, and the bees might be induced to

build on or in artificial structures more acces-

sible than the branches of trees.

Large quantities of both wax and honey are
taken in the forests from A. dorsata. This
wax appears to be bought by dealers, and
some is exported. The honey is sold and
mostly consumed locally, but is commonly of

very inferior quality, being contaminated with
pollen, the juices of larvte, etc. It is also

commonly thin, and liable to fermentation.
The use of a simple extractor, care being taken
to ripen when necessary, and to grade it in-

stead of mixing good and bad together—these
and other simple improvements would greatly

increase the value of the honey. It appears
highly probable that most of the honey pro-

duced by bees building in open air is thin, and
requires ripening by evaporation to remove its

liability to fermentation. Out of fiO to 70

specimens smt to the Calcutta exhibition, very
few were free from fermentation.

[Our readers will remember that Mr. W. E.
Rambo, a missionary from India, visited us a
year or so ago. Knowing that he must be in

the region where these giant bees live, and as

there was considerable objection at that time
against urging the government to import these

bees, I asked Mr. Rambo if he did not think
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he could secure them when he returned. He
thought he could.
While he was here I took pains to instruct

him in regard to Apis melhfica, how to han-
dle them, and when he left for India we sent
with him a shipment of hives in which to hive
Apis dorsata and Apis Indica. Mr. Rambo
had been unsuccessful in finding these bees up
till within a very short time; but now it ap-
pears that success in a measure has crowned
his efforts at last. Even if he did not get all

the bees, he has learned something of their
habits; that they are not particularly cross,

can be handled, as is evident from the fact

that he says nothing about their being enrag-
ed or of his being stung. Situated as he was
they could have made it very uncomfortable
for him, to say the least.

The negative that he refeis to, I am sorry to

say, came smashed in pieces; so if a print off

this negative comes to hand I shall have it en-
larged and present it to our readers at the
earliest opportunity.
There are many of us who would have liked

to have the sight of these bees that Mr. Ram-
bo had; and now that he has become a little

better acquainted with them, I feel sure he
will succted in giving us a close photographic
view of a colony; and if we can get a photo-
graph once in our hands we will show them
just as they are in their natural habitat, in all

their native beauty and glory.

I shall watch eagerly the next mail from In-

dia in hopes that Mr. Rambo has the half with
the queen; if not, I anr in hopes that he can
make that half raise one, and thus place us in

position to know whether they can be confined
in a hive in their own climate.

—

Ed.]

QUEENS FROM OLD LARV.-E.

Queens Reared by Nature vs. Queens Reared by the

Doolittle Method : some Misconceptions

Corrected.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

On page 725 of Gleanings for 1898 I said,
" I know it is a quite commonly accepted be-

lief that bees left to themselves select larvae

too old for the best queens; but it is high
time to lay such beliefs aside. The truth is,

they don't make such mischoice; and if they
did, such old larvae would emerge as queens
later than their younger sisters. A larva

chosen at the time of weaning, at three days
(Id, will emerge a perfect queen at an earlier

date than any other larva either older or
younger."
So many have taken me to task for saying

that, and it has withal been done in so kindly
a spirit, that it would be a real pleasure to say,

if I could say it honestly, " Brethren, I was
all wrong from top to bottom; didn't know a

thing I was talking about, and I take it all

back." Now, suppose we talk it all over in a
dispassionate manner and see if you can't let

me off without making me take back every
thing I said, for I am sure I can rely on your
goodness of heart not to want to humiliate me
more than is absolutely necessary.

In the first place, haven't some if not all of
you been reading into my article beliefs I never
held? If some one who had never read what
I had written should read the replies that have
been made, I think he would be likely to un-
derstand that I had said something like this:

" If you take away a queen from a strong
colony, and the bees start 20 queen-cells, and
you let the 20 queens therein contained come
to maturity, and give them to 20 colonies, the
results will be as good as if you had reared
the 20 queens strictly after the most approved
style recommended by Doolittle." Now,
friends, please, friends, I never said any thing
of that kind—never thought any thing of that
kind. If you had asked me what would be
the comparison between such two lots of
queens, I would have said, " Doolittle's 20
will be worth ever so much more than the
other 20, and you couldn't get me to put the
latter in 20 colonies if you'd pay me £20.00."
Don't you think I'm as orthodox as you are
on that point? And I think you'll not find
any thing I said to conflict with such view.
Being satisfied on that point, I suppose you

would like me to say that I indorse the vener-
able tradition that, when bees are suddenly
deprived of a mother, they are in such haste to
rear a successor that they select larvae too old
to make a good queen. In some cases I am
glad to rise up before the hoary head, but not
in this. That venerable tradition is a libel on
the bees. I believe that in all cases a queen-
less colony when starting a queen-cell will
choose the best material it has on hand. If it

has nothing better it will try to make a queen
out of a drone larva, but I don't think you'll ev-
er find it trying to make a queen out of a drone
larva when it has larvae of the other kind. If
it has nothing better on hand, it will use
worker larvae too old to be good, but I think
you will never find it choosing such if it has
younger on hand. I think I need not repeat
what I said on page 725 to show that, if larvae
mure or less than three days old should be
chosen, they would be later emerging from
their cells than those only three days old.
Some of you will now say to me, " But I

have seen with my own eyes bees taking
larvae almost ready to be capped over, and
trying to make queens out of them, and you
have just said yourself that you wouldn't use
the 20 queens selected by the bees if you were
paid $20.00." That's all very true, my friend,
but that doesn't militate against the fact that,
when bees make the selection, they select the
best they have on hand. The trouble on your
part is that you have lost sight of another fact
that plays an important part. Nature is prod-
igal in her provisions. She is not satisfied
with a single blossom for each intended apple,
but millions of blossoms bloom without fruit.

For every drone needed, thousands are reared.
When a queen is needed, a number are reared.
Not content with what cells are started in the
first place, the bees start others later on. In
this latter case, if they have nothing better on
hand, they must perforce use larvae too old.

Years ago, impressed with the importance
of having larvae not too old, I thought I'd
make a sure thing of it by taking away evtry
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thing in the way of brood, and giving a limit-

ed number of eggs from a choice colony. I

reared some fine queens, but I was puzzled

and chagrined to find that some were abortive

affairs of the most miserable character. A
little observation showed me that only part of

the cells were started in the first place, the re-

mnaider being treated as worker larvae, and
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FANCY COMB HONEY, ACCORDING TO NIVER S

GRADING-RULES. SEE EDITORIALS.

after they had become too old as worker
larvae the bees wanted to start some mor,;

queen-cells, and these too old larvae were the

best they had.
Right here let me call your attention to a

little kink in the Doolittle method, that you
may not have thought of, and that kink gives

the method great superiority. The cells are

given as royal cells to begin with. They can
not be treated as workers for a time and then
turned into royal larvae. The bees may emp-
ty the cells in some cases; but if they're ted

at all they're fed royally, and fed so from the
start. So if you are intending to use all the

cells that are started, the Doolittle plan is

away ahead.
On page 921 is an interesting article from

R. C. Aikin, in which he gives the result of

large observation. The editor seems to hope
that the reading thereof will tend to convert
me from the error of my ways. Why, my
dear friend, don't those observations only
confirm what I've said ? His observations are

such that he concludes that, when colonies
are deprived of their queens, the majority
start with larvae " not over four days from the
laying of the egg," and " that by far the larg-

er per cent were reared from selections made
inside of five days from the laving of the egg."
That is, the larvae wTere one or two days old.

The earliest date at which he found queens
emerging was ten days after unqueening.
These cases were very rare, but you will see

that the}' still allowed time for the larvae to
have been selected before they were weaned.
(To the novice I may explain that worker
larvae are fed for the first three days on the
same pap as the royal larvae, and are then
weaned and put on a coarser diet, while the
royal larvae are continued on the same food
throughout. ) The latest was 15 days after

unqueening, in which case there is the pos-
sibility that the egg was laid not more than a
day before the unqueening, and was never fed
any thing but royal jelly. I suppose that Mr.
Aikin means that these were the dates at

which the first young queen in the colony
emerged when all were left in the hive. If he
had taken all the cells and put them separately
in nuclei, I think he would have found some
later than the loth day, such having be^n
chosen, not with the first lot, but later on.
Mr. Aikin says that in some cases all the

cells appeared bad to him. Nothing strange
about that. Unqueening by wholesale, some
of the colonies would not be fit to rear good
queens. The same colony that couldn't rear
a queen worth saving in that way would not.

have reared a good queen from cells properly
prepared by Doolittle himself.

TRANSPARENCY VIEW OF RASPBERRY HONEY.
SEE EDITORIALS.

Iii passing I may refer to the identification

of cells. I don't believe the man lives who
can tell by looking at a single cell whether it

was intended for swarming or supersedure.
Mr. Aiken does not dispute this, but thinks
he can decide from the lot. Very likely. He
thinks pretty confidently he can tell whether
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a cell was built because the queen was sudden-
ly removed or was built for swarming or super-
sedure. Friend Aikin, you can tell every
time for sure. When you see a queen -cell

right in the middle of a sheet of brood, you
may know it's not for swarming or supersed-
ure. If you can't tell in any other way, you
can tear down the cells and see whether they
are what the Germans call preconstructed or
postcoustructed. A cell for swarming is al-

ways preconstructed; that is, it is started from
the very beginning, with the shape of a

queen-cell. A postconstructed cell is one
which is first started six-sided as a worker-
cell, and that six-sided bottom part is always
left, and you may know from that that there's

no swarming or supersedure in the case.

I have read over carefully what I wrote on
page 724, and I see nothing to change unless
it be near the last, where I say. " In the
hands of the common honey-producer, the
best queens will be reared by allowing the
bees their own way, and then, when the cells

have been sealed in a strong colony, letting

the nucleus or colony in which the queen is to

be kept till laying have several cells from
which to select." By that " best " I don't
mean that such queens will be better than
those reared by other queen -rearers' plans, for

I had just said such were as good as the best;

I simply put them in the "best" class, and
meant none would be better. I ought also to

have emphasized the words " letting the nucle-
us .. . have several cells." The point is,

that in the lot will be cells of the best kind,
and also inferior ones, and by giving " sever-

al cells " you'll be pretty sure to give one of

the best. Of course, in giving several cells

you might select all poor ones. To make the
matter entirely sure, all the cells would need
to be used together.

It would nave been better if I had before
made some of the explanations I have here
given. I am sorry I didn't. But as there was
nothing about them but had been familiar for

years, the necessity for mentioning them did
not occur to me. Perhaps also I kept my
gaze a little too closely fixed on the matter as

it first started with Mr. Taylor challenging
the answer I made in American Bee Journal,
page 295. The question was, "Suppose at

the height of the season you took away all

brood except one frame with the queen, in-

serting in its place empty combs. Then, 4$
hours after, take away the remaining frame of

brood, queen and all. What kind of queens
would you get ? " I replied, " After scratching
my head over that question, I'm rather inclin-

ed to reply that you'd get just about the same
kind of queens you'd get if you took away the
queen in the first place, leaving all the brood
and bees Now, doesn't it lock
rather reasonable to you that the bees will

select what will make the best queens if you
leave it entirely to them?" I was talking
with that answer in view, and I see no reason
now for changing the answer.

I think I have been misunderstood, and I

hereby apologize for not trying to express my-
self more fully and clearly. Let me try to

state what I believe. I believe if you take

away a queen and use all the cells the bees in
that colony start, you'll have a sorry lot of
queens, taken as a whole ; whereas by using
the Doolittle plan you may have all of the
best. But I firmly believe, and believe with
all the believing that's in me, that if you take
away a queen and leave all the cells for the
bees to act their own sweet will, you'll have
just as good a queen as would have been rear-
ed if the larva that produced that, queen had
been reared in that same colony in one of
Doolittle's cell-cups after the most approved
fashion. If enough of those cells are given to
a nucleus to contain one or more of the best,
you'll get just as good a queen as by the Doo-
little plan. The professional queen-rearer can
hardly afford to be so lavish of cells. The
honey-producer with hundreds of cells to
throw away may.
Marengo, 111., Jan. 26.

[If I understand you, doctor, bees when left

to themselves will rear good, bad, and indiffer-

ent queens ; but as queens from old laivse
will hatch later than those from young lar-

vae, the latter will be on duty first, and make
way with their rivals. All through nature
there is a harmony that seems to work toward
the " survival of the fittest."

Say, doctor, if you try to correct wrong no-
tions, or prevent people from reading more
into your lines than is actually expressed by
them, you will have a hard job indeed. You
have my hearty sympathy. For instance, even
to this day some of my best friends are mak-
ing out that I claim that plain sections will be
better filled because the bee-space is on the
fence rather than on the sections, and then
proceed to knock such heresy into fire bits.

It's easy—so easy—to set up a man of straw as
a sample of the other fellow's manufacture,
and then pulverize the very straws the crea-
ture is made of. It is useless to say that I

never uttered such a heresy, as I have already
disclaimed any such notion a number of times.
—Ed.]

ARTIFICIAL INCREASE.

The Subject Thoroughly Discussed.

BY W. W. SOMERHORD.

Artificial increase, or the formation of nu-
clei, as given on pages 260 and'61, April 1, has
brought and is still bringing many questions.
Whys and why nots are especially frequent in

letters from beginners who do not seem, gen-
erally, to understand fully any method of in-

creasing artificially their number of colonies.

For the benefit of such readers I will again
sketch over the subject of artificial increase,

as I am doing some of it now myself. I in-

creased at a place where I am starting an api-

ary, seven colonies, up to an even fifty, or
seven from each hive that I had to begin with.
The queens were all removed from the seven
parent colonies just eleven days before divid-
ing, and were carried to other apiaries, and
used—the best ones, I mean. The old or ap-
parently feeble ones were killed. After re-
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maining queenless eleven days I divided the
seven colonies into 43 hives, between five and
seven o'clock. I began dividing at exactly
five o'clock; and at seven, instead of having
7 strong colonies I had exactly 50 divisions,

with from two to four combs each, and they
well covered with bees, and each hive had in

it from two to six cells, almost ready to hatch.
By the way, one of the seven colonies from
which the queens were removed had hatching
queens, and into a number of the divisions I

put Dr. Miller's "pulled queens."
The parent colonies thus divided were in

two-story ten-frame Dovetailed hives, and had
about ten frames of brood each, being, a part
of it, in the upper stories, and honey too.

Each hive was well filled with it, so the divi-

sions have a chance to do pretty well, even if

the hone) -flow should cease at once.

In dividing I left no brood in the hive that
occupies the parent location. I gave each of

them only a bunch of queen-cells, leaving the
entrances open on e ich hive that occupies the
parent location, and has in it the emptiest
combs and no brood, only queen-cells ready
to hatch. The brood is all given to the hives
thai occupy new locations ; for the hives on
parent stands will get plenty of bees if only a
few empty combs are left them with only
queen-cells. The dividing is done late in the
evening to avoid the commotion the returning
bees are sure to make around each parent
stand. The divisions, or new hives, are put
where they are to remain, and the entrances
stopped with moss or leaves. Green basswood
leaves are excellent where no moss is conven-
ient, and are sure to let the bees out by the
third day. If the entrances are not thus clos-

ed the old bees in each new hive are liable to

stampede during the commotion caused by
the returning bees around the parent colonies;

and i;i a stampede where the entrance of a

new colony is left open to begin with I have
seen every bee take wing that could fly, and
pull for the old homestead ; and I have even
seen the bees that were too young and weak
to fly crawl out of the hive and into the grass
by the hundred, only to perish, and thus de-
stroy even the prospect of a new colon)7

, in

only a few minutes after being divided ; but
by closing the entrance with any thing that
the bees can gnaw through in from two to four
days, the probability or possibility of bees re-

turning to an extent sufficient to injure the
strength of a division is entirely removed,
thus insuring perfect success in making in-

crease by artificial means, even in an out-api-
ary where it can not be visited for a week.

Quite a number ask if screening would be
better than moss or leaves. Screening with
wire cloth will do to perfection where a per-
son is on hand the second or third night to
ooen the entrance of each hive; but if divi-

sions are being made in out-apiaries, then
what ? As a bee-keeper can not afford to be
running extra trips to out-apiaries at sundown,
it is much nicer and more convenient to have
them liberate themselves. Besides, leaves,

grass, and moss cost nothing, and don't have
to be put away when used, and answer just
as well if not better. The only cases that I

have had where bees failed to gnaw out in
time were when a cold wave came just after
dividing, and it remained very cool for a week
or so—so cold that the bees would remain in a
cluster, and not get to work to make an open-
ing. But as it is not safe nor advisable to try

to make increase too early in the spring, stuff-

ing the entrances is all right.

I will say for Mr. Agie A. Young, of Little
Rock, whose questions I now have, through
the kindness of the editor, that the old queen
has to be caged in order to get cells built, so
as to have brood and cells in the combs that
are used in the divisions.

The old queen can be left in the hive she
has alwajs occupied, but must first be put into
an ordinary shipping-cage ; that is, if you
want to save her. If old, kill her at once, as
the colony will build from ten to forty cells,

if strong enough to make divisions of, and
young queens are always preferable to old
ones. Some advocate buying queens; but un-
less you have plenty of money, I say don't do
it. If you do buy, be sure to buy of a man of

some years' standing, and at least some sort

of reputation as a queen-breeder, for I write
from experience. I have bought queens by
the dozen from Italy, as well as from various
home breeders of but little experience ; some
of the queens were all right, but the races of

bees—oh, my ! I have had two of Bingham's
smokers that did not even faze them—could
not be subdued. As soon as the smoke clear-

ed so that they could see me I'd have to

run; and the idea of a professional bee-man
running from his bees ! Blacks beat running
from mongrel races.

Navasota, Texas.

BEES AND FRUIT.

The Importance of Some Bees in the Vicinity of

Anybody who Grows Fruit, Especially Cher-

ries: some Strong Testimony.

BY F. I,. MORRILL.

Mr. Root:—Of course I want my subscrip-

tion to Gleanings renewed, as I could not
well get along without it. It has been of more
help to me than I can tell you of since I have
been reading it.

Although Suisun Valley is a very good place

to raise bees, what honey my bees have made
is of a dark color, and does not command the
highest market price in San Francisco. Four
years ago, when I rented one of the orchards
which I am now running, the owners had
about a dozen swarms of bees in box hives,

and took no care of them at all except to hive
the swarms in more box hives. He managed
to keep about the same number of colonies,

as the bee-moth, which is very bad here, clean-

ed out about as many colonies as he managed
to hive every year. He had a large cherry-

orchard, and told me that for eight years he
did not get a cherry. He was about to dig
the trees up when some one advised him to

try bees, which he did. The result was that,

three or four years after he got the bees, he
sold his cherry crop in Chicago and New York
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for about -?4000 ; so you see his idea in keep-
ing bees was only to fertilize the fruit-bloom.

At that time it seemed to me that, if there was
a bee anywhere in the orchard, it would sting
me; but since I have studied their ways, and
handled them some, I find they are not such
little rascals as I once thought them to be.

The owner of these bees told me I might have
them if I would take care of them and keep
them on the ranch. I informed him that I

had no use for any kind of insect that had
such a sharp way of doing business. One
day, however, I was watching a neighbor
working with some bees (it is needless to say
I was inside of a building, and was watching
every bee that came toward the building), and
I became interested and borrowed his ABC
of Bee Culture; became more interested, made
some hives, and transferred the bees, and now
have sixty colonies in eight-frame Langstroth
hives of my own make. I shall increase to

100 stocks, as I have 140 acres of trees for
them to work on. Although this is one of the
most fertile valleys in the world, the drouth
last year was very hard on fruit-trees. The
fruit did not mature last year, neither did the
buds for this year's crop; so for two years now
the orchardists have not made their expenses.
A large percentage of the white varieties of
cherry-trees have died, owing to last year's
drouth. In digging wells to irrigate we have
found the soil in some localities as dry as pow-
der to a depth of fifteen feet.

By the way, we have a gas-engine out here
that generates gas and runs on crude petrole-
um that costs only five cents per gallon, and
a gallon will go as far as a gallon of gasoline
in other makes of engines. I speak of this

because I have seen none advertised in East-
ern papers.

I have found that honey gathered from
fruit-bloom is bitter to the taste. There is a
wild peavine that grows here that the bees
gather honey from all summer and fall, and
the honey, when first gathered, is as blue as a
navy shirt.

Suisun, Cal., April 24.

COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.

Producing Both at the Same Time on the Same
Hive; the Shallow Extracting-super for Start-

ing Bees into the Sections.

BY LOUIS SCHOLL.

The article in April 15th Gleanings, by
Mrs. Barber, in regard to producing comb and
extracted honey, was read with great interest;

and as Mrs. B. asks others to try her plan, and
report, I will endeavor to tell how I conceived
the idea of using shallow half-depth extract-
ing supers on all colonies intended to be run
for comb (section) honey.

All of my hives that I have been using were
the 1^-story eight-frame Dovetailed, with
shallow extracting-supers. These are left on
the hive during the winter—in fact, all the
year round except on those colonies which are
well started in their section-supers during the
honey-flow, as the shallow-frame supers are
generally moved to other colonies run for ex-

tracted honey exclusively. These are mostly
colonits which are too slow for comb honey,
and often these are the weaker colonies in the
yard.

Well, to return. In 1895 we had a sudden
flow from mesquite; and as I had only one su-
per and a set of frames to each colony they
were soon filled with honey before any was
ripe enough to be extracted. As the bees
needed more room I could do nothing else
than to get all of my sections ready, and nail
up some supers, using old fence boards and
what all. These were put between the shallow
super and the brood-nest ; and how the bees
did fill those sections !

I did not care to produce a very great
amount of section honey, so I selected several
of my best and strongest colonies to produce
the amount wanted; but after putting the sec-
tion-supers on they were very slow to enter
them.
One or two did not go up at all, and not one

of these colonies entered the supers until the
brood-nest was completely filled with honey.
As bees are loath to store honey above sealed
stores, they would loaf and hang all over the
front of the hive, while the other colonies
produced a far greater amount of both comb
and extracted honey. So it will be plainly
seen that this idea w?s a good one, and it has
been practiced ever since that time.

I have been bu^y this week in placing the
comb honey supers between the shallow-frame
supers (which are about half full) and the
brood-nest. The mesquite flow is now on; and
if the weather continues favorable, those su-
pers will soon be full.

To conclude, I will give here a copy of my
report for 1897 in the Southland Queen, Janu-
ary, 1898 :

" I have the eight-frame Dovetailed hives,
and use shallow extracting-supers. As I run
my bees for extracted and comb honey I first

let them get started in the shallow super, and
then I put a super filled with sections in be-
tween."

" If you run some colonies for comb honey,
and treat them in this way, the bees seem to
try to see how quickly they can fill the sec-
tions between the super and brood-nest."

After considering all these most important
points on the production of section honey, as,

bees too slow to enter section-supers, too much
honey in the brood-chamber, and that bees
are quite loath not to store surplus honey
above the sealed honey in the brood-frames,
and a great many other points worthy of the
fullest consideration, I have now on trial in
my apiary a sectional hive consisting of a se-

ries of cases, brood-cases, and section-cases all

interchangeable, by the use of which I believe
we can overcome a great many of these diffi-

culties. After putting this hive to a thorough
trial we will gladly say more about it in some
future articles.

Hunter, Tex., April, 1899.

[Once get the bees started, and they will go
right on with the work. The principle of us-
ing an extracting-super to get the bees into
the notion of going above to work is all right.
It worked nicely for us last summer.

—

Ed.]
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RAMBLE 168.

In Tacoma.

BY RAMBLER.

The Phenecie Bros, are not unknown to bee-

keeping fame in Washington. They have a

little factory here in Tacoma for the manu-
facture of supplies, and also have an apiary.

I believe they published a few numbers of a

bee-journal ; but it seems that no portion of

the Pacific Coast, either north or south, has a

class of bee-keepers that will sustain a journal

devoted to their interests, therefore this jour-

nal was suspended, and is in that painful con-

dition to this day.

Upon the first call that Mr. Littooy and I

made at the factory we found no one within.

It was election day, and the proprietors were
serving their country at the polls. I called

twice afterward, and at all times the same
silence reigned, and I did not see the gentle-

men while in Tacoma.
Mr. W. H. Pallies is another bee-keeper

of whom I had some knowledge through cor-

respondence and trade, and I felt quite well

acquainted with him even before I met him.

Mr. Pallies lives quite a little distance out of

the city, in a suburb quarter. It was ex-

tremely easy to find his residence under the

guidance of Mr. Littooy. Of course it rained

somewhat that forenoon, and we dispensed

with the wheels, and took the electric-car line

which runs past the gentleman's door. Our
call was made the day after the election ; and
although we found Mr. Pallies at home in the

tender care of his family, he was considerably

used up from the arduous duties of election

da}'. I understood him to say that he was
obliged to sit on a board all day and nearly

all night. Of course, such treatment would
use almost anybody up.

Mr. Pallies has about 100 colonies of bees.

He is one of the pioneer bee-keepers of this

portion of Washington. He also uses the

Heddon hive ; but through the discussions of

the virtues of large hives in the bee-journals

he is getting somewhat estranged from it— so

much so, at least, that he is experimenting
with a few of the regular Dadant twelve -

frame hives. His experiments so far give him
a favorable opinion of the large hive. He says

that a swarm from an ordinary eight-frame

hive is not large enough to fill one of these

big hives, and it takes them about a year to

get thoroughly to going ; but when they do
get to going, when one of these big hives

casts a swarm it is so large it will fill a hive of

like size and fill it rapidly with honey. In

this case like begets like. He is quite sure

that a colony in one of these big hives is not

so liable to spring-dwindle as they are in a

smaller hive.

Mr. Littooy and I could not be convinced
that any hive is better than the Heddon ; and
we were firm in our belief that any thing any-

body else can do with a hive we can do with

the Heddon, and more too.

Mr Pallies seems to be a careful experi-

menter, and I have no doubt he will learn the

best way to operate his bees, and in an emi-

nently satisfactory way to Mr. Pallies. He
sells all of his honey in his home market, and
to private customers, and sometimes has to

send out of the State for honey. The grocers
here as well as in other coast towns have a

prejudice against California honey, for such
mixtures have been sent here from San Fran-
cisco that, when sold to the consumer, they
would bring them back to the grocer.

Mr. Pallies related his investigations into a

Sm Francisco firm which advertised and sold
outfits for the manufac ure of artificial honey.
The main ingredient for this mixiure was a

syrup made from boiled artichokes. The
syrup is white and tasteless. Cornstalks were
then ground in a sorghum-mill, and the re-

sulting syrup along with glucose, was intro-

duced to give color and sweetness. To five

gallons of the above mixture one quart of

W. H. PALUES' APIARY AND HONEY-HOUSE.

honey was added to give a honev flavor. The
entire cost of the outfit was 8200. A very
plausible circular extulled the mixture as in

every way equal if not superior to bees' hone}',

and the profits from its sale were s-ated to be
enormous. The company made their profits

from the sale of the outfit, and cared but little

whether the mixture was of use or not. Al-

though such mixtures were put upon the mar-
ket several years ago, the effect still lingers.

We hear much about the honey markets of

Europe, and that the consumer prefers his

extracted honey in the candied state, for he
has been educated in the right way, and
knows how to choose the pure honey. On
the contrary, our consumer has been educated
by the schemer; and when pure honey is

offered for sale there is a suspicion that there

is a Yankee trick behind it ; and is it not a

fact that such schemes are worked upon the
people of this more than of any other country?
and when they are tried in other countries

they come to grief through more stringent

national laws. The very low price for honey
within the past few years is the only effective
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remedy in this country. The profits now will

hardly warrant extensive adulteration.

I present a small photo of Mr. Pallies' api-

ary and shop. The latter is a combination
affair where bee-fixtures are kept, poultry
housed, and Belgian hares bred for market.
Mr. Pallies seems to take considerable pride
in this species of stock, and he has some fine

and valuable specimens on hand.
" If you had only given us information that

you were coming," said he, " we would have
had Belgian hares for dinner." That is what
we often lose by dropping in upon a family
unawares ; but we had a dinner fit lor a king,
for all that. Mrs. Pallies and her daughter
are evidently experts in that line. Besides
the bees, poultry, and Belgian hares, Mr.
Pallies has a small fruit-ranch devoted to the
raising of small fruits. The sod here seems
to be very productive ; and, having the neces-

sary humidity, every thing in the vegetable
and fruit line makes a rapid growth. Real
estate is another factor in the hands of Mr.
P., and I have no doubt that he could locate

any person desiring to settle in this wonderful
country.
The bee men around the city of Tacoma, in

the first flush of their enthusiasm, a few years
ago, organized a bee - keepers' association.

Two meetings were held, and the various
questions were so thoroughly discussed and
settled that they have had no need of an asso-

ciation since, and it is in the same condition
as the Pacific-coast bee-journals — suspend-
ed.

Mr. Pallies is greatly interested in the pure-
food movement, and to the women of Tacoma
is to be accredited the organization of the first

and only State society in the United States
having for its object the encouragement of

patronage of home industry. The organiza-

tion pledges its members to patronize home
products whenever possible. A trade-maik is

applied to the label of home products found
worthy of support, to distinguish them from
the undeserving. Several branch societies

are organized throughout the State. Testing
committees report on the merits of the product.
For instance, hone}- that bears the trade-mark
of the society can be accepted as absolutely
pure. If every State would give more atten-

tion to these matters, whi:h are vital to health
and comfort, there would be fewer doctor-bills

to pay.
My two daj s' stop in Tacoma seemed very

pleasant when basking in the smiles and con-
versation of the bee-keepers in their homes

;

but when outdoors there was a certain sadness
in the air ; for if the clouds were not weeping
they were all ready to. I could hardly under-
stand how the people generally could keep so

cheerful. I suppose it is all in getting used to

such a condition of the weather.
The next morning I turned my face to the

north again, and toward the city of Seattle.

For conveyance I went aboard the little

steamer Sentinel, and had a delightful run of

26 miles up the sound. It was cool and
cloudy, and a mackintosh was necessary for

comfort. My wheel rested comfortably in one
of the row-boats on the upper deck ; and on

the lee and warm side of the large smoke-fun-
nel two Indians crouched for comfort.

In the little cabin below, there were about
20 people of both sexes and of various nation-
alities, and with us an Indian family. I was
informed that this Indian owned a large ranch
in Eastern Washington

; and from the smart
and well-dressed appearance of himself, wife,
son, and daughter, he was evidently prosper-
ing. The daughter, of about 25 summers, at-
tracted my attention, for she was elegantly
attired in a rich magenta-colored silk dress,
and wore as nicely befeathered a hat, and as
jauntily, as any white girl, and she was read-
ing the daily paper.
The Indian reservation is probably the

chief factor in civilizing this Indian, or cer-
tainly his daughter, for the Indian children
are all gathered into the reservations for train-
ing and education. The one I visited near
Tacoma was populated with more children
than adults, and the result is civilized Indians.
One of our leading generals once said that
"the only good Indian is a dead one." That
would be a heartless remark applied to the
family on this boat, for here a good Indian is
a civilized Indian, a tiller of the soil, a pro-
ducer, a peaceable man, and working in har-
mony with his white brother. I should also
dislike to hear the word "squaw" applied to
a civilized Indian maiden, like this one for
instance. They have outgrown that low-down
name, and certainly deserve to be treated with
polite consideration.

I have not had much experience with the
Indians

; but in my various glimpses of them
and their occupations, all the way from the
Mexican line to this northern country, I have
never found an Indian managing bees accord-
ing to civilized methods. The Indians, espe-
cially in the southern country, bring in quite
an amount of wax ; but the method they prac-
tice is close to nature's way. They rob the
many bee-caves and trees, feast on the honey,
and sell the wax.
While I was reflecting upon this matter

with this Indian family before me, I had an
idea that there was a good opening for some
good missionary work with the Indians in the
direction of bee-keeping. In fact, I had just
made up my mind to take up the work myself,
and commence upon this Indian family ; but
my resolution was suddenly shaken by the
boat runniug up to the wharf at Seattle, and
all was confusion. Our little group of passen-
gers went their various ways, and I no more
saw the lovely Indian maiden.

ANOTHER RAMBLER

In the Land of the Canebrake and the Cotton-fields.

BY CARRIE BELLE ROOT.

[While Miss Carrie was at school in Oberlin
she became acquainted with a young lady
whose home is in Moorehead, Miss. ; and said
young lady took her down to her southern
home during vacation time. Of course, Miss
Carrie has been obliged to turn over the sub-
scription-list, temporarily, to other hands, and
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she has, by invitation, given us an account of
her rambles.—A. I. R.]

Away down south, not far from the Mississ-
ippi River, there is a small village divided by
a pretty little bayou into two parts. On one
side of this bayou is the dark)' settlement.
The church is the first thing which greets our
eyes, and around this, in picturesque confu-
sion, the little whitewashed cabins of the col-

ored people are clustered. A few steps fur-

ther on is the Almeda Gardner A. M. A.
school for colored girls. On the opposite side
of this bayou is the one store and postoffice,

the new hotel, and three or four houses be-
longing to the white people. It would be use-

less to bring a bicycle with the intention of
riding, nor even a carriage, to the town, for

the roads are not as yet in condition to admit
of that mode of traveling. Every one, young
and old, rides horseback, and it is great fun
for a party, mounted on steeds of all condi-
tions and sorts, to start off in the cool of the
day for a horseback ride. Riding down south
is much different from the riding up north,
and far more pleasant.

One afternoon, about five o'clock, a small
party of us started, the girls dressed in the
manner of the countr)% hair braided down
the back, and hats off, for we did not care to

sow a crop of hats and hairpins in the Moor-
head bayous and forests. We rode north be-
side the railroad track until we came to the
long pile bridge. Here we crossed the afore-
said bayou, and found ourselves in the woods.
Soon our clear sailing apparently ended,
for we came to a growth of cane growing
much higher than our heads ; but the horses,
nothing daunted, turned into it and we found
a narrow path just wide enough for us to ride

through, single file. Within it was cool and
shady, for the cane grew so thick that no glim-
mer of sunlight came through. The head
horse started on a gallop, following the wind-
ing path in and out, and, of course, all the
other horses caught the inspiration. Even my
little pony, Dexter, at the end of the proces-
sion, was unwilling to be left behind ; for as
soon as he saw the tail of the last horse van-
ishing among the canebrake he pricked up his
little ears, and off he started after the rest.

Often, branches from the larger trees would
hang over our path, and it became very excit-

ing to see who would get through with least

number of eyes scratched out.

All good things come to an end, so did our
path through the cane; for we came out of it

into the open woods ; and, finding the trail

muddy and wet from recent rains, we turned
our horses aside and let them make paths for
themselves through the thick underbrush and
tall trees. Again we had to be careful, for I

found that, while I was admiring the beauty
of the scenery on the right side, the pony
would walk too close to a tree on the left, and,
as a natural result, the tree and I would find
ourselves in too close contact for (my) person-
al comfort. Once, as Dexter was bravely push-
ing his way through, a small sapling flew back
and knocked one of my feet out of the stirrup,

and gave the other a sharp rap which did not
feel very comfortable for a minute. Fallen

trees often lay across our path, but it did not
seem to occur to the horses to go around them.
They would calmly pick up their feet and step
over; or if the log looked a little large, Dex-
ter, without stopping to give warning, would
jump it.

On the day in question our party went as
far as we could without encountering too great
obstacles, then turned our horses' heads to-

ward home again. We all looked forward to

our return ride through the cane, and it was
even more fun than the first time. The coun-
try seemed so wild and unbroken that it was a
pleasure to ride through it, for new scenes and
new obstacles were constantly appearing be-
fore us. Rattlesnakes are said to be quite
common in these parts, but we have not en-
countered any as yet.

We arrived home about half-past six, bring-
ing with us as a trophy of our ride nothing
but violets and a big appetite apiece.

ARE WE GOING AGAINST NATURE IN WORK-
ING FOR COMB HONEY ?

Question.—Is it not against the very nature
of the bees to have so many traps by the way
of separators, T tins, queen-excluders, etc., in
the production of comb honey ? and do not
these things lessen our yield materially, and
place the bees to a great disadvantage above
what they were with the large open 15-pound
boxes our fathers used to have their honey
stored in ?

Answer.—When I first began bee-keeping
comb honey was not put up as at the present
day, as a part of the boxes used were made to
hold 15 pounds, as our questioner hints at,

while the smallest boxes then in use in this

locality held fully six pounds. Some of these
had glass sides while others had only a small
piece of glass over an auger-hole, so that the
owner of the bees could see through this glass

to tell when the combs weie completed, or
when the honey was ready to take off ; for,

when these combs were sealed next the glass,

the whole of those in the box were quite apt
to be so, as a general rule. In these boxes we
frequently found both brood and pollen, espe-

cially when any box was filled from white
clover, even with a hive as large as 2000 cubic
inches, and many wondered why the queen
would go above to lay, when there was appar-
ently plenty of room for her below. The rea-

son for this, as I look at it, is that new comb
is being built above, which is generally of the
drone size of cells, where the bees have their

own way in building it, as was the case then,

which, with the desire of the queen to be
where the bees are the most active, causes her
to go into the surplus arrangement to lay.

Some seem to think that this trouble with
brood and pollen in the surplus arrangement
of the hive is something that comes by our
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working against nature in these latter days,
caused by the contraction of the brood-cham-
ber being done by many of our leading api-

arists during the past score of years ; but I

believe this to be a wrong idea, for I found
much more brood and pollen in my comb
honey 25 or 30 years ago, before I ever con-
tracted any hive, than I have since, where no
queen-excluding honey-board was used.

As time passed on, the thought originated
in some enterprising bee-keepers' head that
honey would sell better if stored in still small-
er boxes than those weighing 6 pounds, so we
soon had the 4-pound and next the 3-pound
box. This box was used in the same way as
its predecessors had been ; namely, with glass
sides, while it was made long enough to hold
only one comb, which comb was about 2%
inches thick when completed. With this box
I had very little success, for the bees seemed
very loath to work in it ; and when they did
so, they would frequently try to put in three
combs, which put it in very poor shape for

market. For this reason 1 decided that it

was not in accord with " nature " for the bees
to be cut up into so little clusters, and have
their comb as thick as 1% inches. Conse-
quently I went back to the six pound box
again, leaving it to others to work the smaller
ones as they pleased.

When the two-pound sections with sepa-
rators were introduced I considered them as

being still worse than any preceding them,
for the bees were divided into still smaller
clusters than before, or at least that was the
way I reasoned. One night, while lying
awake thinking on the subject, I believed
that I saw the difference between this way of

using small boxes and the old way, where
glass was used on both sides of the box ; for

in using separators the bees were not, properly
speaking, divided into little clusters at all,

but virtually had one box of the size given by
the number of sections used in one tier, which
was generally nearly twTice the amount of one
six-pound box ; for as the tin separators did
not come within y% inch of either the bottom
or the top of the section, the bees and warmed
air could pass from one to the other just the
same as if no tin were there, to all intents and
purposes. But there was so small an entrance
that I feared this would be a hindrance to the
bees coming up in the sections to work to

advantage ; and in order to overcome this I

left the bottom off all the sections first used,

so that I might not meet with a partial failure,

as I had done with the three-pound box. My
yield of honey from colonies so fixed was
greater that fall than from the hives worked
in the old way, as an average ; but I found
that, in leaving the bottoms off the sections, I

had gotten into a job which I did not care to

go through with again ; and, besides, in using
the tin separators so narrow that Y% inch was
left both above and below them, I had a bad
job here also, for the bees bulged the combs
so badly at both bottom and top they could
not well be crated.

Although still fearful that I might lessen

the yield of honey by putting on the bottoms
of the sections and widening the tin to the

separators, yet I resolved to try ; so the next
season found me putting sections on a few
hives, very nearly the same as I use them now,
all the difference being that I then used a
two-pound s-ection, while I use the one-potmd
now. The rest of the apiary was worked with
the six-pound boxes as before. At the end of
that season I found that the colonies having
the sections with separators gave me the larg-
est yield again, and the combs in these sec-
tions were simply perfect, or as nearly so as
any we have seen pictured within the past
year, while many of those in the larger boxes
were far from being so. The entrance to the
sections also seemed ample, and by a little

figuring I soon saw that the fourth-inch space
between each section was greater as a whole
than the entrance given to tne six-pound box.
When the next season came, I worked about
half of my bees wHth sections and separators,
and the other half with the six-pound boxes,
thus using caution when starting out on some-
thing outside of the beaten path which I had
trodden in the past, as I alwajs think it ad-
visable to do.
The result of that season proved the same

as that of the seasons before, so that I then
adopted sections entirely, and firmly believe
that such an arrangement does not incon-
venience the bees in the least, over what they
would be in a box of ihe same capacity with-
out separators, or with separators with any
kind of perforation in them. When the
queen-excluding honey-boards came before
the public I tried them slowly, as I did the
sections with separators, using more and more
each year, till, so far as I am enabled to de-
tect, I can say that none ot these things cause
any inconvenience to the bees, or in the least
decrease our crop of comb honey. Only in
this way of proving things can any one fully
say what is good and what is not. The old
injunction, "Prove all things, hold fast to
that which is good," is as valuable lo-c ay as
it ever was.

BEE-PARA LYSIS.

Dr. C. C. Miller:— I have some disease
amorg my bees that seems to be very bad.
Will )Oti please to gi\e advice through
Gleanings as to what it is ? They crawl or are
dragged out of the hive by the well bees, and
have a shiny appearance, as if dropped in
grease; a quiverii g motion: live a few hours,
b conie swollen, and die Is the disease con-
tagious? I have united it twice, and the well
hives became diseased. Would 3 ou recom-
mend burning the hive, bees, and combs ? I

have changed queens three times
Dadeville, Mo.. May 8. R. D. McMurry.
[Dr. Miller replies:]

If you will lock up back numbers of Glean-
ings, and read what has been said about the
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nameless disease, or bee-paralysis, you will

find about all that is known on the subject.

To be sure, tbat isn't all that might be desir-

ed; for although a number of cures have been
recommended as sure by different persons,
there seem as yet to be no means of treatment
that have proved efficient in the hands of the
many.
As to contagiousness, it certainly is not very

contagious, for I've had one or a few colonies
to be affected throughout the whole season
without having others affected. As far north
as Northern Illinois it is hardly worth paying
any attention to; but in the far South it is a
very serious matter. It is hardly advisable
for you to destroy the affected colonies. Quite
possibly the disease will disappear of itself, as

it has with me. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

[But the disease, judging from reports, is

verv contagious in the South, is it not, doctor?
—Ed.]

bee-keepers in the legislature.

I have just read with interest the experience
of the New York bee-keepers with their legis-

lature, relative to the spraying-bill. I had the
same experience in our legislature. Our bill

was introduced by the horticulturist. I said

but little until the bill came up for its third

reading, then I introduced an amendment
making the penalty the same for spraying
while in bloom as the bill provided for not
spraying at all. The amendment was adopt-
ed, and the bill passed the house as amended.
I then followed it to the senate, where my
amendment was concurred in, and it is now a

law upon our statute-books.

We have not been so fortunate this winter
with our foul-brood bill. It was referred to

the committee on ways and means, who re-

fused to report it out, so the bill is dead in the
committee room. I think we need one or two
good live bee keepers in ever)' legislature. I

shall see that this foul-brood bill is introduced
at every session of our legislature until it pass-

es. I think the bee-keepers of the State are
more to blame than any one else for this fail-

ure. I doubt whether a dozen have written to

Lac sing in the interest of the bill.

George E. Hilton.
Fremont, Mich., May 19.

THOSE DARK RAYS.

What an age we live in ! When are the
wonders which startle the world to cease?
Now comes the discoverer of "dark rays"
(see page 355, Gleanings) such as enable
the owl, cat, and other nocturnal prowlers, to

see their prey. The prismatic rays and the
X rays, in the realm of discovery, are in a to-

tal eclipse. It has been generally supposed
that darkness indicated the absence of rays,

and that the pupil of the eye expanded as

the rays of light lessened, so as to take in, or
gather together what there were, so that ob-
jects might be made visible, but we are told
that the expausion of the pupil of the eye is

for quite another purpose; viz., to take in a
greater quantity of darkness, thus rendering
objects discernible. Oh, my ! Just shut your
eyes, and think a moment. How much dark-
ness tabby cat could get, even in the daytime,
by shutting her eyes ! Then where would
poor mousie be? What's the use of expand-
ing the pupil, even in the dark? Shut the
eye; it'll be dark enough. Why, bees ought
to do their best honey gathering during the
darkest nights. We sometimes hear it said
that they have been known to gather honey,
in some localities, during very bright moon-
light nights; but mine have not made suffi-

cient advancement in the use of " the rays of
dark" to do even that; and for several rea-

sons, which I might give, I hope they never
will. W. M. Whitney.

Hospital, 111. 4

A PLEA FOR THE KING BIRD.

I ido not own a honey-bee and never did;

but I like your paper, and I love God's crea-
tures, hence this article. On page 354 A. J.

Wright makes a common but most unjustifia-

ble attack on the king bird as an enemy and
destroyer of honey-bees. On page 233 of the
Report of the Secretary of Agriculture for the
year 1893 is given the food habits of the king
bird. The specialists of the department ana-
lyzed the contents of 171 stomachs taken
from king birds in nineteen different States,

Canada, and the District of Columbia, six

months being covered in collecting the same.
Only 14 stomachs contained any traces of the
honey-bee, and there was a total of only fifty
bees found. Of these, 40 were drones, 4 were
workers, and 6 were too fragmentary to iden-
tify. Thus only one bird in 12 caught bees,

of which only 10 per cent were workers. In
several instances birds were shot near bee-
hives, but no trace of bees were found in

their stomachs. Before condemning any of

God's creatures, be sure we are right, then go
ahead. W. H. SEELY.

Howell, Mich., May 6.

[But I have seen king birds catch bees in

our apiary at the rate of about one a minute.
They caught the bees in the air, then would
alight on the barn near by and then swallow
them. One bird would catch perhaps a dozen
in this way at a time.

At one other time we lost a good many
queens during the queen-rearing season, and
there were king birds that made a regular
business of being on hand in the morning. I

did not see them catch bees this time; but I

shot several of the birds, and after that the
young queens did not " come up missing " so
often. King birds, like man-eating tigers, ac-

quire a liking for a certain kind of dietary;

and if the birds are making frequent visits to

the apiary you may be sure they are there for

the bees. As they are caught on the wing,
naturally the largest and the slowest of flight

bees (the queens) would be the victims. The
report you refer to only goes to show that the
birds in question were not of the bee-eating
kind.—Ed.]
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OUR apiarist, Mr. Wardell, is now raising

queens successfully a la Doolittle, in the
brood-nest, with a la) ing queen attending to

her duties in the hive. Cell raising has been
going on right along during this spell of cool

weather we have been having for the last eight

or ten days, apparently, without let or hin-
drance.

Before the next issue is out the honey sea-

son in most localities will have begun. The
locusts are just going out, and white clover is

just beginning to show its beautiful heads
here and there. This would have been an
ideal spring except for the fact that it has
generally feen cool for the last ten days—
that is, irom the 17th to the 27th. While win-
ter losses have been heavy, most bee-keepers
are hopeful because the conditions have been
fairly favorable.

Strangely enough, the queen-breeders of

the South have this spring had almost no ad-

vantage over those of the North. During
March and the fore part of April the weather
was about as unfavorable for queen-rearing in

the southern portions of our country as in the

northern; and when the weather did open up
warm and balmy, the queen-breeders in the

North could begin just as soon. These
thoughts came to me when we tried to get

queens from the South this spring. The al-

most universal complaint seemed to be that

the weather had bet n too unfavorable in the

vSouth.

T. F. Bingham, of Farwell, Mich., the

smoker man, lost 80 colonies of bees on the

11th by a spark from the railroad, which, pre-

sumably, was close at hand. A hive of bees
with its dry lumber, with its combs that burn
almost like tar, makes good material for a

fire ; and if the grass caught fire near one hive

it might be the means of spreading it to every
other colony in the apiary. When I visited

W. L. Coggshall we stopped at one yard where
two colonies were literally burned clean, leav-

ing nothing but the tin roofs, the nails, and
the ashes, and it was a wonder it did not take

the whole apiary. This fire caught from a

smoker.

THE HONEY OF APIS DORSATA.
Attention is called to the fact in the arti-

cle elsewhere on Apis dorsala, that the honey
that is stored in combs built by these bees in

open air is apt to sour. It is well known that,

in an ordinary hive, bees get up an artificial

current that carries on the process of evapora-

tion very rapidly. But such artificial currents

can scarcely be secured in case of a unicomb
hanging in the open air on the limb of a tree.

.

While India has a very hot climate, W. P., at

my elbow, says it is very moist for the greater

part of the year at least. This, no doubt,

would account in part for the thinness of the

honey and for its tendency to ferment.

SECTION-CLEANING machines.
We have here one of the latest Aspinwall

section-cleaners. Il is a foot-power machine
having a mandrel at the top, and in conven-
ient reach of the operator. On the end of
this mandrel is secured a metal cylinder about
2 inches in diameter and 8 inches long. At
equal intervals are slots cut lengthwise of this
cylinder, and in these slots are fitted scrap-
ing knives that project out about like the
bit of a plane through the face of the block.
Unlike the ordinary sandpaper machine this

does not clog with propolis. It does the work
rapidly, but does not, to my notion, do as nice
a job as an ordinary scraping-knife or sand-
paper; but as it works so successfully with Mr.
Aspinwall, I am free to acknowledge that I

have not yet learned the knack of scraping
with a machine of this kind. C. Davenport,
in an article in the Amer. Bee Journal, tells

of a series of interesting experiments with
machine section -cleaners. Sandpaper, com-
position sand -wheels, emery wheels, and the
like, he finds, fill up with propolis. He then
adopted a "wooden roller about 2 inches in
diameter," with " steel knives in these about
l/e inch apart," projecting "about 1 inch above
the wood," the knives being let into saw-
kerfs. This cleaner, he said, "will remove
propolis from sections very rapidly. It never
clogs up, even if the glue is so soft that it is dif-

ficult to clean the sections by hand ; though
when the edges of the sections are held against
it, care has to be taken or the knives will

catch on the corners, and instantly tear the
whole section to pieces."

I have just received word from Mr. J. A.
Golden, of Reinersville, O., whose machine
section-cleaner we illustrated on page 215 of
this journal for last year. This makes use of

a sand-belt; and, unlike the ordinary sandpa-
per, he says it does not clog up with propolis,
but does the work rapidly and nicely. Mr.
Golden writes that he now has the machine so
perfected that any child can run it. The belt

he uses is made of sand-cloth, about 4 inches
wide, and runs on two pulleys that are geared
up to give a good speed. The operation of

cleaning is to lay the section on the belt, and
the yielding surface, he saj^s, does not mar or
damage the edges of the section. I have ask-
ed him to send us the perfected machine for

us to try, after which I will report in regard
to it.

There is no question but the machine sec-

tion-cleaner is bound to come, and those of

our readers who are of a mechanical turn of

mind, and have good tools, would do well to

give this matter some attention. To save use-

less experiments I will say I believe the solid-

disk sand-wheel is not a success, owing to the
fact that it fills up with propolis; and why the
sanded belt of Mr. Golden does not meet with
the same difficulty I can not understand.
Both Mr. Aspinwall and Mr. Davenport have

the right idea, but so far as I have experiment-
ed the knives do not make smooth work. The
Aspinwall might be improved by putting in

more knives—that is, make them only */(, inch
apart, as recommended by Mr. Davenport.
Such a mandrel could be very easily made.
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APIS DORSATA HIVED BY A GLEANINGS COR-
RESPONDENT.

IT is with no little pleasure that we publish
elsewhere the result of the efforts on the part

of a missionary who has succeeded, at least

partially, in hiving and domesticating a colo-

ny of Apis dorsata. Now that Mr Rambo,
our missionary correspondent, has formed
the acquaintance of these bees, has found
them gentle, and comparatively easy to han-
dle, I feel certain that he will be able to dem-
onstrate whether or not they can be confined
in hives. If so, we will have a shipment of

these bees en route to America in short order.

In the mean time our soldier friends are prob-
ably " pulling the ropes " in the Philippines.

If they meet with any degree of success we
are bound to get the giant bees into the Unit-

ed States at a comp ratively slight expense, or
at an expense that will come within the reach
of private enterprise.

FIRE AT THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES.
On the 18th of May we came very near los-

ing our warehouse, its contents, and possibly

our lumber, aggregating in value some $30,000
or $40,000, by a fire that originated from some
electric wires. Of course, the lumber and build-

ing were insured, but the insurance would not
begin to make up for delays to customers, and
general disappointment all around. The fire

started in an electric starting-box that is used
to start a small electric motor that runs the

elevator. This elevator is situated in the mid-
dle of the building ; and the starting-box,

which was on the floor, was right in the ele-

vator-shaft. A boy happened to be passing
by, and gave the alarm just in time ; for a fire

in the elevator-opening would, in all proba-
bility, soon have enveloped the whole build-

ing. Our night watchman and two or three

of our packers who were working late that
night put out the fire alone, while the rest

of us were getting our big fire-pump, fire-

hose, and every thing else in good working
trim. As it was, the loss amounts to only
$45.00, which was promptly paid by the insur-

ance companies.
This building is the only one in the lot that

is not equipped with automatic sprinklers, and
in consequence the fire might have been seri-

ous if it had not been extinguished when it was.

DIAGNOSING FOUL BROOD WITH A PICTURE
;

SEE PAGE 425.

In this issue I take pleasure in presenting a
characteristic and accurate representation of a

foul -brood comb. This specimen was photo-
graphed by Thos. Wm. Cowan, and I obtained
the loan of the picture long enough from W.
Z. Hutchinson to take off a half-tone.

It is impossible to describe, by ordinary lan-

guage, foul brood so that it will not be confus-
ed with dead brood, and other forms of un-
sealed or partly sealed brood that are perfect-

ly normal and healthy. For instance, the
bees have a way of leaving some of their brood
in hot weather unsealed for a short time. The
hole will be drawn up to a small opening, and
a beginner, or one not familiar with the dis-

ease, might imagine that these pinholes rep-

resented "something awful." But the pin-
holes in real foul brood are irregular and jag-

ged, as shown in the illustration on page 425.

The larva is shrunken, and of a dark coffee

color; and the cappings of the dead brood are
somewhat sunken, and have a sort of greasy
look. If any one has in his apiary specimens
of brood like the one shown in this illustra-

tion, accompanied with the other characteris-

tics named, he can set it down as a fact, prob-
ably, that he has genuine foul brood.

If I had combs as badly diseased as the one
shown in the illustration I would burn them
at night if possible, and then bury the ashes
below the reach of a plow or spade. In the
light of our present knowledge of the difficul-

ty of killing the spores of this enemy at a boil-

ing temperature, I would never think of ex-
tracting foul broody honey. I would count it

as profit and loss, and consign it all to the bon-
fire, combs and all.

Since our last issue there has been some in-

quiry as to where to get naphthol beta and
how to dilute the same so that it can be used
in the syrup fed to the bees. The article can
be obtained at most of the drugstores, at

least; but if not, your druggist can get it for

you. As to the matter of dilution, the follow-
ing are directions recommended :

For every pound of sugar used in making syrup or
candy, dissolve three grains of naphthol beta in alco-
hol. Naphthol dissolves freely in alcohol, but it is in-
soluble in cold water. Pour the solution into the syr-
up, when sufficiently boiled and still hot.

There has been considerable call of late for

the treatment recommended by Wm. McEvoy,
foul- brood inspector for Canada. We have
had for some little time a foul-brood pamphlet
giving his method of treatment, which has
proven to be so efficacious on the other side of

the border line. This pamphlet will be sent
to all subscribers asking for it who inclose two
cents postage.

THE ADULTERATED-FOOD INVESTIGATION.

IT seems that an adulterated-food investiga-
tion has been taking place at Chicago during
the past month, closing on Friday, May 12.

On that day the editor of the American Bee
Journal, together with Secretary Moore and
Vice - president Mrs. Stow, of the Chicago
Bee-keepers' Association, appeared before the
Senate inquiry committee to testify concern-
ing the adulteration of honey as practiced in

Chicago. Editor York testified that the adul-
teration of honey was " being carried on to
an alarming extent ;

" that it was not the bee-
keepers who were doing this, but the jobbers
almost exclusively. The chief adulterant seem-
ed to be glucose—an article that cost probably
a cent a pound, wmile pure liquid honey was
worth seven to eight cents ; honey bought in

the comb was always reliable, because there
is no way for manufacturers to imitate it. The
other witnesses corroborated Mr. York, and
much good work was done. Mr. York, in his
•journal, commenting on this, saj-s :

It is the intention of the Senate committee to print
all the testimony they may gather as to the adultera-
tion of all kinds of food, and present it to Congress at
its next session, and then doubtless an attempt will be
made to enact a national adulteration law. We en-
deavored to impress upon the committee the urgent
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need of a statutory law against all forms of adultera-
tion, including honey, of course. We were glad of the
opportunity to give the committee a,l the information
we possibly could.
Mr. Moore and the writer gathered up about a dozen

samples of honey—both adulterated and pure—which
we placed before the committee Prof. Wiley suggest-
ed that we forward ihem to his laboratory in Wash-
ington, where he would analyze them, and then re-

port.

THE USE OF HONEY FOR FINE CAKES, CON-
FECTIONERY, KTC.

As our bakers are now using considerable
quantities of honey in preparing certain fine

goods, Ernest recently wrole to one of the
leading establishments for samples of their

goods wherein honey takes the place of sugar.
Below is their reply:

We are only too glad to comply with your request,
and send yovi a few samples of our goods wherein
honey is the important factor in the formula for mak-
ing ; besides, we make many more goods that
have honey in them. We are sending you five varie-
ties of cakes, in the formula for which honey is the
principal factor; besides, it gives variety in flavor dif-

ferent from any other sweetenings, and it makes
goods much lighter and finer in appearance. The
names of the goods are as follows: Honey-jumbles,
iced honey-cakes, frosted creams honey-bars, and
honey cakes plain. We are on the increase every
year in the use of honey in the manufacture of cakes.
Mansfield, O., May 8. National Biscuit Co.

The above five kinds of honey-cakes were
scattered around to be sampled among the
children and grandchildren belonging to the
Root Co., and I for one was agreeably sur-

prised to find so much improvement in the
last few years in this class of goods. Why, it

is enough to make one hungry to look at the
case of samples; and after you test them you
decide they are fully as good as they look.

For picnics, for an outing, or for lunch, I

do not know how any thing can be nicer.

These honey-cakes have the remarkable prop-
erty of keeping almost any length of time,
without a particle of injury. Some of our
friends may remember that we sold barrels cf

them at the Ohio Centennial; and those that
had been kept until they were two years old,

to test this matter, were just exactly as good
as those only a month old. Of course, they
should be stored in some dry place; but when
wanted for use, if you want them more moist
put them where it is a little damper, or shut
them up in a stone jar with a cover on, and
they will s< on become soft and velvety to the
touch. Why, it actually makes me hungry to

write about it, and it will not be dinner for

se\ eral hours yet, either. If bee-keepers would
take pains to introduce these goods it would
help make an opening for large quantities of

honey. I do not know on what terms the
National Biscuit Co. send out sample cases
like the one submitted to us; but I am sure
they will make a favorable arrangement with
those who wish to open up trade in these
beautiful and toothsome goods. A. I. R.

GRADING BY PICTURES ; GRADING BY PAT-
TERNS.

When I visited the home of the late Miles
Morton, to whom I have referred as the
gentleman who had used fences for so many
years, if there was one subject I discussed a
good deal with Mr. S. A. Niver, his brother-in-

law, it was that of grading. When I came away
I took samples of his "fancy" and also a
sample of raspberrj- comb honey, the raspber-
ry showing only when the honey was held up
to bright light. I had these sections photo-
graphed.

Referring to the picture on page 393 in our
issue for May 15 I said in a footnote that the
fancy and the No. 1 were too near alike, and
that there ought to be a greater difference.

The illustration that I have shown in the first

column on page 428, in this issue, represents
one of Mr. Niver's fancy, taken from his reg-

ular stock of fancy. It will be noticed that it

is well filled — better filled, indeed, than the
fancy shown on page 393 ; but, as Mr. Niver
said on that page, he believes in having the
pattern sections a little under the grade which
each pattern is to represent ; or, to adopt his

exact language, have "three pattern sections

which represent the poorest allowed in each
grade." Now, then, if a section is up for con-
sideration that is poorer than No. 1 grade, it

should be placed with the No. 2's, even if it is

better than No. 2 pattern. If there is a sec-

tion that is just a little better than No. 1,

it should be called "No. 1." If it is not
quite equal to the poorest, as shown by the

No. 1, then it must be called No. 2. The par-

ticular section designated as " fancy " on page
428, in this issue, I should say was the best

fancy. The one shown in this number and in

our last issue would represent the extremes in

point of filling allowed in " fancy." The cap-

pings of the one shown in this issue are a lit-

tle darker than they otherwise would be, ex-

cept for the fact that the section was nearly a
year old when photographed, and consequent-
ly had a little the appearance of being water-
soaked ; but it shows what might be called a

well-filled section of the fancy.

If we were to adopt one more grade we
might have a few cases of sections with all the

cells sealed next to the wood, and these would
be called "extra fancy." If commission men
would pay more for such goods it would pay
well to have a fourth grade. But Mr. Niver
believes three grades are enough, and I am
not sure but he is right.

The other section, showing the specimen of

raspberry honey, is a rather poor one in point
of color, although " fancy " in point of filling.

When it was held up before the light the beau-
tiful purple raspberry could be seen in it, pre-

senting a very handsome appearance— an ef-

fect than can by no means be produced through
the medium of the camera. I had hoped that

it would show up a little better. As it is, it

shows only how the bees placed the raspberry
honey, calico fashion—or perhaps, more strict-

lv speaking, raspberry juice. It goes to show
that bees have a preference for putting honey
of a kind in patches, rather than making a

checker-board, as it were — a cell of one kind
of honey and a cell of another kind side by
side. Mr. Niver had quite a number of these

beautiful sections ; and when placed in a dis-

play-window, where the light could shine di-

rectly through, he said they would be taken
up like hot cakes. They were a sort of novel-

ty that the consumers wished to test.
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OUR
hoMes,
BY- A.L R OOT.

And they come to Jesus, and see him that was pos-
sessed with the devil, and had the legion, sitting, and
clothed, and in his right mmd.

—

Mark 5:15.

There has been no end of discussion in re-

gard to this matter of demons, demonology,
and being possessed of devils; and the gener-
al opinion seems to be nowadays that devils do
not take possession of human beings as they
did in olden time. In our text above we are

told that the poor unfortunate, who had been
possessed with a devil, or, rather, who possess-

ed a legion of devils, was found sitting, and
clothed, and in his right mind, and listening

to the teachings of Jesus, who by his word
had rebuked and cast out all the evil spirits

;

and, blessed be his holy name, he does, even
at this present day and age, rebuke and cast

out devils of every sort. By the way, I have
been bantered a good deal because I believe

in the existence of devils as well as in that of

angels. Not only skeptics but professing
Christians laugh at my "superstition," as they
term it, in regard to the power of the evil one.
Well, it seems to me in these latter days that,

if certain people are not possessed with evil

spirits, they are certainly possessed with some-
thing that may well frighten the humanitarian
and the one wTho is hungering and thirsting

after righteousness. As an illustration, with-
in a year or two past a new phase of suicide

has come in, and seems to be growing. I al-

lude to the suicide who murders somebody be-

fore he kills himself. Some nice young wo-
man refuses to marry a certain young man,
perhaps because he is intemperate and disso-

lute. He urges his claim. Then his love for

her, which he has been claiming has been as a
consuming fire, turns in an instant to hate,

and he murders the being he loved, or says he
loved, more than he did any one else on earth.

After this he shoots himself, or puts an end
to his life in some other way.

It is not always a jilted suitor who becomes
possessed with this kind of devil. We hear
of it here and there in the family circle. The
father and mother get into a wrangle over
some trifling matter. Both, for the time be-
ing, become possessed with a devil—at least

that is my decision after studying many cases

of this sort. The father winds it up by shoot-
ing the dear wife and then putting an end to

his own existence. My impression is. after

having studied cases of this kind, that neither
one of them had any particular grievance
when they started into the little quarrel. I

do not believe the husband thought of killing

himself at all when he shot his wife. When
he stopped to realize that the awful deed was
really done, Satan seems to have whispered,
" Better wind up the whole matter by putting
yourself out of the world also. It is a miser-
able sort of world, anyhow." And before he
has had time to reflect or think, he too is the
victim of this devilish work.

For quite a while I was entertaining some
hope because womankind does not go to such
lengths. But within a few days I have been
appalled to notice that murder and suicide are
getting a hold on women as well as men.
Even mothers have murdered their children,
and then put an end to their own existence.
People who try to make it appear that it is not
Satan's work say, " Why, the poor woman
was crazy. She was no more responsible for

the act than you and I." But, hold on, my
friend. There is something in this work that,

at least in my mind, throws out the excuse of
insanity. Anybody is liable to become insane.
But such things are comparatively few and far

between—too few to admit of the explanation
that two people accidentally became insane at

the same moment. I allude to the double sui-

cides. Why, it is almost getting to be the
fashion for two (if that is not a proper word,
supply a better one yourself) to commit sui-

cide together. There are quite a few cases
showing that man and wife talked the mat-
ter over, and deliberately decided to destroy
themselves.

Within a few days the most horrible thing
of this kind has come to light that anybody
ever heard of so iar as I know. A husband
and wife somewhere out west had decided to

commit suicide; but before doing so they pro-
ceeded to put to death their family of three or

four children. Now, as if what I have been
telling you were not enough to indicate that
Satan himself had taken possession of this

father and mother, the papers tell us some-
thing still more heart-rending. The neigh-

bors heard the children's cries, broke into the
house, and found the parents had wrapped
them up, saturated the wrapping with coal

oil, and then set fire to them. I decided once
not to put any thing so horrible in print ; and
I do it now only because it is the strongest

proof that both men and women do get pos-

sessed of devils, or of a devil, even in modern
times, that I ever heard of. I think we may
honestly say that sue a work is not only of the
Devil, but that it is absolutely hellish. If

only one of the parents did this we might ex-

cuse him on the ground that it was insanity;

but how could two people both become insane

at one and the same time ? and how could both
father and mother, under any circumstances,

so far lose the natural instincts of the human
race as to proceed deliberately to murder their

own offspring, and in a way that fairly makes
one's blood run cold to consider it? Please

consider further that no laws can be passed to

reach cases of this kind. You can not fright-

en a criminal who has determined in his own
mind to commit suicide, because neither hang-
ing nor electrocution would be any punish-

ment for the very thing he had proposed to

do without law. These murders and suicides

that are going on together are outside of law,

and exempt. WThen a man gets this into his

head he may safely defy law; and that is what
they do do. Law is power/ess, and therefore

our only hope rests in the gospel of Christ

Jesus. Booker Washington, in a recent ad-

dress, in considering this lynching business,

calls attention to the fact that every colored
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man who has been guilty of this nameless
crime was ignorant, and entirely uneducated.
He calls attention to the fact that, when the
colored people are educated and Christianized,

this thing will be cured. I have not learned
the his'ory of this father and mother of whom
I have been telling you; but my impression is,

an explanation will be found somewhere be-
hind this terrible state of aff drs. One of the
children has died, but the others will proba-
bly recover, so we are told.

Some of the friends who wish to put all of

the blame on trusts and like corruptions of
modern times say these people were driven to

the terrible act by poverty—could not get
work. But the suicides are not confined to

the needy poor by any means. People in all

classes of society are guilty. Even million-
aires, quite a few of them, have thrown away
and trampled in the dust that precious God-
given gift, a human life.

Those who really love the human race, and
are interested, in the general progress of the
age, lament these things, and are looking for

a remedy. What is the matter? You know,
of course, that I would suggest that our text

explains it, and gives the remedy in one sen-

tence. But sad it is, I know, that we are
obliged to confess this terrible work is not
confined alone to skeptics and unbelievers.
Quite a few church-members commit suicide.

1 do not now remember a minister of the gos-
pel being guilty of such a crime, but I pre-

sume there may be such cases. In olden
time, Jesus, and he alone, had power to ban-
ish demons, and it rejoices my heart to be able
to say, without any fear of having made a
mistake, that the gospel of Christ Jesus is ful-

ly able to correct all of these things even now;
and I do not know of any thing else in this

whole wide world that can cast out these par-

ticular demons. "There is no other name
given under heaven among men whereby we
must be saved."
Why do professing Christians commit sui-

cide ? Many times it seems as if the only ex-

planation to be given is that their mental or
physical sufferings are such they can not bear
them; that they were driven to it by pain, or
that they were no longer responsible. Now, I

do not want to be harsh nor uncharitable; but
I can not help feeling and saying that one who
is truly hungering end thirsting after right-

eousness will never for a moment listen to Sa-
tan's suggestions under any circumstances.
Th^re are half-hearted Christians ; there are

selfish Christians; but one who has said in his

heart,

Jesus, I my cross have taken,
All to leave and follow thee,

will never think of throwing away the life

that God gave. If we belong to Christ we are

not our own, and self has no standing-place.

It is the selfish man or woman who listens to

Satan's suggestions in this line. Who ever
heard of a missionary who gave his life for

the good of humanity, committing suicide?

Who ever heard of such a thing ? Why, the
idea is incredible. It is preposterous ; and
every child of humanity who has permitted
thoughts of this kind to come into his mind

should be warned that he is leading a selfish
life. Selfishness is death to any one. Living
for the good of others is life, and life everlast-
ing.

The demons that prompt these terrible deeds
get into the human heart, many times, through
strong drink; but I am led to believe that oft-

ener still they come through spite, jealousy,
or anger. A few months ago a physical epi-
demic was sweeping over the land, and it was
called grip. It is a comparatively new thing,
but no imaginary thing, as )-ou and I both suf-
fered by it. I am inclined to believe there are
things that belong to the moral and spiritual
world that sweep over humanity in much the
same way. I have been moved to write these
very words by feeling that possibly Satan was
being granted more power, or, if you choose,
unusual power, in these latter days. They
say a crazy man is more vicious toward his
best friends than toward anybody else. He is

more likely to murder the dear wife and chil-
dren who have borne with him patiently, and
cared for him long years. By the way, it

would be a great mistake to say that all insane
people are responsible or partly responsible
lor their insanity; but I am satisfied in my
own mind that a great many cases of insanity
come just from yielding to temper, or, if you
choose, to Satan. We are admonished in Holy
Writ that Satan will have more liberty for a
time. I do not know but this time is coming.
With all our wonderful discoveries in the arts
and sciences, with our telephones, X rays, and
wireless telegraphy, it would seem strange
that Satan should be making progress also.
But this same Bible tells us he is generally on
hand.

Now, it seems strange and incredible to me
that a veteran, or at least something of a vet-
eran, in Christian warfare, should be tempted
of the Devil. Sometimes during these beauti-
ful spring days I become very tired. Some-
times combinations of circumstances seem ex-
ceedingly perplexing. I become vexed at hu-
manity

;
yes, may God forgive me when I ad-

mit that at times I feel tempted to be • harsh
and unkind to the dear partner whom I love
more than any thing else on earth. I would
not say this did I not feel it might be helpful
to some of the other fathers and also to the
mothers in the home. Sometimes a very little

thing vexes me in a way that I can not under-
stand. Something seems to say, "Do this,"
or "Do that," or to say that harsh, uncalled-
for and ugly word. I did not say it, dear read-
er, and may God be praised for so much.
Well, I have sometimes looked with wonder-
ing horror at the suggestions it seems to me
some evil spirit must have whispered in my
ear. In Pilgrim's Progress, Christian is feel-
ing troubled at the awful words that he is

compelled to think he has uttered when pass-
ing through the dark valley; but a great and
wise friend told him not to worry; that the
prince of darkness was in the habit of whis-
pering words over the Christian's shoulder,
and by his skill and dexterity making him ver-
ily believe that he (the Christian) himself was
guilty of the blasphemous curses. I have had
such experiences; and were it not for that lit-
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tie prayer, "Lord, help," I might have been
so foolish as to hurt and harm those about me
by speaking out when I was faint from lack

of sleep or perhaps from want of food.

Now, dear brother and sister, these new and
terrible temptations are in the air. First the
thing breaks out in your neighborhood and
then in mine ; and before people get over one
shock another terrible thing startles commu-
nity. It behooves Christian people and every-
body else to be more on the alert and more on
the watch. I do not know what happens after

death ; but I do feel sure that ever)' perpetra-

tor of these horrid crimes finds, when he has
passed to the great unknown beyond, that he
has made a terrible mistake. Why, evenyoung
people are guilty of the crime of suicide.

Boys and girls in their teens have been victims
of this awtul craze. In looking over the cir-

cumstances (and God knows 1 have done it

only in order to get at the root of the mis-
chief) it seems to me many times as if the boy
or girl, as the case might be, intended to get
even with somebody by this awful act. A
certain girl wanted to go to some questionable
place of amusement, but her mother refused
to let her. She made some sort of threat that

her mother did not understand. At that mo-
ment Satan, who is always lurking near, takes
possession of the child's heart. She was pos-

sessed with a devil. The devil said, " But
won't your mother be sorry when she finds

out what she has done? and won't it make a

stir in the neighborhood ; and won't people be
sorry that they trifled with you as they did,

when this comes out? Just let them see that

you are no t one of the kind that can be tamed
down by parental rules." A boy gets angry
at his father. Satan persuades him, while his

young heart is full of hard and bitter feelings,

that he can strike a worse blow by an act of

this kind than he could possibly strike in any
other way. The rage and anger in his heart
are fanned to a flame. Before he stops to

think, and without considering the matter
over night, or perhaps without considering it

one single moment, the poor child seems to

have lost all sense and reason, and his life is

gone. Our text tells us the demoniac sat at

the feet of Jesus, clothed, and in his right
mind. Jesus made him a reasonable being in-

stead of a maniac. Oh how I do love reason-
able people— people who are fair, honest, and
upright ! How I do love people who are not
biased and prejudiced— people who are not
warped out of their better judgment by little

spites and jealousies, and things that are com-
ing up almost ever}' day ! Jesus, and he
alone, can make people reasonable ; can help
them at all times to use the good common
sense that is a gift of God. I myself am often
tempted to be unreasonable. My natural ve-

hemence is a good thing ; it is one of God's
gifts ; but when it prompts me to push ahead,
right or wrong, or just because I have got
started in a certain line, then it is a bad thing.

At such a time the dear Savior helps me to put
on the brakes, and to ask myself the ques-
tion, " Look here, old chap, are you yourself,

just now, sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed,
and in your right mind ?

"

GROWING BASSWOODS FROM THE SEED.

For more than twenty years, off and on, I

have been trying to get basswood seeds to

grow as we get other seeds to grow. I have
planted them in the fall, from the time of

dropping, clear up to freezing weather; and
I have planted them at all times in the spring,

but with almost no success, except that where
our rich plant-beds for gardening ran up under
the basswood trees the little trees would come
up themselves. In one case this spring,

where the ground was almost covered with
seeds, I had a bed spaded up, I think it was
in March; but before we got time to sift it,

level it, and plant it, a big rain came on, and
the bed lay in that condition till April, and
the little basswoods came up so that they
averaged only from three to four inches to a

foot apart. Another thing, where the bass-

wood seeds fell on to the stone flagging under
the trees, and rolled down into the crack be-

tween the flagging and one of the boards of

the plant-bed, they came up through this

crack quite thickly. Two years ago we sowed
about a peck of seed on perhaps four rods of

ground. They were sprinkled in drills touch-
ing one another; but not a dozen trees came
up the following spring. When we felt sure

they were not going to grow we sowed aspara-

gus on the bed, and thought no more about
the basswoods. Well, it was two years ago
last fall that we sowed the basswood seed, so

our asparagus roots are now two years old this

spring. After the ground was pretty well shad-

ed with asparagus shoots, the boys told me the

little basswood-trees were thick down under
the foliage. It made me think of the text,
" Cast thy bread upon the waters," etc. From
this incident we learn that basswood seeds
may grow, even if they do not come up the
first year or the second. I have been wonder-
ing if cracking open the hard shell that

incases the seed might not assist germination.

In the forest, under the leaves, this hard shell

seems to decay or rot—possibly from prolong-

ed dampness under the leafy covering. But
even in the forest, only one seed in a hundred
or one in a thousand germinates. I found a

tree in the woods a few days ago that stood
down near a mucky swamp, where the

ground was quite damp and rich, and perhaps
a hundred young basswoods were under this

one little tree. I looked over the piece of woods
pretty thoroughly, but I found only a dozen
or less under most of the trees. We succeed-
ed in getting pretty nearly a thousand out of

the asparagus-bed, and more seem to be com-
ing, even at this late date, May 18. Can any-
body tell us how to get 50 per cent or even 25

per cent of the seeds to germinate?
This much I have settled: Basswoods grow

with much more vigor on well-manured rich

ground, especially ground that has been ma-
nured for many years, so that it is old, black,

and rich. Under such conditions I have had
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little trees grow three feet high the first sea-

son. We take them up from our plant-beds,
from under the trees, or wherever we can find

them, and set them out as we do cabbage-
plants, putting them about four inches apart
each way. Of course, where they are put so
close as this they should be planted further
apart the second year; but we sell a great
many of them, one foot and under, to be
shipped by mail.

FARMING WITH GREEN MANURE.

I notice that more than usual attention is

being given of late to bringing up the soil by
turning under crops, especially since cow
peas, soja beans, crimson clover, etc., have
been used for this purpose. Some years ago
we purchased great quantities of manure at

our livery stables; but it made our potatoes so
scabby that I have of late been getting the
ground in condition by turning under clover,

both crimson and red; also rye, and this

spring, even wheat. I have for many years
back noticed the advertisement of a book en-
titled " Farming with Green Manures." Aft-

er sending for the book I was surprised to

notice that it was first published in 1876.

Well, some of its statements are most astound-
ing. It discusses, of course, turning under
various crops to improve the land. In regard
to rye, we find that it is rated, ton for ton, at

neaily the value of barnyard manure. Now,
fifteen tons of green rye per acre is not a large
crop, and it is estimated that barnyard manure
can not be drawn and spread for less than
$1.50 per ton. But the author figures that
barnyard manure will cost moie than twelve
ti))ies as much as the rye. I do not know but
I should call a ton of green clover, counting
roots and all, worth as much as a ton of barn-
yard manure ; but I am sure it is a mistake to

figure rye anywhere near the equal of clover.

Rye can be grown in eight months, or a little

more; crimson clover in nine or ten months;
red clover takes a year or more. Well, even
if this book is old it has interested me "ex-
ceeding!}-." In the preface for 1893 I find

the following:

Thirty yeirs ago, before the bugs came, I raised over
nine hundred bushels of potatoes to the acre under
straw about fifteen inches deep. But I can not do it

now. This year I tried it. The battle with the bugs
almost destroyed the crop.

In the last chapter of the book the author
shows that, where potatoes are grown under
straw, the straw must not be tramped, as it

damages the roots of the potatoes ; and the
modern Colorado beetle necessitates tramping
through the field.

Well, we have more than an acre of orchard
that contains the biggest growth of dandelions
and timothy that I ever saw on any ground.
We formerly grew, b tween the apple-trees,

market-gardening stuff, therefore the ground is

very rich. Well I wanted to get rid of those
dandelions, but I did not care to put a plow
into the orchard, as the trees are so large.

Almost in the middle of the orchard is a big
strawstack, left over from our wheat crop last

year. After I found that some of our neigh-
bors had seen potatoes grown under straw,

when they were simply laid on grassy sod, I

decided to try the experiment. I stretced a
line and dropped the pota'.oes right in among
the dandelions, after first rolling them down
flat. Then we piled on straw all through the
orchard until not a dandelion was visible;

and I mean to keep on straw enough to keep
them invisible. L do not fear the bugs very
much. As we killed them so thoroughly last

year I do not believe thev will trouble us; and
at pn sent writing. May 18, we have potatoes
a foot high, and almost not a bug.
Since getting the straw in place I begin to

see why people do not practice growing pota-

toes on straw more than they do. In our lo-

cality the straw is worth something; and when
you get at it you will find it is quite a bit more
work to plant an acre under straw than it is to

get them in with a good team in the ordin; ry
way. I think I shall not worry about the ex-

pense of digging until I find out we have got
some to dig; but if I can convert that great

mass of dandelions into manure—roots, tops,

and blossoms—there certainly will be material

for a good crop of potatoes—at least accord-
ing to Harlan, the author of the book that has
been more interesting to me than was even
Robinson Crusoe when I was a boy—I mean
the book called " Farming with Green Ma-
nures," by the O. Judd Co.

NITRATE OF SODA FOR RHUBARB, ASPARA-
GUS, ETC.

Friend Root:— I am a gardener on a small scale : lut,

as in bet -keeping, I experiment a good deal. Within
a few years I "got on " to the effect nitrale of soda
has on certain kinds of vegetables, such as asparagus
and rhubarb. We set about a dozen roots of rhut arb;
but, though it was heavily manured, it did not put
forth that heavy growth and the lnrge stalks that I

wanted to see One morning, while it was raining
quite hard I put about two quarts of nitrate about the
roots, scattering it over the ground In about two
weeks the rhubarb took on a rapid growth, and I

never saw any thing like it. We now have all the
rhubarb-plants we need.
Like the rhubarb-plants, our asparagus was set and

very heavily manured. It came up and did very well
for a few years; but, though it was well taken care of,

the weeds kept down, and manure applied each year,
the shoots gradually grew less, and in some places no
shoots came up at all. Last spring I said, " Let us try
nitrate of s da." We did so, and inside of two weeks
there was a visible improvement New shoots came
up in all the rows, and in some places the stalks came
forth where it seemed to me there had been none for

two seasons. Why, as late as in September the new
shoots continued to put out. When fall came we had
the best and thickest set asparagus-bed hereabout.

I notice that nitrate of soda works just as well on
raspberries and blackberries; but on stra\» berry

-

plants I do not see quite as good results—in fact, no
results at all. I shall use nitrate of soda largelv on all

the above plants in future, and shall be glad to hear
through Gleanings your experience on the above.
Weuham, Mass , April 10. Henry Alley.

Friend A., I have failed so much with ni-

trate of soda I had about given up making ex-

periments ; but I will try it at once on our
rhubarb. But is not two quarts to twelve
plants rather expensive fertilizing ? With a

good market it might pay, and I shall be
greatly pleased if even that amount will make
even a perceptible difference with our rhubarb.

COTTON-SEED MEAL AS A REMEDY FOR PO-
TATO BUGS.

A friend, who is strictlv reliable and careful, tells

me he has been using, the past two yeats, cotton- sted
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meal as a fertilizer on potatoes, and has had no bugs
to bother, and they are grown on the same ground
where he has been troubled with the Co'orado beetle
for many years. He is using it again this year, and
thinks it a sure preventive The meal is put into the
row with the potato, and covered all together.
Winchester, Ky., Apr. 21. Jxo. S. Reese

I may be mistaken, but I hardly think it

was the fertilizer applied to the potatoes that

kept the bugs away. Had your friend applied
the cotton seed on one half of his patch, and
found the bugs mostly on the other half, the
experiment would have been more conclusive.

In our locality, some seasons there are almost
no bugs at all, especially if they have been
thoroughly killed the year before. Ou- experi-

ment stations will be glad, I am sure, to test

the matter, and perhaps they have tested it.

THE EARLIEST STRAWBERRY.
To-day, May 30, we are making about our

first picking in the open field; and the Earli-

est, as before, stands a good way ahead of

any thing else. On our grounds we find it

even ahead of Darling; but the originator
thinks Darling is a little the earlier of the
two. I am surprised this season to find the
Earliest bearing good-sized berries, and they
are growing in a thick matted row at that.

It does not give as many berries as the later

ones, and they are pretty strongly acid in

flavor, and perhaps rather soft to handle.
But they give us quite a lot of berries two or
three days before any thing else. Last year
the Rio crowded close on the Earliest; but
this year they are more behind. Now, anoth-
er thing must be taken into consideration:
Rich soil and close planting makes berries

later. Right alongside our row of Earliest
are some Warfields. On good ground none of

the Warfields are ripe; but on a little piece of
yellow ground where the top soil had been
removed, the ground is so poor that the
plants are scattering, and small at that. Here
the sun had got in, and we found quite a lot

of dark garnet-like Warfields glistening
through the dew-drops in the morning sun-
shine. You can make any berry earlier by
putting it on poor ground and having the
plants far apart so the sun can get in easily.

I thought once we would not plant any more
Earliest, as they bear so few berries; but I

have just given the boys orders to put down
the runners around the edge of the rjatch, and
before we get ready to plow them up we shall

have plants enough to mak? a row or two for

nexj: year; and the plants must be thinned
out and given room if you want Earliest to be
extra earl v.

Humbugs and Swindles.

THE ARCTIC REFRIGERATING-MACHINE.
The above is the name of an apparatus guar-

anteed to cool refrigerators at an expense of
75 per cent less than ice. Quite a little circu-
lar describes the discover}-, and tells about
the " Arctic " compound that goes with the
machine. There are a great lot of references;
but they give as an excuse for not giving the

postoffice address with these references that it

annoys the owners of the machines too much
to answer the questions and show the ma-
chine ; and their way of doing business is

cash in advance— no exceptions made to any-
body. I wrote thern a pleasant letter, telling

them I was willing to send them cash in ad-
vance, but I should first like references in

regard to their standing, such as we were
ready to give them in regard to ours. They
replied flippantly, that the fact that they
were permitted to do business through the
United States mails was a sufficient guarantee
of their reliability, and that, if I was afraid to

risk sending them money, they preferred I

should keep it. Now, if an ice-machine can
be bought for $15.00 that will keep a refriger-

ator cool enough to freeze water, at a cost
ever so much less than that of ice, I was de-
termined to have it, and so I asked our rep-
resentative in Cincinnati to call on the Arctic
Refrigerating Co. They (the one clerk found
in the office) put him off in a good many
ways, and finally told him they had not a
machine in their possession to show to cus-
tomers, and that they were going to move
away soon anyhow7

. Oh dear me ! I have
wanted a little ice-machine, and one that
would not cost much to run it, all my life-

time. And now I can not have it, even when
my money is all ready. I told the firm I

would give them the biggest kind of adver-
tisement, free of charge; but they did not ap-
preciate my kind intentions at all. But you
see I have given them the advertisement all

the same; only be sure not to send them any
money. And, by the way, do not send any
money to anybody who refuses to let a respon-
sible party examine a machine before paying
for it. I was overpersuaded not many months
ago to send money to a Cincinnati firm—one
that did not do business unless they had cash
in advance. I did it in trying to help a third
party. They made many promises to send
the money right back if the article did not
give perfect satisfaction; but after they got
the money they somehow lost interest in the
matter.

Later.—We find the following in the Cleve-
land Press :

Cincinnati, O., Mav 26.—W. B. Preston was arrested
yesterday charged with u*ing the mails with intent to
defraud. He offered a refrigerator for ?7. 00, which he
said would save 75 per cent of the cost of ice by a se-
cret chemical process. The machine consisted of four
pieces of galvanized iron and a faucet, and the chem-
icals are glauber salts and sal ammoniac on the ice,

both common in commercial use. He gave bail.

The above is, without question, the party I

have been corresponding with. The picture

of the machine has quite a taking look ; but
their wonderful discovery—why, when I was-

a boy in my teens, studying chemistry, glau-
ber salts and sal ammoniac were used for the
very purpose of producing a freezing mixture,
but it cost ever so much more than to procure
ice in the usual way.

Alexander McLaren says in the Sunday
School Times :

"We may live in a republic, and yet be slaves; for
liberty consists, not in doing what we like, but in lik-
ing to do, and in doing, what we ought."
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BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.
The demand for goods continues very light, and we

have no trouble in filling all orders promptly. We
get reports from different sections of the country
which point to a large yield of clover honey if weath-
er c nditions continue favorable. The demand for
sections has been remarkably good; and if we have a
repetition of the clover bloom of two years ago the
demand for sections should continue till August Send
on your orders if in need of any thing, with the as-
surance of receiving prompt service.

BEESWAX LOWER IN PRICE.

A year ago at this time, owing to the very great de-
mand, there was a flurry in the price of wax, and it

brought 32 cents in some cases This year the tenden-
cy is just the reverse. The market is easier and we
are obliged to reduce the price we pay to 24 cents
cash, 26 in trade, for average wax drlivered here. We
have enough wax on hand to finish the season, so that
what we take in from now on will be accumulated
stock for the year to cjme. We do not lower the price
of foundation: but if any have wax that they want to
exchange for foundation we will allowl'Sc in exchange
for foundation only. Exchange price for any thing
else will be 20c or cash price 24.

LENOX SPRAYER.
We still have on hand a few of the Lenox sprayers.

The regular retail price of this has been $4 00. " We
have sold them heretofore at $2.50. We offer the few
we have left at only §1 50 each. They are used for
spraying potatoes and other small shrubs and vines,
and by means of the rubber bulb you have perfect con-
trol over the direction and amount of spray. We can
not supply any more after the half-dozen on hand are
gone. We have also two or three of the Myers foun-
tain knapsack sprayers which work on the same prin-
ciple. Price $2 50. Little Giant spray-pump. $2.50.

Barrel spray -pump, $6.00. Knapsack spray-pump,
$5.00. We have only two or three of each kind on
hand to furnish.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.
We have at this writing the following second-hand

foundation-mills which we offer at the following
prices :

One 0-inch Root, No. 1858. This will make fair thin
or extra thin; in good order; several cells slightlv
•damaged; price $12.00.

One 0-inch Root mill. No. .05; one bad cell-point
slightly flattened; extra thin; price $15.00.

One 10 inch old-style Root mill No. V. V.; round cell;

price $8 00.

One 12-inch Root No. .02; 2-inch roll; round cell; in
good order; price of a new mill is $30.00; will furnish
this for $15.00.

One 10 inch Root mill. No. 1949; hexagonal cell; this
has 2^-inch rolls and has been in use in our wax-
room; in first-class condition for thin super. A new
mill of this style is worth $30.00; will furnish this one
for $20 00.

One 10-inch hexagonal No. 1959 for thin super. This
has also been used in our wax-room, and has one bad
cell; price $18 00.

One 0-inch hexagonal 2'i-inch roll, for thin super or
light brood; new mill; would be worth new $24.00;

price for this, in fair order, only $15.00.

Send for samples of the mills you are interested in,

provided you intend to purchase, and state which ones
you wish to see samples of, and we will forward them
promptly.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

FARMING WITH GREEN MANURES.
The above book, which I have alluded to elsewhere,

•we can furnish to our readers for 90 cts., postpaid.
The publisher's price is $1.00. This is a good-sized
book, and it seems to me it ought to be worth many
'times the price to anybody who is at all interested in
Uhe subject.

THE FAULTLESS SPRAYER, ONCE MORE.
I am very sorry to say that, since the manufacturers

have been so terribly rushed in getting out these ma-
chines, in at least one lot there has been a careless
adjustment of the tubes. Sometimes they can be got
in place by simply bending the water-tube. To be
just right, the air-tube should blow just across the top
of the water-tube. With one or more sprayers we had
to take a file and cut the top of this tube down so the
air-blast could blow directly over it. It takes only a
minute or two, and anybody can do it with a common
file. Please don't send any machines back, but try to
fix them according to the above in-tructious. and we
will pay for all time and trouble. The manufacturers
were duly warned of the imperfection, and I hope
only a few.got out that did not work properly.

Root's Goods for California.
We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokeis. veils, etc., direct

from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.
W'rite for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, = Fresno, California.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

LAKE GEORGE BEHI POULTRY FARM.

Breeder of pure Gray Carniolan and Golden Italian

bees and queens, and Barred, Buff, and While Ply-

mouth Rocks. Eggs for setting (15). $1.50. Untested
queen. 75c; tested queen, $1.50; select tested, $2.50. For
prices on imported queens, nuclei, and full colonies
send for free descriptive price list.

Testimonial.

Cohoes, N. Y., April 17 1899.

Gentlemen:—The queen I got of you last year is a
beauty, and her bees are great workers. 1 wish all

my bees were like them. Wm. B. L,owe.

ADDRESS

F. A. L0CKHART & CO., Caldwell, New York.
In writing, mention Cleanings.

Queens. Queens.
If you want good queens try mine. They are strict-

ly pure Italians, and are all purely mated. My strain
of Italians are unequaled as honev gatherers, and
have no superior. Tested queens, $1 00; select tested,

$1.50; untested, 75c.

ARTHUR P. BENDER, Rutherford, N. J.

Untested = Italian = Queens.
Fifty cents each; warranted
lst-class. Tested queens, $1.

W. C. Gathright, Dona Ana, New Mexico.

flllFPNQ Untested, 65c; two for $1.25. Warrant-ytLCnO. ed, 80c; two for $1..50 Tested, $1.25. Se-
lect tested, $2 00. My bees are bred for business, and
work well on red clover. If you want honey try
them. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circular.

C M HICKS,
Hicksville, Washington Co., Md.

rillpCVC Either five-banded golden or from im-
Vi'UlwL.n.J. p0rted Italian mothers. A few breed-^—™~—— ers at jo 00 each; tested, $1.00, or for

$5.00; untested, 75c, or 6 for $4.00. B. P. Rock eggs. 75c
for 13. CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

nilFFNQ Untested Italian, $1.00 each; tested,yULCIiJ. $1.25 each. Catalog free. Address~~""""—~"*" Theodore Bender. Canton, Ohio.

FOR SALE.—Self-regulating incubators. Guaranteed
to hatch 90 per cent. Send for catalog. Address

M. E. FIRESTONE. Sidney, Ohio.

FOR SALE.—Japanese buckwheat for seed. Price
$1.00 per bushel, f. o. b. Lehigh Valley R. R. Bags

free. C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, Seneca Co., N. Y.
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Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

Z\)t COftilla IHill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can

operate it. Sent on receipt of price. $4.SO.
Address the Trank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. V.

No Money in Advance!
flj|IJ50>g 9% HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*WW A JU Shipped anywhere C. O. D.. with

privilege to examine.
Latest styles for Men
Women, Boys and Girls,
|well made and durable.

$60 "Oakwood" $24.50

$50 "Arlington" $22.00
No better wheels made.

Others at $10, $1S.S0, $15.50, $17.50 A $19.50; all splendid
value. Huy direct from manufacturers, thus saving
dealers' large profits. Write today for special offer. Illus-
trated Catalogue Free. CASH BUYERS' UNION,
163 W. Van Buren St* B-345, Chicago. Ills.

Diaita FARM
KICI cc Engines
3-4 and 1 H. P. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ing Engines all sizes.
Send for circulars stating
size and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

BOX 17. Racine, Wis-

In writing, mention Gleanings

itU otir new patent

Kerosene Sprayers
1

issireple indeed. Kerosene emulsion
made while pumping. 12 varieties

sprayers, Bordeaux and Vermorel
Nozzles, the "World's Best."

THE DEMING CO., SALEM, 0,
Western Agents, Hennion & Hubbell,

Chicago. Catalogue and formulas free.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CMAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

vfc

GLEANINGS
in Bee Culture

Clubbing Rates.

S For One Dollar. S
* a/
* GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol- \to

lowing papers one year.

American Agriculturist
with Farmer's Almanac.

Orange Judd Farmer
with Farmer's Almanac.

N. E. Homestead
with Farmer's Almanac.

Farm Journal.
Poultry Keeper.

8 For One Dollar and Ten Cents, t

* GLEANINGS and your choice of the fol-

,,, lowing papers one year.

jjj
Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer,

L Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer.

J One Dollar and Twenty=five Cts. *

J{! GLEANINGS and Rural New-Yorker
}{j

if\ one vear. v*/

m
"

*
; One Dollar and Thirty Cents. S
!|J GLEANINGS and National Stockman

j|j

i> and Farmer one year. \b

$ One Dollar and Fifty Cents. $

W GLEANINGS and Cosmopolitan or Vl>

J!J
McClure'S Magazine one year.

'ft

ili

- n*/

?J GLEANINGS one year, and one untest- <*/

ed Italian queen, for !?1.00 only. We
j{j

begin mailing these queens in June, and ^
orders are filled in rotation, so the soon- Vto

er your order comes, the earlier you will t1

get the queen.
xj,

GLEANINGS one year, and No. 1 Re-
J{j

pairing Outfit. Price of this combina-
(|>

tion only $1.75. We can ship these »b

outfits from Syracuse, N. Y , Mechanic
jjj

Falls, Me., Medina, O., or Des Moines,
x»/

Iowa, so the freight will be low. i<*

ijii GLEANINGS one year, and Mantel
!j£

W Clock, both for $4.50. Can ship clocks \fo

from Cleveland or New York city,

m

JJ5
Last of all, if you don't want any of these

j{j

'ft clubbing offers, send us 50 cents <ijj

i(\ for Gleanings the remain= v*,

J|
der of the year.

}{j

1 *a-e-s-a-e-a-a-e-s-a-e-a-s-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-«-a-K'
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HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
120-122 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Jobbers and Commission Merchants.

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup.

We desire to inform our friends and patrons that our firm has
been reorganized and additional capital added. The business
will be conducted under the firm name and style of

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN.
at the old stand, where we have had the pleasure of serving our
friends for the past 11 years. Management and supervision
will be the same ; and our business methods, those of square
and honest dealings, will be practiced as heretofore.
We believe we have won the esteem and confidence of our

shippers throughout the country, and that our dealings, as a
rule, have been of the most pleasant nature.
Our additional capital will put us in a position to increase our

already large business still farther, if possible, and at same
time enable us to treat our shippers even more liberally than
heretofore, in making advances, etc.

Records will show that we handle by far the bulk of all the
honey sent to our market. We make honey the principal part
of our business, are personally acquainted and have trade con-
nections all over the country, which enables us to handle any
amount of honey to better advantage than any other house.
Our old shippers know us and will bear us out in what we

have said. Those bee-keepers who do not know us. and have
had no dealings with us. we would cordially invite to corre-

spond with us and make our acquaintance.
We not only handle on commission but buy largely as well,

from small lots to carloads, for spot cash. We wish to call the
attention of southern bee keepers to the fact that our market
never was in better condition than this season. Old stock is

disposed of and the market is bare, with a good demand. New
crop will find ready sale and at higher prices than have ruled
for years past. We would advise them to send their honey
while there is a good demand at good prices, as later on condi-
tions of the market may change. We also handle maple sugar
and syrup very extensively, and would be pleased to hear from
those having any of these goods to market. In conclusion we
wish to extend our thanks to all of our shippers for their past fa-

vors and trust to receive their kind consideration in the future.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Un J-.—. Combination
ion saw

For Ripping, Cross-
cutting Mitering,
Rabbeting, Grooving.
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, Edge- moulding,
Beading Full line FOOT
and HA1TD POWER machin-
ery. Semi /or Catalog A
Seneca Falls fUg. Co.,

44 Wator St. Senesi Falls. N 7

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Fruit Packages of All Kinds.
—AI„SO—

BEE=KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES. . .

Order your supplies now before
the busy season catches you.
Price list free. Address

BERLIN FRUIT-BOX Co.,
Berlin Heights. - Erie Co., Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

» \ \T QUEENS are carefully bred from best select-
/yl Y ed mothers by Doolittle's method; golden

'train. Working qualities, not color, is

my aim Nearly 500 Ids. of honey was reported by
Harry Mitchell, Hawks Park, Fla.. from one colony
with one of my queens. Prices: Warranted. 75 cts.;

mx, $3.50; dozen", $6.50. F om three-band mother, same
price. Free circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Arlf! Rppc ARE not Italians; thev are GOLD-nucl UCCS gN caruiolans, and practically
a non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees, great
honey-gatherers, and sure to winter. Tested queens,
each, $1.00; six queens, 85.50. or $9 00 per dozen. Every
thing guaranteed. Book giving 37 years' experience
in rearing queens sent fiee.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

I will be ready as usual to furnish
Mr*OJ"]C queens the coming reason. Many

— - ~____* unsolicited testimonials tell of the
. =, superiority of the Laws strain of

FAULTLESS 5-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
alwavs on hand. Price $2 50 each. I am aPo breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain. $1 00 each; 6 for 85.00.
Untested. 75c each: 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.

W. M. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

WANTED.-To sell 200 colonies of bets at 86.00, in" two-story eight-frame new Dovetailed hives.
G. F. Davidson & Sons, Fairview, Texas.

Wants and Exchange.

U/ANTED.—To exchange firearms of every descrip-" tion for old clocks (grandfather).
\V. S. Ammon, 216-218 Court St., Reading, Pa.

AT^ANTED —To furnish my hives and sections, to
"" careful men. for a share of No. 1 clover honey.
Also 4 sizes of the prize comb-honey cartons, and 68
pages of " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

VyrANTED.—To exchange 100 Simplicity hive bodies
'" with wide frames and tin separators, for any
thing useful. A. Y. Baldwin, De Kalb, 111.

WANTED—To exchange 10-frame Dovetailed hives" with worker combs, old-style or tall plain sec-
tion supers, complete, at $2.25 each for Danzenbaker
hives in flat. Also Japanese buckwheat for exchange
valued at SI.00 per bushel, grain-bag free, or 15c per
lb. by mail. Also World Wide Encyclopedia to ex-
change. A. H. Kanagy, Milroy, Mifflin Co., Pa.

YOUR
WAGON
WHEELS
may need new rings,
new spokes or new
tires. These repairs
have to be made every
little while with wood-
en wheels. Stop all this
expense for all time
by buying a set ot our

ELECTRIC
Steet Wheels
They are made with direct or staggered oval
spokes, broad tires, any height, and to fit

any wagon. They can't rot. go to spokesand
need no tire setting— last indefinitely. There
is only one thing better, and thatisah

EIEGTPJQ HANDY WAGON.
Our free illustrated catalogue tells all about
both and gives prices. Send for it.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. Box 95 , Qulncy, 111.

i 1 1 11 t=T
adi ition Oi.kanings.

| PORTER BEE - ESCAPES

HIVE m
for the

H0NEY=H0USE
^ have no equal. Save time, save hard
£ work, save stings, save cappings to
? the honey. No practical bee-keeper
« can afford to get along without them.

f Last a Lifetime.
# Their great superiority over every
? thing else of the kind has driven all

£ competitors from the field. For sale

^ everywhere. Manufacturers' agents.

> The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

Italian Queens.
Pure-bred, five-banded Italian queers 75 cents each.

Tested, 81.00 each. Daniel Worth,
Falmouth Rush Co., Ind.

FREE! FREE!
With bee-supply orders, bee-books
and subscription to bee-journals.
Every thing cheap. Send for list.

W. D. SOPER. Box 565, Jackson, Mich.

CANS FOR HONEY.
We have a few thousand good five-gallon
screw-cap cans for sale at rtasonable prices.

J. A. Buchanan & Sons, liollidays Cove, W. Va.

DON'T FORGET
That we shall want, this season, two car-
loads of the finest white-sage or white
clover honey, mostly extracted.

J. A. Buchanan & Sons. Hollidays Cove, W Va.

Black and Hybrid Queens for Sale.

Black and hybrid queens, 20 and 25 cents.
T. N. Briggs, Marion, Plymouth Co., Mass.
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One spring, when living at Rogersville, and getting
my living by the production of comb honey, I bought
three lots of Italian bees. One lot of 20 colonies was
from near home; another lot of 20 came from 30 miles
away; another lot of 30 from 80 miles away. Kach lot

of bees had peculiarities that seemed to pervade every
colony of the whole lot. The bees of one lot were good
workers—just about like the bees I already had. My
average that year was 50 lbs. a colony, and these bees
came up to the average; but they were the most vi-

cious bees that I ever attempted to handle. They
were perfect devils—that's the only word that fully
describes their disposition. As soon as possible their
queens were replaced with others; and, towards fall,

peace again reigned in the apiary. Another lot was
easy enough to handle, but lazy is the only word that
fitly describes the bees. Honestly, the average of this
lot was only 25 lbs. The lot of 30 was as peaceable a
lot of bees as I ever had in my apiary. I doubt if I

was stung by one of them unless I accidentally pinch-
ed it. The average of this lot was 60 lbs.; and quite a
number of individual colonies stored over 75 lbs. of
surplus—something that was not done by any colony
of any other lot of bees in the yard.
Such experiences as these have thoroughly convinc-

ed me that there is a difference in bees in regard to
their disposition, industry, and various other traits.

What bee-keeper of experience has not noticed here
and there a colony far out-stripping the general aver-
age? This may not he quite so noticeable if a man
keeps the same strain of bees year after year, but the
one who buvs queens occasionally, and thus has sever-
al strains of bees in his yard, will surely notice it.

For many years I have been buying and selling bees
and queens, getting them from a great variety of

sources, and I can honestly say that, of all the strains
I have in my yard, none have surpassed in gentleness,
industry, hardiness, and finish of capping, that of a
certain breeder, who, for 20 years, has been working,
bv crossing and selection, to develop a superior strain
of three banded Italians. He has paid a great deal
more attention to the development of this stock than
he has to its dissemination and sale. Perhaps he has
never fully realized what he has accomplished — not
havi'.g other stock with which to compare it, as I have
had. Now that I have become fully onvinced of its

superiority, I am going to help him. myself, and my
readers, by advertising this superiority, and offering
queens for sale.

The price of the queens will be SI.50 each, hut I

guarai tee safe arrival safe introduction, and purity of
mating ; and at any time within two years, if a pur-
chaser feels that he has not got the worth of his
money, he can return the queen, and get his money
back, and 50 ct nts to boot to pay for his trouble.

If \ou are interested in this matter, and have not
read my advertisements in the last two issues of
Gleanings, turn back and read them, as they give
particulars that are not given here.

I said that the price would he $1.50 each. There is

only one condiii m under which a queen will be sold
for a less price, and that is in connection with an ad-
vance subscription to the REVIEW. Anv one sending
me $1.00 for the REVIEW for 1S9!) can have one queen
for $1.00; that is. I will send one queen and th- RE-
VIEW f >r is! Mi for only $2.00. Of course, this special
offer is made for the sake of getting the REV EW in-

to the hands of those who are unacquainted with its

merits. Orders will be strictly in rotation.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.
Tn writing advertiser^ mention Gleanings.

GAN I SAVE?

31-1 hree-spring Extension-Top
riage. Price, complete, w;lh lamps, fenders
tains, storm apron and pole or shafts, $65;
^atail price, $95.

ityat a reasonable price. 144-page illustrated i

Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mf§. Co.

This is a question that every man should ask himself when it

comes to a business pi ope i.-ition. For instance, we manufacture
vehicles :ui<l harness and sell them to y»n direct ii-om our
iietory at \\ Iiolesale prices. On this plan the saving to you is

a that is. you would have to pay your
j local deal-

er or agent about that much more Ulan
you pay us tortlie .-ame quality of goods, i

Is not this item worm saving? We
make 170 styles ot vehicles and 65 styles
of harness and are the largest manu-
facturers ot' vehicles and harness 5n
the n oi'id selling to the consumer ei>
c1>isivelv. We make every article we
sell and ship our goods anywhere for
ex :> initial ion and guarantee everything.
You have the advantage of large selec-

, newest designs, latest styles, &C.
Ab.

\o. l."0—TVmhle buggy
harness, with nickel trim-

mings. Complete with col-

sail you have a guarantee of qual- lars and hitch si raps, s.'ij. As
itstloiiiie l'HKE. good as sells for $30.

When writing to advertisers please mention Gleanings.

Golden Italian Queens.
Warranted purely mated; all queens bv return mail;

will run 1200 nuclei ; queens reared by Doolittle's
method; safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed;
have 11 years' experience, and know what erood
queens are. Price 75c; six for SI 00. Selected, -1 00;

six for $5.00. After July 1st : 50c each: six for $2.75.

Selected. 75c; six for SI 0(1. My queens are prolific,

and workers industrious as well as beautiful to look
at. Hundreds of testimonials prove this. Just now I

have a nice lot of queen.'? which ha\ e just started to lay.

Order at once, and I will send you something fine.

Special low price on queens in quantities. Address

H. G. Quirin, Parkertown, Eris Co., Ohio.

MONEY-ORDER OFFICE, BELLEVUE.
in writing, mention Gleanings.

THE BEST OF ITALIAN QUEENS.
BY RETURN MAIL.

Large yellow queens, healthy and prolific. Work-
ers gentle and the best of honey-gatherei s Ttsted,
$1.00 each. Untested, 75 cents; St.00 per dozen. Send
for our price list.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
Loreauville, - Iberia Parish, = Louisiana.

Illlic! tatofl °^ best American and foreign straw-
IIIUoll Cilcll berries, with treatise on their culture.

lip A. T. GOLDSBOROUGH,
,

uc Wesley Heights. Washington, D. C.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Cafaioi
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kilu-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle
Supplies.

Bee keepers'

We are Prompt Shippers.

4mm a a a a an

JT m—---! "

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods "at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the

Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

nilPFIVs Untested after May 1st, 70 cts.; 3 for
y»JUlvll»3. S2 .00; 6 for $375. Select tested, SI. 00
each; 6 for $5.00. Extra select breeding queens, 82.00
each. The very best of golden Italian.

E A. Seeley, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. M. O. Office, Lavaca, Ark.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Italian BEES AND QUEENS. Queens. SI 00. Bees
Italian by the lb., SI. 00. Nuclei, two frames with
queen, S2.00; one frame, SI. 50; each additional frame,
50 cts. each. Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

la
TrTnade°

k
") ^^ch stove. Doz. $13.00

Doctor '. 3^-in. " " 9.00
Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50
Large 2^-in. " " 5.00
Plain 2-in. " " 4.76

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50
Honey-knife " 6.00

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements.
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR. A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

.90

.70

.60

.80

Before buying a

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINGHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Our market has never been in better

shape for both honey and beeswax so far as stock in
hand is concerned. We would suggest to southern
shippers of extracted honey letting it come forward.
We have en route several shipments of new southern
extracted at this writing. Our market has dropped
off lightly on beeswax though there is a steady de-
mand. We do not expect much more trade in comb
honey until the new goods begin to arrive in early
fall. We quote our market as follows : Comb honev

—

fancy white, 12J£©13; No. 1 white, 11^012; fair white,
9^01056; fancy buckwheat. 809; No. 1 buckwheat, 70
8; fair buckwheat, (SVo.@~. Extracted honey—Florida
white, 7@7 l4; Florida light amber, 606;^; other south-
ern fancy, 65@70 per gal.; same, fair, 60@65; same,
good, 52>£058. Beeswax, per pound, 27028. Write us
before shipping. Francis H. Lkggett & Co.,
May 27. Franklin and Varick Sts., New York.

Detroit.—There is no honey in the commission
houses that could be called fancy, and very little of
any kind. Berries are taking the attention of both
buyers and sellers. The new crop will find a clean
field. Prices will remain the same as last quoted.
Beeswax 24025, with good supply.
June 9. M. H. Hunt & Son," Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market to-dav as
follows: Fancy white, 12^013: No.- 1,11012; fancy
amber, 10; No. 1, amber, 8(3*9; fancy dark, 7@8; white
extracted, 7. A. B. Williams & Co.,
June 7. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Albany.—Honey market quiet with but very little

doing, at our last quotations. Beeswax. 2(i@,28.

MacDoogal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

June 9. Albany, N. Y.

Chicago.—Not any new comb on the market. Some
of the amber and dark grades remain unsold; extract-
ed sells upon arrival, and those who have any would
do well to gt-t it into the market; white sells at 7@8;
ombers, 607, according to quality, flavor, and pack-
age Fancy white comb would bring 13c; off grades
of white, 11(5)12; ambers, 10011. Beeswax, 27.

R. A. Burnett ik Co.,
June 8. 163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—We have a good demand for extracted
honey, all kinds, and same finds ready sale at the fol-

lowing prices: Fancy, 707J4; choice, 6065^; fair, 5%©
6; common, 57@60 per gal. Some demand for comb
honey at from 11012 for white, and !)@,10 for amber;
no demand for dark. Beeswax dull at from 25@27,
according to color and quality.

HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN,
June 9. 120 & 122 West Broadway.

Philadelphia.—There is no trade for omb honey
at pre.'ent, no new having arrived, and old comb be-
ing sold at any price dealers are willing to offer. Ex-
tracted honey is doing a little better. We quote fancy
clover extracted 809; amber, 7; dark, 506. We are
producers of honey—do not handle on commission.

Wm. A. Selser,
June 8. 10 Vine .St., Philadelphia. Pa.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60-lb. cans for
$7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.
l,as Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

Bee i Supplies.

Root's Goods at

Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS
and everv thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
112 flassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Don't Buy Supplies
For 1899 until you see my 39th annual cata-

log. A full line of hives and fixtures best

adapted to our New England climate. Also

best brands of Comb Foundation and Sec-

tion=boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods, at their Prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them of

me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A 40-page

illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. CARY, Lyonsville, Mass.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

If You are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. "All yellow."

Tested queens, $1.00 each; three for $2.75.

I. J. STR1NGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, = - NEW YORK.

flllFPMQ Untested Italian, $1.00 each; tested,
yi>L,L,n J. $i 25 each. Catalog free. Address™""~^"^™~ Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.
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For Only

40 Cents

•j

to

New Subscribers.

The
American
Bee
Journal
will

be

sent

every

week
from
the

time

the

new
subscription

is

received

till

Jan. i, 1900,
for

only

40
cents.

Sample
copy
free.

ADDRESS

Geo. W. York & Co.,

118 Michigan St.. • Chicago, III.

tPublishers of the oldest bee-paper in America. ^

FACTS
About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send '2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66, Washington, D.C.

r

$

The A. 1. Root Co.,

Bee=keepers'

Supplies.

Medina, Ohio,

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prices the same.

Order of nearest point.

Save freight and time.

^

t

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method warranted purely mated
to drones of imported stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross Fourteen years as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the pToducer, as well as how 10 rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

Albino Queens. If you want the most
prolific queens, if you

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers vou ever saw. try my Albinos. Warranted
queens $1. 00; untested, 75 cents.

J. D. OIVENS. Lisbon, Texas.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
|

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES
|

MUTH'S HONEY=JARS, >
MUTH'S HONEYEXTRACTORS. <
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

J
and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact, >
every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our ^
catalog. ^

C. H. W. WEBER,
|

2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, 0. <
iccessor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Mutli. \
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May 26, first white-clover blossom in this

locality.

For cuts and bruises, propolis is recom-
mended as an efficient healing plaster in Prak-
tischer Wegweiser. Why not? And what will

stay better in place if you get the really sticky

kind?

Rambler thinks (p. 432) that we have
more trouble with bogus honey than other

nations. If you could watch the German pa-

pers, friend Rambler, you'd think they have
troubles too, just as bad as ours.

One good result of the hard winter in

this region, according to general belief, is the

destruction of potato-bugs. Last year they
were promptly on hand waiting for the pota-

toes to come up; and now with potatoes a foot

high not a bug is to be seen.

G. RumlER insists in Bienen- Vater that

cold is the cause of diarrhea; that confinement
alone will not produce it, because bees do not
wait for a flight to discharge their feces, but
normally discharge them in a dry state in the

hive. It may be remembered that S. Corned
contended for the same view.

Stenog says the ear detects the difference

between passed and past. Then the ear de-

tects what ought not to exist, for the diction-

ary gives the same pronunciation for each.

Answering your questions, Stenog, past is

shorter than passt; and if I had control I'd

write tod for locked. [Does emphasis of voice

never cut any figure, where cold print shows
none ?—ST.]

Sometimes bees are slow to take a syrup of

pure sugar and water, but will greedily accept
it with a small part of honey. In the absence
of this, Le Rucher Beige advises flavoring the
sugar syrup with a few drops of essence of

cinnamon, anise, vanilla, or orange flowers.

[I never saw the time in our apiary when the
bees were slow to take up good pure sugar
syrup; but strongly flavored honey, like bass-

wood, for instance, is more apt to call out and
start robbing than sugar syrup.

—

Ed ]

J. C. Davis says in American Bee Journal,
"A man living \% miles from me came yes-

terdav to get me to put 20 colonies or more in

his 80 acre apple-orchard for ten days, to fer-

tilize the bloom. He offered 15 cents a colo-

ny. I took 10 colonies, but do not like to risk

moving many now while they are gaining so

fast here." Fruit-gcowers are learning to rec-

ognize their friends.

A French medical journal is quoted in

Revue Internationale as saying that honey
with bread and butter replaces perfectly cod-

liver oil. As carbon is the desideratum, it

looks reasonable that honey may answer as a

substitute without the disadvantage of turn-

ing the inside mechanism upside down. [I

wish I could believe there is a good deal in

this, and hope there is

—

Ed.]

Has Rambler been smitten with that dark-

skinned maiden, that he dislikes to hear her
c died " squaw," while he has no compunc-
tions about calling her father an Indian ?—p.

433 Is a " squaw " any thing more or less

than a female Indian ? But I confess that,

when he speaks of " the lovely Indian maid-
en," I think of something a good deal nicer

than a squaw. Something wrong with both of

us as to our intellectual machinery, Rambler.

" Cell-Raising has been going on right

along during this spell of cool weather we
have been having for the last eight or ten

days, apparently, without let or hindrance"

—

page 437. Now tell us, Mr. Editor, whether
the queens are just as good as those raised in

warmer weather. [I hardly know. The cells

are not quite so long and shapely as those that

were built when weather is favorable. In an-

other issue I hope to show j'ou how they look.

—Ed.]
Stenog made some statements on p. 386 so

dazzling in their audacity that I'm just recov-

ering from the dazed condition into which I

was thrown. " If one does not learn to spell

when he learns to rea'd he will never spell."

As I happen to know that Stenog votes the

Prohibition ticket, and that his daily life is

entirely consistent with his manner of voting,

I can form no possible theory by which so in-

telligent a man could have made such a state-

ment. The others I'll mention when I'm suf-

ficiently recovered.
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" When my bees get the upper story filled

with brood and honey, the}- are apt to swarm,
regardless of room below, either with empty
combs or empty frames," says DelosWood, p.

399. This butts squarely against the Simmins
theory, which has held a respectable place in

England for years, and is substantially, I be-

lieve, that, so long as bees have room to build
below the brood-nest, they will not swarm. I

have had bees swarm without touching the
empty story below; but perhaps it was because
there was a big gap to cross between the two
stories.

C. Preuss, in his new book on bee-manage-
ment, says that he took careful notes in the
spring of 1893; and in 33 days, from April 3

to May 5, 29 colonies consumed an average of

11 quarts of water each, the heaviest drinker
taking no less than 16 quarts ! He thinks it

would have cost the lives of many bees to go
out after so much water, especially on cold
windy days. [There is, no doubt, a good deal
in this, and yet for some reason or other the
general bee-keeping fraternity has paid but
little attention to it. It might pay well to

feed simply water every spring.

—

Ed.]

H. W. Brice says in Brit. BeeJournal that
post-mortems show clearly that bees and queens
are affected with foul brood, so no cure can
be effectual that treats brood alone; the colo-

ny must be requeened with a perfectly healthy
queen. In this view Mr. MeEvoy will hardly
agree. [Cheshire, Cowan, Brice, and other
scientists, say that foul-brood germs are found
in adult bees and queens. But we never had
a case yet when bees affec.ed with foul brood,
and placed on foundation, were not complete-
ly cured; that is, there was no further visible

evidence of foul brood. If the disease re-

mained in the living organisms of the bees, it

did not seem to go from them to the brood.
Our own experience is quite in line with that
of Wm. MeEvoy.
JUNE 5. A superb crop of white clover

—

never saw it plentier—but can't make out that
bees are getting any thing from it. Is this to

be another year of failure ? [There is a su-
perb crop of white clover around here. When
it first came out the bees did not seem to care
for it; but now they are busily roaring over
our heads, and pouring into the hives There
never was a better prospect for clover honev
than this year; and basswoods in our vicinity
look equally promising; but many of our col-

onies were too weak to be in prime condition
to get the honey when it does come. The se-

vere winter put such a damper on them that
they have scarcely recovered from it yet; and
this, I think, is the general condition through-
out the country.

—

Ed.]
'

' The Earuest strawberry '

' seems to be
what you are after, friend A. I. In this " lo-

cality " we're after the latest. We could buy
plenty of strawberries here at three boxes for
a quarter (one day five boxes for a quarter)
before a strawberry-blossom was to be seen on
our vines ; but the latest berries find a better
market. [Why, doctor, I am after both earli-

est and latest, and just now our best late ber-
ry seems to be the Brandy wine. Perhaps it is

not the very latest, but it holds its fruit away
up out of the dirt. Its color is very beautiful

—one of the most brilliant scarlet. It is a big
berry, and is, as a rule, beautifully shaped. It

is also a large yielder. There are many other
candidates for the very latest, but just now I

do not know of a better one than the Brandy-
wine.—A. I. R.]

Prof. Eaton says in Chicago Record : " In
England the consumption of sugar is 88 lbs.

per capita. In the United States it is about
64 lbs.; but in France it is 31 lbs., in Ger-
many 27, in Austria-Hungary 20, in Russia 11,

and in Italy only 4.7. And when granulated
sugar is selling retail in the United States at

5 cents a pound it sells in Germany at 9 cents,

in France at 10 cents, in Russia at 13 cents,

and in Italy at 14 cents. [It would look as if

the consumption of sugar were in an inverse
ratio to its price, i. e., the greater the cost the
less the consumption. Then the question will

arise, Does this large consumption in any way
affect the consumption of our product, honey ?

or does the one beget a desire for the other,

like beer for whisky? —Ed.]
" We are raising CEIXS in the lower story

of the hive with a laying queen," says the ed-
itor, p. 401. I've done that (sometimes it

didn't work) with the queen in the upper sto-

ry; but if you mean you do it in the lower
story with the queen in the same story, then
you're ahead of me. But I'd give a good deal
more to know how to keep queen cells out of

the lower story when the queen is there. [Yes,
we can raise queen-cells in the same story of a
brood nest already having a laying queen, long
before the swarming season. The queen-cells
are reared in a portion of the brood-nest shut
off with perfora'ed zinc, the laying queen be-
ing confined to the other portion. Of course,

the bees have access to both divisions. The
whole secret of the plan rests in having the
artificial cell-cups perfectly made, and supplied
with the royal larvae and jelly. To make cell-

cups that the bees wiil accept is an art, but
not a difficult one. Without the artificial cups,
nothing could be done.

—

Ed.]

' 1'wixt scalding; suns and thunder-showers
The bees aie hard at work;

" We'll get a mightv crop " says Drone,
'• If none of you do shirk."

%
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

Mr. W. W. Lathrop, of Connecticut, gives
a picture showing some sweet clover 9 Let
high.

ifc

Mr. C. A. Bunch, ot Indiana, sa\ s he has
used the Simplicitv-L^ngstroth frame for 13

years, and thinks it is all right for comb hon-
ey ; but for extracted honey he wants the
frame two inches deeper. He finds the frame,
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as Mr. Dadant says, too shallow. Concerning
starters in sections, he says it is a well-known
fact that full sheets of foundation in sections
do not of themselves secure a crop of honey.

v»/

Mr. H. Clute, of Wisconsin, says farmers
are just beginning to raise alsike clover there.
The bees work on it well. As the land gets
cleared up more, so the ground will be warmer,
he thinks farmers will get to raising more clo-

ver, and then the honey-harvests will get larg-
er each year. Some years ago it was feared
by at least a few that apiculture would cease
as farming did away with woods and unculti-
vated fields; but perhaps the contrary is the
truth.

Mr. York congratulates Mr. Aikin on his
election to office on a temperance issue. He
says he himself has not for 15 years lived in a
place where laws are enforced, and adds :

" Here in Chicago it is almost true to say that
only the laws that suit the politicians are en-
forced. No attempt whatever is made to close
on Sunday the front entrances to hell ( saloons )

;

. and it makes no difference which party
is in power." Mr. York has struck a " spell

"

here that I warmly indorse.

\ii

Dr. Peiro, after demolishing the old-fash-
ioned " bussing-bee," now attacks the prac-
tice of hand shaking. The complainant avers:
"Here comes a man with whom you shake
hands. In a week or two your hands begin
to tingle, and soon you find you have caught
the itch. This you generously give to your
family and friends, to keep them busy scratch-
ing. Eczema is often contracted in this way."
The doctor certainly deserve* a vote of thanks
for his timely warning. Shake, doctor.

\i/

A grocer in Clark Co., Wis., lets honey can-
dy in the barrel; then he sets the barrel on a
table in the front part of the j-tore, cuts off

the hoops, and then pulls the staves off. Thus
a solid mass of honev is left exposed. Cus-
tomers ii quire what that chunk of honev is

When informed that it is honey in a candied
state they buy liberally. The grocer slices it

off the top like cheese. One grocer sold one
barrel of it in a week at a profit of 4 cents a
pound. Others grocers sold, in the old way,
only a barrel or two all winter.

\ii

Mr. C. A. Montague, writing from Northern
Michigan, says crimson clover fills the blank
between fruit-bloom and the other clovers, and
is worth all the other clovers combined. Last
season, from that one source, his stronger col-

onies filled a super holding 8 L. frames. This
was before any of the other clovers were in
bloom. Speaking of milkweed he calls it his
old standby, it having failed but once in nine-
teen years. He gets from it from 75 to 150
lbs. per colony. He thinks putting the aver-
age yield from milkweed at J 00 lbs. per colo-
ny is a very moderate estimate. A total fail-

ure in his locality, Grand Traverse Co., is un-
known. His average for 1896, 1897, and 1898,
was 150, 129, and 131 lbs. respectively.

W. A. Pryal describes the century plant,
and gives a picture of one. For rapidity of
growth it seems to be a fair rival of Jack's
bean-stalk that we used to hear of when we
were very young. The plant in the picture
seems to be about 30 feet tall, and yet it grew
in a few weeks. Mr. Pryal is sure it will often
grow more than a foot in 24 hours. He no-
ticed the bees on a fallen plant, and observed
the flowers at close range. The bees tumbled
over each other to get the nectar. The quan-
tities secreted were great, and Mr. P. says he
never saw any thing like it before.

\ti

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
Dr. Miller thought Mr. Manum had made a

mistake in saying that he had to fet d 727 col-

onies $2100 worth of sugar, or 80 lbs. per col-

ony. Mr. Hill says there is nothing extraor-
dinary in the consumption of that much su-
gar per colony, during the breeding season.

tti

The editor says a section of honey in which
pollen is contained should never be crated for

market, as experience has taught that the eggs
of the wax-moth are very liable to be present
in cells of bee-bread. Owing to the opacity
of the mass, its presence may be readily de-
tected by transmitted light.

0/

Mr. Hill is inclined to resent the imputa-
tion that bee-journals owned by supply-manu-
facturers are unduly biased in favor of their

own wares. He says he has had charge of the
Amer. Bee keeper for sixteen months, and
yet the W. T. Falconer Co. has never given
him a single suggestion regarding the goods
they make.

\ii

In denouncing the clipping of queens, Mr.
Hill says Willie Atchley, in the Southland
Queen, " becomes so completely lost in a veri-

table labyrinth of sentitnentalism as to lose

sight of the purpose for which bees were creat-

ed. He evidently considers it a great sin to

thus mutilate a queen. Perhaps it is this sub-
lime sentiment, voiced by Mr. A., that dictates

the course of so many brethren of the South-
west in refusing to permit their hair to be cut. '

\\,

The editor hopes Gleanings will early de-

cide to come out openly in favor of giving the
giant bee a thorough test in America. The
trouble is, the test is altogether dependent on
the consent of dorsata itself. "Barkis is

willing' " on this side, sure. As will be seen
in another column, they tried to " raise the
roof" of the house when Mr. Rambo tried to

show them the benefits of " assimilative civil-

ization."
\h

The editor, Mr. H. E. Hill, has forsaken the
quiet life of the editorial tripod, and his ad-
dress will be, in the future, Stuart, Fla. He
says, " We prefer active life among the bees,

and, therefore, have exchanged the cushioned
chair and office conveniences for the open air

in a primitive and tropical country." He does
not intend to give his journal any less atten-
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tion than formerly, but believes he can add to

its usefulness by the practical work in which
he is about to engage. He may extend his

travels to Cuba, taking his camera with him.
Mr. Hill's work will be observed with interest.

Mr. Hill has had an invitation to visit Dr.
Viete, of Cienfuegos, Cuba. Dr. V. harvested
180 tons of honev in one season.

Our Symposium.

LARGE HIVES.

Egg-laying Capacity of Queens : Large Hives Prac-

tically Non-swarming: the Proof of the

Pudding is in the Eating. •

BY CHAS. DADANT.

Yes, I made a mistake in figuring the num-
ber of cells in a Gallup comb. I hope that
my readers will excuse it by remembering
that, when we get old, our faculties decrease
in proportion with the age. But this mistake
does not annul my arguments. A hive with
9 Gallup combs, i. e., with 57,294 cells, to re-

ceive the eggs of the queen, or, rather, with
51,000 cells for bees, needs at least one comb
to receive the food, honey, and pollen; has
room for but 2400 eggs per day, while a good
queen can lay more than 3000 eggs daily.

To ascertain how many eggs a good queen
is able to lay, I did not confine my observa-
tions to the number she can lay in one minute,
but I computed the number of square inches
occupied vith brood at the same time, in sev-
eral good colonies ; and in multiplying this
number by 55 I found about from 70,000 to

80,000 having eggs or brood. This number,
divided by 21, the number of days a cell is oc-
cupied, gave me from 3300 to 3800 per day.
Of course, such experiments can not be made
with the nine-frame Gallup hive.

" But," says Mr. Doolittle, " if a queen lays
6 eggs in a minute, 360 in one hour, 3600 in 10
hours, why does she not lay 8640 in 24 hours,
and 181,140 in 21 days?"

I wonder why Mr. Doolittle asks me such a
question. Does he ignore the fact that no an-
imal can work 24 hours without rest? He
does not ignore the fact that the queen is nurs-
ed by the workers, which, when she approach-
es them, turn their heads toward her, as is

shown on the first page of the Langstroth
book, and that the bees in front stretch out
their tongues to offer her some food. Of
course, during winter and during cold days
the queen is about motionless. She begins to
move in winter as soon as the weather is warm-
er; then the workers offer but little food, for
their stomachs are about empty; but as soon
as they can fly a little outside, the number of
those that meet the queen increases. She eats
more, begins to lay, and her laying capacity
increases in proportion to the gathering of
honey and pollen, and to the increasing num-
ber of bees working outside, which do not
work 24 hours daily.

Then Mr. Doolittle says, " Bro. Dadant gives
an instance where a colony in a large hive
gave him 160 lbs. of comb honey which he
sold at 27 cents a pound, the result of which
would be $43.20. In back volumes of the bee-
papers can be found my report of a colony
that gave me 309 lbs. of section honey, and
plenty in the hive for winter." I can answer
that this quotation of mine was not made to
show the largest crop we had obtained from
a single hive, but to show that this colony, in
a large hive, strong in bees in March, gave me
better results than the smaller ones could give.

In narrating my purchase of this large hive
my object was to show that I had not made a
mistake in buying it for $7.00 while the small
ones were sold for §3.00 or $4.00. I may add
that we have never, except in this case, weigh-
ed the crop of our bees; as, in good years, we
harvest our honey several times in summer,
we do not take the trouble to note the quanti-
ty wven by every colony as Mr. Doolittle does.

Our crop of honey from each colony can
not equal the crop of Mr. Doolittle, for we
have only white clover, and occasionally fall

flowers, while he has a quantity of lindens
around his apiary.

Our large hives do not give us as much work
in summer as the Gallup hive, for we have
very few swarms. Our home apiary, number-
ing 80 colonies, did not give us ten natural
swarms in three years ; while I see in the
Progressive Bee-keeper for January, 1898, p.

20, that Mr. Doolittle had 548 natural swarms
in the same spring, from 49 colonies.

In our Langstroth Revised, page 237. we
give a letter from a bee-keeper in Indiana,
who, in 1883, had 505 swarms from 165 colo-

nies. We reproduced this letter because we
thought that such a rate, of three natural
swarms per colony, could not be surpassed

;

but Mr. Doolittle, with his 7 natural swarms
from each of his 49 colonies, as well as in the
production of honey, can not be equaled by
any bee-keeper.
Mr. Doolittle says that '

' the proof of the
pudding is in the eating." But a struggle for

superiority between two cooks can be solved
only by the eaters. My readers saw in Glean-
ings for May 1, page 344, the offer of Mr.
Draper in favor or the large hive. Besides,

in the Amer. Bee Journal, May 11, page 292,

Mr. W. H. Eagerty, of Kansas, writes :
" From

actual use of both large and small hives I will

take the large one every time."

If Mr. Doolittle thinks that these opinions
are not sufficient I will give that of another
bee-keeper, who says, in the Progressive Bee-
keeper for November, 1897, page 296, "In
July, 1877, 1 had a colony in an especially long
hive constructed for an experiment, contain-
ing 32 frames which had, as nearly as estima-
tion could get at it, 99,500 bees. This colony
gave 566 lbs. of surplus honev that season."
Signed : G. M. Doolittle.

I do not think that I have any thing to add
to such a quotation.
Hamilton, 111., May 15.

[Shortly after the receipt of the foregoing
there came an article from A. N. Draper. As
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this is in line with some of the arguments put
forth by Mr. Dadant, we give it right here.

—

Ed.]

DRAPERS BARNS.

large Hives for Wintering.

BY A. N. DRAPER.

Who ever before heard of a man wanting to
carry his "barns" into his cellar? I never
did. Please do not try it, Dr. Miller. I'll tell

you a good deal better way, and, also why it

is better. The proper place for those 1 arns is

joined together in a way that rendered the frames im-
movable. In the fall we extracted from the brood-
chamber of nearly every colony, as was then our prac-
tice, leaving only seven Quinby frames on an average
for winter. The colonies that had crooked combs
were left with all of their stores—ten frames (take no-
tice, Quinby frames), because we could not disturb
them without breaking combs and causing leakage
and robbing, and it was not the proper season to trans-
fer them. These colonies did not have to be fed the
following spring, became very strong, and yielded the
largest crop. This untried-for result caused us to
make further experiments, which proved that there is

a profit in leaving, to strong colonies, a large quantity of
honey, so that they will not limit their spring breeding.

Page 333

:

If the colonies are to be wintered in the open air
they should all be made populous, and rich in stores,

SEPARATOR AND NON-SEPARATOR HONEY. SEE EDITORIALS.

on their permanent summer stands, with a reg-

ular winter-case around them. As it is neces-
sary for the barn to be warm and well packed
for February, March, April, and May, to se-

cure the best results this packing should be
done in November, when it is convenient to

get the leaves for packing If properly pre-

pared for spring there is no trouble about their

wintering, as your barn has from 40 to 60 lbs.

of honey, a good vigorous queen, and a popu-
lous colony of bees in it. I quote from Da-
dant's Langstroth Revised, p. 328, Art. 625 :

Some 18 years ago, in an apiary away from home,
where we were raising comb honey, we had a number
of swarms, which, in the rush of the honey crop, we
did not examine until their combs were built. At that
time the triangular bar was the guide principally
used, and the combs of some of these swarms were

even if to do so requires their number to be reduced
one-half or more.

Art. 632 :

Small colonies consume, proportionally, much
more food than large ones, and then perish from ina-
bility to maintain sufficient heat. Bees in small or
contracted hives, etc., have too scanty a population
for successful wintering, especially out of doors; for
as it is by eating that bees generate warmth, the ab-
domens of a small number are soon filled with resi-

dues; and if cold continues for weeks the bees get the
diari hea. We have often seen colonies in small hives
perishing side by side with large ones whose bees
were very healthy. . . . Such facts abound, and
we have but to open the bee-journals to find confirma-
tion of our statement.

Page 334

:

In the Amer. Bee Journal for February 8, 1888, page
83, Mr. J. P. Stone, of Holly, Mich., asks why a colo-

ns-, which was hived in 1859 in a large box, is prosper-
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ing yet. while others have perished. The size given,
16x16x22, which shows that the box has twice the ca-
pacity of an eight-frame Langstroth hive, answers his
question.
In the following number of the same journal, page

107, Mr. Heddon mentions a colony which had winter-
ed safely for seven years in a box ten times larger
than the Langstioth, while many others died by its

side. The colony, when transferred, contained about
double the number of bees usually raised from one
queen.

Page 338

:

Mr. E. T. Sturtevant, of East Cleveland, Ohio, wide-
ly known as an experienced apiarist, thus gives his
experience in wintering bees in the open air :

" No extremity of cold that we ever have in this cli-

mate will injure bees if their breath is allowed to pass
off, so that they are dry. I never lost a good colony
that was dry, and had plenty of honey."

This is no fad. Twenty-five years ago the
editor of Gleanings recognized the necessity
of a warm hive in early springtime ; see
Gleanings, 1874, page 38.

That a few inches of chaff, straw, or old clothing,
around a hive is no positive protection, we think is

generally admitted.

From the March number, 1874, page 30, we
quote :

Feb. 16.—We have . just purchased two loads of
coarse fermented manure at the livery-stables.

On page 38 we quote :

From what experience we have had, we should feel
safe to risk the bees under half a wagon-load to each
hive.

March 2, page 40:

We are so pleased with the manure protection that
we have put our fifty hives on their summer stands,
and are making manure-heaps over them as fast as
possible.

I suppose he found later there was too much
moisture, and perhaps abnormal heat was not
just the thing. But, to return to Dadant,
page 340 :

To show the advantages derived by the bees from a
winter flight we will give our experience during one
of the coldest winters—that of lS72-'3. From the be-
ginning of December to the middle of January the
weather was cold, and the bees were unable to leave
the hive. The 16th of January was a rather pleasant
day. We took occasion of this to examine our weak
colonies, being anxious in regard to their condition.
To our astonishment thev were found alive, and our
disturbing them caused them to fly and discharge their
excrement. Being convinced that all of our bees
were safe, we did not disturb the strong colonies, and
a few of the latter remained quiet. The next day the
cold weather returned, and lasted three weeks longer.
Then we discovered tint the weak colonies, that had
had a cleansing flight, were alive and well, while the
strong ones, which had remained confined, were eith-
er dead or in bad condition.

I have made a practice, for a number of
years, of taking off the outside packing-case
containing the leaves when the warm days
would come after the bees were confined for
some time by cold weather, and turning the
winter -case, containing the leaves, upside
down so that the sun and air would warm them
up as well as to give the bees a cleansing flight.

Now, then, those leaves get warmed up through
and through, and the case is returned to its

place before it gets too cool in the evening.
With a good strong colony of bees in the
"barn," is it not plain to you that the leaves
will keep the barn warm, as well as the bees
and all of the honey ? The leaves, after get-
ting warmed up, will hold the heat that the
bees generate, and sunning and airing both
the leaves and hive seems to start the bees to
rearing brood with a rush.

To sum up the whole thing in a few words :

Other things being equal, with a large hive
there is no need of feeders, no need of clean-
ing bottom-boards in the spring, no need of

spreading brood, no fear of their starving in

the spring, no use of lugging them in and out
of a cellar for winter; and whenever there
comes a honey-flow they are ready for it every
time.
Upper Alton, 111., May 24.

[Now comes an article from the "other
side." Just read.

—

Ed.]

SMALL HIVES FOR COMB HONEY, AND WHY.

A Strong Article.

BY D. N. RITCHEY.

As there has been much said in favor of

large hives of late by Mr. C. P. Dadant and a

few others, I want to say that nine out of ten
beginners who would follow Mr. Dadant's ad-
vice would fail, and lose all they had put into

the business, and give up in disgust. I wish
to say all that I do with all kindness for Mr.
Dadant. In the first place, Mr - Dadant can
not give a fair statement, because he says,

Sept. 15, 1898, page 683, that he has never
tried the small hives—at least not less than
ten-frame, which is not a small hive for this

climate, by any means; so how can he judge?
I want to be as brief as I can with this article,

as I believe all articles should be, and then
readers of Gleanings would be glad to see
them—at least that is my idea. What I tell

you in my argument are facts that I have
gathered from 32 years' experience, many ex-
periments, and an outlay of several hundred
dollars, and an experimental knowledge of the
bee-business.

I have no doubt Mr. Dadant has produced
large yields of honey with his large hives ; but
I believe he could have done better with
smaller ones. I will admit there are a few lo-

calities where a large hive would give better

results in extracted but not in comb honey.
We must remember that the most of our large
comb-honey producers use small hives. I have
this day examined some of my bees, and find

that the bees in six-frame hives are storing
honey in sections while my nine-frame hives
have not an ounce in the supers; and if it were
not that I have a field of buckwheat almost
in full bloom I should have to feed my colo-

nies that are in large hives, to keep up brood-
rearing so I could have a large force ready for
white clover.

I write these articles with the express pur-
pose that others may not have to pay out the
amount of money that I have, and spend the
time I have, to learn what they must if suc-

cessful in the bee-business. In my next arti-

cle I will give the proper size of hive for this

climate, and give good reasons for it.

Mr. Dadant, Sr., says on page 258, Apr. 1,

that a queen does not lay at will. I am not
" Baptist " enough to swallow that.

Before I close this article I should like to

give Mr. Dadant, as advocate of large hives,
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and Dr. Miller and others who are on the fence,

a problem I solved long ago : Take two colo-

nies of bees and give them a good queen and
30,000 workers each, in two small hives, and
take one colony, good queen, and 75,000 work-
ers, in a large hive, and see which will pro-

duce more comb honey in ten years. We
must remember the keeping of bees from the
standpoint of dollars and cents.

Granville, Ohio, April 22.

[There is just one point in this discussion
that I wish to refer to ; namely, that you say
Mr. Dadant can not give a fair estimate be-

cause he admits he has never tried the small
hives—never any smaller than ten-frame. Per-

haps there is something in this ; and on the
other hand are you not committing the same
error in making a comparison between your
six and nine frame hives, with the difference
in favor of the six? Mr. Dadant will now
have a right to say that you never tried a large
hive, and that, therefore, you can not make a
" fair statement." In making these compari-
sons we should make a sharp distinction be-

tween a ten-frame Ouinby as the representa-
tive of a large hive, and an eight-frame Lang-
stroth as the representative of a small one. It

is true there are hives or brood-chambers as

shallow as the Heddon, but they are generally
used in pairs, so that, after all, a hive of the
eight-frame Langstroth capacity may be con-
sidered a small one.

The following letter is a private one ; but I

obtained permission of Mr. Poppleton to give
it to the bee-keeping world, as it contains
much matter of interest, especially in this di-

rection.

—

Ed.]
!»«»».. •

THE LONG-IDEA HIVE.

One Brood-nest Holding 24 Large Frames ; a Hive
for Extracting, and a Hive for Comb Honey.

by o. O. POPPLETON.

I have been much interested in all that has
been published for a year or two past on the
large-hive question. My own ideas and prac-

tice are in line with nearly all of Mr. Dadant's
ideas. I am glad to see ttiat you are going to

test the larger frame and hive ; but, whde
about it, why not also test the large frame in

a single story—that is, a few of them, that

will take, say, 24 combs each? The frames I

use are 12 in. square inside; but if I were to

start over again all new, 1 would keep the same
dtpch, but lengthen the frames two inches,

which is about half way between my frame
and the one 3 ou are going to test.

In your editorial on p. 345, you say, " While
I believe in large colonies I do not see how it

makes any difference whether they are in one
or two brood-chambers; but perhaps it does."
" The proof of the pudding is in the eating
thereof, '

' not in the theory about how it should
be made.

Bee-paralysis was an important factor those
two years. My own personal experience of

30 years in bee-keeping, two of them in Cuba,
with 4l)0 to 500 colonies in tiered-up hives, has
fully convinced me that, for some reason or

other, large colonies in single brood-chambers
do give better results, even if we can't see
the reason. There are objections, of course,
to the single-brood-chamber hive, but they do
give better results, so far as extracted honey
is concerned, at least.

The hive first devised by Mr. Langstroth,
nearly 50 years ago, has not been improved on
so far as shape and proportions of frames are
concerned, for the production of comb honey;
but the production of extracted honey is so
different from that of comb honey that it is

doubtful if the same style of hive and frame
can be the best for both.

This letter isn't written to call your atten-

tion in the least to any of my ow n methods,
but to encourage you to make full expeiiments
in the new frames, and methods of using them;
and don't reach any conclusions, as Mr. Doo-
little did, after the use of only two hives for a
season or two. Conclusions formed after such
a limited test are practically worthless.

Stuait, Fla., May 27.

[When Mr. Poppleton called on us two years
ago we talked over this matter considerably,

at which time he voiced substantially the sen-

timent expressed in the letter above. I could
not see why a Langstroth frame would not be
equally well adapted for both extracted and
comb ; but, as he says, it is not a matter of see-

ing—it is a matter of the proof of the pudding.
One thing seems to be very clear—that is,

if our orders are any criterion to go by : The
ten and twelve frame Langstroth is gaining
favor among the extracted-honey men of the

South, and the eight-frame size is preferred

by most of the comb honey producers in the

North. Of course, there are a good many ex-

ceptions to both. Some comb-honey produc-
ers will have nothing less than a ten-frame
hive, and some extracted-honey men prefer

two small brood-chambers, frames cf Heddon
depth.

After all, the proposition simmers itself

down to this : Can we make more dollars in

our locality with a large hive than with a

small one? This same proposition may be
varied somewhat this way : It the Langstroth
hive, eight-frame size, is the proper thing for

comb-honey production, is the large hive with
large frames the best suited for the production
of extracted ? Here are two propositions that

will bear discussion. From the amount of cor-

respondence and inquiry already in it, would
look as if a large portion of our readers, at

least, still consider this old subject a live one
yet. Indeed, quite a few are ordering " Draper
Barns " to test alongside of the standard eight-

frame Langstroth hives.

—

Ed.]

THE BARBER PLAN OF FORCING BEES INTO
SECTIONS, AGAIN.

The Way it Works, and the Quality of the Honey.

BY MRS. A. J. BARBER.

I don't know whether it's the proper thing
for a little bee-keeper, and a woman too, to

talk back to so big a man as our Dr. Miller
;
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but I should just like to say, in reply to his

comment (page 342) upon my method of get-

ting bees started in sections, that I have tried

bait sections, and find that usually the bees
will fill them and leave the others untouched.

Now, wnat I am going to say will probably
be considered a heresy; but it is a fact that I

prefer the small combs because the queen will

lay in them. When a super of combs is put
upon a good hive of bees they will rush the
honey from the brood-nest into the small
combs. Usually the queen, after filling the

empty cells below, will get into the super of

combs when it is almost full of honey. She
does not have room for much brood, but we
generally find a few patches of eggs and larvse

when we raise the super to put in sections.

We smoke the super well so that the queen
goes down before raising it, and she does not
trouble it any more, as the sections are be-

tween her and the super, and she won't go
through them.

I used to think that brood above my sections

would ruin them, but I know better now. I

suppose if we left the queen in the super, or

if the super were full of brood, the quality of

the section honey might be impaired.

All of my honey last year was produced by
that method. Just after I had put a lot upon
the market last fall in Durango there was a

grand fair or exhibition of the products of

Southwestern Colorado, Northern New Mexi-
co, and Eastern Utah. The man who handled
my honey, wishing to add to the display, en-

tered a lot of cases of my honey, and got the

second premium. The honey was an average
market lot, and I did not know that it was on
exhibition until notified of my premium. I

mention this to prove that the quality was
good. We have a fair demand for extracted

honey, and wax and vinegar; and, consider-

ing the cost of putting into packages for mar-
ket, it pays better than comb honey, especial-

ly when we can get several hundred pounds
extra while coaxing the bees to work in sec-

tions. With the present low prices we have
to consider every thing, and find the big prod-
ucts of extracted honey (wax and vinegar) go
a long way toward paying for the cans to put
up the crop.

Mancos, Colo., May 13.

[I am becoming more and more convinced
that this is the way to produce comb honey.
The ordinary method of putting a super of sec-

tions on to the hive direct often results in loss

of time—two or three days, and possibly a

week. The bees apparently do not quite like

the upstairs arrangement, and, as a conse-

quence, fritter away for several days, trying

to decide what to do. Valuable time as well

as honey is lost. By putting the shallow ex-

tracting-super right on the hive in the first

place—that is, at the beginning of the honey-
flow—we get the bees into the upstairs fever.

After they get well agoing in the shallow

combs, lift them up and put a comb-honey
super under them, and, presto ! what a rush

there will be for the sections ! I have tried it

myself just enough to know that there is no
jugglery about it ; but that, in our locality at

least, good results may be secured ; but be-
cause I thought I was almost alone in the mat
ter I did not say so much about it. Of course,
after the bees once get to work in the sections
it is not necessary further to put on extracting
combs.
The Barber method seems to be so practical

.that I have incorporated it in the new edition
of our A B C of Bee Culture.

Hello ! here is another subscriber who knows
that the plan is not all theory. Just read what
he says.

—

Ed ]

PRODUCING BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED AT
THE SAME TIME.

By his Straw in Gleanings, p. 386, I am
glad to see Dr. Miller has done some figuring.

He is almost persuaded, and with a little actual
experience he will become fully so. The first

thiee years in bee-keeping I produced comb
honey exclusively, extracting only from the
unfinished sections. Last year being poor in

promise, I put up eleven supers of extracting-
frames filled with extra-light brood founda-
tion, wired, for ten-frame hives. From these
eleven supers I extracted 316 lbs. of honey
which I sold at from 13 to 15 cts. net, accord-
ing to package—four-quart granite pails con-
taining 10 lbs., §1.45; two-quart, 5 lbs., 75 cts.;

1-qt. fruit-jars, 3 lbs., 50 cts., and 1-lb. bottles

with labels, 20 cts., all in the home market,
and to friends in adjacent towns. Had my
crop been multiplied by 5 I should still have
run short. In November it candied, and I

gave a jar to a poor German shoemaker, who
declared with many strong expressions it was
the first honey (bee's honey) he had seen in

this country. His wife took all I had, and
wanted more for her friends. She sold it at

60 cts. per 3-lb. jar.

I had no idea there was so much filth in

good clean comb honey until I melted down
14 sections and found the wax full of propolis
and impurity. By the way, 14 Danzy sections

gave me just 3 oz. of wax, 11 lbs of honey,
and % oz. refuse. My average of comb and
extracted per colony last year was 43 lbs. I

had 11 swarms, only one from a ten-frame
hive. After cutting out queen-cells and plac-

ing the old hive in a new location, I gave them
a super with extracting (5-inch-deep) frames.
They were handsomely filled and capped, and
gave me 25 lbs. of extracted honey. The oth-
er old colonies stored but four or five pounds in

sections. B. F. Onderdonk.
Mountain View, N. J., May 23.

THE SOMERFORD METHOD OF FORMING NU-
CLEI.

How to Examine a Young Queen in a Queen-cell

;

a Suggestion to Fred L. Craycraft; Foul Brood
in Cuba ; How did it Originate ?

BY W. W. SOMERFORD.

Dr. Miller;—I see in one of your Straws
for April 15, that you always supposed that

your queens were the best reared as I describe

in an article on expansion, page 160, April 1st

Gleanings. I will say that I adopted the
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plan of increasing and queen-rearing,- previous-
ly described, eight years ago, in Cuba, while
handling 400 and 500 colonies in one apiary
where foul brood was plentiful, and I got fine

queens, and have used the plan ever since
;

and for fine queens I think I get the best that
can be had, for the labor given, if not the best

ones that can be had with more elaborate man-
ipulation. Any way they give entire satisfac-

tion, and have for years. They seem to me to

be as good as queens reared by the Doolittle

plan, except at times just after a honey-flow.
Then I have to do considerable culling in or-

der to get large ones that will mate quickly;
and quick mating I believe to be the best evi-

dence in regard to the quality of a queen. If

she begins laying very young I know I've got
a good queen, without even seeing her.

By the way, while on the queen subject, I

will mention a plan adopted while handling
hundreds of foul-brood colonies ; that is, to

make a cut across the base of each queen-cell

with the little blade of a sharp cell-knife, cut-

ting across the cell; and while the knife is in

the cut I tip the blade enough to open the in-

cision sufficiently to take a good peep at the
royal inmate, to ascertain whether or not she
is all right as to size and shape, and stage of

development as well, before inserting her in

the hive that she is to be the future mother of.

By thus doing you will often save the expense
of having to hunt up a worthless queen that

has failed to begin laying at the proper age.

As to closing up the cut, or peep-hole, you
have made in the cell, that is easily done
Mash the cut nicely together, then seal with a
hot smoker. The bottom seam of the fire-box

is best. With it, one delicate touch or two
will do the job up so nicely that the bees nev-
er bother the scar on the cell.

The plan above is essential in handling cells

reared in foul-brood apiaries, for at least h?.lf

of them are only empty coffins with decayed
bodies in them, instead of live queens. Dr.

Miller, the race of bees has possibly more to

do with " nine- tenths of them returning to

the old hive" than location does, possibly. I

have received comments on my expansion ar-

ticle, from Waco, Texas, to Oregon, and from
Oregon to Pennsylvania, and a good many of

the writers seem "to be delighted with the ex-

pansion letter on page 160, above referred to,

and say it is the best that they have ever seen

on forming nuclei. One bee-keeper is oblig-

ing enough to send me his plan of forming
nuclei, with drawings to illustrate ; but boiled

down it is simply this (and it may prove valu-

able to many): Arrange your empty hives

around the colony to be formed into nuclei, in

a circle (horseshoe-like entrances to the in-

side); then divide the parent colony into the

seven or eight hives standing in the horseshoe
circle. Divide equally if possible, then move
the old hive clear away, and the bees, says the

writer, will keep about equally divided; and
if too many should get into one hive, trade

places with the weakest one, and continue
swapping enough to keep them about even in

bees for a week or so.

As to queens for his plan, he says you can
use any method j ou prefer for your cells. I

would give the writer's name, but I gave his
letter to one of my bee-boys, and it is now out
of pocket, to my regret.

I am glad to see that Rambler, No. 165, has
stumbled on to another remedy for foul brood,
and hope it will prove very valuable ; and as
you ask for some one in position to try the
plan, I can name the young man, and he is

one of ability too; and, besides, he is no other
than our friend Mr. Fred Craycraft ; and for
his sweetheart's sake I am sure he will do his
best to make the plan a success, as her papa's
bees are in a terrible condition, all being rot-

ten with foul brood. Now, Fred, I know you
will excuse me for the joke; but as the old
gentleman has only 30 hives, and they in al-

most a garden of Eden, when it comes to
beauty, shade, and a variety of vegetation,
just think of 31 rows of sugar-cane contain-
ing 31 distinct varieties. Such a lovely place
to try an experiment ! and such delightful sur-
roundings that I am sure Mr. Craycraft could
cure all thirty of those infected colonies, and
thus demonstrate the real value of the Ram-
bler's foul-brood remedy.

I see from Mr. Stachelhausen's note, page
315, that it is very probable that Mr. Pedro
Casanova was mistaken in saying foul brood
came through Mr. Jones, from Canada. He
says Dr. Dzierzon, in 1848, infected his apiary
with the disease by feeding Cuban honey. It

is very probable he is correct, as foul brood
now is thoroughly scattered over Havana
Province. I have known over a thousand col-

onies to die of it in that Province in the last

ten years, and on my last trip I saw more than
one apiary so badly affected as to be worthless
when it came to storing honey.
As to curing the disease in Cuba, I will tell

soon what I know about it.

Navasota, Tex., Apr. 24.

EXPERIENCE IN WINTERING.

BY HARRY LATHROP.

1 he past winter has been one to test our
methods of wintering bees quite severely. My
loss is about 12)4 per cent, including some
that were wintered outside with no protection
except dry packing on top. These were in
two story Dovetailed hives with plenty of seal-

ed stores in the upper story, front end of hive
raised up from bottom-board one inch by in-

serting little blocks so as to leave a deep en-
trance in front, a long V-shaped opening on
each side, and bottom sloping so as to carry^

off water.
There was so much said last year by Dr.

Gallup and others about wintering in cold cli-

mates, with no protection, by having large
free entrances, that I was induced to try six

colonies that way. Three of them lived

through and are in good condition; the other
three are stone dead, with no lack of honey.

I find it is necessary to remove the covers
from Dovetailed hives while in the cellar, and
substitute quilts, even with a deep space under
the frames, and a large entrance ; otherwise
moisture will accumulate in the hive. While
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Langstroth hives winter all right with honey-
boards sealed down, I think the reason is

because the Dovetailed-hive covers are painted

two or more coats, which renders them non-
porous, while the Langstroth honey-boards
are not painted. The experience of the past

has taught me that it is bad practice to put
into winter quarters any weak colonies or

those not having the proper amount of stores,

as they are most sure to die after using up
what honey they have and leave the combs in

a miserable condition, if not entirely ruined.

I think it is best to unite such colonies to oth-

ers, or destroy them, and put the clean combs
away in a safe dry place, and in the spring

they will be found in the same condition as

when put away. If I had not tritd the past

season to winter a number of such light colo-

nies my percentage of loss would not have
been over half what it was, and I should have
avoided a lot of nasty work in cleaning up
combs and hives.

Now that the bees are on their summer
stands I am reminded that I do not like the

Dovetailed hive covers for the spring period.

They do not make the hive tight and warm,
and there is no chance to use a cushion or

quilt under them. I have been thinking of

making some sort of rim, with a lap joint, to

place on the brood chamber. You will say,

"Place an empty super on." Yes, but that

does not make a tight water proof joint. With
a deep cover having a lap joint, two sheets of

newspaper can be laid on the brood-chamber
and the cover crowded down over them, mak-
ing every thing tight and warm. If newspa-
pers or quilts are used under the flat covers it

leaves no bee-space above the frames; and the

quilt or paper will absorb moisture from the

outside, and become wet and cold. I should

like to know how others manage this during
the cool weather of spring.

Browntown, Wis., April 21.

[Dr. Mason always winters his bees in the

cellar with a cushion on top, and he brings

them through the winter successfully every

winter, if I mistake not. Yet the majority

use and recommend sealed covers—painted

covers at that. We do not winter enough in

the cellar to form a correct opinion on the

matter.

—

Ed.]

APIS DORSATA.

Caught, and Gone Again; the Giant Bees not Will-

ing to be Confined to Hives; their General Ap-

pearance much like that of Italians, only

Larger.

BY W. E. RAMBO.

I am sending you to-day by express a bottle

of Apis dorsata in alcohol. I believe you will

find both drones and workers, but no queen.

I have done my utmost to get you a queen,

spending the best part of two nights up in

trees for that purpose. I wrote of catching

one swarm. The queen did not appear to be

in the bunch I got, although a fine lot. If she

had, I have hopes that all that could have
been accomplished in any way would have

been done with that swarm, for there was
brood that hatched out several hundred healthy
bees ; but having no queen, and coming
out too late to make one, they all dwindled
and perished.

One week later I found another colony, hiv-

ed them, getting all ; but the next day they
left the hive and brood comb, and settled in

the roof of the building, apparently as if to

build a comb. I watched the result; and one
morning about two days later they had ab-

sconded. Before hiving them I tried my ut-

most to find the queen. But the bees were
several thick, and she was not to be seen. So
I am nowhere in particular. I know of two
more swarms, but I fear I shall not just now
be able to inspect them. May 1 1 go to the
mountains for a month, and have hopes of

reaching something definite there.

I have read the letter in Mar. 15th Glean-
ings from Mr. John C. Uglow. If I have
Apis dorsata he has something else, judging
from his description. I have not seen an Ital-

ian for a long time; but from what I remem-
ber I should say the Apis dorsata worker is as

much like an Italian as possible. It ma}' be
somewhat larger; but it is not black, glitter-

ing, irridescent, nor wasp-like. I think if

some of you queen-breeders were to find an
Apis dorsata worker crawling in among your
hive bees, you would catch it up and send it

off with the next order on your file for a fine

three or five banded queen. That is my im-
pression as I sit with a brood-comb on my ta-

ble, with the remnant of my catch forlornly

crawling about it.

The bees act very much like Italians. I do
not think them more fierce. Of course, they
will fight if fought. But they would not be
much if they did not. I have now no more
time. Please send several queen -cages. None
were in my outfit.

Damoh, India.

[There is no question but, from your de-
scription, you have found the genuine Apis
dorsata. Those that I have seen in alcohol
tally almost exactly with what you say of

them. In fact, if we could have typical three-

banded queens, a whole colony of them, we
should have, as you say, what would look very
much like Italians.

Indications so far seem to point to the prob-
able fact that Apis dorsata can not be success-

fully domesticated. If this should prove tree,

it would render a government expedition after

them almost a fruitless venture. Even if the

bees are once secured and brought to this

country, what can we do with them if they
have the wilds of the forests in the South ? I

can not think they would do any harm, even
then, and might possibly be worth something,
even if they were forty feet in the air, on an
overhanging limb.

From all accounts that have so far been ren-

dered, it appears that the giant bees are

very gentle, and easily handled—as much so

as Italians; and the fact that Mr. Rambo, al-

most an inexperienced bee-keeper, has been
able to do with them what he has, shows they
can not be so very vicious.
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We are sending Mr. Rambo the cages, and
are going on just the same to get the bees if

possible. If we can not secure them by mail
we will have little hives made, and see what
we can do about getting them by express. In

the mean time Mr. Rambo will doubtless get
into communication with other missionaries

who will be able to give us some valuable as-

sistance.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 169.

In Seattle, Washington.

BY RAMBI.ER.

When I walked up the street from the wharf
in Seattle, arm in arm with—my bike, I was
not long in discovering that I was in a city

with more than ordinary snap and enterprise.

The crowd of people on the streets, the jam
of vehicles, and the clang of car-gongs, re-

minded me of the city of the angels in our
lovely southland ; and, though the skits were
overcast with clouds, my first impression of

Seattle was good ; and with the first effort I

made for a neadquarteis I dropped into the
Olympic, a temperance house on a busy public
square, and for a temperance house it had the
remarkable feature of being run by a one-eyed
Irishman. The remarkable feature, of course,

was the one eye.

I discovered, foon after arrival, that the
steamer for San Francisco had sailed that
morning, and the next would s dl in five days.
To make matters more enjoyable, the sun
came out the next morning, dispelled the
clouds and the gloom of mist and rain I had
endured in Salem, Portland, and Tacoma,
therefore if I seem to prefer Seattle to all of
those cities, attribute it to the sunshine.

Seattle is a picturesque city. The contour
of the land as it rises from the sound in a
series of heights and bluffs results in terraced
streets much like Tacoma. From the upper
portions of the city there is a fine view of the
sound, its shipping, and the surrounding
country. All of these northern cities have a
particular grand mountain over which they
exercise an ownership, and to which they
point the finger of pride ; so the proud fingers

of Seattle point to Mount Rainier, 14,000 feet

elevation, and always wearing a white cap.
Seattle is also a hustling place, for in less than
20 years it has grown from a small town of a
few hundred inhabitants to a city of 70,000.

Other cities go to great expense to create arti-

ficial lakes in their parks, and which, after

all, are mere ponds ; but here in Seattle are
several pretty natural lakes, and bordering
upon the east side of the city is Lake Wash-
ington, 20 miles long and 5 in width, a beau-
tiful sheet of water with many islands dotting
its surface.

This city, like Tacoma, has fine wheel-paths;
and after we get up some of those terraces and
out of the business portion of the city, we find

a portion of a certain street reserved for a
wheel-path. A space about four feet wide is

laid off from the curbing, and nicely rounded
up with gravel. This follows one street and

then another until it runs out into the country.
Still it winds along, following the indenta-
tions of the hills, now into a gorge where
immense trees throw a deep shadow. Here is

perhaps a rustic bridge, a little stream of water
tinkling from a cooling spring. Then we
whirl around fern-covered banks, or out on a
bluff where, like a vision from fairy-land,
there bursts upon ihe eye a sparkling lake,
beautiful islands, evergreen forests. Away
yonder is a little steamer laboring toward an
island ; here the white wings of a sail-boat
with its jolly crew ; in the distance the snow-
clad Cascade range of mountains, the home of
the fir and the pine. Ten miles of this varied
experience, and at every turn new vistas and
new beauties, I would fain wheel on and on
for ever, but have to halt at one of the plea-
sure-resorts on the shore of Lake Washington.

A WHEEL-PATH UNDER THE FIR-TREES.

The return trip is as enjoyable as the first,

and I have to dismount several times to take
in more fully the beauties of the landscape.
At every point where our wheel-path makes a
sudden curve around a bluff or in a gorge
there is a warning sign, '"Keep to the right

;

go stow !
'" As I mingled with the devotees

of the wheel on the way— all ages, sexes, and
conditions of life, I found it quite necessary
to heed the warning ; and I found in those
bold letters a fine subject for moral reflection.
I imagined this to be the great highway of
life. As we jostle along witn the crowd there
may be an occasional temptation to give a
sharp or even a profane word ; but, young
man, see yonder sign: "Keep to the right;
go slow." There is danger in convivial habits;
and in the saloon along our pathway is the
first chance and the last chance. Would you
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escape them ail? "Keep to the right ; go
stow.'" Does the gambling den have an
attraction? Beware, joung man; "Keep to

the right ; go slow." Is there a temptation

to be unfair in business? Beware again. It

is the upright and honest dealer who runs the

longest and most prosperous race. "Keep to

the right; go slozv." Would you become a

good bee-keeper, noted for the neatness of

your apiary, and the excellence of your prod-

uct ?
'

' Keep to the right ; go stoic.
'

' I was
led to these reflections, perhaps, from what I

had learned about a bee keeper the previous

dav, and whom I thought lived near Seattle.

RESTING BY THE FOUNTAIN.

At any rate my thoughts had a tinge of mourn-
ing over the moral condition and conduct of

said bee keeper. Sit down upon this fir stump
and I will tell you. I had met this young
man several times in Southern California; and
though his home was in Seattle I did not ex-

pect to find him very prosperous, for I had
learned that he had lost about 100 colonies of

bees by some one poisoning them. My first

inquiry about him and his whereabouts was of

a grocer.
" Oh !

" said he, with a sneer, " that fellow

out at Latona : he was run out of the country,
and it is a good riddance."

But for all the grocer said, I went out to

Latona, in the suburbs of the city, and made
further inquiries of a man who was splitting

wood near his door.

He put his ax on a block of wood, and, lean-

ing on the handle, looked at me rather quizi-

cally. "You any relation to that fellow?"
said he.

"Bless you, no," said I, with alacrity. I

had in mind what the grocer said, and had no
desire to claim relationship. As your readers
are aware, I have met hundreds of bee-keepers,
and, almost without exception, they are worthy
to hold relationship with the best blood in

our land. The exceptions are
so few that it really hurts us
to find one in a low stratum,
in the slime of humanity, as

it were.
The wood-splitter corrobo-

rated all the grocer had said,

and more too. Said he,

"Stranger, if that thing had
happened in any of . the old
settled portions of the East,

that fellow and that woman
would have been tarred and
feathered and ridden out of

town on a rail, or they might
have been treated to a rope
and a limb of a tree with
equal justice."

A short distance through
the brush from this man's
house I found the deserted
cabin. Bee-hives were piled

up, others scattered promis-
cuously, bees poisoned, the
bee-keeper run out of the
country, and all because he
did not heed the warning that

is before us all, and which
a man, though a fool, can
heed :

'

' Keep to the right : go
slow."
There are a few bee-keepers

in a small way around Seattle,

and a few efforts to find them
resulted in finding the very
ones I was looking for had
moved out of town or else had
moved out of the business,

just as I had found it in Port-

land and other places in this

northern country.
I found one neat little apia-

ry close to one of those

charming wheel-tracks, and within sight of

Lake Washington ; but an interview wTas de-

nied me, for the good people who lived

in the neat little cottage were not at home.
Stumps and bee-hives were mingled in the

apiary, for this country has not gotten beyond
the stump age. A good growth of ferns also

spread their fronds for a shade.
I interviewed quite a number of the grocers,

and in every case found them selling Califor-

nia honey, both comb and extracted, the lat-

ter in one-pound screw-cap tumblers with a

piece of comb honey surrounded with extract-

ed honey. The comb honey had the label of
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a San Francisco commission house on the
shipping-case ; but the honey in the tumblers
had no such distinguishing mark. The grocer
did not have as strong a prejudice against
California honey as I had found further south,
and this honev in tumblers had a ready sale,

therefore it is reasonable to suppose that it

was reasonably pure honey.
In writing of the humidity of this northern

country I may have fallen into a fault-finding

vein ; but under the genial skies of Seattle I

feel like uttering an apology, and giving this

land its just dues. Whtn we compare the
rainfall of Oregon and Washington with cer-

tain portions of the East I find it about the
same. The only difference, if any, is the con-
centration of the rainfall here into certain
months, while in the East it is distributed
through the entire year.

Then another remarkable point crops out.

Although it is called a web-foot country, there
are portions east of the Cascade Range where
mountain and air currents are so combined
that moisture-laden clouds are deflected, and
there are large areas of the country where
there is but little rainfall, and the irrigation

of farming lands must be resorted to.

The bee-keeping industry is in its pioneer
stage, for there is not enough honey produced
to supply the home demand. As the country
becomes more and more reduced to farm
products the better it will bt for honey pro-
duction. Some locations toward the coast
are highly spoken of for bee-keeping. Then
there are others east of the Cascade Range,
notably Walla Walla County, which are quite
thickly settled, and devoted to general farm
products.

I spent Sunday in Seattle, and found a large
church-going community. The Congregation-
al Church where I attended would seat nearly
a thousand people, and every seat appeared to

be full at the morning and evening services,

and from appearances the other churches were
as well patronized. The Y. M. C. A. numbers
500 members, and is a growing and thriving
institution. Here this Sunday afternoon
there is a crowd upon the streets. They
march and sing and shout, and are doing a

world of good ; and whenever I meet these
lads and lassies I mentally ejaculate, "God
bless the Salvation Army !

" They get on a
rapid pace when it is toward good ; but when
the evil appears, their motto is to "Keep to

the right; go s^ozv."

HOLDING THE BREATH WHILE HANDLING
BEES.

A correspondent in the American Bee
Journal, a Mr. Raymond, says nothing is so
offensive to the bees, and nothing so angers
them, as a man's breath. I have noticed this

myself man}' and many a time ; and when I

get a comb close to my face to discover eggs,

I invariably hold my breath, or take an inspi-

ration rather than an expiration. For the fun
of the thing I have sometimes, when well veil-

ed, breathed on a comb of bees, and instantly
the veil-front was fairly covered with an angry
mass of sizzing bees with tiny drops of poison
protruding just beyond the end of my nose.

CALIFORNIA ECHOtSi
H. MARTIN.

One result of the short honey crop is an ad-
vance in the price. The price quoted in this
city for new extracted honey is iy2 cts.

Mr. Pender, from Australia, made a brief
call upon Los Angeles. He found his way to
the Rambler's apiary, and partook of those
delicious flapjacks. From Mr. Pender's ac-
count Australia must be a good honey country.
He almost gave me the Australian fever.

Evil reports come from some of the interior
locations. Half of the bees have died from
last year's famine, and now another famine
threatens, and that will use up a large number
of the remaining half. Foul brood is also
ranpant in some quarters. Evils never come
singly.

Mr. H. E. Wilder and his wife have gone to
Oro Fino to manage Mr. Levering's apiary.
The prospects are fair for a good honey yield
in that portion of the State, though the sea-
son is cool and later than common. Mr. Wil-
der carried his guns. If the deer and the bear
knew as much about him as I do they would
all move over into Oregon.

Several tons of honey have been harvested
near Rivemde where the bees had access to
the orange-orchards. The orange-blossoms
yielded a good amount of nectar this year. A
limited amount of sage honey is coming into
the bos Angeles market, showing that there
are a few favored locations. There will be
hardly enough, I think, for home consump-
tion.

Dr. Miller has a demurrer on page 211. He
says that, when he knocks a bee down that is

pestering him, another bee does not take its

place, and his experience is limited only to
the dinner hour. Now, it is clearly the odor
of the dinner that keeps the bees away. Say,
doctor, are you sure that it was not the odor
of the dinner that knocked that single bee
down, instead of your hand or your paddle?

I clip the following from the Criterion :

THE ARMY IN THE DRUM.
A soldier sought the battlefield
Where first in coat of blue

He passed before the Angel Death
In swift and stern review.

The broken swords were sheathed in mold,
The rusty cannon dumb;

But in the tangled grass he found
An army in a drum.

The sticks were gone that rattled once
Tattoo and reveille,

The shell that took the drummer's life
Had burst the head in three.

But from the shattered sheepskin rose
A low, continuous hum,

The murmur of the rank and file

—

The army in the drum.

For there the bees had built a home
And stored the sweets away,

From blossoms born of soldier blood,
The mingled blue and gray.

Where once the morning sky beheld
The charging columns come,

They pitched in peace their waxen tents

—

The army in the drum !
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ALMA APIARY.

Belonging to George Gould, Rocky Ford, Colorado.

BY J. T. CALVERT.

The illustration on this page shows a tasty
and well-arranged apiary in the great melon
and alfalfa region of Southeastern Colorado.
It is located some two miles to the northwest of
Rocky Ford ; and when I visited it two years
ago it was surrounded with very large tracts of
alfalfa, with the delicate blue flowers in full
bloom. The mowing-machines were hard at
work cutting the heavy growth of alfalfa for
hay, and cutting off the foraging ground for
the bees. Owing to the presence of a trouble-
some weed they were cutting the hay a little
earlier than usual, so as to prevent the weed
going to seed or getting too large. They usu-
ally cut four crops of hay, and each crop
yields honey before it is cut. The large ob-
ject at the left of the house in the picture is
a stack of alfalfa hay. Nearly every farmer

7-to-foot, on T tins, in the regular shallow
dovetailed super, which is generally made %
inch deeper to provide for undue shrinkage in
this very dry climate. Two tin separators are
used in each super, and full starters of extra-
thin foundation in the sections.

Most of the honey produced in this section
is the finest white alfalfa. Sometimes the
bees gather from white sunflower a strong-
flavored amber honey, but prefer the alfalfa
when that is in bloom. Mr. Gould, the owner
of this apiary, formerly kept bees in Kansas

;

but owing to successive years of drouth, and
unfavorable conditions, he was forced to
leave. He seems to be prospering well in his
new location. He is a careful bee-keeper who
appreciates nice implements and good work-
manship. His apiary and honey-house are
models of neatness, and he certainly dues his
part well in attaining the success he merits.
Mr. H. F. Hagen started Mr. Gould in this

location, and may still have an interest in the
apiary. He has also started manv another in
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always come out weak in the spring, as they

go into winter weak.

Answer.—Before answering the above I

would sav that, as a rule, I do not think it

pays to try to keep or build up after-swarms,

for the reason that, with an after-swarm, goes

all prospect for any surplus honey from the

parent colony from which it came. To hive

each first or prime swarm that comes, general-

ly allows of very nearly doubling the number

of colonies in an apiary each year; and unless

winter losses are great this would build up an

apiary as fast as the experience of a novice

would warrant, did he expect to become the

most successful apiarist. Then, again, the

amount of surplus honey obtained from the

parent colony from which no after-swarms are

allowed to issue would, as a rule, sell for more

than enough to buy good full colonies to take

the place of the after-swarm, and thus all fuss-

ing with after-swarms be saved. Of all the

annoyances and nuisances in the apiary, with

me after-swarms are the worst. Many the

the questioner and the readers of Gleanings
how I used to do this when I was more anx-
ious for bees than I was for honty.

The very first requisite toward a successful

start for an after-swarm is aframe of brood to

be placed in the hive at the time of hiving

them As the queen with after-swarms is seldom
fertilized till the day after the swarm issues,

and often not till several days afterward, it is

all the way from two days to a week before

she commences to lay, so that it is nearly a

month from the time of hiving before any
young bees hatch or emerge f'om the cells, by
which time the bees going with the swarm are

(the 1 rgerpart) dead, dying of old age, which
makes and keeps the colony weak as to num-
bers, from the beginning till entering winter

quarters. By giving a frame of brood this

weakness part is very materially heir e 1 ; for

as fast as the bees die of old age, brood is

hatching from this frame to take their places;

and thus the queen, when she gets to laying,

has suitable bees to mature the eggs which she

has a few bees, so they are more inclined to
leave the bloom as long as they can for the
bees than if they were not personally in-
terested. The luxuriant crops of fruit, clover
melons, etc., depend almost entirely upon
irrigation, hence the conditions are more
regular and constant. Beyond the irrigation-
ditches the country is almost a barren wilder-
ness, used mainly for grazing when used at
all. This region has a reputation all over the
country as the place where Rocky Ford canta-
loupes come from. Hundreds of carloads of
melons and cantaloupes are grown and ship-
ped each year.
The apiary has very greatly expanded in

size since I saw it two years ago. The hives
used are the eight-frame Dovetailed and dove-
tailed chaff. The sections used are iyiXiyiX

APIARY OF GEO. GOULD, I >CKY FORD, COLORADO

successful bee-keeping about Rocky FordWhen I was there there were over 2000 colo-
nies of bees within a radius of four or five
miles of his home in Rocky Ford

BUILDING UP AFTER-SWARMS.
(?««/«>» -Please tell me in Gleaningshow I shall go to work to build up after-swarms

of bees so that they will make strong colonies
to go into winter quarters. My after-swarms

bee-keeper in the past, who would give ten

times as much to know how to be entirely rid

of after-swarms as he would to know how to

build them up to good colonies for winter, and

Doolittle could have been cojnted among the

many. .

But it is well to know both how to prevent

after-swarms and how to build them up when

allowed. I hav^ written several articles on

how to prevent after-swarms, but I do not re-

member ever writing one on how I would

treat such swarms in order that they might be-

come good colonies for winter. I can con-

ceive how one might wish to save after-swarms

after such a loss in bees as has been experi-

enced the past winter, so that the combs from

which the bees died might be saved and again

occupied with bees, and so I am going to tell

lays so that, by the end of six weeks from

the time the after-swarm was hived, we have a

eood populous colony instead of a weakling.

Then if in addition to the frame of brood we

can give the swarm the remainder of the hive

filled with empty combs, or, better still, combs

having some honey in them, we shall have a

colony in the after-swarm at the beginning of

winter, more valuable than are those from

prime swarms, inasmuch as the queen will

surely be at her very best the next year, while

the queens in prime swarms often begin to

weaken and fail before the honey-harvest of

the next year. In absence of combs more

lhan the one containing brood I would cer-

tainly use foundation, even had I to pay -o

cents a pound for it, did I intend to winter

these afler-swarms. I am aware that such aft-
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er swarms will build almost exclusively work-

er comb and I have often used them tor such

comb-building, using them up in that way;

but if I wished them to become strong for win-

ter I would give them every advantage possi-

ble and foundation is one of those advantages,

where we do not have the empty combs to give

We have them now in good condition except

stores for winter ;
and if stores are lacking

thev must be fed, the same as any other colo-

ny which is short of stores when winter ap-

proaches And, if thus short, don't delay the

feeding till cold weather, but do it just as soon

as you reasonably expect that the honey har-

vest is over for the year, allowing 2o pounds

of good stores for each colony.

HOW TO FIX HIVES FOR CELLAR WINTERING.

Question.—Please explain how you put bees

into the cellar, as to roof and bottoms. Do

you leave them on or take them off and leave

in the bee-yard? Also tell about ventilation

at bo. torn or top of hive. My cellar is damp,

and I have many combs mold.

Answer —Although these questions are a

little out of season I will briefly answer them,

as they are from the same person as were the

questions about after-swarms, and he wishes

answers to the whole in one issue. Where

hives have a deep cap or hood, this is general-

ly left on the summer stand, and loose bottom-

boards are often left there also, in which case

the first hives at the bottom are set up on

pieces of 4X4 scantling so as to give plenty of

bottom ventilation. Then these bottom hives

are allowed to stand nearly their width apart,

so that when the next tier is brought in, they

can be set so that their lower edges rest on the

upper edge of two other hives below, this leav-

ing the bottom all open for ventilation, and so

on till the top of the cellar is reached. This

I think is the Boardman plan, and it is a good

one. The only plan I prefer to it is that used

by Dr Miller, which is to so make the bottom-

board that it shall have a bee space on one

side and a two-inch space on the other, using

cleats of that width when making the side

which is to be up for wintering. Having such

a bottom-board, on some warm day, when the

bees are flying, a week or two before you ex-

pect to put them into winter quarters, reverse

all the bottom-boards in the apiary, which will

give a space of 2^ inches under the bottoms

of the frames, instead of the usual y%. This

seems to be ample for ventilation, and with

me the combs come out free from mold, where

either the Boardman or the Miller plan is used;

and mv cellar is so damp that it absolutely

drips with moisture nearly all winter.

Borodino, N. Y.

E F., Wis.—We use only about one-fourth

of the manuscript that is sent in for publica-

tion. Perhaps some that we do use is not as

good as some we refuse. If so, we err in

judgment in our selection. It is seldom that

any publication is interesting to every reader,

from cover to cover. What will interest one

will not another.

PREVENTION OF SWARMING BY CUPPING ; BY
PUTTING ON EXTRA SUPERS.

1. Which is thought to be the better plan to

stop swarming—by clipping the queens' wings
or by killing the old queen and leaving the
colony to depend on a young queen ? 2. If by
clipping wings, how short should they be cut ?

3. Is it advisable to put on crates to give them
more room to stop their hanging out when
there is not any honey coming in, or ought I

to keep crates off till honey commences to

come in? A. I. Brown.
Palo, Mich., May 31.

[1. Clipping queens' wings will not stop

swarming. It will only prevent the swarm
from absconding in the absence of any one at

home to take care of the bees. A swarm with
a clipped queen will fly out ; and when it dis-

covers the queen is not with it it will return to

the old hive, or, better still, if the apiarist is

on hand, to a hive with empty combs or foun-

dation, which the apiarist will have placed
there.

2. Wings should be clipped on one side

only. Cutting the large wing up close may
be sufficient ; but I would advise cutting both
wings on one side, cutting back far enough so

there is little more than stubs left.

3. Giving an extra crate of sections may
discourage swarming, but it will not necessa-

rily prevent it.

—

Ed.]

THE BARBER PLAN OF STARTING BEES INTO
SUPERS.

I see by Gleanings we are advised to put
on shallow extracting - supers to start bees

sooner in storing surplus honey, after which
they will work more readily in sections. Are
we to take off the extracting-supers as soon as

the bees get well started, or let them complete
them? Which would you advise?

Corinth, Me., May 29. S. W. Cressy.

[The half-depth extracting-super may be
taken off at the time of putting on the comb-
honey super, or it may be placed on top of the

latter, and left there until it is sealed. But I

would advise, generally, putting this partly

filled extracting-super on top of another col-

ony that needs a little coaxing above ; then,

as soon as they get to storing well, take it

away and put in its place a comb-honey super.

In this way one extracting-super might act as

a coaxer for five or six colonies ; but if a bee-

keeper has a market for extracted honey, I

would leave the extracting supers on each

hive, and run for both comb and extracted at

the same time. This is contrary to the accept-

ed orthodoxy of bee-keeping ; namely, that

one should run for either comb or extracted

honey and not for both ; but I am satisfied

that this orthodoxy, if such it "be, should be
revised.

—

Ed.]
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I found the first basswood blossom open
June 14 ; and to-day, the 15th, the bees are it

work on it.—A. I. R.

Reports from various portions of the coun-
try are very flattering. White clover seems
to be out in abundance; and by the way or-

ders are pouring in for sections, foundation,
etc., it would seem as if honey were coming
from somewhere. The Leahy Mfg. Co., fur-

ther south, where the season is earlier, write
that they are swamped with orders. This
would seem to indicate lhat the flow of honey
where the season is further advanced than
here, is copious. If it should prove to be the
same further north, with us, we'll not com-
plain. It's too early to count our chickens.
We may yet have a failure here in the North.

S. A. NIVER AT MEDINA.

We have just been having a two-days' visit

with S. A. Niver, the hone} -salesman, former-
ly of Groton, N. Y., a man who needs no in-

troduction to the readtrs of Gleanings. Just
before leaving Medina he wrote a note to W.
L. Coggshall, one of his old neighbors, a bee-
keeper who owns and operates from 1000 to

1200 colonies. This he showed me, saying,
" You can see what I have written to Lamar."
On reading the same I begged the use of it in

this number of Gleanings, as it would be a
nice introduction to some dialog matter that
will appear in these columns soon. Well,
here is a copy of the letter :

Friend Lamar:—You see I am holding forth at Root-
vine; and during a conversation with Ernest I discov-
ered a stenographer was taking it all down for publi-
cation. I may have made a bad break in quoting you,
but I guess you can stand it.

Ernest and I wheeled out to Vernon Burt's last even-
ing, and found some of his colonies with two supers
on, and booming on white clover, and basswood right
on hand, although there is but little of it here. A. i. is

so busy with strawberries hy the bushel that he fairly
stutters. I am having a boss good time, any way.
" How are they coming? "

S. A. Niver.
Medina, June 14.

Our stenographer, by pre-arrangement, has
the whole thing down in shorthand, verbatim;
and you know Niver is one of those chaps
who, when he gets his tongue balanced, as

Harry Howe says, knows how to talk. As he
has had a very extensive experience in pro-
ducing and selling honey, he has indeed given
some very interesting and valuable matter. As
to the "bad break," we will leave him to

fight it out with Coggshall later.

"PERSISTING IN ERROR."
From the Department of Criticism, by R. L.

Taylor, in the Bee keepers' Review for June, I

take the following extract: "The editor of
Gleanings, p. 34S. joins Dr. Miller in think-
ing that I am too much inclined to hold on to

error against light. What errors, my breth-
ren? " Then Mr. Taylor enumerates several
opinions that he has held, but which Dr. Mil-

ler and I may possibly regard as '

' errors
against light." Among them he says he pre-
fers a hand-hole to a, hive rather than a cleat
clear across it. I could hardly class this as an
error in any event, for it would be simply a
difference of opinion. In this particular case
I incline to the preference of Mr. Taylor rath-
er than to that of Dr. Miller ; but I prefer to
either a combination of short cleat and hand-
hole. Mr. Taylor further says he believes a
queenless colony having larvae and eggs of all

ages, left to itself, will raise inferior queens.
So far as I can see, there is no error in this,

from my point of view, because I partly agree
with him. And, again, he believes "that the
spores of foul brood boiled fifteen minutes in
honey will lose their vitality." Right here I

believe our friend is stubbornly holding on to
an opinion which, if believed in by his read-
ers, would do harm rather than good. Fui-
ther down the page Mr. Taylor says he does
not take issue with Mr. Cowan on the ques-
tion of boiling when it refers to 212° only, but
that he, Cowan, does not " touch the essential
matter at a single point ;

" that the question
is one of boiling in honey. Referring back
again to page 348, Gleanings, Mr. Cowan, in
his note to myself, says :

" I got Gleanings
for March loth last evening, and have gone
through the correspondence about foul brood,
and I think you are perfectly justified in rec-
ommending a long boiling of honey so as to
render it safe to give back to bees." The ital-

ics above are mine ; and Mr. Taylor will see
that Mr. Cowan not only indorses what I have
said on this question, but specifically talks
about " boiling honey."
Another probable error of Mr. Taylor's, but

a harmless one, is that in relation to color and
the attitude of bees toward it. If our critic

will read over the evidence as Mr. Hutchinson
has done, he ought to be convinced, for Mr.
Hutchinson says :

" It does seem as if the tes-

timony given in proof of this aversion (to
black) is incontrovertible."
The points on which Mr. Taylor and myself

disagree are very few indeed ; and some of
these may be ascribed to locality; for instance,
the one regarding large or small brood-nests
for honey.

LARGE HIVES AND THE DISCUSSION OF THEM.
The editor of the Rcvieiv thinks that the

subject of large and small hives has been dis-

cussed about long enough. To my notion we
are just now getting hold of facts. W. H.
Eagerty, of Kansas, in the American Bee
Journal, after having used both large and
small hives, says, "I will take the large one
every time. . . . And while it takes some
time for the bees to build combs in the brood-
chamber, they get there every time," and
then he winds up as follows :

But take a hive holding 10 frames 10 inches or more
deep, and 18 inches long each, and with a good queen
— if there is any honey to be had, you will be very apt
to get \our share of it, and you will not have to lie

awake nights figuring how to have your colony strong
enough just at the right time. Your only wonder will
be at the stream of bees as they come and go at the
entrance of the hive, how the box can contain them.

I have kept bees for several years, and never ex-
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traded any honey, and I hear very much said about
small hives being the best for comb honey, but I

knew the value of large hives and very strong colo-

nies of the very best strain of Italian bees.

NAPHTHOI, BETA AS A GERMICIDE FOR BACIL-
LUS ALVEI.

Scientist H. W. Brice, the skilled micro-

scopist who has been carrying on a long series

of experiments in examining Baci/lus alvei,

and testing the value of various germicides,

has been giving the results of these experi-

ments in a series of articles in the British Bee
Journal. I have already referred to him as

having stated that it is very difficult to destroy

foul brood in tbe spore form by boiling. In

an article in said journal of May 4, he tells

how he tested the value of the various germi-

cides ; and among them naphthol beta seemed

to be one of the most effective and at the same
time harmless, so far as human beings are con-

cerned. Other drugs are perhaps as effective,

but they are dangerous for bee-keepers to

handle. " Carbolic acid, in crystals, did not

seem to be as active an agent as naphthol beta.

These results were arrived at in testing the

strength of the several agents on Bacillus al-

vei, but not on spores. Speaking of the power
of spores to resist high temperature he says :

Boiling is almost useless as at present carried out.

In fact, I found it necessiryto permit some time to

elapse between successive boilings, to allow the

spores to germinate tetween each operation. For
this purpose a medium must be present of some kind,

as without this even successive boiling of hives is

mainly unsatisfactory.

SEPARATOR AND NON-SEPARATOR HONEY.

Ox page 461 of this issue we show eight

sections of honey produced in the apiary of

Geo. Gould, Rocky Ford, Col , an illustration

of which appears on pages 470 and 471. These

eight sections were taken from a 24-lb. ship-

ping-case of honey that was produced at the

Rocky Ford apiary and sent here. Mr.

Gould uses a separator in every other row of

sections in his super. As a result of this,

some of the sections are evenly and nicely

filled, and others are too fat or too lean. I

would call attention to the illustration show-

ing the four sections produced with separators

and four without, the bottom row belonging

to the latter, as will be plainly seen. These,

while being well filled, are too full, and no
doubt were completed without separators.

They overrun in weight, and do not present

the even appearance of those in the top row.

All the honey in the case was snow-white, and
of very fine flavor, and were it not for the de-

fect named in some of the sections this case

of honey would be almost perfection itself.

It would seem to me that Mr. Gould could

get more money for his honey if he would
put a separator between each row of sections

while on the hive ; for in some markets, at

least, those bulged combs would go at a dis-

count; and occasional handling to determine

its quality, selling price, etc., would result in

abrasing some of the surfaces of the comb.
When this were done, the whole case of honey
would be knocked down a cent or two in

price because it would be classed as broken or

leaking honey.

SHADE FOR BEE-HIVES; APPEE - TREES VS.

SHADE-BOARDS.

In the Bee-keepers' Review for June, the

editor shows in the frontispiece what he con-
siders to be a well-shaded hive. It is an ordi-

nary Heddon with three comb-honey supers

on top, and a shade-board, or covering, pro-

jects over the front of the hive (a foot or more,
perhaps) about like the vizor of a cap over
one's face. The illustration showing this ar-

rangement represents a hive, I should judge
from the shadow, facing the east ; or at least

the shadow itself comes down two-thirds of

the way over the front of the hive. The
shade-board does not project over the back,
perhaps, over four or five inches ; and when
the position of the sun is reversed, or at the

opposite point in the heavens, the back end of

the hive would, I should think, receive the full

rays of the sun, except the very small portion

protected by the rear four-inch projection of the

shade-board. On the shade-board is a stone and
a Bingham smoker—the latter not being requir-

ed, of course, to hold the board on the hive.

The ideal shade for hives, to my notion, is a

good old-fashioned apple-tree, or a fruit-tree

of any sort with low spreading branches about
six or eight feet from the ground. The trees

do not leave out, usually, until after the time
when the direct rays of the sun would do more
harm than good ; and during the time when
the trees are fully leaved is the very time when
the bees need shade. In the rear of almost
ever}? country home there is an orchard of

some sort ; and this is my ideal place to put
the apiary, because it affords comfort both to

the bees and to the apiarist. There are no
shade-boards and heavy stones to manipulate
every time the hive is opened, and no time to

waste ; and, what is more, the hives are com-
pletely shaded, except, perhaps, early in the
morning and late in the afternoon, when the
ravs of the sun are very mild. We have used
shade-boards here ; but when we can get trees

we prefer them. A. I. R. formerly preferred
grapevines nicely trellised up ; but as these

involve so much labor in taking care of them,
and as the shoots grow so rapidly, and throw
out sprawling obstructions over the front of

the hive, I have personally formed a decided
dislike for them.
Now, a hive can be located in an apple-or-

chard by its relative proximity to the trees so

that the sun can strike the hive up to nine or

half past, and again at half-past three. If the
locality is in a warm climate, -the hive can be
set back a little more under the shade so the
direct rays of the sun will not strike the hive
after eight o'clock in the morning and before

five o'clock at night.

Our plan at our basswood-orchards, where
we have low spreading basswoods, is to group
the hives in fours and fives. This arrange-
ment gives all four plenty of shade, and saves
a lot of running to and from one hive to an-

other. Why, it is just comfort to sit down on
one hive and work at the other, with tools

—

screwdriver, smoker, super, etc.—all lying be-

fore the hive. Of course, if any of the group
are tiered up pretty high, then the sit-down
act can not very well be performed.
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OUPL
HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the
earth.

—

Matt. 5:5.

Mrs. Root and I had been talking, just be-
fore retiring, about the difficulties of enforc-
ing laws against intemperance, Sabbath-break-
ing, and all the evils that follow along with
these things. I had beeti speaking of the fact

that there was to be a Sunday excursion, every
Sunday all summer, from Medina, including a
boat-ride on Lake Erie, at a very low price. I

said I feared that not only outsiders, but even
the members of our churches, would be drawn
into the fashion of making Sunday a holiday
instead of a holy day. As we knelt down be-
fore retiring, and prayed over the matter, I

ended my prayer by thanking God for the
promise that the meek shall finally inherit the
earth. As I arose from my knees I realized

with unusual vividness what a tremendous
change would have to bemade before the meek
insttad of the millionaires and great railroad

men shall have charge of affairs, and own and
manage the earth. But while I was thinking,
Mrs. Root voiced my thoughts by saying,
"Why, it does not seem possible, the way
things are going, and the way every thing is

tending, that the meek can ever inherit the
earth;" and I confess that I have several times
of late been wondering whether we could not
have a community of people gather themselves
in some spot on earth where everybody loves
righteousness and hates iniquity. I confess I

have at times of late felt really tired of work-
ing so hard to get laws passed in one little

particular, and then see them trampled under
foot right away by somebody else who seemed
ready to crowd in and sacrifice every thing for

greed and gain. Well, I do not suppose the
great Father ever intended or really wants us
to go off by ourselves and let the rest of the
world go to ruin, if they are so determined
on it. I think he means us to stay right
where we are, and do our best in holding the
fort. I feel this, because right in that same
chapter from which my text has been chosen,
he tells us, " Ye are the salt of the earth."

Perhaps one reason why things look so dis-

couraging at times is because we have been
looking only on the discouraging side. There
is another and a brighter side. Every little

while, if we take notice, we may witness cases
where the meek are quietly winning great bat-
tles. Let me tell you a little story to illustrate

the matter :

Some years ago a German whom we will

call Jacob came over from the fatherland,
bringing his wife and a lot of healthv children.
He did not have very much means, but he had
health and strength, and a love for honest toil;

and this, his wife and children all possessed
like himself. Jacob got a little piece of land
where he could engage in truck gardening.
He did not have a team to plow his ground,
because, first, he could not afford one; and,
secondly, most of the plowing was done with

one horse, any way in that beautiful soft loamy
soil on the banks of a great river or bay that
came in from the sea. To tell the truth, Jacob
did not have even a horse. At that time, in
that locality, many poor people used an ox or
cow when they could not afford a horse or a
mule; and Jacob commenced making a home
in the new land, with only one beast of bur-
den; and by some queer combination that I

do not exactly know about, this beast was a
good stout bull. With this animal he plowed
his ground, and moved his produce in a good
heavy cart, and no doubt he felt happy; but
one day when he was taking something to
market his first trouble came. In the reigh-
borhood they had one rich man. I do not sup-
pose he was a millionaire, by considerable;
but he owned the only span of ponies and the
only carriage there was in the whole region,
and he was very fond of driving about with
his fine equipage, and giving people to under-
stand that he was somebody of importance,
and I believe he sometimes had a fashion of
ordering people out of the way.
One day, in driving out with his ponies and

carriage, he met Jacob coming up the road
with his bull and cart. The horses were fright-

ened at the odd equipage, and began to show
their fear. At this point the rich man ( we
will call him Mr. Y.

)
peremptorily ordered

Jacob to drive off into the woods with his un-
gainly rig, so that he could pass with his
ponies and carriage. No doubt Jacob felt

hurt, but he meekly submitted. Now, like
most of the German people, Jacob believed in
Sunday and in going to church; and as there
was no other way to get there with the whole
family he loaded the wife and children into
the cart one bright Sunday morning and
brought them all to church, leaving his. bull
and cart hitched to a tree near by. Soon aft-

er, Y. came to church also with his fine equi-
page. The horses were, of course, frightened
again at the strange animal. It seems to me
that I have heard that the bull bellowed a lit-

tle in his low grumbling way, like distant
thunder, but that may not be true. Y. was
exasperated to think that Jacob should have
the cheek to go to church and bring the ob-
noxious animal. I presume Y. gave more than
anybody else toward the support of the min-
ister. Perhaps he gave more than anybody
else toward building the church, and naturally
supposed he was boss of matters on Sunday
in that whole community as well as on week
days; besides, he was angry, even if he was a
member of the little church. He walked
right in among the congregation, and called
Jacob out. Then he gave orders for him to
take that bull home, and never bring it around
there again to scare horses and disturb honest
Christian peeple. Jacob meekly submitted,
but said he would first have to go in and get
his wife and children. The poor little flock
on this, the first morning they had ever un-
dertaken to go to church in the new land, were
put back into the cart, and the sad and sorrow-
ful band went back to their home in the woods.
Jacob told Y. that he would not come any
more, but Y. did not relent. I do not know
all the circumstances; but it is a wonder to me
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that the good pastor did not interfere in be-
half of the family; and where were the good
women of the church ? the Sunday-school su-

perintendent and the teachers? Something
may have been done, but Jacob did not go
back. He and his wife and children stayed at

home—perhaps had Sunday, and worshiped
God by themselves. But they soon became
very successful gardeners, as such a German
family would, of course. Oh how I do love
the sturdy, hard-working, quick-witted and
quick- moving German people! Sometimes
they are a little slow in getting the hang of

things; but when they find out just what is

wanted, I do not believe there is any people
on earth that can do more work in a day. And
then the}' are, as a rule, such clever, neighbor-
ly, kindly, and generous people. When it

comes to endurance there seems to be no limit

to tbe number of hours they can work, and
work faithfully, and this is true of the men
and women, and boys and girls. I know, for

it has been my good fortune to work with them
more or less a great part of my life.

Jacob prospered

—

of course he did. He
learned how to grow better stuff than anybody
else, and his wife and children got it into

shape for market in better season and in bet-

ter style than anybody else. Y. kept on in

his domineering way, and pretty soon people
got a dislike for him, notwithstanding his

riches. He finally got into financial troubles;

and the church building, that had never been
paid for, became involved in some way. The
owner of the property threatened to shut it

up unless a certain sum of money was forth-

coming at once. They had been having bad
seasons, and the people were poor. Nobody
around there had the money to spare, unless

it was Jacob; and Y. was appointed to go and
see if Jacob would not lend them money to

keep up services. I do not think Jacob had
been working for revenge; but he did remind
Y. of the time when he drove him and his

poor wife and family out of God's house.
But he handed over three thousand dollars,

told the church people they could take their

. own time for payment, and I rather think he
let them have it at a low rate of interest; and
Jacob came back and brought his family, and
helped the rest to worship God and to remem-
ber the Sabbath day to keep it holy. Yes, and
Jacob came to church too with a span of

horses, and carriage big enough to bring the
whole family. The skill he had acquired in

gardening in that particular locality enabled
him to make sure ventures year after year
when almost everybody else failed. He added
farm after farm to his possessions; and as soon
as he got a new farm he let one of his boys or
girls take charge of it. Come to think of it,

I am not sure of this, for you see I am filling

out the story a little, when I didn't get full

details. God prospered him, for he was a
good, honest, square man. While he learned
to make every thing succeed that his fingers

touched, Y. seemed to be going in the opposite
direction. His property had to go until only
one farm was left, and that was to be sold at a
great sacrifice unless somebody interposed.

The only one in the neighborhood who could

help him was Jacob. Would he do it ? Y.
went to see Jacob; and with bowed head, and
probably tears in his eyes, he told the stories

of his misfortunes.
This time Jacob did not say any thing about

the un neighborly treatment of years before,
but heforgot and forgave all that unkindness
when he was a stranger in a strange land, and
handed over the money once more—stood be-
tween Y. and his merciless creditors, and made
things easy for him. Oh is it not a beautiful
sight, to find one who can really love his ene-
my, and do good to those who hate him? Aft-
er a while Jacob bought properly in the ad-
joining town; and not long ago he put up a
beautiful block of brick buildings; and in
great big letters that can be seen far up and
down the street you may read, "Jacob's
Block.'' And even though Jacob has wealth,
and power if he chooses to use it, his wealth
has not made him proud and arrogant. He is

still ready to extend a helping hand to—I came
pretty near saying, tofriend orfoe who might
be unfortunate. Oh that we had more Jacobs
in our land ! Oh that we had more rich men
who believe in following Christ's words when
he said, " Love ye your enemies; do good to
them that hate you "

! I do not know that

Jacob ever noticed the promise, " Blessed are

the meek, for they shall inherit the earth;"
but I do know that such a record as his is a
better sermon, many times, than some of the
sermons we hear from the pulpit.

NOTES OF TRAVEL
* BY A.t.ROOT .

For many years I have been thinking of a
trip to Norfolk, Va., during strawlerry time,
not only to witness the strawberry harvest,
but to take in the truck gardening generally.
Well, along toward the last of May, when our
potatoes were mostly sold or planted, and the
seed business was pretty well over, I began to

feel a longing to get out in the world once
more; and when I noticed in one of the dailies

that I could get a round-trip ticket from
Cleveland to Washington for only $11 00, it

made me get the traveling-fever still more.
Before telling you more about my trip, may I

say just a word in regard to traveling generally ?

To travel easily, expeditiously, and at small
expense, is a trade, or, I might say, one of the
fine arts. Of course, we want to go comfort-
ably, and we want to have due regard for
health ; for it is not only expensive business,
but it is rather unpleasant to be sick while
away from home. Although I have had quite
a little experience, I seldom make a trip but
that, after I look back, I see where I might
have lessened expenses and saved time; there-
fore one had better study the matter well be-
fore he starts out on a trip of any extent.
One does not want to lumber himself with
needless baggage, and yet he wants every
thing along that is really needed.
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I usually take about a week to collect things
that are wanted, and put them in my valise.

Be especially particular about having accurate
addresses for every person you wish to find,

and give them notice beforehand, as nearly as

you can, when you expect to call on them.
I find it very convenient to locate- many of

the little things in different pockets in my
suit of clothing. For instance, I always have
one special pocket for my railroad ticket

;

another one for dimes and nickels ; still an-
other for quarters and halves, and an inside

vest pocket for paper money and checks that
are to be used as I happen to need them. My
vest is also placed under my pillow, and in

this way I never go off and forget my pocket-
book or watch. One of my inside coat pockets
contains postal cards addressed to The A. I.

Root Co. In this way I can easily drop Mrs.
Root a card, giving her notice every day or
two " where I am at." Another inside coat
pocket contains addresses or letters of intro-

duction. In my outside coat pocket I have an
extra clean handkerchief ; then in the hip
pocket to my pants is a soiled handkerchief.
1 use the latter, so as to keep the former clean
when in the presence of company. In riding
my wheel I have a still older silk handerchief

,

to dust off my shoes before I enter a dwelling.
In another pocket I have a toothpick ; in still

another, my eye-glasses ; and I carry also an
extra pair of eye-glasses lest I should mislay
or lose the other pair. Then I have sundry
other articles that are sometimes in my pock-
ets and sometimes in my valise — a bicycle-

pump and wrench, for instance. When I

travel by wheel my valise is sent ahead by
express, or left until my return. By having
every thing thus conveniently arranged one
may catch a train or make connections that,

to miss, might cost hours of waiting, or some-
times a whole day.
Whatever you do, never keep the conductor

waiting while you are hunting for your ticket

first in one pocket, then in another, and the
same way with your money. Never keep any-
body waiting while you hunt for it. Have
every thing you need so that you may quickly
and easily put your finger right on it.

I reached the city of Washington early

Tuesday morning. This was to be a sort of

strawberry trip, therefore I proposed hunting
up strawberry-growers. I had written to A.
T. Goldsborough to meet me at the train, if he
could conveniently. Well, I made mistake
No. 1 by not remaining on the platform a few
minutes longer. He was a little late in get-
ting around, and I suppose I stood there about
three minutes, and then started on an explor-
ing expedition. Starting off too soon was
mistake No. 1.

Mistake No. 2 was in depositing my valise

in the check-room before I had taken out the
paper containing the addresses of bee-keepers
in Washington. I paid ten cents to leave it

till called for ; so when I asked the agent if

he could let me have it back long enough to

get a letter, he said their rules were, no han-
dling of baggage until you want to take it

away ; so that one piece of omission cost me
ten cents.

Now, do not go on about people being unac-
commodating at a great railway station.
When a train comes in there is a lot of people
wanting to deposit their baggage or take it

away ; and this rule is plainly printed and
posted up so that careless people won't be all

the while bothering them. When you are
traveling, submit to the ordinary rules of
travel. Do as other people do—look pleasant,
and you will have a good time which you wrill

not hive if you stop to grumble and complain
of the great busy business world.
Mistake No. 3 was in discovering that I had

neglected to bring friend Goldsborough 's

address ; but I felt so sure it was Washington
Heights I thought I did not need any address;
but when I asked the car conduclor about
Washington Heights he said he did not know
any thing about such a place. He called to
another man on another car, and he said he
knew ever so many " Heights " but no Wash-
ington Heights. Some of the passengers
thought they knew where it was, and I spent
all the forenoon (and a lot of nickels) riding
all over the city here and there. Toward noon
the conductors got so they knew me, and
asked me to report progress ; and it seemed
to me that most of the motormen in ]]

r
asliing-

ton were helping me to find "Washington
Heights " before I got through.
About dinner time I decided to hunt up a

bee-keeper ; but when I got as far as I could
go I found the cars were more than a mile
from his home. Then I had to go a mile
straight back again to a bicycle store to rent
a wheel. I found the place by seeing a hive
of nice Italians right beside the front door

;

but Mr. Johnson was away from home. His
wife brought me the bee-journals, and pretty
soon I found that A. T. Goldsborough was at

Wesley Heights, about four miles out of the
city. I found his pretty home away off among
the hills, and I was lucky for once in finding
him right out at work among his strawberries,
eggplants, chickens, etc. He does not allow
the grown-up chickens in his garden, by any
means ; but he is the man who has on his
grounds a brood of little chickens all the
while to take care of all kinds of insects that
bother his egg-plants or any other garden stuff.

I was just in time to test some samples of
the delicious pink and white Louis Gautier
strawberry. He had many other seedlings to

show me that were of much interest ; and he
has several special seedlings of the Louis
Gautier that promise to correct any faults this

delicious berry may have.*

*Since the above was hi type we have Hi e following
from friend Goldsborough :

Mr. Root:— I am sorry you made such a ftykig visit,

as I had time to show you only a few strawberrv-
plants in the kitchen garden. I have fruiting-beds in
four other parts of the 50 acres, and four or five differ-
ent soils can be found. I took in a basket of English
seedlings to the Department of Agriculture yesterday,
as a gift to the Secretary, Mr. Wilson. The berries
made quite an excitement there, as I do not believe a
two-ounce berry had ever been seen before by any of
them. As my berries averaged 3xJs ounces, you can
imagine their surprise.
Mr. Saunders, the veteran horticulturist, said he

had never seen such fruit. Acting Pomologist Wm. A.
Taylor picked out six which filled a quart box, and
weighed nearly 18% ounces—an average of 3 f f, 5 ounces
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I was obliged to make my stay short, how-
ever, for I had lest the greater part of the
day by that little bit of carelessness about the
address. Another thing, a thunder-cloud was
looming up and muttering. Yes, I got caught
in the rain, and tcok refuge in a dainty little

station built for the trolly-car passengers.
But they have good roads in Washington, and
so I was off again on my wheel almost before
the drops of rain had stopped falling. I

thought when I came to the asphalt pavement
I should be lucky ; but the rain water that
had been soaking into the graveled roads
just stood on top of the asphalt ; and before I

knew it I had sprinkled my back, and my
Sunday pants pretty well in front, with muddy
water. By the time I reached the city, how-
ever, it was dry enough so that a colored boy
brushed me up and polished my shoes so I

looked pretty well by the time I was ready to

take the Norfolk boat.

Where was our good friend Danzenbaker?
Why, I omitted to take his addre-s also, and
by the time I reached his dwelling he too had
gone out of the city. I had a delightful ride

over the Potomac during the night ; and early

the next morning, while I was taking in the
wonderful sights of sailing vessels and every
other kind, going in every direction, I espied
a great big steamer that looked as if it had
just risen out of the depths of the ocean. In
fact, I said to somebody that I wondered what
they were going to do with that old " rusty-
looking teakettle" of a steamer. What do
you suppose it was ? Why, it was nothing
but the Reina Mercedes that was standing off

the coast of Newport News. People were
very curious about it, and wanted to explore
it ; but the sentinel stationed on the boat gave
orders that nobody be allowed to set foot on
it, no matter how curious he might be.

At the boatdanding my good friend J. W.
Stebbins, who had given me a kind invitation

to make them a visit, was there ready to re-

ceive me ; but there were so many hackmen,
and they were so determined to get hold of

my valise, or catch me by main strength, that

I pushed along, trying to make them believe

I kneiu where I wanted to go. But I didn't,

after all. I should have waited at the landing
until my friend had decided who A. I. Root
was, and made those fellows let me alone.

That was mistake No. 4. This was not a bad
one, however, for by the time I reached my
friend's office he was right behind me. When
I told him I had only 24 hours to spare to see

the truck-gardening of Norfolk, he seemed a
little dissatisfied ; but as his horse was already
hitched up he said we would get off and make
the best of the day before us.

each. The largest berry had been picked nearly 18

hours ; had been handled by many, and had bled
some, or it would have smashed the English record of
four ounces, which it tied. This berry could have
hung on at least a day longer, as it had a green spot
on its side as large as a copper penny, and would have
gained some. I had to pick it because some of the
rest were overripe and losing weight. This 4-ounce
berry measured 10J4 inches in circumference. It was
photographed for the department. Weighing and
measuring were witnessed by four gentlemen con-
nected with the Division of Pomology, all of whom
signed a paper to the statement I have made.
Washington, D. C. A. T. Goldsborough.

Very soon I began to discover one of the
reasons that induced market gardeners to
gather at that point. There are salt-water
bays and inlets running away up into the land
in every direction, so that the produce from
gardens can be easily loaded on boats so as to
be shipped by water anywhere it is wanted.
I was pleased to see a mule, hitched to a large-
wheeled cart, walk right down into the water
with a load of truck, and back it up so the
contents could be easily lifted into a boat.

You see the large wheels of the cart raise the
body up considerably out of the water. This
little boat then runs up alongside of the
steamer. The large truckmen have also a
platform or landing beside the track, so as to

load the stuff on the cars. A side track runs
out through the gardens, and little spurs go
out still further right beside almost every large
farm.

Almost the first thing that greeted my eyes
were great fields of early potatoes. These are
planted in rows as straight as one can draw a
line. The stand of vines is all even and regu-
lar. There are no very poor spots nor extra
good ones. This is in marked contrast with
out potato fields and grain-fields here in Ohio;
and, most surprising of all, there are absolute-
ly no weeds. There are hundreds of acres
where I did not succeed in finding a weed of
any sort, big or little. These potatoes are
grown for the early market in the north, and
the men who own them are experts. They
have decided by long experience that they
can not afford to buy expensive fertilizers (nor
even stable manure) to turnish weeds fertility

to grow on. This even stand of crops is si-

cured by careful attention to several impor-
tant details. In the first place, the ground is

thoroughly underdrained. Most farmers
would think such a porous soil would not
need any tiling. Not so with the Norfolk
truckers.

One of the most successful and largest gar-
deners is Mr. E. E. Trotman, of Churchland,
Va. Just to give you an idea, I will mention
that he buys 500 tons or more of chemical
fertilizers in a year. The farms are divided
up into lots of several acres each, with road-
ways running at right angles. Where the
roads cross each other I noticed what I took
to be small-sized wells walled up with brick.

They are, perhaps, a yard across. On looking
down into one of these wells I found they
were silt-basins with tiles opening into them
from different directions. In order that the
tiles may not be so very close together, there
are many of them down to a depth of '&% or
4 feet, and sometimes more than this. To
show you what an amount of water some of
these tiles are expected to deliver, I will men-
tion that one of the outlet tiles was 14 inches
across. Mr. Trotman savs he wants these
wells so he can look in when it rains, and see
if every line of tiles is doing its duty. If it is

not delivering the quantity of water it ought
to carry, then the m?tter is looked into. Now,
there is a good point, friends. Have your
tiles so you can tell from the outlet whether
they are doing their duty.

I learned during the conversation that Mr.
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Trotman sows as much as a ton of spinach
seed every year. Spinach is a hig crop for

the city markets.
Where we took dinner our host told us he

was offered *1.00 per cartload for all the stable

manure he had to spare. He said the man
who bought it carted it six miles at that.

While some men amass great fortunes in

this sort of truck-gardening, there are others
who complain that "farming does not pay,"
just as they do here at the North. It is "the

man who uses his brains, and profits each day
and each hour by past experience, who suc-

ceeds ; and after one has got the business so
under his thumb that he can manage to grow
the crops and sell them at a profit (that is, as

a rule), there seems to be no limit to what he
may accomphsh. He can keep adding farm
after farm — that is, so long as he can advise
and din ct the management. The secret of

having clean crops is by putting in practice

the very latest methods we have here at the
North. Their light and porous soil is, of

course, very much of an advantage to work.
The potatoes are planted and covered very
much as we do it—that is, the pieces are drop-
ped at the proper distances apart in a furrow,
and then the ground is thrown over them so
as to leave somewhat of a ridge. Just before
the weeds get to be visible this ridge is worked
down a little with horses and proper tools.

After a few days, or when the rain has made
a good crust on the soil, this crust is broken,
and the ground worked down a little more.
This is continued till after the potatoes are

up, breaking the crust and stirring the soil

right in under the plants ; and no field is ever
neglected so as to let the weeds get the start.

It does not pay ; neither are bugs allowed to

get in their depredations. Some of the truck-
ers sprinkle on Paris green and plaster. Some
use a barrel on wheels (with Paris green and
water) that sprays four rows at a time.
Now, these truckers have a sort of rotation

in garden stuff. For instance, potatoes are
grown mostly between strawberries, or, rather,

strawberries are grown mostly between pota-
toes. The rows of potatoes are five feet apart
in this case, and a row of sirawberries is put
between every two rows of potatoes ; and,
judging from appearance, they are set in
about as soon as the potatoes come up. The
small-footed mules pull their light cultivators

between the rows, only 30 inches apart, with-
out any trouble. I believe they are rather
better than horses, because they rarely or

never step on the plants. After the potatoes
are marketed, then the strawberries have the
whole of the ground. To give you some idea
of the strawberry business at Norfolk, I make
the following extract from a letter from friend
Stebbins :

Saturday afternoon, at the back of one of our steam-
boat what ves I counted 17 sail-l o:>ts unloading straw-
berries at once, while others were in sight coming in
to unload, and still others going out unloaded. At the
front was a string of teams a quarter of a mile long,
waiting their turn to unload. Three teams could un-
load at once, and T don't think it took more than five
or six minutes to the three teams. In going a mile I

counted 15 more teams coming in, all loaded with ber-
ries; that was at half past three, and that soit of thing
would keep up until six or half past. Now. that is

only one of half a dozen lines in town at the same

business. You could smell strawberries for half a
mile. John W. Stebbins.
Broad Creek, Va., May 15.

At the time I arrived, the strawberry-gath-
ering had come to a sudden stop, not because
the berries were gone, mind you, but because
the price had dropped to a point where it did
not pay to pick them. In Norfolk they pay
two cents a quart to the pickers. Then they
have to furnish crates and boxes ; and at the
price offered, only three cents, it did not pay
for harvesting. So the owners of the fields,

even while the rows were red with berries,

gave out to the country all around that who-
ever chore, colored or white, could come and
pick, without money and without price, all

they wished. We found colored people scat-

tered all over the fields, picking ; others walk-
ing into town with cia.es of berries on their
heads. They went through the town offering

them at the houses for only three cents a
quart. As the berries cost them nothing, they
did perhaps very well at the work ; but it

seemed to me to be rather discouraging busi-

ness for the grower.
In some places we found the pickers scram-

bling out of the way of the horses and plows.
They were turning the berries under in order
to get in another crop without letting the
expensive land lie idle. Friend Stebbins says
he has seen berries turned under when there
were enough to make the red juice follow the
plow as it crushed them in the furrow. Three
of his family went out the evening before, and
in three hours the}' gathered 70 quarts in one
of these deserted fields.

One gardener whom we called on (Mr.
Henry Norfleet) had about half an acre of

Lady Thompsons. There had been scarcely
any berries picked from the field when the
price went down. I do not know that I ever
saw more ripe berries on a given area at one
time. Some of them were really overripe—
large and luscious. Nobody wanted them as

a.free gift. We had been eating berries all

day— at least I had — but we felt so sorry to

see these wasting that we ate a good many
more. The Lady Thompson is certainly a
very fine berry in the South. It is hard for

the growers, it is true ; but yet it certainly is

a great blessing to a community to have ber-

ries so cheap that all can have all they want,
morning, noon, and night. I asked some of

the growers if they proposed to keep right on
raising strawberries. They said there was
no other way to do, and that they frequently
had to make the best of a glut in the market
in almost all kinds of produce ; but the man
who keeps right on growing good crops is

pretty sure, sooner or later, to have some-
thing to sell when the price is good and every-
body wants it. Just one illustration :

We saw one large field of peas that were
entirely ruined by a little aphis that covered
the vines. This had appeared this year for

the first time in a good many places, and had
entirely ruined the crop. Now, the one who
is lucky enough to have plenty of peas to sell

will get a high price for them.
My attention was called to the fact (and I

was very soon satisfied of the truth of it) that
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by far the best place for market-gardening is

within, say, a mile of the salt water. The sea-

breezes, and the salt sprays that are frequent-
ly blown over the ground by the wind, exer-

cise a very beneficial effect. So you see there
are two reasons for being near the water—the
crops grow better, and transportation is easier.

Windbreaks are also found to be beneficial,

and in some places we saw where a dense
growth of underbrush was permitted to grow
up along the roadways to keep off the cold
winds.

The potato mostly grown here for the North-
ern markets is the Early Rose, although fur-

ther south I am told they grow the Triumph
more largely.

Nothing has ever been done in the way of

irrigation, even though they have many quite

disastrous drouths. As our Ohio Experiment
Station has recently stated, they find stirring

the ground with cultivators much cheaper
than applying water, and it seems to answer
very well.

As an illustration of how a mere trifle will

make all the difference between profit and
loss, friend Stebbins gave me an item from
his own experience. At one time he was con-
siderably interested in growing turkeys — so
much so that he had quite a quantity of tur-

key manure. He and his neighbor were both
growing watermelons. The neighbor was an
old hand at it, and used Peruvian guano as a
fertilizer. Mr. Stebbins asked him if he did
not think turkey manure would answer about
as well. The neighbor thought it probably
would ; and, sure enough, the melon-patch
fertilized with turkey manure shot ahead of

the other. The vines were of better color,

larger, and actually produced more melons.
But now just hold your breath a little. The
neighbor's melons, fertilized with guano, were
ready for market about a week ahead of the
other, and the crop sold for eighteen hundred
dollars. The rank growth caused by the tur-

key manure made this patch later, and how
much do you suppose friend Stebbins got for

his melons? Why, just eighteen dollars in-

stead of one hundred times that amount !

Friend Stebbins has some land that is not
very valuable ; and some time ago, noticing,
as many of us have done, that blackwalnut-
trees are commanding tremendous prices, he
started to grow walnuts, and has now a 22-

acre walnut grove with trees six years old,

and almost an even stand. He planted two
walnuts in a place, and pretty nearly all of
them came up. A single walnut-tree, good
size, often brings §100 ; and I think we have
accounts in the papers of trees that brought
two or three times that amount right where
they stood in the woods. We may not all

live long enough to see walnut-trees grow to
be worth these prices, but how about the chil-

dren who are coming after us ? Who will
plant walnuts as well as basswoods?j

As soon as I reached home friend Stebbins
kindly gave me some facts in regard to the
gardening around Norfolk, which I gladly
submit, as they may correct some errors I may
otherwise have fallen into.

TEMPERANCE AMONG THE NORFOLK TRUCKERS,
ETC.

All that section known as the "Western Branch,"
comprising about one hundred square miles of land,
bounded by the Dismal Swamp, the western branch
of the Elizabeth River, Hampton Roads, and the Nan-
semond River, where the finest truck gardening I

ever saw is done, is under a strict unwritten prohibi-
tion law, and it is enforced by the best people, with an
iron hand.
Although there are perhaps 50 stores within that ter-

ritory, not one of them could run there a week and
sell liquor. The good people simply won't have it;

and while the t mperance sentiment does not make
that salubrious climate, it does put tile-trains in the
fields, builds fine houses and barns, buys horses, farm-
tools, makes fat bank accounts, and happv people.
God grant that it may always remain so. [Amen!—
A. I. R.]
You noticed how straight the rows were in the fields.

Now, straight rows are considered an essential to suc-
cess in trucking; and a trucker who would allow such
crooked rows in his fields as I have seen—yes, sir, seen
—in Ohio would be hooted and jeered until he sti aight-
ened them or got out of the community. There are
four things necessary in making straight rows; in fact,

there are five : Even, wel -tilled ground; a light one-
horse plow; a tall man; a small intelligent horse or
mule (a mule is considered to be better); and last, but
not least, a pair of six or eight sided sticks 12 or 14 feet
long, perfecly straight, supplied with iron socket and
point at one end for sticking in the ground, and paint-
ed red and white like a surveyor's pole. First a
straight row is made by the use of these two poles, us-
ing the space between the mule's ears as a third guide.
The rows are first laid off double distance, the row-
maker in his return "splitting out" the middle row,
otherwise three stakes would be imperative. Every
trucker has one or two men who do this work; and
great pride is taken, both by trucker and man, in the
even widths and straightness of their rows.

It might be well to mention that the row-maker al-

ways sights some object in the distance just before
passing the first stick, which he pulls up and again
places exactly two rows distant from where it stood,
the last one being done in the same way, stopping
the mule to do it just before reaching the poles
And now, friend Root, allow me to add, for the in-

formation of all who contemplate coining South to
live, that the greatest mistake they can make is to
think that the same methods in successful use in the
North are what are needed to make a success here;
for verily I say unto you, it is a whopper, and will ruin
any man who tries it on, as many a man has L.und to
his cost. I do not mean to say that the methods the
generality of people apply here are the best that can
be done—far from it: but I do say of a truth that their
methods are better for this region than those in use
at the North, ifapplied here. I know whereof I speak.
I have been here eighteen years, and have had experi-
ence in many things. We need Northern men and
their families here, and we need lots of them. There
is a living in this country for many who are willing
to work; but kindly tell them to leave their old meth-
ods at home. John W. Stebbins.
Broad Creek, Va., May 26.

I had just one chance to see strawberry-
picking going on in the regular business way.
Mr. Trotman had received intelligence from
Boston that berries were up to 12 cents, and,
in fact, I believe he had kept picking right

along. You see w7hen the fields are once aban-
doned they can not very well start again, be-

cause rotten or overripe berries wrould get
among the good ones in spite of the pickers ;

therefore the proprietor of a strawberry -field

must keep the pickers going till he decides to

stop, and then he must stop for good. When
I saw the pickers in the field I said to friend

Stebbins, "There must be very nearly a hun-
dred people who are gathering berries." I

have been so much in the habit of estimating
the number of hives in an apiary by simply a

casual glance that I thought I could guess
pretty nearly at the number of people scatter-

ed through the patch. Friend Stebbins count-
ed them, and reported 104. There were all
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sorts of people—big and little, old and young,
black and white ; but for all that, every thing
seemed to go on very harmoniously and quiet-

ly. Little colored boys, who seemed hardly
big enough to carry a quart of berries, would
march in with a tray on their heads, and offer

their filled quart boxes and get their tickets.

Some of them did not have very elaborate
clothing, but they always arranged to have a
pocket that would carry their tickets safely. A
smart colored man received the boxes on a
scrt of counter, letting the picker take his
tray back to the field. The proprietor's son
was stationed near by with tickets of different

values stowed in hand)' pockets ; and he al-

ways had the proper ticket or tickets to hand
out just as soon as the picker was ready to go
back.
We happened to be there just as the dinner-

bell sounded, and it was a treat to me to see
that motlev crowd come in. God knows I am
interested in human beings as well as in straw-
berries ; and I was greatly pleased to see the
pleasant feeling that seemed to exist between
employer and employee. Friend Trotman pays
two cents a quart right through for picking
the berries. He said it was a little more than
some others paid, but he liked to have his
workmen satisfied. I asked him where he
found his most expert pickers — among the
men, women, or children. He said a colored
widow woman and her two little bits of chil-

dren (it might have been three) were about
the best pickers he had in his employ. He
said he had recently paid her $23 in cash for

one week's work with herself and children.
Some of those little colored boys and girls

were remarkably quick and handy at the busi-

ness. You see it is not so much work for

them to double up and stoop over as it is for

older people. In the rush at noon time it was
almost impossible to prevent some confusion
and disorder. I was pleased to see Mr. Trot-
man gently reprove a colored man for tramp-
ing on a good new berry-box. Somebody tip-

ped them over, and in the hurry to get ready
for dinner they were not picked up The
man put his foot on a nice clean box. Now,
the value of these boxes is not much over a

quarter of a cent each ; but letting the people
trample the boxes under foot, even if they
represent only a small value, establishes a bad
precedent. It always pains me to see property
wasted. Waste not, want not. We received
a warm invitation to take dinner with the
proprietor ; but other plans for dinner had
been made.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

THE BRANDYWINE STRAWBERRY.
At this date, June 13, the greater part of our straw-

berry-picking is over: but to-dav we a;e picking
Brandywines almost as large as small peaches, and
ever so much more luscious than any peach, in my
opinion, and we are selling them at the ridiculously
low price of 5 cts. a quart: half-bushel. 4 cts. a quart.
The Brandywine. besides its other good qualities, can
remain on the vines, without rotting or getting soft,

longer than anv other variety I know of; and this has
been an exceedingly valuable quality during this year
of gluts in the markets and exceedingly low prices.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS IN JUNE AND JULY.
Yes, new plants can be furnished, but it is pretty ex-

pensive business: because, if you take off the "first
plant as soon as it is firmly rooted, it spoils all that is

beyond it; and you have to hunt < ver your patch even
then in order to find them sufficiently well rooted to
be sent safely by mail: and, in fact, the only way to
send them out so there is almost no danger at all from
losses in planting during the hottest month of the
year is tq send potted plants: and to go by mail they
need to go potted in jadoo fiber. We are now ready
to fill orders for a few kinds, potted in jadoo fiber, say
Nick Ohmer, Carrie, and Margaret; and we can fur-
nish any of them in our list on ten days' notice; but
we should not like to sell them at this season of the
year for less than 5 cts. each, postpaid by mail. Nick
Ohmer will be 10 cts. each. In the latter part of July
and August we shall be able to make better prices. I

suppose the friends know, of course, that a strawber-
ry-plant put out the first of July, or a little earlier,
will make a great number of plants before winter if it

is properly cared for.

m^^^:
SPECIAI^NOT.ICES*" t- w " BUSINESS MANA

BY

HIGHER PRICES ON ALL WIRE GOODS.
Owing to continued advances in the price of wire

we are obliged to withdraw all prices on wire nails
and wire goods, and will quote prices on application.
We will try to have new lists of prices made up for
next issue. In the meantime orders will be filled at
the lcwest price we can make, consistent with the
market.

WANTED, QUEENS.
We are having an exceptionally large call for queens

this season, and are not able to supply the demand;
and, worse still, we are not able to get queens from
the South from regular breeders as fast as we can use
them If there are others who have good untested
queens to spare we wish thev would send in their
names at once, with price asked in dozen lots. Inferi-
or queens, old queens, scrubby queens, little and
black queens, we will not take at any price.

ADVANCING PRICES.

Owing to the continued advance in price of all

kinds of metals, a general revision of prices of arti-

cles, composed principally of metals, will have to be
made in the near future. The prices of all kinds of
lumber have already advanced an average of about
^4.00 per 1000 feet, and the upward trend in prices
still continues. This will make necessary a revision
in prices of almost every thing in our catalog. If you
are at all likely to need supplies of any kind in our
catalog, you will not buy cheaper than now, but are
likely to pay higher prices before another season rolls

round.

A B C OF BEE CULTURE OUT OE PRINT.

The demand for this popular work has been so
brisk for the past year that the edition was entirely
exhausted several weeks ago. At the rate it had been
selling we calculated that we should have enough to
last till next fall. It is desirable to have each new
edition fully up to date, and we did not begin the new
edition till March, believing that would be time
enough to get it completed before the old edition was
sold out. A large amount of revising and rewr ting is

needed, and the work progresses si 'wly. It is likely

to be September before the new edition is complete.
In the meantime we have orders booked for hundreds
of copies, many of which are urgently needed. If

any of our readers know of any books that are avail-

able we should like to get track of them. We will

trade a copy of the new edition, when done, for new
books of the old edition. If you have any to spare,
write us; but don't send the books, as we raav want
them sent direct to customers, and thus avoid one
mailing with the necessary stamps In this trade we
should expect you to pay one postage at least. We
want to accommodate those who are in urgent need of
the books, and can not well wait till the new edition
is completed.
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How Pictures add to the Use-

fulness and Beauty ot

a Journal.

nEADING page after page of labored
description ofter fails in giving so
clear an idea as a single glance at a
picture. With this idea in view the
Bee-keepers' Review uses pictures

whenever it can in this manner bring out
ideas more clearly. Not only this, but it

sometimes gives a picture, as a frontis-
piece, in which beauty plays no small part.
In supplying the Review with pictures

there is a great advantage in the fact that
its editor is an enthusiastic amateur pho-
tographer; ever ready with his camera to
catch any object of interest that may ap-
pear in his apiary. If a subscriber sends
him a new hive, or super, or implement, it

is an easy matter for him to lay a picture
of it before his readers. Not only this, but
he also makes frequent trips among bee-
keepers taking his camera with him, and
bringing home as trophies, views of apia-
ries, etc., to be used in brightening the
pages of the Review.
Aside from their value in making more

clear the meaning of accompanying read-
ing matter, good pictures are not onlv a
source of pleasure to the beholder, but they
exert an influence that is elevating and re-
fining. The pictures in the Review are
really an important feature.
Send 10 cents for three late but different

issues, and the 10 cents may apply on any
subscription sent in during the year.

mm
W, Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

Barnes'

Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents oui

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
ACnol'ines on t rial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.& John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, = - III.

I T»tl^»-i Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cutting Mitering,
Rabbeting, Groovin
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing. Edge -moulding,
Beading. Full line FOOT
and EANE POWER machin-
ery. Send for Catalog A.,
Seneca Falls flfg. Co., r

14 Water St. Se&eca Falls, N 7
'

COR SALF.—Japanese buckwheat for seed. Price
1 $1.00 per bu-hel, f. o. b. Lehigh Valley R. R. Bags
free. C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, Seneca Co., N. Y.

Be your own miller

—

Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC COftilla Ittill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO»
Address the Trank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. V.

In writing, mention Gleanings

No Money in Advance!
ft|RSQ>» S% HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*wlw A W Shipped anywhere C. O. D.. with

privilege to examine.
Latest styles for Men.

\Women, Boys and Girls,
I well made and durable.

7$60 "Oakwood" $24.50
$50 "Arlington" $22.00
No better wheels made.

Others at $10, $1S.50, $15.50, $17.50 A $19.50; all splendid
Talue. liuy direct from manufacturers, thus sarins
dealers' larpre profits. Write today for special offer. Illu£
trated Catalogue Free. CASH BUYERS' UNION.
162 W. Van Buren St^ B-345, Chicago. Ilia.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Pierre rARM
KICI LC Engines
3-4 and 1 H. f. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ins KiigineN all sizes.
Send for circulars stating
sizo and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

box 17. Racine, Wis-

'n wiling mention Glea

with onr new patent

Kerosene Sprayers
is simple indeed. Kerosene emulsion
made while pumping. 12 varieties

sprayers, Bordeaux and Vermorel
Nozzles, the "World's Best."

THE DEMING CO., SALEM, 0.
Western Agents, Hennion & Hubbell.

Chicago. Catalogue and formulas free.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.
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I HILDRETH & SEGELKEN, (
i 120-122 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK. I

| Jobbers and Commission Merchants.
|

1 Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup. i

We desire to inform our friends and patrons that our firm has
been reorganized and additional capital added. The business
will be conducted under the firm name and style of

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
at the old stand, where we have had the pleasure of serving- our
friends for the past 11 years. Management and supervision
will be the same ; and our business methods, those of square
and honest dealings, will be practiced as heretofore.

We believe we have won the esteem and confidence of our
shippers throughout the country, and that our dealings, as a
rule, have been of the most pleasant nature.

Our additional capital will put us in a position to increase our
already large business still farther, if possible, and at same
time enable us to treat our shippers even more liberally than
heretofore, in making advances, etc.

Records will show that we handle by far the bulk of all the

honey sent to our market. We make honey the principal part
of our business, are personally acquainted and have trade con-

nections all over the country, which enables us to handle any
amount of honey to better advantage than any other house.

Oiir old shippers know us and will bear us out in what we
have said. Those bee-keepers who do not know us, and have
had no dealings with us, we would cordially invite to corre-

spond with us and make our acquaintance.
We not only handle on commission but buy largely as well,

from small lots to carloads, for spot cash. We wish to call the

attention of southern bee-keepers to the fact that our market
never was in better condition than this season. Old stock is

disposed of and the market is bare, with a good demand. New
crop will find ready sale and at higher prices than have ruled

for years past. We would advise them to send their honey
while there is a good demand at good prices, as later on condi-

tions of the market may change. We also handle maple sugar
and syrup very extensively, and would be pleased to hear from
those having any of these goods to market. In conclusion we
wish to extend our thanks to all of our shippers for their past fa-

vors and trust to receive their kind consideration in the future.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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THE BEST OF ITALIAN QUEENS.
BY RETURN MAIL.

Large yellow queens, healthy and prolific. Work-
ers gentle and the best of honev-gatherers. Tested,
f1.00 each. Untested, 75 cents; S7.00 per dozen. Send
for our price list.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
Loreauville, = Iberia Parish, = Louisiana.

In wri'u g, mention Gleanings.

Italian and Hybrid Bees and Queens

for Sale by the Pound.

Bees, per lb., during June SI.00.
Bees, per lb., during July 75.
Three-frame nuclei, June 2.50.

Three-ftame nuclei, July 2.00.

3-frame nuclei without queen. ...50c less.
Full colonies during June 4 50.

Full colonies during July 3.00.

Untested queens 75.
No foul brood or any other bee-disease in this vicin-

ity. Bees will be carefully packed and shipped
promtly. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Reinhard Stehle, - Marietta, Ohio.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

Queens by Return Mail
from a queen specialist; bred from swarming-
cells. Every queen warranted to reach pur-
chaser in good condition, and to produce well-
marked 3 banded workers. Price 75 cts. each.

JAMES WOOD, North Dana, Mass.

Italian Queens.
Pure-bred, five-banded Italian queers 75 cents each.

Tested. $1.00 each. Daniel Worth,
Falmouth. Rush Co., Ind.

COR SALE.—Lady's 21-hand wheel (Crescent), 1898
1 pattern, #18.50 cash. H H. Shane, Medioa, O.

Wants and Exchange.

YVANTED.—To exchange fiiearms of every descrip-
*' tion for old clocks (grandfather).

W. S. Ammon, 216-218 Court St., Reading, Pa.

YVANTED.—To furnish my hives and sections, to
TT careful men, for a share of No. 1 clover honey.
Also 4 sizes of the prize comb-honey cartons, and 68
pages of " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

WANTED —To exchange jewelry or bees for a good
TT incubator. Dr. Corya, Dupont, Ind.

VVANTED.—To exchange a good farm seven miles
from Schenectady, N. Y.; good location for bees;

with or without apiary, for improved Florida propei-
ty; store or house and lot in the vicinity of Orlando
preferred. Address P. O. Box 27, Grooms. N. Y.

ANTED.—To exchange for offers, one -100-egg-size
incubator and brooder. Reliable, hot water, good

Chas. H. Thies. Steeleville, 111.

w
as new

VJ^ANTED.—To exchange a well-broken setter, full
pedigree, for a good double-barrel breech-load-

ing shotgun; also a $30 violin, for a 2d-hand Barnes foot
or hand power saw, or a combination Union saw.

F. A. Whan, Raymilton, Pa.

y^ANTED.—To correspond with an active young
man who has had some experience in bee-keep-

ing, and is willing to work. A splendid opportunitv
for the right man. Address Juan Ravelo,

Craycraft, Havana Custom House, Havana, Cuba.

Golden Italian Queens.
Warranted purely mated; all queens by return mail;

will run 1200 nuclei
; queens reared by Doolittle's

method; safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed;
have 11 years' experience, and know what good
queens are. Price 75c; six for SI 00. Selected, SI.00;
six for 15.00. After July 1st : 50c each; six for 82.75.
Selected. 75c; six for SI 00. My queens are prolific,
and workers industrious as well as beautiful to look
at. Hundreds of testimonials prove this. Just now I
have a nice lot of queens which have just started to lay.
Order at once, and I will send you something fine.
Special low price on queens in quantities. Address

H. G. Quirin, Parkertown, Erie Co. Ohio.

money-order office, kellevue.
'ti writing, mention Gleanings.

Fruit Packages of All Kinds.

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES. . .

Order your supplies now before
the busy season catches you.
Price list free. Address

BERLIN FRUIT-BOX Co.,
Berlin Heights, • - Erie Co., Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

OIIFFNS Either five-banded golden or from im-yULLIIo. ported Italian mothers. A few breed-""—^^~™ ers at S2 00 each; tested, 81.00, or 6 foi
85.00; untested, 75c, or 6 for 14.00. B. P. Rock eggs. 75c
for 13. CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, 111.

Untested = Italian = Queens.
Fifty cents each: warranted
lst-class. Tested queens, 81.

W. C. Gathright, Dona Ana, New Mexico.

AHf»l Rpac ARE not Italians; they are GOLD-nucl uwa EN Carniolans, and practically
a non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees, great
honey-gatherers, and sure to winter. Tested queens,
each, 81.00; six queen*. §5 50. or 89 00 per dozen. Every
thing guaranteed. Bock givii g 37 years' experience
in rearing queens sent free.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

1 will be ready as usual to furnish
IIQP 11^ queens the coming season. Many

— ™Z.-l**r * unsolicited testimonials tell of the
_ ™^ " superiority of the Laws strain of

faultless 5-banded workers. Brkruing queens
always on hand. Price 82 50 each. I am al co breeding
the leather colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain. 81 00 each: 6 for 8-5.00.

Untested. 75c each: 6 for 84- Queens readv in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavnca, Seb. Co., Ark.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

** \r QUEENS are carefully bred from best select-
/yl Y ed mothers by Doolittle's method; golden

'train. Working qualities, not color, is

my aim. Nearly 500 lbs. of honey was reported by
Harry Mitche'l. Hawks Park, Fla.. f om one colony
with one of my queens. Prices: Warranted. 75 cts.;
six. $3 50; dozen. $6.50. F om three-band mother, same
price. Free circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish even' thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page catalog
FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., flich.
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WEEECTloN has been the chief factor in the de-
\L velopment and building up of our improved
Yj breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, swine, and poul-

J^ try. Men have devoted the best years of their
lives to a single line or branch of this work—and

not without their reward.
In bee-keeping but little has been done in this direc-

tion. The development of a bright yellow bee has
been the most noticeable thing that has been done in
this line. This is the most easy of accomplishment,
as results arc- so quickly aud easily discernible. L"o

breed for honey-gathering qualities is a much slower
process. As soon as bees hatch out we can decide in
regard to their color, and as to w hether we wish lo

rear queens from their mother for the purpose of im-
proving the color of our stock: to decide in i egard to
their working qualities requires months — perhaps
years.
Every experienced bee-keeper must have noticed

how much mote surplus is stored by some stocks than
by others. Time and time again, when visiting bee-
keepers, have I been shown some particular colony,
and heard the owner tell with pride how much honey
it had stored year after year; alwavs coming through
the winter in good condition, or doing this or that that
was so desirable. The strange thing is that bee-keep-
ers so seldom seem to realize the value of such a col-

ony, or queen, as a starting-point from which to im-
prove the stock of their whole apiary. If they do
realize it, they seldom take advantage of the knowl-
edge.
Suppose, by the introduction of improved stock, a

man can increase his surplus, on the .average, one
year with another, ten pounds per colony, and that is

not an extravagant estimate, on 100 colonies his crop
would be inci eased 1000 pounds. The cost for hives,
grounds, labor, wintering, etc., is nearly the same
with one kind of stock as with another, just as it costs
as much to keep a scrub cow as it does to keep a Jer-
sey, and a gain in surplus that comes from improve-
ment in stock is the most profitable that can be se-
cured.
To improve your stock, get the very best that you

can for breeding purposes, and with this stock your

apiary: then watch carefully, and breed from those
colonies that do the best. Continue this, year after
year, and you will be surprised at the result.
This matter of beginning with as good stock as you

can get, is all-important. Don't lose years of time by
commencing with common or inferior stock. Get the
best ; and thus be able to commence right where
some other breeder left off.

As stated in former advertisements, I have the
handling of queens from a stock of Italians upon
which a good man has been at work for twenty years:
selecting the best honey-gatherers each year to breed
from, and crossing them, so far as possible, with
drones not akin. To produce a superior strain of bees
has been his sole aim during all these years; and my
experience with this strain, and my correspondence
with others who have tried it, have proved to me that
he has attained a fair degree of success. The chief
value of this stock lies in its industry—its ability to
store large quantities of surplus. Then comes its

hardiness— its ability to winter well. Then it is very
peaceable—easy to handle. It also caps its honey
white—as the blacks do theirs.

If you are intei ested in this matter, and have not
read my advertisements in the last three issues of
Gleanings, turn back and read them, as they give par-
ticulars not given here.
The price of these queens is 11.50 each; but note the

conditons 1 guarantee safe arrival, safe introduc-
tion (if instructions are followed), purity of mating,
and. any time within two years, if a purchaser is dis-

satisfied with his bargain, for any'i eason, he can re-
turn the queen and get his money back, and 50 cents
besides for his trouble.

I said that the price would be 81.50 each. There is

only one condition under which a queen will be sold
for a less price, and that is in connection with an ad-
vance subscription to the REVIEW. Any one sending
me $1.00 for the REVIEW for 1899 can have one queen
•for $1.00; that is, I will send one queen and the RE-
VIEW for 1899 for only $2.00. Of course, this special
offer is made for the sake of getting the REV EW in-

to the hands of those who are unacquainted with its

merits.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.

FULL fil # fIFFor the Money.
are entitled to that. It does not mean simply that you should get the
best goods (or the money, but also that you should be saved the
added expense of agent's commissions,
dealer's profits, salesmen's expenses, etc.
We save you all this by selling you direct

,

from our factory at wholesale prices.

We are the. largest manufac-
turers in the u-orld selling
reliieles and harness tothe
consumer exclusively.

We make 170 styles of vehicles and 65
styles of harness. We ship anywhere
for examination and guarantee every-
thing. Send your name on a postal
card for
Free Illustrated Catalogue.

ELKHART CARRIAGE A HARNESSMFG. CO. W. B. Pratt, Sec. ELKHART, INDIANA*

No. SI 6—Two-Spring Carriage, with side curtains,
Btorm aornn, sunshade, lamps, fenders, pnle or shafts.
Price $

.""

No. 100—Double Buggy
Harness, Price, full nickel
trimmed, $17; as good as re-

tails for $25.

In writing advertisers mention Gleanings.

MONEY SAVED iS MONEY EARNED.
If you buy an article of the proper quality you immediately cut off the
expense of repair. To save repair saves money. To save money earns
money. You stop all expense of repair when you buy a set of

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS.
They neither break down. warp, rot, get loose or shed the tire and
last indefinitelv. Made to fit anv skein, anv height, anv width of tire.
Send for free illust'd catalogue of these and our ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. 80x95 QUINCY, ILL.

In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee-keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers, t^^5*^

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day: and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 71 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCKMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the

Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

HUFFING Untested after Mav 1st, 70 cts.; 3 forVUULMO. |200; 6 for $3 75. Select tested, SI. 00
each; 6 for $5.00. Extra select breeding queens, $2.00
each. The very best of golden Italian.

E. A. Seeley, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. M. O. Office, Lavaca, Ark.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, .Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest^oods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Italian BEES AND QUEENS. Queens, $1.00. Bees
liailall by the lb ji oo. Nuclei, two frames with
queen, $2.00; one frame, $1.50; each additional frame,
50 cts. each. Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

lM^J^k
") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00

Doctor , 3^-in.
Conqueror 3-in.
Large 2^-in.
Plain 2-in.
Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in.
Honev-knife

9.00

6.50

5.00
4.75

4.50

6.00

each, by mail, $1.50

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements.
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

Before buying a

FIFTEEN -YEARS FOR A DOLLAR | ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS,
Detroit.—No comb honey to quote, and new crop

will find a fair market, with the exception of some
poor dark lots. Extracted dull, and with little in
stock at 5@7. Beeswax, 24@25.
June 24. M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market as fol-

lows : Fancy white, 13@,14; No. 1 white, 12@13; fancy
amber, 10@. 1 1 ; No. 1 amber, 9®10; white extracted, 7@
7%. A. B.'Williams & Co.,
June 19. 80-82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Albany.—Honey well cleaned up, with but very lit-

tle demand. Prices about same as last. Think when
new comes there will be a good outlet, as old will be
all sold then. Beeswax, 26(5(28; quiet.

MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

June 21. Albany, N. Y.

Philadelphia.—There is some Southern comb hon-
ey arriving in the market, but no demand yet, and
prices are unsettled. The price of extracted honey is

a little higher, but not much demand. We quote
white, 8@9; amber, 7@8; dark, 6(57. Beeswax, 26. We
are producers of honey, and do not sell on commis-
sion. Wm. A. Selser,
June 19. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—Not any comb honey on the market ex-
cept buckwheat and other dark grades. We look for
new crop to start in at 13 cts. for best grades of white;
light ambers and off white, 10@12. Extracted selling
at 5@7 for ambers, and 6@8 for white, according to
quality, color, and package. Beeswax steady at 26@27.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
June 19. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60-lb. cans for
$7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.,
Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

AHfl Rppc ARE not Italians; thev are GOLD-nutl ucc:> EN Carniolans. and practically
a non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees, great
honey-gatherers, and sure to winter. Tested queens,
each, SI.00; six queens, §5 50, or $9 00 per dozen. Every
thing guaranteed. Book giving 37 years' experience
in rearing queens sent free.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.QI will be ready as usual to furnish
ll^^flC queens the coming season. Manyuwwn >Jt unso iic ited testimonials tell of the™"™""*^——»^^— superiority of the Laws strain of

faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price 82.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, |1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.
Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

BEE-SUPPLIES.

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

MUTH'S HONEY-JARS,
MUTH'S H0NEY=EXTRAC0RS,
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same : in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

WANTED—EXTRACTED HONEY.
I am now in shape to buy extracted honey, ei-

ther in large or small lots. Parties in the South,
or in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, or West Virginia
having any to offer will do well to sell to me, as
Cincinnati is the greatest market for extracted
honey in the States. Submit a small sample,
stating quantity, style of package, and price ex-
pected.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

2146=8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

References.—Western German Bank. Brighton
Bank Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio.ir German 1

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^f
In writing, mention Gleanings.

GLEANINGS AT REDUCED RATES

We do not need to tell about our
journal, for it will speak for itself

;

but as an extra inducement we make
the following low offers:

OFFER NO, I.

For 25 cts. we will send Glean-
ings from the time your subscription

is received till Jan., 1900. If you
send in your order promptly you will

get 6 months for only 25 cts.

OFFER NO. 2.

For $1.00 we will send an untested
Italian queen, worth 75 cts., and
Gleanings one year.

OFFER NO. 3.

For §1.00 we will send Glean-
ings the rest of this year, and all of

next year; that is, from the time
your subscription is received till Jan.

,

1901. The sooner you take advan-
tage of this offer, the more numbers
you receive.

Old as well as new subscribers may take
advantage of these offers; but all arrear-
ages or back subscriptions must first be
paid, at $1.00 per year. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO.
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American Bee Journal One Year 25c

To New Subscribers.

This is another of those " BIG OFFERS " that have been mentioned in the bee- paper advertise-

ments the past few months. Onlv this time it is the BIGGEST OF ALL- The way to get the old Amer-
ican Bee Journal for a year for 25 cts.—52 numbers—is to send to its publishers SI and they will mail you

A Warranted Golden Italian Queen
valued at 75 ets., and the Bee Journal for a year from the time your dollar

is received—providedyou are a netv subscriber to the American Bee Journal.
The queens will be mailed in the order the subscriptions are received, and
we expect to be able to send them promptly, or within two or three days.

The regular subscription price of the old weekly American Bee Jour-
nal alone is one dollar. If you have never seen a copy of it, send for a free

sample copy. We are sure you will want it regularly after reading one
number. Here is what some think of it who have had it right along.

A Few Sample Estimates of the Bee Journal.

t

The American Bee Journal has brought me in

ten times its cost.—L. C. Salsbury. '

I can't get along very well without the old Amer-
can Bee Journal.

We like the American Bee Journal.—R. Chinn.

The American Bee Journal is crowded more and
more with valuable information.—J. W. Mount-
joy.

It was a great help to me last year in selling my
honey crop.—J. I. Clarke.
The American Bee Journal is a great helper.

—

Mrs. M. M. Dunegan.
The Bee Journal is my guide, and will be.—J. P.

Plunck.
The more I read it the better I like it.—R. H.

Nortman.

L

We could fill this number of Gleanings with just such words of appreciation, but that would be

useless. You are safe enough in sending $1.00 for the Bee Journal and the Warranted Golden Italian

Queen. Such a bargain you don't see every day

GEO. W. YORK & CO.,

About
Bees.FACTS

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66, Washington, D.C.

Better get your order in quick. Address

118 Michigan St., Chicago,Ill.

^4&/fc/%/%,^^^k.^<*/V*^/%>V

Queens, Queens, Queens.

We are headquarters for Gray Carniolan and Golden
Italian queens. Untested queen, 65c; tested. SI.25; se-

lect tested, $2.25. Satisfaction guaranteed. Never saw
foul brood. For prices on large orders, nuclei, full

colonies, and imported queens, write for free descrip-
tive price list.

Testimonial.

Medina, Ohio, May 29, 1899.

Gentlemen :—The nucleus of Carniolans you sent us
came to hand promptly, in fine order. Have examin-
ed them nearly every dav and find them very gtntle
indeed. Have a colony of select Italians, and in some
respects the Carniolans seem easier to handle.

Yours truly. The A. I. Root Co.,

Per A. L. Boyden.

F. A. Lockhart & Co., Caldwell, N. Y.

OIIFFN^ Either five-banded golden or from im-
yULLI'lJ. ported Italian mothers. 60c each; 6 for—»=»=

$:{ 00. Breeder, $1.50. I warrant safe
deliverv and satisfaction, or no pav. Give me a trial.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

White Clover

Extracted

Honey.

t

J
~5

^4r
IN*

Any one having
any for sale will

find it to his
advantage to

com municate,
before offering it

elsewhere, with

The A. I. Root Company,
4 10 Vine St., 4

Philadelphia, Pa.,
J

\VTANTED.—To introduce my Golden Italian and
-' ' Carniolan queens into your apiaries Price, test-

ed, 50c: untested, -'!5c. Satisfaction guaranteed.
F. T. Luptom, Warners, N. Y.

Vl/ARRANTED QUEENS from imported mother,
** 50 cts. Hvbrid queens, 25 cts.

J. B. Hains, Bedford, Ohio.
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Rambler SUGGESTS (p. 469) that it was the

odor of the dinner that brought to the ground
those bees I batted at the out-apiary. Hadn't
thought of that. Might be. Sort of intoxi-

cated with the delightful odor of strawberries,

and fell in a faint—or a feint.

A. I. ROOT enumerates (p. 477) the various

pockets in which he keeps clean handkerchief,
dirty handkerchief, toothpick, etc., but for-

gets to say that he keeps his nightcap in his

overcoat pocket, and always puts it in my
overcoat pocket when we sleep together.

The director of the School of Horticulture
at Villorde, France, placed a colony of bees at

the disposal of his peach-trees, under glass, at

the time of blooming in February. The crop,

previously scant, was now unreasonably heavy.
—Le Progres Apicole. [So on it goes. The
proof piles up.

—

Ed.]

To urge bees into supers, and to prevent
swarming, a French bee-keeper closes the
regular entrance and gives the bees for 18

days an entrance through the super. Six col-

onies thus treated filled their supers, while
the rest of the apiary preferred to swarm.
Editor Bertrand thinks the plan worth trying.

[So think I. Suppose, doctor, you try it.

—

Ed.]

June 19. Oceans of white clover, but not a

drop of honey in supers yet. [Too early yet
for your locality, or at least I hope so. Else-
where you speak of the lateness of your straw-
berry season as compared with ours; but at

this writing I am beginning to fear, from re-

ports that have come in, that clover is not go-
ing to amount to very much, notwithstanding
the splendid show in many localities.

—

Ed.]

I have BEES in two of the Draper barns.
The first queen didn't take kindly to the deep
frames, and for several days wouldn't touch
one of them—just stayed on the shallow frame
of brood I gave. But there was no flood of
honey. [We have several of the Draper barns
in use, but they are so very large that our

eight-frame colonies will do well if they even
fill the brood nests this season, to say nothing
about filling the supers.

—

Ed.]

The testimony of one man who saw Smith
commit murder outweighs the testimony of

ten men who didn't see him. Messrs. Taylor,

Hutchinson, and Brice say they can't raise

good queens by taking away the queen. W.
W. Somerford (p. 465) says he has raised

them. The only thing for T., H., and B. is to

impeach the character of the witness. Does
W. W. S. know enough to tell what a good
queen is ?

Mrs. Barber, I'm by no means a "big
man," and you needn't be afraid to talk back
to me. But my bees are not like yours in one
thing—they don't fill the bait section and
leave the others untouched "usually." If

there is almost no honey coming, they'll do as

you say; but if honey is coming they'll go
right on with the other sections. But if you
want that amount of extracted honey, then
the shallow super is the best thing to put on
first.

Strawberries were mostly picked at Me-
dina June 13, and were selling by the half-

bushel at 4 cts. a quart (p. 481). At Marengo
the picking has only fairly commenced, June
20, and strawberries sell at 10 cts. a quart by
the case. Sometimes it's better to be late

than early. Three or four weeks ago we had
strawberries from the South at 5 cts. a quart.

[This shows that our locality must be consid-

erably ahead of yours in its seasons, and it

only goes to show that, while we may be half

through with our honey-flow, yours, perhaps,

may have only just begun.

—

Ed.]

I don't quite SEE any thing in the testi-

mony of B. F. Onderdonk, 464, to show that

one should produce both comb and extracted.

If I could get the prices he does for extracted,

I don't believe I'd fool with comb. [Are you
sure, doctor, you could not get his price for

extracted if you produced a twelve-pound-to-

gallon fancy article? If you try the Dan
White plan I am not sure but you would be
quite an extracted-honey fiend. In these days
of adulteration, consumers, if they know the

producer, and know that the goods come di-

rect from that producer, will pay fancy prices
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for what they are sure is real honey. It is the
distrust consumers have as to the purity of

Chicago extracted that keeps down the price.

—Ed]
Please watch what bees do when the

queen is taken away, and see if they make the
mistake of choosing larvae more than three
days old, for queen-rearing. I'm watching,
and so far they have chosen only young larvae.

Here's what I think : That bees will never
select larvae too old if those of proper age are

present, but queenless bees are not satisfied to

stop with what they first start, and afterward,
for want of better, use larvae that are too old
for good queens. [If I were not so very much
crowded just now in the revision of our ABC
book I would watch ; so I shall have to let the
other fellows do it this summer.

—

Ed.]

For end - spacers for brood - frames, I

thought nails driven in slanting would be
better than staples, because the slanting nails

would make the frames slide into place auto-
matically. For more than a year I've given
both kinds a thorough trial, and the staples

are away ahead. It's true, the nails let the
frame slide into place automatically, but they
also let it slide out of place automatically, and
it's a nuisance to have the end of the top-bar
drop down inside, which it can't do with
staples. [Your experience, doctor, is about
the same as mine, and that is the reason we
adopted staples in preference to a nail driven
in slanting, a la Boomhower.

—

Ed.]

HERE'S the thing to try, Mr. Editor. On
half your colonies put supers with at least one
bait section in each. On the other half put
shallow supers and follow with sections after

your plan. After the bees are well at work in

these last sections, compare the work with
that in the other lot. If they're ahead on your
plan, and if one extracting-super will work for

six colonies, then I want to use your plan.

[No, you try it, doctor. I can not do it this

season. We have had such a rush of orders
for queens and bees, owing to the heavy losses

iti wintering over t'ie country, that we have
had to turn almost our entire apiary into a
mammoth queen-rearing yard—just had to do
it—and let all notions of comb-honey pro-
duction this season go to the winds. For all

that, I am stealing a few colonies in Draper
barns, and will have them in the basswood
apiary by to-night.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, you owe Niver an apology for

saying (p. 473), "when he gets his tongue
balanced." Niver doesn't have to get his

tongue balanced. It's always balanced. I

slept in the same room with him at the Buf-
falo convention, and, no matter what time in

the night Niver woke up, his tongue was al-

ways on balance. You can't tell how Niver
talks by seeing what he says in print. There's
a charm in the way he says a thing that the
cold types can't show. [That is true; but I

had one of our men snap a kodak on Niver
whilehewasin an animated discussion, his
hand keeping time with his "balanced
tongue," his eyes fairly twinkling with en-
thusiasm. Yes, and the picture took in your
humble servant at the same time. Well, in

our next issue I will try to give you a view of

Niver and me in one of those " delightful con-
fabs;" for we had lots of 'em.

—

Ed.]

I notice that, in his article in this issue,

J. M. Hambaugh speaks of hive-covers as

"lids." Some little time ago S. T. Pettit

argued in favor of short expressive terms, and
asked wThat objection there was to the use of

the word "floors" instead of the long term
" bottom-boards." Personally I like both of

the short names, and would not object to hav-
ing such terms used in Gleanings. Why not
"lids" for "covers"? why not "supers" for

"surplus-honey receptacles"? and why not
" floors" for "bottom-boards"? Such changes
as these would save the use of more type than
the short spelling adopted by the American
Bee Journal, and yet would offend the taste of

none. Gleanings is in favor of the short
spellings, but does not yet see its way clear to

adopt them; but it can see no objection to the
use of "lids," "floors," " unqueen " or "de-
queen," and other short expressive terms.

FruiT-Trees, especially apple-trees, make
fine shade for bees. But orchards, especially

in some parts of the West, are rather short-

lived, and forest-trees are better. I visited

one of Adam Grimm's apiaries that was in a

clump of young lindens, and it was fine. I'm
not sure but I like better a clump of burr-

oaks in which my Hastings apiary is located.

It's just about ideal. [While you were about
it, doctor, why didn't you say that your pref-

erence was for trees instead of shade-boards ?

Although you have never stated your prefer-

ence, yet from the very fact that two of your
apiaries that I saw were located among shade-
trees I am led to believe this is your belief

and practice. I spoke of fruit-trees, especially

apple-trees, because there is usually a grove
of them near or in the rear of most homes. At
our basswood apiary the hives are shaded by
lindens. But in any case I would not care to

have the trees too large: for then when swarms
come out they are liable to get on the topmost
branches beyond the reach of ladder or climb-
er. In such cases, all one can do is to let

them go or try the efficacy of a shotgun, a la

W. F. Marks.—Ed.]

G. M. DooeitteE says, in American Bee
Journal, " I never saw a single worker-bee
from an imported queen that had any yellow
on it at all. The color was always a maroon,
chestnut, or leather color, not yellow." My
imported queens, or those that I bought for

imported, have always had workers that I

called yellow. Now the question is, Have I

been swindled, or has some one been working
off maroon bees instead of yellow on Doolittle ?

I don't believe I ever saw a dozen imported
Italian queens, and I doubt whether Doolittle

has seen many more than I, for I've been buy-
ing since he thought no more importations were
needed, and at Medina you've had perhaps
more imported queens than at any other place.

Please tell us, are the workers of an imported
Italian queen yellow or maroon? [I do not
know where friend Doolittle gets his notion
of colors ; but if he will consult his good wife
I feel sure he will have to revise his idea some-
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what. I do not think I am boasting when I

say that I have seen perhaps fifty imported
queens where Doolittle or yourself have seen
one ; for we import from 50 to 75 every year.

Years ago, as you say, Doolittle went on
record as saying that he believed further im-
portation was unnecessary, so I take it he has
not seen an imported queen for some time.

The color-bands, both on bees and queens, are

what are generally called " leather" color. I

never saw one queen or bee direct from Italy

that had bands that were either chestnut or
maroon. Maroon? my, oh my! what's the
matter with Doolittle's eyes ? To my notion
these colors are the same as those given in

the Standard Dictionary, the latest and best

in the English language, under the heading
of "Spectrum." Strictly speaking, the yel-

low on the Italians is not exactly yellow, but
leather-colored ; but when we use the term
" yellow " we usually mean it in the broadest
sense, and that may mean from a leather color

to a lemon yellow. To say that Italian queens
and bees do not have any yellow on them is

to pervert the word from its ordinarily accepted
meaning. We say that the sun rites in the
morning. While the statement is not correct,

the phrase has an accepted meaning ; in the
same way, yellow, when applied to Italians,

conveys an impression to the average person
that is not misleading.

—

Ed.]

£piaZJTJSTG&
<£f/lOM OURNEIGHBORSFIELDS.

" Bring out your guns, all you that has 'em.
And blaze away with enthusiasm !

The basswoods now their nectar ooze,"
Says Drone, " and we have not an hour to lose."

\i,

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
Dr. C. C. Miller corrects himself by saying

the " Adel " bees are a strain of Carniolans
instead of Italians.

\h

In cases of dysentery among bees, Dr. Mil -

ler says he has found a temperature of 60 or

80 degrees in the cellar productive of no bad
results. The bees make a loud roaring, but
settle down quietly afterward.

\ii

C.Davenport says: "Empty hives should
be kept in a cool place at swarming-time, but
not in a cellar unless it is very dry." "To
have bees contented, so they will work freely,

and not attempt to desert, they should be
given plenty of room when they are hived."

vt/

Dr. Mason says he has paid big prices for

queens from noted queen-breeders, but never
bought one that was as good as his own rear-

ing by the dequeening method ; but for good
queens, easily reared, he prefers Mr. Doolit-

tle's method of artificial cells furnished with
royal jelly having a newly hatched larva

placed in it.

Mr. Hutchinson is inclined to adhere in the
main to the common spelling. He says: "So
long as a system is radically wrong, we gain
very little by tinkering with minor results."

Further down he says, touching the fashions,
" Girls' plaid shirt-waists must be laid aside
for stripped ones." " Stripped " — how so,,

Mr. H.?
\ii

Mr. Adrian Getaz, of Knoxville, Tenn.,
says he has no doubt that really strong colo-

nies, sufficiently packed, could be wintered
successfully out of doors, anywhere this side
of the Klondike ; but he is equally satisfied

that small colonies would die out, no matter
how protected, if the cold weather is of long
duration. He thinks a cellar is necessary for
small colonies.

v»/

Dr. Miller very pertinently asks the editor :

"As a matter of curiosity would you be willing

to explain why Mr. Taylor pays so little at-

tention to the errors in the Review compared
with that of other bee journals? Surely an
error in the Review will do more harm to its

readers than one in a paper they never see.

And he can find errors in the Review if he
wants to see them." Good! let's have these
errors "stripped" and exposed. Mr. Hutch-
inson says he has often asked Mr. Taylor to

criticise the Review. Perhaps too many of

us are doing it now. I make my criticisms to

Mr. H. by letter.

\\i

I am sure all will be filled with a sense of

deep pleasure to learn that Mrs. Hutchinson's
physical health is quite good, and that her
mind is becoming stronger and clearer. For
the last six months she has had charge of the

books at the library of the asylum, and has
permission to go where she pleases. Mr. H.
has put up a pair of type-cases in one corner

of the library, and here Mrs. H. sets some
three pages of the Reviezv every week. He
goes to see her every Saturday, and keeps her

at home over Sunday, carrying the type back
and forth. Her conduct is entirely normal,

not even the doctors being able to detect any
thing that would indicate mental aberration.

Such news is a source of great joy to all of Mr.
Hutchinson's friends.

\\i

Mr. R. L. Taylor's department is unusually

interesting this month. Some time ago I

asked why hives can not be discussed as

calmly as the weather. Mr. Taylor says it is

because I said the Standard Dictionary is the

latest and by far the best of its kind ever

printed. I'm ready to be corrected on that

point if Mr. Taylor will mention the name
;

but still the wrangle and ill temper about

hives began long before I mentioned diction-

aries, and hence I fail to see the force of his

reasoning. He laments the great amount of

space occupied in GLEANINGS by Dr. Miller

on grammar. If am not wrong, it was Mr.
Taylor himself who pulled the leg from under
the table when the crockery came down on
his own head and the hot tea down his back.

Does Mr. Taylor still object to the word
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"boil," meaning the act of boiling? Still,

there is danger, as Mr. Taylor suggests, that
bee-journals may be open to the criticism that
the boarder had against the butter : "If,

madam, there were a little less grease in it, it

would be very good salt." Likewise we should
not print grammars with a little apiculture in

them. I'm about through "dabbling" in it,

Mr. Taylor. But you musn't say, "Some
time since Gleanings eschewed grammar."
Why is the wrong word since instead of ago
used in such cases ? There, I'm dabbling again,

tti

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
The following is clipped from the Chicagoan

of May 27 : "A rare treat was given to the
eighth-grade pupils of the McPherson school
last Thursday, when Mr. G. W. York, editor
of the American Bee Journal, gave them an
illustrated lecture on bees. The pupils were
delighted, and the way Mr. York described
the simple animal was truly wonderful." Mr.
York says his reason for copying the item was
to suggest that bee-keepers in other cities will

find the schoolchildren greatly interested in a
talk on bees if given a chance. He had a
Langstroth frame of bees in a glass hive, and
gave therefrom a practical illustration of the
work of bees in the hive. That is a grand
idea, and ought to be carried out wherever
possible. Mr. York deserves the thanks of

all for taking the initiative step. The chil-

dren were to take notes and print them in
their little school-paper. " A chiel's amang
ye, takin' notes ; an', faith, he'll prent it."

THE BEST HIVE FOR EXTRACTING.

Location an Important Factor; the Dadant-Ouinhy
Hive for One Locality, the Langstroth

for Another.

BY J. M. HAMB.AUGH.

As a preface to this article I will say that my
conclusions herein enumerated are based on
an experience of nearly 20 years in honey pro-
duction ; and while I am taking a standpoint
for Southern California, in most instances they
will be equally applicable to the Eastern States.

In order to achieve the best results in honey
production, all points considered, both finan-
cially and in satisfaction to yourself and cus-
tomers, I would advise running largely to ex-
tracting ; and in order to reach the maximum
results with a minimum amount of labor I'd
look at the situation about thus :

1. Location.—You must know that the loca-
tion is a desirable one, and be assured that the
end will justify the means.

2. When you are satisfied on this point, the
second consideration will be

—

a suitable hive.
It must be composed of as few parts as possi-
ble to meet all requirements of cheapness and
utility, and it must have the features of ex-
pansion and contraction to meet the needs of
the smallest or the hirgest colonies at the op-
tion of the apiarist. There are times when a
colony of bees snugly tucked up in small
apartments on three or four combs can utilize

their heat, and fare much better than they
would in more roomy apartments ; hence the
necessity of the contracting feature ; and, like-

wise, when the season advances, and the queen
reaches her maximum of fertility, laying 3000
eggs daily, the expansion feature becomes an
absolute necessity, and room must be given
the queen to lay, and workers to store honey
in proportion to their strength numerically, if

the swarming fever is to be averted, and the
best results obtained in honey production,when
ample room is thus provided it seems that the
energy of the bees is turned to honey, and
the swarming-fever averted largely, and very
often entirely, for the season. It is almost
the universal rule that the non-swarming col-

onies are the largest honey-producers, hence
the need of expansion to the requirements of

the strongest colonies.

The practical hive must also be easily util-

ized when increase is wanted by division.

Now we come to the consideration of the
proper size of frame. When I was a honey-
producer in Illinois I made some experiments
along this line which did not work out to my
entire satisfaction. When the crusade was
started against the old primitive style of bee-
keeping I was imbued with the idea of adopt-
ing the standard Langstroth frame for comb-
honey production ; and the consequence was,
I soon found myself in possession of an apiary
equipped with the (then) modern modes of
honey production in one and two pound sec-

tions. A visit to the Dadants in the first years
of the '80's resulted in my trying their large
Dadant-Quinby hives, and a change of modes
from comb to extracting—a change that I

have never regretted ; neither did I regret the
visit, notwithstanding it installed two differ-

ent-sized frames in my bee-yards, the impor-
tance of which I realized later on. In course
of time my bees were all equipped for the pro-
duction of extracted honey, and the equip-
ments for comb honey were stored away in the
attic of my shop. Time and experience point-
ed out very plainly that, if I could adopt one
size of frame for all the yards, it would save
many vexatious experiences where the bees are
away from home and main storage places. I

was already using the same frame for surplus
as brood on the Simplicity ; but the wintering
problem was a feature not to be ignored ; and
as the large Dadants invariably wintered with
less loss, breeding up faster and more satisfac-

torily in the spring, I could not think of dis-

carding them for the sake of the one frame
feature. I determined to try the same size of
body and frames for surplus on the Dadant
hive, and my experience was quite satisfacto-

ry during a heavy honey-flow, but entirely too
roomy when the flow relaxed and the colony
became less populous. I found them quite
unwieldy, and too heavy for the average man
to handle, when a case of 11 of these large
eombs filled with honey had to be carried into

the extracting-room. There was also more
breakage of combs during the handling in and
out of the extractor, hence I abandoned this

feature. I am not sure, but it. has always
seemed to me that the Dadant surplus case is

a little too small ; but, to return.
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In starting anew here in California, with no
wintering problem to solve, in the adoption of

a frame that meets the requirements both of

the bees and of the apiarist, I have adopted
the regular standard Langstroth, and a hive

to accommodate ten, and my reasons are :

1. Its convenience in handling, and being
nearest universal.

2. Its size is as large as we dare to combine
the feature of surplus and brood.

3. Its best adaptation to combs when trans-

ferring.

4. A case of ten combs filled with honey is

sufficient for the average man to lift, which is

quite an item during the extracting season.

Let us now consider the hive in all its prac-

tical features as regards the best results from
the queen, as well as the; convenience of the

apiarist. In order to reap the best results

from a good fertile queen she must at all

times have laying room with as few impedi-
ments in the way of horizontal bars and bee-

spaces as possible ; and in many instances I

have found that her majesty will go upstairs

to ply her vocation, and I do not believe in

fencing her below, especially in this country,

where the harvest usually lasts several months.
We should have uninterrupted passageways
for the working force from the brood-chamber
to the surplus-apartments. All bodies of hives

and frames should be made interchangeable,

as brood-chambers or surplus-apartments. And
now let me sav, to obviate future trouble, this

class of work should be cut by machinery, as

the most painstaking carpenter can not cut to

the line as accurately as machinery prepared
for the work. All lids and platforms should
likewise be of a uniform pattern, and made
interchangeable. All brood-frames should be
wired with three strands of No. .10 tinned
wire, horizontally divided nearly or quite even-
ly, and full sheets of foundation used where
drawn combs are not to be had.

Escondido, Cal., May 31.

[J. M. Hambaugh has been for many years
a neighbor of the Dadants—that is, he has
lived in their vicinity. He has used the large

Dadant Ouiuby hive, and in the past has been
a warm advocate of it, and would doubtless be
such still at his old home. But now that he
is in a new locality, new conditions have
arisen, and it is a little bit of surprise that he
has adopted the standard Langstroth ten-frame
hive. Usually, when one has become ac-

customed to a certain system and to a certain

hive and to a certain frame, it takes more than
the mere matter of locality to change his

preference. Facts show this. But Mr. Ham-
baugh shows his candor by adopting and
speaking in favor of the Langstroth hive in

the State of his adoption.
If here is just one case of a bee-keeper who

has used a big hive largely, and now discards
it, does it not behoove us to study over very
carefully our locality to determine whether a
large frame or one of moderate size like the
Langstroth is the best, all things considered ?

In the A B C of Bee Culture, under " Hives,"
I very strongly urged the majority to stick to

the Langstroth dimensions; notwithstanding,

I have set forth as fairly as I could all the

points in favor of other hives like the Danzen-
baker, the Heddon, and the Dadant-Quinby..

—Ed.]

QUEEN-EXCLUDERS.

Indispensable for Extracting, but not Necessary for

Comb Honey.

BY C. A. HATCH.

There seems to be a disposition in some
quarters to underrate the value of excluders,

or even declare them worthless as an adjunct
to the hive for extracting purposes. For comb-
honey production we are willing to admit all

the objectors have to say against them ; but
for extracted honey the case becomes quite

different, and there is no part of the comple-
ment of tools and appliances we think of

more value in its special province than good
queen-excluders.

TO EXCLUDE THE OUEEN.

This is, of course, the first function of its

use, and the results of this are, first, the whole
set of combs in the supers are reserved for

honey storage only, thereby adding at least 30
p^r cent to their capacity, and therefore to

their value. In other words, 100 supers of

comb, used with excluders, are as good as 130

would be if used without excluders. The ex-

tra 30 thus gained, are, at a moderate estimate,

worth $30.00; cost of excluders, say, $20 00;

difference $10.00 in one year on combs.
Second, be ever so careful in extracting

from combs where the queen has access to

them, and more or less brood will be thrown
out, and with it some larval food, which is

not advantageous to the flavor of the honey,
to say nothing of the young larvae floating

around in it. Quality is every thing in honey,
and flavor is a prime factor in quality; so let

us look carefully to all points by which this is

effected.

Third. Many more combs must be handled
where no excluders are used, to get a given
amount of honey, from the fact that much of

the storage room in the combs is occupied
with brood and pollen. To lessen cost of pro-

duction is to diminish cost, and thereby in-

crease profits. All labor saved is money earn-

ed; so, remember this item.

Labor saved in the fall is another item in

favor of excluders. The brood being all be-

low, the honey for winter is stored there, and
so no feeding is needed; and, there being no
brood in supers, they are removed with half

the labor required for those having no exclud-

ers; also labor during extracting is economiz-
ed. Before using excluders, when extracting,

much of my time was spent in lifting off su-

pers and putting brood and queen below, all

of which had to be done over again, may be,

the very next time of extracting. Now, un-
less for swarming or to correct something
wrong in the brood-nest, the super and exclud-

er are never touched until removed in the fall,

after the honey harvest is over. See the ad-

vantage you have added to your comb capaci-
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ty, also to your labor capacity, and will not
that pay ?

The objectors may claim that bees will not
work as readily through them as without. I

have used as many as three piled together, and
could not see any difference. I have used
them on part of an apiary only, and could see
no material difference. I have used from 50
to over 500 in one season; have used them in

California, Arizona, and Wisconsin, so please
do not apply that worn-out chestnut, "loca-
tion makes the difference," for it does not.
The only difference I could ever discover in

the yield between those having zincs on and
not, being that, toward the close of the sum-
mer, when the weather became cooler, those
having excluders on were inclined to store
more honey in the brood-nest than those hav-
ing freer communication. Perhaps in some
situations where all the honey came in the
fall, like buckwheat, for example, this might
be a serious objection, but I think not.

HOW TO USE THEM.
As with most good things, there is a right

and a wrong way to use them. They should
never be put on at the time of first putting on
the super; but let the bees get well started in

the combs, and even let the queen lay upstairs
if she wants to; and if you have eight-frame
hives she will usually want to; but after the
bees are well begun in the supers, put queen
and brood all below, and a queen-excluder be-
tween; or if there is not room below for all

the brood, put sealed brood only above.

kind To USE.

After using wood and zinc in alternate strips,

and a thick rim to give bee-space, zinc bound
with wood having bee-space, and simply plain
zinc strips, I am decidedly in favor of plain
zinc sheets; but whether this sheet should be
cut so as to go inside the hive and rest directly

on the frames, or cut larger so as to rest on
the hive, I am not so sure. I have used both
kinds with good results, and each has its ad-
vantages. As to bee-spaces, let them regulate
themselves. If the zinc warps in taking off,

it will soon straighten out on the hive, and be
all right.

Rambler may have his wood-zinc-bee-space
excluders if he likes; they may do to run a
bee-ranch on the bachelor plan; but for one
who wants to live up to his convictions on the
plan that "it is not good for man to dwell
alone," the Wilkin plan of plain zincs is best.

Richland Center, Wis., April 6.

APIS DORSATA.

A Note of Warning.

BY J. M. CUTTS.

It now seems there is but little prospect of
Apis dorsata being imported to this country.
I for one do not want them. I find bee-keep-
ing with modern hives and Italian bees a prof-
itable business, and am satisfied without dor-
sata. For the benefit of any who may want
them imported I should like to call attention

to some experiments that have been made
with other things.
When left to herself, Nature takes good

care of her own. Out of her infinite resources
she gives each form of animal and vegetable
life its appropriate place and rank. The im-
portation of foreign species is contrary to Na-
ture's intention, and often results disastrous-
ly. The English sparrow thrives at the ex-
pense of our other birds. When this sparrow
was first imported into Boston it was for the
purpose of destroying the mealy caterpillars
that were injuring the trees on the Common.
The fact soon came out, however, that he de-
cidedly preferred grain to caterpillars. The
English seem to think it strange that we ever
imported such a nuisance.
The imported elm-leaf beetle is working

havoc throughout the Middle and Eastern
States, threatening the existence of the hardy
and graceful trees which, until then, had no
dangerous foe.

The gypsy moth was imported some years
ago by an entomologist residing near Boston.
Several of the captives escaped from custody,
and the State has spent $450,000 in the last
four years in an attempt to exterminate their
descendants. It is now estimated that at least

81,575,000 will be required, and that the ap-
propriation for five years to come should be
$200,000 per annum. On the other hand, a
perpetual appropriation of $100,000 a year
would serve to confine the moths to the dis-

trict in which they are found.
In Florida several rivers have recently be-

come choked by the rapid growth of water
hyacinths imported a few years ago, and con-
siderable expenditure will be required to keep
the streams open for navigation. Truly these
are costly experiments.

Let us not make any such mistakes. We
are doing well enough ; and the man who can
not make a living and some money in the bee
business is either in the wrong business or in
the wrong country.
But if dorsata is carefully tested in its native

country I hardly think it will be brought here.
Chambers, Ala., Feb. 13.

[I can not bring myself to believe that these
bees would bring any train of evils into this
country. The English sparrow was a pest in
England. It was a pest before it was brought
here ; and that is true of some of the other
things that Mr. Cutts refers to. But Apis
dorsata is not a pest in India and the Philip-
pines, if I have a right understanding of the
matter. Indeed, it is difficult to propagate
the race. The number of colonies found in
India is few in comparison with the bees of
other races ; and unless our climate should of-

fer them exceptional advantages, which hard-
ly seems probable, I can not see how they
could possibly run out other bees. They do
not do it in India, and why should they here?
It may be somewhat distressing to our corre-
spondent to know that a shipment of Apis
dorsata is probably on the way. We received
notice from the transportation company that
there was a package from Bombay, India, on
the way for us, and we can not imagine what
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it is unless it is one or more queens of the
giant race. One thing is certain : If we get

them here alive they will be clipped ; and if

the bees getaway they will not have the means
of reproducing iheir kind. If they do not
know enough to come back to their queen they
will have to go—that is, providing we can not
catch them.

—

Ed.]

GENUS APIS.

The Various Bees of the World Compared.

BY F. W. L. SLADEN.

F It seems strange that the subject of the near
relatives of our domestic honey-bee — their

number, distribution, habits, and the points in

which they differ, from our bees, should be so

partially explored ? The habits and instincts

of the sister-species of our domestic honey-bee
should give us some idea of its parentage, and
of the successive phases through which it has
passed to make it the wonderfully interesting
and useful insect we find it to-day. Any infor-

mation that can be collected should prove of
great service in making attempts at improving
the races of honey-bees now generally cultivat-

ed in America and Europe. For this reason
this subject i-;, to my mind, one of great im-
portance and interest to ever}' bee-keeper.
The genus Apis, to which our honey-bee be-

longs, is now known to cont tin at least two
different and quite distinct species, besides
Apis mellifica, our common domestic honey-
bee. These are Apis dorsata, Fab., and Apis
florea. Fab. These two species are closely al-

lied to one another, and together they consti-

A NATIVE NEPAULESE BEE-KEEPER OF THE EASTERN HIMALAYAS WITH A FRAME OF HIM-
ALAYAN BEES. PHOTOGRAPHED BY F. W. L. SLADEN.

little known as it is at the present day, and
should claim so small a share of interest among
bee-keepers generally, especially as it ought to

throw an important and independent side-light

on the whole question of bee-keeping. No one
will surely deny that an advantage would be
gained by the introduction of a superior breed
of bees into our hives, if one should ever be
discovered, and who is to say there is no supe-
rior race while the field remains to-day only

tute a section of the genus Apis which is quite
separate from A . mellifica. They resemble A.
mellifica by living in colonies which consist of
one queen, or perfect female ; many drones, or
males ; and very many workers, or sterile fe-

males, and they build a perpendicular comb
of wax consisting of hexagonal cells formed
on either side of a central mid-rib. Many de-
tails in their domestic economy are probably
very much the same as those of A. mellifica.
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But these two species differ from any known
variety of A. metlifica in that the nest consists

of a single slab of comb only, which is built

out in the open air from the horizontal branch
of a tree or bush.
The geographical distribution of each of

these species is about the same. It extends
over the Indian Peninsular and the East
Indian Archipelago. In any part of this area
where the climatic and other conditions suit

them, both these species are common, fre-

quently abundant, so there is no ft ar at present
of their becoming extinct.

An essential condition in the climate is trop-

ical heat ; and even in their native country
these bees can not stand the cooler tempera-
ture of only slight elevations,

though these elevations are

often more generally favora-
ble to bee- life on account of
the more varied and abund-
ant flora they produce.

APIS DORSATA, FAB
Apis dorsata may be distin-

guished roughly from A.
florea by its much larger size

and by its smoky wings. It

builds a comb 3 to G- feet long,
1 to 2 feet deep, and 2 to 3
inches thick, from the hori-

zontal branches of forest-trees

in the Indian jungles, some-
times from projecting ledges
in rocks on the banks of
rivers, etc. The colonies are
generally gregarious. There
are several varieties— some
entirely black, others more
or less yellow. The typical
form has the base of the ab-
domen yellow. Apis dorsata
is the largest hone}'- bee
known. It is lazy and bad-
tempered. It gathers very
little honey, but secretes a
great deal of wax for its

comb, and this is collected
and sold by the natives. This
honey-bee has not been do-
mesticated.

ta, by F. Smith, on account of this appendage,
and it was not until some years later that its

relation to the workers of A. florea was estab-
lished. I found the drone, here shown, in a
queenless colony, in January, before the new
drones had hatched out. Notice how large the
queen is, compared to the worker.

APIS MELLIFICA, LINN.

Our domestic Apis iiiel/iflca runs into a
great many varieties or races (not true spe-
cies) in different localities of the Old World.
Italians, Carniolans, Cyprians, Tunisians, are

the names of some of these. In India varieties

are found that are quite different fiom those
here named. One of these is calKd Apis In-

APIS DORSATA

Worker rV r/\er

variety ZotaCa.

AP»S FLOR£A

Worker Prone

APIS MELLIFICA

Wort
Varitky Indicq.

5kAt>£N'

APIS FLOREA, FAB.

Apis florea is the smallest
honey-bee known. The comb
is 4 to 6 inches long and 3
or 4 inches deep, and is gen-
erally built in low bushes.
The wax is nearly black, and
of no value. This is a very
beautiful little bee ; the pale
bands on the abdomen are of a richer
orange color than in the Italian bee, and the
narrow belts of white felt at the base of each
segment are unbroken and conspicuous. This
bee can not sting one's hand except on the
back where the skin is thin. It has not been
kept in hives. A quite black variety is com-
mon in the valleys of the Himalayas. The
drone of this species has an extraordinary ap-
pendage to the metatarsi of the posterior legs.
When first discovered it was named Apis loba-

Hjma.la.yoi variety Common Italian-
Vari'tt y

SPECIMENS OF DIFFERENT BEES (LIFE SIZE).

GRAPHED BY F. W. L. SLADEN.

dica. This is much smaller than any of the
European varieties mentioned above. Its

commonest form is much yellower than the
yellowest Italians, the hinder part of the
thorax and almost the whole of the abdomen
being pale yellow. The queens are said to be
exceedingly prolific.

At Darjeeling, in the Eastern Himalayas,
they have a variety of Apis mellifica rather
like our western bees. When I was in India,

two years ago, I visited an apiary of these
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bees, consisting of about 60 hives kept at the

jail, Darjeeling. I had the privilege of mak-
ing the acquaintance of the native Nepaulese

apiarist, with whom I opened one of the hives.

No smoke was used in operating on these bees.

After the operation was over the bees became
very troublesome around my head, not sting-

ing, but buzzing and crawling about one's face

and neck in a very unpleasant manner, and I

had to take off my hat and veil and spend a

quarter of an hour whisking them off with a

bunch of leaves, in which task I was kindly as-

sisted by my worthy Asiatic friend whose por-

trait is here given (probably we should not

have had this trouble if smoke had been used),

with a frame of comb in his hand. The comb
is held in the frame by means of four wooden
sticks. The body of these bees is quite soft

;

the ventral segments of the abdomen are al-

most membranous. These bees build a cell

with a diameter \ that of our bees, and would
use our ordinary worker comb for raising

drones.
Another variety of Apis mellifica found in

Ceylon looks like a cross between variety

Indica and the Himalaya bee.

The actual sizes of these bees in the photo

may be estimated by comparing them with the

Italian bee shown in the right-hand bottom

corner.
Ripple Court, Dover, England, June 5.

[Only incidentally Mr. Sladen mentions the

fact that he made a tour through India, look-

ing up these different races or varieties of bees.

I have known for some time that he had a tech-

nical knowledge of the different bees, but had
forgotten to call upon him.

Of Apis dorsata he says they are lazy and
bad-tempered. Our Mr. Rambo found them
quiet and easily handled. Is it possible that

there are distinctive differences between these

bees of the same kind so far as temper is con-

cerned ? Mr. Benton also, I believe, claims

that they are quiet-tempered.

I had the photo showing the different vari-

eties enlarged, so the different specimens

would show up to be actual life size. This

will enable the reader to form a relative com-
parison between the different bees shown.

In the plate under the heading of Apis dor-

sata, the worker marked "Apis zonata " ap-

pears very much larger than the other one also

supposed to be marked " worker." The spec-

imens of dorsata that we have in alcohol are

pointed at the end of the abdomen the same
as Italians, and look more like the dorsata on

the left. As to size, those we have are about

the length of the zonata shown.

—

Ed.]

SWEET CLOVER.

A Revelation in Road-making.

BY C. H. DIBBERN.

We all know how desirable it is to have
good roads, and how miserably we generally

fail in getting them. The colossal ignorance

of the average "highwayman" is astonish-

ing ; but he seems to plod along, year after
year, in the same old way.

Usually, as soon as the roads become dry
and reasonably good in early summer, he com-
mences with plow and scraper, and soon has a
lot of "soft stuff " in the center, to be ground
up into dust or mud as the weather may de-
termine. Perhaps in October he will repeat
the operation, with the same result, and will,

perhaps, congratulate himself on work well
done. Oh, yes ! if there is any sweet clover
growing in the fence-corners it must be care-
fully cut down, although the jimsons, rag-
weeds, and thistles may go to seed. Perhaps
he will do a good deal of swearing at the bee-
men, who, he imagines, walk around nights
sowing the seed for his especial benefit. Like-
ly enough the farmers will do the swearing
the rest of the year about the bad roads.

Last July, while driving in a distant town-
ship I struck a piece of road that was a pleas-
ant surprise and a revelation to me. Evident-
ly some bee-keeper must be road commission-
er, or else he had learned something. Here,
as in so many places in Illinois, the sweet clo-

ver was growing luxuriantly on both sides of
the road. By running a mower up and down
the road several times during the summer it

had been kept from encroaching on the drive-
way. Not only that, but the cut clover had
been thrown into the middle of the road; and
how springy and delightful it all was ! There
was no dust, and the pleasant perfume of
sweet clover filled the air. Some cattle in an
adjacent pasture were reaching through the
wire fence and feeding on the clover within
reach ; and the bees were on hand by thou-
sands, carrying away the nectar and filling the
air with their contented hum. Soon I passed
into another township; and, though the sweet
clover had extended for miles further, it had
all been cut and burned in the road, leaving a
scene of desolation; and, oh how dusty it was!
Again I passed over this road in October. I

had been wallowing through the mud, and
was weary enough, when I again experienced
the pleasant sensation of my sweet clover road.
Instead of mud there was that springy road-
bed, without mud or dust. Upon further in-

vestigation I found the sweet clover had all

been cut when about done blooming, and care-
fully piled in the road where the sun had soon
wilted it, and the wagon-wheels had crushed
and mixed it with the soil. Though this road
ran through a level mucky country it was the
best road there was anywhere. The millions
of decaying roots in the ground on either side
seemed to provide a sort of natural drainage
that seemed to carry off all surplus water. It

appeared that no work with plow or grader
had been done on it for several years, and only
the intelligent care of the clover had done the
business.

Now, is it not possible that, aside from bee-
keeping, as so often happens, we have been
making war on our best friend? Surety the
suggestions I have mentioned are worth inves-

tigating. Sweet clover has come to stay; and,
whether we are bee-keepers or not, had we
not better turn it to some account ?

Milan, 111.
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[Well, well, friend Dibbern, you have given
us something refreshing in several ways. Since
you speak of it, I can readily imagine that
sweet clover is just the thing. We have places
in our neighborhood where it grows higher
than the fences, and clear from the wagon-
track clear up to the fences. Then to think of
sweet clover being ruled out as a noxious
weed ! As jou say, it seems a little funny to
think so many have been making war on their
best friend ; and recent communications on
the subject remind us how many different

uses we can find for things that are scattered
all about us — even the weeds in the fence-
corners if we all set about looking the matter
up. I will forward a copy of this to the I_. A.
W. Good Roads Bulletin.—A. I. R.]

ALS1KE CLOVER FOR BEES AND STOCK.

BY F. A. SNELL.

There is no crop I think that will, in the
Northern States, pay the bee-keeper or farmer
better to raise than does alsike clover. It

blooms profusely, and the blossoms are rich
in the secretion of honey — just what the
apiarist most desires. The period for the
building-up of colonies and their increase in

numbers also comes at the time this plant
blooms. With frequent rains this bloom will

yield honey for six weeks, and a heavy flow
for a full month when all conditions are favor-

able. It is a heavy bloom of honey-yielding
plants that gives a big crop of surplus. It

matters not if there is a good deal of white
clover growing. The farmer bee - keeper
should grow this clover so far as he can rea-

sonably do so. More surplus honey will be
secured in one month with a heavy bloom
than in three or four months with only a fair

bloom, other things being equal. I have
many times found this proven true as stated
above. There is never too good a bloom
when we do our best to secure it by generous
sowing of seeds producing honey ; hence we
should sow the alsike, and then with white
clover we may have a generous honey harvest
from the clovers, which is of finest quality.

As a crop for stock, after an experience of

over thirty years I can say that the hay from
alsike is much superior to that from any other
clover I know of, and, of course, is far ahead of

timothy hay. The quality is very high. Stock
prefer the alsike for pasture or hay to any
thing else in the line of hay. The stalks are
fine, and the hay is all eaten—no woody stubs
left, as with the coarser clovers. If not want-
ed for seed it is well to sow a little timothy
with it, as it then stands up better. Under
favorable conditions, with rich land I have
had it grow four feet in length of stalk — usu-
ally two to three feet. Its hardiness is a
strong feature in its favor. It has with me
repeatedly wintered well, when red clover has
been killed out almost entirely. I have never
known it to winter-kill. It has proven to be
entirely reliable.

This clover seeds at the first blooming. It

may be cut when just nicely in bloom, and

then it will bloom later on in the season, giv-
ing nice fall feed for stock and bees.
Alsike will thrive on land quite moist, and

give good crops, where the red clovers will
not grow. If this clover is cut and cured a
little early, or when nicely out in bloom, it is

much relished by hogs ; and when fed in win-
ter, in addition to other foods, it contributes
materially to the health of the animals, which
is a- matter that receives far too little attention
from farmers in general. The farmer who
keeps both bees and stock has a double inter-
est in the matter of growing alsike clover—for
the honey and for good feed for the stock
upon his farm.

I have secured a good stand of this clover
by sowing the seed on the grain stubble soon
after harvest, when we had seasonable rains
that would start its growing. A few acres
should be at least tried on every farm. I do
not know how far south it will do well; but in
Northern Illinois, and north of that, it does
well, and is much grown in some sections.

Milledgeville, 111.

CUBA.

Some Plain Facts about Havana
; Something of

Interest to Bee-keepers.

BY THE AMERICAN TRAMP.

I am in a liberal mood to-day; so to those
who have an eye on Cuba, I will give advice
and what I see here free of all charges. This
is more than others will do. Here in Cuba
the rule is, charge everybody for any thing
and every thing possible. I've been living in
Havana the last six weeks, so will tell you of
some of the differences between a Cuban city
and a northern one. In the first place, I

would advise all those who intend coming
here to practice rigorously tight-rope walking
for a few months in order to be able to keep
on the sidewalks of a Cuban city. On the
Broadway of Havana (Obispo St.) the side-
walks run from ten to thirty inches in width.
At certain intervals some benighted Spaniard
of the 14th century has a small awning stuck
out from his shop window, just high enough
to catch one in the neck while balancing along
on the curbstone. The only wav to get along
with the sidewalks here is to walk in the gut-
ter.

S

The outside appearance of the houses here
is very poor, while the inside forms quite a
contrast, being gotten up quite gaudily with
colored glass, fancy tiling, marble, etc. The
houses being built of mortar, stone, and ce-
ment, with very thick walls and high ceilings,
it makes it very cool and comfortable inside.
The outside doors are all built thick and solid,

while the windows, in place of glass, have
iron bars with solid inside blinds. To a stran-
ger the houses, with their iron gratings, ap-
pear like so many prisons; and the people
looking out of them are like so many prison-
ers. Then, again, the houses here are not lo-

cated, as with us up north, a certain class to
each neighborhood. Here you look into one
house. There lives a rich Spaniard. Every
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thing inside indicates wealth and luxury. The
next house may be a cow-stable, with a dozen

or more cows in it; the next a tin-shop; the

next a house full of niggers, and so on all

along the street. No house, from the outside,

indicates what's inside.

There are several nice parks in Havana
where one can enjoy the music from the differ-

ent bands several nights in the week, and
there is one nice walk here, the Prado. Here

one can see the beauty and wealth of Havana
driving about or promenading. The boasted

Spanish or Havanese beauties are scarce. The
ladies here all have beautiful eyes and hair,

and this is all. You can see more beautiful

women in any large northern city in one hour

than you could see here in a week—that is, to

the taste of the writer. Of course, tastes dif-

fer. They also have a custom of powdering

so thick that they all look as if their heads

just came out of a flour-barrel; then they put

the perfume on so thick that you can smell

them coming long before you can see them.

But I'll stop now or I may get myself into

trouble. There is hardly any of what we
would call children here. They are either

babies or grown. Up to five or six years they

are babies; from ten years up the boys are

mashers, and the girls are dressed and pow-

dered up, and trotted about by their parents

just as their elder sisters are. This is one of

the queer customs they have. They never let

a girl go out or sit alone with a man. A girl's

beau has to court her with her father or moth-

er sitting facing him. I hope this is because

it is an old custom rather than from a distrust

of man or woman.
The most of the laboring class are nearly all

unmarried men, and they use up in a restau-

rant what they can earn. They seem to ra-

gard marriage as a luxury out of their reach;

and with the habits of both men and women
here I think it is. There is not a single sav-

ings bank in Havana. Some years ago one

was started, but it proved a flat failure. The
natives will spend their last cent in hack fares

before they will walk ten blocks. I saw a

laborer, who was working in the sewers here

for 83 cents a day, hire a hack to ride eight

blocks to have a pickax exchanged. This was

spending 20 cents in riding while earning four

cents for the same length of time.

I will not say any thing about bee-keeping,

as you have a more able writer here writing

you an article.

Havana, Cuba, May 15, 1899.

A CASE OF BEE-FEVER.

BY E. W. BROWN.

A few years ago I was taken with an acute

attack of bee-fever. I was totally unable to

cure myself. Even hypodermic injections had

no permanent effect ; and, being too bashful

and miserly to consult a physician, I gradual-

ly grew worse until my case became chronic.

By exercising my best judgment I kept my
fever from assuming a malignant form, al-

though some of my friends thought I would

eventually have to be sent to an asylum for

the insane. I may 'wind up there yet, but
somehow nobody seems to worry about it any
more.
You can, perhaps, imagine how "powerful

bad off " I was when I say that I gave up a

good job as inspector for the Chicago Tele-

phone Co. ; mortgaged my suburban home for

8400
;
packed my eight colonies of bees and

household goods into a car, and moved 500
miles with a family of wife and three children,

in spite of the fact that there were hundreds of

acres of sweet clover growing in the vicinity

of my home, and a crop failure was unknown.
My wife and I were born in the East ; and
after seven years' absence we longed to go
back. This is one of the reasons why we took
the leap in the dark.

Before leaving Chicago I read an Indiana
bee-keeper's advertisement in a bee-paper, of-

fering for sale colonies of Italian bees on
wired frames at $4.00. I ordered 14 colonies

to be sent here (New York). I thought they
would be sent by freight ; but when I had to

pay $27.50 express charges I became aware of

the fact that small lots of bees are sent only
by express. For $60.00 I could have had a

whole carload of bees sent by freight, and re-

ceived free railroad fare for one person. How-
ever, I was prepared, for the shipper wrote me
in advance, telling just what train the bees
would arrive on. I happened to know some-
thing about express rates, so I made a guess
on the weight of the bees, and estimated that

the charges would be about $28.00 before I

went to the station after them. When I ar-

rived I found the express agent in a nervous
state of mind. There was a big pile of ten-

frame hives with covers removed and wire
cloth nailed over the tops. The 14 covers
were crated by themselves. Every thing was
in good order, and packed well enough for a
journey to California. When I told the agent
I had come for the bees he said, with an anx-
ious look, " The express charges are S27.50."

" Is that all? I thought it would be more,"
I answered.

I was pleased to learn that the charges were
no higher than I expected, and he could see

that I did not feel bad. When I drove away
he stood staring at me. Perhaps he was think-

ing of Josh Billings when he said people were
of two classes—" phools and damphools."

I was well pleased with the bees. All the

combs were built on wired foundation in what
I should call closed-end Hoffman frames.
They would interchange nicely with ordinary
Hoffman frames.
That season proved to be so rainy that the

larger part of the nectar went to waste ; but I

obtained 6(5 lbs. per colony — a total of about
1450 lbs. This includes fall honey — mostly
comb.
When it came time to pack the bees for win-

ter I found that the closed-end frames were
the only ones that contained brood in every
case where I had put both kinds of frames in

one hive, with two or more closed-end frames
together. If there were two or three closed-

end frames on the north side of the brood-
chamber, there is where I would surely find
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the queen and brood, while the other part of

the brood-chamber, filled with open-end or
Hoffman frames, would be filled with honey.
This impressed me greatly ; so I sent in a

rush order to my supply -dealer for 80 boards,

14x8>4 inches, and ^ inch thick. By using
a strong leather strap I turned my ten-frame
hives upside down ; removed the bottom, and
inserted one of these thin boards between the
end-bars and the end of the hive at each end.
Before putting these boards in I folded three
layers of burlap over them in such a way that
it would be impossible for the bees to glue
them in fast. In removing one of these boards
the burlap or other cloth would peel off the
end-bars as easily as pulling a quilt off top-

bars. So you see I went into winter quarters
with my 41 colonies on closed-end combs.
One colony was allowed to go into winter
confinement queenless. It wintered well, and
was strong enough in bees in March, when it

allowed itself to be robbed, joined the ban-
dits, and went home with them loaded with
their own honey. The 40 other colonies win-
tered nicely on the summer stands, with cork-
dust cushions in the supers.

As I did not make money enough the first

year to pay my rent and support my family I

went to Buffalo to get work for the winter.
The only work I was able to get was that of a
street-car conductor. Every thing went along
smoothly till spring was approaching. When
I took the job I made up my mind that I

should have to banish bees from my thoughts
for a few months or I should get into trouble

;

and I actually did succeed in keeping my fe-

ver under control for three or four months,
and then I began to figure on bee-supplies for

the coming season, and then it was that every
thing on my car began to go wrong. I cut up
all sorts of capers. Sometimes I would pull
the wrong rope when I wanted to ring the
bell. Instead of ringing the bell to go ahead
I would pull the trolley down off the wire, ab-

sent-mindedly ; and one day I punched a
transfer for a passenger, gave him my punch,
and put the transfer into my pocket. These
things were bad enough ; but one day I re-

ceived a letter from home, saying that the
bees were so strong in numbers, and there were
so many apple-trees in blossom, that the bees
were liable to swarm any day. This was too
much. After that I did not know whether I

was conductor or passenger. A passenger
boarded my car, and I forgot to collect his

fare. To pay for this I had to work three
days without pay. Well, I soon gave the job
up, and returned home just in time to get my
supers ready for the white-clover flow.

Eden, N. Y., March 31.

To be continued.

RAMBLE 170.

BY RAMBLER.

picturesque garb of furs. Tales of fabulous
wealth were rife (tales, by the way, never
applied to bee-keepers) ; then there were
stories of hardship and death. Of the latter

the half has never been told. In the mad
scramble for gold the dead are soon forgotten,
and the rich strikes are the only features that
are published abroad.
To a person who has been basking in the

sunshine of Southern California for several
years those furry garments suggested a tem-
perature for which I was little fitted, and I

concluded to purchase a ticket for San Fran-
cisco and defer my visit until a more auspi-
cious season. I expected, of course, to have a
cabin mate upon the trip, and wondered with
what kind of a genus homo my lot would be
cast. I went aboard the steamer early in the
morning, and one of the polite attendants
showed me my state room. My companion
de voyage had evidently been there before me,
and deposited a large bandbox. I dropped
my grip, and proceeded to examine this sus-
picious-looking box ; for who ever heard of a
man carrying a bandbox ? and, sure enough,
there plainly written upon the top were these
words, " Mrs. C. B Chapman, state room 118."
You can but faintly imagine how embarrass-

ed I felt in the presence of the very name of
that married woman. The cold chills chased
each other up and down my spinal column.
I critically examined the box again, and there

While in Seattle I came near having the
Klondike fever. Miners were coming in from
that new mining country, and it was not un-
usual to meet them upon the street in their

was no denying the fact that my room mate
was a "Mrs.;" and, sitting down, I pondered
the subject, wondering what I had done to
merit such a fate as this ; and here I was alone
in a far country, with no friend to hold out a
protecting hand. I felt so nervous that I

stepped out of the state room, and, leaning
upon the railing, looked down into the green
waters of the harbor. All was peace below
the surface. It was a wicked thought, but I

was almost persuaded to cast that miserable
bandbox overboard ; but wishing to do no
injustice to any person I calmed down several
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degrees. I am inclined to cross bridges before

I get to them, and to imagine all sorts of evils.

I finally walked boldly to the purser's cabin
and presented the case to him, and he proved
to be both a gentleman and a friend, and
promptly gave the lady another room. But I

felt all the same that I had escaped a great
embarrassment.
From eight o'clock until two that day our

steamer cleft the waters of Puget Sound. Our
journey was still to the north ; and the day
being bright we had a fair view of this vast

body of water, which, with its many indenta-
tions and islands, is more worthy to be called

an inland sea. We touched at a few ports,

and finally tied up to the wharf at Victoria,

British Columbia. We had several hours here,

and nearly all of the passengers improved the
opportunity to see the town. The chief no-
ticeable features were the fine government
buildiugs and the numerous Chinamen. I

should think fully a third of the 25,000 popu-
lation of the town were of that race.

At Victoria I met my cabin mate, and he
was a young man just from the Klondike
country. He was returning much poorer
than when he went north, and he felt quite

elated to think that he had gotten back with
the breath of life in his body.

dred pounds, and it readily sold for beeswax,
and it certainly was beeswax, and the mine
was soon exhausted. No one knows how the
wax was deposited there, but it is supposed
that a vessel with a large amount of wax on
board was wrecked there. A beeswax mine
would indeed be a bonanza to the finder.

After arrival in San Francisco I found my
way across the bay to Oakland, and paid my
compliments to Mr. W. A. Pryal, and found
him up to his ears in real-estate and insurance
business ; but still he finds a little time for

recreation in his apiary of about 40 colonies,

in which he is still interested. I think it is a
fact that no one who has ever managed bees,

and having a love for the bees aside from the
dollars-and-cents point, ever wholly gives up
the pursuit. Mr. Pryal a few years ago turn-
ed his attention to queen-rearing, and has an
idea of working his bees in that direction
again. We have no queen-breeders in Cali-

fornia, and the State should boast of at least

one.
Mr. Pryal and I visited San Francisco, and

we proceeded to hunt up Harry Jones, the
gas-man ; but we found that our genial friend

had at last, after several years' vowing and
threatening, left the hard pavements and the
brick avenues, the rattle and tear of the city,

After our good ship had passed out upon
the broad ocean that night, the storm again
commenced ; and for two days our ship was
pelted with rain, and buffeted with the winds
and waves ; and, though three-quarters of the
passengers were seasick, I escaped the dis-

agreeable experience.
You would scarcely think there would be

any thing to interest bee-keepers off the coast

of Oregon, but there is. I saw some time ago
an account of a wax-mine off this coast ; and
while in Oregon I made inquiries in relation

thereto, and found it to be a fact. Parties

who found the wax out a little distance from
the shore supposed they had struck a vein of

some kind of mineral wax that closely resem-
bled beeswax. They fished up several hun-

and had becorne a bo7ia-fide bee-rancher near
Santa Rosa. As it was only a little matter of
about sixty miles, Mr. Pryal and I thought we
would take a little turn out there and see him;
but the morning we appointed to make the
start came in with a gentle rain, and the jour-
ney was postponed indefinitely. Our friend
will probably appreciate the miss we made.

I felt as though it would not do to pass
through the city without shaking the hand of
that staunch friend of the bee-keeping frater-

nity, Mr. Thos. G. Newman, and Mr. Pryal
chaperoned me a long walk up Market Street,

to his place of business.

Mr. Newman gave us a cordial greeting,

but we were pained to find him in delicate

health. When Mr. Newman first came to
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California he found an abiding-place in the
extreme south, at San Diego. We were in

hopes for a time that Los Angeles would be-
come his permanent home, and there is not
the least doubt in my mind but this city would
have been the more healthful for him ; but

• business matters necessitated the change to

his present quarters.

Mr. Newman is an eminent spiritualist, pub-
lishes the Philosophical Journal, and but a
few moments' conversation with him will

demonstrate that he is a man who desires to
benefit and elevate his fellow-men. He has
been a faithful worker in the interests of bee-
keepers, and there is no use to refer to the
firmness of his backbone in reference to the
affairs of the B. K. Union, and especially when
considering the marriage of the Union with
the newer association.

There are several points that are not taken
into account when considering this nuptial
affair. The members of the Union never
gather in an annual meeting, like the U. S. B.

K. Association. If it did hold annual meet-
ings, and both associations would meet at the
same time and place, there is no doubt the
wedding-feast could be amicably spread.
As the case now stands, Mr. Newman is the

only visible head to the Union, and he gets all

the blame for standing so strenuously against
the wiles of the new association ; but there is

a power behind Mr. Newman in the member-
ship of the Union. He has his ear to the tel-

ephone, and the majority are shouting to him
to keep the door shut, and he is faithfully

obeying orders. From Mr. Newman's stand-
point I sum the situation up in the attached
cartoon.

S& S&r S^tr ]g^ &P- J

FEW UNFINISHED SECTIONS IN THE FALL.

Question.—Do you not think that we are
liable to overdo the thing of tiering up sec-
tions so as to secure a large yield of honey,
this causing too many unfinished combs in

the fall ? I have followed the advice given in

our bee-papers, of giving room every time the
bees seemed somewhat crowded, and the
result has been that I have many unfinished
sections in the fall—many more than it seems
an advantage to have.

Answer.—How to manage our bees so as to
secure the greatest yield of comb honey is a
question of great importance to all those who
are engaged in producing such honey for mar-
ket ; hence we have many articles on this
topic, giving us instructions regarding how
we should proceed. But comb honey is of
little value unless pretty nearly or fully sealed
over, so that " how to manage our bees so as
to have few uncapped sections in the fall " is

a question of nearly as much importance to us
as the first. For years I was troubled by
having from one-fourth to one-third of the

combs in the sections not fully sealed at the
close of the honey harvest, which were salable
only at a reduced price ; but of late I do not
have nearly so many as formerly. After ex-
perimentirjg for some years in this matter I

became convinced that the cause of the trouble
was in giving the bees too many sections ; and
especially conducive to this was the plan of
tiering up sections late in the season. Many
and many a time, years ago, I spoiled a prom-
ise of an abundant yield of comb honey by
tiering up four or five days before the honey
harvest closed. To tier up sections profitably
requires considerable tact, and especially do
we want a thorough knowledge of the honey
resources of the field we occupy.

I think there has been too much injudicious
talk during the past regarding not allowing
the bees under any circumstances to cluster
on the outside of the hive, the idea being gen-
erally, conveyed that, when bees thus cluster
out, they need more room. Now, it depends
on when this clustering-out occurs, whether
more room is needed or not ; and hence I say
"injudicious talk." If the clustering-out
occurs at the commencement or in the height
of the honey-harvest, then more room should
be given ; while if at the latter part of the
honey harvest, or in a time of honey dearth,
no more is needed, for more room at this time
results in the one case in many unfinished
sections, and in the other in an absolute waste
of time used in enlarging the hive. To illus-

trate :

During some seasons we have but very few
days of honey secretion, and that often after
the flowers which produce the nectar are
rather «past their prime. At such times we
often do not have on the hive more than one-
half the capacity which we would use in a
good season ; and for this reason the bees
begin to be crowded out. Hoping that the
weather may be good during the rest of the
time that the flowers are in bloom, we double
the room for our colonies, only to have it turn
bad weather again, thus giving us only par-
tially filled sections in the fall ; while had we
left them as they were, and not been stam-
peded at the sight of a few bees hanging out
on the front of the hive, all would have been
finished.

I well recollect one such season when, in
time of basswood bloom, we had bad weather
up to the middle of the same. At this time I

had on the hives about one-half of the surplus
room generally used, when, all at once, the
yield of honey became abundant, and the bees
began to be crowded out. Hoping that the
weather might be good for some time, I dou-
bled the capacity on a few hives. The result
was that the bees immediately took possession
of the empty sections, while the weather turn-
ed unfavorable again ; and when the season
was over I did not secure half as many finished
sections from these hives as I did from those
which were allowed to remain as they were.
Again, very often after basswood bloom has

failed there conies on very hot weather when
not a bit of nectar can be obtained ; and the
result is that the fronts of the hives are black
with bees. According to the advice above
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alluded to, more room should be given ; and
if the bees then persist in clustering out, some
have gone so far as to tell us to take a smoker
and smoke them in, continuing this smoking
till they stay in the hive. Any one can see at

a glance that this would be of no use, for at

such times the bees are doing just as much
for the benefit of the apiarist by hanging on
the outside of the hive as anywhere. My plan
of securing nearly all completed combs of

honey in the sections is as follows :

When the bees show, by building little bits

of new comb here and there about the hive,

that they are ready for the sections, I put on
the smallest amount of surplus room that the

hive will allow of, and leave it thus till the

bees are well at work, when I give about the

same amount more ; and when this room is

fully occupied I give the same amount again,

if we have not passed the middle of what is

our usual honey-flow. By the time the bees

fully occupy the last room given, the first on
will be ready to come off ; and when this is

taken, if more room is needed it is put above
the sections the bees are already at work in,

so that they may not be forced into these last

sections only as they have all those filled be-

low. If the yield continues I keep taking off

the filled sections next the hive and putting

the empty on top of those the bees are already

at work in until the season begins to draw to

a close, when, as fast as the full sections are

taken out, the others are lowered down till

the space is contracted to the original capacity

that was first put on. In this way the bees

are given all the space they really need, while
the chance for many unfinished sections in

the fall is quite small.

Such items as these are well worth looking
after and studying upon ; for he who under-
stands the most about all of these little kinks
of practical bee-keeping is the one who will

make the greatest success iu our chosen pur-

suit, apiculture.

A BUNCH OF QUESTIONS.

1. If two queens, one of which would lay

1500 and the other 2500 a day, during a good
summer honey-flow, be put, after the flow, in

eight-frame Langstroth hives full of comb, and
containing 25 lbs. of honey each, and enough
bees to keep the hives warm, will the 2500-a-

day queen lay more eggs during the two fol-

lowing months than the other ?

2. About how much honey should a colony

of bees in a hive of the above size have be-

tween the summer and fall flows if it is 55

days from the close of the one to the opening
of the other ?

3. All my six queens were reared from eggs
laid by the same mother, but were impregnat-
ed by drones of another mother. If, next
year, I should rear queens from the best one of

these, and the young queens should be fertil-

ized by drones reared in my own apiary, and
this should be repeated for a number of years,

will the queens or the bees reared from them
lose any of their valuable qualities?

4. In wintering my bees on summer stands,

should the hive be contracted with a dummy
to the space they would occupy when the tem-
perature is at 30°, or should they be given
more room ?

5. Will a honey-plant fail to produce any
honey for two years in succession, or is a fail-

ure usually followed by a good flow the fol-

lowing year?

6. About how many spaces should an aver-

age-sized colony in an eight-frame Langstroth
hive occupy wholly on a cool day in autumn ?

7. Will bees that hatch two months before a
fall flow be able to gather as much honey as if

they hatched three weeks before, there being
no honey for them to gather before the fall

flow? J. C. Carmichaei,.'
Eber, Tenn., Mav 27.

[1. Shortly after the honey-flow, queens, as

a rule, curtail their laying very considerably,
and I should not expect that, after that time,

there would be a great deal of difference in

the number of eggs laid by either queen.

2. From 10 to 15 pounds.

3. I would not recommend such inbreeding.

It would be better to renew your stock oftener.

4. Contract the hives down to the space that

the cluster will occupy at such times.

5. As a rule, we do not expect to have two
poor seasons for any one honey-plant in suc-

cession. As a general thing, a good flow from
any honey -plant is liable to be followed by a
poor one ; but there are so many exceptions
to either one of these cases that I do not know
that we should set down any rules.

6. The colony ought to occupy about two-
thirds of the space, but it might take only a
half. By "spaces" I suppose you mean the
intervening spaces between the brood-frames.

7. Probably not.

—

Ed.]

BEES WITH DIRTY AND TAINTED FEET.

We notice that there are several ideas re-

garding the cause of so-called travel-stain on
comb honey. Some can't think it possible

that bees should be so untidy as to have dirty

feet, and then run over the honey. The ques-

tion was brought to my mind yesterday when
I was called upon to help pull a cow out of a
quagmire. When I got to the place I found
the cow had lain there so long that the flies

had done their work, and the animal was al-

most covered with a mass of squirming wrig-

gling maggots, and the bees were there also

by hundreds, helping themselves. I don't
know whether they wiped their feet or not be-

fore entering their home; but if they did not,

would it not stain as well as taint honey to

have those bees walking over it? But is the

stain on the honey caused by the bees running
over it? Is it not possible that it maybe
something similar to mildew ?

Mannville, Fla. M. W. Shepherd.
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^EplTORiAC
^ C.R^ROOT

THERE is something that possibly may in-

terest you on page 491.

THE HONEY SEASON FOR 1899.

So far reports are very meager, and such as
have already come in do not indicate any very
great show of surplus for most localities.

There will be more of a crop than last year, but
even then probably below the average. The
season seems to be late everywhere, and bass-

woods are only just beginning to open in

many places. So far reports seem to indicate
that Colorado will more than hold her own.
In California there will be a very light crop

—

less than a quarter. We have received letters

from Wisconsin, Iowa, and Tennessee, indi-

cating no hone}' ; but for Wisconsin, at least,

it is a little early to forecast the crop. In
New York, reports indicate that there will be
a fair crop of clover and basswood, which
will, no doubt, be followed by the usual flow
from buckwheat. From Michigan we have
some bad reports as well as good ones. N. E.
Doane, of Breckeniidge, Mich., writes that
willow-herb has " about had its run," and this

is usually one of the unfailing sources of hon-
ey. Byron Walker, of Evart, Mich., writes
much more encouragingly. The nectar flow
in and about Medina, while better than last

year, will be rather light. Mr. Burt will get a
super of comb honey from each one of his 300
colonies.

The conditions in the latter part of May and
early part of June, while very favorable, have
been rather unfavorable during the last two
weeks of June. We have had quite hot weath-
er followed by too many cool days and nights,

and there is not liable to be a nectar secretion
in cool weather ; although this morning, June
30, when the temperature was .^s low as 55 by
a tested thermometer, the bees were working
lively on the basswoods in front of my house.
At this writing, bees are gathering honey from
both clover and basswood, and if they only
hang on we shall have nothing to complain of.

A COLONY BETWEEN THE WALLS OF A DWELL-
ING-HOUSE -

, HOW TO GET THEM OUT.

The question is often raised, how to get
colonies of bees out from between the clap-

boards and the plaster of a house. A corres-

pondent, Mr. A. D. Hopps, of La Moille, 111.,

tells how he succeeded in getting bees out of
the dead-air space between the two walls of a
brick house. With a small syringe he says
he threw in carbolized water all through
the sides; and as carbolic acid is very ob-
noxious to bees, in a short time they came
out, when he hived them. A cloth dampened
with carbolized water is reported to have been
placed over supers filled with sealed honey, to

drive the bees out, and I believe I have seen
it stated that the fumes of the acid will drive
all the bees, in the course of a few minutes,
out of the super into the brood-nest. I have

never tried the plan; but I do know that,
years ago, when we sprayed our combs with a
carbolized solution, it was difficult to get the
bees to go on them again, as they dislike the
stuff as a dog does the smell of ammonia.

APIS DORSATA HERE AT MEDINA AT LAST
;

GIANT BEES FOR SALE.
Yes, we have them, and great big beauties

they are. Talk about golden Italians — they
are noway to be compared with these beauti-
ful giant bees. Yellow? Well, I hardly know
whether Doolittle would call them yellow, or-
ange, maroon, or what not ; but to my notion
they are the handsomest yellow bees I ever
saw. Why, they look like great big yellow
Italian queens, and might almost be sold for
such. They came by express all the way from
Bombay— not a bee missing, and evidently
they are in just as good order as they were the
day they left our missionary friend Mr. W. E.
Rambo.
No doubt a good many of our subscribers

would like to get these bees ; and as our sup-
ply is limited we are going to make arrange-
ments so that at least a few can have them.
No, we are not going to sell queens, but we'll
sell bees put up just as Mr. Rambo sent them,
and charge 10 cts. apiece. Can't help it if you
do want more ; and in order to make the sup-
ply hold out we can let only one bee go to a
customer. How shall we put them up ? Ex-
actly as Mr. Rambo has put up our supply.
They will not be sent in a queen- cage, but
will be placed in a little vial of alcohol, packed
in a mailing-block.

Lest some of you may have inadvertently
gotten a wrong impression (through no fault
of mine), I will state that the shipment was
not an aggregation of live bees, but dead ones
put up in a bottle of alcohol — perhaps two or
three hundred. This is the package of which
I spoke on paye 499, and which I thought
might be live bees.

These bees are about the size of those shown
on page 501, only the}' appear to be more
pointed. The half-tone does not give a fair

representation of these beautiful bees.

THE A B C OF BEE CULTURE IN THE PRESS,
AND ITS REVISION.

This work, comprising some 475 pages (the
last edition being entirely exhausted a few
weeks ago), is receiving a very thorough and
comprehensive revision. The work is more
than half revised, and already 150 pages have
been entirely rewritten. If the revision con-
tinues at the present rate, the work will be
largely rewritten by the time we expect to
have it out, some time in September. The
subjects of "Apiaries " and " House-apiaries "

have been recast. "Crimson Clover" is a
new subject. The subject of "Bees" has
been enlarged to take in Apis dorsata and other
races of bees. "Comb Honey," as well as
" Comb Foundation," has been rewritten from
beginning to end, besides considerably more
being added. The subject of " Hive-making "

is entirely recast. In the former editions,
only one hive was described in detail. This
was followed with matter showing how to
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make hives, sections, etc., by power machin-
ery. No particular hive is now described in
" Hive-making," and the matter is simmered
down to the processes of cutting up stuff on
foot-power and light-power machinery. As
to dimensions, the reader is advised to send
to some manufacturer for a sample standard
hive in flat, and from the parts of this secure
his measurements. " Hives," an entirely new
subject, contains a description of all the best

ones. Among them may be seen the old-style

Langstroth, the Simplicity, the Dovetailed
Langstroth in its various forms ; the Danzen-
baker, the Heddon, the Dadant, and, under
this head, large and small hives. This is fol-

lowed by a discussion on double-walled or

winter hives. Various principles are illus-

trated, all the way from the loose to the closed-

end frame. This is a rather new departure in

the A B C of Bee Culture ; but as I went over
the field I felt that principles should be dis-

cussed, showing some of the best samples of

those principles, leaving the reader of the
book to make his own selection. The subject

of "Hives" is followed by three more new
subjects, " Honey as a Food," " Honey Cook-
ing-recipes," and "Honey-peddling."

PRODUCING QUEEN-CELLS BY THE DOZEN A
LA DOOLITTLE IN THE LOWER STORY,

ALONGSIDE OF A NORMAL LAYING
QUEEN ; HOW IT IS DONE.

Heretofore Doolittle cells were produced
either in the upper story or in the lower one
where the bees were about to supersede the
queen ; but our Mr. Wardell can now get the
bees to accept and build out Doolittle cell-cups

in the single story of any colony having a
normal queen. There may be nothing new
about it ; but so far I have not yet known of

the practice being carried on in the manner
stated, in the lower story, or brood-nest. Our
apiarist makes use of the same general princi-

ple as when cells are produced in the upper
story separated from the lower one by a queen-
excluding honey-board.

Early this spring many of our colonies were
weak, owing to the severe winter, and it was
not practicable to rear queen-cells in the upper
story. Accordingly, Mr. Wardell had queen-
excluding division-boards constructed so that
he could divide off any brood-nest in the yard
into three divisions. The two outer divisions

he leaves to the queen, and the middle one he
devotes to the raising of cells, while the bees,

of course, have access to all three parts. He
prefers to have the central space (shut off on
either side with perforated zinc) wide enough
to take in three frames. In this case the mid-
dle frame is the one that has the cell-cups.

The frame on each side of this should have
young larvse, as he thinks they draw the
nurse bees. When he opens the hive to take
away ripe cells and put in their place cell-

cups, he puts the queen now on one side and
then on the other side of the central portion
devoted to the raising of cells. This way the
whole hive is kept in a normal condition. At
no time is the colony queenless, and yet it is

raising cells by the dozen.

He prepares cell-cups in the usual manner,
and inserts the royal food and a young larva
in each cell. Twelve of these cell cups are
fastened to the bottom edge of a comb, or to
what I believe he now prefers, a horizontal
stick mounted in the center of the frame.
This frame is then put into that portion of the
brood-nest from which the queen is excluded.
The hive is then closed up, and left for sever-
al days. Strange as it may seem, even though
a colony is not particularly strong, having
only, perhaps, four or five frames, and even
though the weather is so cool at night that
there is danger of frost, those cell-cups will be
drawn out and capped over.

But there is one very important requisite
;

viz., stimulating feeding, or the bees will do
nothing, and right here is where many have
failed. It does not matter whether cells are
reared in the upper story or in the lower one,
there must be stimulative feeding going on,
providing honey is not coming in. When
such feeding is intelligently practiced, we are
successful in producing cells, even though the
weather has been too cool for the bees to fly

;

but of course the bees have to be warmly
packed in chaff. The upper row of cells

shown in the illustration on page 498 was pro-
duced in a seven-frame colony during the
month of April when many of the days were
so cool that the bees could not fly. One por-
tion of this nucleus contained a laying queen
that was performing her regular functions

;

and the other portion, separated by a perforat-

ed zinc-board, contained a frame of cells.

The lower row of cells was built during warm
weather, in a single brood-nest—the other con-
ditions, such as stimulative feeding, etc., being
the same.

Cells that are built on a stick show off better,

doubtless, for the reason that there is less wax
to use ; under these conditions the bees use no
more material than is absolutely required to

make the necessary inclosure of their royal
mothers to be. When cell-cups are fastened
on the bottom edge of a comb, bees have a
tendency to work in a good deal more wax, as

will be seen by the upper illustration.

There are some colonies that, instead of

building round, shapely, blunt cells, like those
shown in the lower row on page 498, build
pointed ones ; but we have never been able to

discover that the queens from such cells were
not as good as those that look more shapely to

the eye, the kind that remind one strongly of

the "big double - jointed California pea-
nuts."
The question has often been asked, "How

much royal jelly is required for each cell?"
Doolittle says, enough to make up the equiva-
lent bulk of a double-B shot. Mr. Wardell
says he may use more or he may use less ; but
if any thing he would make the supply as lib-

eral as possible. One ordinary natural queen-
cell of two or three days' growth, we will say,

should contain enough royal jelly for half a
dozen cells, and sometimes enough for a whole
dozen. The royal jelly fed should be of about
the right age. It would not do to have it too
thick and stiff—but about the age, when the
cell is about three days old.
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SL^' % NOTES OF TRAVEL
I BY A. I. ROOT .

After bidding good-by to my good friends

at Norfolk, Va., I started "on to Richmond,"
and I greatly enjoyed the trip along the bor-

ders or through the edge of the Dismal
Swamp. Some of the friends may remember
how often Harriet Beecher Stowe referred to

this locality. After getting away from Nor-
folk the truck-gardening gradually began to

give way, and then we had miles and miles of

unbroken forest and dense swamps, the under-
growth so thick that a man could scarcely

squeeze his way through ; and along the sides

of the railroad were some of the most beauti-

ful wild flowers, or perhaps I should say the

most beautiful floivers I have ever seen any-
where, in cultivation or out of it. I was es-

pecially attracted by a bush growing five or

len feet high, covered with purple flowers,

some of them almost as large as roses. These
seemed to grow in the greatest profusion. No
effort seems to have been made to reclaim

this swamp, so far as I could see along the

railroad. Perhaps there is a difficulty in get-

ting the water out of the way. Occasionally

we saw little patches indicating an attempt at

gardening around the stations ; but we passed
through many miles of country where no
attempt seemed to have been made in the
direction of agriculture. Of course, when we
reached a large town we found nice gardens
in the suburbs for a mile or two out. Espe-
cially was this the case as we neared Richmond.

I visited Richmond solely for the purpose
of going over the strawberry-farm of Thomp-
son's Sons, of Rio Vista, which is located

only a few miles out of Richmond. In fact,

the street-car line is extended within two
miles of the place. When I wrote that part of

the tomato-book entitled " How to Support a

Family on a Quarter of an Acre," I directed

that the land be located at a four corners, if

practicable, so as to have a wagon-road on at

least two sides. Then I said that a neat and
pretty sign or bulletin-board should advertise

the plants, etc., that were for sale, and finally

that the plants themselves should be clear up
to the roadway, and that those fronting the

roadwray should be so choice that they would
be a standing advertisement of the business.

Therefore I was greatly pleased to find that

the Thompsons had such a location, and one
of the handsomest bulletin-boards one often

sees in a country place, reading as follows :

C. H. THOMPSON.

I can sell you trees for half what you pay when you
send "away off." Apple, peach, pear, plum; orna-
mental hedge-plants ; roses for yards, cemeteries, etc.

Strawberry-plants; raspberry, blackberry, gooseberry,
currant, asparagus roots ; rhubarb, cabbage, tomato,
egg-plants, lettuce, sweet potatoes, etc. I plant or-

chards, vineyards, lay out lawns, pleasure-grounds,
parks ; furnish trees, etc. Parties who wish their

yards and lawns cared for apply to me. All kinds of
cut flowers in their season.

Then right up by the road, and down in the

valley below the road, there are beautiful

flowers. Some of the finest sweet peas I ever
saw anywhere were there; and although flow-
ers do not enter very much into the business
of Thompson's Sons they have enough of
them scattered around to make the place very
attractive.

Another thing that brought joy to my heart
was the sight of a great lot of men, women,
and children scattered around near the build-
ings, for it was just a little past dinner-time.
The younger ones were flitting around, evi-

dently playing games much as they do around
a country schoolhouse. These were his straw-
berry-pickers and the people employed in
various avocations over the grounds. By the
way, they were remarkably well dressed and
well behaved for colored people engaged in

such work. I do not know whether friend
Thompson has any thing to do with this or
not. One thing spoiled the beauty of the
place — at least the grounds away off over the
hills— and that was a long-continued drouth
that was just then prevalent around Rio Vista.

It gave us an opportunity, however, of seeing
what varieties of berries were best able to

stand drouth. And, by the way, the Thomp-
sons have over 100 varieties of strawberries on
their test-grounds. I think they have almost
every thing that has been written or talked
about, and a good many others. I tell vou it

is a task to look over and study the desirable
as well as the undesirable peculiarities of 100
different kinds of strawberries. I was more
or less familiar with a good many of them.
To give you an idea of the magnitude of their
business in plants, let me tell you that I saw
a letter from the railroad company concern-
ing a single shipment which seemed to be lost,

valued at $120.
The price of berries at Rio Vista was very

low, just as it was at Norfolk ; but in order to

meet these low prices, the Thompsons were
paying the pickers only a cent a quart instead
of two cents. The pickers did not seem to

feel very badly about it, so far as I could see,

and there was no indication of a strike ; on
the contrary, they all seemed to be very glad
of the privilege of picking whenever more
berries were wanted. I think some of the
fruit was actually sold as low as three cents a
quart by the bushel.

I was especially anxious to see the Darling
and Earliest on the grounds of the originator

;

and I was pleased to see quite a good quantity
of fruit still remaining on the Darling, not-
withstanding the drouth. When almost every
other berry had succumbed more or less, the
Darling seemed to be holding its own, both in

size of fruit and quantity of berries ; and they
told me they had picked more from the Dar-
ling and Earliest than from almost any thing
else. Of course, the berries are not as large
as some of the later varieties, neither are they
as firm for shipment ; but, all things consid-
ered, they fill a place among the very earliest,

to an extent that it seems every strawberry-
grower should give them at least a trial. By
the way, I think I never saw such great heaps
of berries around a single plant before as I

saw at friend Thompson's; but the drouth
was such that just acres of them will probably
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never be worth picking. In fact, if rain had
come the very day I was there it is very doubt-
ful whether many of them would have been
saved. Perhaps one of the finest large berries

that were fine and large in spite of the drouth
was our old friend Sharpless. Of course, it

did not bear as many quarts of fruit as some
of the newer ones. I find in my notebook
that I have the Howell marked as being a

variety that held its own remarkably when all

the rest were giving up to the dry weather.

One little plot of flowers near the house,

that attracted my attention especially, was a

bed of mixed sweet-williams. 1 am told they
are very easily raised ; and if so much bewil-

dering beauty can be produced by a bed of

late improved sweet-williams, I do not see

why every family does not have one.

This little industry, made so attractive on a
public road, was turning out just as I should
expect it would. Vehicles were stopping
every little while to purchase flowers. Their
attention was first called to the beauty of the

display down in the little valley just below
the road, and then the sign I have spoken
about informed the passers-by that, further-

more, all these things were for sale. People
stopped to buy flowers, stopped to buy berries,

and stopped for vegetable-plants. In fact,

there was something somebody wanted almost
every day. Mr. M. T. Thompson, the father,

has been almost all his life testing new vari-

eties of strawberries as they are brought out,

and giving the world many of his own origi-

nating. Perhaps I might say that he intro-

duced the Haverland ; also the Carrie, a seed-

ling of the Haverland : also the Rio, named
after the locality, Rio Vista, and quite a good
many others that are pretty well disseminated.

In order to reach home before Sunday I was
obliged to make my stay quite short ; but I

got a lot of pointers in regard to strawberries

and strawberry-growing that I expect to give
to our friends all along as they come to mind.
Permit me to say a word about agriculture

generally, north, south, east, and west. In
Florida we have many wonderful illustrations

of the amount of stuff that can grow on a small
piece of ground ; for instance, orange or other
fruit-trees One wonders where the tree could
gather fertility for its enormous load of fruit.

But these great growths in Florida and Cali-

fornia are exceptions. Only very small tracts,

comparatively, are under successful cultivation.

I have heard it stated that not one acre in ten,

either in California or Florida, is of any use at

all to anybody ; and in some localities there
does not seem to be one acre in a hundred that

is devoted to growing crops. In a recent trip

through Virginia it made me feel lonesome to

see so much waste land or wild land—thou-
sands of acres with not even a fence around
them. In localities where the ground is

brought up to a high state of fertility, as it is

around Norfolk, this fertility is mostly main-
tained by the use of commercial fertilizers.

They do not plow green crops under as we do
here in the North. By the way, I am always
looking out for clover-fields, no matter where
I travel ; and I have always succeeded in find-

ing clover—at least a field or two—wherever I

go ; and you can rest assured, friends, that
when a field once produces a heavy growth of

red clover, it can be kept right on producing
valuable crops year after year.

It always does me good to see a country
where the laud is all occupied. On my way
home I could not but notice the contrast along
the valley of the Susquehanna River. The
Pennsylvania Railroad runs for miles and
miles through some of the most fertile valleys

I have ever seen anywhere ; and for long dis-

tances these valleys slope gradually down to

the river, so the passengers on the train can
have a full view of miles of the richest agri-

cultural country I have ever seen. Every bit

of the land is fenced in—sometimes away up
the mountain-sides, and ever}? acre is produc-
ing a luxuriant crop of something. The land
has been so well farmed that bare ground is

seen for only a very short space of time.

Something green and growing seems to be
everywhere. I never before had passed over
this route in May, and it was especially de-
lightful to me. From that beautiful observa-
tion-car (see another column) I had a magni-
ficent view of the farming country on both
sides of the track ; and along in the vicinity

of Horseshoe Bend it seemed to me I had
never seen any thing so beautiful. Riding in

a common car, and looking out of the small-

sized windows, one can hardly take in the
whole wonderful feat of engineering performed
in getting up the mountain-side by these

graceful curves that almost bewilder one as he
takes a sweep around to almost where he was
a mile or two back, only a little higher up.

The observation-car has a rear platform with
seats. Here the view is unobstructed. Then
there are arrangements to protect the passen-

gers from dust so far as possible. Perhaps I

may add that, inside of the car, a stenographer
and typewriter are at the service of all the
passengers, free of charge; and when it gets to

be dark, the latest and most improved system
of electric lighting makes it easy to see to read
or write, or do whatever you choose. Besides
this, the car runs so still that one can write

without a bit of trouble. I tell you, it is

worth paying a little extra to see what is pos-

sible in the way of modern conveniences and
inventions to make travel easy and delightful.

OUR
HOMES,
BY A: I. ROOT.

We that are strong ought to bear the infirmities of
the weak, and not to please ourselves.

—

Rom. 15 :1.

While I was in California several years ago,

in company with several bee-keepers, we found
it necessary to stop over night at a country ho-
tel. Somebody said there was a revival meet-
ing going on at the church a little way off, and
I rather urged the crowd to go with me to

church. I did not know what denomination
the church was, and, for that matter, I did not
care, or I thought I didn't. The text was
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from John 13: 14, in regard to washing feet.

The preacher occupied the whole evening in

quoting the Bible from beginning to end, to

prove that every follower of Christ ought to

obey literally the command. In fact, he seem-
ed to think it of more importance than any
other command that Jesus ever gave his disci-

ples. His sermon was long, and my bee-
keeping friends were not at all edified or prof-

ited ; and I almost made up my mind that I

would not urge people again to go to church
as I did that evening. Now, I am not reflect-

ing on that people or on that denomination,
mind you. I have learned by inquiry and ob-
servation that they are a most exemplary set

of folks. They pay their debts, attend to their

own business, take care of their poor, and set

a grand example of Christian living for many
of the other denominations ; but I do think
they do make a great mistake, first, in singling
out just one of Christ's commands ; and, sec-

ond, in insisting so strenuously that it be ta-

ken literally. The little story I am going to

tell you illustrates, perhaps feebly, something
that I think the text includes also.

I think the Savior chose this little object-

lesson because his disciples greatly needed to

be taught a lesson in humility. They were
getting to be proud. He wanted to teach
them gentleness, meekness, and forbearance.
He even went so far as to wash the feet of Ju-
das—that is, if I have a correct understanding
of the matter. I rather think that John him-
self, who told us about it, rebelled somewhat
at the act. Perhaps he and some of the other
disciples said to themselves, " Why, is he go-
ing to condescend to wash the feet of that
miserable lying hypocrite?" Peter, yon re-

member, at first refused outright ; but he aft-

erward changed his mind. Now for my story.

In my recent trip east, in coming home I

got on the train at Washington, supposing
there would be no change of cars between
there and Pittsburg ; therefore, as we ap-
proached Harrisburg, when the conductor an-
nounced that we would change cars for a
great string of places, I paid very little atten-
tion to the matter, and did not even notice
that he mentioned Pittsburg ; so when the
other passengers were leaving the train at
Harrisburg I sat still ; but when I saw every-
body was leaving I began to ask questions.
Then I began to fear that the Pittsburg train
would start before I found where it was. I

asked an official which way I should go to
find the Pittsburg train. He motioned me to

a train just getting ready to start. Now, I

have had some experience in making mis-
takes, and in making people understand just
what I wanted to ask when there wasn't a
minute to spare ; therefore I have for years
past made it a point to have my ticket in my
fingers, and before I get aboard I always ask
somebody who ought to know if this is my
train. In this way they can look at the tick-
et and simply answer yes or no.

As I discovered I had very little time I ap-
proached the colored porter near a Pullman
car, held up my ticket as usual, and asked if

that was my train. He said it was. But I

told him I wanted a common coach, and not a

Pullman car. He told me to get right on, as
the train was about ready to start, and that he
would fix me all right. But I still demurred
in getting aboard of the Pullman car, when he
grabbed my satchel before I knew it, and told
me to follow him and he would " fix " me all

straight. I supposed he was going to tell me
to walk back to the common coaches ; but
after we got aboard he said there were no
common coaches on that train, but still it was
all right. Now, when I came home from Ber-
muda I rode on a fast train, all Pullman cars,

from New York to Cleveland, and that, too,

without paying any thing extra. They do this

with a limited number of passengers rather
than run an extra train. I supposed that per-

haps some such arrangement had been made
to carry me from Harrisburg to Pittsburg.

This colored porter seemed very bright, and
master of his business. I have admired these
fellows before, and I admired this one. His
speech was clear and distinct, and he had the
air of a man who knew what he was doing, and
withal he had a way of making himself very
pleasant and agreeable to everybody. After
we had ridden a little way he informed us
there was a beautiful smoking-car in front and
a fine observation-car in the rear ; that we
could ride in either one of them without any
extra expense, leaving our baggage just where
it was. Now, I did not care for the smoker,
you may be sure ; but I did want to ride in

that observation-car, for we were soon going
to pass Horseshoe Bend, and I knew the scen-
ery was very beautiful along there at any sea-

son of the year—much more in spring. But I

had some sort of presentiment that there was
going to be a hitch before I got through ; but
I concluded, under the circumstances, to pay
a little extra for my blunder, if need be.

After a while I became absorbed in taking
in the beautiful scenery through that great big
plate-glass window, and was aroused only when
the conductor said, " Tickets, gentlemen !

"

Mine was in my fingers as usual. I presented
it. He looked at it very attentively quite a
spell, then said, without removing his eye
from the ticket:

'

' You read this ticket over when you pur-
chased it, did you? "

" Yes, I read it through once at least, short-

ly after I received it."

"That being so, why did you board this

train ?
"

I explained the circumstances, and told him
just how I came to be aboard of the train. But
he began to look angry, and said something
like this :

" You admit you read your ticket over, and
no doubt noticed that it sa)-s, in heavy black
type, in a paragraph by itself, that the ticket

can not be used on the Pennsylvania Limited,
or any trains of that sort."

.
" My dear sir, I did read the ticket over, as

I told you, but the part you refer to I did not
pay any particular attention to, because I had
no thought of riding on any train besides the

one I was expected to take. Neither did I

know until this minute that this train is what
you call the Pennsylvania Limited. I am
very sorry that I have broken any rules, and I
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am ready to make good any thing that is not
right. The porter is responsible for my being
here, as I have explained to you. In fact,

when he took my satchel out of my hand I

was obliged to follow, and the car started just

as soon as we were inside. I will get off at

the first stopping-place, or pay the difference."

He still seemed to be angry, and accused me
of a deliberate attempt to cheat the company,
and said he would have to take up my ticket,

which would have to be forfeited, and that I

would have to pay the regular fare. But I

was not disturbed nor angry, for I have learn-

ed by experience that one who is trying to do
right seldom has reason to be troubled. I

told him I would pay whatever was fair or

right, but that I was not willing to be accused
of trying to swindle anybody — not even a

railroad company. I showed him my name
and address, and told him that I could easily

satisfy him I had always paid for whatever I

wanted, and had never been guilty of trying

to steal any thing from any individual person
or companj*. He finally asked me if I could
identify the porter who said the ticket was all

right for that train. I replied that I could,

most assuredly. He went off with my ticket,

and I looked at the scenery all the same, feel-

ing sure I could maintain and prove my inno-

cence. About a quarter of an hour after, the

Pullman conductor, a much more gentleman-
ly-appearing man, came to me and said the

conductor insisted I had been trying to work
a little game on them, but he did not believe

it himself. Said he :

" If I am correct, Mr. Root, you are quite

willing to pay the extra fare of S2.50 for rid-

ing on this train from Harrisburg to Pitts-

burg."
I replied that I was, most assuredly. Then

he added, "Would you object to stepping out

on the platform at Altoona just a minute to

present your case to Mr. , the general

agent, who adjusts all such matters?"
I assured him that I was willing to do any

thing or pay whatever amount was deemed
proper, but that I was not willing any impu-
tation should rest on me of an attempt to de-

fraud, or sneak my way anywhere.
As the train approached Altoona I found the

porter and spoke to him about it, and to my
great astonishment he denied having seen any
ticket at all. He declared emphatically, and
stuck to it, that I simply asked him if that

train went to Pittsburg, and he said it did, and
took my satchel and valise. Then I discovered

for the first time that the porter, in order to

save himself, had lold a falsehood. At first I

was indignant, and was going to denounce
him ; but before I had spoken, a better spirit

whispered to me something like this :

" This poor fellow is in much greater trouble

than you are. If you denounce him for tell-

ing a falsehood in order to cover his mistake,

he will probably lose his position, which will

be much more to him than ten dollars or such
a matter to you."
But if I screened him from the consequences

of his mistake and falsehood I should have to

admit to the railroad officials that I really had
been trying to pass a ticket that I knew was

not good for that train. I talked pleasantly
with him about the matter, but he was so pos-
itive and important that I began to fear he
was not going to own up at all. By talking to
him very plainly, and telling him he must
come up before the officers of the company
and hear my statement, he finally backed
down enough to admit he did see I had a green
ticket in my fingers, but that he did not ex-
amine it enough to see that it was an excursion
ticket sold at a low price. To tell the truth,

at the time I proposed to get off at the next
station I did not know the Pennsylvania Lim-
ited stopped only once or twice on the whole
route. I asked the porter to come along up to
the conference with the railroad officials; but
his bright and manly demeanor had all left

him. He hung his head down, and said he
was sure they would not need him. I met the
three gentlemen discussing the matter on the
platform—the regular conductor, the Pullman
conductor, and the general manager. These
officials were all very much better dressed
than myself. I note this incidentally. The
general manager said at once that they had no
discretion in the matter. According to the
rules my ticket would have to be surrendered,
and I would have to pay my fare. I confess,
in one respect I rather enjoyed the situation.

I enjoyed it because I had heard of many
cases of injustice in matters of this kind, and
I was anxious to see whether I should be able
to convince them of my honesty or not. I

began to smile a little before I spoke, and I

rather think this helped my cause. What I

said was something like this :

"Gentlemen, I admit I have been stupid
;

but I never can admit that there has been any
purpose of wrong in my heart. I am always
ready to pay my way, and I am ready to pay
now what you say is right and proper ; but I

still insist that I am an innocent party in this
transaction. Your porter is a very nice fellow,
and I hope you will not be hard on him. I

believe him to be a very capable and trust-

worthy man ; but I am very sorry to say that
in this case he has not told the exact truth. I

had my thumb on my ticket when I ap-
proached the train, like this" (making a
motion); "I held it before him, he took a
good look at it, and declared the ticket was
all right for this train. Let him come up
here, and say if I have not stated it correctly."

I turned to look for him, but the poor fel-

low sat on the lower step of the car, with his
face between his hands. Then I had to laugh
again. Then the general manager laughed
too, and then the Pullman conductor laughed.
The manager said, " Mr. Root, you get on to
the train, and go on to Pittsburg, and we will

all of us learn to manage better next time."
The regular conductor still looked cross

about it, and ventured to suggest again that I

admitted having read my ticket, and then
afterward used it in trying to ride on that fast

train.

Now, I learned several lessons from this
little transaction : First, when you purchase a
ticket, especially one at reduced rates, read it

over carefully, and note the conditions under
which it is accepted. Second, when you get
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on a train, ask the conductor when he calls

for your ticket if there is any change of cars

before you reach destination, so you may not
be taken by surprise as I was. Last, but by
no means least, I learned that it is not always
best to show up a man who has tried to injure

you by telling a falsehood. Some travelers,

as I happen to know by experience, would
have denounced this man as a " lying nigger,"
and probably done all they could to get him
discharged. I confess it pains me to even put
the disagreeable words in print ; but I have
heard them used so often when I was sure
they were entirely uncalled for that I feel

glad to say a word in defense of the colored
man, even if he was tempted to do wrong.
When it comes to a matter of truth between
a colored man and a white man, I fear that it

is too often true the colored man stands no
chance. But, dear brothers and sisters, this

ought not to be so. Because a man's or a

woman's complexion is darker than your own,
is that any reason why that person should not
have a fair chance with you in matters of
truth and right f God forbid that we should
take advantage of any man's misfortunes.
There are lots of generous people in this world.
It is an easy matter to be generous where it is

a matter of dollars and cents ; but when it

comes to the question as to who told the truth,

you or somebody else, how many can afford

to be generous when even keeping still may
leave the impression that you have been un-
truthful ? As a rule, I believe it is right and
proper to rebuke falsehood — to let the truth
come out ; but are we always ready to rebuke
and reprove with gentleness ? People under
temptation often yield to the inclination to

get out of trouble by resorting to falsehood.
Such an act may be a lie, but it may not be

;

and even if it is, would it not be better to use
some softer word in trving to lead the guilty
one to repent and confess?

Another thing : When we have the advan-
tage of our opponent, say by wealth or posi-

tion, may be by the color of our skin, does it

not behoove us as Christians to be very careful

how we take advantage of our position in being
hard and severe on somebody who is less for-

tunate? Jesus, as I have said, probably wash-
ed the feet of Judas, and no doubt there was a
murmuring among the disciples. The Master
knew it, and yet he thought it best to humble
himself thus before Judas and before every
one of that little band of followers. He knew
Judas better than any other living soul did

;

and yet he bore with him. He did not call

him a thief and a liar as the square-footed
John did several times, but he bore with him,
and washed his feet, and finally received in

meekness and gentleness that cowardly,
traitorous kiss. Oh what an example the
Master has set for us all ! Even John, the
beloved disciple, could not put up with Judas.
In God's holy word he gives Judas a fling

almost every chance he can get ; but the Lord
and Master bore it all, and put up with it all.

If any thing in the wide world could have
made Judas better, it was the loving and for-

giving treatment ths.t he received at the hand
of his Savior. If it were not that we are told

Judas was the victim of suicide, I do not
know but I should even yet hold that he might
have died a penitent sinner.
Another thing : Before you are too hard on

the conductor, let me say that I have known
people again and again to try to cheat a rail-

road company in this way—people, too, whom
I had good reason to believe would be entirely
above such a thing. One man I recall who
claimed by his talk to be a professing Christian
was in a first-class coach, with only a second-
class ticket in his pocket ; and when the con-
ductor told him he would have to go back in
the car where he belonged, he was not only
abusive but profane in denouncing railroad
companies, conductors, and every one who
has any thing to do with the running of trains.

While conductors meet so much of this thing,
and from men who ought to be ashamed of it,

I do not wonder that they become suspicious
of humanity. They ought not to get angry,
it is true ; but sometimes, I have reason to

believe, their temptations to be so are very
great.

ANOTHER ONE OF MY "HAPPY SURPRISES."

Quite a number of years ago we purchased
of Storrs & Harrison a Downing everbearing
mulberry-tree ; but it did not seem to grow
very much. The berries were few and dried

up, and I did not think very much of mulber-
ries until I saw a tree at a neighbor's, grow-
ing close by a little fountain in his girrien.

Some of you may remember I told you about
it. The berries were large and luscious, and
1 talked of having our tree grafted with some
cions like his tree. But some of our readers

suggested that, if our tree had better care, and
made a more vigorous growth, it would bear
good berries too. I accordingly spread about
a wagonload of old fermented manure all

around the tree, a little further out in every
direction than the branches extended. That
was two years ago. I did not see very much
improvement till this year, when the tree

seemed to put on new vigor.

Well, to-day, June 20, we are picking the
last of our strawberries, and I was wondering
what kind of fruit I should find to take their

place. I generally get hungry for berries

between nine and ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Last evening, after supper, I had a wheel ride
to see some gas and oil wells about ten miles
from my home ; and just a little while ago (it

is now half-past nine in the morning) I began
to feel very hungry for berries, and started

out to see how the potatoes and other things
had grown since the bountiful thunder-shower
of last evening. I happened to pass near the
mulberry-tree ; and as I looked up into the
tree I experienced surprise No. 1. The tree

was pretty well dotted with black spots of

large rich-looking mulberries half the length
of your little finger. I bent a limb down and
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tasted them, and that was surprise No. 2. I

thought then they were more delicious than
strawberries, or berries of any kind. I called

Mrs. Root, and she was equally astonished.
She hadn't time to eat very many; but I really

could not get away from that tree until I had
for the first time in my life had just all the
w/e/-berries I wanted. After I was pretty well
satisfied, I noticed our Minorca rooster was
walking around the tree with his followers,
and saying something that I understood to be
dissatisfaction about something or other.

When I looked down at my feet I understood
what he said — at least I thought I did. He
was saying something like this :

" Look here,

old fellow ; my hens and I have been com-
ing here every morning to gather up the mul-
berries that lie on the ground at your feet,

and we have been wondering for a quarter of

an hour past if you were ever going to get
enough, and go away so that we could have
our share." Then I stooped down and saw
the closely mown lawn was also pretty well
dotted with mulberries so ripe that the storm
of the night before had knocked them off.

They really were sweeter than those on the
tree. And then I ate a lot more, because it

seemed a pity to feed chickens on such deli-

cious fruit. Pretty soon I was admonished
by several robins on neighboring trees that
they too found my presence somewhat of a
hindrance according to their ideas of things.
And then Mrs. Root said she had been scar-

ing the robins away for several days, but she
supposed the berries were not yet ripe.

Now, that tree is really worth a five dollar
bill. It is worth every cent it cost, and ever
so much more. There are new shoots on the
tree that have grown already this season fully
two feet in length ; and the only reason why
we did not have mulberries years ago is be-
cause we did not " feed " the tree. Perhaps I

should say that our lawn — in fact, the whole
dooryard — was made on yellow barren sub-
soil When we graded around the house we
scraped off the sod in order to lower that por-
tion of the yard where we wanted it. In con-
sequence some places were made very rich
and others' very poor. You may remember I

gave our Early Harvest apple-tree a heavy
manuring before we could get any good apples.
Now, my friends, if you haven't a mulberrv-

tree in your dooryard you had better get one,
and be sure you make the ground rich so the
tree will grow. Mulberries need a great deal
of water ; therefore they ought to have some
sort of irrigation, or else the ground should
be kept cultivated according to the modern
method of growing apples, peaches, and al-

most every thing else. Stir the soil after
every rain, or else have it mulched with some-
thing that will keep down weeds and hold the
moisture from one rain to another.

BEES FOR FERTILIZING CUCUMBERS IN A GREEN -

HOUSE, ETC.

Did you ever have any experience with bees in cu-
cumber-greenhouses? I have furnished one man six
colonies for the last three falls, but before spring they
would dwindle and die out so he would have to put in
two or three more colonies in the spring. They will
not work with plenty of honey in the hive, so I take

away the most of the honey and then they feed syrup
in open feeders in the greenhouse. This gets them to
work on the blossoms the best. The ventilators are
all screened. The greenhouse is 450 ft. long by 40
wide, heated by steam from cider-mill boilers.
Our town is on a boom this spring, as we are build-

ing a cement factory here capable of turning out 15,000
bbls. of marl cement per day. The building, when
completed, will cover 7 acres of ground, with marl
enough to last 200 years. The mile of side track will
be completed inside of a week. Several carloads of
heavy machinery are here now: brick and tile, no end
to it, as well as lime and cement.
Just tell A. I. Root to call up this fall and see how

Southern Michigan locks. He will find fair bicycle-
tracks on the old Chicago road.
Quincy, Mich., May 13. J. S. Cleaveland.

I always fertilize my Irish potatoes with cotton
seed, not meal, and have never seen a hug on them. I

have been very successful in getting large yields, on a
small scale, with little labor. Cotton seed is a great
fertilizer for this soil. No kind of seed will germinate
in the meal, but t he meal maybe applied after the
seeds have come up. J. T. Etheredge.
Delray, Tex., June 8.

KEEPING FLIES OFF FROM CATTLE WITH THE FAULT-
LESS SPRAYER.

I have found out that coal oil alone has no effect on
our Southern flies. I now use with great success 2
pints coal oil, 7 pints raw linseed oil, 54 gill crude
carbolic acid (less of pure white acid).
Cesser, I«a., June 9. Jas. I. Burns.

FAULTLESS SPRAYER FOR FLIES.

I think if A. A. Harrison, page 32S, will investigate
a little more closely he will find the spray does not
kill the flies, even if it rf(«kinck them down. He
will find that most if not all of them, after rubHng
the oil out of their eyes, "come around to be killed
again." It's a good thing nevertheless. I like it most
for cleansing poultry-houses.
Union Valley, N. Y., May 1. Emmet B. Kibbe.

Humbugs and Swindles.

ANOTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST H. P. ROBIE.
Mr. A. I. Root:—Some time ago you published a let-

ter from a bee-keeper stating that he had shipped
honey to H. P. Robie, of Sioux Falls, S. D.. and he
had refused to pay and would not answer letters. A
year ago last February I . hipped four cases (about 100
lbs.) to the same party, and got a letter stating the
honey had arrived in good condition. Since then I

can get no answer from him. It looks as if he did not
intend to pay me. I think the names of those who
rob bee-keepers of their hard earnings ought to be
published for the benefit of others.
Dona Ana, N. M., May 30. W. C. Gathright.

ONE EXPLANATION OF THE SUCCESS OF FAKE REM-
EDIES.

Mi. Root:—Fully indorsing your recent Home-talk
articles on the numerous swindling quacks and '"sci-
entists" who, for personal gain, aie assuming to cure
diseases that so far have baffled the skill of eminent
doctors the world over, 1 want to tell you of a fake I ran
across while in Cincinnati last fall. Seeing advertised
and displayed in several show-windows in the busi-
ness portion of the town a large box of rings labeled
" Magnetic German Rings," I noticed some iron (pol-
ished) finger ring*, worth at cost about one cent apiece.
A placard showed they were sold at $5.00 apiece, and
were guaranteed to "care rheumatism in jo days or
you} money refunded." Now, common sense taught
me that a simple finger ring would not cure an organic
disease, so I was puzzled to know how the dealer
could expect to do business with such frauds. It made
quite an impression on my " gray matter ;" so, next
day in conversation with a prominent man of the
town, a confidential friend. I mentioned the matter
and inquired wheie the "fake" part came in. He
was posted, fortunately, and solved the riddle. Said
he. "The dealer sells the ring and pockets the 35 00,
while the deluded victim goes off with a 30 day return
certificate. The dealer has three chances to keep the
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15.00. In 30 days the wearer may die, lose the ring or
certificate, or get well of the disease. The last chance
is an occurrence that would have happened anyhow,
if no ring had been bought." And he added, " No one
but ignorant chaps will bite at such a thing." It looks
to me as if some check should be put on thousands of
such frauds that are invented to relieve suffering hu-
manity, who, in their bodily distress, will part with
their last dollar in seeking after relief.

Chip Henderson.
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Mar. 23.

See how to gee Gleanings for 6 months for 25 cts.,

on page 491.

BEESWAX DECLINED AGAIN.
Offerings of beeswax are so plentiful that the mar-

ket price is declining, and we are obliged to reduce
the price we pay to 23 cts. cash, 2.5 cts. trade, delivered
here for average wax.

LADIES' WHEEL, $15.00.

One $50.00 ladies Ajax. almost as good as new. and
been used but little; a fine bargain that we offer for
only $15.00 cash. Speak quick if you wish to secure it.

Or we will furnish it in trade for $17.50 worth of honey
at market quotations.

OILED COTTON GLOVES FOR HANDLING BEES.

We are prepared to furnish at 50 cts. a pair, postpaid,
cotton gloves soaked in linseed oil, and sting-proof.
We have them in three sizes—small, medium, and
large, corresponding to ladies', gents', and extra large
rubber gloves listed in our catalog.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since our last report, 8 weeks ago. we have shipped

a carload to Buell L,amberson, Portland, Ore.: one to
the Abbey-Hardy Co., Grand Junction, Col.; three to L,.

A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colo., and are loading
another car for the same firm as we go to press. Two
cars have gone to our bianch at S3Tacu.se, two more
to Chicago, and one to St. Paul; one to Walter S. Pou-
der, Indianapolis, Ind., and six cars of goods for ex-
port, besides ten cars of lumber, boxes, and bicycle-
crates. We still have export orders for some six to
eight carloads to ship in the near future.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT—ADVANCE IN PRICE.

Greatly to my surprise, this variety of buckwheat
has run up so that the best figures we can make at
present writing are 35 cts. per peck; 60 cts. per half-
bushel; $1.10 per bushel; 2-bushel bag, $2.00. At the
above price, bag is included. A good-sized pamphlet,
giving full directions for growing buckwheat, and
articles from buckwheat-growers, north, south, east,

and west, will be furnished for 5 cts each, or sent free
to any customer who buys 1 lb. or more of buckwheat.
Pound by mail, postpaid, 15 cts.; 3 lbs., postpaid by
mail, 40 cts.

SPECIAL OFFER ON GLEANINGS.
Notice on p^ge 491 the special low offers we are

making for Gleanings in Bee Culture, with special
reference to increasing our list of readers. We urge
our present subscribers to call the attention of their
bee-keeping friends and neighbors to these very low
offers. We shall be pleased to mail sample copies to
as many names as you care to send, or will send a
bundle for you to distribute where they are likely to
inteiest and secure subscribers. If Gleanings is a
good thing as many of \ on believe, help push it

along, and we will do our part in trying to make it

still better

HONEY WANTED, BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED.
We are entirely sold out of both comb and extracted

honey of every description, and we are having fre-
quent calls for it We should like to hear from those
who have secured a crop of either as soon as they
have any in shape to ship, or who could have it ready
after hearing from us. We are interested in only a

choice article, either comb or extracted. If extracted,
mail a sample, tell how it is put up for shipment, how
much j ou have to offer, and the price you ask for it.

If comb, say how packed, and how much you have to
offer, and the price for each grade. We will exchange
supplies for honey, or pay cash. L,et us hear from
you if you have any to offer. We especially desire to
secure clover honey.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

My goods have come to hand, and I am very much
pleased with them— not only pleased, but grateful
for these grand appliances in bee culture.
Portland, Tenn. Dr. W. P. Moore.

GOOD NEWS FOR THE FAMILY COW.
The sprayer came in good condition, and is O. K.

I have used it for spraying the cows. It works nice-
ly, and I am very much pleased with it.

Goose Creek, Ky. W. W. Young.

A CHANCE FOR THOSE OUT OF EMPLOYMENT.
I inclose you two dollars, as I believe you agreed to

send Gleanings 3 years for this amount, but I don't
consider the journal a cheap affair by any means. If

you have more young men applicants for work than
you have jobs for, just send them out here, as help is

scarce, and wages good; also lots of room for men
with families, who wish to rent or buy land. I am 30
miles west of Woonsocket. Sanborn Co.
Fauston, S. Dak., Apr. 11. S. B. Shimp.

I became acquainted with Gleanings in 1876, having
received the American Bee Journal in 1875. This was
my first knowledge that bee-keeping was such an ex-
tensive business. I also got hold of the Bee-keeper's

Magazine. By the aid of these three bee-papers I be-
came very successful ; but Gleanings was my greatest
help. I have missed but a few issues since becoming
a subscriber ; but I have not nearly all the numbers
now, as I have given very many away, and thereby
secured quite a lot of subscribers,—yes, and I want to
give many more away, as there are many who will

read it who will never subscribe. I,ong may Glean-
ings live, and continue doing good. G. J. Yoder.
Garden City, Mo., March 13.

JULY ON QUEENS.
L,arge yellow queens from fine Italian
stock, the best of honey-gatherers. Un-
tested, 60c each; $6.00 p-r dozen. Test-
ed, $1.00 each. Orders filled promptly,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. W. K, Shaw Loreauville, La,

In writing, mention Gleanings.

J. W. BAILEY,
PUBLISHER.

F. X,. THOMPSON,
EDITOR.

The

Western Bee=keeper
Is exclusively devoted to apiculture in the

A LFALFA REGIONS,
and to

ASSOCIATION WORKA
of all kinds among beekeepers; and also gives the

main points of what the other bee-
papers are saying.

Monthly, 50c a Year.
No Supply-house Connections.

Seeks to Present Both Sides of Issues.

2341 Fifteenth St., Denver, Colorado.
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Small Farm and Apiary for Sals f
in the land where Alfalfa is king, and mel- 3^
ons. cantaloupes, and tomatoes are staple crops.

"

My lightest yield of honey in the past five years
(last season ) was about 90 lbs. per stand (spring
count). The year before it was 225 lbs. Improv-
ed strains are frequently extracted from ten
times in our three-months' flow, obtaining -100

and 500 lbs. I do not expect a purchaser with-
out satisfying him of the truth of the above.
Thee is -40 acres land with water-right, giving
you water from the oldest and most reliable
ditch in our section 365 days in the year—much
more than is needed. Worth $1800. At the close
of the honey season (Sept. 15th), when I will
give possession, there will probably be about 200
stands of bees worth $5 00 per stand. Extract-
ing-supers and appliances will go cheap. Rea-
son for selling is, the altitude is too high for one
of my family with heart trouble. I am 5 miles
from' Rocky Ford, S. E., and 7 miles from I va
Junta—towns of about 3000 inhabitants. 1

J. B. COLTON, ROCKY FORD, COLO. I

A RARE CHANCE
to purchase an apiary of 200 colonies of Italian and
Carniolan bees in 10-frame Langstroth and Dovetailed
hives. The hives are two-story, with 10 brood and 8
extracting frames in top story, all wired for extracting.
Combs are straight, and in fine condition ; last year's
crop of honey was over 700 gallons from 150 colonies.
Purchaser can occupy the present good and conven-

ient location of two acres, well shaded with a comfort-
able residence for a family, for 810.00 per month, with-
in 100 yards of fast line of electric cars that go through
main part cf New Orleans every five minutes. Mail
service twice a day. Poultry-houses and vards at cost
of wire netting in fences, and some fine poultry for
sale ; also furniture in house.

All must be sold, and location abandoned on account
of poor health. All honey, poultry, and eggs can be
sold in city home market at good prices. Correspond-
ence solicited.

J. W. Winder, Halfway House, N. Orleans, La.

r- ivi vs, Engines.
i-4 and 1 H. **. For sep-
arators. Churns, etc.. Sta-
tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
inn Kiiginen all sizes,
sen't for circuhtrs stating
=iz« and for what nwe.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

8ox i/. Racine, Wis-

In writing, mention Gleanings.

No Money in Advance!
glKRn ^a. a HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*WIM A"~ S# Shipped anywhere C. O. D.. with

privilege to examine.
Latest styles for MenWomen. Boys and Girls,
|well made and durable.

$60 "Oakwood" $24.50
$50 "Arlington" $22.00
No better wheels made.

Others at $T0, $13.50, $15.50, $17.50 A $19.50; all splendid
value. Buy direr-t from manufacturers, thus sn-riagdealer larg-e profits. Write today forspecial offer Illus-
trated Catalogue Free. CASH BUYERS* UNION.
XG2 W. Van Buren St., B-345. Chicago. Ilia.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Albino Oueens If y°u want the mostmviiiKt v£uccii». prolific queenSi if you
want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw. try my Albinos. Warranted
queens $1.00; untested, 75 cents.

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas.

Be your own Itlilicr

—

Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

C1)C COftilla Itlill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO.
Address the frank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. V.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

YOUR
WAGON
WHEELS
may need new rings,
new spokes or new
tires. Thesei repairs
have to be made every
little while with wood-
en wheels. Stop all this
expense for all time
by buying a set of our

ELECTRIC
Steel Wheels
They are made with direct or staggered oval
spokes, broad tires, any height, and to fit

any wagon. They can't rot. go to spokesand
need no tire setting— last indefinitely. There
is only one thing better, and thatisan

ELEGTRiG HANDY WAGON.
Our free illustrated catalogue tells all about
both and gives prices. Send for it.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. Box 95 , Qulncy, 111.

In writing, mention Gleanim

I lrilnn Combinationunion saw
For Ripping, Cross-
cuttiug

(

Mitering,
Rabbeting, Grooving
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, Edge -moulding.
Beading Full line FOOT
and HAND POWER machin
cry. Send for Catalog A
Seneca Palls nig. Co.,

14 Water St. Se&eca Fall:, N. 7
'

In writing, mention GLEANINGS

Italian Queens.
Pure-bred, five-banded Italian queens 75 cents each.

Tested, $1.00 each. Daniel Wurth,
Falmouth, Rush Co., Ind.
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The Review a Home=made Journal.

THE starting of the Review was a reckless undertaking.
It was started without capital—except the good will

of bee-keepers. Advertising, previous to its publica-

tion, brought in enough money to get out the first issue.

After this there was, for a time, a race between receipts

and expenditures. The latter came out ahead ; and then

a radical change was made. Type and materials for

printing were bought, on time ; one part of the home was
given up for an office, and the editor commenced another
rash undertaking—that of attempting, without previous

experience, to set up the type and make up the forms of

a magazine. The work was difficult, yet fascinating.

Some help was hired at first, but the wife and children

soon became imbued with the spirit of enterprise. They
addressed the wrappers, folded and stitched the papers,

and wrapped them up for mailing—and the life of the

Review was saved. What seemed a misfortune, now al-

| 4

1

,
." lows the Review to be published at a good profit. One

\JiLjM..jK. ..'V. 4. .j^mMC"TT of the little girls who once wrapped up the papers is now

THE review's compositor. a young lady, and sets all of the type; and the money
that most publishers have to pay for rent and composi-

tion can be put into engravings, good paper, new type, and other improvements.
Send 10 cents for three late but different issues, and the 10 cents may apply on any sub-

scription sent in during the year.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, flichigan.

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method: warranted purely mated
to drones of imported stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross. Fourteen \ ears as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the producer, as well as how to rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

Queens by Return Mail
from a queen specialist; bred from swarming-
cells. Every queen warranted to reach pur-
chaser in good condition, and to produce wen-
marked 3 banded workers. Price 75 cts. each.

JAMES WOOD, North Dana, Mass.

Fruit Packages of All Kinds.
—ALSO—

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES. . .

Order your supplies now before
the busy season catches you.
Price list free. Address

BERLIN FnU!T-B0X Co.,

Berlin Heights, - Erie Co., Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

If Y<>u are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. " All yellow " Tested Italian queens, 11.00

each; three for $2.50.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, = - NEW YORK.

WSAWWWVWV

Bee i Supplies. \

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-

vice. Catalog free.

Italian Queens, 4 and 5 banded, not a hybrid
in the yard. Untested, 75c. Tested, $1.00.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 riassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
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QUEENS, QUEENS, QUEENS.
By Return Mail.

Bred from imported mothers: dark leather-colored
stock; extra honey-gatherers; also from light yellow
and albino strains at very low prices. My stock is of
the best. Forty years' experience warrants me in say-
ing this.

Select tested each, 11.50.

Warranted purely mated each, .75.

Warranted purely mated six, 4.00.

Warranted purely mated dozen, 7.00.

Send for 40-page catalog of bees and queens; also a
full line of bee-keepers' supplies, including The A. I.

Root Co.'s goods at their prices.

Q

W. W. CARY, = Lyonsville, Mass.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

HIIPPM^ Untested, 65c; two for $1.25. Warrant-
V£UL,L,11.3. ed 80c . two for |i go Tested, $1.25. Se-
lect tested. $2 00. My bees are bred for business, and
work well on red clover. If you want honey try
them. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circular.

C. M. HICKS,
Hicksville, Washington Co., Md.

TO BE satisfactory must be born

LI^tMlS Right. The more favorable the

^^ conditions, the better the queens~~'"^™™" are. I've been studying for ten
years how to make the conditions most favorable. As
a result, I sold more queens last May than I ever did
in one month, and nearly as many this season as I

ever sold in one year. I rear my cells by Doolittle's
method, from best selected golden mothers. Poor
cells and queens not u<-ed. One WARRANTED queen
—select—75cts.: six, S3. 25: dozen, $6 00. Safe arrival
and satisfaction GUARANTEED. Prompt shipment.
Free circular. J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

ywwrvwvywrwwvww
' PORTER BEE - ESCAPES

for the

HIVE B H0NEY=H0USE
have no equal. Save time, save hard
work, save stings, save cappings to
the honey. No practical bee-keeper
can afford to get along without them.

Last a Lifetime.
Their great superiority over every
thing else of the kind has driven all
competitors from the field. For sale
everywhere. Manufacturers' agents.

Co., Medina, 0.

Golden Queens.

50 cents each
;

$5 per do/en.

Geo. W. Cook,
Spring Hill, = Kansas.

In writing t. advertisers, mentic n Gleanings.

Hybrid Queens for .Sale.
I have hybrid and mismated queens for sale at 25

els. each, or five for SI.00.

Albert Hines, Independence, Iowa.

IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just " roll " in the honey, and that are won-
derful red-clover workers, also gentle to handle and
exceedingly hardy, then try Moore's strain of Italians
—the result of 20 years of careful breeding by select-
ing the finest honey-gathering stock each season from
which to rear queens, and stocking my apiary with
drones reared from other fine honey-gathering stock
not akin. Send for circular, and see whst my custom-
ers sav. Warranted queens, 75c each; G for $4.00; 12
for $9.00. Select warranted, $1.00; 6 for $5.00; 12 for
$9.00. Mrong three-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $4 00. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Those who never dealt with me I refer to A. I. Root,
who has purchased of me over OCX) queens.

J. P. Moore, Lock box 1, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.

Golden Italian Queens.
Warranted purely mated; all queens by return mail;

will run 1200 nuclei ;
queens reared by Doolittle's

method; safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed;
have 11 years' experience, and know what good
queens are. Queens 50c each; six for $2.75. 300 se=
lected queens, nice, large, and yellow all over, at 75c
each; six for $4 00. My queens are prolific, and work-
ers industrious as well as beautiful to look at. Hun-
dreds of testimonials prove this. Special low price
on queens in quantities. Address

H. G. Quirin, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.

money-order office, bellevue.

Root's Goods for California.
We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokers, veils, etc., direct
from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.
Write for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, = Fresno, California.

Wants and Exchange.

VMANTED.—For cash, No. 1 white honey in Danz.™ 4 5 plain sections. Write for particulars. Four
sizes of Prize cartons for comb honey, and 00-page
book, " Facts about Bees," for (i cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Box 66, Washington. D. C.

ANTED.—Several thousand pounds of 1899 extract-
ed clover honey. Will furnish cans.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

w
VMANTED.—To exchange a good farm seven miles
"' from Schenectady, N. Y.; good location for bees;
with or without apiary, for improved Florida proper-
ty; store or house and lot in the vicinity of Orlando
preferred. Address P. O. Box 27, Grooms, N. Y.

ll^ANTED.—To exchange for offers, one 400-egg-size
'" incubator and brooder. Reliable, hot water, good
as new. Chas. H. Thies, Steeleville, 111.

\1/ASTED.—To correspond with an active young
*' man who has had some experience in bee-keep-
ing, and is willing to work. A splendid opportunity
for the right man. Address Juan Ravelo,

Craycraft, Havana Custom House, Havana, Cuba.

U/ANTED.—To exchange my Common Sense non-
'" drip shipping-cases, holding 18 l^-inch wide, or
10 wider sections, put up in lots of 50, laid down at your
station for 8 cts. each, in exchange for No 1 white and
fancv comb honey at right prices in anv quantity.

B. Walker, "Evart, Mich.

ANTED.—To exchange a new foot-power saw for
honey or bees. John De Waters,

346 Upton Ave., Battle Creek, Mich.

Vl/ANTED.—To exchange for pure Italian queens or
"

' bees, oue trio light Brahma fowls, one trio barred
Plymouth Rocks, one dozen W. Eeghorns, hens and
cock. Ferris Patton, Newtown, Ohio.

w
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Who is the breeder? Who is the man that has devel-
oped this wonderful strain of bees that you are offer-

ing for sale? This is the question that comes to me
very often. It is m t in the spirit of trickery, nor
from any hidden motive, that his name is withheld. It

is simply from a business reason that will be apparent
upon a moment's thought. If this man's name and
address were given, most of the orders would go to
him direct, and I should lose all of the money that I

have paid for advertising. Try to be content, my
friends, in knowing where you can get this superior
stock, and some time I may be able to gratify your
curiosity and allow you to bestow well-deserved honor
upon this breeder. At present you can help him most
by sending your orders to me.

Is there any foul brood near this breeder? This is a
question that is frequently asked. Neither foul brood
nor bee paralysis has ever been in that region of
country.
How does he rear his queens? By the Doolittle

method Without doubt, this method produces the
best queens that it is possible to rear—certainly the
equal of those reared under the swarming impulse.
Am I making promises that will get me into trou-

ble ? A few of my friends fear that I am—that some
unscrupulous persons may take advantage of me. I

had thought of all this before making the promises
;

but I have enough faith in bee-keepers to believe that,
if I help them to secure really superior stock, there
will be no disposition to take advantage of me. If the
stock isn't what I claim for it, then I ought to have
trouble. But there will be no trouble, no arguments,

W. Z. Hutchinson,

no disputes ; if a man begins to complain, he will sim-
ply be asked to return the queen and get his money
back, and 50 cents besides. That will end the matter.
One man writes me that this stock will have to be
"away up in G " if it equals his. That is encourag-
ing. It is another proof that there is a difference in
stock, and that this man knows it. I do not claim
that this stock is superior to any in the United States ;

but I honestly believe that it has no superior, and I

know that it is way ahead of the general mn of stuck.
Is the price too high ? A few think that $1 50 for an

untested queen is a big price. I think not, consider-
ing the superiority of the stock and the conditions
under which the queens are sold. I guarantee safe
arrival, safe introduction (if instructions are follow-
ed), purity of mating, and entire satisfaction. Any
time within two years, if a purchaser is dissatisfied,

from any reason, he can return the queen and get his
money back and 50 cts. besides.

If you are interested in this matter, and have not
read my advertisements in the last four issues of
Gleanings, turn back and read them, as they give par-
ticulars not given here.

I said that the price was 81.50 each. There is only
one condition under which a queen will be sold for a
less price, and that is in connection with an advance
subscription to the REVIEW. Anyone sending me
$1.00 for the REVIEW for 1899 can have one queen for

$1.00: that is, I will send one queen and the REVIEW
for 1899 for only $2.00. Of course, this special offer is

made for the sake of getting the REV EW into the
hands of those who are unacquainted with its merits.

Flint, Michigan.

Attention,
Michigan Bee=keepers!

We desire to inform you again that we can supply a full line

of Root's goods at their prices. Having on hand a large stock, we
can not only save you something in transportation charges, but
give you quick delivery also.

Have you seen a description of the HILTON CHAFF HIVE? If not,

send at once for a copy of our catalog. This hive is very popular
in localities where the winter problem is a serious factor in bee-

keeping. Be sure to send for our catalog, and let us figure on any
goods you want at any time.

CANS AND HONEY-CASES.—Have you any for your crop of

honey ? To secure the best prices you must use the best pack-
ages. We furnish them.•i

£ Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Mich.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee-keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are
The Necessities of To=day.

Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the
Weed Foundation—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bel! Branch. Wayne Co.. Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

niippWC Untested, warranted purely mated,VUUUIIO. after July i, 55 cts . each; 6 for 83.00.
Select tested, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. Extra select
breeding queens, $2 00 each. The verv best of golden
Italians. E. A. SEEEEY, Bloomer, Ark.

P. O. M. O. Office, Eavaca, Ark.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Italian BEES AND QUEENS. Queens, 81 00. Bees
Italian by tne lb $i u0 . Nuclei, two frames with
queen, $2.00; one frame, JH.50; each additional frame,
50 cts. each. Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

PRICES OP

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

laJg?^°k
") 4-inch stove.

Doctor 3^-in.
Conqueror 3-in. "
Earge 2^-in. "
Plain 2-in.

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in.
Houev-knife

Doz. $13.00

9.00
6.50

5.00
4.75

4.50

6.00;

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements.
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

.90

.70

.60

.80

Before buying a

Bingham & llethering-
ton Uncapping-

k n i fe

.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Columbus.—No honey moving now. No demand.

Prices nominal.
Columbus Commission and .Storage Co.,

July 7. Columbus, Ohio.

Cleveland.—We quote our honey market as fol-

lows : Fancy white, 12J4@13: No. 1 white, 11® 12; fancy
amber, 10; No. 1 amber, 8(g<9; fancy dark, 7@8; white
extracted, 7. A. B. Williams & Co.,
July 8. 80 82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Albany.—Honey market dull. Very little doing.
Prices about the same as last quoted. Beeswax quiet
at26@28. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
July 8. Albany, N. Y.

Chicago.—Not any of the new comb from other
than the Southern States has appeared on our market.
Most of that is amber to dark and hence sells at an
average of eight to ten cents. New white that would
grade choice to fancy would sell at 13; off grades of
white, 11@12; extracted white, 7@7J4; ambers, 6@7;
dark, 5(g)6. Beeswax, 26@27.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
July 8. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee.—This market is in good condition for
shipments of honey, as the supply is quite limited.
Old stocks are worked down to small compass, and a
fair demand exists, especially for extracted, which is

now wanted, and we advise shipments as soon as it

may be produced from new crop. We can now quote
fancy 1-lb. sections, 13@14; A No. 1, 12(&13; No. 1, 12®
12^ ; dark or amber, 10(5)11. Extracted, in barrels,
kegs, or pails, white, 7@8 ; dark or amber, 6@6?4.
Beeswax, 25@26. A. V. Bishop & Co.,
July 8. Milwaukee, Wis.

New York.—Extracted in good demand (excepting
buckwheat ) at unchanged prices. Some demand for
white comb at 11@12; amber. 9@10. No market for
buckwheat. Beeswax dull at 2-5H@26J4.
July 10. Hildreth & Segelken, New York.

For Sale.—Locust and clover comb honev, mostly
in plain sections, at $10.00 and $12 50 per 100 lbs. Ex-
tracted, in 60-)b. cans. 8 cts. per lb.

G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Adams Co., Pa.

For Sale.—Honey from alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60-lb. cans for
$7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.,
Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

The Review's Correspondents

r
iHE success and useful-

ness of a periodical are
largely dependent up-
on the men chosen by

the editor as correspond-
ents ; hence it is worth
while to notice that the
correspondents of the Bee-
keepers' Review are suc-
cessful, practical men, the
most of whom have num-
bered their colonies by the
hundreds, and sent honey
to market by the ton, and
who can write, from expe-
rience, articles containing
information of real benefit
to honey - producers. Men
who secure their bread and
butter by producing honty
to spread upon the bread
and butter of others are the

ones who know what to write to help those situated
like themselves. The man whose apiary is in the
back of his head, who sits in his office and reads
books and papers, and then proceeds to reel off col-

umn after column of advice, gets littlp encouragement
from the Review, as it prefers articles that are the re-

sult of bright brains and brown hands—written, per-
haps, in the apiary, with fingers to which the pencil
sticks—those that come with the odor of the apiary
upon them. It is not so much how many pages there
are in a paper, nor how often it conies, but what
does it contain when it does come? It is by this stand-
ard that the Review wishes to be judged.
Send ten cents for three late but different issues,

and the ten cents may apply on any subscription sent
in during the year.

N. E. France.
Platteville, Wisconsin.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

BEE=SUPPLIES.

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

MUTH'S HONEY=JARS,
MUTHS H0NEY=EXTRAC r0RS,

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

WANTED—EXTRACTED HONEY.
I am now in shape to buy extracted honey, ei-

ther in large or small lots. Parties in the South,
or in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, or West Virginia
having any to offer will do well to sell to me, as
Cincinnati is the greatest market for extracted
honey in the States. Submit a small sample,
stating quantity, style of package, and price ex-

pected.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

2146=8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

References.—Western German Bank, Brighton
German Bank Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

OIIFFN^ Reared from Italian mothers. War-
V£ULiLino. ranted purely mated. No better stock
^^^^^™~""~ can be had at any price. 60c. Tested,
80c. Try them. A. J. Dauterive, Loreauville, La.
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American Bee Journal One Year 25c

To New Subscribers.

This is another of those " BIG OFFERS " that have been mentioned in the bee- paper advertise-
ments the past few months. Only this time it is the BIGGEST OF AI^. The way to get the old Amer-
ican Bee Journal for a year for 25" cts.—52 numbers—is to send to its publishers SI and they will mail you

A Warranted Golden Italian Queen
valued at 75 cts., and the Bee Journal for a year from the time your dollar
is received

—

providedyou are a new subscriber to the American Bee Journal.
The queens will be mailed in the order the subscriptions are received, and
we expect to be able to send them promptly, or within two o 1" three days.

The regular subscription price of the old weekly American Bee Jour-
nal alone is one dollar. If you have never seen a copy of it, send for a free
sample copy. We are sure you will want it regularly after reading one
number. Here is what some think of it who have had it right along.

A Few Sample Estimates of the Bee Journal.
The American Bee Journal has brought me in

ten times its cost.— 1,. C. Salsbury.

I can't get along very well without the old Amer"
can Bee Journal.

We like the American Bee Journal.—R. Chinn.

The American Bee Journal is crowded more and
more with valuable information.—J. W. Mount-
joy.

It was a great help to me last year in selling my
honey crop.— J. I. Clarke.
The American Bee Journal is a great helper.

—

Mrs. M. M. Dunegan.
The Bee Journal is my guide, and will be.—J. P.

Plunck.
The more I read it the better I like it.—R. H.

Nortman.
We could fill this number of Gleanings with just such words of appreciation, but that would be

useless. You are safe enough in sending $1.00 for the Bee Journal and the Warranted Golden Italian

Queen. Such a bargain you don't see every day. Better get your order in quick. Address

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicagojll.

About
Bees.

REVISED edition.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

GOLDEN
ITALIAN QUEENS.

Warranted purely mated; all queens by return mail;
will run 1200 nuclei

;
queens reared by Doolittle's

method; safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed;
have 11 years' experience, and know what good
queens are. Queens 50c each; six for 82.75. 300 se=
lected queens, nice, large, and yellow all over, at 75c
each; six for $4. 00. My queens are prolific, and work-
ers industrious as well as beautiful to look at. Hun-
dreds of testimonials prove this. Special low price
on queens in quantities. Address

H. 6. Quirin, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.

MONEY-ORDER OFFICE, BELLEVUE.

Rl OOn DOESN'T come out of turnips, nor goodULi\J\JU quekks from poor stock, shiftless meth-
ods, or unfavorable conditions. My queens are reared
right—by Doolittle's method—either from the best
breeder of my golden stock or one of the best queens
Doolittle ever owned. Your choice. They are large
vigorous business queens, from selected, large, well-
fed cells. Warranted queens. 50c each; dozen, 15 50.
Select warranted, 75c; six for §4.00. Sent prompt-
ly. Free catalog. Special rates for large numbers.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

.*/%/%/%/%/%<'*'^ <%>'%/%^%S*%,i

White Clover

Extracted

Honey.

4M£
IK*

Any one having
any for sale will

find it to his

advantage to

com muni cate,

before offering it

elsewhere, with

The A. I. Root Company,
* 10 Vine St., *

t Philadelphia, Pa.,
J

HONEY==WHO HAS IT?
We want large quantities of choice extracted
and some comb honey. Will pay cash. Mail
small samples and tell how put up.

J. A. Buchanan & Sons, Hollidays Cove, W. Va.
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Pollen in queen-cells I had been taught to

believe a sure sign of hopeless queenlessness.
I think I've seen a number of exceptions.

June 26 I met a plain case. In one of my
" barns" I found on one comb three enlarged
cells containing pollen, with the queen laying,

and all going on prosperously.

You don't SEEM entirely certain, Mr. Edi-
tor, whether I prefer trees to shade-boards for

hives. Well, there's no doubt in my mind as

to my preference—trees every time. I want
the shade more for the benefit of the operator
than for the benefit of the bees. [Yes, I was
satisfied in my own mind ; but I am glad you
have put more emphasis on it.

—

Ed.]

C. Davenport gives a bright thing in

American Bee Journal. Ordinary Mason
fruit-jars are good for extracted honey, ex-

cept that the honey oozes by the rubber band,
making the outside surface of the can sticky.

Well, dip (not soak or cook) the rubber band-
in boiling beeswax, and never a drop will ooze
through. He is probably right in thinking
that many a can of fruit would be saved from
spoiling if the rubber rings were waxed.

An unusual case was this : June 26 I found
in a nucleus a young queen with her wings
gnawed entirely away. Directly I found on
the same comb a young queen with perfect
wings. The two met and had a little confer-
ence, but did not seem very hostile. Next
day both were present ; the 28th I saw the
winged one ; 29th, the wingless one

; July 3,

the winged one. So both were there together
at least three days, and whether the wingless
one is still there I don't know.

Editor Bertrand says foul-brood spores
may be floating in the air. Others dispute this,

I think, and I should be glad to believe that
the distinguished Frenchman is wrong. He
thinks that, in localities where the disease has
been for some time, the bees become some-
what immune, or else the scourge loses some
of its virulence. He believes in curing by

naphthol beta or formic acid. [It is barely
possible that foul-brood spores might float in

the air, but I think it is very doubtful.

—

Ed.]

Page 498 is a strong argument in favor of

Doolittle cells. What is now wanted is to

have added to the list of supplies a proper
division-board that may be used in the regu-
lar hive. I suspect that having the cells be-

tween two combs with young larvae is an im-
portant point. In hot weather wouldn't two
compartments be as good as three? Is an
8-frame hive large enough for three compart-
ments ? [Yes, in hot weather two compart-
ments would do, perhaps, as well as three

;

but having in any case the frame of cell-cups

between two combs of young larvae is quite
important.

—

Ed. ]

Prof. S. J. Hunter, who will be pleasant-

ly remembered by bee keepers who attended
the Omaha convention, has written "Alfalfa,

Grasshoppers, Bees ; their Relationship," a

pamphlet published by the University of Kan-
sas, that is of much interest. A careful count-
ing of seeds showed that " the seed crop of al-

falfa upon which bees worked was 66.6 per
cent greater than the crops taken from alfalfa

dependent upon other insects for pollination."

Coming from a man who is plainly no bee-

keeper, that statement has weight. [This is

indeed a valuable point ; and yet there are

just a few, even among bee-keepers, who in-

sist that bees have very little to do with the
pollenization of plants.

—

Ed.]

One FEELS a bit confused on reading, on
page 516, a heading, " Bees for Fertilizing Cu-
cumbers," and then the next item beginning,
" I alwTays fertilize my Irish potatoes with cot-

ton seed, and have never seen a bug on them."
Now, if potatoes can be fertilized with cotton
seed without the intervention of bugs, could
not cucumbers be fertilized with cotton seed
without the intervention of bees? On the
other hand, might it not be cheaper to have
either fertilized by bugs or bees than to fertil-

ize them by hand by means of cotton seed ?

[Dr. Miller seems not only to have become
" rattled " himself, but he succeeds in rattling

everybody else who tries to read his Straw and
understand "what he is at." I suppose the

sum and substance of his criticism is that the

word fertilizer means one thing in speaking
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of flowers, but something else when we are
talking about enriching the soil.—A. I. R.]

" CogiTaTor" says, in American Bee Jour-
nal, that if powdered sugar is almost always
largely cornstarch, it has an important bearing
on the provisioning of queens for journey.
Worth thinking about. [We have used what
is called confectioners' and powdered sugar

;

but the former contains starch, without a
doubt, and it is liable to kill bees and queens
in queen-cages provisioned with candy made
with it. We have, during the last few years,

ordered powdered sugar, and specified that it

should contain absolutely no starch. Since we
have discovered that confectioners' sugar con-
tains starch, and have used nothing but the pow-
dered sugar without the starch, we have had
very much better success in sending queens
long distances. With powdered-sugar candy
we provision long-distance cages, sending them
to Italy, and then have them returned with
queens and bees. We have had several ship-
ments by mail, of a dozen each, with scarcely
the loss of a queen.

—

Ed.]

Color of honey. Prof. Hunter's pam-
phlet gives photographs of six samples of

honey in test-tubes. Beginning with the light-

est, they range in shade as follows: 1, alfalfa

and melon bloom ; 2, white clover ; 3, alfalfa
;

4, basswood ; 5, sweet clover ; 6, knotweed. I

suppose there's no little variation in different
localities as to the shades of honey. Certainly
I have always considered alfalfa lighter than
white clover, but here it is darker. And is

basswood usually darker than white clover?
[The color of extracted honey from the same
source varies greatly in different localities,

and varies in the same locality in different
years. Alfalfa, as a rule, I think, is lighter in
color than white clover ; basswood is general-
ly a little darker, but only slightly so. Sweet
clover is a little darker, on account of having
somewhat of a greenish tinge. Knotweed or
smartweed ought to be classed as amber, al-

though I have seen some samples that were
very light-colored.

—

Ed ]

I don't .SEE that Mr. Cutts gets a very sat-

isfactory answer, p. 499. Apis dorsata may
bring no ills to this country ; but so long as
there is a possibility that it may, it would be
the part of wisdom to stick to your original
opinion that none should be brought here un-
til it was known the}- could be domesticated in
their own country. Personally, I haven't the
slightest fear of them ; but if I lived in Ala-
bama I'd just a little rather not have any in
the woods. [Even if I lived in Alabama I

should not have the slightest fear of Apis
dorsata ever making any trouble. They
gather so little honey, comparatively, that
the amount they would appropriate would be
only as a drop in the bucket compared with
the quantity gathered by Apis mellifica—at
least that is my impression from all the infor-
mation I can gather. However, there is no
immediate danger of Apis dorsata being im-
ported into this country. Efforts are being
made to domesticate them in their own coun-
try.—Ed.]

^I>icKiJsrG&
$ffiOMOURNEIGHBORSFIELDS.
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This hot July is rather dry,
And nectar comes quite slow ;

Sweet clover helps to fill the gap
In Northern O-hi-o.

tti

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Prof. Cook believes the food of larvse con-

sists of digested pollen, and that very nearly
the same food is fed by the nurse-bees to the
queen and drones.

\h

In his reply to Mr. Doolittle, Dr. Miller
refers to a habit many have of speaking of a
colony of bees as a "swarm." We always
change the word here when the error is obvi-

ous. To call a colon}' of bees a swarm when
they are working is like calling a thousand
men at work a mob or a regiment.

Hi

In speaking of the advance in prices of

hives, etc., Mr. York says that is all right if

the price of honey corresponds. "But will

it?" he asks. Some years ago Mr. Heddon
took the ground that the price of honey could
not be brought up, as it is not a staple article,

and people do not care whether they have it

or not. The sale of some things, like flour,

sugar, tobacco, and liquors, will go on increas-

ing in volume, as men will have them, regard-
less of cost, especially

—

\J/

Illinois is to have a State Food Commis-
sioner ; and the internal evidence goes to
show that the poisoners-general of that com-
monwealth are about to feel a sudden rise in

the temperature. Nothing is more intimately
connected with the public health and wealth
than the manner in which such officers do
their duty. If people have a right to know
•any thing, it is the nature of what they buy
to eat. Congress itself should act in the mat-
ter in connection with the States.

ili

Mr. C. P. Dadant writes a good article on
remedies for stings. He seems to have but
little faith in any of them, but thinks am-
monia might help if used promptly. The
trouble is, the poison is immediately taken up
by the blood ; and unless an alkaline sub-
stance can be brought to bear on the venom,
an outward application will not avail. Mr.
Dadant says the system becomes used to the
poison, so that it eventually does but little

harm. Grinn & Barrett seem to be the most
successful doctors.

\ii

To get rid of ants, Prof. Cook says corrosive
sublimate may be brushed along the floor

where the ants enter, or strings may be dipped
into it and laid along where the ants will have
to cross them. The ants dislike this poison
so much that they leave at once. Great care
should be exercised in using so rank a poison
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where children are around. Prof. Cook says
so many interesting things about ants that
one can hardly help having a kindly feeling

for them. The agricultural ant of Texas
clears the ground, sows the seed, and raises

its own grain.

Mr. York fears that Mr. Hutchinson and I

would not favor a shorter spelling, even if it

could all be done in a chunk. Noah Webster
shortened our spelling very materially in his

dictionary by leaving out one / in such words
as traveled, beveled, jeweled, etc., and in

many other ways. I have always favored
that, and the reform is now practically accom-
plished. In a job office the new spelling

would make endless trouble. Last winter we
printed a job for a firm in Jamaica, and they
said they wanted English spelling or none ; so
we had to spell it harbour, labour, etc. I feel

sure our common spelling will not be modified
during the next century.

\\i

Writing to Mr. York, Mr. Doolittle says :

"I am fearfully driven with work now, and
have sore eyes and a lame back to make work
as uncomfortable as possible.

'

' I have always
felt it was a pity that Mr. Doolittle should
spend his useful life in doing his own work
instead of hiring help. If he had secured
help during the last twenty years, and had
merely supervised his work, 1 am confident
that a cipher would now be standing on the
right side of every "$1 " he can show. I do
not see how any man can write as much for

the press as he does without a stenographer,
to say nothing of the great amount of work he
does in his apiary and on his farm. I am
speaking in general terms, of course, for per-

haps Mr. D. knows his own business better

than I do.

\h

CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL.
It seems that the honey from eucalyptus,

or that having a minty flavor, is not safe to

send to England, as it is not liked there. The
editor denies the minty flavor of the lot of

honey referred to, and says it will be difficult

for the Ontario bee-keepers to believe that
there is mint in Ontario honey. By "mint,"
I suppose we are to understand a flavor sug-
gestive of peppermint or spearmint. It seems
to me mint has never been considered a detri-

ment to honey on this side of the line.

The London Daily Free Press prints as a

sober truth the report that pure honey of any
particular kind can now be had by having '

' a
large lot of ground, perhaps half an acre,"
planted, say, to white clover, and confining
the bees to it with wire netting, putting the
hives under it. In this way mixed honeys
can be avoided. The editor well says :

" Bee-
keepers will smile at the above, and yet it is

a sample of bee-literature all too common at

the present day—not alone on bees and honey,
but probably in every other line." However
absurd the statement may be, it is by this

time an established thing in the world's be-

lief, and years of contradiction will not eradi-

cate it.

vl/

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle leads off with an article

on hiving swarms. He says that all the drum-
ming on tin pans, blowing of horns, firing of
guns, etc., has nothing to do with bees clus-

tering. Nineteen swarms out of twenty will

cluster in some place within reach of the api-

arist soon after leaving their old home, wheth-
er any noise is made to settle them or not.

\\i

The editor, H. E. Hill, is in Stuart, Fla.,

where he had an apiary three years ago, near
the Indian River narrows. He gives a fine

view of his apiary. The hives seem right on
the brink of a large body of water on which is

a skiff. The picture is a tempting one, and
makes one wish to go to Florida. On the St.

Lucie River, Mr. Hill extracted, barreled, and
shipped 3500 lbs. of palmetto honey from 65
colonies in two weeks. When that failed he
moved south to Miami, in the sailboat, and
then to Stuart, making a cruise of 300 miles.

One morning they were just ready for break-
fast when an overhanging limb swept the
table bare, throwing the viands to Neptune.

GLEANINGS FROM GLEANINGS.

The Importance of Careful Accurate Observation.

BY A. J. WRIGHT.

Mr. W. M. Whitney, in an article on page
436, seems inclined to have a little fun over
the idea of " dark rays." Well, that is all

right. I like to see others enjoy life, even if

it is sometimes at my expense ; and then it

often happens that one, after years of patient

study, investigation, and experiment, is laugh-

ed at by another who has never spent a half-

hour in study on the subject.

Mr. Whitney says : "Just shut your eyes,

and think a moment. How much darkness
tabby cat could get, even in the daytime, by
shutting her eyes ! Then where would poor
mousie be ? What's the use of expanding the

pupil, even in the dark? Shut the eye ; it'll

be dark enough."
Now, friend Whitney, I have not anywhere

contended that an animal could see by shut-

ting its eyes, but that, in the element neces-

sary to vision, the eye must be open. The
pupil of the cat's eye in the full glare of day-

light becomes but a dark line. Is the eye

thus so nearly closed to enable the cat to see ?

No. It is for the purpose of shutting out

those rays of light which in the nocturns are

a hindrance to perfect vision.

This subject of how certain animals can see

in the dark is very interesting, and opens up
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a wide field for investigation and experiment.
I have spent many nights in field and forest,

in the haunts of the owl, fox, etc., and I have
hecome convinced that many animals can see
perfectly only in total darkness. Carefully
dissect and examine with microscope the eye
of the owl, which sees best in the dark, from
sclerotic coat and cornea to optic nerve, and
then compare this with the eye of the com-
mon hen, which can scarcely see to walk
straight after four o'clock on short days.
Then compare these with the eye of the eagle
or the hawk, which can look at the full blaze
of the midsummer sun without blinking, and
you will be convinced, I think, that the eye
of the owl was designed for use in a different

element than the eye of the eagle, hawk, and
hen.
Mr. Whitney further says: "Why, bees

ought to do their best honey-gathering during
the darkest nights." I think not. I do not
believe bees can see at long range in the
night ; and from some observations made I

doubt if animals that see in the dark can dis-

tinguish colors. If this is so then the bees
would be placed at a disadvantage in selecting
blossoms from which to procure the nectar.

Then, too, bees, like animated nature in gen-
eral, must have a time for rest.

The king-bird a real pest in The apiary.

Mr. W. H. Seely, on page 436, says: "On
page 354, A. J. Wright makes a common but
most unjustifiable attack on the king-bird as
an enemy and destroyer of honey-bees." I

can readily forgive Mr. Seely, as, from his
own confession, he knows but little about
honey-bees, as he does not own one and never
did ; and it is equally plain that he knows but
little about the king-bird, having taken his
ideas on the subject from a report of the Sec-
retary of Agriculture.
Now let me investigate this report. Not

having the report, we must rely on Mr. Seely's
statement. Six months were covered in col-

lecting the stomachs of 171 innocent king-
birds in nineteen States, Canada, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. Only 14 stomachs con-
tained any traces of the honey-bee, and a total

of only fifty bees were found. Of these, 40
were drones and only 4 were workers. In
many instances birds were shot near bee-hives,
but no trace of bees was found in their
stomachs

; hence the conclusion that the king
bird is not an enemy of the honey-bee, which
every experienced apiarist knows to be wrong.

Well, let us lay this report and the special-
ists of the department on the shelf for a time,
while we spend a few moments in the apiary
with our shotgun. It is quite early in the
morning, and no drones are flying, so we are
quire sure that, if any bees are caught, it must
be the workers. Here comes a king - bird
right among the bees, and, there ! he has
caught one (for convenience' sake I assume
this to be a male, Mr. Editor), and has retired
to his perch on the barn roof. Shall we shoot ?

No, not yet. There he goes after another.
So we wait until he has captured six, which is

certainly enough to convict him. Getting
within range, bang goes the gun, and tum-

bling to the earth comes this "innocent"
sacrifice to the cause of science—how innocent
we shall soon know. Picking up the bird,

and finding him dead, we open the mouth,
expecting to find the last bee captured still

sticking in his throat ; but, finding none, we
open with a penknife the throat from mouth
to first stomach. No bees ! We open this

stomach. Empty ! We extend our explora-
tions to the second stomach, and finally

throughout the entire anatomy of the bird,

and fail to find even a trace of bees. Ah ' Mr.
Seely is right. The report is right, and Wright
is wrong. Just one moment, gentlemen. I

should like to ask one question : What was
that king-bird doing among the bees? Oh,
yes! "Just looking for drones," you say.

Certainly, that is plain enough ; and, not
finding any, he went without his breakfast—
nice bird !

I am anxious to know if this nice little

birdie does really catch drones ; so we will be
on hand about two o'clock, and see if we can
find out. Well, here we are, with the air fairly

roaring with lazy drones and busy workers,
and here are two king-birds ready for business,
one on the barn roof and the other in the air,

moving further down the line. We will select
the one on the roof. Now he starts in among
the bees, and there can be no mistake—a cap-
ture is made; but whether a drone or a worker
can not be determined. Soon another capture
is apparently made, and the same thing is

repeated for perhaps twenty minutes, during
which time I should say that ten or more bees
had been caught.

Our " artillery " being now brought to bear,
this victim of man's thirst for knowledge lies

dead at our feet. The knife is again used,
with the result that we find in the first stomach
one drone and nothing else. In the second
stomach, fragments of insects, but nothing
that could be classified. Here is a mystery,
surely—a dozen or more bees caught, and only
one to be found. The report referred to above
is all right, and probably correct, so far as the
number of bees found is concerned. In fact,

Mr. Editor, you may shoot king-birds all day,
and the chances are " 16 to 1 " that you won't
find a worker, and rarely a drone, in the
stomachs of the entire lot.

What, then, has become of the bees captur-
ed ? A king-bird that has been boarding with
me for a few days, and taking his meals from
my apiary, has "given the whole business
away." This bird seizes a worker, which he
much prefers to a drone, by the abdomen,
giving the bee a few smart raps against the
perch. He then passes the body of the bee
its entire length transversely between his upper
and lower mandibles, by a peculiar motion of

the latter. This is continued until the juices

are thoroughly extracted, when he opens his

mouth and drops the useless carcass to the
ground. No wonder, then, that we failed to

find workers in the stomach. But how about
the drones? Well, when a drone is seized he
is swallowed at once ; and when several have
been taken into the first stomach the bird sits

quietly on the perch for half an hour, some-
times longer, when, by a few motions of the
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neck, the casting is brought up. This is

about the size and shape of an ordinary pea,

and consists of the hard indigestible portions
of insects.

I do not believe that the king-bird ever in-

tentionally swallows an insect having a sting.

Drones are not often found in the stomach of

the king-bird, for the reason that he prefers

workers ; and also for the reason that, while
the casting is forming, he is not generally
near the apiary, and therefore not so likely to

be killed at a time when drones might be
found in the stomach.

Bradford, N. Y.

[The foregoing, especially that part in re-

lation to king-birds, illustrates how unscien-
tific are some of the experiments and observa-
tions of even scientific men. That the king-
bird is an enemy of the bee-keeper is clearly

proven. I have seen king-birds catch bees on
the wing repeatedly, and have watched them
carefully, as I thought ; but I always suppos-
ed, of course, that they swallowed them; but I

could never understand why their throats
were not badly stung in the operation. If Mr.
Wright is correct (and it would seem that he
is), the bees are rarely swallowed, but are
captured simply to extract the honey and
perhaps other juices of the abdomen, after

which the carcass is cast aside. If I am not
mistaken, Mr. Wright has been the first one to

contribute these interesting facts in regard to

king-birds and bees.

Some of his notions have been severely
criticised by the Review critic ; and even the
editor of this journal has received a mild
scoring for publishing such " nonsense ;

" but
if Mr. Taylor will conduct his experiments as

Mr. Wright has his, he may get his eyes open-
ed to more " rays of light." I don't say that
Mr. Wright's ideas on how nocturnal animals
see are correct ; but they should hardly be
classed as so much "nonsense." One who is

so close an observer as Mr. Wright should
receive at least candid consideration.

—

Ed.]

PESTS IN THE APIARY; BEE-BIRDS AND TOADS.

This spring in my queen-rearing apiaries

the bee-birds, much like a king-bird, gathered
in numbers sufficient to eat about a third of

the young queens ; and about ten days ago I

found that they had eaten all the drones, so
as to stop the queen business for the time at

least. I have advocated shooting ; but some
of the bee-men say they will be just as thick
the next day. I do not believe that those I

shot will eat any more queens or drones.
From now on we shall have to visit our api-

aries about twice a week in the evening, arm-
ed with a lantern and a well-sighted repeating
club, double-barreled, too, as we have a kind
of frog that goes to the hives and eats its fill

of bees. It is nothing unusual to kill ten to
fourteen in one evening. They are as large as
the eastern bullfrog, of about the same color.

They will soon reduce a strong colony if they
are not killed or trapped.
This valley is well stocked with bees, and

many of the apiaries are managed by special-

ists, some of whom have as many as 1000 col-

onies. We have two sources of honey—mes-
quite, a tree growing about the size of an
apple-tree. It blooms about April 1 to May
lO. The nectar is as clear as basswood, but
better flavored, and equal to willow-herb.
Our main crop is gathered from alfalfa, which
is fine honey, a little darker in color. Some
prefer it to any other honey by not having
that strong sharp taste. Most of the bees kept
here are very cross hybrids. I shall Italianize

as fast as possible, if the birds will allow it.

I will surely burn lots of powder if they do
not. I hope every bee-keeper in this valley
will kill all the bee-birds possible.

Phoenix, Ariz., June 18. Wm. Lossing.

A CASE OF BEE-FEVER.

Laying Tall Sections on Their Sides while on the

Hives.

BY E. W. BROWN.

When I sat down to write I intended to in-

form the fraternity of a great misfortune that
is about to happen to us who depend upon our
bees for our bread ; but instead of doing so I

have written things which I had no intention
of telling—at least not until the events were
in the dim past. It is much easier to tell

about the foolish capers we cut up years ago,

and keep quiet about what we did yesterday.
However, if I may be excused for taking up
so much space in a valuable journal, I will

proceed to relate the sad news. Doolittle,

you must listen to this.

While in Buffalo one day this winter I went
into a restaurant for my breakfast. While
waiting for the waiter I was aware that two
men were having what appeared to be a very
interesting conversation across the table at

which I was seated. My mind, however, was
so deeply absorbed with visions of Aspinwall
non-swarming dummies that I heard nothing
they said until I thought I heard somebody
say "king-bee."
"The spirits must be whispering to me,"

thought I, and my mental energy was soon
tusseling with Brown's non-swarming bottom-
board when again I heard a voice say " king-
bee." It startled me so that my hair must
have stood straight up, and I distinctly felt a
cold shiver up and down my spine. There
was no mistake about it this time ; somebody
was talking about bees.

Just then the waiter brought me my rations,

and I proceeded to break my fast, and also, at

the same time, to stretch my neck—yes, I had
a rubber neck just then—to hear more plainly

what I might learn about king-bees.
" I tell you," said the speaker, " he has got

it right down to a science. He has it all fig-

ured out and proved, as plain as black and
white can make it, how he can get tons and
tons of honey right here in Buffalo in the win-
ter time."
Oh, what an indescribable feeling came

over me, and how faint-like I began to feel !

"Oh!" said I to myself, "what shall I do
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for an honest living now ? what can I do, times
are so hard ? " I thought of last winter when
I went all over the city looking for work, and
I was met everywhere with " There's no open-
ing now. We have men laid off who will, of

course, be put to work before hiring new men. '

'

But the man was still talking. " He has
interested capitalists, and they are now pre-

paring to erect immense glass buildings, and
will have this honey-plant growing all winter

;

and by keeping up the proper temperature
the bees— why, they will think they are in

Cuba. The greatest trouble will be to control

the excitement of the bees and keep down
excessive swarming, so he says. And in the
summer they will also have an island (which
they have already leased ) planted with this

seed, and they will have hundreds of hives in

the center of the island."
" Isn't it wonderful what science and money

can do ? " remarked the other man.
Doolittle, what are we going to do about

this monopoly business?
" Why, this expert," continued the talker,

"has it down so fine that he can give scientific

proof that there are just thirty-two bees in

each hive that do nothing but feed the king-
bee. He has sixty swarms right here in the
city now, and he can handle them just as we
would handle beans. It told all about the
whole business in the newspaper. I have the
paper at home, and will show it to you some
time."

I saw that the conversation was about to

end; and as they arose from the table I asked,
" Who is this bee-man you speak of ?

"

"Oh! his name is Sleeper; he probably
knows more about bees than all the bee-

keepers in the country. You ought to read
the piece in the paper I've got about him.
He's an educated man, and has made a special

study of bees."
I was foolish enough to try to argue with

him, and I soon found out that it was useless.

He seemed to be offended, and said, in an-

swer to my points, "Oh, well ! he proved it

in p'ain black and white, and he's an expert

;

there's none of them better than he is."

Mr. Editor, don't you think you had better

advise bee-keepers to sell out at any price

before the value of bees drops to zero? You
might tell them that you know a man who is

foolish enough to give fifty cents per colony
for 100 colonies delivered, express prepaid,
pavable when he has the money to spare.

Yes, sir ; I'm going to stay right here and
buck against these bee-capitalists with their

glass buildings. Even the fear of financial

death will not cure my bee-fever. I have just

ordered 500 more of my special fences from
the Root Co., and, unless too many colonies
spring-dwindle, I shall need more. I used
600 last year, and I am just that crazy that I

actually believe I can get much more surplus
with much less swarming with my own sec-

tion, which lies down like a brick on its edge.

A. I. Root well says that we all have our
notions. I am so notional that I will not use
slats under my sections. What do I use to

support them ? Why, nothing—simply noth-
ing ; the pressure of the fences against the

sections is ample to support them a bee-space
above the brood-chamber. You see I use but
three sections to a fence. The section stands
4 inches high, h% long

( &K scant), and \%
thick. This will hold 10 ounces of white
clover, or 16)4 ounces of buckwheat honey.
By the removal of the ^-inch slat, and by

laying the section on its side, I make my
surplus-arrangement so low and so close to
the brood that the bees would just as soon go
to work as to swarm. See? That is not all.

The bees are divided into only three clusters
to a fence, while in Root's Ideal super they
are divided into five clusters on each slat. I

tested ten Ideal supers last year, and I can
truthfully say that I could get two of my own
supers filled to one Ideal. It is but tair to
say, however, that I used 40 sections in each
ten-frame Ideal super, the sections being 1%
thick. The eight-frame Ideal super gave bet-
ter results. Just imagine how easy it must be
to get bees started in low brick sections ; then
imagine how easy it must be to coax them up
four inches higher when the proper time ar-

rives to tier up.

These sections, which are broader than tall,

are packed solid to the wood with honey, R.
C. Aikin to the contrary notwithstanding. I

believe our editor has confessed that tall sec-

tions, unless filled with foundation, are apt to

be light in weight on account of the bees neg-
lecting the outside cells next to the wood. I

found this to be true.

I have tried one Danzy hive. I like the
sections next to my own ; but there is too
much kindling-wood about the hive. As I

did not fill the sections full of foundation they
were light weight, and I could get but 10 cts.

per section for them while my own brought
12)4 cents each. I pack my sections in ship-

ping-cases with glass three inches high. It is

penny wisdom and pound folly to use a nar-

row strip of glass. Read that sentence twice,

and do not forget it. If you use tall sections,

use a higher glass.

Mr. S. T. Pettit, you are next in order.

You have accomplished much, and you have
generously given us the fruit of your labor.

We thank you for what you have done, but
why do you stop ? Why not put " dividers "

in the brood-chamber and encourage the
maintenance of brood in the outside combs,
to the exclusion of honey, at a time when we
want all the honey above ? Would not this

also form a sort of ante-room for the comfort
of the bees on rainy days and at night ? and
would it not have a tendency to keep the bees
from getting that silly notion into their heads
that they are too numerous to live in one hive ?

Let's not give up this swarming business as

long as Doolittle doesn't know any better

than to waste time on it. Doolittle admits
that the Pettit divider is probably a good
thing for the purpose for which it was intend-

ed. This is encouraging. Now, Mr. Prttit,

see what you can accomplish with your divid-

ers in the brood-chamber. May be you can
get Mr. Doolittle thoroughly interested in

these things. You have put dollars in my
pocket ; may be you will in his.

If the Root Co. have no machine that will
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bore a large number of holes at once, my ad-
vice to them is to equip themselves with one.
Bee-fever patients are very kind and free with
their advice. This is one of the symptoms of
the disease. When W. Z. Hutchinson reads
this he will smile clear across his face and
half way down his back, and he will say, " We
have all been there ; he's there now."
Eden, N. Y., March 31.

[It is an old idea, supporting sections in the
super by means of the separators or fences.

But it is not entirely satisfactory on account of

shrinking and swelling. It may do in some
localities under some conditions.

Laying sections (oblong ones) on their

sides is another old idea, but it has been aban-
doned because one long side of the box will

be better filled than the other, and when the
box is stood on end on the counter it does not
begin to present as nice an appearance as one
that was filled while on the hive in an up-
right position. Your boxes brought more
money because they were larger—weighed
more, and looked larger.

—

Ed.]

WEED FOUNDATION AND ITS SUPERIORITY.

Starters in Sections; the Difference in Chewing
Quality between the Natural Comb and one that

has been Built from Full Sheets of Extra-tbin

Foundation; Cold-blast Smokers, Again; the

Defects of the Clark, and how a Real Cold Blast

should be Made ; Fuel.

BY C. DAVENPORT.

For some years past I have made most of my
own foundation ; but last season I sold my
mill, and, after using up what I have of my
own make on hand, I shall probably buy what
I use in the future, though I may buy a Given
press, as a party here has one that he has of-

fered to sell me very cheaply, and I have
some curiosity to try it ; but I think, as many
others do, that it hardly pays one, unless he
runs a very large number of colonies, to make
his own. It is true that there is a great differ-

ence between the price of foundation and
wax ; but probably few who have not tried it

realize how much work and bother it is to rig

up, properly purify the wax, and make it into
foundation ; and, though I have had consider-
able experience, what I made was inferior to
that which factories fully equipped for the
work turned out. When the new Weed foun-
dation came out I was much interested in what
was said about it, and sent for a few pounds in
order to test it. Since then it is the only kind
I have used for bottom starters, and it is far
superior to my own make for this purpose.
Many bottom starters of my own make used
to topple or fall over when the bees got on
them. It is very seldom that the Weed make
does this, and, as claimed, the bees seem more
willing to accept it. Was it you, Dr. Miller,
who said that, when using bottom starters, in
order to have the bees accept the bottom
starter, and join it to the upper piece, it was
necessary to have the section nearly full ?

Last season I conducted an experiment in

order to test the difference in value between
full sheets and starters, and in this experi-
ment I used about 1000 sections that had only
small three-cornered starters at the top, and
the bottom starters were about as narrow as
could be fastened in with the Daisy machine,
and I do not think there were half a dozen in
which the bottom starter was not accepted,
drawn out, and fastened to the upper one as
soon as it was built down low7 enough. The
flow was scant and irregular, too, which, I

think, made the test more severe. I do not,
though, put supers on until there is some
prospect of the bees being able to store honey
in them.
Now, Dr. Miller, I do not mean to insinuate

that you do ; but some one, I do not remem-
ber who, advised, or at least said he practiced,
putting on supers as soon as the colonies were
strong enough to occupy them, without re-

gard to the flow. Such a practice would not
answer here ; for any foundation in supers
might be torn down or smeared over with pro-
polis if no honey were coming in An exces-
sive amount of propolis and pollen is a dis-

agreeable but prominent fact here at nearly all

times of the season. I am not advocating the
use of so small an amount of foundation ; but
I have a number of wealthy customers who
want the natural comb. They are willing to

pay the price, and on this account they get
what they want as nearly as it is possible to

have it, though I have some doubt whether
many if any of them could tell the difference

between a section of natural comb and one in

which a full sheet of extra-thin foundation had
been used.

I think there is no question that bottom
starters are a great help in getting the comb
more firmly fastened to the wood ; and this

not only insures greater safety in shipping,
and when handling, and hauling to near-by
towns ; but sections of honey in which the
combs are well fastened to the wood are, I be-

lieve, a great advantage in an indirect way,
for much of the section honey retailed is put
into a paper sack, or tied up in paper, and de-

livered to or carried home by the buyer, along
with other supplies ; and if the comb is well
fastened it is not nearly as apt to become bro-
ken and mussed up before it reaches the table,

and a section of nice honey that reaches the
table in good condition makes about as invit-

ing and handsome-looking a dish to most peo-
ple as can be imagined ; and if, for instance,

there are persons present who notice and com-
ment on the handsome appearance, as they
are very apt to do, the hostess will afterward
have a kindly feeling toward honey, and many
of the company will make a point to have
honey to set before their company, and so on.

Since the above was written I have read the
footnote to my article on page 351 ; but there
is no need of my sending a smoker ; for if you
put the fire-cup of a Corneil on a Clark bel-

lows you will have about the kind I prefer. I

get a tinner to make a cup nearly like the
Corneil, except that it has a straight nozzle,

and is made at the breech with a sliding door
like the Clark. It is made with a detachable
nozzle, which, when removed, leaves the per-
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forated portion in front, as well as the air-

tube, exposed, so tbey can be easily cleaned.

I fasten such a cup on a Clark bellows, and it

makes, in my opinion, a smoker far superior
to any now made. The fire-cup to the Clark
is too small ; and, being larger at the breech,
too much of a fire has to be started at first in

order to keep it going. This soon consumes
the fuel ; and with a fire-cup made as the
Clark is, even if of the same capacity, it will

not hold fire nearly as well nor as long as a

straight cup will.

But the kind of fuel I use may have much
to do with the way I want a cold-blast smoker
made. Other kinds of fuel might not give as

to me that bees could have lived here outdoors
through the past winter and spring, if any
have, and the method of protection that car-
ried them through were known, it might be of
much benefit to many ; for the past winter was
a most severe one—nothing like it here before
in my time.

Southern Minnesota.

[I quite agree with you, and I doubt very
much whether any connoisseur can tell the
difference between the eating quality of comb
honey built off from only a starter of founda-
tion, and comb honey built from a full sheet
of extra-thin ; and speaking of the extra-thin,

PSSSs*^

THE COMPARATIVE DIFFERENCE IN SIZE BETWEEN A REGULAR EIGHT-FRAME HIVE AND
A DRAPER BARN. SEE EDITORIALS.

good results in such a smoker. As I have be-

fore said, I use flax straw. After this has
been exposed to the action of the weather
over winter it burns readily ; and when I want
smoke, all I have to do is to put a twist of this

in the smoker, touch a match to it, and it

gives a good volume of smoke for from one to

two hours without refilling.

Referring further to the same footnote, I

think that, while the Dadants are in about the
same latitude I am, there must nevertheless
be considerable difference in the weather, for

their bees had one or two flights the past win-
ter. Here there was not a suitable day for the
bees to fly, from about the middle of Novem-
ber until the fore part of April. Every colony
in my immediate vicinity left outdoors per-

ished ; still, I know of none that were packed
after the most approved methods. Call out
your man Acklin, of St. Paul. I have heard
that he practices outdoor wintering to some
extent. It would be very interesting to me, at

least, if others in this State would also report
their success or failure in outdoor wintering,
and in either case describe just how the bees
were packed. While it hardly seems possible

we have now facilities for turning it out run-
ning 18 feet to the pound, and it has pretty
fair side walls too. Owing to the greater
strength of the Weed foundation, I am rather
of the opinion that such wax can be used to
advantage. We are now prepared to furnish
it in any quantity that may be called for. tfc>

:^|

We have made smokers on the plan you
speak of ; but for real pungent smoke — the
kind that conquers— the hot-blast, to my
notion, is ahead of them all. In fact, I have
had such a poor opinion of the Clark that I

have seriously questioned the wisdom of sell-

ing it. There is still quite a sale for it, but I

suppose it is because it is the cheapest smoker
that is sold.—Ed.]

BEE-PARALYSIS.

A Serious Enemy to the Bee-keepers of the South.

BY O. O. POPPLETON.

On p. 401 you tell of a case where bee-paral-
ysis has seemingly started from a purchased
queen. This is a very important matter—one
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of which the known facts are too few to admit

of any explanation. It will only be by those

of us who have had some experience taking

counsel together that any thing of value can

be learned.

Several years ago I exchanged Italian queens

with a neighbor, raised several young queens

from mine the same year I got her, and the

following season nearly every colony which

had one of those young queens developed the

disease. I questioned my neighbor closely,

and he told me that, so far as he knew, his

apiary had been entirely free from the disease

up to the time he let me have the queen.

Some five or six years ago I obtained several

fine queens from one of the most noted queen-

breeders in the North. The colonies to which

these queens were given showed no signs of

the disease ; bnt almost every one of their

daughters developed the disease.

Last fall I purchased about two dozen young

queens from a well-known breeder, and this

spring nearly all of the colonies to which they

were given have been ruined by the disease,

so far as this season's work is concerned.

Three or four years ago I got two queens

from each of two breeders—one in the North,

one in the South. The progeny of these four

queens has been all right.

The character of the men from whom these

have come is such that I have never had the

first atom of au idea that any of them know-

ingly sent me diseased stock. There is some

reason back of and deeper than that why the

daughters of purchased queens have been in

my case so much more liable to this disease

than were others ; but I can form no idea

what that reason is.

This is a very important matter, and I hope

that, some time, some capable scientist will

take hold of it and tell us the real cause and

nature of the disease ; how it is propagated

and how it can be prevented. I can cure it,

but at the expense of any income from the

colony for the season.

Five years ago the disease caused me a very

heavy loss ; but the season closed with all

colonies healthv. There has been very little

since then until" this spring, when it has again

been very bad. But little of the disease can

now be seen in the apiary ;
but it has made a

very decided cut in my honey crop.

Stuart, Fla., May 22.

[In spite of all that I have said in these

columns about the seriousness of bee-paralysis

to our Southern bee-keepers, there ii a very

large number, and I am sorry to say one or

two queen-breeders, who seem to think that

bee-paralysis is a trivial matter, and hardly

worth noticing. It is true, it amounts to

nothing in the North—at least I never heard

of a case where the disease spread or caused

any serious destruction of colonies. Mr. O.

O. Poppleton is one of the most careful and
conservative bee-keepers I know of; and when
he writes as he does, our readers may rest as-

sured that bee-paralysis in the South is some-

thing to be dreaded—much more so than foul

brood; but if Mr. Poppleton has a method
whereby he can cure it, he has something that

bee-keepers have not heretofore known of. It

will prove to be a real boon, and I hope he
will tell our readers just how he stays the
ravages of this disease. Heretofore we have
regarded it as practically incurable; indeed, it

has already driven two bee-keepers to my
knowledge out of the business because they
could not stop the ravages of the disease.

—

Ed. ]

LARGE HIVES.

A few Interesting Figures Showing the Superiority

of Large Hives for Winter and Brood-

rearing.

BY J. N. HARRIS.

I have read with much interest the discus-

sions in Gleanings in regard to large hives
;

but as the Dadants have so thoroughly dis-

cussed the large-hive idea I do not care to say
any thing further in regard to it, but simply
give in my report in regard to wintering, in

favor of large hives.

I went into winter quarters with 241 colo-

nies in three apiaries, all in single -wall hives.

They were wintered on summer stands with
no other protection than chaff in upper stories,

and tight board fences about the yards. They
were in four sizes of hives on L. frames.

37 colonies in 8-frame hives, winter loss 8

16 " " 10-frame " "

156 " " 12-frame " " 9

32 " " 16-frame " " 13

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF BROOD PER COLONY,
APRIL 25.

8 frame hives 3 frames of brood.

10-frame " %%
12-frame " 5

16-frame " 2 1
/; " " "

It will be seen by the figures that I had the

best success wintering in twelve-frame hives,

which is my favorite size.

The most of the eight frame and all of the
ten-frame hives were in the yard where the

bees wintered best. I have always had fair

success wintering in the sixteen-frame hive
until this last winter.

The previous winter I had 103 colonies all

in large hives, and lost but one colony. Losses
were very heavy in this section of the country
during the past winter.

St. Louis, Mich., May 16.

[It would seem that the 16-frame hive was
too much of a good thing. I suppose because
it is too roomy ; that is there is too much cu-

bic capacity to keep warm. The figures show-
ing the proportion of brood-rearing up to the

16 size are somewhat significant. It is facts

like these that should have some weight.

—

Ed.]
....•«..-

LARGE HIVES IN CANADA.

Importance of Good Queens.

BY J. CANUCK.

Being a user and advocate of a large hive it

is needless to say I have been much interested
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in the discussion going on between the Da-
dants, Doolittle, and others; and I was pleas-
ed in reading that article by A. N. Draper, in

Gleanings for May 1, to see that you had
consented to test the large hive side by side
with the Langstroth. I suppose the hive ques-
tion has been more discussed than almost any
other question pertaining to bees, and is as far

from being settled to the satisfaction of every
one as it ever was. I believe, as you stated in

Gleanings a short time ago, that the majori-
ty of our great honey-producers use a large
brood-chamber; still it is a fact that nearly all

the writers for the different bee-journals are
advocates of a small hive. Perhaps the other
fellows are too busy, or else think it is no use
to say any thing in the face of so much oppo-
sition. Be that as it may, it is refreshing to

see that there are some few who are not afraid
to tell of the superiority of the large hive.
Most prominent among these, of course, are
the Dadants, who have so persistently cham-
pioned the large hive that I suppose that, in
the eyes of the small-hive user, they appear
something like the man who said that he nev-
er knew there were so many stubborn men in
the world until he had served as juror. He
had been on fourteen different cases, and the
other eleven had held out against him every
time.

I suppose I should not speculate as to what
the results of your test will be ; but I can not
help thinking (perhaps the wish is father to

the thought) that you will get positive proof
that the large hive is away head for the pro-
duction of honey.
There is one thing I wish to suggest to you,

Mr. Root ; and that is, don't put colonies into

the large hives with queens that have been
bred in little bits of hives for generations past.

Some may laugh at this ; but I know from ex-
perience that there is a good deal in it. I be-

come disgusted in reading articles by promi-
nent queen breeders, stating that good queens
should fill eight L. frames with brood before
the main honey-flow starts. Why, Mr. Edi-
tor, at this date, May 9, I can show you lots

of colonies in "barns" with nine and ten
frames filled with brood from one end to the
other ( frames considerably larger than the
Dadant-Quinby), and the hive boiling over
with bees, and we have had a very backward
spring—first pollen noticed Apr. 18, and fruit-

bloom just beginning to open.
As you are aware, our honey-flow does not

start for nearly a month, so you can see what,
in my opinion, constitutes a good queen.

I have received several tested queens from
one of the most noted breeders across the line,

and not one of them was any good in my esti-

mation. I have found that this breeder uses
a very small hive, hence I draw my own con-
clusions as to why queens were not up to ex-

pectation. I trust you will give the " big fel-

lows " a fair and thorough test ; and it would
be fine if we could have the satisfaction of
having at least one editor on our side of the
fence.
Hoodstown, Ont., Can.

[We are testing the Draper barns ; but the
season has been particularly unfavorable; and

another thing, our eight-frame colonies could
not, of course, begin to fill them. A little

later, and we shall be able to render a report
of them, I think.—Ed.]

RAMBLE 171.

Palo Alto: Bees, Chickens, and Pigs; a Temper-
ance Lesson.

BY RAMBLER.

My next halt was at Palo Alto. The reason
for the existence of this town is its nearness to
the Stanford University ; in fact, it exists upon
the Stanford estate and upon the students of
the University, for many of them have their
lodgings here. Palo Alto is just the sort of
town into which a temperance man loves to
circulate. It is a town in which prohibition
prohibits. The foundation of the town is laid
upon the following corner-stone : "All persons
who sell or allow intoxicants to be sold on
their property forfeit said property." Every
person who buys a town lot here receives a
deed with the above provision. If he doesn't
like the provision he can pass along to the
next town. The result is a good class of peo-
ple in the town, and the provision works like
a charm. There are no saloons in Palo Alto.
It is a clean town ; and the faculty of the
University, from President Jordan down, are
pronounced temperance men.

I rambled into this delightful town, owing
to the fact that one of my bee-keeping stu-
dents was there. The editor of Gleanings
will remember the bee-keepers' picnic that
was held on the borders of Lake George, in
New York, in 1890, and that the boy bee-
keeper of the crowd was Brodie Higley. Well,
here, after these many years, and after a
three-years' course of instruction, he was ready
to graduate, a full-fledged lawyer, at the time
I found him. The bees he had learned to
handle so successfully away back in York
State had been something of a factor that had
enabled him to finish his education.
The University is very progressive, but it

has not made such progress as to establish an
experiment apiary. I suggested to Brodie
that the quadrangle around which the main
buildings are located (the students call it the
quad), with its smooth asphalt pavement and
palm-trees, would be an excellent place to es-
tablish an apiary, and proposed to present the
case to Pres. Jordan ; but Brodie thought that
would do no good, for the president" always
referred such matters to Mrs. Stanford ; and
as she was not interested in such small mat-
ters as bee culture she would be sure to sit

down upon the proposition. Mrs. Stanford is

a very large woman, and also very wealthy
;

and when she sits down upon a proposition
that is the last of it. I do not like the idea of
so much woman government ; but as she up-
holds the temperance cause on her farm I have
it not in my heart to find much fault.

If, some time in the future, the University
should progress so far as to establish an apia-
ry I hope they will not select a professor who
will try to invent a new hive. For instance, a
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few years ago the bee-keepers of California

were in hopes that a permanent experiment
apian- had been established at the State Uni-
versity at Berkeley. The professor who had the
matter in charge attended two of our State

Association meetings ; but he ruined his repu-
tation as a practical bee-keeper, and the sta-

tion as well, by inventing a new and imprac-
tical hive. The moral we draw from this is

that a professor of an experiment station must
not only understand the theory of bee-keep-
ing but the practical side as well.

After a good portion of a day's chat with
Brodie I gave his hand a farewell shake and
wheeled on to San Jose and various other
towns. This portion of California is not dis-

tinguished for the number and size of its apia-

ries. Now and then an enterprising and up-
to-date fruit-grower has a small apiary near
his orchard, as an aid to the fertilization of the
blossoms. This fertilization is particularly

teJlEAL Qjiejte

beneficial to the almond-nut, which is largely

grown here.

At Santa Clara my usual good luck in get-

ting into a clean temperance house deserted

me, and I found lodgment' in a French hostel-

ry with a saloon as the main feature ; but I

thought certainly that, with a French cook, I

should have an up-to-date dinner, even if the

surroundings did have the odor of beer. But
here was a disappointment also. The rotund
old fellow who officiated as cook and dispens-

er of beer spread his dishes upon the bare ta-

ble with eggs, bacon, hard French bread, and
black coffee. Frenchmen and dagoes gather-

ed around, some in coats and some without
;

some on benches, some on boxes, and none on
chairs. The feast was conducted in silence

;

but after it was over, there was a gathering in

the saloon, and the corks of the beer-bottles

began to pop, and the spirits of the guests be-

gan to rise. I was urged to take a social glass.

In such cases and with such people a refusal

is taken as an affront, and the importunity
changes to a desire to enforce hospitality

;

therefore it is better to take something, and
my ready resort is to take a cigar. Taking
something seems to confer honor upon the do-
nor, and it is seldom that they stand upon
what you take. I do not smoke ; but while
staying with Mr. Levering, in the northern
portion of the State, the near-by storekeeper
would always offer a cigar on every trade of a
dollar or more, and I would take the cigar and
take it home to Mr. Levering, and felt amply
repaid as I saw him derive solace from it. So
it happens ever since, wherever I may be,

when the opportunity comes I take a cigar,

not for myself but for Mr. Levering.
During the struggle between the men and

the beer-bottles I made my escape to a barber-

shop. Here I found a congenial artist, and
we straightway fell into conversation upon the

hard times and the scarcity of

money.
" Say, stranger," said he, " I

have just had my eyes opened
about the cause of hard times
during this thanksgiving. We

TtHKIS1
have three saloons here, and
each one of them puts up tur-

keys for a raffle. The poor
laboring men all rushed in and
raffled away their money, some
individuals as much as five

dollars, and then getting no
turkey ; and (do you believe

it?) the saloons in this little

one-horse town cleared one
hundred dollars each. I used
to do just such things ; but a
few years ago I found myself.
Talk about hard times ! just

banish the saloon and you
would see the best times on
record."

I fervently said, " Amen !

"

The next morning when I

looked into the saloon it was
deserted, and things were in

much confusion. I counted 38

corks of beer-bottles scattertd

here and there. I concluded that the French-
men should immediately organize a search-
ing-party for the avowed purpose of finding
themselves. So much for an unavoidable
experience in a beer-den.

If we travel much in this country we are

struck by the variety of people we meet. All
nationalities under the sun are represented

;

and my noonday lunch is taken at a wayside
station presided over by an Italian lady. While
I was doing justice to her hot biscuits and
honey she kept a close eye upon me, and final-

ly relieved her mind by propounding the fol-

lowing inquiry :

" Is you ze ministar zata a go a by here to

Vegas to preacha ? '

'

" No, my dear madam, I am not guilty of

any such thing. I am not the minister. I am
only a poor bee-keeper."

'

' Oh ! zata so I lika zat. We gotta a bee-

rancha to it, am a in a tree."
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"That muft be fine," said I. " Could I see
your bee-ranch in a tree? "

"Certainly," said she, leading the way to
the rear of the house ; and, sure enough, there
were four hives mounted on a platform nailed
to the tree, the tree in a hog-corral, and the
branches above the hives served as a hen-
roost. It was a unique combination of hogs,
bees, and poultry.

" Why," said I, " that must be a profitable
plan, and your hives do not suffer from a lack
of refreshing showers."

" Ze—ze showers?" said she, inquiringly.
" Why, yes ! the tops of your hives."
" Oh ! z-e-e fertilisher—ha, ha !—we use ze-

ze showers in ze gardena."

a» 3" » a*^
ANSWERS TO

/

SEASONABLE

But I considered the dirty complexion of

the hives, and thought if there was foul brood
anywhere it would be there, and said, "I
should think you would have foul brood in

your apiary."
" Oh, yesa ! we doa ; ze fowls a brooda

;

ze herea ;
" and she then proceeded to show

me all the old sitting hens there were on
the place. Of course, the fowls were all

brooding. I observed that she was not up to

modern methods of management, though her
apiary was the most novel in its arrangement
of any I had met.

I gradually withdrew from this hospitable
place, and pursued my journey. That eve-

ning I boarded the train again, and halted not
till I placed my feet upon the streets of lovely

Los Angeles, the place that seems like home
to me.

TWO CENTS A POUND MORE FOR HONEY IN
PLAIN SECTIONS.

I used a few of your plain sections and
fences last year, and was well pleased with the
results. I realized 2 cts. a pound more for the
honey in plain sections than what I did for

that in the beeway sections. I had 14 colo-

nies in the spring, increased to 36, and took
1400 lbs. of surplus comb honey, and did not
have one pound of dark honey the entire sea-

son. W. H. Swoap.
DeYoung, Pa.

UESTIONS
L i@ dg» 4& *& i&^&goijs^jj» £fr s» a> ia» j

DOES THE LOSS OF THE STING CAUSE THE
DEATH OF THE BEE ?

Question.—Can a bee live and do work after
it has stung a person, leaving its sting? Or
does it die, as is generally believed by many
persons who keep bees ? Why I ask is this :

A skunk was caught in a trap near a hive one
warm summer night, and before I was up in
the morning the bees from this hive stung the
skunk to death, and its body was filled with
stings to the number of thousands, it seemed
to me, for there was scarcely a place but the
stings and poison-sacs were a perfect mat.
The hive was watched ; but, so far as could
be seen, there were no fewer bees in it than
before, work continuing just the same, though
the bees from this hive were very irritable for
several days afterward.

Answer.—That a bee dies soon after losing
its sting has been very confidently and re-
peatedly asserted. In fact, it has been con-
sidered by very many a '

' settled fact, '

' and
so has been reiterated without question. Up
to within the past ten or fifteen years nearly all

believed that a bee that had stung any one
must surely die ; for in leaving the sting, as
the honey-bee nearly always does in stinging
an animal, a part of the intestines was sup-
posed to be left with the sting, poison-sac,
etc., from which it was argued that the bee
could not live. This seemed so reasonable
that I formerly believed the idea which pre-
vailed was true till one day, after a bee had
stung me, leaving its sting, it came to attack
me again and again, with all the fury and
vengeance possible for a bee to work itself up
to, getting in my hair, and singing away as
only a a angry bee can sing, which will make
the cold chills run up and down the back of
the most hardened bee-keeper. As this bee
apparently had no thought of dying, it was
caught and caged with two or three others,
and kept a week or so to see what would be-
come of the matter. At the end of the week
it was apparently just as lively and healthy as
any of the rest, when all the bees were set at
liberty.

At another time, when putting up queens to
send away, in catching the escort bees which
were to go with the queen, one of them stung
me on the end of my finger, leaving its sting,
when it immediately ran in^o the cage. As I

did not wish to remove all the bees and the
queen to get it out, I let it go, soon after which
the thought came to me that here would be a
chance to test the theory of the death of the
bee from losing its sting, as the queen was
going into the remote parts of Texas, which
journey would require seven or eight days'
time. I accordingly wrote to the party to
whom they were sent, telling him all about
the matter, and asking him to take notice par-
ticularly when the queen arrived to see if
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there were any dead bees in the cage. In due
time he replied that the queen arrived in

splendid condition, and that there was not a

dead bee in the cage.

Several times since then I have tried similar

ways to see if such bees as had lost their

stings were in an)' way inconvenienced there-

by, and, so far as I can tell, by means of con-

fining them so as to know that I have the

same bee, I can see no difference between such
bees and those which have their stings, as to

length of life. Nature understands her work
very much better than we do ; and it now
appears to me that it was so ordained that the

stingy poison-sac, and contents, might be torn

away from the bee, and yet it remain as per-

fect in every other way, save the defending of

its home, as it ever was. If such is the case

we can readily appreciate the carelessness

manifested in rushing to an attack upon slight

provocation, rather than ascribing so much to

the patriotism of "home protection," result-

ing in "the death of hundreds and thousands"
of their numbers, which has been the idea of

the past. Whether bees having lost their

sting gather honey or not, or whether they

are "allowed to live in the hive without their

weapon of defense, is something which would
be next to, if not quite, impossible to tell, for

in this case we have no means of keeping
track of an individual bee. As bees wnich
are in any way imperfect are not tolerated in

the hive, it might not be unreasonable to sup-

pose that the perfect ones might dri\e off one
which had lost its sting, as being incapable of

defense, were the hive attacked
;
yet as there

are so m:my thousands, perfect and ready for

defense, to where one has lost its sting, I

hardly think such would be the case. At any
rate I have often seen bees which have either

stung myself or into my cloihing, so as to lose

their stings, alight back on their combs with-

out any molestation by the other bees, save

some little irritation from the perfume of

poison in the air, having watched such for

several minutes. If they did not then try to

evict them from the hive, when would it be

done? That it was not the design of nature

for the bee always to lose its sting when de-

fending its hive, is manifest where bees repel

robbers to the extent of hundreds, and at

times often thousands, which the slaughtered

ones attest, when in such cases not one bee

in one thousand loses its sting, is self-evident.

In such times of great slaughter, each bee
keeps its sting, so that it can slaughter bee
after bee till the attacking party is repelled

or they lose their lives in the combat. Then
at times of the balling of the queen, hundreds
of bees are slain, yet not one of the dead ever

has a sting fastened to it. At times they do
lose their stings in other bees, but this is the

exception rather than the rule.

[I have several times confined bees depriv-

ed of their stings in queen-cages, and have
had them live two and three weeks—just

about as long as they would have lived if they
had had their stings. The notion that bees

die shortly after losing their sting is all a

myth.

—

Ed.]

FONDNESS OF BEES FOR VASELINE.

I noticed, the other day, a large number of

bees working very busily on an old vaseline-

keg, and they seemed as enthusiastic over it

as if it had been a molasses-barrel. Can you
explain the cause of it? and did you ever
know of a similar case ?

B. E. GOODENOUGH.
Barton Landing, Vt., May 4.

BAD RECORD FOR SMALL HIVES.

I would say all the good things you sent
were received in due time. I am very sorry

to say I am this year without a bee, it being
my luck to use eight-frame hives ; and my
colonies being very strong the hives were un-
able to hold sufficient to feed my bees through
winter so they starved to death. I will discard

those hives and try again as soon I can get
some more. Wm. LeaTham.
Armada, Mich., April 30.

HONEY-DEW OF INSECT ORIGIN.

Friend Root:—I would add my testimony
to Prof. Cook's in regard to honey-dew. This
morning I saw the bees gathering it from the
leaves of the wild California walnut, and I

feel quite sure that not one person in ten
would notice the source of this honey-dew.
It came from a small yellow aphis lying close

along the mid-vein on the under side of the
leaves. I have noticed honey-dew for the
past twenty-five years, and have never failed

to find the insect source. Now, if nine people
should say to you, " We saw honey-dew on a
walnut-tree this morning, near Mclntyre's
gate, and did not see any insects to produce
it, so it must have come down from heaven,"
and I should come up and say, "I also saw
the honey-dew, and here are the insects that

produced it," which would you believe? To
my mind the idea of obtaining honey or sugar
from the air is absurd ; and when a man testi-

fies that he saw honey-dew without insects, it

only proves that he is a poor observer.

Sespe, Cal., June 15. J. F. McInTvre.

[The fact of insect origin can not be doubt-
ed now. It's settled.

—

Ed.]

ODOR AS WELL AS COLOR; TESTIMONY OF ONE
OF THE. MOST EXTENSIVE BEE-KEEPERS.

I consider odor of clothes as great a consid-

eration as color. I buy light odorless clothes,

and have no trouble. Bad-smelling clothes

are irritating to bees. I am now resting one
of my teams of browns, and drive one gray
and one brown, and let them pasture off the
grass from among the bees. The gray pas-

tures much longer than the brown without be-

ing stung ; but switching the flies would be
the only thing that would cause the bees to

sting. The brown would be stung at a dis-

tance. I notice the above every day I am at

this Piru apiary. It is a further proof that
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color and odor are a consideration in working
among bees. M. H. MendlESON.

Ventura, Cal.

AN IDEAL HIVE-TOOL.

There have been several hive-tools described
in the bee-journals, and none of them appears
to be a success. I call mine an ideal tool,

from its easy working and simplicity. I think
the cut will be explanation enough, ai though

^

a few points will help to make the construction
of the tool more simple.

No. 1 is a round point with a long taper, run
down until

;iV inch thick, for raising covers,
prying up supers, and loosening frames. No.
2 is a thin piece of steel riveted to the blade,

for removing burr-combs and propolis. This
scraper should be 1 inch long. No. 3 is a
square hook for lifting division-boards and
frames. This hook should be % inch long.

The tool should be 10 or 11 inches long, \%
wide, 2 from the hook up to the scraper.

Arden, W. Va. J. H. Allen.

BEE-VEILS AND W. Z.

If you want to win my hearty thanks, make
the No. 3 veils three inches longer. Until you
do, mine must have a new tail fastened on, for

there is little romance in having the veil come
out of my collar, and result in a big neck. The
better (?) grades of veils do not interest me.
How men with long necks like " W. Z." get
along with such short veils is more than I

know. W. A. H. Gilstrap.
Grayson, Cal.

[Three inches longer ! Why, I do not see

what you want of so much veil. If you put it

on the way we do, by drawing the lower edges
under the suspenders, as shown herewith, you

^ -. will find the veil

[
amply long. By

t
. I

r

'"J measure I find

they are 24 inches
•'.. in length, which

ought to make
them reach from
the hat down to

r
,

r-> the shoulders,
;'. and leave plen-

:

«'

|

ty of selvage to
-

...-L- jk spare. Per-
il haps you wear

'

'! an extra-broad-
1,1

1 brimmed hat.

If such be the case, the veil might be short;

but if we add 3 inches to all our bee veils, then
some other fellows would be ready to give us
their " hearty thanks " if we would make them
shorter in the first place. But, say ; if you will

make, in your future orders, a distinct speci-

fication for 27 or 30 inches, or any length you
may name, you can have the veils just to your
liking.

—

Ed.]

m

J. R., Iozva —Hives in which bees have died
should be closed up bee-tight

; then, when
wanted, swarms can be hived in them, or the
individual combs be placed in other hives
where the bees are in need of stores or more
room.

J. R.. Mich.—Bees build combs night and
day. They work for nothing and board them-
selves, and then divide the"" profits " at the
end of the season ; that is to say, if they have
any profits to divide. But bees will not draw
out foundation at certain seasons of the year.
If it is not placed between two frames of brood
or next to one frame of brood, or made to
stand by itself when no honey is coming in,

bees will not draw it out.

E. E. Jl ., Mass.—Always leave a bee-space
over the top of the frame. The best way we
know of to find queens is to pull the frames
out, one at a time, and examine loth surfaces
until she is found. If you have never seen a
queen you had better get some old bee-keeper
to point her out the first time. No amount of
rapping oh the hive will compel bets to stay
in a location if they have been moved from
some other portion of the apiary.

H. M. Z., Cal.—The acid we use for refin-

ing beeswax is sulphuric — the ordinary com-
mercial article. It should be reduced in water
from 50 to 500 times. If the wax is then boil-

ed in this water, or heated by a steam-pipe,
and then allowed to stand for a few hours, it

will turn to a bright lemon yellow. The
amount of acid to be used will have to be de-
termined by experiment If you reduce it to
one in a hundred, and then keep reducing as
long as you can get the clarifying effect, you
will get the proper solution.

F. IV., Wis. — Entrxnce-guards should be
placed on the hive, and secured at the entrance
with two nails. They are used, generally,
either to confine in the hive any undesirable
drones, for mating purposes, or lo prevent the
escape of a swarm by holding a queen in a
hive. Entrance-guards are very often used
instead of clipping, because they save the
trouble of hunting up queens. We prefer
clipping as a rule ; but when we are a little

crowded in our work, and do not wish to both-
er to hunt up a queen in a populous colony,
we clap on a guard and let the hive go. If

a swarm issues when the apiarist is present,
all he has to do is to put an empty hive
with frames of foundation on the old stand,
removing the old hive to another location.

The supers, if there are any on the old hive,
should be placed on the new one. When the
swarm returns it will go back into the new hive
and begin work, and the old queen can be put
with the swarm or not as may be preferred

;

but as a rule swarms should be supplied with
queens— if not with an old one, with young
ones. To prevent swarming, queen-cells should
be destroyed in nine days ; but this operation
only serves to discourage swarming.
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By some sort of oversight or misunderstand-
ing, the quotations of A. V. Bishop & Co., of

Milwaukee, Wis., have been omitted from the

Honey Column. They appear again as usual,

in this issue.

There is little to add to what I gave in our
last issue regarding this season. It is later

than last year by two or three weeks, and it is

perhaps too early to get reports. I am safe in

saying that clover and ba&swood has been a

light crop over the country generally, and
prices should rule much higher for such hon-
ey. Those who have honey should avail them-
selves of a free advertisement of one insertion

in our Honey Column.

EDITOR HOLTERMANN 'S LOSS.

IT is with much regret that I learn of the

sudden death of the six-year-old son of- R. F.

Holtermann, editor of the Canadian Bee Jour-
nal. On the 12th of June the little fellow was
playing about as usual, as robust and healthy

as any child could be. His father, who was
resting at noon in the hammock, asked the

boy if he wished to go to a gospel meeting for

children. He said he did. The boy disap-

peared around the house, and soon after a

sharp cry was heard. The mother responded
to the call, and found the boy in convulsions.

Mr. Holtermann summoned a physician with-

in ten minutes, and in a few minutes more he
called another. " But all was over in about
half an hour." Death was attributed to sun-

stroke as the result of being bareheaded and
having the hair rather short. Mr. H. says it

has always been his custom to go with the

children to the barber's to see that the hair is

not cut too short ; but the last time he could
not go. However, Mr. H. sajs " that is the

human side of it." He recognizes in it God's
hand. " It has been for some wise purpose."
Gleanings extends its sincere sympathies.
Personally we of Rootville have not been call-

en on to go through such an affliction, but we
feel, nevertheless, for those who have.

VERNON BURT, THE BEE-KEEPER WHO ALWAYS
HAS A CROP OF HONEY ; THE PLAIN-

SECTION AND FENCE SYSTEM
AS SEEN BY A. I. R.

Yesterday, July 14, I wished to try a new
wheel, and Ernest told me to go over and get
a report from Vernon Burt in regard to his

honey crop. On reaching his home I found
he was three miles further at an out-apiary.

Before I reached this out-apiary my heart was
rejoiced by seeing great fields of red clover

;

in fact, I found out afterward that in that par-

ticular locality many farmers make a business
of raising clover seed. The fields were literally

red with clover-blossoms, and you could see

the red for a mile away. I found friend Burt
had just been taking off honey. There was

not a bit of robbing anywhere, not a bee buzz-
ing around the honey-house, but they were
actually bringing in loads of honey, and fill-

ing sections. When he exhibited a dozen or
more of the handsomest sections it seemed to
me I ever saw in my life, I began to think
that these were some "extra selected;" but
after I picked sections out of different cases at
random, I uttered exclamations of surprise.

"Why, look here, old friend, how is this?
These plain sections are just about as clean as
when they came out of our sandpapering-
machine ; and there has been no scraping, be-
cause this just came from the hive."

" Well, Mr. Root, that is the great thing
about those plain sections and fences. Ernest
has got the thing rigged now so there is not a
chance for the bees to touch the outside or
edges of the section anywhere except a little

place on the bottom, and that is so trifling,

and so much out of sight, that I would not
give a cent to have my sections scraped and
sandpapered. In fact, I think they look nicer
just as they come from the hive, without be-
ing fussed with."
Now, I suppose I ought to have been better

posted ; but this was indeed a revelation to
me. Twenty or thirty years ago, when I was
so full of enthusiasm about having eight sec-
tions of a size just fill a Langstroth frame,
with just one pound of honey in each, I do
not believe I ever dreamed of any thing as
perfect and handsome as these I had just been
looking at. The honey was not only beauti-
fully capped, but it was attached to the top,

bottom, and sides in such a way that there is

scarcely a possibility of its being broken out
with any sort of decent handling in shipment.
Mr. Burt remarked, "Yes, that is another
point. I never had any sections in my life so
well filled out, and so perfectly attached to

the section, as these built with those new
fences. You tell Ernest to come out here and
see what I have got to show him. And you
may say to him that he need not waste any
more time and breath in defending the plain
sections. If you folks keep up the kind of
workmanship you have given me this sum-
mer, this arrangement will talk for itself and
make its own way clear through the whole
bee keeping world."

Now, to tell the truth, I have several times
felt there had been almost too much breath
wasted in defense of the fences. A good thing
does not need "boosting." Mr. Burt has al-

ready taken 72 just such sections from several
of his strongest hives; and even during this

poor season, when almost everybody is la-

menting, and talking about '

' another failure, '

'

Mr. Burt is going to have a nice crop of honey,
even if the bees should stop right where they
are, and go no further. He has something
like 150 colonies in his home apiary, and near-
ly as many in the out-apiary. He says he
thinks he could get more honey during a poor
season with 50 or 60 colonies in one place in-

stead of three times that number; but in a
very good season a large number would get
plenty, and it is ever so much less work to
care for a larger apiary all in one place.

—

A. I. R.
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"A GOOD CATCH ;
" TEN DOLLARS REWARD.

A VERY handsome half-tone, showing bass-
wood in full bloom, makes up the beautiful
frontispiece of the July Review. Mr. Hutch-
inson seems to have an eye for the useful and
the beautiful.

By the way, we have been having some cor-
respondence of late in regard to photography.
Incidentally I happened to mention in one of
my letters that it was very difficult to get a
good human subject to appear natural while
being photographed, as he is almost sure to

look at the instrument, and give that self-

conscious stare that spoils the very soul of the
picture. In reply to this, Mr. H. says:

I appreciate most fully your ideas on the subject.
It is a pleasure to meet one who can catrh the true
spirit of a thing like this. How hard it is to break up
that old habit of staring at the camera! Unless you
fight for it you are sure to be beaten in this respect
every time with the average subject.

There, now I might as well let the cat out
of the bag. I have been wanting a frontis-

piece for the new edition of our A B C of Bee
Culture, and would be willing to pay 910.00 to

the first one sending a fine clear photo, such
as I want and can use, showing a young lady
of prepossessing appearance becomingly
dressed, holding a swarm of bees on a limb
she has just cut from a tree. She must not
look at the camera while the picture is being
taken—no, no! She must have about her an
unconscious air of ease and grace that one of

her sex has when she thinks there is no one to

admire or flatter. Unconscious beauty in a
human subject is the very soul of real art.

For the second best picture I will pay $5.00.
All entries to close by Aug. 15.

N. B.—For obvious reasons the name of the
young lady whose figure will grace the frontis-

piece of the ABC will not be given below the
picture, neither will it be known. All that
will be put below the half-tone will be, "A
Good Catch."

• THE PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION.
The next meeting of the United States Bee-

keepers' Association will be held in Phila-
delphia, 5. 6, 7, during the Grand Army en-
campment in that city, for during this time
very low railroad rates can be secured. While
having the convention at these times runs the
bee-keepers into big crowds, and sometimes
compels them to submit to unpleasant quar-
ters, yet experience has shown that it is only
at such times that we are able to secure a good
attendance ; for without some large attract ion,

when universally low rates can be secured, it

is almost impossible to have a representative
meeting of bee-keepers ; but at the meeting at

Buffalo we had a practical demonstration of

the fact that, when low rates can be secured,
we can also have a good attendance, even if

we do have to sleep on cot-beds and pillows
of s'.raw. Well, here is what the secretary,

Dr. A. B. Mason, has to say about the whole
matter :

Sta. B. Toledo. Ohio, June 2fi, 1899.

Mr. Editor:—I have been faithfully trying to get the
railroad rates to the G. A. R. encampment at Phila-
delphia for the information of those bee-keepers who
may wish to attend the convention of the United
States Bee-keepers' Association on the 5th. 6th. and
7th of next September, and find that in the territory

covered by the Central Passenger Association the rate
will be one cent per mile each way, " with a minimum
of 811 (except that the fare will not apply via Pitts-
burg, Pennsylvania road, and Washington), but via
Harrisburg direct," but the $11 rate will be waived
where the current first-class one-way fare is less. In
such cases the fare will be one cent per mile each way
in the Central Passenger Association territory added
to the authorized one way fare for the round trip from
the nearest Trunk Line gateway (or station). Tickets
for sale Sept. 1 to 4, inclusive.
The rate in the territory covered by the Trunk Line

Association will be "one fare for the round trip with
a minimum of $1.00, except that the fare from New
York and Baltimore will be $3.00; from Washington,
$L00; from Newark, N. J., $2.85; from Elizabeth, N. ].',

$2.75; and proportionately from intermediate points.
One fare to New York plus $3 00 from points west of
Binghamton and Syracuse via New York, going and
returning same rouce." Tickets to be sold, and good
going, Sept. 2 to 5, inclusive.
The Central Passenger Association territory includes

that part of Canada lying south of a line running
from Toronto nearly west to Lake Huron: the south-
ern peninsula of Michigan, that part of Illinois lying
east of a line running trom East St. Louis to Chicago,
including both of these cities; all of Indiana and Ohio;
that portion of Penns> lvania lying west of the Alle-
gheny River, and that part of New York lying west of
a line from Salamanca to Buffalo.
The remainder of the United States lvingea.-t of the

Mississippi River, and souih of the Ohio River, and
those portions of Pennsylvania and New York not in
the Central Passenger territory above described, and
all of New England, are in the Trunk Line Associa-
tion territory.
In both the territories named above, "tickets will be

good returning to Sept. 12, inclusive: except that by
deposit of ticket with joint agent at Philadelphia, be-
tween Sept. 5 and 9, both dates inclusive, and on pay-
ment of a fee of 50 cents, return limit may be extend-
ed to Sept. 30, inclusive."
Rates have not yet been fixed by the Southwestern

Passenger Bureau and the Western Passenger Associa-
tion, but both have promised to inform me as soon as
announcement is made.
By inquiring of the station agent, any one can

readily learn the rate of fare.
Side trips to Washington, Richmond, Norfolk,

Gettysburg, Antietam, and other points of interest,
will be provided for at about one fare for the round
trip, or a cent and a half per mile for circuitous routes.
In a letter just received from Mr. F. Hahman, secre-

tary of the Philadelphia Bee-keepers' Association, he
writes in substance :

" If those expecting to attend the convention will
write me we will find quarters for them ; those not
notifying us will have to take their chances, as we
can not engage rooms for anybody except those we
are sure will come."
Let me suggest that all such as desire entertainment

write Mr. Hahman at once, or as soon as they have de-
cided to attend the convention, so as to be sure and
teach him by Aug. 15 or 20, and tell him what you wish
provided. Mr. Hahman's address is Hairowgate
Lane, Sta. F, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Philadelphia Association proposes to find good

lodging-places for all who notify Mr. Hahman, and
breakfast at the lodging-places if possible

; and dinner
and supper can be had at some ot the numerous res-
taurants near the place of holding the convention,
which will be in Franklin Institute, at 15 South 7th
Street, beUveen Market and Chestnut Streets.

A. B. Mason, Secretary.

THE MILLER BEE-ESCAPE.

A FEW days ago I was looking over my col-
lection of snap-shots that I took when I was
visiting Dr. Miller last fall at his home in
Marengo, 111. Among them was a picture of
the Miller bee-escape. Of this I have had an
engraving made, and now present it here-
with. It consists of an ordinary wire-cloth
cone about 8 inches high, and perhaps eight
inches in diameter at the bottom. At the
edge is secured a cloth that will fit tightly
over the hive or a pile of stacked-up supers.

Dr. Miller's usual method of emptying out
supers, if I am correct, is to shake out as
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many bees as possible, then stack them up
five or six feet high. Over the top is then

placed one of these escapes, the cloth being

wet so as to hold it securely down all around

the hive-top, leaving the bees to escape by the

cone.
This, I believe the doctor claims, works

more rapidly than the Porter and escapes of a

like character, because it admits of a large

amount of light, owing to the eight inch

opening through the cloth. As the cloth is

wet, it hugs the top edges and corners of the

uppermost super, so as to render it practically

bee-tight except through \he cone. The es-

cape is easily made, and now is just the sea-

son for one to give it a trial. For out apiary

work where one wishes to take off the honey
at one and the same trip it may be better than

the Porter.

But methinks I'd rather go down the night

before on a bicycle, slip 011 the Porter, and
then go the next day and take off the supers

without any shaking, smoking, or stacking

up of supers.

THE DRAPER BARNS.

IT was Dr. Miller who first gave the name
of "barn" to a ten-frame Langstroth hive

having frames and hive body 2 inches and an

eighth deeper. One would imagine that an

ordinary eight-frame Langstroth hive, having

frames of regular depth, would look small in

comparison with these barns ; but the differ-

ence is not so great as one would imagine. I

had two hives placed side by side—one of the

aforesaid barns and one of the standard eight-

frame Langstroth hives, each having a comb-
honey super on top. A photo was taken, and
the result is shown in half tone on page 537.

It will be apparent from the illustration that

the difference is not nearly so great as one
would imagine. The very word "barn,"

when applied to a hive, is suggestive of some-

thing of monstrous size.

Speaking of these barns calls to mind the

fact that they will take any of the ten- frame

standard Langstroth bottoms, covers, supers,

sections, extracting supers, and Langstroth

bodies of standard depth. If there is any
thing in having a large hive, the ten-frame
Langstroth of extra depth would make really

less confusion than a twrelve-frame Langstroth
of standard depth. The latter would require
a different bottom-board, different cover, dif-

ferent super, and could not be used inter-

changeably with other hives in the yard.
Now, let it be understood that I am not ad-

vocating Draper barns, neither am I advocat-
ing twelve - frame Langstroth hives ; but if

there is call enough this season for the barns
we will catalog them for next year.

A MODEL OUEEN - REARING APIARY ; NEAT-
NESS AND ORDER IMPORTANT REQUISITES

FROM A FINANCIAL POINT OF VIEW.
Elsewhere in this issue, p 534, we present

a very fine view of one of the largest if not the
largest queen-rearing apiary in the southern
hemisphere. It is operated by Mr. H. L.

Jones, of Goodna, Queensland, Aus., a queen-
breeder who has sent us a number of interest-

ing and valuable articles on the subject of

cell-building and queen-rearing.
This apiary contains about 300 colonies

;

and while it presents a remarkably neat and
orderly appearance, its owner says it wTas not
" got up for the occasion," as the photogra-
pher came along unexpectedly. It is very sel-

dom that one sees an apiary of such trim neat-

ness in its usual working order. On the other
hand, it is not uncommon to see hives in the

average yard more or less tipped sidewise, a

little out of square with the points of the
compass, weather-beaten, unpainted, besides

quite an array of old brood-frames, sticks, old

covers, old bottom-boards, and other things

too numerous to mention. I do not mean to

say that bee-keepers of this country are dis-

orderly ; but in the rush of the season, and
when every thing is "hurrah boys!" and
"any thing and every thing to get there
quickly," we are liable to find things in not
quite dress-parade style for a snap-shot photo.

I am proud to say, however, that our own
queen-rearing apiary, just back of our factory

buildings, will compare favorably with the

Jones apiary shown on page 534 ; and for this

state of things our thanks are due to Mr.
Wardell, our apiarist, who has always been
used to having every thing in order.

I believe that it was Mr. Hunt, junior, son
of M. H Hunt, who, in the Bee-keepers' Re-
view, said it cost no more to produce honey
(or queens, for that matter] when every thing
is kept neat and orderly than when the reverse

is true, and I suspect he is right. It is a great

aggravation to have tools and implements
scattered all over the yard, to say nothing of

the effect of the weather upon them.
At our basswood yard, over which I have

direct personal supervision, the covers, bottom-
boards, supers, etc., not in use, are stacked
up in the center of the yard. Here, also, is a

barrel of fuel, some matches, tools, etc.; and
when I close up operations for the day I en-

deavor to have every thing back in its place,

so when I return I can go immediately to

work, knowing exactly where to find tools

and hive parts.
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NOTES OF* TRAVLL
i • BY i, AlKROOT, .

^^?: :"-\^te

SOMETHING ABOUT GOOD ROADS AS WELL AS
STRAWBERRIES.

The good people in Xenia, Greene Co., O.,

whom 1 visited just about a year ago, wanted
me to be with them at their annual strawberry

convention again this year ; so I started out

on my wheel on the morning of Decoration

day, May 30. They were commencing to cel-

ebrate at Medina in the morning before I left

;

and I found them celebrating, and was obliged

to mix in with the throng more or less, both at

Upper Sandusky, Wyandot Co., O., which I

passed through on my wheel, and at Marion,

O. As there had been recent rains, making
the roads almost impassible except where there

were stone or graveled pikes, I took the train

until I was near one of the pikes in Wyandot
Co. After getting off at Tymochtee Station I

found I was but six miles from where a grav-

eled pike starts ; and going over that six miles

tired me more than riding thirty or forty miles

afterward. It is a little singular that the west-

ern part of our State should have these beau-

tiful stone and graveled roads, while in the

northeast part such a road is almost unknown.
If horses could talk as wheelmen do, no doubt
we should have heard pitiful appeals for good
roads long ago ; and, oh the difference it made
when I once struck a hard smooth stone road!

Why, it required no effort at all to fly just like

the wind ; and in many places the road was so

level and smooth there was scarcely a sound
or a vibration. The beveled gear made a little

bit of whiz at every revolution, and the fine

particles of stone made a very little gritting

sound as the tires passed over them ; and, by
the by, I think it must be true that a cinder

path or a smooth graveled road is really easier

to ride on than an asphalt pavement. Yet I

can not understand why this should be so. On
the asphalt there seems to be a little bit of

sticking of the rubber to the smooth surface
;

but where there is just a little bit of sandy
grit, the tire seems t) be "loose," if that is

the proper expression. It almost flies over

the road without really making close contact.

In getting the requisite grade the road is

banked up perhaps three feet, on an average,

higher than the bottom of the ditches on each
side. Through the influence of heavy rains

and the traffic of wheels these roads become
hard and smooth. The dirt sides become
heavily sodded, and the freezing and thawing
of winter, and the heavy rains and freshets of

summer, seem to make scarcely an impression

on them. I suppose a good deal is owing, of

course, to the material used and to the skill

with which the road is put together, especial-

ly on the surface, and finally the care with
which little cavities are mended before there

can be time for any water at all to stand in

even the shallowest puddle on the surface of

the road. I began to wonder, just before I

reached Upper Sandusky, if the soil was not
naturally better fitted for road-making than in

Medina Co. ; but between Upper Sandusky
and Marion there is a piece or about a mile

that, for some reason or other, has never been
piked and graveled ; and this mile— why, I

actually had to get off and go on foot. The
clay soil was cut lip in such deep ruts that it

was not possible to ride a wheel at all. That
one mile used up my strength, besides taking

lots of time, more than riding ten, miles on a
good road. Now, what is true of riding a

wheel is more or less true of getting over the

country with a horse and buggy. The horse

is used up, the vehicles yanked to pieces, and
time wasted— how many times a day, do you
suppose ? I have sometimes counted the ve-

hicles that pass our home in a limited time.

Very often in good weather a dozen teams are

in sight at once, and there must be toward a

thousand that go over the road both ways in

the course of a day. Suppose each one of

these thousand rigs suffers from all the losses

I have mentioned, during just one day in the

year, how much could the great world at large

afford to pay for good roads ?

After getting my supper at Marion I began
to inquire a little about bee-keepers. I was
told there was one, named G. B. Smeltzer, at

Smeltzer's Corners, two miles out of the city.

These friends were a good deal surprised and
greatly delighted to find A. I. Root with his

wheel actually standing before them. Friend
Smeltzer, like most other bee-keepers, is inter-

ested in gardening. He showed me some of

the most luxuriant plum-trees actually bend-
ing under their loads of fruit, and the fruit

only half grown at that. Every plum seemed
perfect — not a curculio sting. The only rea-

son he could give was that there were not
curculios enough to go round. We looked
over the trees by the light of the lantern, and
both of us decided that it was out of the ques-

tion to think of propping up the limbs, for

each little branch would need a prop. Pick-

ing off the green plums until the tree could

stand the load of those remaining, seemed to

be the only remedy. Now, bee-keepers usual-

ly have not only a nice garden, fruit-trees, and
things of that sort, but the most of them are

skillful mechanics. A great institution, called

the Huber Manufacturing Co.. in Dayton, had
discovered the mechanical skill of my good
friend Smeltzer, and had offered him enough
to come and work in their factory during their

great rush, so he was rather neglecting his

bees and other things at home.
Next morning my trip was over a road not

a bit behind the one of the day before, and on
my way to Marysville I passed right along the

banks of the beautiful Scioto River, passing

through Prospect. Once or twice I was dis-

commoded where they were putting on new
gravel to repair the pike ; but that was not to

be compared with getting through mud roads

that had been cut up while the ground was
soft, and had afterward dried.

A thunder-shower obliged me to seek shel-

ter just before reaching the pretty city of Ma-
rysville. But that did not hurt their kind of

roads at all ; in fact, I was on my wheel again

almost before the drops had ceased falling.

You see my chainless Columbia is just right
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for that kind of work. During the afternoon

I was hindered so many times by rain that I

finally waited for a train at the town of Irwin,

between Marysville and Springfield.

The gathering of bee-keepers and strawber-

ry-growers was at the same beautiful place in

a grove surrounding a schoolhouse. The
friends of the year before were present, and
we were also honored by the presence of Mr.
Nick Ohmer himself, and his good wife ; and
last, but not least, his brother, J. P. Ohmer,
was on hand. The latter brought a Nick Oh-
mer strawberry-plant growing in a tub. I

thought I had seen some gigantic specimens
of Nick Ohmer strawberries and fruit on our
own place ; but that plant in the tub " broke
the record," in foliage, size of leaf, and size of

fruit. Three or four great stems of fruit, al-

most as large as peaches, reclined on the edges
of the tub, and made a very appropriate ob-

ject-lesson in letting people know the possi-

bilities of strawberry-growing. A quart of

berries stood beside the plant, showing twelve
berries making a heaping boxful. Some of

you will no doubt recall to mind the fact that

J. P. Ohmer is the man who grows strawber-

ries successfully through the sides of a barrel.

He told us that, although the barrel culture

was a success, the average person would prob-

ably be unwilling to take the necessary pains

to make it a success. I was very anxious in-

deed to accept his kind invitation to call at

his place and see his strawberry-barrels ; but
my time was so limited I was obliged to fore-

go that pleasure.

OUR
HOMES,
BY A. I. RQQT.

Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have en-
tered into the heart of man, the things which God
hath prepared for those that love him.— I. Cor. 2:9.

No good thing will he withhold from them that
walk uprightly.

—

Psalm 8-1:11.

Until recently I have always rather supposed
that the first of my two texts referred to the
home in heaven, after this life is past, and no
doubt this is true ; but an experience of the
few days past has made me think that it may
also refer to our lives here on earth—to a life

that is in full accord and harmony with the
plans of the great Father above. As the ex-
perience I allude to comes interwoven in a re-

cent wheelride, I think I will give you the
story in detail, even if the whole does not re-

fer directly to our texts. In this way it will

be more connected.
About 42 years ago, when I was a boy in my

teens, I traveled over a portion of the north-
western part of the State of Ohio called the
Black Swamp at that time ; and almost every
summer for several years past I have declared
I was going over the ground I passed in that,

boyhood trip, and see what changes forty
years or more had wrought. Along the last of

June, when the strawberry season was over, I

told Mrs. Root that, when we had a good

strong east wind, she might expect me to

start off very suddenly on this trip. Monday
morning, the 26th, was bright and cool, and
there was quite a strong wind from the north-
east. Toward noon it began to blow suffi-

ciently to send a wheelman at pretty good
speed, and I expected to start right after din-
ner. But copy for the journal had to be look-
ed after, work assigned to the different men
and boys in my department, and it was after

two o'clock before I was ready. It came so

near supper time I told Mr. Root I should like

a nice piece of beefsteak to sort o' back me up
for my long ride. After eating the steak I re-

membered some other things that had to be
seen to, and it was just three o'clock when I

got on my wheel.
By the way, during the hot weather of late

my strength has been somewhat oozing out,

and it was hard work to get up either strength
or enthusiasm. I think it was on the after-

noon of that same day that I thought of pray-
ing for physical strength just as I did at Yel-
lowstone Park, and I went off by myself and
asked for just that one thing — physical
strength if it was the Father's pleasure to give
it. The prayer was answered, for I think I

never rode twenty miles any easier than I did
that afternoon, reaching Wellington just about
five. About this time I was ready for another
steak, and then I was off for friend Board-
man's, at East Townsend, Huron Co., about
20 mile? further. I might have made it very
easily had not darkness and sandy roads come
in both together ; therefore it was after nine
o'clock when I heard the welcome roar of his

200 or more hives of bees. God has not seen
fit to bless friend Boardman's home by giving
him a family of children ; so when I came up
on the porch and ran against a baby- carriage,

it was one of my first pleasant surprises ; but
in talking about bees and other things during
the evening I rather forgot about the baby-
carriage until the next morning, when I was
up and looking over friend Boardman's beau-
tiful grounds among the hives, various kinds
of fruit trees, his poultry-yards, etc.

As I stood out near the well, a baby face

peered around the corner of the doorway, and
then dodged back. Pretty soon I caught a
glimpse of it again ; and after a little effort to

scrape up acquaintance the little one and I

were good friends. I had been greatly enjoy-
ing walking around the pretty home, and that
innocent little face capped the climax. I felt

more intensely than 1 had ever before, per-

haps, that no home is quite complete—at least

no neighborhood is just what it ought to be

—

without one or more baby faces and childish

prattle. A mother had died in their place,

leaving this helpless infant ; and Mr. and Mrs.
Boardman had taken it into their home. At
breakfast, the little one had a place right be-

side me. Although scarcely a year and a half

old, she sat by herself, fed herself for the most
part, listened to and smiled at our talk on gar-

dening, bees, poultry, etc., and seemed to be
happy and contented, even though she had no
memory of her own mother. Mrs. Boardman
remarked, "Mr. Root, our baby never cries

before she goes to sleep, and never cries when
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she wakes up. She is always quiet, happy,
and smiling, just as you see her now." It

really touched my heart to look at the little

one. She almost seemed to realize that she
was to a certain extent to care for her own lit-

tle self, a motherless baby. The very thought
seems to appeal to the best instincts of hu-
manity. Who is there who would not share
his last crust with such a one?
Friend Boardman was not getting any hon-

ey the morning I left, or none to speak of ;

but he has two or more strings to his bow, and
so he has recently introduced some very pret-

ty and efficient poultry-houses. Every thing
is as clean and neat about the poultry as it is

about the bee-hives ; and if the bees are not
bringing in honey the poultry are bringing in

eggs. In my boyhood days poultry-keeping
commended itself to me inasmuch as you do
not have to wait very long for some income
from your investment. If managed properly
the poultry should produce something to sell,

not only every day in the year, but the very
first day the plant is started. With the aid of

the poultry-droppings friend B. has a piece of

ground of rare fertility, and he had a crop of

Giant Gibraltar onions that promised great
things.

I had been told there is a beautiful cinder
path for wheelmen, between Norwalk and
Bellevue. I got on this wheel-path in the
cool of the morning. It is, perhaps, Irom two
to three feet wide. The surface is hard and
smooth, but there are just enough very fine

cinders to make a little bit of rustle as the
wheel flies over them. A great part of this

path is under beautiful shade-trees, trimmed
just high enough so as not to hit one's head

;

then pretty dooryards in front of tidy homes
conic right up to the wheel-path. In the sub-
urbs of the towns, beautiful lawns and flowers
make every thing look lovely. A little out of

Norwalk the path goes down on a curve open-
ing up a glimpse of a beautiful river, and then
speeds up and down, along the river-bank.
The cinder path is so hard and firm and safe
that you can go down one hill at lightning
speed, and. your wheel courses around grace-
ful curves, down one hill and up the other.

My first real thrill of happiness came when I

passed a pretty home with a great luxuriant
clematis partly covering the porch. There were
hundreds of blossoms spreading their petals

like butterfly wings, up to the morning sun
;

and then the tint—a brilliant purplish blue

—

that seemed to be almost too beautiful to be a
thing of this world. I have told you before
that I am partially color-blind ; that is, I can
not see red fruit amid green leaves a certain
distance off, as other people do ; but thank
God I am not blind to the beautiful tints of
the floral world. I have all my life admired
a certain shade of clematis blossoms ; but the
one I saw that morning was really startling in

its glorious beauty. I tried to think of words
that would express what I beheld. Entranc-
ing loveliness comes the nearest to it of any
thing I could think of. Once before in Ber-
muda, when a glimpse of the immense mass of
bougainevillea, almost covering a residence,
broke on my view, I experienced something

like what I felt when I saw this clematis. It

really seemed as if the plant nodded and smil-
ed as it noticed my thrill of pleasure. I do
not like the word "intoxication," but I might
say that, for a minute, it seemed as if I was
intoxicated with its beauty. Thank God,
there is nothing wrong in this kind of intoxi-
cation. Then another thought came to me :

That clematis and that home are not mine
;

but I am enjoying them just as much as if

they were. It is God's gift to humanity, in
response to careful painstaking and toil. The
owner, if he should see this, would not feel a
bit hurt to think I shared this pleasure with
him, even though it cost me nothing. I re-

member hearing about some one whom people
called crazy because he said he owned every
thing. He explained this by remarking that
all things belong to God, and what was God's
was his, and that, although these beautiful
things in this world were not especially his
property, or the result of his toil, yet he en-
joyed them fully as much as the real owner

—

perhaps far more than many of the millionaire
owners. This thought came home to me.
A little further along some humanitarian

had planted cherry-trees along the road.
These were bending with loads of fruit. I

saw that other travelers had been helping
themselves, and so I helped myself, and
thanked God for the luscious fruit. After I

had eaten as many as anybody ought to eat, I

noticed over the fence the most beautiful tree

of cherries I ever saw in my life. They were
of a peculiar mottled red, or purple, that
struck me as being the most fascinating color
for fruit I had ever seen. No colored plate in
any nurseryman's catalog ever produced any
thing so beautiful as this tree loaded with
gorgeous bright fruit. It thrilled me very
much as did the clematis. There was, of
course, a longing to taste and see whether it

was really equal to what imagination pictured.
The owner's house was quite a little piece
away, and there did not seem to be anybody
at home or I would have gone and begged the
privilege of purchasing a few of those luscious
cherries. And something said, "Old fellow,

you have had cherries enough for one time,
certainly. Now teach yourself to enjoy look-

ing at these, and admiring them without tast-

ing, when you do not need them."
I had a long ride before me, and it was time

to go on. I looked at the cherries, and again
felt a longing to taste them ; and then I decid-
ed to try to learn in my old age to enjoy things
without touching them or appropriating them,
just as much (or perhaps more) because I ex-
ercised a little self-sacrifice. And then I look-
ed at that beautiful tree with its loads of fruit

gracefully bending in the morning breeze, and
felt another thrill, and I rather think one of a
higher type, in rejoicing to see what others
had to make them happy.
Now, dear reader, do not think me foolish

or sentimental when I tell you of another
thrill of joy and happiness that came to me
that morning. I was undecided about my
way. No one seemed to be near of whom I

might inquire, until I passed a pretty young
lady, probably a teacher going to her school.
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She smiled very pleasantly, gave me all the

information I desired, and then, like the clem-

atis, there seemed to be something in her

smile that was almost roguish or playful. The
clematis said to me something like this :

"Mr. Root, you did not know before that

there was any thing in the whole wide world

so pretty, did you ? Well, I am glad to have
given you this pleasant surprise, and to re-

mind you again that ' eye hath not seen, nor

ear heard, neither have entered into the

heart of man, the things that God hath pre-

pared for those who love him.'1 " Then it oc-

curred to me that, for many months back, my
heart has been unusually pure, and free from
sin or sinful thoughts, and I was reaping the

promised reward. I did not want the clema-

tis. There was not a trace of the sin of covet-

ousness in my heart. I enjoyed having the

clematis belong to the man who planted it

and cared for it. In regard to the cherries,

I did want them at first, but afterward I

experienced a keener thrill of pleasure and
joy by not touching or tasting them, even
though the owner would doubtless have given

them to me freely had I asked for them. And
now may God help me to be careful just how I

say what I wish to ; but before I say it I wish

to tell a little story.

Since the death of Dr. James Brand, of

Oberlin College, it has been my pleasure to

listen to a sermon in regard to the life of that

good man. Dr. Brand grew up in the wild

forests of Canada, with almost no opportunity

at all for an education. He hungered and
thirsted for books, but was too poor to buy
them. When he was well along in his teens

he attended the meeting of a debating society

at a country schoolhouse. The subject was,

"Which is greater—the works of God or the

works of man ?
"—that old, old topic. Young

Brand was long, lank, awkward, and unedu-
cated. His hearers were laughing at the mis-

erable work he was making ; but his last illus-

tration ot the works of God turned the scale.

In summing up the case he asked the audience

to give their attention finally to God's grand-

est work, a beautiful woman ; and then the

eloquence he displayed in after-life broke
fortli for the first time, and with cheers and
applause he won the day. To the soul that

loves God, nature and art both unfold beauties

that a bad man never gets a glimpse of ; but

whether it be flowers or fruit, or the subject

that Dr. Brand called up for his closing argu-

ment, let us remember that to enjoy these

things really, self and selfish feelings and pas-

sions must be gotten rid of. They must be

crucified and put out of the way. Then shall

the soul be prepared to enjoy these gifts that

God prepared tor him from the beginning of

the world. " No good thing will he withhold
from them that walk uprightly."

Before leaving home I proposed to explore a

cave in the neighborhood of Flat Rock, Sen-

eca Co. When I came into that little village

I was told there was no hotel, but that I could

get dinner at a farmhouse near by—a dainty

little country home, with fruit, flowers, and a

pretty garden adjoining. The men folks were
at work in the field ; but another pleasant

voung woman smilingly told me I could have
dinner, and, furthermore, that I could lie

down in a cool breezy place, and have a nice
nap before dinner. As I closed my eyes and
sank into unconsciousness, more thrills of
thanksgiving and praise came into my heart.

I have put up at hotels where it cost a dollar

for lodging and a dollar for each meal ; but,

oh dear me ! such hotels can not compare with
this country home. We had a beautiful din-
ner of things from the garden, and a cherry
pudding for dessert. Now, I do not know
how other folks feel about it ; but no great
hotel or Pullman dining-car ever served such
a delicious cherry pudding as that was. Per-
haps one thing that made me enjoy it was that

I felt it was a Christian home. While I am
speaking of the rest and refreshment that I

enjoyed so much at Flat Rock, let me tell you
about my dinner in a little country town two
days later. I will not give you the name of

the town this time. There was only one hotel
in the place. It was half hotel and half sa-

loon. The saloon was the "bigger half." I

felt that I should be misused in that place if

they knew who it was who sat down to dinner,
so I decided to make no remark that would
give any one a clew as to who I was or where
I came from. Before we were half through,
however, a burly red-faced man at the head
of the table commenced :

" Stranger, a'n't you a preacher?"
I assured him I was not.

"Then you belong to the Salvation Army,
cert tin."

I told him he was mistaken again. Finally
he said :

" Well I know you are a Christian, any
way."
At this charge, I was obligtd to show my

colors, and to admit that he was right. Then
I asked him :

" My dear sir, may I inquire why you first

took me lor a minister, then declaied I must
belong to the Salvation Army, and finally in-

sist that I am a Christian, any way? What
do you see about me that mak s you take this

position so strongly?"
" Well, 1 knew you were a Christian the

first time 1 looked at you. I can see it in

your face."'-

Just then it occurred to me what is said in

Revelation :
" He that overcometh will I make

a pillar in the temple of my God. . . And I

will write upon him a new name." If flu re is

something in my make-up that proclaims I

am a Christian, even when I try to avoid the
subject, then shall I rejoice. I am inclined to

think, however, that my face strongly pro-
claimed to every one that I was not a drink-
ing man ; but that man's face strongly pro-

claimed to the whole wide world that he was
a drinking man, and a hard drinker too.

When I started out I had asked for physical
strength. The petition was granted, and I

rode thirty or fort}- miles every day for several

days ; less fatigued, perhap-, than I ever was
before with such roads as I chanced to find

*And they shall see his face: and his name shall be
in their fortheads.—Rev 22:4.
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after the rain that came once during the night.

I asked for physical strength, and that only.
The prayer was answered, and far more than I

ever thought of asking for. I had enjoyed a
glimpse of the beautiful world, met pleasant
people, and had one of the most delightful
times of my life.

SELLING RECIPES FOR DOING THINGS, ETC.

In a recent issue of one of my favorite agri-

cultural papers is the following advertise-

ment:
POTATO-GROWING.

For a number of years past I have been experiment-
ing in the cultivation of potatoes, and have succeeded
in developing a mode or process of planting, by which
their yield is increased at least 50 per cent. The only
extra expense above the usual or ordinary way of
planting them is two days' extra labor per acre, for
one man at the time of planting. In all other respects
the poiatoes are cul'ivated and cared for in the usual
way. I will mail the instructions, giv ng full direc-
tions, and explanation of the new mode of planting,
for the sum of $1 00. D. Tyler,

S06 Noith McKinley Ave., Canton, O.

As I am interested in all improvements in

growing potatoes, 1 sent the dollar at once,
and the following is what I received, so badly
written that it was really a task to decipher it:

NEW MODE OF PLANTING POTATOES.

Prepare and have the soil ready for planting in the
usual way of getting the same ready for ordinary
planting. Select the seed potatoes from good and
well-matured potatoes. If necessary to cut them, cut
lengthwise and with three to four eyes to the hill. Do
not break off the sprouts before planting. The pota-
toes will, of course, send out new sprouts, but every
repetition of sprouting is weaker than the first, and
the breaking off of the first sprouting-eyes, and also
the selecting of small or immature potatoes, is the
greatest cause of the deterioration or the running out
of potatoes. It is also of great importance that pota-
toes intended for planting should be kept in a cool
and dark place, soa^to prevent their sprouting before
they are planted. They should, however, be selected
and gotten in readiness a few days before planting,
and exposed to the sunlight, spread out, if possible,
for a few days.
When you have dropped or planted, and before any

ground is covered on them, cover or drop, say, a quart
or three pints of cut straw, hay, or chaff, or a mixture
of them, on the potatoes—that is, on each hill, and
with either an old broom or any convenient thing
spread the straw or hay covering so that there will re-

main, say, about an inch of the covering on the pota-
toes, and also all around them, the same thickness

—

that is. as far as the covering will go; then cover the
ground or soil on and over the covering that is on and
about the potatoes, using or c vering the same amount
or thickne-s of soil as you ordinarily cover over pota-
toes when planting them—say if loose loamy land, i

to 5 inches: if sandy loam, 3 to 5 inches; and if a
heavy soil, 2 to 3 inches.
Cultivate and attend the potatoes during their growth

in the usual and regular way, keeping them clear of
grass and weeds.
The cost or time consumed in peparing the straw

or hay should not be considerel as an expense, as the
benefit that they will render the soil will more than
compensate for the cost of it, and will be a benefit
for two or three successive crops of any sort.
Almost any kind of straw or hay will answer the

purpose ; but either must, of course, have been dried
or cured. Musty or sour grass or hay will answer the
purpose.

It will take, say, about 300 bushels of cut straw or
hay to the acre of potatoes for the covering. The hay

or straw should be cut no longer than an inch; shorter
will be better.

I have found " level culture," no hilling, the best, as
they are not as liable to suffer from drought, and also
saving some labor.
Plant during the " dark of the moon." I have found

it prevents excessive running into tops of the plants,
which they are liable to if in rich soil. D. Tyler.

Now permit me once more to protest against
this whole business of selling information in

this sort of way; and I want to protest vigor-

ously to the editors of our various agricultural

papers. Instead of accepting an advertise-

ment of this sort, send the man a dollar, and
then print his great secret, for the benefit of

your thousands of subscribers. I do not
know how many have sent a dollar as I did.

I hope not very many, because our people are
too well posted to bite at such baits.

Let us take a common-sense view of the
matter. A dollar should buy a good-sized
book full of illustrations on potato-growing.
In fact, it would buy all the books devoted
specially to potato culture, and leave some
money, if I am correct. And then the know-
ledge furnished in this way is never new or

valuable, so far as my experience goes. I

have been sending money for every thing of

the kind offered for years past, and the above
is a fair sample of all the valuable informa-
tion (?) I have ever received. The plan of

sprinkling straw or chaff on potatoes before
covering is not at all new, and strawy manure
is ever so much better than the chaff or cut
straw, only it is apt to induce scab. Father
Cole, the author of the " New Agriculture,

"

used the same plan, except that he used for-

est leaves, and he declared that the latter are

very much better than chaff or any thing of
that sort. Matthew Crawford, the great straw-

berry-grower, has for years used wheat bran.

He says this will produce a larger result than
any commercial fertilizer, but he afterward
said it did harm instead of good during very
dry seasons. No doubt friend Tyler thinks

his idea is new, but be is not at all posted on
potato growing. He has not read the books
devoted to the subject, nor even the agricultu-

ral papers ; and I was not at all surprised to

see, toward the close, that old exploded non-
sense about the "dark of the moon." Per-

haps some of my good friends right here will

jump up and declare that planting at the right

time of the moon is all right. I have only to

say again that different experiment stations

have tested this " moon " business with more
care and scientific accuracy than any farmer
ever did, and they have decided that the moon
has no effect whatever, either on the vegeta-

tion or on the weather.

With the exception of the moon part, the
directions are all very good for caring for

potatoes ; but I would expose the potatoes to

the light, spread out a very much longer
period than mentioned above— that is, where
we want to plant late and still preserve the

sprouts. We spread ours out on trays on the
barn floor from the first of May until the last

of June— sometimes clear into July where we
plant that late. Where ground is suffering

from a lack of humus, a pint of chaff to each
piece or potato might make quite a difference
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in the 5'ield ; but very rarely, I think, as much
as 50 per cent. We have for years used vari-

ous kinds of rubbish in the same way, such as

weeds, grass, corn fodder, old straw, grain or
corn stubble, or any thing we could scrape up
that will rot and produce humus. Put it in

the furrow after you have dropped your pota-
toes, and be sure it is all well covered up with
dirt ; then if you have a big rain afterward,
this trash will all be rotted by the time the
potatoes need it. This trash need not be dry

;

in fact, I would rather have it wet ; and green
grass, or even green corn fodder, can be used
in the same way. But by all means the cheap-
est way to do this is to plow under green
crops, such as a heavy growth of clover, before
you plant your potatoes ; then the potatoes
should be put down so that they get very close

to the green clover ; and, in fact, this is the
way the great potato-growers of the United
States mostly manage. Cutting up dry straw,
and handling it in the way indicated, may do
for a small garden — not one where potatoes
are grown by the acre. And, by the way,
these valuable instructions ( ? j seem to be for
planting potatoes in the old-fashioned way,
three or four pieces in a hill, I had almost
forgotten that anybody planted potatoes in
that way now.

OUR POTATOES AT THIS DATE, JULY llTH.

Our ten acres are looking beautifully, and
we have managed this 3-ear so as to keep them
almost absolutely clean withoi:t the use of a
hoe at all ; that is, there are no weeds except a

few at the ends of the rows. These we get out
with a hoe ; but in the middle of the fields the
rows are almost absolutely clean. This was
done by the use of the slanting-tooth smooth-
ing-harrow and the weeder. Stirring the soil

enough from the time of planting until the
weeder could not be used any more because
the potatoes are so large is an absolute cure
for weeds. When the potatoes get so large as
to begin to shade the ground, very few weeds
will start. As a rule our potatoes are so far

almost free from blight, and bugs have made
comparatively little trouble. They seem to

pitch on to the poorest and most spindling
hills ; whereas the rank strong vines are not
likely to be troubled with bugs, unless it is the
blister-beetle. These have commenced in a
few places, just as they did last season, and
we know of no better method at present than
knocking them down on the ground with
light paddles and stamping them under foot,

and in this way driving them out of the patch.
During very hot dry weather along the first of

July, in many places our extra-early potatoes
showed something that might be called blight.
The leaves curled up, and finally turned black
around the edges. I think this must be in
consequence of the heat and lack of rain. My
impression is, the heat of the sun on the hot
ground has also something to do with this. I

will tell you why. The potatoes in our or-
chard that I spoke about, planted right on top
of a heavy growth of timothy, dandelions, and
clover, and then covered with straw, have the
most perfect foliage at the present writing of
any in the whole ten acres. In fact, there is

not a leaf that is curled up or turned black
around the edges ; and, strange to tell, so far

not a bug of any kind has bothered these
potatoes under straw. I can account for their

rank luxuriant growth by the fact that the
ground is damp and almost wet down under
the straw, and has been so during all the dry
season so far. The groat growth of green
stuff that was rolled down there and covered
up, rotted so as to make a damp mass of stuff

that was for a long time wet and slimy. The
sun has never touched the ground at all, on
account of the straw ; and until the drouth set

in these potatoes seemed rather too wet. So
far I am very much pleased with the experi-
ment ; and I learn by the agricultural papers
that almost all kinds of garden stuff, such as
melons, cucumbers, etc., have been grown
successfully in a similar way. On a part of

the ground where the straw is not quite heavy
enough the dandelions got through to some
extent ; but a sufficient covering of straw will

drown out and rot out even the dandelions.
A potato will get up through a mass of straw
that would be too much for any sort of weed,
if I am correct about it. Of course, we can
not tell what the crop will be just yet ; but
there are lots of little potatoes the size of

hickorynuts, as clean as if they had been
washed in water.

THE WEEES AND SPRINGS OF THE STATE OF
OHIO, AND THE WATER WE DRINK.

I have just been exceedingly interested in

quite a good-sized paper-bound book, entitled

"The Rock Waters of Ohio," by Prof. Ed-
ward Orton, of the Ohio State University. I

have before alluded to the fact that we have
an Ohio State Board of Health, and that the
water furnished the people in any town or
city in Ohio has to be examined and passed
upon by the State Board of Health before it

can be furnished to said town or city. Prof.

Orton has gone all over the State collecting
facts in regard to the matter of wholesome
drinking-water for our Ohio people. The
book mentioned tells all about the experiments
in drilling, different depths, quality of the
water obtained, analysis of the water from our
great springs, and a complete discussion of

the whole subject ; and last, but not least, he
tells us that typhoid fever diphtheria, and
other similar diseases, have entirely disappear-
ed in families where they used entirely the
water from these deep wells after it was ap-
proved by the State Board of Health.
Now, there is not a man, woman, or child, I

might almost say, on the the face of the earth,

wmo is not interested in this matter. Your
letters have told me for years past of sickness
and death in your own homes, and many of

you have told of these very fevers. Think of

giving the innocent children or babes, con-
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taminated water to send them to untimely
graves, or injure their health for life ! Think
of keeping the doctor day after day, week
after week, and month after month, and pay-
ing him a bill that goes away up into the hun-
dreds of dollars, when it might all have been
saved by providing good wholesome water to

drink ! Why, you had better go without a
clock in the home ;

you had better go in rag-

ged clothing, or put up with insufficient food,

rather than give the slow poison of infected
drinking-water.
These things have been talked over and

over until every farmer who takes a news-
paper knows how a well should be made.
Keep the surface water from getting into it at

any time of the year. Every family knows,
too, that the well should be away off from the
stables, privies, pigpens, and barnyards. Bet-

ter still, get the water out of the rock, and
have an iron tube go clear down into the rock,

or something equivalent. In very many parts

of our State, flowing wells are obtained by
going to sufficient depth. • Springs, I believe,

are usually safe, but not always so. Better
have the State Board of Health examine the
water. Cisterns, if kept clean, are much
safer than the average well; but in hot weather
I think I would have the drinking-water boil-

ed, then cool it afterward if you want it cold.

At present writing I can not discover exactly
where this book is to be procured. It comes
from the Government Printing-office at Wash-
ington, and has been sent out this present
year. If you live in Ohio you might write to

Prof. Edward Orton, Ohio University, Colum-
bus, Ohio. If you do not live in Ohio, direct

your letter to Charles D. Wolcott, Department
of the Interior, Washington, D. C. Just
think of driving typhoid fever and diphtheria
out of the large cities at one stroke, by fur-

nishing said cities good drinking-water from
one single artesian well ! And now almost
every county-seat in our State is provided with
drinking-water approved by the Board of

Health, and hundreds of other cities and
smaller towns are fast falling into line. May
God be praised that good wholesome water is

so near at hand, and in such great quantity,

if we only reach out our hands (or, rather, bore
down to the rocks) and take it as a free gift.

I am personally acquainted with Prof. Orton.
He is an enthusiast, like myself, in this mat-
ter of good pure drinking-water for the whole
wide world. This is just the season of the
year, friends, to get stirred up on this exceed-
ingly important subject.

THE ANTI-CANTEEN LAW AND PRESIDENT
M'KINLEY.

On page 369, May 1, I closed my remarks in

regard to this matter by saying:

Surely the President of the United States has some-
thing to say and something to do in a crisis like this.

Well, from that time to this I have been
more troubled about this one thing than any
thing else that threatens our United States of

America. I reason that, if this thing is to be
an example and a. precedent for officers of the
law (when they touch the liquor - traffic)

throughout the United States, we are in great-

er danger than ever before. In view of this

you may be sure I rejoiced when I saw in the
Cleveland Leader for July 12 that a delegation

of our best temperance men had personally

visited our President, and laid the matter be-

fore him. Below is the conclusion of quite a
lengthy article in regard to the matter :

The paper declares that the agitation upon this sub-
ject will not subside, and the President is asked to give
a rehearing upon the construction and interpretation
of the law
The members of the delegation after their call re-

ported the President as saying that the opinion of the
Attorney General was given without any previous
knowledge on his part—that he did know that any
opinion had been asked for bv the Secretary of War,
neither did he know that such an opinion had been
given until several days afterward, and that he would
look into the matter personally, and if the opinion of
the Attorney General was found to be correct it should
stand; but he added that all men are fallible, and that
if the Attorney General had made a mistake he had
no doubt he (Griggs) would be ready to rectify it

—

that he was an able lawyer and a man honest and
courageous.

It seems a little strange that the Attorney
General did not know what the Secretary of

War had been doing in regard to the canteen
business, and still stranger that an honest man
could read that law and decide it meant that

the canteen business should go on. Never
mind. We hope and pray that our President
may insist on having this crookedness —
straightened.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I have intended two or three times to stop Glean-
ings, but I would find something in each issue worth
a year's subscription, so I guess I will keep on taking
it, even if the bees do have to go. C. H. Gilmore.
Eangdon, Minn., May 24.

I have just received strawberry-plants, Carrie and
Margaret, and was astonished at their appearance of
crisp and vigorous freshness, promising much for so
small a start. I was not aware plants could be ship-
ped by mail, and come out so little damaged. I have
received plants by mail before, but never any like

these. Dr. Homer Bowers.
New Ross, Ind., June 23.

samples of those peanut-cell queens.

Yours of June 30, inclosing four queens, arrived
July 1, at noon, all in good condition. I introduced
them as per directions. All were cheerfully accepted
by the bees, and liberated in 30 to 40 hours. Yester-
day I examined them all, and found them " fat and
happy," and laying profusely in every empty cell, oc-

casionally two eggs in a cell. They are all beauties,
and especially the majestic select Italian queen. I

think I never saw a finer queen. I would not take
$5.00 for her. C. S. Ingals.
Morenci, Mich., July 0.

Isabels received. They please me very much. Other
goods received, and are very satisfactory. A few of
the dovetails are cut a little too deep in the extract-
iug-supers for close-fitting frames. By making some
shavings 3V thick, and putting in the dovetails when
nailing, I maintain the proper inside length, 17J£. I

am so glad there is nothing seriously wrong. The
general workmanship is excellent. While you have
no extra help (necessarily unskilled) working for

you I wish I knew just what I wanted for the next ten
years, because another such dull season may not
come. But, hold on ! I can order during the winter
months, can't I? Your extra help is gone then. I

hope to get my orders in early in future. One reason
why I did not order any thing last winter is because I

was undecided, and wanted to make certain winter-
ing observations before making up mv mind.
Eden, N. Y. E. W. Brown.
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QUEENS, QUEENS, QUEENS.
By Return Mail.

Bred from imported mothers: dark leather-colored
stock; extra honey gatherers; also from light yellow
and albino strains at very low prices. My stock is of
the be-t. Forty years' experitnce warrants me in say-
ing this.

Select tested each, $1.50.
Warranted purely mated each, .75.

Warranted purely mated six, •1.00.

Warranted purely mated dozen, 7 00.

Send for -10 page catalog of bees and queens: also a
full line of beekeepers' supplies, including The A. I.

Root Co.'s goods at their prices.

W. VV. CARY, = Lyonsville, Mass.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

AHfl Rppc ARE not Italians; they are GOLD-nutl uct;5 EN Carniolans, and practically
a non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees, great
honey-gatherers, and sure to winter. Tested queens,
each, §1.00; six queens, $5.50, or $9 00 per dozen. Every-
thing guaranteed. Book giving 37 years' experitnce
in rearing queens sent free.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

July Prices on Queens. : : : :

Large yellow queens from fine Italian
stock, the best of honey-gatherers. Un-
tested, f.Oc each: $6.00 P"r dozen. Test-
ed, $1.00 each. Orders filled promptly,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

J, W, K. Shaw, Loreauville, La.

Mo Money in Advance!
<BIKKn >e> a HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*w,u X"~ 90 Shipped anywhere C. O. D.. with

privilege to examine.
Latest styles for Men
Women, Boys and Girls,

|

well made and durable.
$60 "Oakwood" $24.50

'jJS&y $50 "Arlington" $22.00

Other^t *,0, $1 S .50, SlS^lT.SO^I^ora^fsp.Tndid
Talue. liuy direct from manufacturers, thus savin*
dealers' large profits. Writetoday forspeeial offer Illus-

iTow
a^'0gU4

Free
9ASH BUYERS' UNION,163 W. Van Buren St* B-345, Chicago. Ill*

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Albino Queens. If you want the most
prolific queens, if you

want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatheiers you ever saw. try my Albinos. Warranted
queens $1.00; untested. 75 cents.

J. D. CilVENS, Lisbon, Texas.

A RARE CHANCE
to purchase an apiary of 200 colonies of Italian and
Carniolan bees in 10-frame I^angstroth and Dovetailed
hives. The hives are two-story, with 10 brood and 8
extracting frames in top story, all wired for extracting.
Combs are straight, and in fine condition ; last year's
crop of honey was over 700 gallons from 150 colonies.
Purchaser can occupy the present good and conven-

ient location of two acres, well shaded with a comfort-
able residence for a family, for $10.00 per month, with-
in 100 yards of fast line of electric cars that go through
main part of New Orleans every five minutes. Mail
service twice a day. Poultry-houses and yards at cost
of wire netting in fences, and some fine poultry for
sale ; also furniture in house.

All must be sold, and location abandoned on account
of poor health. All honey, poultry-, and eggs can be
sold in city home market at good prices. Correspond-
ence solicited.

J. W. Winder, Halfway House, N. Orleans, La.
In writing, mention Glkantnos.

Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC COftilla H1H1 is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A elrild can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.50.
Address the frank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. V.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.

ICI LC Engines
3-4 and 1 H. P. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-
tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ing Knginen all sizes.
Send for circulars stating

«

3iz« and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

Box i/. Racine, Wis

Barnes'

Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
Machines on trial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.& John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, = - III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

I T»iS*-v«-i Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cuttingj Mitering,
Rabbeting, Groovin_
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge - moulding,
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAKE POWEE machin-
ery. Send for Catalog A.,
Seneca Falls ntg. Co., i

44 Water St. Seaeca Fallr, N.. T
'

in writing, mention Gleanings.

Italian Queens.
Pure-bred, five-banded Italian queens 75 cents each.

Tested, $1.00 each. Daniel Wurth,
Falmouth, Rush Co., Ind.
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Since I began selling queens of this superior stock.
I have received a great many letters on the subject.
Two of these appear below. I will be frank enough
to say that they were chosen because they illustrate
so strongly the difference there is in different strains
of bees. The first is from a customer in Indiana. He
gave me permission to use the letter, but said that the
institution with which he is connected would not ap-
prove of the use of his name in an advertisement.
Here is the letter :

Oldenburg, Ind., June 14, 1899.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.
Dear Sir:—Your postal is received. All I ask is that

you send me a good queen. I have lost patience in
buying queens. If they don't turn out hybrids, crosser
than the ones I already have, then they are the "gold-
en Italians," which are as lazy as they are prolific.

This is a good locality for bees, each colony yielding
from 75 to 125 pounds. The "golden Italians," how-
ever, do not furnish such amounts. From a colony of
that variety, that I had last year, I got only ten partly
finished sections. It is needless to say that I pinched
the queen's head. Yours truly, .

This man must have been unfortunate in his pur-
chase of golden Italians, as I have had some strains of
" goldens " that were excellent workers, but his expe-
rience shows what a great difference there may be in
different strains of bees.
The other letter is from a well-known bee keeper,

and reads as follows :

Middlebury, Vt., June is 1899.

Friend Hutchinson

:

—In looking over the last Re-
view I noticed an advertisement of queens from a $100
queen. If you have something that is choice I want
it. You know that I believe in improvement of bees
by careful breeding, and I am now working along
that line. Last year I bought from one
of his choice queens, for which I paid him several dol-
lars, but I would not sell her now for many times
what she cost me. Th^ bees reare 1 from her daugh-
ters are very superior honey-gatherers, and I expect
that she will be worth more than S100 to me before
the season is over. I believe that there has not enough

attention been paid to breeding bees for business. It

is somewhat difficult for a bee-keeper with hundreds
of hives to look after, to brted as carefully as one who
makes of this his lifework.

As ever yours, J. E. Crane.

It is true, as Mr. Crane says, that the bee-keeper
with hundreds of colonies finds it difficult to do as
careful work in improving his Stock as can be done by
some breeder who makes a lifework of this point.
As stated in former advertisements, I have the han-

dling of queens from a stock of Italians upon which a
good man has been at work for twenty years, select-
ing the best honey-gatherers each year to breed from,
and crossing them, so far as possible, with drones not
akin. To produce a superior strain of bees has been
his sole aim during all these years; and my experi-
ence with this strain, and my correspondence with
others who have tried it, have proved to me that he
has attained a fair degree of success. The chief value
of this stock lies in its industry— its ability to store
large quantities of surplus. Then comes its hardiness
—its ability to winter well. Then it is verv peaceable
—easy to handle. It also caps its honey white—as the
blacks do theirs.
The price of the queens is SI.50 each, but I guaran-

tee safe arrival, safe introduction, and purity of mat-
ing: and at any time within two year-;, if a purchaser
feels that he has not got the worth of his m ney. he
can return the queen, and get h<s money back, and 50
cents to boot to pay for his trouble.

If you are interested in this matter, and have not
read my advertisements in the last few issues of
Gleanings, turn back and read them, as they give par-
ticulars not given here.

I said that the price would he 11.50 each. There is

only one condition under which a queen will be sold
for a less price, and that is in connection with an ad-
vance subscription to the REVIHW. Anv one sending
me 81.00 for the REVIEW for 1899 can have one queen
for $1.00; that is. I will send one queen and the RE-
VIEW f >r 1899 for only $2.00. Of course, this special
offer is made for the sake of getting the REV EW in-
to the hands of those who are unacquainted with its

merits. Orders will be strictly in rotation.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.

lies.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

Italian Queens, 4 and 5 banded, not a hvbrid
in the yard. Untested, 75c. Tested, $1.00.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 flassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

Eastern Bee=keepers.

If You are in Need of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
send for our illustrated catalog describing every thing
a bee-keeper uses. We keep the most popular goods,
and sell them at prices that are right.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hustlers"

for honey. "All yellow " Tested Italian queens, $1.00
each; three for $2.50.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.QI will be ready as usual to furnish
UP^riC queens the coming season. Many•**[*"-' unsolicited testimonials tell of the

' ' superiority of the Laws strain of
faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.
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^mMr businessman;

See our special offers on Gleanings on page .VST.

HONEY WANTED.
We have received only a few responses to our call

for honey. If the past season's experiences are re-
peated this year the honey marketed early will bring
the best prices. L,et us hear from you with descrip-
tion of honey you have to offer.

WANTED.
We desire to complete a few more volumes of

Gleanings,,and lack the following issues: Jan., Mar.,
and May, 1875, and Jan., Feb., April, May, Sept., Oct.,
and Dec, 1881. If any one has any of these to spare
we shall be pleased to hear from you. Will give
Gleanings three months each for a limited number
of copies. Write us before sending.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.
We have at this writing the following second-hand

foundation mills which we offer at the following
prices:
One 6-inch Root, No. 1858. This will make fair thin

or extia thin; in good order; several cells slightly
damaged; price $12.00.
One 6-inch Root, No. 05; one bad cell-point slightly

flattened; extra thin; price $15.00.
One 10 inch Root, No. 1949; hexagonal cell; this has

2^-inch rolls, and has been in use in our wax-room; in
first-class condition for thin super. A new mill of
this style is worth $30.00; will furnish this one for
$20.00.

One 10-inch hexagonal No. 1959 for thin super. This
has also been used in our wax-room, and has one bad
cell; price $18.00.
One 2^x6 inch. No. 06. Price of new mill with

these large rolls, $24.00. Price of this, $15.00.
One 2 I 2x6-inch, No. 07. Would make light brood.

Price $15.00.
Send for samples of the mills you are interested in,

provided you intend to purchase, and state which
ones you wish to see samples of, and we will forward
them promptly.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

WANTED, SEED OF THE FIGWORT OR SIMPSON HONEY-
PLANT.'

If any of our readers are prepared to gather us some
fresh seed during the coming fall we shall be glad in-
deed to hear from them.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS IN AUGUST.
We shall be prepared to furnish any quantity of

plants potted in jadoo fiber, postpaid by mail, at 4 cts.
each, with the exception of Nick Ohmer. These will
be 8 cts. each. At present writing, unless we have
very much more rain than we have been having, layer
plants will not be ready before Aug. 15. There is al-
most no ribk at all with "the above potted plants, while
there is always a great deal of risk with layer plants,
say any time before Sept. 1.

WHAT TO PLANT DURING THE MONTH OF JULY'
WHERE EARLY CROPS HAVE BEEN HARVESTED.
There is certainly no reason why a garden should

not be a thing of beauty and a joy for ever all along
through the fall as well as in the months of April,
May, and June. But to make this thing of beauty,
every bit of ground must be promptly cleared up and
planted with the " something else ' as toon as the last
crop is gathered. We picked our last strawberries
about June 20; and on that same day every thing was
turned under, the ground was nicely pulverized, and
potatoes planted. To-day, July 11, the potatoes are
up, making a full and complete stand, and growing
with great vigor. Now, then, where you dig vour
early potatoes, or where early peas have been "har-
vested—in fact, when any other crop has ceased to
need to occupy the ground longer, something else
should go light in promptly. What shall that " some-

thing else " be ? Strawberries, if you can afford potted
plants, or if you have a transplanter and can take
them up on your own grounds. Put out now either of
the above ways, with thorough culture and plenty of
manure, they will bear a big crop next year. If you
want some winter onions, now is just the best time to
put them out. We have plenty of sets ready to ship
at 10 cts. a quart ; 50 cts. a peck : $1.50 per bushel.
Still cheaper for larger lots. These onions will hold
their own right on the same ground, absolutely with-
out cultivation, year after year, although you will get
much nicer onions, and sets too, if you give them
cultivation and manure.
Wax beans, early sweet corn, carrots, cucumbers,

peas, radishes, and turnips may be put out now. You
can set cabbage-plants, cauliflower, celery, and toma-
toes, and almost any other kind of plant, if you are
where you can get them ; and it is exactly the right
time to put out all kinds of turnips, spinach, and
radishes; in fact, you can get nice radishes if put out
at this time, that would fail at almost any other sea-
son. Of course, the ground should be rich; and if it is

not rich, you want to make it so before you can make
any claim to being a hieh-pressure gardener. If you
have vacant land that you want to enrich, and can not
afford to buy the manure, sow any of the clovers

—

alsike, red, peavine, alfalfa, crimson, or sweet. If you
wish the crimson clover to winter over without the
possibility of failure, get it in during the last of this
month.
The last of July is just the best time, ordinarily, to

sow buckwheat ; and unless you have frost unusually
early you will get a crop of honey and a crop of grain
too. Cow peas and soja beans are just the thing to
put in now to turn under just as soon as they are
killed by frost. Of course, it is too late to stand much
of a chance for ripening the seeds unless it is some of
the extra early varieties. The American coffee-berry
would probably ripen seeds if planted now. For
prices of any of the above seeds, write for our seed
catalog.
At this date, July 12, Japanese buckwheat for seed is

worth $1.10 per bushel; two-bushel bag. $2 00. At any
thing like this price it will pa^ bee-keepers to grow it.

I myself have grown as much as 50 bushels to the
acre ; but no one can tell what the price will be in the
future. We are going to put in buckwheat just as fast
as we can vacate a piece of ground. If it should be
killed by the frost we shall have some honey for the
bees, and a crop to plow under that is worth all it

costs to grow it.

THE BLISTER POTATO-BEETLE.
In another place I said that our ten acres of pota-

toes had been thus far but little troubled by bugs.
To-day, July 15, I shall have to take that back; for up
in our swamp, and on the hill, the very place where
the blister beetles were so bad last year, they came
pretty near eating our potatoes up, and that, too, in
but little more than 24 hours. In fact, we had four
men at work all day yesterday, killing beetles. We
ran a furrow between the potatoes, then shook them
off the vines in the furrow. The ground is so dry
they could not climb up the sides, and then we tram-
pled them and pounded them with clubs until they
were dead, dead, dead. This is expensive work, but we
could not well manage to do any better. This morn-
ing, however, we gave the men some large dish-pans
with a little coal oil in the bottom. Thev got at the
beetles quite early, when they were mostly clustered
on the potato-tops. By getting up to them carefully,
and bending the vines over the pan, we managed to
shake the greater part of the enemy into the oil. One
thing is certain: They must be fought to the bitter
end or your potatoes are ruined.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-
ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., nich.

\X/ARRANTED QUEENS from imported mother,
*~ 50 cts. Hybrid queens, 25 cts.

J. B. Hains, Bedford, Ohio.
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Advertiser's Department of Short Write-ups.

Dry Weather and Wagoruwheels.
This is the season when farmers and others begin

to experience the difficulty and annoyance of having
their wagon-wheels dry out, shed their tires, and be-
come shaky and creaky. This condition means one
of several things. Either the wheels will have to
submit to repeated soakings in water, which but
helps on the general tendency to decay, or the tires
will have to be cut and re-set, or rt-iet in boiled oil, or
a new set of wheels will have to be purchased.

If a practically indestructible wheel were bought in
the first place, repairs with their attendant expense
would be out of consideration entirely. Then, too,

there would not be that waste incident to hauling half
a load because the wheels were weak and would not
stand more. Surely the remedy lies in buying wheels
so made that the tires can not come off from any possi-
ble shrinkage; so that hubs, spokes, and felloes can
not shrink, become loose, or rot; wheels that are
strong enough at all times to carry any load two
horses can draw with comfort, and, finally, wheels
with broad tires that afford perfect traction and ease
of locomotion without cutting or rutting up the farm
or roads.
Such wheels can be had at a merely nominal price.

We make a solid metal wheel with straight or stagger
oval steel spokes that will fit any wagon ever made.
We also make a low-down handy wagon of superior
merit, at a very reasonable price. Write for catalog,
prices, etc.

The Electric Wheel Co., Onincy, 111.

* PORTER BEE = ESCAPES
for the

HIVE B HONEY=HOUSE
have no equal. Save time, save hard
work, save stings, save cappings to
the honey. No practical bee-keeper
can afford to get along without them.

Last a Lifetime.
Their great superiority over every
thing else of the kind has driven all

competitors from the field. For sale
everywhere. Manufacturers' agents.

S The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

that will just " roll " in the honey, and that are won-
derful red-clover workers, also gentle to handle and
exceedingly hardy, then try Moore's strain of Italians
—the result of 20 years of careful breeding by select-
ing the finest honey-gathering stock each season from
which to rear queens, and stocking my apiary with
drones reared from other fine honey-gathering stock
not akin. Send for circular, and see wlr-it my custom-
ers sav. Warranted queens, 75c each; G for iJJ.OO: 12
for 17.00 Select warranted, $1.00; 6 for 85.00; 12 for
$9.00. Strong three-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $2.50. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Those who never dealt with me I refer to A. I. Root,
who has purchased of me over 900 queens.

J. P, Moore, Lock box 1, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.

OI IFFN^ Either five-banded golden or from itn-ytlLLl^O. ported Italian mothers, 60c each: 6 for—™==—
S3 00. Breeder, $1.50. I warrant safe

delivery and satisfaction, or no pay. Give me a trial.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

GLEANINGS AT REDUCED RATES

We do not need to tell about our
journal, for it will speak for itself

;

but as an extra inducement we make
the following low offers:

OFFER NO. I.

For 25 cts. we will send Glean-
ings from the time your subscription
is received till Jan., 1900. If you
send in your order promptly you will

get 6 months for only 25 cts.

OFFER NO. 2.

For $1.00 we will send an untested
Italian queen, worth 75 cts., and
Gleanings one year.

OFFER NO. 3.

For $1.00 we will send Glean-
ings the rest of this year, and all of

next year; that is, from the time
your subscription is received till Jan

.

,

1901. The sooner you take advan-
tage of this offer, the more numbers
you receive.

Old as well as new subscribers may take
advantage of these offers; but all arrear-
ages or back subscriptions must fiist be
paid, at SI. 00 per year. Address

THE A. I, ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO.

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method warranted purely mated
to drones of imported stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross. Fourteen years as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the producer, as well as how to rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

\A/A!NTED.—Samples of American anJ Foreign
"" Honey. lam making a collection of samples

of honey from different sources, and shall he pleased
to hear from parties in any locality who can supply
me. I have only some of our most common honeys
now, so can likely use any variety that may be offered.
Would like to exchange with as many as possible.

A. L. BOYDEN, Medina, O.

Wants and Exchange.

WANTED —For cash, No. 1 white honey in Danz.
'" 4X5 plain sections. Write for particulars. Four
sizes of Prize cartons for comb honey, and 06 page
book, " Facts about Bees," for (i cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Box 66, Washington. D. C.

WANTED.—Several thousand pounds of 1899extract-
"

" ed clover honey. Will furnish cans.
I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

llfANTED.—To exchange my Common Sense non-
*
' drip shipping-cases, holding 18 1%-inch wide, or

16 wider sections, put up in lots of 50, laid down at your
station for 8 cts. each, in exchange for No. 1 white and
fancy comb honey at right prices in any quantity.

B. Walker, Evart, Mich.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We bii}' it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle
Supplies.

Beekeepers'

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity
—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

The Luxuries of Yesterday are

The Necessities of To=day.
Twenty years ago, comb foundation was a luxury. To-day it is a necessity. We sell the

Weed Foundation.—the best made. Root's sections to go with them are unparalleled. Send
for catalog. If a dealer, get our wholesale list. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated" to make shipping connections via

St Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

rk|]PP|\]C Untested, warranted purely mated,
VJUL-LJIO. after juiyi, 55 cts . each; 6 for 83.00.

Select tested, SI. 00 each; 6 W $5 00. Extra select
breeding queens, $2 00 each. The verv best of golden
Italians. E. A. SEEL,EY, Bloomer, Ark.

P. o. M. O. Office, I^avaca, Ark.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Italian BEES AND QUEENS. Oueens, $1 00. Bees
llclllUtl by the pj $i oo. Nuclei, two frames with
queen, $2.00; one frame, 81.50; each additional frame,
50 cts. each. Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

PRICES OP

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

la
'|:

1?maC

™ok
") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor '.

3}4-in. " " 9.00; " 1.10

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; " 1.00

Large 2^-in. " " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a

Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, Jlichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—We would suggest to our southern

shippers of extracted honey that they endeavor to get
the new crop into the northern market as early as
possible, as later shipments grow heavy and stock ac-
cumulates here. Our market has dropped off some on
beeswax Some new trade in comb honey. We quote
our market as follows: Fancy white, 12@13; No. 1, 10
@11. Extracted Florida white, 7(6t7%; Florida light
amber, 6(6 6^; other southern, fancy, 65(670 per gal.;
fair. 60@65; good, 52%@58 Beeswax, 25%(cu26H.
Write to us before shipping.
July 22. Francis H. Leggett, New York.

Franklin, West Broadway, and Varick Sts.

Chicago.—A little comb honey is coming, and the
best white in pound sections brings thirteen cents.
Some of it is not properly sealed, and leaks from those
few uncapped ceils sufficiently to i-tain the cases and
thus detract from its value. Amber grades, 10(6)11;

dark, 7@8 Exti acted white. 7(67%; amber, li(<(7.

Beeswax, 26@27, and sells on arrival.
R. A. Burnett & Co.,

July 19. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Honey market quiet. Very little demand.
Expect new crop in shortly. Beeswax quiet, 25(6 27.

MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

July 20. Albany, N. Y.

Cleveland.—Very little demand for old honey
now. We have calls daily for new honey, but no re-
ceipts as yet. We quote old honey to-day as follows:
Fancy white, 13; No. 1, 12; No. 2, 11; fancy amber, 10;
No. 1, 9; buckwheat, 7(a 8.

A. B. Williams & Co.,
July 19. 80 82 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Detroit.—No old honey to quote, and no new offer-
ed. Prices are liable to rule higher, as the crop is

short in this part of the State. The abundance of
rain will no doubt help the crop of fall honey. Bees-
wax in good supply, 23(6)2-1. M. H. Hunt & Son.
July 14. Bell Branch, Mich.

For Sale.—5000 lbs. Wisconsin basswood honey.
Price, in new basswood barreb holding about 360 lbs.

each, 6}^c; in kits holding 33J 3 lbs. each, 7c, f. o. b. 10c
for sample.

G. W. Wilson, Kickapoo, Vernon Co., Wis.

For Sale.—Nearly 150 24-section crates of fi ne white-
clover comb honey for >ale to highest bidder, f.o.b.
cars Ursa, Ills. Address

Jno. A. Thornton, Lima, 111.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. of comb honey, mostly in plain
sections, from sweet and white clover, at 10c; also
2000 lbs. extracted (quality same as comb) in 60-lb.
cans, at 6c, f.o.b. Macon.

Geo. A. Hummer, Brazelia, Miss.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of comb and extracted hon-
ey. Car lots preferred. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

For Sale.—Locust and clover comb honey, mostly
in plain sections, at $10.00 and $12 50 per 100 lbs Ex-
tracted, in 60-lb. cans, 8 cts. per lb.

G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Adams Co., Pa.

For Sale.—Honey fiom alfalfa bloom, finest in the
world according to best judges. Two 60-lb. cans for
$7.20. The Arkansas Valley Apiaries,

Oliver Foster, Prop.,
Las Animas, Bent Co., Colo.

For Salf.—1000 lbs. of basswood and sweet clover
honey in 60 lb. cans or Mason fruit-jars (q s. or pts.).
Price, per box of 2 cans, $7.50; 1 doz. Mason qt. jars,

$3.00; 1 doz. pts., $1.80; f. o. b. here.
W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

QUEENS, QUEENS, QUEENS.
By Return Mail.

Bred from imported mothers; dark leather-colored
stock; extra honey-gatherers; also from light yellow
and albino strains at very low prices. My stock is of
the best. Forty years' experience warrants me in say-
ing this.

Select tested each, $1.50.
Warranted purely mated each, .75.

Warranted purely mated six, 4.00.

Warranted purely mated dozen, 7.00.

Send tor 40-page catalog of bees and queens; also a
full line of bee-keepers' supplies, including The A. I.

Root Co.'s goods at their prices.

W. W. CARY, = Lyonsviile, Mass.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

BEE-SUPPLIES.

1 ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

| MUTH'S H0NEY=JARS,
MUTHS H0NEY=EXTRACf0RS,
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

WANTED—EXTRACTED HONEY.
I am now in shape to buy extracted honey, ei-

ther in large or small lots. Parties in the South,
or in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, or West Virginia
having any to offer will do well to sell to me, as
Cincinnati is the greatest market for extracted
honey in the States. Submit a small sample,
stating quantity, style of package, and price ex-
pected.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

2146=8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

References.—Western German Bank, Brighton
German Bank Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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A Warranted Golden

Italian Queen Free !

!

To a New Subscriber to the

American Bee Journal for One Year.

This is an offer that ought to be taken by every reader of Gleanings. You
not only get a fine OUEEN, but also the weekly American Bee Journal
for a whole year—all~for only $1.00. No up-to-date bee-keeper should be

without the American BEE Journal. It is all bees from start to finish.

The queens will be mailed in the order the subscriptions are received, and
we expect to be able to send them promptly, or within two or three days.

The regular subscription price of the old weekly American Bee Journal
alone is one dollar. If you have never seen a copy of it, send for a free

sample. We are sure you will want it regularly after reading one number.

ADDRESS

GEO. W. YORK & CO.,

118 Michigan St., Chicago, Illinois

<"%/^%^^k^^ <*^vwv%%

White Clover

Extracted

Honey.

~J

IK*

CAPTC About
f All Id Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

Any one having
any for sale will

find it to his

advantage to

comm unicate,
before offering it

elsewhere, with

The A. I. Root Company,
4 10 Vine St.,

£
\ Philadelphia, Pa., I

HONEY-WHO HAS IT?
We want large quantities of choice extracted

and some comb honey. Will pay cash. Mail

small samples and tell how put up.

J. A. Buchanan & Sons, Hollidays Cove, W. Va.

300 Selected Golden Italian Queens
Large, and yellow all over; warranted purely
mated; reared by Doolittle's method. Queens
by return mail. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed; have 11 years' experience. Price
of queens, 75c each; 6 "for $4.00, or $7.00 per doz.

Order quick, as above queens are young, and
will soon be taken. Read testimonials.

Romeo, Mich., July 10, 1899.

Mr. Qnii in. Dear Sir:— The queens you sent me
have turned out the yellowest bees in my apiary; are
gentle to handle; are large, and well marked.

C. C. Chamberlain.
Blockley, Iowa, July 5, 1899.

Mr. Qui) in. Dear Sir:—The queens got of you last

year are giving good satisfaction—better than some
untested queens I paid SI. 00 for to breeders who will

sell for no less at any time of year.
Yours truly, Edwin Bevins.

Address all orders to

H. G. Quirin, Parkertown, Erie Co. Ohio.

money-order office, bellevue.

Apples.
Red Astrakhan; good cookers; hand pick-

ed. SI.00 per barrel here f. o. b.

J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.
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You ask me, Mr. Editor, to make certain

experiments because you're too busy. Can't

do it. Not because I'm too busy, but because

the bees are not busy enough.

July 17 I found two clipped queens quietly

holding joint possession in one colony.

Either they had lived there together since last

year, or one of them must have swarmed out

of a neighboring colony and peaceably ac-

cepted. The first supposition is perhaps the

more easily believed.

C. Davenport's plan of waxing rubber

bands on fruit-cans to prevent leaking, as

mentioned in last number's Straws, has been
tried at our house, and it doesn't work "in
this locality." Wax cools and flakes off be-

fore it can be got in place. Some kink, per-

haps, we haven't got hold of.

Replying to C. Davenport, p. 536, I don't

know that I ever said it was necessary to have
a section full of foundation to have the bees

accept the bottom starter, for bees will accept

—have accepted—a bottom starter when there

was no top starter ; but a bottom starter, I

think, is very much more secure against top-

pling over if the two starters are so near to-

gether that the bees promptly join them.

Stenog says, p. 531, that Noah Webster
shortened our spelling very materially in

many ways, and then says, "I feel sure our
common spelling will not be modified during
the next century." Now, Stenog, how do
you know the death of Noah Webster ended
all hope of further mending? Or, do you
mean that in this century our spelling will be
so improved that it will not need to be mod-
ified in the next century ?

If friend Gilstrap wants his veil three

inches longer, let him sew it to the outer edge
of the rim of his hat instead of having it puck-
ered around the crown. [Yes, that will fix

it, sure enough; but while you are about it, if

the hat is broad-brimmed, sew the veil inside
of the outer edge an inch or so. This greatly

improves the seeing qualities of the material,
says W. L. Coggshall, for then the projecting
brim shades it, preventing that disagreeable
gloss or glistening that is sometimes so trjing
to the eyes.

—

Ed.]

"To prevent swarming, queen - cells

should be destroyed in 9 days," says Question-
box, p. 543 In 9 days from what? [The
answer is a little incomplete, it is true. I

meant, however, nine days either from the
first swarm, or when cells are about nine days
old. Assuming that some queens might hatch
in twelve days, this would leave a leeway so
that all cells could be cut out before any
young queens could emerge.

—

Ed.]

C. Davenport, you've got me mixed up
with some one else, p. 536, or else you've just

reversed my practice. Instead of putting on
supers as soon as colonies are strong enough,
without regard to the flow, I put them on just

when I think the flow is coming, without very
much regard to the strength of colonies. But
I don't believe bees spoil sections put on too
earl}' as much as they do those left on too late.

Propolis is more plentiful in the latter case.

Mr. Editor, referring to the picture of

Draper's barn and the eight-frame hive, you
say, " It will be apparent from the illustra-

tion that the difference is not nearly so great

as one would imagine." I arise to remark
that the real difference in capacity is greater

than one who judges from the illustration

would imagine. Allowing that the comb
comes within % inch of the bottom bar, if I

figure rightly, the comb surface in a " barn "

is equal to 123/ of the ordinary frames. Two
barns hold more than three eight-frame hives.

"The fact of insect origin " of honey-dew
" can not be doubted now. It's settled," say
you, Mr. Editor, p. 542. Certainly, it's set-

tled that honey-dew comes by means of in-

sects; but isn't it also settled that honey-dew
may likewise come without any insects ?

[Strictly speaking, there is no honey-dew ex-

cept of insect origin; and, strictly speaking,

we might say also there is no such thing as

real honey-dew; that is, there is no kind of

saccharine matter that falls in the form of a

spray from the heavens, as was formerly sup-

posed. But there is a sort of saccharine exu-
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dation from the leaves of certain plants that
probably has no connection with any insects.

But is this honey-dew?

—

Ed ]

AT ONE time I thought the bees were in

for a crop of honey. But it has come in so

slowly that some have made a little start in

supers, and some haven't. At such times it

seems to me it must be more satisfactory to

work for extracted honey. [But you do not
tell us, doctor, definitely, whether the season
in and about Marengo is likely to be a failure

or not. I take it that it will, as your only
source is clover, and that is probably over by
this time. From present indications the sea-

son over the country generally will be even
poorer than that of last year, and we thought
1898 was about as poor as it could be. Comb
honey—at least a choice article—ought to be
sold at a higher price than it has sold for for

several years past.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, your demands are ridiculous,

p. 545. You want a young lady to cut a limb
from a tree, said limb having a swarm of bees
on it, and said young lady then and there to

have an unconscious air of ease and grace.
Unconscious air after cutting down a swarm?
Not much. If she's the girl I take her to be,

a girl worth looking at in a frontispiece, there
will be, after she gets possession of that
swarm, a conscious air of flushed victory,

as who should say, "I'd like to see a
man do that job any better !

" [All right.

She can have a " conscious air of flushed vic-

tory," but she must not have " a conscious
air" that some one is looking at her and ad-
miring her. Such a state of consciousness, to

mv notion, is awful to behold in any one.

—

Eb ]

A. T- Wright, in that article, p. 531, shows
that he is a keen observer, and his observa-
tions are well worth consideration; but when
he makes the startling statement that " many
animals can see perfectly only in total dark-
ness," and that there are " rays of dark " as

something distinguished from rays of light,

we certainly have a right to ask whether any
other scientist believes or teaches any thing
of the kind. Friend Wright, please tell us
whether any other authority teaches that an
animal may see in any way except by rays of

light impinging on the retina. [I do not
know enough about the question of light and
darkness, or "rays of dark," to say whether
Mr. W. is right or wrong; but I do know that
he has demonstrated that some so-called sci-

entists are clearly wrong in some of their
" science ;" but nevertheless he may be wrong
on the subject of " dark rays."

—

Ed.]

As footnote to that item about the bee-
escape, p. 545, let me make some remarks.
As you give it, you must have taken it in a
shower. It's never wet except by rain—pos-
sibly being wet wouldn't be a bad thing. It

never fits tightly, but hangs loosely, although
bee-tight, a very important feature being that
it can be thrown on and thrown off, for it's

put on the first super of the pile, and taken
off and put on again every time another super
is added. There's no cone in the case, but a
three-sided pyramid, because easier made. I

don't first shake bees out of super—can't.

I smoke 'em out. (Have spoiled honey by
smoking too much.) The thing is simply a
robber-cloth with a piece of lath nailed on two
opposite sides (oftener two pieces on each
side), and the other two sides weighted down
with shot in the hem, a triangular hole cut
out of the center, and the pyramid sewed on.

It can be picked up with one hand and thrown
on; and while the pile is low I always kick it

off to put on the next super. That's about
all there is of it, but it's a very convenient
thing for one who hasn't a bicycle and doesn't
want to make an extra trip to put on Porter
escapes. [If you are not the one who wets
the cloth that hangs over the top of the hive,

then it is somebody else, and that some person
told me of this ttick, I am positive. The
point is here: Robbers, if there should be any
such, hesitate about prying under a wet cloth;

but if it be dry, on the other hand, they will

squeeze under providing they have physical
force sufficient to accomplish the act. Very
likely, however, your four edges weighted
down would, in practice, accomplish the re-

sult, if the skirts, as we might call them,
have not been previously soaked in water.
The kodak p

: cture that I took of the device
was not very clear, and I asked our engraver
to make a pen-drawing showing a view which
I knew would come up distinctly where a
half-tone would be a perfect blur. That ac-

counts for the cone showing instead of the
pyramid.

—

Ed ]

0>ICKlJSTG&
<t/MOMOURNEIGHBORS FIELDS.

The blazing sun, with fervent glare,
Pours down its torrid heat :

The flowers wilt, the ground is bare—
What have the bees 10 eat ?

ili

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
The first page of the issue for July 20 shows

a view of the apiary of Miss Ada L. Pickard,
wnth the owner in the foreground. It is lo-

cated in Richland Co., Wis. She managed
an out-apiary of 100 colonies last year, aitd

secured 16,000 lbs of batswood honey. This
is an unusual record, and Miss P. certainly

has a right to assume a "conscious air of
flushed victory," as Dr. Miller gallantly puts it.

In speaking of king-birds, Prof. Cook says
there are two kinds that are doubtless bee-

eaters, and that they would doubtless eat

queens as well as workers. They belong to

the Tyrannidce
y
among which is included our

veil-known beautiful little pewee, or phebe
bird. In their own apiary he has seen the
king bird dart down to the hives, but the
stomachs of the birds were found to contain
nothing but robber- flies, which are among the
worst enemies they have. On the whole,
Prof. Cook considers these birds more the
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friend of the bee-keeper than his enemy. This
is good news to me, for I confess I have no
pleasure in hearing of their destruction. Per-

haps owls, hawks, and snakes will seem less

hateful to us when we know more about their

habits.
it/

In speaking of the difference between dead
brood and foul brood, Prof. Cook says : "This
dead brood is not at all like foul brood, and
any one who attends to the following descrip-

tion carefully will have no difficulty in dis-

tinguishing the one from the other : In this

case the characteristic, most disagreeable odor
of foul brood is wholly wanting ; the sunken
cell-cap, with its frequent perforation, is also

absent. The dead brood is always in the form
of larva;, and never in the sticky, pasty, unc-
tuous mass so characteristic of foul brood.

We insert a pin and draw a decaying larva

from the cell, and it is not a stringy or ropy
substance that springs back when it lets go
the pinhead, as is true of foul brood, on the
whole, yet it often appears coffee-colored or a
rich, dark brown, as does foul brood. The
surest way to tell is in the character of the
decaying substance in the cell. If the larva

is always found, showing the form even in its

decay, instead of the slringv, elastic, pasty
mass, then it is not foul brood."

\ii

In speaking of the word "maroon," as ap-

plied to bees, Dr. Miller asks of Mr. Doolittle :

"If you knew them to be maroon, while all

the authorities, the books, and the bee-jour-

nals, were calling them yellow these years and
years, will you be kind enough to tell us why
you never mentioned it before?" As words
expressing shades, such as ecru, maroon, sub-
dued gooseberry, etc., are indefiniie, why not
compare one thing with some object with
which all are familiar? For instance, lemons
and oranges are so fixed in color as to be good
standards. This morning I saw some bees on
my pumpkin-blossoms, and their segments
were so near the beautiful orange of the blos-

soms, in color, that the d fference was hardly
perceptible. It occurred to me then that here
is a good thing to measure color by. Orange
is a primary (rainbow) color, and is certainly

nearer the color of Italians than lemon yellow.
" Maroon," in bicycle talk, seems to call for

a muddy purple. The bees in question on my
vines belonged to the foreman of the job-

printing department here. He keeps them
on the roof of his house, about ten rods from
mine. I never saw a happier picture than
those bees in the bottom of those beautiful

yellow cups, rolling in what was to them gold-
en wealth.

\i>

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
The July issue starts out with a beautiful

picture of a basswocd limb, followed by an ed-

itorial article on this great honey-tree, now so

rapidly passing away.
m

Dr. A. B. Mason's department is worth all

the Review costs. His remarks relative to

omitting addresses of correspondents meet

my approval. In a somewhat facetious man-
ner he settles the question thus: "The first

time I saw that one of Bro. Doolittle's articles

came from Onondaga Co., I wondered if he
had changed his place of residence, and left

his ' old stamping ground ' at Borodino ; and
when I saw that our dear Prof. Cook had
changed from Claremont, Cal., to Los Angeles
Co., I unearthed a postal guide, and, to my
extreme satisfaction, found that, like Bro.

Doolittle, he was holding forth from the same
' home-nest ' as before, and I sincerely hope
that no more of our bee-journals will cease to

give their readers the postoffice addresses of

contributors."
\\i

C. Davenport tells how he sells honey at

home. He touches on one point that I have
often thought has been neglected — the local

paper as an advertising medium for honey.
Mr. D. relates how he sold 4000 lbs. of honey.

He advertised 18 lbs. for $1.00, describing ex-

tracted honey as being free from wax and
wood. He then authorized his banker to offer

$100 for evidence showing that his honey was
not pure. The result was, he sold all he had
and 500 lbs. more that he bought.

%
Aaron Snyder writes about the drawbacks

of Cuba as a honey country. He claims that

Cuba is the best honey region in the world,

but among the disagreeable features of that

island he mentions the language, insects, fleas,

jiggers, scorpions, snakes, etc., all of which
Mr. Poppleton has described in these columns.
Quite likely these pests will not deter the

average American from goinjj to Cuba provid-

ed the honey is there, for they will rapidly

disappear before American genius.

\i>

F. L. Thompson's " Notes from Foreign Bee
Journals " is an important and valuable fea-

ture of the Review. I fear but few realize the

amount of work necessary to produce so good
a result. It shows at a glance the latest con-

clusions in that hotbed of mental activity,

Central Europe. Why honey keeps better by
being boiled is thus explained in a German
bee journal :

" Although the formic acid evap-

orates, the albuminous ingredients, which are

what cause fermentation, are also separated in

the foam."

CALIFORNIA ECHOES
BY J . H . MARTIN

According to Straw upon page 421, Dr.

Miller has remarkable hens. He really con-

veys the idea that his hens hatch chickens

from onions. No lice on those birds.

Dr. Miller's intellectual machinery must be
out of gear if he can not see the difference be-

tween Indian and squaw. Indian conveys the

same idea to me as German, Celt, etc., while

squaw is a degrading personal epithet. Do
you see, doctor ?
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In the American Bee Journal Mr. Dadant
thinks bears are deterred from robbing bee-
hives by the fear of stings. Bears are not
built with that sort of fear in this western
country. Bears make sad havoc with an
apiary in this State, and never let up until

they have filled themselves with honey. Pos-
sibly Mr. Dadant was thinking of French
bears. Of course, they are not so aggressive
as American bears.

Mr. Brodbeck and I have been sort o' neigh-
borly and sociable this season. He moved his

bees into an adjoining canyon, within easy
visiting distance, with some hopes of securing
a little honey. But his hopes are blasted
along with the rest of us, and I think they
are a little blasteder, for he is not only minus
a honey-yield but minus one of those bull-

terrors. The poor dog fell into a reservoir and
was drowned. It is supposed that the dog,
being old and feeble, and his tail becoming so
animated at the sight of water, it wagged the
body into the reservoir.

It is of no use for Prof. Cook and me to be
hopeful about getting a honey crop in South-
ern California. We hear of but two carloads
being shipped, and those from a few favored
localities. Even where circumstances were
favorable, the fogs were so numerous and cool
that the bees could not work to advantage. Our
only hope now near the coast is a yield from
sumac, which is coming on very full of bloom;
but we have discovered that, to have a honey-
plant fulfill its mission, it must have the mois-
ture below as well as right conditions above.
We hope, however, something from sumac.

News comes from that man Wilder in Noith-
ern California that he has shot two bears and
a buck, and the end is not yet. His prospects
for a honey crop are not flattering; plenty of
flowers but weather too cool. Barring the
bears, the same news comes from Mr. Littooy,
of Tacoma, Wash. It rained all the while
when I was there in November. It has drop-
ped off now to raining every other day; but
that is a little too much for the successful
honey gathering. Central California com-
plains of a shortage of the honey yield, and,
taking it all together, there will not be honey
enough produced on the PacHc coast, from
Mexico to British Columbia, to supply the
home markets.

I clip the following from a paper published
in my native State, New York

:

The Tripp bill, defining the sizes of small-fruit pack-
ages, has become a law. It provides that all manu-
facturers of small-fruit packages, such as quarts, pints,
and half-pints, that make or cause to be made such
packages that are of less size or capacity than the
standard sizes, as defined in section one of this act,
shall mark such quart, pint, and half-pint with the
word " short " on the outside in letters not less than
half an inch in height.

Then follows the penalty. How about sec-
tions of honey that are short? I know of
some parties who use that style of section,
and advocate the sale by section ; but even in
this way of selling, the purchaser thinks he
is getting a pound. Taking all things into
consideration, is it not better to stick to the
full pound section rather than be compelled to
by law ?

N1VER ON THE WITNESS-STAND.

Grading and Marketing: Valuable Pointers from
a Practical Man.

[In our issue for June 15 I referred to the visit of S.
A. Niver. and to the fact that one of our stenogra-
phers, " W. P." had taken down in shorthand an ex-
tended conversation that occurred between Mr. Niver
and myself. Knowing that our fiiend was full of
good practical "bee-talk" I took occasion to draw
him out on various subjects on which he was familiar,
especially on the matter of grading and marketing.
While we were in " Brnest " conversation "Bob"
snapped the camera at us just as we sat before my
desk. Without further introduction I'll give the dia-
log (the first installment of it), just as it took place
between us, beginning at the very start, when he
came into the office.

—

Ed.]

E. R. Root.—Well, well, well ! where did
you drop down from, S. A. Niver ?

Mr. Niver.—Why, I just took a run over
from Mantua Station, Portage Co., Ohio, on
my wheel.

R.—Ran over ? Why, how far is it ?

N.—About fifty miles.

R.—Fifty miles ? Why, how old are you?
N.—It seems to me that is a leading ques-

tion. I have not reckoned up lately, but I

was born in 1847.

R.—Well, sit down. You must be tired.

N.—Your Ohio roads have a good deal of

road to the mile.

R.—But we have not the hills you have,
anyhow.

N.—I would rather have hills than sand
and clay and hills too. Well, how are things
going on here ?

R.—Oh ! we are all as busy as can be. Have
bets wintered fairly well

?

N.—There is an average loss of 40 per cent
thorughout our country.

R.—Forty per cent ! My, oh my ! How
did Coggshall come out ?

N.—He told me that he had 3000 pounds of

honey that he had extracted from combs of

defunct colonies.

R.—Extracting from dead bees ! Who ever
heard of the like ?

N.—Buckwheaters. By the way, that word
accounts for a great many of our peculiar
notions. We buckwheaters can not manage
bees as you people do who have no buckwheat.
It brings many new elements into it, and we
must take them all into consideration.

R.—You mean, I suppose, that he ex-
tracted from dead colonies.

N.—Yes. Our bees, you must remember,
go into winter quarters heavy with buckwheat
honey, loaded clear to the brim — or at least

nearly always. If a colony dies from any
cause whatever, there is a large supply of
buckwheat honey left in the brood-chamber.
That honey is really some of the best, because
it is so ripe and so good.

R.—But I should have thought he would
have wanted to keep these combs for raising

bees in the spring, instead of extracting.
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N.—After we strike the soft-maple bloom
there is nearly always something coming,
clear through to the first of September. If

the weather is favorable, bees breed very rap-

idly because honey comes in constantly.

R.—Oh ! you are buckwheaters, then, I see.

You don't need to have a lot of honey in the

combs from springtime till fall. Is that the
idea ?

N.—If we can get a colony through till soft-

maple blossom in the spring, it is all we care

for. After that they can take care of them-
selves. Well, what did you hear about the
grading-rules ?

R.—Your general scheme of grading is pro-

N.—But is it not possible in some way to
get it into your head that this grading has
nothing to do with quality or color?

R.—That was clear enough to me, but per-
haps not to others.

N.—Those three pictures I sent were all

alike of buckwheat honey, all of one color.

R.—What do you think of having an extra
fancy, say four grades in all ?

N.—What is the good of that ?

R.—Why, there is some honey that is sealed
clear out to the wood, clear around, or nearly
so ; and now why not have just one notch
higher ?

N.—In one hundred cases, how many cases

"Is it not passible ill some way to get it into your head that this grading has nothing to do with quality or
color f "-S. A. Niver.

nounced all right, with one exception ; that

is, that perhaps you did not allow enough dif-

ference between No. 1 and fancy.
N.—I wrote you, when I sent you the photos,

that they did not show the same difference

that the sections themselves did.

R.—Yes, that was apparent from the photos.
N.—If any one will take the pictures and

hold them off at arm's length, he will see that
there is difference enough. The fancy is

enough heavier to make the difference.

R.—Then the real distinction between the
two was weight, was it not ?

N.—Yes.
R.—Fancy was, perhaps, a little darker in

cappings, and that was why so many seemed
to think No. 1 equal to your fancy.

of sections would you expect to find of that

kind?
R.—Perhaps one or two.
N.—Well, doesn't that answer your question

—that it does not pay to fuss with such a little

amount ?

R.—I don't know. If I were to get two
cents more for those two cases, this would

—

N.—Confuse people with another grade —
that's all.

R.—Well, perhaps you are right.

N.—Now then. Three grades — fancy, No.
1, and No. 2 ; three qualities or colors of each
kind— white, mixed, and buckwheat, makes
nine grades. I think that is all we can ask
people to keep track of—our merchants, com-
mission men, or producers.
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R.—Perhaps you are right ; but somehow I

have a sort of lurking feeling that I should
like to have a place for those fancy fellows

that are filled clear out to the wood all around.

N.—All right. That one case that you can
get out of your whole crop, take it home and
eat it yourself—don't try to sell it.

R.—Why not?
N.—You need it in your business at home.
R.—How so?
N.—Why, if you select a little lot that way

it makes one more element to confuse the

grading-rule and result in a dollar profit per

100 colonies. Simplicity is what we want
more than any thing else. Our rules have
been so complex that nobody has been able to

follow them. I see that J. E. Crane, on page
126, Feb. 15, has three sections. There is one
fancy. You cau not call it extra fancy, but
just plain fancy.

R.—Now, I would call it extra fancy—that

is, if you have that grade.

N.—Well, perhaps it would go for the poor-

est of the extra fancy ; but in the middle one
is where the money lies.

by the way you put your proposition. Now,
then, if you were producing honey for your
uncles and aunts, which honey would you
produce for them ?

N.—If I were producing honey for my
uncles and aunts, for the table, I should pre-
fer some like that square section in the picture,

and you will have a clean nice piece on the
plate, while the fancy will be smeared on all

sides on account of cutting full cells next to
the wood.

R.—Why, Niver, you would not go back to
the 4 V sections, would you ?

N.—Oh, no! I called your attention to this

picture as an illustration. No. I want the
long box for many reasons.

R.—You mean that you would prefer the
long box filled like the \% in this- picture,

with the cells unsealed next to the wood. Is

that your idea ?

N.—Yes, for my eating I would ; and I be-
lieve I cm get three boxes filled like the mid-
dle one, where I can get one like that shown
at the right, averaging it through the apiary.

Three boxes like the middle one in the pic-

" The retailer finds it much easier to sell the middle box at 10 than the right-hand one at 15."

—

S. A. Niver*

R.—Why so ?

N.—If I were producing honey strictly for
my own pocket-book, to fatten my purse, so
to speak, I would try to produce honey, every
card of which is like that, and never one like
the extra fancy.

R.—Explain yourself a little further. I do
not quite get it through my head.
N.—Simple enough. To get that extra

fancy you must crowd the bees for room until
they store every corner full. They will not
produce more than half as many boxes, and
finish them like that extra fancy, as they will
of the other, and I can get more money for
the poorer style and the greater number of
boxes.

R.—Do you mean more per colony?
N.—Yes, per colony.
R.—You said, a moment ago, if you were

running your bees to fatten your pocketbook
you would try to produce sections like the one
shown in the middle ; then you imply that
the consumer has some rights in the matter,

ture will sell for 30 cents while that one at the
right will sell for 15. Figure up your money.
It will cost a little more to make the three
boxes ; but we have quite a margin, you see,

to come and go on.

R.—Do you really mean to say that you can
produce three like the middle one where you
can produce one like the right-hand box?

N.—Well, let us see about that now. Per-
haps that is a little too strong a statement

;

but with comb in sections not exceeding \%
inches in thickness, we can very nearly do it

through the whole apiary
;
perhaps not quite,

but close to it. You can get boxes like

this by tieiing up rapidly during the fore part
of the honey- flow ; and under favorable con-
ditions they will cap and finish sections like

this sooner than you can make them finish

the fancy. And right here let me call your
attention to the buckwheaters' advantage over
you '

' tingle taxers '

' ( meaning allcuhite-honey

*Cut re-inserted for the convenience of our readers.
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producers). The first flow that shows up in

our sections will be that lovely red raspberry
— rarely enough of it to more than color the
center ; then white and alsike clover and bass-

wood. We are not put out by having a large

lot of half-finished sections at this stage of

the game, for we confidently expect all such
to be finished with a rich border of buckwheat
honey, making our '"Fancy Mixed" brand,
which commands as high a price as the
" Fancy White." We can spread out as mucu
as we like in the early part of the season, re-

serving our caution for August 20.

R.—But, see here, Niver. The honey that

I saw at Morton's would grade higher than
the middle box you are talking about.

N.—But, brother Root, you must remember
that Morton did not work for Morton's pocket-
book emiiely, but he worked to obtain the
highest results possible, as an artist; and you
know how freely he gave the results of his

experiments to the fraternity. Ttie pocket-
book was with him a secondary matter ; and
his motto was, "The bet>t is none too good."

R.-—Tuen he did not lun to fatten his

pocketbook, but to benefit his customtrs.
N.—It was a pride with him to get the very

best possible results, and the box at the right
was what he aimed for all the while. Another
thing, the retailer finds it much easier to sell

the middle box at 10 than the right-hand one
at 15.

Concluded in next issue.

DROXE-CELLS VS. D00L1TTLE CUPS.

The Barber Method of Producing Comb Houey.

BY W. C. GATHRIGHT.

I was intending to keep still; but when you
say, on page 458, in regard to raising cells in

a hive containing a laying queen, that " with-
out artificial cups nothing could be done," I

can not keep quiet any longer. I have been
raising cells by the Doolittle plan for three
years, in upper and lower stories, with the
laying queen in the hive all the time. I have
not made an artificial cell for two years, and
would not think of going back to that plan.

I use strips of drone comb with the cells cut
down half depth, and place a larva in every
other cell. This gives room to cut them apart.

I often get every cell accepted, and as many
as 22, though I destroy all but about 12 or 15.

I make a frame with top-bar and ends only %
inch wide, and do not put on a bottom-bar,
but put in a bar about Y% square, half way
between the bottom and top. This middle
bar is to fasten the strips of drone comb to.

I next cut my drone comb in strips about y%
wide and 4 inches long. I use three pieces
for each frame. To fasten them to the bar I

use melted wax. I dip each piece into the
wax, first letting the edge of one side touch
the wax, when it is placed on the bar, and it

is fixed perfectly solid in a moment. I can
fasten a strip of drone comb in the same time
it would take to fasten one artificial cup.
This, I believe, is the same plan given by H.

L. Jones, of Australia, some time ago in
Gleanings.
As stated above, I have used this plan for

two years, and with perfect success at all
times, from early spring till late in the fall.

Before I began using the strips of drone comb
I used the artificial cups; but I have been
much more successful with the drone comb
than with the cups, and it is so much less
trouble to prepare the strips of comb that I

would not think of fussing with cell-cups.
It seems the Barber plan of using shallow

frames in comb honey, supers to get the bees
started working above, is gaining favor rapid-
ly. No doubt many were working along the
same line at the same time. In an article in
the Progressive Bee-keeper for Jan. 1, 1898,
I recommended this plan of getting the bees
started above; also in Gleanings, Nov. 1,

1898, I recommended this plan to Dr. Miller
(see his comments in that number).
My experience in using bait sections is the

same as Mrs. Barber described in June 15th
Gleanings. If the season is poor they fill

the baits and leave the other sections untouch-
ed.

This season I filled supers full of drawn
comb the same as I had been using as baits
before. I do not practice using the shallow
frames above sections. I can use them another
way, which is more profitable to me. After
they are partly filled, and the queen has filled

a few of the central combs with brood, they
are taken off and placed on those not yet
strong enough to work in supers. I thus keep
on till all are strong and working above.
When the supers are taken off and the hon-
ey extracted, the combs are put away until
the fall flow of dark honey, when they are
put on the hive again in place of the section
supers.

There is one point just mentioned by Mr.
Louis Scholl (page 431) that needs more em-
phasis. When a set of shallow frames are
placed on the colony just before the flow, the
queen will occupy all the cells below, clear
up to the top-bar ; whereas, if no combs were
given them above there will be \ l/2 to 2 inches
of honey stored between the top-bar and the
brood, which is the case every time, in this
locality at least. It is the point so often em-
phasized by Mr. Doolittle, that, if the bees
once get to storing below, it is hard to get
them into the notion to go above; and, by the
way, this seems to be the strongest point
against deep frames for comb honey.
Dona Ana, N. M

,
June 23.

[If you have a method by which you are
getting drone-cells, as you describe, started
into queen-ce\\s, in a single-story colony hav-
ing a good fertile queen, you have done what
no other queen-breeder has accomplished here-
tofore. H. L. Jones, J. D. Fooshe, and others
who use drone-cells in lieu of queen-cups, are
obliged to put these strips of drone comb first
into a queen/ess colony to get them started;
then when " once started " they can be trans-
ferred to colonies having fertile queens.

Well, now, if'you are obliged to put these
drone cells into queenless colonies to get them
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started, I do not see how you save any labor

over the method that makes use of Doolittle

cell-cups, the same being placed directly in a

hive having a queen.
Is it not possible that you have not learned

how to make Doolittle cell-cups rapidly ? The
man who rears our queens has no difficulty

in making them at the rate of 1500 a day, and
with proper appliances they can be turned out

at the rate of several thousand a day, and the

work all done by a cheap boy or girl.

Now, if you do not get around the use of

queenless colonies, I hope you will tell us in

the next issue of Gleanings just how you do
it. By the Doolittle method of using cell-

cups, it is not necessary to have a queenless

colony in the apiary, except during the time
the ordinary virgin queen takes to become
fertilized, and even then, under some circum-

stances, these young queens will sometimes
take their wedding-flight from an upper story

of a colony having a good queen below.

But there are several points in favor of the

Doolittle cell cups : The cells are more regular,

easier to put into queen-cell protectors, and
they are less liable to be damaged in handling.

—Ed.]
. . . iimi iii •

APIS DORSATA.

Bee-keepers of Australia After Them; Length of

Tongues of Dorsata.

BY H. L. JO.NKS.

I note in Gleanings that you are now
making renewed efforts to introduce Apis
dorsata into America; but as you already have
been on this same trail for some 20 years I

reckon we shall get ahead of you unless you
accelerate matters considerably on your side.

As far back as 1878, A. I. Root offered $100

for a single colony delivered to him ; but no
one succeeded in obtaining the prize, and now
you are offering $25 for a single queen alive.

You think it will be a joke if Gleanings gets

ahead of the government in securing the big

bees ; but I'm sure it will be a bigger joke if

we get ahead of Gleanings with its 20 odd
years' start.

By this mail I am sending you sample work-
ers of Apis dorsata that I received from a

customer of mine (a practical bee-keeper)

who left this colony a short time ago, and is

now domiciled in the Malay Peninsula, right

where Apis dorsata abounds. I have just

shipped him four colonies of Italian bees,

with more to follow; and if he finds that

dorsata can be domesticated he will return

some colonies in those specially constructed

shipping-hives. The sample bottle that I send
you contains four Apis dorsata workers and
one Apis ligustica that I put in for the pur-

pose of comparing sizes. My correspondent
thinks they can be domesticated, and I here-

with quote a little from his letter, which I

think will be of interest to you:

I return by this mail your mailing-bottle, with
samples of native bees here; but I am not qualified to

say whether they are Apis dorsata or not. I think
they can be domesticated, but it is very difficult to

get them. I have already expended about $9.60

hunting after them and paying natives to allow me to
take them from trees near their houses; but when I

return with ladders, etc., to take them, I find that
they have been smoked away with torches on long
poles. Whettier this is done for the honey or through
some snperstition I can not saw As these bees attach
their combs to top branches of very high trees (prob-
ably because they are hunted so much by Malays),
and generally to very thick branches, it is no easy job
for one man (I know of no other man here, either
European or Asiatic, who will go near bees) to get up
so high and cut the branch and lower it, and then
carry it h">me; however I hope to succeed if I can find
them on accessible branches. I would cut the branch
the same length as a top bar if possible, or of a length
that would fit some box, and then fix a cover about
a foot above the box, and gradually lower it after
about a week, leaving an entrance above as well as
below for a time; then I would put a frame with a
starter on each side of the bees.
There is a smaller bee here, something like a dwarf-

ed Italian, but it is said to be not a very good honey-
gatherer.

Now, friend Root, I should like to have you
examine these bees minutely, or pass them on
to some expert so that the relative length of

the tongues of these and Apis mellifica might
be ascertained. According to some measure-
ments made by Mr. F. W. L. Sladen, of Ripple
Court, England, and reported in Gleanings,
1897, page 487, the tongue of Apis dorsata is

scarcely any longer than that of our ordinary
bee ; and if such is really the case it might not
be advisable to introduce them, even if they
could be domesticated and their migratory in-

stinct overcome. To my unaided eye, how-
ever, their tongues seem much longer than
those of our common bees.

As soon as I learn something definite re-

garding the value of these bees from a com-
mercial standpoint I will write you further

;

and I also trust that I shall then be in a posi-

tion to scoop that twenty-five-dollar bill.

Goodna, Aus., May 6.

[All right, friend Jones. If you bee-keep-
ers of the southern hemisphere succeed in

getting dorsata into civilized beedom before

we do, we shall rejoice with you, and at the
same time have the satisfaction of knowing
that, if they have bad traits, you will pay for

the experiment and we will get the benefit of

it. However, if we can get them before you
do we will take our chances.

I have just been comparing the specimens
of dorsata sent by you, and those sent by Mr.
W. E. Rambo, of India. Those from the
latter look much like very large five and six

banded Italian bees; while those you send
have less yellow on them, are somewhat of a
bluish cast, and are, I should judge, slightly

smaller. They are evidently dorsata, however,
but may be a different variety, just as we have
varieties among the Apis mellifica.

With regard to the tongues of the dorsata,

bees, as soon as placed in alcohol, have a
fashion of pushing out their tongues to their

fullest length ; and it is evideut that the
specimens of dorsata sent us did that very
thing. I may be mistaken, but their tongues
do not appear to be any longer than those I

have seen on red-clover Italians.

Cheshire says something about the wonder-
ful harmony in nature; that the tongues of

bees are adapted to the length of the flower-

cells as we find them in the vegetable king-
dom. Is it possible that the tongues of the
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different species of honey-bees are of very

nearly the same length for that reason ? One
of the chief things that have been claimed for

dorsata is that it would have a longer tongue,

and this inference seems to be drawn from the

fact that the bees are larger, and therefore

the tongues would bear a direct proportion in

length. If Sladen's measurements are cor-

rect, there would seem to be but little in this.

I will gladly furnish a dozen specimens of the

dorsata to any professor of a college or other

competent person having the necessary mi-
crometer scales to make the measurements.

—

Ed.]

SCIENTIFIC BEE-STINGING.

How it Feels to be Stung 150 times; an Inter-

esting Account of a Painful Experience ; Frames
Shallow vs. Langstroth Frames; Hoffman
Frames; Big Hive, Big Frame, Big Extractors

vs. Small Hives, Small Frames, Small Extract-

ors.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

In May 1st Gleanings, p. 361, is the sen-

tence, " Could the bees have been turned on
the tormentor of the faithful old horse it

would have been a pleasing feature of the pro-

gram." To me the sight of bees stinging

even such a man would not be pleasing per-

sonally ; but there is so much in his sugges-
tion, from a scientific standpoint, that it cer-

tainly should not be treated lightly.

To start with, we care less about the scien-

tific aspect of horses than of people ; that is,

horses are not such interesting subjects as hu-
man beings. Then man has a finer nervous
system, and the stinging of bees would proba-

bly act quite differently with him. But man's
chief advantage is that he can tell you how it

feels as it goes along. A good doctor should
make note of this at once, for the subject is

liable to forget. If a colony with any vim is

used twenty minutes, a man bent on suicide

should be requested to act as bee-tormentor,

for it would certainly prove fatal to man or

horse.

Contrary to my wish, I have had some ex-

perience along that line. When loading bees

on a wagon, with the team hitched to it, a

hive " sprang a leak " — not a strong colony,

but how they did come out ! Having no good
Corneil smoker, of course I had to unhitch

;

for to leave the horses to be stung was out of

the question. To free jumping, kicking horses

is no easy or quick task. All the time the

bees were using my head for a pin-cushion.

At the first my hat fell off, or was knocked
off, and the bees seemed to think the hair of

my head was the only place about me worth
settling on. Soon all individual stings were
lost track of. The poison deepened and thick-

ened, it seemed, giving my head a numb sen-

sation, the actual pain diminishing considera-

bly, though the scent was sickening.

The horses lost no time in getting to a

spring about 200 yards from the wagon, where
I stopped them. My next move was to wet
my head with cool water. Was that a mis-
take? After tying the team to trees I sat

down on a rock to rest, for I was quite faint.

External swelling was less than one sting
sometimes produces. Inside my head the
swelling was distressing, causing my sight to
fail entirely at times, it seeming that my eyes
would be pushed out of their sockets. Itch-

ing all over my person was intense. There
seemed to be a stream of suffocation extend-
ing from my throat to my heart, which threat-

ended to stop the latter organ from working.
These terms may not be correct, but they are
the best in my vocabulary. I went to the
house, a few rods away, lay down, and soon
went to dozing. In two hours I could go to

work, but did not feel well for several days.
My brother, a lad at the time, was a witness,

and he never questioned my estimate of 150
stings in about half a minute, so far as I know.
If my experience is worth any thing, death
from bee-stings is not extremely painful. Per-
haps some one has experimented further, and
can show my mistake. Can a horse tell ?

If you wish to know the effect of stinging
on the bees, try buckskin gloves for them to

sting.

Should a "gentleman" of "high moral
standing " have a horse severely stung for lit-

tle or nothing more than idle curiosity in this

country, he would probably find proceedings
commenced against a heartless criminal. To
say less would not express my full view, but I

do not blame the editor for thinking well of

the man.
A correspondent wrote me recently, asking:

"1. How would you like a twelve-frame hive,

same frame as Langstroth, except two inches
shallower? 2. Why? 3. Why not ? 4. What
hive is better ? 5. Why?"
As the questioner reads Gleanings, it may

be well to answer him through its columns :

1. If you mean an apiary of such hives it

would certainly suit me very well. To have
several kinds of hives, especially frames, in

one place, makes many extra steps, and is a
canker on an apiarist's time, and therefore on
his income. The hive mentioned is certainly

good for either comb or extracted honey. For
comb honey it would be a good hive by con-
tracting and expanding intelligently. It has
been truthfully said that expansion is the bet-

ter part of the contracting management. But
as I shall not likely use many sections soon,

we will regard it as an extracting-hive.

Because it is an odd-sized hive I shall as-

sume it is not very well made. Very few are.

Regular goods are frequently poorly made. A
supply-dealer who makes many hives wanted
to buy a hive made by a competitor on this

coast, saying he had several Eastern hives,

and the hive in question was the best he ever
saw. The super was well nailed, and some
bee-keepers present noticed that, when it was
placed on a table, one corner would remain
half a bee-space above the table while the oth-

er corners touched.

If the frames are Hoffman style, which have
been so popular since 1891, I could soon rem-
edy that defect with a sharp knife or plane by
removing the end-bar projections. One sea-

son, with 70 Hoffman hives (eight-frame L- ),

in which I many times felt like kicking the
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frames out because they seemed determined
not to be pried out, may not be a fair test.

2. Because the frame is small enough for

ladies to handle, and also large enough to con-

tain considerable honey or brood. If the bot-

tom-bar is % inch thick, and the top-bar j&,

the comb surface is a trifle more than the Da-
dants use for extracting.

4. In my opinion the ten-frame Langstroth
is better.

3, 5. With top and bottom bars, as above in-

dicated for each frame, 13 of the frames you
speak of would hardly contain as much comb
surface as 10 L. frames. The latter are not

too heavy for me to handle, and I certainly do
not need to handle so many to accomplish a

desired result, which is quite a time-saver.

The L. frame is cheaper, as there are fewer

pieces to make. It is easier to lift, as you can

get your load nearer to you. To a man who
wants the hand-holes in the side of the hive,

this advantage may not be apparent. They
load to much better advantage in an ordinary
wagon. The lid is not so apt to leak rain, nor
the bottom to leak bees, as the broad hive

would be. The corners are not so apt to give

way in a few years with the L. hive as with
the broad shallow one. If I should want to

sell them there are five men who would prefer

the L. hive to one who would prefer the other

kind.
However, I have no desire for a large frame

like the Dadant or the France " shot-tower "

frame. I used to want every thing big. A
few months with a big horse convinced me
that one of an average size is worth more to

me. A few years' experience with a six-frame

extractor has cooled me down in that line, and
next month I shall get a two-frame machine.
For three years I have had a little wife, and I

would not now trade her for any jumbo in the

State.

Grayson, Cal., May 12.

[I infer that our friend Mr. Gilstrap has had
an unpleasant experience with the Hoffman
frames. The-e he refers to doubtless had the

old-fashioned top-bars, and there is no deny-
ing the fact that in some localities they were
very difficult and unpleasant to handle ; but
any one who has these old-fashioned frames
can very easily convert them into the new
style, with suitable end-spacers.

—

Ed.]

TRAVEL-STAIN.

Do Bees Have Dirty Feet?

BY A. J.
WRIGHT.

Hardly an issue of Gleanings but has one
or more articles on travel-stain. I believe the

expression as applied to the cappings of comb
honey to be practically a misnomer. A honey-
bee with dirty feet ! Why, bless you, no !

They are the cleanest little fellows imagin-
able. I dare say they wash a hundred times

where you do once, and then you call them
dirty? Didn't you ever see a bee "making
its toilet"? Well, it's worth your time.

First it washes its hands thoroughly, then its

face, then it passes its hands over the top of
its head, washing that ; also the back of its

neck. Next its body is gone over, and finally

it carefully finishes by washing its legs from
its body clear to the soles of its feet ; and now
after this thorough renovation do you dare
call it dirty ?

I think somewhere in the A B C of Bee
Culture occurs the statement that " bees have
a fashion of running through their apartments
with muddy feet." Now, this must be a mat-
ter of "locality." My bees never do that,

but, on the contrary, take a great deal of

pains to have their feet clean. Pick up a bee
by the wings, and put its feet into mud or any
other sticky substance, and the first thing it

will do after being liberated will be to clean up.

Now, if you want to find out whether the
so-called travel-stain is due to the dirty feet

of the bees, try the following experiment :

Take a board of any convenient size, not less

than ten or twelve inches square, and, after

thoroughly washing your hands, tack a piece
of clean white paper on this board, and place
it, paper side up, in front of a strong colony.
Do this when plenty of honey is coming in,

and the bees are working in the sections.

Place this paper close to the entrance of the
hive, so that the bees will use it as an alight-

ing-board, and be compelled to travel over it

with their dirty little feet. If you are sure
that your fingers are clean, handling the board
by the edges, and will put the board out late

enough in the morning, and take it up at

night before any dew falls, you will find this

paper, so far as the bees are concerned, as
clean and white at the end of a long honey-
flow as when you first placed it before the
entrance.
Where, then, does this so-called travel-stain

come from ? It is quite difficult to state a dis-

agreeable fact in an agreeable way ; and about
the only palliative method that I know of is

to include one's self in the statement, so here
goes : So-called travel-stain has its origin

mainly in the dirty or neglectful habits of us
bee-keepers. If the bee-keeper wishes to have
nice white sections of honey, he must, at the
time of putting on sections, remove the old
bottom-board and put a new one in its place.

The stained appearance of cappings is due
almost entirely to the admixture of foreign

substances, and these are obtained to a great
extent from the dirt and litter of the bottom-
board. Keep every thing in and about the
apiary neat and clean, and you will have no
cause to complain about stained cappings.

But some one asks, " Why do cappings of

finished sections that are perfectly white be-

come darker if left on the hive?" It is

because bees are usually doing something
;

and the honey -flow having ceased they use
the refuse of the bottom-board, and thicken
the cappings. Some one has said that the
bees daub propolis over the capped sections.

Well, if I had a colony that would do this I

would kill the old queen and give a new one.

Isn't there some other word that, in justice to

our friends the bees, can be substituted for

travel-stain ?

I note that we are to have a new edition of
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the ABCof Bee Culture. I wish this word
'travel stain," and the "muddy feet of the
hees," could he revised out of it in some way.

Bradford, N. Y.

[In the new edition of the ABC book, un-
der Comb Honey, there is a newly written
article on the subject of travel-stain. 1 have
endeavored to cover in this the main points

that were brought out in the recent discussions
on that subject, especially the fact that, in the
generality of cases, the coloring or foreign
matter goes clear through the cappings. I do
not relieve the bees of all responsibility of

having at times dirty feet. I have seen en-
trances of hives that were pretty badly smear-
ed up with yellow, and have naturally con-
cluded that this yellow was the so-called

travel-stain that came direct from the bees'

feet. While I have not tried the experiment
with a sheet of paper, yet if left there I should
expect it would in time be somewhat discolor-

ed. We will try the experiment in our own
jard, and report the results later.

—

Ed.]

A CASE OF BEE-FEVER.

How to Pui Energy into a Slow Poke of a Horse;

Closed-end Frames; Queens fiom Different

Breeders.

BY E. W. BROWN.

Concluded.

The season last year was a poor one here as

well as in most parts of the country ; but with
my 40 colonies, and 10 not mine, I produced 3

tons of honey, mostly comb, in plain sections,

and increased to 60 full colonies and 5 weak
ones. Of course, I had a fair fall flow. When
I saw all this honey coming in I began to won-
der how I could dispose of it. Dr. Miller says

there are two things that beekeepers are most
interested in ; 1. How to get a crop of honey

;

2. How to get rid of it. I soon decided how
I would get rid of my crop. I looked around
till I found the best ten-dollar horse in the

county. It had but a single fault—it wouldn't
go. It would "whoa" better than any other
horse I ever saw. After I bought the horse
the former owner said that it was just a little

inclined to be lazy. Perhaps electricity would
be indicated in this case, I thought,; and so

one day I proceeded to attach concealed wires

to the harness in such a way that I could, by
pressing a button in the wagon, give the horse

a mild electro-stimulus under its tail from a
medical induction-coil run by dry batteries.

This arrangement proved to be a great success,

and it increased the value of the hoise 175 per

cent. I can now overtake and pass any thing
on the road, to the great astonishment of the
people who know the past record of the horse.

One touch of the button furnishes sufficient

ambition for a mile journey. I now seldom
have occasion to touch the button, for the
horse is nearly cured of its loss of ambition.
When I speak it gives two switches of its tail

and away it goes. I have made good use of

this horse in disposing of my crop ; and as I

now have an out-apiary four miles away it will

be a valuable help to me this coming season.

So far this season I have lost three colonies
from diarrhea. These colonies did not have
the ends of their combs closed, as I have ex-
plained. Some experienced bee - keepers
(among whom I can mention James Heddon)
take no stock in these "bee-heat" theories;
some others (among whom I can mention
Capt. J. E. Hetherington) believe that closed-
end combs are of considerable importance, in

our latitude at least. Some of my colonies
which are on closed-end frames are packed in

chaff, and these bees show no signs of weak-
ness or diarrhea whatever, in spite of the fact

that this has been an extremely severe winter
for bees. I use cork-dust cushions on the
top-bars, with plenty of ventilation above the
cushions, and leave a y% entrance open the
full width of the hive. Other things being
equal, those colonies with the greatest space
under the frames lose the fewest bees.

Now, there is another class of intelligent

apiarists (Dr. C. C. Miller among them) who
"know" that closed-end frames are best for

the bees, but " don't know " that they are best

for the bee keeper, all things considered. Per-
haps after I have had more experience I

"won't know" any more about it than Dr.
Miller ; but at present I have so much faith

in closed-end frames that I am going to have
all of mine made that way until I learn that it

is better not to have them thus.

Perhaps a good cellar is the best winter
resort for our bees ; but not all of us have
access to suitable cellars ; and then there are

such men as C. P. Dadant, with hives weigh-
ing less than half a ton, who must winter
outside.

Speaking of large hives reminds me of my
own experience. As I have had but a limited
experience with 8, 9, 10, and 12 frame hives,

and as I am afflicted with bee-fever, my advice
is, of course, valueless ; however, if you want
to know what size I think is best for comb
honey I will tell you. Eight combs are too
narrow ; ten combs are too wide ; nine combs
are just right. I am inclined to believe that

the L. frame is at least an inch too deep for a
9-frame hive. The depth of the frames has
nothing to do with the wintering problem
unless you go to extremes either way. What
appear to be the healthiest colonies I have
this winter are in brocd-chambers six inches
deep.

I have received queens from twelve different

breeders. I find that there is a difference in

them — in the queens and in the queen-breed-
ers. What seems to he the best queen is from
a breeder for whom I have no respect. The
queen came hundreds of miles by mail, and
cost $1.00 three years ago. Her bees cap their

honey very white; they are exceedingly gentle;

they waste no time gathering propolis ; they
have never swarmed ; they are fair to look
upon ; and last, but not least, they have al-

ways produced a little more surplus honey
than the best of the other colonies. Where's
Doolittle ? Say, Doolittle, is this queen not
worth $10? I think it was 185 pounds of
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honey that I took from her hive last year
;

150 of it comb honey all in plain sections.

Last season I noticed that this queen had
but very little brood in the hive at the close

of the honey-flow, and I am afraid she will be
superseded this coming season (she is clipped,

so I shall know). I want to get another
batch of queen-cells from her eggs, and then
I should like to exchange her with Doolittle

or somebody who can use her. I wrote to the
man from whom she came, asking if she was
a hybrid, or if she was of a pure race and
would be suitable to breed from. He answered
my letter, but entirely ignored my question.

There seems to be a good deal of mystery
about this man, and I have no use for these
mysterious people with their wonderful secrets.

I must be wandering from my subject. I

was writing about bee-fever, and I guess the

thoughts of it brought on an acute form of the
trouble. You see I have it pretty bad yet.

Just think of it— when my wife wishes to get

my attention to tell me something she gener-
ally finds it necessary to exclaim "Bees!"
Is there no help for me, Uncle Amos ?

Eden, N. Y.

L @ «i& 4& «& ^^gOQL^.g» j» Sfr jg> &» J

BEES— HOW LONG DO THEY LIVE?

Question.—Picking up a paper recently I

noticed an item to the effect that bees were
very short-lived insects, and that the average
life of the worker during the summer season
is but thirty days. Can this be the truth ? I

had supposed that workers lived six or eight
months, if not a whole year.

Answer.—It seems to me that no one should
be ignorant on this subject when one experi-
ment will tell him the truth in the matter,
and convince him that the average life of the
worker is about 45 days, or one-half more
than was given in the item which the ques-
tioner alludes to. Take a colony of black or
German bees, for instance, and about the 10th
of June take the queen away and introduce an
Italian queen, keeping record of the date on
which this change was made. In 21 days the
last black bee will have emerged from its cell

;

and if the Italian queen went to laying imme-
diately, the first Italian bee will have made its

appearance, which fact should be jotted down
also. At the end of 45 days from the time
the last black bee came out of its cell no black
bees can be found in the colony. At 40 days
many will be seen ; but they grow less and
less each day, so that on the 44th it will be
very few indeed that are left. This is for the
summer months, but does not apply at all for

those of the fall, winter, or spring. The life

of the bee seems to depend on the work it

does. Thus, when it labors the most its life

is the shortest. Hence it comes about that,

through the inactivity brought on by the ad-
vent of cool and cold weather, the individual

bee can live from six to eight months. This
is proved by changing the queens as before,
only it is to be done this time about the middle
of September. Soon after the first of October
the last black bee will be out of its cell ; but I

have often found black bees in such colonies
on the 1st of June of the next year, and in one
instance there were a few still remaining on
the 4th of July ; but that year the bees were
kept in their hives on account of bad weather
very much of the time previous to this. Also,
when spring opens there will be a few Italian

bees in the colony so treated, which shows
that very little brood is reared from October
till April, as well as to tell us that more bees
die in two months in the spring than during
five or six months of winter.

The life of the drone is regulated very large-

ly by the workers, for they are usually driven
off or killed by the workers long before they
would die of old age. Any sudden cessation
in the flow of honey from the fields is often
sufficient reason for their being driven out to

die, or the killing of them by stinging, if they
are persistent in staying in the hive ; so it is

hard to tell just what age they might attain

to, were they allowed to live to " a good old
age." Most apiarists think that they would
live about the same time the workers do ; but
I am of the opinion that they are a little

shorter-lived. It is a rare thing that any
drones are allowed to stay in the hive after

the honey-harvest is over for the year ; still,

we have a few reports of drones which have
wintered over, and I have known of a few
doing so, and that in a colony having a fairly

good queen. But the hive was crowded to its

utmost with honey during the fall.

The average life of the queen, where a colo-

ny is allowed to stay in a normal condition, is

about three years, although some have been
known to live five years. They live also in

proportion to the work they do, or, more
properly speaking, in accordance with the
number of eggs they lay, as egg-laying is the
only work they do. Under our present sys-

tem of management the queen is often coaxed
to lay as many eggs in one year as she usually
would in a tree or box hive in a year and a

half or two years ; hence most apiarists think
that all queens should be replaced, after the
second year, with those which have just com-
menced to lay. However, I do not make this

a practice : for I find that, as a rule, the bees
will supersede their own queen when she gets

to be too old to be of service to them ; so I

trust the matter to them, believing they are

less liable to mistakes along this line than I am.

YELLOW OR MAROON.
Having a little space left I wish to say a

word regarding the last Straw, and the edi-

tor's comments, found on pages 494 and 495
of July 1st Gleanings. What I wrote in the
American BeeJournal -was for the sole pur-

pose of calling out Dr. Miller as to certain

points regarding the markings of bees and
their purity, which points have been so con-
stantly put that queen-breeders have been
classed as "frauds;" but the good doctor
only helps the fault-finders in their notions
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by his answers in the American Bee Journal.
And then he appeals to you, Mr. Editor, who,
like Dr. M., furnish these same fault-finders

wTith a club to knock your own brains
out ; for parties, during the past, when writ-

ing me, have classed you with the rest of us
as sending out queens that did not give bees
as represented ; and the reason for this is that
bees from imported queens have been classed

as yellow, which were not yellow, when put to

a practical test. To prove your point you
appeal to the Standard Dictionary. I have
only the Student's Edition of that dictionary,

and in that I find, under the heading of " Yel-
low, " this :

" Having a color similar to that

of the spectrum between orange and green,

and resembling that of brass, gold, saffron,

etc." As I could not well apply practically

the spectrum part, I have just taken a new $5
gold piece I happened to get the other day
(don't get one very often, even though we are

on a gold basis), a piece of burnished brass, a
piece of orange-peel (the dictionary says saf-

fron is a deep orange color), a chestnut
(maroon), and a piece of leather (which I

send you with this article, so you can see it

and put it beside your bees from imported
queens if you wish). Now for the result:

The three horny segments next the thorax on
the bees from my imported stock are much
nearer the color of that piece of leather than
any of the other four colors I took, and that

piece of leather is very much nearer chestnut
(maroon) color than it is to that of brass,

gold, or orange. Then, if I am any judge,

that piece of leather can not be called yel-

low in any true sense of the word, whether
I say, " My, oh my ! what is the matter with
E. R. Root's and Dr. Miller's eyes? " or not.

I have had bees from imported stock that

every visitor coming to the yard insisted were
nothing but black bees ; and only as I would
cause the bees to fill themselves with honey,
and place them on a window, would they be
convinced, when the dark maroon color would
be set out more boldly. Dr. Miller's answers
in American BeeJournal show that he thought
Doolittle wasn't "nice" in asking those
questions, and that he did it in a censorious

way. It would seem that Dr. M. had known
me long enough to know that I never write

any article for any such purpose as that.

Purity, three yellow bands, five-banded golden
Italians, etc., have been harped on so much
that the masses of bee-keepers have been de-

ceived, or have got a wrong impression, so

they have become like the man who buys
poultry "marked to a feather;" and when
they do not receive something which these

claims have caused them to think exists, they
are ready to class the sender as a deceiver and
a fraud. And I hoped the good doctor would
"catch on" and help us queen-breeders by
showing that bees from an imported queen
are not yellozu in the true sense of the word,
because such a true statement from him would
have much more weight than the same state-

ment coming from half a dozen queen-breeders.

But the doctor thought me hypercritical, and
so drove me to put in this defense of myself
and other queen-breeders.

[There is one thing, friend D., that perhaps
you have not yet taken into full consideration.
Jn speaking of the color of Italian bees direct
from Italy, I referred not to individual bees or
queens, but to the average importations wre
have received of them every year. We have
so far this year received from Italy by mail
some 75 queens, and have obtained that num-
ber direct from the Mediterranean every year
for the past twenty summers. The yellow
in the imported is darker than the yellow
in bees that have been bred in this country
for a long time : so far we agree ; and to re-

move any possibility of misunderstanding, we
say in our queen catalog, and have reiterated
for years, in referring to imported Italian
queens, "The queens themselves are a little

darker than home-bred queens. . . . The
queens as well as the bees are leather -

colored." Here we agree again. But in
all the hundreds we have received I could
not call one of them maroon or chestnut.
Here we don't agree. Yellow, however, stands
for a variety of shades, and that color much
more nearly describes the color of the import-
ed stock than chestnut or maroon ; and if you
will hunt up a Standard Dictionary with the
spectrum you will agree, I am sure. But it

seems to me we are in danger of splitting
hairs on an unimportant point.

—

Ed ]

SWEET CLOVER FOR BEES AND STOCK IN
ILLINOIS.

This clover is one that yields a large amount
of honey. It begins to bloom in this latitude
in the early part of July, usually ; some sea-
sons a little earlier, others a little later. By
the time white and alsike clover and basswood
are going out of bloom, sweet clover is well
out in bloom ; and where abundant a contin-
uous bloom will be had for securing surplus
honey of two months or more. When a part
of this clover is pastured or mown for hay,
such will bloom the second time, and continue
in bloom until after hard frosts. I have seen
bees working on this bloom in October, when
all other honey-yielding plants were killed
with one exception, that being giant white-
spiral mignonette, which is sometimes grown
in flower-gardens.
Sweet clover stands drouth well, but gives

a better yield of honey and pasture with fre-

quent showers. The honey is light in color,

but, to my taste, not of as fine a flavor as that
from white or alsike clovers or basswood. In
the dry regions of the West, sweet clover and
alfalfa have proved valuable plants for bees
and stock. The hay is largely fed to stock.
Here cattle pasture on it freely, and the hay
has seemed to give good satisfaction, as stock
soon learn to like it.

This plant should be grown in all waste
places, and thus take the place of the noxious
weeds which grow there.
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For hay this clover should be cut while the
stalks and leaves are a bright green, and
before any seed-stalks appear. A large amount
is grown on an acre when a good stand is

secured.
The plant is not so hard to get rid of when

desired as some suppose. When the land is

broken up and cultivated the plant is gone,
and no further trouble need be feared, any
more than from other clovers. Pasturing the
field so no seeds mature has the same effect if

kept up one or two summers. Some farmers
in this State are growing large fields of this

clover for feeding to stock in pasture and hay,

so I am credibly informed.
In sowing the seed the ground should be

made fine and rather firm, as better results

are so secured than when the ground is left

loose to quite a depth. It blooms the next
year after sowing the seed.

DOES ALSIKE CLOVER WINTER-KILL?
My article on alsike clover, which is pub-

lished in July 1st issue, page 503, was writ-

ten in February, and its wintering qualities

given were up to the past winter. At this

writing I am forced to report that it badly
winter-killed last winter, as did the white
clover where it had been fed down closely

last fall, as too many do. Last winter was
here the most severe on trees, vines, grasses,

etc., that we have known in the 40 years we
have lived here. The ground was bare most
of the time, and only one or two inches of

snow at any time.

I wish to make this correction so that no
wrong impression may prevail in reference to

alsike clover here. All its other good quali-

ties named on page 503 I have proven conclu-

sively.

Our abundant rains this reason have brought
on a fine growth of the clovers, which are now
in bloom, but yield little honey so far. Bass-

wood has just closed, and yielded lightly in

honey. F. A. Snel.l.
Milledgeville, 111., July 7.

SPRAYING OUT OF SEASON; RESULTS.

Inclosed you will find something about
spraying fruit-trees while in bloom, and the
results. The same was taken from the Gran-
ville Sentinel, a local paper of Granville, N.
Y., not far from here. Dorset is in Vermont.
We know of others not far from here who are

spraying out of season. It is high time that

we bee-keepers were looking into the matter.

Caldwell, N. Y. F. A. LockharT.
IT KILLED THE HONEY-BEES.

As will be seen by the Sentinels Dorset correspondent
this week, the spraying of trees with a poisonous
solution, in an effort to exterminate the worm-pest,
has resulted in destroying nearly all of the honey-bees
in that section. One poor woman lost forty colonies.

WORM POISON KILLS HONEY-BEES.

Many of our citizens have been engaged in waging
a fierce war upon the worm pest that has attacked the
foliage of our shade and fruit trees. The worms have
appeared in great numbers. The vermicide in gener-
al use is a solution of Paris green and lime. It is only
partially successful. An unexpected and serious re-

sult has immediately followed its use, so that it is a
question whether the worms or the poison can prove
the more destructive. Nearly a hundred colonies of
bees have proved a total loss in this immediate vicin-

ity. Many more will probably suffer the same fate.
As a rule, the class of people thus afflicted can ill af-
ford the loss of these bees. Their income largely de-
pends upon their labors. Foliage of trees in blossom
or bloom should not be sprayed with this rank poison.
One person, a widow, in moderate circumstances, has
lost her entire stock of bees of forty-two colonies.
These were in a healthy condition, and, up to the time
of the spraying of the trees, were actively at work.

[For two or three years back, just following
fruit-bloom, or about that time at least, we
have been having some dead brood in our
hives. It is not like foul brood in appearance,
and always disappears in a short time. We
have finally come to the conclusion that it

must be the result of spraying when the bloom
is in. Most of the farmers in and about our
vicinity are intelligent reading people ; but it

is evident that there is some one or ones who
are spraying at just the wrong time, and we
shall make an effort to find out who it is. If

reason and facts will not stop it we may have
to resort to the more powerful arm of the law.

In many States there is no law against
spraying during the time the trees are in actu-

al bloom, notwithstanding all the best author-
ities admit and teach that jusf as good and
better results may be secured before and after

the bloom. The bee-keepers of Vermont and
the vicinities referred to should bestir them-
selves to see that there is not a repetition of

such work. If it is not ignorance it is ugli-

ness that is at the bottom of it.

—

Ed.]

WELL-FILLED OLD-STYLE SECTIONS.

I see you highly recommend the fence sep-
arator and tall sections. I have been having,
for two years, as finely filled sections as can
be desired, with old-style separators and \% X
4 % sections. I bore four holes opposite each
section, y% inch, for bees to pass through, with
good results. A. L. Buterbaugh.

Utah, Pa., May 26.

[By boring the holes in the separator, jou
make of it, in effect, a fence — that is, a sep-

arator through which the bees can pass back
and forth. You will secure a part of the ad-
vantages of the fence system, but not all.

—

Ed.]

strong testimony for the fence and
plain sections.

I have just read Editor Leahy's editorial on
" Fence Separators and No-beeway Sections."
It leaves me with the impression that this

man Leahy must have a slight prejudice
against these things. If he can only succeed
in convincing all the other honey-producers
that it is a sad mistake to use fences and plain

sections, then I will be the Root Co.'s only
customer for these things. No, gentlemen, it

did not worry me the least bit, upon reading
this article, to think that I have been and gone
and stocked up with 2000 fences, and have
just ordered 10,000 more plain sections. If it

were necessary for me to buy new fences

every year, and throw away the old ones, I

am convinced that it would pay me in dollars

and cents to do so. Not only this, but if it

were necessary to throw away the supers also

it would pay me to buy new ones every year,
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so great are the advantages of the fence and
plain section over the old style section with a
beeway part way across the top and bottom.

Sections are bound to shrink after giving to

the bees. Bee heat is a very dry heat. Two
or three days after the supers are put on the
hives I make the round and tighten the screws
in the supers, with no disturbance whatever
to the bees. This is the secret of getting
clean sections—sections that you can put into
the shipping-cases without scraping (fall hon-
ey excepted in this locality). It will surprise
one to see how many times he can turn the
screws around a day or two after putting on
the supers. It seems the bees evaporate every
particle of moisture. Bees are natural mois-
ture-expellers, in summer at least.

Eden, N. Y., June 14. E. W. Brown.

[We are not worrying about the future of

plain sections and fences. They are more
than holding their own.

—

Ed.]

GROWING BASSWOOD-TREES FROM THE SEED.

In the fall of 1893 I put some dirt in a pan,
and some basswood seeds ; then covered with
an old mat, and covered the mat with dirt

;

then left the pan outdoors all winter. In the
spring of 1894 I looked at the seed, and not
one had sprouted. In the spring of 1895 it

commenced to sprout. I planted them out,

but the dry weather killed them, and I sup-
posed that was the last of my basswood seed ;

but in the spring of 1896 there were 40 or 50
of the seed that came up. In the spring of

1897 they came up very thick. It seemed as

if every seed grew. Then in the spring of

1898 there were a few more that came up.
Last spring I wanted to plant them in a
nursery-row, and the seed was still coming up.

My experience is, if the seed is put in dirt

in the early fall, and put in the cellar, and
kept wet all winter, a few will sprout the first

spring, and the next spring most of them will

come up ; but it has got to be where the mice
can't get at them, or they will eat them all up.

The way I like to raise basswoods from the
seed is to plant them in drills with peas, then
the next spring there will be enough that
come up so we can see the rows ; then the
spring after, most of them will come up.

I had four rows, 26 feet long, that I got
over 900 basswoods from, 4 to 6 feet tall. Two
or three had blossoms on.

I have no basswood-trees for sale, as I want
to plant a grove of basswoods.
Lamont, la., July 22. Chas. Blackburn.

[The point made in the above seems to be
that basswood seeds may lie in the ground
several years, and finally grow. If all these
freezings and thawings and length of time are
needed to break or rot the hard shell inclos-
ing the seed, may not the whole matter be
hastened by cracking the seeds with a suitable
machine, or immersing them for a proper
period in boiling water or something of that
sort? I believe nurserymen practice both
methods with certain kinds of seeds that are
slow in germinating. Who can tell us about
it?—A. I. R.]

THE SERIOUSNESS OF BEE-PARALYSIS.

Dr. C. C. Miller

:

—In June Gleanings I

noticed the inquiry of Mr. F. D. McMurry,
and your answer thereto. As I have had some
experience with bee-paralysis I volunteered to

give the gentleman some advice, and wrote in

regard to it ; but I will copy the letter, as
follows :

If you follow Dr. Miller's suggestion, "quite possi-
bly the disease will disappear of itself." and meet
with success, well and good; but let me caution you
that, if you find the disease appears again next spring,
be sure to adopt prompt measures to stop it. I have
battled with it since 1891, and, though I tried every
procedure that came well recommended, the disease
spread until, a dozen years ago, I began to destroy
every colony that developed it; and this season, though
I lost over half of my bees last winter, I destroyed two
colonies that showed signs of paralysis, and hope I

have throttled it now. What puzzles me is, how my
bees got the disease, as no other bee-keeper is troubled
with it. I had obtained some from queens from the
East, previous to the advent of the malady in my
yard, and am inclined to attribute it to this. How do
you account for it in your case? I should be glad to
hear.

From the above you will discover the esti-

mate I put upon the gravity of bee-paralysis
;

and though I do not in the least doubt your
experience, and as much as has been said of

the disease north or south, the latitudin-d

danger-line seems not to be very sharply de-
fined. I would beg leave to offer my experi-

ence as a caution in advising bee keepers in

this Slate upon this malady.
H. O. Vassmer.

Excelsior Springs, Mo., June 12.

I am very glad to send this word of caution
from Mr. Vassmer. What is true of the dis-

ease in Northern Illinois is by no means neces-
sarily true in Missouri, and Mr. McMurry will

be wise to consider the experience of one
nearer home. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

\\
r

. A'., Pa.—There is no one species that
has been denominated a " bee-bird." Perhaps
the nearest that comes to it is the ordinary
king bird that sometimes proves to be a nui-
sance in a queen-rearing apiary, and they, ac-
cordingly, have to be shot.

G. W. C, Ohio.—I do not think it would be
practicable to prevent the candying of honey
by the use of glycerine unless so large a quan-
tity were used as to make it practical adulter-
ation. I would advise you to let the method
entirely alone.

J. J. M., Iowa.—In the back part of the
ABC book you will find a glossary that gives
nearly all the technical terms. If you will con-
sult that vou will be able to understand much
that is said. Perhaps you have been reading
the book too much in snatches. If you read
carefully "Hive-making" you will get an
idea of many of the technical terms, and to

what they apply. Each subject must be read
through carefully.
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SEE special offers on page 592.

Brother Hutchinson very magnanimous-
ly says bee-keepers ought to read all the bee-

journals, visit other bee-keepers, and attend

conventions. From a purely selfish point of

view an editor would be inclined to say,

"Take only one journal, and that one our

own." But Bro. Hutchinson is away above

such a spirit, and always was.

SERENADING SWARMS WITH TIN PANS.

A correspondent says that the old cus-

tom of serenading swarms with tin pans orig-

inated from an old act of the English Parlia-

ment, giving a person a right to follow his

swarm provided he rang a bell, or drummed
on a tin pan, to give notice that he (the own-
er) was after the bees. This old act was passed

something like a thousand years ago, and dur-

ing the centuries since it is evident that the

original purpose of the drumming was lost

sight of, and that subsequent generations came
to the conclusion that the serenading induced

a sort of spell on the bees, causing them to

cluster so they could be captured.

STORING HONEY IN A SPONGE, ETC.

An item is going about in the papers, to the

effect that bees have been taught to store hon-

ey in sponges, and the sponges are then passed

through a clothes-wringer so as to squeeze out

the honey, etc. Years ago I selected some
sponges with holes in them as near the size of

honey-comb as I could get, and tried to get

bees to store honey in them, but I did not suc-

ceed. Bees will store honey in a receptacle

only about the size of regular honey-comb.
Unless they can crawl into the cell they will

not use it for honey. The holes in a sponge

that are too small for a bee to enter would
make an excellent place for moth-worms where
the bees could not get at them. The whole
story is no doubt a newspaper yarn, and we
hope it will not go the rounds of the papers as

many such foolish things do.—A. I. R.

WHY CLOVER AND BASSWOOD DID NOT YIELD
NECTAR.

IS there any one among our readers who can

tell why, when all the conditions are favora-

ble — plenty of rain, plenty of warm weather,

and clover in abundance — it should not yield

nectar in the good old-fashioned way ? It is

true that a good many of the favorable condi-

tions have been lacking in some portions of

the country. In our locality we have had all

of them, apparently, and yet we may say there

is the smallest yield from clover we have ever

known. Some days ago I was talking with

Vernon Burt about the prospect for basswood.

"Why, there is plenty in bloom," said he,

"but the nights are too cool." A few days

ago, while talking with R. F. Holtermann, he
remarked that the showing from basswood in
Canada was good, but that it had been too
warm — that they needed cooler and more
moist weather. Well, now, I should like to
know what are the best conditions for a secre-
tion of nectar from basswood. If there is any
scientist or bee-keeper who is able to give us
the solution of these two problems I wish he
would answer.

THE PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION.
We have just received a copy of the pro-

gram for the national convention of the Unit-
ed States Bee-keepers' Association to be held
in Philadelphia Sept. 5, 6, 7, next. The fol-

lowing is the program :

Necessity of Pure-food Legislation from a Bee-keep-
er's Point of View.—Rev. E. T. Abbott.

Out-apiaries, and Their Management for Comb
Honey.—W. L- Coggshall.

Possibilities and Difficulties of Bee keeping in Cuba
and Porto Rico, and the Effect of Our New Relations
with those Islands on Our Honey Market.—Fred L-
Craycraft and W. W. Somerford.

Best Method of Comb-honey Production, with Lat-
est Hive Improvements.— F. Danzenbaker.

Possibilities of Bee keeping.—Address by G. M. Doo-
little.

Marketing Honey—Can and Ought We to Control
Prices?—P. H. Elwood.
Bee-keeping, and the Source of the Honey Supply

in and around Philadelphia.— W. E. Flower.
Foul Brood—Its Detection and Eradication.—N. E.

France.
Our Pursuit as Viewed by an Amateur.—F. Hahman.
Why Bee-keepers' Exchanges Fail.— C. A. Hatch.
Bees or Honey—Which in Spring Management?—R.

F. Holtermann.
Bee-keeping as a Profession.—W. Z. Hutchinson.
How to Conduct Successfully a Bee-keepers' Ex-

change.—J. Webster Johnson.
The Fall Honey Crop of Philadelphia. — John L.

Kugler.
Organization among Bee-keepers — If Desirable,

Why, and How Best Accomplished.—Thomas G. New-
man.
Best Method of Extracted -honey Production. —

Frank Rauchfuss.
Address by A. I. Root.
Fads, Fancies, and Follies in the Apicultural World.

—Hon. Eugene Secor.
The Products of the Bee— Pollen, Propolis, and Hon-

ey—W. A. Selser.
Food Value of Honey—Its Adulteration and Analy-

sis.— Hon. H. W. Wiley.
President's Address.—E. Whitcomb.

The " Western Passenger Association " will

make a rate of one fare for the round trip plus

$2.00. This amount is "added to the rates

charged by the other association through
whose territory the person may travel." For
further particulars apply to the secretary, Dr.

A. B Mason, Station B, Toledo, Ohio. While
the season has been exceptionally poor, so far

as honey is concerned, farm crops generally
will be good ; and as the rates are very low,

owing to the G. A. R. encampment at Phila-

delphia, there ought to be a good attendance.

CORRESPONDENTS FOR BEE-PAPERS.

Editor York, of the American Bee Jour-
nal, says it seems that more than ever before
the contents of the bee-papers of to-day are

contributed by only a few writers, and that in

this respect it is far different from what it was
ten or fifteen years ago. This is quite true.

Years ago it seemed to be the fashion, or rath-

er, perhaps, the proper thing, to make every
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bee-paper a sort of "experience meeting."
While this is all right and eminently proper
for a prayer-meeting, bee-papers are not run
for the benefit of the correspondents, but for
the benefit of the subscribers who take them
simply for the information they can get out of
them. Very many bee-keepers are brimful of
practical thoughts and suggestions, but either
are not able or are disinclined to commit them
to writing ; but there are only a few practical
ones who can or will put their practical ideas
into good readable English, so it has come to
pass that comparatively few do most of the
writing for the bee-journals ; and it remains
for the editor or editors to prevent those few
from running their followers into ruts. The
men who do write should be practical, up-to-
date men ; nay, more—they should be a little

ahead of the times ; and the editor should rub
against those who don't write, by going to see
them. In that way he can keep himself out
of the ruts.

THE SEASON FOR 1899, AGAIN.

Reports have been slowly coming in; but
taking them as a whole they do not appear to

make out that the season will be any better
than was given in our last. For some reason
or other man}' of those who have secured a
crop are holding it quietly in reserve, hoping
they will possibly be able to "bear" up the
market. If there are such, they are pursuing
a " penny wise and pound foolish" policy,

for now is just the time to get good prices.

Later on, when fall fruits are on the market,
there will be less demand for honey.
For the last few days we have kept a " tab "

of the reports as they have been coming in

;

that is to say, the clerk who opens our mails,
as soon as a letter is received has been mak-
ing a memorandum of that portion of any
letter that referred to the season in any way.
The following are the memoranda by States
and postoffices:

Mcintosh Bluff, Ala. S. W. Very unfavorable hon-
ey season.

Safford, Ariz. S. E. No surplus.
Taylor, Ariz. E. Very ooor year.
Bakersfield, Cal. S. W. ' Bees doing well.
Famoso, Cal. S. W. Honey is coming in.

Pala. Cal. S. Filling hives very fast.

California. Near mountains, crop good.
Chatham, Can. Crop failure.
Grand Jc, Colo. W. Prospects not flattering.
Palm View, Fla. S. W. Bees doing well.
Bishop Hill, 111. N. W. Honey total failure.
Hospital, 111. N. E. Sweet clover booming.
Atwood, 111. C. Bees doing finely.
Mead, Ind. C. Lots of honey.
Terre Haute, Ind. W. Small crop.
Knightstown, Ind. E. About half crop.
Elk, Iowa. Bees doing finely.
Charles City, Iowa. X. E. Small surplus yield.
Natick, Mass. N. E. No honey in this section.
Sanilac Center, Mich. E. Clover flow not very good.
Chesaning, Mich. C. Honey flow good.
Nirvana, Mich. W. Not much honey.
Bentheim, Mich. Not getting any surplus.
Benzonia, Mich. N. W. White clover poor; bass-

wood good.
Holt, Mich S. Honey crop a failure.
Filion, Mich. E. Bees doing well on clover.
Milan, Mich. S. E. No honey.
Montgomery, Mich. S. 200 lbs. top honey from four

swarms.
Fruitport, Mich. W. Bees doing well.
Farwell, Mich. C. Surplus good.
Pease, Minn. E. White clover, basswood, and wil-

low-herb yield splendidly.

Shackelford, Mo. C. Big crop of white clover honey.
Lebanon, Mo. S. W. Surplus good.
Arlington, Neb. E. Oceans of white clover, but bees

in a starving condition.
Naples, N. Y. W. Almost no finished sections.
Groton, N. Y. S. Not a full super.
Eden, N. Y. W. No surplus.
Harpursville. N. Y. S. No white clover.
Pamelia, N. Y. N. W. Poorest season known.
Cherry Valley, N. Y. C. Honev crop very light.
Wellsville, N. Y. S. W. Honey crop lightest in

years.
Syracuse, N. Y. C. Prospect very poor.
Defiance, O. N. W. Honey failure.
Canal Fulton, O. N. E. Boxes about filled.
St. Stephens, Ohio. N. W. Honey crop light.
Hannibal, Ohio. S. E. No white clover.
Plain City, Ohio. C. Honey crop short.
Camp Chase, Ohio. C. Bees not doing well.
Mechanicsburg, Pa. S. Average per colony 40 lbs.

comb honey.
New Lebanon, Pa. W. Season a failure.
Rockton, Pa. C. Not much honey.
New Milford, Pa. N. E. Honey crop very light.
Antesfort, Pa. N. Honey-flow great.
Coronaca, S. C. W. Utter failure.
Paris, Tenn. N. W. Honey drouth.
Hutto, Tex. C. Fine flow of honey.
Clarksville, Tex. N. E. Bees doing no good
Hutto, Tex. C. Go d flow.
Mexia, Tex. C. Honey crop short.
Uvalde, Tex. S. W. Only 5 gal. from 200 swarms
Catlin, Wash. S.W. Flowe'rs plentiful, but no honey
West Bend, Wis. S. E. Considerable basswood, but

no clover.
Dilby, Wis. S. W. Very short.
Riverview, Wis. N. W. Honev season good.
Kickapoo, Wis. S. W. About "half crop.
Kearneyville, W. Va. N. E. Honey crop light.
Banister, Va. Bees doing well.
Orwell, Vt. W. Bees doing nothing.
Monkton Ridge, Vt. W. Worst drouth ever known.
Vero, Fla. S. I have sold about one thousand dol-

lars' worth of honey this season. H. T. Gifford.
Batavia. N. Y. C. My honey crop this season is

about 3500 lbs. from 150 colonies, or about the same as
last year. f. h. Fargo.
Nipamo, Cal. S. W. 188 colonies, 7100' lbs. honey

Extracted, May 2, 840 lbs.; Mav 17, 1560; May 31 2000-
June 17, 2700. c. G. McNeil.

Dilly, Wis. S. W. Crop very short.
Gustave Gross.

The capital letters N. W., S. E., S. W., C. v

etc., indicate respectively northwest, south-
east, southwest, and central portions of the
different States. It will be noticed that in
one section of any one State the season may
be extra good, and in another portion an utter
failure; and one will be surprised to read over
the number of favorable reports in the whole
list; and yet these are not one-fourth, out of
the total.

As has been our custom every year, so it is
this year, to allow every honey-producer who
has honey for sale the free use of our adver-
tising columns to the extent of five lines of
space, one insertion. Those of you who do
have honey should make haste to let it be
known.

HOW TO CARRY SWARMS OF BEES ON
A BICYCLE.

I have secured swarms of bees in sacks this
time of year, and carried them on a bicycle.
It sometimes happens that a farmer will say a
swarm of bees is hanging on a limb a mile or
so from our office. It would hardly pay to
send a man with a horse and buggy ; but with
a bicycle and cheese-cloth sack I can very
soon have those bees back home and in a hive.
The sack should be carried by the upper end,
where it is tied. Before the sack is tied, how-
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ever, the bees should be shaken down to the

botiom, and then the string should be secured

four or five inches above the mass of bees. I

usually carrry the sack in one hand and guide

the bicycle with the other.

A year or so ago there appeared an account

in our columns of how a very enthusiastic

youth, seeing a swarm of bees remote from
his home, was particularly anxious to secure

the bees and take them. What did he do but

remove his pants, tie the legs of them together,

shake the bees into them, and rush home ? No
mention of the fact is made of how he got

home, or whether he was stung or not, or

whether he met any one on the way ; but the

fact was clearly brought out that the bees were
hived, and finally developed into a prosperous

colony.
Taking this incident as a cue, I do not see

why we can not use the cheese-cloth sack in

the manner I have described. The body of

the sack can be slipped e'ear up over the

cluster of bees as they are hanging on the

limb ; and, if more convenient, the mouth of

the sack can be tied around the limb so as to

make it bee-tight ; the limb can be cut, and
our bees brought home in triumph.

LIGHT-WEIGHT SECTIONS, AGAIN.

In one of Rambler's Echoes, in this issue,

he gives a clip at the practice of selling light-

weight sections. If he were to move back to

his old State, and go through the regions of

Albany, Otsego, and Schoharie Counties, and
then take a run through the cities of Albany
and New York, I think he would come to the

same conclusion that I have ; namely, that in

these localities the idea of a pound weight

seems to be losing ground, and in some places

it has been lost sight of altogether. The ten-

dency has been toward a ten cent box—some-
thing that can be passed out to the customer

at even change, without stopping to figure up
ounces and fractions to get at the cost of the

honey. Indeed, }i and j£ pound sections,

when well separatored off, will run very evenly

in weight, providing the combs are thin.

Then these York Staters have a fashion of

sorting and putting up honey in cases both as

to grade and as to weight. A well-filled box
will usually grade No. 1 ; a poorer grade and
lighter weight will sell at 8 cents.

In some localities it may be that the thin

comb works deception on the consumer, caus-

ing him to believe he is getting a pound, the

usual weight, when really he is getting only

12 ounces. But the more honey is sold by
the piece (and the practice is growing every-

where), there will be less and less of decep-

tion ; and the consumer will come to forget

all about pound weights, and will simply ask

how much that honey is per box or section —
not how much it is by the pound.

Incidentally, it may be remarked that it is

going to be d"fficult to raise the price in good
years if we ssll by the pound ; and honey was
priced and sold in 1897 at or below the cost of

production. But if honey should be sold by
the piece, then the old standard of measure (a

pound of honey fur 12 cents, we will say) is

lost sight of, and a new standard (a box for

10 cents) will be set up, which will practically

mean honey at 15 cents per pound, as against

honey at 12 cents. Is this dishonest? Not if

honey sold by the piece is worth 15 cents per
pound, and can not be produced at a profit

for less.

WANTED, A $100 OUEEN ; MY IDEA OF WHAT
A $100 BREEDER OUGHT TO BE.

That does not mean that we would pay
that amount of money to any one who thinks

he has a queen worth $100. There have been
only a few such queens reared that I know of.

One was our red-clover queen that produced
bees that would not only gather honey from
red clover, but actually store honey in sections

when the other bees in the apiary were appar-

ently doing nothing — simply robbing ; and
after the honey-flow they would keep their

combs supplied with honey when the others

were starving. The daughters of this queen
made remarkable showings for the different

bee-keepers over the country ; and if we had
the old queen herself again, §100 would not
buy her. Alley had, a year or so ago, what
he called his $100 queen. He sent us one of

her daughters ; and if we had her duplicate

we would not sell her for $50. Her bees were
wonderful honey-gatherers, and her daughters
were beautiful, uniformly and well marked.
Now, perhaps some queen-breeder may think
he has a queen that will fill the bill. Perhaps
so ; but we reserve the right to try her in our
own apiary at least one honey-flow before we
shall be willing to pay over the money, for we
do not propose to take the judgment of some-
body else—one who is interested in the sale of

such a queen. And another thing : Before the

queen is sent we should require her pedigree,

the history of her bees as honey -gatherers,

and the markings of her daughters. We want
something whote bees will outstrip every

thing else in the yard by long odds.

There are hundreds of individual queens
whose bees go a little ahead of the rest of the

yard. We have them ; but we want some-
thing very much better. We are at present

developing a stock that, next season, will be
worth five and ten dollars a breeder ; and if

we can get our $100 breeder we shall hold her

best daughters at $25. Here is the point : If

a bee-keeper can, by paying from $1.00 to $1.50

for an untested queen that will bring him, in

a good season, $5 00 in clean cash, how much
has he saved if he buys a 75 cent queen that

will bring him in only $2.00? And yet there

is just that difference in the bees of particular

queens sometimes.
If that quality can be maintained right along

in the bees and daughters of a b eeder, that

breeder is worth money.
A Jersey, for instance, that can produce a

pailful of milk at a milking is worth more
than twice as much as some common "barn-
yard affair" that will produce only half that

amount of milk, and yet consume the same
amount of fodder, and require the same
amount of care. I don't know that we can
get our ideal, but if some one can reach the

mark there is $100 that is waiting.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

For what is a man profited if he shall gain the whole
world and lose his own soul ?

—

Matt. 16 : 20.

The Bible is full of warnings against selfish-

ness ; in fact, the ruling thought of the whole
book seems to be that we shall cherish a
kindly love toward those about us, and that
we should try to cultivate such a spirit of un-
selfishness that we shall be glad to see others
prosper—yes, glad, even though at times what
is their gain may be our loss. We are exhort-
ed to believe that the highest state of happi-
ness comes in overcoming selfishness and
greed, and being honest and fair toward all

mankind. The text I have chosen seems to

be a sort of summing-up of all these admoni-
tions and exhortations. When Jesus, the Son
of God, came here into this world and mingled
with humanity, the sight of these low selfish

feelings seemed to weigh him down with sor-

row. The sight of human greed seemed to

give him pain, and he plead with humanity to

rise above such thoughts and feelings. He
spoke parable after parable. He had just

been rebuking poor Peter because Peter de-

clared Jesus should be spared the ignominy of

the cross. Peter spoke from the human point
of view. He could not comprehend that it

was God's will that his only Son should en-

dure the cross. After rebuking Peter he
turned to his disciples and said, " If any man
will come after me, let him deny himself, and
take up his cross ;

" and then he uttered the
words of our text :

" For what is a man profit-

ed if he shall gain the whole world and lose

his own soul ?
"

Just while I am writing, in a neighboring
city a great strike is going on. We might
almost call it a civil war. The sad thing
about it is that for some reason the police and
other officers of the law do not succeed in

restraining the outlaws. There seems to be a

new and unheard-of state of affairs. Bricks
and stones are thrown from a crowd, but the
police can not make any arrest because they
can not find out ivho threw the missiles. In-

nocent travelers on the street-cars—yes, women
and children — have been damaged by these
missiles ; but the perpetrators of the deed go
free because, as they sav, no one knows .who
threw them. I once asked why crowds were
allowed to collect ; but I soon learned they
dispersed when they saw a policeman ap-
proaching, but gathered again when they
were sure no policeman was around ; and then
it transpires that the perplexing state of
affairs largely comes about because the rioters

have so many sympathizers. The common
people, at least a large portion of them, seem
to be in sympathy with those who are tram-
pling our laws under foot, and almost defying
law. We have been told from childhood that
laws can not well be enforced unless public
opinion and sympathy are back of the law.

We have learned that in temperance work.
Unless the majority of the people—perhaps we

may say of the voters— are friends of temper-
ance, it is very hard to enforce the temperance
laws. Does it follow, then, that the majority
of our people, or at least a large portion of
them, are in favor of mob law ? I do not
think so ; but I do fear that a large proportion
of our people are uneducated, especially in
the large cities ; and a still more serious
thought is that perhaps large numbers know
but little about the gospel of Jesus Christ.

They have but very little comprehension of
the grand truths revealed in the Scriptures.

In spite of our schools and churches, in spite

of the Endeavor Society and similar organiza-
tions, we are slipping down, a great part of
us, into heathenism. Perhaps I might throw
out another little suggestion right here :

Whenever you read the names of those who
have been arrested for disorderly conduct, you
have perhaps noticed that the names are
strange and foreign. They are not often
Yankee names, and not often American. If

you look over Dun and Bradstreet, and notice
the names of the saloon-keepers in almost any
town you will find these strange long names,
oftentimes too difficult to pronounce ; and, by
the way, I hardly need tell you that the
saloons are in close touch with the strikers

almost everywhere. They may resent this,

and deny it ; but it can not well be disputed.

It seems a little strange that these troubles
between labor and capital should connect
themselves so persistently with the electric

railways. Since the strike has commenced in

Cleveland, other strikes have been started in

other cities, and in the city of New York they
have been tearing up the tracks, cutting the
trolley-wires, placing obstructions in the way,
and defying the police and officers of the law.
What does it mean ? Why should the great
street-railway companies have more of this

kind of trouble than anybody else ? Is it not
possible that it is the natural result of trans-

gressing some one or more of God's holy laws ?

and is it not altogether probable that the em-
ployees and employers would feel better if

they did not have to work Sunday just the
same as any other day ? No, that is not fair.

They are called on to work more Sunday than
on any other day ; and all sorts of railways
are making a stronger effort this year than
ever before to increase the Sunday traffic.

Our great dailies that profess to love law and
order — yes, and righteousness too — boast of

the enormous number of passengers that have
been carried on a single Sunday, as if it were
something to brag of, that we are opening up
trade and traffic on new lines, and that, too,

on the very day which we are commanded to
remember and keep hoi}-. We have just had
proof that the cars can stop running on Sun-
day, for they have shut down on a great many
week days in succession, and people got along
and attended to business very well. They
have been shutting down nights too, because
the unruly mobs would not let them run after

dark. Now, suppose some particular line

should declare they were not going to do
business on Sunday. Suppose they should
say they wanted a rest themselves, and that
they were going to give their employees a rest
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too. Then suppose they each put their busi-

ness in charge of men who are in sympathy
with God's laws. Has anybody any doubl as

to what the result would be? They would be
respected by the great world at large, and they
could feel some consistent respect for them-
selves. Somebody may urge that such mul-
titudes as they have in the cities could not get
to church without the aid of the street- cars.

Then let us build churches where the people
are, instead of carrying the people long miles
to get to the churches. Let us start more
missions and Endeavor Societies.

It is possible that the electric cars do some-
times carry a few church people ; but who
will dare to dispute me when I say they carry
ever so many more to saloons and on Sunday
excursions where drinks are sold ? At Chip-
pewa Lake, five miles south of here, we have
lately made several arrests, and fined and
imprisoned men for selling liquor, keeping
gambling-houses, etc. Well, just a few Sun-
days ago a great excursion came in on the
cars, bringing their beer and other liquors ;

and as they expected our Medina officers

would be likely to be on hand, we are told a
delegation went along, composed of 75 men.
This body of men was to keep watch, and see

that no marshal or policeman should come
on the grounds. In fact, they threatened
violence if they showed themselves or under-
took to make any arrests. How far removed
is this from an organized rebellion against
the instituted and approved laws cf our land ?

Of course, no arrests were made, because in

our little town there was not a sufficient num-
ber of officers, or at least a sufficient number
could not be gathered together in time to

arrest the law-breakers before they had packed
up and got away.

Just now we ought, each and all, to be
thanking God for the present prosperity.

Everybody is at work ; and, so far as I can
learn, everybody has good pay. Even a great
many people who were almost always out of

work because nobody could afford to pay them
average wages on account of incompetency,
nowadays are having steady jobs. Sometimes
I ask those who employ them how they get
along; and the reply is, "Oh ! I know they
do not earn anywhere near what we pay them

;

but we can not get anybody else ; and rather
than suffer loss we employ them, thus choos-
ing the lesser of two evils." A few years ago
there was a constant lament because there was
no chance of getting employment. People
tramped from one end of the country to the
other to find something to do ; but now when
there is lots to do, almost everybody has a job,

and it seems as if the proper thing to do is to

unite in thanking God for plenty — yes, for

the abundance that seems within ihe reach of

almost every man, woman, and child. Instead
of these strikes and quarrels we ought to have
a grand thanksgiving day. I do not mean a
day for a great lot of us to get drunk, but a
day devoted to sober, quiet thanksgiving and
praise to God for all these mercies.

In regard to wages, great corporations and
large factories are advancing pay when their

workmen do not ask it and do not expect it.

A great many establishments are giving their

employees "happy surprises" in the way of
unexpected advance in wages. Why, these
things should tend to diminish strikes ; or if

we have strikes they should be easily settled.

We now have State boards of arbitration, and
they are composed of good men, and they
have been doing their utmost to do away with
the strike in Cleveland ; but their efforts seem
to be almost unavailing. A few weeks back I

suggested that certain people seemed to be, in

these modern times, possessed of the Devil.

Well, just now it looks as if not only individ-
ual persons but ivhole crowds were possessed
of some spirit of evil. I have just glanced
at a Cleveland daily. It stated that the cars

were run without much molestation until they
passed a factory where a large number of

girls were employed. These girls threw bricks
and other missiles from the windows. A car
was smashed, and human life was endangered.
The police visited every floor, and made un-
availing attempts to discover who threw the
missiles. Now, the most alarming thing in

the whole matter, to me, comes in right here :

While the policemen were going through the
place these girls and women hissed at them
and made derisive remarks. I once heard our
pastor tell us that, if we could not respect the
man who held office, we should respect the
office he holds. Now, I do not know just

how the law reads ; but it seems to me that
every policeman and marshal should be em-
powered to arrest every person who shall

treat him with this kind of disrespect — not
disrespect to the man who holds the office,

mind you, but disrespect for the office itself.

These girls or women seemed to say by their

actions that policemen, instead of being a
safeguard to humanity, arefoes. Their actions
were in the line of anarchy ; and it is my im-
pression that, sooner or later, we shall have
to take in charge every person who expresses
his disgust and want of respect for law, much
as when we arrest and punish a man for re-

sisting an officer.

There seems to be a pretty strong element
that indicates by its actions it would like to

trample law under foot. After these people
have got law and all its officers under foot,

they have not told us what they would do,

but we can guess. Dynamite has been used
in Cleveland to destroy property, and also in

Brooklyn, N. Y., and other large cities. All
of fhese troubles, if I am correct, come from
differences in regard to who shall have the
money that is earned, or perhaps in regard to

the manner of dividing the earnings of our
street railways. When things go on peaceably
everybody is rejoicing over this new arrange-
ment for transportation that carries people
several miles for only a nickel. Farmers who
have horses with nothing to do have told me
they could ride to town cheaper on the cars

than to hitch up a horse, even if he needed
exercise. We have all felt happy to think we
could travel so comfortably and so cheaply

;

and as improvements are being constantly
made, these great companies are every year
carrying us further and further for only a

nickel. One great city has already commenc-
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ed carrying people, and giving transfers, for

three cents instead of five ; and yet, instead of

this thanksgiving that I have been talking
about, we are having fierce wars, and blood is

being shed, and the greatest part of this war
and bloodshed comes over these very electric

cars.

It is not in the great cities alone, however,
that Bible teachings are forgotten. This greed
for gain, and sacrificing reputation and every
thing else for gain, seems to be everywhere.
Let me give you one illustration : The post-

master in a town of moderate size received
quite a good salarj' ; but instead of doing the
work himself he was permitted to have two
young women for assistants. Although he
had quite a comfortable salary these young
women who did the work had quite a small
one. As the business of the office increased
the girls asked him if he did not think they
ought to have a little better pay. He said he
agreed with them, and promised to write to

Washington and use his influence in getting a
better appropriation for them. This he did,

but he told them that the increase was not
granted. But this was an untruth. The raise

in salary zvas granted, but he put the amount
in his own pocket, simply giving them their

old pay. They had such perfect confidence
in their employer that they signed receipts

for their pay on a blank, leaving him to fill it

out. This thing went on for two years, when
one of the young ladies wrote to Washington
herself, and discovered the true state of affairs.

Now, this man, not content with having a big
salary when others did the work for him, at

small pay too, not content with this injustice,

for that is what I call it, he robbed these poor
hard-working underpaid young women, and
put the stealings into his own pocket that he
might buy more cigars, and possibly drink
more beer (or do something still worse) with
the money. Was this man possessed of a

devil too? I have never learned that the
Devil has any conscience at all, and I presume
he has none ; but if he has he certainly would
have been ashamed of himself and of his mean-
ness, to be found engaged in such a dastardly
work as this. Oh how foolish it is to try to

get a little more for yourself by cheating
somebody else ! I fear it is indeed true that,

in the United States of America, where young
women are better treated (so it is said) than
in any other country on the face of the earth,

I fear it is indeed true, as I said, that here in

our own native land, women are many times
allowed to suffer just because they are women.
If one man should come before some other
man, and demand fairness and justice, he
would get it simply because his opponent
would know he would not submit to being put
off or cheated ; but if a woman should come
and make the same protest, and demand her
rights, this same man might, and I think does
sometimes, say to himself, "Oh ! she is only
a woman. She will not do any thing;" or,

perhaps, "She can't do any thing, and sol
will not bother myself about each other."

Now, when I tell about the sins of humanity
I try to look into my own heart and see if I

am ever guilty in a similar way. Several

times of late, conscience has given me quite a
lash right along on this line. Almost every
day of my life I am conscious of something or
other that has been neglected that really
ought to be seen to. I excuse myself some-
what by saying I am old and partly worn out,
and I can not fight everybody's battles as I

used to do when younger. Well, perhaps I

am somewhat excusable along this line ; but
where conscience lashed me is right here :

Whe'n I read my letters, as they come in the
mails, I never look to see who the writer is

till I get clear to the end. Well, oftentimes of
late I am urged to take in hand something
that needs to be done. A letter is so eloquent,
and the matter is stated so fairly, that I say to
myself, "Well, now, I will drop every thing
else, and get at this thing right straight, and
do what I can to have it righted." But per-
haps when I come to read the signature I see
it is Mrs. somebody instead of Mr. Now,
while I ask God to forgive me I want you too,

dear friends, to forgive me when I confess
that, when I see it is "only a woman," I

sometimes draw a sort of breath of relief, and
conclude I will not do any thing about it after

all. Now, what is the reason I do not move
with the same vehemence and alacrity when a
woman pleads that I do when it is a man ? I

am afraid, dear friends, to be real honest, it is

because I sometimes take it for granted she
will not do much about it anyhow, if no reply
is made and the matter is dropped. Let me
see. What text was it I gave you a talk on
quite recently ? As sure as you live, it reads,
" We that are strong ought to bear the infirm-
ities of the weak, and not to please ourselves."
A true gentleman ought to exert himself more
when a petition comes from a woman, or, if

you choose, from a child, than when it comes
from a man of wealth and influence. I be-
lieve it is a pretty good plan to read the letter

over carefully before you look for the signa-
ture ; then decide what you will do, entirely
on the merits of the case presented, and not
because of the one who presents it. How
many of us are there who do that way ? And,
again, how many are there who will promise
right here now to put away all bias or preju-
dice, and do right before God, and not gauge
your alacrity according to the standing or in-
fluence or person who asks you to do him a
favor ?

Some little time ago there was a question
up about rent. A friend of mine was to have
his property put out on the sidewalk in a very
few hours if his rent was not paid. I ques-
tioned about it, and was told my friend did
not propose to pay the rent, because the rent-
er had acted so mean about it. I replied:

" Why, don't you pay a just debt, even if a
man does act mean ? I would pay everybody
every cent that is honestly his due, without
any regard to how he has acted. In fact, I do
not know but I should be a little readier to
pay a mean man, for then we could wind the
matter up and have nothing further to do
with it."

After an arrangement had been made to
pay up the month's rent I remarked, "But,
look here. You have occupied the premises
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two weeks since the rent was due. How
about the rent for these two weeks? "

The answer came something like this:

"Oh! the premises have been occupied
these two weeks because he was making such
a fuss about the matter. That is all right.

He will not make any fuss about the two
weeks. He will be glad enough to get the
pay for the month that is overdue."
When I was told this was the customary

way of doing things of that kind I remon-
strated again; and I have been told that the
landlord or landlady, I do not know just

which it was, was a good deal astonished be-

cause I arranged the rent should all be paid,

not only for the month that they quarreled
about, but also for the two weeks they had
said nothing about. Now, my friends, this

thing is all wrong. I know something of the
many difficulties there are, and the quarrels
that come up, in consequence of renting prop-
erty. People who rent all their lives are, I

suppose, poor people, and no wonder. The
best way to get rich, and avoid paying any
rent, is to pay every cent you owe to anybody,
no matter if he is mean. If there is a differ-

ence of a few centsvpay it. Better be wronged,
by far, than to try to go to sleep at night with
the conviction resting on your conscience that
you have wronged somebody. I suppose there
are people who gain a few cents every day by
shirking responsibilities. There may be some
who manage to cheat somebody else out of a
dollar or two every day of their lives; but do
people get rich that way? Wiry, one might
almost think they would, to take only one
view of the matter. The old adage is, "A
penny saved is a penny earned;" but it does
not say that a penny saved dishonestly is a
penny earned. It is an easy thing to get a
reputation for being small and mean and dis-

honest, and the man who gets such a reputa-
tion suffers. He suffers in a thousand ways.
He loses the confidence, friendship, and as-

sistance of his fellow-men. He loses all that
is bright and good in this world. He loses

happiness ; and finally our text tells us he
loses his own soul ; and who will ever be able
to tell all that is implied and comprehended
in these words that our Savior himself once
used ?

LAGER BEER BY THE MILK.
We clip the following from the advertise-

ment of a well-known American brewery:
When 219 carloads of our beer were shipped to

Manilla, the world wondered. What industry was
this that shipped its product by a mile and a half of
trains to that remote spot?

Yes, indeed, we may well repeat, " What
industry is this? " In former times our peo-
ple had some experience in teaching the
American Indians to respect our United States
laws. But they very soon made it a heavy
penalty for any white man to sell whisky to
an Indian. The whole world—or at least a
greater part of it— is discussing the right
and wisdom of the United States in undertak-
ing to reduce the Filipinos to subjection to
our laws. Now, then, what kind of civiliza-

tion and Christianity is this, to send in intox-

icating liquors, not only by the carload, but
by the miles of carloads, at the very time
when we are fighting the savages in a foreign
land, and their own land too as it seems to

them ? I am not disputing the right of the
United States to subdue the Filipinos; but I

am disputing the right of the United States to

subdue any nation or any people where our
people use whisky and firearms at one and the
same time.

GROWING STRAWBERRIES IN A BARREL.

As there has been considerable inquiry in

regard to this matter, Mr. J. P. Ohmer, of

Dayton, Ohio, the originator of the plan, has
sent out a little circular describing the process.

Here it is :

Take any iron-bound barrel except those which
have been used for pickles, sauerkraut, or vinegar

;

take all hoops off but four; bote four holes in the
bottom. Then space holes around the barrel so that
twelve plants will go around it. Five rows high will
make sixty plants to the barrel (the fifth row can be
placed five inches from top of barrel). Bore two
holes, one above the other, and cut out the wood be-
tween the two holes. By using a bit 1J£ inches, you
will have ah le 1% by 3 inches. When you plant, put
the plants as near the top of the holes as possible, to
allow some for settling. Use cay ground, well mixed
with rotted manure. Put two inches of gravel in the
bottom of the barrels to keep the drain-holes from
getting stopped up. Put in the dii t till about three
inches above the first row of holes. Be careful to have
dirt not too wet.
The first row of holes must be 8 inches from the

bottom of the barrel. Get in and tramp the dirt solid,

then loosen the dirt with a tiow'el where the plants
go ; then plant that row. Spread the roots out well,
then put dirt r.bout half way up to the next row of
holes; then take a common drain tile. 12 inches long
by 3 or 4 inches in diameter; put it in the center of the
barrel, and fill the tile with coarse sand ; then fill up
the barrel with dirt a little above the next row of
holes ; tramp again. Be careful not to move the tile.

Cover up the tile, so as not to get any dirt in it. Afier
planting the second row, lift the "tile. See that the
sand seltles, then fill the tile with sand again, then
put in dirt above the next row of holes ; tramp again,
and plant that row, and repeat the operation until the
five rows are planted. But don't fail to tramp.
After you are done planting, the tile remains in the

barrel : have it empty, so as to take the water. In
watering, you water in the tile for the lower rows;
on top of the barrel for the two top rows. It would
be impossible to water the lower plants without the
tile and the core of sand. You can water the plants
too much Fill the tile once per dav, and put at out
two qu irt* oi water on the outside of tile After cold
weather sets in. we quit water. ng They want no
wmier protection. S< t the barrel oil brick, to keep it

off the ground. If any should die in the summer you
can replant them by taking a runner and putting the
young plant in the hole, and stuk it fast with two lit-

tle sticks.

Use the largest fruiting variety that does well in

your local ty, and perfect blooming sort, if possible.

Planted eai lv in the spring, you may expect a fair

crop the same stason. Paint barrel any light color,

for contrast

After hearing Mr. Ohmer describe the barrel

at the horticultural meeting, he added that

no one had better undertake it unit ss he could
attend carefully to all the details, for a little

neglect in watering will ruin the whole thing
very quickly. Such a barrel is too heavy to

carry indoors. It must be wintered right in
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the open air. Somebody asked him if it need-
ed turning around so the sun could get at all

sides. Mr. O. told us if we would get up early
enough in the morning we might see that the
sun goes clear around the barrel, from morn-
ing till night, and actually laps over quite a
piece. No turning around is necessary. You
can get the finest strawberries in the world by
the barrel plan, and more bushels to the acre,

that is, if you had an acre covered with the
strawberry-barrels, than you could possiby
get by any other plan.

OUR NEWER STRAWBERRIES.

Although I have again and again declared I

did not want our list of strawberries made any
larger unless for some exceedingly good rea-

son, I find at least some of the new ones I

have seen in bearing for the first time that
promise very favorably. The first is the
Ridgeway ; and if it will grow on my own
grounds as I saw it on Wilbur Fenn's, at

Tallmadge, O., I shall certainly give it a place.

The plant is a remarkably strong, robust
grower. The berries ripen a little late, but
are remarkable for their size, beauty of shape,
and for the fact that they stand away up
above the foliage and out of the dirt. Every
berry seems to be as perfect, almost, as if it

were turned in a lathe. In this respect it

resembles the old Cumberland Triumph. Now,
this is the way it behaves on cousin Fenn's
grounds. Most of us are beginning to learn
that the berry that does well in one locality

may not in another, even near by.

The second one I wish to call attention to

is the Empress, just brought out by Matthew
Crawford. I visited his place when most of

the strawberries were gone, and the dry
weather was fast using up the late ones. The
Empress, however, had a magnificent growth
of foliage, and green berries and ripe ones
were both in great abundance. When I sug-
gested it was a late berry, friend Crawford
said it commenced ripening quite early, on
the contrary. I know the plant is a tremen-
dously strong and robust grower, because we
have it on our own grounds. Now, if it bears
everywhere else as it does at Matthew Craw-
ford's place, it is certainly remarkable, because
it holds out " head and shoulders " above any
thing else.

Last, but not least, I wish to call attention

to the Hunn When I asked friend Crawford
for the latest berry known, he took me off to

a distant part of the field and showed me the
patch of Hunns, all green fruit. There was
hardly a berry ripe enough to get the flavor,

and yet almost every thing else except the
Empress was perfectly done for the season.
The Hunn is a peculiar-looking berry, but it

did not seem to be a very robust grower, per-

haps because the ground was too poor where
it happened to be located. I should say it is

a good deal later than the Gandy and Parker
Earle in time of ripening. We shall give it a
good test next year.

CAUJNG* THINGS HUM BUGS.

I have been trying for five or six years to

get a taste of the Japanese wineberry, and I

think it Ins been generally voted a humbug,
mainly because it does not stand our winters.

Well, a few days ago I had another one of

my happy surprises in finding some clusters

of wineberries, about as handsome as any
thing I ever saw in the small fruit line; and
when I came to taste them, the delicious
sprightly acid, with a pronounced raspberry
flavor, was another one of my happy surprises.

A dozen plants came through the severe win-
ter—in fact, one of the most severe winters
we ever had—with scarcely an injury. The
beaut}- of the clusters of fruit, together with
their delicious, unique flavor, made me feel

as though the plant was worth all the time I

have fussed with it.

While we are on this subject, here is at least

one friend who takes the part of the much-
condemned Gault raspberry as follows:

What is the Gault everbearing raspberry doing? I

never hear about it any more. I have some of them,
and I think they are all right.
Oakley, 111., July 11. Frank Baker.

THE PORTER APPLE — ITS EARLY FRUITING.

I think I have before mentioned the Porter
apple-tree that bore two pretty good-sized
apples of excellent quality in less than a year
after it was put out. Well, the second year

—

that is, during the present summer — it had
eleven very fair apples ; and I should call it,

judging from these specimens, the best early
apple I ever tasted. Can anybody tell me
why the Porter apple has not been made more
of ? Is it a trait of that particular variety to
bear so early ? Why, the tree that had the
eleven apples on is no part of it higher than I

can reach. This seems a most desirable trait

in an apple-tree, because in an orchard of over
100 trees we did not get any apples worth
mentioning until the orchard was almost or
quite ten years old. The Porter is a tart

apple, similar to the Early Harvest. The
shape is a little oblong, and the perfume of
the ripe apples is exquisite, even when you
are several feet away from the tree. The skin
is very thin ; color, a beautiful whitish yellow
when ripe, and so tender it almost melts in

one's mouth. Now, that is my description of
it. But I am told by nurserymen that the
Porter is comparatively well known, and yet
nobody has ever yet made any particular fuss
about it.

GOOD ROADS.
Medina is one of the muddy counties. In

the spring it is no unusual sight to see wagons
in the mud up to the hub ; and sometimes it

requires a good team to pull an empty wagon
just a few miles. Last winter, and, in fact,

several months before winter, quite a stir was
made for better roads. A mass meeting was
held ; and at this meeting, of course there
were certain ones who vehemently objected
to putting any more burdens on the overbur-
dened tax-payers—especially the poor farmers.
Finally, when there seemed to be a good
chance for a regular row about the new roads,
somebody started out to see how many volun-
tary subscriptions he could get for work to fix

one of the worst pieces of road in the county
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ready for a broken-stone covering. To the

great surprise of many, the farmers turned
out in such crowds that a big enthusiasm was
started. Business men, and people from miles

away, who did not wish to be outdone, fur-

nished men, money, and horses. The " Burn-
ham Flats '

' were finished in good style before

we knew it, and it did not cost the county a

cent. We are now doing the same thing past

our own home. Six teams and a large crowd
of men are at work to-day, July 26. Nobody
can grumble or find fault, because each one
does what he pleases, of his own free will.*

May the Lord be praised that good things are

contagious as well as evil things ! Enthusi-
asm is spreading in every direction, and stone
roads will soon be started out of our town in

four different directions ; and it looks as if

there were going to be strife to see which road
will be carried the most miles out into the

country. Now, if the work that is being done
to-day had been done forty years ago it would
have saved in horse flesh, wear and tear of ve-

hicles, etc., who can compute how many times
the cost of the whole improvement ? Farmers
and everybody else have taken days to move
their stuff when hours would have accom-
plished it with the new roads ; and last, but
not least, our boys and girls can have their

wheelrides every month in the year, whether
it rains or shines. But a few months ago our
people arose in their might and formed a law-

and-order committee to stop the illegal sale of

strong drink in this town of Medina ; and is

it any thing wonderful that the crusade against

intemperance was almost immediately follow-

ed by a like crusade for good roads?
I have thought best to give the above in

order that the people in other localities where
Gleanings goes may go to work in like man-
ner to establish good roads ; and before I drop
the matter, I wish to offer two more sugges-
tions. The first one belongs to Mrs. Root

;

but she would "scold" if she knew I was
going to give her the credit here in print. It

is simply this : When you start out with the

men and t°ams to do heavv work during the
hot months of July and August, provide
plenty of good drinking water for the horses

as well as for the men. I have just been out
to tell the teamsters that they drive, say, a
quarter of a mile to our watering-trough, and
water the horses about three in the afternoon.

They all agreed that it would be an excellent

idea, but they said it would take a little time
to do it. Mrs. Root is always thinking about
the horses in such a time as this, and I pre-

sume there are other women who feel just as

she does about it—at least I hope so.

* The only objection to this voluntary work in the
way of doing business is that there are always some
who are abundantly able, but who will not do any
thing if they can avoid it. Such people must be
brought into line by personal exhortation. I_et the
neighbors, a lot of them, go to these objecting neigh-
bors, and in a neighborly sort of way present the im-
portance of the undertaking. If you do it in the right
spirit you will get something, at least, from everybody
along the route or in the neighborhood. I have just
been doing that sort of work, and I have succeeded
beyond my expectations. We have become better ac-
quainted with each other, and we are as a neighbor-
hood more united than we have been for years past.

The second thing is, to be sure your scrapers,

plows, doubletrees, clevises, chains, and every
thing, are all on hand in good order before

you start in with half a dozen or more teams.

A new scraper was just unloaded from the
cars. When we came to put it together we
found the holes were a little too small for two
of the most important bolts. Several teams
and men had to stand still while somebody
went away for a large round file. If the man-
ufacturer had been on hand while the men
fussed to get those bolts in place, I hope he
would have formed a mighty resolution never
to send such a machine to farmers again with-
out knowing that the bolts would a\\go where
they belong. Half a dozen teams will do a

tremendous amount of work in a day, provided
somebody takes the responsibility of seeing

that the tools are all in perfect order, so there

can be no hitch and a consequent " sitting in

the shade '

' while waiting for things to be fixed.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

THE L. A. W. MEET IN BOSTON.

No preventing providence, I expect to spend a week
or ten days in Boston and vicinity somewhere between
the loth and 25th of the present month. If any of the
friends would care to see me I might make them a
brief visit, if other engagements will permit. I shall

probablv visit our good friend Manum, of Bristol. Vt.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS.
We have a very nice stock of potted plants ready to

ship at 3 cts. each, by express; 4 cts. each by mail.
Nick Ohmer will be double above prices. Please re-

member our potted plants are sent either by mail or
express with jadoo fiber on the roots. Layer plants
will probably be ready Aug. 15. It depends consider-
ably on the amount of rain we have, as to whether
we can furnish layer plants at the above date at usual
layer prices as per our seed catalog.

ONION-SETS.

We are now harvesting our winter onion-sets, and
also our Acorn-top onion-sets. Price of the winter, 10

cts. per quart; 50 cts. per peck; $1.50 per bushel. Price
of the Acorn-top onion sets, just double the above
prices. If wanted by mail, add 10 cts. per quart for
postage and packing. There has been some discus-

sion about large sets or small ones. If you get small
sets, of course there will be ever so many more in a
bushel, and they are less liable to run up to seed.

Some of our customers, however, prefer the large
sets; and we have some winter onion-sets grown on
very rich ground that are almost as large as a small
hen's-egg. You can have either kind at the same
prices. We are short on American Pearl onion-sets to

be planted out in September; but we are trying to

make arrangements to purchase some of the Philadel-
phia growers. Prices will be given later. We have a
limited supply of Prizetaker onion-sets. Prices will

be the same as for the Acorn-top.

SOWING BUCKWHEAT AND CRIMSON CLOVER IN
AUGUST.

The best crop I ever grew was sown August 15. Of
course, when sown as late as this there is danger of

getting caught by frost; but as buckwheat is a cool-

weather plant, it does very much better if sown so as
to just escape the frost. Another thing, if you do not
get a crop of ripened seed you will have a lot of bloom
for the bees, and it is worth all it costs to turn under
to enrich the land. If frost kills it, plow under at

once and sow it to rye, and plow under the rye in the
spring, and put in corn or potatoes or whatever you
choose. We still have a surplus of nice buckwheat for

seed at $2.00 for a two-bushel bag, bag included. Put
in crimson clover with your buckwheat; and when
the frost kills the buckwheat the clover will be nicely
mulched to enable it to stand the winter; and if put in
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as early as this in any kind of decent ground it ought
to winter over with you as well as it does winter after
winter here in Medina. The finest stand of potatoes I

ever saw in ray life is where we turned under crimson
clover while in full bloom in May. Please notice our
prices for crimson clover (home-grown) are much
lower than prices made by any of the seedsmen—only
82.50 per bushel. This price lasts, however, only so
long as our supply holds out.

SWEET-CLOVER SEED WANTED,
We can use either the hulled or unhulled. Mail us

sample, tell us how much you have, and we will name
prices.

Kp^pFCIAb^N^lCES by

m (ttU\ BUSINESSMAN

ADVANCING PRICES.

Owing to the increased cost of materials the price of
very many goods listed in our catalog will have to be
advanced more or less. We expect soon to begin pub-
lishing in this department the advance prices for next
season, and these advance prices will take effect when
published unless otherwise specified.

Window-screen wire cloth is advanced % ct. a foot,

making cut prices 2 cts. a foot, and full rolls 1% cts.

per sq. foot. Standard wire nails advance 2 cts. per
lb.; 15 cts. per 10 lbs.; SI.50 per keg. Fine flat-head
nails, advance about 20 per cent. Double-pointed
tacks, advance 5 cts. a lb. Record lever-seal pails, ad-
vance 2 cts. each over catalog price. Square cans, ad-
vance 1 ct. per gallon, which makes boxes of two
5-gal. cans $7.00 for 10 instead of $6.00. Still further
advances will likely occur in these and other articles.

AGER

Queens, Queens, Queens.

We are headquarters for Gray Carniolan and Gold-
en Italian queens. Untested queens, 65c: tested, $1.25;
select tested, $2.25. Satisfaction guaranteed. Never
saw foul brood. For prices on large orders, nuclei,
full colonies, and imported queens, write for free de-
scriptive price list.

Testimonial.

Medina, Ohio, May 29, 1899.

Gentlemen.—The nucleus of Carniolans you sent us
came to hand promptly, in fine order. Have examin-
ed them nearly every day and find them very gentle
indeed. Have a colony of select Italians, and in some
respects the Carniolans seem easier to handle.

Yours truly, The A. I. Root Co.,
Per A. L,. Boyden.

F. A. Lockhart & Co., Caldwell, N. Y.

QUEENS

!

QUEENS!
Untested Italians, 50c each; tested, $1.00 each.
Queens large, yellow, and prolific. Address

£. W. HAAG, CANTON, O.

FOR SALE.—Five acres choice improved land inside
corporation of 1200; also residence and two lots,

146 colonies Italian bees and fixtures, one trained
bloodhound and five pups. Reason—change of loca-
tion and occupation on account of sickness.

Address Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

In writing advertisers mention Gleanings.
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Wholesale

Commission

Department.

Maple Sugar,

Maple Syrup,

Beeswax,

Honey.

fe mm ITS A

HPEOIALTY.

Our statistics show an ever growing demand for honey among consumers, and we

rivJliLT anticioate a period when honey will be as common and necessary a dish upon dining

tables as butter is now. Our enormous dealings in honey have constrained us to

separate this product from our general stock of foods, and organize a

in which we handle honey by the crate, barrel or carload

rivyliLl L/Lr Al\l i^iCl l I We purchase from the producer only, for our own ac-

count for cash, or receive honey upon consignment, under

limitations of selling prices, with liberal cash advances when requested. Quotations furnished upon ap-

plication, for any variety or quantity of honey, either buying or selling. We are represented in every state

of the union, as well as in many European states Over one hundred of ourmen are constantly travelling

amongst the retailers and jobbers of groceries in the United States. In this way we find an outlet for all

grades of honey. We would say to shippers that the market at present is in good shape for new EXTRACTED

or COMB HONEY. We can also market your MAPLE SYRUP and MAPLE SUGAR, our dealings in these are very

heavy. We extend thanks tn our shippers for favors of the past, and hope for a continuance of their

shipments.
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Since I began selling queens of tlii s superior stock,

I have received a great many letters on the subject.

Two of these appear below. I will be frank enough
to say that they were chosen because they illustrate

so strongly the difference there is in different strains

of bees. The first is from a customer in Indiana. He
gave me permission to use the letter, but said that the
institution with which he is connected would not ap-
prove of the use of his name in an advertisement.
Here is the letter :

Oldenburg, Ind., June 14, 1899.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson. Flint, Mich.
Dear Sir:—Your postal is received. All I ask is that

you send me a good queen. I have lost patience in

buying queens. If they don't turn out hybrids, crosser
than the ones I already have, then they are the "gold-
en Italians," which are as lazy as they are prolific.

This is a good locality for bees, each colon}' yielding
from 75 to 125 pounds. The "golden Italians." how-
ever, do not furnish such amounts. From a colony of
that variety, that I had last year, I got only ten partly
finished sections. It is needless to say that I pinched
the queen's head. Yours truly, .

This man must have been unfortunate in his pur-
chase of golden Italians, as I have had some strains of
" goldens " that weie excellent workers, but his expe-
rience shows what a great difference there may be in
different strains of bees.
The other letter is from a well-known bee keeper,

and reads as follows :

Middlebury, Vt., June 18, 1899.

Friend Hutchinson :—In looking over the last Re-
view I noticed an advertisement of queens from a 1100
queen. If you have something that is choice I want
it. You know that I believe in improvement of bees
by careful breeding, and I am now working along
that line. Last year I bought from one
of his choice queens, for which I paid him several dol-

lars, but I would not sell her now for many limes
what she cost me. The bees reared from her daugh-
ters are very superior honey-gatherers, and I expect
that she will be worth more than 8100 to me before
the season is over. I believe that there has not enough

attention been paid to breeding bees for business. It

is somewhat difficult for a bee-keeper with hundieds
of hives to look after, to brt ed as carefully as one who
makes of this his lifew irk.

As ever yours, J. E. Crane.

It is true, as Mr. Crane says, that the bee-keeper
wTith hundreds of colonies finds it difficult to do as
careful work in improving his stock as can be done by
some breeder who makes a li'ework of this point.

As stated in former advertisements, I have the han-
dling of queens from a stock of Italians upon which a
good man has been at work for twenty years, select-

ing the best honev-gatherers each year to breed from,
and crossing them, so far as possible, with drone-; not
akin. To produce a superior strain of bees has been
his sole aim during all these years; and my experi-
ence with this strain, and my correspondence with
others who have tried it, have proved to me that he
has attained a fair degree of success. The chief value
of this stock lies in its industry—its ability to store
large quantities of surplus. Then comes its hardiness
— ils ability to winter well. Th°n it is verv peaceable
—easy to handle. It also caps its honey white—as the
blacks do theirs.
The price of the queens is 81.50 each, but I guaran-

tee safe arrival, safe introduction, and purity of mat-
ing; and at any time within two years, if a purchaser
feels that he has not got the worth of his money, he
can return the queen, and get his money back, and 50
cents to boot to pay for his trouble.

If you are interested in this matter, and have not
read my advertisements in the last few issues of
Gleanings, turn back and read them, as they give par-
ticulars not given here.

I said that the price would be 81.50 each. There is

only one condition under which a queen will be sold
for a less price, and that is in connection with an ad-
vance subscription to the REVIEW. Any one sending
me 81.00 for the REVIEW for 1899 can have one queen
for 81.00; that is. I will send one queen and the RE-
VIEW for 1899 for only 82.00. Of course, this special
offer is made for the sake of getting the REV EW in-

t i the hands of tho«e who are unacquainted with its

merits. Orders will be strictly in rotation.

W. Z. Hutchinson,

Bee * Supplies.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-

vice. Catalog free.

Italian Queens, 4 and 5 banded, not a hvbrid
in the yard. Untested, 75c. Tested, 81.00.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

Flint, Michigan.

Cartons
for comb honey. If you will need any, send
for sample. A better grade of cardboard is

used than by most manufacturers, and the
price is right. Odd sizes furnished in 1000
lots. Special price on quantities.

Shipping=cases and Honey=jars
in a variety of styles. Catalog free, describ-
ing full line of supplies.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are "hus-
tlers' for honey. "All yellow" Tested Ital-

ian queens, 81.00 each; three for 82.50.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

Queens.
I will be ready as usual to furnish

queens the coming season. Many
unsolicited testimonials tell of the

"* ""™ superiority of the Laws strain of
FAULTLESS 5-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
always on hand. Price 82.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, fl.OOeach; 6 for 8-5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for 84. Queens readv in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

In writing advertisers, mention Gi.rantnos.
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GLEANINGS AT REDUCED RATES

We do not need to tell about our
journal, for it will speak for itself

;

but as an extra inducement we make
the following low offers:

OFFER NO. I.

For 25 cts. we will send Glean-
ings from the time your subscription
is received till Jan., 1900. If you
send in your order promptly you will

get 6 months for only 25 cts.

OFFER NO. 2.

For $1.00 we will send an untested
Italian queen, worth 75 cts., and
Gleanings one year.

OFFER NO. 3.

For $1.00 we will send Glean-
ings the rest of this year, and all of
next year; that is, from the time
your subscription is received till Jan.

,

1901. The sooner you take advan-
tage of this offer, the more numbers
you receive.

Old as well as new subscribers may take
advantage of these offers; but all arrear-
ages or back subscriptions must fi> st be
paid, at $1 00 per year. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO.

IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just " roll " in the honey, and that are won-
derful red-clover workers, also gentle to handle and
exceedingly hardy, then try Moore's strain of Italians
—the result of 20 years of careful breeding by select-
ing the finest honey-gathering stock each season from
which to rear queens, and stocking my apiary with
drones reared from other fine honey-gathering stock
not akin. Send for circular, and see what my custom-
ers sav. Warranted queens, 75c each; 6 for 84.00; 12
for 17.00 Select warranted, $1.00; 6 for $5.00; 12 for
$9.00. Strong three-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $2.50. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Those who never dealt with me I refer to A. I. Root,
who has purchased of me over 900 queens.

J. P. Moore, Lock box 1, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.

rWipplVC Either five-banded golden or from im-yULLlTJ. ported Italian mothers, 60c each; 6 for^^^"""—~ $3 00. Breeder, $1.50, I warrant safe
delivery and satisfaction, or no pav. Give me a trial.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

OIIFFN^N Reared from Italian mothers. War-V^ ,1 ' t-*' ranted purely mated No better st^ck™™^^"^^™™
c n be had at any price. 60c Tested,

80c. Try th< m. A. J Dauterive, Li-reauville, La.

Root's Goods for California.
We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokers, veils, etc., direct
from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.
Write for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, - Fresno, California.

Superior = Italian = Queens.
Having purchased one of the daughters of W.
Z. Hutchinson's one-hundred - dollar queen,
advertised in Gleanings. I am now breeding
from her, and the queens are fine indeed.
They are reared under the most favorable con-
ditions, by Doolittle's method. Fifty cents
each; ^ doz., $2.50; dozen, $4.50. Safe arrival.

W. J. FOREHAND, FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.

For the next 60 days we will sell one
warranted queen at 50 cents. These
queens are warranted purely mated ;

half dozen, $3.00; dozen. $5.50. Address

Leininger Bros.. Ft. Jennings, O.

is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Special

Offer...

Your Need

Our Desire
is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

for wax. Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

Dl QQn DOESN'T come out of turnips, nor goodULUUU queens from poor stock, shiftless meth-
ods, or unfavorable condid' ns. My queens are reared
right—by Doolittle's method—either from the best
breeder of my golden stock or one of the best queens
Doolittle ever owned. Your choice. They are large
vigorous business queens, from selected, large, well-
fed eel's. Warranted queens 50" each; dozen, $5 50.

Select warranted, 75c; six for $1 00. Sent prompt-
ly. Free catalog. Special rates for large numbers.

J. B. CASE. Port Orange, Fla.

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method- warranted purely mated
to drones of imported stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross. Fourteen years as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the producer, as well as how to rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must SAY you want your ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsib'e for anv error You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over ten
lines will cost you according to our regular rates. We can
not be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these
" swaps."

\VANTED.—For cash, No. 1 white honey in Danz." 4X5 plain sections. Write for particulars. Four
sizes of Prize cartons for comb honey, and 66-page
book, " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Box 66, Washington. D. C.

\VANTED.—To exchange my Common Sense non-
'
' drip shipping-cases, holding 18 1^-inch wide, or

16 wider sections, put up in lots of 50, laid down at your
station for 8 cts. each, in exchange for No. 1 white and
fancy comb honey at right prices in any quantity.

B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

ANTED.—To exchange royally bred fox terriers
for honey-extractor, bees, or bee supplies.

Address Miami Kennels, Cincinnati, Ohio.

w
WANTED. — To exchange two-frame nuclei, also
"

' three-frame nuclei, for Barnes saw, or offers.

W. M. Cockerham, Ronda, N. C.

\VANTED.—To exchange one Excelsior honev-ex-
"" tractor— three frames of any size— est $1100
new, used but little; also four dozen pepper-box bee-
feeders, new, for honey, bees, or offers.

Address Theo. Bender, Canton, Ohio.
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Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC COrtilla mill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO.
Address tbc Trank machinery CcBuffalo, n. V.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Pierre rARM
KICI ^c Engines
i-4 and 1 H. P. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ina: KngineH all sizes.
Send for circulars stating .

•uzo and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

box 17. Racine, Wis

In writing, mention Gleanings.

I IniAti Combinationunion saw.
For Ripplag, Cross-
cutting. Mitering,
Rabbetiag, Grooving!
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge - moulding
Beading. Full line TOO'
and HANE POWEE maehin
ery. Send for Catalog A
Seneca Palls nfg. Co.,

44 Water St Seneca Palls, H. 7
"

wr;*ing, mention Gleanings.

GOOD WHEELS
MAKE A COOD WACON.

Unless a wapon has good wheels it is

"l-'ffS ELECTRIC I7h¥e-ls
are good wheelsandthey make a \\at_ron
last indefinitely. Theyaremade high or
low, any width of tire, to fit any skein.
Tliey can't get 1 r, rot or break
down. They lastalways-Catalogfrea

Electric Wheel Co.. Box 95 Quincy. Ills.

wilting, mention Gleanings.

\X/ANTED.—Samples of American and Foreign
* ' Honey. I am making a collection of samples

of honey from different sources, and shall be pleased
to hear from parties in any locality who can supply
me. I have only some of our most common honeys
now, so can likely use any variety that may be offered.
Would like to exchange with as many as possible.

A. L. BOYDEN, Medina, O.

EXTRACTED DEPARTMENT.

YEARS ago Mr. Heddon used to say that
if some one in whom he had 'confi-
dence could read all of the bee jour-
nals, select the articles that were of

real value, and gather them together into
one journal, he would gladly pay ten dol-
lars for such a journal. This is exactly
what is done by the Bee-keeper's Review.
Its editor reads all of the bee journals pub-
lished in this country ; and, so far as space
permits, gives the best that is to be found
in their pages.

To become a subscriber to all of the bee
journals published in America would cost
at least five dollars. A subscription to the
Review costs only one dollar

; and the man
who reads the Review gets the cream of all
of the bee journals; not only of this coun-
try, but of Europe as well—certainly no-
thing of importance in the other journals
is allowed to pass unnoticed.

Not only does the Review copy the best
articles that appear in the other bee jour-
nals, but it comments upon them. Each
article is appropriately introduced ; the
reason given why it is considered worthy
of being reproduced : and at its close the
salient points are enlarged upon ; praised
or condemned as the occasion demands,
and additional thoughts, views, and expe-
rience given at considerable length. In
this way the Extracted Department is rais-
ed from a mere parrot-like repetition of
what appears in other journals, to one that
has life, personality, and vim.

Send ten cents for three late but different
issues, and the ten cents may apply on any
subscription sent in during the year.

w.z. int, Mich,

AHfl Rpac ARE not Italians; thev are GOLD-rlutI U*^» EN Carniolans, and practically
a non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees, great
honey-gatherers, and sure to winter. Tested queens,
each, .fl.00; six queens, $5.50, or $9 00 per dozen. Every
thing guaranteed. Book giving 37 years' experience
in rearing queens sent free.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Alhinrt Ouppnc If vou wa»t the mostAY1UI11U V£UCC1I5>. prolific queens, if you
want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw. try my Albinos. Warranted
queens 11.00; untested, 75 cents.

J. D. Q1VENS, Lisbon, Texas.

\VTARRANTED QUEENS from imported mother,~* 50 cts. Hybrid queens, 25 cts.

J. B. Hains, Bedford, Ohio.

No Money in Advance!
ftl»j50>g a HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*W1U /p~ 90 Shipped anywhere U. O. D.. wit*

privilege to examine
Latest styles for Men
Women, Boys and Girls,

I

well made and durable.

$60 "Oakwood" $24.SG

$50 "Arlington" $22.0ft

OtherTat $t0, $13.50, SlsloTsn.SoVmf^fsXnd^
yaiue. liuy direct from manufacturers, thus sarin*
dealers' large profits. Writetoday forspecial offer. Illu*
trated Catalogue Free. CASH BUYERS* UNION
162 W. Van Buren SU, B-345. Chicago. Ill*

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle
Supplies.

Bee-keepers'

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 30-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., filch.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

July Prices on Queens. : : : :

Large yellow queens from fine Italian
stock, the best of honev-gatherers. Un-
tested, ?0c each: $(j.00 p-r dozen. Test-
ed, $1.00 each. Orders filled promptly,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

J, W, K. Shaw, Loreauville, La,

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

flllFFN^ Untested, warranted purely mated,yDmi^O. after juiyi, 55 cts . each; 6 for 13.00.
Select tested, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. Extra select
breeding queens, $2 00 each. The very best of golden
Italians. E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.

P. O. M. O. Office, Lavaca, Ark.

Ifllinn BEES AND QUEENS. Queens, $1 00. Bees
Italian by the po gi.oO. Nuclei, two frames with
queen, $2.00; one frame, $1.50; each additional frame,
50 cts. each. Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

lar
fr
e
mad£°

k
~) 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00 ; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor 3^-in. " " 9.00; " 1.10
Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; " 1.00
Large 2^-in. " " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60
Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAH, Farwell, Hichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—At this date very little comb honey has

come on the market of this season's yield, and none
of it would grade more than No. 1. It has sold at 12@
13. Not any dark or amber offered. Extracted sells
readily at 7@8 for white; amber, 6^@7^; dark, 6@6^.
Beeswax, 25@26, with an easier feeling.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Aug. 9. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—Our market never was in better shape
for comb honey, old stock being entirely cleaned up.
There is a good demand now for new crop, and same
would find ready sale at following prices : Fancy
white, 13; No. 1 white, 12; fancy amber, 11; No. 1 am-
ber, 10. Extracted continues in gocd demand, with
market firm at following prices: Fancy Florida, 1%\
choice Florida, V>

1/
2@1\ amber, Florida, 5^(5)6; other

southern, per gallon, 65@70 for choice, and 55@60 for
choice, and 55ft 60 for common. No demand for buck-
wheat at this time. Beeswax dull at 258 26.

HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN,
Aug. 9. 120, 122 West Broadway, N;w York.

Albany.—Honey market quiet; very little dc ing.
Expect new crop in soon. Beeswax quiet, 25@28.

MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Aug. 10. Albany, N. Y.

Philadet phia.—Honey arriving very freely, but
high prices prevail; not much demand yet till next
month. White fancy comb, 14(8)15; amber, 12(5)13.

Extracted, fancy clover, 10c; amber and light, 7@9.
Beeswax, 27c. Wm. A. Selser,
Aug. 10. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Milwaukee.—We are now receiving some ship-
ments of very fine-quality honey from the new crop,
both section and extracted. The market is in good
condition, and some demand having made sales,
which allows us to quote as follows; Fancy lib. sec-
tions, 14(3)15; No. 1, 13@14, old amber, ld@ll. Ex-
tracted, in barrels and kegs and pails, white, 7J4@8c;
dark, 6,

I
4(5)7J£. Beeswax, 25@27c.

A. V. Bishop & Co..
Aug. 10. Milwaukee, Wis.

For Sale.—First-class alfalfa comb honey in 24-lb.

cases, $2.00 each. Extracted, ten one gallon cans,
$7.00. R. T. Stinnett, Apiarist, Mesilla Park, N. M.

Wanted.— Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantitv. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—1000 lbs. of comb honey from white
clover and basswood in 12 and 24 lb. no-drip cases, at

11 J^ cts. per lb., f. o. b here.
Chas. Oberle, Menomonie, Wis.

For Sale.—1000 lbs. extracted basswood, in barrels,
at 5 cts., f. o. b. Courtney. 4000 sections No. 1 at 10 cts.

per section in lots of 25 24-lb. cases. Extracted, in 60-

lb. cans, 2 in a case, at 0J-2 cts per lb., all f o. b. at
Courtney. Z. S. Weaver, Courtney, Texas.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of comb and extracted hon-
•ey. Car lots preferred. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

NOTES FROM FOREIGN BEE

JOURNALS.

OVER the sea, in Europe, science pure
and simple has reached greater
heights than in this country. In the
matter of applied science. Americans

probably stand at the head. The scientists
of the old world discover facts and princi-
ples—we make use of them. In this re-

spect the science of bee-keeping is no ex-
ception. The seed ideas for many of the
improvements in apiculture were Europe-
an in their origin. This peculiarity of
foreign bee-keeping is reflected, to a cer-
tain extent, in the foreign bee-journals.
If American apiarists, with their intense
propensities for the practical, could have
the privilege of reading over the experi-
ments and theories of their more scientific
foreign brethren, excellent results might
follow.
There is another phase of the matter

worthy of consideration. In some respects
foreign apiculture is different from ours.
Its methods may not always be desirable
models for us to follow ; but the very fact

that we are different is a reason why we
may gain something by comparing them
with our own. The thoughts aroused by
comparison may lead to improvement in
our own methods. I

I ; - 1 f BS ^ifj

Last, but not least, the foreign bee-jour-
nals contain much that is good and suitable
for us to put into practice; hence, taking it

all in all, the Bee-keepers' Review feels
that not the least of its departments is the
one that gives the bee-news from over the
sea. It is presided over by Mr. F. L.
Thompson, of Denver. Colorado; in whom
is happily united the accomplished linguist
and the practical apiarist.

Send ten cents for thrte late but different
issues, and the ten cents may apply on any
subscription sent in during the year.

W. Z, Hutchinson, Flint, Mich,

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method: warranted purely mated
to drones of imported stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross. Fourteen years as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the producer, as well as how to rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

QUEENS

!

QUEENS!
Untested Italians, 50c each; tested, $1.00 each.
Queens large, yellow, and prolific. Address

E-

. VJ. HAAG, CANTON, O.

Queens by Return Mail.
Five-banders that are reared in a yard that has no

3 handed queens or 3-banded drones in it. Bear in
mind I make a specialtv of rearing only the 5-band-
ers. Fifty cents each, '$6.00 per dozen. Tested, $1 00
each. DANIEL WURTH,

Falmouth, Rush Co., Ind.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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A Warranted Golden

Italian Queen Free !

!

To a New Subscriber to the

American Bee Journal for One Year.

This is an offer that ought to be taken by every reader of Gleanings. You
not only get a fine oueen, but also the weekly American Bee Journal
for a whole year—all for only $1.00. No up-to-date bee-keeper should be
without the American Bee Journal. It is all bees from start to finish.

The queens will be mailed in the order the subscriptions are received, and
we expect to be able to send them promptly, or within two or three days.

The regular subscription price of the old weekly American Bee Journal
alone is one dollar. If you have never seen a copy of it, send for a free

sample. We are sure you will want it regularly after reading one number.

ADDRESS

GEO. W. YORK & CO.,

118 Michigan St., Chicago, Illinois.

PIATQ About
rAulO Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONE*

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

300 Selected Golden Italian Queens
Large, and yellow all over; warranted purely
mated; reared by Doolittle';- method. Queens
by return mail. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed; have 11 years' experience. Price
of queens, 75c each; 6 for $4 00, or S~ .00 per doz.
Order quick, as above queens are young, and
will soon be taken. Read testimonials.

Romeo, Mich., July 10, 1899.

Mr. Quirin, Dear Sir:— The queens you sent me
have turned out the yellowest bees in my apiary; are
gentle to handle; are large, and well marked.

C. C. Chamberlain.
Blockley, Iowa, July 5, 1899.

Mr. Quirin, Dear Sir:—The queens got of you last

year are giving good satisfaction—better than some
untested queens I paid $1.00 for to breeders who will
sell for no less at any time of year.

Yours truly, Edwin Bevins.

Address all orders to

H. G. Quirin, Parkertown, Eri 3 Co. Ohio.

MONEY-ORDER OFFICE, BELLEVUE.

For Sale.—600 lbs. white clover comb honey at 11

cts. per lb.; extracted, 6@7 cts.

Edw. E. Smith, Carpenter, 111.

The A. I. Root Co.
110 Vine Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wm. A. Selser, our man-
ager, secures direct freight
rates from Philadelphia to

Florida, North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Virgin-
ia, and Delaware, and all

New England States, via
steamship lines, and also
all New England points.

I

%
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Book On Window-Gardening Free.
It tells every one just how to succeed, and grow

strong, robust plants, with a profusion of bright blos-

soms in the dreary winter. It is practical, concise,
and complete. Given free with the Pansy collection
offered on page 629,
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A short visit from a long man gave me a

very pleasant evening and morning. It was
W. Z. Hutchinson, wandering over the land
with his beloved camera. But he didn't
" earner " any thing here. Rainy.

Coggshall is right. A hat-brim wide
enough to shade the veil is good. The most
trying time is after 6 p. m. At such times I

often have to raise my arm to shade my veil

before I can see eggs. With a broad brim,
tipping the head to one side would more easily

accomplish the same purpose.

I'm GLAD, Bro. Doolittle, to hear you say,

p. 577, that you were not asking those ques-
tions in a censorious' way. But you seemed
to be making me a sinner above all others,

and piling on my shoulders the accumulated
guilt of the whole fraternity for the past 25

3'ears. And I'm waiting to have you tell us
why you waited till this late day to call atten-

tion to the error. Or have you always called
Italians maroon, and said they weren't yel-

low?

The California echoer, p. 567, thinks my
intellectual machinery out of gear because I

don't see that squaiv is a more degrading term
than Indian. The gearing is all right, Rambler,
only it's adjusted for this locality, where we
don't have any Indians, and go by the diction-

ary, which makes squaiv the correct term to

apply to any Indian woman or girl. With
you, it is evidently applied only to the low-
down trash ; but I don't know what is your
corresponding term for a good and pure
Indian woman.

Glad to SEE Rambler touch up that idea
of selling a short-weight section and having
the customer think he's getting a pound. One
great trouble is that we can't produce sections
that run the same weight ; and if we could get
them all just alike, the next season would
make them heavier or lighter. [Say, doctor,
I've a notion to take you to York State so that
you can have your eyes opened on the ten-

cent-section matter Seeing is believing, you
know. A great scheme, that, to take you and
Rambler off together.

—

Ed.]

That TEST of A. J. Wright, p. 574. for bees'
feet, is very bright, and I think the white
paper would show that the bees' feet have
been slandered. How should the feet be dirty

when they touch only the air and the flowers?
But Mr. Wright is away off when he attrib-

utes the dark color to the habits of us bee-
keepers. Isn't every thing just as black in a
nest in a bee-tree where no b je-keeper has in-

terfered? If you sa) it's black because man
has not interfered to prevent the blackness, I

may ask, " If you should clean the bottom-
board every day would you prevent the dark-
ening of the brood combs? "

I'VE A SUPER of tall sections that are beau-
tiful to behold, reared in a T super with
fences, and a rim to rai<-e the st per I'm just

a little bit afraid I may have to change to that
stjle, but I'm not going to gratify a certain

editor by telling him so. [It is a little sur-

prising how the plain se cti n and fence are
vindicating themselves in the opinion of un-
prejudiced persons. From the very start,

after I saw what the bees said of them, I knew
they would be able to more than hold their

own, and they are. But it is not £jood policy
to publish all the good reports, as such a pol-

icy would be construed as a desire on the part
of the manufacturer to boom his own wares.

—

Ed.]
You say, Mr. Editor, that I don't tell you

whether the season at Marengo is a failure.

Well, it's a strange season. A spurt in June
didn't last, and toward the lattt r part of the
month it looked as if feeding might be neces-
sary in the Wilson apiary Clover was abun-
dant, but the dead and-alive condition con-
tinued till about July 20, since which time
there has been some storing ; and at this date,

Aug. 8, clover seems just as good as ever.

The slow jield may continue, or it may stop
to-morrow. If it should stop now, there will

be in the home apiary 25 pounds or more to
the colony, much of it unfinished, and much
less in the Wilson apiary, which in other years
has always been the best. The little Hastings
apiary is working altogether for increase, but
seems to be gttting a gcod deal of honey.
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You speak, p. 573, of having some one
with the necessary micrometer measure dor-
sata, Mr. Editor. When you find the microm-
eter, couldn't you get the difference in di-

ameter between worker cells freshly built

and those in combs 25 years old ? I think the
chief reason why British bee-keepers think
comb too old after five years is because they
think the cells become too small, and I doubt
if there's any appreciable difference. [We
have micrometers now that will measure the
inside diameter of any worker-cell to the ten-

thousandth of an inch. Bring on your comb
25 years old, and we will caliper it, and show
if there is any difference between that and
comb recently built. But, say ; the cells of

some bees are larger than the cells of others,

by a trifle. How do we know that the bees of

25 years ago (probably blacks) built just the
same size of cell that the bees of to-day do?
How are we going to prove any thing by
measuring ?

—

Ed.]

Tastes differ. Niver and other New
Yorkers like to see on a plate a section of

honey that is nice and dry, because no cells

are filled next the wood. To me it looks far

more luscious if the cut cells show, and it is

surrounded by some of its own rich gravy.
[When Niver presented his view I was inclined
to think he was right; and now you have pre-

sented your notion, I have flopped again.
There is no denying the fact that a chunk of

dripping crystal honey has a sort of luscious-

ness about it that makes one's mouth water.
A chunk of comb swimming in its own crystal

sweetness reminds one strongly of the good
old days gone by, and of how our fathers and
grandfathers used to dish out honey in great
chunks smeared "in its own rich gravy."
Every one to his notion ; and in saying this it

is proper to remark that one can with plain
sections and fences have either sort of feeling.

If it is desired to have the cells filled clear out
to the wood, then crowd the bees for room.
If it is not desired, then give them another
super as soon as the first one is pretty well
under way.

—

Ed.]

I don't quite SEE, Mr. Editor, what you're
getting at, p. 571, where you think larvae in

drone-cells must be first given to queenless
bees to start queen cells. Why, with the Doo-
little plan it's the royal jelly, and not the size

of the cup, that makes the difference. Why
shouldn't they start in the drone-cells just the
same as in the artificial cups? I know they
will in worker-cells, for I've tried it. [No,
sir, 'ee ! That is where you are wrong,
doctor, or at least I think so. Royal jelly is

something to be desired ; but you will find, I

think, that a very large portion, if not a ma-
jority, of drone-cells having royal jelly in
them would not be converted into queen-cells
if placed in a colony with a normal laying
queen. The Doolittle cell- cups, although they
are artificial, have the shape and general ap-
pearance of real queen cell cups ; while the
drone-cells sawn off are any thing but queen-
cups. Why should they start with drone-
eel's? All I know is that we have tried it,

and the bees having a queen do not take to

them ; and, moreover, those who advocate the
plan, or at least one who uses the method,
speaks of being obliged to put these drone-
cells with royal jelly, in queenless colonies to

get them startedfirst. But you know we are
getting Doolittle cell-cups accepted in colonies
having a laving queen. Does this not show
that the shape of the cell has something to do
with the matter? But, say ; we have recently
discovered that we can get Doolittle cell cups
accepted having a larva and the food of the

ordinary worker-cell in it, thus showing that
royal jelly does not have so much to do with
the matter as one might suppose. I say we
have been successful, although we do not
know that we shall always be. I'd like to see

you get drone-cells with worker-larva food ac-

cepted, and worked into queen-cells. See an-
swer to H. L. Jones, in this issue.

—

Ed.]

I don't know, Mr. Editor ; but I think
you're falsely accusing the bees' feet when
you say, p. 575, "I have seen entrances of
hives that were pretty badly smeared up with
yellow, and have naturally concluded that
this yellow was the so-called travel-stain, that
came direct from the bees' feet." Now tell

me, where did the bees get that dirt, that was
so thick on their feet that it daubed the en-

trance? Yes, I've seen entrances daubed, and
haven't you noticed that it's ten times worse
at the entrance of a colony that's being rob-
bed ? When I've allowed bees to clean out
supers, with an entrance for only one bee at a
time, that entrance has become dark and
sticky. I think it's the feces that the bees
expel on reaching the open air, and the dark-
ening of the combs is, as Cheshire says, from
the contents of the bowels of the young bee
in the cell [Dirt from bees' feet ! Did I

say any thing about dirt ? I did say that the
entrances of many hives I noticed were yel-

lowed up; and this yellow, I think, is pollen
and not dirt. If you take a strong magnify-
ing-glass, and look at a bee as it comes in

from the field in pollen time, you may find it

has pollen all over it, even on its feet. Now,
why could not this pollen be smeared on the
surface of white combs? If so, wouldn't this

be real travel-stain ? But methinks bees walk-
ing over the bottom of their bottom-boards,
and over black combs, sometimes carry over
the surface of their beautiful sections some
particles that are not pollen. May be it is-

dirt. But granting all this, I am quite willing

to concede that some of this discoloration may
come from the feces the bees expel.

—

Ed.]

"The fact that, in the generality of cases,

the coloring of foreign matter goes clear

through the cappings," say you, Mr. Editor,

p. 575. Don't you think you'd better make
that " generality " "minority"? In my sec-

tions that are darkened. I don't believe there's

one case in a hundred where the cappings are

dark clear through. At any rate, I do know
this: Let a section that's capped white as

snow remain on the hive long enough, espe-

cially in the center of the super, and it will

become dark. Now, don't you believe the
white capping still remains white, with a dark
coating over it ? But I don't believe the feet
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have any thing to do with it. [No, sir. I

firmly believe I was right in using the ex-
pression " generality of cases" Last winter
I went over personally several thousand
pounds of honey in our honey-room that had
been bought from several different parts of

the country; and if I remember correctly
three-fourths of the so-called travel-stained

faces showed on examination that the stain

went clear through the capping. I believe
that the average dark faces in comb are dark
because they are dark all through; and yet I

am willing to acknowledge that there is prob-
ably a travel-stain such as you speak of, the
discoloration of which is only on the surface.

That reminds me that Byron Walker was go-
ing to tell how to remove travel-stain—-in

other words, give us the secret of making a
box that sells for 12 cts , sell for 14. He has
already given me an inkling of the secret, but
I prefer to let him give it himself when he
gets to it. I will say this much: I think his

plan will work —Ed.]

You're on the right track, p. 582, in

offering a premium for good working stock,
Mr. Editor. If the same pains had been tak-
en in that direction that have been taken for

color, the average yield would now be more
than it is throughout the country. The right

way is for each bee-keeper to breed from his

best stock, and in the whole lot there will be
some great improvements. I've one queen
whose bees have filled, in this year of failure,

100 sections, and are still pegging awa)'. You
may count that queen will be a breeder next
year if we both live. [I believe that two-
thirds of the queen-breeders of the country
pay more attention to color and uniform mark-
ings than to honey-gathering qualities. I

know this from correspondence I have had
with the different breeders who, in extolling
the merits of any one queen, will say, for in-

stance, that she will breed large yellow
queens of uniform markings. While I like

to have beauty, and should be glad if we could
combine it with utility, vet, after all, utility is

what we should seek. You say vou have one
queen whose bees have filled 100 sections in a
poor year, and are " still pegging away." Say,
what will you take for that queen ? I do not
care whether she is leather-colored or yellow;
but in order to reproduce her kind she ought
to be pure Italian, pure Carniolan, or pure
something, otherwise her queens would some-
times take after one progenitor and sometimes
another. While you are about it, tell us how
old she is, her pedigree, temper of her bees,

their markings, and how they appear to win-
ter. Any one who has a queen that is away
ahead of the others for honey, and is still

"pegging away," would do well to write me.
—Ed]

J. IV. B., Va.—The purity of Italian queens
is judged wholly by the markings of the work-
er-bees. Drones from pure queens vary so
that they form a poor criterion by which to

judge the purity of the queens themselves.
Three weeks would give enough time to test

the purity of a warranted queen.

{"^^a^^^-fo -fls^flt^gifcaftgsflfe^^
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The days grow short, the nights grow long,
The harvest passes by ;

The crop is short, and drones mmt move,
Lest all the workers die.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
The first page of the issue for July 27 has a

view of the Dadant family—Mr. Chas. Dadant,
his son Camille P., and three of the latter's

sons, Louis C, Maurice M., and Henry C.

It is a pleasure to look at even a picture of

such a household, and we all owe Mr. York
more than a vote of thanks for producing it

so well. By the way, where are those girls

Mr. Dadant told me about once ?

\*/

Rev. L. J. Templin contributes a sermon on
the need of taking bee-papers. It is an ex-

cellent summing-up of the way in which old

methods are superseded by new ones. I have
been so much interested in this talk that I

dare not quote from it lest I take it all. A
nickel can't be spent to better advantage than
to send it to Mr. York and get a copy of his

journal containing it. I wish Mr. Templin
would tell us if there is not less reading done
now, in the true sense of the word, than when
he was a boy. Isn't it harder now to get peo-
ple to read a paper that calls for thought than
ever before ? I believe it is. A good picture

of Mr. Templin is given.

ili

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
Mr. Hill continues his interesting letters

from Cuba. The insects of that island lead

me to believe that a hybrid climate like ours,

where Jack Zero reigns a good deal of the

time, is preferable to one of perpetual heat.

\»/

C. Davenport says he does not attempt to

sell honey-dew, as it would ruin the market.
Nor does he feed it for winter stores, as it is

unsafe food for winter ; but for brood rearing

in the spring and summer it answers as well

as the best white honey, and by its use brood-
rearing is advanced, and a larger crop of honey
secured.

»»/

Hon. John Ruffin, U. S. C, in writing from
Paraguay, South America, has the following
to say relative to the bees of that country :

There are several kinds of wild bees in Paraguay,
some of which build in subterraneous holes, the rest

in hollow trees. Two years ago a colonist made a
trial to improve one of the latter by gathering them
into a proper hive, apparently without satisfactory
results. If not all, at least some kinds are said to be
without a sting ; but one, a black bee of medium size,

attacks the intruder by clipping the hair as if cut
with scissors.

Some years ago a German, von Gulich, introduced
the European bee, and succeeded well, using modern
hives according to Dzierzon's methods. His widow
has continued this industry, and a few colonists fol-

lowed with more or less success. Honey finds ready
sale at good prices, likewise the wax, which is used
extensively for making candles and matches.
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Mr. K. Aoyanagi, of Japan, unites bees as
follows :

" In uniting two colonies I place the uniting-box on
the stand I want them to occupy, insert the screen
division-board, and place the colonies on opposite
sides of the screen, allowing them to remain thus for
three or four days, when the division board is with-
drawn and the work is done. This I find the best
method I know of ; and if care is taken when putting
the bees into the box, not to let a single bee from the
opposite side to mix with the others, it may be done
without the least quarreling or loss. For uniting
swarms, they may be hived through the holes on
opposite sides of the box: or an ordinary hive-body,
with the screen board, will answer instead of the regu-
lar box; but in this case I confine the bees to the hive
for two or three days, not permitting them to fly."

»»/

F. Greiner, in an interesting article on the
disastrous wintering troubles last winter, ad-
mits he lost one fourth of his bees. Tbose
wintered outdoors suffered from diarrhea, and
fell an easy prey. Chaff packing had hut little

to do with the result, as there was but little

difference between those packed and unpack-
ed. Locality had much to do with the ti ouble.

In places only two miles apart, in some cases

the bees were all wiped out, and in others
they came through without loss. Apiaries on
the summits of hills suffered more than those
in the valleys, thus teaching us a lesson in

humility. Mr. G. thinks he might have re-

duced the loss to five per cent by removing
all the natural stores and substituting sugar
syrup, but that would have involved so much
work as to be practically out of the question.

Much still remains to be learned on this sub-

ject.

il/

Mr. Hill finds in Cuba a few of those who
don't need a bee-paper in order to learn how
to keep bees. He describes one of these
"bee-butchers," as he calls them, as follows :

His hives stand flat upon
the ground, and the sand
has drifted far above the
rotten bottom-boards. Rolls
of moth-webs protrude from
the entrances of hives that
once contained a drone-lay-
ing queen or a laying work-
er, on a set of beautiful
combs. He has charge of
nearly 100 colonies, but
does not know how many
he has had, nor which col-

onies have swarmed. He
has hived two that he
"knows of" (and those on
empty frames with 11 in a
10-frame bodv, and four out
of the 11 without bottom-
bars), but the rest of the
swarms "all lit in them
tallest trees," and he
"couldn't git 'em." The
honey season has arrived,
and upon all colonies "that
ain't strong enough " to
take an upper story for extracting he gives a half-story,
with sections. Extracting begins, and with two help-
ers he proceeds to the yard, opens a hive, removes two
combs, carries them in hand to the tent, mashes and
uncaps the greater part of their surface, slings out the
honey, and starts to the apiary for two mote frames
of honey. He boastingly asserts that he, with hut two
boys only to assist, has extracted 27 gallons of honey
in one day. But. " darn your bee-papers; I don't have-
to bother reading bee-books to know how to run
bees." He says he contemplates making an exclusive
business of honey production in the future, and is rig-
ging up to manuficture foundation which will con-
tain a cheaper material than beeswax; says he knows
it will work, and that " the darned dealers have been
charging" him " over 50 cents a pound for foundation

work of half paramne," and that he knows " how to
mix it as well as they do."

REARING QUEENS IN FULL COLONIES.

Starting Cell-cups by Natural Methods.

BY HENRY ALLEY,

For a good many years I have had no trou-

ble in getting all the cell-cups made that I

needed, and in a way most natural for bees to
construct them. This is the way I do it :

We will suppose that there are eggs or lar-

vae properly matured, from which bees will

start queen-cells. The right age of eggs for

this purpose is about 84 hours, reckoning from
the time the eggs were deposited. Now, there
is but one way to compel bees to start cell-

cups, and that is by making them queenless.
My way of preparing bees for this work is this:

I have a box, a duplicate of the regular
brood-nest a full colony occupies, to the bot-

ton of which is nailed wire cloth. Over this

wire, at the ends, are nailed £6 -inch cleats to

keep the bottom of the box above any thing it

is resting on, so that the air can be admitted
freely at all times. A frame cover is made,
and that also is covered with wire cloth.

When ready for the bees I take the cover of
the box and go to any strong colony in the
yard, remove the sections or whatever covers
the frames, and place the wire cover on the

Fig.I. Comb CONTAlNltNGr E.GG-S.

m

hive. Then the bees are smoked at the en-

trance to drive in as many as po.-sible, and
also cause them to fill their sacs with honey.
I also drum lightly on the hive. Now, to put
the bees in such a condition that they can be
brushed from the combs into a box, and not
all take wing, I use a small amount of tobacco
smoke. I will say plainly that this boxing-
up of bee s as above can not be done without
the use of tobacco smoke If rotten-wood
smoke is u«ed, nearly all of the bees will take
wing and be in the air quickly ; but the to-
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bacco smoke puts them in just the light con-

dition to be handled to your liking. In fact,

they can be handled about as conveniently as

FiGr.2, Containing Queen Cells.

so many beans. When the queen is found.
the cover is placed on the. box, and the bees
left alone for several hours, or until they fully

realize thtir queenless
condition. Then the eggs
are givtn thtm in this

way : Cut from any brood
comb, containing eggs
that have just hatched,
a piece about four inches
square. Cut this piece
in strips, running a knife
through alternate rows of

cells.
" Cut off about half

the depth of the cells,

and insert the fire end of

a common match in each
alternate cell, twirling it

between the thumb and
finger, thus destroying
the eggs. Have at hand
a shallow pan containing
equal parts of beesw tx

and resin made quite hot over a kerosene-stove,

and dip in the mixture the edge of the comb
in which the eggs have not been destroyed, and

a space of 1 yi inches between the pieces. The
strips should be cut 7'% inches long, and are
kept in place by cutting notches in the wood

Y% inch deep, using four
pieces of wood to each
frame, as shown in the
illustration. On each
piece of wood a strip of

comb is placed. Two of

the frames, containing
eight pieces, are placed
in a hive having no bot-

tom or top. The hive is

then filled with combs
containing honey and
pollen, but not a particle

of unsealed brood ; in

fact, no brood at all

should be used. Now jar

the bees down to the bot-

tom of the box by a sud-
den strike on the floor,

and quickly place the one containing the
combs over it and put on the cover. The bees
will at once run up and take possession of the

pnpr if

v».'^
"
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colonies having a queen not less than one year
old.

Fig. 2 represents another standard frame.
One half of this frame is filled with wood, but,

unlike the one described in Fig. 1, the wood
is nailed in the upper half of the frame, and
not at the ends, as in No. 1, as will be seen.

One side of the open space is covered with

wire cloth, and two smaller frames are used in

this frame, having one of their sides covered
with perforated metal firmly nailed to the
wood. These frames are just 1 1/2 inches be-

tween the vertical pieces, and are notched at

the top so the strips of wood to which the cell-

cups are made are held in place. The cell-

cups are removed from frame No. 1, and then
placed in the smaller frames, which are then
inserted in frame No. 2, with the open side

toward the wire cloth ; then the frame is

placed in the center of a powerful colony of

bees, and a/ways between two frames of brood.
The result is, in three days more there is as

fine a lot of queen-cells as one ever saw.

Twelve days after the eggs are given the
bees, the cells should be transferred to nuclei,

or, what I consider much better, to a queen-
nursery. As this part of my story is given in

a small book which I give away to all who ap-
ply, I will not take the space here to describe
it.

Now, Mr. Editor, I feel bound to say that,
by this process, I have produced queens much
superior to those reared under the swarming
impulse. .

To the inexperienced this method may seem
fussy. All I can say is that no one can rear
queens without doing much hard, pretty fine,

anH fussy work. There are many fine points
connected with the above that one must get
acquainted with by actual experience. These
particular points can not be explained in one
short article. Catch on to them by experi-
ence. That is the proper way to do. The
cells illustrated were begun and finished by
bees. There is nothing artificial about them.

Later on I will describe the queen-nursery
and its uses ; also many other things connect-
ed with the queen-rearing business.
Wenham, Mass.

[The method Mr. Alley gives is essentially
the one he has used for years, I take it, with
the exception that he has incorporated into
the plan some changes, so that we have be-
fore us the latest revised method. ^ i"*"^

Fig. 3 shows another view of what is shown
in Fig. 2 The next shows how the prepared
drone comb-cells in No. 1 are finally drawn

out and completed into
queen-cells. This cut
shows the Alley queen-
nursery, to which Mr.
A. briefly refers.

This nursery consists
of an ordinary Lang-
stroth frame having fit-

ted into it square blocks
of wood % in. thick
bored out in the center,
and covered on both
sides with wire cloth.

Through one side or
edge is bored a ^-in.
hole, or large enough
to receive a queen-cell.

The point of the cell,

when inserted, projects
down into the large
opening ; and when a

young queen hatches she is confined until

such a time as the apiarist can use her to the
best advantage in some nucleus or queenless
colony. To supply the young queen with
food there is a plug of Good candy inserted in

a hole just opposite the queen-cell, so the
young virgin can be confined a day or so if

necessary.
This queen-

nursery, contain-
35 little cages,
each supplied
with a queen-
cell, is inserted
in any strong
colony. When-
ever a virgin is

i desired, all one
has to do is to
go to this

nursery, take
out the oldest virgin, and introduce her ac-

cording to the methods that are recommended
in the text-books.
This queen-nursery is the same thing as is

used by Doolittle and ourselves, and is doubt-
less the best of any thing heretofore devised
for the purpose.
The method of rearing queen-cells from

drone cells, as recommended by J. D. Fooshe
and H. L. Jones, is the same as the Alley
method above described, with this difference,

that any larvie in the drone-cells must be re-

moved, and each alternate cell be supplied
with a worker larva from a select queen.
Aside from this, the two methods are practi-

cally the some.
We have tried the two plans, the Alley and

the Doolittle ; but, taking every thing into
consideration, we prefer the latter method
with artificial cell-cups. The only possible ob-
jection to it would seem to be the making of
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the cups ; but when one learns how, that is a
very small objection ; for he can make them,
as I have pointed out, at the rate of 150 an
hour ; and then the Doolittle method does not
require that the cells shall first be placed in

queenless colonies to get them started. They
may be placed right in the brood-nest of any
colony, providing, of course, that said colony
is stimulated daily if honey is coming in. At
this time of year we prefer colonies having
queens that they are about to supersede. Such
colonies always take kindly to the Doolittle

cell-cups, as the rearing and completing of

them seems to be an act of simple preservation,

and that is to supply themselves with a
mother to take the place of the one that is

about to be superseded.
But in comparing these two methods I do

not wish to disparage the Alley method in the
least. That he rears good queens, there can
be no question, because some of the finest we
have ever had were reared by Mr. Alley, pre-

sumably by this method. Two, yes, three, of

his breeders we have found to be good ones,

and we are breeding from them just as we are

breeding from our own and Doolittle's stock.

—Ed.]

NIVER ON THE WITNESS-STAND.

Thin Sections; Profits on a Colony of Bees; Cogg-

shall's Big Yield of Honey; Proper Size of

a Brood - nest for the Buckwheat
Country; Coggshall's Axioms

Continued from /en/ issue

R.—A moment ago, Niver, you put in a

proviso regarding the thickness of combs.
What width of sections do you prefer for your
ideal boxes?

N.—Our boxes are scant \% in the widest
place, and there is an inset that leaves the top
and bottom 1^4 scant.

R.—Yes, I remember you do not use, strictly

speaking, no-beeway sections, although you
you were a user of fences.

N —A half bee space was in the sections
and half in the fence ; and, having a shallow
cell, they will ripen and cap when it gets late

in August, where our trouble all comes in get-

ting our honey finished. They will cap and
finish a good deal better in a shallow cell than
they will in a deep one ; therefore, in a thin

section we get many more finished boxes than
we do in a thicker section. Of course, you
white honey people have plenty of warm
weather to finish your white honey, and have
no trouble about getting the honey capped at

the last end of your flow. Not so with the
buckwheater, for when the cool weather is

coming on toward the first of September it is

difficult to get the bees to cap the honey in

the sections ; and we have to work differently

from what you do in order to get that done.
R.—Yes, I understand what you mean—you

are a buckwheater.
N.—As a honey-producer, yes ; and that

fact accounts a good deal for our preferences
as to bees. We like black bees and Carniolans
better than your yellowocher fellows.

R.—What is Coggshall's preference?

N.—Any thing that will sting, and produce
honey.
R.—I fully believe that.

N.—Laying joking aside, and taking Cogg-
shall's axioms, the four leading characteristics

named in their order are : 1. Locality ; 2. The
man ; 3. The bees, or type of bees ; 4. Supplies.

R.—Yes, that is Coggshall all over.

N.—Well, he would not have it that way if

it did not pay him.
R.—His fine dwelling, his barns — in fact,

every thing about his place (except bee-
supplies), all go to .show that it does pay him.
But you said a moment ago, Niver, that, if

you wished to fatten your pocketbook, you
would select the middle box as your standard.
How much do you calculate to make off from
a colony of bees, on an average ?

N.—Well, I can't tell ; but to go into details,

I have averaged up five or six years, and with
an almost total failure one year included, and
I find I have averaged between $6.00 and $6.25
for the five years, per colon)', spring count.

R.—My, oh my ! that is better than they
can do around here.

N.—Well, I am a buckwheater. My best
colony last year gave me 175 boxes, or sec-

tions (finished sections, mind you), which
averaged 11 cents apiece, or $19.25 in all. I

see brother Dadant, with his "barns," is sat-

isfied with §3.50 per colony.
R.—Yes, I believe tint is his figure; but

how much does Coggshall get with his in that
rough • and - tumble-get-there kick - off - super
plan ?

N.—Let me see. In 1897, if I am not mis-
taken, he figured up 116 da\ s' woik during
the year, and sold 39 tons of honey— 78,000
pounds ; now figure out per day, please, if you
want to find out what systematized work ac-

complishes.
R.—Wait till I figure. That's 672 pounds

per day ; and at the very low price of 3 cents
this would male over §20.00 per day ; or. at 4
cents, nearly $27.00. Say, look here, Niver

;

Coggshall will be after you for giving away
his private affairs.

N.—Well, he called on me a short time ago
when on his way to a sanitarium for treatment
and rest. I think I can outrun him now, so I

will let it go.
R.—Rest ! I should think the man would

need one. Does he always work at that race-

horse break-neck speed that I saw him work-
ing at when I visited him two summers ago ?

N.—When you were there ? Why, he was
taking a vacation then, and had plenty of
time to spare.

R.—He must be a counterpart of that man
Harry Howe.
N.—No, Harry is merely a pupil — an apt

pupil. By the way, what is the matter with
Harry's being our best man in New York for

foul-brood inspector?
R.—That would be a tiptop idea ; but I had

been casting my best endeavor for Frank
Boomhower, not knowing that Harry was a
possible candidate.

N.—But Harry has been taking a course in

bacteriology in Cornell, and is probably the
best-posted man we have in the country to-day.
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R.—He is in a fair way to be, no doubt.
N.—He is quick, agreeable, and, what is

more, he understands the whole business from
A to Z, scientifically as well as practically. If

he is appointed I shall be saiisfied — abun-
dantly so.

R.—So shall I. But, say ; a moment ago
you spoke about the Dadant (or perhaps,
rather, the Draper) barns. How did these
strike you— or, rather, do you favor, up in

your buckwheat country, such large hives?
N.—Morton's experience, and Coggshall's,

shows that a buckwheater will get more honey
per colony in an eight-frame hive, when run
for comb honey, than he can in a larger hive

;

and there is very little difference in manipu-
lation, with us, between comb honey and ex-
tracted. The same manipulation produces
like results.

R.—Did you ever try large hives ?

N.—Morton started in with a ten -frame
Simplicity. He next tried Dr. Tinker's two-
for-a-cent hive, and settled at last on a nine-
frame hive with eight frames in it, and a
dummy. It is the most practical hive for our
localit)'.

R.— Well, I sincerely hope you are right.
I should be very sorry to have it finally de-
velop that large hives, or barns, are the hive
for the production of either comb or extracted
honey. The Langstroth frame has come to be
nearly the standard the world over ; and to
change to a ten-frame Langstroth, two inches
deeper, would involve an enormous expense,
and endless confusion to the bee keeper and
supply-dealer alike. But then, you are buck-
wheaters, and that spoils the whole argument.
No doubt the question is entirely and thor-
oughly settled so far as your buckwheat
country is concerned. By the by, a moment
ago you sp^ke about the Carniolan bees. If I

remember correctly, Coggshall was partial to
them when I was there.

N.—The Carniolan bee is my favorite by a
large majority.
R —Why ?

N.—First, because they swarm. I want no
bees that do not swarm.

R.—Why, Niver ! You are running squarely
against orthodoxy.

N.—Well, I am a spiritualist, you know, so
I have that privilege. But, let me see. Our
greatest yields have always been from bees
that swarmed early, if they would only swarm
early enough, and before the flow was over

;

that is, before the first of September. The
colony that swarmed first had the most honev
—that is, the colony and its progeny.

R.—Explain yourself a little more fully.

N.—How would you in your locality get the
most white honey possible? Wouldn't you
use Hutchinson's plan of hiving on starters,

and depend on that swarm to make the boxes
of honey ? Can't you get more section honey
that way than in any other ? Is not that con-
ceded ? But at the end of the white-honey
harvest, what have you got ? You have a col-
ony that is good for nothing for buckwheat,
even if you had it, while our big money comes
from buckwheat. We will say your queen
lays eggs very rapidly in the fore part of the

season, builds up very rapidly, and then,
when the honey-flow coes come, the queen
allows the bees to crowd her out of the brood-
nest, filling it full of honey instead of brood.
At the commencement of the buckwheat flow,

if you were to have it ten days later, you
would have a poor played-out worked-out col-

ony with no bees coming in to take their
places. With us buckwheaters we want the
queen that will keep as much honey out of
the brood-nest as possible, and to keep it as
full of brood as possible, so that, at the be-
ginning of the buckwheat flow—say about the
27th of July, or from the 25th to the 30th, we
shall have a big colony coming on at that
time, ready for buckwheat, which lasts four
weeks with us, and thus we have all the queens
we are after, and the Carniolans fill the bill.

And I see that I have good backing here in

your own apiary. That is what your apiarist,

Mr. Ward ell, wants—a queen that will swarm
early, and lay through the honey-flow. That
is orthodox, is it not ?

R.—Yes, yes, )
-es ; I give up you are or-

thodox for your country ; but I scarcely
understand why our man, Mr. Wardell, should
seek swarms unless it is because his training
and bee-keeping experience f< r the last fifteen

or twenty years has been confined to a locality

some sixty miles south of us.

N.—Perhaps I ought to say that he wants a
big lot of bees at the close of your white-
honey flow here ; but the point he principally

laid stress on was that he wanted them to

swarm early, for the swarm that comes out
early is the one that gets the honey. But it

simmers itself down to this at last : The bee-

keeper who studies his own locality, and the
various honey flows he has, and gets them
down fine, is the man who succeeds, no mat-
ter where he is.

R.—Sure.
N.—You ought to see Coggshall shinning

up trees before there is a leaf on any of them,
to say nothing about blossoms.

R.—Why, how could he tell whether a tree

is going to blossom out before there is a leaf
in sight?
N .—Oh ! perhaps there may be one leaf on

top of the tree.

R.—Are vou fellows in the habit of shinning
up trees early in the season ?

N.—Well, we keep our eye open all the
while on what is going on.

R.—Pesriblv that explains why one of you
is able to produce 39 tuns of honey with 116

days of labor.

N.—There is a good point here. It well

behooves us to ascertain in advance whether
there will be a yield from basswood ; and if

so, to put our colonies in such shape that they

will be prepared for it.

R.—Is that the way Coggshall keeps track

of his locality through the years?

N.—Certainly.

R. C. M., Tex.—Drones from the same
queen vary somewhat in the markings, but the

drones you refer to are doubtless strange

drones from other hives, for drones are toler-

ated in almost any colony during their season.
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EXTRACTED-HONEY TARE.

Robbing Bee-keepers.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

" A small leak will sink a great ship," and
"many a little makes a mickle," as Poor
Richard says. Excessive tare estimates is a

leak that has taken many thousands of dollars

from California honey-producers—not a very
small leak either. We used to expect a loss

of 1y2 per cent of our honey by the dealers

"estimating" the cans and cases to weigh
more than they did. One season we fared
even worse, my loss being 900 lbs. that year.

Gleanings published an article, June 1,

1896, on honey tare, which I drew on local

dealers, and got a tare compromise on several

transactions. A Fresno Co. dealer is not in

good humor yet. The following year the bee-
keepers demanded actual tare, and it is an
established fact in that part of the State. It

has made some headway in San Francisco
.also.

Since I came to Stanislaus Co., where there

are no local honey-dealers, and not expecting
a full car, it makes consignment necessary.

A San Francisco firm who wish to handle my
crop reply to my tare questions as follows:
" We have generally used our judgment as to

the weight of the case, always allowing 3 lbs.

for each tin; and when in doubt about the
weight of the cases we take the cans out of a
number of them and weigh them for an aver-

age. . . All agree on 3 lbs. for the tins."

My reply is in substance as follows:

Dear Sir:—You speak of weighing some cases to get
average when in doubt. If you would weigh cans and
cases it would suit rue very well. You say, ' All ag ee
on 3 lbs for the tins. I take exceptions. No one who
has weighed the ordinary round-cornered cans agrees
on 3 lbs for the tins." They weigh 2 l/2 lbs. If you
find one can, such as is in general use among honey-
producers, that weighs two pounds ten ounces, you
may have my old hat.

Jan. 29, 1896, Hildreth Bros. & Segelken,
28 West Broadway, New York, wrote me:
We figure 5 lbs. for the two cans, which is actual;

and whatever the cases weigh is added to it.

Jan. 28, 1896, S. T. Fish & Co., 189 South
Water St., Chicago, wrote:

In selling extracted honey in 60 lb. cans we always
allow 2 l/2 lbs. tare for the cans . . . we ascertain
the tare of the wooden cases by weighing a few of
them.

Jan. 29, 1896, Williams Bros., Cleveland, O.,

wrote

:

We allow 2% lbs. on each can. . . . Almost all

parties who ship us honey have the tare marked on
the cases, which we invariably go by.

Others could be quoted to the same effect,

some preferring the net weight to be marked
on the cases.

Messrs. Rosenburg Bros. & Co., of San
Francisco, received several cars of honey from
Nathan Bros., of Hanford, which the produc-
ers had marked " 120 lbs. net" on each case,

both firms paying for it at that rate. The
cans each held 60 pounds of honey.
You may be honest in considering the cans

to weigh three pounds, but they don't; and to

so consider them takes about 17 pounds of

honey from the producer on each ton, for

which he gets nothing. Who does get it free

is not the interesting point to us.

I predict that actual tare will be the rule in

San Francisco in the near future, and I hope
you will soon drop into the procession. My
friendly interest in your business will not de-
ter me from making inquiry of other dealers.

At present I am undecided who shall handle
my honey this season.

I think that, to use all available means to

let dealers in honey know we insist on being
treated squarely, and not "estimated " out of
our honey, would be a good thing. Then
work competition for all it is worth. The
present contention of half a pound on each
can is small compared to what we stood up to

in '97 (being less than one per cent); but on
the San Joaquin Valley crop, which the firm
in question estimates at 150 cars this season,
it would be about 20,000 lbs.

Later.—In the communication above on
honey tare, in which I introduced some cor-

respondence with a San Francisco commission
house, it did not seem good policy to intro-

duce the firm by name, but it does now. The
inclosed letter shows that W. G. Lowry & Co.
take quite readily to actual tare when the sub-
ject is fairly presented—more so, in fact, than
any other leading house on the coast that I have
heard of. Rosenburg Bros. & Co. finally ac-

cepted actual tare, but objected to handling
alkali-weed honey, which is one of our lead-

ing kinds. W. G. Fowry & Co. seem to han-
dle any quality, as I have known,them to sell

some very dark honey to good advantage.

Mr. Gilstrap:—Yours of June 5 is received and con-
tents noted. Should the plan of having the net
weight marked on the cases come into general use it

would save many arguments and a great deal of
trouble; in fact, we think it the only way to get at the
exact weight of the honey, having it honestly weighed
into the tins, and the exact tare taken, whatever it

may be thereby saving the trouble of opening and
weighing cases and estimating the weight of the cans.
San Francisco, Cal., June 9. W. G. J_owry & Co.

If this matter is presented in Gleanings
soon it may be of considerable benefit to Cal-
ifornia honey-producers this season. I consid-
er Gleanings to be the principal California
bee-paper.
My object is not to get a free advertisement

for a house in which I have an interest, for I

have no interest in any commercial enterprise

except as any other bee-keeper has. My un-
derstanding is that you wish to know who
will give us a fair business-like deal.

If all producers will weigh carefully and
honestly, and mark the net weight on the case,

the tare controversy will soon be a matter of

history. Each can should hold 60 lbs. net, if

possible, which it nearly always is. Don't
try to put in more.
Grayson, Cal.

[From two references in your article above,
one might infer that you have in mind the A.
I. Root Co. as being naughty enough to take
out a tare of three pounds, for you say, a lit-

tle further on, that you have a friendly "in-
terest in your business." Yet I can hardly
think it possible you mean our firm ; for I

have just consulted our Mr. Boyden, who
buys our extracted honey, and he says it is
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our rule to figure square cans at 2}4 lbs., the

same as the other dealers named. If we have
ever taken 3 lbs. it must have been some years

ago.
You will have the thanks of the coast bee-

keepers at lea=t for this crusade against this

careless or unfair way of doing business, no
matter who it is or has been concerned in it

;

and it is evident that your first article in

Gleanings had the effect of stirring the
matter up. Keep the ball a rolling.

—

Ed.]

THE BEST HIVE FOR EXTRACTING.

The Convenience of those " Draper Barns." Why
they are Better for Extracting Purposes.

BY A. N. DRAPER.

On page 496 I find an article from my friend
" Joe Sweetness " (as he is known by his inti-

mate friends in Illinois), at which I am con-

siderably surprised. As I stated in a former
article, I discarded some four or five hundred
of the eight-frame Simplicity for the large Da-
dant hive, after using them side by side for

several years. Do you suppose for a moment
I would discard $400 or $500 worth of fixtures

did I not meet with some serious difficulty ? I

had somewhere from 3500 to 4000 Simplicity

frames filled with comb all built on wired
foundation, and they were nice while new. I

had the same idea in my head, of having all

the combs the same size in the brood and sur-

plus apartments, for the sake of convenience
;

and I allowed her royal majesty to occupy one,

two, or three chambers with brood as she saw
fit. The first year all went nicely enough, as

I wanted bees and increase ; but when I came
to extract honey, my trials, troubles, and trib-

ulations began.
In the first place I had to go over the entire

apiary and sort out the combs that I wished to

extract, and get them into the super or upper
stories ; for if I left any brood up there the
be;-escape would be useless, as the bees would
not leave the brood. After getting the honey
into the house I usually do the uncapping
while a helper does the extracting. I have a

Stanley automatic that I have had some four-

teen or fifteen years. We usually select combs
as nearly the same weight as possible to place

opposite each other. Some of the very heavi-

est combs would prove to be heavy with pol-

len, causing the extractor to run badly. Now,
with combs that have been used for breeding
purposes it is absolutely necessary to get them
back on to the hives as soon as possible after

they are extracted, as it is impossible to keep
the moth worms off them in any other way.
More or less of them are immediately appro-
priated by the queen for breeding purposes,
and you have your brood scattered from the
top to the bottom of your hive during the
summer. The honey-yielding plants fail to

secrete much nectar during the hot weather, so
that the whole force of the colony is turned to

bringing in pollen ; and as the brood is scat-

tered through the hive, so is the empty room
for pollen ; and it is not long till every avail-

able cell is filled with it. Sooner or later this

condition is sure to occur, if managed in this

way, and your combs are absolutely worthless.
Even if you cut the combs out and try to ex-
tract the wax, the pollen is a nuisance, as you
can not get all the wax out. If it should be a
dry fall, and the fall crop of honey should be
light, another sorting is necessary to get hon-
ey enough together for the bees to winter on.
Then you are liable to get combs that are over
half filled with bee-bread covered with a small
amount of honey, and capped over. After
consuming the honey the bees will starve with
fifteen or twenty pounds of worthless pollen
left in their combs.
Time goes on and the years slip by. More

and more pollen accumulates, and combs get
thick and black. Does our friend Hambaugh
or the worthy editor of Gleanings pretend to

say that they can ever get a first grade of hon-
ey from such combs? I have tried putting
these pollen-laden combs in water, and soak-
ing them and then using the extractor, and a
nice muss it is, and it does not improve the
combs very much. I have put these combs in

the center of the brood-nest, and there they
stayed, as the bees would not clean out old
dry pollen. Let me state it right here as an
established fact, and as emphatically as possi-

ble, that under no circumstances do we want
the queen in the supers, whether running for

extracted honey or sections.

Since getting the large hives I have never
extracted a large comb from the brood-nest.

The frames are so large that they will not go
into the extractor. It is a very rare thing for

a queen to leave a large brood-nest and go up
into surplus cases. If I could not keep her
out any other way I would use excluders. As
the honey is never extracted from any of the
combs in the brood-chamber, it is a very rare

thing to have an excess of pollen, and then it

is when a queen gets old and worthless, or the
colony is queenless. One Simplicity ten-

frame body is too small a brood-chamber for

extracted honey. On the other hand, two
ten-frame bodies are too large for a brood-
chamber, and are more expensive than one
large one. In case it is desirable to move an
apiary in the summer to get an extra flow of

honey, we want to move extra strong colonies.

The barn is much easier to move than two ten-

frame Simplicities. With the Danzy bottom-
board and roof, and the Hoffman frame, the
Diaper barn is without an equal for moving
strong colonies during hot wetther, for secur-

ing extra flows of honey. All it needs to

complete it is an arrangement for fastening
the roof and floor secure, and Mr. Hambaugh's
ventilator. An empty super would make an
excellent one by cutting the hand holes clear

through, and on both sides and ends, and in-

stead of being in the center close to the lower
edge, and they should be somewhat larger

than the ordinary hand-holes, with wire cloth

nailed over the aperture on the inside of the
ventilator, as I would now call it. As soon as

the colony is loaded on a wagon, and is jolted,

as it would be in hauling, the bees cluster up
in the roof, and this ventilator allows a cur-

rent of air to pass under the cluster up in the
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roof, and keeps them cool, besides furnishing
them all the air they need.
Were I starling again I would use the shal-

low Dadant super with the Hoffman frame. If

it is full of honey it is enough for any one to

carry into the honey-house. It is enough
space to add early in the spring. The queen
will not leave the large brood nest to go up
there to lay unless there is drone comb there
and none below. There is no sorting of combs
ever necessary. I have never known of a case
where the bees would not have honey enough
below to winter on. I have not the least

doubt but that the Dadants have surplus
combs that are from 25 to 30 years old that are

good yet, and have never had brood or pollen

in them. I should like to hear from them in

regard to their surplus combs, and how they
take care of them when not in use.

Upper Alton, 111., July 25.

[As the evidence begins to pile in, pro and
con, on this subject, it seems light is surely
breaking. From all that has been said, if I

can interpret correctly from the reports, it

would appear that for northern localities the
eight frame capacity is about the right size

when running for comb honey ; and it does
not matter whether that is in the shape of an
eight-frame Langstroth or Danzenbaker ten-

frame or two Heddon eight-frame brood-
chambers, all three being ot about the same
capacity. For other localities, and particular-

ly in the South, a larger hive seems to be
better for the production of extracted honey.
Some think a ten-frame Langstroth is quite

large enough. Others, like our friend Draper
and the Dadants, believe that a ten-frame
Quinby, or what has recently been introduced
as the Draper barn, is the thing.

It was O. O. Poppleton, one of the most
careful and conservative bee-keepers there is

in our whole land — one who has produced
honey in Illinois and Florida both by the ton

and by the carload — who says that a comb-
honey hive can not also be a good extracting

one, or something to that effect ; that the one
designed for liquid honey should have a large

capacity, and that for comb smaller, so that

this question of large and small hives after all

simmers itself down to a matter of locality

and condition of market. If there is more
money in producing extracted honey, then it

is folly to produce comb ; and one should
study well his locality, and then decide on the

style of hive.

It is P. H. Elwood who began with the
Hetherington-Quinby, ten of which frames
would make a very large hive, and now I

believe he uses only five or six such frames in

the production of comb honey. These would
give an equivalent capacity, if I am not mis-

taken, of an ordinary eight-frame Langstroth.

On the other hand, the Dadants started with
a Quinby, pure and simple, and they have
been producing extracted honey, and have
continued along with the original Quinby,
nine and ten frames.

It has been only within the last month or

so that all of this mass of conflicting testimony
seems to have centered itself down to a point

so that we can know, to adopt a slang phrase,
"just where we are at;" and it is no little

pleasure to me to believe that all of this dis-

cussion has at least led to something practi-

cal.—Ed.]

FEEDING BACK UNFINISHED

A Seasonable Article; Artificial Heat.

BY F. GREINER.

It is, I believe, a fact conceded by all, that
bees will do better work in warm weather
than in cool. Quite often we have it rather
cool during the early part of the clover-honey
season, and again during the buckwheat-
honey flow. Work sometimes comes almost
to a standstill on account of a cold night.
Fortunately, during our basswood-honey sea-

son it is nearly always warm, including the
nights. Then we have ideal bee weather —
ideal weather for honey secretion, and work in

the hive. When feeding back to have section
honey finished up, the work will be done a
great deal better when it is sultry, and a sec-

tion finished up during such a time presents a
much better appearance than another one fin-

ished during cold weather. By packing the
supers we may retain much heat generated by
the bees, and make a gain sometimes. Dan-
zenbaker attaches much importance to this

point, which, I believe, has a good deal to do
with his having his sections so well filled and
finished.

The time when I feed back comes always
after the buckwheat ceases to yield, or about
September 1 ; and at this time it is more often
cool than warm, particularly nights. It used
to annoy me to have so many such sections
look so rough and uneven. To use a compar-
ison, they looked like a field roughly plowed,
while I wanted them to look like one all har-
rowed d )wn nicely with a smoothing-harrow.
I studied and experimented along this line

with hot soapstones, blankets, tenement hives,

and kerosene-lamps. Any ore not having a
fall honey-flow will not have the trouble I

have, for he can (yes, ought to) get this work
done when it is still warm. He ought to have
it done just as soon as his bees cease working,
not alone because it is then still warm, but
because the bees are in better shape to do the
wrork then than after they have been idle for
a time. I always select such colonies for the
work as were working well at the end of the
harvest. If such a colony is not already in a
contracted hive I reduce the size of the brood-
chamber previous to feeding, or much honey
will go into the brood-nest. It is a well-known
fact that bees are -more apt to store in the
brood-chamber late in the season than they
are during the fore part. I prefer half story
hives, or such colonies as are in other shallow-
frame hives.

Of all the means tried, I like the kerosene
best, as it is the handiest and most effective

in assisting the bees in keeping up the tem-
perature necessary for doing nice work in the
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sections. For experiment I have built a little

bee-house, double walled, and packed, and
roomy enough to take in six colonies. By
means of a kerosene-lamp I can raise the tem-
perature inside to 90 degrees, and keep it

there any length of time. To regulate the
lamp I have to open but a small glass door
just above the floor. A thermometer inside

tells what the temperature is, and it may be
seen from the outside through the same glass
door mentioned. During daytime the tem-
perature keeps high enough, many a time,
without the lamp.
Each colony may be given two or three

supers of unfiuishe 1 sections at one time, and
a Miller feeder placed on top. This, of course,

must be kept filled with diluted honey, which,
be ng kept warm by the heating apparatus, is

thus always in good condition to he taken by
the bets Sometimes I feed at the entiance
also—not by an entrance feeder,

but by piling up at the entrance
sections not containing honey
enough to justify me in return-

ing to the hive for finishing.

All sealed patches must he un-
seals d, or scratched with an
uncapping - comb— an instru-

ment that might well be off r-

ed for sale. When the weath r

is warm enough all honey will

generally b^ removed from the
secti ms during the night. In

cold nigh s it does not work so

well, and the be»-k. eprr must
no. fail to remove the s- ctions

from the entrance early in the

morning, or trouble and rob-

bing may be the re tilt.

In closing I wish t » say that

all my section honey now gain-

ed by feeding back looks as

fine as any. and lepresents

"the fit-Id gone over vith the

smoothing-harrow," in my illustration

Naples, N. Y., Aug. 4.

had known in San Bernardino Co., and I won-
dered what I had done to lead parson Brainard
to get after me; but as the stranger loomed up
more and more I was greatly relieved to find

that it was not the parson, after all. I passed
him into my room, observing that he was a
tall, well-built man, having the air of a person
who had traveled more or less with a kodak.
Said he, " I believe this is the Rambler."
" That is just where you are right," said I.

Then he introduced himself as Frank
McNay, of Wisconsin, the owner of many
apiaries, and an extensive dealer in honey.
We talked about bees and honey, east,

west, north, south, and diagonally. Mr.
McNay is a well-posted bee-man, and is some-
thing of a rambler himself, having spent a
winter in Florida, and now with his wife he
had come to spend the winter in Southern
California, with every evidence in their minds
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case ; and, though I was not so expert with
the wheel as my companion, we were making
very good time until we ran into a sandy road,

and it just wilted us off our wheels. Mr.
McNay immediately looked at his cyclometer,

and then, rising to his full height (he is a six-

footer if not more), he boasted how he had
ridden 17 miles without dismounting, and
how he had done better than that in Wiscon-
sin. Now, I could have done as well as he

;

but having his welfare in mind, and feeling

somewhat responsible for his safe return to

his wife, I had alighted several times to stone
those unpleasant dogs that nip at our wheels.

Then we passed through a little town that

was not properly labeled, and I halted to in-

quire the reason why. They had removed
the label down to the railroad station ; and as

the Southern Pacific owns nearly the whole
State, there was no use of having
a name. After my companion had
quieted down on his 17-mile ride

we proceeded, riding and walking
as the road permitted.

"It is such a pleasant day,"
said Mr. McNay, "I should think
the crows would make their ap-

pearance. We should have seen
dozens of them in Wisconsin by
this time."
"Well," said I, "just be pa-

tient ; I am running this crow-
hunt, and this is California and
not Wisconsin.
For about twenty miles our jour-

ney was up the east side of the San
Fernando Valley. Wre now faced

toward the mountains, and entered
the Little Tehunga Canyon. Mr.
McNay was still on the alert for

crows, and was a little ahead of

me, and at a sharp turn in the

road he dropped off his wheel and
shouted, "Here's the crows, Mr.
Rambler; get out your kodak!"
When I espied his crows I had to

smile. It was an old darkey wo-
man with several curly - headed
picininnies.

" Why, Mr. McNay, those are

not California crows."
" Well, that's the kind we have

in Wisconsin, any way," said Mr.
McNay, "and there is quite a sprinkling of

them in Florida too."
We kept proceeding. It was getting toward

one o'clock. Oar stomachs had ground out

what little provender we had inserted in the

morning, and began to be rancorous for more.

As it was now up grade all the way, we were
inclined to rest often, and inclined to break
into our lunch-boxes; but while we were sitting

on a rock considering these inclinations, a

Spaniard on a load of wood appeared. "Now,"
said I, "just hear me talk Spanish."

"Hello, senor ! Ze zollyfired ger busty

loosy no bagatnagano."
The Spaniard shouted back, " Bally no garry

zolly fried grubstake barranca."
1

' What in time did you and he say ? '

' asked
Mr. McNay.

" Oh ! I merely asked him if there were any
crows' nests near, and he said there was one
just above the barranca."
"And what is a barranca? never heard of

such a thing in Wisconsin, any way," said
Mr. McNay.
"Deuced if I know myself," said I; "I

think it must be a gate or a well."
We pushed our wheels ahead of us, and

dragged our feet behind us, and came to one
of those rugged places in a canyon where the
rocky walls rise on every side, and the way
seems blocked for further progress ; but a sud-
den turn lets us through, and we come into
quite an opening. I swung my hat, and
shouted, " Hello, McNay ! look ahead of you !

there is the crow's nest, and behold the
Crow."
"Crow? ha! ha! why, Rambler, that is a

A WISCONSIN CROWS' NEST.

white crow. I never in my life saw that kind
in Wisconsin."

" Well, that is the kind we have here. It's

our way, Mr. McNay, to have every thing best
in California."
We had at last found the Crow's nest, and

the occupant was Jas. M. Crow, a California
bee-keeper of good repute.
We refreshed ourselves immediately from

our lunch-boxes and from the ample larder of
the Crow's nest, which was placed at our
disposal.

Mr. Crow divides his attention between his
apiary, his gold-mine, and his city home. In
the latter nest Mrs. Crow presides. Mr. Crow
had a fine apiary of 125 colonies in San Diego
Co., but he sold and moved to Los Angeles.
He came into possession of the present apiary
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through a trade, and it is not according to his

liking in hives and fixtures. It was formerly
quite a large apiary ; but, being in the hands
of inexperienced persons, it has degenerated,
and the dry seasons have diminished the
numbers. Mr. Crow proposes to get the
remnant into better hives, and build the api-

ary into a paying institution, provided, of

course, there is a good rainfall next season.

The uncapping-can handed down by a for-

mer owner was so novel that it took the eye
of Mr. McNay, and I present a photo of it.

It was merely a rude frame with a gunny sack
attached to the upper portion. A slit in the
bottom of the sack allowed the attachment of

a good-sized dish-pan perforated with many
holes. Mr. McNay said they had no such
things in Wisconsin. One of the honey

-

houses was a substantial affair, and built of

stone. A stone honey-house is a very desir-

able building in this country. They are cool

in summer, warm in winter, fire-proof, and
not handy for burglars to break through and
steal.

After the honey business had been discussed
to a considerable extent we were shown the
adjacent gold-mines. Mr. Crow's mine was
in the course of development ; but a neigh-
ing miner had cut a tunnel several hundred
feet into the mountain, and had a large amount
of low-grade ore in sight. Mr. McNay was
informed that the mine could be purchased
for about $40,000. Now, if the mine had been
worth two or three hundred thousand dollars

Mr. McNay would have used a portion of the
fortune he has accumulated from the honey
business in Wisconsin, and purchased the
mine ; but he did not want any cheap $40,000
mine on his hands.

After our arduous day's work, tired Nature
asserted her rights, and we prepared to go to

roost, and Mr. Crow insisted upon giving up
his nest to us. Mr. Crow is not a tall man,
and his nest was made according to his needs.
I could manage the nest very well ; but tall

Mr. McNay had to make rafters of his legs or
poke his knees out in front or into my ribs,

or project his feet out at the foot of the nest.

He managed very well until he dropped
asleep, then his feet would start right off

toward Wisconsin, and hang out like twin
specters in the dim moonlight. Having in
mind the old adage about keeping the head
cool and the feet warm, I was extremely
anxious for his welfare, and anxious to have
him return in safety to Los Angeles and Mrs.
McNay.
To allow a man to expose his bare feet all

night, even in California, is no trifling matter,
and the case was more aggravating when we
consider that Mr. McNay was a tenderfoot.
My only remedy was to give my nest fellow a
shake, and shout, "McNay, pull in your
feet !

" He would promptly obey every time,
and keep right along snoring.

Mr. Crow had curled himself up in a cot on
the other side of the cabin, and he soon began
a snoring duet with Mr. McNay. Between
the nasal music and the care of my compan-
ion's feet I slept hardly a wink during the
night. In the morning Mr. Crow remarked

about my haggard appearance ; but I knew
that, if I told ihem the cause of my sleepless-

ness, they would both contradict me right

from the shoulder, and I suffered in silence.

The next afternoon we returned to the city,

making good time, and having a trip the
pleasures of which we will long remember.
Mr. Crow's door is open to all good bee-
keepers who wander this way.
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PROPER TEMPERATURE FOR BROOD-REARING.
Question,—Can it be possible that 100° of

heat is required for brood-rearing ? If I re-

member rightly I read a few days ago that 100°

is about the temperature the bees maintain in-

side the hive when rearing brood ; and if the
heat in the sun is greater than that, the bees,

by fanning at the entrance, cause a current of

air to pass through the hive so as not to allow
the temperature of the hive to rise higher than
this. It seems to me 100 is altogether 1oo
high, and that 80 to bo is much nearer right.

Answer.— I think I saw something similar
to what the questioner alludes to, in one of the
bee-papers ; and this, together with what he
says, leads me to believe that but few have a
correct idea regarding the degree of warmth in

which the bees keep the eggs, larvae, pupee,
etc., during the lime the}' are rearing their

young. While nature has so ordained that a

good colony of bees can form a living hive, as

it were, in which to rear their brood, yet
brood-rearing is very largely dependent on the
hive ; and before I take into consideration the
real subject touched upon by the questioner I

wish to say a few words regarding that part
which the hive plays in this matter of brood-
rearing.

In spring weather the capacity of a hive to
retain warmth, the same coming in close con-
tact with the bees, has much to do with pro-
lific brood-rearing and the securing of our
bees in time for the harvest. The more heat
we can retain in the hive, the more honey we
can save ; for all are aware that the " fuel

"

which the bees " burn," so as to raise the tem-
perature of the cluster to where they desire it,

is honey. Again, the more fuel (hone)-) the
bees burn, the sooner their life wears away

;

for it takes an effort, even on the part of the
bee, to keep the furnace (the bee) heated, and
filled with fuel as fast as it is consumed.
Hence we see the important bearing that a
good warm hive has in advancing our interests

in the spring. Why do I say in the spring f
Because at that season of the year the temper-
ature outside the hive is very much lower than
that which is required by the bees to rear

brood, especially during the nights. If, as I

saw in print not long ago, bees could rear

brood with a temperature of only 60°, then
there would not be so much need of a good
warm hive, for we have many spring days
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wherein the mercury goes as high as and even
higher than that. If those figures were cor-

rect, then our bees could rear brood in April
and May, here in the North, to as good advan-
tage as they do now in July and August. Then
if the temperature of brood-rearing were only
80 to 85°, as our questioner seems to think,
should the temperature run higher than this

would it not be unbearable by the brood ? And
if this were true, what would the bees do when
the mercury stood about the " nineties " for

days in succession, as we frequently have it,

even in this locality. Would it be possible for

the bees, by fanning the air, to give a ltss de-
gree of heat than that very air contained ?

Some years ago, having a desire to know for

a certainty of these things for myself, I began
to experiment as follows : I procured a self-

registering thermometer, and, placing it near
the fire till it showed 12o to 130° of heat, I set

the register wrapped it in some heated cloths,

and immediately placed it in the center of the
brood-nest of a medium sized colony. This
was on a very cool day, some time in the
month of May—about the middle, as nearly as

I can remember. That night water was frozen
so as to form ice nearly as thick as window-
glass, the time being selected on purpose. The
next day, about two o'clock, it had warmed up
enough so that the bees were flying freely,

when I took out the thermometer and found
that the coldest point reached in the brood-
nest during such a cold night was 92°. Since
then I have tried the same experiment on both
strong and weak colonies, although at no time
since did it freeze so hard as at the first trial

;

yet in no colony that was rearing brood suc-
cessfully did I ever obtain a less degree than
the one mentioned, while some of the stronger
colonies gave a temperature of 95° on very
cool nights— nights in which there was some
frost.

Being satisfied that 92° is the lowest point
consistent with successful brood-rearing, I

next went about finding what is the highest
point the bees all<-w in their hive when the
mercury is playing in the " nineties" in the
shade. Accordingly, one very warm August
morning I placed the thermometer in the cen-
ter of a very strong colony. This day gave
promise of being a very warm one, it being
78° in the shade before the sun was two hours
high. At two o'clock that afternoon it was
too warm to work out in the sun without dan-
ger to health, as from 90 to 95° was the ranye
of temperature between 12 and ?> p.m., while
the front of nearly every hive in the yard was
covered with bees, with hundreds plying their

wings at the entrance to keep the temperature
as low as possible inside the hive. At about
sunset the thermometer was lifted from the
hive, when I found that the highest point
reached was 98° during that extremely warm
afternoon. Since then I have tried similar ex-
periments, but have never been able to secure
quite as high a temperature, although on one
other occasion it came within less than half a

degree of 98. In this way I fourd that, to

rear brood successfully, the temperature of the
hive must reach a point somewhere between
92 and 98°

; and any arrangement of hives

that would keep it as near those points as pos-
sible, with the least expenditure of effort by
the bees, would be the hive best suited to the
wants of the apiarist. To this end I am very
favorable to a chaff-packed hive, the same be-
ing painted a dark color, and covered with a
metal roof, the same being painted a dark col-
or also. The hive is allowed to stand in the
sun thus till warm weather arrives and the
bees become numerous, in order that the chaff
and hive may absorb the heat from the rays of
the sun during the day, and slowly give it off

at night, thus helping the bees immensely in
keeping up the desired temperature during
the night. When it becomes steady warm
weather, with the bees numerous, with pros-
pect of hot weather, then a shade-board is pro-
vided, the same being raised from an inch at
the front side of the hive to four inches at the
back, so that the air can circulate all over and
about the shaded hive during the day, while
from the chaff, taking in much ccolness dur-
ing the night, which it gives off during the
day, a uniform temperature is maintained, so
that the bees are seldom driven from the sec-
tions, either by the cold of night or the heat
of the day.
These points are well worth looking after if

we would meet with the best success.

W. H. II'., Mo.—If you make sugar syrup
as we describe in our catalog, one-half sugar
and one-half water by measure, and feed the
bees before the frosty weather comes in, you
will not need to trouble about the sugar gran-
ulating in the combs ; but if, on the other
hand, you make the syrup one-third water and
two-thirds sugar, and feed it during the cold
weather, you may find some granulation.

E. L. B., Ohio.—The bees will probably
take care of the dead brood in the combs that
died as a result of overheating while moving
the bees. If they do not, better take the
combs out and melt them up. Such dead
brood is not likely to turn into foul brood,
even though it appears to be a favorable medi-
um for the growth of the germs of that disease
if they are already present in the hive.

W. C. G., N. M.—There is a good deal of
powdered and pulverized sugar en the market
that contains quite a large percentage of com-
mon starch. This starch is not an adulterant,
for the simple reason that some people prefer
to have the starch because it makes a better
frosting for cakes, and this sugar, you know,
is used largely for this purpose. You proba-
bly have been using a sugar that has starch in
it. By sending to a wholesale grocer or to
your own grocer you can obtain a pulverized
sugar that is sugar and nothing else. This
will make you a bee-candy that will give you
good results every time.
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Fditoriac
Cvr. root

Buckwheat, the one almost never-failing

source of honey in certain sections of New
York, is not as promising as it might be. In
fact, one cr two have rt ported entire failures

;

and one bee-keeper in the heart of the buck-
wheat country, Mr. N. E. Boomhowtr, reports

it as " the poorest honey season ever seen in

this country."

THE HONEY CROP OVER THE COUNTRY, AGAIN.

Since our last, reports give a little better

showing. Indeed, it begins to appear as if

there were some bee-keepers, and tven some
States, where a fair crop of honey has been
secured. Missouri, generally speaking, has
had a good yield. Wisconsin will have more
honey than was at first expected. Northern
California has produced quite a showing of

honey. Certain portions of Colorado show a

good yield; and many places in the South
have had fairly good flows of honey. But
taking every thing into consideration, North-
ern honey, both comb and extracted, will be a

rather scarce article.

TABLES TURNED.

Honey-buyers are out on the road, buying
up honey, trying to find it, and they are get-

ting it. One whole section of Wisconsin has
had all its honey cleaned up. A New York
concern got in there before we had a chance
to do any thing; and now some of them are

rushing toward Missouri. It would seem that

this year the buyers have to hunt up the hon-
ey. The tables are turned at last. The old
rule has been, consumers seeking the buyer.

Nevertheless, it would be wise fur those who
have good honey to avail themselves of a free

advertisement in Gleanings, one insertion,

five lines. The more you can get after you
the better will be your chances for good prices.

" BEAR " UP THE MARKET.
In the Honey Column in this issue we note

that some of the markets are practically bare
of new comb honey, while others are receiv-

ing consignments. In the first c^se men-
tioned, the prices offered are evidently too
low, and the honey is, therefore, going to

those points where higher prices are offered.

Northern honey, of fine quality, both comb
and extracted, is a rather scarce article this

year. This, taken in consideration with the
fact that prices are advancing this year on
every thing else, ought to raise the price of

honey above what has been offered for it of

late. It is true, we are honey-buyers; but
that makes no difference. If prices advance,
the ratio will be the same, for we can sell for

more money. But we should like to see comb
honey, for the sake of producers, come up to

the old-time figures, if possible, this year. If

dishonest commission houses and slipshod,

behind-the-times bee-keepers, could be entire-

ly figured out of the problem, there is no
doubt that the reliable firms could " bear" up
the market, and perhaps they can do it, even
as it is.

SELLING HONEY FOR CASH OR ON COMMIS-
SION; HOW TO AVOID BEING " TAKEN

IN" BY HONEY-SHARKS.
Nearly every year, or during the latter

part of it at least, there are usually quite a
number of bee-keepers who complain that
they have been unfairly treated by commis-
sion houses or honey-buyers. In some cases,

at least, the trouble is wholly with the bee-
keeper. His honey is improperly put up,
breaks down in transit, and in the end the
commission man is blamed. There are a few
expert bee keepers who kuow exactly how to

put up their honey, and how to put it on the
market without running risks. But there are
many more, in spite of all that has been said,

who make serious mistakes, greatly to their

financial detriment.
In the first place, let me say that there is a

vast difference in the legal responsibility of

an actual buyer and a commission house. If

you ship your honey to an irresponsible pur-
chaser, and he fails to make you returns, you
are helpless. If he is worth any thing, on
the other hand, you can sue him far ihe full

amount of your claim. A commission house,
on the other hand, if it takes your honey,
takes it in trust. You will be obliged to pay
freight, car. age, and assume all risk in ship-

ment. If the honey is broken dowm in tran-

sit, the commission man (if one of the sharp-
'ers or skinflint class) may make out its con-
dition a great deal worse than it is, sell it at a
certain figure, and represent to you that it

sold at a go^,d deal lower figure. He will not
only steal the difference between his actual

selling price and the price represented to you,
but will charge you up, which he has a right

to do, with freight, drayage, and his 10-per-

cent commission. Although you may be pret-

ty well satisfied that he has actually robbed
you, unless you can prove it you have no re-

course in law.

The nicest way to dispose of honey is to sell

it for cash to a responsible, honorable firm.

In 30 days' time you will get returns for the
full amount of your bill. But if the buyer
is irresponsible, and especially if he is dis-

honest, look out. I would rather deal with
an irresponsible commisssiou house than with
an irresponsible buyer. The former will be
compelled to render you some sort of returns,

while the latter can simply say in effect,

"What are you going to do about it?" If

you sue him you will be running up attorney

fees, without any show of returns ; but the
commission man must render you some sort

of statement, and remit according to that

statement, or go to jail for having taken your
property in trust. He has no right to confis-

cate it ; but, as I stated, he may make a false

report, and render you only a small percent-

age of the actual amount he received for the

honey.
In the first place, then, investigate the re-

sponsibility of either a commission house or of
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a buyer, as the case may be. If your banker
can not give you the desired information,
write to us—better do so any way, because we
are acquainted with many of the really reliable

firms who handle any considerable amount of

honey, and will charge you nothing for the
information.
But suppose 3011 get a good offer, and do

not really know the firm
;
your banker does

not, neither do we. Or suppose you haven't
time to write, and that, to all appearances,
the firm is straight, and you desire to close
the deal. Ship the honey to your own name
to the point of destination, and attach a draft*
to the bill of lading, sending both to some
bank at the place where the honey is shipped.
This bank will, for a very small fee, collect

the money, turn over the bill of lading and
the honey to the actual purchaser.

But suppose^there is no bank in your vicin-

ity, and yet you wish to make yourself safe.

Consign your honey as before to your own
name at the point of destination, and then re-

quest your agent to expressf the bill of lading
to the agent at the other end of the route.

The latter, as agent for the express company,
will collect the money, and deliver the honey
and the bill of lading. Money will be for-

warded to your agent, when, by paying a

small fee, you can take the whole amount of

the cash.

Again: Look out for any firm that makes
quotations away above the general market
figures. These high prices are put out as

baits. You ship to the house, and as soon as

the honey is in its hands it will rt p >rt that
the "market has suddenly declined," or that

your " honey is of poor quality," or that it

was " broken in transit," and alter a little the
house will advise you that the honey was sold

for, say, a half what you expected to get for

it—may be a good deal less. The concern will

be obliged to iem.it to you accoiding to that
report, after deducting freight, drayage, and
commission. If you expect to get 15 cents for

your honey you will probably get in ca*h
somewhtre about 4 or 5. This thing has been
done over and over again—so much so that I

feel it is necessary to warn our readers thor-

oughly.
Still again, it is a bad plan to ship to a com-

mission house, even though it is quoted at

thousands of dollars, and its honor is above
the average, if such house does not make a
specialty of handling honey. It can not be-

gin to do as well for you as some firm that

makes honey a business.

HOME-MADE SHIPPING-CASES.
I have several times spoken of the folly of

trying to put otherwise nice comb honey into

poorly constructed or home-made shipping-
cases, and I hesitate about saying very much
about it now, becanse it looks as if we had an
ax to grind. But I know just how our hon-
ey-buyers and commission men regard these
poor miserable clap-trap affairs made at the
"ordinary planing-mills around home." A
member of a honey firm in Chicago pointed

* Your banker can do this for you.
flf you mail it, that relieves the express company of

all liability.

to me a nice lot of honey put up in home-made
cases. Said he, "If it had been put up in no-
drip shipping cases of the modern st>le, the
honey would have brought two cents more
per pound." The cases he pointed to me held
24 sections each. This would have made a
difference of nearly 50 cents per case, and jet
I venture to say the penny-wise-and pound-
foolish bee-keeper thought that, because he
was saving one or two cents on the factor}'-

made cases, he was just so much ahead
Vari mi commission houses in Albany and

New York city, Philadelphia, and Columbus,
emphasized the importance of neat aitractive
cases, and in this diy of fancy goods and close
competition, it would seem as it it should be
unnecessary to speak of this.

I am well aware that I have gone over or re-

hashed here a good deal that I have said in
the past; but it seems to me very important to
" rehash " some things; and it is evident that,

a good many hotiey-producers do not read bee-
journals, even if fiey do take them.
We are plaining to i et this commission ar-

ticle out in the form of a leaflet and we ex-
pect to put o :e in every package of s.npping-
cases We will see if we can not get tins very
necessary information before bt e- eepers in

such a way that th( y will be able to protect
themselves against a very im-spon^ ble and
dishonest class of op raiorsin theciti s Any
other manufac urt-r who desires t< < opy the-

matter in this editor il tor his own leifiet is at

liberty to do so ; for 'he more this matter is

brought to the att n ion of the bee-kei p rs of

the land, the more money it will mean t > tl.em
in the long run.

A PI.EA FOR THK COMMISSION MAN.
In the foreg ing 1 may have given n e im-

pression that marly h11 commission h .uses ate
" up to the tricks of tie trade;" but that, I

am pleased to sa\ , is not the fact an 1 those
that use our Hones Column we belie e to be
honest. And yet I realize the fact that ihere
may be one or two among the nuni er whom
some of our friends ieel are net all ihev might
be. Perhaps so ; bin in several c*se we have
investigated, we found the trouble * as eitlv r

due to a lack of experience or because the
bee-keeper himself was desirous >.t getting
the " lion's share." The dishonesty is not al-

ways on th side of the commission man.
The difficulties, when they do come i.p, how-
ever, are mainly those that are the r< suit of
inexperience on the part of ihe bee-keeper,
and ignorance of the ordinary methods of do-
ing business—jes, ignorance of the simple
principles enunciated above.

HIGH PRICES ON CLOVER EXTRACTED HONEY.
I know one case where a fine quality of

clover extracted honey sold by the ton for 11

cents at wholesale ; and of another instance
where a fancy extracted went f^r 9 cents.

This would seem to indicate that clover honey
of A No. 1 quality is rather scarce this year,

for the same sold two years ago for 5 and 6-

cents. It is hardly probable that 11 cents can
be gotten again for first quality of clover, as

prices will probably decline a. little, owing to-
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the fall fruits that will soon be loaded on the

market.

INKY BLACK HONEY.

I have before me a sample, quite a large

one, of black honey—so black, indeed, that

even the bright light from a clear sky will not

penetrate its inky darkness. At first I

thought it might be some product from
aphides ; but it does not have the character-

istic flavor by which all such are recognized.

Its flavor is not really bad, and our corre-

spondent is of the opinion that it comes from
post oak. If any one else has produced
samples of genuine honey, not " bug juice,"

that is as black as ink, I wish he would send

samples of it.

ROBBING BEE-KEEPERS.

We regret to be obliged to warn our friends

against sending any honey to E. R. Hayes, of

Topeka, Kan., or trusting him in any way.

D. S. Jenkins, of Las Animas, Col., sent him
a lot of honey last October. Hayes said,

when Mr. J. offered the honey, " I will send

my draft on arrival of goods." Since then

friend Jenkins can not get a word from him,

and we have written to Mr. Hayes twice, the

last time telling him we would publish him
unless he made some sort of answer ; and al-

though we have given him several weeks'

time to make a reply, we can not get a word
from him in any way, shape, or manner. Will

the other journals please pass his name along

unless he can be made to talk or give some
reason why he does not talk.

A SOURED BEE-KEEPER.

Some bee-keepers are, unfortunately, sour

(when they ought to be sweet)—soured on
particular people who, for some slight cause,

have gained the ill will of that person. This

thought came to me after reading a communi-
cation in one of our bee-journals. The writer

of said article—a chronic pessimist—seems to

be leaving no stone unturned to say some
mean thing of some one person whom he does

not love, evidently. I feel sorry for such folks

not the ones picked at, but those who do the

picking What miserable lives they must
lead! The most unhappy person in the world

is the one who is continually finding fault

with others ; and the happiest person in the

world is the one who loves all the world

—

even those who have faults.

" A GOOD CATCH," AGAIN.

Already several photographs showing a

young woman in the act of catching a swarm
of bees have been received. One defect with

some of them is what an amateur photographer
would call a " lack of contrast. '

' For instance,

in several pictures the swarm of bees hanging
in the air has a background of foliage, which
in the pictures is of the same color, almost

entirely obscuring the outline of the cluster

of bees. Such pictures, if reproduced in half-

tone, would show the swarm quite indistinctly.

I have at least one photo that I can use. In

the mean time our artist, R. V. Murray, has

entered into competition with brush and pen.

He has in his mind's eye a beautiful young
woman holding forth a swarm of bees. Just
over the fence, and leaning on it, is a young
farmer of marriageable age admiring one part

of the scene before him — which part I need
not say. If Mr. Murray catches the inspira-

tion, there will be a rare combination of ease

and grace, with a touch of romance.
The successful contestants will have their

productions shown in half - tone, both in

Gleanings and in the A B C of Bee Culture.

FANCY HONEY AT THE PHILADELPHIA CON-
VENTION.

Mr. F. Danzenbaker, of Washington, D.

C, in a letter recently received, suggests the

wisdom on the part of the members of the

convention of bringing in samples of honey
for exhibition, the same to be displayed at the
place of meeting, and examined by a commit-
tee appointed by the convention, and that

said committee be empowered to award prizes,

or to report "honorable mentions" for the

best honey brought and shown. As a further

incentive, Mr. Danzenbaker makes the follow-

ing offer :

I shall be in Philadelphia Sept. 1, and during the
bee-keepers' convention, to receive and care for honey
free of charge that may come for exhibition. I will

pay 50 cents each for the best 20 -1x5 plain sections

made in Danzy hives: 25 cents each for the second-
best 20; 20 cents each for the third-best 20; 15 cents
each for all other -1x5 plain sections made in Danzy
hives. The honey may be brought to the convention,
or sent by express prepaid to me at Philadelphia, to

arrive on or before September 5.

Washington, D. C. F. Danzenbaker.

WHY CLOVER DID NOT YIELD HONEY THIS
SEASON.

One of our subscribers, Mr. R. J. Cary, of

Reading Center, Ct., suggests, in answer to

my question why clover failed to yield this

year, that it was owing to the very severe

winter. He says he has noticed that, after a

very cold winter, clover does not yield well

the following summer. Well, now, here is a

chance for some of our subscribers who have,

perhaps, been keeping record, to give us a

few data along these lines. Perhaps many
can remember whether or not a failure of the

clovers to yield honey was preceded by a cold

winter.
But, you say, granted this is true, what can

we do to help ourselves? Nothing; except

that, if we knew, say, in March, after a very

long cold winter, that clover, our only source

of white honey, would probably not yield, we
would not be laying in a big stock of sup-

plies when it would be unnecessary. A very

cold winter is apt to be followed by a warm
spring. The warm weather and the balmy-

air lead the bee-keeper to feel that there is

going to be a big yield of honey; and the con-

sequence is, he sends a large order to his deal-

er. We know that many did so last year, and
a good many this year ; and both winters, in

many localities, were very cold, and yet clo-

ver did not yield honey to any extent, either

in 1898 or '99. But all this may be a myth.
There may be uothing in it. I do not say

there is. But why not compare notes ? •
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A. I. ROOT.

And ye shall dwell in the land that I gave to your
fathers ; and ye shall be my people, and I will be
your God.
And the desolate land shall be tilled, whereas it lay

desolate in the >ight of all that passed by.
Then the heathen that are left round about you

shall know that I the I„ord build the ruined plaets,
and plant that that was desolate : I the Lord have
spoken it, and I will do it.— Eze. 36 :28, 34, 36.

Many of the friends will recognize the above
as extracts from a recent Sunday-school lesson.

It seems to me the United States of America
is getting a good deaf into the situation that
the Israelites were when the good prophet
Ezekiel gave them his divine messages and
exhortations. They had been disobedient,
and had trampled God's laws under foot, and
they were beset with a multitude of troubles.

Just now the people of the United States are,

as it seems to me, beginning to reap the con-
sequences of trampling God's holy laws under
foot. When a people begins to transgress the
laws of God, it is a very short step to trans-

gressing in a like manner the laws of the land.

For quite a few years past, the fashion of

pushing certain kinds of business on Sunday
as well as on week days, or, if you choose,
pushing it more on Sunday than on any other
day, has been gradually growing and increas-

ing. At the World's Fair at Chicago the
managers gave a fair and square promise to

close up the grounds on Sunday if a certain

amount of help was given them from Christian
people. They received the money and paid it

out, and deliberately transgressed God's law,

the laws of the United States, and, to add
insult to injur}', they deliberately broke a fair

and square promise in black and white. In
doing this they established a great precedent
—a precedent that stood out strong and clear

"before all the world. Even foreign nations
were witnesses of the fact that great men in

high places where millions of dollars were
involved, did not hesitate to prevaricate and
steal, and then evade and avoid, and make it

one of the fine arts to get around their prom-
ises by studying up ways and means not to

obey the law.
This thing has been going on in every part

of our land. The electric railway through
that wonderful gorge between Niagara Falls

and Lake Ontario was first started on Sunday.
They had a terrible accident, but nobody
seems to have caught on to the idea that there

is any retribution in it for breaking the Sab-
hath. Some people seem to think that Sun-
day is a better day to start big enterprises

than any other. They regard it as a kind of

P'ourth of July. The forecaster of the Weather
Bureau in Cleveland, O , has of late been tell-

ing the wheelriders when they are likely to

have a pleasant Sunday for their sports. Oh
how I have longed to have this forecaster

make some little suggestion in regard to re-

membering the Sabbath, and keeping it holy !

Somebody may say that he meant to suggest

it would be a good day to ride to church.
But if you are going to ride to church on your
wheel, the church-going should be the princi-
pal point, and the wheelride a secondary con-
sideration. It has really made me groan in
spirit to see men who occupy high and impor-
tant places — scientific men, and men who
have great skill in mechanics—and prominent
men whom one would think were really con-
sidering not only the health, but the best in-

terests of our great people — utterly ignore
churches, ministers, Sunday - schools, and
Endeavor Societies, etc. Why, one would
think either that they never heard of such a
thing, or else that they consider it old-fashion-
ed, and were taking it for granted that these
things were gone by.

The examples that influential men have set

in the way of transgressing God's laws have
been copied, from the least to the greatest

;

and, as a natural consequence, the laws of the
land are being ignored. Just now the great
city of Cleveland is standing with open-
mouthed astonishment and wonder, and spec-
ulating why it is that neither policemen nor
military authorities can enforce obedience as

they did a few y
rears ago. Several street cars

have been blown up with bombs, and the
passengers maimed and killed ; and although
more than a thousand dollars' reward has been
offered for the arrest of the perpetrators, the
authorities do not get a clew. In fact, the
dynamite work seems to keep right on in defi-

ance of law. The car-tracks are obstructed,
even though the authorities have notified the
perpetrators that it is a penitentiary offense to

endanger life by meddling with the railway
tracks. Many of the rioters have been caught
in the act, and arrested ; but the judge fines

them from three to five dollars, and in some
cases ten dollars. I have thought that these
moderate fines (that their aiders and abettors
can club together and easily pay) only make
these people worse. They have a fair right to

presume that even the judge is on their side.

Many of the policemen seem to be conniving
wi'h the rioters, and great and good men are
wondering what the matter is. How does it

come that these outlaws have so many sym-
pathizers? Let me tell you what happened
yesterday (Sunday') right close to where I

write.

An excursion with something like a dozen
passenger cars filled with men, women, and
children was on the way to Chippewa Lake,
five miles south of here. Somebody said there
was a wreck down the road, so this train of
excursionists was obliged to stop right in front

of our factory. As soon as they were inform-
ed that they were obliged to stop a spell, a lot

of men and boys tumbled off the cars and
began making inquiries for beer. Well, there
is a place close to the depot where beer has
been sold for some time on the sly. These
fellows got an inkling of the truth, and in no
time they rushed for the place. They swarm-
ed about it like a lot of bees. They tried

every door, and tried to look in every window.
The proprietor, probably feeling a little sore
from recent tussles with the Anti-saloon
League, I think, refused them admittance.
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When they found they could not get any beer
the whole lot of them swarmed over on to our
premises and into our lumber-yard

;
got hold

of one of our trucks used to move lumber on,
and piled on to it right at the top of a steep
down grade ; and without looking for a brake,
or providing themselves with any thing to

stop the car, in their drunken frolic the car-

load of human beings went down the incline.

It struck a sort of barricade fastened to the
ends of the rails at the bottom of the incline,

and then the car with its load of human freight

careened over and went down into a deep cut
where our east and west railway passes under
the north and south road. One of their num-
ber was so badly injured he had to be carried
up to the restaurant where they had been try-

ing to get in, and I have been told he will

probably die.

Now, even this did not sober them. An-
other gang got hold of another car and started

to repeat the same reckless and dangerous
performance. One of our men, however,
appeared about this time and ordered them off

the premises. They turned upon him and
refused to move. After he had provided him-
self with a revolver, however, he managed to

get them to let the cars alone.

Now, then, friends, what sort of civilization

have we when a lot of drunken rowdies like

these deliberately go on another man's prem-
ises, appropriate his tools and machinery, and
refuse to leave when ordered to do so ? Why,
it is just the sort of work you may expect and
always should expect when you get up an
excursion to go off to a pleasure-resort on
God's holy day.

I have many times spoken of Silver Lake,
Summit Co., Ohio, where our good friend

Lodge has entertained people summer after

summer for the last eighteen years ; and in all

that time no visitor has ever been permitted
to go on the grounds on Sunday. In fact,

friend Lodge was offered $1000 by a single

railroad company if he would open his grounds
on Sunday for just one summer. By keeping
out the Sunday traffic he finds it an easy mat-
ter to keep out all traffic in intoxicating drinks.

A pleasure-ground near by is a temperance
place, usually, during week days ; but on
Sundays the class of people who always choose
Sunday for such an outing will bring in
liquors in spite of any thing that can be done.
And why shouldn't they? The man who has
no respect for the Sabbath can hardly be ex-
pected to bother himself with any conscien-
tious scruples in the matter of temperance.

There is no help, no hope, no prospect of

any thing better unless we turn to the teaching
of our text. We must be God's people, and
he must be our God. When our fathers land-
ed in America they kept the Sabbath sacred
and holy, and at times, too, when there was
need of working every day in the week if there
ever was such a time. Not only is land in

some places becoming waste because of Sab-
b ith-breaking and intemperance, but factories

are standing idle while the people are out on
a strike. The Lord, and he only, can build
these ruined places, and restore activity where
every thing is desolate. I believe the leading

papers of our cities are in favor of law and
order, and they have given us some excellent
exhortations along that line. They counsel
Sabbath closing of saloons and at midnight

;

and, by the way, if I am correct, the first start
in the city of Cleveland toward trampling
down law was when saloon- keepers with their
whisky-league lawyers proceeded to break our
temperance laws as fast as they could be
enacted. The police, too, seemed to get an
idea — at least some of them did — that their
business was to screen the saloon-keepers
rather than to punish them ; and numerous
cases were reported where policemen would
say to a saloon-keeper, " Why, here ! there is

an ordinance to the effect that you are to close
up at midnight. What are you doing wide
open ?

"

Then the saloon keeper would say he had
not heard of it ; and then both the saloon-
keeper and the policeman would laugh, think-
ing it was a good joke on the temperance
people. This thing was allowed to pass ; and
a month or two later, when it came to forbid-
ding the strikers and their sympathizers from
molesting the officers of the street cars and
their passengers, the great city was astonished
because there did not seem to be any method
of enforcing law or of preserving order. If

the bombs 1 have mentioned had resulted in
destroying human life, I do not know but the
police would have found themselves equally
helpless.

It is not the large cities alone that are
guilty. In fact, many of the country papers
seem to be even worse than the city papers.
A few weeks ago I visited a relative in an ad-
joining city. We were talking about temper-
ance work in this town, and he was congratu-
lating us on having a temperance county
paper. The speaker and his pastor had been
trying to enforce law against the saloon-keep-
ers, and had succeeded to some extent. He
made a remark something like this: "Mr.
Root, you have no idea how much harder it is

to secure arrest and conviction while the
papers in the town are in league with the
saloon." He then reached out his hand and
took up the latest copy of one of the principal
papers of the town. Said he, " Listen while I

give you a sample of the helps (?) we get, in

the way of an editorial." Then he read from
the paper as follows, as nearly as I can re-

member :

"The Puritans landed on Plymouth Rock
years ago. They have recently landed in the
town of Fostoria with both feet. You may
have heard of it." Now, the above is brief,

and it is simply a hint
;
yet the more you look

it over the more you will feel sure that it

emanated from the evil one himself. A cru-

sade had been going on for law and order.

A little encouragement from the town paper
would have helped the thing in the way of

creating public influence. Perhaps few people
know how the town paper can shape public
opinion, even by way of suggestion. First

the editor makes a brief slur on the Puritans,

who laid the foundation of our great republic.

In the same breath he suggests it was a long
while ago. These Puritans had peculiar old-
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fashioned notions, he intimates. Then he
suggests that there are a.few in Fostoria, who
actually think God's laws and the ordinances
of the city ought to be respected and enforced.
No one, unless it is some one who has been
through similar experiences, knows how it

chills and discourages those who undertake to

start a movement for temperance and right-

eousness. One of our leading attorneys here
in Medina said a few days ago that it actually

pained and alarmed him when he realized how
much it is getting to be the fashion for wit-

nesses to be stupid and dull whenever they
are called upon to testify to any thing in

regard to temperance work. Why, some of

them evidently seem to think it is nothing out
of the way to commit perjury—to deliberately
perjure themselves — providing the case in

question is for temperance.
Since the above was dictated one of the

Cleveland dailies has reached us, and it gives
notice of another fearful disaster where 36

persons are known to have been killed. In
another part of the paper there is an account
of another disaster where 18 were killed. The
first happened six miles south of Bridgeport,
Ct., and the second one at Bar Harbor, Me.
These disasters both occurred among Sunday
excursionists. The daily does not anywhere
say that it happened on Sunday, but the date
is August 6 in both cases Now, our great
dailies, at least so it se-ms to me, studiously
avoided all reference to the iact that these
two disasters occurred on Sunday. If they
had so mentioned it, it would have been al-

most incumbent on them to suggest at least a
mild note of warning in regard to these Sun-
day excursions that are getting to be so fash-

ionable.* Now look here, dear readers. I am
not superstitious. I am simply calling your
attention to the fact I have already referred
to ; namely, that the men and women who
deliberately and voluntarily start out on an
excursion on Sunday are, as a rule, the world
over, not careful , conscientious people. They
are not the sort of people who ought to be
trusted with any undertaking where human
life is in any sort of danger. The very fact that

they start off on Sunday in an average Sunday
crowd indicates a sort of recklessness. They
say by their actions, if not in words, " Oh !

who cares if it is Sunday ? We are going to

have some fun, and we can not afford to take
the time on week days." Now, people who
say this, either by word or by act, are not safe

people to have charge of things. Not very
long ago a young lady in our vicinity wanted
to go down to Chippewa Lake on Sunday. As

* L,et me call your attention again to the way the
railroad companies advertise Sunday trips. Of late
they have been avoiding the word Sunday. They
simply say, "Only $3.00 from Cleveland to Niagara
Falls and return." Then they go on and tell all about
the liberal and excellent accommodations for the
trip. The posters will tell you it will start out, say,
on the evening of Aug. 5 ; but when you go to your
calendar and look it up you see Aug 5 is Saturday,
and so the whole program is arranged to occupy the
entire Sabbath day. If thty should talk right out
plainly, and tell you what great doings there are go-
ing to be on Sunday, Aug. 6, it would jar on a good
many people's sensibilities ; so they are very careful
to give simply the day of the month, and not talk
right out in print about Sabbath desecration.

there was no one ready or willing to go with
her, she insisted on going alone and unattend-
ed. At the lake she met a crowd of reckless
people like herself. Before night she was
brought home a corpse, drowned in the lake.
The young man who was with her in the boat
saved himselfbut let her go. Do you not see,

dear friends, the indications of this same reck-
less, defiant spirit running through all who
join in with these gatherings? Do you want
to be with such a crowd ? If they do not al-

ways carry intoxicating liquors with them on
Sunday outings, they will sooner or later.

When you are tempted to call me superstitious
because I say there are more likely to be
accidents on Sunday than on any other day,
please recognize that it is only a plain com-
mon-sense rule of cause and effect. I feel sure
that each and every reader ot these words can
recall instances of more than one disaster
that, as people often express it, " just happen-
ed" on Sunday.
By careful inquiry in regard to the cause of

these two accidents, we find the one near
Bridgeport, Ct., was where an overloaded
trolley-car ran over a new bridge that was
just completed, or perhaps not quite complet-
ed. A young lady who witnessed the acci-

dent says the car was going at a high rate of
speed. The car contained 43 persons, 36 of
whom met instant death—just what \ou might
expect of Sunday work. In the other case,

at Bar Harbor, Me., some 200 people crowded
all at once on to the gang-plank in their
hurry to get on the steamer. During week
days there probaby would have been officers

stationed at each end of the plank to prevent
an unreasonable number of people from crowd-
ing on to it. Don't you think, my friends,

you had better keep out of the crowd that goes
picnicking on Sunday?

PROFANITY.

The following card was circulated at a
meeting of the National Anti-saloon League
held in Cleveland, O.; and, by the way, I

think it is quite fitting that temperance people
should have cards to circulate, as well as the
saloon folks. Some of the latter I should not
dare to copy on these pages, for our journal
would be justly excluded fiom the mails.
Here is the temperance card:

TEN GOOD REASONS WHY EVERY RESPECTABLE
THINKING MAN SHOULD SWEAR JUST AS OFTEN

AND AS HARD AS HE CAN.
1.—Because it is such an elegant way of expressing

one's thoughts.
2.—Because it is such a conclusive proof of taste and

good breeding.
3.—Because it is such a sure way of making one's

self agreeable to his friends.
4.—Because it is a positive evidence of acquaintance

with good literature.

5.—Because it furnishes such a good example and
training for boys.

6.—Because it is just what a man's mother enjoys
having her son do.

7.—Because it would look so nice in print.
8.—Because it is such a good way of increasing one's

self-respect.

9.—Because it is such a help to manhood and virtue
in many ways.

10.—Because it is such an infallible way of improv-
ing one's chances in the hereafter.
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POTATO-DIGGERS.

Last fall I had considerable to say about
potato-diggers ; and I told you that, notwith-

standing we had one of the highest-priced

diggers made, yet on account of the wet
weather we were obliged to put it away and
use our old shovel-plow digger. I had quite

a little correspondence with the manufactur-

ers, and told them our troubles ; and I finally

suggested that, if I could see an expert work-
ing with a digger, even though the season was
remarkably wet, perhaps we might get along

a little better. To my surprise I found they

had a testimonial from a neighbor living only

about four miles away. I sa* him after pota-

to-digging was over, and he said they had dug
all their own, and dug potatoes for their

neighbors when it was so wet that no other

digger could do any thing at all, and he pro-

posed to come up here and show me how to

THE DOWDEN POTATO-HARVESTER.

use our own when this season was opened.
Perhaps I should remark that his farm is

mostly low muck ground, while we have a

very sticky, tenacious clay when it is very

wet. Well, this season, when our early pota-

toes were ready to dig, I thought I would try

it on dry ground without waiting for my
neighbor ; and to my great surprise the ma-
chine put all the potatoes nicely on top of the

ground the very first trial. The ground is so

dry now, Aug. 10, that considerable of it

breaks up in hard lumps, notwithstanding our
thorough cultivation.

You will notice there are good-sized draft-

wheels, so that nothing can stop the machinery
short of a stone wedged between the chain and
the shovel. The shovel is set by the hand
lever so as to go just deep enough to get under
all the potatoes, and no deeper. The dirt

then goes up on the revolving chain, which
gives it a thorough shaking, so that the

chunks have to be extremely hard if they are

not broken up. If they do not break up and

rattle through the chain, they go over with
the potatoes. The rakes which you see on the

rear of the machine run the potatoes all down
in a straight pile, so you can dig every row as

you go along without any danger of the horses

or draft-wheels bruising the potatoes. The
machine is exceedingly simple, and every
thing that is liable to wear out has a movable
box, or some equivalent, so the worn-out
piece c in be replaced at a very small expense.

With the old digger we used to be obliged to

go over our ground with cultivators and har-

rows, and keep picking up every time the

ground was moved ; and even after all this

fuss and trouble, a great many nice large

potatoes would be left in the soil. We know
this, because they would be coming up the

following spring all over the field ; and in

plowing the ground for other crops, either in

the fall or spring, we would be always turning

out large nice potatoes. With the machine il-

lustrated above, you get all the potatoes the

first time. I suppose they might be run into

a bag or box ; but as stones, lumps of dirt,

and small potatoes, would go into this box
also, it is generally thought best to let the

pickers pick up what they want, and leave the
rest on the ground.
Wilbur Fenn, of

Tallmadge, Ohio,
teaches his pickers
to gather the first

time only the No.
1 potatoes ; then
after the best ones
are all put away
he goes over the

field the second
time, and picks up
the seconds—every
thing in the shape
of a potato, if I am
correct. These
seconds can be fur-

ther sorted in the
cellar during
stormy days—that
is, if the grower

has a market for seconds.
Perhaps I should add that we did all of our

digging with our one heavy team ; and al-

though they are nearly twenty years old they
walked right along with it, without any fuss

at all. If we had potatoes enough to keep
them steadily at it all day long it might be
better to have three or even four horses. I

suppose considerable would depend on how
mellow the soil is.

I shall be glad to answer any questions in

regard to this machine, or the manufacturers
will send you catalogs , with letters from po-
tato-growers who are using their machines,
scattered all over the I nited States. Address
the Dowden Mfg. Co., Prairie City, la.

THE DARLING STRAWBERRY — AT LEAST ONE GOOD
REPORT.

The Darling I had from you two years ago was a
grand success, although the first crop was quite cut
off by frost just as they were ripening The plants
seem to stand the long-continued heat < f this section
best of any. H. Fitzhart.
Dalkeith, Fla., July 24.
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seven-top turnips; how to make them blossom
for the bees, when desired; their

value for pasture, etc.

I have had quite an experience with them. I have
sown them for years for pasture and fertilizing, and I

believe the bloom can be obtained in August, or any
month after that it naturally blooms. I have kept it

back for six weeks by letting my sheep graze it off.

I will try it next year, and see how long it can be kept
back, and then bloom. O. Gleason.
^ Volney, Mich., July 14.

THE PORTER APPLE.

Friend Root:—On my place in Granger, Medina Co.,
some ten years ago, I had several trees of the Porter,
which gave very abundant crops, and I always consid-
er it a fine apple; but the reason I think it has not
been generally planted is because its time of ripening
is about the same as that old standby and well-known
apple Queen Ann, which it resembles very much in
shape and size, and time of ripening, but differs in
color and flavor. Which is the better apple I think
will depend on the taste of the eater. When I had
Porters in abundance I wanted the Queen Ann,
which was my favorite when I was a boy; but now
when I have plenty of Queen Anns I should like very
much to have some of those Porters, such as I used to
have. I do not think either apple can be ahead of the
Maiden's Blush or Gravenstein as a fall apple. My
brother said that, at the experiment station, the Maid-
en's Blush was the most profitable apple they have in
their orchard at any season Its handsome appear-
ance pleases the grocers, and it cooks so nice it pleases
the women; but for quality I don't believe that any
fall apple can equal the Gravenstein. I have never
beard before that the Porter was especially noted for
its early bearing. Perhaps it was because you got a
good tree and put it in a good place.
Medina, O., Aug. 5. E. C. Green.

But, friend G., the Gravenstein, Maiden's
Blush, and Queen Ann, are all considerably
later in our locality than the Porter. Our
Porter apples ripened right along with the
Early Harvest and Red Astrachan, almost a
month before Maiden's Blush ; and Graven-
stein, in our locality, is not nearly ripe yet.

I should put the Porter ahead of any of these,

besides being so much earlier.

I have taken the liberty of extracting the
following fr. im a very kind letter :

Two years after we were man ied my wife became
afflicted with a large ovarian tumor. The doctors fail-

ed to know what it was until she was very large: then
-we called in the elders to pray for her. and then she
wanted to visit her folks in Pennsylvania. She was
so bad and sore we had to carry her part of the way
from the railroad to her home. Then we went to see
a traveling specialist who claime 1 to remove tumors,
cancers, etc., without a knife: but I soon saw that he
was a tenibb quack, and did no' know as much about
tumors as I did, and was swiping the people terribly
(always beware of traveling sptcialists; a good spe-
cialist has more than he can do at home). Then we
went to Philadelphia, and seemed to be providentially
directed to the Jefferson Medical College Hospital,
where they removed the 50-lb. tumor with the knife
most successfully, and where she had the hest of care
and treatment and remained there only 32 days, and
it cost only $32 00, and now she is stout and well again,
and has two child- en.
About using tobacco, you say it is on the increase in

some churches. Well. I am glad to say that, among
our people (the Mennonites), it is on the decrease. I

know quite a lew old men who have quit, and among
our ministers there is scarcelv one in a hundred who
uses it. In fact, among the 100 or 170 of them, whom I

am acquainted with, 1 don't know of one who makes
a practice of using tobacco.
East Lynn, Mo. P. Hostetler.

Several valuable points in the above should
be noted. First, the prayer was answered by
directing the friends to the medical hospital,

and I believe that is the true divine healing.

God guides and directs us so we can avail our-

selves intelligently of the best helps of modern
surgery. Second, the point made about trav-

eling specialists should have a still stronger
emphasis. A good physician always has all

he can do at home, without going about hunt-
ing up jobs. Third, there is one medical col-

lege, at least, that cures patients, and does not
charge any extravagant prices either. I should
say that $32.00 for 32 days' treatment is very
reasonable indeed. The fashion of charging
$400 or $500, especially where the sufferer and
his friends have but little means, is a shame
and a disgrace to the present age. Friend H.,

I am exceedingly glad lO know that tobacco is

on the decrease in at least one of our Christian

denominations.

PURE AIR, PURE WATER, ETC., INSTEAD OF DRUGS.

Forty-eight years ago I became an euthusiastic ad-
vocate of the hydropathic system of treating disease,
which I consider specially valuable on account of its

warding off the popular reckless use of drugs, conse-
quently I read all you say on health in Gleanings,
and am in accord with most of it (I got one of the
sanitary stills lately). One year ago I got a copy cf
" The Home Handbook of Domestic Hygiene and
Rational Medicine," by J. H. Kellogg, of Battle Creek,
Mich. So complete, practical, and common sense is

it in all its departments, it is deservedly the most
popular treatise on the subject that I have ever seen,
to enable sickly people to avoid being robbed and
even killed in the strife to get money out of them.
This makes it a "family phvsician " right in the
family, to consult on all occasions. R. Wilkin.
Famoso, Cal., July 18.

MONEY LOST IN THE MAILS, ETC.

Pretty much all the time we are having more
or less unpleasantness and hard feelings on ac-

count of lost money. Quite a number of the
friends do not seem to appreciate the very
thorough system and discipline that we keep
up to see that there is no chance for blame or
loss at our end of the route. When the sender
declares the money was s^nt us, and we de-

clare it never reached us, a good many times
he thinks we are just as likely to be mistaken
as he is. Perhaps I can make it clearer why
we are not likely to be at fault, by a little ex-
planation. We have had years of experience
in this matter. The lady who opens the let-

ters (Mrs. A. I. Root's sister) is not only an
experienced hand in the work, but she has
been blamed so many times she takes the ut-

most precaution. In the first place, the letters

are opened on a large table, where nothing can
be dropped. The letter and envelope are held
in her fingers until she reads far enough to

find out how much the writer says he incloses.

Then, without laying any thing down, or mix-
ing it up with any other business, she marks
on the letter just what the envelope contains.

If there is any disagreement, a shortage-card
is addressed to the writer, giving him further
facts in the case, while she holds every thing
in her fingers. Furthermore, if there is a loss

our postmaster is notified, and steps are taken
to trace up the missing money as far as possi-

ble. The two following letters show up two
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things: 1. The care with which Mrs. H. fol-

lows up every report of loss of money ; 2. The
mistakes that often happen in mailing letters.

A. I Root Co.:—On Apr 5 r inclosed you $1.00 for a
Corneil smoker, and asked you to send it by return
mail. I have not received either smoker, reply of any
kind, nor anv satisfaction whatever. Kindly give this
your immediate attention, and send it at once, as I

need it badly. I am engaged in the bee business, and
my smoker gave out. Please send it at once.
Greencastle, Pa., Apr. 24. E. F. Hess.

You see our cl-rk did not drop the matter,
even if the sender of the money did. She
wrote again, asking him what he had found
out in regard to the lost money ; and I myself
offered to send him a smoker at half price,

under the circumstances, if the money could
not be found, and here is his reply :

A. I. Root Co.:—In reply to your letter regarding
my lost monev, I will say that, after waiting a reason-
able length of time for my smoker, and it failing to
come. I investigated the matter (as I did not mail the
letter containing my money myself}, and found the
party to whom 1 gave my letter to mail n- ver mailed
it at all, but carried it in hi . pocket for several weeks,
and finally discovered it, and gave me my letter and
money back again. So 1 will release you from all
blame. Many thanks to you for investigating the
matter so thoroughly. I procured a second - hand
smoker in the meantime, which seems to answer our
purpose fairly well. E. F. Hess.
Greencastle, Pa., May 2.

Humbugs and Swindles.

I inclose you circulars. Kindly look the same over,
and let me know if this is not the Arctic Co. I always
believed them to be the same. They defrauded me of
$5.00 for a freezer. ] could obtain no satisfaction. I

always intended to g"ve them a free advertisement,
but have neglectel it. O. L,. Smith.
Grand Coteau, I_a.

The circular inclosed hails from 109 East
Sixth St., Cincinnati. It is entitled "The
Alaskan Refrigerating Co." It is a little sin-

gular that the swindlers should send any ma-
chine at all, especially as the machines are of
no use whatever after people get them. Their
plan of getting money, however, is that the cir-

cular persuades the victim that he can, by-

taking the machine and exhibiting it, take
orders almost everywhere. One person saw
our notice in Glhanings after he had paid
for his machine, and then wrote us, asking
whether we thought it would work, without
even having tried it. We told him to test it

according to directions, by all means, and then
report ; but we have not heard from him since.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

DWARF ESSEX RAPE.
East fall, on one of my wheelrides, I passed a field

of the above that stood two feet high or more, where
it was sown in corn at the last time of cultivating.
There was an immense sight of it in the field, and it

was just a " sight." I think this was toward the first
of November. During this present month and next is
the time to sow it. We have a lot of very nice seed.
Per pound, 12 cts.; 50 lbs or more, 9 cts.; 100 lbs., $8.00.
If wanted by ma 1, add 8 cts. per lb. for postage. As
with sweet clover, stock must be taught to eat it; but
when they once learn what it is, you will have to be
careful about letting them get too much of it at once.
For sheep and lambs, peihaps there is nothing else
equal to it. See leaflet, mailed free on application. It
is so hardy that it will stand frosts and freezes, fre-
quently clear up till Christmas.

CRIMSON-CLOVER SEED—ADVANCE IN PRICE.
Some prominent agricultural writer said a short

time ago that thousands of dollars had been wasted by
farmers in the North in experiments on crimson clo-
ver. This may be true, but at the same time more
and more people are succeeding with it, both north
and south and east and west. The best evidence of
this is that just row, when it is time to sow the seed,
the price has rapidly advanced from $2 50 to $4.50 per
bushel. At the present price it will pay well to grow
the seed right here in our locality, aside from the tre-
mendous value of the crop to the soil where it is

grown. Seed can be sown among trowing corn so as
to produce a heavy crop of clover to turn under before
corn planting time again next spring. The best
prices we can possibly make now are, bushel, $4.50;
peck, $1.25; pound, 15 cts.; 1 lb., by mail, 25 cts.

AMERICAN PEARL AND PRIZETAKER ONION-SETS. "}.

Our crop of these is small this season, but they are
extra fine. What we mean by this is, they are small-
sized sets, from the size of a pea up to half an inch in
diameter. These are worth ever so much more, be-
cause you get more of them in a quart, and they are
not liable to send up seedstalks. Either kind may be
planted out now, and with good underdrained ground
they will, as a rule, winter over all ri^ht; but with our
present short crop we can make no better price than
25 cts. per quart; by mail, postpaid, 35 cts. We have
any quantity of the Egyptian or winter onion sets at
10 cts. a quart: 50 cts. a peck; $1.50 a bushel. Of these
latter we can give you either large or small sets as
you choose.

TRANSPLANTED POTTED STRAWBERRY-PLANTS.
As a rule I do not like to complain of others who are

in the same line of business as myself; but I do think
that people who are buying strawberry-plants in the
fall ought to be kept posted in regard to the improve-
ments that are being made in this line of business.
For instance, several growers are advertising potted
strawberry-plants by mail ; and I have taken pains to
order from some of those who send out magnificent
catalogs especially devoted to potted strawberry-plants
for fall planting. I have just received some potted
plants from one of the largest seedsmen in the United
States : and when I came to unwrap them and see the
poor wilted things with little bits of roots, I really felt

sorry for the great seedsman ; and I think I feel still

more sorry for his customers if he sends to them such
plants as he sends us. I am sending him trial orders
every year, so I feel sure he is not making any im-
provement. I am forced to believe that neither he nor
his brother-seedsmen know anything about strawber-
ry-plants potted in jadoo. Let me tell you again how
we do it.

Two-inch pots are filled with jadoo, sopping wet. A
runner that has just begun to make root in the soil is

pushed down into the middle of this ball of jadoo,
and the pot. runner and all, is set by the mother-plant
clear under ground. If it is a dry time the large
plant is kept wet, and the ground around it. In five
or six days the white young roots will be clear to the
outside of the pot. The runner is then cut off, the
plant is removed from the pot, and carried to the nur-
sery. This nursery is a vat made of galvanized iron,
any size that the business requires. I would have it so
the usual shutters (or sash)u?ed by gardeners will
cover this nursery, say 3x0 feet, if for one shutter;
and if you want it larger, twice that size or three
times', that is. so as to hold one, two, or three shutters
or sashes. This tank will hold water; but there is an
opening with a plug so you can let the water off when
it rains hard. This nursery is filled with rich com-
post—old stable manure, rotted sods, etc. These little

plants are put in. say. 3 inches apart, each way, and
are watered by sub-irrigation, which I suppose you all

understand. Now, when new white roots have started
out from the ball of jadoo, into the soil surrounding
them, the plant is ready to send off by mail or ex-
press; and, oh my! what a contrast when the purchas-
er takes his plant out of the neat little mailing-box
made of basswood ! Why, the plant is so handsome
after its long trip in the mails that it is just fun to car-
ry one around and show it to people. We send out a
good many plants with runners already started, so the
purchaser may have a new plant from the one he pur-
chased, in a week or two, providing he catches on to
the plan described above, and keeps the new plant
well watered if it does not rain. Any one who likes
to fuss with plant-growing, as described above, may
grow his own plants at a very insignificant cost after
he once gets a few for a start, and the most severe
drouth does not hinder a particle. Keep your plants
in the nursery until the fall rains come on, and put
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them out in the field. I think I would shake off the
most of the jadoo, or mix it well with the soil around
the plant, for field planting, because the freezing and
thawing of winter, and especially spring, is much
more liable to throw out a plant grown in jadoo than
where grown in ordinary soil, as the jadoo is so very
light and friable. Now, I would recommend every
strawberry-grower, who has not seen a potted plant
as above, to order at least one for a sample. We have
a very good stock on hand ready to ship, of nearly all

the varieties mentioned in our catalog: and until fur-

ther orders you may have any of them (including
Nick Ohmer, Glen Mary, and Clyde) postpaid by mail
for 4 cents each, or for 3 cents each by express, not
prepaid. Fifty or more potted plants I think I would
have sent by express.

MUTH JARS
We are notified of an advance of 20 per cent on

Muth square glass honey-jars, so must raise our price
to the following, to take effect at once: 5-oz. jars, one
gross in box, with corks, $3.25, or 82 25 per 100; sA-\b.
jars, one gross in box, with corks, $4.-10, or $3.00 per 100;

1 lb. jars, half gross in a box, with corks, $5 70, or $4.00
per 100; 2-lb. jars, half-gross in box, with corks, $7.50.

POUDER JARS.

Notice slight advance in prices on Pouder square
flint-glass honey-jars as follows : Crate of 100 16-oz.

jars and corks. $4.00; crate of 100 S oz. jars and corks,
$3.00; crate of 100 5-oz. jars and corks, S2.2.~>

ADVANCED PRICE LISTS.

As advised in our last issue, we append below new
price li-^ts on various lines of goods which go into ef-

fect at once. The advance on wire nails is much
greater than I anticipated it would be. The manu-
facturers adopted, on July 20 a new list of prices on
fine wire nails, which is about double the old list;

hence the large advance on these sizes. The advance
in perforated zinc has been in effect for some time,
also part of the advance in Record pails.

Advanced price lists will follow in liter issues on
other items. When you take into consideration the
fact that the different grades of lumber that we use in
the manufacture of goods have already advanced 20

to 80 per cent, and that every prospect points to still

further advances, also that wire nails and other wire
products have doubled in price; that tin plate has ad-
vanced 70 per cent, and is likely to go still higher, and
other metals in like proportion, you must not be sur-

prised at a much less percentage of advance in the
price of manufactured products. With all these ad-
vances comes al«o an advance in the cost of labor,
which enhances the cost of manufacture as well. Our
profits have not been such as to enable us to pay all

these advances and still sell g ods at the same old
ptice; hence the necessity for marking prices up.

HONEY-BOARDS.
R before the number indicates Root zinc, and T indi-

cates Tinker zinc. Order by number and name, and
carry out the price.

No.

R 1

T 1

Rll
Til
T 9

T10
R12
T12
R13
T13

Name and Size.
Price Weight
iof 10. of 10.

10-frame
10-frame
S-frame
8-frame
8- frame
10-frame
10-frame
10-frame
8-frame
S-frame

unbound zinc, 14x19' K

ilnbound zinc, 11x19' .

unbound zinc, 12xl!M -

unbound zinc. 12x10' 3

wood-zinc, 13 7 jx20
wood-zinc, 16x20.
wood-bound zinc, 10x
wood-1 ound zinc, Kix!

wood-bound zinc, 1

!

wood-bound zinc, 13

20...

20...

x20
\2<i

$1 60
2 20
1 40
2 00
2 20
2 Id

2 00
2 -10

1 80
2 20

9 lbs.

9 lbs.

S lbs.

8 lbs.

13 lbs.

14 lbs.

11 lbs.

11 lbs.

10 lbs.

10 lbs.

Root zinc strips, 1 row holes, 3x18 to 19J, per 100, $1.10.

Tinker zinc strips, 2 rows holes, igxl8 to 20, 100, $1.50.

Root zinc sheets. 28x96 inches, each $1.00.

Tinker zinc sheets, 24x40 inches, each 80c.

Cut pieces of Root zinc, 12c a ft.; Tinker zinc, 15c a ft.

Entrance-guards, Tinker zinc, $1 00 for 10.

Entrance guards, Root zinc, 75c for 10.

Either 8 or 10 frame size. .

TINNED WIRE.

Sizes furnished.
Price Post.

each 1 doz. each.

%-oz. spools No. 30 tinned wire
J^-lb. spools No. 30 tinned wire
%-\\>. spools No. 30 tinned wire
1 - lb. spools No. 30 tinned wire
5-lb. coils No. 30 tinned wire

\ 30
1 20[

1 80
3 00

GLASS FOR SHIPPING-CASES.

3x17% or 18 for 4-row cases
3xl3jJ for 3-row cases
3x9 for 2-row cases
2x17% or 18 for 4-row cases
2x13 or 13% for 3-row cases
2x9 for 2-row cases
3x16^ or 17 for 4-row 4x5 cases..

3x15 for 4-row 3 5 ?x5 cases
3xl2| or Hi for 3-row 3%x5 ca'es

Price. Bx. of 50 ft.

10 100 No. Price.

$3 00
2 00
1 50
1 50
1 00
75

3 00
2 10
1 75

L33

171

2i 17

200
251 i

Hid

1 10

160
2(H I

F3 75
3 25
3 25
3 00
2 50
2 50
3 75
3 25
3 25
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Superior = Italian = Queens.
Having purchased one of the daughters of W.
Z. Hutchinson's ore-hundred - dollar queen,
advertised in Gleanings I am now breeding
from her, and the queens are fine indeed.
They are reared under the most favorable con-
ditions, bv Doolittle's method. Fifty rents
each; % d6z., 82 50; dozen, 34.50. Safe arrival

W. J. FOREHAND, FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.

QUEENS, QUEENS, QUEENS.
By Return Mail.

Bred from imported mothers; dark leather-colored
stock; extra honey gatherers: also from light vellow
and albino strains at very low prices. My stcck is of
the best. Forty years' experitnce warrants me in say-
ing this.

Select tested each, 81.50.
Warranted purely mated each, .75.

Warranted purely mated six, 4.00.
Warranted purely mated dozen, 7.00.

Send for 40 page catalog of bees and queens: also a
full line of bee keepers' supplies, including The A. I.
Root Co.'s goods at their prices.

W. W. CARY, = Lyonsville, Mass.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

Albino Oueen«5 If y°n want the mosti-UUIUU V UCC1I5>« prolific queens, if you
want the gentlest bees, if you want the best honey-
gatherers you ever saw. try my Albinos. Warranted
queens 81.00; untested, 75 cents.

J. D. QIVENS. Lisbon. Texas.

"YYA BRANTFD QUEENS from imported mother,
50 cts. Hybrid queens, 25 cts.

J. B. Hains, Bedford, Ohio.

Barnes'
Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw
which is made for bee
keepers' use in the con
struction of their hives
sections, boxes, etc
^litahine-fs on trial
Send for illustrated cata
logue and prices. •

W.F.& John Ba» nes Co.,
545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, = - 111.

No Money in Advance!
ftlK5n>» St, HIGH GRADE BICYCLES*wiu ^— fjff Shipped anywhere c. O. D.. wittt

privilege to examine
Latest styles for MenW omen, Boys and Girls,

|

well made and durable.

$60 "Oakwood" $24.50
$50 "Arlington" $22.00

OthersTt
: ««, S1S.S0, tlWW&^So^SZfti

value. liny direct from manufacturers, thus sarins'dealers' larsre profits. Write today for special offer. Illu£trated Catalogue Free. CASH BUYERS* UNION
*63 W. Van Buren s£ R-345 . OUh££ Si*

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Be your own miner

—

Then you know what you're getting,
and get it fresh and save money too.

Zbt tortilla IHill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material
without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO.
Address the frank machinery GcBuffalo, H. Y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

ICI cc Engines.
J-4 and 1 H. P. For Sep- ,=m^\
arators, Churns, etc.. Sta- ||"l

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump-
ins Knginen all sizes.
send for circulars stating

|
size and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

aox i/. Racine, Wis-

Tn writing mention (Jle

Union "ggtfr
For Ripping, Cross-
cutting

?
Mitering,

Rabbeting, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge -moulding.
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAUL POWEB machin-
ery. Send for Catalog A

.

Seneca Falls Hfg. Co.,
44 Water St, Seneca Falls, "&. T

"

IF YOU GOULD
buya wagon that had everlast-ng wheels
WOULD YOU DO IT? Wouldn'tit
be economy to do so! Well here's how

£££ Electric Steel Wheels
They can't dry out and get loose; they
CANT ROT OR BREAK DOWN. Don'tmake
any difference what wagon you have we
can fit it. Wheels of any heightand any
width of tire. May be the wheels on
your wagon are good. It" they are buy

A SET OF THESE and have two wagons -a low
one and a high one. Send for catalogue, it is free.

Electric Wheel Co., Box 95 4 Quincy, Ills.

"Pin Money" Easily Obtained.
Any one (even boys and girls) can make money

fast growing and selling; Pansy Plants. Be i-ure and
plant the BEST SEED, and sell them when they be-
gin to bloom. You have no idea how readily they
sell at big prices. Friend Cook is almost giving
away his choice Pansy Seed—50 varieties. See page
629. Now is the time to plant them.
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is trying to find a queen possessed of such superior qualities that he can afford to pay $100 for her;
and 'her daughters will be held at $25. I doubt if he finds a better queen than the one from which are
reared the queens that I am selling at $1.50 each. In all of my twenty odd years of experience in buy-
ing, selling, and testing stock from every possible source, I have found none that equals this strain.
Remember, too, that I guarantee safe arrival, safe introduction, purity of mating, entire satisfaction.

At this time of the year queens can be reared at less cost than earlier in the season; hence, I am
going to make a little better offer; not in the price of queens themselves, as a queen alone will be SI 50,
but for $2.00 I will send a queen and the Review from the time the order is received to the end of 1900 !

More value for $2.00 you will seldom receive.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.

Your Need
is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Our Desire
is to saf'sfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

for wax. Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH. MICH.

Bee * Supplies.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and everv thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

Italian Queens, -1 and 5 banded, not a hybrid
in the yard. Untested, 75c. Tested, $1.00.

WALTER S. POUDER,
12 riassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Special

Offer...

For the next (30 days we will sell one
warranted queen at 50 cents. These
queens are warranted purely mated ;

half dozen, S3 .00; dozen, $5.50. Address

Le.ninger Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.

COR SALE.—Five acres choice improved land inside
* corporation of 1200; also residence and two lots,

146 colonies Italian bees and fixtures, one trained
bloodhound and five pups. Reason—change of loca-
tion and occupation on account of sickness.

Address Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

Cartons
for comb honey. If you will need any, send
for sample. A better grade of cardboard is

used than by most manufacturers, and the
price is right. Odd sizes furnished in 1000
lots. Special price on quantities.

Shipping=cases and Honey=jars
in a variety of styles. Catalog free, describ-
ing full line of supplies.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are " hus-
tlers" for honey. " All yellow " Tested Ital-

ian queens, $1.00 each; three for $2.50.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - - NEW YORK.

Rl OOn DOESN'T come out of turnips, nor good
UL.\J\JLf queens from poor stock, shiftless meth-
ods, or unfavorable conditions. My queens are reared
right—by Doolittle's method—either from the best
breeder of my golden stock or one of the best queens
Doolittle ever owned. Your choice. They are large
vigorous bitsi?iess queens, from selected, large, well-
fed cells. Warranted queens. 50c each; dozen, $5 50.

Select warranted, 75c; six for $4.00. .Sent prompt-
ly. Free catalog. Special rates for large numbers.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Ol IFFN^ Either five-banded golden or from im-y»JUL,m.
ported Italian mothers, 60c each; 6 for—^-= $3 00. Breeder, $1.50. I warrant safe

delivery and satisfaction, or no pav. Give me a trial.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steelcville, III.

Q
I will be ready as usual to furnish

l|£(?t1Q queens the coming season. Many"vv °' unsolicited testimonials tell of the
. ™ superiority of the Laws strain of

faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain. $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens readv in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co.. Ark.

In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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Good News for Cleanings Readers.
I have arranged to furnish seed of 50 varieties of my

wonderful Giant Pansies, and, better still give a pres-
ent with them, worth far more than the trifle they
cost. See page 629. Now is the time to plant the Pan-
sies.

BEE-SUPPLIES.

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

MUTH'S H0NEY=J\RS,
MUTH'S HONEY=EXTRAC
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

ORS,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

WANTED—EXTRACTED HONEY.
I am now in shape to buy extracted honey, ei-

ther in large or small lots. Parties in the South,
or in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, or West Virginia
having anv to offer will do well to sell to me, as
Cincinnati is the greatest market for extracted
honey in the States. Submit a small sample,
stating quantity, style of package, and price ex-
pected.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Successor to Chas. F. Miuh & Son and A. Muth.

2146=8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

References —Western German Bank. Brighton

^ German Bank Co., of Cincinnati. Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

A Beautiful Watch Given Free
to any boy or girl who will get up a club for a few
Pansy Collections. You can do it in a few hours. Full
particulars and comolete outfit are included in the un-
rivaled collection ffered on page 629.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must say you want your ad in tin- depart-
ment, or we will not be respousib e for an> error You ean
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over ten
lines will cost you according to our regular rates. We ean
not be responsible tor dissatisfaction arising from these
" swaps."

VyANTED —For cash, No. 1 white honey in Danz." 4X5 plain sections. Write for particulars. Four
sizes of Prize cartons for comb honey, and 66-page
book, " Facts about Bees," for li cts. iu stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Box lib, Washington. D. C.

VVANTED.—To exchange my Common Sense non-
"" drip shipping-cases, holding 18 1-Viiich wide, or
16 wider sections, put up in lots of 50, laid down at your
station for 8 cts. each, in exchange for No. 1 white and
fancy comb honey at right prices in anv quantity.

B. Walker, "Evan, Mich.

w

w

ANTED —To exchange royally bied fox terriers
for honey extractor, bees, or bee supplies.

Address Miami Kennels. Cincinnati, Ohio.

ANTED. — To exchange two-frame nuclei, also
three-frame nuclei, for Barnes saw, or offers.

W. M. Cockerham, Ronda, N. C.

WANTED —A position as assistant with some bee-" keeper in Florida or any other southern State.
Have had some experience in keeping bets; age 28;
have good habits. Address

520 Riverside Ave., Jacksonville, Fla.

VVANTED.—Position with bee-keeper or fruit-grow-
" T er. Good references as to industry and charac-
ter; young man; single. Newton Foster,

Kingsbrough's Store, Tenn.

VVf ANTED.—To exchange 3-band or gold* n queens
* bred in separate yards, tested or untested, for

any thing useful to a bee-keeper.
Jno. M. Davis, Springhill, Maury Co., Tenn.

VMANTED. — To exchange one Barnes foot-power
combined circular sawing, grinding, scroll-saw-

ing, and boring maching, forextracttd honey or wax.
Also JO acres fiuit or garden land near Ellenton. Man-
atee Co., Fla.. title perfect and clear, for good unin-
cumbered propcrtv north. Address

W. F. Hastings, Battle Creek, Mich.

YMANTED —Every reader who desires to earn pin-
money easily (and be happy while doing it) to

send for the pansy collection offered on page 629.

yyANTED.—To exchange 100 shallow extracting su-" pers—Heddon style, dovetailed, new—and new
Cowan extractor, for extracted honey, incubators, or
Pekin ducks. Fred Holtke,

No. 7 Pine St , Newark, Essex Co., N. J.

VyAXTED.-To exchange 120 acres of coal and farm-" ing land in Williamson Co., 111., for a smaller,
improved farm in Colorado, where bees and fruit do
well. My farm has about 30 acres in cultivation, bal-
ance timber land — mostly oak and hickory; good
grain and fruit land. This land is in the fruit belt of
Illinois. Address C. W. Hall, Stanberry, Mo.

wANTED.—To exchange a beautiful parlor heater
(direct from factory) for beeswax.

L,. L,. Esenhower, Spring City, Pa.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Bee-keepers of Genesee Co., N. Y.. are invited to
meet in the town board'- room, in Ellicott Hall build-
ing, Batavia, at 2 p.m., Aug. 31st, 1899, for the purpose
of organizing a Genesee County Bee-keepers' Associ-
ation. W. F. Marks, of Chapinville, N. Y., president
of the New York State Association of Bee-keepers'
Societies, will meet with us. Eet all bee-keepers be
present, and the result will be a good county organi-
zation F. H. Fargo.
Batavia, N. Y., Aug. 11.

Advertiser's partment of Short Write-ups.

Beautiful Pansies Alum I Given Away.
This is what a pansy specialist says of the pansies

offered on p me 629 :

Mr. A. T. Cook. Dear Sir:—For many years I have
made a specialty of growing choice pansy plants —
have tried many best varieties of leading seedsmen,
and can truly say yours far surpass them all in vigor
of the plants, size and number of blossoms, and great
diversity of colors. I recently took a basketful to our
minister's jubilee, and you certainly would ask more
than 20c per packet if you could have heard the words
of praise and exclamations of wonder and delight
from those present, such as, " Oh. how lovely !

" " The
prettiest pansies I ever saw ;

" 'I did not know they
ever grew so large ;

" " Where do you get the seed ?
"

etc., etc. It is no trouble to sell plants from your
seeds—they sell themselves. I have been your cus-
tomer for nearly 20 years, and have always been
pleased with your seeds and the many " extras."

H. A. McQuiston, Fair Haven, O.

MY VISIT TO BOSTON.

I am sorry to say to the friends who have sent me so
many kind invitations to make them a call that my
visit east is indefinitely postponed. I may pet haps get
away by the fiist of September.—A. I. R.
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IMPERIAL GIANT PANSY COLLECTION.
Over 50 Lovely Varieties ; a Superb Mixture ; Almost Given Away to Introduce.

I also send with above seeds a magnificent full sized picture of these pansies in 10 colors : "Treatise on
Growing Pansies," telling everv one just how to succeed, and a practical up to-date book on window gardening
all sent postpaid for ONE DIME (well worth 50 cts. ). This offer is unequaled in the whole history of the see°d
business. I make it solely to secure your order, your friendship, and your future trade. Do not disappoint me.
85f Now is the time to plant these beauties.

All the
Grandest
Giants.

All the
Famous

Prizetakers.

All the
Odd, Curious
and Unique.

Huge Jewels
of Velvet
and Cold.

Every
Imaginable

Color.

Blossoms
3 to 4 Inches

in Diam.

Beautiful
Beyond

Description.

25 Years'
Practical

Experience.

Hundreds of
First

Premiums.

Thousands
of

Testimonials

Club Agents
Wanted

Everywhere.

I Give
Beautiful
Watches.

No Trouble
to Obtain
Them.

Lot of Money
in Selling

Pansy Plants.

Pansies sown in the fall produce incomparably the finest and largest flowers of the brightest colors. They
endure the hardest winters without injury, and will produce a perfect cloud of brilliant blossoms the whole
season through. No flower will bloom as long; none will give as much pleasure. Pansies are the most popular
and fashionable of all flowers, and every one should grow a liberal supply.

To Introduce my Giant Pansies to EVERV reader I will send the entire collection as above—includ-
ing seed of 50 varieties, picture, essay, and book, all securely boxed and postpaid, for ONE DIME, or 12 cts. in
stamps. Three collections for 25 cts.; 15 for 81.00. Please order at once. *fg= Every customer will receive free
my illustrated catalog of bargains for 1900, soon as issued.

SPECIAL. If you order above PROMPTLY, and will agree to distribute a few pansy circulars, I will
add a nice present that retails for. 15 cts. Do not miss it. It will be a pleasant surprise.

Club-raisers Wanted. I give fancy engraved watches; stem wind: perfect time-keepers. Can be
earned in a few hours. Full particulars and outfit included in the above collection.

Address A. T. COOK, Seedsman, Rock City, N. Y.

\VfANTED.—Samples of American and Foreign
~ ' Honey. I am making a collection of samples
of honey from different sources, and shall he pleased
to hear from parties in any locality who can Mipply
me. I have only some of our most common honeys
now, so can likely use any variety that may be offered.
Would like to exchange with as many as possible.

A. L. BOYDEN, Medina, O.

HONEY==WHO HAS IT?
We want large quantities of choice extracted
and some comb honey. Will pa}' cash. Mail
small samples and tell how put up.

J. A. Buchanan & Sons, Hollidays Cove, W. Va.

Sow Pansy Seed Now.
Pansies sown in the fall produce incomparably the

finest and largest flowers of the brightest colors.
On page 029 I make a great offer that none should over-
look or neglect. A. I. Root has had dealings with me
for 20 years, and knows me to be reliable.

Moore's Strain of Italians Ahead
in an Apiary of 125 Colonies.

Clinton, Me., July 21, 1899.
Mr. Moore, Dear Sir:—Here inclosed $L00. Please

send me one of your select warranted queens. I have
had two of you, and they are the best strain of bees I
have had to gather honey. I have 125 colonies, and
have tried all kinds of bees. C. H. Greely.

It has taken 20 years' work—selecting and crossing
—to produce such stock as this. Send for circular,
and see what others say. Warranted queens, 75 cts.
each; 6 for 84.00; 12 for 17.00. Select warranted, $1.00,-

6 for $5.00; 12 for $9.00. Strong three-frame nucleus,
with warranted queen, $2.50. Safe arrival and satis-
faction guaranteed.

J. P. Moore, Lock box 1, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.

I have at present 50 black and mismated queens for
sale at 25 cts. each. C. G. Marsh. Kirkwood, N. Y.

Mismated queens for sale at 30 cts. Two or three hy-
brids at 20 cts. C. G. Fenn, Washington, Conn.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Beekeepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

S^Tl BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity
—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

Until October 1st
We will furnish the BEST of untested Italian
queens for 50c; 86 per dozen. Tested, SI each.
Beautiful yellow qutens, large and healthy;
bees the best of honey-gatheres. Orders filled

by return mail, and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. W, K. Shaw, Loreauville, La,

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill. Mo.

fllTFPN^ Untested, warranted purely mated,
y»JL,L,no. after July i, 55 cts. each; 6 for $3.00.

Select tested, $1.00 each; 6 for 85.00. Extra select
breeding queens, $2 00 each. The very best of golden
Italians. E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.

P. O. M. O. Office, Lavaca, Ark.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-
ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hlch.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

fWIFFN^ Reared from Italian mothers. War-yULLliJ. ranted purely mated. No better stock^^^","—~""~ can be had at any price. 60c Tested,
80c. Tryth«m. A. J. Dauteri've, Loreauville, La.

PRICES OP

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine ('"'J^ma™
"') 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor .! 3^-in. " " 9.00; " 1.10

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; 1.00

Large 2^-in. " " 5 00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a

Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for

a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.

January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Detroit.—Old honey has disappeared from com-

mission row, and no new has been offered. Fancy-
white would bring 13@14c; other grades in proportion.
Exti acted, white, 6'4@7c. Beeswax, 23(5)24c, with
good supply. M. H. Hunt & Son,
Aug. 22. Bell Branch. Mich.

Philadei phia —Honey arriving very freely, but
high prices prevail: not much demand yet till next
month. White fancy comb, 14(3)15; amber, 12(o)13.

Extracted, fancy clover, 10c; ami er and light, 7@9.
Beeswax, 27c. Wm. A. Selser,
Aug. 21. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

New York.—We are having a good demand for
new crop comb honey, excepting buckwheat, and
quote as follows: Fancy white, 14x15c: No. 1 white,
12@13 ; fancy amber. 11 ; No. 1 amber, 10. Extracted,
firm at unchanged prices. Beeswax, dull at 25@26.

HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN,
Aug. 22. 120, 122 West Broadway, New York.

Columbus.—We are having numerous calls for new
comb honey, but have none to supply demand with.
Market not quotable, owing to absence of product.
We are in the market for consignments, or for direct
purchase, and will be pleased t hear from all who
have honey to offer. Evans & Turner,
Aug. 19. Fourth and Town Sts., Columbus. O.

Chicago.—A few consignments of comb honey re-

ceived this week; some cases of fancy in plain sec-
tions sold at 15 cts.. other lots at 13@14c, while No 1.

sold at 12(&13 cents. Amber grades 10@11 cents, and
dark 7@9 cts. Extracted, white, 7@,8 cts.; amber, ti

l/2
@7%c; dark, 6c; all selling well. Beeswax. 25@26c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Aug. 20. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Honey market opening row, and some
new coming. We are holding white comb honey
high, as it is reported being an unusually light crop.
We quote white comb 14@15. White extracted, 7@8c;
mixed, 6(5)7; dark, 0@6%. We look for a good de-
mand for honey this sepsnn, and advise early con-
signments for best prices and quick sales.

MacDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Aug. 21. Albany, N. Y.

Boston.—The demand for honey is very light, as
is usual this time of year, while stocks are extremely
light, old stock being practically gone and no new as
get. Owing to the poor crop prospects prices are firm,
and it looks as though they would remain so. We
quote our market. Fancy white comb, 1-lb. sections,
15@16; A No. 1, 14; No. 1, 12@13; No. 2, 10; light amber
extracted, 7; beeswax, 27.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Aug. 18. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

For Sale.—We have some nice basswood honey in
kegs and cans at 8@8J£ cts. per lh. Sample 5 cts.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PI., New York.

For Sale —Choice alfalfa comb honey in Root's
non-drip shipping-cases. Both plain and regular sec-
tions, 24 and 32 sections to a case.

J. E. Pryor, Eagatete, Colo.

Wanted.—Offers on No. 1 extracted honey from
cotton, in 60 lb. cans, two in a case. Honey is almost
waterwhite, and flavor equal to any. Address

O. P. Hyde & Son, Hutto, Texas.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.— Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of comb and extracted hon-
ey. Car lots preferred. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

Queens, Queens, Queens.

We are headquarters for Gray Carnio'.an and Gold-
en Italian queens. Untested queens, 65c: tested, $1.25;

select tested, $2.25. Satisfaction guaranteed. Never
saw foul brood. For prices on large orders, nuclei,

full colonies, and imported queens, write for free de-
scriptive price list.

I est i mo f ial.

Medina, Ohio, May 29, 1899.

Gentlemen:—The nucleus of Carniolans you sent us
came to hand promptly, in fine order. Have examin-
ed them nearly every day and find them very gentle
indeed. Have a colony of select Italians, and in some
respects the Carniolans seem easier to handle.

Yours truly, The A. I. Root Co.,

Per A. L,. Boyden.

F. A. Lockhart & Co., Caldwell, N. Y.

Moore's Strain of Italians Ahead
in an Apiary of 1 25 Colonies.

Clinton, Me., Julv 21, 1899.

Mr. Moore, Dear Szr;—Here inclosed $1.00. Please
send me one of your select warranted queens. I have
had two of you, and they are the best strain of bees I

have had to gather honey. I have 125 colonies, and
have tried all kinds of bees. C. H. Oreely.

It has taken 20 years' work—selecting and crossing
—to produce such stock as this. Send for circular,

with warranted queen, $2.50. Safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed.

J. P.Moore, Lock box 1, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.

Root's Goods for California.
We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokers, veils, etc., direct
from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.
Write for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, = Fresno, California.
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A Warranted Golden

Italian Queen Free ! ! |fe^

To a New Subscriber to the

American Bee Journal for One Year.

This is an offer that ought to be taken by every reader of Gleanings. You
not only get a fine QUEEN, but also the weekly American Bee Journal
for a whole year—all for only $1.00. No up-to-date bee-keeper should be
without the American Bee Journal. It is all bees from start to finish.

The queens will be mailed in the order the subscriptions are received, and
we expect to be able to send them promptly, or within two or three days.

The regular subscription price of tbe old weekly American Bee Journal
alone is one dollar. If you have never seen a copy of it, send for a free

sample. We are sure you will want it regularly after reading one number.

N^O'C^
address

GEO. W. YORK & CO.,

118 /Michigan St., Chicago, Illinois.

About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get

GILT-EDGED HONEY
Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66, Washington, D.C.

NOTICE ! NOTICE

!

H. G. Quirin, the queen-breeder, has 600 Golden Ital-

ian queens warranted purely mated, which will
be sold until further notice at 50c each; six for §'2.75.

Selected queens, large, and yellow all over, at 7.5c

each; six for 84.00. Select tested, 81.50 each. Queens
sent by return mail; safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. My queens are prolific, and the bees ex-
cellent workers. Read testimonials.

Romeo, Mich., July 10, 1899.

Mr. Quirin, Dear Sir:— The queens you sent me
have turned out the yellowest bees in my apiary; are
gentle to handle; are large, and well marked.

C. C. Chamberlain.

Blockley, Iowa, July 5, 1899.

Mr. Quirin, Dear Sir:—The queens got of you last
year are giving good satisfaction—better than some
untested queens I paid 81.00 for to breeders who will
sell for no less at any time of year.

Yours truly, Edwin Bevins.

Address all orders to

H. 6. Quirin, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.

MON'KY-ORDER OFFICE, BELLEVUE.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

/%/%/%^%/%^^*\,WW%/%,

*

Fine Clover Honey.

Two 60-lb. cans in a case, $11.50.
Amber in bbls. , 8c ; in kegs, Sj4c.

Clover and basswood, yz bbls., 9c.

If your crop is short, and
you want honey, or you
want to know if that hon-
ey you buy is pure, and
have it analyzed, address

~s

Win. A. Selser,
110 Vine St.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Manager The A I. Root Co.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Virgins our specialty

Qardiner L. Ellis,

40c each, or 3 for 81.00.

MilLsboro, Del.
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I don't know of any way in which a bee-
keeper can get more comfort out of ten cents
than to spend it for a pound of saltpeter, put
that in two or three quarts of water, wring rags
out of it, dry them, and cut them up into

pieces of 20 to 50 square inches, to be tied up
into little rolls to start his smoker.

If it's right ever to bear the market, sure-

ly it is when the market is as bare as now.
There's no sort of justice in commission men
prejudicing the market by starting out with
prices that fit a year or so ago. Prices in

general are advancing, and a short crop
doubles the reason for an advance. Those
commission men and dealers who have put up
their figures are showing sense. [Yes, and
common cents too.

—

Ed.]

Henry Alley says: "Remove the queen
from a hive, and the bees will in no case start

a cell-cup around an egg, but always select a

larva two or more days old. " The only ex-
ception I have known is when eggs only are

present. I formerly thought they would wait
in that case till the eggs hatched out, but this

summer I saw at least one case in which a

cup was plainly formed about an egg, nothing
but eggs being present.

Regarding that queen about which you
inquire, Mr. Editor, p. 603, her bees have fill-

ed 132 sections, and have a few pegs driven
in a fresh super. She's two years old, winter-
ed well, good-natured, but she's a hybrid.
Spoils her as a reliable breeder; but if she
holds her present record I'll breed from her
for all that. [A hybrid would not do for a
breeder. Her stock would run all the way
from almost black to quite yellow bees. That
is, I mean that the bees of her daughters
would show such variation.

—

Ed.]

Speaking of measuring with a micrometer,
you say cells vary, and ask, " How are we go-
ing to prove any thing by measuring ? '

' That's
easy. Take a piece of treshly built comb, and
another of 25 years, each measuring the same

number of cells to the inch, and the difference
in diameters will exactly measure what 25
years' use has done. See? [Y-e-s. At all

events, send on your 25-year-old comb, and I

will try to give you within the ten-thousandth
of an inch the difference in measurement
found.

—

Ed.]

In a former number I referred to J. J.
Cosby's way of using the Doolittle plan of
queen-rearing, p. 303, and feared in-breeding
by using the same mother for drones and
queens. I thank F. L. Thompson for calling

attention, in Progressive Bee-keeper, to my
error. A more careful reading shows that Mr.
Cosby has drones reared by the queen of the
hive in which the cells are stored, the larvae

for queen-cells coming from elsewhere. His
plan of having a best queen in his store-hive,

and furnishing hybrid brood from elsewhere,
is fine.

Editor Hutchinson says his bees don't do
as mine do. His start all cells at nearly the
same time, and so nearly of an age that they
emerge from the cells within the same two
days. As he's a queen-breeder and I'm not,

that shook iny confidence in my own observa-
tions. But that veteran queen-breeder, Henry
Alley, who has reared many more queens than
both of us put together, says I'm right. He
says: " When I have removed a queen from a
colony for the purpose of introducing another,
I find, after waiting three days, cells nearly
ready to cap, while there are others just start-

ed."

Decidedly, I like those organ-key springs
to squeeze together sections in super. Please
tell us who conceived such a bright thought.
[Those super-springs, as you found them in

the supers, were devised by Mr. Fr. Danzen-
baker. He got the principle, I believe, from
Mr. M. H. Mendleson, of California, who uses
a flat steel spring. It is more expensive, and
not as well adapted to the purpose. From
some correspondence that has come in of late,

it seems others have been using something
similar. But Mr. Danzenbaker says he was
prior in the specific form of springs used in

his supers.

—

Ed.]

You've Tried drone-cells, Mr. Editor, and
bees with a laying queen don't take to them
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for queen-cells; and you ask, "Why should
they start with drone-cells ?

'

' Let me in

turn ask, " Why should they start with work-
er-cells ?" for you seem to ignore my state-

ment that bees with a laying queen will start

queens in worker-cells supplied with jelly.

Not always; neither do I always succeed with
Doolittle cups. [You say, doctor, that " bees
with a laying queen will start a queen in a

worker-cell supplied with jelly." They do
not do that way down here in Medina—at

least I never observed it. I will assume that
the}^ may do so; but even then I should be
under the impression that it was only under
special conditions.

—

Ed.]

The novfce may be a little muddled with
a brace of errors in that footnote, p. 606.

Second column, second paragraph, says "•pre-

pared drone-comb cells." That's mixing in

Jones and Fooshe. Alley uses worker-cells,

not drone-cells. At top of p. 607 is said, cells

may be put in any strong colony providing it

is stimulated, "if honey is coming in," mean-
ing "if honey is not coming in." [A bee-
keeper might understand what I meant. I

did not mean to say in the first instance drone-
comb cells. I meant to put in its place
" worker." In the next instance, the word
not should surely have been in. With these
corrections the novice will get my meaning a
little better.—Ed.]

You speak, Mr. Editor, of getting cell-cups

accepted with thefood of tlie ordinary worker-
cell, as if there was a difference between that
and royal jelly. Have you forgotten that,

during the first three days, workers and queens
are fed on the same kind of food, there being
a difference in quantity, and that the workers
are weaned at three days while the same food
is continued to the queens? So it's all the
same whether the food be taken from queen
larvse or young worker larvae, if the same
amount is taken. [Yes, I remember some-
thing to that effect; but why is it that Doo-
little and all the others recommend taking roy-
al jelly in preference to any other food ? Or
is it the fact that Doolittle and the others
have not yet discovered that the food of three-
day-old larvae is the same as that for the
larvse of queens?

—

Ed.]

I weaken on the matter of the shape and
size of cells having something to do with bees
starting queen-cells. If you get a queen cell

started in an artificial cup, using only the food
of worker larvae, and giving only the same
amount as is found in a worker-cell, then that
helps to prove that the cell has much or all to

do with it. But the force of the argument is

weakened by the fact that in the same place
the bees will often start queen-cells on their
own account out of ordinary worker-cells. If

with the regular worker ration you get cells

started in every ease in the artificial cups, then
that's clear proof of the effect of the cell-cups.

[But is it the rule, doctor, that queen-cells
will be started in a colony having a normal
queen ? You will not forget that these Doo-
little cell-cups will not only be begun upon,
but actually finished, in such colonies. Those
having a supersedure queen will accept almost

any thing; but I would not go quite so far as
to say that cups rationed with worker food
will, as a rule, be accepted where there is a
normal (not supersedure) queen, because we
do not know yet until we test the matter fur-

ther —Ed.]
The strangenfss of the season continues

—

bee- starving in June; white clover abundant,
but no storing till after the middle of July;
then very slow but steady storing till about
Aug. 10, when clover seemed to disappear
suddenly; but the slow steady storing kept
right on, and Aug. 17 finds piled in the house
about 25 finished sections per colony, with
nearly as much more on the hives, filled and
ready to seal, but the bees are slow about seal-

ing. The honey is of the very best, but I

don't know what it comes from. There's
some sweet clover and unlimited cucumbers,
but we haven't been in the habit of crediting
cucumbers with such nice honey. The greenish
pollen suggests red clover, but all the farmers
say there isn't a field of red clover in this

region—all winter-killed—only there's some
on the roadside. If this thing keeps up long
enough I'll report a good crop by Christmas.
[Some four or five years ago, if I remember
correctly, you had a season exactly like this.

Most localities are not quite so accommodating.
If clover does not yield by the middle of July,
usually no clover honey is expected. You re-

member I once advised you, doctor, to leave
your locality and go where there were bass-

woods. I will withdraw that advice.

—

Ed.]

A surprise has met me. A dozen or so
supers were filled with sections, one side old-

style sections with plain separators, the other
side with plain sections and fences. In every
case where there was a difference, and I think
there was a difference in every case, in some
cases a marked difference, the difference was
in favor of the old style, the bees beginning
sooner and finishing sooner. I don't under-
stand it. I could understand it if there were
no difference, but why the bees should do
worse with freer communication is beyond
me. Is it pure prejudice on the part of the
bees? [This is indeed a surprise when most
of the reports have seemed to be the other
way. But in the interest of fairness and
truth, I desire that this item should be as

widely circulated as the items of the other
character. If there is any advantage in a
solid separator, such separator could be used
with the plain sections; but in that case it

will be a cleated separator. But plain sections
with the same filling are preferred by the buy-
ers. I take it that you yourself are partial to

tall sections, from what you say on page 601,

and that you are afraid that you will have to

adopt them. Is it the tallness or the general
appearance of the boxes, or what, that makes
you think that way ?

—

Ed.]

Examination made by you, Mr. Editor,
showed that % of the cases of travel-stained
sections had the stain clear through the cap-
ping. I'm not prepared to dispute that all

the dark cappings of my sections are dark
clear through, but here's what I know. I

know that, when a super is left on long
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enough over black combs, the lower part of

the central sections becomes dark, and 100 per

cent of those dark sections were at first cap-

ped white. If they're dark clear through,
then the bees have a way of soaking the color

through the white capping. Isn't it just pos-

sible that, in your examination, the dark color

shone through the white layer? I wish you'd
come to Marengo and fight out some of these
things with me. I had just a lovely time
fighting with Hutchinson when he was here.

[Mr. Crane and I looked over a good deal of

the honey that was travel-stained, and I after-

ward examined the lot after he went away.
My own individual conclusion, as well as that

of Mr. Crane, was that this stain went clear

through the capping. I took a magnifying-
glass and two needles to dissect some pieces,

and I do not see how I could be mistaken in

believing that this travel-stain went clear

through. Again, as a further proof I bath-

ed with a rag dampened in gasoline the
surfaces of several sections of comb honey

;

for you know gasoline and benzine are sol-

vents of wax. I washed gently quite a num-
ber of sections until the cappings were almost
gone, leaving a mere gauze covering; and yet
that travel-stain was there just the same, thus
showing positively that the coloring-matter
was not on the surface but all through the
capping.

—

Ed.]

€P>IOllJWG&
'fcMOM OURNEIGHBORSFIELDS.^

Dryer ! higher burns the fire

Of these Augti't days
;

Fields are parched and pastures wilted
By the noontide blaze.

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
In speaking of the arrangement of hives in

an apiary, J. E. Crane lays stress on having
them protected from the wind. He says it is

hard to realize how much damage a strong
draft of air through a yard of bees will do.

He has had, in one or two cases, almost every
colony die, during the winter and spring, on
one side or end of the yard where there was a

strong draft of air. He thinks the six-sided

(hexagonal) plan very nice on paper; but
after trying it one winter he found, the fol-

n n lowing spring, the central part of

U U the yard greatly weakened by bees

I—

|

|—

|

missing their own hives, and there
. .— was a great loss of queens. He

now uses a plan like that shown
t—

'

'—'in the diagram. Mr. Crane has
planted a basswood in the center
of most of the groups. The upper

group faces north. The first at the top is No.
1, and so around as the hands of a clock move.
Mr. C. insists strongly on numbering hives.

Our old friend H. G. Ouirin (he seems to

be about 20 in the picture), of Bellevue, O.,

relieves the monotony of life by giving us a
bird's-eye view of his place. The country
there is very level. In the lower half of the
cut we see an open field with about 25 hives
in it ; beyond that is a larger number in an
orchard. The telephone from New York to

Chicago is seen in front of the yard, and it

also goes equally near the Home of the Honey-
bees, forming a connecting-link between us.

Wire we not neighbors ?

After writing the above I find I am review-
ing a somewhat "ripe" number; but the

story is too good to lose. I'll examine my
dates and figs closer hereafter.

it/

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
On page 497 Mr. C. P. Dadant argues in de-

fense of barrels, after an experience of thirty

years. He agrees with Editor Hill when the

latter says: " I have used a number of car-

loads of tin cans as honey-packages, and have
found the percentage of loss through leakage
greater than where barrels are used." The
excessive dryness of some States seems to

render tin more desirable than wood. Prob-
ably the trouble attributed to barrels is owing
to the unseasoned condition of the staves, the

honey absorbing what water they do contain,

thus causing shrinking. On the other hand,
doubtless tin cans are made too large for the
strength of the soldered seam, and hence a

leak results. With care, both materials, tin

and wood, have their places,

ti/

Mr. York is working with commendable
energy to make the Philadelphia convention
a good one. Mr. York and Dr. C. C. Miller

go together, starting Sept. 4.

Mr. York quotes an article from the Michi-
gan Farmer, written by Geo. E. Hilton, sug-

gesting that ministers keep bees. The chief

objection would be that most of them live in

large towns and cities, and they can all truly

say, "We have here no continuing city."

Churches nowadays change their preachers as

often as the fashions flop about.

A correspondent inquires in regard to hunt-

ing bees during a honey-flow. Another says,

in reply, " Go where you have reason to think

the bees are, and find them at work on water.

When they leave the water they will not circle,

but go straight to the tree. Generally they

get water at the nearest point, so if you are a

mile from tame bees you may rest assured

they are wild."

A month ago I referred to the fact that Mr.
York addressed one of the Chicago schools on
the subject of bees. His remarks were to be
printed in a little paper issued by the scholars.

Miss Anna Sundberg, a girl of fifteen, gave
the following synopsis of Mr. York's talk. It

is all from memory, and certainly shows much
skill. She also made some fine sketches,

which, of course, I omit. Here is the clipping :
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BEES.

Thursday afternoon Mr. York was in our room, and
told us a great many interesting things about bees.
There are three kinds of bees, the queen, the workers,
and the drones. The queen is long and narrow.
She lays all the eggs in the hive, but never gathers
honey nor goes where the surplus is stored. Her food
consists of a finer quality of honey, called royal jell}-.

The worker is like the queen in every way except
two. The first is that the lower part of its body is

shorter ; and the second is, that its work is different.

It gathers the honey and pollen, which it stores away
in the cells. The drone is larger and broader than
the worker. It does nothing but eat and sleep.
The pollen is stored in the lower part of the hive,

and here the queen lays her eggs. One egg is put into
each cell. After the egg has been laid, and food put
in for the larva, the workers plaster up the opening
of the cell. There is some difference in the covering
of the cells. Those of workers are fiat, while the
drone-cell caps resemble a mass of bullets, and the
entire queen-cell is different. Her cell looks like a
bag, and is shaped somewhat like a peanut. A few
days after being laid, each egg is transformed into a
small, pearly-white larva.
The queen develops in 16 days, the worker in 21, and

the drone in 24. The workers seldom lay eggs ; but
when they do, only drones are produced.
Bees will gather honey for several miles around.

The bee flies around the hive several times before it

leaves, and when it comes back it flies to a certain
height, and then in one straight line to its home.
The drones have no stings. The worker dies after

using its sting, and the queen uses hersonly in killing
a rival, if she has any.
There are about 40,000 bees in a hive, and a strong

colony of bees will store about 100 pounds of honey in
a good season.
When the hive is overcrowded, the queen and a

great many of the workers fly away and settle on the
branch of some tree. This is called swarming, and
causes a great deal of excitement in the hive when it

happens. Anna Sundberg.

Who can estimate the good that may result

from Mr. York's talklet before this school ?

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
Mr. J. L. Lattimer argues for the old-style

section as against the plain. He says if both
kinds are put on the table for sampling, the
old style will be taken first as it has a neat
oval appearance, while the plain sections will

have a mussy appearance, caused by the honey
flowing from the outside cells, very much as a
piece of chunk honey would look on a plate.

Oh dear ! how easy to assume as fact what we
imagine to be the truth. Mr. L. should have
added a clincher, to the effect that the cook is

sure to let grease spatter all over plain sections
while the old-style ones always escape that
dire calamity. How many housekeepers would
think of putting two sections of honey on the
table at a time ? and how many would put on
even one without first throwing the section
into the stove ? I confess I am unable to see
why people should show so strong a prefer-
ence for plain sections as has been reported in
these columns time and again ; but the pref-
erence is there, and it is just contrary to what
Mr. Lattimer would have us believe, and that,

too, without "puffing." Of course, those
who buy honey to sell are wise in selecting
that which sells best ; but in buying it to eat
I would pay no more attention to the section
than I would select a coat according to the
color of the box the manufacturer packed it in.

ft

BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.
I quote the following from our British con-

temporary :

We deeply regret having to record the death, under
very sad circumstances, of Mrs. Chapman, wife of
Mr. F. Chapman, of The Dairy, Wells, Somersetshire,
well known as a successful bee-keeper and exhibitor.
It appears that, on the evening of Wednesday, July
19. Mr. Chapman, accompanied by his wife and sister,

went, by request, to the Eunatic Asylum, Wells, to
inspect the hives there. One of the medical officers
(who is himself a bee-keeper) accompanied them to
the apiary, and nothing unusual occurred while the
hives were being examined. This done, the party
returned indoors. A bee apparently followed them
in, for while in the corridor the insect got into Mrs.
Chapman's hair ; she became somewhat alarmed,
and, as might easily happen under such circum-
stances, the bee stung her on the head. This further
increased Mrs. Chapman's excitement, but the sting
was extracted, and the party all walked down the
corridor into one of the wards ; here Mrs. Chapman
fell into a faint, and, notwithstanding the joint efforts
of the medical officer and her husband, she never re-

covered consciousness, but died in about ten minutes.

The coroner made an examination, and
found death due to a defective valve in the
heart, the excitement of the sting causing a
failure of th^t organ.

NOTES FROM AUSTRALIA.

Drone-cell Queen-cups; a Practical Method of

Clipping.

BY H. L. JONES.

Apiculture has been with me a life-long oc-
cupation ; and if there is one branch that I am
better versed in than another it is that pertain-

ing to queens and queen-raising ; and it is on
this subject that I wish to have a little chat.

DRONE-CEEL OUEEN-CUPS.

Two years ago you published and gave illus-

trations of my method of queen-raising, and
expressed your intention of giving the method
a trial in your apiary ; but until Mr. Wardell
came along and made a success of the Doolit-
tle cell-cups, nothing more was heard of your
queen-raising operations. Mr. Wardell, how-
ever, still uses the dipped cells, and I can not
imagine how you progressive Yankees, with
your love for labor-saving methods and short
cuts, still prefer the dipped cells to the Diore
rapid and just as effective drone-cell method
outlined in my article in Gleanings, May 15,

1897. I have raised some thousands of queens
since that article was written, and still prefer
drone-cells to the dipped ones. , Request Mr.
Wardell to try this method, and report for the
benefit of your readers.

clipping queens, from a breeder's
standpoint.

I was pleased to note, a year or so ago, that
you had seen the error of your ways, and had
become a convert to queen-clipping. I have
practiced this for more than 13 years, and I do
not know a single objection that can be legiti-

mately urged against it, while the advantages
are many. But, aside from its importance to

the honey-producer, the practice is of even
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greater value to the queen-breeder— a claim
for clipping that I believe has never been made
before. Now, every breeder will receive a
complaint occasionally ; and whenever I re-

ceive a bad one I send on another queen at

once, and ask for the return of the unsatisfac-
tory one ; and on several occasions I have had
queens returned with perfect wings in place of

the clipped queens sent out. Of course, the
first queens had been lost in introduction, and
supplanted by worthless queens, unknown to
the purchaser. In our printed directions for
introducing queens we say, " Be sure the col-

ony is queenless ;

" but peculiar and unex-
pected conditions prevail in colonies at times ;

and the novice, and some of more experience,
also, occasionally attempt to introduce a queen
to a colony that already has a queen of some
sort, with the result that the choice queen is

destroyed, unknown to the purchaser, and the
breeder's reputation suffers as a consequence.
Now, clipping is a grand check against mis-
takes of this kind ; and if part of one larger
wing only is cut, the appearance of the queen
is but slightly impaired, and frequently the
purchaser fails entirely to note the clipping.

BEST METHOD OE CLIPPING,

I don't like the method of clipping that you
described some time ago, and I believe that, if

you give the following plan a good trial, you
will admit its superiority : Grasp the queen
by the wings, and place her on the top of your
left fore finger, which she will eagerly grasp

;

then bring your thumb down on her legs, and
you will have her as securely as if in a vise.

There will be no danger of her legs getting be-
tween the scissors, which should be slipped
under the longer wing on only one side. The
whole operation takes but a few seconds, and
the queen can be liberated right on the combs
by simply taking the weight off her legs, and
she hardly knows that she has been interfered
with, as her delicate body has not been touch-
ed. In clipping one wing only, it is advisable
to clip it fairly short, as I have known queens
to fly when the larger wing was clipped a lit-

tle shorter than the under one.

WAS THE METHOD OF CLIPPING RESPONSIBLE?
I wish now to mention something very pe-

culiar and unusual in regard to somedronts
that disported themselves in my apiary about
nine years ago ; and as I have never heard of
any thing similar I should like your opinion
on the matter. At the time mentioned I used
to clip both the larger wings of my nice yel-

low queens pretty short, as this left them with
a fine symmetrical appearance, and showed
their beautiful color off to its best advantage

;

but, to my great surprise, several of these
queens produced drones with unnaturally short
wings— the upper wings, in fact, being no
longer than the lower ones, so that much of
the drone's body was exposed. In every oth-
er respect these drones were perfect, and could
fly all right ; but instead of the loud buzz-z-z
of the ordinary drone, the sound they made
was more of a buz-z-z. If you will clip the
two upper wings of a drone to the length of
the under ones, and let him fly, you will have
the sound exactly. There is no mistake what-

ever about the facts above, as I noted down
every thing most carefully at the time, and
have been watching without success ever since
for something similar, but can assure you that
I now clip the wing on only one side.

AGE AT WHICH QUEENS BEGIN TO LAY.
One more subject, and I'm done for the

present. Why is it that so many of your
American works place the age at which queens
commence to lay at so early a date ? I keep a
very complete record in all my queen-raising
operations, from the date the larva is inserted
to the time the cell hatches, queen commences
to lay, etc., and I find from long and careful
observation that, on an average, the queen be-
gins to lay when about ten days old, and I

have never known a queen to lay under nine
days. Most of your American works put it

from six to eight days, while English writers,

such as Taylor, Neighbour, Cowan, etc., put it

much earlier still ; but Cheshire comes nearer
my estimation, and puts it at nine days. In
that beautiful little work, " The Honey-bee,"
Cowan puts it from five to seven days ; but
those figures most certainly will not hold good
for this part of the world. Doolittle has it

from seven to nine days ; but there's some
comfort to me in the fact that the two medical
gentlemen, C. C. Miller and J. P. H. Brown,
are alongside of me with the ten-day average.
Goodna, Aus., May 25.

[We did try the drone-cells, but were no
more successful with them than we were at
that time with the Doolittle cell-cups; but our
Mr. Wardell has made the latter method so
very successful that we hardly see how there
could be an improvement, nor even a saving
in labor. Yourself, Mr. Alley, and others, it

would appear, in many cases at least, are
obliged (or at least find it more practicable)
to place these drone-cells filled with royal
jelly first in queenless colonies, after which
they are removed and placed in the upper
story of strong colonies possessed of a queen.
Now, right here it seems to me an amount of
labor is involved that more than offsets the
small amount of time consumed in making
cell-cups, especially when it is understood
that one with even crude methods can make
at least a thousand such cups in a day. See
answer to one of Dr. Miller's Straws in last

issue.

Now, understand I do not claim that these
drone-cells with royal jelly will not be started
in colonies having a queen ; but from what
you and others who use the method write, I

take it that you will generally find it necessary
to use queenless colonies to start them in cups.

Your point with regard to marking your
queens by means of clipping, so as to avoid
mistakes, is a good one. Every year we have
been obliged to replace queens that I felt

morally certain were all right, but which I

suspected were destroyed by the bees, and
their place taken by inferior queens already
in the hives. Your plan of requiring the
return of such queens would give a means
of determining whether any mistake had been
made ; and, what is more, it would determine
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whether some unscrupulous customer wa« try-

ing to take advantage by misrepresentation.
Your method of clipping queens' wings may

have been described before, but if so I do not
remember it ; but it strikes me as being one
of the simplest yet proposed. But one will

have to be careful and not pull too hard on
the delicate legs of the queen ; and then if a

nervous twitch of the fingers should release

the legs, then good-by queen.
With regard to the age at which queens

begin to lay, this may be somewhat a matter
of locality. One year I kept a careful record,

and I found that queens began to lay, after

hatching, all the way from 5 to 20 days. I

had only one case where the queen laid within
5 days from the time of hatching from the
cell ; but a large number of them laid within
7 days ; but the average was about 8 days.
The five-day laying may be accounted for by
the fact that the young queen in such a case
had been confined in the cell, as Doolittle

tells about, and consequently she matured
while in the cell, and in a sense was more
than 5 days old at the time of laying. When
we were rearing queens with Holy Land stock
I had one case where a queen flew immediately
after emerging from the cell. The probabili-

ties are that this queen had been confined in

the cell, and very likely had been fed through
the end of the capping ; and when she was
finally released, by pushing the head off while
I had the hive open she popped out of the
cell like a shot out of a gun, and flew a dis-

tance of six or eight feet, when I caught
her. Since that time I have had other in-

stances where the queen flew four or five

inches, and then dropped down on the comb
or on the ground. Now, if it is a fact that
the bees confine the queens in queen-cells
after the regulation day of hatching, this

would account for the conflict in testimony as

to the exact time when young queens are mated.
In speaking of the raising of cells, the Holy

Lands are away ahead of any other bees in

the world. But I do not want them for any
thing but raising cells. They breed in season
and out of season ; indeed, they will breed
themselves to the point of starvation, without
let or hindrance, and sting worse than Italians.

They are less hardy in winter, and are the
worst bees in the world for fertile workers.
Their one predominating propensity is to
breed first, last, and all the time. But that
one propensity can be made very useful to a
queen-breeder if he can confine the blood to

one colony, or at most to the requisite num-
ber of cell-building colonies.

—

Ed.]

SHORT-WEIGHT SECTIONS.

Five -gallon Square Cans Condemned; Retailing

Honey by the Gallon ; Honey - pitchers.

BY THE AMERICAN TRAMP.

Hide not thy light under a bushel. About
a year or so ago there was some discussion in
Gleanings as to the best package for retail-

ing honey. I was in hopes some bee-keeper
would rise and tell it, but it seems to me that

there are none who know it ; for, if I remem-
ber, when the discussion reached the tomato-
can it stopped short. Now let me find fault first

before I tell you all I know. Bee-keepers are
very foolish to sell their comb honey by the
pound. The proper way is to sell it like the
retailers, by the section. While in Florida I

sold all mv comb honey by the section, direct

to the retailers. When I first started in, here
is about the way I was met by the grocers :

" That's very nice honey ; how much do you
ask for it?"

" I want 12*/2 cents each."
" Well, but they don't weigh a pound."
" I did not say they did."
" But honey-sections are supposed to weigh

a pound."
"Dojc« sell them by the pound?"
That generally settled it. There was no

more said. My sections were 4^X4^, seven
to the foot, and weighed about 13 ounces each.

They sold right along side by side at the same
price with the six-to-the-foot sections.

Now about the square five-gallon cans for

extracted, which I think E. R. R. pronounced
the best package so far. Now, I don't believe

that he ever handled any personally or he
would hot call them good. I remember I

started one day with three gallons of honey
in one of them for a private customer. I had
to drive ten miles over a Florida sand road.

When I got to my journey's end it was hard
to tell where the most honey was—in the can
or in the wagon-box. In filling a five-gallon

can it's a good man who will not spill from a
pint to a quart doing it. Here is something
else to study over. Putting up honey in five-

gallon cans lessens the sale of honey. How?
Well, I'll tell you.

I sold all to the retail trade, and made it a
point not to sell the cans, taking away the
empty cans, replacing them with full ones.

Whenever I come into town I pick up my
empty cans to carry home. One day I stop-

ped in to one of my customers to take back
the empties. He laughed, and told me that

honey was getting to be a drug on the market.
The cans were all full yet ; he had not sold

any of it. Two days afterward I was in the
same store, and, while waiting to be waited on,

I heard a lady ask for honey. The clerk said

they had none. After the lady went out the
same clerk waited on me. I said to him,
" You must have had a big run on honey yes-

terday." He looked at me, but evidently did
not know me, and asked me why. I said, " I

heard you tell that lady that you had no hon-
ey, and Mr. E., the proprietor, told me two
days ago that he had not sold any of the last

lot I brought."
" Well," he said, " we have it all yet, but I

do not want to mess up every thing pouring it

out of those cans."

Did I wait and tell the proprietor about it ?

Well, no ; because I always felt as did the
clerk about those five - gallon cans. But I

went out and thought a big think. The con-
clusion was, when I went home I carried back
with me six empty ten-gallon whisky-kegs
and six honey-gates. I cleaned the kegs in-

side, and painted them outside
;
put in a hon-
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ey-gate and vent-plug ; filled them with hon-
ey, and brought them back to town ; left one
at each store. The effect of this was, it in-

creased my honey sales wonderfully. After

once using these kegs you could not give

away honey to these grocers, in a five-gallon

can.

My idea for retailing honey by the gallon is

a ten-gallon keg, made either out of wood
fiber or paper, with a neat crate around it.

This package is to be returned by the grocer.

Placing this package on the counter, with a

neat label on it, advertises the honey, and is a

pleasure to the grocer in selling.

fiber top or cork. Eddy & Eddy, of St. Louis,

put up mustard in such a package, and I think
this package is the most suitable, for many
people would buy the first pitcher of honey
for the pitcher's sake.

I write this in hopes that you will think it

over and get up a nice cheap honey-pitcher
and wood - fiber honey - keg at a reasonable
price. I feel sure these two styles of packages
are ahead of what we have now. The honey-
keg needs a nice smooth crate around it, made
so the grocer will have to remove only one
slat, screw in his honey-gate, loosen his vent-

plug, and be ready for business.

fci
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dear sir, square cans have honey gates the
same as kegs and barrels ; and the matter of

convenience in retailing is, to my notion, far

ahead of the leaky wooden things. Nearly
all of the dealers' catalogs will be found to

illustrate a very neat little honey - gate for

square cans, costing fifteen cents, or mailed
for three cents extra for postage. Every user

of square cans should supply his grocer with
one of these little gates ; then the operation
of drawing a pound, a quart, or a gallon, is as

simple as putting up so much sugar.

Now let me suggest that you put your honey
up in square cans again, and supply your
grocers with these little gates ; and if they
don't ask you to bring the honey in future in

such packages, then I shall miss my guess.

In regard to honey in tumblers, while it is

true that this sort of package is more liable to

be daubed than any other glass receptacle,

yet all or nearly all of this daubiness may be
avoided. Tumblers should not be filled any
fuller than within a quarter of an inch of the

top ; and then the top should have inserted in

it paraffine paper, which, when crowded
down with a slight blow of the palm of the
hand, will usually make a package almost
honey-tight. To make it perfectly so, paste a

red or yellow label around the edge of the cap.

It is true, there are self-sealing glass pack-
ages that will not drip or leak ; but these cost

so much more that the producer or dealer hes-

itates about paying the extra price.

Your idea of a syrup-pitcher is all right.

We sold some a few years ago, but we had
difficulty in closing out the stock. But if the

scheme were worked right, pitchers of honey
might sell very readily and easily. One trou-

ble with a good many of the glass packages is

that they have served their usefulness as soon
as the honey is-out of them, and that is one
reason why the consumer hesitates about buy-
ing glass when he does not need it. But this

objection does not hold against Mason jars or
honey-tumblers as a rule. The one is useful

for storing jellv, and the other for cooked
fruit.—Ed.]

GRADING AND CLASSIFICATION OF COMB
HONEY.

Simple Rules Preferable to those more Elaborate

Fewer Grades; Suggestions for the Phila-

delphia Convention ; does Extracting

have a Tendency to Make
Honey Granulate ?

BY WM. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

For the benefit of those who may not be
familiar with this subject, I will say that, in

judging extracted honey, only the term
" grading " is used, and applies to the color

as well as to the body (specific gravity) and
flavor of the honey, though, as a rule, in the
general market it is the color that mainly
governs the price. On the other hand, in

judging comb honey the term "grading," by
common consent, applies only to the filling,

finish, and general appearance of the comb,
and, to some extent, to the section or wooden

frame within which it is built ; while the
word "classification" has reference to the
color of the honey contained in the comb, or
to the plant source from which it was gathered
by the bees. In a general way the word
"grading" includes "classification" as re-

gards comb honey, as, for instance, where I

further on, for want of a more distinctive

term, speak about Niver's nine grades. But
the word " classification " is never used instead
of " grading."

I have just read your conversation with S.

A. Niver in Aug. 1st number of Gleanings,
and, previous to this, I had read all the pub-
lished articles, discussions, and comments on
grading as they appeared from time to time
in your paper. I have tried to follow the
grading rules, as agreed upon, as closely as
possible. While it has given satisfaction to

myself, and elicited commendation from my
customers, yet many regard such close grad-
ing as unnecessary, and the dealers will, as a
rule, not pay any thing extra for much dis-

tinction in grading, but prefer as few grades
as possible. Look at the market quotations
in the bee-papers, and you will find but two
or three grades quoted instead of nine, as

Niver would have it, or even more, by includ-
ing "extra fancy " according to your notions.
A large firm in a city west of the Mississippi

River has an agent here, buying up comb
honey by the carload. They will have and
pay for only two grades, which they call No.
1 and No. 2.

Though I have been so particular with the
grading of my honey that I would not trust

anybody else to do this work for me, still I

do not see that I get any more for it than my
neighbors who do not take so much pains.

The "grading," however, is all right if suffi-

cient latitude is allowed, as no two sections
are ever exactly alike.

But even more important than grading is the
classification of the honey by color. The
grading only serves to please the eye more or
less, but the color of the honey within the
comb is the only means by which the buy-
er can judge of the quality of this honey until

he has bought it and is at liberty to taste

of it.

My honey-room has but a single window.
When grading my honey I stand before this

window, with the door closed behind me, and
no light enters except through the window.
Each section is held up to the light, and the
color of the honey compared with that in

several sample sections standing on top of the
lower sash. As soon as the door is opened,
and the light strikes that side of the section

which faces into the room, the color of the
honey can be seen only indistinctly.

I know bee-keepers who never look through
a section in this way. They judge the honey
merely by the outside appearance. If the
capping is white they call it No. 1. If the
capping is a little off in color, the section goes
into the second grade. For that class of bee-

keepers two grades are enough, and they
ridicule the idea of going to any further
trouble.

As a rule, honey is classed as "white,"
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" amber," and " dark ;
" and sometimes or in

some localities a class called "light amber"
is allowed. You are, however, aware that

there are a great many different shades of

these respective colors, and, in classifying my
honey, it has been one of the hardest tasks to

decide into which class each particular sec-

tion ought to go. Inclination says, "This is

good enough to be classed as amber." Con-
science answers, " If you were buying it you
would call it dark." Reason says, " The pub-
lic is not as discriminating as the producer

;

and while some might call it dark the majority
would not know the difference, but would
take it as amber." Here I stand between
three advisers, each good in his way. Which
one shall I follow?
When I lived in Southern California I sent

a shipment of extracted white-sage honey to

a commission house in San Francisco. Ac-
cording to my honest judgment this honey
was white, though I knew it was not water
white. On receiving returns I complained of

the low price obtained for white honey. The
commission man answered that the honey was
amber. Well, he had the honey ; it was, pre-

sumably, sold, and there wras nothing left by
which I could prove that I was right.

Now that the question of grading has re-

ceived considerable attention, though not yet
a settled matter, I think it would be just as
important for the bee-keepers to have some
fixed rules for classification. The grading
can be taught to a certain extent by pictures
in black and white, but not so the classifica-

tion by color. A few years ago I requested
you to send me samples of the darkest shades
that would be allowed as white and amber.
You did so, but stated that the samples were
not exactly wThat you would prefer, but were
as nearly right as you could select them from
material on hand at the time. I see that your
Mr. Boyden is making a collection of samples
of different honeys, and I would suggest that

he send his collection to the U. S. B. K. con-
vention to be held in Philadelphia, and that

everybody, if possible, who attends this con-
vention, also bring samples of all the different

shades aud colors of honey that can be obtain-

ed. Then let this representative body of bee-

keepers decide what shall be the darkest
shade of white, light amber, and amber, al-

lowable ; also, if light amber is excluded,
what separate shades of this color may be
allowed as white, and which must go as amber.
When the matter is decided, let the A. I. Root
Company put up samples in small vials, in-

closed in mailing-blocks, plainly marking
each sample as darkest white, darkest light

amber, or darkest amber, and offer these sam-
ples for sale at a nominal cost, so that every
honey-producer, and, if possible, every honey-
dealer, would desire to have a set of them.
Then we should have a definite standard to

judge by, which would obviate many disputes

and much dissatisfaction in buying and sell-

ing our product. Give printed directions for

liquefying the samples, particularly for the

sake of dealers who may not know any thing
about it. If possible, let representative honey-
dealers have a voice in fixing the rules for

classification. While there may be changes
in the shape and dimensions of the section,

and while the filling and finish of the comb
are largely dependent on the honey-flow and
on characteristics of individual colonies of
bees, so that grading-rules can never be fixed
with mathematical exactness, the classification

by color, on the other hand, can be fixed with-
in certain unchangeable limits if the bee-
keepers will only agree upon them. It would
be well done if the U. S. B. K. A. had such a
set of standard samples, with which compari-
son could always be made by those who would
furnish samples for sale to bee-keepers and
dealers.

It will be understood that any honey of a
darker shade than darkest amber goes into
the class called dark. The color, as fixed by
the classification rules, should, of course, ap-
ply equally to comb and extracted honey.

In preparing these samples the honey should,
if possible, not be extracted, but dripped or
pressed from new combs. The process of
extracting has a tendency to causegranulation.
Whether it is the churning or the exposure of
the honey in very small particles to the air

that causes granulation, the above statement
is a fact which I have proved by the experience
of many years. I have samples of liquid hon-
ey probably a dozen years old, pressed or
dripped from the comb, standing in jelly-

tumblers with loose tin covers, which show
no sign of granulation yet. As the heating
and re-heating of honey is liable to darken
the color, this should be avoided, as far as
possible, with the samples.

I hope that this subject may receive the
earnest attention of the convention, and that
we may soon have a set of classification rules
that will be satisfactory to everybody.
Independence, Cal., Aug. 14.

[I think you misunderstand Mr. Niver if

you think he is an advocate of nine different
gradings. If there is any thing he tried to
impress on your humble servant it was the im-
portance of having afew grades, and the folly

of trying to have an "extra fancy" and a
"double-extra fancy;" and as a bee-keeper
seldom markets more than one kind of honey
at a time, his dealer or buyer will have only
two grades to consider—No. 1 and fancy. But
if the bee-keeper sends to market, all in one.

consignment, white, amber, and buckwheat,
he might have nine grades ; but this is the ut-

most possible limit, and is a rather extraordi-
nary condition of things.

It might prove interesting and valuable to
have samples showing the difference of colors
in extracted honey. But one trouble would
be that they would soon candy, and then
when they were melted up the shade would
be slightly darkened. We might have "col-
ored cards " which, if they could be produced,
could be sold as low as a cent apiece, or by
the hundred at a much less price. I am not
sure but that, if several grades of honey show-
ing the representative shades were sent to a
maker of printing-ink, he would be able to
duplicate very closely those shades ; then all

that would have to be done would be to print
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cards from those inks showing each variation

in color.

It has before been stated that honey that

has been extracted, owing to the violent agi-

tation during the process of separation from
the comb, is more inclined to granulate than
so much drip, "squshed," or strained honey

;

but when we remember that a great many ex-
tracted honeys will also remain clear and lim-

pid for two years or more, we can hardly rely

very much on such form of proof.—Ed.]

RAMBLE 173.

Mr. Griggs' Experience with Eggs.

BY RAMBLER.

" Why, how do you do, Mr. Griggs? • It's a

long time since I saw you. I guess you've
moved from San Bernardino County."

"Wall, wall! is that you, Mr. Rambler?
It does me good to see you again. Yes, I

have moved down here near Pasadena. It

must be that you have rambled a mighty lot

since I saw you."
" Oh ! I have taken a few steps north and

south ; but where do you live now, Mr.
Griggs ?

'

'

" I live right up here near that schoolhouse.

You see that house with a ' gabriel ' roof ?

Got as nice a little place as you ever saw, and
a nice apiary of forty colonies of bees. Come
right along up and I will show you."

" You have an apiary? Well, I declare!

and when I lived in San Bernardino County
you were so tarnally afraid of bees — why, I

have laughed more than forty times at the

way you used to scoot for the brush whenever
a bee would get within a rod of you. How
did it happen that you took the bee-fever? "

" You kuow my wife My-nervy is very fond

of honey, and she was bound to have bees and
honey, whether I wanted them or not ; but

seeing that she'd got her mind sot on it I did

not seriously object, for My-nervy is an awful

good woman ; and when we were married I

promised to cherish and protect her ; and I'll

do it, if I have to put a cast-iron fence around
her, and to deny that my soul is my own.
Wall, My-nervy traded that big speckled

Plymouth Rock rooster for a little swarm of

bees that my neighbor's boy caught — don't

remember that big rooster, hey? Why, you
used to quote Shakespeare about his early

strains, and tell My-nervy that he had such a

dulcimer tone to his crow."
%

'
' Why, yes, Mr. Griggs ; if you had said

the dulcimer rooster I'd surely have remem-
bered it. That was surely a good trade, and
that is one reason, I think, why you did not

object."
"Yes, I like a good bargain if I do get stung

occasionally ; but I find it just as you told me
—the more I'd get stung the better I'd like it,

or, rather, the less the effect would be ; can't

say, though, as I hanker much after stings

yet."
" I see you stick to the poultry yet. I think

you must have all varieties here — Plymouth

Rocks, Leghorns, Langshans, etc. It's poul-
try galore."
"Hey? galore? No, don't believe I have

any of that breed. Are they good layers?
But then, I think we have enough varieties

now ; but if I think of it I'll speak to My-
nervy about it ; let's see—galore."

"I wouldn't spend much time looking for
them, Mr. Griggs— hardly worth your time.
And now, Mr. Griggs, I notice that your hens
have access to the apiary, and seem to scratch
quite a little around the hives. I'd like to
know if your bees sting the black poultry more
than they do the other colors."

" Be George ! I never thought of it — never
noticed ; s'posed a bee never cared for color
if it could get a chance to sting ; but I'll ask
My-nervy ; she'll know all about it. My-
nervy ! hello there ! I say, hello, My-nervy !

"

"Yes, yes, I'll be there in a minute. Let
me put these chicks in the brooder.

" Sakes alive! if this isn't the Rambler!
I'm so glad to see you ! Hiram and I have
wondered and wondered what had become of

you, and here you are, all of a sudden ! just

like you, for all the world. Walk right into
the sitting-room and take a chair. Take the
rocking-chair, Mr. Rambler. Now just make
yourself at home."
"Thank you, Mrs. Griggs. I am quite

comfortable—real glad to see you ; still in the
poultry business, and, strange to say, in the
bee business too."
"Ha, ha ! I knew you'd say so, seeing as

how afraid of bees Hiram used to be. But I

know Hiram pretty well. He didn't like

hens, and he had a horror for ducks and
geese ; but now he takes just as much interest

in them as I do. We are now selling $7.00
worth of eggs a week, with now and then a

duck and a goose. All of these items help to

pay for the place. I knew Hiram would soon
get used to the bees. Then you see he sold
$40.00 worth of honey the other day, and that

was a great pacificator. Oh ! my Hiram is a
good man, if he is a little hard to manage
sometimes."

" Say, My-nervy, Mr. Rambler wants to

know if our white hens sting the black bees
an— "

" For the land's sake, Hi — "

"Wall, now, I guess I did get the things
mixed. So much poultry and bees and such
things. Say, how is it, Mr. Rambler? "

" Why, Mrs. Griggs, I just wanted to know
if your bees seem to sting black hens more
than they do the white or the lighter-shaded
hens."

" No, can't say as they do. It seems to me
they take to yellow and to fuzzy chicks more
than any thing else. A hen hatched out ten

chicks under a hive in the middle of the yard;

and when she led her chicks off between and
in front of the hives one forenoon, there were
just three came through alive, and they acted

as though they had the blind staggers. No, I

can't say as they like to sting black better

than they do yellow ; but we don't like to

have the hens lay eggs under the hives, do we,
Hiram ? Ha, ha ! Why, Hiram had a drefful

time at church on that account."
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"Now, I am just curious lo know what
happened, Mr. Griggs. You didn't take a
pocketful of bees to church with you, I hope?"

" No, Mr. Rambler, it was worse than that— worse than that."
"Now, My-nervy, I wish you'd keep still

about that matter. You're always telling on
me, and getting me into a pickleish feeling."

" You must tell it, Mr. Griggs ; it may be a
warning to me to keep out of a like pickle."
"Land's sake! I hope so. Wall, if you

must have it, the pickle that I got into was
this way : One Sunday morning, after I had
hitched Billy to the wagon for going to church,
and while waiting for My-nervy to see to her
chicks, I thought I would look to a hive of
bees that I thought would swarm soon. When
I was fooling around the hive I saw a hen's
nest under one of the hives, with two eggs in

it. I picked them up to take them to the
house, but some other things needed my at-

tention, where I had to use both hands, and I

put the eggs in my coat-tail pocket. Before I

had gotten through with the hives, Mj -nervy
was a shouting for me, and I just tumbled out
of the yard and into the wagon, and never
thought about the eggs in my pocket. We
jogged along calmly until we had passed
Deacon Scott's, when My-nervy, says she,
' Whew ! Deacon Scott or some one has killed

a skunk, I guess; anyway, there's something
that smells strong.' It was just so when we
arrived at the village. Something smelled
strong there too. 'Yes,' said I, 'My-nervy,
you think that every thing should smell as

sweet as a camomile-bed. 1 suppose some of

these folks have had onions for breakfast, and
that is what you smell.'

"As I had a cold and a little catarrhal

trouble, I could not smell any disagreeable
odors. Wall, we were soon in church. Our
pew is on one of the side aisles, but it ends up

against Judge Grabbe's pew. The judge pays
$15 more than I do for a pew, just because it

is on the broad aisle, you know. My-nervy
can sit right up against his pew. and get just
as much of the gospel as the judge can, and
at cheaper rates. The judge's wife is very
haughty, and can scarcely notice us poor folks;
but this time we seemed to attract her atten-
tion, and she seemed in a great fidget. The
folks in front and the rear of us acted in the
same way. The judge's wife got up and
flounced out of the church. My-nervy be-
came red in the face, and whispered to me,
' Hiram, something smells bad ; that is what
is the matter with them.'

" At the close of her remarks the people all

arose to sing Greenland's Icy Mountains. I

never like to be the center of so much attrac-
tion, and I wished that I was an icy mountain

or a coral strand. As I was sweat-
ing over the matter the usher for
our aisle had a confab with Dea-
con Sayles, and at its conclusion
he came to me, and said, ' Mr.
Griggs, something seems to be
the matter with your pew. There
is a strong odor here.'

"Says I, 'That is what My-
nerva says ; but I feel just as in-
nocent of it as a spring chicken.'

" I was so awfully embarrassed
and warm that I put my hand
into my coat pocket for a hand-
kerchief, and, blamed if I didn't
run my hand into those eggs
that I had put into my pocket
and forgotten, and which had
been crushed. Now, my My-
nervy never throws away an
egg as long as it will hold to-

gether. Even if she knows it is

rotten she will save it and use it

for a nest-egg, she is so saving of
good eggs, you know. I had
pocketed one of those rotten
eggs, and that was the cause of
all the odor and all the trouble.
When I pulled my hand out of

my pocket I contemplated the situation, and
felt dismally small. My-nervy wrapped her
hemstitched handkerchief around my deco-
rated fingers, and we marched out of the
church and went home, and we didn't go
again for three months."

"Well, I suppose you laid it all to your
wife."

" Not I, Mr. Rambler. I know that is quite
a common waj' to do. There is neighbor
Sharp. If he loses a plow-wrench out in a
fifty-acre lot he will up and blame his wife
for losing the wrench. No, sir ; I have
sworn to cherish and protect My-nervy; and
even if she was to blame I'd take part of the
blame and let the public know nothing
about it."

"But didn't the minister and the deacons
say any thing to you about coming back to
the church?"

" Yes, they were very anxious; and Deacon
Sayles told us not to mind it— that it was an
accident, and told us not to backslide for such
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a little thing as that. But we kept backslid-

ing more and more, until we actually back-

slid over to the Methodist Church (you
know we are Congregationalists). The peo-

ple were all very kind, and called us brother

and sister Griggs, and told me that their

doors were wide open, even if I did carry

eggs in my pocket. Then one of the sisters

told ni)' My-nervy that Judge Grabbe's wife

had said she hoped the poultry-raisers would
stay away from their church.

" I thought about this matter all the way
home, and finally said I to My-nervy, ' If

Judge Grabbe's wife thinks that way she is a
greater backslider than we are, and it is our

duty to return to the pew next to her, and set

her an example of charity.' She acted as

frigid as Greenland's icy mountains ; but after

I had taken her a few sections of honey, and
apologized for taking rotten eggs to church in

my pocket she has been one of our best

friends. I shall remember the occurrence to

my dying day. It is a disagreeable subject

for me to talk about. Now you have heard it

I want you to come out to the shop and I will

show you my improved bee-feeder."
" I think, Mr. Griggs, that your bee fever

must be lasting if you have got to inventing
things."
"This is my automatic feeder. This box

will hold about ten pounds. Under it is a

shallow box having the usual divisions to keep
the bees from drowning. You will observe

that the support for this shallow box is a little

off the center. The outlet from the upper
box is in the bottom of the left end, and pro-

jects well to the bottom of the shallow box. In
the bottom of the latter is a cork that fits the

orifice from the upper box. Now fill the large

box; the feed spurts through into the lower box
until it is full ; then the right end becom-
ing heavier, the cork at the left end is thrown
up against the inlet, and the liquid is cut off

until the bees empty the lower box ; then it

fills again, and so it continues until the feed
is all used up. It works so nicely that I have
a notion to get it patented. My-nervy don't
exactly agree with me. She has figured up
how many dozen eggs it will take, and it

worries her. Now, what doyou think about it ?"

" I have no doubt you can get a patent upon
it, for it is quite an ingenious idea ; but for all

that I think your wife has a sensible view of
the matter. Before you spend much money
upon a patent it is well to look over the field

and figure into the probable number that will

be sold. In the case of bee-feeders you may
have the best that was ever made; but they are

limited in their use, and there are so many
that are simple in construction that a bee-
keeper will not spend much money for an
elaborate feeder. Your chance for selling

even enough to get your money back would
be small. Put your money into poultry or
bees, Mr. Griggs ; they will pay you better

than patents on bee-leeders. But I must be
going, Mr. Griggs. I have had a very pleas-

ant visit with you. I wish you success ; and
whatever you do, remember not to take rotten

eggs with you to church. Any thing rotten is

out of place in church."

.j.'.V i: * .^' -.*•'

ANSWERS TO .. /

SEASONABLE QUESTIONS
I. <vg> d& 4& af& <g,%^ »»^^»J

HOW MANY BEES FOR WINTERING.
Question.—You have given in Gleanings

and the other bee-papers y our plan of making
nuclei and colonies of bees by shaking bees
into the nucleus box. Now, what I wish you
to tell us through Gleanings is, how many
pounds of bees would you put into such a box,
giving a queen, and the next day when hiv-
ing from the box giving frames of honey, to
make a full colony to winter over ?

Anszver.—It is calculated, I believe, that
there are about 5000 bees in a pound, where
they are taken from the frames without
filling themselves with honey; more than
they naturally are when not disturbed. Then
it is calculated that 20,000 bees make a good
strong colony three weeks before swarming.
But at swarming time there may be double
this number, or more, so that where we work
for comb honey on the non-swarming plan we
usually calculate on from 40,000 to 50,000
bees as making a good strong colony for
working in sections to the best advantage.
But my opinion is that more colonies go into
winter quarters, which are called strong, with
from 12,000 to 15,000 bees, than there are that
contain a larger number. Then I always
cause the bees to fill themselves with honey
before putting them into the nucleus-box;
and from considerable experience, by way of
experimenting, I am quite certain that the
pound of bees taken from the combs in the
way they should be to have 5000 in a pound
would weigh fully two pounds when filled

with honey the way I cause them to fill them-
selves. Hence, if we call 12,000 to 15,000
bees the right number for a colony good
enough to winter the most successfully, we
shall want those in our nucleus-box to weigh
from five to six pounds, which is about the
number of pounds I take when forming a col-

ony for winter, from several others.

Unless your bees breed late in the fall I

would not take more than two pounds from
any one colony, for fear I might make them
too weak for wintering to the best advantage.
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It surely can not be advantageous to make a

new colony where the making of such colony
injures the successful wintering of two or
three others. People become reckless, espe-
cially beginners, and think that number of
colonies makes success, no matter how weak
they are; but from all of my experience in

the past, Ouinby's advice, given nearly half a
century ago, which read, "Keep your colo-
nies strong" was the best advice ever given
to beginners in apiculture. So if you can not
make a colony, or colonies, this fall without
injuring the prospect of those from which yox±

take the bees, don't make the colonies. In lo-

calities where bees breed during the month of
September, and where a queen is given to the
made colony when it is made, as is proposed,
one-half the bees, or from two and one-half to

three pounds, will do fully as well as the five

or six pounds would where no broo 1 was
reared after the colony was made. Then,
again, if the person making such colonies had
the time and means to feed moderately dur-
ing the month of September, three pounds
would do well enough; for by thus feeding,
brood would be reared during the month of

September in almost any part of the United
States. Where one has the time, and can af-

ford to buy the sugar, there is nothing in the
bee business that gives greater pleasure than
building up colonies of bees ready for winter
during the fall. After they have been fed
from five days to a week, brood-rearing will

commence in earnest; and if you do not have
all the combs you wish for these colonies,

they will draw out foundation in the most
beautiful manner for the person who is will-

ing to work along these lines in the right

manner. But a half-hearted slipshod person
had better not undertake such matters, for he
will only make a failure of it.

UNITING IN THE BROOD FORM.

Question.—As you have recommended in

the bee-papers uniting bees in the brood-
form ( I think the latter part of August and
first weeks of Saptember), will you please tell

us in Gleanings how many Uangstroth
frames of brood would form a colony that

would be strong enough for wintering, where
left on the summer stand, they to be fed up
as soon as all brood has emerged from their

cells ?

Answer.—Uniting brood, or bees in the

brood form, is better done during August,
though it can be done as late as Sept. 10 to

15th, if brood enough is put together at the
latter date. Early in August, three frames
which are quite well filled with brood will do
very well for tfcis locality; and further south,

or where bees breed up to October, two would
do, providing the hives are filled with empty
combs or frames filled with foundation. Of
course, these combs of brood and bees are to

have a queen with them, for the bees which are

carried with them will not stay where put un-
less there is a queen with them, or some other

precaution is taken. And, having a queen, she
will, of course, go right on laying, so that by
October you will have quite a strong colony
where two frames are used. But if you are

not too anxious for increase, three frames are
better than the two. The latter part of Au-
gust you should have at least four frames,
from half to two thirds full of brood, and in
each case the queen should go on one of the
frames, and the adhering bees on all of them.
By alternating the frames from different hives
no quarreling will result, and the mixing of
the bees causes them to mark their location
anew; and to a greater extent where the col-
ony is formed just at night, so that but few
will return to their old location. If this unit-
ing of brood is to be done as late as the mid-
dle of September, then I should want at least
six frames having brood in them. I have
made many colonies the first week in Septem-
ber by taking five to six frames of brood,
taking the same from as many nuclei which
I had used during the summer for queen-
rearing, and taking the queen from one of
the nuclei on the frame of bees from her little

colony, setting the whole six in an empty
hive placed where I wished a colony to stand,
when I gave four full frames of honey, put-
ting said honey all on one side of the hive, so
that, during winter, the bees would not eat
their way to one end, and starve with two
frames of honey on the other side of the hive,
and had the colonies thus formed make the
very best for honey-gathering the next year.
The mixing of bees, and the giving of this
honey, caused the queen to lay nicely for
about a week, and the bees from these eggs
added strength to those from the brood that
was in the frames when united. If neither you
nor any other person has ever done any such
uniting, it is always well to "go slow" till

you are perfectly familiar with the workings
of the matter, when you can "venture out
with confidence."

WHY NECTAR DID NOT SECRETE FROM THE
FLOWERS ; BUILDING SIDEWALKS IN

FLORIDA.

I've been endeavoring all summer to solve
the problem why there was no honey secreted
in the flowers. There have been all sorts of

weather— hot days and nights, cool days and
nights, dry weather and wet, yet, all the
same, nectar was wanting. I've looked at

plots of white clover, white as snow, yet I

could not discover one bee humming over the
blossoms. Sweet clover, white and yellow,
had been luxuriant, yet seldom has a bee
been seen working upon. either. The reason
is an unknown quantity to me.

In a recent drive I noticed one reason why
our bee-pasture is less. Formerly the garden-
ers did not use their ground as they do now.
At this season of the year, where their early

\ sgetables and potatoes had been raised it

would be waving like waves of the sea with
polygonum, Spanish needles, and other fall
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flowers that yield nectar. Cornfields, with
the improved implements of culture, are also

destitute of these plants. Low lands along
the river are being leveed and drained ; and
where the plow and the reaper go, the bees
have to take a back seat.

Bees have been very erratic this season.

They will swarm, cluster, be hived, and then
return to their old home ; repeat it again the

next day, and finally settle down in their old

home.
We may expect a fall flow of honey, judg-

ing from the amount of rain that has fallen
;

but if what the Germans say is true, it will be

a failure. They say bees will not work where
grasshoppers have been ; and they were never
more plentiful than now. Great big yellow
fellows are eating buds and blossoms, and
ears of corn; we only regret that we have not
chickens enough to eat them.
One good thing about bee culture — if bees

have an off year we can do something else—
amuse ourselves in some other line of industry.

Mr. Editor, I like your homely talks. The
one in last Gleanings about good roads

pleased me exceedingly. I've had some ex-

perience in building sidewalks in Florida

;

and the best way is to arise and build, as they

did the walls of Jerusalem. I know those

who refuse to help in any such improvement
are very apt to use it the most. They refuse

to aid in buying lumber for a walk
;
yet when

it is finished they trundle heavy wheelbarrows
over it, breaking it down.

Peoria, 111. Mrs. L. Harrison.

DANZENBAKER VS. NIVER ON THE KIND OF
HONEY THAT SELLS ; IS THERE MORE
HONEY IN 15 CENT SECTIONS THAN

IN 10 CENT ONES ?

I dissent from the idea set forth on page 570,

that three sections like the middle one can be
produced for one at the right, with plain sec-

tions and fences, with proper management
;

and I venture that J. E. Crane, M. H. Men-
dleson, N. D. West, Vernon Burt, and hosts

of others will sustain me. If supers are as

warm as they should be in a full flow of white
honey in June weather, at least half the sec-

tions should grade No. 1 when the rest grade

No. 2, either of which will bring from 10 to 13

cts. wholesale.
It is rather discouraging to think of retail-

ing even No. 2 sections for 10 cts.; but it may
be all that black buckwheat honey is worth

;

but if it is retailed for 10 cts., there can not

be much for the producer's pocket after the

supply-dealer, railroad freights, carting, and
commissions are paid.

We know that buckwheat yields little or

no honey in hot weather. In cool latitudes,

where it yields surplus during cool days and
chilling nights, it may not be possible with

ordinary hives to have the supers warm enough
to have combs drawn out, and the honey
cured fit to seal at the sides of the sections to

grade as No. 1 ; and the buckwheaters are

obliged to make only No. 2 or none, and sell

it for 10 cts., as it is all it is worth. But the

most of us are happy to know we are not rais-

ing comb honey yet to be retailed for 10 cts.

The bulk of the 4x5 plain sections raised
by myself, and others that I have seen, will

grade No. 1, and we get all the bees make and
ought to spare. Our chief concern is to know
that they have not put so much in the sections
as to be short of winter stores.

F. DANZENBAKER.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10.

THAT "GOOD CATCH."

O Mr. Editor!—What won't you ask of
us next? But why hold them on? They'll
stay without if they care to. But I don't see
that I nor any other "young lady of prepos-
sessing appearance " could succeed in hold-
ing a swarm of bees on a limb if they wished
to leave. And should the swarm think the
lady intrusive, and try to discountenance her,

what assurance is there that the "$10 " with
all the " grace that one of her sex has " would
enable her to still " have about her an uncon-
scious air of ease," while painfully conscious
of the disaster to her " prepossessing appear-
ance " ? I've the bees, but I'll not send in my
picture. E. L. More.

So. Cal., Aug. 1.

WAXING RUBBER RINGS TO PREVENT HONEY
LEAKING ; HOW TO WAX THE RINGS.

I am so confident, Dr. Miller, that waxing
rubber rings will prevent leakage in your
locality or in any other that I will forfeit $500
to the U. S. B. K. U. if it will not, and will

sign a legal agreement to that effect. There
is no kink about it, except what I fully ex-

plained in the article describing the plan.

From what you say about the wax flaking

off, I think perhaps you did not have the wax
hot enough. It should be boiling, and the

rings just dipped in and instantly withdrawn
;

then there will not enough wax adhere to

them to flake off ; in fact, you will have to

look close to observe any wax on them. It is

true that, in screwing the cover down tight,

some wax will be forced out of the pores in

the rubber ; but enough remains to prevent

the least trace of leakage — that, is if the jar

seals air-tight in the first place.

Southern Minn. C. Davenport.

" EXTRA FANCY" A SUPERFLUOUS GRADE.

I have read two or three times lately in

Gleanings about extra fancy comb honey,

and now some commission man has taken it

up and gives quotations for it in the last issue.

Now, I am afraid this will work to the disad-

vantage of the producers of comb honey, and
the commission men will make an extra profit

out of it ; for will not that extra fancy bring

the price that was formerly obtained for No.

1, and our No. 1 then be looked upon and
priced as our No. 2 used to be? Not one bee-

keeper in 500, may be, will have a few sections

of extra fancy ; and while he may get a little

more for it I am afraid it will tend to lower

the prices all along the line. After a while

we may hear of " super extra fancy," or some
such name, and I would not object to it if the

price would go up with the names ; but past
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experience points the other way. Excuse me
for criticising ; but I feel that it is a matter of
importance to us all.

The honey crop in this part of Wisconsin is

very short. We had very bad, rainy, foggy,
and cool weather in basswood time, and white
clover did not yield any honey, hardly.

[The following private note we think of
enough importance to add to the foregoing,
even though the writer requests that it be not
published. We leave off postoffice and name
for this reason.

—

Ed.]

I wish to add to the above, that I have been
led to write as I did by a fact that was brought
out in our convention last February. At that
time, fancy comb was quoted by a commission
firm at 13 cts.; and one of our members who
had been down three or four days before was
told by the same firm that they sold at 15. It

is a matter of fact that we never get from
commission men a price higher than quota-
tions. As a rule it is nearly always below.
Now we are regularly charged 10 per cent
commission ; 2 cents make over 15 per cent

;

and when it conies to giving % OI our crop
just to have it sold, it is enough to overtax
the patience of a saint, and bee-keepers are
not all saints, whatever commission men may
be.

My own experience corroborates the above,
for last fall I sold to the same firm some comb
honey for which they received 13 cts. by their

own acknowledgment, and they complained
terribly of the lot, as it was not built out to

the wood, etc. ; and by their own quotations
it would not have brought more than 10 cts.

in Chicago.

A GOOD FLOW OF HONEY.
[After receiving the foregoing the following

came to hand, and is right in line with what
has already been said in the matter of the
superfluousness of the " extra-fancy " grade.

—Ed.]
We are getting a good flow of honey here,

and have for four weeks past. I, as well as

my neighbors, extract every two weeks from
L. hives well filled and sealed. We have, up
to date, shipped three cars, and have another
almost ready. The quality this season seems
to be better than usual. It is not white, but I

quote it extra light amber. It is of good
flavor and heavy body, gathered from alfalfa.

Guernsey, Cal., July 28. F. E. Brown.

BEES AND BLACK CHICKENS.

Having read in Gleanings about bees and
black clothes, I will give my experience with
bees and black chickens. While working
among the bees I noticed a commotion among
the chickens, and found that three little black
fellows were completely surrounded by bees,

while they paid no attention to the white ones.

I caught them and found that they were full

of stings. There were stings in the corners
of their eyes, which I pulled out, and bathed
with witch hazel the parts stung. They acted
dumpy for a day or two, but are all right now.
Sharon, Ct., July 24. Frank C. Harris.

THE FAMOUS CATCLAW HONEY OF TEXAS.
I send you a photo of myself wiring the

famous catclaw shrub, or bush, in bloom,
from which we make our best honey. I send
you today by express a 12-lb. crate of new
honey from this plant. Please sample the
same and tell in Gleanings how it compares
with your best Northern honey. The photo
also shows the cactus and mesquite. Both of
them yield a fine honey, but not yet in bloom— just budding. These come right on the
heels of catclaw, and sometimes almost to-
gether, and there is very little difference in
the quality of honey.
This crate of 12 sections was made in 24-lb.

supers without separators, and just taken as
it came. Of course, it may not grade A 1, as
to perfectness ; but tell us what you think of
the flavor and quality of the honey. Only
starters were used in sections.

Fairview, Tex., May 6. G. F. Davidson.

[The 12 pound crate of honey came duly to
hand, but a portion of the comb was broken

;

but there was enough of it in perfect condition
to show that it was of very fine quality, and
would rank with the very best of white honey
from the North.
This particular honey, if I remember cor-

rectly, had a very delicate, pleasant flavor,
somewhat suggestive of the smell of the lilac

in early spring, in the North ; and if Mr.
Davidson or other bee-keepers of the South
have very much of this honey it ought to be
classed as white honey, and run an even race
in price.

—

Ed]

poisoned brood.
I lost one entire brood- chamber or 30 days'

work for the queen by the young brood dying
with something like paralysis within 24 hours
after hatching— a new thing to me ; and, be-
ing a tenderfoot in Texas, I set out inquiring,
and found it new all around. Some said it

was poisoned pollen or sour pollen ; others,
poisoned honey. On close examination I

found nine had no pollen. I went to feeding
rye flour and oatmeal dampened in sun-ex-
tracted honey. They stopped dying, went to
capping brood, which they had refused to do
before. I have taken some memoranda from
observation of the actions of the bees during
the death siege, as it is different from any
thing else I ever saw. If you have any desire
for information I will give it» as best I can.
Of course, it differs from every thing here. I

claim it was a want of pollen causing paralysis,
as there is no poisonous plant here. The bees
were full grown, well developed, etc., when
hatched.

J. M. McCurdy.
Sabinal, Tex., July 21.

[Notwithstanding what you say, I am strong-
ly inclined to believe that the brood you refer
to was poisoned by honey or pollen that would
not have affected adult bees.

—

Ed.]

The following question was discussed at the
Texas meeting :

" Is it advisable to use un-
mated queens for drone-mothers? "

Hutto, Tex., July 26. H. H. Hyde.
[I don 't know, but I should think not.

—

Ed. ]
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was necessary to follow it up immediately.
We have obtained quite an advantage already

in a little preliminary fight against the adul-
terators in Chicago. Let us iollow it up in a
good substantial manner.

HONEY NOT ADVANCING, AND WHY.

Honey is beginning to find its way into the

markets. Prices are not " bearing up " as we
hoped ; and the reason is, commission houses

and honey-buyers, many of them, are offering

little if any better prices than ruled in 1897,

when there was a large supply of honey.

But one, two, or three houses can't advance
unless all do. As I pointed out in our last

issue, when prices are moving upward on
every thing else there should be a correspond-

ing rise on honey; and if our commission men
can give us a little substantial support we may
look for an improvement in general prices.

In the mean time, bee-keepers should send
only to reliable firms. It is the irresponsible

cheap Johns — inexperienced, unknown con-

cerns — that move off the honey at any price

for the sake of making it move quick. It is

also the firms who are responsible, but who
do not make a specialty of honey, and dislike

to handle it any way, and because of that dis-

like sell the "messy stuff " at any figure, " to

get rid of it," that help to " bear down " the

market.

The big convention in Philadelphia,
SEPT. 5, 6, 7.

The United States Bee-keepers' Association

will hold its convention in Franklin Institute,

15 South Seventh St., between Market and
Chestnut Sts. An excellent program has been
prepared; and in view of the very low railroad

rates guaranteed to the G. A. R., there is no
doubt there will be a large attendance.

Gleanings will be represented by two of the

Roots — A. I. and E. R. The latter expect

to leave Cleveland on the 4th for Philadelphia,

probably taking an afternoon train. We are ar-

anging for W. Z. Hutchinson to meet us at that

point so we can travel together to the big con-

vention. As also observed in Pickings, the ed-

itor of the American Bee Journal and Dr. C.

C. Miller will also go, besides hosts of other

bee-keepers of national reputation.

One of the important problems to be tackled

is the adulteration evil ; and there should be
a large attendance as well as a large enroll-

ment, for it ta"kes dollars to hire lawyers and
fight adulteration. Now that the Association

has begun to make the mixers in that great

city of Chicago " quake in their boots," it is

time to follow up our advantage, and that

right speedily. The only bar in the way will

be the question of money. It will take only a

dollar from each member, and that dollar will

secure to that member various privileges be-

sides the protection it affords against the mix-
ers of glucose. It must not be understood
that a few members are going to fight all the

battles, for they simply can not. Unless bee-

keepers generally take hold, very little will be
accomplished.
The great generals of the war realized that

when, having secured a slight advantage, it

"THAT GOOD CATCH," AND WHO SECURED
THE FMtST PRIZE.

WE received quite a number of photos and
one wash-drawing, showing a young lady
holding a swarm of bees just as she is about to

hive them. After all the entries were closed,

Aug. 15, there came another photo from an-
other party, J. O. Sheman, that might have
secured the first position

; but in fairness to

the other contestants the prize had to be
awarded to one of the number who sent pic-

tures before the date named. W. Z. Hutchin-
son has secured the first prize, §10.00, and his

picture, accordingly, will appear in the front-

ispiece of the ABC book. The second prizes

we have as yet hardly decided to whom they
shall be given. There are several good ones
in the lot, and we shall give to perhaps two or
three of them S5.00, thus placing them all on
a level so far as merit is concerned. One and
perhaps twTo of them will be used to adorn the
Uoney-leaflet that we expect to get out, show-
ing the industry from A to Z, and in such
form that the average consumer can take in at

a glance just how honest honey is produced,
and how it is finally landed on the market.
These " good catch " pictures will be shown

in Gleanings in due course of time, and I

think our readers will all agree with me that
the daughters of bee-keepers are exceptionally
good-looking. I do not know the names of

more than one of them, at least, and that one,
of course, will not be given.

VICTORY THROUGH DEFEAT ; HOW THE ASSO-
CIATION HAS SCARED THE ADULTER-

ATORS IN CHICAGO.

When the U. S. B. K. A. met at Omaha
last, the executive officers of the Association
held a conference to determine upon a policy
to be pursued with reference to adulteration.
The result of the conference was that General
Manager Secor was instructed to proceed
against the glucose-mixers in such manner
and such place as he deemed best. Nothing
was said about the matter at the time in the
bee-journals, as it seemed wise to keep it quiet
till such time as actual suits were begun,
arrests made, and convictions or acquittals

secured.
As will be seen, the Association commenced

operations in that hotbed of adulteration,

Chicago ; and although we have met with
temporary defeat, that defeat seems to be
really a victory. Here is what is said in the
American Bee Journal, an advance proof of

which was kindly furnished me by the editor :

It will be news to practically all of our readers when
we announce that an attempt was made awhile ago
to stop the sale of adulterated honey in this city.

The latter part of last April, upon receipt of instruc-
tions from the United States Bee-keepers' Association
to go ahead in the honey-adulteration cases. Attorney
Herman F. Moore (who was employed by the Associ-
ation) and the editor of the American Bee Journal
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proceeded at once to collect samples of suspicious
honey for purposes of prosecution. Nine samples
were selected from the dozen or more procured, on
recommendation of Chemist E. N. Eaton, as being
clearly adulterated with glucose.
Out of the nine, five were taken, and a complete

chemical analysis made for use in court. Upon the
advice of the State's attorney's office, the cases were
to be taken before a justice of the peace, and Justice
W. T. Hall was selected. Assistant State's Attorney
Fred L.. Fake was detailed to assist Mr. Moore in pre-
paring the evidence and conducting the trials, the
intention being to try one case at a time, and follow
up with the remaining four if successful in the first.

Acting on the suggestions from the State's attor-
ney's office, criminal proceedings were begun July 1

against Nelson N. Blood, 4-18 W. Lake St., the com-
plaint being made by the editor of the American Bee
Journal, who, accompanied by Mr. Moore, had pur-
chased the alleged honey from Mr. Blood himself.
July 3 Mr. Blood was arrested, and gave bonds in

$200 for his appearance July 10 for trial.

July 10 the case of the People vs. Blood came up for
trial, and testimony was given by the writer, Mr.
Moore, and Chemist Eaton, for the people, and by Mr.
Blood in his own defense. The latter testified that he
did not know it was not honey ; that he had bought
it from Weber Bros, (wholesale grocers), who had
sold it to him for honey ; that he did not know any
thing about it.

The case was continued for evidence and argument
several times. In the meantime Mr. Moore and the
writer called on Weber Bros., and subpoenaed Chas.
Weber, after questioning him closely. The subpoena
ordered him to produce in court the records, books,
papers, and bills relating to his last three sales of
honey to Mr. Blood previous to June 4, 1899, being the
next day after we purchased the jar of so-called honey
at Mr. Blood's store. On the further hearing, Mr.
Weber testified that he had tasted the stuff, and con-
sidered it good honey ; that he had purchased it from
Randall &. Co., a commission firm on South Water
Street. All of Mr. Weber's testimony indicated that
he was working in the interest of his customer (Mr.
Blood), so nothing of value was gained from him that
would aid us — except, possibly, that we learned who
did the adulterating.
July 20 the arguments were completed, and Justice

Hall made his decision, discharging the prisoner.
This was indeed discouraging to the prosecution, as
we all (including the State's attorney) telt that under
the law we had clearly earned a favorable judgment,
and according to the facts as presented in the case.
How Justice Hall could render such a decision, in view
of the evidence aud the law, was, and is jet, a great
surprise to us.

The turning-point possibly was this : The law says,
" No man shall be punished who shows to the court or
jury that he could not with reasonable diligence have
known that he was violating the law." Mr. Blood
did not testify that he even tasted the stuff he sold for
houey. He testifieo to nothing else that showed dili-

gence, small or great. He showed no diligence. The
law requires reasonable diligence. But Justice Hall
seemed not to take any notice of this feature of the
law, though he expressed himself, when invited to
taste the stuff bought from Blood for honey, that he
had no doubt it was bogus.
Now, while it would appear that the United States

Bee keepers' Association met with a rather discourag-
ing defeat in its first attempt to enforce an anti-adul-
teration law, we are not sure but a good deal was
gained for the cause of pure honey in Chicago, after
all. Before Justice Hall rendered his final decision it

was noticed that the honey adulterators had wisely
taken the hint, and there appeared the additional
word " Imitation " on the labels ot their mixture of a
good deal of glucose with a little honey, thus correctly
renaming it " Imitation Honey."

Be.-ides the above advantage gained, we think the
adulterators will not find such a great demand for
their compound hereafter, as the consuming public
were made aware of the prevalence of the bogus
article thiough the notices in the newspapers of the
attempt to enforce the anti-adulteration law of Illinois.

It seems hard to understand, in view of all

the facts presented, how Justice Hall could
have discharged the defendant, for it appears
that there was no question at all about the
honey being adulterated, nor as to whether
Mr. Blood sold that honey or not ; and to any

bee-keeper, at least, it would seem that the
defendant did not in any sense use any " rea-
sonable diligence."
The case made quite a stir in the Chicago

papers — so much so that the adulterators of
honey have been badly scared, and well they
may be. If I am not very much mistaken,
the Association will recommend going right
ahead. In the next suit, in all probability,
conviction will be secured, and the culprit will
get a notoriety that will be any thing but
pleasant or profitable.

The fact that the adulterators are beginning
to mark their packages " Imitation" appears
to be a most substantial victory, for the Asso-
ciation has accomplished through its officers

something of which it may be proud ; for no
consumer will knowingly buy such vile stuff,

labeled or marked " Imitation."
The Association can not afford to stop at this

stage of the game, and it will not, I verily
believe. If one little prosecution like this,

resulting in apparent defeat, has accomplished
such good results as this I believe bee-keepers
will rise up in their might and fairly pour their
dollars into the Association treasury for the
express purpose of giving the adulterators a
few more rounds.
That the wholesale firm which furnished

Mr. Blood with the stuff has already taken a
wholesome warning, is evidenced by a letter

which they wrote to their salesmen, and which
Editor York was able to secure. Here it is :

^Chicago, July 10, 1899.
Pure Foods.—We believe the tendency of the buy-

ing public in the future will be in the direction of
strictly pure foods — and in our opinion the result of
this will undoubtedly prove highly beneficial to the
health of the consuming public, aud unquestionably
more satisfactory to the jobber, retailer, and every-
body concerned in selling this quality of goods. Adul-
terated articles in the food line are still on the market,

but we believe it will be to the best inter-
ests of all concerned to advocate the purchase of pure
foods as speedily as possible. Unless you know it to
be a positive fact that the article you are selling is

absolutely pure, do not sell it as such. If you are in
doubt, make it known that way. Weber Bros.

If this is not good anti-adulteration doctrine,
I do not know what is. The presumption is

that a number of other firms will come to the
same conclusion — especially so after one or
two more cases have begun, which there un-
doubtedly will be.

Hurrah for the Association ! Give it your
support with your dollars.

BESS, BIRDS, AND GRAPES.
Nearly every year about this time the bee-

keepers are met with complaints from their
neighbors about how the bees are eating up
their grapes. It has been pretty well estab-
lished that bees never touch the sound fruit

;

and until within a year or so it was supposed
by all fruit-growers, and even by some bee-
keepers, that bees made a small round punc-
ture through the skin of some soft grapes like
the Niagara, and even pierced the more hardy
Concords. But two years ago we were suc-
cessful in finding the real culprit, and that
was in the form of a little bird, quick of flight,

scarcely if ever to be seen around the vines
when any human being was p: esent. This
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bird, about the size of a sparrow, striped, and
called the Cape May warbler ( Dendroica

tigrina), has a long sharp needle-like beak.

It will alight on a bunch, and about as fast as

one can count the grapes will puncture berry

after berry. After his birdship has done his

mischief he leaves, and then come on innocent

bees to finish the work of destruction by suck-

ing the juices of the pulp of the berry, finally

leaving it dry and withered up. While the

birds are scarcely ever " caught in the act,"

the bees, ever present during all the hours of

daylight, receive all the credit for the mischief.

Grapes broken in handling will be visited

by bees independently of any tampering on
the part of the feathered tribe ; and at such

times bees do very often prove to be quite a

nuisance ; but it may be said, on the other

hand, that broken grapes are unsalable any-

how, and therefore this damage is slight if

any, and the real mischief or harm done is

simply the annoyance caused by the fear of

being stung while handling over the bunches

in the basket. For particulars in regard to

this grape-puncturing bird and its habits, see

pages 790, 827, for 1896, and page 22 for 1897.

ROBBING BEE-KEEPERS.

In our issue for July 1 appeared the follow-

ing advertisement

:

WANTED.—To introduce my golden Italian and
Carniolan queens into your apiaries. Price, tested, 50

cts.; untested, 35 cts. Satisfaction guaranteed.
F. T. Luptom, Warners, N. Y.

This advertisement was received in my
absence or it would not have been accepted,

on account of the exceedingly low price, and
also because of "golden Italians," " Carni-

olans," etc. Our people here noticed the

low price, but sent at once for samples of his

queens, and, of course, the samples were very

satisfactory, and the man wrote as if he were
honest and straight. He wrote about having
queens killed by leaving the cages outdoors

right in the hot sun, and asked questions as if

he were a beginner.
Not very long after the advertisement ap-

peared we began to receive complaints, and
our good friend Paltridge sent us a communi-
cation which he had received from the post-

master at Warners, which reads as follows :

Stephen Paltridge, Ardonia, N. Y.
Dear Sir:—V. T. Luptom does not live here. He

comes about twice a month and gets his money on
money orders. His letters are forwarded to Syracuse,
N. Y. Duane La Du, Postmaster.
Warners, N. Y., Aug. 9.

On receipt of this last I knew at once we
were swindled, and wrote to the postmaster,

requesting to have all mail for Luptom stopped

as quickly as possible. I also wrote to the

manager of our branch house at Syracuse,

Mr. F. A. Salisbury, in regard to the matter,

and it is largely due to his untiring energy
and push in the matter that Luptom was not

only pretty soon hunted up but landed in the

lockup. We have thought best to submit to

our readers the following, clipped from a

Syracuse paper :

Postoffice Inspector Kyle was notified, and went to

work on the case. He learned from the postmaster at

Warners, that on July 15 a young man about 22 years
old had money orders cashed there to the amount of

a little over 815, and secured two registered letters

containing 50 cents each. He gave his name as Lup-
tom, and left orders to have all future mail forwarded
to Syracuse. At this postoffice he ordered his mail
sent to Locke, Cayuga County.
East Thursday Inspector Kyle went to Locke and

found that mail to the amount of seventy letters was
waiting for Euptom, and had not been called for.

From advices received it was learned that they con-
tain money orders to the amount of Sltior $18. Pay-
ment on these has been stopped, and under the ruling
of the postoffice they will be returned to the offices

from which they are sent, and repaid to the remitters.
There being no calls for Euptom's mail at Eocke, it

was difficult to locate him. The most interesting part
of the story is the manner in which he was caught.
Yesterday afternoon F. A. Salisbury, who keeps

bee supplies at No 1635 West Genesee St., went to
Inspector Kyle's office in the Postoffice Building and
said that he was the agent for Gleanings, and want-
ed to know if something could not be done to head off

Euptom. He said that that afternoon a young man
with a smooth face had walked into his store and
asked him if he knew any thing about this Euptom
who advertised queen-bees so cheap. He said his
father had sent him some orders, and never heard
from the money.
Mr. Kyle questioned Mr. Salisbury closely as to the

man's appearance, ai d found that it tallied exactly
with that given to him by the Postmaster at Warners
and by Adam Metzger. general delivery clerk of this
city. The fellow had told Salisbury his name, and
that he worked for Charles Mills, of Fairmount.
Mr. Kyle, accompanied by United States Deputy

Marshal Spaulding and Adam Metzger, drove out to
the Mills farm and found the young man sitting out-
side stemming elderberries at 5:30 o'clock. Kyle
immediately accused him of the crime, and the lad
turned pale and made a complete confession.
The young man was arrested, and brought to this

city.

We are fortunate this time that no great

amount of money was invested or required.

There is a great moral to it, however. It

ought to impress every young man — yes, and
old man too, for that matter— that to succeed
in the swindling business requires a great
amount of very hard work ; in fact, one can
go to work at almost any thing and make
more money honestly than he can get, even if

he succeeds in his dishonesty ; and, besides,

the way things are managed nowadays, no
matter how ingeniously the guilty one lays

his plots, he is pretty sure to be caught in a

very little time.

Later:—To-day, August 28, we have just re-

ceived a letter from the young man who called

himself Luptom (admitting that Luptom is

not his name), begging piteously not to have
his real name appear in Gleanings, and prom-
ising to send queens to all who have lost their

money, from some reliable breeder. There is

just one thing in his letter that does not sound
honest. He says :

" I am the victim of foul

play." Now, the man who takes an assumed
name, and has his mail sent around to differ-

ent offices, as in the above newspaper state-

ment, is, I should say, the "victim " of his

own rascality, instead of foul play on the part

of some one else. I have written him that, if

he will return all money that he has secured

by his swindling scheme, we will keep his

real name out of print. Unless he does this

we i-hall show him up as he deserves. If he
does not make good those who have lost by
sending him money in response to an adver-

tisement in Gleanings we will try to make it

good ourselves. He requests us to send him
a list of those who have sent him money and
received nothing. A. I. R.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A. I. R OOT.

L,et us make man in our image, in our likeness.

—

Gen. 1 : 26.

In the Declaration of Independence of the
United States there is a clause that has often
impressed me. It says, "All men are endow-
ed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights : among these are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness." The great Father cer-

tainly had in view that man should take a very
high position in the universe. He planned
that he should not only do a great work of
so Tie sort, but I think he also intended that he
should enjoy himself and be happy ; and the
framers of the Declaration also seem to have
had a very high conception as to what man-
kind should be, or, if you choose, as to what
the people of the United States should be.
Not only are they to do a great and good
work, but it is to be their privilege to seek
happiness—to have " fun," as the boys would
express it, and enjoy themselves. There are
some of us whose lives are so busy that we
hardly dare think of stopping to play and have
fun. There are certain overworked women—
may God help them when their eyes scan
these pages— yes, may God help them to find
just a little time once or twice in a year, if not
oftener, to take a holiday, and possibly to go
on a picnic excursion. It is right, and I am
sure God intended we should have some play,
every one of us, even the gray-haired men and
women as well as the juveniles and the boys
and the girls. A great many times I feel as if

I had no sort of business to take a holiday at

all, nor even to stop and have fun, as there are
so many things that ought to be doing, and
others that ought to be dofie every day in the
year.

I have just been making some rather severe
criticisms on Sunday excursions, and some of

you may have received the idea that I am down
on excursions of all sorts. God forbid ! I well
remember the time when the talk of a .Sun-

day-school picnic almost set me wild. Yes, I

can remember, too, when the thought of the
Fourth of July prompted me to swing my rag-

ged straw hat, and almost make myself hoarse
shouting "Hurrah, boys!" And I have not
got over it yet ; in fact, I sometimes think
that, after one gets to be about sixty years old,

he should be a boy again, for at least a con-
siderable part of the time. Yes, I believe in

excursions. Of course, there may be too many
of them, and I have sometimes thought our
people were just now having more excursions
than they really need. The}' cost quite a lit-

tle money ; and if we do not have them on
Sunday there is a loss of time that every one
can not well afford. I have recently attended
two excursions. A year ago the employees of

our factory and the business men of Medina
united in having an excursion together ; but
somehow or other Satan got his finger into the
picnic, or rather, perhaps, before and after the
picnic, and there was some unpleasantness

;

so this year they decided to have two picnics,

with only a short interval between them. One
of them was at a place where I should not have
chosen to go ; but;a great many times in these
lives of ours I think it wiser to join in with
the crowd, and go along with the crowd, than
to hurt people's feelings by making a fuss
about things that are not exactly as one would
have them. You know what I mean, friends

;

and I wish you to please keep in mind what I

mean, in what I am going to say about this
excursion to a modern fashionable picnic-
ground. One of the finest attractions the
place afforded was a beautiful bathing-ground
on the shores of Lake Erie. The locality was
all clean white sand — so clean you could sit

down anywhere with your Sunday clothes on,
and the children could roll and tumble in the
soft warm sand without soiling their clean
clothes a particle. Then they could roll and
tumble in the water warmed by the August
sun, to their hearts' content ; and, in fact, a
great part of them did roll and tumble in the
beautiful clean water pretty much all day. In
fact, whole families— father and mother, and
all the boys and girls and juveniles, with
proper bathing-suits, were thoroughly washed,
and washed clean for at least once in their lives

if not more.
I soon discovered that this same clean white

sand, right at the water's edge, was an ideal
place for running a wheel. My wheel was
with me, and I rode along the beach until I

was tired, and then had a delicious nap in a
heap of soft warm sand, my head pillowed on
my wheel. Then I got up and wheeled again,
and I went so far away that I could neither
hear the shouting of the bathers nor see their
forms in the distance. If I went too far away
from the water's edge the sand was too soft,

and my wheel would slip; while if I went too
close, the white caps would break over me
and make the wheel spatter my clothing.
But the water was so clean and pure it left no
trace. Oh how I did enjoy that wheelride,
with the strong breeze right from off across
the water giving me strength and inspiration !

As I was away off alone I could utter praises
out loud, and give vent to the exuberance of
my spirits. I said, "O Ford, I thank thee
that thou hast given me a human life to live."

In repeating this afterward to my relatives

who were with me on the trip, one of them
remarked, "But, brother, are there not other
times when you feel as if life with its many
cares costs almost as much as it is worth ?

"

"Yes, dear sister, I am often tempted to
let such thoughts come into my mind, but I

always make haste to say, ' Get thee behind
me, Satan,' for I am sure these thoughts
come from him. It is one of his weapons.

"

A nephew whom I have spoken of asked
me if I had seen the sights. I told him I had
seen most of them. Then he inquired if I

had been in the great pavilion. I told him I

had been through the most of it, and admired
it, but I said there was a certain part of it I

did not feel inclined to visit.

"O Uncle Amos ! you must visit that part
of it. You certainly should know of these
things you talk about. Now, I just want you
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to go through that whole place, and see what
is going on, and see how it is managed—not
particularly that you may find fault with it,

but that you may be able to speak understand-

ing!}7 about these things connected with so

many of our pleasure-resorts. You certainly

should know exactly what you are talking

about and discussing."

Now, may God help me to be fair and hon-

est, and not let even my prejudices against

the liquor-traffic lead me to exaggerate. The
pavilion was a beautiful large building with

porches and verandas, and seats for hundreds
of people—may be thousands. There were
fountains, and beds of flowers, and foliage

plants, around it. There was plenty of nice

drinking-water for all who preferred to drink

it. Then there was lemonade, ice-cream soda,

and other things of that sort. In connection

there was a dining-room and a lunch-room,

with a bill of fare that was exceedingly rea-

sonable for such a picnic-ground.

At first I did not quite understand the very

reasonable prices. Well, back of the dining-

room there was an elaborate array of modern
arrangements for furnishing lager beer, and, I

suppose, any other kind of beer in any quan-

tity the crowd might demand. Once more
may God help me to be truthful and careful.

Every thing was clean and orderly. The men
and women who were drinking were well

dressed and respectable-looking ; and one
would be almost tempted to think the thing

was not so bad after all, where it is carried on
under proper restrictions. They were doing

a very large business when I happened to

drop in. The scene was painful to me ; but

remembering my promise to my young rela-

tive I pushed on." It became more and more
painful as I proceeded. I thought of the

work of the Anti-saloon League, and of the

prominent position I have occupied in it ever

since it was started. I wondered if it was my
duty to encourage such a place by my pres-

ence and by walking through it quietly, just

as I was doing. More than once I turned

and retreated; then I walked in again. Pretty

soon I began to see familiar faces. The
thought then occurred to me that some of our

Medina people would say I was just going
through there to spy out which one of my
friends and neighbors drank lager beer in an
open saloon. I felt guilty and troubled, and
I went away.

I do not think there were many of our

townspeople who visited this part of the

excursion-grounds. I did not see anybody
showing any signs of intoxication around
there. The management was so perfect, very

likely nothing of the kind would be tolerated.

I did not see any intoxication anywhere on
the grounds. I did not see any rudeness. I

do not know that I heard anybody speak a

profane word.

I noticed in the program, just before start-

ing, that all the entertainments during the

day were to be free of charge, and this feature

commended itself to me. There are many
places nowadays where they advertise great

attractions ; but when you get there it takes

quite a pile of money to get through it all.

A year ago, in company with a niece in her
teens, we took a wheelride over to Akron.
As it was at the time of the street fair (and
this, you know, is advertised as being entirely

free to everybod}') we thought we would look
it over. First we found we must pay a nickel

apiece to get into the inclosure ; but a nickel

is so small nobody makes a fuss about it.

Then we had to pay a nickel apiece more to

store our wheels ; then ten cents each to see

the trick rider on a velocipede. Of course,

we would be interested in that. Then the

menagerie was 15 cents apiece ; and, finally,

to get out of the street fair we had to pass
through a "midway." Now, some of the
midway shows cost 25 cents apiece ; but we
did not go into any of them ; and before we
went out my young friend said, "O Uncle
Amos ! let's get out of this horrid place. I

do not see what anybody wants to be here
for." Well, I felt just about as " Rene " did.

We were soon out in the free air of the coun-
try, speeding along where every thing was
pure and honest and good. You see the man-
agers had planned this thing so that every-

body was obliged to pass through the filth of

midway in order to get out of the trap

they found themselves in. Oh dear me! I

did not intend to write up street fairs just

now ; but since I have gone and done it I

think I will let it remain. Let us now go
back to the great pavilion on that beautiful

pleasure-ground.

I told you the entertainments were to be all

free. I supposed, when I read the program,
that the dollar ticket purchased before start-

ing included admission to all the entertain-

ments. About two o'clock in the afternoon I

saw people crowding into the audience room
of the pavilion. By getting on a chair and
afterward stepping up higher on to a table I

was enabled to see over the heads of the great

crowd ; and I saw something I enjoyed so

much I shall take pleasure in telling you
about it. A gymnast was performing upon a
trapeze. He made his bow to the audience.

I soon found he was not only a gymnast but a
humorist, and an expert in both lines. When
he made his bow to the audience there was
something mechanical and awkward in his

manner. When he sprang up into the air and
grasped the bar above his head he seemed to

be still awkward ; and when he climbed, with
considerable exertion, so as to sit astride the

bar, he still gave one the impression that he
was a green hand at the business. Finally he
stood up on the bar. I noticed this bar seem-
ed to be a stout brass rod, or perhaps a steel

rod covered with brass. He had on light

low-down slippers ; and while I was noticing

how loosely his slippers rested on this brass

rod he seemed to lose his balance, swing his

arms in a sort of helpless way, apparently,

and finally tipped over backward ; but just

when everybody expected to see him crack

his head on the hard board floor, by some
unknown power his loose slippers seemed
glued to that brass rod, and his feet glued to

the slippers. His head went straight down,
and in some wonderful way his body swung
clear around, and came right up on top of the
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bar. Then he tipped over forward, went clear

around and came up again, and pretty soon
he was flying around the bar like a windmill,
evidently trying to stop, but could not ; but
when he came up on top of the bar his feet

were just as loose as when he first stepped on
it. Now, some ingenious piece of mechanism
must have been invented to enable him to do
this sleight-of-hand, or, if you choose, sleight-

of foot, performance.
I figured up that, to perform such a trick,

one would need a stout harness going over his

shoulders and down under his feet ; and this

harness must be so it could be securely attach-

ed to the trapeze-bar and yet so it could take
hold or let go of it in a second of time. After
he jumped down from the bar the shock of

alighting seemed to have dislocated his knees
and thighs ; then he looked down in a quaint
way at his deformity, and then at the audience,
and then wabbled about the stage as if he
were crippled. By some apparent awkward-
ness he struck his head against one of the
pillars on the stage ; but his look of blank
astonishment to think that the pillar should
stand right there when he did not suspect it

was so comical and ridiculous that I nearly
fell off the table where I was standing, because
I was so convulsed with laughter.

Now, this was a very pretty and innocent
exhibition. I would not mind paying 25 cents

to see exhibitions of gymnastic feats like this.

I mean, of course, where human life is not
endangered, and where there is no suggestion
of any thing bad or wrong. Why, I should
be delighted to have my three grandchildren
see such a performance. In this case there

was wonderful skill and agility coupled with
a vein of fun and humor that I enjoyed hugely.
It interested me to knowT that God has so
made the human frame that it can endure
such contortions and such a tremendous
strain, and yet be unharmed. How wonder-
fully the organs of life must be fabricated to

stand all sorts of positions and yet every func-
tion go on with its work unhindered !

After the trapeze, a very pretty, modest,
decently dressed young woman came on the
stage. There was a little play with a com-
panion, and some conversation that I could
not hear, as I was so far away from the stage.

Her companion left, and she stood on the

stage alone. J presume my readers will ex-

cuse me for describing in print what a thou-
sand or more people saw in broad daylight.

Well, this modest-looking and well-behaved
young woman deliberately stepped forward
and grasped her skirts and threw them over
her head, or pretty nearly so. Then she
threw one of her feet a good deal higher than
her head, and gave an exhibition of what I

should call a gymnastic dance that might
have been pretty if it had been done by a man
instead of a woman. Somebody suggested
that it was a man ; but I am sure it was a
woman. By the way the audience applauded
I was obliged to conclude that this was noth-
ing unusual. The higher she kicked her feet

the louder was the applause ; and when she
turned a handspring with both feet in the air,

and her clothing covering her head and arms

entirely, there was louder applause for some
time. There was no laugh on m)^ face, I as-

sure you, when this performance began ; in
fact, I was a great way from it when I climbed
down off from my table and got out into the
open air. My face was flushed with indigna-
tion. I was ready to denounce the place and
the people ; and could my bicycle have gone
across the water I do not know but I would
have shaken the dust from my feet (or rather,
perhaps, the white sand out of my shoes) and
started for "home then and there. Of late

years I do not talk out what I feel on the im-
pulse of the moment as much as I used to do.
I walked out among the trees and thought the
matter over. If I went home before I found
my friends and relatives they would wonder,
and think singular of it. When I found them
I had cooled off somewhat ; but I had not
changed my views very much, after all. Many
of you have read the book that suggested the
thought, "What would Jesus do?" I sat
down and thought it over. Did Jesus want
me to be in such a place ? Was my nephew
right when he said I ought to know about
such places? Well, perhaps I should; but
just now I humbly confess that I do not ex-
actly know what is right and what is best in
matters of this kind. Thousands of my good
friends will say, unhesitatingly, that / had no
business in such a place, and that it was my
plain duty to get out of it just as soon as pos-
sible. They might urge that, by my presence,
I gave encouragement for others to go to that
or similar places. Then there are other thou-
sands who say that I would harm the cause
dear to my heart more by holding myself en-
tirely aloof from pleasure resorts, and ytt
writing about these things when I know al-

most nothing about them. These friends
might say, and perhaps do say, "Brother
Root, you have come down hard and severe
on Sunday excursions. Now, when people
all respect the Sabbath, as you would have
them do, and plan their excursions on week
days, are you going to come down on these
things too, and leave the boys and girls to
think that you are one of those old gray-
headed deacons who do not see any fun in the
world anywhere, and think everybody should
hoe corn, even on the Fourth of July ?

"

Dear friends, I have studied this ground all

over, and I am praying that God may give me
wisdom and guidance; and I feel just now
like asking you in a like manner to pray that
my advice may be good in this matter of holi-

days, excursions, pleasure-resorts, and recrea-
tions. You may remember the dear Savior once
said in that wonderful prayer, " I pray not that
thou shouldst take them out of the world, but
that thou shouldst keep them from the evil."
And, again, we know he once attended a wed-
ding, and not only encouraged it by his
presence, but actually furnished refreshment
by that notable first miracle. We have reason
to think that he went out among men, espe-
cially where he was invited. He did not shun
crowds, and he frequently went among the
rich; attended great feasts, and was one among
the people.

I said I witnessed no intoxication while at
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the pleasure-resort. Two fine large steamers
carry the people to and from the places, run-
ning every thirty minutes. When I first got
aboard, in finding a place to store my wheel
out of the way I ran across a lager-beer saloon,
and it was any thing but a pleasant place to

the sight, smell, or ears. I think a band is

employed on the boat. The members of it

have a sort of uniform. On my return, by
accident I got close to the saloon again. I

did not go there purposely, friends, to find

out what I could see. Men and boys were
crowding into the saloon. They had been
drinking more or less all day, and quite a

good many were well along toward intoxica-

tion. I had to pass the saloon with my wheel
when I came to the landing, and almost got
into the middle of a fight. The fight was be-

tween two or more members of the band.
The beer was the cause of it. Others interfer-

ed, and begged of them not to make a row on
the boat. The flushed face and bloodshot
eyes of one of the men indicated that he had
scarcely sense enough left to dimly realize

that a fight was not just the thing close to the
gang-plank, where excursionists were crowd-
ing to get off. The point I wished to make
was this: Even the drinking people who,
while in that great pavilion during the day
behaved themselves all right, may not have
behaved themselves after they got home at

night. What stories might be told if we knew
just what the results are after attending an
excursion where beer is sold all day long to
all who may call for it ! There are a good
many resorts, I know, where no intoxicants
are sold; but I believe they are mostly those
that are not kept open on Sunday. It seems
to me that good people ought to endeavor to
patronize the temperance places. Still, it may
be well for good people to know just about
how things are managed in these other places
where beer is sold and good order is preserved.
I have been told, since coming home, that the
performance that I have described is what is

called the "skirt dance;" and although
nobody has told me, something suggests to me
just now that the great pavilion, with its low-
priced refreshments, fine music, and free en-
tertainment of all kinds, is nothing more nor
less than a well-conducted beer-garden on a
large scale. These skilled performers, these
beautiful grounds and expensive buildings,
were built and all the expenses paid by the
profit that comes from their tremendous trade
in beer. If somebody had informed me that
I was invited to attend a performance at a
beer garden near the city of Sandusky, I

would have refused outright to go, and very
likely the same is true of thousands of other
people who go there. With a hope and a
prayer that what I have written gives a fair

and honest report of the existing state of
affairs at one of our great pleasure-resorts, I

close. May God help us in battling for the
right. May he give us wisdom to recognize
humanity as it averages the world over; and
may we have grace from on high to enable us
to avoid going to either extreme. We are in
the world; we are of the world; and may we
think again of that wonderful prayer, " I pray

not that thou shouldst take them out of the
world, but that thou shouldst keep them from
the evil."

TOBACCO AND THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES.

The following was sent us by one of our
subscribers, in a letter. I can not tell from
what paper it was clipped, but it is credited
originally to the Chicago Register :

It is said that, with the possible exception of Grant,
the present occupant of the White House, Wm. McKin-
ley, is the most inveterate smoker ever elected to the
presidency. So many cigars has the President cre-
mated in times gone by that recently his nerves began
to break down. He has smoked during all his work-
ing hours for years, and until a short time ago experi-
enced little ill effect. He has now, however, found
out that he must abandon or lessen the habit, or it

will cut his career short.
The discovery that he was soaked with nicotine,

and was likely to become a wreck, according to a
Washington dispatch, caused McKinley to seek the
hot springs of Virginia, to take the course of baths
prescribed by his physicians to steam out of his sys-
tem the poisons instilled through the excessive use of
tobacco. The temperature of the water at these
springs varies, but seldom falls below 104 degrees. A
course of baths requires about ten days, one bath each
day. In this time, if Mr. McKinley can control his
appetite, the poison will be boiled out of his system.

Now, very likely the above is an exaggera-
tion — at least I hope it is, and I shall be ex-
ceedingly glad if somebody who knows the
facts in the case will tell us how much is truth
and how much is error.

Let me say just a word in defense of our
President while we are on this subject. His
pastor has just written a little note that was
published recently in the Christian Herald,
to the effect that our President still holds to
the habit of his life, Bible-reading and prayer,
before he goes to bed ; and that, even when
he has been kept up by important duties until
a very late hour, he still holds on to his Bible-

reading before retiring. May God be praised
that we have a God-fearing President to at
least this extent !

HUMBUG WEATHER PROPHETS.

May be some of the friends think I am de-
voting considerable space to this matter; but
it seems as if, as with Electropoise and Oxy-
donor, our people need considerable exhorta-
tion and shaking up on the subject, especially

when so many people, who ought to know
better, accept as science such silly nonsense.
The Department of Agriculture at Washing-
ton has just sent out an exceedingly valuable
bulletin, entitled "Weather Forecasting."
From page 15 I extract the following, which
are the words of our able and efficient Chief
of the Weather Bureau, Willis L. Moore:
At the present time I know of no scientific man who

essays to make long-range weather predictions, and
I would especially caution the public against the im-
posture of charlatans and astrologists, who simply
prey upon the credulity of the people. As storms of
more or less intensity pass over large portions of our
country every few days during the greater part of the
year, and as it is seldom that the weather report does
hot show one or more storms as operating somewhere
within our broad domain, it is easy to forecast thunder-
storms about a certain time in July, or a cold wave
and snow about a certain period in January, and
stand a fair chance to become accidentally famous as
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a prophet. You may select anv three equidistant
dates in January, and forecast high wind, snow, and
cold for New York city, and stand a fair chance of
having the fraudulent forecast verified in two out of
three cases, provided that you claim a storm coming
the day before or after one of your dates to be the
storm which you expected.

I believe it is impossible for any one to-day to make
a forecast, based fairly upon any principles of physics
or upon any empiric rule in meteorology, for a great-
er period than one or two days in winter or more than
two or three days in summer; and there are times in
winter when the movements of air conditions are so
rapid that it is extremely difficult to forecast even for
the space of one day. The Weather Bureau takes the
public into its confidence in this matter, and does not
claim to be able to do more than it is possible to ac-
complish.

METHOD IN MADNESS; A BEE-KEEPER IN .A

LUNATIC ASYLUM.
Gleanings not only goes to all sorts of

people, but it has frequently made its visits

to, and been highly prized at, evidently, one
or more lunatic asylums. From a pathetic
letter from one of these unfortunate brothers
I have taken the liberty of copying the fol-

lowing :

Mr. Root:—I have no honey- bees here. You never
sent me any of your journals to the hospital here since
I was at this house. I had one when I was down at
the other house, but some scamp stole it. They do
not like bees here. I use no tobacco at all. I do not
even smoke. I have not since my name was used for
President.
Harrisburg, Pa., July 10. G. B.

We will gladly send our poor brother copies
of Gleanings as long as he is able to read
them ; and if some other unfortunate steals

them, all the better. We do not believe in

stealing, as a rule ; but when somebody steals

your copy of Gleanings, just write a postal

to your friend A. I. R., and he will replace it

free of charge. The above is pathetic in

many of its sentences. Our poor friend, it

seems, remembers the Tobacco Column, and
even through his poor benighted mind he
seems to recognize that the President of the
United States certainly ought to be a clean

man in every sense of the word, and therefore

he has given up his tobacco. Would it not be
well for some who stand high in office to fol-

low the example, in at least one respect, of

the poor bee-keeper who has by misfortune
landed in an asylum ?

CRIMSON CLOVER.

The Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, has sent out a new bulletin in regard to

this clover, from which I make an extract as

follows:
The use of crimson clover ( Trifolium incarnatum)

has increased to such an extent that it is now a
standard crop in many parts of the Southern and
Middle States. It is distinguished by its long head of
brilliant scarlet blossoms and by the great depth to
which its roots make their way. Wherever the win-
ters are not too severe it thrives and is a valuable
plant for soiling or for hay. It is a winter annual,
the seed being sown any time from the middle of July
to late fall in the Southern States. It grows through-
out the milder weather in winter, and quickly makes
a dense cover to the ground in the spring. This can
be pastured, cut for hay, or turned under for green
manure, or all three, depending upon conditions.
The seed of crimson clover is larger than that of red

or mammoth clover, and is almost perfectly oval in

shape. The fresh seed is of a bright reddish-yellow
color, and has a high polish. As the seed becomes
older the color changes to a reddish brown, and

eventually the polish is lost, and the seed has a dull,

dark reddish-brown color. Such seed should never be
purchased, as it is too old to grow well.
In general the seed of crimson clover is less liable

to contain many weed seeds than the seed of other
clovers. It is harvested before most of the weeds have
matured their seed, and being planted in late summer
or fall it tends to choke out what weeds may come up
with the young plants.

Books for Bee=keepers and Others.
Any of these books on which postage is not given

will be forwarded by mail, postpaid on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable

to disappointment if we make a purchase without see-
ing the article. Admitting that the book-seller could
read all the hooks he offers, as he has them for sale, it

were hardly to be expected he would be the one to
mention all the faults, as well as good things about
a book. We very much desire that those who favor us
with their patronage shall not be disappointed and
therefore we are going to try to prevent it by mention-
ing all the faults, so far as we can, that the purchaser
may know what he is getting. In the following list,

books that we approve we have marked with a *

;

those we especially approve, **
; those that are not up

to times, f ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the
lines, \ ; foreign, g. The bee-books are all good.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods

by freight or express, incurring no postage, we give
prices separately. You will notice that you can judge
of the .size of the books very well by the amount re-

quired for postage on "each.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
Postage.] [Price without postage.

8 Bible, good print, neatly bound 20
10 Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 50
20 Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75
This is a large book of 425 pages, and 175 illustra-

tions, and would usually be called a $2.00 book. A
splendid book to present to children. Sold in gilt edge
foi 25 cents more.
6

|
First Steps for Little Feet 50

By the author of the Story of the Bible. A better
book for young children can not be found in the
whole round of literature, and at the same time there
can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beauti-
fully bound and fully illustrated.

3
|
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by Rev.

C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

|
Gospel Hymns, consolidated, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4,

words only; cloth, 10c; paper 5
2 Same, board covers 20
5 Same, words and music, small type, board cov. 45
10 Same, words and music, board covers 75
3 New Testament in pretty flexible covers 05
5 New Testament, new version, paper covers 10

5 Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10
4 Stepping Heavenward** 18

15 Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will

be read by almost every child.
I "The" Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25

5
I
Tobacco Manual** 45

This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left

around where the boys get hold of it, and any boy who
reads it will be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
A B C of Bee Culture, cloth 1

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson ...

Amateur Bee-keeper, byj. W. Rouse
Bees and Bee-keeping, by Fiank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I., \ 2

Same, Vol. II., \ 2
Same, Vols. I. and II., postpaid 5
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman
Cook's New Manual, cloth 1

Doolittle on Queen-rearing
Dzierzon Theory
Foul Brood; Its Natural History and Rational
Treatment

Honey as Food and Medicine
Langstroth Revised, by Chas. Dadant & Son 1

Quinby's New Bee-keeping 1

Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H Alley
Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker
The Honev-bee. bv Thr>R."William Cowan
British Bee-keeper's Guide-book, by Thomas
William Cowan, England ?
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3 I Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A. I. Root... 15
4

I

"Winter Problem in Bee-keepirg, by Pierce -16

I

Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung 50
Or "Bee Culture and the Securing of Honey," a Ger-

man bee-book by J. F. Eggers, of Grand Island, Neb.
Postage free.

MISCELLANEOUS HAND- BOOKS.

5 I An Egg farm, Stoddard** 40
5 A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finlev 25
5

|
A B C of .Strawberry Culture,** by T.B. Terry.. 35

Probably the leading book of the world on straw-
berries.
3

|
A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** 35

This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work.
I Barn Plans and Out-buildings* 1 50
Canar3' birds, paper 50

2
|
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 25

The first really full and complete book on celery
culture, at a moderate price, that we have had. It is

full of pictures, and the whole thing is made so plain
that a schoolboy ought to be able to grow paying
crops at once without any assistance except from the
book.
15 I Draining for Profit and Health, Warring 1 35
10 Fuller's Grape Culturist ** 1 15
8

I
Domestic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M D.** ... 30

This book ought to save at least the money it costs,
each year, in every household. It was written by a
doctor, and one who has made the matter of domestic
economy a life study. The regular price of the book
is SI. 00, but by taking a large lot of them we are en-
abled to make the price only 30 cents.
10

|
Farming for Boys* 1 15

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions,
and it seems to me that it ought to make farm-life fas-
cinating to any boy who has any sort of taste for gar-
dening.
7 Farm, Gardening, and Seed-growing** 90
12 Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 35
12 Gardening for Profit** 1 35
8 Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 1 25
This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Al-

though it goes over the same ground occupied by Peter
Henderson, it particularly emphasizes thorough culti-
vation of the soil in preparing your ground ; and this
matter of adapting it to young people as well as old is

brought out in a most happy vein. If your children
have any sort of fancy for gardening it will pay you to
make them a present of this book. It has 187 pages
and 46 engravings.
3

|
Grasses and Clovers, with Notes on Forage
Plants 20

This is by Henry A. Dreer, author of the book,
" Vegetables Under Glass " that has had such a large
sale of late. This little book tells how six tons of
grass has been grown to the acre, and gives much
other valuable matter.
10

|
Greenhouse construction, by Prof, Taft** 1 15

This book is of recent publication, and is as full and
complete in regard to the building of all glass struc-
tures as is the next book in regard to their manage-
ment. Any one who builds even a small Structure for
plant-growing under glass will save the value of the
book by reading ii carefully.

15
|
How to Make the Garden Pay** 1 3-5

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 60
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 1 80

5 Gregory on Cabbages, paper* .'. 20
5 Gregory on Squashes, paper* 20
5 Gregory on Onions, paper* 20
The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are

all valuable. The book on squashes especially is good
reading for almost anybody, whether they raise
squashes or not. It strikes at the very foundation of
success in almost any kind of business.

Handbook for Lumbermen 05
10 Household Conveniences 1 40
2 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15

10 How to Get Well and Keep Well 90
An exposition of the Salisbury system of curing dis-

ease by the "lean-meat diet."

2
|
Injurious Insects, Cook 10

10
|
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Orchard* 1 10

By Stewart. This book, so far as 1 am informed, is
almost the only work on this matter that is attracting
so much interest, especially recently. Using water
from springs, brooks, or windmills to take trie place
of rain, during our great drouths, is the great problem
before us at the present day. The book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.

7
1
Market-gardening and Farm Notes 75

This is by a real, live, enterprising, successful mar-
ket-gardener who lives in Arlington, a suburb of Bos-

ton, Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the fore-
most to make irrigation a practical success, and he
now irrigates his grounds by means of a windmill and
steam-engine whenever a drouth threatens to injure
the crops. The book has 208 pages, and is nicely il-

lustrated with 110 engravings.
3 I Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 32
4

I

Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10
Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.

5
|
Manures ; How to Make and How to Use
Them : in paper covers 30

6
|

The same in cloth covers 65
3

|
Onions for Profit** 40

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old
onion culture and the new method. The book is fully
illustrated, and written with all the enthusiasm and
interest that characterizes its author, T. Greiner.
Even if one is not particularly interested in the busi-
ness, almost any person who picks up Greiner's books
will like to read them through.

•
|
Our Farming, by T. B. Terry** 1 50

In which he tells " how we have made a run-down
farm bring both profit and pleasure."
This is a large book, 6x9 inches, 367 pages, quite ful-

ly illustrated. It is Terry's first large book ; and while
it touches on the topics treated in his smaller hand-
books, it is sufficiently different so that no one will
complain of repetition, even if he has read all of Ter-
ry's little books. I should call it the brightest and
most practical book on farming, before the world at
the present day. The price is $2.00 postpaid, but we
have made arrangements to furnish it for only SI.50.

We are so sure it will be worth many times its cost
that we are not afraid to offer to take it back if any
one feels he has not got his money's worth after he
has read it. If ordered by express or freight with
other goods, 10c less.

1
|
Poultry for Pleasure and Profit.** 10

8 Practical Floriculture, Henderson.* 1 10

10 Profits in Poultry.* 75
2

I

Practical Turkey-raising 10
By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we

offer for 10 cts.
;
postage, 2 cts.

2
|
Rats : How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Charac-
ter.** 15

1 Silk and the Silkworm 10
10 Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 1 10
10 Success in Market-Gardening* 90
10 Talks on Manures* 135
7 Ten Acres Enough 75

10 The New Agriculture
; or, the Waters Led Cap-

tive (a $1.50 book) 40
2

|
Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10

5
|
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

Fully illustrated, containing every thing of impor-
tance clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the il-

lustrations given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone
make the book worth what it costs, to every one who
has occasion to lay ten rods or more of tile. There is

as much science in digging as in doing almost any
thing else ; and by following the plan directed in the
book, one man will often do as much as two men with-
out this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with the subject, and was written by the
author while he was engaged in the work of digging
the ditches and laying the tiles HIMSELF, for lie has
laid literally miles of tile on his own farm in Hudson,
Ohio.
3 I Tomato Culture 35
3 Vegetables under Glass, by H. A. Dreer** 20
3

I

Vegetables in the Open Air 20
This is a sort of companion book to the one above.

Both books are most fully illustrated, and are exceed-
ingly valuable, especially at the very low price at
which they are sold. The author, H. A. Dreer, has a
greenhouse ot his own that covers one solid acre, and
he is prettv well conversant with all the arrangements
and plans for protecting stuff from the weather, and
afterward handling to the best advantage when the
weather will permit out of doors.

3
|
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 25

This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm
matters ; but it is so intimately connected with his po-
tato-book that it reads almost like a sequel to it. If you
have only a horseor a cow. I think it will pay you to
invest in a book. It has 44 pages and 4 cuts.

3
|
Wood's Common Objects of the Microscope**. . 47

8
|
What to Do and How to be Happy While doing

It, by A. I. Root 42

The A. 1 Root Co., Medina, O.
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GOOD THINGS FROM OTHER

JOURNALS.

OOD things appear in other
journals besides tlie Bee-
keepers' Review; yet the
Review uses its utmost en-

\.WJM lleavor to gather them all
HE up and lay them before its

ggjPy^ readers. "To be sure, the
~~ editor himself might do

all this work of selecting
these good things, also that of criticising,
and the pointing out of errors, and so he
does, to a certain extent, in the Editorial
and Extracted departments, but, by bring-
ing in the assistance of other minds, the
Review is thereby broadened.
As Mr. R. E- Taylor is employed to help

in pointing out errors and fallacious ideas,
and to comment upon them, so Dr. A. B.
Mason, of Toledo, Ohio, assists in finding
the good things, holding them up to view,
and pointing out their goodness—thus is

the Review rounded out and made a well-
balanced journal.
Dr. Mason has had many years of varied

experience with bees: he reads all the bee-
journals, is secretary of the United States
Bee-keepers' Association, and the possessor
of a free and chatty style that makes his
writings very readable.
Just think of it a moment : Not only does

the Review leave no stone unturned in se-
curing the best possible original matter,
but there are four men — the editor and
Messrs. Taylor, Mason, and Thompson —
constantly scanning the pages of the lead-
ing bee-journals ot both the new and the
old world—on the lookout for something
worthy of repetition or comment. In this
way, as well as in others, does the Review 5»
really and truly demonstrate the appro- g~
priateness of its name. 5>
Send 10 cts. for three late but different is- ^

sues, and the 10 cts. may apply on any sub- 5*
scriptlon sent in during the year. 3»

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich, |

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method warranted purely mated
to drones of imported stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross. Fourteen \ ears as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the producer, as well as how to rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

For Sale.— 129 hives, empty, with lids, bottom-
boards, and zinc honey-boards, and frames; ten-
frame hives, with E- .Simp, frames, at 60c each com-
plete, f. o. b. at Chenango Junction, Brazoria Co., Tex.
Write me at Elmont, Grayson Co., Tex., for further
particulars. J. F. TEEE.
Reasons for selling, bees all drowned.

For Sale.—Comb honey in plain sections, 4x5, and
•'!' x">. Am prepared to receive offers for about three,
thousand pounds.

William Morris, Eas Animas, Colo.

For Sale.—White-clover comb honey in 1-lb. sec-
tions, in 48-lb. cases, on cars at $4.SO per case.

W. C. Simons, Arlington, Pa.

I have at present 50 black and mismated queens for
sale at 25 cts. each. C. G. Marsh, Kirkwood, N. Y.

Apples for Sale.
By the barrel or in bulk, in car lots or less. Good

late-keeping winter fruit. Baldwins, Greenings,
Northern Spy, and all leading varieties.

F. W. DEAN, New Milford, Pa.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will !><• inserted under this head at one-half our
usual ratr's. You must SAY you want your ad in Uiis depart-
ment, Ol we will not be res isible tor any error. Yon ran
nave the notice as many lines as you please; but all over tin
lines will cost you according to our regular rates. We ran
not be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these
" swaps."

WANTED.—For cash, No. 1 white honey in Danz.
T * 4 5 plain sections. Write for particulars. Four
sizes of Prize cartons for comb honey, and 66-page
book, " Facts about Bees," for (i cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Box 66, Washington. D. C.

WANTED.—To exchange my Common Sense non-
'" drip shipping-cases, holding 18 1^-inch wide, or
16 wider sections, put up in lots of 50, laid down at your
station for 8 cts. each, in exchange for No 1 white and
fancy comb honey at right prices in any quantity.

B. Walker, "Evart, Mich.

wANTED.—To exchange a beautiful parlor heater
(direct from factory) for beeswax.

E. E. Esenhower, Spring City, Pa.

VMANTED.—To exchange 3-band or goldt n queens~
v bred in separate yards, tested or untested, for

any thing useful to a bee-keeper.
Jno. M. Davis, Springhill, Maury Co., Tenn.

WANTED.— To exchange a new $10.00 reversible
"* Cowan extractor, used in a display of supplies
for a week, but not for extracting, for comb or extract-
ed honey or offers.

Mrs. Mary E. Akers, Johnstown, Pa.

VUANTED.—To exchange Barnes No. 7 improved
'" scroll-saw (price when new $15), in good condi-
tion, for Cowan rapid reversible extractor in same
condition, or offers. Address

W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

wANTED.—Bees on Eangstroth frame.'.
I. J. Stringham. 105 Park PI., New York.

w'ANTED.—To exchange Webster's unabr'd diction-
ary, for untested queens. W. S. Wright,

365 Van Buren St., Battle Creek, Mich.

wANTED.—To exchange Barnes combined saw and
3S-40 caliber Marlin repeating rifle.

Robert B. Gedye, Ea Salle, 111.

WANTED.—A man. with small family, who under-
'" stands bee-keeping, to take charge of house and
care for small stock the coming winter, and rent or
work an apiary on shares the following year.

A. E. Woodward, Grooms, Saratoga Co., N. Y.

w

w

ANTED.—To buy or rent a small farm in a good
location for bees, with a bee-yard on place.

J. E. Henderson, Elm Grove, Ohio Co., W. Va.

'ANTED. — To exchange piano, organ, grapho-
phone. or other articles for first-class sections,

comb foundation, queen and drone traps, Clark's
smokers, and other bee-fixtures. Address

F. C. Brewer, Parkesburgh. Pa.

ANTED.—A small quantity of extracted honev.
Tom Phelps, Sonora, Ky.

ANTED.—To exchange Root's bee supplies for
comb and extracted honey.

Prothero & Arnold, Dubois, Pa.

w
w

VMANTED.—For cash, buyers for white Fantail pig-
"* eons, beautiful birds; "81 00 pair. White rabbits,
or mixed colors, 75 cts. per pair. Safe arrival guaran-
teed by express. E. R. Gibbs, Norwalk, O.
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Superior = Italian = Queens.
Having purchased one of the daughters of W.
Z. Hutchinson's one-hundred- dollar queen,
advertised in Gleanings. I am now breeding
from her, and the queens are fine indeed.
They are reared under the most favorable con-
ditions, bv Doolittle's method. Fifty cents
each; % duz., $2.50; dozen, $4.50. Safe arrival.

W. J. FOREHAND, - FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.

QUEENS, QUEENS, QUEENS.
By Return Mail.

Bred from imported mothers; dark leather-colored
stock; extra honey-gatherers; also from light vellow
and albino strains at very low prices. My stock is of
the best. Forty years' experience warrants me in say-
ing this.

Select tested each, $1.50.
Warranted purely mated each, .75.

Warranted purely mated six, 4 00.
Warranted purely mated dozen, 7.00.

Send for 40-page catalog of bees and queens; also a
full line of bee keepers' supplies, including The A. I.

Root Co.'s goods at their prices.

W. W. GARY, = LyonsviSIe, Mass.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. V.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants
Established 1875.

Q_ I will be ready as usual to furnish

Ot-CiIS. <lueens the coming season. Many
__„„. unsolicited testimonials tell of the

" superiority of the Laws strain of
faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.
Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

J.W.BAILEY. F.L.THOMPSON,
PUBLISHER. EDITOR.

The

Western Bee=keeper
Is exclusively devoted to apiculture in the

LFALFA REGIONS,
and to

ASSOCIATION WORK
of all kinds among bee keepers; and also gives the

main poiuts of what the other bee-
papers are saying.

Monthly, 50c a Year.
No Supply-house Connections.

Seeks to Present Both Sides o:' Issues.

2341 Fifteenth St., Denver, Colorado.

Be your own llliiicr....

Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CI)C COrtiHa Itlill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut*
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, ij>4.50»

Address the TranK machinery €o.,Buffalo, n. ?.
ir. writing mention Gleanings

lerce fARM
Engines

3-4 and 1 H. f . For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc.. Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ins; Kngine* all sizes.
Send for circulars stating 1 $ fP^lut,
dz« and for what use. ^t^Ja^"'^11?1

PIERCE ENGINE CO.,
box 17. Racine, Wis

In writing, mention Gleanings

Union Co£^t

;

on

For P ippifflg. Cross-

'

cutting, ~ Mitering,
Rabbethsg, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge- moulding,
Beading, Full line FOOT
and HANB POWEE machin-
ery. Send for Catalog A ..

Seneca Falls flfg. Co.,
14 Water Bt Seneca Fallr, N. 7

'

In wilting, mention Gleanings.

A Good Wagon
begins with pood wheels. I nless
the wheel* lire good the wagon Is
a failure. IF YOl' BI'Y THE
ELECTRICSTEEL WHEEL
mads to tit any wagon—your wajon
will always have pood wheels. Can't
dry out or rot. No loose tires. Any
heierht. anv width tire. Catalopr free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.
Box 95 QUIA'CY, ILL.

j writing, mention Gleanings.

LOTS nFFnr.Q means lots of money.
If you can double the eggs you double the money. Green Cut Hone is the onlything which
win double the egg product. It is easily secured, easy to prepare and feed and is cheap.

MANN'S NEW BONE CUTTERS
H_^are the difference between profit and loss in the poultry business. Cut fine, fast and easy.
JjJMann's Clover Cutters, Granite Crystal Grit and Swinging Peed Trnv» make the

iiness profitable. Catalogue free. P. W. lUAMt CO., Box 8? MlLFOUi), MASS,
In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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At this time of the year queens can be reared at a less cost than earlier in the season hence. I am going
to make a ittle belter offer on those queens of that superior stock than I have been making. I shall not make
any reduction in the price of the queens themselves, as a queen alone will be $1 50; but, for $2.00 I will stud a
queen, and the Review from the time the order is received to the end of 1900 !

W. Z. Hutchinson,

I Bee i Supplies.

^ Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

Low freight rates; prompt ser-
vice. Catalog free.

Italian Queens, 4 and 5 banded, not a hybrid
in the yard. Untested, 75c. Tested, $1.00.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 Hassachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. ^

In writing, mention Gleanings.

For the next (iO days we will sell one
warranted queen at 50 cents. These
queens are warranted purely mated

;

half dozen, $3.00; dozen, 85.50. Address

Special

Offer...
Teininger Bros.. Ft. Jennings, O.

Dl Ann DOESN'T come out of turnips, nor good
IJL.\J\JU queers from poor stock, shiftless meth-
ods, or unfavorable conditions. My queens are reared
right—by Doolittle's method—either from the best
breeder of my golden stock or one of the best queens
Doolittle ever owned. Your choice. They are large
vigorous business queens, from selected, large, well-
fed cells. Warranted queens. 50c each; dozen, $5.50.

Select warranted, 75c; six for $4.00. Sent prompt-
ly. Free catalog. Special rates for large numbers.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

OI IFFN^ Either five-banded golden or from im-yULLliJi ported Italian mothers, 60c each; 6 for—=>—=»
$3 00. Breeder, $1.50 I warrant safe

delivery and satisfaction, or no pay. dive me a trial.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeieville, III.

The A. I. Root Co. Have ^ e^
one of My $100 Queens,

but I have two others equally good from which
I am rearing all my queens. The A. I. Root Co.
say some of the best breeders they ever had came
from my apiary, and so say 5000 other bee-keep-
ers, and I can produce the letters to back up this
statement I have bred nut the swarming and
vicious chara' teristics from my strain of bees,
which I call G ilden Carniolans, or Adels. One
queen, $1.00; two queens, $1 80; three queens,
$2.75; six queen-, $5.00, or $9 00 per dozen. Ev-
ery thing guaranteed Book on Queen-rearing,
so long as supply lasts, sent to each customer.

Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.

QUEENS'QUEENS

!

Untested Italians, 50c each; tested, $1.00 each.
Queens large, yellow, and prolific. Address

Flint, Hiciiigan.

Cartons
for comb honey. If you will need any, send
for sample. A better grade of cardboard is

used than by most manufacturers, and the
price is right. Odd sizes furnished in 1000
lots. Special price on quantities.

Shipping=cases and Honey=jars
in a variety of styles. Catalog free, describ-
ing full line of supplies.

Italian Queens.
We own two apiaries, and our bees are " hus-
tlers" for honey. " All yellow " Tested Ital-
ian queens, $1.00 each; three for $2.50.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 PARK PLACE, - = NEW YORK.

is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Your Need

Our Desire
for wax.

is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH. MICH.

:. w. HAAG, CANTON, O.

MUTH'S HONEY=JARS,
MUTH'S H0NEY=EXTRACT0RS,
LANGSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

WANTED—EXTRACTED HONEY.
I am now in shape to buy extracted honey, ei-

ther in large or small lots. Parties in the South,
or in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, or West Virginia
having anv to offer will do well to sell to me, as
Cincinnati is the greatest market for extracted
honey in the Stat< s. Submit a small sample,
stating quantity, style of package, and price ex-
pected.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

2146=8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

References.—Western German Bank. Brighton
German Bank Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio.

MA**VW»/WSAA^A^**1A*M
In writing, mention Gleanings.
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'BS^<PFf lAl^NOTJCES i

The new edition of the ABC book will not he out
by Sept. 1st, but we hope it will be ready for delivery
Sept. loth. This last edition contains more new mat-
ter, by considerable, than was put into any of the
former editions. Quite a number of entirely new sub-
jects have been incorporated in it, and, in short, it

will be almost entirely new.

FORMER PRICES WITHDRAWN.
We call attention to an announcement on the cover

page of this issue, withdrawing all former prices on
bee-hives, sections, shipping-cases, etc. If in need of
any goods before the new schedules of prices are pub-
lished, send in a list of what you want, and we will
quote you. The new prices will be, approximate!}',
20 per cent higher than former prices; in some cases
quite a little more, and in a few cases a trifle less than
this per cent.

SCREEN WIRE CLOTH.
We have for some time been getting higher prices

for this article, but have failed to note them in this
department. For the present the price will be 2c per
sq. foot for cut pieces; 134 c for 50 or 100 foot rolls,

which is an advance of %c a foot over prices listed in
our catalog.

ADVANCE IN WIRE POULTRY-NETTING.
With all other wire goods it becomes necessary to

quote advanced prices on Climax netting listed on the
cover page of our catalog. Taking effect Sept. 1 we
make the following prices:

12-inch Climax netting, SOc per roll, 150 feet long,
1 20
1 00
2 00
2 -10

2 SO

3 20
i 00
-1 SO

% or 1 inch staples for same, 10 cts. per lb. Climax
sheep and hog fencing will be, for

23 inches wide, $fi 00 per roll of 20 rods.
50 " " 10 80

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

WANTED—WHITTAKER ONIONS OR ONION-SETS.
We find ourselves already sold out of this variety of

potato onions. Now, as we have sold quite a quantity
of them within the last three or four years, we think
our readers must have at least a few to spare. Let us
know what you have and what you will take for
them. My impression is they differ from the ordi-
nary yellow potato onion, and that they grow, under
favorable conditions, a much larger onion.

POTTED STRAWBERRY-PLANTS AT THIS DATE.
Our recent low prices brought in quite a flood of or-

ders, but they are mostly filled at this writing. With
the scant supply of rain we are having almost every-
where, layer plants would be pretty sure to be a fail-
ure—that is, unless they are watered and shaded: and
even then it is a pretty hard matter to make them all

grow with weather so exceedingly dry. I should be
glad of reports as to how the potted plants are suc-
ceeding during this very dry fall.

AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.
This is the month for planting them out ; but I

would not advise anybody to go into it very heavily
until he has ascertained that on his ground, and with
his knowledge of the business, they will winter over
all right. At present we can not make a better price
than 25 cts. a quart; peck, 81.50 ; bushel, $5.00. Any
thing over a quart will have to be sent from Philadel-
phia. Prizetaker onion-sets, same price. These suc-
ceed with us about as well as the American Pearl.
Winter onion-sets succeed everywhere. We have a
good stock of these at SI.50 per bushel.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

The 33d semi annual meeting and picnic of the
Seneca County Beekeepers' Association will be held
at Kim Beach, three miles ea^t of Hnvt Corners, on
Cayuga Lake, Wednesday, Sept. 13, 1 S ' ,M

C. B. Howard, S.c, Romulus, N. Y.QI will send you young laying Ital-

ll^f^flC 'an queens, warranted purely mat-UWV,flSO* ed with drones of a different
strain, at 50 cents each. Address

JAMES WOOD, North Dana, Hass.

COR SALE.—Ten swarms of bees in Root's Sim-
* plicity hives, at $2.50 per swarm; also 100 brood-
combs, at 12 cts. each, all in first-cla«s condition.

E. R. GIBBS, Norwalk, Ohio.

VyARRANTED QUEENS from imported mother,
** 50 cts. Hybrid queens, 25 cts.

J. B. Hains, Bedford, Ohio.

Advertiser's Department of Short Write-ups.

How are you Going to Dig your Potatoes?

It will be time very soon to dig your potatoes; and,
in fact, in some places it is time already. If you want
something that will put the potatoes all on top of the
ground, and do it, too. with one good strong team,
you probably can not do any better than to use the
Dowden potato-digger, made by the Dowden Mfg.
Co., Prairie City, Iowa. Drop them a postal card, and
they will cheerfully give you all the particulars, an-
swering every question anybody will probably ask in
regard to the machine. Mr. A. I. Root, of the A. I.

Root Co., is using one with excellent satisfaction in
digging his crop of potatoes grown expressly for seed.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Gleanings is ever welcome at my home. I can not
do without it. All that I am sorry for is that I didn't
take it years ago, as 1 have handled bees for 25 years
and have had no less than 20 colonies at any one time,
SO at present. There is something singular about bee
culture. The more you learn, the more you wish to.

The 25,000 sections you shipped me c.re all right—none
better. S. Wight.

Sickels, Mich.

THE CORNEIL SMOKER \ A HINT TO EDITORS.

The Corneil smoker you sent is splendid for either
noise or smoke—the best smoker I ever saw. When
the tube leading from the bellows gets clogged with
soot and creosote I shall bore a %-iuch hole in the bel-
lows just back of the valve, and clean the tube with a
stick, ramrod fashion. The hole is to be closed with a
wooden plug. I have made such a hole in all smokers
for years, except the Crane, which does not admit of it.

I suggest that all editors keep Corneil smokers to
keep intruders out of their sanctums. I have put
every living tiling that I have tried it on to a retreat,
including men larger than I am. A good revolver
would not take my smoker, even up.
Accept thanks for " Facts about Bees.'' For comb

honey the D. hive is certainly good. For extracted
honey it suits me better to turn bees loose in a large
hive." W. A. H. Gilstrap.
Gravson, Cal.
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Our statistics show an ever growing demand lor honey among consumers, and we

riv/lltl anticipate a period when honey will be as common and necessary a dish upon dining

tables as butter is now. Our enormous dealings in honey have constrained us to

separate this product from our general stock ot" foods, and organize a

in which we handle honey by the crate, barrel or carload

nUJMCl UCr Ab\1 /*\Cl\! I We purchase from the producer only, for our own ac-

count for cash, or receive honey upon consignment, under

limitations of selling prices, with liberal cash advances when requested. Quotations furnished upon ap-

plication, for any variety or quantity of honey, either buying or selling. We are represented in every state

of the union, as well as in many European states Over one hundred of ourmen are constantly travelling

amonest the retailers and jobbers of groceries in the United States. In this way we find an outlet for all

grades of honey. We would say to shippers that the market at present is in good shape for new EXTRACTED

or COMB HONEY. We can also market your MAPLE SYRUP and MAPLE SUGAR, our dealings in these are very

heavy. We extend thanks to our shippers for favors of the past, and hope for a continuance of their

shipments.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Beekeepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring foOSt
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

Until October 1st
i i

i i

We will furnish the BEST of untested Italian
queens for 50c; $6 per dozen. Tested, SI each.
Beautiful yellow queens, large and healthy;
bees the best of honey-gatheres. Orders filled

by return mail, and satisfaction guaranteed.

J, W, K. Shaw, Loreauville, La.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated' to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

OIIPPM^ Untested, warranted purely mated,yULLHO. after j„iy l, 55 cts. each; 6 for 83.00.

Select tested, §1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. Extra select

breeding queens, $2 00 each. The very best of golden
Italians. E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.

P. O. M. O. Office, I,avaca, Ark.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-
ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hlch.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and everji thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

OIIFFN^ Reared from Italian mothers. War-yilLLno. ranted purely mated. No better stock~™^™"'"™^~ can be had at any price. 60c. Tested,
80c. Try them. A. J. Dauterive, Loreauville, La.

PRICES OP

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

la,-

fr
3
maae°

k
^ 4-inch stove

-
Doz

' ?130°; eacn
-
b? mai1

'
*L50

Doctor '. 3^-in. " " 900; 1.10

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; 1.00

Large 2^-in. » " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-iu. " " 4.75; .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a

Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ;
ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.

Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with
its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for

a circular. I do not think the t-inch Smoke Engine too large.

January 27, 1897, Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

: Bingham & Hethering-
: ton Uncapping-
: knife.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, Hichigan.
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CITY MARKETS.
Albany.—Honey talk is very firm. We are getting

customers' idea worked up to a good price for early
receipts at least. Receipts light as yet. We quote
fancy white comb, 15; No. 1 whife, 18(a) 14; dark, 10@11;
mixed, 11#13; extracted white. 8J£@9; amber, ~%@K;
dark, t>@6^. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Sept. 9. Albany, N. Y.

New York.—Good demand for new crop white or
amber comb honey. A little early for buckwheat yet.
We quote as follows: Fancy white, l4(wlo; No. 1, 12@,
13; fancy amber, 10@11; No. 1, 9@10; fancy buckwheat,
8@9; No. 1, 6@7; extracted white, 7@8; light amber,
6@7; dark, 5(g;5^. Francis H. Leggett,

Franklin West Broadwas', and Varick Sts.,

Sept. II. New York City.

Columbus.—But little of the new crop has found its

way to this market, and, owing to scarcity, the prices
.obtained are not a criterion of what this market will
do in a few weeks. However, a good demand will ex-
ist; and, as we want supplies, will either buy or handle
on commission. Those having honey will do well to
write us. Shall be pleased to hear from carlot ship-
pers. Evans & Turner,

Sept. 7. Fourth and Town Sts., Columbus. O.

Chicago.—Consignments of small lots of comb are
becoming more frequent; and while there are some
who will not buy at the prevailing price, yet a fair
trade is being done. This applies also toextracted
and beeswax. Fancy white comb, 15; No. 1, 13@.14;
light amber, 11(« 12; dark and amber, 9@10; extracted
white, 7@8; amber, ()%@7; dark, 6@6J£. Beeswax, 25
i" 2<

i

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Sept. 7. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee.—While the receipts of honey are not
large there is enough to supply the present demand,
as the consumers of honey are not eating very much
yet, and some think the prices should not be any more
than last crop. However, we are able to sell fancy
comb and choice extracted at the following prices:
Fancy 1-lb. sections, 14@,15; No. 1, 14@15; No. 2, 12@13;
extracted, in barrels and kegs, white, 74j@8; amber,
6ia6$£. Beeswax, 25@26c. A. V. Bishop & Co.,
Aug. 29. Milwaukee, Wis.

Boston.—Practically no new comb honey has been
received as yet, and stocks are steadily being reduced
so that there is really no honey on hand, with quite a
little inquiry. We quote our market : Fancy white
comb, 1-lb. sections, 16; A No. 1, 14@15; No. 1, 12@13^;
No 2. 11; light amber extracted, 8@8J^; amber, none
to quote. Beeswax, 27. We strongly advise shipments
of comb honey to be made as early as possible.

Blake, Scott & Lee,
Sept. 7. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Detroit.—Very little honey to be found on market.
Producers are having hard work to satisfy local trade.
White comb, 14@15; dark comb, 12@13; white extract-
ed, 7!^@8; no market for dark extracted. Beeswax,
'-:•<" 25. M. H. Hunt & Son,
Sept. 12. Bell Branch, Mich.

Philadelphia.—Honey has been coming very free-
ly of late; and, with larger crops than expected, the
market is still unsettled. We quote fancy comb, 15@
l(i; No. 1. 12; amber, 10; extracted, fancy, 8; amber, (>'@

7: dark, by2 . We are producers of honey—do not han-
dle on commission. Wm. A. Selser,

Sept. 7. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cincinnati.—The loney market is not so active as
ten days ago. Consumers and manufaclurers have
their first wants satisfied, and it is already hard to
effect sales. It was different some time back. More
carloads of honey from the West are offered than any
one supposed, and their appearance has taken the
boom all out of the market. Fancy comb brings 12@,
1 1 on arrival; lower grades not wanted. Extracted
clover brings 6@7J£; amber and southern, 4J4@5J^.
Beeswax, 23 C. H. W. Weber,

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Sept. 7. 21 Hi 48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

For Sale.—1500 lbs. fancy yellow comb honey from
basswood, white clover, goldenrod, asters, and milk-
weed, at 14 cts., in non-drip shipping cases. 1500 lbs.

of the same extracted, in barrels, at 6^>c; in cans, 7c.

On cars at Barron.
Frank Willard, Prairie Farm, Wis.

For Sale.—1000 lbs. pure sourwood honey in lib.
sections, 24 lb. shipping-cases, at 14 cts. per lb., f. o. b.

Evington or Lynchburg. Va.
C. E. Stinnett, Brierfield, Va.

For Sale.—Choice new light amber honey at SI.50
per can of 58 lbs., net. Samples postpaid, 10 cts.

R. & E. C. Porter, Lewistown, Ills.

For Sale.—We have some nice basswood honey in
kegs and cans at 8@8% cts. per lb. Sample 5 cts.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PI., New York.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,

kind, and quantity. Blake, Scott & Lee,
57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,

kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of comb and extracted hon-
ey. Car lots preferred. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

COR SALE.— 129 hives, empty, with lids, bottom-
* boards, zinc honey-boards, and frames, 10 frame
hives with Langstroth Simplicity frames, at 50 cents
each, complete, f. o. b. at Chenango Jc, Brazoria Co.,

Tex. Reason for selling, bees all drowned. For par-
ticulars write J. F. Teel, Elmont, Grayson Co., Tex.

A GREAT CHANCE for a man with the cash to pur-
** chase 174 acres of land, house, barn, honey-house,
and 100 colonies of bees, situated on the east coast of
Florida, in the healthiest and best climate on earth.
Inquire of E. A. Marsh, Oak Hill, Fla.

For Honey=gathering Qualities and
Whiteness of Cappings, Moore's

Strain of Italians Ahead.
Jno. S. Callbreath, Rock Rift, N. Y., says: "The

queen I got of you produced bees that, for honey-
gathering qualities and whiteness of cappings, were
ahead of any thing that I have had; and I have had
others that I supposed were the best." Such reports
as the above show that my labors for the past 20 years
to improve the Italian bee have not been in vain.
Warranted queens, 75c each: 6 for $4.00; 12 for $7 00.

Select warranted, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00; 12 for $9.00.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. The above
prices are good for the rest of this season only.

J. P. MOORE, Lock Box f, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.
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Over 15 Months for Only $1.00

to a New Subscriber.

To the new subscriber to the WEEKLY AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, who

sends us $1.00, we will mail it from the time the §1.00 is received to the end of

1900—making over 15 months, or ABOUT 65 COPIES.

The Philadelphia Convention Report.

We will publish a FULL REPORT of the great Philadelphia convention of

the United States Bee-keepers' Association, which was held Sept. 5, 6, and 7.

This report alone will be worth a dollar. Better get on our list AT once, and

begin to read America's only weekly bee-paper. Sample copy for the asking.

t

ADDRESS —

Geo. W. York & Co.,
m
£%T Chicago, 111.

FACTS
About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get

GILT-EDGED HONEY
Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66,Washington, D.C.

NOTICE ! NOTICE

!

H. G. Quirin, the queen-breeder, has 600 Golden Ital-

ian queens warranted purely mated, which will
be sold until further notice at 50c each; six for $2.75.

Selected queens, large, and vellow all over, at 75c
each; six for 1-1.00. Select tested, SI. 50 each. Queens
sent by return mail; safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. My queens are prolific, and the bees ex-
cellent workers. Read testimonials.

Romeo, Mich., July 10, 1899.

Mr. Quirin, Dear Sir:— The queens you sent me
have turned out the yellowest bees in my apiary; are
gentle to handle; are large, and well marked.

C. C. Chamberlain.

Blockley, Iowa, July 5, 1899.

Mr. Quirin, Dear Sir:—The queens got of you last

year are giving good satisfaction—better than some
untested queens I paid $1.00 for to breeders who will
sell for no less at any time of year.

Yours truly, Edwin Bevins.

Address all orders to

H. G. Quirin, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.

MONEY-ORDER OFFICE, BELLEVUE.
In writing, mention Gleanings.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill. Mo.

nilPPr^Q Untested, warranted purely mated,
VjUCCllO. a fter July 1, 55 cts. each; 6 for $3.00.

Select tested, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. Extra select
breeding queens, $2 00 each. The very best of golden
Italians. E. A. SEEEEY, Bloomer, Ark.

P. O. M. O. Office, Eavaca, Ark.

Fine Clover Honey.
Two 601b. cans in a case $11.50.

Amber, in barrels 8c; in kegs 8%c.
Clover and basswood, half barrels Oc.

If your crop is short, and you want honey,
or you want to know if that honey you buy is

pure, and want it analyzed, address

4 Wm. A. Selser,
f 10 Vine Street, : Philadelphia, Pa.

4 Manager The A. I. Root Co.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Virgins our specialty

Gardiner L. Ellis,

40c each, or 3 for $1.00.

Millsboro, Del.
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A kink given by W. H. Pridgen in Review
is this : The slats to which artificial queen-

cells are to be built should be soaked in melt-

ed wax until there is no bubbling or frying,

before any attempt is made to fasten cups to

them.

That advice, '

' Keep your colonies strong, '

'

is well worthy of Ouinby, the grand old man
to whom Doolittle credits it (page 649); but I

think it's older than that. The first edition

(as well as the last) of Langstroth says: " The
essence of all profitable bee-keeping is con-

tained in Oettl's golden rule : Keep your colo-

nies strong."

IF DOOUTTEE CELL-CUPS are to be regularly

used, why not have them listed as a regular

article of bee-supplies ? [We have been think-

ing of having them listed in our catalog.

While the making of the cells is a compara-
tively easy job, it takes experience to make
them just right ; and as we have learned how
to make them acceptable to bees it might be

well for us to list them as an article of mer-
chandise.

—

Ed. ]

I've read of a wax-worm smaller than the

common kind, and within a week have seen

it in two apiaries. It has no gallery among
the cappings ; indeed, I don't know that it

has any gallery. Its presence is indicated by
the wriggling of one or more young bees un-

able to leave the cell. Pull out the bee, and
at the bottom of the cell is a worm about Yz

inch long, slender and very lively. A sort of

web is fastened to the young bee.

Is IT sure that an "extra fancy " grade

would have a tendency to " bear " the honey
market? There are some who pay an extra

price for eggs dated and known to be strictly

fresh, and dealers don't complain that it

lowers the market price of eggs. [This is the

way it struck me at first ; but Niver tried to

coax me out of that notion. Sometimes I

think he is right, and sometimes I think he is

all wrong on this particular point.

—

Ed.]

The probable reason why royal jelly is

used from queen-cells for Doolittle cups rather

than the pap from worker-cells, is that it is so

much easier to get it in quantity from the

queen-cells. Possibly, however, there may
have been a thought of difference. [You are

right. At first I thought that, if we could use

the food of worker larvae, it would be quite an
advantage ; but I have since talked with Doo-
little, and it now appears that a single cell-

cup containing royal jelly will be more con-

venient, because it contains food enough for a

dozen or more cells, while a worker-cell would
contain hardly food enough for one cell.

—

Ed.]

I tried H. L,. Jones' method of clipping

queens (page 641). The queen seemed deter-

mined to twist off her leg. Finally, after

spending three times as much time as in the

usual way, I got her clipped. Then I tried to

liberate her "right on the combs by simply

taking the weight off her legs," and she ran

up my finger, just as she always does when I

don't let her run on a leaf. I tried the Jones

plan on several other queens, fastening my
thumb on the legs instead of the leg, and head-

ing the queen toward the point of my finger,

and I feel pretty sure that, for one who hasn't

become accustomed to either way, his plan is

better than to hold the queen by the thorax.

Indeed, I think it likely I shall be a Jones
clipper the rest of my life.

" A CAGED QUEEN may be laid at the en-

trance of any populous colony during the

working season, and the bees will cluster over

the cage and care for the queen just the s'ame

as though she were inside the hive."

—

Review.

Two years ago I used a lazier plan than that.

I threw a caged old queen at the foot of an

apple-tree in the middle of the apiary. A few
bees came and clustered on the cage, as they

often will. Then I threw another old queen
there, and in the course of a few days there

were a dozen or so of them. They stayed

there for weeks, through rain and shine. An
amusing feature was that, although the cluster
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was never as big as my fist, it swarmed very
frtquenlly (of course always returning), some-
times several times in a day.

Foul brood Inspector N. E France says
in a circular giving treatment for pickled
brood, " Never make your bees use old black
combs." Can it be possible that is meant
literally ? I have always supposed that for
healthy bees old black combs were the best.

[Inspector France may be right ; but if so, it

would be the part of wisdom for bee-keepers
all over the country generally to discard a
half or two-thirds of their combs. This would
mean a very expensive change, and would
cost the bee-keepers several million dollars if

all should make it ; but old combs have been
used years before, and are used now, contin-
uously, and yet no pickled brood is found, I

was going to say, in ninety-nine out of one
hundred localities.

—

Ed.]

H. L. Jones clips queens before selling

(641). Wouldn't customers object to that
who want the queen to fly with the natural
swarm? And wouldn't a customer who prac-
ticed natural swarming (if that expression
may be used), and who didn't know of the
clipping, get into trouble with such a queen ?

His plan of cutting one larger wing a little

makes it difficult to notice that she has been
clipped, he says, but that's just the trouble.
That sort of clipping has fooled me more than
once into thinking the queen was not clipped
at all. So I want both wings on one side
clipped, and pretty short at that. [From a
queen-breeder's standpoint 1 should prefer to
clip a la Jones ; but from a producer's stand-
point I should prefer to clip both wings.

—

Ed.]

That idea of having cards printed in colors
to show the different shades of honey is well
worth considering. Try the Prang Co. [If I

can find time I will try to develop this idea
;

and yet I have less confidence in it than when
I first suggested it in this department. Why ?

Because I have since been looking at a lot of
samples of honey ; and for the life of me I do
not see how any ink-maker could produce
shades of opaque color that would at all re-

semble shades of transparency color ; or, to
put it another way, a liquid or substance
through which one can see has a different
shade from one of exactly the same color
through which one can not see. For example,
ink in a bottle produces a different effect on
the eye than ink when spread on a paper.
The shorthand notes from which this is copied
are being taken in a bright-red ink ; but as I

look at the bottle from which the ink is taken
(holding it up to the light), it appears to be
much lighter in color, giving the effect of a
very light wine tint.

—

Ed.]

A hybrid queen will not do for a breeder,
because she is not of fixed type. A first cross
will show workers that in looks are pure black,
and others that are pure Italian. Yet the
majority of hybrids, where Italians have been
kept for years, are more nearly uniform in
character. While pure Italians may be the
best in the world, a persistent breeding from

the best hybrids would in most apiaries result

in great improvement, and just possibly a
hybrid strain might be established better than
pure Italians. At any rate, the man who
breeds from his best hybrid queen will do bet-

ter than to breed promiscuously from all his
hybrids. [Very possibly you are right, and I

hope, therefore, you will proceed to develop
the possibilities of that one queen whose bees
are producing so much more honey than the
rest in the yard. I would call them the Miller
strain of hybrids. Say, now ; if we can get
up a rivalry between the queen-breeders of the
country, so that they will strive for business
instead of color, we shall have something that
will put dollars into the pockets of bee-keep-
ers.

—

Ed.

That editorial, " Honey not Advancing,
and Why," p. 652, puts the responsibility just
about where it belongs :

" Commission houses
and honey-buyers, many of them, are offering
little if any better prices than ruled in 1897."
But you're hardly right in saying, " One, two,
or three houses can't advance unless all do."
Your first statement contradicts that, when
you say, " many of them." The fact is that
one, two, or more have advanced. Each mar-
ket has always stood more or less indepen-
dently, and any one can advance its own
quotations. Brethren of the commission and
buying business, some of you ate doing us
and yourselves a decided wrong in publishing
the figures you do. A card handed me since
I began this Straw is from M. H. Mendleson,
and says: "White honey at a premium here
this season. Prices nearly double those of
1897." [On reconsidering, and after hearing
the discussion of this same question at the
Philadelphia convention, I shall have to ac-

knowledge that you are right. If two or
three of the best houses advance, and espe-
cially if these same houses can get a corner
on the market, prices are bound to go up. It

is an interesting fact that two or three of the
large concerns are now trying to obtain all the
honey there is to be had, because it is a scarce
article ; and it is another interesting fact that
there are carloads of honey that are held back
awaiting better prices. Mr. York, for in-

stance, editor of the American Bee Journal,
says he knows of five carloads of fine honey
that are awaiting an advance. If some of

these large honey-buyers who see this will

write to Mr. York, perhaps they can obtain
these five carloads providing they are willing
to make a big enough price. Since attending
the Philadelphia convention I am satisfied

that the markets must make a sharp advance
before very much honey will be seen on the
market.

—

Ed.]

A. T. S., Iowa.—After the first swarm is

cast, the parent colony is liable to send out a
second, third, and possibly a fourth swarm,
each one smaller than the one preceding ; and
these several swarms may follow each other on
subsequent days, or there may be an interval
of two or three days or a week between the
swarms.
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The torrid days, the chilly nights,
Bespeak th' approach of fall ;

The few bright flowers that still remain
Now constitute our all.

\l>

Between a very bad season and preparations

for the Philadelphia convention, world-chang-
ing events in apiculture are scarce. Old
standard subjects, such as wintering, size of

hives, etc., are thrashed over with some vigor,

but things in general are quite monotonous.

\l>

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
M. D. Andes gets drone brood out of combs

by setting the frames containing it against a

fence and letting young chickens pick the
larvae out. Probably large fowls would knock
the combs to pieces.

v»/

On page 532 is a view of a barn owned by
Jacob Huffman, of Wisconsin. It is 36x40,
and was paid for by the honey crop of one
season. In 1885 he sold 14,000 lbs. of extract-

honey and 6000 lbs. of comb honey, which
sold for $1280. Owing to the cutting-off of

basswood timber around him his yields now
are not so good.

it/

Mr. York prints the name of this journal

with a hyphen in Bee-Culture. Why not use

one in American BeeJournal ? Proper names
should be printed as the owner writes them.
Surely the hyphen should be omitted in the

case cited.

tii

The value of a question-box has been ques-

tioned, as the answers therein are often widely
divergent one from another. For all that, I

believe in the box, for even the divergence in

answers is often a source of new knowledge.
Only by getting the position of the moon
from points thousands of miles apart on the

earth can we determine her distance ; and so

ultimate truth can be arrived at in some mat-
ters only by comparing notes.

iii

E. E. Hasty, living a short distance north

of Toledo, Ohio, reports his bees, Aug. 7, as

gathering a fair quality of surplus. He says :

" Earl Baker, a young apiarist in the edge of

the city, has been harvesting quite a lot—pre-

sumably sweet clover, which is plentiful down
there."

x»/

Sometimes a correction does not correct.

An amusing instance of this kind conies from
A. B. Bates, of Missouri. He desires a certain

passage to read thus :
" The atmosphere above

retains the heat, etc., and the warm atmos-
phere coming in contact with objects of the

earth's surface, contract and give off mois-
ture." Of course, the above means nothing,

and I suspect Mr. York printed it thus by
way of a joke. Try it again, Mr. Bates.

Mr. J. C. Carnahan, foul-brood inspector of

Mesa Co., Col., in writing about foul brood,

says: "We have a little foul brood, confined

to one end of the valley, but hope to have it

soon stamped out. We are using radical

measures, hoping the sooner to get rid of it.

We burn it—bees, hive, and honey." If every
county in the land, where foul brood is known
to exist, had an inspector like that, this great

scourge could soon be subdued. It seems to

some folks that the attempt to save the sound
part of an infected colony, and destroy the

diseased part, is poor economy.

m
W. A. Pryal states that one dealer who has

been handling honey for 20 years in San Fran-

cisco has, in the past two months, sold more
honey than in all his previous business.

Honey is now worth there 7 cts., while last

season it was only 3.

ifc

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
In speaking of the difficulty in making a

bee-journal composed of matter that is equally

well adapted to the needs of all, the editor

well says

:

It is doubtful if ever a preacher or a lecturer has
succeeded in addressing even a local assemblage to

the entire satisfaction of all his hearers. How much
less, then, is it possible for the editor of a bee-paper
to make up his journal entirely of matter that will

interest and please each one of the vastly greater

multitude constituting his audience ! That which is

of practical value to the bee-keeper of New England
or New York is seldom capable of practical applica-

tion in the hands of a California or Florida subscriber;

yet each has equal rights in the paper for which he
pays. And, if he is progressive, he will certainly be
interested in proportion to the character and extent
of the information conveyed through any foreign
communication.

According to the authority of J. M. Ham-
baugh, California raised, in 1870, 3750 lbs. of

honey, and in 1876 the large amount of 3,500,-

000 lbs. Its product for 1899 would be inter-

esting reading.
\ii

In replying to Mr. York's editorial on the

use of cans in preference to barrels for honey,

the editor says: "We have no fear but good
barrels will stand on their merits, and in ex-

tensive apiaries long remain as a package for

honey ; but with the small bee-keeper, with

whom honey-producing is but an avocation,

a smaller receptacle will doubtless be more
popular."

m
Mr. Hill gives a view of a covered apiary he

established on the Indian River, Florida. It

was simply a double roof supported on up-

right beams. On the following page is a view

of the same apiary after it was struck by the

recent hurricane that devastated Porto Rico.

The effect, like the hurricane, is "striking."

The destruction w?s complete. When Mr.

Hill first saw the ruins he said, heroically,
" It's pretty rough on the bee business, but a

rather interesting subject for the press. Bring

my camera."
ifc

In speaking of the myriads of mosquitoes

and sandflies at Blue Hole, the name of the
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place where Mr. Hill's apiary is situated, he
says these winged torments are numerous
enough to give tbe place its name. He says,

further, it is a noteworthy fact that the best

honey locations are usually found where the
insects are most numerous. Among other

"drawing cards" that render his place at-

tractive, Mr. Hill mentions snakes. While
removing combs of honey for the extractor

from the hives in the old house, a yellow
snake six feet long dropped with a dull thud
at the feet of Mr. Hill and his helpers. The
apparent escape of the dreadful reptile seems
to have been due to Mr. Hill's "sympathetic
nature."

Replying to an article written by the editor

of the Chilean Bee-keeper, Mr. R. A. Sanhueza
makes a few corrections. He says Italians

were introduced into Chile in 1834 instead of

1865. Mr. S. says his bees have averaged, for

the past three years, 134 lbs. per colony, and
some colonies have yielded a maximum of 182

pounds.
xi,

H. L. Jones, of Australia, says those pests

of the hive, laying workers, should not be
spoken of in the singular number. He says

that on several occasions he has found laying
workers present in sufficient numbers to lay

over 20,000 eggs within 24 hours. He proved
it by placing a Langstroth frame, containing
between 7000 and 8000 cells, in the center of a
fairly strong colony infested with laying
workers, and within 24 hours he found that

about three-fourths of the cells had eggs de-

posited in them, each cell containing from
one to a dozen eggs, with an average of at

least four eggs to each cell. He concludes
that in this hive there must have been some
hundreds of laying wrorkers.

A BAD LEAK.

What Time of the Day do Prime and Second Swarms
Come Forth? how shall we Prevent their

Escape to the Woods ?

BY E. E. HASTY.

And what gets out at the bad leak ? Why,
swarms of bees leak to the woods when their
owner is not watching. And he's not watch-
ing because he has got somehow the notion
that bees very rarely swarm after two o'clock.
Worse than the Dutchman who can't see after
four o'clock, he can't see after two o'clock,
poor Sapiens Apicus can not.
Apparently bees swarm during the first

available three hours after they are ready

;

and that special state of readiness arrives
as often one hour as another, day or night.
The night hours not being available, it fol-

lows, as a matter of course, that the three
first available hours of the day have not only

their own swarms but those properly belong-
ing to the twelve or more hours previous

;

that is to say, five times their normal number
of swarms. The succeeding hours seem des-
titute in comparison, but that does not make
afternoon swarming abnormal at all. The
colony that gets ready at one o'clock is going
to swarm that afternoon, if weather is warm
and fine. Can we afford to lose these swarms
just because the morning hours put out five

times as many ? If we have five swarms dur-
ing the expected hours, that does not make
the one swarm due during the unexpected
hours any the less valuable, or any smaller as
a loss. I am pretty well convinced that the
afternoon hours really yield more than their
normal number of swarms when the ther-

mometer gets up into the eighties and nineties.

Swarms that are not quite ready begin to pick
up and go.

It is tolerably well known that after-swarms
will often start during hours that prime
swarms would consider unavailable — very
early in the morning, or very late at night —
or even occasionally when it is raining slight-

ly. In their case it is not so much readine?s
as dander that determines the moment of

starting. The sharpness of the antagonism
between the queen who wants to destroy the
young princess and the workers who are de-
termined to save her, gets more and more
pronounced until the explosive point is reach-
ed. Probably those workers who were trying
to be neutral in the fuss start first for the
door, and the angry queen soon decides to go
along rather than continue her useless attack.

It may be that keeping these curious facts in

mind rather helps on our oblivion to the leak-
age of some of our best prime swarms. We
say, "If now and then an after- swarm does
get away, why, they're small affairs anyway."

I chastise myself quite severely for one
thing concerning this matter. Ever since I

have kept bees I have kept a record of my
swarms ; and yet until the latter part of this

present swarming season I have never put
down the hour. If I had only done this the
required proof (or disproof) would be a very
simple affair. Although so slack about accu-
mulating proof, I have long been aware that
the prevalent idea was wrong ; and although
my statistical horse is a short horse I'll let hint

trot just as he is.

The ordinary swarming season was famine
time at my yard, consequently few swarms,
only about 13 previous to June 3. On the day
just mentioned I had my mind freshly stirred

on the subject hy a prime swarm coming out
at five o'clock. The next day there were a

prime and two after-swarms, the precise hour
of which I can not now tell. Same remark
applies to two after-swarms on June 6, at

which point I resolved to date more precisely

all my swarms. The previous day, June 5, a
prime swarm came out at 3 p. M. As they
clustered in a difficult place, and I wanted to

do something else at the time, I conveniently
" allowed " that such a late swarm would stay

over night any way ; but at 4 : 15 they waved
me adieu and went to the woods. On June 7

two prime swarms came out and tangled to-
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gether at 11 a. m. On June 8 a prime swarm
came out at 3 P. m. There were no more seen

till June 14, when a prime came out at 4 : 20

p. M. The next one seen was a very small

after-swarm, July 1, also 4 : 20 p. M. The next
one seen was another little one-mouse affair

July 28, at 2 : 15 p. m. Being too small to

be worth bothering with, these were left to

their own devices. They stayed in cluster the

rest of that day and all the next day, and dis-

appeared about noon of the third day. The
last swarm, so far, came out August 8, at the

orthodox hour of 9 : 30 a. m.— a pretty good
swarm which I was glad to see, because I

needed them for a special service.

This record comprises so few swarms and so

short a time that the accidental element
weighs too heavily. If we draw conclusions

from these instances alone we should conclude
that bees swarm mostly in the afternoon.

And some of these primes may have been
primes with virgin queens, and therefore more
or less subject to after-swarm rules.

But what shall we do about it ? watch as a

cat watches a mouse all day long? Not nec-

essarily. Life is too valuable to make it a

slavery for so small an object. There are

some things, however, in which we can mend
matters a little without very much surrender

of our free hours. But don't trust much to

the eyes of folks who are not bee-folks. A
hundred colonies of bees make quite a roar,

and send out quite an array of workers right

straight along. A layman is quite capable of

keeping the apiary under his eye most of the

time, and yet allow a swarm to fly and cluster,

and he be blissfully unconscious of it all the

while—ready to make oath in court that there

was no swarm. Worse than that by far, 1 find

that /can do the same bat's eyed exploit my-
self, if I am thinking of something else, and
not loaded for swarms. Am not anxious to

figure as a slanderer of the brethren, but I

strongly suspect that I am not the only bee-

keeper who lets a swarm cluster under his

nose (on his beard, as it were) and does not

see them. We can see them better by expect-

ing them, and keeping ourselves mentally on
duty when at work about the apiary in the

afternoon.
But our best resource is to make a careful

search of the surrounding trees and other

handy clustering-places once or twice in mid-
afternoon, and again just before dark. And
don't be too sure a late swarm will not go the

same afternoon. As a slight further help a

little chopping-down of useless and sly hiding-

places, a little clearing-out of jungles where
one might almost expect a tiger, and a good
deal of thinning-out of the twigs of too dense
tree-tops, would fix our surroundings so that

much less time would suffice to go the rounds.

Richards, O., Aug. 16.

[It has been generally stated as a rule, I be-

lieve, that it is not necessary to watch for

swarms before 9 a. m. and after 3 p. M.; but I

have myself many times seen exceptions to

this rule ; but those exceptions seem to have
been cases where a swarm tried to go forth

and was foiled in its attempt by some device

of the bee-keeper in the shape of perforated

zinc or a clipped queen. After the bees have
tried once, and have been compelled to go
back, next time they may become desperate,

and violate all rules. In the height of the

swarming season we have sometimes found it

necessary to go the rounds of our apiary and
look over the evergreens surrounding the

yard to see if there were any swarms that had
come out and clustered without our knowl-
edge. I remember one year, when we were
having from six to eight swarms a day, I

found it a good idea after dinner to go around
the trees to see if I could find a cluster that

had come out when we were at dinner; and I

have on several occasions found a swarm
hanging as quietly as if it had been hanging
there all day. If the search had not been
made, possibly our only knowledge of these

bees being out would have been their final de-

parture for the woods. How we may stop

leaks of this kind we may very properly con-

sider.

—

Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING ON THE HOUSETOPS IN

CINCINNATI.

Honey on Commission and Outright Sale.

BY FRED W. MUTH.

Friend Ernest:—Thinking it might be of

some interest to you as well as the many read-

ers of your esteemed journal, I send you a

photo of our apiary, situated on the top of the

house. We are not blessed, as many are,

with a yard, but have it just as convenient on
the roof. The neighborhood is thickly popu-
lated, while the bees, being so high (four

stories), do not bother any one. From July
1st to 10th they just rolled in sweet-scented

clover, which grows so plentifully on the hill-

tops that surround this beautiful city.

You will notice we are using eight-frame

Dovetailed hives. I find they are easier han-
dled than the Langstroth, but it remains to be
seen if they are as cool as the L. is in the hot

sun, as our roof is partly in the sun all day.

You will notice Mr. Weber, with a comb of

brood in hand. He does enjoy his spare time

among his bees. About 25 feet from where
the bees now stand Mr. W., some 32 or 33

years ago, while in the employ of my father,

assisted in transferring his bees from the old

box hives to the then new Langstroth hives
;

so you see he is no stranger at the business.

He bought this business, as well as the house,

the 1st of April. He has quite a large retail

seed trade, besides doing a nice grocery busi-

ness. He engaged me to manage the bee-

supply and honey department. I have been
connected with a wholesale grocery of this

city for about ten years as salesman ; have
always been a lover of bees and the honey
business, and after reading the journals for

years I think I can make a success.

Cincinnati is quite a market for extracted

honey. The old firm sold tons and tons of it.

It is not the small consumer who uses the
greater part of the honev produced, as so

many seem to think. While our city, with its
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A CINCINNATI apiary on the housetop.

immediate surroundings, can well boast of

nearly 650,000 people, and a good many eat

honey, yet the real consumer is the manufac-
turer who buys in quantity and buys often

It is a big mistake for bee-keepers to send
their honey to commission houses to sell.

The reason is, the commission merchant is not
posted as to the different qualities and their
respective values. They generally take the
first offer made on honey, just to close the
account. They don't take time, and they
haven't the time to look up the trade that
buys honey ; and then, again, the manufac-
turer doesn't buy from him unless it is a bar-
gain. The manufacturer does not look to the
commission man for his honey, and it is he
who ruins the market on extracted as well as
comb honey. I will give you an instance :

The other day we had a lot of ten barrels of

the finest clover I have seen for a long time.
I took a sample and called on several parties.

The very first man I called on bought a snap
of several barrels the day before from a com-
mission house (the manufacturer tried to tell

me how cheap honey was), and at such a price
that I felt inclined to buy at those prices
myself. The beekeeper, I think, was hurt
more by that sale than I, because when Mr.
Commission Merchant takes out his drayage,
commission, and I don't know what else, I

think the bee-man had very little left. Then,
again, the quotations the bee-keeper gets from
him are entirely different from what his net
proceeds are when he receives his check for
his consignment.

We do not handle honey on commission,
but buy for cash. When the bee-keeper sends
his hone}7 to us he gets exactly what we quot-
ed to him. There is no drayage and commis-
sion and snap sales.

Cincinnati, O., Aug. 2.

[Perhaps I should explain that C. H. W.
Weber, an old neighbor of the late Charles F.

Muth, bought out the business and good will

of the firm of C. F. Muth & Son. Another
son (not the one with the old firm), who has
been away from home for some time, and who
has been connected with the grocery business
for the last five or six years, but who worked
along with his father years ago, has been re-

tained as manager of the honev business for

Mr. Weber. This is Mr. Fred W. Muth, a

young man of sterling qualities and of con-
siderable business push and sagacity. As did
his father, he believes in the principle of buy-
ing honey outright, and that is the policy to

be pursued by Mr. Weber.
Some little time ago I spoke of the visit

that the junior Muth made here to get " point-

ers " on modern bee-supplies and modern
bee-keeping. It was this same gentleman
who was associated with his father years ago,

when the latter bought honey by the carload
and even by the boatload. Mr. Muth told me
that his father would have at times as much
as $40,000 worth of honey on hand, most of

which was sold to manufacturers. The senior

Muth did more than any one else, perhaps, to

introduce honey among bakers ; and now it
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has come to pass that some of the large bak-
ing concerns are using cheap honey in ten-

carload lots. But real honey they must have
and will have. Mr. Muth told us if there is

the least amount of glucose in any of the
honey it " spoils the cake." The consequence
is, the manufacturers require an absolutely
pure article, and they have come to learn
where they can buy such goods ; and, what is

more, they can not very well be fooled either,

for they know adulterated honey as soon as
they taste it.

With regard to keeping bees on housetops,
this is done in quite a number of cities. Provi-
sion needs to be made, however, for reasonable
shade, otherwise combs are liable to melt
down. The Muths have kept bees on the
roofs of their buildings for years ; in fact, if

I understand it rightly, it has been the only
place where they could keep bees, as land,
especially in the business portions, is so very
expensive. And then there is another point

;

narnel}', that, when bees are put up four or
five stories high, they will not interfere with
passers-by on the streets below. But during
times of robbing, if some commission house
or candy-store should leave sweets exposed,
there would be music in the air — music of
humming bees, of frightened customers, and
of irate dealers. Just how this problem is

managed, we leave for Mr. Muth to explain at

some future time.

—

Ed.]

HONEY IN PLAIN SECTIONS.

The Danzenbaker Hive; those 4X5X1* Sections v.

the Old Style 4iX 4}.

BY PERCY UKTON.

As a producer and seller of honey, and as a
reader of Gleanings, I should like to have
the following questions answered through that
journal

:

1. What size of section did W. H. Swoap
use to realize 2 cts. more per lb. for his honey,
page 541

?

2. How under the sun do you expect to get
worker combs built by bees from starters iu

those Draper barns? You know such deep
combs would stretch, and a very large amount
would be drone comb. Bee-keepers can not
afford to buy full sheets of foundation for such
large frames.

3. You adopted Danzenbaker's cover and
bottom-board for your lock-corner hives ; why
not the body and frames? Bees build fine

worker combs from half-inch starters in his
frames. His supers I consider the best on the
market. Honey made in Danzy sections 4x5
Xl^s, in connection with the fence separators,

I am selling for 13 cts. each, buckwheat honey
at that. Last year I sold 4 I4X4XXlif sec-

tions in the same market for 8 cts. each. W7e

have just as good a crop of buckwheat as in

1898. You can see the difference between a

back number and something up to date. I

think all 4^X4 '4. sections should be gathered
up this fall, taken to some swamp, and stamped
out of sight in the mud. The 4% section
looks like a squatty old woman. Let us all

adopt for 1900 the tall American lady, the 4x
5XlJMs-inch section.

4. What hive does Vernon Burt prtfer? also,

what style of plain sections, page 544? He
seems to be a very successful comb-honey pro-
ducer. For my own benefit I should like his
views. I think it would help others.

5. That man Brown, page 535, is mistaken
when he says the Danzy hive has too much
" kindling-wood" about it. None too much,
friend Brown, to produce the finest sections of
honey. "The more haste the less speed."
Try some more of those hives, and then apol-
ogize to Mr. Danzenbaker.

In reporting my last winter's loss of bees,
which I have not done before, it makes me
think of an old elder in the Presbyterian
Chuich in our village, who went down on the
river flats to see his buckwheat after an early
frost in the fall, which had ruined it. On his
way back to the house he met his son Burr,
and said, " We had a noble frost last night,
Burr." I don't know that I felt as Bro. B. did
when I examined my bees last April, and
found I had had a " noble " winter loss — f>3

dead out of 65 colonies ; but I am happy to
say that I have at this date 58 which are
working on buckwheat. I am using 50 ten-
frame chaff hives and 15 Danzy. I am going
to buy 35 more this winter.
Northampton, N. Y., Aug. 12, 1899.

[1. W. H. Swoap probably referred to 4^x
\% plain sections, because we find that the
only plain sections he ever got of us were of
that size. 2. If the foundation is medium
brood it ought not to stretch — at least not
enough to cause drone-cells. At certain sea-
sons and under certain conditions bees will
make -worker comb instead of drone ; but dur-
ing the swarming season I should exptct a
good deal of drone, and it might be necessarv
then to cut the comb out and use it for chunk
honey, as does H. R. Boardman. As to how
to get the bees to build all worker comb, I

would refer you to Mr. Hutchinson's "Ad-
vanced Bee-keeping." 3. We are not doing
the adopting ; but if bee-keepers want the
Danzy hive we are prepared to let them have
it. A good many favorable reports have been
so far received regarding it—especially for the
production of comb honey. Mr. Vernon Burt,
our neighbor bee-keeper, is very partial to it,

and says he will discard the eight and ten
frame Langstroth hives for the Danzy, pure
and simple 4. This question is partly ans-
wered by 3. Mr. Burt prefers plain sections,
4X5 Danzv, to the 3^-5. In corroboration,
see article from T. K. Massie, iust following.

—

Ed.]
fe

— »»» —
THE DANZY HIVE.

Also Something about the Danzy Super, 4X5
Plain Sections, and Fence Separators.

BY T. K. MASSIE.

Wishing to see exact justice meted out to
all, and being wholly disinterested, having no
personal interests at stake, I wish to say a few
words in behalf of the Danzenbaker hive, 4X5
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plain sections, etc. I have 40 of the " Dauzy"
hives in use this season, and unhesitatingly

pronounce them the best that have so far been
offered to the bee-keeping fraternity, combin-
ing more points of excellence or superiority

than any other hive. The 4x5 plain sections

and fence separators are a decided success.

The combs are built solid to the wood all

around, and their shape enables us to pack
them solid in the shipping-cases, looking,

when packed, like a solid block of wood. I

have just hauled, on a common road wagon,
over 35 miles of the roughest kind of road, 200

of these sections, and did not have a single one
broken. They come off the hive nice and clean,

saving the time and labor of scraping them.
Our honey-flow was very scant, and came in

very slowly (I shall not average 10 lbs. to the

colony), which caused quite a number of cells

around the edges to be left empty. But for

this defect my sections would be perfect. The
200 I brought here to our grocery I exposed
for sale by the side of 80 of the \%Y^\% sec-

tions. People are daily examining this honey,
and the general exclamation is, " Well, that is

the finest honey I ever saw. What is the price

of it ? " I answer, " Your choice of this grade
(the 4c

l4 sections) for 12>^ cents per section,

or your choice of this grade (the 4X5 section)

for 15 cents per section." The answer almost
invariably is, " Well, I will take "—two, four,

or more, as the case maybe, of the larger box-

es, meaning the 4X5 sections. I had some
nice white combs that I cut and fitted into the

A% sections when putting on sections this sea-

son. I selected five of these, which were
filled out with honey solid to the wood, mak-
ing a very plump section, weighing from l/2 to

2y2 ounces more than the 4x5 sections which
have the empty cells next to the wood. I

priced these at 15 cents. My customers are

daily examining and "hefting" them, but

take the 4x5 section of less weight at the

same price. Only yesterday I showed a cus-

tomer that the-:e " square boxes " weighed the

more ; but after seeing them weighed he said,

" I believe I prefer these larger boxes, for

they look the best to me." After this no one
can give me the A% section.

On page 510 you say that, in your revision

of the A B C of Bee Culture, you are giving,

among others, a description of the Danzenba-
ker hive. I hope you will give it first place.

Its merits deserve this. On page 544 A. I. R.

says that Vernon Burt had the handsomest
sections he ever saw— never dreamed of any
thing so nice. Were not these sections pro-

duced in the Danzy hive, Danzy super, sec-

tions, and fences ? I don't mean to criticise

friend A. I. R., for his age places him where
we can not expect too much of him, but I am
sure he will be only too glad to place credit

where it properly belongs.

On page 535, E. W. Brown, the man whose
brain has become so delirious with fever that,

to arouse him to a state of consciousness, even
his wife has to shout " Bees !

" at him (I won-
der if she has to accompany the shout with

the gentle reminder of a sting) says he got

12>^ cents for his sections, which "lie down
like a brick on its edge," and only 10 cts. for

the Danzy section. I have tried sections laid

down on their edges, and find this shape or
position, if you please, so much out of harmo-
ny with the laws governing the economy and
workings of the bees in the hive, which fact

every bee-keeper knows, that I can not accept
the unsupported statement of Mr. B. as a fact.

I do not mean to say he would knowingly
misrepresent facts, but we notice he calls them
"my special fences," "my sections," etc.,

thus mixing the elements of self-interest with
that delirious state of mind peculiar to all fe-

ver patients to such an extent that he is sim-
ply rendered incapable of acting as an impar-
tial judge. Mr. Aiken, not being self-interest-

ed, and not having such a bad case of fever, is

in a position to give an impartial decision.

I used a few starters of the deep-cell founda-
tion this season, and find that the bees com-
menced work on and finished them, building
the comb solid to the wood all around, s joner
than they did the sections containing full

sheets of the ordinary foundation. From this

small experience I should think the deep cell

far superior to the ordinary foundation, and
would suggest to Mr. Brown that, as he uses
only starters, he use this foundation in future.

I think it will help him out.

On pages 537 and 546 you illustrate and de-
scribe the Draper hive, the "barn" that Dr.
Miller seems to be trying to press to the front.

It may seem preposterous for a small man like

myself to attempt to criticise so large a man as

Dr. M. ; but as he is the one who "don't
know," I will merely say that, when I do
know a thing, I know it just as positively as

any one else can know it ; and I do know that
a Langstroth frame 2\s inches deeper than
the regular size will require to be wired. I do
know that a wired frame is an expensive nui-

sance. I have over a thousand brood-frames
so straight and smooth that they will inter-

change from one hive to another with perfect

ease, and not one of them is wired. I do
know that a large hive, if constructed on the
right principles (the correct principles must
be brought out in the size and style of the
frame), is decidedly the best the whole year
round ; but the coming large hive is not the
"barn." I would be willing to let the doctor
"select any location and any number of

barns " he may wish, and give me the same
location, and an equal number of Danzy hives
to run on my plan of tiering up, and guaran-
tee better results than he can obtain with his

barns. I will guarantee that, at the end of the
trial, he will "know" to a certainty at least

one thing.
My object in writing this is to speak a word

in behalf of justice to the parties personally
interested, and to benefit, if I can, the bee-
keeping public. Practical experience of bee-
keepers will sweep all opposition to the Dan-
zy hive, super, fence separators, and plain

4X5 sections into oblivion. I will use the
Danzy hive, super, 4x5 plain sections, etc.,

until something better is invented.
Bramwell, W. Va., Aug. 10.

[The sections referred to by A. I. R., or a
part of them at least, came from the Danzen-
baker hive, and were 4x5. The other part
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came from the regular Dovetailed hive. Both
lots, as I saw them, were equally well filled.

Indeed, it could hardly be otherwise ; for

under the same conditions a 4'^ square would
be as well filled as one 4> -5 tall.

I may add that Vernon Burt is very much
pleased with the Danzenbaker hive and the

4X5 section, and says he will adopt them in

future unless he finds something better.

Yes, the Danzenbaker hive is mentioned in

the new edition of our A B C of Bee Culture,
along with the Dovetailed, Heddon, and Da-
dant ; but I did not and do not now think it

would have been wise to give it first position,

for it has not yet been tested sufficiently to

give it that distinction. The hive that is

given that honor is the regular eight-frame
Langstroth ; and we are safe in giving it such
prominence, because it has been tested in all

localities by bee-keepers of every shade of

opinion, with the greatest satisfaction. The
Danzenbaker hive may be a better one ; but as

publisher and manufacturer we can not afford

to put it in the lead until it has pushed itself

to a point where it may be recognized as a
leader. If the hive is a good thing, and if it

is certainly superior to the regular Langstroth,
no fear need be entertained as to its future.

If it is as good a hive as the regular eight-

frame Langstroth, but no better, it will have
hard work to push the latter " to the wall."

Pres. Whitcomb, at the Philadelphia con-
vention, said that, in his opinion, any stan-

dard hive, having movable frames, was as

good as another. While this statement needs
some modification, yet there is no denyingjthe
fact that there is a great deal of truth in it. It

is W. L. Coggshall who puts locality first, the
man second, and the hive' last ; but a poor or
inconvenient hive, even though it has mov-
able frames, may entail upon the bee-keeper
in a good locality a great deal of unnecessary
labor, to say nothing of the fact that the honey
produced would not be in as marketable a
shape as that produced in a better hive.

—

Ed.]— • « •«»««»«. •

RAMBLE 175.

Practical Work; a Valuable Article.

BY RAMBLER.

From my observations when I come in con-
tact with bee-keepers I find that they possess
more or less ingenuity, and the many little

inventions will attest this fact ; and that there
have been no great and far-reaching inven-
tions is because our industry is not great and
far-reaching. The old adage, that '

' water
will never rise higher than its source," has a
capital example in the inventions for the bee-
keeping industry. The source, bee-keeping,
is practiced by but a small number of the
great human family ; and an invention, how-
ever great for its class, is not for wide appli-

cation. The bee-keeping improvements have
been in the line of small things, and it is the
multitude of these that have been the factor

of progress.

RAMBLER'S UP-TO-DATE HONEY-HOUSE.
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rambler's side-delivery solar wax-extractor.

The spirit of this genius seemed to possess
the Rambler early in the season, and chained
him down to steady and delightful work for

many weeks, and under it all were the hopes
of a little honey-flow that would came as a
recompense for the toil. As a result of the
little genius that came to the surface, the
ihings herewith illustrated are now in exis-

tence ; and as some one of them may be of

value to the fraternity I will describe.
Perhaps a few readers will remember that

my apiary was illustrated and described in

Gleanings for Sept. 1, 1898, and on page 650
was an illustration of my makeshift honey-
house — rough poles and gunny sacks. I

promised at the time to show something better

some time, and now that "some time " has
arrived, and here is a photo of the affair.

This is my up-to-date and a little ahead-of-
date portable honey-house. It is ten feet in

diameter ; an octagon ; the floor is made in

triangular sections, with the points all to the
center. It is made altogether in sections and
panels, and is strongly put together with
carriage-bolts. A few minutes' work with a
wrench, and it is ready to be loaded upon a
wagon.

Roofing felt is used for a cover, and it is

well ventilated by windows upon the four
sides. The front window has a revolving
screen ; the windows at the sides are put in in

diamond shape, and have Porter honey-house
escapes. At the upper points there is a small
window in the door, but I dispense with a

screen door. I have seen many screen doors
to honey-houses, and they are always more or

less a nuisance. During the extracting sea-

son scores of bees are always dancing before
the screen ; and when it is opened, scores

dodge into the honey-house and into the hon-
ey. I am aware that would not trouble some
bee-keepers ; but it troubles me, and I prefer

to put my screen somewhere else, and have
them in windows of generous size ; then when
the door is opened the bees are not there to

bother.

By following an octagon style of architec-

ture I get a very strong building, and it can
never get lop-sided as the most of the square
buildings do. But I will leave the house to

your consideration. If you blow against it, it

will stand. The tank, and the man with a
Daisy wheelbarrow, are the necessary adjuncts.

The next device that I have undertaken to

have up to date aud a little ahead of date is

the sun wax extractor ; aud the one presented
in the accompanying half-tone, like my honey-
house, had a rude forerunner which was illus-

trated in Gleanings for Jan. 15, 1899. I

believe I am the first to work out a side-

delivery extractor ; and my reason for work-
ing along this line is that honey and wax run
off quicker, and there is not that damming-up
at the lower end as there is in a long and nar-

row pan. I have no doubt that the majority
of bee-men will prefer the old way, for the
old-style extractors are cheaper, and easier in

construction ; but the limited trial that 1 have
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given this leads me to think that the progres-
sive bee-keeper should be satisfied with it.

As the wax runs down from the melting-
pan it is concentrated into the molding-pan
at the smaller end. To operate this machine
I place the sash and glass in position over the
cap

f
)ings, which nearly fill the melting-tray.

I place over the sash the protecting cover, but
draw it down so as to expose only about three
inches of the upper portion of the cappings.
By gradually pulling the cover down, the
honey is nearly all driven out into the long
round-bottomed tin tray below. A little hook-
ed wire will be noticed in the end of this pan.
This connects with a cork and an orifice by
which the honey can be drawn off into a pan
below, which is not shown. This first honey
that is drawn off is not discolored nor in any
way injured by the sun's heat. Now take the
shade off and set it aside ; cork the orifice and
let the remaining honey and wax go into the
long pan. It will soon overflow into the cak-
ing-pan below. This pan will hold about 15

lbs. of wax. Wax taken out of the upper pan
will have more or less dross on the bottom

;

but when run into this caking pan the bottom
of the cake is as clean as the top, as will be
seen from the appearance of the cake in the
hands of the operator.

While rendering old combs I nearly fill the
first long pan with water. The wax soon
overflows, and I find it necessary to allow it

to run through a small supplementary tray

which I hang to the upper portion of the
caking-pan. There is a sort of black gummy
substance that escapes the first pan, and is

caught in this one, leaving the wax, even from
old comb, clean from dross. The caking-pan
is supported from the top, as will be seen,

and it always retains its level when the body
of the extractor is tilted at different levels.

Although I have rendered out only about 30
lbs. of wax in this extractor, it works equal to

my expectations. The honey and wax are

run off into separate pans, which I think is a
new feature in sun extractors. It is, perhaps,
more applicable to a sunny climate like this

than it would be in a cloudy and cool one like

the far East.

When the sun wax-extractor was completed
and out of the way, and my honey-house built

as far as the exigencies of the season would
allow, the honey-extractor placed within, and
the tank without, and a hole bored through
the floor in order to form a connection, I then
began the study of honey-strainers. I have
used cheese-cloth to a great extent ; but a
cheese-cloth strainer, while it is the cheapest

and handiest thing that can be used, will clog;

and when a paddle is used to free the bottom
of the little particles, some of them are ground
through into the honey, and then it soon clogs

again, and has to be changed for a clean one.

I have also used the gravity strainer ; but
under rapid work at the extractor the little

particles will not all rise to the top ; and if

there is a screen placed at the bottom it will

clog, and then there is vexation again ; and
at the best there are a lot of fine particles that

get into the tank, to be skimmed off after-

ward. In order to match my honey-house

and sun extractor, and have a strainer up to
date and a little ahead of date, I considered
the matter with intensity ; and while I was
under this intense strain an idea popped into
my head all of a sudden. I grasped my saw
and plane, and in two hours had a strainer
that is away ahead of date ; and the joke of it

is, it is so simple that it is a wonder we had
not thought of it before. Of course, I present
you a photo of it, and you will note that it is

made of the old stand by, cheese-cloth, and
the cloth in this one is half a yard wide and
three yards long. This band of cloth is at-

k ambler's improved honey-strainer.

taclied to rollers. The rollers are about an
inch in diameter, square or round as you
please, and three wire nails with their heads
cut off are driven in and slightly bent. Upon
these hook the end of the band; now wind up,

and place that roller in the little frame, and
next to the extractor attach the other end to

the other roller in like manner, and you are

ready for business. The ratchets on the end
of the rollers hold the cloth at any tension,

and the little pieces projecting from the end-
bars hold the sides of the cloth from sagging
in that direction. When the strainer clogs,

give the front roller a turn, at the same time
loosening the rear roller, and a new surface of

cloth is presented, and the honey goes merrily
on. A shallow pan catches the honey, and
conducts it to the tank. All of the debris

will wind up on the roller, and this roller

should be at least an inch higher than its

mate. Some pieces of dirt will drop off from
this roller, and a little pan of some sort should
be placed beneath it as shown in the half-tone.

As this strainer has not been crowded with
work this season, I am not sure that three

yards are too much or not enough. At any
rate, it is cheap material, and any amount can
be used. The rollers are hung in slots so they
can be easily removed, and the cloth tat en off

and washed.

I have more nice new things that will please

the fraternity ; but I think this is about all

you can stand at this time, and I shall have to

ask you to wait until the next issue for the rest.
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ANSWERS TO
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"why did you wait, dear brother?"
yellow bands.

On page 601 of Aug. loth Gleanings, Dr.

Miller says he is waiting for me to answer a

question he asked me in the American Bee
Journal, which was something about my wait-

ing till this late day about calling attention to

the fact that the bands (or, more properly

speaking, the horny scale) on the three first

segments of worker bees, brought forth by a
queen imported from Italy, were not yellow
as to color, properly speaking, but more nearly

maroon. Well, I am sorry to keep the good
doctor waiting so long ; but, writing even as

much as I do, I can not tell every thing at

once, nor in one article. This reminds me of

something ex-Governor St. John, of Kansas,
once said when he was speaking on temper-
ance and the prohibition of the liquor-traffic,

in the town hall here in Borodino. In his

address he alluded several times to the Dem-
ocratic and Republican parties, and each time

named the Democratic party first. After a

little a man who was a Democrat, and some-
what under the influence of liquor, called out,

"Say, Mister, why do you insist on putting

the Democratic party first every time?"
" Because I can not speak the name of both
parties at once," was the prompt reply. And
so, Dr. M., one of the reasons why I had not
written on this color matter of late was be-

cause I could not write of that and how to

secure a large yield of honey, with no desire

on the part of the bees to swarm, at the same
time, with the same words.

I wonder where the good doctor was in the

early seventies. Or has he forgotten all about
the discussion of this " yellow band " matter

at that time? Has he forgotten, or did he
ever hear any thing about how "no Chinese
walls or snow clad Alps " could keep the bees

in Italy from mingling with other bees in the

countries round about these so-called pure
Italians? I have not time to go over musty
volumes at this season of the year; but all of

those discussions are impressed on my mem-
ory, myself taking "a hand" in them to a

greater or less extent. It was fully proven at

that time that the Italians are not a pure race,

and yet the great mass of bee-keepers have
gone on calling them " pure " just the same

—

myself calling attention to their not being
pure occasionally, as such comment was called

forth. And now the doctor wants to know
why I have waited so long about saying any
thing.

Again, at another time the dissatisfaction

ran so high that A. I. Root came out in his

ABC book, and in Gleanings, and told how
these imported bees must be placed on the

window, after first being filled with honey, in

order that they could show their three yel-

low (?) bands, and thus be told from the

" two-banded " hybrids. This helped me out,

and I then showed that the poorest specimen
of a hybrid which showed any yellow or
maroon coloring on any one of the horny
scales to the abdomen would show it on three,

if thus filled with honey, and placed on a
window. And so it went on, I always stand-
ing out against a purity which could not be
told without such a minute scrutiny, and a

color that could not be told as yellow only as

a full sac of honey and the golden sunshine
from beyond the window must turn the
maroon into gold. To be sure, I have not
harped on these matters, for the very reason
Editor Root gives on page 577 when he says,
" But it seems to me we are in danger of split-

ting hairs on an unimportant point." And
this brings me to nry third reason for calling

attention to this matter at " this late day," as

the doctor puts it, or at this time, as I would
put it if I wished to be correct. Of course, all

know that the color of bees should have very
little to do with their desirability, for it is the
queen that gives the worker bees that will give
the very best results in honey, that the practi-

cal bee-keeper is after, as the desirable bee
And we have been taught for the past quarter

of a century that the Italian bee is Just the bee

to give the best results in honey, or is the
most desirable.

But how was any purchaser to know wheth-
er the queen he received was Italian or not?
By the markings of her worker progeny.
And what were these markings? "Oh ! any
thing, almost, so long as they are good work-
ers," was an idea which Bro. James Heddon
brought out when he advertised and sold

hybrids as the best working bee. And so the
nice points about bands and colorings were
forgotten for a time ; therefore there was no
need of writing on these points for some years.

But for the past five years this matter of

"markings" has again forged to the front,

and the low rumblings of dissatisfaction first

heard have almost reached the fury of a storm,
and parties are being denounced for lying
about the markings, purity, and color of their

bees, and thus an unimportant matter has be-

come an important one. Now, don't you see,

doctor, why I tried to call you out at this time
(on a matter of importance) instead of asking
censorious or hypercritical questions ?

It is just like this : Suppose I start out to

get subscribers for Gleanings. The impor-
tant part of Gleanings is what we find in the
reading- matter it contains, not in the color of

its covers. And I secure subscribers for the

matter contained in the type as set up, telling

the parties who give me their subscriptions

that it does not matter any thing about the
cover it has on, nor whether it has any cover
at all, so long as the important part—the good,
practical things the type tells us about — are

there all right. Any one can see that no one
will be any thing but satisfied with GLEAN-
INGS, no matter what the color of the cover,

so long as the high quality of the reading-
matter is kept up. Hence, so far, the color

of the cover is an " unimportant point." But
suppose I tell the subscribers I secure that

Gleanings is the best bee-paper published,
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and that it can be told from the rest, or poorer
hee-papers, by the color of its cover, and that
they can always know they have Gleanings
in its purity (?), that best paper in the world,
by its greenish-yellow cover, and they believe
me. Then the cover of Gleanings is changed
from an unimportant point to an important
one ; and should the publishers send it out in

a red or blue cover, I should be denounced as

a liar and a fraud, no matter how good its

contents, and no matter how much I shouted
something about being " in danger of splitting

hairs," etc. And this latter position is just

where we are to-day regarding Italian bees, if

the letters I am receiving are any criterion to

go by ; and rather than have our queen -

breeders denounced as frauds and liars, I

started out to have a little light shed on what
is to-day an important matter, the coloring
and purity of Italian bees.

[I do not know whether I ought to say any
thing on this question or not. I partly agree
with friend Doolittle, and I partly disagree

;

but as I believe the question of color of Ital-

ians, whether maroon or yellow, is unimpor-
tant, I ought to practice what I preach. But
why unimportant? We sell anywhere from
.$2000 to $3000 worth of queens every season

;

and the way orders have poured in, it is evi-

dent we shall sell more this year than ever
before. If there has been a complaint coming
in to us with regard to this color matter, I do
not remember to have seen it. Why friend
Doolittle should have received them and we
not, is a conundrum unless it is upon the
score of "locality," as Dr. Mason would say.

I will say this much : I agree with friend

Doolittle, that the only way to determine the

purity of Italians is by their markings ; and I

am rather of the opinion that he is right in

saying that placing bees on a window, before
the light, is an extreme and perhaps unreliable
test for the determination of the purity of the
bees in question.

—

Ed.]

HOW THEY GROW PINEAPPLES ON THE WEST
COAST OF FLORIDA.

BY J. M. LASSITER.

Mr. A. I. Root:—I take the liberty of send-
ing you a small crate of pineapples. I want-
ed to send them so you could have them for a
dinner July 4th, but there were none ripe at

that time, so I hope they will suit you, even
if they are a little late. I had one that weighed
as much as these two, but it was of ugly shape,
and such as would not ship well. I want to

send you a photo of the pickers in the pinery
picking the fruit for shipment. I did not try

to send the largest, by any means. I wanted
to send something that would taste nice and
look fairly well. There are about one and a
half acres in this patch. The pines that are

raised in this vicinity are so large that it is

necessary to support them by tying them to

the shade-slats overhead. You will see the
owner standing at the left in the photo. He
is 5 ft. 9 inches tall, so you can see about

GROWING PINEAPPLES ON THE WEST COAST OF FLORIDA.
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how tall they grow. You can tell also about

the size of the fruit.

This photo shows the pickers at work. You
will notice there are a lot of apples piled in

the walk way. Plants such as were on top

of yours sell for from 10 to 25 cts. each.

St. Petersburg, Fla.

[I had a special purpose in submitting this

to the readers of Gleanings. It is on ac-

count of the pineapple shade. This shade is

made of slats two or three inches wide. The
openings are of the same width as the slats,

so that, during the hottest weather in sum-

mer, one half of the plantation is in the

shade, for we have just half of the sun's rays

cut off. This shade, however, permits the

rain to strike the plants just about as if there

were no shade, or at least I suppose it does.

But its principal office, if I am correct, is to

insure protection during a frost or freeze.

I visited several of these covered pineries, and

many times the slatted roof is all the protec-

tion needed to save the plants and crop.

When the weather is very severe, however, it

is not a very difficult matter to cover the

whole top with coarse bagging or cheap cot-

ton cloth; then by having several fires inside

you are proof against damage, even at such a

time as the great freeze at the time of my
visit several years ago. Similar structures are

being used in Florida and California, for or-

ange-trees. Of course, they have to be made
higher to protect the trees. In California

there is one single orange-grove covering sev-

eral acres, all protected by a slatted roof, and

it has been my impression for some years that

during the severe heat of July and August

manv fruits here in the North would be great-

ly benefited by this partial shade. It is well

known that the finest gooseberries are grown

where partly shaded by trees ; and such a

slatted structure has been found to be very

serviceable for them. During our present se-

vere drouth I have been studying a good deal

in regard to a similar structure for growing

strawberry-plants. I think such a shade would

be just about what is wanted.—A. I. R.]

HONEY-DEW ;
CONDITIONS FOR HONEY-FLOW.

Honey-dew is very plentiful in certain sea-

sons in the mountains above us. Cowboys

riding through the brush, salting cattle, will

have their leggings, and the legs, manes, and

tails of their horses, all in a smear, as though

they had waded through syrup. At Grizzly

Flats I stood between the rising sun and an

oak-tree, and could see the dew falling from

the tree like a mist, till the sun was fairly up,

when it ceased. Leaves of manzanita were

covered with the sugar, thicker than the leaf

itself. These bushes were out in the open, so

that the dew could not have fallen on them.

The proper conditions for basswood honey I

know nothing about ; but for all kinds of

honey, with us, the nights must be cool, so

there' is dew, and the days hot, to produce su-

gar. If I go out among the bees early in the

morning, and the grass is dry, I know there is

no honey coming in. If my shoes are wet I

know, without looking, that the bees are then
bringing in honey. Very early in the season,

while the snow is still on the ground, the

manzanita on the warm south slopes of the

hills will come out in blossom, and the blos-

soms will be full of dew, but it is not sweet,

nor are the blossoms fragrant. Now let the

sun come out hot, and the flowers send out
their honey-like smell for yards, while the

dew in the cells tastes like honey itself. The
sun's heat develops the sugar, and the dew
dissolves it, and the honey-bee that gets around
before the sun's rays evaporate it secures it.

I started with 50 stands in 1899 ; have about
125 now ; have taken off about 2000 lbs. of ex-

tracted and 500 lbs. of comb honey. I expect
to take from 500 to 1000 lbs. more from blue

tarweed. I think the " Rambler " is right in

stating that the supply on this coast will not
exceed the local demand ; but then there is

the glucose-barrel always on tap, so honey is

not apt to advance in price.

E. A. SCHAEFFLE.
Murphys, Cal., Aug. 9, 1899.

WHAT KILLED THE OUEENS ?

I have lost a great many queens this sea-

son, and can not account for it. A colony
will be working all right, and the queen laying

in fine shape, when all of a sudden I find them
queenless, and no queen-cells started. I have
lost over 40 queens in an apiary of 200 stands

since spring, and the majority have failed to

raise a new queen. My hives are 4 feet apart

one way by 8 the other. In some instances I

have introduced young queens or cells, and in

due time they would begin laying, when all

at once they would be gone. Can you give

me any information on the matter, from what
I have written you ?

The honey crop is very short here this sea-

son, and I have had a hard time in getting my
bees to go above, even when I had queens.

This yard is one I brought up from New Mex-
ico last spring ; and when the honey-flow be-

gan I had the bees all in good condition for

work. J. E. Gauger.
La Junta, Col., Aug. 9.

[If you were losing a very large percentage

of the virgins, I should say that some sort of

bee-eating bird like the king-bird or bee-mar-

tin was responsible for the mischief ; but if

your laying queens are disappearing at such a

rapid rate, it is something out of the ordinary,

and I am sorry that I am not bee-keeper

enough to give you an answer, and I therefore

call upon our readers.

—

Ed.]

GETTING BASSWOODS TO GERMINATE |
FRUIT-

GROWING IN THE SAN JACINTO VALLEY,
CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Root:— You ask some nurseryman to

tell about getting tough-shell seed to start. I

am not a nurseryman, but have had some ex-

perience in past years while living in Missou-

ri, growing osage-orange plants. There the

apples mature, and we gather the seed, and it

will not sprout by nature. If it did it would
be a great nuisance. To sprout the seed I put
it into a box. I then poured as much hot wa-
ter on the seed as would make it like a bran
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mash. Then I would cover it with an old
quilt, and repeat every day until the seed
sprouted. It took about ten days, stirring or
mixing the seed thoroughly each day as I wet
it, so as to have all the seed sprout as near the
same time as possible. Some of the seeds
would have sprouts nearly an inch long before
all would crack open.

In planting I would take some seed from
the box, letting it dry a little so as not to stick.

Then I made paper funnels long enough so a

man would not have to stoop so much in dis-

tributing the seed nicely in the rows, so as not
to injure the sprouts. When ready to plant,

it makes lively work where one plants several

acres. I write this that you may have one of

the many ways of getting tough-shell seed to

grow.
It now looks as if we should lose nearly all

if not all of our bees by reason of the drouth.
Irrigation does not seem to supply the nectar
that winter rains do. Still, we might be worse
off, as we shall receive nearly or quite $100,000
for our dried fruit in the valley this year ; so
you see the push of Young America has been
busy in the San Jacinto Valley since you vis-

ited us. H. J. Morse.
Hemet, Cal., Aug. 12.

BLACKS VS. ITALIANS.

I had a more favorable opportunity last sea-

son to compare the merits of the blacks and
Italians and their numerous crosses than I had
before in forty years' experience in bee cul-

ture. The winter previous was very mild, and
all the bees came out in March in good condi-
tion ; and as fast as they began to crowd in

the hives I gave them more room by adding
empty frames, and kept it up for eight months.
The bees were in ten-frame hives ; and when
the hive was full of bees I would lift the two
outside frames on each side into an empty su-

per, placing them directly over the four mid-
dle frames, then filling the empty space above
and below with empty frames. Then as fast

as they increased in bees I moved the old
combs apart and inserted the empty ones, first

moving those in the lower hive, then in the
super, until the space was filled ; then I would
add another super of ten frames as needed.
None of the black bees made over one super-
ful, and all of the cross-breeds made two su-

perfuls. None of the Italians made less than
three superfuls, and several of them four su-

perfuls. Any one blindfolded could tell the
grade of the bees by simply lifting the hives.

The black queens occupied but one set of

ten frames of the improved Langstroth size,

while the cross-breeds occupied part of two
hives, and the Italians all of two. There were
leather-colored and straw-colored Italian bees,

and the straw colored ones proved to be the
better. Henry Bidwell.
Valley Center, Kan., July 30.

see a honey-flow when clover is nearly all

killed, and spring opens wet, and the new
plant comes on and blooms freely on account
of a wet spring bringing it to that state, you
are ahead of me. If my experience is of any
value it is the second season when clover
yields honey, and not the first. I said, as E.
T. Flanagan can tell you, we should get little

or no clover honey, as far ahead as last March;
and when clover came into bloom I still stuck
to it, though many laughed at me, and we did
not get it either

; and, by the way, this is the
only time I ever saw the fields full of bloom

;

and no honey, as you often hear of, is obtained
under these conditions. Study your plants as
well as bees, or you can not be successful.

D. D. Hammond.
Malone, la , Aug. 17, 1899.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH CLOVER DOES NOT
YIELD.

I see in your Aug. 15th number one of the
old-time bee-keepers wonders why, when white
clover bloomed so finely, we did not get any
honey this season. If any of you folks ever

A SIMPLE ENTRANCE-CLOSER.

I send you a model of an entrance- closer.
I have used them for several years, but have
not seen them advertised in any catalog. The
one I sent is a little short. On moving a bee-
hive they can be nailed over the entrance, and
the bees will have plenty of air. They are
good in hot weather. Jerome Poole.

Rockport, Mass.

DRAPER BARNS EIGHT FRAMES WIDE.
I see that Gleanings for July 15 describes

the Draper barns, and also gives an illustra-
tion of one. I am sure I don't want such a
hive, neither do I want the regular ten- frame
hive ; but it seems to me that an eight-frame
hive, with frames the depth of those in the
Draper barns, would be a very desirable hive,
both for breeding and for wintering. Such a
hive would have about the same comb surface
as a regular ten-frame hive, and it would suit
me a great deal better than to use the two
extra combs in order to get it. I use mostly
the eight-frame hive ; and the only drawback
I find with them is that they are liable to have
a scant amount of stores for winter. The
same hive, with frames and hive-body 2y&
inches deeper, would overcome this objection.
You say nothing about eight-frame hives

with Draper frames ; but it seems to me that,
if you get a call for those Draper barns, you
will also get a call for eight-frame Draper
hives. I should like to hear what others have
to say on this subject.
We have not had a good willow-herb season

here since the summer of 1896, when I raised
3600 pounds of extracted and 4600 of comb
honey from 55 colonies, spring count. Wil-
low-herb promised fairly this year, but it has
failed. The blossoms seem to be blasted.
Basswood also failed after blooming fully.
We are thankful, however, that we got some
clover honey, and there is a chance that we
shall get a fall run. If not, the feeding of
bees will be in order. R. S. Chapin.

Marion, Mich., Aug. 8.
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ITORIAL
C.R. ROOT,

RIVAL BEE-PAPER EDITORS.

If there ever was a fraternity of feeling

among rival editors and publishers, it is among
those connected with bee-journals. Once or

twice Bro. York and I have occupied the same
sleeper en route to conventions, and we were
together much of the time afterward. This

was particularly so in going to and from
the Lincoln meeting. Well, this time Mr. W.
Z. Hutchinson, of the Review, and I arranged

to meet in Cleveland, there to take a sleeper

on to Philadelphia. We left Cleveland on the

night train via the Pennsylvania route ; and,

didn't we talk bees, things, and men ! The
subject of amateur photography we just rev-

eled in. We not only went to the convention
together, but we came back together ; and on
arriving at Cleveland Mr. Hutchinson took the

train with me for Medina, where he spent with

us a little over a day in looking over the bees,

visiting Vernon Burt, etc. All this may seem
sentimental to some ; but it means much to

bee keepers as a whole. If the editors of the

leading bee-journals were clashing and pulling

against each other, what woidd the result be ?

MARKETS BARE OF HONEY, AND WHY.

I have already spoken of the markets gen-

erally being bare of honey, and that the cause

was due to the fact that buyers were not offer-

ing enough. Although I have spoken of this

in this issue, I believe the matter needs special

emphasis again.
Bee-keepers should not be in haste to sell

their honey just yet. Honey has advanced
very materially in California and the West
generally. Extracted that sold in California

for Z% cents is now selling for 7. According
to the same ratio, comb honey that sold two
years ago at 10 cents in our markets should

now bring 20 ; and yet 13 to 15 is about the

top notch of the eastern market. If the buyer
wants honey it appears to me he will have to

offer more than these figures. There is evi-

dently much honey in Colorado, but it will

never find its way east until our markets ad-

vance more than they have done.
It should be understood that commission

quotations usually stand higher than cash of-

fers, for the reason that from the former must
be deducted freight and 10 per cent commis-
sion ; but in whichever way the offer is made,
the honey-dealers should understand that they
will have to advance some before they will

have much honey to offer.

THE PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION.

The Philadelphia convention, while not the

largest in point of attendance, was a success

in every way. There were something like a

hundred present at some of the sessions.

Representatives were present from Illinois,

Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, Massachusetts,

New York, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New

Jersey, Virginia, Florida, and a number of
other Southern and Western States. The dis-

cussions were spirited and good, and the en-
thusiasm and the general fun-making were of
the best.

A special feature of this meeting was the
very excellent stereopticon lecture by Mr. W.
E. Flower, a manufacturer of edged tools in
Philadelphia. During this talk he "brought
down the house " a number of times by witty
sayings, good jokes, and funny pictures. An-
other interesting feature was an able and in-

teresting address by Prof. H. W. Wiley, U. S.
Chemist of the Department of Agriculture.
He gave interesting and valuable data in
regard to honey as a food, going clear back to

early times. Bee-keeping as an art was only
about as old as the Christian era, though there
were pictures of bees 4000 years old. Of hon-
ey he said it was the most wholesome of all

sweets, requiring the least effort to digest of
any of the saccharine substances. This state-

ment, coming as it did from the highest au-
thority in chemistry and food products in the
United States, means much to the bee-keepers
of the country.

SELLING FOR CASH OR ON COMMISSION
;

HOW COMMISSION HOUSES MAY GET INTO
THE GOOD GRACES OF BEE KEEPERS.

The question of honey on commission and
outright sale was thoroughly discussed. E.
T. Abbott, G. W. York, and W. A. Selser,

argued against selling honey on commission,
and in favor of selling it outright. There are
so many temptations to deception and fraud
in the commission business that Mr. Selser
was decidedly opposed to that way of doing
business. Mr. Abbott believed he could in-

vest his money to much better advantage
than to put it in the hands of commission
men and let them make such returns on it as
they see fit. He paid cash for every thing he
bought, and did not see an}- reason why the
commission man should not do as much. On
the other hand, it was argued that very often
an honest commission house could secure a
higher price on a lot of honey sold on com-
mission than where it is bought on outright
sales. If the market advances, then the bee-
keeper gets the benefit of the advance. If,

on the other hand, it declines, he suffers in
proportion to the drop in price. The general
feeling in the convention was against selling

on commission, and the firms who bought
outright were very much in favor.

Those commission houses that had been
offering the prices that prevailed a year ago
were severely scored, and it was recommended
that they be let severely alone — at least until

they could offer better prices. It was stated
that large lots of honey were being held back,
and would be held until there was an advance
in prices somewhere near commensurate with
the advance in other things. It was evident
from the discussion that the commission
house or honey-firm that would curry favor
with the bee-keepers would do well to make
cash offers. One firm that buys for cash was
very highly spoken of, and its customers, as
far as they were present, expressed themselves
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as greatly pleased with the treatment that
they had received.

HONEY A LUXURY.
Another spirited discussion arose over the

question whether honey was a luxury or not.

Mr. Selser thought it was. Others insisted

just as strenuously that it was not. Then
some one asked for the definition of the word
luxury. Mr. Hutchinson said it was what he
wanted but could get along without, and the
Standard Dictionary bears out this definition.

The general consensus of opinion seemed to

be that extracted honey is almost a necessity.

The human system craves sweets—needs them
and must have them ; and as all the best
authorities agree that honey is the most easily

assimilated of any of the sugars, therefore
extracted honey is not a luxury. It was ad-
mitted, however, that comb honey might be
and probably is, for it is bought for its beauty,
and because it seems like the honey of the
olden days.

BEE-KEEPING IN CUBA, AND ITS ULTIMATE
EFFECTS ON AMERICAN MARKETS.

This occupied largely the attention of one
session. Interesting papers were read by Fred
L. Craycraft, a government official in Cuba,
and from Mr. W. W. Somerford. The former
seemed to feel that Cuban honey would never
be a serious competitor to the American prod-
uct, and that bee-keepers on this side need
have no apprehensions. That there would be
a rapid growth of bee-keeping in the near
future there could be no question. Mr. Selser,

who, as our readers are aware, buys large

quantities of honey every season, paying cash
for it, dissented most decidedly from the opin-

ion that Cuban honey would not compete in

our market. It was preferred by manufactur-
ers and bakers to low grades of American
southern honey, and the Cuban article surely

would be a most serious competitor to our own
dark and off grades. This opinion seemed to

be shared by others. The duty now imposed
on Cuban honey is not enough to prevent its

importation into the United States. It was
shown that some bakers take anywhere from
ten to forty carloads of honey every year be-

cause there is no other sweet that will take its

place—not even glucose as cheap as it is.

Other forms of sweet require a certain amount
of glycerine; but honey requires no such adul-

terant, if we may so use the word. Dr. Mason
stated, on the floor of the convention, that

honey-jumbles that he had bought from Bro.

Root twelve years ago were still as moist and
nice as when he first got them. Some one
asked him why he kept them so long. '

' Why,
to see how long they would keep," he re-

plied.

Incidentally, between sessions I learned of

Mr. York that Mrs. Rohrer, the celebrated
writer on home cooking, when asked what
she thought of using honey in preference to

other sweets for cooking, ridiculed the idea

by saying, "Why, what do you want to do
that for? " And yet over against her opinion
there are large baking concerns, some of which
use as much as 30 carloads of extracted honey
per annum in the manufacture of certain

classes of honey-jumbles, honey-cakes, and
other cakes of a like nature which it is desir-
able to keep for some considerable length of
time without molding or becoming so dry as
to be like a dry crust of bread.
Mr. Poppleton also spoke of the fact that

not all Cuban honey is off in color or flavor.
Bellflower, for example, in the opinion of
many experts, would equal the best white
honey of the North, and that there was no
question but large quantities would be sold
somewhere.

AMALGAMATION IN A FAIR WAY OF BEING
CONSUMMATED AT EAST.

Secretary Mason has been having consider-
able correspondence with General Manager
Newman, of the National Bee-keepers' Union.
This correspondence was begun after it was
learned that Mr. Newman would not serve
again as Manager, owing to ill health and a
pressure of other duties. To make a long
story short, Secretary Mason submitted a form
of constitution which was approved by Mr.
Newman and the members of the convention
present. This new constitution provides for
the amalgamation of the two Unions, or, more
strictly speaking, what is now the Union and
the Association. The new organization will
be known as the "National Bee-keepers' As-
sociation." It will be seen, by comparing the
names of the two' old organizations, that the
name National is taken from the old Union,
and the name Association from the present
United States Bee keepers' Association. The
vote that was taken at Philadelphia simply
indorses the proposed changes ; and when the
matter is submitted to the members of both
organizations, there is every reason to believe
that amalgamation will be accomplished in
fact. There is now good feeling between the
two organizations, and the members of the
one are largely members of the other, and
there is no reason why the two should not
be married, and the wedding will no doubt
take place in the near future.

GENERAL MANAGER SECOR'S REPORT.

Mr. Secor gave a history of the work that
has been done by the Association during the
past year, telling how he and Secretary Mason
had arbitrated difficulties arising between com-
mission men and bee-keepers, and how prose-
cutions against adidterators in Chicago had
been carried on. A full history of the matter
was given in our issue for Sept. 1, and so I

will not go over the ground here ; and, more-
over, his full report will be submitted to each
member of the Association, later, when the
next election of officers occurs.
There were many other things of value

brought before the Philadelphia convention,
but I have not space in this issue to set them
before our readers. The remaining topics that
occupied the time of the convention will be
brought up in our next and subsequent issues.

Indeed, I gathered so much of value that it is

doubtful whether I can cram it into one or
two issues, even if I try, so I propose to use it

as a sort of seasoning, sprinkling it in here
and there as we go along.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A. I. ROOT.

Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after
righteousness, forthey shall be filled —Matt. 5 :6.

I have used the above text for my talks a

good many times ; and, in fact, there are few
Bible texts that I love as I do this one. No
matter how I feel, no matter what troubles

or temptations assail me, when this question

comes up before me I can always say, " Yes,

thank God I do hunger and thirst after right-

eousness." Of course, when I am strongly

tempted to be selfish I sometimes, for the time
being, forget this ; but that beautiful passage

is always an effective rebuke. Some gentle

spirit seems to say in times of trial, " Well,

old friend, do you even now hunger and thirst

after righteousness?" and by the time the

gentle voice has ceased to speak I am back
again in the straight and narrow path. A
few days ago my very dear friend Bro. Reed,
whom I have mentioned so often that I do
not think I need to introduce him at this

time, sent me a postal card, asking me to go
to Newark, Licking Co., O., and talk to his

people, for he was then holding a series of

meetings there. It was just then I had plan-

ned to go to Boston, and I wrote him I regret-

ted I could not go at the lime he mentioned.

But I did not feel quite easy about neglecting

his invitation. A little later, when other

things seemed to make it very inconvenient

for me to leave home, I wrote him that I would
come after all ; and then some way I felt bet-

ter satisfied.

In order to make my appointment I took a

trip on the cars, planning to take my wheel
and ride back at my leisure. I reached the

church in the middle of the afternoon, and
found Bro. Reed within a minute after I ar-

rived. I rather expected I should find him
near the Congregational church ; for when he
is holding a series of meetings he is much of

the time in or around God's holy temple. He
soon told me that he and the young pastor

had arranged for an afternoon prayer-meeting

in the outskirts of the city, and asked me if I

would like to attend. Yes, I always like to

attend a prayer - meeting, especially where
Bro. Reed presides. As this meeting was in

the month of August, and in the middle of

the afternoon, not very many men were pres-

ent ; but there was a lot of women, mostly
mothers of families. Bro. Reed was a com-
parative stranger to every one in the audience.

In fact, I am sure he could call hardly any of

them by name ; but yet before this meeting
had closed he had talked so kindly and fa-

miliarly with them that nearly every one gave
some sort of brief testimony, telling of her
hungering and thirsting after righteousness

through many busy cares. Afterward a large

number of them took part in brief prayers.

One would almost think it was an Endeavor
meeting among the old folks. Now, any per-

son who is in the habit of leading prayer-

meetings will recognize that it is a pretty
difficult matter for a stranger in a strange
town or city to have such a prayer-meeting as
this. As the meeting closed, I am sure that
every one present felt an uplift of soul, and
that they were nearer to the heart of the great
Father than when the meeting commenced.

I wonder if I may be permitted to diverge a
little here to mention a single occurrence.
Jast before closing, a lady arose and com-
menced to sing a solo. Something in her
appearance struck me as a little strange, but I

decided she was probably accustomed to

assist in religious meetings, and in this way
manifest her sympathy with the work. At
the close of each stanza her voice sank low,
and with wonderful skill she executed a diffi-

cult passage in music that thrilled me through
and through. There were, perhaps, three or
four stanzas. Before she closed I was men-
tally thanking God that at least one person
possessed such a voice, and had skill to use it

with such wonderful fervor and pathos in
praising God. When she commenced the
hymn I was a little surprised because Bro.
Reed, the pastor of the church, and perhaps
one or two others, joined in with her with the
exception of the chorus. I had decided to

thank her, and to tell her she might thank
God for her wonderful gift. But I thought I

would first speak to Bro. Reed about it. He
smilingly said he was glad I had first men-
tioned the matter to him. Now, reader, what
do you think ? My decision that she possessed
a wonderful voice was correct. It was also

true that she had spent years in the study of
music, and was a most accomplished singer

;

but it was also true that her mind was a little

out of balance. No one could object to her
beautiful hymns ; but most people did object
to her solos, that came not only in time but
sometimes out of time. She was all right,

like lots of other good people, when she could
have her own way ; but once when she inter-

rupted the minister in his sermon to sing a

solo it did not suit very well, and therefore
the good pastors are always worried when she
puts in an appearance, as she is almost sure to

do when any thing like a revival comes along.
The incident caused me to reflect again how
wonderful are the phases of humanity ; and,
also, how true it is that just a little jar may
throw a gifted and cultivated mind out of

balance !

During the evening I gave my talk on busi-

ness and religion to a rather larger audience
than I ever spoke to before ; and, what is still

more remarkable, at least three- fourths of the
large church was filled with men — probably
men in business. Sometimes in speaking I

have planned to use a good many Bible texts
;

but I am sorry to tell you that, a good many
times, these texts do not come just when I

want them ; for I have seen the time more
than once when I could not (on the spur of

the moment ) repeat the simple text at the
head of this talk to-day. This time I prayed
over the matter. Again and again did I

beseech the dear Savior to help me to over-

come this fashion of having my favorite texts

elude my grasp just when I wanted them
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most. Do you suggest notes? Well, notes
are some help; but when I am obliged to look
for them they break the thread of my dis-

course, and oftentimes get me off from the
track. It is much better for me to make such
thorough preparation that no notes are needed.
On this occasion I prayed with more than
usual earnestness over the matter, and the
prayer was answered. Ever}' text I had plan-
ned to use was right at my tongue's end when
I wanted it, and I could speak it with clear-

ness, force, and emphasis.

Before retiring for the night, Bro. Reed and
I knelt together as we often do. In his prayer
he thanked God for the privilege of passing a
few hours with his old friend and fellnw-

worker ; and as we arose to our feet, I told

Bro. Reed something that happened more
than twenty years ago. I believe that I have
hungered and thirsted after righteousness
more or less all my life ; but the thought
never occurred to me to seek first the king-
dom of God and his righteousness until,

through Bro. Reed, I caught a glimpse of

God's kingdom. This glimpse came about a
little strangely too. Before I met him I had
been for many years rather opposed to revival
meetings ; but after I became sufficiently

acquainted with the young pastor to know, as
everybody else does, how thoroughly he was
given, body and soul, to God's righteousness,
I looked at him with more charity. I thought
he was mistaken, but still I admired his un-
selfish zeal. It seems to me no one can avoid
doing so when he once comes to know him
and see him. Well, one Sunday morning as

we stood up, I think it was while they were
singing before the sermon commenced, all of

a sudden something suggested that I should
give up my old life and commence a new one
by laboring by Bro. Reed's side. God knows
I had no thought of being his equal in any
way in the work of saving souls ; but the idea
presented itself that, if I could stand near him,
perhaps a little behind him, and hold up his

hands, and perhaps bring him tilings he might
happen to need, or give him a lift when he
greatly needed a helper — why, it seemed to

me that such a work would be nearer perfect
happiness than any thing else I could think of

in this wide world. The thought of it thrilled

me again and again.

Now I know, dear friends, that I should
strive to serve Christ Jesus and him only ; but
I do not feel after all as though my first visions

of Christ's work were so very much out of the
way, even if they did connect themselves with
the younof pastor of our church with all his

devotion and enthusiasm. Well, years have
gone by, and many changes have been
wrought. I do not think a year has passed,
however, wherein Bro. Reed and I have not
labored together more or less; and after almost
25 years, as we knelt side by side, he in his

prayer thanked Goi, while I myself was also

mentally thanking God, that my early vision

of happiness and joy had been at least to some
extent realized. A great many times during
these years my dear brother has helped me by
counsel and wise suggestions. He has helped
me when nobody else could help me in a like

manner ; and it rejoices my heart to look back
and see that I too have been many times per-
mitted to help him, when perhaps nobody
else could help or would help. God has help-
ed us to know each other and to help each
other. Why should not those who are hun-
gering and thirsting after righteousness be
helpful one to another?
The next morning I was off on my wheel

for a spin through the beautiful hills and val-
leys of Central Ohio. I noticed the wheel-
book said Licking County is one of the most
beautiful, agriculturally, in the State. I fully
realized it that morning. I was happy, be-
cause I had responded, as best I knew how,
to God's call. In a little time I was looking
over the pleasant city of Mt. Vernon. I visit-

ed the park where they have been having
many religious meetings lately, and saw the
flowing wells where pure soft water pours out
of the ground without pump or windmill or
any thing of the sort. What a beautiful gift
from God are these flowing wells ! It makes
me think of my text—hungering and thirsting
after righteousness. And is it not true that
every wayside well or spring helps toward
righteousness ? Oh how I do love to see thirsty
people and domestic animals slake their thirst

with pure wholesome water !

Toward the close of the day I made a stop
at Apple Creek, Wayne Co., Ohio, where I
was told there were some flowing wells of
great volume. Near one of these wells we
have a subscriber—Benjamin Ziircher. When
I first began to inquire in his neighborhood
for a man by that name I was somewhat dis-

appointed to hear people say they knew no
such man ; but an old German said he could
tell me where Benjamin Ziitaker lived, if that
was the man I wanted. When I found my
friend he laughingly told me that the people
all around there would call him Zittaker in
spite of all he could do. but that his name
was really Ziircher. Well, I was really glad I

called on Benjamin. Shall I tell you why?
Because he is an enthusiast on fruit culture.
He has planted out on the hills of Ashland Co.
3000 pear-trees, 3000 plum trees, and ever so
many other kinds of trees whose names I can
not remember now. He showed me some of
the "gold" plums from Luther Burbank.
They are beautiful plums to look at, and when
ripe are said to be delicious to rat, while at
the same time they are as hardy as the wild
plums scattered all over Ohio.

I could not stop with friend Ziircher very
long, however, because I wished to visit the
largest well in Wayne Co., and perhaps one of
the largest flowing wells in Ohio. As it was a
very dry and dusty time, I found these wells
doing excellent service in filling up water-
tanks of all descriptions for the farmers. The
one near schoolhouse No. 7, East Union Town-
ship, fills a three-inch pipe, and rises up about
three feet above the ground. They found this
vein at only 89 feet depth. When I got there
a farmer was swearing because the standpipe
was not six inches higher so it would pour the
water directly into his wagon-tank. I told
him that, instead of using bad words, such a
flow of beautiful pure water should lead every
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one to thank God for the precious gift every
time he came in sight of it.

In order to shorten the distance to the other
and larger well I crossed two farms, riding

down one lane, opening the gates, of course,

and then getting out by another lane on an-

other road. While away back in the lots I

met a very pretty young girl driving her
father's lumber-wagon. She naturally felt

somewhat embarrassed at being obliged to

talk to a strange man away off in the field.

It was growing dark, and I was very anxious
to be directed by the shortest cut to the cele-

brated well. Although she flushed a little

with embarrassment, she finally gave me very
full directions in a very pretty and ladylike

way. Now, I have been telling you of a very
simple, commonplace event ; but as I hurried
past on my wheel so I could follow her direc-

tions before it was too dark to see, I fell to

meditating, and my thoughts ran in this way :

Is there a man in our whole wide land who
would not give the last drop of his life's blood
to protect our young women ? Just now there

is great activity everywhere. Farmers, on
account of their lack of help, are having not
only their young boys but young girls drive

teams and do other work that they can do.

There has been considerable sport at the ex-

pense of the old-time knight-errant because
he was expected to give his life, if need be, to

protect womankind. We need some of the
spirit of chivalry now ; and the poor man's
wife or daughter should be held as sacred and
as much entitled to protection as the finest

lady that the land affords. Not only should
womankind be protected from men who have
their senses, but the drunken man should be
taught that whisky in no way excuses him for

brutality of any sort.

I reached the celebrated Amstutz artesian

well just as it was getting to be a little dark.
The men-folks were doing the chores, and so

the farmer's daughters very kindly volunteer-

ed to show the stranger around in the twilight.

The water was turned off from the great well,

because I afterward learned that about every
seven years, if left running, it cuts or corrodes
the pipe, and thus ruins the well, and then a

new one has to be drilled. Galvanized iron is

not only no better, but it actually cuts out
quicker than black iron pipe, so Mr. Amstutz
told me. One of the girls went inside of the
building and opened the valve in the four-

inch pipe while I stood outside. Such a vol-

ume of water came pouring out into the race-

way that I almost became alarmed. Why, it

seemed as if there was enough to run a " saw-
mill," in very truth. Mr. A. has made an
overshot water-wheel inside of the building.

The wheel is 12)4 feet in diameter, and the
buckets take all the water so as to get pretty

much all the power. The actual product is

six barrels of water a minute. Imagine a
stream that would fill up a barrel six times in

one minute, and you have it. When first

drilled, the water came out with such force as

to throw out stones two or three inches in

diameter. This water-wheel grinds feed for

the stock on Mr. A.'s farm, turns the churn,
wrashing - machine, and works a series of

brushes for ventilating, and keeping the flies

away from the dinner-table. The well is only
99 feet deep. Mr. A. has drilled three differ-

ent wells in all. The well by the schoolhouse
I first visited I should say was three-fourths
of a mile distant. Many attempts have been
made by neighboring farmers to get similar
wells ; but although Mr. A. strikes the same
vein of water every time in his own locality,

the other wells in the neighborhood are most-
ly failures. The stream has been running
about twenty years. The location is six miles
southwest of the town of Orrville, Wayne Co.,

O. When the well was first drilled the water
rose to a height of 24 feet ; but now it rises

only about 14 feet. The valve is kept closed
unless power is wanted, on account of the
force of the stream cutting out the iron pipes,

as I have explained.

After thanking my good friends, and assur-
ing them that such a sight was worth going
many miles to see, I started to go back to the
little town of Apple Creek ; but when my
friends informed me that Apple Creek was
three miles away, and Orrville, which was on
my way home, was only six miles distant, I

decided to take a moonlight ride to Orrville.

The moon was not yet up ; but rather than
sit down and await its slow motion I decided
to get along as best I could in the dark.
With good roads this would have been a very
easy matter ; but with the deep soft dust con-
sequent on our long severe drouth I was
obliged to feel my way, as it were, with the
rubber tire ; but I soon got so I could ride

very well ; and when the great full moon
illuminated my pathway I found the ride after
dark much more agreeable than during the
daytime. There is something exceedingly
invigorating about the damp night air, espe-
cially when on the wheel ; and when I ride

through a valley where there is quite a little

fog, I find the moisture-laden air is simply
delicious.

In order to get home to see to some impor-
tant business I started off next morning at

four o'clock. Another reason for my early
start was that the morning air is much pleas-
anter during severe hot weather, and the dust
is not nearly as bad. Another thing, through
the day one is not only annoyed by teams
going back and forth, but these same teams
stir up the dust. The wheelrider who gets
up at daylight has the road all to himself, and
is comparatively free from dust, even during
a very dusty time.

Between Orrville and Rittman I found more
flowing wells with their watering- troughs out
in the fields ; but the water here is so near the
surface that the farmer finds it but little ex-
pense to find a flowing well anywhere he
wishes. Many of them are right by the road-
side ; and the noise of the falling waters
makes one think of babbling brooks. '

' Blessed
are they which do hunger and thirst after

righteousness ;" and, somehow or other, pure,
cool, sparkling water has always associated
itself in my mind with righteousness ; and
who can tell how much iniquity might be put
away or washed away, if you choose, by hav-
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ing plenty of springs and artesian wells and
watering-places along the roadside to slake
the thirst of multitudes of thirsty people ?

Dear reader, have you done all you can do in

providing the world with plenty of good, pure,

cool " living water " ?

IS3
NOTES Of TRAVEL
* BY A. I. ROOT .

ygEg^L-^a^r^

THE OHIO STATE FAIR.

I am heginning to regard it as a duty to

make at least a brief visit to our Ohio State
Fair, especially as, in my special correspond-
ence, so many questions are being asked in

regard to various kinds of farm machinery.
Almost every day somebody is asking me
about tools for doing all kinds of work on the
farm; and by visiting the fair, and looking
over the implements, I am better prepared to

answer intelligently all such questions.

Our recent Ohio State Fair had the largest

and finest exhibit of farm machinery I ever
saw before in my life. Another pleasant
thing about these exhibits is that each ma-
chine was, as a rule, shown and exhibited by
its inventor, and one full of enthusiasm over
the capabilities of the child of his own brain.

It really was a treat to me to see these men
make their own machines show off their capa-
bilities and excellencies.

For the first time in my life I saw what I

should call a successful corn-husker. The
ears were neatly trimmed of every bit of husk
and silk, and piled up in a heap, while the
stalks and husks were shredded up just right

for fodder, and piled in another heap.
There were windmills and pumps, without

number. The little spray-pump that has met
with so much favor was exhibited in a multi-

tude of forms for every possible purpose
;

fences, gates, and building material of every
description—material for making roads, and
machines for crushing stone. Why, I really

felt proud of our State of Ohio
;

yes, and I

felt proud of humanity when I looked over
that busy scene with its forest of machinery,
and its hum and clatter and enterprise. I felt

glad, also, to note that there did not seem to

be any intoxicating liquors sold on the
grounds nor outside around the grounds. The
exhibit of fruits, vegetables, and last, but not
least, of nice honey, was also creditable to

our State. But there did not seem to be the
wideawake enthusiasm anywhere on the
grounds such as we saw among the machinery
men and the manufacturers.
As there was to be a display of fireworks in

the evening, and a mock battle concluding
with a bombardment, Huber and I decided to

stay until next day. As we were pretty well
tired out with running about so much we de-

cided to take a seat in the grand stand, even
if it did cost 25 cts. each, so we could rest dur-
ing the fireworks. A new grand stand has
just been erected, which somebody told me

would seat comfortably ten thousand people.
It did not seem to me possible that there were
ten thousand people willing to pay 25 cts.

each for a seat ; but before the ticket-offices

were open (for there were several of them)
there was a perfect jam about the windows.
Not only men, but women and children
seemed almost frantic to get up to the office

and get a ticket. After they secured their
tickets the entrances were blocked even w7orse,

and the crowd surged against the turn-stiles

with such vehemence that three policemen
were called near our own entrance to drive
the crowd back. For the first time in my life

a policeman brandished a club over my head,
and threatened to strike me if I did not stand
back. I looked up smilingly, and said,

"How can a little man like me stand back
with all this surging crowd of great burly men
behind him? " He looked hack over the sea
of faces, and evidently dtcided I had got it

about right. But the people away back were
not afraid of the club, which could not reach
them, and so the}' kept on pushing and crowd-
ing. Well, the ten thousand seats were all

filled, and a thousand or more people were
driven by the police out of the grand stand,
and down on the grass by the race-track.

They had all paid their 25 cts. each for a seat;

but they simply got a place inside of the in-

closure, right on the ground, not a whit better

than the crowd occupied on the right and on
the left, that had not paid a cent. Further-
more, said crowd on the right and left, before
the fireworks began, tore away the fence, and
surged around in front of those who had paid,

so they were really worse off than those who
had not paid any thing. Now, there is some-
thing very' unfair about this. I do not exact-
ly know what the remedy is, either. A suffi-

cient number of policemen might, perhaps,
have made this mob of thousands get back
where they belonged ; but in order to do it

there would have been a row, and the enter-

tainment would, perhaps, have been broken
up. The whole trouble seems to be, that just

at the present time excursions, shows, and
exhibitions of almost every kind seem to be
on a boom. Everybody has work, therefore
everybody has money ; and the general tend-
ency seems to be to use this money to rush in
mad crowds into every thing, and wherever
people are invited to go. Instead of saving
up this money for a probable "rainy day,"
Young America—yes, and Old America too

—

seems to be determined to get rid of it as fast

as possible.

"Well, Bro. Root, this is a very good ser-

mon of yours ; but how does it come that you
too were in the crowd? Yes, and you took
Huber along besides." Yes, I was in the
crowd ; but I do not believe I shall go next
time. I do not know how many thousands of

dollars' worth were burned up in those fire-

works ; but I do know that the people paid
some three or four thousand dollars to get into

that grand stand to see the fireworks. Now,
burning up money in fireworks is not by any
means the worst thing that can be done with
it ; but yet while the people of Porto Rico are

starving, and we are admonished again and
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again that the amount being sent in is by no
means sufficient, is it just the thing to use our
quarters, to say nothing of dimes and nickels,

for fireworks ? Then in regard to this matter
of swindling a thousand or more people, for it

certainly is a swindle to take 25 cts. for an ele-

vated seat where one can get a good view, and
give nothing of the kind. A great many
demurred, after having paid their quarters,

against going down the stairs on the ground
;

but the police absolutely drove them off the

platform. The right way would have been to

pay them their money back when the seats

were all occupied ; or, better still, refuse to

sell tickets to more than the number of people
who could be crowded on to the seats. The
managers certainly knew when ten thousand
had passed the turn-stiles, for these machines
were made on purpose to register the number
going through ; and the police absolutely made
the crowd go through in regular order.

There was one other sad occurrence. Dur-
ing the bombardment, at the close of the mock
battle, while a great charge of musketry was
going off, bullets were flying in different direc-

tions A boy seven years old, not very far

from where Huber and I sat, was shot through
the heart and killed instantly. He had just

been rejoicing at the magnificent display of

fireworks when he was shot dead right by his

mother's side. Four people all together were
hit by bullets, and one soldier, if I am correct,

was killed. The only explanation offered is

that, by some piece of carelessness, some car-

tridges containing bullets weie mixed in

among the blank ones to be used in the mock
battle.

The fireworks did not commence until near-

ly nine o'clock, and the great crowd was kept
there waiting on account of some horse-racing

that I neither understood nor cared about, and
I presume there were many others like myself.

It was nearly 12 o'clock when the exhibition

was over ; then Huber had to make another
siege into the crowd to get tickets for the

street-cars. When we got back to the great

city of Columbus all the hotels were full, and
we were obliged to get lodging at a boarding-

house. The weather was excessively warm.
The mercury had touched 97 during the day.

We had to sleep in one little room with one
small window in it. I said sleep; but it was
very little sleep that either Huber or I got, on
account of the heat radiated from the walls

that had been exposed to the fierce blazing

sun all day.

We got up early in the morning, and went
out to the grounds of the State University of

Ohio. As it was too early in the day for the

professors to be around, or anybody else, very
much, I stretched myself on the soft dry
grass, a little secured from observation by a

clump of trees; and as I sank into unconscious-
ness I wondered why people would pay 50

cents for the privilege of sleeping in a hot
stuffy room when all outdoors was open and
free to all mankind. Dear me ! what a con-

trast! During such dry sultry weather I would
rather pay for the privilege of lying down on
the grass, under God's blue sky, than to take

any bed indoors at any price. And then I

thought of the text, found in the 55th of
Isaiah, "Why do ye spend money for that
which is not bread, and labor for that which
satisfieth not? "

This was Huber's first visit to the University
grounds and buildings belonging to the State
of Ohio. We had some very pleasant talks

with the professors, and visited and looked
over the various buildings. Huber was espe-

cially interested in the mechanical and elec-

trical buildings; in fact, our visit was with the
view of having him, sooner or later, take a

course at the University. I have before men-
tioned the beautiful new gymnasium. Along
toward noon I noticed that a restaurant was
kept in the basement, for the benefit of

students, especially for those who are working
hard, and using economy to get an education.
They have a very pretty lunch-room where
various articles are furnished for only three
cents ; for instance, a glass of milk, a cup of

coffee, a dish of soup, a sandwich, bread and
butter, and various other things, are served
for the trifling amount mentioned. I had
quite a chat with the young man who had
charge. This lunch-room is under the man-
agement of the cookingschoo\; and boys as

well as girls are taught to cook, and do house-
keeping and other work of that sort. Now, I

do think this is an exceedingly bright idea, to

have every boy taught to cook and do house-
work whenever it may be convenient or neces-
sary for him to do so. Permit me to state

briefly that our Ohio State University not only
teaches the young people in its nice buildings,

but on its grounds it is testing and using all

sorts of building materials produced in this

State. They have samples of the different

kinds of brick made for different purposes;
samples not only of all sorts of sidewalks and
pavements, but good roads built by all modern
processes. This University expects to not
only be able to advise farmers in regard to

what machinery they shall procure, but they
test, examine, and weigh and measure, not
only every thing that is produced, almost, that

is wanted on the farm, but they in like man-
ner examine and report on machinery for all

industrial enterprises. I have before this

mentioned the very complete buildings and
apparatus for the manufacture of cream, but-

ter, and cheese. After the boys have had a

course, even a brief one, at the University,

they are not likely to be taken in by " cream-
ery sharks," or sharks of any other sort, that

are endeavoring to impose on the farmer.

Permit me, before closing, to mention a lit-

tle experience with a set of sharpers on the

streets of Columbus. Of course, we purchas-

ed excursion tickets to the State Fair. Well,

two friends accompanied us who live in the

southern part of the State. They were not
going to return, therefore I undertook to dis-

pose of the return portion of their tickets. As
we were in a hurry to get over to the State

Fair, I went out on the streets with the two
tickets in my fingers. Very soon a man I did

not like the looks of asked what I would take

for them, and put out his hand for them. I

felt some misgivings about letting him get

them in his fingers, in a crowd on the street,
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but I finally let him take them. He first said

they were not good ; but a man who stood
near him offered me a dollar apiece for them.
I finally told them, as I was in a hurry, they
might have the two for 81.25 each. At this a

third party offered me 81.50 apiece for them,
and pushed the money right over toward me.
The man who first got hold of the tickets in-

terposed. " Look here, gentlemen, this is my
trade. The man offered them to me for $1.25
each and he can not sell them to anybody else

until I accept or reject his offer."

Then I became a little rattled, and foolishly

assented to this proposition. I forgot that it

takes two to make a bargain. If you offer a

piece of property for a certain price, until this

offer is accepted you are at liberty to recall

it. The man who held the tickets finally de-
clared that he accepted my offer, put his hand
in his pocket, and fished out a dollar which I

took while he was feeling in his pocket for

the rest of the money; but finally, as quick as

a wink, he slipped into the crowd and twisted
around so I almost lost sight of him, keeping
my tickets and the 81.50 due me. I got my
eye on him, however, and demanded the 81.50.

He finally gave me another dollar, and said in

a low tone that he was just trying to evade a

policeman who was going to arrest us both,

as it was against the law to sell tickets on the
street. He had taken my dimensions, or at

least thought he had, and I came pretty near
letting him go ; but I finally decided that, if

it was against the law to sell tickets on the
street, I would take the consequences. Finally
somebody called to him from a distance to
" give that man the rest of his money, and do
it quick;" then he gave me $1.25 more, and
slipped off. The person who had interfered

in my behalf then came up and informed me
that he was a constable, and was watching to

catch that very chap, for he had been told

that a new dodge of theirs was to get posses-

sion of the tickets, and then get away with
them and with the money too. He explained
to me that if I was inside of a ticket-office I

could safely let the man behind the counter
examine my tickets. " But," said he, " when
you are out on the streets, especially in a

crowd, never let anybody take your ticket out
of your fingers. If you wish to sell it you can
show it to them all they need to see ; but just

keep it in your own hands."
I have thought best to give this little inci-

dent, because it may be of benefit to those
whose experience, like my own, may be quite

limited.

THE POTATO CROP FOR 1899.

Although potatoes started out very fairly

(and, in fact, the early ones did very well un-
til half grown), during the latter part of the
season there have been a good many troubles
for the potato-grower. First, the blister-

beetles came in our locality worse than they
ever did before, and a good many growers
just gave up and let the beetles eat up every
thing. We fought them inch by inch, and
killed them by the bushel by shaking them

into a pan with a little water, and a little coal

oil on the surface. One day we had four men
at work all day, and they worked hard. Some
questioned as to whether the potatoes would
be worth the expense and trouble. Well, we
got rid of the pests, or pretty much so, and
the potatoes started to leaf out again. Then
came the very hot weather and the drouth,
and many varieties succumbed to the blight.

The Triumph was first, perhaps, to die down
completely ; and that is the great trouble with
this extra-earl)' potato. The Bovee did very
much better. In fact, our Bovees, planted
after strawberry-picking on the strawberry-
ground, are still green, and are growing finely.

The Thoroughbreds stood the blight and heat
better than the Triumph, but they are now
dead, considerably before the crop was fully

mature. The Early Ohios, planted late, arc

still green and growing. Burpee's Extra
Early held out longer than any of. the other
earlies, but finally went down. Mills' Prize is,

part of it, green and growing now ; but the
blight hurt it ; the same with the Rural New-
Yorker, Carmans 1 and 3, and Sir Walter
Raleigh. The two latter are going to give us
a magnificent crop in spite of the drouth.
Manum's Enormous, much to my surprise,

has pretty much died down. The crop will be
only fair. But the new Craig (as it has always
before on our grounds) stands head and shoul-
ders above every thing else so far as blight is

concerned. It is now green and growing, and
the ground is puffing up with great handsome
smooth potatoes.

To tell the truth, I have not tried the Bor-
deaux mixture for the potato blight. The
greatest reason why I have not tried it is be-

cause so many who did try it, and who seem
to have followed it up faithfully, report so

little advantage. On the island of Bermuda it

was really a question as to whether any appli-

cation of chemicals did any good at all ; and
yet there are certain places, both in the Ber-

mudas and in our own country, where the Bor-
deaux mixture seems to be a perfect remedy.
I can not explain why there should be so many
failures. Now, it may be that our potatoes are

not affected by the genuine blight ; but I call

it blight ; and this kind of blight is certainly

produced, at least to a great extent, by a hot
sun and a lack of rain. Potatoes that were
shaded by large trees, or even partly shaded,
especially in the afternoon, in every case kept
green a great deal longer ; and the potatoes in

the orchard, that were covered with straw, al-

though they were Early Ohios and Early Ver-
mont, were never touched by blight at all

until the drouth was so severe that the ground
was dry and hard, even down under the straw.

We did not put on straw enough. Where it

was applied, say two or three feet in thickness,

potatoes are now green, and growing with
rank luxuriance.

One thing more : Where a very heavy
growth of crimson clover and wheat was
plowed under, the blight did not affect nearly
as much. Heavy manuring I have always
found to be a remedy for this sort of blight

;

but it may be that it is because so much hu-
mus in the soil collects moisture and holds it.
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Now, besides the bugs and the blight there
is one other trouble we have had to contend
with this year. The scab is fearfully bad on
certain varieties. You may remember I bought
a barrel of potatoes of one of our friends who
thought they never would be scabby. I plant-

ed them on our worst ground for scab, and the
product is the worst lot of scabby potatoes I

ever saw. I also bad some russet pota'oes
that were claimed to be exempt from scab. I

think they are a httle better than some other
kinds, but a great many of them are quite
scabby. There certainly is a great difference

in varieties. Our Carman No. 3, Sir Walter
Raleigh, and Mills' Prize, are comparatively
free from scab ; and the New Craig is, we
might say, entirely free. This year, like all

other years since we have had it, it seems to

be almost proof against bugs, blight, and scab ;

but, sad to tell, it does not behave thus in all

other localities. In fact, the Ohio Experiment
Station reported that it seenn d to be particu-
larly susceptible to blight ; and yet I was going
to call it a blight-proof potato. Did you ever !

Now there is another thing about blight and
scab both—yes, and we might say bugs also.

As a rule, potatoes planted in July escape all

three. During the extremely hot weather the
last of August, the blight began to show on
my late-planted potatoes. But we have had
abundant rains and cooler weather for about
ten days, and the potatoes have taken a new
start, and are just growing grandly. I think
we might grow even the Triumph without
blight if we could plant it so as to have it ma-
ture just before frost. We planted a few the
7th of July. These were from potatoes grown
this spring. They were doing grandly until

the severely hot weather about the first of
September, and then they began to blight, and
almost dried up. Since the rains and cool
weather, however, they too are starting up
green ; and if frost holds off we may get a fair

crop,

Sept. 75.—I have just been down, raking
over the surface, and fixing them up, and I

pushed my hand into one of the hills and
pulled out a beautiful clean handsome potato
the size of a hen's egg.
You may remember that I paid Wm. Henry

Maule S10 00 for a single potato just two years
ago. Well, this year I am going to have a big
story to tell you about the quantity of pota-
toes I grew in the two years, from just one
potato. They are not dug yet, however. I

put my fingers into one hill and pulled out
a potato that weighed 2% lbs. It is going to
be the largest potato, as a rule, that I know
any thing about ; but, unfortunately, it is not
as smooth and handsome a potato as the Car-
mans ; and, by the way, when we come to
quality, there is nothing in the whole list that
comes up to the Freeman, unless it is Mills'
Prize. The latter is not as handsome in shape
as Carman No. 3, but it comes pretty near it

;

and if the quality this year should be equal to
what it was last, I think I would place it at
the top of the heap for an all-round late pota-
to. Let me make a brief summary :

The Triumph is the earliest ; Bovee comes
next ; the Early Ohio is the mostpopular early

potato ; the Freeman is the best quality of any
thing, either early or late ; Carman No. 3 is

the handsomest ; and the New Craig, on our
grounds, is the nearest to being bug-proof,
blight-proof, and scab-proof.

BUGS, POTATOES, AND COTTON-SEED MEAL.
In regard to using cotton-seed meal on po-

tatoes, this is my experience this year :

I planted two acres with 200 lbs. of meal in

the drill, per acre. In two rows I put double
that quantity in the drill. Right alongside
this patch was an acre and a half without any
thing on it except the potatoes. The potato-
bugs attacked the entire patch, "without fear

or favor." But one of your Faultless spray-
ers "laid them out." (Don't tell Mr. Tay-
lor.) M. S. Lusby.

Nursery, Texas.

Humbugs and Swindles.

Just now there seems to be a good deal of

money got by advertising to teach hypnotism.
A subscriber of ours, away across the ocean,
sent to a man in Chicago, in answer to an ad-
vertisement. First he had to send 50 cents

;

but the fifty-cent book was mainly devoted to

advertising a larger one, the price of which
was 64.00. The little book was so sure the
four-dollar one would make the directions so
clear that any one could hypnotize folks, that
our friend sent on the $4.00. He received the
book ; but this, too, was devoted mainly to

telling about the wonderful things an expert
could accomplish in this line. But the author
stated that the only way to get to be a real old
hand at the business was to attend a school of

instruction. I think this instruction could be
given by mail, where the parties were off at a

great distance. Said " instruction " required
$50. 00, and our subscriber was asking me if I

could ascertain whether Prof. So and So was
reliable. We located the man, and found on
inquiry that he was getting a good deal of

money from some source, and lived in pretty
big style, but did not seem to own any thing.

Just now a professor hailing from Jackson,
Mich., is sending out circulars of similar im-
port. His course of 20 lessons costs $5.00.

Now, friends, this whole business is simply
a revival of an old humbug and swindle.
When you get to the point where you are pre-

pared to believe every thing some humbug
professor says, where you promise to do every
thing he tells you, no doubt some very curious
things may be accomplished ; but the state-

ment that one man can hypnotize another,
whether he consents to be hypnotized or not,

is a point-blank falsehood ; and the statement
that any one can be hypnotized is another
falsehood. There are some wonderful things,

it is true, that can be accomplished along the
line of clairvoyance and hypnotism ; but you
will find it is safe to let the whole thing en-

tirely alone. Its victims usually get into idi-

otic or insane asylums, and it is a great pity

the "professors" who take their money are

not equally sure to get into penitentiary^ for life.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

BIG BERRIES.

I've been getting supplies from you for 16 or 18
years—among other things, strawberries. This year
I had Jessies and Bubachs that measured 5^ in., and
thought I was a hustler on berries; but when I read of
that 10 !

2 inches it just knocked all the conceit out of
me; but it takes a man with a good mouth for berries
to eat more than one of mine at a time.
Howesville, W. Va., June 22. J. I,. McKenzie.

Your chaff hive, the last one, is the thing. I had
them out with no protection, not a fence or tree, and
the north wind howling around them with mercury at
42° below, and that wide entrance all open. I did not
expect them to come through. It seemed that enough
arctic cold would come in at the entrance to freeze
brass bees; but these came out strong in spring.
Marion, S. D., June 6. S. J. Harmeling.

The goods ordered have arrived, and are very fine,
giving entire satisfaction, as is invariably the rule
when ordering from you. Allow me to thank you for
your promptness, which I appreciate more this time
than usual, as I needed the good 1- very much. I can
get goods from your factory in about the same time
that it takes to receive a reply from some parties at no
greater distance. W. A. Klock.
Herkimer, N. Y., June 5

The three queens arrived safely and in good shape,
and have been installed in their new homes. They
are fine specimens, and I assure you I am much pleas-
ed with them. One has already begun laying, and
no doubt the other two will by to-rnorrow or next day.
The first tested queen purchased of you is, beyond
doubt, the most prolific layer I have ever seen, and
her bees are simply magnificent. I can almost pet
them, they are so gentle. It is quite a pleasure to
deal with people of 3 our kind; and I trust, as we
grow older, we shall know more of each other. I am
in the bee business to stay; and while I have much to
learn. I am no novice by any means.
Jacksonville, Fla., June 7. W. G. Peebles.

™ Is there a supply house in all this broad land that
will do better by the bee-men? If there is, we should
like to know it. The sequel to all this is, the officers
of this company are what we term "white men," no
matter what color their faces may be.

1
Corona, Cal., July 22. H M. Jameson.

The queens all reached me in good crder, and are
satisfaitory, as are all goods purchased of your firm.
Thanks for promptness and kind treatment.

Scio, O., July 19. T. H. Cook, M. D.

The Ideal deep hives have arrived in good shape.
As soon as we had one set up complete, Mrs. Welch
exclaimed, "That is the hive for honey." I for one
am glad you are making such a hive, though results
the first season would be in favor of the shallower
frame. D. H. Welch.
Hopedale, O., June 26.

My three queens I got of you are all doing finely. I

would not take a five-dollar bill for my lame queen.
E. S. Coffin.

Nat. Military Home, Grant Co., Ind., June 7.

The bee-fixtures that I ordered of you came to hand
in good order, and are the finest work I ever saw.
Every thing went together like the leaves of a book.
The supers fit my Quinby hives perfectly, and are sure
to give better satisfaction, although costing a little

more than what I could have got them for from your
agent in Portland, Oregon. Thanks for your prompt-
ness in filling my order for odd sizes.
Fidalgo, Wash., May 30. H. A. March.

Inclosed find $2.50, for which send me one of your
16-inch-cut lawn-mowers. I may send for more soon,
as the dealers here want $4.00 for that size; but they
don't know your make, and think it may not be reli-

able. I tell them all you put out is reliable. I have
proved it for years; but they think they will see a
sample when mine comes. O. A. A. Gardner.

Belleville, Kas., June 10.

Please thank Mr. A. I. Root for his suggestion of
putting a white onion under a hen for a nest-egg.
Kingsey. Can., May 1. Arthur A. Evans.

The frames are well made, and A No. 1, and a plea-
sure to look at. Fred Holtke.
Newark, N. J., May 15.

Mr. Root : — I am not a member of Dr. Dowie's
church, and never expect to be; but your first refer-
ence to the case of Henry L,. Tmler I felt was unjust
toward Dr. Dowie. In last Gleanings you give the
unvarnished truth, and I see now you are the same
" Uncle Amos," as of old. God bless Uncle Amos !

Hebron, Neb , May 6. F. Kingsley.
Thanks for your very kind words, friend K.; but I

deem it no more than fair to state that Dr. Dowie is

having a great deal of trouble of late, and troubles,
too, such as no man ought to have who is guided day
by day by the Holy Spirit.

Additional Special Notices.

gardening and farming in the middle of
september.

Now is the time to sow Grand Rapids lettuce seeds
for plants to be put into the greenhouse or frames
later on. It is also time to sow cabbage seed in order
to get plants suitable for wintering over in cold-
frames; and good cold-frame plants are certainly far
ahead of most of the plants that are grown in green-
houses or in the spring. Winter radishes may also be
put out when this reaches you, and give a crop of the
finest radishes in the world before the weather is

severe enough to injure them ; and folks who like to
see things green and growing just at the time when
every thing else seems to be dead and dying will put
out a piece of wheat or rye. Don't let your ground
stand over winter with nothing on it to make it green.
If you wish to grow rye for planting potatoes next
year, now is the time to sow it ; and I believe winter
rye is less likely to be affected by the fly than wheat.
If you are going to turn it under, the ranker and
stronger the growth it makes in the field the better;
and, so far as our experience goes, turning under rye
is about the only reliable plan for cleansing ground
that has been infested with the fungus that produces
the scab on potatoes. We have sown one piece of rye
already where we dug our first potatoes.

THE NEW EDITION OF THE A B C OF BEE CULTURE
NOW READY.

Before the next issue of Gleanings is out we hope
to have the new edition of the ABC book in the hands
of those who have had their orders with us so long.
The new book will be, in many respects, far ahead of
any of the previous editions, both in typographical
appearance and general subject-matter, for we are
now building upon the knowledge and experience of
these latter days, when such wonderful developments
have been made all along the line.

Strange' as it may seem, as long as the ABC book
has been published, there never before has been in it

a subject of hives and one of honey. It is true, the
former has been discussed in a general way under
" Hive-making ;" but the new subject deals not with
how to make them, but principles of construction, and
then sets forth illustrations of the different ideas used
by some of the most successful bee-keepers in the
land, leaving the reader to select the hive best adapt-
ed to his locality and notions. Among those mention-
ed are various styles of L,angstroth; the Heddon, the
Danzenbaker, the Dadant, followed by a discussion of
the general principles that should go to make a dou-
ble-walled hive for northern localities.

Honey itself, under that heading, occupies an im-
portantplace in the new book. Following this there
is a discussion of honey as food, honey for cooking,
and honey preferable as a dietary to the common
sweets that require greater effort on the part of the
digestive organs to assimilate.
The new book contains the same number of pages

as the old one, and will be sold at the same price

—

$1.20 postpaid; or clubbed with Gleanings in Bee
Culture for one year for $1.75.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Two hundred emptv combs on Hoffman frames at

10 cents each. Also 200 shallow half-depth U. extract-
ing-combs at 7 cents. Free from any disease. Also
500 lbs. of extracted basswood and buckwheat honey
mixed, in 12-lb. cans, at 8 cents a lb., 10 cans in a box.
Speak quick.

Thos. DeWitt, 5ang Run, Garrett Co., Md.
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jRppyo ^^^W^^^^=^^\ Advertiser's Department of Short Write-ups.

W^SPECIAL^N^ices by \

THE PRICES ON SEED POTATOES FOR NEXT YEAR'S
PLANTING.

At present writing I have not seen any thing sug-
gesting what the prices will be; but if any of the
friends want potatoes for planting right off. I will fill

orders at last season's prices as found in our seed cat-
alog. If we find later they are cheaper I will refund
the overcharge. There will be a good many seconds
in consequence of the drawbacks mentioned else-
where in this issue.

ADVANCED PRICES.

In addition to the advanced price lists already pub-
lished in this department, we expect to have others
ready for publication in our October 1st issue Lum-
ber continues to advance, and it is impossible to tell
where the end will be. If a few more dollars per
thousand feet be added to the price before the end of
the year we may find it necessary to again mark up
our schedules before printing our catalog for 1900. It

is practically certain prices will be no lower till after
next season, if at all, and they are liable to be higher.
You will do well, therefore, to look ahead and order
next season's supplies soon.

NEW PRICES ON SECTIONS.
The new prices on sections, made necessary bv

higher price of lumber, are as follows up to 10,000 lots :

Any width of 4j£x4j£, up to 2 inches :

No. 1. No. 2. No. 1. No. 2.

100 $ .50 $ .40 1000 83.60 83.00
250 1.00 .85 3000 @ 3.25 2.75
500 1.75 1.50 5000 @ 3.15 2.65

10,000—No. 1, @$3,00 ; No. 2, ©82.50.
Sy8XoXl% plain, same price; 4x5x1% plain, 10 cts.

per 1000 advance. Same extras for odd sizes as here-
tofore. Prices of larger quantities on application.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The annual meeting of the Nebraska Bee-keepers'
Association v. ill be at Yoik, Neb.. Sept. 20 21, 1899.

E. Whitcomb, Pres.
L. D. Stilson, Sec'y.

The annual meeting of the Northern Illinois Bee-
keepers' As~< ciation will be held in the Coutt House,
in Rockford, 111., on Tuesday and Wednesday. Oct. 17
and IS, 1899. All are cordially invited

B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Mil ford. Ill , Sept. 6.

Hybrid and fiftUmated Queens for Sale
Mismated Italian queens for 25 cts ; hybrids for 15

cts. C G. Eenn. Washington, Conn.

1 T«-iS*-k»i Combination /?==^,union saw. fmk
For Ripping, Cross-
oittingj Mitering,
Rabbeting, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, Edge - mouldir
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWBE machin-
ery. Sfnd fov Catalog A.
Seneca Falls flfg. Co.,

44 Water Si Seneca Falls, N.. 7

aerce PARM
Engines

i-i and 1 H. P. For Sep-
irn tors. Churns, ete. Sta-
tionary to 20 H. P. Pump.
inn Kngiiie- all siz< ',s.

ieri'l for circulars stating;
iiz" nul for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

ciux 17, Racine, Wis

How are you Qoing to Dig your Potatoes?

It will be time very soon to dig your potatoes; and,
in fact, in some places it is time alreadv. If vou want
something that will put the potatoes all on top of the
ground, and do it, too. with one good strong team,
you probably can not do any better than to use the
Dowden potato-digger, made by the Dowden Mfg.
Co., Prairie City. Iowa. Drop them a postal card, and
they will cheerfully give you all the particulars, an-
swering every question anybody will probablv ask in
regard to the machine. Mr. A. I. Root, of the A I.

Root Co., is using one with excellent satisfaction in
digging his crop of potatoes grown expressly for seed.

This is What the Reliable Co. Say of Themselves.
It is not a question among successful poultrymen

whether green cut bone is profitable to feed. That has
been established long, long ago, and admits of no
doubt. But it is of great importance that the bone-
cutter selected should be the best, with all the up-to-
date improvements.
The F. W. Mann Co. were the originators of the

bone-cutter, have had the largest experience, and
have wonderfully improved their opportunities. They
have always led, and by surrounding themselves with
the best brains, skilled workmen, and the very best
material, the bone-cutters they offer this season are
better than ever. It was once said not long ago by
the editor of one of the leading poultry-journals, that
" Mann's bone-cutter was as far ahead of all others as
an express train is ahead of a two-horse team." It has
been the purpose of this company by fair dealing and
first-class goods to foster such sentiments and to main-
tain the prestige so long accorded to them.
To avoid the great waste in feeding they invented

and placed on the market their patent swinging feed-
tray. The large sales that followed attest its popular-
ity among the fraternity.

It

your

elf.

Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC C01*tilla IHill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A cliild can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price. $4.SO.
Address tbe frank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. V.
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Wholesale

Commission

Department.

Maple Sugar,

Maple Syrup,

Beeswax,

Honey.

» ISAIS L©TS Ik

MBIftlTV.

Our statistics show an ever growing demand lor honey among consumers, and we

IIVJINlT anticipate a period when honey will be as common and necessary a dish upon dining

tables as butter is now. Our enormous dealings h honey have constrained us to

separate this product from our general stock of foods, and organize a

in which we handle honey by the crate, barrel or carload

llv/lNEY L/Lr Ai\I i»VCll 1 We purchase from the producer only, for our own ac-

count for cash, or receive honey up"n consignment, under

limitations of selling prices, with liberal cash advances when requested. Quotations furnished upon ap-

plication, for any variety or quantity of honey, either buying or selling. We are represented in every state

of the union, as well as in many European states Over one hundred of ourmen are constantly travelling

amongst the retailers and jobbers of groceries in the United States. In this way we find an outlet tor all

grades of honey. We would say to shippers that the market at present is in good shape for new EXTRACTED

or COMB HONEY. We can also market your MAPLE SYRUP and MAPLE SUGAR, our dealings in these are very

heavy. We extend thanks to our shippers for favors of the past, and hope for a continuance of their

shipments.
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FORTY PICTURES.
The editor of the Bee-keepers' Review, in July last,

spent nearly three weeks with note-book and camera
among the bee-keepers and supply-manufacturers of

Wisconsin, bringing home with him many items of

interest and value, and about forty views of apiaries,

hives, factories, etc., all of which will eventually find

their way into the Review. Arrangements have also

been made with some of the best bee-keepers of Wis-

consin to describe, in the Review, before the opening
of another season, the methods whereby they have
been so successful. If not a subscriber send $1.00, and
the Review will be sent you from now to the end of

1U0O—you will get the rest of this year free. You can
also get the Review from now to the end of 1900, and
one of those queens of that superior stock that I have
been advertising, for only $2.00.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method: warranted purely mated
to drones of imported stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross. Fourteen years as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the producer, as well as how to rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

1 will be ready as usual to furnish
lj^£*|1C queens the coming season. Many

_ "^Z-*~ * imsolicited testimonials tell of the
""* "" "*"*—^a superiority of the taws strain of
faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price 82.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, 8100 each; 6 for 85.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for 84. Queens ready in season.
W. M. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

TWO HUNDRED
Extra=Good Breeding Queens

The same as I sent A. I. Root
Co. Ready Sept. 20. §1.00 for

one queen ; three queens, $2 75.

H. ALLEY. WENHAM. MASS

Apples for Sale.
By the barrel or in bulk, in car lots or less. Good

late-keeping winter fruit. Baldwins, Greenings,
Northern Spy, and all leading varieties.

F. W. DEAN, New Milford, Pa.

Here is the

Thing You
were Look=
ing for the
last winter

The New Champion
Winter=case

which does away with all un-
necessary work, and in which
the bees will not die in the
coldest winter. Send for spe-
cial prices on quantity wanted.

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
Sheboygan, = Wisconsin.

Root's Goods for California.
We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokers, veils, etc., direct
from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.
Write for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, = Fresno, California.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must sat you want your ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsible for any error. You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over ten
lines will cost yon according to our regular rates. We can
not be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these
" swaps."

U/ANTED.—For cash, No. 1 white honey in Danz.
"* 4x5 plain sections. Write for particulars. Four
sizes of Prize cartons for comb honey, and 66-page
book, " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Box 66, Washington, D. C.

U/ANTED.—To exchange my Common Sense non-
'

' drip shipping-cases, holding 18 1%-inch wide, or
16 wider sections, put up in lots of 50, laid down at your
station for 8 cts. each, in exchange for No. 1 white and
fancy comb honey at right prices in any quantity.

B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

VMANTED.—To exchange a beautiful parlor heater
*
' (direct from factory) for beeswax.

I,. !_,. Esenhower, Spring City, Pa.

YXfANTED.—To exchange 3-band or goldtn queens
"' bred in separate yards, tested or untested, for
any thing useful to a bee-keeper.

Jno. M. Davis, Springhill, Maury Co., Tenn.

U/AKTED.—To exchange Barnes No. 7 improved
" scroll-saw (price when new $15), in good condi-
tion, for Cowan rapid reversible extractor in same
condition, or offers. Address

W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

w

w

ANTED.—To exchange Barnes combined saw and
38—10 caliber Marlin repeating rifle.

Robert B. Gedye, L,a Salle, 111.

ANTED.—To buy or rent a small farm in a good
location for bees, with a bee-yard on place.

J. E. Henderson, Elm Grove, Ohio Co., W. Va.

WANTED. — To exchange piano, organ, grapho-
phone, or other articles for first-class sections,

comb foundation, queen and drone traps, Clark's
smokers, and other bee-fixtures. Address

F. C. Brewer, Parkesburgh, Pa.

U7AXTED-To exchange an X-ray apparatus, in
'* good condition, for typewriter. For particulars,
address R. M. Murray, Ada, Ohio.
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At this time of the year queens can be reared at a less cost than earlier in the season, hence I am going
to make a little better offer on those queens of that superior stock than I have been making. I shall not make
any reduction in the price of the queens themselves, as a queen alone will be $1.50; but, for $2.00. I will send a
queen, and the Review from the time the order is received to the end of HK)0 !

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, flichigan.

Bee * Supplies.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS,
and every thing used by bee-keepers.

L,ow freight rates; prompt ser-

vice. Catalog free.

Italian Queens, -I and 5 banded, not a hybrid
in the yard. Untested, 75c. Tested, $1.00.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 riassacliusett.s Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Special

Offer...

For the next 60 days we will sell one
warranted queen at 50 cents. These
queens are warranted purely mated

;

half dozen, $3.00; dozen, $5.50. Address

I,einingkr Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.

Dl Qfin DOESN'T come out of turnips, nor goodDLUUU queens from poor stock, shiftless meth-
ods, or unfavorable conditions. My queens are reared
right—by Doolittle's method—either from the best
breeder of my golden stock or one of the best queens
Doolittle ever owned. Your choice. They are large
vigorous business queens, from selected, large, well-
fed cells. Warranted queens. 50c each; dozen, $5 50.

Select warranted, 75c; six for $4.00. Sent prompt-
ly. Free catalog. Special rates for large numbers.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Cartons,

5hipping=cases,

Honey=jars,

Apiarian Supplies.

Pure honey, basswood, in cans and
kegs, 120 lbs. at 8)4c ; sample, 5c.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

QUEENS

!

QUEENS!
Untested Italians, 50c each; tested, $1.00 each.
Queens large, yellow, and prolific. Address

E. W. HAAG, - - CANTON, O.

QUEENS, QUEENS, QUEENS.
By Return Mail.

Bred from imported mothers; dark leather-colored
stock; extra honey-gatherers; also from light vellow
and albino strains at very low prices. My stock is of
the best. Forty years' experience warrants me in say-
ing this.

Select tested each, $1.50.

Warranted purely mated each, .75.

Warranted purely mated six, 4.00.

Warranted purely mated dozen, 7.00.

Send for 40-page catalog of bees and queens; also a
full line of bee-keepers' supplies, including The A. I.

Root Co.'s goods at their prices.

W. W. GARY, = Lyonsviile, Mass.

is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Your Need

Our Desire
is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

BEE=SUPPLIES.

I ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES

MUTH'S HONEY-JARS,
MUTH'S HONEY=EXTRACTORS,
LANQSTROTH HIVES,

and every thing pertaining to same ; in fact,

every thing used by bee-keepers. Send for our
catalog.

WANTED—EXTRACTED HONEY.
I am now in shape to buy extracted honey, ei-

ther in large or small lots. Parties in the South,
or in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, or West Virginia
having any to offer will do well to sell to me, as
Cincinnati is the greatest market for extracted
honey in the States. Submit a small sample,
stating quantity, style of package, and price ex-
pected.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

2146=8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

References.—Western German Bank, Brighton
German Bank Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle
Supplies.

Bee keepers'

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

E=SUPPUES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free,

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

buyawagon that had everlast''i;ywheels
WOULD YOU DO IT? Wouldn'tit
be economy to do so ? Wei 1 here's how •

";:: Electm SfseS Wheels
They can't dry out ami ^ret loose; they
CANT ROT ORi BREAK DOWN, Don'tmako
any (.inference what wajron you have we
can tit it. Wheels of any heightand any
width of tire. May be the wheels on
your wagon are prood. If they are buy

A SET OF THESE and have two wagons—a low
one and a high one. Sand for catalogue, it is free.

Electric Wheel Co.. Box 95 , Oiiinc)-, Ills.

HENS LAY BEST"
—in fact they lay double the eggs winter
and summer when fed Green Cut Bone.

Matin's New Bone Cutters
cut all hard and soft bones, meat, gristle,
&c, fine, fast and without choking and run
easy. Clover cut with our Clover Cutters
helps wonderfully. Mann's Granite Crystal
Grit and Feed Trays too. Catalogue FREE.
F. W. MANN CO., Box 37, Milford, Mass.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-
ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., flich.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

CWEET=CLOVER SEED in the hull for sale at 5 cts.
*^ per pound. For orders of 50 lbs. or more, address

Jos. Shaw, Box 64, Strong City, Chase Co., Kan.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokcrs and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
|

Ul
'Jf/^ad£°

k
'

) Wnch
Doctor S lA-m
Conqucioi 3-in

Large 2%-in
Plain 2-in

Little WondeT (wt. 10 oz.) 2-iu.

Honev-knife '..

Doz $13.00

it 00
6.50

5.00

J.75

4.50

6.00

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00

.90

.70

.60

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINGriAfl. Farwell, flichigan.
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CITY MARKETS.
Columbus.—Honey still scarce with us, and demand

good. Fancy white, 15; No. 1, 14; amber, 11@12^.
Are in the market for local or car-lot shipments of
comb honey. Evans & Turner,

Sept. 19. Fourth and Town Sts., Columbus. O.

Schenectady.—But very little white c;mb honey
in sight, and that of inferior quality. A fancy article
would command a high price. Buckwheat not so
scarce, and selling at 9(a>10; extracted light, 8@9; am-
ber, 7@8; dark, 5^@6. C. McCulloch,

Sept. 21. Schenectady, N. Y.

Philadelphia.—Honey arriving rapidly; demand
just springing up; prices very firm. We quote fancy
comb, 15@16; No. 1, 13@14; amber, none in; extracted
white, 8; amber, 7; dark, 6. We are producers of hon-
ey—do not handle on commission.

Wm. A. Selser,
Sept. 21. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Albany.—Honey keeps very firm, with an active
demand. Comb honey has sold actively at the follow-
ing prices : Fancy white comb, 15; No. 1 white, 13@14;
mixed, 11(5 12; dark, 10@11. Not much extracted in as
yet, but little coming. We quote white, 8J4@9; amber,
7^@8; dark. 6@6 lA. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Sept. 20. Albany, N. Y.

Boston.—New comb honey is coming in very slow-
ly, showing a general shortage all over the country,
and we strongly advise shipments to this market, as
prices will range well right through the season. We
quote our market : Fancy white comb, 1-lb. sections,
16; A No. 1, 14@15; No. 1, 13@13^; No. 2, 11@12; light
amber extracted, 8@8%. Beeswax, 27.

Blake, Scott & Lee,
Sept. 21. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Chicago.—The receipts are increasing, and sales
are becoming more frequent. Fancy white comb
brings 15; No. 1, white, 13@14; amber, 10@12; dark, 9
@10; extracted white, in cans, 7}4@8; same in barrels,

7@7Y2 \ amber, 6^(67; dark, 6@6j£. Beeswax, 26. Ship-
ments are coming to hand in good order, and when
properly prepared will do so until we get zero wea-
ther, after which it is liable to crack, and break away
from frames. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Sept. 20. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—We have a good demand for all
grades of comb honey, and same finds ready sale at
following prices : Fancy white, 15c; No. 1 white, 13@
14; fancy amber, 11@12; No. 1 amber, 10@11; buck-
wheat, 9@10. Extracted is also in good demand for
all grades, excepting buckwheat, at unchanged prices,
Now is the time to ship. Write us what you have to
market. We are buyers for spot cash. Beeswax dull
at 25@26. Hildreth & Segelken,

Sept. 20. 120 and 122 W. Broadway, New York.

New York.—Comb honey, white, fancy, 14@15c;
No. 1. 12@13; No. 2, 10@,11; amber, fancy, 11@12; No.
1, 9@10; mixed, fancy, 10@11; No. 1, 8@9; buckwheat,
fancy, 9@10; No. 1, 8(as9; New York State extracted,
white, 7(a'8; light amber, 6 lA@7A; buckwheat, o lA@>
6%; Florida extracted, white, 7(w,7\i ; light amber, h lA
(<i~; amber, 554@6^. Extracted honey, from other
Southern States, 60@80 cts. per gallon, according to
quality, flavor, color, etc.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.,
Franklin, West Broadway, and Varick Sts.,

Sept. 21. New York City.

Milwaukee.—As yet the demand is not very ur-
gent for honey, yet the receipts are taken nearly as
fast as received, especially if it is fancy, while the in-
ferior grades are not desired, and neglected. And it

seems proper to advise shippers to send forward their
choice honey, and not hold back for higher values,
and not allow the consumers to get the idea that hon-
ey is a scarce article or being speculated upon. We
continue to quote fancy 1-lb. sections, 15@16; A No. 1,

14@15; common or old, 11(0-12; extracted, in barrels,
kegs, and pails, white, 7}4@8^>; dark, 6%(§7A. Bees-
wax, 25@26. A. V. Bishop & Co.,
Sept. 19. Milwaukee, Wis.

For Sale.—Choice new light amber honey at $4.50
per can of 58 lbs., net. Samples postpaid, 10 cts.

R. & E. C. Porter, Lewistown, Ills.

For Sale.—We have some nice basswood honey in
kegs and cans at 8@,8^ cts. per lb. Sample 5 cts.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PL, New York.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,

kind, and quantity. Blake, Scott & Lee,
57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of comb and extracted hon-
ey. Car lots preferred. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

Wanted.—Fancy white comb and extracted honey.
Give price, kind, and quantity. C. H. W. Weber,

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth,
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

COR SALE.—129 hives, empty, with lids, bottom-
*^ boards, zinc honey-boards, and frames, 10 frame
hives with Langstroth Simplicity frames, at 50 cents
each, complete, f. o. b. at Chenango Jc, Brazoria Co.,
Tex. Reason for selling, bees all drowned. For par-
ticulars write J. F. Teel, Elmont, Grayson Co., Tex.

For Honey=gathering Qualities and
Whiteness of Cappings, Moore's

Strain of Italians Ahead.
Jno. S. Callbreath, Rock Rift, N. Y., says :

" The
queen I got of you produced bees that, for honey-
gathering qualities and whiteness of cappings, were
ahead of any thing that I have had; and I have had
others that I supposed were the best." Such reports
as the above show that my labors for the past 20 years
to improve the Italian bee have not been in vain.
Warranted queens, 75c each; 6 for 14.00; 12 for $7.00.

Select warranted, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00; 12 for $9.00.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. The above
prices are good for the rest of this season only.

J. P. MOORE, Lock Box I, Morgan, Pend. Co., Ky.
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The Bee-keeper's Guide, or Manual oi the Apiary.

| By Prof. A. J. Cook, now of California.

This is one of the standard bee-books in the English language, con-
taining over 450 pages, bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

t

The American Bee Journal
is the only weekly bee-paper in America, and is also an excel-

lent " bee-keeper's guide." Every bee-keeper should have it. j

Prof. Cook's Book and the Bee Journal
both for $1.25 to a New Subscriber. . .

For the price of the book alone ($1.25) we will send both the
Journal and book to a new subscriber to the Bee Journal for

1900, throwing in the rest of this year's journals free. Better

send your order at once. Sample copy of the Bee Journal
free upon request. Mention Gleanings, please.

ADDRESS

Geo. W. York & Co., rr Chicago, III.
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G. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.,

can furnish you with the

Very Finest

Bee=keepers' Supplies

in the World.

Parties wanting goods
before new catalog is is-

sued will please write
for quotations.

We want every BEE-
KEEPER on our list

our
If you did not receive

lar catalog last year
send us your name and
address, and we will

mail you our new cat-

alog as soon as it is

ready.

^a****^*^^******^**^*^

Good Farm for Sale.
On account of age, I offer for sale my farm in

Union Co., Iowa. This is the best farm in South-
western Iowa. I improved it myself upon honor.
Substantial frame house, 30x40; cellar under all;

12 good rooms; 3 good barns; 2 wagon-houses
and corncribs combined The land is nice, high,
gently rolling prairie; -10 acres; well fenced and
cross-fenced; 9 fields, water in all. I can not de-
scribe half the good things here. Three rail-

roads surround the farm. I offer it at public auc-
tion Oct. 17. Come and see before dav of sale.

Sam'l Clough, Ellston, Iowa.

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS.
Warranted. As they run, 50 cents each;
select, 75 cents; tested, SI. 00; select tested,

81.50 and up. For particulars see Sept. 15
Gleanings and free circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Fine Clover Honey.
Two 60 lb. cans in a case 811.50.

Amber, in barrels 8c; in kegs 8J^c.
Clover and basswood,.half barrels 9c.

If your crop is short, and you want honey,
or you want to know if that honey you buy is

pure, and want it analyzed, address

Wm. A. Selser, 4
$ 10 Vine Street, : Philadelphia, Pa. 4
S Manager The A. I. Root Co. #
4/%.'%/%'«/%'%/%<'%' **-'%f%^%'%'%^%''%"v
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Albin Droux says, in Revue Int., that his

bees located near a pine forest averaged 33

pounds surplus, while those \% miles from
the pines stored nothing. Edkor Bertrand
thinks it may be that the bees did not nnd the

nectar, because of its lack of odor.

If the convention at Philadelphia was a

failure, it wasn't the fault of W. A. Selser and
other Philadelphians. But it was very far

from a failure. [That is true. We never met
at a place where bee-keepers as a whole in the

vicinity did more to make us comfortable,

and to give us a general good time. Most of

the credit, however, should be given to Mr.
W. A. Selser and to Mr. Hahman-Ed.]

B. W. Hayck reports in American Bee
Journal that a caged virgin queen was forgot-

ten, and liberated after a confinement of seven

weeks. Two days later she was seen with
marks of fecundation, and after three more
days was laying. [This is very unusual. We
generally set it down as a rule that, if a virgin

queen is not fertilized within two weeks, she

probably never will lay fertile eggs. She will

either commence laying drone eggs or else the

bees will get rid of her.

—

Ed.]

Referring to p. 677, I may say that, as a

rule, my bees don't swarm before 9 a.m. nor
after 3 P.M. If they are foiled in their at-

tempts to swarm, by some device such as a

clipped queen, they become desperate and
defy some rules. But there are a good many
exceptions where there is no interference, and
I've had prime swarms at 6 or 7 in the morn-
ing, especially on a muggy morning. This
summer a prime swarm issued after 4 on a

cloudy afternoon, that being its first attempt
to swarm, so far as I know.

"I DO know that a wired frame is an ex-

pensive nuisance," says T. K. Massie, p. 680.

That's the way Canadians and some others
talked years ago, friend Massie ; but they're
wirers now. Please keep things straight. You
say, practically, that wiring is a necessity with
deep frames ; and a thing that's a necessity

can hardly be called a nuisance. If you want
to insist that shallow frames are better than
deep ones, that's another question. [A very
large number of bee-keepers have come to the
conclusion that it is an expensive nuisance not
to have frames wired. This is especially the
case for out yards where hives are hauled, or
where frames are extracted on the "slam-
bang" plan.

—

Ed.]

For some time the American Bee Journal
has had a department called " The After-

thought," written by " Cogitator." Said
" Cogitator " has confined his " after-

thoughts " entirely to previous numbers of

the Journal, commenting upon them in an ex-

ceedingly interesting and sometimes instruct-

ive way. "Cogitator" seems now to have
given up the work, and one E. E. Hasty has
taken his place. Mr. Hasty's initial attempt
is so excellent that, if he can keep up the same
pace in future numbers, there need be no re-

gret at the early demise of " Cogitator."

[Took here, doctor ; it seems to me you are

trying to " give something away." Better

look out, or you will have Bro. York clawing
at your bald head.

—

Ed]
Following the Grand Army with the U. S.

B. K. A. convention has its disadvantages, but

they are far outweighed by the one distinct

advantage of low railroad fares that can not be

so surely counted upon at any other time. By
all means, let the settled policy be to follow

the G. A. R. [The only objection that can be
urged against following the Grand Army is

the inconvenience at hotels, and the general

crowd. But we had none of those troubles at

Philadelphia ; and I think that, in spite of

that, Chicago, our next place of meeting, will

be big enough, not only to entertain the Grand
Army, but the members of the U. S. B. K. A.,

or what may then be the National Association.

—Ed.]
Pressing " barns" to the front is what T.

K. Massie says I seem to be doing, p. 680.

Hardly that. I recognize good points in them,
just as I recognize good points in the Danzy
hive. After a trial of two Danzy hives, I con-

clude that for my purpose the good points are

not sufficient to counterbalance their disadvan-

tages, although I have no quarrel with those

who prefer them. As yet I am not willing to

say I shall adopt "barns ;
" and until I say so
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I'm not pressing them very far to the front.

[I have been accused of pressing barns also,

doctor ; but, like yourself, I have not arrived

at the point where I can recommend them. In
certain localities I believe they might be the

hive, especially if extracted honey is the kind
to be marketed. I believe in giving every
thing a fair show, and sometimes I champion
the merits of a certain thing for the sake of

drawing out both sides and thus getting at the

truth. Whatever I may have said in favor of the

barns has been with that end in view.

—

Ed.]

jk Commission men are getting the worst of it

nowadays. All right, brethren ; bat them over
the head all you like ; but wait till a year
comes with big crops and no offers, and you
may be glad to have a commission man work
for you. I've seen the same thing in years

gone by. A scarce year brought into the field

many purchasers. Then came a year of plen-

ty, and with few exceptions they dropped
right back again into the ranks of commission
work, pure and simple. See if it isn't so
again. [I'm not one of those who believe that

we can dispense with the services of the com-
mission men just yet. Indeed, I do not see

how we ever can. But if we can induce more
of them to do business on a cash basis it will

do away with some of the friction we find here
and there.

—

Ed.]

Bro. Doolittle, you seem to have waited
so long before answering my question that
you have changed it into another question.

You start out all right on p. 684 by saying the
question is the yellow-maroon one, and then
leave that entirely and answer about pure Ital-

ians. You ask where I was in the early seven-
ties. Right here, Bro. Doolittle, and I dis-

tinctly remember the discussion about pure
Italians. But that's not the question. The
question for an answer to which I am waiting
is this :

" Why didn't you before, in all these

years, tell us that Italians were maroon and
not yellow f " [Now look here, doctor; if

Bro. Doolittle is made to answer that question,

where will this color business end ? To even
things up I will agree to give him a little bit

of space on condition that you will agree to

keep mum on the matter, no matter how saucy
he talks. Perhaps he will be magnanimous
enough to drop the matter where it is.

—

Ed.]

Foul brood is not slow in its action. Says
H. W. Brice, in B. B.J.: " Spores require suit-

able and favorable conditions to supervene for

the space of only half an hour in order to

transform them into the virulent type known
as rods, and these rods are capable of produc-
ing two generations every hour of their exist-

ence as such ! A single spore is thus capable
of infecting a whole colony of bees in a week,
if it were not for the natural immunity of all

living things to disease.
'

' [That foul brood is

not slow in its action, some of us know to our
very great sorrow. When it once breaks out
in an apiary it seems to start almost every-
where at once. Years ago, when we had foul
brood, after we had discovered it in two colo-

nies we found it in a dozen or two others. Aft-
er we had cured these up, then there would
be a dozen more to take their place, and so on

until it went through our apiary. Then for a
little time it would break out in isolated colo-

nies.

—

Ed.]

"Somnambulist," in Progressive, enters a
protest against "inflated honey reports." A
man has an extraordinary yield, and the bee-
journals, as if short of other copy, print and
reprint the story. Then the manufacturers
tell what big piles of lumber are used for sup-
plies, and the commission man says the stock
of honey must be enormous, and prices must
come down. A good bit in that, Sommy, but
there are two sides. It isn't in human nature
to catch a big fish and not tell of it. And is

it fair to call it "inflated " if it's true? If our
business is to receive the recognition we desire

from railroads, legislatures, etc., we must let

them see that it isn't a one-horse affair. All

the same, Sommy, prices ought to go up ; and
if you keep talking about it that will help to

make them go up. [Somnambulist strikes at

a good point, and you have fairly put the
other side. One thing should be well under-
stood : A large demand for supplies during the
season does not necessarily indicate a big
honey-flow. In 1897, when so many factories

were running night and day, the season was
almost a failure.

—

Ed.]

Dr. Dzierzon relates in Ung. Bienen that
he removed a queen from a colony, and the
bees reared a new one that was lost on her
wedding-trip. Opening the hive to give them
some fresh brood he was surprised to find

three fresh queen-cells with larvae, from one
of which a good queen was reared. He thinks
that the three eggs from which the three royal
larvae came had been kept for three weeks
after the removal of the queen. If correct,

that may help to solve some of the mysterious
appearances of queens in queenless colonies,

and impure stock from purchased pure queens.
[This same Dr. Dzierzon, a name that stands
almost beside that of Langstroth, and who
practically is the Langstroth of Germany, pro-
posed a set of theories some thirty odd years
ago which go to make up the very foundation
of scientific bee-keeping. It is only within
recent times that any one has risen to disprove
any one of them ; but so far as I have been
able to determine they are not disproven by
considerable. He has now proposed a new
theory, and it seems one of the most reason-

able that has yet been proposed for explaining
how fertile eggs are sometimes found in a col-

ony when no laying queen has been in it for a
good many days. Poultry eggs will keep
good for hatching for a considerable length of

time ; and why shouldn't the eggs of a queen,
under favorable conditions? Why not call

this Dzierzon's new theory, considering the
fact that his old theories have come to be ac-

cepted as true ?

—

Ed.]

/. T. W., Va.—lt is a little bit late to

strengthen up your nucleus by ordinary stim-

ulative feeding. The only thing you can do
is to unite it with some other weak stock.

If you haven't any other bees, put this nucle-

us in a double-wall hive and pack it well.
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The chilly rains and gloomy fogs
Are heralds of a freeze

;

" Daub up the cracks, pull down the quilts,"

Say all the thoughtful bees.

It's up-hill work to apologize ; but a friend

in Florida points out the fact that I alluded

to Mr. Hill, the editor of the American Bee-
keeper, as having gone to Cuba instead of

Florida. Just allow me to transfer Mr. H. up
to the latter place, and my up-Hill work will

be done.
a

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
A. H. Duff thinks the advantages of keep-

ing bees in a house are many, as work can be
done with them every day in spring, summer,
and fall. There is little doubt that house-
apiaries are receiving more favorable atten-

tion lately than for some years past. His
article was written for the Agricultural Epit-
ornist. It would be a good plan if more of

our bee-keeping friends would write for the
agricultural press.

v</

A correspondent tells Mr. Doolittle that he
has an occasional crooked comb when not us-

ing separators, and wishes to know how to

avoid such. Mr. D. replies very pointedly :

The very admission of both yourself and the writer
quoted, should convince you that the only way to pro-
duce section honey, in the most marketable shape, is

to use separators. When a person admits that occa-
sionally he has crooked combs by the non-use of sep-
arators, 1 always read between the lines that those
occasional crooked combs can be multiplied by ten

and not be far out of the way. And then those occa-
sional crooked combs condemn the use of any systtm
which gives an occasional faulty thing, when there is

a system equally good in evrry way that does not give
a single faulty section along the line of crooked
combs.

It/

FOREIGN MATTERS.
Our French exchanges show a great amount

of work in collecting information relative to

honey and bees. Bee-keepers of that country,

as well as of Germany, seem to be closely

related to each other through the numerous
associations they have formed. If a new use

for honey is found it is immediately printed

and passed around. Mr. J. B. Leriche, an em-
inent bee-keeper of France, has the following
to say relative to honey ; and although some
of it is familiar to most of us, it is a good plan
to give it to those who may not have seen it

before. I translate it from the Revue Eclec-

tique, of Paris, one of the best bee-journals
printed :

"Honey is a healthful, concentrated; easily

assimilated food, offered to man by nature, all

prepared, extracted drop by drop from myriads
of flowers. Our ancestors made of it their fa-

vorite food. They knew no other sweet. The
introduction of beet sugar has lessened the

use of honey, so the latter is hardly ever found
now except in the home of the bee-keeper or

in certain medicines, or on the table of a few

who know its virtues. We should go back to

honey, for it is well known that this food,

without rendering necessary any insalivation

or digestive work on the part of the stomach,
excites nervous energy, gives mental force and
tone to the vital functions, and is very benefi-

cial to persons of sedentary habits or those do-
ing much headwork. All those who suffer

from disorders of the stomach, and who have
difficult or bad digestion, or those subject to

constipation, should use honey daily ; and aft-

er several months they will find the digestive

organs restored to their normal condition. But
the use of it must be daily and prolonged.

" To live long, one should take, every morn-
ing, some hot milk, sweetened with a spoon-
ful of honey, and dip bread in it. Taken at

night, honey favors digestion and wards off

sleeplessness. When Julius Csesar dined with
P. Rumillius, to celebrate the 100th birthday
of the latter, Csesar asked him by what means
he had preserved his strength of mind and
body. ' By eating honey,' replied the old Ro-
man.

" But honey is not only a good food but a

good medicine, curing, without drugs, disor-

ders of the stomach, chest, and of the voice,

such as gastritis, bronchitis, colds, asthma,
and grip. The formic acid with which it is

impregnated by the bees makes of it an anti-

septic, purifying the disordered mouth and
breath. Rheumatism is practically unknown
among those who eat much honey. But the

honey must be pure ; and one buying it should
be sure of the standing of the house selling it.

'

'

In the same journal Mr. Drappier gives good
directions for wintering, preparations for which
he begins in September. The first thing to be
seen to is plenty of food. By waiting later the

cold is liable to prevent the bees from uncap-
ping the honey ; and uncapped honey before

winter easily ferments, and may induce spring

dwindling. One writer says bees can winter

only on empty frames ; but at the same time
their honey should be so placed as to surround
the cluster, and as near them as possible. He
feeds from 30 to 40 lbs. per colony. Although
bees use but little food in winter he gives them
enough so he will not have to feed in spring.

He advises against spring feeding, as it may
induce an abnormal development of brood.

The best colonies will be hived in September
on a maximum of 12 frames. Will it be nec-

essary to remove the empty frames ? Mr. D.

says he does not. Mr. Bonnier has shown that

a filled frame is equal in value to a partition

so far as preservation of heat is concerned.

That is, empty frames, instead of taking away
warmth, tend rather to conserve it. Besides,

frames of comb in the hives are better protect-

ed in fall, winter, and spring, against the

moth-miller, by the bees running over them,
than the bee-keeper could do it himself. This
is for large colonies. Small ones run all kinds

of risks. The existence of drones in a hive in

September is presumptive evidence of queen-
lessness. Hives in the open air should be well

protected on top. All cracks should be plug-

ged up. Repaint covers, if necessary, so that

not a drop of water can get through.
These foreign journals srive a vast amount
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of advice to those who must be beginners in

bee-keeping Every month has its detailed

account of what to do and how to do it. In
this regard they set a good pace for American
journals. It might be remarked, too, that the
foreign journals draw more from sources out-

side of beedom than do those of America ; and
there seems to be a more intimate touch be-

tween the government and the various bee-
associations there than here. We get some
ten French and German bee-journals here, be-

besides one Spanish and one Italian. The
French in particular are very interesting.

Their printing is extremely accurate, an error

being almost unknown, which remark applies
to all the foreign journals I have seen.

^St'*^

g^gSSSgfc

FOUNDATION; THE OLD VERSUS THE NEW
PROCESS.

Independent Experiments Carried on in Canada.

BV JAMES SHAVER, IN THE CANADIAN BEE
JOURNAL.

[By the courtesy of the Canadian BeeJournal vie. are
enabled to reproduce a series of engravings in an ar-
ticle that appeared in that journal for September. The

FIG. 1.—SUPER SHOWING THE RELATIVE PLACES OF THE FOUNDATIONS AS ON THE HIVE.
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New Process.

FIG. 2.—SECTIONS AS LEFT BY THE BEES WHEN REMOVED.
Line A. sections 1, 2. and 4. Line B, sections 1 and 3. Line C, sections 1, 2, and 4. Line D, sec-

tions 1 and 3. Line E, sections 2. 3, and 4. Line F, sections 1 and 3.

ly, indeed, that I myself was almost a convert

to their opinions. Whit their reasons were I

don't know. I certainly believe that they

were honest; but since then I have been doing

a little experimenting that at least satisfies me
on the point, and may perhaps be worthy of

the consideration of others. On June 24th of

this season I placed on one of my best colo-

nies a super with sections and full sheets of

foundation, old and new process placed side

by side alternately. The "new process " was
that manufactured by the Goold, Shapley &
Muir Co., bought from their ordinary stock.

They call it their " extra thin," and runs about

thirty sheets to the pound. The old proces,

was supplied to me by a bee-keeper friends

engravings are taken directly from photos, and will

speak for themselv s In view of the fact that it

might be considered that we have an ax to grind, I

will offer no comment one way or the other; but I

will explain that the big letters, A, B, C, in Figs. 3

and 4, and showing very dimly, run from left to
right. The letter A, for instance, in Fig. 3, takes in

the four sections immediatelv above it. The same is

true of B and C By carefully studying the pictures
one can readily see which foundation seems to be the
more pliable and workable.

—

Ed.]

The relative values of the above for use in

the comb-honey supers has been the subject

of no little discussion and conjecture among
our bee-keeping fraternity, and especially at

our last meeting of Ontario it was brought
forward with renewed vigor. Quite a number
advocated strongly the old system—so strong-
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FIG. 3.—TWELVE SECTIONS TAKEN FROM SECOND SUPER AFTER CEOSE OF HONEY-FEOW.
Eine A, sections 2 and 4, New Process. Eine B, sections 2 and 4, New Process. Eine C, sections 1 and 4. New

himself a manufacturer of and a believer in it.

He like myself was interested in the matter,

and wished that an impartial test might be
made, asking me to conduct it. The founda-
tion furnished by him was very fine indeed.
I considered it as being about the best I had
ever seen, well made, well colored, and ran
about 20 sheets to the pound. I examined the
super two days after, and found that the bees
had taken well to the "new process," draw-
ing it out nicely, while they had scarcely

touched the old. I was somewhat surprised
at this, as it was not altogether what I expect-

ed to find. On the day following, the 27th, I

again examined them. The bees had contin-

ued to draw the new process ahead of the old.

Two days afterward I removed the super and
had the accompanying cuts taken of it. They
will explain themselves.

Fig. 1 shows the super as placed on the hive,

and the relative positions of the foundations.

Fig. 2 shows the sections as left by the bees

when I removed them June 27. You will

note that the cut shows the sections occupy-

ing the same positions to one another as in the

super.
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FIG. 4.—OPPOSITE SIDE OF SECTIONS AS SHOWN IN FIG. 3.

Line A, sections 1 and 3, New Process. Line B, sections 2 and 4, New Process. Line C, sections 1 and 3, New

To carry my experiment still further, and
lest there should be any thing in the surround-
ing conditions to make the difference, I re-

placed the super by another filled with sec-

tions and full sheets of both kinds of founda-
tion as before, only using a heavier grade of

the "new process," about 26 sheets to the

pound. This super I left on the hive until the
honey-flow ceased.

Figs. 3 and 4 show results. In this case I

did not think it necessary to show super in

full, so I have given cut of both sides of

twelve sections as left by the bees, four from

each side and four from the center of super.

You will notice that in each case the bees have
taken to the new process in preference to the
old, and followed the same until completion.

I intend taking the super and section with me
to the Toronto exhibition, where any of the

friends can see for themselves. I will reserve

them also for our winter convention at Brant-

ford to give our worthy " Senators " an oppor-

tunity of examining and discussing the value

of the experiment.

Cainsville, Ont.
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RAMBLE 176.

Some of Rambler's New Inventions.

BY RAMBLER.

The various devices illustrated and describ-

ed in the last Ramble all look fairly well con-
structed, and some effort was made with plane
and paint to make them so ; but the leading
device presented to you this time will not fall

under that rule, for it is a rough-and-ready
affair. As the illustration indicates, it is a

bee-hive balance. When Mr. McNay, of Wis-
consin, and I were perambulating around the
country we were talking about the sudden
yields of honey that sometimes favored the
bee-keeper, and how handy it is to have a
colony placed upon scales in order to tell just
how many pounds the colony was gaining or
losing each day. My Wisconsin friend said

he had a colony on scales all through the
honey season, and a glance at it showed
whether the conditions were encouraging or
discouraging. The conditions have always
been so encouraging in his apiaries that he
could afford to pay a good price for proper
scales. But, alas ! no California bee-keeper
can indulge in such a luxury these hard times.
I did not wish, however, to be behind any
Wisconsin man in regard to scales, and began
10 devise ways and means to make a balance
:hat any poor California bee-keeper can make
at light expense, and one that would attract
:he attention of all beholders, and thereby
enable us, in spite of hard seasons, to keep up
with and be a little ahead of the times.
A mountain fire had spent its fury in a little

canyon near my apiary, and left quite a num-

ber of young sycamore- trees dry and bare,

and from these I made the framework of my
balance. There is no use for me to enter into
details of construction, for the photo faithfully

represents every part, and any one handy with
saw and ax can readily make one.

When in use a hive of bees is placed upon
the swinging platform as shown. Now balance
the colony or take off the tare by placing
stones in the box at the far end. Put in

enough stones to a little more than balance,
and elevate the hive to the highest point.

Now hook on a spring balance and adjust
aright, and every pound of honey gained will

be shown. If in doubt about the season, it is

well to adjust the balance so that the hive will

weigh six or eight pounds ; then the balance
will show loss or gain. This whole affair cost

me just ten cents, the price of the spring bal-

ance, which was purchased at a ten-cent store.

If the constructor wishes to be a little more
extravagant, a 25 or even a 50 cent balance
can be used. Then I spent half a day in the
construction of it ; and, as the name signifies,

it is rough and ready. It is not so accurate as

a five-dollar scale, but it is sufficiently so to

show the half-pounds ; and, accordingly, to

judge of the conditions of the apiary it will

answer the purpose very well until we get as

rich as those Wisconsin fellows and are able
to invest in store scales. As the platforms of
this scale have more or less swing to them it

is well to drive stakes around them as shown,
to prevent any accidents, especially in a breezy
location.

This balance has been doing duty for several
weeks, and faithfully gives a fellow the blues
by recording a loss instead of a gain. The

RAMBLER S IMPROVISED SCALE.
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inventor is sitting near the machine, and that

is his pensive attitude when devising new
machines.

In the next photo I try to show you another

real improvement, but I fear the attitude and
the surroundings of the person may cause a

smile. The first person who saw the photo
said, " Why, that looks like a ghost."

"Alas, "said I, "it is a ghost; see how

against a bush or a limb of a tree, and every

bee-keeper knows how handily a twig will

catch into a veil and rend it. Then a silk veil

is worth from 50 to 75 cents, and is of such
value that it ought to last longer. The veil I

present in this peculiar illustration has an old

material for the back, and a new material for

the front— at least I have never heard of its

being used for this purpose. It is very thin,

gaunt he is ; and that is only a type of a very transparent celluloid — as transparent as

Southern California bee-keeper after these two glass; very light, and quite flexible; and a

dry seasons." large piece of it that will enable the wearer to

The next observer said, "I
declare, that fellow looks like

an Arab."
I had to agree with that ob-

server too, for the fellow looks

as though in feelings he were
an Arab. Let's see. The Bible

says, "Everybody's hand is

against him."
Then an observer sagely

says, "That is Giant Despair
sitting at the entrance of his

cave. '

'

"My friend," said I, " you
are mistaken. Giant Despair
lives there, but he has gone
into the t- .

;
'.h one victim,

and thi.- oee-keeper is

now wait Lis turn."
But, dropping allegory, and

turning to facts, I would say
that the peculiar place shown
is about filty paces from the
apiary, and that hole is a tun-

nel which has been blasted

some three hundred feet into

the solid rocks of the mountain,
and the object of digging these
tunnels is for the development
of water for irrigation purposes.

As the bucket signifies, that is

where I get water ; but the pipe
leading down is from another
tunnel further up the canyon
and 400 feet in, and another
tunnel further down over 400
feet in. There is over $2000 in-

vested here in tunnels, pipes,

and reservoirs, and all for a

little water
;
but this water is

as valuable as a gold-mine. A
little stream that would al-

most all go through a goose
quill is worh a hundred dol

lars a year.

But I fear I am digressing,

and withholding the informa-
tion about that new and notable improvement.
Well, if you must know, it is all about that

bee-veil, and the new feature is in the face of

it. The reason why I was led to the study of

bee- veils was that the ordinary fine silk net

that is used in ordinary bee-veils is so fragile

that it breaks open in spots and allows the

bees to enter. I have purchased such netting
at stores that was, I was going to say, rotten,

and I guess that is about as good a term as any
to express the quality. A bee keeper in al-

most any country is liable to get his head

RAMBLER'S CELLULOID BEE-VEIL.

see in every direction costs about 8 cents. The
celluloid is attached to common white mos-

quito-netting. The total cost of material for

the veil is about 12 cents ; and when the bach-

elor bee-keeper has plenty of leisure the mak-
ing of it becomes a pleasure.

When I first donned the thing I thought I

should not like it ; but now after a few weeks'

use I am more and more in love with it. There

is but little reflection from the bright surface

into the eyes, and the reflection bothers only

when the sun is not shining. The mosquito-
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netting, besides being cheap, is of large mesh,
and allows a free circulation of air. The col-

or, also, adds to the comfort.
And the hat— I almost forgot that. It looks

like an ordinary wash-basin bottom up. I do
not use that habitually, but put it on just for

effect. It belongs to Sam Wong Sing, a hea-
then Chinee. He was sent up as helper in one
of the tunnels ; and, though the Chinamen
here use American hats, Sam brought this one
along so that it would protect his head from
the dripping water in the tunnel.

I hope the readers of Gleanings will no-
tice how I have reformed during the prepara-
tion of the two last Rambles. I was in hopes
to continue the reformation ; but so far as my
new inventions are concerned, my stock of
them is about exhausted — the pond has run
dry. Then Mr. Brodbeck has secured my ser-

vices to go with him to the mountains on a
prospecting-trip. It is a " gold-mine or bust, '

'

and, having him for company, I greatly fear
that I shall have a relapse from my excellent
resolutions. Any way, I will let you know all

about the goldmine.

THE UNCERTAINTIES OF BEE-KEEPING.

Some Records of Past Honey Crops.

BY H. LATHROP.

ADVANCE, AUSTRALIA; AFTER APIS DORSATA. SEE PAGE ~2»

There is no branch of agriculture so apt to
mislead a beginner, and inflate him with the
belief that a fortune for him is just ahead, as

that of bee-keeping. He figures from results

that he has secured on a small scale, and ar-

gues that all he has to do in order to bring
about the same results on a larger scale is to

increase the business. So argues the novice;
but sooner or later he strikes an adverse sea-

son, and, lo ! his bubble is burst, and he be-

gins to realize some of the uncertainties in

this line of business. Then he may go to the
other extreme of discouragement, and dispose
of his few remaining colonies for about what
the bare hives cost him in the first place. He
should not do so, however, but take care of

his hives and combs; do the best he can, and
wait for better conditions. Other branches
are subject to failures. The farmer is never
certain of a crop when he puts in the seed,

but on the whole his occu-
pation is as certain to bring
results as any other, and
more so than many. So it

is with bee-keeping. We
can form a correct estimate
of the relative value of the
industry, as compared with
others, only by taking a
number of years together.
For my locality I have rec-

ords of each season dating
back to 1885, during which
season we had a very small
crop of honey; still, it could
not be called a failure.

The season of 1886 was an
ideal one. White clover was
abundant, and lasted a long
time ; basswood could not
be better than it was then.
I remember how one could
literally see and taste the
clear shining nectar in the
blossoms. The season of

1887 was a failure on account
of extreme drouth. The sea-

son of 1888 was phenomenal
in honey-production. Bees
came out rather weak in

spring, but built up on white
clover, getting in shape for

basswood, which lasted three
full weeks. When basswood
closed, the bees began work-
ing on the large wild sun-
flowers and other autumn
flowers, which continued to
yield honey until frost came.
During that season I had
colonies that produced over
200 pounds of comb honey
in one-pound boxes ; others
did nearly as well. One hun-
dred colonies of bees in

good condition to begin the
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season, and properly handled, ought to have
made the owner $2000 clear, as honey brought
a better price then than it does now. I re-

ceived 18 cts. per pound in job lots for part of
my comb honey.

For the years 1889, '90, '91, and '92, the
honey crops were light to fair, but there were
no total failures. The year 1893 was a great
white-clover year, and gave us a splendid crop
of honey. In 1894 there was no white clover,
but basswood was a full crop, and lasted as
long as it was ever known to in this region.
The bees worked on it 25 days. Just after the
close of the basswood flow, Ernest Root visit-

ed us and found the bees storing quite rapid-
ly a very light amber honey, the source of
which I never fully learned. The year 1895
scored another total failure, bees getting just
enough honey to winter on. In 1896 we had
a fair crop, mostly from basswood. In 1897
we had another great white-clover year. The
pastures in this county were covered as with a
white sheet. In 1898 there was no honey at

all from clover, but basswood gave a fairly

good yield.

Thus we see that, during the years 1885 to

1898 inclusive, or fourteen years, we have
recorded five full crops, seven of which were
light to fair, and two total failures. Taking
it for granted, for convenience' sake, that the
present season of 1899 will score another fail-

ure (which I do not think will be the case),

we have, as a result, one total failure for every
five years; five heavy crops out of fifteen, or
one in three years, and seven medium crops
in fifteen years. This gives us a basis on
which to estimate the probable results in the
future, and is very valuable to the one who
expects to make bee-keeping his principal
means of support. Some localities can show
a better record than this, but there are a great-

er number that can not show as good.
One can see from this record how important

it is to have a location with a diversity of

honey-producing plants. In my location the
fact that the field produces both white clover
and basswood prevented me from having sev-

eral more failures of crop during the time
recorded.
Some may ask what I consider a full crop

on my field. I will state it in round numbers
easily remembered: 100 lbs. of comb honey
per colony, spring count, for a full crop; 50
lbs. half crop, and so on. From this it would
not be difficult to figure out just about what a

good bee-keeper could have done in those past
15 years.

Location is a great factor; but management,
I believe, is the most important of all. How
many Doolittles have we among bee-keepers ?

Very few. I know that I am not one, for, as

I once said to a friend, " I get well paid for

neglecting my bees.
'

' That means that I have
other business that prevents me from taking
the nice care of the bees that they deserve.

But there are some keeping bees in Wisconsin
who are so ignorant and negligent that they
will tell you they expect their bees to do well
when the basswood comes in bloom, whereas
basswood has come and gone, and the poor
bees had no surplus-arrangement provided in

which to store the honey, so they just plugged
their brood-combs what they could, and then
loafed, or in some cases built a piece of comb
on the outside of the hive.
Browntown, Wis., July 15.

[If any thing, the locality in which Mr.
Lathrop lives is better than the average one

;

and if that is the case, then the general status
of bee-keeping over the United States is not
as good as in the immediate vicinity of Mr.
Lathrop. We want the plain, unvarnished
truth ; and it is only fair to the veterans as
well as to the beginner that such truth be
known. Many novices become excited over
the proceeds procured by a neighbor in one
season, and then they go in and "divide
profits" by putting more bees into a locality
that is already well stocked, and just barely
capable of supporting one honey-producer.

—

Ed.]

" FIVE -BANDER" EXPERIENCE.

Narrow Frame-spacing; Shade for Hives.

BY A. NORTON.

Friend Root:—I do not wish to discuss a
matter that I have written about in former
years, when you intimated that I was partly
theoretical, but to confine myself to matters
of fact. I wish to say that I have continued
to test, since my articles on the subject in

1895, the five-banded Italians side by side
with the common Italians of three bands. I

have had the golden bees of several breeders,
and have obtained the three-banders also from
various sources. I have not failed to get the
stock that promised best. I have purchased
queens from breeders of three-band stock who
have bred especially for industry, etc., and
who have claimed to have a superior race of

red-clover three-band Italians. The result of
my comparisons for now five seasons is as
follows: Just as good "red-clover" Italians

are bred by one eastern dealer whose queens
are golden Italians as come from '

' red- clover '

'

strains of three-banders. I do not live where
I can test the working on red clover. I refer

to their respective merits where red clover
does not grow. But I have no doubt that the
clover-working carries out the same equality in

red-clover countries. All the strains of five-

band bees that I have tried are as hardy as are
any three-banders. They are as active and
industrious, and hence as good honey -

gatherers.

I had this season my best honey-record from
five-banders, with three-banders and a Carni-
olan cross in the same yard. The bees vary
somewhat in temper, but no more so than do
the regular Italians. I have found some cross

ones, but equally cross three-banders of pure
stock, so that I can rely upon the five-band
temper with equal certainty as upon that of
the three-band Italians. Some of the gentlest

bees I have ever seen were five-banders. The
five-band (or golden) queens are, "in this

locality," just as long-lived as are any queens
I have ever had, preserving their usefulness
for as long a period. Therefore, with no the-
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ories to advance now, though I still hold
them, I find that my practice and experience
commend the golden Italians, and warrant me
in continuing to keep them till they fail to

keep up their record.

Regarding what you said last season about
1^-inch spacing for brood frames, and conse-
quent freedom from drone comb, I was im-
pressed therewith, and resolved to try it.

This year I made some closed-end frames with
end-bars \% inches wide. I placed good reason-

able starters of either worker comb or worker
foundation therein, and gave them to a colony
that was not strong enough to want to build

drone come at the time. To make the experi-

ment a fair one, the conditions should not be
made such as to insure worker combs, even
with wider frames ; so I did not keep the col-

ony reduced to few frames at a time, as prac-

ticed by Mr. Doolittle when getting worker
comb built ; but I gave them all at one time
to the colony, and then left matters to take

their own course. The frames were clamped
tightly together with thumbscrews, so there

was no possibility of their being more than

\]4 inches from center to center. The bees

were half-blood Carniolan and golden Italian.

From the worker cell starters in part of the

frames thev built about half or more than half

of drone-cells. From one such starter they
built a solid sheet of drone comb, filling the

frame. From about half the starters they
built nice worker comb, but in two such
combs I found large quantities of drone brood
in worker cells, though the queen was a vig-

orous one, as shown by her record before, and
also since upon being shaken with the bees

into a hive with all worker comb. Hence I

conclude that 1^-inch spacing is not to be
depended on to insure all worker comb.
Regarding what you, Dr. Miller, and others

say about shade as being beneficial for bees,

it has been my experience, the result of ex-

tended observation in various parts among the

coast valleys of California, that bees in the

shade are invariably as cross as can be endur-
ed, when the same bees in the warm sunshine
will be tractable. Moreover, the honey will

be sealed over in a thinner or less ripened
state in the shade. The reason of both con-
ditions is not hard to seek. Shade, then, is

eminently a " question of locality."

Monterey, Cal.

[I do not remember, friend N., where I ever
intimated that you were " partly theoretical,"

and where I ever asked you to " confine your-
self to matters of fact ;

" but I know that I

have held that the onlj' merit of many of the

so-called five-banded stock was their color
;

and I believe that I have stated that some of

them are cross, and seem to have been bred
originally from Cyprian blood ; that others of

our yellow stock have been short-lived, and
have been the first to succumb to winter ; but
I do not think I have anywhere claimed that

all five-banded stock had such characteristics
;

in fact, I have plainly stated that the queens
from two of the breeders were not only beau-
tiful to look upon, but were gentle, and good
workers. It is one thing, however, to rear

yellow stock having color only, and another
thing to combine color with business ; but it

has been done, nevertheless, and you, doubt-
less, have secured some of this stock.

But I have contended that the rage for color
on the part of many careless queen-breeders
has resulted in getting color and nothing else.

I know this to be a fact, because we have
bought such queens, and the result has been
that we secured some very cross bees, and col-

onies that died off in winter.

In all these things there are extremes both
ways, and I have intended to hold middle
ground.
With regard to l^-inch spacing, if I have

ever said that such a distance would result in

"freedom from drone comb," I do not re-

member it ; but I have said, and would refer

you to the A B C of Bee Culture, that close

spacing has a tendency to produce more of

worker and less of drone. You do not say
what were the other conditions under which
that drone comb was built. There are some,
you know, when nothing but worker will be
built, even if only starters are given the bees.

There are other conditions when, no matter
what the spacing, a large percentage of store

comb will be made.
I have tried to avoid extremes in statement

;

and if you can find where I have not done so

in the above cases, I shall be obliged if you
will point out the places. But regarding the

value of close spacing, I would refer you to

the works of Cheshire, Thos. Wm. Cowan,
and to articles of Julius Hoffman, and scores

of others who have used the wide spacing, and
have finally adopted the close.

—

Ed.]

L <& <g> aga mga, ^^&0V&/y&P ajfr jsfr Sjfr j^n .1

BEE-LIFE— HOW LONG IS IT ORDINARILY?
Question.—One of my neighbors claims that

the worker bee lives to be a year old, and
sometimes lives to see eighteen months. An-
other claims that no bee in the hive ever at-

tains to such an age, six months being the
usual length of the worker bee's life, while
the queen may live a year. In a paper I was
reading lately, I see that thirty days is the life

of a worker bee in the summer season. What
are beginners to think when there is such a
variety of opinions? Please tell us in Glean-
ings just how long the queen, drones, and
workers live, under ordinary conditions, and
thus confer a favor on the many beginners
who read that excellent paper.
Answer.—Surely no one need be ignorant

in regard to the length of life of the worker
bee when one experiment would tell him the
truth in the matter, and convince him that the
average life of the worker bee is about 45 days
during the summer season, or a half more
than the time quoted from the paper, and 16^
months less than that given by the first neigh-
bor. Take a colony of black or German bees,
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for instance, and about the 10th of June take
their quetn away and introduce an Italian

queen, keeping record of the date on which
the change was made. In 21 days the last

black bee will have emerged from its cell
;

and if the Italian queen went to laying imme-
diately, the first yellow bee will have made its

appearance, the time of the appearance of the
first Italian bee being jotted down also.

At the end of 45 days from the time the last

black bee had hatched, no black bees will be
found in that colony. At 40 days plenty of

black bees can be seen, they becoming fewer
and fewer each day, so that on the 44th day
there will be very few indeed left. This is for

the summer months, and does not apply at all

to those of the winter. The life of the bee de-

pends upon the work it does. Thus when it

labors the most its life is the shortest. Hence
it comes about that, through the inactivity in-

duced by cold weather, the bee can live from
seven to eight months. This is proved by
changing the queen as before, only it is done
this time about the middle of September.
Soon after the first of October the last black
bee will have emerged from its cell ; but I have
often found a few black bees on June 20 of

the following year, in a colony so treated.

Also when spring opens, or about the first of

April, there will be very few yellow bees in

this hive, which shows that but little brood is

reared from October until April, as well as

telling us that more bees die in two months in

the spring than during six months of winter
;

hence all possible precautions should be taken
to preserve the life of those old bees during
the spring, so that they do not die off too sud-
denly, or have what is known as spring dwin-
dling before the brood has emerged from the
cells in sufficient numbers to keep the colony
in a prosperous condition.

The life of the drone is regulated very large-

ly by the workers, for drones are usually killed

or driven off by the workers long before they
would die a natural death from old age. Any
sudden cessation in the flow of honey from
the fields is often considered sufficient reason
for their being driven off, or out of the hive to

die, or the killing of them by stinging, if they
are persistent in staying in the hive, so it is

hard to tell just what age they might attain to

were they allowed to live to the good old age
allotted to them when not persecuted by the
workers. Most apiarists think that the drones
would live to about the same length of life at-

tained by the workers ; but from a close obser-

vation with those which I have tried to pre-

serve in queenless colonies for the late fertiliz-

ation of queens during the fall months, I am
of the opinion that they are of a little shorter

life. It is a rare thing that I have found any
out of a certain " batch " to be alive after 40
days from the time the last one emerged from
the cell. Unless some precautions are taken
it is a rare thing that any drones are allowed
to stay in the hive after the honey harvest is

over in the fall ; still, we have a few reports

where drones have been wintered over, and I

have had them flying in mid-winter when the
bees were out for a cleansing flight.

The average life of the queen is about three

years, although some have been known to live
more than five years. A man at the conven-
tion of the United States Bee-keepers' Associ-
ation, recently held at Philadelphia, told me
that a queen he purchased of me lived to be
five years and five months old ; and I had
one, purchased of Mr. A. I. Root some twenty
years ago, live to be five years and four
months old, she doing good work up to the
last month she lived. Queens live also in
proportion to the work they do, or according
to the number of eggs which they lay, as egg-
laying is the only work queens perform. Un-
der our present system of management, most
bee-keepers coax the queen to lay as many
eggs in one year as she usually would were
she in an old tree or box hive in two years

;

hence most apiarists think that all queens
should be replaced after the second year with
those which have just commenced to lay.

There is no question but that a queen reared
during July, August, or September of any
year will do as good work the following sum-
mer as she ever will ; but it is a question
whether it will be a paying undertaking to re-

move the queens in the apiary at the end of
their second summer's work, and then re-

place them with young queens. I have exper-
imented along this line to a considerable ex-
tent, and the result is that I do not now make
it a practice to supersede my queens every two
years, for I find that the bees are quick to un-
derstand when their mother is failing, and
will supersede their own queen when she gets
to be too old to be of service to them ; so I

trust the matter to the bees, believing that
they know what is best for them in this re-

spect better than I do.

CALIfORNIA ECHOES!
BY J.H.MARTIN.

Monterey Co. has produced a little surplus

;

San Diego Co. also secured some, but all told
there is not enough for the home demand.

I learn that Prof. Cook has gone east for
making a few calls. There is no use for us to
ask you to treat him well for we know you will.

The exports of honey from the San Francis-
co markets by sea for the past week have been
only eight cases, which at this time of the year
is about as light a shipment as was ever made
since California became a honey-producing
State.

This, from an interview with Secretary of
Agriculture Wilson, who recently visited
Southern California, will be of interest to all

bee-keepers in arid America :

Explorers for our department have found in Russia
a species of vetch that is to be tried on this coast.
Then we have a dry-land alfalfa that we want the
farmers to try. This flourishes in Turkestan without
irrigation.

Now, we are wondering if that alfalfa will

become a good honey-plant. If there is any
seed of that plant to be had we shall try it.
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J. J. Rapp secured several tons in Ventura
Co., while the rest of the bee-keepers got but
little if any. His apiary is located well up in

the Matilija Canyon, where the clouds could
bump against the mountains and cause them to

shake out some of their moisture. A. I. Root
will remember the Matilija with its hot
springs and bathing facilities.

I clip the following from a late number of

the Los Angeles Times :

At the graduating exercises of the Pasadena High
School, the speaker of the evening, Rev. C. G. Bald-
win, ex-president of Pomona College, in touching
upon the subject of heredity, with a view of illustrat-
ing what he claims is the small influence of heredity
and the overwhelming effect of environment and
education, referred to the worker-bee and the queen-
bee. The latter is worth just 40,000 times as much as
the former ; but they come from the same egg ; and
the food and room for twenty days, he says, make the
difference, deciding whether the bee shall be a work-
er or a queen valued at 40,000 points more. The speak-
er expressed his adherence to the doctrine set forth in
one of the latest works of a great German psycholo-
gist, to the effect that there is no inheritance of intel-
lectual or moral quality where the inheritance is

wholy corporeal. Many will dispute this theory.

Did you notice in the Review for July what
Dr. Mason says about a certain portrait of Doo-
little that appeared in a certain bee-paper a

few months ago?
Well, like Dr. Mason, I conjectured a long

time over that picture when it appeared, and
concluded if that truly represented Doolittle's

head he had degenerated wonderfully during
the past few years.

Then I conjectured that the editor of said

paper had, through mistake, printed a head of

one of those terrible Chicago anarchists, and
labeled it Doolittle, or perhaps out of spite

because Doolittle gets off on to the socialism
racket occasionally.
Then I had another conjecture, and I believe

it is correct. Bro. Doolittle is a good kind
soul, and he allowed an amateur photographer
to take his picture. Why, Bro. Doolittle, the
average amateur photographer will reduce the
god Apollo into a chimpanzee. I know just

how it is, for I am more or less an amateur
photographer.

NO-DRIP SHIPPING-CASES ; HOFFMAN FRAME
WITH V EDGES SUPERIOR TO SQUARE

EDGES, AND WHY.
Mr. Root:—Here is my vote on the no-drip

cleat and the Hoffman frame with square edges.

The cleats in the bottom of the shipping-case
should be fe inch high. A bee-keeper who
sees the need of cleats Y% high must put out a
poor class of honey. We are supposed to sell

our cull honey around home.
Now a word about the width. The middle

cleats should be }i inch wide ; those at the

ends of the case, y2 inch. I can imagine how
some persons would have much trouble get-

ting narrow cleats in the proper place, in the
middle of the case ; and then, even if narrow

cleats are in the right place, the sections very
easily slide off when handled by the store-

keeper and retail customers. It is desirable
to have the sections remain upon the cleats
until the contents of the case are all sold. I

have perfected a simple form for putting in

the paper and cleats, which saves much time
and avoids the necessity of exercising patience.

I have tested the V edge Hoffman frame
side by side with the square edge. For two
seasons I thought the square edge was the bet-
ter one ; but after looking over my bees this

spring on a warm day I noticed some things
that set me to thinking ; and no doubt you
have thought the same things. Without tak-
ing the space to explain just how it comes
about, I will say that propolis accumulates
between the square edges. Propolis also ac-

cumulates between the V and square edges.
After two seasons your frames are occupying
more room than they really ought to. The
day is warm

;
you are very busy ; and in at-

tempting to get ten frames into a ten-frame
hive you find that the hive is too small to ad-
mit them. What are you going to do? If

your frames have the square edge you wall

have to stop and scrape their edges to reduce
the spacing. Scraping propolis on a hot day
is a mussy job. Well, if your frames are the
regular V edge, just squeeze them all up to-

gether with your chisel or hive-tool. Give a
slow steady push and the V edges will gradu-
ally cut their way through and then you are
ready for the next hive. If I were going to

order some Hoffman frames to-day I think I

would take the regular stock—the V edge.
Eden, N. Y., April 24. E. W. Brown.

[A very few of our customers have com-
plained because we insisted on putting the V
edge on all our Hoffman frames. Mr. Hoff-
man, the inventor of that particular frame,
uses the V edge, and for very good reasons

;

but, like some of the rest of our friends, for

the first year we began using our Hoffman
frames without the V edge ; but one season's
use in the apiary convinced me that it was a
mistake. It is somewhat refreshing in these
latter days to know that some of those who
advocated and even insisted on having their

Hoffmans made with square edges are now
coming to the conclusion that the V edge is

about right after all. Mr. Brown is not the
only one who has gone through that experi-

ence. Indeed, I have been through it myself.

Dr. Miller was once very doubtful about the
value of the feature ; but he is now pretty well
satisfied that if he used the Hoffman frame he
would use it rather than go without.

—

Ed.]

PRETTIEST OF COMB HONEY FROM PLAIN
SECTIONS AND FENCES.

I tried quite a number of the Ideal plain

supers this season, and must say, give me
fence separators and plain sections. I have
the prettiest comb honey most of us in this

part have ever seen. I have also been trying
Mr. Doolittle's plan for queen-rearing, and
like it. I find that, to take a colony or even
a strong nucleus in prime condition, made
queenless, and furnish cell-cups properly fix-
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ed, will build excellent cells. I believe this

is a combination of Mr. Doolittle's and Mr.
Alley's plans. J. W. Beauchamp.

Hatfield, Mo., July 9.

LOOSESTRIFE AS A HONEY-PI.ANT.
Find inclosed a honey-plant which please

identify. It is just now closing the blossom-
ing season of about two months' duration.
Bees work on it freely all day, and in great
numbers. The specimen I send you was cut
in two twice, but shows the whole plant. It

grows in bunches, or four or five together, and
is usually found on low or marshy land, but
sometimes on upland. M. F. Tatmun.

Rossville, Kan., July 25.

[Answer by Prof. Selby.j

The plant is a species of loosestrife

—

Lyth-
ruin atatum, Pursh. This is of interest to
botanists, especially because of its dichoga-
mous forms. Some have short stamens and
long style, others long stamens and short
style. This is generally recognized as a de-
vice for securing cross-fertilization, and, in a
secondary sense, doubtless serves as a form of

inviting the work of insects. I am unable to

say any thing as to its character as a honey-
plant. A. D. Selby,
Wooster, O. Botanist.

ENTRANCE THROUGH THE SUPER.

In Stray Straws I see where a French bee-
keeper closes the regular entrance and gives
the bees entrance through the super. Mr.
Root, that is all right. I have been doing
that more or less for the past ten years with
good success. It must be done at the right

time, and the entrance closed at the right
time. At no time have I left the entrance of

the super open over 12 days. D. C. Buck.
Lawton, Mich., July 13.

THE STINGING BUG.

I often received the above bug, the one sent
as referred to above, when in Michigan, from
almost every Eastern State. It was common
in Michigan. It hides in the yellow fall flow-

ers, grasps the bees by means of its strong
nipper-like forward legs, and sucks them
bloodless by use of its strong beak. It is a
considerable enemy of the bee, but also does
much good in killing noxious insects. I

doubt if it kills enough bees to work any
noticeable injury to the bee-keeper. The
scientific name is Phymata erosa, and it is

fully described, with excellent illustrations,

in mv " Bee-keepers' Guide," p. 419.

Claremont, Cal., Aug. 22. A. J. Cook.

RUNNING BEES BY BOOKS.

Bee-keepers tell me that I run my bees too
much by the books ; but my crop is over 60
lbs per colony, spring count, and theirs are

from 25 down to nothing. L,. L. Travis.
West Nicholson, Pa., Sept. 4.

[The proof of the pudding is in the eating.

—Ed.]

G. B., N. Y.—Bees are not likely to swarm
from the hive without the queen, and I think
you may assume that the queen is with the
bees. If you can give them a frame of un-
sealed larvae or brood from one of the mother
colonies you can soon ascertain whether there
is a queen in the hive. If some cells are
built she must be present. If you can get any
thing else we would not advise you to use can-
dy for winter feed. It is early enough now so
that you can feed sugar syrup. For particu-
lars in regard to feeding, see "Feeding," in
the A B C of Bee Culture.

O. L. H., N. Y.—The sample of brood you
send is a little suspicious ; and although it

does not seem to have as much ropiness as it

ought to have for foul brood, and also seems to
lack the peculiar odor, yet it may be the real
disease just the same. If you have only one
colony I would take no chances. It often
happens that we have brood die and exhibit
exactly the same symptoms as shown in the
sample sent, and that is what we call " pickled
brood ;

" but it is so near like the other that
it is almost impossible to distinguish it. The
real difference is that one spreads throughout
the apiary, and is contagious, and the other is

not contagious ; but where there is any doubt,
as there certainly is in this case, I would treat
it just the same as if it were foul brood.

J. R. S., Ohio.—1. Yes, a colony will win-
ter safely in almost any locality in the shallow
Danz. frames, single story. Indeed, colonies
winter well in frames much shallower, like
the Heddon, for instance. 2. We usually
figure on having at least two-thirds of the
frames in the brood-nest filled or partly filled

with honey. For outdoor wintering, bees
require more stores than those for indoors.
For the former we figure on about 20 or 25
pounds ; for the latter, 10 or 15. 3. We would
not advise you to use a candy cake or candy
of any sort for wintering, when combs of sugar
syrup or honey of good quality can be had
instead. Candy is used only in the winter,
when such combs can not be obtained. If

there is any doubt of there being a sufficient
number of these combs, one colony should be
fed liberally ; and as soon as the combs are
sealed they should be set aside to be used
later when or wherever they may be required.

S.J. F., Iowa.—It is a rather difficult mat-
ter to judge an exhibit by points. Various
judges use various scales ; but in general you
can scale something after this fashion : Call
100 perfection. Out of this allow, in case of
comb honey, 25 per cent for good filling ; 25
per cent for color ; 25 per cent for the style of
section ; 25 per cent for the shipping- case, car-
ton, or package. In the case of extracted
honey a similar scale may be followed, allow-
ing, say, 25 per cent for color, 25 per cent for
style of package, 25 per cent for general dis-

play, and 25 per cent for label or other adorn-
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ments. In the case of the best and largest

display, then the scales would have to be re-

arranged— 50 per cent, we will say, for the
general quality of the individual packages of

the exhibit, and 50 per cent for size, as quali-

ty and size are the only factors that figure in

such a case. Each individual judge may adopt
different scales. The scales above named are

not necessarily the ones followed by the best

of judges, but are merely suggestive. Where
possible, the name of each exhibitor should be
left off from his own exhibit, the exhibit being
designated by number. Of course, if the judge
is unacquainted with any of the exhibitors it

would make no difference whether the name
was on the exhibits or not ; but where a judge
knows the exhibitors it is a difficult matter to

award the premiums according to actual mer-
it. I heard one judge say once that Mr. A
had excelled in every thing in a certain exhib-
it. " But," said he, "we will give him two or

three first premiums, and then divide the oth-

er firsts up among the other fellows so they
will not feel disappointed." The matter of

sympathy and favoritism should have nothing
to do in awarding premiums ; for it is under-
stood that merit is the only factor to be con-
sidered.

A. E. H., Mich.—It is not an uncommon
thing for queens to be missing in colonies dur-

ing the fall of the year, especially if they are

a year or more old. Some queens play out
within a year : others within two years. They
die ; and as eggs are not apt to be in the hive
in the fall, the bees can not replace her.

J. C. B., Pa.—For particulars regarding the
making of sugar syrup that will not granulate,

see page 28 of our catalog, under directions,

"How to Make," etc. The chief cause of

granulation is feeding too late, or feeding a

syrup one part water to two parts sugar. It

should be fed early, and made in proportion
of one part sugar to one of water.

W. G. A., La.—The brood you speak of is

probably not foul brood. It is possible that

it was poisoned, or that it had died as a result

of poisoning during the spraying season. A
good many farmers yet spray fruit-bloom when
it is in the blossom. The result is, the bees
carry off poisoned honey or pollen, and if this

is used in the food given to the young larvae it

causes them to die and look very much like

foul brood. See Gleanings for Aug. 1. If it

is not ropy, and does not have the characteris-

tic odor, then it is certainly not foul brood.

J. T. B., Pa.—You can winter bees under an
open shed, but the hives should be either dou-
ble-walled or packed. With the shed you de-

scribe in your letter you could winter bees
very well, but you had better make it large
enough to take more than three hives. Dis-

tance between each hive may be about 2 in.,

but packing material should be 4 or 5 in. all

around the hives. All things considered, you
had better put the money that you would in-

vest in a shed, in double-walled hives, or
place the bees in a dry cellar.

F. IV. PI. , Iozva.—We know of no way you
can tell which hive the queen came from after

being found in one of the 15 supers taken off,

except to go over the hives and see which one
is really queenless. This will consume a good
deal of time, and there will be no surety about
it until you can determine whether or not cells

were built. Yes, in your locality you can
raise queens as late as Oct. 1st, and get them
fertilized ; but the chances of their meeting
drones would be much better in July or Au-
gust than in the fall. It is much more diffi-

cult to get queens fertilized in the fall than in

summer. You can take partly filled sections
and place them in the upper story of a colony;
and the bees below, if you give them time
enough, will empty them out and store in the
brood-combs.

M. S. Y., Iowa.—You can put an observato-
ry hive in a grocer's show-window by closing
the entrance ; but about once in ten days it

would be better to change the bees.

How do you like the series of illustrations

in this number? We have "lots" more of

them to follow.

PLAIN SECTIONS CONDEMNED BECAUSE TOO
WELL FILLED.

A writer in the American Bee-keeper pre-

fers old-style sections with insets, because the

new style with no insets are too well filled
;

that is to say, a box having honey filled clear

out to the wood is not as desirable as one
where there is a line of cells not filled with
honey next to the wood. There may be a

difference of opinion on this point. As I have
stated in an answer to one of Dr. Miller's Straws,

plain sections can have either style of filling.

The only difference would be the amount of

crowding for room that is used.

BEES WITH DRONE HEADS.

Mr. E. S. Snyder, of Santa Fe, Ind., sends
us samples of bees, extra good workers, from
queens whose stocks have produced 100 lbs.

of comb honey each. The peculiarity of these

bees is that they have heads like those of

drones ; but their tongues are quite long—ap-

parently longer than the tongues of ordinary
bees. One would almost think, to look at

their heads, that they were drones ; but the

fact that they could produce 100 lbs. of honey
when other colonies are not making 25 lbs.,

seems to indicate that they are good workers.

Taking it all in all, they are quite a novelty.

We have sent for two of the queens.

PETRIFIED HONEY COMB.

Mr. C. Disereus, of Cliffdale, 111., sends
us a sample of petrified honey-comb. It looks

as if it might have been a chunk of wax that

had been crushed together, making a piece

about as large as one could hold comfortably
in the palm of his hand. One side of the

comb is squshed down so the base of it, or
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what might be called the natural foundation,
stands out very distinctly. The other side the
comb, though mashed, shows the cells very
distinctly. The stone itself has the color of

ordinary sealing-wax ; and the veiy remai lia-

ble thing is, that, even after petrilaciion, the
color of the original wax should have been so
nearly preserved. There are exactly five cells

to the inch; and there can be no question but
that the sample before us is the comb of Apis
mellifica.

There has been a desire in the past to stiffen

combs ; and perhaps some inventive genius
will now put a few combs in a petrifying-

spring. After they have been turned to stone
he can extract from them to his heart's con-
tent. There might be just a little trouble en-
countered with the uncapping-knife, and just

a little trouble from the great inertia in the ex-

tractor even when empty.

A PECULIAR KIND OF BEE DISEASE OR
MALADY.

One of our subscribers, Mr. L. B. Smith, of

Lometa, Texas, has a peculiar disease or mal-
ady that is making pretty bad work in his api-

ary. Whatever it is, it affects both the brood
and mature bees. The former looks very
much like foul brood, and the bees themselves
die off by the thousands. One would natural-

ly suppose that the real cause of this trouble
was poison — something that the bees gather-
ed ; but Mr. Smith is very confident that this

is not the cause. After some little correspond-
ence we learn that the malady begins about
the time watermelons appear in his vicinity,

especially after they begin to rot, and contin-
ues with its greatest virulence about the time
the melons are being grown ; for he says there
are many rotting melons, and that, as a gener-
al rule, as soon as these are gone the disease
begins to disappear. But now, notwithstand-
ing the melon season has been long past, the
trouble is still going on. He has lost some-
thing like 35 colonies out of 80, so far, and
still the bees are " dying by the thousands."
Some colonies apparently recover before a re-

lapse, and finally die off.

I should be glad to know if any of our other
subscribers have noticed the same trouble fol-

lowing or during the time of growing fruit.

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS ; THAT $100 OFFER.

A FEW days ago a correspondent wrote,
saying, " Your offer of $100 is too high ; and
by the terms of the same it would be imprac-
ticable for any one to secure the prize, for the
reason that it will take the breeder who pro-

duced her at least a year to determine whether
she possesses all the desirable points named

;

and it will take a year or more for the pur-
chaser to prove her qualities. By that time
her usefulness will nigh be gone." There
is a good deal in this. In talking with W. Z.

Hutchinson, of the Review, recently, he gave
expression to similar sentiments. So, taking
it all in all, the maximum price we can put
on queens would be something like $25. We
have already given $10 apiece for a couple of
queens whose bees did record-breaking work

in comb honey the past season. From one of
these we hope to be able to find one that will

reach the $100 mark ; that is to say, a queen
with which we would not part for less than
$100.

But this talk about $100 queens has been
productive of a great amount oi good. Honey-
producers all over the country, as well as
queen-breeders, judging from the scores of
letters that have been received, have been and
are selecting for the coming season breeders
whose bees have done splendid work in sec-

tions. I doubt whether any thing else would
have stimulated such a healthful state of
affairs as our offer of $100 ; and I will say now
that, if the conditions are fully met, our $100
is still ready to be paid over. We are on
track of two more queens whose bees last sea-

son produced nearly 200 pounds of comb hon-
ey when the other bees in the same yard were
doing practically nothing, showing that the
season was generally a poor one. What might
be expected from those same bees in a good
season may be readily guessed ; for it is bees
that will get honey during a poor season that
we want.

I hope the race for color has had its day
;

and while there have been several specimens
of bees that have been good workers, as well
as beautiful, the majority of those ive have
tested have had some bad traits, either in

temper, swarming propensity, or a lack of

hardiness for wintering. Let the matter of

color be only a secondary consideration. Put
first, ability to get honey ; second, wintering
qualities ; third, disinclination to swarm

;

temper next, and color last of all. But, other
things being equal, I should very much prefer
gentle bees if at the same time they can have
the othtr three desirable qualities. Color
really amounts to nothing.
Of color or markings it may be said that,

of whatever blood the queen may be, she
must be pure, whether Carniolan, black, or
Italian. A hybrid queen with an ancestry of
hybrids back ten years might be able to re-

produce her kind without sporting toward
either the blacks or Italians. Dr. Miller has
such a queen. Her bees outstripped every
thing else in the apiary last season, and he is

going to use her for a breeder.
Hybrids are apt to be more or less cross.

It has been observed, I believe, that the cross
or "snappy" kind are the ones that produce
results in honey. Did you ever notice that it

is often the "snappy" kind of people who
can get out a big day's work, even though
they are not, perhaps, the most popular
among their fellows ?

"ADVANCE, AUSTRALIA;" PICTURES, WHAT
DO THEY MEAN TO US?

A FEW days ago a bulletin from Australia
came to hand, and in it was a picture that
brought forward to my own mind familiar in-

cidents. It was a half-tone from a wash-draw-
ing, and not from a photo. But notwithstand-
ing the picture was made with pen and brush,
there was something about it that was decid-
edly natural ; and I therefore sent the bulle-

tin to our engravers, and asked them to repro-
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duce the picture on a little smaller scale.

Elsewhere in this issue I present to you the re-

sult, reduced to a size so as to go into our new
honey-leaflet, for there will be in it other com-
panion pictures representing familiar scenes
among the bees.

Let us now turn over to the picture. The
humor of it is somewhat quaint as well as fa-

miliar. A lean, lank rustic is the "star" of
the scene. Those hob-nails in the shoes ; the
toeing-in of the left foot ; the wrinkles in the
pants ; the patch in the upper elevation of the
same ; the strings around the ankles ; the ax
under the arm

; the Crane smoker emitting
volumes of smoke ; the Manum swarmer, the
cover of which goes flippity-flop back and
forth at every long stride of the runner ; the
bee-veil flowing backward over the shoulders,
fanned by the artificial breeze ; the old vest,

ripped partly up the back, and unbuttoned in

front ; the belt that encircles the long lanky
waist ; the swarm in the distance hanging in

the air, and the men urging greater speed—all

these, and more, suggest scenes that are more
or less familiar.

The man who, with brush and pen, made
this specimen of awkward dexterity is, to my
way of thinking, a real artist—far better than
those who give us the so-called specimens of
"art."
For aught I know, the long stepper may be

in quest of Apis dorsata, for I can imagine
nothing else that would cause any bee-keeper
to take quite such long strides as our friend in

Australia is taking. That he " will get there,"
there is no question, unless—unless he catches
one of those hob-nail stogies in the under-
brush that seems to be in his way.
Speaking about the honey-leaflet reminds

me that I have a picture of a beautiful girl

holding a swarm of bees, taken right from na-
ture itself, with a camera. This and several
others will be companion pieces to the run-
away Australian, the purpose of which will be
to illustrate bee-keeping in its various phases.
Now that the A B C of Bee Culture is off my
hands I shall have more time to work this up.
The new leaflet will, as I have said, be printed
in the finest style of the art, be mostly pic-

tures, and will be entitled " Honey, from the
Hive to the Market."

PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION NOTES.

Mr. W. A. SELSER, the expert honey-man
who has probably traveled more miles in
quest of good honey than perhaps any other
bee-keeper living, almost startled the conven-
tion in the course of some of the discussions
by stating that, in his opinion, the sweet-clo-
ver plant was a "curse to the bee-keeper."
A perfect buzz of surprise and protest imme-
diately made itself manifest. Some even
wanted Mr. Selser to recant ; and then Dr.
Mason, after his usual style, fired shot after
shot at him; but still Mr. Selser stood invin-
cible. He had sold large quantities of honey,
and whenever there was the least amount
of sweet clover in it, it spoiled it for his mar-
ket. Dr. Mason exhibited a sample of what
he called genuine sweet-clover honey. Quite
a number of us sampled it, and considered it

first-class. But still Mr. Selser insisted that
he wanted none of that in his. He could not
sell honey that had a taint of sweet clover in
it. He wanted pure clover and nothing else.

In fact, I know personally that he paid 11 cts.

for such an article when he could have bought
clover with a little basswood in it for two or
three cents less. There is no denying the
fact that Mr. Selser has built up a demand
for a gilt-edged article of comb honey, and
especially for extracted honey in bottles.

HONEY FOR BREAKFAST.
At one of the sessions Mr. Francis Danzen-

baker, of Washington, D. C, said it was get-
ting to be quite the fashion in official families
to have honey for breakfast As Washington
sets the pace for the rest of the United States,

hope was expressed that the custom might
grow over the country generally; and Mr.
Danzenbaker was kindly advised to encour-
age the custom all he could.

ADULTERATION, AND A NATIONAL PURE-FOOD
LAW.

Much was accomplished at this meeting in

the way of setting on foot certain plans calcu-
lated to further the cause of a national pure-
food law. A most valuable paper was read by
E. T. Abbott, of St. Joseph, Mo., setting forth
the result of his visit before the last pure-food
commission ; for it will be remembered that
he and two or three others were appointed by
the United States Bee-keepers' Union to rep-

resent bee keepers at that time. Mr. Abbott
placed great emphasis on the point that it was
folly to ask for special legislation. What we
need is a general pure-food law that would
cover all forms of adulteration, so that all

classes could unite in demanding its enact-

ment. He explained further that a national
law, even if passed, could not prevent adulter-

ation within the States, but it could prevent
the traffic in adulterated goods from one State
to another. In other words, the New York
concerns dealing in glucosed honey could not
ship the stuff into another State. If there
were no State law they could manufacture and
sell within the borders of the State just the
same. It was, therefore, necessary to see to

it that anti-adulteration laws were passed in

every State in the Union.
This paper called forth a most substantial

indorsement from the members of the conven-
tion. A general desire was expressed by every
one to have the same published as widely as

possible in the great dailies of Philadelphia.

A reporter of the Daily Call, who was present,

and who manifested much interest in the pro-
ceedings, was appointed a committee of one to

see what could be done in the way of getting
this paper of Mr. Abbott's published, in whole
or in part, in the dailies.

Mr. Selser, of Philadelphia, showed that a

good State law, backed by honest officials,

would almost entirely wipe out adulteration

within the confines of the States. There was
a time when honey was adulterated extensive-

ly in Philadelphia and throughout the State.

Within the last three or four years there had
been scarcely a sample of adulterated honey
to be found anywhere in the stores because an
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anti-adulteration law was passed three or four
years ago ; and following this there were ar-

rests and convictions, with the result as above
stated.

Dr. Mason called attention to the good work
that had been done in Ohio by Pure-food Com-
missioner Blackburn, of Columbus. "We have,"
he said, " a good pure-food law, and an hon-
est and energetic official to enforce it ; and
the result is, there is but little if any adultera-

tion in our State."

FEEDING IN THE OPEN AIR.

There was quite a spirited discussion on this

subject. Mr. Coggshall happened to mention
that, after his combs were extracted, they were
hung up in the building for the bees to clean
out. Some objected to this, as it would make
a regulary*?/n?/'^ in the apiary ; that they prac-
ticed the plan of putting combs in hives stack-
ed up, leaving a small entrance at the bottom
for the bees to carry the honey out slowly.
This would not encourage the robbing tenden-
cy, yet at the same time it would accomplish
the results desired ; namely, get the extract-

ing-combs cleaned up ready for use another
season. But there were some among them

—

notably G. M. Doolittleand G. W. Whitcomb—
who objected to even this practice; "for,"
said they, " if the robbing habit is once started

among the bees it causes a great deal of an-

noyance to the apiarist, to say the least."

"a LITTLE STRENGTH."
At one of the evening sessions we listened to

an address by G. M. Doolittle. He first read
the third chapter of Revelation, and out of it

selected as his text, " I have set before thee an
open door. Thou hast a little strength." It

would be impossible to give even a digest of
this, and I would therefore refer our readers to

a verbatim report that will probably appear in

the American Bee Journal. The point em-
phasized by Mr. Doolittle was that great op-
portunities were before us—the " open door;"
and the " little strength " we have we should
develop, and help our brother bee-keepers.
He illustrated the talk with various amusing
stories.

CAN A HIVE BE RUN FOR BOTH COMB AND EX-
TRACTED HONEY AT THE SAME TIME?
Mr. O. O. Poppleton did not believe that a

comb-honey hive was also equally well adapt-
ed for extracting. A combined thing or ma-
chine adapted to a variety of uses was not as

good for a certain specific purpose as one spe-

cially fitted for that purpose and nothing else.

He had used the Langstroth, one, two, and
three stories ; but he now prefers what is gen-
erally known as the Long-idea hive, all in one
story— hives containing 24 frames. He had
used this for 30 years, and was well pleased
with it. But he wished to emphasize the fact

that it was adapted for extracted honey and
not for comb. The frames were deep, or what
would be called the square kind. He had
tried in the mean time the two-story Lang-
stroth, but was very glad to get back to his old
Long-idea hive, for the simple reason that he
could get more honey with it. If he were
running for comb honey he would use the
Langstroth hive.

W. I,. COGGSHAtt ON THE WITNESS-STAND.
Mr. W. L. Coggshall, who was present, was

perhaps the most extensive bee-keeper at the
convention. As he knew a heap about prac-
tical methods, in order to draw him out he was
interviewed by the whole convention. When
asked how many colonies he had— well, he
did not know

; but he estimated it was be-
tween 1300 and 1400. He was plied with doz-
ens of questions ; and while he was on the
stand I asked him if his bees were always as
cross as they were when I visited him. He
laughingly said, in reply, that he "and the
boys stirred up the bees on that occasion for
Mr. Root's special benefit." When asked
what kind of hive he used he said that he pre-
ferred the Langstroth, although he had used
some others. He did not take very much
stock in having hives in "straight and regu-
lar rows." It costs too much. He kept bees
for the money he could get out of them It

was results he was after. Mr. Niver, who was
quite familiar with his ways of working, add-
ed that Mr. Coggshall studied carefully the
shortest methods. Whatever plan would give
him the best results in money, no matter
whether it was orthodox or not, for the mini-
mum of labor, that was the method he would
use.

BEE-KEEPING AS A SPECIALTY.
Editor W. Z. Hutchinson read a paper on

the subject of bee-keeping as an exclusive
business. He took the ground that the busi-
ness was a little too uncertain for one to put
all his hopes in it ; but it could be made to
pay, and pay well, and be used as a sole
means of livelihood, providing the business
could be done upon a sufficiently extensive
scale ; but one with only 100 or 200 colonies
had better have something else to tie to.

In the discussion that followed, there seem-
ed to be a general indorsement of the position
taken by Mr. Hutchinson. And there were
in the room specialists who were making a
good living off their bees with no other source
of revenue.

CONVENTION PHOTOGRAPH.
At one of the sessions we adjourned to the

front of the convention building, and assem-
bled on the steps while W. Z. H., with his
large new camera, took two "shots" at us.
I have before me the result; and while W. Z.
H. says it is not all he could desire, it might
be a great deal worse. He has them for sale
at 50 cts. each. Address W. Z. Hutchinson,
Flint, Mich.
The street in which the photo was taken

was very narrow, and poorly lighted ; and it

was difficult for any one to determine just
how much exposure would be needed.
Your humble servant happened to stand by

the side of Doolittle. The contrast is rather
striking. Doolittle, large, pleasant-faced;
over six feet tall, and weighing over 200
pounds, makes the chap beside him look
small, insignificant, and cadaverous ; indeed,
I had not recovered from my car sickness.
Some people and things appear to good ad-
vantage by contrast; but /do not happen to
belong to this class when compared with our
Borodino friend.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A. I. R OOT.

Your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh
about, seeking whom he may devour.— I. Peter 5:8.

Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.
II. Cor. 11 :14.

Since my Home talk in regard to devils
taking possession of people in modern times,

I have received man}' communications in re-

gard to the subject ; and a great many facts

in regard to murders and suicides that are

still going on together have been sent in to

me. I need not tell you that almost every
daily paper records how some parent murder-
ed all the children; then the husband or wife,

as the case may be, finally ended in suicide.

Quite a few cases of this kind are recorded
where the would-be murderer or suicide did
not succeed in putting them all to death.
Some few have been prevented from carrying
out their murderous designs, and have after-

ward confessed (or claimed) that some spirit

they could not exactly understand had got
possession of them. Intemperance is usually
at the bottom of it all, but not always. There
are several other agencies, one of which I

wish to speak about especially in this Home
talk. And, by the way, let me remark that

we are told in the papers that the spirit of

Robert G. Ingersoll has come back to the
world, and he tells us something about the
future state through a spiritual medium.
These statements have called forth sufficient

attention to cause a little pamphlet to be pub-
lished, entitled " Evidences of the Continued
Existence of Man after the Change Called
Death." Notwithstanding the full facts in

the matter are subscribed and sworn to by
affidavits, I would never for a single instant

give a particle of credence to the statements.
I do not mean to deny that every thing hap-
pened as narrated in the pamphlet ; but I do
deny that any spirit from the other or spirit

world ever had any thing to do with it. The
talk is astonishingly like Ingersoll's. In fact,

it is exactly as Ingersoll was in this world
;

and if passing to another world makes no
change in a man for better ox worse, what pos-
sible advantage can there be in existence after

death ? Permit me to observe that Ingersoll
uses profane language as a spirit ; in fact,

that comes in in one of his first salutations to

the people in this world. In reply to ques-
tions he makes the following reply :

Yes, yes ! and yet some of them see me in their
hell — burning ! burning ! Brimstone and eternal
damnation ! How disappointed they will be ! No
leering devil here ! No brimstone in this country.
If there is, I haven't seen it nor smelt it nor felt it !

They'd have to get a telescope to find a grain of it

where we are now.

He does make a little concession, however,
in the following words :

I find that I was wrong in thinking death might be
the end. but I was right in saying there was no devil
and no hell.

He also refers to the text at the head of this

talk, as follows :

But there's no devil hiding here, or "going up and
down seeking whom he may devour." Ha ! ha ! ha !

ha ! No, no. Instead of devils waiting to torment
me, I found loving hands outstretched to me.

From the above it would seem that Ingersoll
blunders as badly in the spirit world as he
did while on earth ; for the Bible nowhere
makes the statement that Satan goes about as
a roaring lion, etc., in the spirit world. This
present world is his field of labor, and the only
place, if I am correct, where he ruins man-
kind, both soul and body.

Now, friends, I have, since childhood, read
with exceeding care every revelation claimed
as coming from the spirit world, that gave us
any reasonable glimpse of affairs beyond the
grave ; but I have never yet found any thing
a bit more reasonable or sensible than the
above extracts. It seems to me we have
every possible evidence that every thing that
comes from mediums and the whole domain
of spiritism has the stamp of earth plainly
and unmistakably impressed on it. There are
curious and perplexing things, I grant you

;

but nothing that can not be reasonably sup-
posed to emanate from the mind of some living
being. The bright meteor, coming to this

globe from the immense realms of space,
brings us no knowledge of any thing new or
foreign to this earth ; and neither has any so-

called communication from the spirit world
added one whit to the realm of poetry, science,

or a knowledge of the beyond.
Permit me to direct attention right here to

an excellent book on this subject—that is, a
great part of it is excellent. In some chapters
it seems to me the author has become a little

"rattled" himself on spooks and spirits.

The book was written particularly to show
that all the phenomena of spiritism, hypno-
tism, clairvoyance, etc., can be rationally ex-
plained without the help of spirits from an-
other world in any shape or manner. The
title of the book is, "The Law of Psychic
Phenomena," price $1.50 (A. C. McClurg &
Co., Chicago, 111.).

This book starts out by assuming that every
person has two separate intelligences. You
may, perhaps, remember in some previous
writings of my own I have called attention to

this matter—that there is a sort of second or
involuntary self that looks after the general
economy of the human being. The author of
this book does not say so, but I suggested that
this other self takes care of the respiration,

beating of the heart, and makes the individ-
ual look out for sudden emergencies without
his own will having any thing to do with it.

Well, the author of this book calls these two
intelligencies or minds, if you choose, the ob-
jective and the subjective. The objective
takes notice of the world all around us through
our five physical senses. It is the reason and
common-sense part of our person. The sub-
jective works more by what is sometimes call-

ed "intuition." While the objective remem-
bers events wonderfully, the subjective goes
away beyond, you might almost say into the
realm of impossibilites. This queer second
self reveals things in our dreams that we had
forgotten. He has charge of the somnambu-
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list, the clairvoyant, the maniac ; but as a rule

he knows nothing except what he has heard
or seen, and his astounding memory does the
wonderful things. I have room here for only
one illustration. Perhaps all of my readers
have heard of the mathematical prodigies who
have appeared here and there in ages past.

Zerah Colburn, of Cabut, Vt., has been written
up, perhaps, more than any other. He was
born in 1804. Without going to school, and,
we might say, without instruction, he solved
problems in mathematics in a way that star-

tled the whole world. There seemed to be al-

most no limit to his mental feats in this direc-

tion. Somebody asked him how many min-
utes there are in 48 years. He answered, be-

fore the question could be written down, 25,-

228,800 ; and added, on his own responsibility,

that the number of seconds is 1,513,728,000.
Somebody asked him to give the factors of

247,483. He answered instantly 941 and 263.

These multiplied together produce the former
amount, and they are the only numbers that
will produce it. Then he was asked to give
the factors of 36,083, and he answered instant-

ly there are none. The book I have mention-
ed gives quite a history of this remarkable
man. He was asked to explain where and
how he got the results, but he seemed unable
to answer. His father traveled with him in

different parts of the world, and they under-
took to educate him, thinking it would add
still more to his wondrous powers ; but in this

they were disappointed.
Now, this astonishing memory is called in-

tuition, or the work of the subjective mind, if

you choose. The world contains more or less

wonderful phenomena which may be explain-
ed by this second self, to which the author of
this book offers a very reasonable explanation,
and I am satisfied that there is at least much
truth in it. His explanation, as I have said,

does away with lots of superstition. Now, so
far I can give the book a most hearty recom-
mend ; but when it comes to telepathy and
mind-reading, although I am open to convic-
tion I have not a particle of faith in it, and I

can not believe the stories that are told, even
in the book I am telling about. I believe in
wireless telegraphy and X rays, because they
are clear plain science ; but I do not believe
one man can influence the mind of another

—

that is, in the way the telepathist is said to do
—whether he is one foot away from the per-

son, or a hundred miles. The author of the
book says he can make certain people dream
certain things, even when they are sleeping
miles away. Now, this thing can be easily

proved or disproved. Let some educated sci-

entific men, such as we have at our experi-
ment stations, for instance, witness careful
experiments in the matter. If they say there
is truth in it, then I will humbly beg pardon
of Thomas J. Hudson, LL D., Washington,
D. C, author of the book I have been talking
about.

Dear friends, at this stage of my talk I dis-

cover that the story I had to, tell you, bearing
on the two texts at the head of this Home
Paper, will have to be deferred till our next
issue.

DIGGING POTATOES.
Yesterday, Sept. 22, I noticed that our Ma-

nual's Enormous, Carman No. 3, Maule's
Commercial, Queen of the Valley, and Sir
Walter Raleigh potatoes had died down so
there was no need of waiting any longer for
digging- I soon ascertained that our big team
could be spared from the business of the fac-
tory the next day; and it being Saturday, and
no school, I could have the boys, who have
picked up for so many years, to help. The
ground was just dry enough after a recent
soaking rain. In fact, it was a little wet in
the morning; but toward noon it got to be
just right. The Dowden digger worked to
perfection, leaving the potatoes nicely on top
of the ground. The Enormous potatoes, I
think, died down with the weather or blight
just before they were mature. The crop was
not very large, and somewhat scabby; but the
Carmans No. 3 were just beauties. Our neigh-
bor, Dan White, of New London, O., happen-
ed to make us a visit, and he spent a good
part of the forenoon in examining the nice,
handsome, smooth, shapely Carmans, and de-
clared they were the finest show of potatoes,
just as they lay on the ground, that he ever
saw in his life, and this is an "off year " for
potatoes. To my great surprise they yield
rather better than Maule's Commercial—the
one that cost me §10 for a single tuber. The
Commercials are rather larger ; but the pota-
toes are too crooked in shape, and the eyes are
very deep. But in quality, neither one com-
pares with Mills' Prize. But, oh dear me !

Mills' Prize, on our ground, has developed a
very sad trait. It made me think of a young
man who just begins to think some special
girl is an angel, all but the wings. He con-
siders her just perfect. In his eyes she is

without flaw or blemish. Some time after
(maybe after they are married) he sees an
imperfection, and is forced to believe that she
is human after all. What a sad drop it is to
his feelings!* Well, when I found Mills'
Prize such a thrifty grower, so wonderfully
prolific, and so magnificent in quality, I was
going to mark it perfection among late pota-
toes. Lo and behold ! right beside the Car-
mans that are not scabby a particle Mills'
Prize are, many of them, very bad indeed.
The Queen of the Valley is a very fine potato,
and is very prolific, and we might think it

very fair if we had not had a glimpse of the

*I feel constrained to add in this footnote, that, in
the case of the young lady, the trouble is not beyond
remedy. Very likely the young husband can not do it,

and perhaps he is not the proper one to undertake it;
but Christ Jesus who clean^eth from all sin, is both
able and willing to cure all our infirmities; and. by
the way, I feel sure we are going to succeed in getting
rid of this thing that troubles us in growing nice po-
tatoes. The Mills' Prize, on other soil, grows free
from scab; and I believe that, when we understand
the matter properly, it may be grown free from scab
in any soil The seed was" not treated before plant-
ing, because it did not seem to need it. I am sure I
can do better next time.
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Carmans No. 3 right alongside. The Sir Wal-
ter Raleigh is very much like the Carman.
None of us can tell one from the other, if they

get mixed. I believe both are seedlings of

the old Rural New-Yorker.
By the way, when one really makes it his

study and business, how he can can learn to

know potatoes at sight ! When we were dig-

ging, there was once in a while a hill among
the Carmans with a long potato unlike any we
have in our grounds. I had first thought it

was a volunteer that came up in the row; but

we found too many of them. I finally carried

one to Frank, and asked him if he could tell

what kind of potato that was. He said, al-

most at once, "Why, that looks like a Monroe
Seedling." And then I remembered that my
cousin in Tallmadge, who sold me the Car-

man No. 3, grows Monroe Seedlings almost

exclusively, and these few had gotten in

among the Carmans, and were not noticed at

planting-time. I went to all the five pickers,

showed them a sample of the Monroe, and
had them watch carefully, and throw them
out as they picked them up. We are doing

this with all our potatoes for seed, in order

that we may not have even an occasional po-

tato not true to name among those we send

out.

Before night we had put away in the cellar,

all carefully labeled, over 300 bushels. But
the big team was tired, and the men and boys

were tired too, I assure you; and /was tired.

Any good elevated digger makes pretty hard
work for two horses, especially if the potatoes

go down in the ground pretty well. Mrs.

Root has complained so much about potatoes

being "greened" by getting sunburned that

I planted them extra deep this season; and as

we do very little hilling up, a large amount of

dirt had to be elevated in order to get all the

potatoes and not cut any of them. There is

quite a difference in varieties in regard to this

fashion of going down deep in the ground.

For instance, the Queen of the Valley would
frequently produce a long potato, and grow it

standing on end. Now, unless the digger

went very deep it would cut off the lower end
of a big potato. The Bliss Triumph, Early
Ohio, and most of the extra earlies, are very

much easier to dig than the heavy-yielding

large late potatoes. Two good stout horses,

however, will work the Dowden digger very

well if you let them stop and rest occasionally

while the potatoes are being picked up.

bush|uma beans.

Where there was a hill of potatoes missing,

we had the boys put in a hill of beans. We
had some Best of All that were three years

old that we were afraid would not grow, so we
tried them among the potatoes. Well, every

one of them grew—at least it seemed so—and
they grew so luxuriantly that they were much
like so many weeds among the potatoes.

Where only a single hill is missing I shall

hereafter not plant any thing. If two hills

fail side by side, I do not know but it might
do to put in one hill of beans. Well, besides

the Best of All beans we put in a few hills of

Burpee's bush lima, and they did exactly as

they did before on this same creek-bottom
land. They produced a tremendous amount
of foliage, and some blossoms, but not a bean.
On our yellow clay upland we get big crops of
bush limas without fail ; but we can not get
limas of any kind on the creek bottom

—

" nothing but leaves."
By the way, we have this season tested an

improved bush lima sent out by T. W. Wood
& Sons, of Richmond, Va.; and I am pleased
to report that they are quite a little larger
than the old original Henderson bush lima,
fully as prolific, and considerably earlier than
the Burpee; and I do not know but they are
just as good in quality as the latter. In size

they are about half way between the little

bush lima and the Burpee. They ought to
take the place entirely of the small bush lima.

"swarming" the grapevines.
In the new edition of the ABC book it

will be found my grapevine project for shade
has been ruled out. Ernest objected to the
vines as being in the way. Our apiarist, Mr.
Wardell, also objected, and Ernest submitted
the matter to some of the great lights—Dr.
Miller and others ( I wonder if the doctor will

get mad at this); and they all decided that,

although grapevines are a very fine thing to

have in their proper place, they did not want
them around and over the hives. But I am
considerably like the noted woman; I have
" my own opinion still; " that is, I do think a
grapevine apiary is a beautiful thing, and a
good thing for one who has a garden, and, say,

a dozen or more colonies of bees ; and what I

am getting at just now is that our 500 vines,

planted about 25 years ago, are still growing,
almost every one of them, and bearing im-
mense crops year after year without any entire
failure, and hardly a poor crop; and they have
the least attention of any thing that I know
of in the way of gardening or fruit-growing

—

no cultivation whatever. The vines are sim-
ply trimmed a little each winter, and tied up.

Of course, Concord grapes do not bring much
money; but even at the very low price of 1%
cts. per lb. we are getting quite a little income
from our grapes. We advertised them once
in our county paper ; and, as an inducement
to buy largely, we offered 50 lbs. or more for

\% cts. per lb.; and only 1 cent per lb. where
the parties came and picked them themselves.
One notice in the paper has sold something
like a ton of grapes. I just had the boy
weigh the crop on one vine, and it weighed
16>£ lbs. This would be about 25 cts. for each
vine, and they stand only 8 feet apart each
way. This would be 680 vines to the acre,

representing a crop worth $170.

What a wonderful thing that Concord grape-
vine is, any way ! Great bunches of beauti-

ful luscious fruit with so little effort, and al-

ways a crop ! May be the number of dead
bees around the hives has had something to

do wTith making them bear, and perhaps keep-
ing the grass down with a lawn-mower has
furnished some fertility in the way of mulch,
for we never carry any of the grass off from
the yard. When the Rural New- Yorker call-

ed for a donation for Mr. Bull, the old gentle-
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man who gave the world the Concord grape, I

decided to contribute !?10.00; but, like many
other things, it was neglected, and then for-

gotten until our old friend was dead and gone.

He died a poor man, almost in need of the

comforts of life. It seems to me that few per-

sons have conferred a greater boon on human-
ity than did Mr. Bull in giving the world this

wonderful grape that now furnishes cheap
fruit for men, women, and children, not only
in the cities, but in almost every little town in

the United States. May God help us to re-

member better such benefactors of the human
race, and to remember them, too, while they
are living, without waiting till they are gone.

My friend, with very little effort you can have
a grapevine. If you haven't any, get right at

it this fall, and plant one. Train it up on
your barn, chicken-coop, fence, or house. It

will grow anywhere, and does not need even
a square foot of ground. Then go to work
and train it, and study its habits, and see how
easily it vields to training just where you want
it.

Concord grapevines can now be had of al-

most any nurseryman for five or ten cents
apiece; and I have had them offered to me by
the thousand for the insignificant price of one
cent each. These low prices for the vines are

possible because it is such a strong-growing
thrifty variety. It requires scarcely any effort

to grow the little vines from cuttings, just as

it is little or no effort to grow the fruit ; and
the vines will commence bearing, usually, at

the second year.

THE BUCKWHEAT CROP, AND THE LOCALITIES
WHERE IT IS MOSTLY GROWN.

We clip the following from the Government
Crop report for September :

Buckwheat: Condition.—The average condition of
buckwheat on Sept. 1 was 75.2, as compared with 93.2
last month, 88.8 on September 1, 1898, 95.1 at the cor-
responding date in 1897, and 88, the mean of the
September averages for the last ten years. In New
York and Pennsylvania, which together produce
about five-sevenths of the entire crop, there was a de-
cline of 27 and 15 points, respectively, during the
month. In Maine. Michigan, and Wisconsin, the only
States having 20,000 acres or upward in buckwheat,
the condition declined 6 points 20 points, and 4 points,
respectively.

It would seem from the above that the price

of buckwheat is likely to keep up. I do not
know how accurate these statistics are ; but
now I can understand why York State and
Pennsylvania have so much to say about buck-
wheat honey. It is raised considerably in

Ohio, but mostly in little patches. I notice
most of our buckwheat flour comes from Penn-
sylvania. I wonder if Michigan and Wiscon-
sin people get as much honey from it as they
do in York State and Pennsylvania.

GOVERNMENT STATISTICS IN REGARD TO PO-
TATOES.

Potatoes : Condition. — The average condition of
potatoes on Sept 1 was 86.3. This shows a decline of
6.7 points during August, but the condition is still 8 6
points higher than on September 1, 1898, 19.6 points
higher than at the corresponding date in 1897, and 9.3
points above the mean of the September averages for
the last ten years. The decline during August extend-
ed to all the principal potato-growing States, being 10
points in New York and Ohio, Sin Pennsylvania, 20
in Michigan, 5 in Illinois, 3 in Iowa, 9 in Wisconsin,

and 4 in Minnesota and Nebraska, these being the
States having 100,000 acres or upward in potatoes.

It would seem from the above that the Au-
gust drouth was almost universal the United
States over ; and had it not been for this, po-
tatoes would have been a larger crop than last

season. I notice that within the last few days
the daily papers quote the best white table po-
tatoes at 55 to 60 cents, which is certainly a

very fair price if the growers realize that much.

GOOD ROADS.

At present writing, Sept. 30, there is a tre-

mendous activity all around Medina, on the
good-roads movement. Carloads of slag and
broken limestone are on the sidings right near
our factory, and farmers with teams are taking
the material on every main road leading out of

Medina. Our own big team is just at present
grading the street in iront of our factory, on
the north ; and masons are at work putting in

curbstones
;

piles of vitrified brick for the
gutters lie on the sidewalk, and we expect to

have a different order of things before the
muddy season comes. The pleasant thing
about it is, that it is voluntary work. Every-
body is helping, and everybody is working
hard, for everybody is doing a work that will

be abundantly appreciated, not only by him-
self, but by all his neighbors, when the mud-
dy season is on us again. We first grade the
roads, making ditches two or three feet deep
along the sides. These ditches will give am-
ple drainage. Then the top of the road is

nicely rounded over. Then we put on, first,

on the clay, five or six inches of slag ; then
enough broken limestone to make a good
plump foot. The roadway is wide enough so
that we have ample room for a dirt road and a
stone road. In summer everybody prefers to

travel on the dirt road, as it is easier for the
horses' feet ; but whenever it rains, then all

take to the stone road until the dirt road is

dry enough to travel on without cutting it up.

When you get into town, or very near it,

where teams are passing so frequently that a
12-foot stone road would not accommodate,
then we make it 24 feet wide.

ROBBING SICK PEOPLE ; CURING PfcOPLE HUN-
DREDS OF MILES AWAY, WITHOUT GIVING
THEM MEDICINE OR ANY THING

WHATEVER.
One of the latest fads seems to be what is

styled in the advertisements " Modern Mira-
cles," or "absent method" of treatment.
Some great professor has a wonderful magnet-
ic power. I hope somebody knows what this

means. Iron and steel have magnetic proper-
ties, but not human beings. Well, never
mind. These magnetic healers send out most
astonishing testimonials. Jesus, at least once
in his ministry, healed a nobleman's son when
he was quite a distance from the patient.
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These new professors do the same thing, not
only every week, but at every hour of the day.
I have sometimes surmised they cure people
without giving them a thought. The papers
give us pictures of these wonderful healers.

How wise and "magnetic" they look! I

think that must be the word. Do you ask me
to explain how it is that people get well after
sending the professors money ? Why, it is in

exactly the same way that Electropoise and
Oxydonor cure. The patient gets it into his
head that all this great professor says is true.

Some of the neighbors get the same insane
idea that this man in question has some won-
derful miraculous power. They talk it over
and become excited about it, especially in
reading how the blind have been made to see,

the lame to walk, and all that. It does not
seem to make much difference what the mala-
dy is, for we are told the most stubborn dis-

eases give way like "magic." Now, this
whole business is a disgrace to the present
age and present scientific attainments. Where
are our schools and colleges? where are our
ministers of the gospel? To be sure, it is the
business of ministers to help expose such
frauds. These charlatan professors are bad
men, every one of them. A great part of
them never make any professions of Christian-
ity. You remember I have already told you
about the man in Arkansas who thanked God
for whisky, and says he gets drunk whenever
he feels like it. But people who know this

will have it that he has a wonderful healing
gift, and send him money. A lady sends me
an advertisement of the great Nevada healer,

of Nevada, Mo., and says it is spreading in
her neighborhood, and like reports are coming
from other " healers " from almost all parts of
the United States. People have plenty of
money to send to these thieves who are rob-
bing sick people; but when the calls come
through the daily papers for help for the
starving people of Porto Rico, everybody
seems to be hard up, and no one has even a
cent to spare. Mav God help us !

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

GARDENING IN OCTOBER.
As a rule there ate not many seeds to be planted

during this month; but in some localities it is the
very best time to sow wheat, because it better escapes
from the fly But you can sow rye everywhere and
any time ; and I would put in either wheat or rye on
every piece of vacant ground. It looks pretty, it is
good for poultry, and it is worth all it costs to plow
under in the spring. I am beginning to have consid-
erable faith in plowing under a heavy growth of
wheat since my success in growing potatoes in that
way. Some mi*, ht think it "wicked" to plow under
a heavy growth of wheat ; but the wheat costs little if

any more than rye, and 1 am inclined to think it is
worth more Of course, you can go on with many
kinds of gardening if you have sashes or even cotton
cloth. The cotton cloth works beautifully along in
the fall when you simply wish to keep off frosts or
freezes

; but when there are considerable falls of
snow, especially snow and rain together, the cloth is
"not in it." At such a time you will wish you had
glass; but for many hardy plants such as cold frame
cabbages, strawberries, lettuce, etc., the cloth an-
swers admirably. It is better than glass in one re-
spect, for the plants never get too hot in the middle of
the day, even if you forget to roll up the cloth. Just

now I am planning a cold-frame bed about 30 feet
square so I can use either cloth or glass. Whenever it

rains, no matter what month in the year, I do not
want either cloth or glass. I expect to have 1 he cloth
rolled up under shelter on the north side of the bed
when it rains or when it is not wanted ; and the
sashes will also be under cover on the south side of
the bed when they are not needed over the stuff. In
all moderate weather I would simply roll down the
cloth and roll it up again, which is ever so much less
work than handling sashes. But during severe freez-
ing weather the sashes will be in place ; and when it

is " awful " cold I can use the sash and cloth both.
I shall use it principally for growing high-priced
strawberries. When the strawberries are in full

bloom (I expect them to blossom a month ahead of
those outdoors), the cloth will protect the blossoms
from frost : and when the season is exceedingly hot
in the middle of the day at bearing time, I shall roll

down the cloth to protect the berries from being
scalded as they were during the season just past,
when it was terribly hot. I have tested partial shade
for strawberries already, and I am sure it is a big ad-
vantage for a few hours in the middle of the day—at
least when it is very warm.

PLANTING OUT SMALL FRUITS AND NURSERY STOCK
IN OCTOBER.

We plant more or less strawberries every year in
October, and we rarely have a failure ; but I confess
that it needs better soil, and you will need to take
more pains with the work than at any other season.
If you have tried it, and have succeeded during for-
mer seasons, then go right on with your planting;
but if you have not, I would advise you to test your
soil as well as your own skill on a small scale before
you do much of it. There is something peculiarly
fascinating to me in seeing strawberries and other
hardy plants grow when every thing else is dying

;

and with a little protection, such as the cloth cover,
during frosty nights, you can have a magnificent gar-
den of hardy plants through October and November.
In regard to planting general nursery stock in the
fall instead of the spring I would say, as I have said
with strawberries, if you have tested your locality
and your skill in former years, and know they are all
right, then go ahead. The apple-tree that bore two
nice apples the first year, and seven the year after,
was planted out in the fall ; and I rather like fall
planting for almost all kinds of fruit trees. There is

not a liability of neglecting it till it is too late, and
there is no trouble about plenty of moisture after the
trees are put out. Besides, you have plenty of time
to do the work well. If your soil is good and rich,
and well underdrained, and worked up fine, there is

hardly a chance for failure. Pound the dirt down
around the roots of your trees as hard as you can
hammer it with a pounder. We have always had ex-
cellent success in planting out basswood- trees in the
fall. We have a nice lot of small seedling* of our
own erowine. Price 5 cts. for 1 : 30 cts. for 10

; $2.00
per 100. If the above are wanted by mail, 8 cts. for 1;

35 cts for 10 ; $2.25 per 100 The above are for plants
one foot and under. If you want larger ones, see our
catalog, mailed on application.

ADVANCE IN SPINACH SEED.

With the general advance in so many commodities,
it is not at all strange that staple seeds are going up.
Spinach seed that we have been offering in 10-lb. lots
at 12'4 cts. is now just double that price—that is. 25
cts. per lh. is the best price ve can make; and even
for lots of 10 lbs. we can not do better than 20 cts.

PRICES ON POTATOES FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
On next page are prices for such potatoes as we have

dug r< ady to ship. Some other varieties not yet got
into the cellar will be priced a little later. It you or-
der now, there will be no danger of freezing in tran-
sit, and the prices are often quite a little lower than
they are in the spring. Carman No. 3 and Sir Walter
Raleigh we chink are specially reasonable at only
$2.50 per barrel ; but we have a large stock of both,
and so we offer them low There will be a few sec-
onds, but not very many, as they grow so uniformly
large and perfect. Our seconds are almost always
sold long before spring so if you want them you had
"better put in your order at once. Please remember if

you buy seconds you must take your chances on get-
tin- some scabby potatoes ; but many of them will be
first in size and in every other respect except being
scabby ; and if you treat them at planting time with
corrosive sublimate my experience is they will be as
good as perfectly clean potatoes They do not look
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quite so nice, and a good many people are afraid to
use them for seed, even after being treated. I have
tried the treatment with corrosive sublimate for sev-
eral years, and I believe it kills the fungus com-
pletely.

Namk.

Varieties are in order as
regards time of matin
inpr; earliest first, next
earliest second,and so on.

Red Bliss Triumph
Bovee
E Thoro'bred, Maulc's..
Early Ohio
Burpee's Extra Early .

.

Freeman
New Queen
Monroe Seedling. .

.

Rural New-Yorker No. 2

Mill's Prize
Carman No. 1

Carman No 3
Sir Walter Raleigh
State of Maine
Manum's Enormous . .

New Craig

Seconds ofany of the
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FORTY PICTURES.
The editor of the Bee-keepers' Review, in July last,

spent nearly three weeks with note-book and camera

among the bee-keepers and supply manufacturers of

Wisconsin, bringing home with him many items of

interest and value, and about forty views of apiaries,

hives, factories, etc., all of which will eventually find

their way into the Review. Arrangements have also

been made with some of the best bee keepers of Wis-

consin to describe, in the Review, before the opening

of another season, the methods whereby they have

been so successful. If not a subscriber send $1-00, and
the Review will be sent you from now to the end of

1000—you will get the rest of this year free. You can

also get the Review from now to the end of 1900, and
one of those queens of that superior stock that I have

been advertising, for only $2.00.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.

I
BEE-SURRLIES!

\S ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S PRICES. J
^ Pouder's Honey=jars, and every thing used by J
J l>ee-keepers. Low freight rates; prompt \

service. Catalog free. J
W. S. Pouder, 512 Hass. Av., Indianapolis, lnd. J

iZi

£* A XT' I Did vou know the Western Bee-keep-
^^ i\ Y I er has changed hands? C.H.Gordon

is now editor and publisher.

Wanted

'

47 Good Block,

Every bee-keeper, large or
small, to send 15c for 4 mos
trial. Sample copy free. .

: Denver, Colorado.

Tn writing, mention Gleanings

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. MILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., riich.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers
and every thing a bee-keepe-
wants. Honest goods at close

honest prices. 60-page cata
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala

Queens by Return Mail.
Daughters of best imported Italian queen mothers;

reared by Doolittle method: warranted purely mated
to drones of impoited stock from a different source

—

hence, a direct cross. Fourteen years as a honey-
producer on a large scale has taught me what good
queens mean to the producer, as well as how to rear
them. Price of queens 50 cts. each. Safe delivery and
satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

L. H. Robey, Worthington, W. Va.

CWEET-CLOVER SEED in the hull for sale at 5 cts.
*^ pei pound. For orders of 50 lbs. or more, address

Jos. Shaw, Box 64, Strong City, Chase Co., Kan.

QUEENS, QUEENS, QUEENS.
By Return Mail.

Bred from imported mothers; dark leather-colored
stock; extra honey-gatherers; also from light yellow
and albino strains at very low prices. My stock is of
the best. Forty years' experitnee warrants me in say-
ing this.

Select tested each, $1.50.

Warranted purely mated each, .75.

Warranted purely mated six, 4.00.

Warranted purely mated dozen, 7.00.

Send for 40 page catalog of bees and queens; also a
full line of bee-keepers' supplies, including The A. I.

Root Co.'s goods at their prices.

W. W. CARY, = Lyonsville, Mass.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants,
established 1S75.QI will be ready as usual to furnish
ll^^riC queens the coming season. Many
t*v'v'* 1 *J * unsolicited testimonials tell of the—m——1=- SUperiority of the Laws strain of

FAULTLESS 5-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.

Untested. 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

|
BEE-SUPPLIES.

|

pOOPS GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES \
<r L^ng.^troth hives, Muth honey-extrac- %
^ tots, etc. WE carry a complete line J
£ of Root's goods and sell at their prices. ^
> Muth's Square Glass Honey=jars <
£ are just the thing you want now to develop ^
£ your home market for your extracted honey. ^
To Parties in the South ^

we offer a big saving in freight, send us your #
order and Vie convinced. Catalog for asking. ^[

C. H.W.Weber, 2146 Cent. Av., Cincinnati, f
Successor to Chas. F. Much & Son and A. Muth.
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The

Western Bee=keeper
Is exclusively devoted to apiculture in the

ALFALFA REGIONS,
and to

SSOC1ATION WORK
of all kinds among bee-keepers; and also gives the

main points of what the other bee-
papers are saying.

Monthly, 50c a Year.

C. H. GORDON, Ed. and Pub'r,

Room 47 Good Block, » Denver, Colorado.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

HONEY = JARS.
One-pound, square, 84.70 per gros=,
with corks; 5 gross at $4.50 a gross.

OUTSIDE CASES.
For wintering bees; include bottom,
body, gabled cover; tiOc ea.; 10, $.5.50.

Catalog, describing every thing a
bee-keeper needs, will be sent free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. V.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.

Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Frke,
40-page catalog full of instructions

JNO. NEBEL & SON High Hill Mo.

A Good Wagon
begins with good wheels. I'nlewi
the wheels are good the wagon U
a failure. IF YOU BCY THE
ELECTRIC STEEL WHEEL
mads to lit any wagon—your wa'Ton
will always have good wheels. Can't
dry out or rot. No loose tires. Any
heierht, any width tire. Catalog free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL GO.
Box<»5 QCTLNCT, ILL.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

'S OF SUCCESS
oulil make another good name for out-

2QTH CENTURY
m POULTRY BOOK

}^%%j It deals with all those subjects which tend
'"'r=r~ to success in the poultry business, treated by

the masterful hand of experience. No subject
neglected, ithits them all. It's practical ; can be adopted bv every-
body in the poultry business. Tells about the renowned Reliable
Incubators and Itrooders. Book sent for 10c t« cover postage

Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co., Box B 49 Ouinc; , 111.

Mi writing mention Gleaning.-

WON'T BUY AN INCUBATOR
and p:i v for it before giving ft a
trial. We will send the celebrate,! HEW
PREMIER INCUBATOR on trial. Thisevi-
dences our 1. nth in it. So Bimple a child can
runit. First prize World's Fair. Also sole

manufactur--s of Simplicity Incubator.
Catalogue and Poultry Helps 5 cts. fiana
for Poultry Houses etc.. '25 eta.

COLUMBIA INCUBATOR CO., H Adams St. Delaware C.tj,Del.

in writing, mention Gleanings.

rHTpp\JC Untested, warranted purely mated,
V£UL,L,11»3. a fter July 1, 55 cts. each; 6 for 83.00.

Select tested, 11.00 each; 6 for 85.00. Extra select
breeding queens, f'2 00 each. The very best of golden
Italians. E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.

P. O. M. O. Office, Lavaca, Ark.

' Cl lg Engin
*-4 and 1 H. P. For sep-
arators. Churns, etc.. Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ing Knginew all sizes,
send for circulars stating
-<izf» and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO..

Box 17. Racine, Wis.

In writing, mention Glean nigs.

I !ntrkn Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cuttingj Mitering,
Rabbeting, Groovin^
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge -moulding,
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWEB machin-
ery. Send for Catalog A
Seneca Palls flfg. Co.,

ii Water St , Seneca Fallr, N. 7

In writing, mention Gleaning "

^jogl!?^ Barnes'

Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
Alachine** on trial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.&John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, = - III.

Be your own miner....
Then you know wliat you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too,

ZYli COftilla HUH is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-

meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can

operate it. Sent on receipt of price. $4.50.
Address tbe Trank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. V<

in w a ng, mention Gleanings.
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NEW PRICE LISTS.

As announced in former issues we now publish
some additional revised price lists, made necessary by
the great advance in the co.«-t of raw materials which
has taken place during the past few months, and still

continues. While the price of lumber of which we
make hives and frames and other fixtures has advanc-
ed 40 to 50 per cent, we have added only about 20
per cent to the price of hives, frames, shipping-cases,
and other articles of wood. We hope a further ad-
vance may not be necessary: hut if present conditions
continue for another six months, another advance in
the price would have to be made to keep up to the ad-
vancing price of lumber and other materials.

DOVETAILED-HIVE PARTS AND COMPLETE HIVES.

See catalog for explana-
tion of letters and figures.
Add — 8 to No., as noted

below.

AD5—8 hive
AD6— 8 hive
AD52P, or S, or 1—8 hive...

AD64P, or S, or 1—8 hive...
AD522P, or S, or 1—8 hive.
AD641P, or S. or 1—8 hive.

AD55—8 hive
AD66—8 hive
AD58—8 hive

AD69—8 hive
A or B bottom or floor
C, D, F, or G cover

Empty body
5 body
6 body
Shallow super
2P, or S. or I super
3P, or S, or I super
4P, or S, or I super
Deep super
8 super

9 super
Hive stand

AD5—10 ...............

.

AD6—10 hive
AD52P, or S, or I—10 hive.

AD04P, or S, or I—10 hive..
AD522P, orS, or I—10 hive
AD641P, or S, or I—10 hive
AD55—10 hive
ADOfi—10 hive
AD58—10 hive

AD69—10 hive
A or B bottom
C, D. F, or G cover

Empty body
5 body
6 body
Shallow super
2P, or S, or I super
3P, or S, or I super
4P, or S, or I super
Deep super
8 super

9 super
Hive stand

Ten Frame.

1 15 5 00
1 2."! 5 2")

1 55 7 00

I 8V8 00
1 95 !l 00
2 45|1075

1 80 8 00
2 00 8 50
1 55 7 00

1 75
22
28

in

7 50
90

1 25

1 70
65 3 hi)

75,3 25

20 85
10 2 1)1)

55 2 50

60 2 75
21 !Kl

;o2 00

50*2 25
in r,ii

22 50
23 75
30 00

35 00
37 50
46 25

35 00
37 50
30 00

50 32 50
70 4 00
30 5 25

00 7 00
5013 25
00 14 50

50 3 50
50 7 50
50 10 00

1

3
4

5 00 11 25
1

3

4

1

3 75
7 50

8 75
2 25

220
225
300

320
:m
420

360
370
310

320
45
45

90
150
155

45
80
95

100
50
85

90
40

DOVETAILED
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Root zinc strips, 1 row holes, 3x18 to 19J, per 100, $1.10.

Tinker zinc strips, 2 rows holes, }gxl8 to 20, 100, $1.50.

Root zinc sheets, 28x9(5 inches, each $1.60.

Tinker zinc sheets. 24x40 inches, each 80c.

Cut pieces of Root zinc, 12c a ft.; Tinker zinc, 15c a ft.

Entrance-guards, Tinker zinc, $1 00 for 10.

Entrance guards, Root zinc, 75c for 10.

TINNED WIRE.

Sizes furnished.
Price Post,

each: doz. each.

%-oz. spools No. 30 tinned wire $ 03$ 30 02

jif-lb. spools No. 30 tinned wire 12 120 Oil

ji-lb. spools No. 80 tinned wire , 20 2 10J 10
1 -lb. spools No. 30 tinned wire 30 3 30 18
5-lb. coils No. 30 tinned wire i 100,

SHIPPING CASES.

Name and size

OF CASE.

. 4-row

. 2-row

. 2-row ''

. 2-row "

. 3-row "

l. 3-row
i. 4-row for 4x5.
l. 3-row

Price com-
plete includ-
ing 3 - inch
glass 1 side,
nails, & pa-
per, in flat.

1 10 I 100

20 is 1 liO

15 12 1 10
I15jl2|l 00
1613 1 20!

12-in. 4-row for 4% s'n 20 18 1 70 $15 00
10-in '

12-in
10-in
16-in

8-in
6^-in
7^8-in
7%-in
9^-in
6%-in

1513
15 12

20 18

1(1 13

1 20
I in

1 70

14 00
II 00

8 50
10 00
9 50
9 00
14 00

1 20 i 10 25
. 4-row for 3^x5 20 17 1 60 13 10

3-row " ,15 13 1 20 9 25

o a\

~Z. i. M
P U

x3

$13 50
12 50
8 25
7 75
9 25
8 50
8 00

$12 00
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POULTRY LOVING WOMEN,
thousands of them are MAKING MONEY out of eggs. It's pleasant and profitable.

They double the egg product by feeding Green Cut Bone and Granite Crystal Grit.

MANIT NEW BONE CUTTERS
a eut fa«t. fine and so easy that any woman can work them. Mann's Clover Cutters
-and Swingrine: Feed Trays pay bigr for their investr-ent. Cash or Installments.
Kend for our free illustrated catalogue. F.W.MANN CO., Box 8* Mill'ord. Mass.

In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.

Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle
Supplies

Bee-keepers'

We aie Prompt Shippers, i^^rsm m±JL*L

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BBE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.

Your Need
is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Our Desire
is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

for wax. Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

QUEENS

!

QUEENS!
Untested Italians, 50c each; tested, $1.00 each.
Queens large, yellow, and prolific. Address

E. W. HAAG, CANTON, O.

| This is Your Last Chance g

s
s

for this season to get Golden Italian
Queens of H. G. Quirin, as it now is

time to unite nuclei for winter, so or-
der quick. All queens warranted pure-
ly mated. My queens are prolific, and
bees excellent workers. Safe delivery
and satisfaction guaranteed. Queens
50c each; 6. $2 75. Selected queens, 75c
each; 6, $4.00. Select tested, $1.50 each.

Address all orders to

6. Quirin, Parkertown, Eris Co. Ohio.

MONEY-ORDER OFFICE, BELLEVUE.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine ('"S"''") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor '.

3^-in. " " 9.00; " 1.10
Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; " 1.00

L,arge 2^-in. " " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINGHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—We have a strong market on all grades

of honey, and while there is no perceptible advance
in prices they are well sustained. Fancy grades of
white comb, 15, and good grades, 13@14; amber, best
grades, 11@,12, and off grades. 9@10. Extracted, choice
in flavor and white in color, 7 I4@8; light amber, same
grade, 7@7%: off in quality and color, 6(S>6%; dark
and light body, about 5@6; beeswax, 26@27. This is

the most active month of the year for sale of comb
honey in this market. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

Oct. 7. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati.—The demand for honey, both comb
and extracted, is very good, with prices much better
than a few weeks ago. Fancy comb is wanted, and
finds ready sale at 15@16. Darker grades are hard to
sell at any price. Good demand for all grades of ex-
tracted. White clover and basswood brings 8@8^.
Amber and southern is wanted at from 6@7. Good
demand for beeswax at 26. Do not handle honey on
commission—buy for spot cash only.

C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son,

Oct. 7. 2146 48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

Schenectady.—Fancy white honey is so scarce that
it commands a high price, and a fair quality sells
readily at 13(§>14; buckwheat, 10@11; extracted dark in
60-lb. cans, G%; kegs, 6. C. McCulloch,

Oct. 9. Schenectady, N. Y.

Albany.—Honey market continues active. Fancy
white clover selling at 15(S16; mixed, 12® 13; dark, 11

@11^: white extracted, 8%@9; mixed, 1@~y2 : dark, 6^
@7. Beeswax, 26@28. MacDougal & Co.,

Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Oct. 7. Albany, N. Y.

Kansas City.—The receipts of comb honey is large,
but receipts of extracted is light. We quote No. 1

white comb, at 14c; No. 2, white, 13; No. 1 amber, 13J£;
No. 2 amber. 12^; extracted, white, "@7%\ amber, 6@
6J4; dark, 5@5^; beeswax, 22@25.

C. C Clemons Co.,
Oct. 11. Kansas City, Mo.

Detroit.—Fancy white comb, 14@15; No. 1, 13@14;
other grades, 10@12, with good demand; white ex-
tracted, 7@8; dark, 6. Beeswax, 23@25, with good sup-
ply. M. H. Hunt & Son,

Sept. 29. Bell Branch. Mich.

For Sale.—Fine basswood honey in 60-lb. cans,
two in a case, 8J4c net. Also basswood, clover, and
fall flowers mixed, light amber, same price, f. o. b.
Union Center, Wis. Flias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

For Sale.—We have some nice basswood honey in
kegs and cans at 8i

4 cts. per lb. Sample 5 cts.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PL, New York.

For Sale.—Choice new light amber honey at 14.50
per can of 58 lbs., net. Samples postpaid, 10 cts.

R. & E. C. Porter, L,ewistown, Ills.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. Blake, Scott & Lee,

57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of comb and extracted hon-
ey. Car lots preferred. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

Wanted.—Fancy white comb and extracted honey.
Give price, kind, and quantity. C. H. W. Weber,

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth,
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

$1.05 Actual Retail Value for 20 cts.

TO INTRODUCE I will send the popular money-
saving 50 cent Farm Journal ONE YEAR (one of the
brightest, purest, best, and most practical farmer's
and house-keeper's journals in existence), with a nice
15-cent present for your wife, children, or sweetheart;
also 10 " Good Fuck ' coupons and catalog of bargains
—all prepaid for TWO DIMES or 22 one-cent stamps.
4h&-Order AT ONCE and I will add, absolutely free,

40 cts. worth of my choice vegetable and flower seeds,
or a lovely pearl bangle, initial stick or scarf pin — a
real gem. This offer is to introduce. I want your
friendship and future trade. Tell your friends also.
Fet no one get left. Reference any bank in the U. S.
Order at once, and be sure and name this paper.
Address A. T. COOK, Seedsman, Hyde Park, N. Y.

fgOOM AT THE TOP that there was
"room at the

top," we have issued not an ordinary catalogue but the

iip)20th Century Poultry Book.
i latest and best thought on the

poultry question, from the egg through all

JR&II ,__ its changes, to the market. No subject
*~

missed. Written from practical experience.

The world renowned Reliable Incu-
bntors and Brooders, used all over the U. S. and in 51 foreign

countries, receive deserved attention. Book mailed anywhere for l»c.

RELIABLE INC. & BROODER CO., Box B 49 Quiricy, 1U.

lUR INCUBATORS ?88"-—————• BEST..
have all the latest improvements

and are sold at very low prices and
M, GUARANTEED to please every
s"1 customer. Send 6c. for our 118 page

catalogue which contains full des-
criptions of our extensive line
and tells how to raise poultry

| successfully. Send for it at once.

^ DES MOINES INC'B CO.
Box .">< 8 Des Moines, Iowa.
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The Bee-keeper's Guide, or Manual oi the Apiary.

By Prof. A. J. Cook, now of California.

This is one of the standard bee-books in the English language, con-
taining over 450 pages, bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

t

The American Bee Journal
is the only weekly bee-paper in America, and is also an excel-

lent " bee-kee.per's guide." Every bee-keeper should have it. d

Prof. Cook's Book and the Bee Journal
both for $1.25 to a New Subscriber. . .

For the price of the book alone ($1.25) we will send both the
Journal and book to a new subscriber to the Bee Journal for

1900, throwing in the rest of this year's journals free. Better

send your order at once. Sample copy of the Bee Journal
free upon request. Mention Gleanings, please.

t

ADDRESS —

« Geo. W. York & Co., '"£?" Chicago, 111.

^£CiS&C&Si666 &§-:&6^6 s-666666 6S-:6f^

I G.B.LEWIS CO., 1

|Bee

*
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*
*
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m
*
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*

m

Watertown, Wis.,

can furnish you with the

Very Finest

keepers' Suppl

in the World.

ies

Parties wanting goods
before new catalog is is-

sued will please write
for quotations.

We want every BEE-
KEEPER on our list

If you did not receive
our catalog last year
send us your name and
address, and we will

mail you our new cat-

alog as soon as it is

ready.

JJi^iiiiiiiiiii-SiJ-SiiJ

About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66Washington, D.C.

To Make Paying Homes in Florida.
For sale cheap, two twenty-
acre fruit-farms, in bearing.

Aug. Leyvraz, : : Francis, Florida.

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS.
Warranted. As they run, 50 cents each;
select, 75 cents; tested, $1.00; select tested,

$1.50 and up. For particulars see Sept. 15
Gleanings and free circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Fine Clover Honey.
Two 601b. cans in a case 811.50.

Amber, in barrels 8c; in kegs 8%c.
Clover and basswood, half barrels 9c.

If your crop is short, and you want honey,
or you want to know if that honey you buy is

pure, and want it analyzed, address

d Wm. A. Selser, <*

^ 10 Vine Street, : Philadelphia, Pa. #
S Manager The A.I. Root Co. A
d/% -%--%^-^^% -V- "*.^'V%/V^'V%'*%r4
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YES, I AGREE to keep mum if you'll get
Doolittle to answer that question, p. 710—at

least in print; but just wait till I catch him
out alone, if his answer is too saucy.

" Do BEES sometimes stay out in the field

all night?" is a question in American Bee
Journal. Most of the 30 replying say yes,

but there are a few doubting Thomases.

" In 1897, when so many factories were run-
ning night and day, the season was almost a

failure" (footnote, page 7i0). Don't you
mean 1898? 1897 was a big year, in this re-

gion at least. [Let's see; yes—I guess you
are right.

—

Ed.]

In most sections the space between sepa-
rator and capping is % inch; but in some
cases it is fT> . That's only j!g difference, but
it looks a good deal more than j\. [In a few
instances bees build the combs to within T

3
g of

the separator ; but generally speaking, % is

the general average.

—

Ed.]

Those be brave words, Brother A I., that

you say about humbug healers, p. 732. Now
please print a plain paragraph about a good
friend of mine who lately said some rather
apologetic things about that arch operator,

Dowie, who owns up to having got $1,000,000
for which he will account to no one but God.

If you haven't a grapevine, "get right at

it this fall and plant one," says A. I. Root, p.
731. Don't you tell him I said so ; but if you
live in Northern Illinois, wait till next spring
to plant any vine or fruit-tree. [Personally I

do not like grapevines in our apiary, and I do
not know of any of our apiarists who do or
did. If the trellis is large in size, and the
hives four or five feet away from the vine, it

may do.

—

Ed.]

The Deutsche III. Bztg. warns against buy-
ing sugar without knowing where it has been
kept. A neighbor lost all his bees through
feeding sugar that had been stored in a room

with kerosene, turpentine, etc. [I should be
inclined to believe the loss was not due to the
kerosene or turpentine, but to some other
cause. Why, to me it seems absurd to think
that the mere odor of either could so affect

sugar as to kill the bees fed on it.

—

Ed.]

Wile old-style sections be higher than
the plain the coming season, or shall we be
encouraged to hold on to the old style by hav-
ing the inset and the extra lumber thrown in?
[There will probably not be much difference
in the price the coming season, although it is

plain that, when plain sections come more in-

to popular favor, they will have to be sold for

less money. Our own books show that they
are working that way.

—

Ed.]

An, objection to sections as light as some
are made is that one must be too careful in

scraping not to break them. The thinness
has been carried a little too far. Please thick-

en up a little. [If you mean the wood of the
section is too light—that is, too thin—I would
say that the probabilities are that the9-to-inch
width of section will be very soon superseded
by those that are 8 to the inch. We are pre-

paring to make our sections for another sea-

son all l
/% inch thick.

—

Ed.]
" The section that promises to be stan-

dard is A% square by \ l/2 ,
plain." That's

what you thought a few months ago, Mr. Ed-
itor. Have later developments made you
change that view? [I have not changed my
opinion, doctor, unless it be that there is a
possibility that the tall plain section will in

time come to be the standard. But I am very
well satisfied that the plain section, either

square or tall, will in time supplant the sec-

tion with insets —Ed.]

I iDON'T seriously object to your saying
" squushed " instead of " squashed," Mr. Edi-
tor, if you prefer, but I do object to your drop-
ping out the vowel, making it " squshed," as

you have done at bottom of p. 724 and pre-

viously. I'll stand a good deal from you, but
the line must be drawn somewhere. [Have it

either way you want—with one u or two.
Either way expresses my meaning. We used
the word as a " colloquialism." We knew it

should be spelled skwusht, all the time.

—

Ed.]
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IT'S a good plan, when you take a super
of sections off a hive, to pencil on one of

them the number of the colony. Then when
you find a super of greasy-looking sections

you know where to replace a queen next
spring. [Good scheme ! And while you are
about it, it is a good point in favor of number-
ing hives.

—

Ed.]

The Wuerzbnrger Praktischen Wegweiser
says the publisher of Gleanings has offered

$25 apiece for Apis dorsata queens, and that a
Hollander named Verholen tried with dogged
persistence for years to domesticate dorsata in

Java, but all in vain. Out of 87 colonies that

he secured, not a single one but took French
leave, deserting brood and honey. [I wish,

doctor, you could get hold of the full report
of these experiments. It will make very in-

teresting reading, both to the dorsataites and
to the antis.

—

Ed.]

|f Speaking of foreign bee journals, '

' Stenog'

'

says, p. 712, "Every month has its detailed
account of what to do and how to do it. In
this regard they set a good pace for American
journals." It would be an easy thing for

Gleanings to occupy a page or two each
month with such matter, and it could be kept
standing in type with but little change from
year to year; but I'm afraid readers, even be-
ginners (if they have a good text-book) would
object to space being taken up that way. That
space is better taken up with answers to live

questions from beginners and others, in which
American journals set the pace.

Decidedly interesting are those figures
that H. Lathrop gives on p. 719, and I think
Harry means to give the unvarnished facts.

Figuring on 15 years gives something like

this :

3 years of failure 00
5 heavy crops of 100 each 500
7 medium crops of 50 " 350
Total per colony for 15 years 850
Average annual yield comb honey per

colony 56%
The average beginner in the average locali-

ty, who figures upon that as a basis in decid-
ing as to making bee-keeping his principal
means of support, will be sadly misled. There
are a few localities where in a full year 100 lbs.

of comb honey per colony might be reached,
but they are few. Some would do it with a
few colonies, but not with 75 or 100. In most
places there would be more than 3 years of
failure in 15. Harry Lathrop may not know
it, but I doubt that the average bee-keeper
would do what he has done in that same lo-

cality. All the same, his contribution of facts

is valuable. »

I put 46 supers of unfinished sections in the
shop cellar, piling them crosswise, and then
opened the door about Oct. 1. The weather
was fine, and it took the bees about two days
to clean them. Combs gnawed a little, but
not seriously. [This or a similar method is

the only practical way of emptying out unfin-
ished sections. They may be piled in stack-
ed-up hives with a small entrance, or in a dark

cellar, where it takes the bets a little time to

find their way to the honey. If I am not mis-
taken, nearly all the largest comb-honey pro-
ducers use either one or the other method; but
you will remember that it was opposed pretty
vigorously by some of the leading lights at

Philadelphia, on the ground that it has a ten-

dency to incite robbers, and that bees once
robbers were always robbers. We have tried

the plan here at the Home of the Honey-bees
a good many times, and I do not see that bees
are any the worse off when it is over with than
when they begin. See article by Harry Howe
in this issue.

—

Ed.]
" You can Take partly filled sections and

place them in the upper story of a colony;
and the bees below, if you give them time
enough, will empty them out and store in the
brood-combs" (Gleanings, 724). For this

"locality" that phrase, "if you give them
time enough," should be strongly italicized,

making the time generally not less than six
months. I've had heaps and heaps of expe-
rience on that point, with large numbers of

supers, extending over years, with all sorts of

insinuating devices, and I must humbly con-
fess that I think I never got a single super
cleaned out when allowing only one colony
access to it. If any one has succeeded, I'll

be effusively thankful for the trick. [We
have had bees empty out partly filled sections

in the upper story; but it sometimes took two
months, and that is the reason why I put in

the qualifying clause, "if you give them time
enough." Taking it all in all, the bee-keeper
had better not fool away his time and that of

the colony in any such way as this; better

—

far better—pile the sections up in the cellar

and let all the bees rob them out slowly as you
describe elsewhere in Straws.

—

Ed.]

J. H. H., Neb.—If the oil-stove was turned
down too low it might possibly have been an
indirect cause of the death of the bees. We
would not advise putting a stove of that kind
into a cellar and keeping it there more than
two or three days at the most. You did right

in dividing the bees as you describe. If one
of the queens is a good one, save her and de-

stroy the other. If neither one is to your lik-

ing, destroy both and introduce another ; but
in the fall you must not expect very much
egg-laying, for that generally stops along in

August or September. The mere fact that

eggs are not found in a hive at this time of the
year is no indication that the queen is not do-

ing as she ought. Yes, by all means use cush-
ions with the double-walled chaff hives. Dou-
ble hives would be of little use without cush-
ions on top, for they are more important than
the double walls of the hive. In putting bees
up for winter I would not take away combs of

honey, even though they are not covered with
bees or contain no brood. If you have any
fear about a queen not living through the win-
ter because of old age, or because she is fee-

ble, better replace her with a young laying
queen. Yes, cushions should be at least six

inches thick.
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tbat it was a quail that had done the mischief.
To show the folly of charging the bees with
the mischief I give herewith, by courtesy of

Naught remains of .summer's wealth
;

Blasted stalks and withered flowers
Speak to us of life's best hours

That fled away by stealth.

til

As the report of the Philadelphia conven-
tion will appear in pamphlet form, besides
being discussed in this journal, it has not
been deemed best to make any condensation
of it here.

tii

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Mr. York says Charles Dadant is nearly 82

years old. Better than that. He'll be 83
next May, having been born May 22, 1817.
May he stay 17 years more and make a century!

\i>

Mr. W. M. Whitney says he has noticed
that bees do not disturb a skunk, while they
will drive a white dirt-throwing rooster out of
the yard. He concludes the bees tolerate the
skunk on account of its quiet ways, and yet it

eats bees as well as chickens do. I'd rather
kick a rooster, I believe, than a skunk. A
little honey loaded with strychnine, placed
just under the surface of the ground in front
of a hive, will deprive a well-bred skunk of
his worst feature in a short time.

tit

Mr. York is introducing pictures more and
more into his excellent journal, and I com-
mend him for it. On the first page of his
issue for Oct. 5 is given a view of what I deem
to be the prettiest bee-yard yet shown. It

belongs to F. G. Herman, of New Jersey. It

is a veritable little park, and Rambler's
" muse " prompts one to say :

I'd like to be a honey-bee,
And fly around that park

;

I'd visit all the flowers bright,
And fill my combs by dark.

tii

In regard to bees and grapes, Mr. C. P.
Dadant says: "Another heavy grape crop is

now on the vines in this vicinity, and yet we
do not hear the usual complaint about bees
eating grapes. It looks as if the uneducated
grape-grower had at last come to the conclu-
sion that the bee-keepers are right when they
assert that bees can not puncture sound grapes.
But such is surely not the case, and the silence
of the grape-growers comes from the fact that
no damage is being done this year, for the
very simple reason that, in this vicinity at
least, the weather has been so dry that the
grapes are not bursting ; and although the
honey crop is short in the uplands, the bees
have no occasion to annoy the horticulturist,
for there are no damaged grapes for them to
work on."

In a discussion with an old Frenchman,
the latter complained to Mr. Dadant for keep-
ing so many bees as to destroy his grapes.
He insisted that the bees made two small holes
in the grape ; but Mr. Dadant showed him

JI-lSIilRI.ES UK HilU.NET. MANDIBLES OF BEE.

Mr. York, a cut showing the mandibles of a
hornet and one those of a bee. While the for-
mer might be able to scrape a hole in a grape,
it certainly is evident that a bee could not do
so, as the mandibles would slip over it like a
cow's lips over a pumpkin. Mr. Dadant says
it will take years to eradicate the prejudice
grape-growers have against bees. If the ques-
tion can be settled, Mr. D. has done it here,
as he and his father have raised grapes and
bees together on a larger scale, perhaps, than
any other persons in America. They have a
vineyard of 13 acres, and about 90 colonies of
bees on the same farm, but find " the bee is

not the enemy of the horticulturist, but his
friend. 1

' Mr. Dadant well says that it is just
as necessary to teach these truths in our pub-
lic schools as that the earth goes round the sun.

tii

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
I much regret that F. L. Thompson should

construe what I said of him on p. 388, May 15,
as derogatory when I meant it for the highest
praise. In saying he holds in light esteem
the rules of syntax, punctuation, etc., I meant
that he has so good a natural taste as a writer
that he can be safely trusted to be a law to
himself, and that he does not have to hunt up
a rule for all he writes. This is perfectly plain
from my closing remark : "It is a fortunate
thing for us that Mr. T. is well qualified to act
as an independent worker." In spite of this
and what I said of him on pages 80, 255, 567,
he calls this " mud " and "taffy," intimating
that I accuse him of being a poor scholar. He
says, "Whatever implication it has is false,

and the writer knows it." I am glad to have
Mr. Thompson's authority for now believing
that my good opinion of him was ill founded

;

but I did not know it till just now.

\<u

FOREIGN JOURNALS.
It is a Bavarian maxim to plant a tree in

every open space, and have an apiary near
every house.

ti)

The Rheinische Bienenzeitung says the
government of Holland has ordered a regular
number of bees to its East India possessions
to fertilize the coffee and cocoa. Honey
flavored with coffee would certainly be fine.

tii

Mr. Van Dieren, in De Bieefivriend, a Dutch
journal, says moisture in hives can be obviated
by placing in them two or three lumps of

chloride of calcium. This has a great affinity

for moisture, and should be renewed every
two weeks. Do not mistake it for chloride of

lime.
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The republic of Chile is fast coming to the
front as a honey-producing state. A German
paper speaks of it as the Calif01 nia or Eldorado
of bees. It enjoys a favored climate, greatly
simplifying wintering. Bee-keepers in that
country are ably represented by El Apicultor
Chileno ( The Chilean Bee-keeper), edited by
Juan Dupont-Lafitte, a man who is fully

abreast with all that is going on in beedom.
Chile might be represented by a green ribbon
an inch wide and a yard long, its real length
being about 2600 miles. With the Andes
Mountains on the east and ocean on the west
it enjoys a fine climate for bees. Their sum-
mer is, of course, our winter.

Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria, has an
apiary in his private garden, not far from the
windows of his palace, for convenience in ob-
servation. The government gives about $12,-
000 a year for the purpose of developing scien-

tific apiculture. It is worthy of note on the
part of the various European governments,
that they favor in every way men of talent,

rich or poor, not only in bee culture, but in

all the arts and sciences. Even Russia, be-
ginning with Peter the Great, has offered
every inducement for artists and artisans to

go there to live. The result is, that St. Peters-
burg is now probably the finest capital in
Europe, while less than 200 years ago its site

was a dreary bog. The king of Bavaria appro-
priates annually about §8000 to promote scien-
tific bee-keeping.

il/

A correspondent of the Revue Ec'eclique, in

writing from Greece, gives the following :

" From the most remote antiquity, and even
before all civilization, Greece was a country
essentially honey yielding ; and even down to
our times the honey harvest in Hellenic coun-
tries has had a celebrity that no other rival

product has been able to share ; for the abun-
dance and especially the richness of the flora

of certain localities favor in an especial man-
ner this agricultural industry.

"Nevertheless, in spite of the exceptional
situation of Greece it is to be noted that the
honey production of that state does not exceed
$200,000 in value, and this does not suffice for
home consumption. On the other hand, the
celebrated honey of Hymettus, once gathered
on the mountain of that name, is produced no
more. Grecian honey, the superiority of which
is due essentially to its aroma, and to its fine

flavor and nutritive properties, sells in Athens
at from 37 to 45 cents a pound.

" There is also another kind of honey called
rodomeli, or honey of roses. The colonies
that produce this honey are situated in the
province of Carystie, in the Eubcei — regions
which are covered with wild roses, from which
the bees gather honey.

" The honey produced by the juices of these
plants exhales a perfume of roses that is very
marked. It is sent principally to Constanti-
nople, where it is sold at a very high price to
Turkish families, who use it for cookiug, and
for seasoning their pastry. Wax is worth
from 37 to 45 cents a pound."

THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE-KEEPER.
We have just received the second issue of

this enterprising journal, published by Pender
Bros., West Maitland, N. S. W. Bee-keepers
there, it seems, are to have a little govern-
ment help in selling honey. This is to be
done through their Board of Exports. The
assistance rendered by this Board must be of

such a character that the honey on which a
government brand is placed can be guaranteed
as to purity and quality, and thus prevent any
rubbish being sold as Australian honey. Mr.
Pender gives an interesting account of his

visit to this country a year ago. Wintering,
as we have it in our Northern States, seems to

cut no figure in that warm climate.
The editor says the discoloration of comb

honey is due to light. He had some stored
for three years that remained as white as ever
except where the light struck it But if that

is true, why is wax exposed to the sunlight in

order to bleach it, as it always does?

DISEASED BROOD IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

Pickled and Foul Brood, and Where Scattered; Tall

Sections; When and by Whom They Origi-

nated ; the No-drip Shipping-case.

BY CAPT. J. K. HETHERINGTON.

Mr. E. R. Root:— In reply to your letter

requesting information in regard to foul
brood in our State, also tall sections and no-
drip shipping-cases, and the length of time I

have used them in my business, I will reply
by saying it is indeed true that the bee-keep-
ers of this section of our State have been
greatly agitated for the past three years over
the appearance of foul brood, pickled brood,
or whatever it may prove to be.

I learn from Mr. N. D. West, who has been
recently appointed foul-brood inspector for
our State, that it first made its appearance at

or near Sloausville, in nuclei swarms bought
in the South; and with Schoharie County as a
center it has spread quite rapidly, and become
a very serious problem, presenting in some lo-

calities a more serious aspect than in others.

On the surface of things, from facts present-
ed, one might almost conclude three or more
diseases existed in the same locality.

My first personal experience was last July
on my return from the South. All I have
seen up to this time is clearly indicated and
described by Dr. W. O. Howard, of Texas,
and Mr. N. E. France, foul-brood inspector
for Wisconsin, as pickled brood.
During my early bee keeping experience,

when " Father Quinby " was at the helm, we
had the scourge foul brood, and I am satis-

fied that what we now have has none of the
marked characteristics of that disease.
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Mr. N. D. West, who is about 35 miles east

of me, says he certainly has in his locality

unmistakable foul brood, while Mr. C. H.
Ferris, a bee-keeper of 25 years' experience,
and inventor of the steam wax-extractor, liv-

ing about the same distance west (one of the
afflicted), says he has not seen a cell of foul

brood ; that it is clearly pickled brood, and
calls it a poverty disease, and cites the 85-col-

As to my use of tall 4x5x1^ sections, I ex-
perimented with them in 1885 and '86. The
next year, 1887, I changed one-third of my
business to them. The following season I

changed my entire outfit. I have always ad-
vocated their use, my argument being that,

from infancy, our eyes have been trained to
that form, and it is, therefore, more pleasing.
Doors, windows, books, letters, and the, like

CAPT. j. E. HETHERINGTON, THE MOST EXTENSIVE BEE-KEEPER IN THE WORI^D.
St'f Edilojials.

ony apiary of Mr. W. L. Smith, an old-time
bee-keeper, which he examined last spring,
and found all the colonies badly affected, on
recent examination not a trace of it could be
found; claims it can not be foul brcod, as
that trouble always goes from bad to worse.
We have many good practical men who are
firm in the belief that the trouble is pickled
brood and nothing else.

are in that form. It is seldom an artist makes
a square picture—(4^x4^)—generally rec-

tangular in form. I have no knowledge of

their prior use, and think they will increase
in popularity.
As to no-drip shipping- cases, I asked one

of my men this morning how long 1 had used
them. He said he began work for me in 1887,

and had never seen any other kind used.
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I place a sheet of manilla paper on the bot-

tom of the case, and tack across this paper, at

right intervals, thin strips of wood l
/% inch

thick by about ~/
& inch wide. The sections

rest on these strips at the corners, which
raises them }i inch above the paper which
holds all drip; these slats are sawed from edg-
ings and waste lumber, and cost next to

nothing. The paper costs six cents a hun-
dred sheets cut exact size.

For years I have made a practice of cover
ing my honey with a sheet of cotton cloth

while in transit. This sheet is billed with the
honey, and returned to me for future use.

This covering protects the cases from cinders

and dust which enter the car while in mo-
tion, and insures a case at its destination clean

and neat in appearance instead of one be-

grimed with dirt, the no-drip case contribut-

ing to this end.
If the jou. nals would keep before their read-

ers the necessity and advantages of sections

well cleaned and assorted, sending nothing to

market but such as will be pleasing and satis-

factory to the consumer, and packed in a neat
well-made case, kept neat and clean by no-
drip cases and cloth cover, so that our goods
shall be regarded as desirable to handle by
the trade, a matter clearly in the interest of all

producers, they will be conferring a great ben-
efit to our industry.
Cherry Valley, N. Y., Sept. 11.

[I would explain that this article is the re-

sult of a series of letters that have passed be-

tween Capt. Hetherington and myself. I had
heard that a sort of diseased brood was mak-
ing rapid headway in certain sections of New
York ; and in order to get reliable information
I wrote to a number of the prominent bee-
keepers, including Capt. Hetherington, and of
the latter I also asked if it were not true that
he was the originator of the tall sections and
no-drip shipping-cases. The article above is

in reply.

That foul brood has got a start in some por-
tions of the State of New York there can be
no doubt, as Harry Howe, bacteriologist for a
time at the Corneil University, after examin-
ing specimens, pronounces them genuine cases
of foul brood

—

Bacillus alvei. Most of the
others he says are of a milder form—perhaps
pickled brood, but a different form of germ
life, and probably not the same disease. It is

this latter that seems to have visited certain
localities in the State, and which has disap-
peared ; for, as nearly as I can ascertain from
others in these places, this new diseased brood,
while similar to foul brood, lacks two or three
of the important symptoms ; namely, the glue-
pot odor, the peculiar ropiness, and generally
the characteristic color. The odor, when no-
ticeable, has something of a sour, yeasty, fer-

mented smell.

This peculiar disease (pickled brood we will
call it) will go through an apiary and then
disappear of itself, even when no treatment is

administered. It seems to be somewhat con-
tagious ; but, like influenza and other mala-
dies of a like character, it leaves the patient
(the bees) somewhat the worse for wear.

I have procured a sample of this brood and
forwarded it to Dr. Howard, the author of a
work on this subject, and a bacteriologist, at

Fort Worth, Texas. From the preliminary
examination he was able to make, he did not
call it foul brood, nor did he think it was the
pickled brood he had described in his book

;

but I am expecting a report from him soon,
when he will tell us more of its real character.

I have had some little correspondence also

with Mr. Benton in reference to getting gov-
ernment aid in the investigation of this new
malady, and it is no little pleasure now to re-

pot t that the Department of Entomology is

preparing to investigate this disease, and has
asked for samples of pickled brood or other
diseased forms for the purpose of examina-
tion. Mr. Benton belongs to the Department
of Entomology, and will have a good deal to

do with the matter. That he has interested

the powers that be, in this matter, at all, is a
matter of congratulation; and we now feel

that this disease which has been cropping out
here and there all over the United States will

at least be thoroughly studied, and, if possi-

ble, its cause and cure known.
Of the captain's connection with tall sec-

tions and no drip shipping-cases I shall have
something to say editorially elsewhere.

—

Ed.]

THE SEASON IX CALIFORNIA.

Scarcity of Honey; Alfalfa a Future Honey-plant;

Shade for Bees ; Spiders and Ants as Moth-
destroyers; Loss by Fire; an In-

teresting Article.

BY R. WILKIN.

In 1898 my 600 hives of bees, after my spend-
ing $400 or more on feed for them, were, like

others in the country around me, reduced in
numbers nearly a half, being in the dry moun-
tain region of Newhall, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

The remaining hives were exceedingly poor
and weak. In March, 1899, many of our bee-
keepers being confronted with the practical

certainty of a worse season than the previous
one, moved to wet or irrigated lands to save
their bees. I took my 340 two-story hives of

bees, and nearly as many with empty combs,
and the outfit for a home and apiaries (two
carloads), to the alfalfa -fields of Famoso, Kern
Co., where the snows on the Sierra Nevada
Mountains usually furnish water sufficient to
water the great San Joaquin Valley. But the
snow was lighter than usual, and the unusual-
ly cold season prevented its flow of water until

in June, so there was a meager growth of alfal-

fa and a corresponding amount of honey pro-
duced.

I closed the season with 325 hives of bees
and iy2 tons of choice extracted honev which
I sold there f o.b. at 6)4 cts. But I tried three
days later to buy 15 tons of water-white honey
at 7 cts. to fill an order from an Eastern firm,

but I could not get it to suit.

This year the producer takes part in dictat-

ing terms of sale, so his whole crop has to go
together, light and amber. I notice the honey
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does not have to be so light-colored this season
to pass for " water-white "as it usually does.
The yield oi honey in the hundreds of miles

of the San Joaquin Valley varied from nothing
at all to 100 lbs. or more to the hive. At Los
Banos, 150 miles north of me, L. E. Mercer,
with his

r

i00 hives, and others, sterned to fare

about as I did. About Bakersfield, 25 miles
south, where water is more abundant, and ma-
laria mere common, ihe flow of honey is much
more abundant this season. I preferred to

dodge malaria and take my chances on less

hone)1
.

My stay in the valley impressed me strongly
with the fact that alfalfa, yielding such an ex-
traordinary amount of food for animals, will,

in the mar future, be cultivated wherever con-
ditions favor its growth, which will surely be
followed by the bee-keeper to secure its won-
derful yields of honey, which, if not the most
popular, is a very fine honey. I expect here-

after to hear of bee keepers crowding each
other in the alfalfa-fields, which are only be-
ginning to be fully appreciated.
The heat in the San Joaquin Valley runs

high, so that bee-keepers usually place their

hives in rows five or six feet apart, facing

away from each other, leaving hives only ten
or fifteen inches apart in the rows. The bee-

keeper works in the street between the rows,
causing much loss of queens returning from
their fertilizing-trips. A shed 10 or 12 feet

wide, of boards, brush, or straw, supported
on posts 7 feet high, covers these two rows
and the street between them, making a very
pleasant place to work in hot weather. Occa-
sionally these covers catch fire. The result is,

the apiary is burned. I used the precaution
to cover mine with " Cabott W." muslin sup-
ported on wire. Drill or duck would be more
serviceable, being easily removed when the
hot weather is over.

I kept a hive on scales all the season, and
observed that, when the thermometer rose

from 80 to 100°, bees collected most honey
;

above that, the amount diminished, so that at

110 to 116° almost nothing was gained, and in

some cases the sealed brood was killed, re-

maining in the cells the rest of the season,

seriously damaging the hives. Younger brood
may have been killed and cleaned out without
my noticing it. Heavy combs of honey in

hives without bees, but in the shade, began to

melt down.
Spiders and ants are serviceable in hives

of combs without bees on them. For three

months I did not find a living worm on my
thousands of empty combs, in the hottest of

the season. Wherever the moths would start,

the ants seemed to be present to eat them.
Query : Is it practical to cultivate ants to sup-

press the moth ? I know that many would like

to suppress the ants.

I made one quite objectionable blunder this

season. I have concluded that, when I have
to live alone or in the mountains with my
bees, as so many California bee-keepers do, I

shall make my surroundings as comfortable as

possible. I accordingly built myself the neat-

est and most comfortable bee-house I have
seen in California. It has a web of wire cloth,

face high, all around it, for ventilation, with
awning outside to raise or shut down over it

according to the weather, and then collected
and arranged around me everything I needed.
I used a kerosene-oil stove to heat the water
for my knives when uncapping. As the flame
of such stoves creeps bight r as they warm up
after being lighted I was always careful to
turn the flame down well before going out for
a load of honey, except the last time. When
I looked back to the house the flame was to
my bed up stairs. All I could save was my
trunk and bicycle. It went rather awkward
to be without a coat or a bed—nothing to eat
or cook, nor to eat it with if you had it. My
clock, choice books, account-book, notes,
pocket-book, money, and keepsakes are all

gone. My extracting-outfit, including your
Cowan extractor, and many tools, all yielded
to the flames, for my season's beeswax helped
to make a flame that the neighbors said rose
200 feet high. One-third of the cloth covers
of my hives were burned off without setting
fire to my hives. Had I saturated my muslin
with a solution of borax and sal ammoniac, as

I had contemplated doing, I presume it would
have been but little damaged. Oil-stoves are
so handy I wish they would never go wrong.

If you have any dodecahedron paper-weights
I wish you would send me one, as the one you
sent me as a souvenir for being an everlasting
subscriber to Gleanings was badly damaged.
Ventura, Cal., Sept. 24.

DR. MILLER'S SPLINTS FOR STAYING UP
FOUNDATION.

Patent Medicines.

BY B. F. AVERILL.

I wish I could correct Dr. Miller's plan of
setting foundation with sticks. Those who
try it according to explanations on page 314
will certainly have a troublesome task. His
sticks are too small. The proper size should
De siX/^s, and % inch longer than the space
between top and bottom bars, which should
be grooved to receive ends of splints. The
splints need not be waxed. Eggs are laid and
bees are hatched and matured on the wood
just as well as in any of the other cells. His
method is too complicated. I just put 4 of

the sticks in a frame, lay on the foundation,
turn over the frame after the last three sticks

are sprung in and rolled down, and roll down
thefirstfour. This completes the work ready
for the bees to build out their combs. If the
foundation touches the top-bar there will be
no sagging or bulging of combs. Five sticks

are not sufficient. It requires 7, and larger
sticks than T

J
g square. There is no trouble

about bees eating down the sticks at the bot-

tom unless they are unsound. A very slender
or fragile stick might be gnawed away at the
bottom ; but one or two missing sticks after

the combs are drawn out are immaterial. The
combs will be stronger than in wired frames.
The remedies advertised, so far as I

have tried them, are very good, and no doubt
their specifics are brought to the service of
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thousands who would use no other appropriate

remedies for the restoration of various bodily

functions. Their formulas are free to any
practicing physician who may apply to them,
with stamps to cover postage. Several of Dr.

's compounds are extensively used by
the medical fraternity. Not everybody can
follow a course of dietary self-treatment, as

yourself and I have been accustomed to do.

Not everybody employs a physician for incip-

ient disease. A great many trust to the use

of standard specifics that can be purchased
for half what a physician would charge for

prescribing. Many patent medicines are do-

ing a great deal of good, else their manufac-
ture would not be sustained by public demand.
This, however, is only my opinion.

Howardsville, Va., April 22.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

The plan of using foundation-splints is one
with regard to which I had no precedent,

having never heard of any one else having
tried it till after I had. It is, of course, by no
means certain that my plans may not be im-

proved, and I wish Mr. Averill had been a

little more explicit. He says my sticks are

too small, but does not say why it would be

better to have them larger ; neither does he
say why seven sticks would be better than
five or better than eight. He uses more than
four times as much lumber as I do in the sticks

of each frame. Without seeing any special

reason for the larger sticks, I should have
supposed that, if they would only accomplish
the purpose, the smaller the better. Certainly

it does not seem that larger sticks or more of

them can be needed for strength, for the five

small sticks I use hold the foundation so there

is no hint at sagging or getting out of place.

It seems to me that larger sticks would make
the comb a little ridgy, which is objectionable.

He says the sticks need not be waxed ; but

until I waxed them the bees tore them down,
and I'm sorry to say that they still do so occa-

sionally, if but little honey is coming when
the foundation is given. It looks a little as if

the bees gnawed down some of his sticks, for

he says one or two missing sticks after the

combs are drawn out are immaterial. But I

find that, when they gnaw away the sticks,

they are inclined to gnaw away the founda-

tion too.

I wish he would tell us what kind of wood
he uses, also what proportion of the comb is

built down solid to the bottom -bar so that no
passageway is between the comb and the

bottom-bar. If his way will make just as good
work as mine, I think it is less trouble ; and
as some are inquiring about the matter it is

worth while to know all about it.

Perhaps I may be pardoned for saying a

word about patent medicines. Mr. Averill

mentions their being used by the medical
fraternity. If a physician knows the articles

therein contained, there is no reason he should

not use the compound. But does Mr. Averill

know of a reputable physician using a patent

medicine indiscriminately for all the various

ills it is recommended to heal ? Take any one
of the best articles in the materia medica that

are used with best results by the profession,

and put it in the hands of one who thinks
himself ailing, and who believes that the said

medicine is such a cure-all as patent medicines
are in genera] represented to be, and the re-

sults would be mischievous.
The large amount of medicines taken with-

out any intelligent notion as to their action
may be credited with much of the poor health
that prevails, and such medicines are usually
taken in some one of the proprietary forms.
"Not every one employs a physician for

incipient disease. A great many trust to the
use of standard specifics," is a statement that

is, alas ! only too true. They might be better

off to let both physician and specific alone
than to swallow ignorantly the so-called stan-

dard specifics in such quantities. It is not
necessarily an argument in their favor to say
that such medicines can be bought " for one-
half what a physician would charge for pre-

scribing." If you save the money you would
pay to an intelligent physician, and spend
only half of it for patent medicine, and lose

your life thereby, you're not much the richer

for it. That vast amounts are paid yearly for

patent medicines must be easily believed by
any one who knows what thousands upon
thousands of dollars are spent in advertising
them.

" Many patent medicines are doing a great
deal of good, else their manufacture would not
be sustained by public demand." If that sort

of logic is correct, then it is also true that
alcoholic liquors are doing a great deal of

good, else their manufacture would not be
sustained by public demand !

Marengo,' 111. C. C. MiiXER.

HONEY IN 4
I4X4 14 SECTIONS THE ONLY SIZE.

The 4X5 vs. Square Sections ; Manufacturers who
have an Ax to Grind.

BY E. D. OCHSNER.

As a producer of comb honey I wish to de-
fend myself and brother bee-keepers against
such men as Mr. Percy Orton and Mr. Mas ,ie

for the part they have both taken in running
down the only good section we have on the
market, and as good as we ever shall have.
Now, I wish to answer Mr. Orton in his article

on page 679, where he went a little too far

when he said the 4^X4^ sections should be
taken to some swamp and stamped out of

sight in the mud ; also that the 4^X4X sec-

lion looks like a squatty old woman. He
must remember that squatty old women are

just as good as tall American ladies, and Mr.
Orton ought to be ashamed to speak in that
way of the fair sex, and that does not have
any thing to do with sections.

Now, I can show just as fine 4^X4 '4. sec-

tions as Mr. Orton can with his 4x5, and will

compete with his any day that he wishes to

name ; and I can sell mine in the same market
with the 4X5, and at the same price ; also can
raise just as much honey to the colony. The
American people will naturally buy something
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new just because it is a different style, and
they like to be humbugged. Now, this custom
of introducing new styles of hives and sections

every year is a nuisance to the bee-keepers at

large, and should in some way be stopped, for

they will never take the place of such hives as

the Langstroth and other leading hives in use,

or the 4%X4X, 2, Iff. or 1% sections.

To show how many 4^X4^ sections are in

use I will sav that The G. B Lewis Co., of

Watertown, Wis., has sold about 10,000.000 to

25,000 of the 4X5, and they consider the 4%
undoubtedly the better section. Now, just

think of the waste there would be with such
bee-keepers as father and myself, with about
300 colonies run for comb honey, to discard old
supers for new ones. You are doing an injury
to your brother bee-keepers, instead of good
If Mr. Massie thinks the fence separators such
a fine thing with his 4X5, he doesn't know
what a good thing is. The fences are the
poorest separators on the market, and that
helps to knock out the 4X5 section. I have
tried almost all, and long enough. The 4

'4,

raised with a plain tin separator, will weigh a

little less than a pound, which most retailers

like; and a square chunk of honey looks, if

any thing, better than the 4x5 on the table.

I have been an exhibitor at the Wisconsin
State Fair for the last five years, and have
taken almost all of the premiums, and never
heard of any preference for the new style of

sections, or fault with the 4}4'XLV. I think
I have sold and shown my honey to more peo-
ple than Mr. Massie. He might fool custom-
ers of his, but I can't mine. I have tried

quite a number of hives and sections, but nev-
er found any thing as simple and profitable as

the Langstroth hive and the T super with fol-

lower and wedge holding 24 4 J
4 X4% sections.

There are too many trying to make money out
of their new hives and sections.

Prairie du Sac, Wis.

[Why, Mr. O., you are speaking for your-
self. This United States of ours is too large to

have any controversy or ill feeling over a mat-
ter of this kind. Before you judge your oppo-
nent too harshly, I suggest that you take a
trip east and look over the market there— par-

ticularly those of Albany and New York.
You might just as well say that everybody

should be Methodists, Baptists, or Congrega-
tionalists. There are some people who wear
Congress gaiters, and yet I suspect a great ma-
jority will wear nothing but laced shoes. It

would be folly if those on one side should say
that laced shoes should be thrown into the
mud and left there, simply because Congress
gaiters can be put on more easily and in less

time. Then, again, some farmers prefer nar-

row wagon-tires while others use those that are

four or five inches wide, and there is another
large class who, like yourself, are making a
great outcry against them.

If some of the arguments on either side were
to be carried out, the result would be absurdi-
ty. The simple fact is, we can not all be
brought to one idea or pattern. It in no way
conflicts with your interests if Mr. Massie or
Mr. Orton prefers 4x5 sections. Your prefer-

ence for the 4)4 can not in any way affect
their pocketbook.
This world should be broad enough and lib-

eral enough to allow each one to wear what-
ever kind of shoe he pleases, or any particular
hat that suits his fancy, or to use the hive,
section, or frame he likes best.

To a " man up a tree " it might look as if
what has been said in Glranings in favor of
plain sections, fences, and tall sections, was
put in solely to grind a certain ax, the proper-
ty of The A. I. Root Co. ; and knowing people
as I do, and judging other people as I am
afraid I do, I do not blame you or anyone else
for taking this view of the matter ; but if you
will come to our place and then take a trip
east with me, I think I can show you that dol-
lars and cents, in the case of The A. I. Root
Co., zaas not the motive for putting out these
sections.

While The G. B. Lewis Co. may not have
sold more than 25,000 tall sections out of
10,000,000, our proportion (and you know we
are nearer the eastern market) runs about
1,000,000 for every 10,000,000 of the 4% sec-
tions. The simple fact is, we could make
more money, and so would all manfacturers, if

all bee-keepers would stick to one style of sec-
tion ; but if another kind for some people and
some portions of our country is better, should
we not give it to them ?

—

Ed.]

THE DAISY FOUNDATION-FASTENER.

Its Merits and Demerits.

BY F. GREINER.

I have received several letters this spring,
asking my opinion regarding the Daisy foun-
dation-fastener. These letters came from par-
ties largely engaged in the production of comb
honey. It seems, then, that the little machine
is not fully known among the bee-keeping
friends, and it may serve a good purpose to
bring it before the readers again and discuss
its merits and perhaps its demerits also.

In the years gone by I have purchased sev-
eral foundation-fasteners only to discard them
after a brief trial, falling back on the melted-
resin process, although I have always consid-
ered the resin objectionable. My own expe-
rience with the Daisy has not been a very ex-
tended one ; but I am happy to say I can re-
port success. The machine does quick work,
and does it very neatly. I have spent a good
deal of time fastening foundation into sections
by the use of wax or resin—time that wTas very
valuable to me. I did not feel as though I

could trust an inexperienced hand with this
kind of work, for it has to be done just right.
The Daisy may be operated by a child, and
still every starter will be exactly in the right
place. In fact, since I have had the Daisy I

have put in scarcely any starters myself. My
girl, eight years old, thinks it is just fun to
work with it, and she does the work well. I

can, therefore, recommend the Daisy fastener
to all.

When I was using the resin method I would
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first fill all my wide frames (which I use al-

most exclusively) with sections, four of them
for each frame. In this way I was enabled to

handle the sections by fours when providing

them with starters, and I thought this to be

an advantage ; but I may not think so when I

get fully accustomed to the use of the Daisy.

When we are at work now filling supers we
first make up the sections. A large light

crate, 2% feet by 4)4, and 2}4. feet high, holds

just lOOO" The two slats next to the top of the

crate on each end are so arranged that they

may be easily removed, and they are removed

when the crate is getting empty. We can

then reach the last section in the crate conven-

iently. We prefer to have the crate contain-

ing the sections at our left, the tray with the

foundation starters at our right, on a box just

high enough to work handily. The one oper-

ating the machine occupies a seat nearer the

left of the long work-bench : the one filling

the supers works nearer the right. We then

work together. As fast as the sections are

provided with the starters they are taken by

the other. The wide frames are filled and put

back into the supers, and wedged up. When
one alone has to do all the work we place the

sections, when ready, on little boards, pieces

we happen to have, 8X18 inches; and by

placing two of the sections side by side, and

two high, each little board holds nearly fifty

sections. They may then be piled up quite

high, and a good many may be thus stored in

comparatively little space till we are ready to

fill the supers.

So far so good. Now something about the

demerits. Before I had used the machine at

all I noticed that no provision had been made
to catch any dripping wax, or keep it from

running into the lamp. It is not very much
wax that melts off from a little piece of foun-

dation ; but when we work right along there

will be quite a little drip, and it is annoying

to have it run on to the lamp. I therefore

took out the screws that hold the iron plate,

slipped under a piece of tin 3^4 X 8 in., turned

up % inch at the rear, letting it project over

and' protect the lamp. Holes were punched

through the tin, and the two screws put back

in their places. I now thought I had it ; but,"

far from it. The hot accumulating wax fol-

lowed down the screws— enough of it to keep

constantly soiling the chimney and lamp. I

finally succeeded in stopping this leak, but

not without considerable trouble. I had to go

to the blacksmith's. There I heated the ears

of the plate to a cherry red ;
and with a cen-

ter-punch-shaped tool driving it lightly into

the screw-holes I formed two little cones with

the screw-holes in the top, or apex. When
the screws were inserted and screwed down
they were then sitting on the tops of the cones,

and about & inch above the level of the plate.

This arrangement prevented the wax from fol-

lowing the screw. Somehow some wax would

then find its way in between the plate and the

tin shield, so I treated the latter in a similar

way. Of course, I did not have to heat the

tin. Now the machine works satisfactorily.

It might be well to mention another feature

of the Daisy, that was not to my liking. Judg-

ing from the pictures we see of it, and also

from the description and the wording in the
price list, we are led to believe that we might
easily find a lamp to fit it as the Daisy is sent
out ; and so we buy the machine without the
lamp, especially if we should have several

lamps on hand bought previously with other
foundation-fasteners. But when the machine
comes to hand we find it requires a lamp but
about 7 inches high, which is about the height
of the ordinary pearl-top chimney. A lamp
of this description I was unable to find, al-

though I searched the stores of several towns.
I was obliged to lower the lamp-shelf some
three or four inches, which would have been
a much easier matter had the board the shelf

is attached to not been scalloped out at the
point where I now had to place the shelf. Had
the board been left the same size all the way
down it would have given an opportunity to

put in the screws for holding the shelf. As it

was, I had to get along the best way I could.

I offer the above suggestions to the bee-
keepers as well as to the manufacturers, for

the latter are probably as anxious to furnish a
perfect machine as the former are to receive it.

Naples, N. Y., May 22.

[For some little time we have had in mind
making certain changes in the Daisy founda-
tion-fastener ; and those changes, when they
are made, will eliminate the objections you
have made. The plate will be made thicker,

and so constructed as to carry away the drip
of the wax back into a little can by the side

of the lamp, thus protecting the latter from
the unsightly daubing of wax.
We are always glad to get criticisms of this

kind, because the combined result of them
will be the perfection of each article in the
bee-keeping-supply line. The Cowan extract-

or, for instance, has been put into the hands
of practical extracted -honey producers, with
a request that they criticise, which they did

;

and where it was practicable from a mechani-
cal standpoint certain changes were made, so

the Cowan now represents the best hone)--

extractor we know how to build. In the
same way we are glad to receive suggestions
in regard to smokers, hives, and other articles

that we manufacture. Kind criticisms we
consider a friendly act, and no one should
hesitate to point out defects for fear we will

not take it in the spirit in which it is given.

—

Ed.]
• > o0»o-»» * » •

THE CRANE SMOKER.

How it Might be Improved: How to Produce Pat

Sections; Value of Slats in Separators

or Fences.

BY JOHN S. CAU.BREATH.

3Ir. E. R. Root:—On page 171 Mr. Crane,
in answer to your question about the Crane
smoker, says that "the jacket broke away
from the rivets." It did the same on the one
I had. Allow me to suggest that, if you would
put an asbestos washer between the fire-cup

and the jacket (shield), and a steel washer on
the outside of the shield for each rivet, the de-
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feet would be remedied. Another weak point
is in the neck of the nozzle. A year ago this

spring, when you were three weeks behind on
your orders, the joint of the nozzle gave out
completely. I had one made at the tinsmith's
— using the old hinge— and having the neck
braced with a piece of galvanized iron on the
inner angle of the nozzle. The iron (or steel

it is really—after being folded double is about

Y% inch wide and 2% long. It is riveted on.
When I wish to open the smoker I hit the noz-
zle a bat with my scraper, striking on the
brace, and open it flies. No chance for argu-
ment about it.

As to that engraving on page 363, borrowed
from the Canadian Bee Journal, you say

:

" This honey was produced, if I mistake not,

in one-piece sections ; but instead of having
ordinary beeways the openings extend clear to

the sides, the same as in the four-piece sec-

tion." I have used just such sections for the
past 12 years, and have wondered again and
again why any one should want to use sec-

tions with the curved insets, especially when
using section-holders. They do not allow so
free a circulation of air ; and as the bees de-
posit more propolis on them than on the sec-

tions with///// openings, top and bottom, they
are harder to clean.

To return to the engraving : If I mistake
not, those eight sections were produced with
cleated separators. In 1893 I began using
cleated separators. In 1894 I used several hun-
dred of them, and fondly imagined I was the
only one who knew about such an effective de-
vice for getting the bees to fill the sections so
that they would look plump— " fat," as some
of my customers used to say. In the fall of

1895 I sent you a super containing sections

(l T
9
g wide) with full openings, separators with

cleats
(

l
/i inch), and a wedge-shaped follower

with a bee-space on all four edges, not to men-
tion other features. I have produced a good
deal of honey that would compare favorably
with samples given of honey produced in plain
sections, and the sections had the regular bee-

way, or, to be more exact, a half bee-space.
Mr. B. Taylor's article on separators, p. 210

of Gleanings, 1895, makes that point clear,

and is well worth re-reading. To my mind
there are five essentials to the practical pro-

duction of honey that is well fastened to the
sides and has a plump look : 1. Strong colo-

nies ; 2. A good honey-flow ; 3. Not too much
surplus room ; 4. Full sheets of foundation

;

5. Cleated separators. Combs well fastened and
well filled at the edges can be produced from
starters, but I do not deem it practical. Combs
can be produced that look plump without any
separators ; but I do not think that practical

either. In a moderate honey-flow, if the bees
are forced to fill about all the cells next to the
wood by being crowded for room I think there
is a loss. That is, where a little extra honey
is put around the edges, much more would
have been stored if sufficient room had been
given.

If, in narrowing down the 1% section, you
had gone further and narrowed down the tops
and bottoms as well, "clear to the sides,"
there would have been some additional advan-

tages about it : 1. The sections would look
still plumper than they do ; 2. You could get
them out of the cases without using a strip of
veneer ; 3. By narrowing the bottom-bars of
the section-holders to correspond with the sec-
tions, and extending the separators down even
with the lower side of the bottom-bars, those
"inviting spaces" for the storing of comb
and honey (which Mr. S. T. Pettit warns you
against, p. 95), would be broken up ; 4. When
a case is open for inspection, the honey pro-
jecting beyond the edges of the top of the sec-
tion presents an appearance of lusciousness
that is entirely lost with the plain section.
Rock Rift, N. Y.

[It might be impracticable to use two wash-
ers to secure the jacket or shield to the Crane
fire-cup ; at any rate, we will try it on the next
batch of smokers. As to the weak point in
the neck of the nozzle, that can be remedied
by using a heavier tin, which we have used of
late.

No doubt you sent us honey made with
slatted separators away back in 1895, but I do
not now recall it, except that in a general way
we have received quite a number of slatted
separators and fences from different ones, for
a period of at least five or six years back ; but
until I went to the apiary of the late Miles
Morton, and looked over some of his appli-
ances, especially some of his fences, I did not
really grasp the value of that device.
As I have said several times before, just as

pretty and as nice honey can be produced in
beeway sections as in plain sections; but those
old-style sections must be modified in the
matter of the beeways. Those with the curv-
ed insets can hardly, from the nature of the
case, be filled as nicely as those having a bee-
way clear across and partly up and down on
each side. With such sections and slatted
separators the filling must necessarily be just
the same as the filling in plain sections with
the fences. But put the two side by side, and
the latter will look fatter and better filled, be-
cause the projecting sides in the former tend
to make the honey stand back in such a way
that the box seems not quite so full, so that
it is really a matter of appearance and not of
reality.

We have letters on file from a number of the
principal commission firms, speaking in high
praise of the plain section. That it looks
well, and is usually the kind that is sold first,

and in some cases, at least, brings a higher
price, is claimed by them. But somehow I

dislike to speak of these things, because it

looks as if they were said for the sole purpose
of grinding that old ax. But shall facts be
concealed that stand a chance of putting mon-
ey into the pockets of bee-keepers ?

Since basswood timber, like all other timber,
is advancing so sharply—nearly a third—it

begins to looks as if there ought to be a dif-

ference in price between plain sections and
the old-style with beeways ; for the latter,

taking more timber, and more labor to make,
of necessity cost more. If in the future the
plain sections shall be cheaper, and under like
conditions will appear to be better filled ,then
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he who consults his purse will not hesitate as

to which style to select.

But narrowing the top and bottom bars of

plain sections, as you suggest, would be a

step backward. While it might make the sec-

tions look a little plumper, as you say, it

would be almost impossible to handle them,

for sections are ordinarily handled by the top

part ; and if that is so narrow as to be even

with the face of the honey, the thumb and

finger would be almost sure to gouge into it

in handling. At one time we thought it nec-

essary to use veneer strips to separate plain

sections in the shipping-cases ; but we now
find that is not necessary.—Ed.]

NORTON'S IMPROVED INTRODUCING-CAGE.

How to Construct, etc.

BY A. NORTON.

Friend Root:—Referring to an article on

introducing queens, by W. Z. Hutchinson, in

American Bee Journal, with illustration of

cage for confining a queen against the comb,

and his references to similar matter in Glean-
ings, whence he borrowed the illustration, I

wish to send you an illustration of the way I

prefer to make these cages. Mr. Hutchinson

lets the queen in by raising the cage slightly

and putting the shipping-cage under it, and

letting the queen into it, after which he with-

draws the shipping-cage and presses the other

down into the comb. I once ruined a queen

in that way because she was too lively, and
she crawled under the sharp wires and was
pierced by them. Again, I have lost queens

by the sudden removal of the cage when I

thought accepting time had come, the queen
being scared, and the bees irritated by the jar

of taking the cage out of the comb. I did

not like to mutilate the combs by cutting an

exit. I have been very successful with the

modification I send you.
I make a little hole in the cage at the out-

set. In the diagram sent you I put two
forms in the same illustration, to save space,

only one being needed. I pierce a hole with

a leadpencil, or any similar kind of punch, as

at d. I then make a little gate of wire cloth,

b, which is unraveled at the bottom, clinched

at the sides by bending back the wires and at

top the same, saving two or three of the pro-

jecting wires, which I bend partly down
forming hooks. The bottom presses into the

comb, and the hooks at the top catch into the

wire cage so as to hold the gate secure. A c

shows a square place cut from the cage in-

stead of the hole b.

With the cage well set into the comb, and
no bees inside, I hold the shipping-cage down
with the little entrance open, the cork being
removed, so that a nice passageway into the
introducing-cage exists, and with a slight

puffing of smoke I drive the queen alone, or
queen and bees, into the latter. I then put
on the gate over the hole, and all is secure,

with no risk of injury to the queen. When I

am ready I can remove the gate (that is to

say, when the bees will accept the queen),
and replace the frame, leaving the queen to

get out quietly. I like the hole and gate d, a,

better than the others, a, r, which I have
tried as well.

If desired, one can insert a tinfoil or paper
roll of queen-candy at d for the bees to eat

their way into the cage in a given time, the
roll being outside the cage. However, I have
been very successful without this. I have
had uniform success with this form of the

cage, though I do not introduce queens by
any one method entirely. I have recently

had them safely accepted within 12 to 18

hours after putting them in from the ship-

ping-cage in three instances, although no
honey was coming in. It is well to have the
abdicating queen caged in the same cage and
place a while first. But it is not safe, gener-
ally, to try to do the work so soon. If one
prefers the square cut as at c, the gate may be
either slipped in through slits, as illustrated,

or go on over with hooks, as at b, d. These
cages may be laid away for future occasions.

Monterey, Cal., Aug. 1.

SMALL VS. LARGE HIVES FOR COMB HONEY.

BY D. N. RITCHEY

As I take up the subject of small hives I

wish to correct the editor in thinking that I

have not tried large hives. I have tried hives

holding from 3 to 14 frames, side by side, year
after year, and now I will give you a short

history of my life in bee adventures and expe-
riences, which will give good reasons why I

advocate the small hive for comb honey.
I have loved the bee from my childhood to

the present hour, and expect to do so until

Mr. Dadant and I meet in that land where the

sun never sets, and where the only nectar-

gatherers will be

—

Apis dorsaia, if you please.

The summer I was twelve years old my fa-

ther promised me the next swarm if I would
find a hive to put them in. Of course, I

agreed to do that. My father and grand-

father were bee-keepers. My grandfather
would take me on his knee, and say to father,
" This boy will make a bee-man some day." I

went to a carpenter and told him what I want-
ed. He said he would make me a hive, and
asked what kind I wanted. I told him I want-
ed a hive that did not take so much honey to

fill the lower part, so the bees could put hon-
ey in the boxes above sooner.

"All right," said the carpenter; "I will

make just the kind that will suit you." So-
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he made me a hive about 12X 11 X 10 in. deep ;

and in the early part of June my sister and I,

while hoeing sugar-cane, caught a swarm com-
ing out of the woods, and placed them in the

new hive. Now for a point. This swarm
filled the brood-chamber and gave me 50 lbs.

of surplus, while my father's bees, on the

same platform, gave not a pound. They were
in hives more than twice as large as mine.
Year after year we had the same experience.

Again, there lives a man, a bee-keeper, near

Hanover, who has his bees in boxes that will

hold about eight or ten bushels, and they
swarm, and give surplus honey only once in

five or six years. Here is a point I wish to

have you notice : While I was there, fifteen

years, only once in all that time did the large

swarms, which came from those boxes, gather
a sufficient amount of stores to winter on.

When spring came they would have a lot of

empty comb and dead bees. Again, in 1894 I

bought three hives of bees of a man, and he
told me he had not got a pound of honey from
them in ten years. I took them home and
put them into a hive half the size that they
had occupied, and that same year they gave
me over 100 lbs. per colony. When I saw the

man, and told him what the bees had done, he
held up both hands, and exclaimed, " My
goodness ! how did you do it ?

"

I can give you many instances just as good
as this. During the last few days men have
been coming to me for sections and founda-
tion, saying they have hives with brood-cham-
bers 12x12x8 inches deep that have their su-

pers filled, while they have other hives 16X19
Xl5 inches deep, with no surplus. Are not
these good reasons for advocating small hives?

Again, this spring I saw which will swarm
first. The nine-frame cast the first swarm by
12 days. The large hive swarmed without a

pound of honey in the super ; the small one,

with 24 well-filled sections. Again, neither

Mr. Dadant nor any other man can possibly

get the bees in a large hive to re-enter the sur-

plus-apartment as soon after taking off the

sections as he can with a small hive. In a
small hive, if properly ventilated, the bees are

compelled to go above for room, while in a

large hive they have plenty of room below. I

do not see how any one living in a latitude

like this, where honey-flows are of such short

duration, can advocate a large hive. It is

simply impossible to be successful.

As my article is too long I must describe the

size and kind of hive some future day. We
know the farmer bee-keeper can not use the
same kind of hive that the man does who
makes the bee-business a specialty ; and the
point of locality must not be lost sight of.

Granville, O., July 3.

[In Gleanings for Aug. 15, page 611, you
will find that we have summed up this whole
hive question. In a word, the size of the
brood- chamber depends largely upon the lo-

cality, and, secondarily, upon the bee-keeper's
peculiar notions. From the mass of evidence
that has been produced, I believe large hives
are not practical in some localities, in the same
way that small ones are not adapted for others.

Manufacturers might as well give up the notion
that bee-keepers can be driven like a flock of

sheep over one road — the road denominated
the eight-frame Langstroth hive pure and
simple.
The proof of the pudding is in the eating

;

and where large hives give big results in dol-

lars and cents, it is folly to talk small hives
;

but when the small hives will outstrip the big
ones, as seems to be the case in your locality,

it is penny wise and pound foolish to discard
small for large hives.

—

Ed.]

BEES IN THE -SANTA LUCIA MOUNTAINS, CAL.

A Splendid Location for Bees.

BY C. M. DRAKE.

My school trustees have the bee fever. They
caught it late last season, and have not yet re-

covered from it. We live near the Pacific

Ocean, in Monterey Co., where is one of the
grand bee-places in California. There were no
bee men here when I came to take the school
in April ; but by silver speech and golden ar-

guments about what bees must do in such a
range I got my trustees to making Langstroth
hives and taking wild bees. They had never
seen a Langstroth hive, but they knew bee-
trees. It is hard to say whether they believed
less of my tales of immense crops in Southern
California or I their stories of bee-trees. But
when I saw five colonies in one big redwood, I

was forced to believe that a story of robbing
seven colonies in one tree, and taking out boil-

ers and wash-tubs and coal-oil cans full of

honey from one tree, and leaving lots they did
not care to take, might be true. And there
are bee-caves in solid marble homes, from
which come streams of bees— well, somewhat
less than the Mississippi in size.

" I suspect your honey season may run into

July here," I remarked.
" August is our best honey month," was the

astounding answer ; and, though I have not
found it quite so, the bees at this date, Sept.

13, are rapidly building combs, and making
honey fast. They could be extracted now,
and would fill up. Last Saturday I took a

swarm from a white-oak stump. Two months
before, we had taken from that stump the
worst stingers I ever saw. We got the queen,
two cans of honey, a hiveful of bees and comb,
and brought them home. Far in a root were
a few little patches of brood, a handful of

bees, and no honey except what we left on the

sides of the sawed-off stump.
They raised a queen whose bees are very

gentle. I went there last Saturday with a five-

frame hive, took out the bees, and brood
enough to fill one frame (the rest was in too
broken pieces), to carry three miles, and I

carried them to my schoolhouse. In an hour
they were flying out to work. In a week the
quart of bees have built nearly two frames of

comb, and filled them with eggs. They will,

I doubt not, live through the winter, and be a
fair colony next spring. We had to put su-

pers on three of our hives within this week.
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They are now building comb and storing hon-
ey rapidly there.

This strip of coast, you must know, is an
evergreen land, and they tell me bees can
make a living any month.

" I knew where sixty or more bee- trees

were ; but the fire last year killed most of

them," said my trustee. "But I think I can
find some more," and so we did. Every Sat-

urday we took a bee-tree except when I was
busy at shells. We have 16 colonies now, and
I don't wish to tell how much honey we took
out ; and, earlier in the season, it was beauti-

ful honey too. As for bee-trees and bee-caves,

they are so thick that you can't help finding
them. They ride around, guess that yonder
redwood, pine, or oak, might be a bee-tree,

ride up to it, if accessible, and often find an-
other tree on the way. I do not doubt there
are 100 now left within easy reach of this

house. Not easy reach—that is not true. This
is one of the roughest, wildest mountains I

ever saw— no roads and trails to make your
hair and horses stand on end. When my land-
lord says, " The tree is a little hard to get at,"

I leave a letter of farewell to be forwarded to

my wife in case of accident. Even 1000 or
2000 feet of climbing is nothing in going to a

bee-tree here. You are lucky not to have sev-

eral such climbs. I kept bees in Southern
California for ten years, as old files of Glean-
ings will show ; but in some ways this beats
any other spot I ever saw ; but it almost kills

a man to get in and out. They have wonder-
ful gardens and orchards here too, and a

steamer once a year to bring in fresh grocer-

ies. When they wanted honey they went and
cut down a bee-tree, any time of year, took
the honey, and let the bees rustle. They did
not want bees ; there were lots of them ; and
as for saving the wax, they never thought of

it. By the way, we had to made our hives by
cutting a redwood-tree and splitting the hives
out. One good tree will make, I estimate, 500
or more hives.

Gorda, Cal., Sept. 13, 1899.

BEE-KEEPING IN CUBA.

Are Once Robbers Always Robbers?

BY HARRY HOWE.

As my experience here is limited by a few
weeks I will attempt no general view of the
situation. There are, however, some particu-

lar points upon which I wish to write. At
the Philadelphia convention there was some
discussion as to whether robber bees ever
return to honest ways. When I got here and
saw robbers thicker and more aggressive than
I ever saw them at home I went at it to see

what the facts were upon this point. About
the only bees flying very much after it gets
hot in the forenoon are those shiny black fel-

lows—professional robbers it may be.

At this time a walk through the fields will

show but few bees upon the blossoms, and a

good share of these are those identical " rob-
bers." This is true, not only near the apiary,

but as far away as I have found bees. These

fellows are such a small] minority of all the
bees, that, in a time when the bees generally
go to the fields, it is hard to find one on the
blossoms.
Another point I should like the advocates

of the " once a robber always a robber " idea
to explain. What becomes of them when a
honey-flow commences suddenly, as it often
doeh,from basswood for instance? One day
the robbers may follow one around the apiary
by the hundred, pitching into every hive that
is opened. In a day or two basswood is out,

and one can leave honey anywhere in the
yard, and not a bee will look at it.

I am feeding considerable here now to stim-
ulate the bees for the honey harvest in No-
vember. It is a sticky, mussy job at the best
to feed each colony separately in an apiary of

200, so I have tried the plan of taking a hive-
body, with enough combs to keep a Miller
feeder from dropping through; set it up a few
inches from the ground, with a feeder full of

honey, and water on top. A row of them are
set in some bushes in one corner of the apiary;
and as fast as they are emptied by the bees
they are filled up again. When the feeders
are on the hives there are always robbers
hanging around trying to get at the honey,
which they smell. By this method they seem
to act about as they would if the honey came
in from the fields.

The home yard here, instead of being under
sheds, is in a dense grove of tropical fruit;

then when the apiarist feels like it, all he has
to do is to reach up and knock off the kind
he likes best.

There is also a hammock under the shade
of a wide veranda to the tool-house, where
there is nothing to detract from the enjoy-
ment of the almost constant breeze but a Span-
ish grammar. Senor Ranelo, with whom I

am, speaks but a few words of English, while
my first start in Spanish was on the way
down.
There is no one within several miles who

does speak English. This makes me take
Spanish grammar in larger doses than I

should otherwise.
I have a fine boarding-place and two large

airy rooms, one of which I have fitted up for

a photographic dark-room, where I spend
many of my evenings trying to get the hang
of making good pictures where the well water
stands at 75° and gets to be 85° very soon in

my washing-tanks, etc. Just enough of the
plates make good pictures to keep me at it. ^

[If any one has ever seen real robbing at

home it is Harry Howe ; so you can imagine
the robbing must be pretty bad in Cuba. In
Straws in this issue this same subject is refer-

red to ; and while I think we may conclude
that bees that get into the robbing habit can
and will gather honey like other bees, yet they
are not quite the same bees for getting an hon-
est living that they were before they got into

the bad habit. A drunkard may reform ; but
he is never quite the same man afterward that

he was before. The old craving is there, and
the old sinful desires just the same, although,
perhaps, held under control.

—

Ed.]
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RAMBLE 177.

At Mr. Elon Hart's; the Pasadena Ostrich-farm.

BY RAMBLER.

The beautiful city of Pasadena (the crown
of the valley) is but a few miles from Los
Angeles, and nestles close to the foot of the
Sierra Madre Mountains. Good wagon, elec-

MR. ELON HART.

trie, and steam roads connect the two cities,

and now a cycleway is under construction.

The roadbed will be of Oregon pine, ten feet

wide, and protected on the sides by wire net-

ting. Electric lights at the prop-
er time will flash on either side

at intervals of every few yards,

and, when completed, it will be
the grandest thing in the world
—so the local papers say.

Mr. McNay and I could not
wait for the completion of this

cycleway, and we rotated our-
selves over a fairly good road to

Pasadena. Many bee - keepers
find here congenial and happy
homes in the fragrant shade of

the orange-trees and the climb-
ing roses. It was here in the
flower - embroidered crown that
Mr. C. A. Hatch and family, of

Wisconsin, made their headquar-
ters during their stay in Califor-

nia ; and since their return east I

understand that they are pining to return
again to live among the roses. This is always

to be expected ; for when a person makes a
short sojourn here in this favored clime he is

quite sure to get back some time, and that is

what we may expect Mr. Hatch to do.

Mr. Farr, who moves his bees to Utah by
the carload, and clears thousands of dollars

by his enterprise, also owns a flower-embower-
ed home here. Our journey was aimed toward
the residence of Mr. Elon Hart, one of the
most prominent bee-keepers in Southern Cal-

ifornia. He has a nice residence within the

city limits ; can sit at ease under his own
orange - tree ; has sons and daughters and
grandchildren to rise up and call him to din-

ner. Mr. Hart has about 150 colonies of bees,

and during a greater portion of the year they
are kept in the home apiary. The bees get a

good start, and sometimes much surplus from
the orange and other fruit bloom ; then the

apiary is moved to the hills to catch the sage

bloom.
I am inclined to think that Mr. Hart would

have struck a good thing if, several years ago,

he had started into the manufacture of bee-

keepers' supplies, for he is a good manipulator
ot tools ; but the only thing in the mechanical
line that he has attempted is the manufacture
of foundation, of which he has made several

tons for the bee-keepers near him.
Mr. Hart held the office of foul-brood in-

spector for Los Angeles County for several

years, but he has lately retired from the posi-

tion, and there are no complaints rising up
against him.
He is part owner in the right to manufac-

ture and sell the Heddon hive for several

counties of Southern California; but the man-
ufacture and sale have never been pushed

;

and now Mr. Hart, instead of using the regu

lar Heddon frame, uses a frame with closed

ends, but deeper than the Heddon. This

seems to be satisfactory, and it is in line with

the ideas of several bee-keepers who seem to

be level-headed. After experimenting upon
several sizes of hives, they have in use a frame

about 7 inches in depth, and using nine or

ten frames in a hive ; and we are assured that

their hives are the very best for the develop-

ment of the swarm and the honey crop. But

MR. HART'S APIARY.

no hive or bee or bee-keeper has yet been
found to flourish during the dry seasons of
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Southern California, and, as a consequence, a
number of Mr. Hart's colonies have joined
the great majority, where the seasons trouble
not and where the bee's sting is folded for ever.

We found Mr. Hart a little blue over his

losses and the prospects, present and future
;

but he was holding up remarkably for a man
of his age. The storms of many winters in

the East, and the sun of several summers in

UNDER THE ORANGE-TREE.

California, and the many stings from the
lively little bee, have whitened his locks ; but
what of that ? his faithful wife is ready to

console him ; his unmarried daughter ready
to bring him his hat or his slippers. (H-u-m,
h-e-i-g-h-o! let me see; where was I at ?) Oh,
yes ! and he has a son to start the fire in the
morning, and grandchildren just old enough
to pull his whiskers. Besides these advan-
tages he has the money he has earned from
his bees salted down in city lots, etc. There
is no earthly use for Mr. Hart to

have the least shade of blue; but
bee keepers will do such things
in spite of the good circumstances
with which they are surrounded.
Mr. Hart is decidedly in favor

of the Carniolan bee, and quite a
number of his colonies are of
that race. They gather more
honey, sting less, and are on that
account a more desirable bee fur
city life. This is a point that
city bee-keepers should take into
consideration. Much of the
trouble which arises from keep-
ing bees where the neighbors are
near and plentiful comes from
having a strain of cross bees. A
bee-keeper not far from Mr.
Hart's owned about thirty colo-
nies of bees, and one night had
them all tipped over, and some
of them ruined, just because a
child was stung by a few bees.
Instead of stirring up the whole neighbor-
hood, Mr. Hart's Carniolan bees allow his
grandchildren to take many liberties in their
vicinity, and no stings received.

I herewith present photos of Mr. Hart and
his apiary, also a snap shot of Mr. Hart, Miss
Hart, and Mr. McNay. The latter is doing

something that he can not do in Wisconsin.
He is picking oranges. When we left the
Hart grounds our pockets all had a bulge on
them from the number of oranges stowed
away in them. We hope many days yet to

the sage of the Sierra Madre foothills.

Upon our return the Pasadena ostrich-farm
lay directly in our route, and a call there was
not devoid of interest. There are a great

many fine things in Wisconsin to
AMH9H boast of, but Mr. McNay could

-. .C'^^"
v

^ not brag about Wisconsin ostrich-

farms That is where we get the
best of Eastern people, we have
such unique things out here.
The ostrich is a unique bird,

rather overgrown, and a hundred
of such feathered monstrosities
give the spectator a unique feel-

ing, and a large male ostrich can
make things about as lively as
a colony of cross bees. The
ostrich is a tall bird, and some of

the specimens here are fully

twelve feet in height, if not more.
They are so supple that they can
pick buttons off your shoes or an
ornament from the hat, with but
little effort in bending. They all

have an excellent appetite, and their daily
rations are alfalfa and carrots ; but they are

not particular what they eat. A lady stood
near the corral one day, and the ostrich under
observation grabbed her gold watch. The at-

tendant saved it ; but had it not been for the
attendant the watch would have gone the way
of the carrots. Sometimes the}- take a notion
that a man's nose or his ears would make a

fine tidbit ; then there is a scene. It is said

that one minister of the gospel, upon being

A KID IS I.OOKED UPON AS A CURIOSITY."

severely interviewed in that way, actually
took the two D. D.'s from the rear of his own
name and placed them in front of the ostrich's

name. It is also said that he can not talk

ostriches since, with equanimity. Buttons on
the coat, or, in fact, any thing that appears
transferable, is welcome to the ostrich. Their
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necks are very much like the average politi-

cian — have no backbone, and they can turn
their heads clear round so quick as to almost
look themselves in the face. The only way to

subdue an ostrich is to wind his neck around
his legs and tie it in a double bow-knot. The
ostrich never smiles, and takes every thing for

granted and many things that are not granted.
His means of defense is his foot, and he kicks
forward just like a man ; but, what a kick !

He will kick a board off a fence and into
kindling-wood. Bill McKinley (that's the
name of the big ostrich) got angry at some
cross-eyed remark his wife made, and he kill-

ed her with one kick. The ostrich does not
sing, cackle, or quack. It has an inclination
to be sociable ; but when the words start from
the lungs they evaporate before they reach
the head (wonderful provision, especially in

the female ostriches). His life is regulated
almost altogether by dumb signs ; and only
when angry will the male ostrich give utter-

ance, and the attendant said it was not unlike
the roar of a lion.

A little whiffet of a dog not so large as a
pint of cider will scare the life out of an os-
trich, and make the whole flock run around
the corral like race-horses. A kid, however,
is looked upon as a curiosity, and handled as

such. I have a notion that the ostrich will,

after all, find his sphere in some reformatory
where these refractory kids are trained. Kids
are so loath to fall into the care of an os-

trich the second time that they are very good
as long as the ostrich is in sight.

When an ostrich tips his head up sidewise,
cocks his eye and drops his under lip, you
can always know that he is fixing for a grab,
and you may regulate your life accordingly.
The ostrich is a queer bird, and is put to a

queer use— just growing feathers to adorn la-

dies' bonnets. They look pretty, of course ; but
isn't such adornment a relic of barbarism ?

The charge for admittance to this farm is

two bits; but when a man's wife accompanies
him he hardly ever comes out without having
paid five or ten dollars for feathers. This is

another point where the man and the ostrich

resemble each other—the ostrich is plucked,
and so is the man.
This kind of poultry would not work well

with an apiary. If the hives were not swal-
lowed as, an article of diet they would be
kicked to splinters upon the least provocation.
Then a good feather-bearing ostrich is worth
from two to three hundred dollars; and what
bee-keeper can. launch out money at that rate

to stock a farm ? Mr. McNay, the wealthy
bee-keeper of Wisconsin, might; but, alas for

us Californians ! after these two dry seasons
there is not one in ten of us who feels able to

buy a Shanghai rooster. There can be much
more said about the ostrich, but probably the
above is about as much as the bee-keeping
world can stand at this time.

X. B. L., Quebec.—As to the best French
bee journal, that is a matter of taste. Proba-
bly Bertrand's Revue Internationale would
suit you. It is printed in Nyon, Switzerland.

THE REFORMED SPELLING.

The Reform to be Accomplished Step by Step, and
Not by Radical Change.

BY E. B. THORNTON.

I am glad to learn that you are in favor of
the short spelling, though you do not yet see
your way clear to adopt it. I note, however,
that you do adopt many short spellings. See
the following from the July 1st issue : Catalog
(formerly here and in England still spelled
catalogue); also neighbor for neighbour; plow
for plough ; center for centre ; wagon for
waggon ; color for colour.

I do not know how many more might have
been selected. It all depends on the point of
view. The more ancient the book or manu-
script you compare it with, the more does
modern English depart from what was once
considered correct.

The "taste" of Milton or Shakespeare
would doubtless have been greatly "offended "

by the spelling on any page of Gleanings or
the Review. It seems to me that a man who
wants to do right will find in this subject not
a question of esthetics, but one of ethics. The
schoolchildren of England and America are
robbed of two years of their school life in
order to learn something that might better be
left unlearned.
The editor of the Independent puts the mat-

ter in its true light when he says that the
whole matter is one that '

' properly belongs
to the societies for the prevention of cruelty
to children." " The weariness, the tears, the
blotted copybooks, the nervous strain we put
on our children, are our shame." ....
" We are often told that our children are far

more backward than the children of other
languages. How can it be otherwise ? The
time that we waste in learning to read and
spell, a German or Spanish or Italian child
can give to his arithmetic and geography."

. .
" Many more children could go to

the high school and to college if their years
and their patience had not been exhausted in
useless labor at the very threshold of learning. '

'

Then why not try a little more of the new
spelling, in Gleanings? You will not be
long alone. Spelling reformers are making
special effort to promote the orthography of

the following list of words as recommended
by the National Educational Association :

Program (programme) ; tho (though) ; altho (al-

though); thoro (thorough); thorofare (thoroughfare);
thru (through) ; thruout (throughout) ; catalog (cata-
logue); prolog (prologue); decalog (decalogue); dem-
agog (demagogue)

;
pedagog (pedagogue).

This list is small ; but as a rallying-point it

is important. If we can not reform these
spellings we can not reform any. We wapt
our friends to show their colors. In union
there is strength. The true friends of the
reform do not neglect small opportunities
while waiting for larger ones.
Pitman tried for fifty years to make a com-

plete job of it on a thoroughly phonetic basis,

and he accomplished little more than to call

attention (not always favorable) to the sub-
ject. American reformers in the meantime
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have brought forward not less than a dozen
different systems, but no one would adopt
them. The trouble with them all is that they

are too good. They go too far. The only
advance that has ever been made on this line

has been made by the step-by-step met'iod—

a

word or a class of words at a time. The new
must grow out of the old. The old system is

not, as Mr. Hutchinson says, radically wrong.
English spelling has a phonetic foundation.

It is the details that need tinkering with. It

is in everybody's power to do a little tinker-

ing. Nobody has the power to effect a com-
plete reform.
Addison, N. Y., July 23.

[Personally we (the Root Co.) approve of

the changes suggested by the National Edu-
cational Association ; but we do not know
whether our readers would sanction it or not.

For an experiment we will lay the matter
before them ; that is, we should like postal-

card votes on the matter. All those who
fail to vote, we shall assume have no prefer-

ences one way or the other, so that a majority
of those who do vote either for or against may
decide.

These changes are very moderate, and are

not such as would shock the average reader.

I have always felt, however, that to spell the

word past for passed, and carry out this rule

all through, was perhaps going a little too far,

because it includes such a very large class of

words, and really saves but little in the way
of type ; but when, for instance, we can omit
ugh from the words though, although, through,
thoroughfare, etc., ue from catalog, decalog,

etc., and me from program, then we are mak-
ing a step in advance, and about as big a one
as would seem to us wise for us to take. We
have already begun it by spelling programme
program, catalogue catalog, and none of our
readers have interposed or objected. Now,
will they if we go one step further ? I feel

that we can hardly be in sympathy with the
movement for shorter spelling without at least

putting that sympathy into tangible form.

—

Ed.] — »»»« —
EXPERTS VS. AMATEURS.

How the Veterans Sometimes Mislead.

BY R. A. LAPSIvEY.

Not long ago I was talking with a veteran
schoolteacher about text-books for beginners
in Latin and Greek. He expressed the opin-

ion that eminent specialists, scholars like

Gildersleeve, for example, are incapable of

writing text-books for beginners. They have
gotten so far along in " high larnin ' " that

they can not bring their minds down to the
simple modes of thought which beginners
need. Whether my schoolteacher friend was
right as to Latin and Greek text-books, I

leave the learned to decide. But it seems to

me I see something of this sort in the bee-
journals. When the man who has been han-
dling bees for 20 or 30 years, making his own
hives, inventing bee escaps, queen-traps, and

what not, undertakes to give us beginners " a

certain and practical method " fordoing some-
thing, I feel like saying, "Yes, 'certain' un-
der your eye, Dr. Miller, and ' practical ' in

your hands, Bro. Doolittle " And I feel more
like saying something of this sort to-day than
ever (only in this case neither Dr. Miller nor
Mr. Dooolittle is in it). I have just returned
from gazing upon the cold "corpus" of a
valuable queen that came to her end through
her master's infatuation with one of these
" certain and practical methods." I get this

queen a few days ago from a noted breeder,

and did not wish to lose her, so I tried the
introducing-cage recommended by F. Greiner,

Gleanings for Oct. 1, 1898, page 727. If the
reader will take the trouble to look up that

number his eye will be caught, as mine was,

by the good looks of that queen -cage. Take
a careful survey of those raveled ends of wire
projecting from the bottom of the cage. They
look in the picture like ten-penny nails, or

even railroad spikes. You could stick them
through an inch plank, much less a soft bit of

wax like a bee-comb. So it looks ; but just

make a cage and try it. Those spikes turn
out to be limber wires with just a little more
penetrating power than a piece of string. You
manage to get your queen inside of the cage
without pulling her head off or daubing her
up with the honey those innocent little wires

have set running. You "firmly imbed" the

wires into the comb, so you think, and you
leave your costly queen in this death-trap

among her eager enemies. You look on the

third or fourth day to find your queen — non
est— in plain English, murdered, and the

bees which have gnawed out the comb from
around your " safe and practical " cage, play-

ing hide and seek among those same seductive

little wires.

I don't know whether this brief narration

will display the misleading advice of the ex-

perts, or the awkwardness of the amateur.

I leave that for the editorial footnote to pass

upon.
Greenville, Va.

[There is a good deal of truth in what you
say with reference to those who write text-

books on Greek and Latin, and even on math-
ematics. I remember once an instance where
a certain professor in mathematics was almost

a failure because he saw every thing at a sin-

gle glance, while the average pupil under him
would have to go from one step to another to

follow out a difficult train of reasoning in the

solution of a mathematical problem. Wheth-
er instructors on the subject of bee keeping
are guilty of any of this same fault is doubt-

ful ; but if they are, it is in being too positive,

sometimes, in laying down certain rules. In

reference to the method of introduction, I

thou"ht. mvself that Mr. Hutchinson, when
he called it " a certain method of introduc-

tion," was putting it on a little too strong.

But your trouble, I think, was occasioned by
the fact that you made too long the strands in

the wire cage, and that you pressed the cage
at a spot where there was too much sealed

honey, causing drip to run down on the queen.
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It should be pressed over hatching brood hav-

ing afew cells of honey here and there, so as

to give the queen a supply of food as well as

an accompaniment of young bees.

—

Ed.]
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DO BEES SELECT A HOME BEFORE SWARMIKG?
Question.—Do you think that bees select a

place to go to before the swarm leaves the

parent hive? The past summer I had a

swarm come out and go direct to a tree in the

woods, without even stopping to cluster. I

think that they had their home selected before

they left the old hive ; but my neighbor says

that bees do not know where they are going
when they come out in swarming time ; for if

they did, swarms would not cluster at all.

Answer.—In regard to bees selecting a

home before they swarm, there seems to be a

difference of opinion, some claiming that they

do select it, while others are equally sure

that they swarm without any knowledge of

where they are going. In most cases, prob-

ably, the latter view is correct ; for swarms
have been known to come out, cluster, hang
all day and over night, travel a few miles,

then cluster again, and so on for a week or

more before they found a home anywhere
;

yet I am positive that some swarms do select

their future abode some days before they
swarm. When but a boy I many times saw
bees searching the body of large trees, about
every knot-hole or crack, which stood on the

edge of the woods near where I was at work,
as if looking for some place to enter ; and at

that time I remember wondering what they

were doing. Later on the same thing was
witnessed, only at this time the bees were
actually going in and out of a hole in a very
large tree, as well as looking over the trunk
of the same. In this latter case the bees were
seen for several days at work during the mid-
dle of the day, the bees going and coming
from the hole about as bees would work from
a weakly nucleus ; while in the morning, and
after five in the afternoon, no bees would be
seen about this or any of the trees. A few
days after that, a swarm came out from one
of the few hives which father kept at that

time, and went straight to this tree without
clustering at all. From this I felt sure that

in some instances bees did select a tree to go
to before they left the parent hive ; but after

having bees of my own, and seeing them
cluster soon after they had come out, for

hours, and in one instance stay till they had
built considerable comb, I did not know what
to think in the matter. At about this time
a party living about four miles from me pur-

chased the Italian bee, and with him I went
into partnership in queen-rearing, in my early

bee-keeping life, so was with him considerable

of the time. He told me, one day, that at an
out-apiary which he was working, which con-

tained only black bees, he had noticed in the

forenoon Italian bees at work cleaning out an
empty hive which stood near one side of the

yard. This was something new to him, he
being considerably excited about it. He said

he should keep watch of the matter and see

what became of it. I was also much interest-

ed, and told him what I had seen, as related

above.
The next time I went there he told me that

the bees which he saw cleaning the hive were
his own, as he had surmised after I told him
what -

1 knew in the matter a few days before
;

for at that time his bees were the only Italians

within four or five miles of his residence. He
said that a swarm came out from one of his

hives, and, after circling around a few times,

started off in the direction of this out-apiary.

Having a fleet horse near at hand, and being a

fearless rider, he jumped upon it, and in a mo-
ment was going at railroad speed for this out-

apiary, arriving there in time to see his swarm
of Italian bees rushing pellmell into the hive

that the bees had been cleaning out. As he
kept the wings of all his queens clipped, he

knew that he could soon tell for a certainty

whether these were his bees or not, although

he had no reason to doubt the matter now
;

for if they were he had their queen at home in

a cage, and sooner or later they must return to

her unless they had come across some queen

in their flight. In about half an hour they

became uneasy and began to leave the hive,

seeing which he returned home only to find

them coming back and running into the hive

from which they went, and clustering about

the cage containing the queen which he had
left at the entrance of the old hive. He now
liberated their queen, and the next day they

swarmed again, and again went to this hive at

the out-apiary as before.

This was kept up for four or five days, when
he became tired of it, and then he divided the

colony, thus putting a stop to their swarming.

The above instance can not be accounted for

in any other way than that the bees had se-

lected their future home before leaving the

parent hive ; but that they always do thus is

by no means proved by these incidents.

My opinion is, that where one swarm thus

selects its future home before leaving the pa-

rent hive, ten do not thus select, but go out

without any idea of where they are going, and,

after clustering, send out scouts in search of

some suitable place for a home. If the scouts

fail in finding such a place, the swarm unclus-

ters and moves off from three to ten miles,

when they cluster again, and again send out

scouts, thus clustering and sending out scouts

until a suitable place is found. If a rainy day

or two come on while they are clustered out on

a limb, they build some comb ; and if the

weather is warm, and plenty of honey is to be

found near, when the weather clears up again

they may cease to look further for a home,

and may make a home of the limb, rearing

brood and storing honey the same as if in a

hollow tree, a cleft in the rocks, or a hive
;

for the cases are by no means isolated where
colonies have been found with plenty of combs,

brood, and honey, for wintering, with nothing
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to shield them from the elements save the
twigs and a few leaves above them. 1 have a

queen in my yard now whose mother's colony
thus made a home in a grapevine, secured by
a bee-keeping friend in New Jersey.

A LIVING BEE-HIVE.

BY LOUIS SCHERFF.

Dhey musty supposed me someding like dat;
For a good deal quicker as you can . ay " scat "

Dat whole shwarm dook der very first chance,
Unt movet up into der legs of mine bants;

I alvays hat a great bassion for pees

—

Ya, much more as for lager unt Iyimburger cheese.
I shpent, von time a whole lots of money
For two hifes o' pees vot gif lots o' honey.
I pought poxes for de new joung shwarm
Vot gomes out in der shpring. vents warm

;

Unt ven I hifed 'em it seemt efry von pee
Hat daken a special liken to me.
Vy ! somdimes da vould all ofer me grawl,
Unt nefer vould shting me much at all.

But der las' dime I vant to dell you 'bout,
I vos, like Sullivan, gombletely nockt out.
It vos in der early bait of der mont of Shuly,
Unt der vedder vas very varm unt diy.
Dat day I vos shoost goin' up town.

Ven a shwarm of pees hat seddled down
On de lower limb of a mable dree
Vot shtoot on de lawn of Mrs. Free.
My first imbuls vos to get me a hife
For to put 'em in, und dus deprive
Someboty else from daken 'em in,

Aldough I knew 'twould be a big sin
To take efen so much as a shwarm of pees
Vot in Shuly isn't vort two fleas.

Yust as I vos apout homeward to turn,
Mrs. Free came out und said dey ver hern.
" All ride, Mrs. Free," said I politely. " Dat vill do.
Vill you be so kind und let me hife 'em for you?"
"Indeet, my friend, I could hardly ask it."
" Nefer mind, Mrs. Free ; pring me a pushel pasket
Unt a nice glean pox, or a pee-hife.
Den I shake 'em in de basket, unt den drive
Dat whole shwarm in de pox. Dat vay can be seen
If dose pees got some drones, unt also a queen."
De pasket unt hife ver soon on hant,
Unt mit dat pasket in von arm, dook mine shtant
Unter dat limb vhere dose pees hung,
Unt shook 'em in, mitout pein' shtung;
Ven, insteat in de pasktt. on trough dhey did roll
For dat pasket poddom hat a big hole
Vot in mine hurry I hat not seen,
Unt let dem pees trough shlick unt glean.
I vos poody mutch supprised indeet,
Ven I saw dat hole shwarm down on my feet.
Do you know dat a pee vill alvays strife
Ven it's down to crawl up into de hife?

WStfl fl if I

%
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Unt as der vedder vos very varm unt fair,

I hat on only dat von tingle bair.
Bout a dozen of vomen from dat neighborhoot
By de fence unt on de sidevalk shtood;
Some on de lawn, unt under de trees,
Vatching me hife dot shw'nn of pees.
Ven dhey saw mine awful perdickament,
Not von a helpin hant vould lent;

But all of 'em cried out in fright unt fear,
" Mr. S., don't you dake your bants off here."
To arcu de case, I saw vould do no good.
So I shtarted for home as quick as I could

;

Vitch, as luck vould haf it, vos only half a square,
Else I vould a died before I'd a got dare;
For efry shtep ! dook my bants vould shqueese
Poody hart against dat shwarm of pees.
Den dey vould sent der shtings into mine skin,
Unt I'd shump like a poy on a pent pin.
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Vhen I reached home I told mine vife
Dat I vas der only lifing. valking pee-hife.
Ven I pegan poody quick to take off my bants,
I got shtung some" more on my face lint my hants.
Put she ran pehind de lace curtain to hide,
Unt lafft till I dought she'd shplit her own side.
Dat made me so mad dat I pegan crvin
For her to come quick—dat I was a dyin.
Dat sheared her. She crabbed de bants from de floor,
Mit dem pees in, unt shlung 'em out of de door.
Soon mit a broom she hat de rest all dead,
Den she helped me shently on to mine ped;
Unt for half an hour she vos busy as could be,
Pullin' all dem pee-stiugers out of me.
By dat dime I dell you, I vos a sight;
I nefer in mine life vos shwelled up so tight.
Soon some of dose vomen, vot gave me no chance
Ven first dose pees crawled up mine bants,

Came in, unt arount mine ped now clung,
Anxious to see how pad I vos shtung.
Den von vould tell me dis, unt von dat to try;
Auoder vould tell me someding else to apply.
I nefer knew before, until I met dese,
Dat so many vomen hat been shtung py pees.
Von said she knew if I vos packt in vet clay [avay.
From my knees on down 'tvould take all der shwellin
" Madam, you can see from der swell of mine htad
I ought to be packed from my knees up," I said.
She allowed vet clay vould, like any good rule.
Work either up or down (said my wife, "On a fool").
We tried dis remedy after dey vent avay,
Unt dat's der only reason I'm lifin to-day.
If we hadn't, I'd been carried on in a gasket,
As sure as der vos a hole in de boddom of dat pasket.

A RECORD-BREAKING HONEY-OUEEN.
I notice on page 603, where some one speaks

of a queen whose bees have filled 100 sections

with honey and "are still pegging away."
Now, I have a queen that has done better

than that, but she is not for sale. Her bees
have filled 7 supers of 28 sections each, mak-
ing 196, every one perfect, besides 45 pounds
of extracted honey. Last winter was very
severe on the bees in this locality ; and this

spring, out of 41 colonies I had only 12 that I

thought would do more than build up for

winter again, and from these 12 I expected to
get only a small quantity of extracted honey

;

so I put on a super of extracting-frames the
20th of June. The bees I speak of seemed to
go right to work, and in a short time I ex-
tracted 45 pounds. I then put on 3 supers in
place of the frames ; and as fast as the bees
filled them I raised them, putting others un-
der until they had filled 7 ; then, fearing the
honey-flow was about over, and yet not wish-
ing to close them down too close, I gave them
a super of unfinished sections, and they com-
pleted them. Mrs. J. M. McLean.

Ft. Collins, Colo.

[Well, now, Mrs. M., you just keep that
queen and rear daughters from her. See that
her colony winters well; and next summer, if

you do not get calls for daughters from this
queen, I shall miss my guess. We are quite
glad to give a free advertisement to any one
who has a queen that outstrips every thing
else in the yard. Oh, yes ! do not forget to
reserve one of her best daughters for us.

—

Ed.]

DRAPER BARNS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
COMB HONEY.

I have been noticing, in the four bee papers
which I take, the comments on the large
Dadant hives (or Draper barns, as some style
them ) which you are to give a thorough trial

for the next three years. Well, I don't know
any thing about what they call (your) "local-
ity," but I do know that I have been experi-
menting with different sizes of hives, and
that, as a result of the same, I am transferring
all combs and bees to the large Quinby frame
(I simply cut out combs and set them in large
frames, hold the same in place for a few days
with one wire and two small sticks, and patch
out with foundation, and the bees soon make
a nice comb); so you see they are the hive for
me. Well, any way I know that / do not
want any small hive — buckwheaters that
swarm, such as Niver's locality calls for. I

secured a fine lot of the best and prettiest
white-clover honey this season that I ever
saw, in tall sections with fences, and from
" barns " too. What I want to know is this :

What is the exact outside size and length of
top bar of the large frames you are making?
are they the Quinby, the same size as those I

have been getting from the Dadants?
Midway, Ky., Aug. 21. M. D. OFFUTT.

[The barn frames that we make are 11 %
inches deep by 17^ lon#. Indeed, it is the
same thing as the regular Langstroth, but 2*4
inches deeper.

—

Ed.]

BEE-VEILS, AND HOW TO WEAR THEM ; SUL-
PHURIC ACID FOR WAX.

The extra Gleanings you sent is here.
Page 543, subject bee-veils, interests me. I

have tried wearing the veil as shown in the
picture, but in this locality bees too often
climb up inside the veil, while I abways want
them outside. To tuck the veil inside the
shirt collar is the instruction which comes
with the veil, I believe, and suits me better.
To hold my neck as prim as a deacon from
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the wooden-nutmeg State might do; but I

sometimes get a move on me, out slips the
veil, and my neck looks as if I were a Grover
Cleveland Democrat.
When using a veil I wear a broad-brimmed

hat to protect my face from the bees that
would like to poke fun at me, and to protect
my eyes from the sun. Like the young fel-

low at the dance, I have changed my mind
;

you need not make the veils longer. It is a

short job to fasten a three-inch strip of old
muslin or calico to the veil, when it holds po-
sition better than an extra- long veil would.
In the second column, same page, I see you

recommend sulphuric acid for wax. As the
Dadants condemned it several years ago I

have never tried it. If the acid works satis-

factorily, that paragraph will be worth several

years' subscription to Gleanings to me.
Grayson, Cal. W. A. H. Gilstrap.

[At one time I know the Dadants did ob-
ject to the use of sulphuric acid for refining

wax, taking the ground that it destroyed the
natural odor of the wax that is so pleasant.

But at that time some of us were using a great
deal more acid than was actually necessary to

bring wax to a lemon color. We now use a

very small quantity ; and after refining, the
wax is of a beautiful color as well as retaining
that delightful honey smell that so many ad-
mire. A large foundation-maker in England
once wrote us, asking us what we put in our
foundation to give it such a delightful odor.

We replied that we put in nothing, but that
we refined all our wax with a little acid. The
natural odor was due to the fact that we had
not driven it out.

—

Ed.]

AGAINST THE RAGE FOR COLOR IN BEES AND
QUEENS.

I am glad some one has called a halt in the

color question, and turned attention to the
working qualities (p. 603). Does the av rage
man keep bees for the color, or for dollars

and cents ? I have a queen whose bees have
filled 112 sections, and have the third 56 nearly
full, this year. She is very dark leather-col-

ored. I have had her two years, and got her
second-handed. Her bees are dark (not
black) and fairly quiet. Yellow queens in the
same yard, that started as strong as she, have
made from 10 to 60 lbs. I don't want to sell

this queen, but I wanted to tell you that those
dark bees have made more honey by 50 lbs.

than any yellow ones in the yard, or, I think,
in the locality. C. W. McCoy.

Mt. Erie, 111., Aug. 2.

EIGHTEEN-FOOT-TO-THE-POUND FOUNDATION.

You sent me a sample of 18-ft. foundation
last year, and requested a report on it. As
the honey crop was very light I did not get to

test much of it until this season. I put it in

one side of 4x5 sections, and in the other
side Root's and Dadant's extra thin. The
bees worked and finished both about alike.

Drone comb was built in the lower part of the
sections. After cutting and eating we find

the least gob, or wax, in the 18-ft. There was

a good deal of basswood bloom, but it yielded
no honey ; but white clover bloomed freely,

and yielded well, but very irregularly, from
June 11 to July 12. The flow from heartsease
and Spanish needle has just begun, and prom-
ises well. My scale colony, Doolittle's golden
Italians, net gain, is, for May, &}4 lbs.; June,
82}4 ; July, 61^'

; August (to date), 20. It is

run for both extracted and comb. I have a

hybrid colony that has brought in more cash
than the golden Italians run for comb. A
cold winter does not prevent a flow from
white clover in this locality. We had the
coldest weather here last February ever record-
ed — for two weeks, 10 to 28 below zero, and
no snow on the ground. M. E. Davis.
Bethlehem, la., Aug. 29.

[There can be no question but the light-

weight foundation will make less so-called

gob in comb honey. The only thing we fear-

ed was that it would sag in the sections, or be
so thin that the bees would gnaw it away.
Before we put it out we feel that we require
more reports.

—

Ed.]

DISCOURAGING FROM BOARDMAN.
Perhaps I might as well add another wail

of anguish to reports discouraging. My crop
of honey is very short. Sweet clover helps
me out after the basswood flow, so I shall

have some honey to sell, and my bees are in

fine condition at this date. My test of the
English rape for bee-forage was an entire

failure. I made several sowings, but the seed
did not grow. I think it was damaged. I

hardly think it can compare with sweet clo-

ver, which I think is the most valuable honey-
plant in the whole world when compared acre

for acre. H. R. Boardman.
East Townsend, O., Aug. 15.

THE 5% X 4X X \}i TOO THIN, AND WHY.
As I have read a good deal on plain sections

and fences, I too am experimenting along
that line. I will send you a section of honey
that I have produced under the fence system.
This is a plain section, b%X^%X~L%. and it

is not quite to my satisfaction, the comb being
too thin. You will find in Gleanings, Dec.
15, 1898, page 915, written by J. E. Crane,
his query as to such a section. I had this

section made when I saw Mr. Crane's idea of

such a section. My aim was to get a section

of the right proportion to look well ; and that

I should not have to do any filling endwise in

the super, I tacked a rim on the super to

accommodate the height of the section. The
super holds 28 sections. This was given to a
prime swarm, and filled up in short order.

The outside sections were as well filled as any
of the rest. There were 28 sections, each lite

every other one. The weight of this section I

am sending is 12 ounces, weighed here. It

may leak before it reaches you.
I for one am in favor of the fence and its

use. Louis Moll.
Eudora, Kan., Aug. 23.

[It is true that such a section is a little too
thin; but it presents a very large surface with
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a comparatively small weight of honey. In a
showcase or on a counter it looks as if it

might be on a par with bottles with sunken
sides, and fig-boxes with thick bottoms. I say
it might be. I don't know.

—

Ed.]

on a wheel through the buckwheat
country; carniolans.

I used to think that black bees were better
than Italians, but have changed my mind
after trying them nine years. But they don't
cap their honey as white as the blacks do.

I have ridden down through the buckwheat
territory of this State, and it is something im-
mense, for there are acres and acres of it, and
it yields honey too. I have ridden a wheel
down through there two or three times, and
had a nice visit with some of the bee-keepers.
I saw those Carniolans drop in with those
great loads of buckwheat honey. I don't
wonder at their liking them. But I would
not take them as a gift for my kind of honey,
as they swarm too much. I don't want
swarms, but honey. I have 185 colonies now
in fine shape, the most of them, and I look
for a poor year to come, for it will take a jear
to overcome the drouth. Geo. B. Howe.

Black River, N. Y., Aug. 18.

[When I went through the buckwheat coun-
try I found the Carniolans very popular indeed
among buckwheaters ; but I heard nothing in

regard to their being such excessive swarmers,
although they have that reputation. One thing,
the Carniolans deposit very little propolis : and
if the right strains are obtained they are very
gentle, and good workers.

—

Ed.]

queen-cells from a holy-land colony.
On the 14th I cut out 18 queen-cells from a

Holy Land colony formed from a one-frame
nucleus (bought in Texas April 18, 1899), that
had just swarmed. While holding two cells,

showing them to my wife, they hatched, one
a queen and one a worker, both lively as
crickets. Is it common for a worker to hatch
from a fairly well-developed queen-cell ?

Cyrene E. Morris.
Coon Rapids, la., Aug. 15.

[Holy-Land bees are the best cell-builders of
any bees in the world

;
yes, they will build

cells without any cups and without any coax-
ing, and the queens are large and vigorous.
Indeed, we had one of their queens fly imme-
diately upon emerging from the cell, some two
or three feet.

—

Ed.]

starting bees into sections with ex-
tracting-combs; forming nuclei.

I use Hoffman self-spacing frames below,
and shallow extracting-frames in supers, and
run mostly for extracted. I like the plain
sections first rate.

I tried a plan this season (and it works
well) to get bees started in plain sections
(3^x5x1^). Fix a 5^-inch super with rab-
bets and tins for section-holders. At one side

put a shallow frame of drawn foundation or
comb; then a fence; next a section-holder and
five sections; then a fence and another ex-

tracting-comb, and so on to fill out the super.
When the bees get started in the sections the
extracting-combs can be taken away and the
super filled with sections, the combs being
used as " baits," either in sections or extract-
ing-supers on other hives.
When forming nuclei or new colonies I

cause the bees to fill up, then shake them
down in front of an empty hive, when they
will run in like a new swarm. I have not
found a nucleus, thus formed, to lose any ap-
preciable number of its bees by their going
back to their old home. I think what few do
go back were not thoroughly filled up.
Le Mars, Iowa. G. A. C. Clarke.

A Stinging Revenge.
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maintained by Mr. Holtermann for some time
back.

Eight txtra pages tbis time.

HONEY ADVANCING.

IF our readers will look over our Honey
Column they will see that prices are advanc-
ing. No doubt some of the commission
houses have taken our hint and advanced
prices, with the result that others will have
to follow.

KELLOGG'S PURE WHITECLOVER HONEY.

WE have assurances from one large grocery
company that they will not handle any more
of the Kellogg " pure clover honey " purport-

ing to come from Medina, O. They say they

would not knowingly sell goods of this char-

acter, and that they are, moreover, requesting

their salesmen to find out who it is that is

putting out this spurious article, and injuring

the name of the good old town of Medina.

GOVERNMENT AID TO BEE-KEEPERS.

Elsewhere in this issue I have referred to

the fact that the Division of Entomology, U.

S. Department of Agriculture, is proposing to

examine pickled or other forms of diseased

brood that have developed in various portions

of the United States. These specimens of

brood " will be turned over to Mr. Benton,

who, with a bacteriologist from the Bureau of

Animal Industry, will undertake the investi-

gation." The fact that we are to receive aid

from the government in this way, even though
to a limited extent, will be hailed with de-

light by bee-keepers all over our land. It is

the entering wedge ; and it is hoped the time
will soon arrive when we shall have an actual

apicultural station, for one is greatly needed.

R. F. HOLTERMANN.
MOST of our readers are doubtless aware of

the fact that Mr. R. F. Holtermann, formerly

editor of the Canadian Bee Journal, has re-

tired from the active management of that pub-
lication. He believes he has been called of

God to preach. At a great financial sacrifice

to himself he has given up a good position

with the Goold, Shapley & Muir Co., with-

drawn from the company, retired from the ed-

itorial management of the Canadian Bee Jour-
nal, and resigned his position as lecturer for

the Ontario government.
Mr. Holtermann has met with good success

so far, and Gleanings wishes him Godspeed
in every sense of the word.
While the Canadian BeeJournal regrets the

retirement of Mr. Holtermann, it says it is its

determination to turn out even a better publi-

cation than heretofore. It does not say who
is to be the new editor ; but the issue for Oc-
tober makes a very creditable appearance, and,

indeed, upholds the standard that has been

gleanings subscription - list booming;
the value of illustrations.

Our subscription-list is on a boom. Glean-
ings has always been an illustrated journal,
but it will be, from this time on, more so than
ever. We realize the fact that it takes time
to read ; and where we can give information
by pictures we will illustrate regardless of ex-
pense. The amount of published matter now
in the world is so great that one would have
to have a reading-machine if he would get
through with even a very small portion of it

;

and as such a thing is out of the question it

becomes necessary in this age of hurly-burly
bustle to give people information that they
can take in at a mere glance; and that the
great magazines of the country appreciate this

fact is shown by the large number of illustra-

tions that grace their pages.

introducing in the ordinary benton
mailing-cage ; a new kink.

I recently learned that our Mr. Wardell
has been very successful in introducing queens
in the Benton cage. He withdraws the cork
from the candy end, and then tacks a small
piece of pasteboard over the hole. The bees
will gnaw this board, and the time occupied
in getting through it to the candy consumes
an} where from 2-1 to 36 hours. It then takes
10 or 12 hours more to get through the candy
to the queen, assuming that half of the candy
has been eaten by the queen and her attend-
ants. This little piece of pasteboard prevents
the queen from being released in much less

than 48 hours, during which time the bees
have had abundant opportunity to become ac-

quainted with her, after which they will re-

ceive her kindly.
What led Mr. Wardell to use this piece of

pasteboard was that sometimes the candy
would be eaten out too soon, with the result

that the bees would get at the queen in from
10 to 24 hours, resulting sometimes in her loss.

THE PRINCE OF AMERICAN BEE-KEEPERS
AND HIS CLOSED-END FRAMES.

IT is with no little pleasure that I am able
to present to our readers in this issue, not
only a biographical sketch of Capt. Hether-
ington, but an article from his pen. This
prince of American bee-keepers does things
on such a magnificently large scale that the
operations of the rest of us pale into insignifi-

cance. It is one thing for a bee-keeper to

manage 100 colonies successfully, but it is

quite another thing to make 1000 bring in to

their owner clean cash. What shall we say,

then, of a man who can manage 3000 colonies

so successfully for so many years ? Such a

record is phenomenal. To my way of think-
ing, the feat of managing 3000 colonies re-

quires more skill and forethought than the
task of managing a whole system of railways.

A very large proportion of the captain's

colonies are on closed-end Ouinby frames

—
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the kind that many of the bee-keepers of the

West used to think were first-class bee-smash-
ers ; but I have personally seen some of those

York vState bee-keepers handle colonies on
these Hetherington-Quinby frames, and I

know that they get through with their ma-
nipulation practically without bee- killing,

and just as rapidly as we with our kind.

ADULTERATED HONEY HAILING FROM ME-
DINA.

At the last convention, some one, I do not

know who, brought in some bogus honey, la-

beled " Kellogg's Pure White-clover Honey."
There was nothing strange about this ; but
when the last pare of the label was read,
" Medina, O.," a good deal of fun was poked
at the members of the Root Co. who were
present. And then Dr. Mason (that bold bad
man) and a few others, were naughty enough
to try to incriminate us. Yes, the doctor even
asked me what / knew about it.

Jokiug a:-ide, it is evident that some un-
principled concern is trying to " steal anoth-

er's thunder." Medina, O., has come to be
known as quite a center of bee-keeping inter-

est, and the rascals who put out this " stuff
"

have borrowed its good name, and at the ex-

pense of the Root Co.

The honey in question was sampled by va-

rious members, and pronounced adulterated

without doubt. It was analyzed by Mr. Sel-

ser, our chemist, and he pronounced it 75 per

cent glucose, a certificate of which analysis I

now hold in my hand.
You may be sure The A. I. Root Co. does

not propose to let the matter drop where it is;

and we shall be obliged if our subscribers in

the West, where this bogus stuff is sold (and
I understand it is sold all over the West) will

give us a list of the stores where it is kept for

sale, and the name of the firm that is putting

it out. We will see if we can not get togeth-

er enough material for a red-hot damage suit

;

for, no joking, we feel that our name has been
damaged by such vile stuff going the rounds
of the country. It is to the interest of every

bee-keeper that mixers of this article, "Kel-
logg's Pure White-clover Honey," be brought
to time; and we therefore call upon our read-

ers for such facts as they can give us.

It is hardly necessary for me to state that

there is no adulteration of honey in Medina,
and never has been. We have only 2500 in-

habitants; and if there is any kind of business

like this going on we should know it in a very
short time.

THE RAUCHFUSS SOLAR WAX- EXTRACTOR.

Mr. Frank Rauchfuss, of Elyria, Col.,

manager of the bee-hive department of the

L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., of Denver,
Col., has made an improvement in wax-ex-
tractors. The Rauchfuss machine is a good
deal like the Doolittle, with the exception
that the wax is diverted to the right side into

one of the three pans shown. This pan catches

all the refuse and sediment, the same settling

to the bottom. The pure free wax rises to the

top, and overflows into the other two pans.

The result is, when the wax is all melted, the
wax in two of the pans, at least, is in market-
able shape, while that in the first pan men-
tioned, after scraping off the sediment from
the bottom of the cake, ma)' be rendered again
„r sent to market. The L. A. Watkins Co. has

sold these wax-extractors in preference to the

Doolittle and other styles ; and from all I can
learn they are giving good satisfaction, be-

cause the wax, as soon as it leaves the extract-

or, is all ready for market without further

melting up.

CAPTAIN J. E. HETHERINGTON, THE MOST
EXTENSIVE BEE-KEEPER IN THE WORLD.

AFTER more or less investigation I have
come to the conclusion that Capt. J. E. Heth-
erington- is by far the most extensive bee-

keeper in the world. He has been managing,
and has operated successfully, too, in the neierh-

borhood of 3000 colonies, probably for the last

ten or fifteen years, and I do not know how
much longer. There are, perhaps, a dozen
bee-keepers in the United States who own and
operate anywhere from 1000 to 1500 colonies

;
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but I think there is not one who reaches the

2000 mark, and certainly none that reaches

the 3000, except that veteran who, in the civil

war, rendered his country such distinguished

service.

His record as a soldier is fully set forth in

the A B C of Bee Culture, in the Biographical

Department, and I need not dwell here par-

ticularly upon that, any more than to state

that he was captain of a company of sharp-

shooters— a position that means a great deal

more than to be captain of an ordinary com-
pany of infantry. Three times he was wound-
ed, and finally was discharged on account of

the disability from his wounds. At the close

of the Gettysburg campaign his name was sent

up to the War Department as one who had
rendered gallant service for his country.

But it is of his record as a bee keeper that I

wish to speak more particularly. It may not

be generally known, but he was the originator

of the no-drip shipping-case that is now used

almost universally throughout all civilized

beedom. When we first introduced this case

five years ago, it was brought to our attention

by the commission houses, who urged upon
us the importance of making our cases on the

no-drip plan. Where it originated we did not

then know ; but after we gave bee-keepers a

chance to get them they jumped almost into

instantaneous popularity. I learned later

that it was Capt. Hetherington who first began
using them ; and some commission houses,

seeing the cases that the captain used, no
doubt began to urge their customers to adopt

them here and there, but before any bee-

keeping-supply establishment had come to

know very much of their merits.

Almost in the same way the tall section

came into prominence. Where it came from,

no one really seemed to know ; but Mr. Dan-
zenbaker, when he called at Medina, said he

saw it first at Capt. Hetherington's. That the

captain was the first to introduce it, I think

there can be no question, for all the evidence

points that way. Mr. Danzenbaker was so

well pleased with the section and its selling

qualities on the market that he immediately

adopted it, and threw aside the A l/2 square sec-

tion which he had previously used in what he

then called his Dual hive.

Indeed, after Mr. D. visited the captain he

came back with a number of new ideas, and
among them was closed-end frames ; and in

this connection I would say that Mr. Hether-

ington was the first man to make a really

practical thing of closed-end frames. True it

is that Mr. Quinby invented them, and came
very near adding to them their finishing

touches. But as Mr. Quinby originally used

them in his particular form of hive, the frames

were by no means as easily handled as in the

particular form used by Capt. Hetherington
;

and from this originated the Hetherington-

Quinby frame and hive that are used so much
in certain sections of New York.

In these days, when the matter of trans-

parency in foundation is so highly prized, it

may be well to remember that Mr. Hethering-

was probably the first to get out what was
really the first transparent foundation. Those

of us who bought the Vandeusen flat-bottom
article years ago will remember how beautiful
and transparent it was, and that nothing has
been made of late years that was any clearer

or more beautiful. Whether it had the same
pliable qualities that are found in the Weed
transparent foundation, I can not say.

It was Capt. . Hetherington also, I believe,

who first conceived the idea of incorporating
fine wires into the foundation itself. A patent
was granted, and for years the Vandeusens
made what was called their wired flat-bottom
foundation under royalty from Mr. Hether-
ington.

In the matter of fishbone in comb honey, it

was Capt. Hetherington who first saw the
importance of reducing the amount of wax in

the base and putting as much as possible in

the wall. We have talked a good deal about
this of late, but really Mr. Hetherington was
ahead of all of us in this.

Super springs, a device for pressing sections

together while on the hive, and which have
recently come into prominence, were the in-

vention of Capt. J. E. Hetherington—at least

he used them away back in 1872, and has used
them continuously till this time. This one
fact alone speaks volumes for their practica-

bility; and it is strange that we of these latter

days did not discover their value sooner. Mr.
Danzenbaker first saw them used in Califor-

nia, in the apiary of Mr. Mendleson ; but the
springs he used were a little different from
those Mr. Danzenbaker had placed in his

comb-honey supers. And now it appears that

E. P. Churchill was another one who had
prior use of them; but Capt. Hetherington
comes ahead of them all in point of time.
Notwithstanding the fact that the captain

probably produces the largest crops of honey
of any bee keeper in the world, there is prob-
ably no other bee-keeper on the face of the
earth who puts out a higher-grade article of
comb honey than he. There are certain buy-
ers who will take his honey every year at 1 or
2 cts. a pound above the market ; and the rea-

son of this is plain. His comb honey is

always in tall boxes, and put up scrupulously
neat and clean in no-drip shipping-cases such
as he himself originated.

Although he is now quite well advanced in

vears, I think I never met one who is more
enthusiastic about bees and bee-keeping than
he. A charming conversationalist, he fairly

bubbles over with ideas. When he is present
at a convention I always regard it as a rare

treat to meet him.
I have felt for some time that this prince of

bee-keepers was not receiving the recognition
that he really deserves, and that some of the
inventions we now so highly prize, and the
product of his genius, should now be duly
credited.

With all his other qualities the captain is an
exceedingly modest man— rather shrinking
from notoriety, and yet perfectly willing to

contribute and help to elevate the pursuit ; a
busy man, he has no time to write letters ; for

his extensive business, unless he kept a sten-

ographer, would hardly permit him to do
much in that line.
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i
OUR

HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

Your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh
about, seeking whom he may devour,— I. Peter 5 :8.

Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.

II. Cor. 11 :14.

Continued from Oct. ist issue.

' In our issue for June 1 I spoke of the way
in which Satan seems of late to get hold of

people when they are sorely tempted—perhaps
when they are worn out with fatigue and ex-

haustion. He seems to whisper to them that

life is a miserable failure anyhow ; that the

great Father above is not a good father; and I

am led to believe that people have at times
yielded to his suggestions, and committed sui-

cide when they had hardly thought of the

matter before. He takes us unawares.

In the latter one of our two texts we are

told he sometimes comes as an angel of light.

I wish to give you something that illustrates

this text especially. From away off in a dis-

tant land a letter conies to me that was
prompted by these two articles I have alluded

to, concerning demoniacal possession. A
young man of excellent parentage and of ex-

cellent habits married a beautiful and talented

girl, but she was afflicted with an incurable

disease. If I am correct they were both pro-

fessing Christians, and talked over the matter
of her approaching death with coolness and
calmness. During their married life both of

them were somewhat acquainted with spirit-

writing on slates ; and, if I am correct, the

wife promised the husband to communicate
with him as speedily after death as possible,

if, indeed, it were possible at all. Of course,

this is no new thing. Many such contracts

have been made, and perhaps quite a few good
people think departed friends have sent mes-
sages to them in accordance with this promise.
Within a few hours after the death of the dear

wife he received messages purporting to come
from her ; and he further on discovered that

no medium was needed. His own hand mov-
ed in response to some power unknown to

himself, and gave him messages from the dear
departed wife. We could scarcely call our
friend insane over the loss of his wife, for

while this thing was going on he had charge
of a large and important business, and did
his work well and faithfully. Unfortunately,
perhaps, he roomed alone in a building by
itself. In a little while he spent a great part

of his time in communicating with his wife in

the spirit world. I believe he made no confi-

dant. Had he talked with somebody else

about it, and told what he was doing—had
some relatives been near him, he might have
been delivered from the power of the evil one.

Permit me to digress a little right here.

It was shortly before getting this letter that

I read the book I have mentioned in our last

issue. This book explains many queer phe-
nomena of the mind by stating that every
person has two kinds of consciousness (or un-

consciousness, whichever it is). Some of our
friends may remember that I have before this,

in these Home Papers, ventured the belief that
there are two sets of reasoning powers in

every person. One takes care of the physical
body as a sort of instinct. This "other fel-

low " is stupid and unreasoning ; but the au-

thor of this book says that this subjective self

has a memory away beyond the objective.

That is why in dreams we recall things that

we never should have thought of in our wak-
ing moments. Every act in life—almost every
thought in life—is pigeon-holed and laid away
by this other fellow. I would suggest that he
runs the imagination. When a man is crazy,

or is a somnambulist, this other fellow runs
the whole thing. He remembers every thing,

receives suggestions from everybody and
everywhere ; sometimes takes the reins, and
makes people do things that a person in a nor-

mal condition never could do. When the ob-
jective self can be got rid of, this suggestive
fellow produces the phenomena of hypnotism
and clairvoyance—yes, and spiritism too; and
yet the person may be honestly innocent of

the whole matter. When our friend shut him-
self up during his leisure hours, and listened

to the messages which he supposed were from
his wife in the other world, he was simply let-

ting this other fellow bring up incidents from
memory in regard to the dear wife when she
was with him, and thus make up talks that

sounded exactly like her—in fact were her

—

by this wonderful faculty of memory, manag-
ed by this other intelligence I have been
speaking of, so that it was really herself,

though she was dead and gone ; and it is not
necessary to bring her spirit back to earth to

explain the strange phenomenon.

With this state of affairs Satan very soon
stepped in ; and, dear friends, if you follow
hypnotism, clairvoyance, mesmerism, spirit-

ism, and slate-writing anywhere in any part of

the world you will find Satan gets in his work
sooner or later. Look about you and tell me
if this is not true. In time our friend became
so proficient in talking with his wife that he
dispensed with the slate entirely. They talk-

ed back and forth by word of mouth. He
probably talked out loud—I do not know.
Through his mind he heard his wife answer.

A time came one bitterly cold night when
Satan's cloven hoof betrayed his presence.

The spirit was so unlike that of his wife that

he protested, and she (or Satan rather) admit-
ted that it was some other individuality, and
said that his wife was in torment, and he was
the cause of it. Our friend, who was a Chris-

tian man, prayed for help, and help and de-

liverance came. He slept in peace, and sup-

posed the delusion was over. But the Devil

had not got through with him. The next day
our friend longed for the presence of his wife

again, and tried to see if she would not come
back and explain. But this time still another
spirit answered him, and said that his wife

was suffering from something like insanity be-

cause she persisted in clinging to him and to

earthly things. Our text tells us that Satan
sometimes comes as an angel of light. In this

case he put on the appearance of an angel of
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light (personating the good and gentle wife)

for perhaps many weeks or months; but when
our friend began to pray to Christ Jesus for

deliverance, Satan made a retreat as he always
does. Now, this friend should have let the

thing entirely alone when he once saw the

devilish side of it. He did not do so, and,

like Adam (and therefore Eve and all their

descendants since that time), he was sorely

punished. The new personality assumed to

be a friend of his, as I have said—a mutual
friend between him and his wife. He seemed
to be intelligent and high-toned; and, by the

way, the Devil must have gotten a very toler-

able education somewhere, coming down along
the ages. One may have every intellectual at-

tainment, and still be possessed of the Devil.

Our victim soon learned to converse with his

new spirit-friend at any time, even during his

work. They carried on mental conversation.

Perhaps many of my readers will say right

here, " Why, the man was crazy, or was going
crazy." Well, very likely this is true; and if

the Devil is not at the bottom of all insanity

he has at least a good deal to do with much
of it.

I can imagine here that the arch fiend con-

cluded that he had wasted time enough on
our poor, honest, deluded brother, and that he
had better bring things to a crisis, and either

get him for his own or give him up. One
very cold night in winter this new friend

reproached him for having got his wife into

her great trouble, and was yet unwilling to do
any thing to get her out. Of course, he re-

sented this, and said he would do any thing

to help her. The question came, " How much
are you willing to endure for her sake ? '

'

Like a true husband, he answered he would
give his life if need be ; that for her sake he
would "go through fire and water," as the

expression goes. The spirit took it up at

once and said, "All right. Hold your foot

over the glowing coals in that stove so many
minutes, and your wife will be delivered from
all her torture and suffering."

Now, our friend should have rejected this

at once, and have called on Christ Jesus for

deliverance. But his wife joined in. He ac-

tually heard her voice, beseeching him in

agony to endure the pain for just a few min-
utes, just to rescue her from the fires of hell

for eternity. The Devil here betrays his ig-

norance, or, better still, willful ignorance, of

the real statements to be found in the Scrip-

tures. We might expect a man in the pos-

session of his senses to see the absurdity of

this whole thing ; but his wife's groans and
tears and screams, if I have it correct, pushed
him on. This transaction happened in the

middle of the night. Finally, in response to

the importunities of his wife and the friend

who stood by—that is, the spiritual friend—he
got up, put his naked foot in the stove, and
held it there until he became crippled for life.

I should hardly dare to put in print his de-

scription of the torture he felt during those

moments. Then the spirit said, "You have
gone through fire ; now go out and stand in

the snow so many minutes," for it was to-

ward a zero temperature. Of course, the next

step on the program was suicide. That is

where Satan winds up, and never winds up
until he gets his victim, soul and body, unless
some power greater than his own intervenes.
This friend had been delivered by Christ Je-
sus once before. Now something whispered
that he was truly and unerringly treading the
road to hell. With his poor crippled and
charred foot he stumped back into the house,
fell down on the floor, and begged God's for-

giveness. He lighted a lamp, got his Bible,

and renounced at once and for ever Satan and
all his swindling gang. You see Satan had
put into his mind a distorted idea of sacrifice

;

that is, by giving his life, and by being volun-
tarily burned at the stake, as it were, he was
going to purchase deliverance for the one he
loved—one whom he loved, I fear, more than
he loved Christ Jesus. By the way, at the
time the demon suggested suicide he under-
took to cast ridicule on Christ ; and perhaps
it was through this blunder (for Satan does
blunder, thank God, at least sometimes) that
he had his deliverance. He was satisfied then
that the spirit that was leading him was really

at enmity with the Savior of the world. But
after our friend came to his senses, enough at

least to go at once to a physician's and take
treatment at a hospital, the Devil made des-
perate and terrible efforts to get him to com-
mit suicide. He told him he would be the
laughingstock of the world ; that everybody
who saw him stumbling about or walking on
crutches would find out all about it ; and the
sooner he put an end to his existence the bet-

ter; in fact, it was the only thing to do. Then
he realized, through the light of the Bible and
that of the dear Savior (now his only friend)
that he zuas on the verge of insanity. My
friend, you have during your life, perhaps,
had similar struggles with evil; but you know
nothing of the conflict this man went through
with to hold his reason. If he let go, Satan
would be sure to get him out of the world.
God heard his prayer, and warded off the in-

sanity that had been so well started. Through
Christ Jesus he braved it all, went and laid

the whole story before the nearest minister of

the gospel, and solicited his help, for he had
to have help in a time like that. His wife's

voice also was ringing in his ears, remonstrat-
ing and protesting. If ever a man lived who
found it next to impossible to say, " Get thee
behind me, Satan," it was this poor friend of

ours. He was tempted to throw himself be-

fore railway trains. All the methods of com-
mitting suicide that had been heard of or read
of pushed themselves into his mind. But he
held fast to special Bible promises. Perhaps
he realized, as few of us do, something like

the following: "When thou passest through
the rivers they shall not overflow thee."

It was finally decided that amputation was
not necessary. The Devil kept nagging him,
advising him not to go near a Christian in-

stitution. Our friend actually begged the doc-
tors to give him morphine to see if it would
not drown his agony. Thank God, the doc-
tors were sensible. The morphine would have
given him over to Satan or to insanity, and
would have proved to be Satan under another
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disguise. The Christian doctors gave him
Christian treatment and Christian advice. He
did not suffer amputation, and perhaps many
would not know that he wcs a cripple. One
text that gave him great comfort at this time
was, "The Lord knoweth how to deliver the
godly out of temptation." But in answer to

this, Satan would keep putting in "But you
are not godly; you are not one of his." If I

am correct, these events happened some years
ago; but the writer says he thinks he could
hear these voices at any time, even now, if he
were to call them back; and this illustrates

once more how evil habits or bad associations
cling to a man all his life. I wrote, imploring
him, for God's sake, not to touch, taste, or
handle this thing any more.

Now in regard to the latter of these two
texts. Spiritism, and, in fact, all other isms
(including the new ones), almost always start

out by claiming they are in full accord with
the Bible. Of course, they will tell you that
the Bible has always been misunderstood, and
that their doctrine is the first thing that has
ever come up that really took the Scriptures
just as they mean. Then they quote extracts
from the Bible, and make things appear ex-
ceedingly plain, honest, and right. It is in-

deed astonishing to see with what subtile in-

genuity Satan puts on an appearance of being
a good man. Why, he actually loves right-

eousness, and hales iniquity from the very bot-

tom of his heart. No wonder that young peo-
ple (and sometimes those who are old enough
to know better, also) are drawn into his

snares. But sooner or later you will run on
to something very much as our friend in his

touching story did. In Pilgrim's Progress
you will remember Christian was persuaded
there was a better path—not so many quag-
mires and difficulties to encounter. He found
the new path very plain and very plausible

for a time. Finally a great rock stood tower-
ing above his head; and when this rock began
to totter with hidden fires and rumblings he
was afraid. He told his deliverer he feared
the great rock would tumble down upon his

head; and then he retraced his steps and got
back into the straight and narrow path. So
it is with these new things. There may be
bad work with our established churches. Even
the dear Savior himself had one Judas in his

little company; but when somebody tries to

explain to you that there is a better way than
our orthodox churches, and a better rendering
of the Bible than our regular ministers of the
gospel understand, then you may be sure it is

Satan who has got hold of you, and that he
will, sooner or later, slip off his garment of

light, and betray the cloven hoof. How shall

we know when we are right ? do you ask ?

Consult your Bible, and kneel to God in pray-
er, just as our poor crippled friend did ; and
remember that the gospel of Christ Jesus nev-
er enjoined anybody to keep his religion all

to himself. Not only are we to hold fast to
our Bibles and to daily prayer, but we are com-
manded by the Scriptures to be on intimate
and friendly terms with our neighbors and
with our fellow-men. No man is safe who
does not confide to and be advised, at least to

a certain extent, by his friends and neighbors.
I am satisfied, in fact, that it is really danger-
ous for anybody to have no intercourse or
counsel with his fellow-men. In troubles like
these, be sure to make some minister of the
gospel, say the pastor of the nearest church,
your friend and confidant. Your family phy-
sician, if he be a godly man, would come next;
and I do not know but I would make him a
friend and confidant—that is, to a certain ex-
tent—even if he did not happen to be all we
should like in the way of godliness and right-
eousness. May God help you, dear friend, to

beware of that great adversary to all humani-
ty, who really does go about as a roaring lion,

seeking whom he may devour.
Before concluding this warning, permit me

to mention that, on one of my travels, I be-
came intimately acquainted with a man who,
I was told, was a great drinker. Just before
leaving him I broached the subject. He ad-
mitted it, and gave as an excuse that, years be-
fore, he became entangled with the spirits in
slate-writing. This I knew to be true, for I

knew of him. He said that nothing but drink
would drive them away, and that was why he
drank. In this case, if the remedy was not
worse than the disease, the disease must truly
have been a bad one. Should these words be
the means of holding out a kindly caution' to
any reader, young or old, to beware of this

thing that has entangled and broken down
thousands of some of our best intellects, then
I shall not have written in vain.

ZION TABERNACLE AND LEAVES OF HEALING.

Dr. Dowie seems to be getting beside him-
self. We notice by the Chicago Record that
he has recently been attacking Moody, and
calling him names after his fashion, and final-

ly wound up with a tirade of abuse against
his own people in Zion Tabernacle because
they did not hand over their tithes to Dowie
himself in a way he thinks they ought to do.
It almost seems as if Satan must be prompting
him when he- hurls epithets at everybody,
right and left, as he is hurling just now. The
only complaint that he has against Moody, so
far as I can gather, is that Moody has been
putting out a friendly hand toward the Roman
Catholic Church. And, by the way, some
very good Christian people have complained
because the Anti saloon League is joining
hands with the Roman Church in temperance
work. Perhaps these good people had better
remember what the Master said to his disciples
when one not a member of their own com-
pany was casting out devils. Jesus said,
" Forbid him not ; for there is no man which
shall do a miracle in my name, that can light-
ly speak evil of me. For he that is not against
us is on our part."

I have just been reading your ' round up " of the
" heathen science " and electric frauds. You can not
hit them too hard. The Central Christian Advocate
still carries the Oxydonor and Electropoise adver-
tisements. C. F. Needham.
Leavenworth, Kan , April 23.
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HOME MADE WINDMILLS.

The above is the title of a bulletin issued by
the Agricultural Experiment Station of Ne-
braska; or, rather, the title is, "The Home
made windmills of Nebraska." It is a book
of 78 pages, including a great many beautiful
illustrations. Although I am greatly interest-

ed in almost all publications from our experi-
ment stations all over the United States, I do
not think I ever saw any thing that took hold
of me as does this one. Why, the book should
be worth thousands of dollars to the farmers
in every State in the Union. I can well con-
ceive how a single copy may be worth hun-
dreds of dollars in just one neighborhood by
being passed around from farmer to farmer.
Perhaps I am over-enthusiastic

; but let me
tell you what I know about this business.
When I was a boy of fourteen or fifteen I

made a windmill that did the churning, and
did it nicely. It would have pumped water if

we had had a pump. In my travels I have
seen a great number of these cheap mills do-
ing excellent work In South Dakota there
are hundreds of them. The book gives pic-

tures of mills in actual operation, and tells

where they are located, and also what it cost
to make them. And, by the way, there is an
important point right here. In talking with
young farmers, especially those who are just
making a start in fruit-growing and garden-
ing, how often we hear the lament, "Yes, I

know it would save me lots of time and lots

of muscle if I had a cheap windmill to do our
pumping ; but there are so many other wants
I really can not afford it. There is a mort-
gage on my farm ; and although there are
many different ways in which we could be
greatly helped by the expenditure of a little

money, I do not dare to go into it till the
mortgage is paid off. " The above I hear again
and again ; and I think the young wife and
husband are right in keeping down expenses.
But, dear fritnds, this bulletin tells how you
can make a windmill that will do a pile of
work for you, without costing hardly a cent
of cash outlay. There is hardly a farmer but
has time stormy days, or during winter, to
make a windmill ; and with regard to the ma-
terial, let me quote a part of one chapter from
the book

:

THE JUMBO WINDMILL.

The Jumbo mill, or Go-devil, as some call it. is very
much like an old-fashioned overshot waterwheel. It
is simply a sort of overshot windwheel.
We have taken the liberty of putting it in the lowest

group of mills, where it probably belongs, although
in talking with their owners it is plain that thev de-
fend these mills, and would put them in a higher
class, all of which speaks well for this simple and
useful mill. However, as a matter of fact they are
probably the least efficient type.
This much must be said, that they lend themselves

readily to construction, being very simple in design.
Furthermore, almost any kind of material may enter
into their make-up, so they are economical. We have
seen old lumber, lath, shingles, split rails, old pack
ing-hoxes, barrel-staves, coffee-sacks, and even the tin
from old tin roofs, pressed into service in the con-
struction of these mills. We even found the tin can
doing service in this capacity, for one farmer living
neai a small town found hundreds of old tomatr-cans
in the dump near his place. Raking these into a heap,
and coveting the same with straw, which was burned
so as to unsolder the (ops. bottoms, and sides of the
cans, this farmer found himself with several hundred

pieces of tin which he nailed to the loose sides of his
Jumbo box. This wa> counted an interesting case

;

and others might be cited, but this is quite enough to
verify the statement that these mills can be construct-
ed largely of old or even of waste material such as is

common to almost any farm. If the Jumbo can not
be built cheaply, and by one's own labor, it were bet-
ter not built at all. This is not literally true, for any
mill is better than no mill, but some other form of
mill could be chosen to advantage.
The Jumbo mill can be used advantageously, as is

illustrated by its practical operation all over the State,
to pump water for the hou'e, or for the stock, or for
the irrigation of small patches of orchard or garden.
For the irrigation of large tracts it may not amount
to much

;
but touching this point it may be well to

remember that if one small Jumbo can irrigate
a small patch, several large Jumbos could irrigate a
much larger one.
We have seen the Jumbos varying in size and

strength from those at work pumping water for the
irrigation of the garden of a town lot up to those
which were irrigating ten acres of orchard. If this
much is already possible, more is to be expected.
Several Jumbos, if well built, would do not a little
service in field irrigation, especially if the water were
first pumped into a storage reservoir, and thence into
the furrows. And its usefulness might be still further
enhanced by using it steadily during the fall and win-
ter in order to get the ground well soaked.

I suppose this windmill bulletin is sent free
of charge to every applicant in Nebraska; but
I can not learn anywhere from the bulletin
how people living in other States can get it.

You had better send a postal card to the U. S.
Agricultural Station, Lincoln, Neb., and they
will tell you how to get it.

The book is doubly interesting to me in that
it offers nothing for sale. The author is Erwin
H. Barbour. He has traveled miles and miles
just to see these home-made windmills, and a
lot of money has been expended in getting up
the book. I do think the Department at

Washington should have this book reprinted,
and spread gratuitously all over Uncle Sam's
domain. It is a grand object-lesson for the
boys. It tells not only what can be done in
the way of utilizing wind power, but it also
gives wise instruction as to what can not be
done. I wish to express my thanks to Mr.
Barbour for the grand work he has done so
well, and I wish to take off my hat and make
my best bow to the whole State of Nebraska.
Perhaps I might add that I knew our Ne-

braska friends were at work on this bulletin
;

in fact, it has been my privilege to talk the
matter over and urge upon them the impor-
tance of it. Where a man's time is all occu-
pied, and he is getting good or fair wages,
very likely his best way is to buy a windmill
made at a factory. But farmers and others
who have spare time during stormy weather,
and a limited amount of cash, should by all

means have some sort of windmill to pump
water and do lots of work around the house.

The severe frost on the morning of
OCT. 1, ETC.

I said in our last issue that we were getting

\y2 cents per lb. for Concord grapes. Before
half of them were sold, however, the price
went up to 2 and then to 1% cents, and we got
the latter figure for a large part of them. Aft-
er the severe and killing frost on the morning
of Oct. 1, the price went up still more ; and,
by the way, I do not know that I remember a
season before when the first frost, hard enough
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to kill tomato-vines, injured grapes. We have
been in the habit of saying that grapes are

never really sweet until they have been through
one pretty good frost. But this time they got
"sweetened" with a "vengeance." They
were frozen as hard as bullets, and some of

them actually burst open. Of course, there

was not any more growth of potatoes after

that severe frost ; but we grew a second crop
of the Triumph, and the vines all died down
before the frost "happened." This year the
frost came rather earlier than usual.

Our buckwheat, sown about the first of Au-
gust, is, so far as seed is concerned, mostly a
failure. There was considerable ripe seed when
the frost took it, but I judge not enough to

pay for harvesting. There is enough, howev-
er, so the hens are having quite a picnic in

picking the grain from the drooping heads. I

should have had a magnificent yield if the
frost had held off ten days longer. But as it

is, it will make a splendid mulch for the crim-
son clover that just looks handsome as it

peeps through the blackened stalks of buck-
wheat ; and besides the crimson clover, we
put in a sprinkling of turnip seed. The tur-

nips look, too, as though they were very well
pleased to have the buckwheat and pusley get

out of the way with such alacrity. All three
crops were sown on our rich creek-bottom po-
tato-ground, and somehow pusley has got in

of late ; and around the edges of the field, or
wherever there is a place, the pusley was mak-
ing a most enormous growth, and I really

thought of having one of the men clean it out,

because it looked so bad, only about a week
ago. But the pusley is not anywhere now ; so
you see a frost helps to get rid of a good many
pernicious weeds. Well, I imagine the pusley
and buckwheat are going to be just the sort of

mulch the crimson clover needs to have it do
its very best. There is plenty of moisture
now, and I do think crimson clover is about
the handsomest shade of green I ever saw any-
where. The buckwheat was growing so rank
it was rather crowding the clover, and I began
to doubt somewhat the expediency of having
two strong-growing crops on the same ground;
but now, you see, I am all right. If we had
poultry enough to gather all the grain, there
would not be any loss ; but I suppose the ri-

pened grain will be worth something as a fer-

tilizer. I once plowed under a crop of mam-
moth clover to sow to buckwheat. The clo-

ver was full of seed, and a neighbor told me
the clover seed would be worth more than any
crop of buckwheat I could grow ; and I have
always thought that that clover seed had
something to do with the enormous crop of
buckwheat that I took off from the ground in

a very short space of time.

We are just now getting in wheat where we
dug our potatoes. The first week in October
is a little late, but with our rich ground the
wheat will be strong enough ; and next spring
I am going to sow mammoth peavine clover on
the wheat, and get the biggest growth I possi-

bly can, and then plow every bit of it under
for potatoes. I saw it stated somewhere, that
where anybody wanted clover to plow under,
and for no other purpose, and did not expect

to cut or feed a leaf of it, peavine clover is the

clover above all others.

POTATOES UNDER STRAW.
The experiment that I had hoped so much

for was a good deal injured in result by the
severe drouth, as I have mentioned; but it has
given me some pointers. The potatoes are of

excellent quality, nice shape where the straw
was in sufficient quantity, and almost entirely

free from scab and blight. July 12 the boys
found two Rural New-Yorker potatoes that
had been overlooked. They were wilted,

sprouted-, and not at all in good order; but we
cut them to one eye, and planted them near
the strawstack, under the damp rotten straw.

I noticed once or twice they had sent up some
very thrifty shoots, and were growing quite

well. When digging the potatoes out of the
straw the boys were surprised on finding a
dozen or more of the handsomest Rural New-
Yorker potatoes—in fact, the handsomest po-
tatoes I ever saw in my life of any kind. They
were as clean and white as water would wash
them, and as round and smooth as an apple.

For some time back I have been wondering
what a potato would be like if it could expand
in all directions without any pressure from the
earth surrounding it. Well, here we had it

—

the natural shape of the potato when grown
without hindrance from any environment.
These potatoes grew in about 72 days (the

frost came Oct. 1st), and their growth was al-

most all made right during the drouth. Now,
I am going to try that over again next year.

The straw that we have used this year will an-
swer all right another season, I am sure, at

least so far as it goes ; but I think I shall cul-

tivate the ground and work it up nice and
mellow under the potatoes so the roots can get
down into the earth if they want to. Then I

am going to have straw enough to keep them
damp and cool all through the season ; and,
finally, I am not going to have the chickens
working in it next year as they did last. The
greater part of the potatoes were right near
their quarters ; and one day they would hoist

the straw one way and the next day the next.

By the way, what an azvful amount of muscu-
lar work an enterprising hen will do in one
day, any way, especially when she finds some
rotten straw or chaff to dig or scratch in ! All

around the poultry-house they pulled the

straw off from the potatoes so persistently

they were not only greened but brozvned by
the hot sun. This spoils them for eating, but
it will not hurt them for planting. The Rural
—or better still, perhaps, Carman No. 3—is an
especially nice potato, I think, to put under
straw. The tendency is to grow handsome in

shape any way; and under rotten straw they
would have a big chance to sustain their repu-

tation of being the handsomest potato, both
in size and shape, that the w ">rld has ever seen.

maui/e's commercial potato.

In just two vears I have grown 40 bushels of

these potatos from one potato to start with.

The yield was certainly fair. The potatoes
were large, and some extra large; and if it had
not been for Carman No. 3 right alongside of

them I should have been quite enthusiastic
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over the Commercial. The Carman was fully

equal in yield, and ever so much better in

shape. The Commercial is generally disposed
to be prongy, and the eyes are very deep, and
in quality it is not equal to the Carman.

Tobacco Column.

HONEST AND CONSCIENTIOUS, EVEN THOUGH
CONQUERED BY A BAD HABIT.

Mr. Root:—You will find inclosed $1.40 for payment
on the smokers you sent me for my friends G. J. Pot-
ter and L. M. Potter as a reward for their quitting the
use of tobacco. I feel differently about the matter
now, and think that the above is your due. They
paid me for the smokers, and requested me to pay
you for the same. Floy Potter.

Silver Creek, Mich., Sept 29.

Dear friend P., I rejoice to know your two
friends are straight and square men, even if

they have gone back to the tobacco habit ; bui
I hope and pray that they may change their

minds, and for the sake of health, if nothing
more, give up the weed after all. Let me tell

you a little story—something that happened
right here on our premises, and you may tell

the story to your two friends. The man who
files our saws, Mr. Albert A. Herkner, has
been for many years in poor health. He con-
sulted different doctors. One called it stone
in the gall-bladder, or something like that

;

another, heart-disease, and I guess they did
not know exactly what did ail him. He kept
having his bad spells every little while for

two or three years. Finally, some time in the
summer, he had to give up work entirely, and
it was talked around among his friends that
he probably never would do another day's
work for The A. I. Root Co., or for anybody
else, for that matter, in this world. We all felt

sad about it, and a new saw-filer was install

ed. But he greatly needed a little instruction,
especially in regard to using the saw-filing
machine, by Mr. Herkner himself, and we ac-

cordingly asked Mr. H. if he could not get
down to the factory long enough to tell the
new man something about the new work. One
day I was greatly surprised to see him on the
street, looking fairly well. I stopped my bug-
gy, and asked him to get in and ride. Then I

began to ask him what doctor or what means
had been used that he should be so much bet-

ter. What do you think he said ? Why, it is

the old story. His last doctor was sensible
enough to tell him that, in his opinion, it was
the tobacco he used that was killing him, and
that he would have to make his choice and do
it soon—to go on with his tobacco, just as he
was doing, and die, or give it up and live. The
doctor told him he had tobacco heart, and the
announcement waked him up somewhat. He
said if tliat was the case he would stop then
and there, and stop entirely. He did stop, and
gained so rapidly that in two or three days he
was out on the street, and has been at work a

good deal of the time for ten hours a day for
several weeks. He says he has a terrible fight

with the old habit, but physically he is gain-
ing strength every day. He seems glad to

talk about it, and to tell his friends his expe-

rience, and has given me permission to'tell it

here in print.

A particular friend of mine who takes care
of my teeth, in speaking of Mr. Herkner's
case said he too had quit the use of tobacco in
all shapes. He said he was getting to a point
in life where he needed all the nerves .here
were to be had—that is, in order to do his dif-

ficult and intricate work as it ought to be done
—and he had satisfied himself that tobacco
saps the nerves of life more than any other
one thing. Well, there are several more right
around here who are getting very rapidly to
this very point, where it is a matter of life and
death. No doctor can do any thing for any
man when tobacco is killing that man, unless
he gives up its use ; and our best physicians*
are asking their patients, "Which will you do
— ire tobacco, and die, or give it up and live?"

Barnes'

Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
Hfoo/i /nes on t rial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.&John Barnes Co.,
545 Ruby St.,

Rockford. = - III.

In writing, mention Cleanings

Pierce 'X
i-4 and 1 H. F. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump,
ing Kiigine* all sizes.

Send for circulars stating
|j

uze and for what use.
PIERCE EfNGINE CO.,

BOX 17. Racine. Wis

Tti writing, mention Gleanings.

I ItiSrtM Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cuttingj Mitering,
Rabbeting, Groovm
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, Edge- mould"
Beading. Full line ]

and HAND POWEB mach
ery. Send for Catalog A
Seneca Palls Mfg. Co.,

44 Water 3*. Ssneea Falls, N 7

In writing, mention Gleanings

HENS LAY
—in fact they lay double the eggs winter
and summer when fed Green Cut Bone.

Mann's New Bone Gutters
cut all hard and soft bones, meat, gristle,

&c, fine, fast and without choking and run
easy. Clover cut with our Clover Cutters
helps wonderfully. Mann's Granite Crystal
Grit and Feed Trays too. Catalogue FREE.

P. W. MANN CO., Box 37, Milford, Mass.

In writing, mention Gleanings
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Some Inducements
To Subscribe for the Review.i

I have found that it pays to offer some little induce-

ment to a man to become a subscriber to the Bee-keep-

ers' Review. Nothing in this line has met with great-

er success than the offer of back numbers of the Re-

view. Back numbers of the Review are different from
those of newspapers and some journals. The infor-

mation that they contain is just as valuable now as

when first published. Each issue of the Review, es-

pecially if devoted to the discussion of some special

topic, as is the case with all of the copies printed dur-

ing the first five or six years of its existence, is really

a little pamphlet containing the best thoughts and
experience of the best men upon the topic under dis-

cussion. Some issues are now out of print; of others

only a few remain; while cf others there is still a good

stock on hand. Instead of letting these back numbers
lie on my shelves, gathering dust year after year, I

think it better to use them in getting new subscribers,

and at the same time have them out doing good. I

shall, therefore, as long as these back numbers hold

out, send 12 of them free to each one who sends me
11.00 for the Review for WOO. The selection of these

back numbers must be left with me; but I will see to

it that no two are alike. In addition to these back
numbers, all new subscribers for 1900 will receive the

rest of this year free. The sooner you subscribe, the

more you will get.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

COR SALE.—$400; easy terms. Ten acres improved.
*^ Suitable for bees, poultry, fruit, and gardening;
fine bearing peach-orchard; plums, cherries, pears,
figs, and strawberry-patch; adjoining the magic city
of Fitzgerald, Ga.; old soldiers' colony. The fruit
will pay for the place in two years. Climate fine.

Enquire of K. L. Cherry, Fitzgerald, Ga.QI will be ready as usual to furnish

IJCGfl^ queens the coming season. Many•"2_~* unsolicited testimonials tell of the
"""™—^"™^ superiority of the Laws strain of
FAULTLESS 5-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

BEE-SUPPLIES.

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES
Langstroth hives, Muth honey-extrac-
tors, etc. WE carry a complete line
of Root's goods and sell at their prices.

Muth's Square (Mass Honey=jars C
are just the thing you want now to develop ^
your home market for your extracted honey. J

To Parties in the South >
we offer a big saving in freight, send us your «
order and be convinced. Catalog for asking. ^

C. H.W.Weber, 2146 Cent. Ay., Cincinnati. I

| BEE-SURRLIES!
f ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S PRICES.

Pouder's Honey=jars, and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Low freight rates; prompt

service. Catalog free.

W. S. Pouder, 512 flass. Av., Indianapolis, Ind.

£* A %/
| Did you know the Western Bee=keep-

^^/\ Y I er has changed hands? C. H. Gordon
™"^

is now editor and publisher

• Every bee-keeper, large or
' small, to send 15c for 4 mos.

trial. Sample copy free. .

Wanted
47 Good Block, : Denver, Colorado.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Don't Buy Supplies
Until you see my 39th annual catalog. A
full line of hives and fixtures best adapted
to our New England climate. Also best

brands of Comb Foundation and Sect inn

boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

A. I. Root Co.'s Goods at their prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them
of me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the

very best strains in America. A forty-

page illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. Cary, Lyonsville, Mass.

Every Wide-awake Progressive Bee=keeper
will surely take advantage of A. T. Cook's reliable
offer on page 743. Do not on any account miss it.
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Advertiser's Department of Short Write-ups.

How are you Going to Dig your Potatoes?

It is time in most places to be digging potatoes; and,
in fact, in some places it is past time. If you want
something that will put the potatoes all on top of the
ground, and do it, too, with one good strong team,
you probably can not do any better than to use the
Dowden potato-digger, made by the Dowden Mfg.
Co., Prairie City. Iowa. Drop them a postal card, and
they will cheerfully give you all the particulars, an-
swering every question anybody will probably ask in

regard to the machine. Mr. A. I. Root, of The A. I.

Root Co., is using one with excellent satisfaction in

digging his crop of potatoes grown expressly for seed.

Francis H. Leggett & Co
We have just received a cop}' of King's Views of the

Dewey Reception in New York City, and in looking
over the reception committee we find the name of Mr.
Tohn C. Juhring, also the portrait of Mr. Juhring in a

list of the representative citizens of this committee.
Mr. Juhring is a member of the firm of Francis H.
Leggett & Co., whose ad. appears on the second page
of Gleanings. Our readers have doubtless noticed
this ad. in previous issues, and it gives us pleasure to

call particular attention to this.

The writer was in New York a few weeks ago, and
while there called at the establishment of Francis H.
Leggett & Co., and was very much pleased, not only
with their house but with 'their business methods.
Thev are very modest in their claims, and if their

honey reports as quoted from time to time in our
Honey Column are made up on the same principles
that we found there they will not be misleading in the
least. Messrs. Leggett & Co. have large dealings in

foreign countries as well as in the United States. They
have already filled some orders for foreign shipment
that we were not able to handle ourselves. Mr. Harry
E. Wood, the manager of the honey department, is

studying the requirements of the trade verv carefully,

we believe. We first met him at the Philadelphia
convention.
We take considerable pride in our advertising col-

umns, seeking to have only first class lnuses repre-

sented; and. having met these people personally, and
because of our satisfactory business relati ns with
them, we take pleasure in giving them this introduc-
tion to our readers.—A. L. B.

More About the Poultry Business.

There is just one occupation that almost anybody
can go into without experience, and almost without
capital; yes, and he can commence in the business in

the morning, and have something to sell by night.

Furthermore, any man. woman, or child can make a

start with a reasonable hope of success. It is the
poultry business. If I am not mistaken, somebody
said the poultry in the United States is worth more
money than all the cattle or all the horses or sheep.
You see, only a comparatively few people have horses
and cattle, but almost everybody has some chickens,
and raises eggs. Well, since my" notice of the poultry
catalog in our last issue my attention has been called

to two oth^-r beautiful catalogs. The first one comes
from the Columbia Incubator Co., Delaware City, Del.

On the outside there is a very beautiful colored pic-

ture of a girl feeding chickens, ducks, turkeys, etc.

Inside are exceedingly fine half-to''e pictures—verita-

ble photos—of moie than a dozen views of their fac-

tory. By the way when you see one of these photos
of a place of business you may be pretty sure it is

true, and no put-up job." There is one picture of Pe-
kin ducks—ducks by the hundreds and may be thou-
sands—that you will really enjoy looking at. Incu-
bators made by this firm are claimed to be absolutely
fire-proof.
Another very nice catalog from another part of the

country is that of the Des Moines Incubator Co. This

is a good-sized book also, containing lots of valuable
information and many fine cuts. This catalog, like

the one mentioned in the last issue, contains a large
amount of valuable information. For instance, on
page 92 I read, " Glass should nevei be put on the
roof of a poultry-house, always under the eaves."
This thing I learned by costly experience some years
ago. I had a poultry-house with a glass roof like a
greenhouse. It was too hot for the fowls unless
watched almost constantly, and I t^ok off the glass
and covered the house with shingles, after which I

liked it very much better.

I started out to say that any one can start in the
poultry business with only a dollar for capital. When
I was "about twelve years old I commenced with 25

cents, which amount I received the last day of school
for being at the head the most times in the spelling-

class. With this small investment to start with, I

kept poultry for a good many years, and made a suc-

cess of it from first to last. Now, don't any of you
tell me you have nothing to do. Just a day or so ago
somebody told me eggs were bringing in the home
market 20 cts. a dozen. Why, I used to be happy
when I could get half that much, and corn and wheat
were little if any cheaper then than now.

A Primer on Forestry.

The above is the title of a beautiful book just for-

warded us by the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington. It is a book of 90 pages, printed on
beautiful paper, and there are 130 beautiful half-tones
illustrating forests and forestry, and different kinds
of timber, cross-sections, and, in fact, every thing
pertaining to the subject of forestry and timber.
The book tells us. by pictures and descriptions, how
straight-grained timoer is produced. It gives some
interesting facts in regard to natural pruning. It tells

about the enemies of forest-trees, the life of the forest,

and, in fact, every thing about woods. It gives us
some glimpses of the great forests in Oregon and
Washington that made my heart leap-with a desire to

see them again. We are shown by beautiful photos
how many trees of good size can sometimes stand and
grow on a little bit of ground. In passing through
Yellowstone Park I saw pieces of forest where the
trees were so close together that a horse could not
possibly get between them, and in some places it

would have been very difficult and hard work for even
a man to get through, especially when the fallen tim-
ber crossed and recrossed between the standing trees
is taken into consideration. The book tells about
growing forest-trees; the conditions necessary; how to
preserve our forests. This primer is marked Part I.

Although it is a beautifully hound book, I can not
learn that there is any price put on it. If you are
interested in the matter, write to the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Tell them
you want the Primer of Forestry. If that does not
bring it they will probably tell you what to do to get
it. The book is certainly a most beautiful contribu-
tion to the literature on the subject.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The queen arrived safely. Please accept thanks for

the same. I shall speak a good word for you and
Gleanings whenever opportunity occurs.
Cincinnati, O. John C. Frohliger.

The A B C of Bee Culture was received all right, and
I am well satisfied with it. I would have been $50.00

better off if I had got the book three years ago.
Harrison, Mich. John Frizzell.

THE FAULTLESS SPRAYER.

The sprayer plays havoc with potato-bugs, cabbage-
worms, and flies on horses and cows. A cow stands
out all day in the shade of a tree; before, she hunted
the darkest stall in the stable in daylight.
Kearneysville, W. Va. S. D. Rutherford.

Here's your dollar for Gleanings. I will accept
offer No. 3, page 491. I will not say stop, for I

may be interested in bees again. It seems to me that

Gleanings is improving, and getting away ahead of

the procession. I believe the time has come when
people want every thing all wool and a yard wide;
and the firm or individual that doesn't give it will

continue to "holler" hard times, protection, etc.

Washington, Pa. J. W. Vankirk.
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OUR NEW APPLIANCES FOR COMB HONEY.
I sent you an order for a number of things, among

them some Ideal supers, sections, fences, etc. I am
very much pleased with them, and find, much to my
surprise, that I have taken more comb honey from
these stands than some others with the old-fashioned
honey-boxes and open heeways. I send you a section
of honey which I think must be equal to the A No. 1

you write of. Jno. M. Wheeler.
Winchester, Ky., July 15.

delighted with the extractor.
Mr. Root:—Well, the extractor got here at 1 last, 14

days after shipment: $1.15 charges. I got it home
safe and sound May 30; put it up and to work on the
31st; extracted some 25 gallons of fine honey. L,et me
tell you, it is one of the best ones on earth—as near
perfection as I ever dreamed of seeing. It beggars lan-
guage. I can not tell how delighted I am with my ex-
tractor. Did I ever think of such a machine? I loos-

ened four little screws, took out the gearing, washed
and cleaned, rubbed and dried it as clean as a new
tin bucket. Why, it runs as true, steady, and as per-
fect as a clock. If I had the hands I could extract 100
hives in a day.

If I can only live and keep stout and well for five or
ten years I'll make this place flow with milk and
honey. J. A. Burrow, M. D.
Santa Fe, Tenn., June 2.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRO.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Honey and Beeswax.
Liberal Advances made on Consignments.
Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants.
Established 1875.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must say you want your ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsib'e for any error You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; out all over ten
lines will cost you accorciiiiK to our regular rates. We can
not be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these
" swaps."

WANTED.—For cash, No. 1 white honey in Danz.
"

' 4X5 plain sections. Write for particulars. Four
sizes of Prize cartons for comb honey, and 66-page
book, " Facts about Bees," for 6 cts. in stamps.

F. Danzenbaker, Box 66, Washington, D. C.

WANTED.—To exchange 3-band or goldt n queens™" bred in separate yards, tested or untested, for
any thing useful to a bee-keeper.

Jno. M. Davis, Springhill, Maury Co., Tenn.

\17ANTED. — To exchange piano, organ, grapho-
" phone, or other articles for first-class sections,
comb foundation, queen and drone traps, Clark's
smokers, and other bee-fixtures. Address

F. C. Brewer, Parkesburgh, Pa.

VMANTED.—To exchange bees for barred, white, and
*' buff Plymouth Rocks. Also sweet-clover seed at
5 cts. a package. Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

ANTED.—To exchange a few bushels of sweet-clo-
ver seed for untested Italian queens

R. Gould, Crawford, Miss.

w
\VANTED.—To exchange hand-picked winter ap-
" pies, good keepers, for comb or extracted honey.

Address J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.

WANTED.—Every reader of Gleanings to see the
'" unparalleled Parm Journal offer on page 743. No
one can afford to pass it by.

WANTED.—To exchange 27 !4 lbs. new Roman type
—5% point (agate)—extra quality, for best qual-

ity hone3', maple sugar or syrup, or offers.
A. T. Cook, Seedsman, Hvde Park, N. Y.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

and The Ohio Farmer both

One Year for Only $1.10.

A business bargain for the business farmer ! The
Ohio Farmer stands at the head of agricultural jour-
nals in America; costs more to publish, and gives more
to its readers than any other paper of its kind. It is a
farmer's paper—practical, reliable, and entertain-
ing. Twenty pages weekly, with liberal illustrations
and complete market reports from all the leading
market centers. Ten different departments. It will
pay you in dollars and cents to read it a year. Sample
copies free.

The Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Best Bargain Ever Heard of

is offered by A. T. Cook, page 713. Do not get left.

COR SALE.—800 lbs. fancy clover honey, 200 lbs.
* No. 1 clover, and 500 lbs. good amber and dark; all

in nice condition, in 12 and 15 lb. glass- front cases.
Will sell to highest bidder.

FRANK McNAY, Portage, Wis.

WillwINTER APPLES by the barrel or carload
sell cheap. Correspond at once.

J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.

WE TRUST THE PUBLIC
id semi our Iiicubutorx to any
sponsible pcmon. No one should buy
Incubator ami pay tor it before giving it a
il. It is made so that nobody can fail

th it. A child can run it. Hicts.

rth of oil will make a hatch. II beat nil
he 1-8 at World's Fair, Nashville and
laha Expositions. We are sole manufac-
ew Premier and Simplicity In-
5 cts. Plans for Poultry Houses, etc., 25c.

Columbia Incubator Co., 8 Adams St., Delaware City, Del.

In writing, mention Gleanings

Vegetable and Flower Seeds Given Away.
JO cents' worth abs lutely free. See offer, page 743.

Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too,

ClK COttillil lllill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-

meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can

operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO»
Address tbe Trank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. V.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee-keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.

One-pound, square, 84.70 per gross,
with corks; 5 gross at $4.50 a gross.

HONEY = JARS. |

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hich.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

OUTSIDE CASES.
For wintering bees; include bottom,
body, gabled cover; 00c ea.; 10. $5 50.

Catalog, describing every thing a
bee-keeper needs, will be sent free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

is shipping-cases, some five-

Your Need new Danz. cartons,
for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Send

Our Desire
for wax.

is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

CWEET-CLOVER SEED in the hull for sale at 5 cts.
*-' per pound. For orders of 50 lbs. or more, address

Jos. Shaw, Box 64, Strong City, Chase Co., Kan.

PRICES OP

Bingham Perfect Bee=sraokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(
lar

f,?mad£°
k
~) 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00 ; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor ! 3^-in. " " 9.00; " 1.10

Conqueror , 3-in. " " 6.50; " 1.00

Large 2^-in. " " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEKN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly,JW. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAH, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS
Springfield.—Fancy, 16@18; No. 1, 14; buckwheat,

12@14. The demand is good, and it is selling very
well. Perkins & Hatch,
Oct. 19. Springfield, Mass.

Schenectady.—We could sell some fancy white
honey at 18; A No. 1, 15@16; No. 1, 14@15; No. 2, 12@13;
buckwheat, 10@11; extracted dark in 60-lb. cans, 6%;
kegs, 6. C. McCulloch,

Oct. 18. Schenectady, N. Y.

Detroit.—Fancy white comb, 15@16; No. 1, 14@15;
amber and dark grades, 10@12. Demand good and
supply light. No extracted in the market, with con-
siderable inquiry. White would sell at 8c. Beeswax,
23(gi24, with good supply. M. H. Hunt & Son,

Oct. 18. Bell Branch. Mich.

Kansas City.—The demand for comb is fair; sup-
ply light. The supply of extracted is light: demand
good. We quote No. 1 white comb, at 13J|@,14c; No. 2
white, 13(&13^; No. 1 amber, 13J4; No. 2 amber. 12^@
13; extracted, white, 7@7J4; amber 6(S6^; dark, 5@5J4.
beeswax, 22@25. C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Oct. 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Albany.—Honey market active. Honey is less
than half crop this year. Comb honey selling freely
at following prices : Fancy white, 15@16; No. 2 white.
13(al4; mixed, 12@13; dark, 11@12; white extracted, 8^
<g),9; mixed, 7@7^: buckwheat, 6@6J4; beeswax, 26@27.

McDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Oct. 18. Albany, N. Y.

Chicago.—The market is active, and full quotations
are obtained. A little fancy white sold at 16c, but
sales are chiefly at 15c for the best grade; white, not
strictly fancy, brings 13(5(15 ; amber grades, 10@12

;

dark, 9@10. Extracted, 7(5>8. according to body, flavor,
and package; ambers, l@,~ lA\ dark grades, 6@7. Bees-
wax, 26to27. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

Oct. 18. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Boston.—But little new to note in this market on
honey. The supply still continues to be very short,
•while the demand is naturally a little lighter, as the
retail trade is not quite up to higher prices, still with
the light stock we must evidently come to it. We
quote our prices as follows : Fancy No. 1 white, in
cartons, 15@16; A No. 1, 14@,15; No. 1, 13@14; light am-
ber extracted, 7@8; amber, 6^@7^.

Blake, Scott & I^ee,
Oct. 19. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Milwaukee.—The demand for honey has been very
good, and we have enjoyed a fair degree of the trade;
while the supply "has not been burdensome, it has
been sufficient to meet the current demand, and val-
ues well maintained, and thus the demand has been
somewhat checked. We continue to quote fancy 1-lb.
sections, 15(8,16; A No. 1, 14@15; No. 1, 12@14; best am-
ber, 14@15; extracted white, in bbls., kegs, and pails,
8@9. Beeswax, 25@26. A. V. Bishop & Co.,

Oct. 19. Milwaukee, Wis.

New York.—Demand good for all grades of comb
honey, and ready sale at following prices : Fancy
white, 15c; No. 1 white, 13@14; amber, 11@12; buck-
wheat, 9@11, according to quality. Extracted also in
good demand at following prices : California white,
8J-2 ; light amber, 8 ; white clover and basswood, 8

;

amber, iy2 . Little doing as yet in buckwheat. South-
ern fancy,

~
l/2 \ other grades, as to quality, 70@75 per

gal. Beeswax, 2li@27, and dull.

Hildreth & Segelken,
Oct. 20. 120 and 122 W. Broadway, New York.

For Sale.—Fine basswood honey in 60-lb. cans,
two in a case, 8^c net. Also basswood, clover, and
fall flowers mixed, light amber, same price, f. o. b.
Union Center, Wis. Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

For Sale.—We have some nice basswood honey in
kegs and cans at 84^ cts. per lb. Sample 5 cts.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PL, New York.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. Blake, Scott & I,ee,

57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Quantity lots of comb and extracted hon-
ey. Car lots preferred. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

Wanted.—Fancy white comb and extracted honey.
Give price, kind, and quantity. C. H. W. Weber,

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth,
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-SUPPLIES.

ROOT'S GOODS-ROOT'S PRICES
L,angstroth hives, Muth honey-extrac-
tors, etc. WE carry a complete line

of Root's goods and sell at their prices.

Muth's Square Glass Honey=jars
are just the thing you want now to develop

.

your home market for your extracted honey.
,

To Parties in the South
we offer a big saving in freight, send us your .

order and be convinced. Catalog for asking.

C. H.W.Weber, 2146 Cent. Ay., Cincinnati.
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

Root's Goods for California.
We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokers, veils, etc., direct

from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.

Write for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, = Fresno, California.

f* A \ / | Did you know the Western Bee=keep-
^N/\ Y f er has changed hands? C. H. Gordon
*—'*

is now editor and publisher

» Every bee-keeper, large or
' small, to send 15c for 4 mos.

trial. Sample copy free. .

: Denver, Colorado.

Wanted
47 Good Block,

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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The Bee-keeper's Guide, or Manual oi the Apiary.

By Prof. A. J. Cook, now of California.

This is one of the standard bee-books in the English language, con-

taining over 450 pages, bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

The American Bee Journal
is the only weekly bee-paper in America, and is also an excel-

lent " bee-keeper's guide." Every bee-keeper should have it. S

Prof. Cook's Book and the Bee Journal
both for $1.25 to a New Subscriber. . .

i

For the price of the book alone ($1.25) we will send both the

Journal and book to a new subscriber to the Bee Journal for

1900, throwing in the rest of this year's journals free. Better

send your order at once. Sample copy of the Bee Journal
free upon request. Mention Gleanings, please.

ADDRESS

* Geo. W. York & Co., "VEST Chicago, 111.

\ffl

Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.,

can furnish you with the

Very Finest

Bee=keepers' Supplies

in the World.

Parties wanting goods
before new catalog is is-

sued will please write
for quotations.

We want every BEE-
KEEPER on our list

If you did not receive
our catalog last year
send us your name and
address, and we will

mail you our new cat-

as soon as it is

ready.

-** -s 5 -a 22-2 -22-2222 -5-5^2-2^2 -s 2 2 -s 2 2 V'

About
Bees.FACTS

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66Washington, D.C.

To Make Paying Homes in Florida.
For sale cheap, two twenty-
acre fruit-farms, in bearing.

Aug. Leyvraz, : : Francis, Florida.

BEE-SUPRLIES !

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S PRICES.

Pouder's Honey=jars, and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Low freight rates; prompt

service. Catalog free.

W. S. Pouder, 512 Class. A v., Indianapolis, Ind.

Fine Clover Honey.
Two 60 lb. cans in a case, 811.50; amber,
in barrels, 8c; in kegs, 8^c; clover and
basswood, half barrels, 9c. If your crop
is short, and you want honey, or you
want to know if that honey you buy is

is pure, and want it analyzed, address

Wm. A. Selser, 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Manager The A. I. Root Co.
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Sometimes it happens that, by some means,
some nice sections of honey have their faces

so daubed as to be almost spoiled. Put a su-
per of such sections over a hive and take away
as soon as the bees have had time to lick off

the daub.

I never used a sheet of cloth, as mentioned
by Capt. Hetherington, p. 750, to cover honey-
cases in a car, but last week I used newspa-
pers, tacking them lightly on the cases. The
cloth has the advantage that it is all in one
piece Perhaps better than either would be
manilla paper pasted together.

Mr. Editor, if you think it for the general
good to have your program arranged to short-
en up the spelling thruout the whole catalog
of words ending in ue and ugh, I'll try to bear
it manfully, even tho it does sometimes jolt

me in reading. But, say; won't it leave the
word rather short if you drop the final ugh
from the interjection "ugh " ?

You can not give the absolute weight of
any section of a given size, for one year it

will be heavier than another. But I can give
the relative weights of three kinds of sections
for this year.

5676 beeway 4^X1^ averaged 14.94 oz.

442 plain 5X4#Xl# " 13.82 oz.

345 " A%X±%X\y2 " 13.83 oz.

The shield of a Crane smoker became un-
riveted for me, as mentioned p. 754, but I had
hardly thought of it as a fault, for the shield
did just as good service after it was loose.
[The shield of the Crane smokers, and also of
the Corneil, are not only double riveted for
1900, but have washers that enable the rivet
to maintain a stronger hold upon the metal of
the shield.

—

Ed ]

The annoyance of having inky drops fall

from the nozzle of the smoker upon nice
white sections is sometimes very great. I nev-
er really knew how to avoid it until lately
Critic Taylor of the Revieiu said to use very
dry fuel. Simple enough ! There can't be

any drops of dirty water unless the water
comes out of the fuel. But I never was bright
enough to think of it.

Rambler is making trouble, p. 759, by talk-
ing about the longing for the " favored clime "

of California ; and when he talks about the
roses I just feel like getting out of this place
where the thermometer goes down to 24° in
September. But when I turn to p. 751, and
think that in California I might " have to live

alone or in the mountains with my bees, as so
many California bee-keepers do," I feel con-
tent to stay here and freeze. I'd rather have
folks than a "clime."

F. Greiner is right about the two distinct
faults of the Daisy foundation-fastener, the
mussy dripping and the lack of room for the
lamp, or, rather, for the chimney, for there's
no difficulty about getting a lamp to suit. I

have used a tin chimney of just the right
height, and don't know of any advantage the
glass has. Just a plain tin tube of the proper
length and the same diameter as a No. 1 chim-
ney at the bottom might be sent out with each
fastener, and in my judgment it would be a
good deal better than to change the fastener
to take a glass chimney. [The Daisy founda-
tion-fastener has been changed for 1900 ; and
the objections that have been named by Mr.
Greiner have been entirely eliminated. I

think I had better send you a new plate that
you can attach to the Daisy. It is a " daisy"
now, I assure you.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, you talk some pretty good talk
on page 753 about being liberal and not judg-
ing too harshly. Now, I'm not going to put
any mischief into friend Ochsner's head, but
I can hardly blame him such a great deal if he
should say to himself, " I wonder why in the
world the editor didn't talk that same way
when a man was talking about taking my fa-

vorite sections to some swamp and stamping
them out of sight in the mud!" [When
friend Ochsner, on page 753, spoke about Or-
ton's saying that the old \% sections ought to

be "stamped in the mud," I could hardly be-

lieve that he had made any such statement.
When I first read the article, preparatory to

putting on my footnote, I did not notice it

and that is the reason why I made no refer
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ence at the time to it. But notice particular-

ly, doctor, that when I did reply to it I made
the statement not for the benefit of Mr. Ochs-
ner, but for Mr. Orton. It was the latter who
talked about stamping the sections in the mud,
and not Mr. Ochsner. While I can see no
good reason why the 4 % beeway section should
be preferred to the same size plain, I believe
in giving the Devil his due.

—

Ed.]

A correspondent sends me a document
sent out by The A. I. Root Co. in which the
word " clubbed " is cut in two, the "club"
being at the last end of one line and the
" bed " at the beginning of the next, suggest-
ing that phonetic spelling would have given
room without resort to such division. I should
feel like entering a protest against the practice
of dividing a word of one syllable, only if I

should do so that fiendish proof-reader would
fling back at me that I not only sometimes di-

vide a syllable but put the hyphen with the
fragment that begins the second line. [The
division of any word at any time is objection-
able, and is tolerated only as a necessary evil.

Where the line is long, and type fine, a care-

ful printer can get along and make almost no
divisions; but as the line becomes shorter and
the type larger, divisions become more and
more unavoidable unless a still greater objec-
tion is introduced—that is, putting extremely
wide divisions between the words. The point
referred to was discussed in the latest issue of
the Inland Printer, and the judges decided
that it is not best to make a rule that ed shall

not be cut off unless it has a distinct sound,
as in exhausted. Such a rule would make
great inconvenience in lines as short as ours,

while it would not interfere with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal in the least. As Mr. York
well says in a private letter I lately received
from him, the audience is not critical enough
to make such hair-splitting pay. The Bible
abounds in such divisions as you refer to, such
as skew-ed, compass-ed, zuorship-ped, etc. The
French continually divide what we call one
syllable.

—

Proof-reader. ]

R. Wiekin, p. 751, says that alfalfa honey,
" if not the most popular, is a very fine hon-
ey." That hint that alfalfa honey is not pop-
ular is a surprise to me. I can hardly see how
it could be unpopular with any except those
who like very strong flavors. In one respect
alfalfa stands at the head, and that is where
sweetening is wanted without the flavor, as in

coffee. The use of honey in coffee and tea is

greatly to be commended on the score of
health, but the flavors of most honeys are ob-
jectionable. The flavor of alfalfa is so mild
that it takes the lead as a sweetener for hot
drinks. [When R. Wilkin was speaking
about alfalfa honey not being the most popu-
lar, I suspect he had reference principally to
the State of California, or those localities

where white mountain sage is produced. I

never saw the Californian yet who did not pre-
fer this honey to the best white-clover honey
or the best alfalfa; and the very fact that buck-
wheaters in York State prefer their dark rich
honey, which most of us dislike, goes to show
that locality and the education of taste have a
good deal to do with the local popularity of

any one kind of honey. Although I have been
brought up on clover and basswood, preferring
the clover, yet as between these and alfalfa I

prefer the latter. As between alfalfa and
white mountain sage the alfalfa suits my taste

better. Yes, if the time ever comes when al-

falfa honey will be produced largely in Cali-

fornia, we shall expect a revolution in taste
;

but for absence of flavor I think mountain
sage will stand ahead of alfalfa. In that re-

spect it would be even better for sweetening
coffee and tea. It is true that honey for sweet-
ening either of these table drinks is not very
desirable unless there is little or no flavor.

Buckwheat honey would be the least desirable,

while white mountain sage or alfalfa would be
the best ; and yet even these, as mild as they
are, will not be liked as well as cane sugar,
which comes as near being a real sweet with-
out flavor as any thing in the world.

—

Ed.]

" There are some people who wear Con-
gress gaiters, and yet I suspect a great major-
ity will wear nothing but laced shoes "—page
753. Yes, very few will wear Congress shoes,
just because they can't get them. I bought
one pair of laced shoes a year or so ago ; and
if I'm ever forgiven for the time I wasted in

stringing up those shoes every morning I'll

never buy another pair so long as I can get
Congress shoes by paying a good deal more.
And sometimes bee-keepers use a thing, not
because they like it best, but because of the
difficulty of getting what they do like. [I

used to wear Congress gaiters exclusively, and
was wont to say, as you now affirm, that I

could not afford to waste time in stringing up
shoes every morning, to say nothing of the in-

convenience of being doubled up like a jack-
knife for a period of a minute or two; but aft-

er I had worn two pairs of the laced, I discov-
ered that they were easier wearing, and they
permitted me to make the shoe fit my ankle

;

whereas the Congress shoes, owing to exces-
sive tension of the rubber, very often pinched
the ankle so tight as to be decidedly uncom-
fortable. After the shoes became old the rub-
bers would stretch out, and then I would have
that degree of comfort that I now have with
laced shoes. Now let me tell you what induc-
ed me to discard the Congress shoe. I had
been making a hundred-mile run on the bicy-

cle, with Congress gaiters. On arriving at Dr.
Mason's that night I told him my ankles were
swollen. I remembered that, during all the
ride, they were very uncomfortable. After
the doctor's examination he exclaimed, '

' Why,
Ernest ! don't you know better than to wear
such tight rubbers around your ankles?"
Well, the result was I took my knife and split

the rubbers till I had room. But this prefer-

ence for Congress gaiters and laced shoes il-

lustrates very nicely, I think, the preference
that bee-keepers have for various devices that
are used in the apiary. I have known some
bee-keepers who preferred the Clark cold-blast

smoker to a Bingham or Corneil, even at the
same price. For my part I would not take a

Clark as a gift, providing I could get a hot-

blast; and yet how the other fellow can prefer

the cold-blast is something I can not under-
stand.

—

Ed.]
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The gloomy clouds now fill the sky,
Surcharged with hail and rain;

While eating summer's hard-earned stores
We'll laugh at summer's pain.

\ii

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Owing to the drouth in Texas, many bees

are starving to death.
\h

A commission house in Chicago received

two barrels of honey from a bee-keeper. Not
needing it the)' sold it, on a snap offer, for 25

cts. a gallon—2 cts. per lb. How much did
the bee-keeper get? Mr. York justly speaks
of bee-men like that as "fools."

tti

Mr. John Carson, of Newton Falls, O., aged
65, was stung to death recently. He tried to

burn some sulphur near his bees to render
them harmless, when they covered his head.
He rushed to the house, fell on the floor, and
died in a short time. The moral is, use a veil.

vt/

At a convention in Texas the question was
asked if the color of honey has any thing to

do with the color of comb. All agreed that it

has. One case was cited where the darkest
kind of honey had very white comb. This
was suppostd to be because the honey was
" bug juice," hence the bees did not use it for

making comb.
\h

The omission of the convention report is

due to the illness of Dr. A. B. Mason. He
was unwell on his way home, and found, on
reaching Toledo, that his daughter Flora had
broken her right arm, but the news was con-
cealed from him till he reached home. This
increased his own work so much that he got
behind. Mr. York is entirely excusable, es-

pecially as his journal is none the less inter-

esting. But it does give a printer a " feeling

of goneness " to be obliged to drop a stitch in

a series of articles.

*
Mr. Thos. Elliott, of Illinois, gives the fol-

lowing account of a serious sickness he had,
induced by inhaling vapor when rendering a
lot of combs from colonies that had starved.

He says :

Some three years ago I boiled down the combs from
150 hives in which the bees had starved out during a
dry spell in California, and there were a great many
dead bees in the combs. I used the extractor-tank
outdoors, and it took me two days. From that time
on my health failed I can best describe it by saying
that in one year I had become -10 years older. Every
sense, feeling, or organ, in the human body, that can
be affected, came under the influence of the poison.
I was in a manner paralyzed, and the doctors told me
that I could live but a short time.

He consulted a physician in Chicago, who
understood the case, and under his care the
patient recovered. Such work should be done
outdoors, where the wind can carry away the
foul odors.

Some one speaks of the Alley trap as a " big
nuisance," on the ground, apparently, that
some of the pollen on the bee's legs is brushed
off in passing through it. I let Mr. Alley
make his own defense :

Suppose a little pollen, say one per cent of all the
bees collect (and it is not more than that amount), is

brushed off the legs of the bees when they pass
through the metal, does any one have an idea that
that would in any way affect the prosperity of the
colony ? The person who asserts that the trap is a
'' nuisance " most likely is one of those bee-keepers
who have not been long in the business, or it seems to
me he would not now attempt to discuss the merits of
the trap, as these same charges, years ago, were
brought against it, and no one took any stock in them;
and I do not believe they will now.

m
Mr. C. Theilmann, of Minnesota, makes the

startling and positive statement that the cele-

brated Dzierzon theory is fallacious, and that
he has shown it to be so. He says his formula
is so simple that almost any bee-keeper can
satisfy himself that bees can and will produce
either sex from eggs laid in worker cells by a

normal queen. If Mr. T.'s claims are correct,

Mr. Dzierzon will be one of the first to recog-
nize them. Some time ago I read in a foreign
journal that Mr. D. was revising his own
theory, and that he might some time abandon
it.

Mr. C. P. Dadant is an advocate of feeding
bees well in order to get stores. His advice
to a correspondent to do so is followed by the
report below :

My bees were near starvation, and I did not know
what to do. I thought it would cost too much to feed
them, so I asked you if you thought it would pay.
You replied that you would feed them all they needed,
even if you had to botrowthe money to do it. Sol
was encouraged, and bought the sugar for feeding,
being about a barrel and a half, which supplied them
until the harvest began.
My crop this year was 2200 pounds of fine honey,

while my neighbors, who keep as many colonies as I

do, got very little from them, and some not a pound.
One of them, who has kept bees for 15 years, had 30
colonies, spring count, did not feed, and he got only 3
swarms from the 30, and very little honey.

I had 27 colonies last spring which I fed just as you
directed, and I took off the 2200 pounds of honey, and
had 35 swarms besides, which I think is pretty good
for this year.

I began in 1893 with one colony, being 25 years of
age. I have been successful ever since in wintering,
not losing 3 colonies in the six years of my experi-
ence. TOFIELD I,EHMAN.
Fayette Co., Iowa.

Vit

AMERICAN BEE KEEPER.
Mr. J. L. Lattimer recently argued for the

old-style sections in place of the new. In my
reply to him the editor thinks I did not un-
derstand Mr. L., and says :

Stenog has evidently misconstrued Mr. L,attimer's
remarks. Surely he nowhere anticipated the prob-
ability of both styles of sections being placed in com-
petition on the same table: but sought simply to

illustrate the superiority of his choice by such suppo-
sition. Nor do we see wherein he recommends plac-

ing the honey upon the table without first removing
the wood According to Dr. Miller, and popular
usage, the word " section " in his fourth paragraph
plainly and properly meant the honey and not the
wood.

That certainly makes a difference. But it

did seem strange to me that a mere accident

should be deemed likely to happen lo one
kind of section and not to another. By the
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way, how should comb honey be served on
the table ? Some put a little on a dish at each
plate, while others put it all on one large

-dish, and let each help himself. But is not
the shape of the whole chunk, as it leaves the
section, entirely lost by cutting the comb into

smaller pieces? People should be led away
from what is a mere whim ; but if they insist

•on the whim, and are willing to pay for it, let

them have it.

i*

Mr. Ed. Jolley says : "Nothing helps more
to sell comb honey than nice, clean, white
sections. It is always poor economy to buy
second-class or discolored sections. The retail

dealer will find readier sale for a poorer grade
of honey in nice, clean, white sections than
for fine honey in dirty or discolored sections."

In the latter case, why not point out the slight

bearing the section has on the matter, and say
that is not intended for food ? But as some
customers, especially women, are so notional
about mere looks, perhaps it would be well to

show them the great importance of buying
honey in very white sections.

RAMBLE 178.

The Dog and the Grub-box.

BY RA1IBI.ER.

"Good-morning, Mr. Brodbeck."
" Good-morning, Rambler. Well, you are

on time, I see."

"Yes, Mr. Brodbeck; I always try to be
punctual in appointments. I do hate to ex-
pect a fellow for half an hour after the ap-
pointed time, and the longer I wait the more
fidgets I get ; and when I am not on hand at

the appointed time I feel that I am inflicting

the same discomfort upon the friend who is

waiting for me. Well, I suppose you have
every thing ready for a start."

" Yes, all but loading a few things into the
wagon; and if you don't mind lifting them in,

Mr. Rambler, while I harness Prince, you
may do so. My old trouble, elephantiasis of
the plasmodium, bothers me again this morn-
ing, and I can not lift worth a cent."

"All right, Bro. Brodbeck. Why, I can
lift any thing ; and it is a real pleasure for me
to aid you. I am sure you must be very weak
with that old complaint in your system, and I

hope this trip to the San Gabriel Canyon will
do you good. Why, I was once troubled with
the evolutionary phlandangoes, and really felt

—well, I suspect that a gypsum mummy
doesn't feel — but I felt about as they look

;

but I started right off on a camping-trip into
the San Bernardino Mountains, and came back
as chirk as a chipmunk. But, see here,
Brodbeck; what are you going to do with this

sledge-hammer and pickax? "

" Ho, ho, Rambler ! Why, didn't you know
there is good gold-mining in the San Gabriel
Canyon ? Just think how nice it will be for

us to strike a gold-mine ! Won't that work
well after two failures in the honey crop, hey,
Rambler? "

"Brodbeck, I am too full for utterance.
You strike me on a tender chord. Gold, gold
always so near, in other men's pockets, but
so far from mine. Why, Brodbeck, if it is

gold we are after, let's take a whole load of
picks and shovels."

" Hold easy, there, Rambler; don't put that
grub-box under the seat."

" Why, Brodbeck, it just fits in there ; and
then there is one advantage in having it under
the seat—you won't be getting your fingers
into it between meals."

" Well, you see, Rambler, I want that place
reserved for Juno."

" Great Scott !
" (I came near dropping the

grub- box) " and you are going to tote that
dorg too? Well, I do declare !

"

" Yes, she is always so lonesome without
me; then there is a little whooping-cough in

the neighborhood, and I am afraid she will

get exposed, so I will take her along."
" Well, now, you are the dog-goned-est fel-

low I ever saw. Why, when I owned a dog I

taught it to trot along under the wagon.
Why, I know a dog is happier to be allowed
to run and skip like Mary's little lamb. But,
say; I have another excellent plan. Put the
dog into a box and hang it on the hind end
of the wagon."
"Not much. Why, Rambler, you talk as

though I do not know how to use a dog.
Why, a box is too confining."

"Of course, Brodbeck; I understand all

that ; but I was going to suggest the attach-
ment of a ventilator ; but all right—we won't
have any mental aberrations over the matter.
But, say ; it occurs to me that you own the
horse, the wagon, and the dog ; now, do you
own and have a controlling influence over the
fleas on the dog? "

" Well, that is another downright insult to

my knowledge of dogs. Why, Juno wouldn't
know a flea if she should see one."

" That is probably a fact; but she evidently
knows when she feels them. That's right,

Juno ; dig 'em out. But say, Brodbeck, I

won't stand on such a little thing as a flea. If

they get too plentiful I can flee ; and if I flee

you will have to submit to all of the fleas or
flee yourself. Hurrah for the San Gabriel !"

We had a delightful drive that day up
through the San Gabriel Yalley. While the
evidences of a long continued drouth were
visible, there were other evidences that even
long drouths are not without their blessings.

The salvation of this country depends upon
water; and as but little of it comes from above
it must come from below ; and during an un-
usual drouth there is an extensive develop-
ment of water. No matter how unyielding
the skies are, there is always plenty of water
deep down in the earth. Wells are drilled,

and in many places the artesian water flows
in copious streams from the pipes; but usually
the pump is resorted to, and steam, gasoline,
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and electricity are the powers applied; and
what nice streams are poured out upon the
thirsty land ! and what nice fields of alfalfa

were growing !

"Why, Bro. Brodbeck," said I, "it is only
a question of time when this whole valley will

be under cultivation, and thousands of acres

of alfalfa will be grown ; and then, instead of

there being no bees down here in the valley,

there will be many apiaries."

APIARY IN THE' SAN GABRIEL CANYON.

"Yes," said Mr. Brodbeck ; "then see the
long avenues of gum-trees already here. This
will certainly be a paradise for bee-keepers
some time."
We camped that night in the mouth of the

San Gabriel Canyon, and near one of those
pumping-plants. A company had dammed
the river here, and they were pumping a large
stream of water, and sending it in pipes to the
valley; but there is not a drop of water in

sight in the river—nothing but great bould-
ers, and no signs of a dam. Back
east we build a dam across a stream
and depend upon the overflow

;

but conditions are different here.

The water follows along the bed
rock, and in this case it is 80 feet

from the surface. A well was first

sunk—they call it a shaft here

—

then a tunnel is cut across the
river upon the bed-rock, and a
dam the whole length of the tun-
nel. Of course, the river is

dammed, and there are no signs
of it upon the surface.

The first bee-ranch we encoun-
tered was near the pumping plant,

and is owned by Clarence A. Hoag.
Clarence said he had kept bees
several years ; and while he had
been living a bachelor's life he
had experienced very good luck,
and much quiet and happiness

;

but he was married a few years
ago, and somehow since that time
dry seasons had been the order;
and to keep his family alive he
had to rustle into other work, and
was then working in that tunnel,
eighty feet under ground, on the night shift.

He looked somewhat sad and dilapidated,
and I could imagine how he would yearn for

those bachelor days, when his wife would
arouse him in the night and say, "Clarence,
dear, it is time for you to rustle into that hole
in the ground." But, a-lack-a-day ! bachelor
bee-keepers have not much peace of mind

themselves during these dry seasons. Mr.
Hoag had lost quite a number of his colonies,
and was evidently following the plan of al-

lowing the fittest to survive. I suppose that,

owing to the fact that there was no end of
stones in the wash just below the apiary,
there was a whole wheelbarrow load upon
every hive.

Several miles up the canyon we struck an-
other bee-man. Mr. Porter had lived in the

canyon 25 years ; had usually se-

cured 8 tons of honey every year
from his 100 colonies ; but for the
past five years he had taken no-
thing ; and during the past two
years he had lost three-fourths of

his bees, and was still losing. Mr.
Porter did not seem to be anxious
to talk about his bees, and he was,
perhaps, excusable under the cir-

cumstances ; but he had one thing
on his ranch that he could brag
about, and that was a fine spring of

water.
"Say, gentlemen," said he, " go right down

over the river bank and you will find the best
water you ever drank. It is better than all

the beer in Los Angeles."
I agreed with him promptly there, even be-

fore I drank the water; for any kind of water
is better than beer. Mr. Brodbeck is getting

to be quite a temperance man too. Of course,

I suppose he always favored temperance
;

but to tempt him I offered to treat at every
saloon we passed upon the trip ; but he stead-

a hold-up.

ily refused, and even hinted that he would
vote the Prohibition ticket next fall. No fleas

on Bro. Brodbeck that time, sure.

The San Gabriel Canyon has the worst road
in seven counties. It is very well to have a

road paved with stones ; but when they are

boulders of various sizes, the frolicsome way a

wagon jolts along is extremely irksome, and I
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preferred to shank it. Toward the conclusion
-of our journey we fell in with a camping-
part}- which included several young ladies,

-and all, except the driver, were shanking it

too; and while the wagons had to follow the
"windings of the stream, and jounce over
stones, we could shank it across the points,

pick button-hole bouquets, and admire the
grand scenery.
The ladies and I were admiring the beauti-

ful blossoms on a bull-thistle when Bro. Brod-
beck hove in sight. He swung both arms,
and shouted, "Say, Rambler! say! come
over here—do ! I'm awful tired of this rough
riding. Won't you drive, Rambler? do
drive."
"No, Bro. Brodbeck," said I, firmly, "I

am fortunately, just now, otherwise engaged;
then there is quite an amount of malaria
floating through this underbrush, and I must
insist upon your avoiding it. Cling to the
wagon. So long! " and we all disappeared
again across another point; but how lonesome
Brodbeck appeared, jouncing over the bould-
ers, while I was with the gypsy hats and the
gay ribbons !

I never thought I should really enjoy a
hold-up. There have been so many of them
in Arizona that I have been a little timid
when traveling in lonely places lest some of

these gentry from the aforesaid State might
pounce upon me; but thus far I have escaped
them ; and now to be held up by a couple of

ladies !

We had to cross the river quite a number of

times; and the further up the canyon we trav-

eled, the larger the stream. At first it was
stepping-stones, and now it was logs upon
which we crossed, and it was here that the
hold-ups occurred; and they were of such a
pleasant nature that I illustrate. If all hold-
ups were of such a pleasant nature as this I

am sure no one would seriously object to
them. I am greatly pleased that I saved Mr.
Brodbeck from having the experience.

HONEY AS A DAILY FOOD.

Sugar as a Food and as a Dietary; Cane Sugar vs.

Honey.

BY ANTON LEISTER.

It is well known that cane sugar has a very
decided value as a food, aside from its use as
a condiment. It is said that negroes on the
Louisiana sugar-plantations, living largely on
the sugar cane, tbrive and grow fat, though
subjected to the hardest kind of labor. Any
one by trial will soon be convinced that sugar
has a hiyh nutritive value, when properly
used.

Since honey is only another kind of sugar,
a kind (grape sugar) that is in a much better
form for digestion and assimilation, why
should it not be true of honey, too, even in a
higher degree, that it has a high value as a
food, and that it can take the place of meat,
butter, and the like, in a dietary ? I believe
that it is true, and that honey has a high food
value. Here are my reasons :

Two years ago, when the finest white-clover
honey was selling for 6 cts. per lb., I bought
it by the gallon and used it freely every day
for six months. I used as much as 1(5 ounces
some days, and on an average, week in week
out, ate one third of a pound per day, with
the following results :

In only one or two instances did I experi-

ence any bad effects from eating honey in any
desired quantity at a time. In these instances
the honey caused vomiting, which was due,
however, not to the honey, but to the fact of

eating when very hungry and very tired, and
before having rested. A meal of beefsteak
under these conditions would most likely have
produced the same effect. As it was, the hon-
ey in these rare instances had a remarkable
advantage over other foods, for it was rejected

in half an hour or an hour, unchanged by
fermentation and souring, while other foods
would have thus changed in a very short time,

and to a very disagreeable extent. Though
an unpleasant fact to speak of, I mention it

because it throws a strong light on the hygie-
nic value of honey.
But when I say that, with the above trifling

exceptions, I ate from five to fifteen ounces of

honey per day for months, with a saving
of money, and with excellent hygienic results,

it is necessary to call the especial attention of

the reader to the conditions under which this

was done.
The honey was not eaten with hot biscuit

and butter, nor was it eaten to " top off " a
square meal of all kinds of other substantials.

But I had (and still have) bread made from
" whole wheat flour," and on this alone, dark,
dry, and hard, together with the honey, I

made a meal once or twice a day, eating other
foods for the remaining meal to secure the
necessary variety.

This way of making the honey a main part
of the meal, and not a mere relish, a tickler,

and spur for the sated appetite, is a very im-
portant point ; for honey, as usually eaten,

a relish after the main part of the meal,
is likely to be injurious because of its richness
in nutritive elements. But right here let not
the reader suppose that, after a breakfast on
dry bread and honey, I sat in the house until

the next meal time, doing nothing ; for my
work might be sawing and splitting wood in

the woods, alongside of some hearty, well-fed

man. It might be a walk of fifteen miles in

a blizzard ; or it might be pitching hay in a
July sun, or sometimes it might even be a tour
of five or six hours with the pen ; and to the
credit of the honey and the bread, and the
method, be it said that they never failed to

enable me to do or to endure as much as and
more than able-bodied men of my age who
used the diet that is usually supposed to be
indispensable to health, strength, and happi-
ness. Be it understood, of course, that I do
not mean to say that I used honey and bread
only, to the exclusion of all other foods.

Bread and honey was more than half of my
daily food for months, and at least once a day
it formed the entire meal.
Another point in this use of honey, a point

which I regard very important, was that five-
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sixths of the honey I used was granulated, or

candied. I will use no other; and when I can

not get the candied honey I generally stop the

use of honey altogether. I believe candied

honey is more ripened, more digestible, much
better tasting, much less likely to cloy the ap-

petite, and much neater to use, than the liquid

succeed in convincing customers that honey
at 6 to 8 cts. per lb. is a far cheaper and better
food than beef and butter at the usual prices.

Brunswick, Ohio.

[Mr. Leister is personally known to me, and
often comes into our office to talk honey.
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FIG. 1.—SAME WEIGHT OF HONEY IN SQUARE AND TALL SECTIONS. SEE EDITORIALS.
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FIG. 2.—SAME WEIGHT OF HONEY IN SQUARE AND TALL SECTIONS. SEE EDITORIALS.

honey. I believe that, instead of seeking

methods to prevent honey from granulating,

prizes should be offered for the best and quick-

est method of securing this change.

If bee-keepers will carefully inquire into

this matter of the dietetic value of honey, and
its proper use, they may find a need for much
more honey in their own homes, and they may

Some two years ago he told me he was going
to test honey as a food—that he had already

tried it to a limited extent, and with very ben-

eficial results I told him we should be glad

to have him give the result of his experience,

and here it is.

At the Philadelphia convention, Prof. H. W.
Wiley, U. S. Chemist of the Department of
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Agriculture, Washington, D. C, gave special

emphasis to the fact that all sugars are a real

food, going to make, under certain conditions,

bone, fat, and muscle ; but he added that,

honey being specially prepared by the bees, it

was more fit for human consumption than any
other sweet known. This statement is backed
by Prof. A. J. Cook, now of Pomona College,

Cal. ; also by Dr. J. H. Kellogg, of Battle

Creek, Mich. Besides these there are numer-
ous other authorities that can be produced to

prove the same statement. Dr. Kellogg, it

will be remembered, was once very much op-

posed to the use of honey as a food ; but in

later years his observations have led him to

change his mind, and now he very frankly
admits it, and positively says that honey is

the most easily assimilated of any of the

sweets on the market. Mr. Leister, while a

college graduate, and possibly able to look
into this subject from a scientific standpoint,

has taken up the matter in a practical way,
that is, from the position of one who has made
a large use of honey in his regular dietary, and
his statement is abundantly verified by the

experience of E. E. Hasty, of Richards, 0.; by
the Rev. E. T. Abbott, of St. Joseph, Mo.; by
Dr. A. B. Mason—yes, by scores and
scores of others who might be
named if we needed proof. While
bee keepers generally believe all

this, they do not, as they might,
emphasize these matters to the gro-

cery trade and to the consumers.
Just let those who are dyspeptic or

who for any reason have weak pow-
ers of assimilation, and yet who are

very fond of sweets, thoroughly un-
derstand that well-ripened houey is

probably something they can eat with impuni-
ty, and we shall not only find an increased
consumption of honey, but a stronger and
healthier class of people.

—

Ed.]

DOOLITTLE CELL-BUILDING.

The Advantage of Starting Doolittle Cell-cups in

Queenless Colonies, and Having the Same Com-
pleted Finally in the Upper Story of Col-

onies with Good Queens.

BY W. H. PRIDGEN.

I have noticed the remarks in Gleanings
about your present success in having cells

built ; and to bring about a little rivalry be-

tween your queen-breeder and myself, unless
I am already beaten, I send you some sample
cells from which the queens have emerged.
To form a correct idea, they should, of course,

be compared with some of his in like condi-
tion. One set is not larger than the average

;

but the beauty of it is, all I send were accept-
ed by the same bees at the same time. The
complete batch was built by black bees over a

young queen, while the others were built over
an old three banded queen mated with a gold-
en drone. The cups for each batch were all

dipped at once instead of one at a time. The
comb from which the larvae were transferred

was given to bees without unsealed brood

June 21, at which time not more than half a
dozen larvae with food around them could be
seen. The next day a good-sized patch of lar-

vae was floating in the milk, so that, in shav-
ing the comb down, many larvae were shaven
out. In fact, there seemed to be about half a
drop in each cell, while the larvae could rarely
be seen, and the oldest could not be transfer-
red by my method.
About 10 a. m., June 22, I prepared the bees

to accept the cups by shaking them from an
upper story (over an excluder) off from combs
containing brood in all stages, into a hive con-
taining combs of pollen and unsealed honey,
and placed a screen at the entrance, so that no
bees could escape. About 3 p. m., the same
day, the prepared cups were given, and the
bees kept screened in until the next morning,
at which time the bees were returned to the
hive whence they came, one batch of cells

given to them to complete, and the other giv-
en to another colony.
June 29 the cells were but in nurseries as

shown in last August Review, and the opera-
tions repeated in starting more. With the ex-
ception that the larvae were not fed by queen-
less bees before transferring, and while all the

cups given (36) were accepted, the cells this

time are not quite so large. The larvae in the
first case were certainly not one day old ; and
by the time they were 3 days old the cells were
about as long as the queens left them when
they cut out. I can not get fine cells or
eiueens when larvae much over one day old are
used, because they are old enough to seal be-
fore the bees have time to feed them sufficient-

ly to get them far from the top, and the cell is

sealed with the larva about a bee's length
from the tip.

I know I have to differ with Dr. Miller in a
very modest way; but if he thinks that, be-
cause a larva is accepted in a Doolittle cup, it

is always fed from the start as a queen should
be, he is simply mistaken. I have had them
accepted, and perfect workers reared. Nei-
ther can one get as good queens from three day-
old larvae. My best emerge in 11 ^4 to 12 days.
Shaking the bees from the combs has much to
do with preparing them to accept cups, and
then not wait too long before they are given.
I want to give my cups to bees just " crying "

for a queen for about 24 hours, and then have
them completed in a hive containing a laying
queen. The anxiety for a queen wears off

with queenless bees before the cells are com-
pleted ; but those just made queenless are
much better at giving them the send-off and
shaping-up of the cells. For the first day,
queenless bees will feed the larvae as much,
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and build the cells as long, as those over an
excluder will in two days; but then they begin
to lose their vim, and those over the excluder
will beat them out all hollow on the home
stretch. Bees will properly care for cells be-

gun aright, that will not give them the neces-

sary attention at first. A batch may be given
where there is indifference on the part of the
bees in accepting the cups, with the larvae all

the same age ; and although the majority of

them may eventually be accepted, there will

be from two to sometimes three days' differ-

ence in the emerging of the queens, with
marked inferiority all along the delay, the last

to emerge being worthless, showing that
those that get the best attention from the start

are superior in every way. " The proof of the
pudding is in tasting." Why doesn't every
one try these things for himself, and quit talk-

ing about using larvte three days old in queen-
rearing ?

equally good results. Pure Italians are the
poorest cell-builders of any bees. The best
are the Holy-Lands; then come the Cyprians,
blacks, and hybrids.

—

Ed.]

A VISIT TO THE A. I. ROOT ESTABLISHMENT.

The Improvements that have lieen Inaugurated in

the Various Departments.

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN.

Circumstances have prevented me for years
from contributing any thing to the United
States bee-journals. To be free to write upon
any subject, and wherever opportunity appears
to offer, is a privilege that only those who
have been deprived of it can appreciate.
Nothing in connection with his calling is of
greater practical importance to the bee-keep-

., ; - - ,...-.
. J*; ,_^]' i. . .

' :-- ". '**
.

APIARY OF VERNON BURT, MALLET CREEK, O.—SEE EDITORIALS.

A few of the queens emerged from the cells

July 3, and the rest yesterday (July 4). All
are fine, with hardly any difference in size.

Creek, N. C, July 5.

[We shall have to acknowledge, Mr. Pridg-
en, that you have rather x celled us in cell-

building as well as in the making of cell-cups

themselves in a more wholesale way; and I

suspect there ma}' be a good deal of truth in

what you say regarding the starting of these
cups first iu colonies recently queenless, after

which removing them to the upper story of

normal colonies.

The engraving on previous page is taken
from a photo we made of the cells that Mr.
Pridgen sent us. Our experience has been,
however, that we got better results by giving
only about a dozen cups at a time; but if

black colonies are used, there is no doubt that
18 or 20 cell-cups can be given at once with

er than to know where he can secure goods in

connection with his business, and be able to
purchase a design thoroughly up to date, of
good quality and workmanship.

It has been my good fortune for years to

visit once a year or oftener the manufacturing
establishment of The A. I. Root Co., Medina,
Ohio ; and in those visits the kindly spirit in

which I have been received and shown through
the factory, and the way in which I have had
the different processes of manufacturing ex-
plained, have been to me a source of real

pleasure as well as solid profit and instruction.
But that is not all. I have been struck with
the remarkable progress the company has made
from year to year. From visit to visit I have
noticed changes which one would think had
resulted in perfection in a department, only
to find, in a later visit, that still higher attain-

ments had been reached.
Although perhaps better posted as to the
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development of bee-keeping in Canada through
business and months of work in winter for

the government at fanners' institutes, lectur-

ing on bee keeping through the country in

Canada, and although I have, time and again,
been at bee conventions in the United States,

not only the International Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation, now the United States Bee-keepers'
Union, yet of the development of bee-keeping
in the United States I know but little.

To visit the Root establishment from year
to year I was, however, struck with the re-

markable development of the business. It

may not be due to the development of the
business of beekeeping in the United States,

or in part owing to this development. I have,
however, no doubt it is due to the excellent
quality, workmanship, and design of the
goods turned out, leading to the securing of

more home trade. Then, too, the improve-
ments which I have noted must lead to ever
increasing foreign trade ; and that this is ac-

tually the case I know from the class of goods
which I have seen made.
Taking some of the leading departments I

was particularly struck with the improvements
made in the manufacture of comb foundation.
If the firm will pardon me for frank criticism,

when first I saw this department some five

years ago there was nothing in it which inter-

ested and instructed me ; in fact, I had seen
better. With the adoption of the Weed pro-

cess of comb foundation, however, there was
a revolution ; and although I have been over
many times since, I believe that, without ex-

ception, each time there has been marked im-
provement in the method of manufacture, and
a corresponding degree of excellence in the
quality of the manufactured article. Every
detail is looked into most carefully, from the
crude wax in all shapes and colors, to the
neatly boxed and papered comb foundation
ready for the section or frame as the case may
be. At some future time I may have some-
thing to say about the value of full sheets of

foundation for sections, extracting-frames, and
frames in the brood chamber.
The next most striking feature was, in

my estimation, the section-making depart-

ment. During my last visit, I understand
carloads were being made for export trade.

Only those who have had some insight into

the many difficulties connected with the man-
ufacture of this line can appreciate the way
in which these sections are turned out com-
plete, white, without a particle of roughness,
and folding with the least amount of break-
age. As basswood becomes scarcer and scarcer,

and sections go up, as they must, in price,

surely bee-keepers before long will be com-
pelled to get some substitute. What shall it

be ? or will they have to go back to the four-

piece sections?

During my last visit it was my good fortune
to see some very expensive machinery in oper-

ation, recently put in for the manufacture of

hives. With the most suitable machinery, and
buying lumber in cargo lots, we can readily

understand how the best workmanship and
material can be supplied for the money. Every
good bee-keeper knows that the cheapest in

the end is to buy good goods ; the original
cost is a secondary matter so long as the arti-

cle is right, and many of us know that the
best goods can not be sold for the least money;
but as to prices, 1 have made no comparison.
I have said nothing of many other depart-
ments, such as honey-extractors, smokers,
comb-foundation machines, etc. These I must
pass over for lack of space ; but there are two
other departments which I believe deserve
special mention. First, the bees. I visited

only the home apiary; but here in August the
bees appeared to be quite busy working on
sweet clover. I was surprised. At my home,
Brantford, the bees have never done much on
it. I do not know how much the bees directly
contribute to the financial success of the busi-
ness ; but any one can readily see that a firm
having hundreds of colonies of bees, and
using the various appliances they make, is

likely to have more practical appliances ; and
such an apiary or apiaries would, indirectly,

be of great benefit to the bee-keeping custom-
ers of such a firm. Of course, there will be
differences of opinion as to the way in which
hives, etc., should be made; but on the whole
the effect of practical experience must be very
wholesome.
The printing department speaks for itself.

I am anxious to see the new edition of the
ABC, which was in process of development
when I was there. I understand it will have
many important changes; and, like the evolu-
tion of the bicycle, to be up to the times we
shall have to purchase a new and sell the old
to some one beginning, and who can learn
much out of the old copy.
Gleanings is well known, and speaks for

itself to its readers. I suppose there is no
reader who would indorse every thing said by
the editor. As long as the human mind thinks
at all for itself it can come across no other hu-
man mind which will think just as it does

;

but we can indorse in a general way; and from
the large circulation the paper has, and the
steady progress it has made (I have its num-
bers from the beginning) it must have many
warm friends.

About liquor and tobacco, the Roots and I

will never quarrel. I believe friend Root
could benefit many physically were he to urge
the abandonment of drinking strong tea, or,

for that matter, tea-drinking altogether, and
especially for growing children.

Brantford, Canada, Sept. 25.

[It would hardly be proper for us to say
much in a footnote, any more than that we
thoroughly appreciate all the kind things that

the former editor of a bee-journal and a man-
ufacturer of bee-keepers' supplies has seen fit

to say in regard to the machinery, equipment,
and work of The A. I. Root Co. Mr. Holter-

mann has visited us a number of times, and
certainly is in position to know whether we
have made progress or not.

—

Ed.]

.S". IV. £., Ind.—We usually figure on about
20 or 25 lbs. of stores for outdoor colonies,

and 12 lbs. for those wintered in the cellar or

other winter respository.
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When the price of honey drops to a low
figure it is extremely hard to put the price

back to its former place — witness the market
reports. Now that there is a short crop all

over the country, prices will necessarily be
forced up. Is there not some way whereby
they will be prevented from falling to such a

low figure again ?

This from an eastern paper: "The lawn-
mower is hardly in working trim before the

cobwebs have to be dusted off the snow- shovel;
still, there is no use kicking; it will all be the

same by and by." Why, man, it is all the

same now. All you have to do is to come to

California. Here the lawn-mower runs all the
year round, and there are no snow-shovels.

California is now rejoicing over the first

rain of the season. About an inch and a half

has fallen, and it has blessed the entire State.

There is usually a light rainfall in October,
but the present rain is more abundant than
for several years thus early. For six years
the rainfall has been below normal. We have
reasonable expectations that the rainfall will

be abundant this time.

At the Philadelphia convention, Doolittle

and Whitcomb object to Coggshall's plan of

allowing bees to enter a house and clean the
extracting - combs — too much annoyance.
Why, brethren, don't you know that is just

what Coggshall lives on ? and the more an-
noyance the better. Then the fun of it is

that, when the honey season is over, Bro.

Coggshall hies himself away to a sanitarium
to recuperate.

There is a great question agitating my
thinking-garret just now, and all owing to the
editorial talk about $100 queens. The prob-
lem is this : How can I get a hundred-dollar
queen into each of my 100 colonies, and then
how can I sell the hundred colonies at one
hundred dollars each? I am sure I could
throw in a few valuable articles with each
colony. Any way, such a sale would come in

handy after two dry seasons—equal to a gold-
mine, hey ?

Under editorials on page 724 I find that
some one objects to plain sections on account
of their being too well filled. Who is to de-
cide that matter — the producer or the con-
sumer of the honey ? I have an idea that the
consumer will select the too well filled section
every time. Under the same heading are the
bees with drone heads. When you breed
from those queens you have ordered, will you
be particular to have the young queens mate
with drones akin ?

I have just discovered two fine honey-plants,
both vines of vigorous growth, and both good
for covering screens, rocks, and old buildings.
The bees work at a lively pace upon '

' rosa de
montana," recently introduced from Guate-
mala. It blossoms but once a year, and that

once lasts six months. The other vine, a
species of tecoma, or trumpet-flower, was re-

cently brought from China. From blossom
after blossom I squeezed from five to eight

large drops of nectar, tasting much like sap
from the maple ; but, alas ! our hopes of gain
from that wonderful nectar-producer are bar-

red by having tubes so long and so narrow
that the bees can not enter them. If we
could educate our bees to tear open the base of

the tube they would find a veritable bonanza.

tip.-! Ss^ gg &fa /̂ ^p b v Z^\ "*&

ANSWERS TO

SEASONABLE QUESTIONS
L^^l^^ Tg.^QL&^ .&fr J» gfr Sp &> J

CARING FOR COMB HONEY AFTER TAKING
THE SAME FROM THE HIVE.

Question.—Please tell us in your depart-
ment in Gleanings if it will answer to take
comb honey from the hive before all the cells

are sealed up along the edges of the combs
next the wood, and, if so, how is this unseal-
ed honey prevented from running out of the
cells in handling and during shipment? Also
tell us something about moth-worms, or the
larvae of the wax-moth on comb honey in sec-

tions, and how they can be got rid of.

Answer.— I doubt whether there ever was a

season since I have written about bees when I

had so many inquiries about moth-worms and
the care of comb honey as now; and from the
letters received it would seem that, owing to

the poor season, the larvse of the wax-moth
have been concentrated on the little obtained,
thus being noticed more than in seasons of

plenty. But, to the question :

The first requisite for caring for comb honey
after taking it from the hives is a good warm
room in which to store it. I use a room 7X10
feet, in the southwest corner of my shop, hav-
ing the outside painted a dark color, so that
the rays of the midday and afternoon sun will

make it as warm as possible. Some use an
upstairs room, which is still better, and which
will generally be warm enough without any
pains being taken with it, especially if this

room is under the south roof of the building,

with no partition between the roof and the
room. The only objection that can be brought
against such an upper room is the amount of

heavy work required in lugging the honey up
and down the stairs. Where an elevator can
be used, it is just the thing. As a body of

honey once thoroughly warmed will hold the
heat for a long time, the average temperature
of such a room will be pretty high, ranging
from 80 to 100° most of the time, thus ripen-

ing the honey splendidly. The object of this

is to have the honey growing better and bet-

ter, instead of poorer, from the moment it

leaves the hives, and have the honey in those
unsealed cells, where there happens to be any,
around the outside of the section next to the
wood (which is spoken of above) grow so

thick that it will equal any in the section.
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Ofttimes it is better not to wait until these un-
sealed cells next the wood of the sections are
all sealed over, as to wait for them to be so is

often a great waste of time, especially for

those near the outside of the surplus arrange-
ment. When the honey is taken from the
hive, that in the unsealed cells is so thin that,

if the sections are held so the mouths of the
cells are down, it will leak or run out badly;
but by leaving it in a warm room as above for

three weeks or a month it can be handled as

you please, tipping it over, etc., and not a
drop of honey can be shaken out ; and if, aft-

er it gets to market, it is stored in a damp cool
place, it will be some time before it will take
on moisture enough to affect it to any great
extent. Perhaps all will not agree with me

;

but I think that all comb hon y should be
stored in such a room at least a month before
crating or sending to market, to ripen, or
" sweat out," as it is most usually termed. I

know that it is a saving of time and labor to

crate it at once ; but I think it pays for all of

this extra time and labor, in the better quality
and appearance of our product.

Having the honey placed in a warm room,
the next thing that will need our attention
will likely be the larvse of the wax-moth, as

spoken of by our questioner. After the hon-
ey has been away from the bees for about ten
days, where placed in a warm room as is here
given, if we inspect the cappings of the hon-
ey closely we can detect little places of white
dust, resembling flour, upon the surface of
the comb, and usually most abundant near
the bottom of the section. Although this

place resembling flour may not be larger

around than a fine needle, still it tells us for

certain that a tiny worm of the wax-moth is

there, and that, unless its death comes about
in some way, while in this tiny state, it will

destroy more or less of the nice white comb
which encases the honey. While in one of

our cities a number of years ago I saw sections

of honey which had worms on them from *{

to \% inches long, and nearly as large around
as a slate pencil, which had nearly denuded
the honey of its nice white cappings, thus
making it an object of loathing rather than
of attraction, the same caused by the producer
not knowing how to detect the first appear-
ance of the worms, or being too shiftless to kill

them after he had found them ; or, perhaps,
being in too big a hurry to rush his honey to

market, instead of ripening it as advised
above.

If, after several examinations, you fail to

find such little white flour-like places you may
well be glad, for it is no small task to keep
the worms from honey during the latter part
of the summer and fall, where they are as

plentiful as they were in this locality twenty
to thirty years ago.

If you should find these flour-like places,

the next thing is to sulphur the honey. To
do this best, the honey should be stored on a
platform raised a foot or more from the floor,

and built of narrow scantling so placed as to

form a sort of open net-work, this allowing
the fumes from the sulphur to freely circulate

all through the honey piled on the same. Hav-

ing all in readiness, put some ashes in an old
kettle, so that there will be no danger from
fire resulting from the heat from the coals
which are to be placed therein. Take the ket-
tle of coals to the room, and pour sulphur
(which has been previously weighed) on the
coals, to the amount of % lb. to every 75 cu-
bic feet contained in the room, when the ket-
tle is pushed under the pile of honey, and the
room closed. Leave it thus closed for from
twelve to fifteen minutes, when it should be
opened to let the smoke out; for if allowed to
settle on the combs, it will give them a green-
ish tint.

Just how the eggs get into the surplus apart-
ment of the hives is not known; but it is sup-
posed they are carried there on the feet of the
bees. All combs having pollen in them are
more subject to the moth than are those hav-
ing no pollen in them; therefore those sections
having any pollen in them should be kept sep-
arate from the main crop of honey. If more
honey is put into the room later on, each lot
so put in should be sulphured in about a week
or ten days after putting in.

Only as we put our honey upon the market
in the best possible shape can we expect to se-
cure the highest prices for it, or expect that
the price will be kept at paying figures ; and
the person who knows how to put his honey
on the market in the most marketable shape
will not be the one to bring down the market
price by underselling his neighbor, either, as
do those who pay no attention to this matter.

'SfflSasm
SQUARE CANS, KEGS, AND WOOD-FIBER PACK-

AGES FOR HOLDING EXTRCTED HONEY.
I can not help making a reply to your foot-

note, page 643, in which you inform me that
square tin cans have honey-gates. Why, I am
not as ignorant as I seem. I think I have read
Gleanings over 20 years, besides other bee-
papers, and catalogs. I know there are hon-
ey-gates, and I have used them. I also know
that you have a bunghole strainer you send
out with your extractors. If one is dealing
in sweetened water, either may do ; but for

honey I would class your honey-gates on a
level with your cheese cloth strainer. A man
would have to have a lease on 'life for about
999 years in order to draw or strain a few gal-

lons of honey. Then the honey-gate does not
protect the tin can from leaking while in tran-

sit. Another objection to the use of tin for

honey, which I failed to mention in my arti-

cle, is that, unless the can be thoroughly
cleaned and dried as soon as empty, the little

honey left in it will turn black and leave a
peculiar scent in the can that I never could
get rid of afterward. If you wOuld put a
vent-plug on the opposite corner of the honey-
gate on the cans it would expedite the draw-
ing of honey from the cans, but would, of
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course, make two places for leakage instead

of one.
You say that tin cans are far ahead of the

leaky wooden things, to your notion. That is

not answering my plea for a wood-fiber or pa-

per keg, which has no staves, no hoops, but
could be made all in one piece—no shrinkage,

no swelling, presenting nothing but a clean

smooth surface which no acid can touch.

I also know the way you describe will make
a honey-tumbler proof against leakage ; but
does it make it proof against breaking the

tumbler in opening ? I wish you would give

the wood-fiber or paper package, either in keg
or square-can form, your second thought. I

should like to see them put on the market.
This package would suit any climate, and
there is none more able to make the exper-

iment of introducing them than The A. I.

Root Co. The American Tramp.

[Perhaps the kegs are more convenient for

you at your end of the line ; but our expe-

rience is that nearly all kegs and barrels of

honey, by the time they get to Medina, are

leaking slightly, and some of them badly.

Our honey-man, Mr. Boyden, is completely
disgusted with these wooden packages. On
the other hand, he says honey in square cans
holding 60 lbs., usually comes through in good
order, and is much more convenient to sell

again, because the packages are smaller, and
the honey can be sold in large or small lots.

This seems to be the experience of Mr. Geo.
W. York, of the American Bee Journal.
So far as I know, we have never had a com-

plaint of the little honey-gate that goes with
the square cans. While the bunghole strain-

er we send out may be inefficient for some lo-

calities, the cost is insignificant, and it can be
thrown away, and something better used in

its place; but in some of the large extracting-

yards that I have visited, no strainers were
used at all. The honey was run into large

cans or barrels, and after it had stood a little

while it was skimmed off at the top, after

which it was drawn off from the bottom of

the receptacle into the regular marketing-
packages.
There is no doubt at all that kegs are much

more convenient for the producer; but they
are a great nuisance to the average buyer ; and
in many cases it is the producer who has to

pay for the leakage. He in turn becomes dis-

gusted with his honey-man, as he naturally

thinks he has misrepresented.
With regard to the wood-fiber or paper kegs,

we gladly join hands with you in these ; but
if you can find something that can compete in

price with square tin cans or kegs you will do
more than we can. We have had a good many
samples of butter tubs and pails sent us, but
they were too expensive.
Of course, there is always the permanent

objection to glass packages, that they are not
proof against breakage ; but for the purpose
of retailing there is nothing else quite so good
as and nothing cheaper than the jelly- tumbler.
The self-sealing glass packages are better, but
they cost a good deal more.
We are always glad to get criticisms and

suggestions, and you may be sure that The A.
I. Root Co. will do all in its power to intro-
duce new and better devices. We shall be on
the watch; and if we can find a paper or wood-
fiber package such as you describe, and within
the reach of bee keepers, we will gladly bring
it before our bee-keeping friends.

—

Ed.]

COLOR SAMPLES FOR CLASSIFICATION OF HON-
EY.

Friend Root

:

—Reading your footnote to

Dr. Miller's Straw, p. 674, in regard to color-

cards for classifying honey, I am reminded of
seeing, years ago, a little scientific toy in the
semblance of a fish, which, when placed in the
palm of the hand, would curl and twist from
the heat and moisture of the hand. I was
told, if I am not mistaken, that it was made
from gelatin in sheet form. It was as thin as
paper, and transparent. The color was a
bright red. As I said, it is some years since I

saw it, and I do not know where to get a sam-
ple to send you; but perhaps you know what
I am referring to. Would not this material
answer for color samples ? The question is,

whether the colors would fade in course of

time.

It might be cut into squares of a size to go
into an ordinary letter envelope. For mail-
ing, it should be placed between two pieces of

thick pasteboard to avoid injury from the
postoffice-stamps. I see that our postmaster
has a handle attached to his receiving-stamp,
and strikes the back of each letter with a force
that equals the blow from a hammer of the
same weight. The gelatin sheets might be
placed between two pieces of clear glass, to

protect them from dust, etc. If gelatin won't
answer, how would colored glass do ?

Wm. Muth-Rasmussen.
Independence, Cal., Sept. 28.

[Your scheme of using some transparent
substance like gelatine, properly colored,
would represent more nearly the exact shade
or color of the honey than any printer's ink
on cardboard. But I suspect it would cost

considerable to get gelatine properly colored
to represent the various shades.
But there is one general objection to this

whole scheme ; and that is , that the colors of

the various honeys vary according to the dif-

ferent localities. An exact shade that would
answer for Ohio might not be at all practica-

ble for New York.

A NOVEL MOTH-TRAP.

I have for years been fighting moths, and
therefore never have any trouble with their

getting into the hives and ruining colonies.

A six-gallon lard-can, with some cider in it, is

always kept in my apiary. I leave the can
open during the night, and in the morning I

put on the cover ; and when coming there

again in the evening to take off the cover I

take my dead enemies out of the cider and
leave the can open. This is repeated all the

time', and I never have any trouble with moths
getting into the hives, as all the moths and
bugs come right for the cider, and, of course,
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when they get into the cider they will never
get out alive. I think this is the best and
cheapest of all ways to get rid of all kinds of

moths. Cotton-raisers should put out cider in

their patches. Moths come a long distance
for cider. If you have never tried it, do so,

and you will find the first few mornings that

your cider will be covered with moths, and
from then on you will catch only a few every
night. Sorghum cider, I think, is best.

Udo Toepperwein.
Leon Springs, Bexar Co., Tex., Oct. 3.

[As a general rule, when I see any descrip-

tion of some implement or device for catching
moth-millers I pay but little attention to it,

for, generally speaking, no progressive bee-

keeper is troubled with them very much ; and
yet here is a simple little plan, where the moth
are very plentiful, that may destroy large

numbers of these pests.

Where bees are kept in box hives, and the

bees are black, the moth miller does trouble

somewhat ; but a sprinkling of Italian blood,

or if the bees, even if black, are kept on mov-
able frames, will put the bee-keeper in posi-

tion to handle these enemies of the bees very
easily. All combs when out of the hive, or

away from the bees, should be shut up in moth-
proof rooms or boxes. If either is where it

can have freezing temperature or winter weath-
er, both the eggs and the moth-miller will be
destroyed.

—

Ed.]

THE JONES HIVING-BOX.

I inclose a drawing of a hiving-box of my
invention. You will see how the box rests on
the entrance at E. At the other end of the

box at D is a stick with holes in it, running
through a slot with a peg to hold it so as to

raise or lower it to suit the bench. The box
can be pushed up at E to fit the hive ; and
when the lid B is lowered the box is closed,

with the exception of small lid C. Smoke
bees between hive and box, and close lid C.

Let them stand a minute ; take off lid B, and
brush bees to the entrance. They will go in,

and never fight. I have managed my bees
this way for two years, and never lost a swarm.
Double them back as fast as they swarm.
The cleat F is to hold the lid on. I never

cut out queen-cells nor clip queens' wings. I

have several hiving-boxes, and hive them as
fast as the bees swarm, and double them back
in the evening. G. S. Jones.

Cusseta, Ga.

[Your hiving- box will, no doubt, do its work
as you describe ; but it is a great deal of rig-

ging to accomplish something that can be
brought about much more easily in another
way. When hiving swarms in an eight frame
hive it is our practice to put on an empty up-
per story. The cluster of bees is then held di-

rectly over this story, and given a sharp quick
dump, when the cover is immediately clapped
on. There is no crawling in at the entrance

;

the bees simply find their way down among
the frames ; and in the course of an hour or
two the upper story may be taken off, and the
cover put down on the brood-nest proper. I

have illustrated your device, not because I

think it is practical, but because I think our
friends often go "clear around the bush"
when they might just as well take a shorter
course.

—

Ed.]

THOSE DIRTY FEET ; TRAVEL STAIN, AND
WHENCE IT COMkS.

I see much in Gleanings concerning trav-

el-stain, and concluded, if permitted, to give
my experience of 17 years with it on comb
honey.

A. J. Wright says, p. 574, that bees do not
have dirty feet. He may be right in one
sense of the word, but their feet and bodies
are certainly dirty enough to soil and darken
any thing they crawl over continually for a
considerable time. Now, it is natural to sup-
pose if any thing is continually rubbed over
any thing, in time the same will be soiled.

Friend Wright mentioned tacking any thing
white over a board so arranged that the bees
will pass over it. He says, if left through the
whole honey-flow it will not be soiled. This
is not my experience. I always find the en-
trances of hives soiled if a strong colony is in

said hive for a few weeks, and the hive just

above the entrance is always soiled where the
bees alight. If friend W. had taken the sheet
of paper he mentioned, and cleaned his hands
just as clean as soap and water could make
them, and gently passed his hands over the
same for 30 minutes he would have found the
paper very much discolored ; and as for the
bees washing themselves, this tickles me.
Mr. Root, you just imagine yourself working
in honey, etc., as the little fellows do ; and
when you have something very white to
handle that you don't want to soil, say you
would go through the same performance the
bees do, do you think you would be clean
enough for the performance? or say you were
going to bed on your wife's nice clean sheets
and pillows, don't you think there would be
some pretty bedding after sleeping on them a
few times ?

I find the bees discolor the comb more
while idle than when at work. This, I think,

is because the bees, being idle, lie around and
crawl over the combs; and, too, they are gath-
ering old black wax and propolis, and little
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bits of this get stuck to the cappings; and heat

and bees crawling over it, the surface soon
becomes discolored all over, and the heat

causes the soft waxy propolis to penetrate the

cappings the same as indelible ink will pen-
etrate ivory.

Honey is a complete failure in this locality.

I have had to buy sugar to feed my bees this

year, the first time since I've been in the

business. J. K. Hill.
Uvalde, Texas.

ROYAL JELLY NOT AN ESSENTIAL FOR DRONE-
CELL CUPS OR THE DOOLITTLE CUPS.

On page 602 Dr. Miller, in speaking of get-

ting bees to accept drone-cells the same as the

artificial cups, thinks the royal jelly and not

the size of cup makes the difference. I have
made many experiments, giving royal jelly to

one batch of cells and another batch beside

them without any; and if there is any thing I

am sure of about bee-keeping it is that it does

not make one particle of difference whether
you put in the royal jelly or not, either in ar-

tificial cups or drone cells. Any one who
wishes to prove this can go and examine the

cell-cups, as I have often done, two or three

hours after putting in the royal jelly and the

larvse, and they will find the royal jelly licked

out clean. I have examined them thus doz-

ens of times, and never have found a single

instance where the bees would leave the feed

which I put into the cell. Even when every

cell was accepted they have always removed
the feed which I had put in, and then com-
menced to feed the larvae to suit themselves.

About getting them accepted in colonies

having a laying queen, I have had them ac-

cepted in upper stories, but it is very uncer-

tain about the number they accept—generally
very few; sometimes only one; so to make
sure of getting enough I have them started in

queenless hives. I can do this and still not

have any queenless hives in the apiary. A
few hours to half a day before giving the cells

I remove the upper story from my cell-

building colony, and place it on a bottom-
board, then put a cover on the brood-chamber,
and set it aside with entrance turned around;
then the upper story is placed on the stand.

Thus you see I have a colony made queenless

ready to start the cells ; then when the cells

are well started, which will be in a few hours,

the brood chamber is put back on the stand;

and the upper story, having the cells, is lifted

off its bottom-board and placed back' on the

brood-chamber, having, of course, a queen-

excluder between. I am surprised that Dr.

Miller got them to accept worker cells. I

never tried it. W. C. GathrighT.
Dona Ana, New Mexico.

R. S. H., Ala.—The greatest problem the

bee-keepers of the South have to contend with

is robbing and starvation. It is an actual fact

that where bees can fly nearly every day
through winter they require much more stores

than in the North where it is very cold.

C. L. IV., Iowa.—After the bees are once
packed outdoors, better let them alone until
along in the spring. Tinkering with them
everlastingly through the winter will do more
harm than good.

C. M. F., Pa.—Cakes of candy may be used
as a winter fcod when nothing better can be
had; but I should greatly prefer combs of seal-

ed stores that have been reserved during sum-
mer and set aside for just such uses as this.

A. B. R., Mass.—As between sealed covers
and absorbing cushions I do not know that I

know which is the better. We have tried both
for a period of several years. Some winters
bees will do better under sealed covers, and in

others the mortality will be less under absorb-
ing cushions. Taking it all in all, I should
prefer to have the cover sealed down by the
bees, and then over it put some packing ma-
terial, and then another cover to protect the
packing.

J. G. AI, Minn.—I would not try to winter
indoors or in the cellar unless the temperature
outside ranges near the zero-mark for six or
eight weeks at a time. Where the winters are
somewhat open, changing from a thaw to a
week of cold weather, then back again to

warm or stormy weather, during which the
temperature ranges at freezing or above, I

would by all means winter outdoors. When
the temperature outdoors is above freezing it

is very difficult to keep bees inside quiet.

E. W. P., III.—With the best winter reposi-

tory that has ever been constructed, bees will

fly out and die on the floor, and if they are

not swept up, 75 or 100 colonies in a cellar 10

X10 may furnish dead bees, before spring,

sufficient to cover the floor an inch or two in

depth. These are probably the superannuated
bees ; and if they were in hives on their sum-
mer stands they would fly out just the same;
but as the)' would scatter over all outdoors
they could not be found. For this reason
some have thought that bees die more in cel-

lars than outdoors.

C. F. F., Wis.—For small horse powers
suitable for running a light buzz-saw for hive-

making, there is probably nothing better than
a small gasoline-engine of one or two horse
size. The one advertised in this issue by the
Pierce Engine Co. is well adapted to the pur-

pose. Gasoline - engines are comparatively
cheap now, and do not require an experienced
engineer to run them. Indted, they have practi-

callydisplaced nearly all the small-horse-power
slearn-engines. For larger powers the steam-
engine is both cheaper and more economical
to run, because it can utilize any kind of fuel

—wood, coal, and rubbish. Where there is

enough bee-hive work to be done, the refuse

under the boiler will furnish sufficient fuel to

run the machinery.
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Look out for our next issue. It will be a
regular boomer in size and general subject-

matter.

Our readers' attention is directed to the
very low clubbing offers we make elsewhere
in this number. Don't fail to look them all

over carefully, as we can save you money. In
many cases we can furnish you some agricul-

tural paper and Gleanings both for a whole
year at the price of either alone. In other
cases a slight advance on the price of one of
them buys both of them.

REFORMED SPELLING.

We are getting quite a number of responses
or votes in favor of the shorter spelling in

Gleanings. So far not a single dissenting
vote has been received. Mr. M. D. Andes, of
Bristol, Tenn., writes : "At first I was oppos-
ed to the changes ; but after reading the
American BeeJournal for a time I rather like

it. I would approve of the changes suggested
by N. E. A., on page 762." It looks now de-
cidedly as if our subscribers would favor the
changes suggested.
At present I do not think it would be wise

for us to go so far as the American Bee Jour-
nal does, although in time we may see our
way to go the whole figure. Considering the
varied class of printing we are doing for other
people, such a change would involve an end-
less lot of work in proof-reading, and doubt-
less many mistakes.

NEW YORK'S INSPECTOR OF FOUL BROOD.

Our readers will remember that within a

year a foul-brood law, modeled somewhat
after the plan of the one that has accomplish-
ed such good results in Wisconsin, was enacted
by the legislature of New York. It provides
that, when a case of foul brood is discovered,
complaint shall be made to the Commissioner
of Agriculture, who shall thereupon appoint
some person to go and inspect the bees, and,
if diseased, provide for the necessary cure.

But, unfortunately, this law was passed or
amended, rather, after the commissioner had
made out his estimate of the funds he would
require in his department ; and although foul
brood is or has been found in some sections of

New York, there are little or no funds avail-

able by which competent persons can be sent
to make the necessary inspections and carry
out the regulations provided by law.

Mr. N. D. West was appointed inspector,

and has, I believe, at his own expense, with
possibly some assistance from the State, been
making inspections, and doing what he could
to stay the ravages of the disease. He finds

that some of what is thought to be foul brood
is something else—a diseased or pickled brood.
Specimens of this have been sent to the gen-
eral government to be examined by the Bacte-

riologist in the Department of Agriculture
;

and other specimens have also been sent to
Bacteriologist Dr. W. O. Howard, of Fort
Worth, Texas, and in a short time we shall
know just what this new disease is.

In the mean time it is to be regretted that
there are not now funds by which a thorough
canvass of the State can be made by competent
persons to hunt up the disease and see that
the law is enforced ; for it provides that any
bee-keeper having the disease in his apiary,
who "shall sell, barter, or give away any
honey, bees, or appliances from said diseased
apiary, or expose other bees to the danger of
said disease . . contrary to this law" is
"guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be pun-
ished hy a fine of not less than $30 nor more
than $100, or by imprisonment."

In the mean time, the bee-keepers of any
district that is troubled with this disease, or
with any disease, should co-operate, and, if

necessary, raise a fund so that the inspector
can visit the locality and make those who are
disinclined to obey the law come to time.

Later.—I have just received a letter from
Bacteriologist Howard, of Texas, in which he
says he has examined, microscopically, several
specimens of affected brood sent from New
York, and that none of them are foul brood, or
in any way related to that disease It is an
entirely new malady, differing from pickled
brood. Dr. Howard is not ready yet to make
a complete report, but will do so later for
Gleanings. In the mean time it is of the
highest importance that the bee-keepers of
York State know the result of the experiments
thus far, as it may save burning of colonies,
and possibly of whole apiaries, for what is

supposed to be foul brood, but which is not
that disease at all. The fact that this new
malady is in many cases reported to disap-
pear of itself—a thing that real Bacillus alvei
never does—rather confirms Dr. Howard's
diagnosis. In the meantime bee-keepes of
New York are to be congratulated that at
least some of the affected brood is not the
dreaded foul brood.

THE APIARY OF VERNON BURT \ APPLE-TREES
IDEAL SHADE FOR AN APIARY.

On page 798 of this issue will be seen a
half-tone from a photo of the Burt yard.
Large old-fashioned apple-trees form the prin-
cipal shade except where the apiary has
grown so large as to crowd out beyond the
delightful coolness under these trees. As Mr.
Burt has all his queens' wings clipped he is

not bothered by being obliged to climb these
trees to get his swarms. As I have before ex-
plained, when a swarm does come forth he
removes the brood-nest, places a hive with
empty combs or foundation on the old stand,
sets the super formerly on the old hive on the
new one ; lays the caged queen at the en-
trance, and goes about his work.
These large spreading trees, the limbs of

which are scarcely six feet above the ground,
form a most delightful shade—an ideal pro-
tection from the rays of the sun, according to

my notion. Perhaps two dozen large trees
protect very nearly a hundred of his colonies;
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and whenever I go to visit Mr. Burt I find it

very convenient to sit down on a hive, munch
an apple, and talk bees. Many and many a

time have we lain down in the shade, facing

the entrance of some particular colony whose
bees were rolling in the mellifluous sweetness

—zip, zip—faster than one could count. It

was on one of these occasions that I had im-

pressed into me the great value of a wide and
deep entrance, because I saw how the bees

would make a swoop, and land clear to the

middle of the bottom- board, and very often

strike a cluster hanging down, without touch-

ing wood of any sort. In the same way with
Dr. Miller at his home apiary I watched the

incoming of the field-bees as they swooped
through the wide entrances clear on to the

cluster.

I never enjoyed working with the bees very

much in the hot sun ; indeed, I have thought
they were very much crosser then than when
there is a comfortable shade over them, and a

good big wide entrance, so that a large pro-

portion of the bees do not have to be wasting

their time fanning in order to keep the brood-

nest down to the requisite temperature: and
did you ever think that small narrow en-

trances require more fanners — more workers

from the field, if you please — than the wide
ones? If you do not believe it, stop off at

Medina some time during the honey-flow and
we will take our bicycles and lie down under
the shade of those large trees at the Burt
yard.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1900.

Just now the members of the Root Co. are

studying how they can improve certain of

their standard supplies. Hives, supers, sec-

tions, etc., will be changed but very little
;

in fact, they will be practically the same as

last year. There will be a slight change in

the construction of the cover and a new com-
bined bottom and hive-stand, which will be
appreciated by our friends. The Daisy foun-

dation-fastener will be improved, and the

solar wax-extractors will be changed enough
so as to put the wax in marketable form as

soon as it is melted by old Sol. The large

honey-extractors, four and six frame, will

have the main journal ball-bearing. But this

will not be used on the smaller machines, as

there would hardly be gain enough in the

small size to warrant the expense.

SQUARE VS. TAEE SECTIONS.

A good deal has been said in our columns
in regard to the relative selling qualities of

the square and tall sections. When I visited

Mr. Vernon Burt once last summer I looked
over the honey he produced, both in square

and tall boxes. The sections were plain, and
were separatored off in the supers by fences.

Indeed, all the conditions, so far as colonies,

supers, and every thing else were concerned,
were as nearly identical as they could be made.

It has been claimed, I believe, that tall

boxes would be better filled than square ones,

as if the mere matter of dimensions had some-
thing to do with the filling. While I never

challenged the statement, I could never really

believe it ; but on this particular occasion
above referred to I took particular pains to

note whether tall boxes were any better filled

than the square ones. Selecting an average
lot from different supers, not the best ones, I

placed a row of four tall ones on top of a row
of four square ones. In the illustrations pro-

duced elsewhere on page 786 it will be noticed
that the filling is practically the same in both
lots; and it is just exactly what anyone of

common sense might expect, for the condi-
tions were as nearly identical as it is possible

to make them.
But the reader will notice that I have the

same lot of sections put up in two different

ways. In Fig. 1, one lot is set beside the
other ; in Fig. 2 the tall ones are set on top of

the square ones. In the last named the con-
trast is not particularly striking ; but in the
first mentioned, Fig. 1, the contrast is quite

marked, for the tall boxes appear consider-

ably larger, notwithstanding they hold no
more honey in pounds and ounces than do
the sections right beside them. If the sections

are placed thus it is evident that the consumer
would pay more for the tall boxes than he
would for the others. The former look larger,

and to a great many, outside of the question

of bigness, they have a more pleasing propor-
tion. Sometimes I think the square sections

are fully as pretty as the others, and at other
times I have the opposite notion ; but after

the honey is cut out and put on the plate, the

square chunk is certainly more in keeping
with the general proportion of the plate than
the oblong one. If the tall section is more
pleasing in appearance to the average consum-
er, then that is reason why it should bring as

much or more money. There is no deception.

It is admitted that comb honey has been
selling too low, even in the years of good sup-

ply. It is almost impossible to advance prices

on the same article ; but it is possible, by
changing the form of the package, to secure a

higher price. Then the old question arises :

If the consumer has been paying too low a

price for his honey, or, in other words, robbing
the producer, is it right for the latter to pur-
posely deceive him a little by making him
think he is getting a larger value for the larger

size of package? If we put the question in

exactly that form, there can be only one
answer ; but that statement of the proposition

is hardly a fair one. If there were no 4j£ sec-

tions produced, and the honey were in tall

boxes exclusively, which is the case in some
markets, then there is no fooling of consumer,
and no robbing on either side. If, as I said,

the tall section by itself is more pleasing, the

consumer buys it because he wants it. Tak-
ing it all in all, one would be exceedingly
unkind to declare that, because some one pre-

ferred and sold his honey in tall boxes, that

person was robbing the consumer. There is

such a thing as being finical, or overnice, in

points of this kind. In straining at a gnat we
might swallow a camel.

Our sales for the past season show that, in

a few years at least, the tall sections will

forge well to the front. That astute bee-keep-
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er, Capt. Hetherington, who has been getting

from one to two cents a pound above the mar-
ket price, knows a good thing when he sees

it; and it is the tall boxes he has been selling,

and it is that box his customers will have.

Alack the day when any one shall say that he
or any one else who sells these boxes is not
doing as he would be done by !

THE EXTERMINATION OF THE BASSWOOD
;

THE LARGEST LINDEN IN THE WORLD.

The principal honey source of the northern
part of this country is usually said to be white
clover. The next in importance to that is

basswood. These two honeys from these

sources are so nearly alike in color and taste,

to the average consumer, that all white honey,
whether clover or basswood, is called white
clover. But that there is a distinct difference,

both in the flavor and color, to the producer
is equally true.

These two sources, in the Northern States

at least, have contributed mainly to the in-

come of the bee-keeper. Take away both,

bee-keeping as a business would scarcely be
known in some of our Northern States. The
clover-fields have been yielding to the inroads
of civilization. Intensive agriculture now
takes the place of many localities where once
was white clover in the months of June and
July. True it is, that immense quantities of

clover honey are still produced annually in

the United States — probably more than was
produced in the earlier part of this decade—
not that each bee-keeper produces more clover

honey, but there are more who are utilizing

isolated fields of clover that heretofore have
wasted their " sweetness on the desert air."

If the clover has been slowly disappearing
from certain sections of the country, much
more rapid is the cleaning-out of the basswood,
or linden, as it is called in some places—

a

tree that is especially valuable— yes, almost
indispensable—to the bee keeper. Second in

the source of honey, its lumber goes to make
something like fifty millions of sections every
year. The supply-manufacturer has been
blamed for killing the goose that lays the
golden egg. But the goose-killing was com-
menced first and canied on far more exten-
sively by furniture-makers. Since there has
been such a sharp advance in the price of

lumber, especially of pine, basswood has been
used by planing-mills for regular house-
building purposes. It is still cheaper than
pine ; and contractors, in order to meet old
figures, have been compelled to take a cheaper
lumber, with the result that basswood has
been taken. Some of the most extensive
lumbermen say they can see in our northern
forests only about ten years' more supply of

this favorite timber. The basswood areas are

getting to be more and more scarce, with the
result that section-lumber will have in time to

be of some other less desirable timber.
The problem is indeed a serious one. The

States of New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota, that have produc-
ed such large quantities of basswood honey,
will possibly in the future have to depend
upon clover and other sources ; and instead

of ranking among the leading States for honey,
they may possibly in time drop down to sec-

ond place.

Already supply-manufacturers are beginning
to consider what material they will have to

use for sections when basswood is gone,* or at

least has advanced to such a price that it will

be out of the question for section-box making.
Mountain poplar has been suggested ; but the
trees are small, and very difficult to get. Pine
could not be used, because the timber would
hardly be tough enough to stand the V groove
right-angled bend in the one-piece section

;

and even if it would its price would place it

where it could not be used for the purpose.
There is a possibility that some time in the
future we may have to content ourselves with
the four-piece sections, for the timbers that
will stand the V-^roove bend are very limited;

indeed, I do not know of any other kind than
the basswood.

But perhaps you may ask why supply-man-
ufacturers use this valuable timber when it is

so much needed for honey. For the simple
reason that the furniture-makers and planing-
mills will use it if we do not. What care they
for the bee-keeper who desires to produce
honey ?

THE GIANT BASSWOOD AT LINWOOD PARK.
Last summer a part of the " Rootville

"

folks, together with some friends, camped
at Lin wood Park. The name " Linwood "

is quite suggestive of the fact that the park or
grove must have quite a number of basswoods
in it ; but the name originated, not from
these but from one giant tree of that kind that

stands near one corner of the embankment of

the shore of Lake Erie. This tree is a mag-
nificent specimen -— the largest basswood I

have ever seen ; and I doubt if there is a

larger tree of its kind in the United States. I

secured a photo of the lower part or trunk of

the tree itself, and on page 785 will be found
a half-tone reproduction of it. In the open-
is a young man of about 18, with his bathing-
suit on. Inside of the tree there is a hollow
space or room sufficient to take in a whole
family of six or eight people. Indeed, the

tree is eight feet in diameter, and its lofty

branches tower above all other trees in the
grove. I tried in vain to secure a photo of

the tree as a whole. Although I used three

different cameras the light was so poor that

none of the pictures were entirely satisfactory
;

so I shall have to leave the reader to imagine
its magnificent proportions after examining
the engraving showing the trunk of the tree,

in this issue.

Linwood Park, named after this particular

tree, is situated about half a mile from Ver-
million, on Lake Erie. If you will consult

your map you will see that Vermillion is about
30 miles directly west of Cleveland, and about
25 miles from Kelley's Island, celebrated for

its grapes. The park contains a large number
of other basswoods ; but none of them begin
to approach the majestic size of the one whose
trunk it is our pleasure to present in this issue.

* If Canada should be annexed, or the tariff on lum-
ber abolished, the days of grace would be considerably
extended
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

Blessed are the pure in heart, for thev shall see
God.

—

Matt. 5:8 •

Keep thy heart with all diligence ; for out of it are
the issues of life.

—

Prov. 4:23.

A great many of my bicycle-trips are over
toward the great city of Akron, Summit Co.,
O. I say great city, because Akron is a very
much larger town than our own county-seat
of Medina. Summit Co. adjoins ours on the
east, so the distance is only about 20 miles
between here and Akron. The Summit Co.
Fair, held in Akron, is usually one of the last

of the county fairs, and is held during the
first week in October. As there are many po-
tato-growers in Summit Co. I usually go over
there to examine their very nice show of fine

potatoes as well as fine apples.
There are some things about a county or

state fair that I like, and there are other things
that I do not like. I like every thing connect-
ed with the farm, and I like to visit with the
farmers; but I dislike every thing on the fair-

ground that would lead our boys away from
the thought expressed in our little text. I am
sure our friends will excuse me if I speak
plainly, and touch upon some of the things
that are not often mentioned in print. Sever-
al times in these Home Papers I have spoken
about the provision that our fairgrounds af-

ford for the personal health and personal com-
fort of those who attend our fairs. Conven-
ient and comfortable closet arrangements on
the fairgrounds, or for any like large gather-
ing of people, is quite an important matter

;

and I am very glad to say that of late there
seems to be general progress all around in this
direction. It does not take much money to
provide something that is both neat and tidy
as well as convenient.
At the last Akron fair I happened to go into

a closet almost the first thing when I alighted
from my wheel and went on the grounds. I

had just looked it over and had pronounced
it well arranged, when four young boys came
in. Now please, friends, excuse me again if I

put right in print the words they used. We
can not really combat an evil understandingly
until we know all about it. One of the boys,
without any provocation, and without any dis-

position to complain of any thing, said, as he
stopped near me, "Jesus!" I glanced up
quickly and perhaps somewhat reprovingly,
although I did not say any thing. His com-
panion noticed me, and evidently, to pain me
still further, or perhaps just for sport, follow-
ed his companion by saying, " Christ Jesus !

"

Then the third one of the boys ejaculated,
"Jesus, lover of my soul !

" Then the fourth
one put in, "Yes, Jesus, lover of my soul,
come fly to my bosom." These boys were
?erhaps from fourteen to sixteen years old.
hey purposely and deliberately gave me a

glimpse of the state of their young hearts.
And, by the way, what a strange thing it is

about blasphemy and obscenity, that they al-

most always go together ! A part of commu-
nity regard the name of Jesus as the most
sacred and holy name that can be spoken. It
is the dearest name to the devoted Christian
that he knows, because it is the emblem of
love, mercy, purity, and every thing that is

good and holy. Now, can any one explain
why men and boys who have a bad spirit in
their hearts seem to have pride and delight in
coarsely and rudely taking the name of Jesus
in vain, and thus trample under foot, as it

were, every thing sacred, pure, and holy ?

We as American people fling aloft the stars
and stripes as the emblem of our land of lib-

erty; and our highest ideas of patriotism cen-
ter about this American flag with its stars and
stripes. Suppose somebody who feels ugly
and bitter toward us should take it into his
head to tear down this flag the people have
raised, and should tear it to pieces and tram-
ple it in the mud. By this act he would give
pain to every true American. I need not tell

you what true Americans would probabty do
to him. Few men have ever lived who would
dare to undertake such a thing ; and yet the
boy or man who, in a coarse and unfeeling
way, takes the name of Jesus upon his foul
lips does a thing which, to all Christian peo-
ple, is not unlike the tearing down and cast-

ing into the mire the American flag. Why
does anybody who claims to be decent or fair

do such a thing, any way ? Why did these
young boys choose this means of showing off

before a gray-headed stranger ? Where did
they come from ? Where did they get that
kind of education and bringing up? Did
their mothers really know how they were be-
having when away from home, and what
thoughts and feelings were actuating their
young minds?
Toward night I called at a home where I

have visited a good many times within the
last few years. A bright young boy (just
about the age of those I have spoken of) gave
me a welcome warm enough to assure me at

least one member of the family was glad to
see me. He and I have had a good many talks
in times past, and I am a good deal interested
in him and in his work. A short time after I

arrived his mother said, with a bright smile
on her face, " Mahlon united with the church
two weeks ago last Sunday." And then Mah-
lon and I had another good talk. A young
minister came to their parish last spring. He
has been quite successful in getting hold of
the young people in that neighborhood. He
not only knows how to grow potatoes and
how to shingle houses, but he can play ball
and join in with the boys in all kinds of harm-
less and innocent games ; and Mahlon says he
is just about as nice a man as there is any-
where. A few minutes later it was my pleas-
ure to take the young pastor by the hand, and
have a little talk with him. Oh what a con-
trast between this young boy, with his heart
full of every thing good and pure, and the
four boys I have just mentioned meeting on
the fairground ! And what a contrast, too,

between them and that bright educated young
minister ! Why, dear friends, it seemed to
me as if nobody realized what a great gulf
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yawned—at least spiritually yawned—between
those boys ; and they were brought up, too,

perhaps, in almost the same neighborhood.
Will you excuse me if I go back a little ?

Three years ago Mahlon's father moved into
that neighborhood. In their former home,
either they had been too far from church, or
for some reason or other, I think they did not
attend church very much, although the moth-
er was a church-member. The family had
moved on to this new farm; and as their means
were somewhat limited they were obliged to

give a mortgage on it. I talked over the pros-

pects with them, and suggested that they help
lift the mortgage by growing potatoes. I told

them where the best potato ground was, in my
opinion; and as there were several nice springs
on the farm I was a good deal interested in the
farm as well as in the family. Near by is a
very pretty little church, and I exhorted them
rather vehemently, perhaps, to go to church
and attend Sunday-school, and to get into the
" harness " and to help work for the kingdom
of God and his righteousness. I think I re-

peated my favorite text with considerable em-
phasis— " Seek ye first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness, and all these things
shall be added unto you." I told them that,

if they took hold of God's work, and did their

part, the great Father would take care of the
mortgage.
At first there were some discouragements in

the way of attending services regularly, and
helping along in the work of righteousness.
But by and by they began to reap their reward,
as I was sure they would. In a little more
than a year the father had united with the
church, and was full of enthusiasm with re-

gard to church work. Pretty soon he had a
class in Sunday-school ; and the boy, in due
course of time, followed the father. Why
shouldn't he? Although he is not quite six-

teen years of age, he begins to banter his fa-

ther playfully by saying he can do almost as

much work as his father—that is, certain kinds
of work. I do not know but he can pick up
potatoes a little faster ; but perhaps he could
not stand it right along as many hours in a

day. The boy of sixteen ought not to be re-

quired or permitted to stand it like a man of

thirty or forty. Perhaps I feel more interested

in the boy because he is just about Huber's
age. A boy of sixteen, full of energy and
life for either play or work, whichever stands
before him, is a beautiful sight to see, any
wav. There has been a good deal of talk about
girls of that age—"sweet sixteen." But I

begin to think I like to look a boy in the face

when he just begins to look manly and talk

manly, as much as I like to see these pretty,

graceful young girls when they just begin to

look womanly. There, I almost forgot to say
that I love such boys, and love to look into
their faces when their words and actions indi-

cate they are pure in heart.

When Mahlon was telling me about their

young minister, and what a nice man he was,
I recognized at once that he loved the man be-

cause he himself was pure in heart. Our text
says, '

' Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
shall see God ;

" and Mahlon was just begin-

ning to get glimpses of the great Father, per-
haps through the teachings of the young min-
ister, and because he is pure in heart. His
mother did not say she was proud of him; but,
dear friends, young and old, how could any
mother help being proud of the boy who unites
with the church and gives his heart to God
just as he begins to develop manliness and
manly strength ?

But now, what about those other boys—those
who took delight in letting me see the deprav-
ity and iniquity that were in their hearts,
young as they were? Where did they get
that talk ? I told you Akron is a great city.

I think there are between 65,000 and 70,000
people in it now. Akron boasts of the won-
derful growth she has made ; of her water-
powers, steam-powers, of her great manufac-
tories, and of her mills; but I do not know
whether Akron boasts of her 160 saloons or
not. I have heard them mentioned frequent-
ly; but, come to think of it, I do not believe
I ever heard anybody brag of the number of
saloons they have there. And now we have
come to the source of that foul talk. Those
boys, young as they were, were growing up,
either in the saloons or surrounded by saloon
influences. Somebody asked recently why
tobacco-venders decorate their packages with
the most obscene pictures the law will permit;
and also why the saloon-keepers are constantly
furnishing the boys with pictures the law
would not allow; but they take the precaution
of passing them out to the boys on the sly.

Yes, I have seen the pictures. I have gone
into the saloons and found them on the coun-
ters. The saloon is in open hostility to the
church ; and as the church holds up purity
and godliness, the saloon constantly works for

z;wpurity and ^^righteousness. The Anti-sa-
loon League has done some work in the way
of prosecuting law-breakers in Akron, but not
very much comparatively. When 160 saloon-
keepers are banded together, and have succeed-
ed in getting the greater part of the police on
their side, " what will the harvest be?" No
wonder the boys learn to swear before they
are sixteen. The Sunday-school and the En-
deavor societies are doing a tremendous work
to counteract these evil influences ; and every
Christian man or woman who gets a boy away
from the saloon and into the Sunday-school is

doing a greater work than he knows of. But
why are so many of our people half-hearted
about all this ? Why do so many yawn and
act sleepy when you ask them to go to church
or Sunday-school ? Is this a time for sleep-

ing? Satan never sleeps. Perhaps the Sun-
day-school may be dull and uninteresting.

Perhaps you do no'ifeel like going ; but, dear
me ! what has feeling got to do with it, any-
how?
Yesterday some children were having a

picnic. It was out in an old orchard. They
had forgotten to bring any water along. Some
of them started off with a pail, saying, " There
is an old well over here, and I am sure we can
get some water there." Then I remembered
what I had many times heard of, that old un-
used wells are very likely to contain the germs
of typhoid fever or diphtheria. I stopped the
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children, but they started off again. Somebody
said they were going to a farmhouse well near

by. " But," said 1, " are you sure the people

who live there are using the water from that

well ? '

' Then somebody stated that the water

got very bad in the spring, and they hadn't

used it at all during the summer. If the chil-
<

dren went there to that well and drank a great

lot, thirsty as they were, before anybody stop-

ped them, it might mean sickness for the

whole crowd, and possibly death to one or

more. Such things have happened more than
once ; in fact, we have been told, during this

past season, of several cases of sickness and
death just because a whole party of picnickers

ate or drank something that contained con-

tagion.* Now, suppose your children were in

the act of drinking from one of these foul

wells because they were children and did not

know any better ; would you be sleepy and
dull, and plead as an excuse for doing nothing
that you did not feel "interested" in the

matter? Yet, my friends, the contagion these

younger ones get from saloons and other like

places is a thousand times worse than typhoid
fever or diphtheria. Our country is shocked
continually by stories of crime, murder, and
suicide. These suicides that are so frequent

are simply the harvesting of the crop that has

been maturing through long years. The sim-

ple fact that the Sunday school is right square-

ly opposed to the saloon business ought to be
enough to make us all interested, wideawake,
and on our feet, no matter whether we feel

like it or not. There are many readers of

Gleanings who, perhaps, do not agree with

me in my ideas of the Bible or of the Christian

religion ; but who is there among you who
would want to hear his boy take such words
on his lips as I have mentioned in the fore

part of this talk of mine, in the same spirit ?

Who would want to find out that his boy was
a frequenter of saloons before he was sixteen

years old ? Who would not feel troubled and
worried to know that this same boy had his

mind full of vile thoughts, and that his boyish

imagination was stirred into a flame by pic-

tures that none but Satan's vile skill could

ever paint? Drink, tobacco, and cigarettes

follow along speedily nowadays. ; and while it

used to take forty or fifty years to get a boy
away from the Sunday-school and down to

the suicide, now these new agencies do the

work in half a dozen years, and every little

while we hear of suicides, the direct conse-

quence of these influences I have mentioned,
before the boy is fairly of age.

* After the above was in type I found the following
in the Daily News and Herald, of Cleveland :

" Columbus, O., October 19.—At to day's meeting of

the State Board of Health. Secretary Probst reported
that he found the typhoid-fever outbreak at Conneaut,
in which there were ninety-four cases and twelve
deaths, due to bad water taken from the lake by the
local water company."

Now may the Lord be praised that we have a State

Board of Health that hun's up the cause of such ma-
lignant outbreaks, and promptly applies the remedy;
and may the time soon come when some officer of the
law or servant of Almighty God shall in like manner
ferret out and promptly abolish these cesspools of sin

that not only corrupt the body but send to eternal
ruin both body and soul.

Mahlon's parents are discussing the matter
of his education. When he talked with me
about it I told him it depended largely on
what he expected to do for a living. I told

him of Huber's decision ; and with some re-

luctance he confided to me, or if he did not
say it I gathered it from his conversation, that

if he thought he could ever do such a work as

that young minister is doing in that neigh-
borhood he would like to prepare himself to

preach the gospel of Christ Jesus. It made
me think of the time when 1 stood near the
pulpit where dear Bro. Reed was preaching.
I thought that, if I ever could in any way,
direct or indirect, help him to plead with a
lost and sinful world, I would rather do it

than any thing else. Dear brother or sister,

iswwrboyin his teens growing up to love
righteousness and hate iniquity, or is it the
other way ? God forbid that it may be said of

any boy of that tender age that he is learning

to love iniquity "and to hate righteousness ;

and yet sometimes, dear friends, I fear that

well-meaning people sometimes prejudice the
boy against righteousness by little flings at

the Christian religion, the church, or the
Sunday-school. At the Omaha Exposition a
man who stood outside of one of the tents in

Midway said if there were any Sunday-school
boys present they had better go home, for

that was no place for them ; and then the

crowd laughed their approval or smiled it,

thinking, evidently, they were a great deal

superior to the boys who go to Sunday school,

and whose hearts are pure.

W 2 NOTES OF TRAVEL
* BY A. I. ROOT .'.

Let us lay aside every weiyht, and the sin which
doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience
the race that is set before us.

—

Heb. 12:1.

About the middle of October a letter came
from a nephew of mine, who is much interest-

ed in agriculture, saying he expected to visit

the fair at Randolph, Portage Co., Ohio, and
that if I could make it convenient he would very
much like to have me come over on my wheel,

as he would not have time to call at Medina
this trip. Now, we generally have some beau-
tiful days about that time in October. There
will be a good deal of sunshine in the middle
of the day, but at night there is often a frost ;

therefore I feared to go away from home
without my overcoat and fur cap. I might
have taken a train at least half the way; but
I so much prefer wheel-riding I started out
early in the morning with said overcoat and
fur cap tied to my handle-bars. Before I had
gone many miles the sun shone so warm I

took off my undercoat also, and rode about 25

miles with all this weight—a weight that I

did not need at all, and which I should have
been much more comfortable without. When
I had gone part way I found my nephew
would not get in before the evening train, and
I greatly wanted to pay a visit to my cousin,
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Wilbur Fenn, who, I thought, must he about
ready to dig his potatoes. I started off on my
wheel just in my shirtsleeves. Oh what a
contrasc ! While making 25 miles with my
two coats and cap weighing about 5 pounds,
I became so fatigued I began to think I was
almost too old for wheel-riding; but after I de-
posited my useless clothing and started off in

my shirtsleeves with nothing to carry—why, I

felt like a schoolboy released from school.
And now please, dear reader, do not think me
irreverent when I tell you that I could not
help thinking of Christian in Pilgrim's Prog-
ress after he had been relieved of his burden

;

and then this beautiful verse—the first one in

the twelfth chapter of Hebrews—came to

mind. Why, with my 20-pound wheel I went
up hill and down, through sand and over
rough places, and had strength and to spare.

A wheelman very soon learns the importance
of laying aside every weight, as Paul puts it.

I always get rid of every useless thing in my
pockets; in fact, it seems as if I could tell the
difference between a silver dollar and a paper
one, so I carry paper money as much as I can.
I change my heavy shoes for light ones, and
use the lightest clothing that will keep me
comfortably warm. In fact, I have been for
some years considering the matter of silk un-
derwear. You know silk gives more protec-
tion for the weight than almost any other
fabric.

Well, I found Wilbur out in the field with
several men testing a new potato digger. The
potatoes were Rural No. 2. The yield was rath-
er light, and the potatoes had been pretty well
hilled up to their detriment, during the severe
drouth just passed through; but as it was, the
potato digger, with a light team of horses, did
very nice work. This digger is the Improved
Standard. I mentioned it in my writings a
year ago. Cousin Fenn is raising this year,
principally, Carman No. 3 and the Russet

—

a potato I have mentioned several times.
This Russet, on his ground, proves to be so
nearly scab-proof that he thinks we can not
find a scabby potato in some two or three
acres, although there are some that are pretty
ba-lly scabbed among the Carmans on the
same ground. Well, we talked potatoes and
strawberries so long that it was after dark be-
fore I got started home, and there I was in
my shirtsleeves ; but the weather was quite
warm, and the moon was almost full; so I got
back to my cousin's, and greatly enjoyed my
moonlight ride. Now, I am getting to be al-

most too old to be "moonshiny," but, not-
withstanding, there is something to me par-
ticularly fascinating and exhilarating in riding
by moonlight. The wheel I am riding now is

not the Columbia chainless; but it has a gear-
case so the chain and sprocket-wheels are just
as well protected as the bevel gear in the
chainless. The Columbia people refuse to
make a wheel lighter than one weighing
about 27 lbs. ; and such a wheel would carry
safely a man weighing 250 lbs., while I weigh
only about half that. Now, I protest against
being loaded down with a machine heavy
enough to carry a man who weighs twice what
I do. It is right on the principle of the verse

I have quoted in regard to laying aside every
useless weight.
Now, this is not Home Papers, friends ; but,

notwithstanding, I wish to say a word about
going through life loaded down with sin—or,
if you choose, the memory of sinful acts

—

when you go to bed at night or open your
eyes in the morning. Who can compute what
a hindrance it is—how it spoils all our enjoy-
ment and happiness—to be loaded down with
the recollection of sins unrepented of, or
wrongs you have done your fellow-men that
have never been righted! Oh ! let us be boys
as long as we live. Let us leave the useless
weights, and go about the world in our shirt-
sleeves, especially when it is hot weather

;

and let us also, no matter what the cost, get
rid of these burdens of sin; then we can run or
ride or play.

Next morning I started out to catch my
nephew and my uncle. They did not know
of my determination to be one of the party,
and therefore when I reached " Uncle Ben's,"
" Aunt Mary " informed me they had left for
Randolph about ten minutes before my arri-

val. How long do you suppose it took me to
catch up with a horse having ten minutes the
start of me? Had it been on level ground I

might have done better ; but as it was over
hills, and sandy ones at that, I had made two
miles before I managed to run ahead of them
and asked them to halt. Now, we could not
visit very well while I was riding a wheel, so
I left mine at a farmhouse and got into the
buggy. After we had ridden a little way I

discovered my two relatives expected to stay
till night, while I had planned to make Me-
dina, between thirty and forty miles away,
before Sunday came. This Randolph fair has
been kept without a miss for 41 years. It is

near a small country town, or you might say
four corners, and therefore the fair is held on-
ly one day. As there is a very nice farming
community in that neighborhood they man-
age to have a pretty fair country fair. But
before I reached the fairground I was greatly
interested in a large apple orchard. Some
3000 bushels were picked, and lying on the
ground. In fact, they were just being assort-

ed and barreled. I managed to have a little

chat with the owner of the orchard; and here
is a pointer he gave me to which I invite the
consideration of our experiment stations. I

told him my Keiffer pears were one fourth
wormy, notwithstanding the trees were spray-
ed four times.

" Mr. Root," said he, " you did not put on
enough Paris green."

" But we put on enough to injure the foliage
'

somewhat."
"But suppose you did injure the foliage.

You had better have the leaves of your tree

hurt a little, or, say, a good deal, than to have
a quarter of your apples made unsightly and
unsalable by worms. I make my solution
strong enough with copper sulphate and Paris
green both to scorch the leaves on almost
every tree; but I have no wormy apples. See
if you can find one. Two years ago an acci-

dent taught me a lesson. I bought Paris
green and copper enough for my whole or-
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chard. But I was sick, and could not attend
to it. The hired men came to me when they
were not more than half done, saying they
were out of chemicals. I told them they had
been making the solution too strong. They
said they found it out after they had gone a
little way, and made it weaker. Now, on the
first trees they sprayed they killed pretty
nearly all the foliage. I supposed the apples
were done up, and perhaps the trees also; but
it was a bad year for apples, and about all the
crop I had was on those trees they had spray-
ed so unmercifully. More leaves came out in

place of those that had been killed, and more
blossoms came. The fruit was later, but it

was free from scab and worms "

At both the Akron and the Randolph fairs

there were more Carman No. 3 potatoes on
exhibition than any other kind. Quite a few
potatoes were wrongly named. There were
potatoes at both fairs labeled "Early Ohio,"
but I am sure not a potato at either place was
a genuine Early Ohio.

Well, by one o'clock I had seen all the fair

I cared to, and had a little visit with my rela-

tives, and I was re?dy to go home. But my
wheel was six miles out in the country. My
friends almost insisted on taking me that far

with a horse and buggy; but to do this, some-
body had got to leave the fair just at a time
when the racing and bicycle-riding were going
on. I told them that, rather than make them
that trouble, I would start a little earlier and
go those six miles on foot. My friend, how
long would it take you to walk six miles ? I

thought I could do it easily in an hour and a
half ; but it took just two full hours, and it

was awful hard work at that. As I did not
want to be seen on the fairground in my shirt-

sleeves I carried my light coat ; but before I

had made the six miles I felt as if I would
have given 25 cents gladly to have somebody
carry it for me. It took me two hours to go
on foot a distance I could easily have made in

30 minutes with my wheel. When I once got
my hands on it I thanked God with unusual
fervor that he permitted me to live during the
age of wheels. Now, something queer hap-
pened right here. I had been many times
curious to know whether one could ride a
wheel with vigor after he has been tired out
by going on foot. I was just about used up
walking those six miles that warm day ; but
when I got hold of the wheel I sat on its easy
comfortable seat and rested. The set of mus-
cles that help you walk are used scarcely at

all in propelling a wheel ; or. in other words,
the muscles needed to push that wheel up hill

and down over those sandy roads did not seem
to be tired at all by my exhausting walk.

Because of the longer time it took me to
walk the six miles, I found I could not make
my train at Akron, and so I stayed over night
with the friends I have mentioned in the
Home Papers, and enjoyed the pleasure of
listening to the young minister of whom
Mahlon thinks so much.

Just about as soon as I could see, Monday
morning, I was on my wheel again ; but I did
not have any coats or fur cap to bother me.
I bundled them all up aud told my friends

to express them to Medina the first time they
went to Akron. Oh what fun it was riding
those 25 miles during that beautiful October
morning, almost before people were up and
stirring ! All along the road—that is, early in
the morning—I met people with overcoats,
gloves, and fur caps, and even then shivering
in the damp and almost frosty air; but I in

my shirtsleeves, and with my vest unbut-
toned, was warm, happy, and well. I had a
light lunch at starting, and then I had my
breakfast at about half way. I have learn-
ed by experience that it is not best to
undertake to ride too far before breakfast.
When you are just tired enough to think
of resting a little, and have a real good
chance, then get your breakfast. After a
good meal and a little rest you can ride a good
many miles before noon, if need be. But
please bear in mind, if you wish to enjoy
wheel-riding you must put your requirements
into a very light package or else send them
forward by express, to reach you about the
time you will have need of them ; and do not
forget, dear brother or sister, through this

journey of life, to put aside in like manner
the sin which doth so easily beset us, as we
have it in that beautiful passage I have quoted.
Then shall we run and not be weary ; and we
shall walk and not faint. Yea, we have the
promise in the Scriptures that we shall mount
up with wings as eagles ; for they that wait
upon the Lord do renew their strength.

ROBBING DEAF AND LAME PEOPLE ; A SEQUEL
TO ROBBING SICK PEOPLE.

One of our readers in Mississippi sends me a
lot of circulars from one W. J. Tindall, of

Cohoes, N. Y. The writer of the letter to me
is deaf ; and Tindall claims, after long years
of study and experiment, to have invented an
apparatus to cure deafness of every description.

He calls it an electricon. I clip the following :

The electricon applies a mild currant of pure gal-
vanic electricity directly to the diseased or weakened
parts of the ear and its connections, and to the nerves
of hearing, re-establishing perfect circulation, and
giving full tone, strength, and life to each affected
part.

I do not know whether the kind of " cur-
rants " he is writing about is the kind that
grows on bushes or not, but he spells it that
way. And, by the way, these medical frauds
are almost sure to betray their ignorance by
their bad grammar and bad spelling. Tindall
tells a long and pitiful story of how he first

went to the family doctor with his deafness,
then from one city specialist to another, all

making him worse instead of better; and then
he says a great scientific man (who does not
doctor or do any thing else for money') told

him that medicines and instruments could
never cure deafness ; it would have to be done
by means of a galvanic currant (c-u-r-r-a-n-t,
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mind you). But this doctor told him (sadly)
that no such apparatus had then been invent-
ed, but he expected it would be before very
long. Then Tindall went to work experi-
menting, and after much pains and great labor
he invented the electrical apparatus that does
the business. Our Mississippi reader wants
my opinion of it.

First, I do not believe that any kind of cur-
rent of electricity, or electricity in any form,
will ever build up diseased tissues as he tells

about ; secondly, I am quite sure that this

apparatus of Tindall's has not any thing to do
with electricity at all. It is like Electropoise
and the glass castors (that are advertised to

put under the legs of the bed) and all these
traps. They have nothing to do with genuine
electricity at all. The price of the electricon
is a good deal ; but friend Tindall, out of the
kindness of his heart (?) toward deaf people,
will sell a pair for $7.00. These are wholesale
prices, and cover only the cost of making the
apparatus. Furthermore, he explains to all

why he must positively have cash in advance,
no matter how much money a man may have,
or what his commercial rating may be. He
must have cash in advance, or no sale. This
last opens the way for a little story from my
own experience, in our next issue.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

See our clubbing offers on page S14 for those who
renew before their present subscription expires.

CHOICE POTATOES FOR SEED.

Namk.

Varieties are in order a?
regards time of matur
ing; earliest first, next
earliest second,and so on

Tied Bliss Triumph
Bovee
E. Thoro'bred, Maule's.
Early Ohio
Burpee's Extra Early...
Freeman
New Queen
Monroe Seedling
Rural New-Yorker No. 2.

Mill's Prize
Carman No. 1

Carman No. 3
Sir Walter Raleigh
State of Maine
Manum's Enormous .

New Craig
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orders are received for its discontinuance. We give
notice just before the subscription expires, and fur-
ther notice if the first is not heeded. Anv subscriber
whose subscription has expired, wishing his journal
discontinued, will please drop us a card at once; other-
wise we shall assume that he wishes his journal con-
tinued, and will pay for it soon. Any one who does not
like this plan may have his journal stopped after the
time paid for by making this request when ordering.

RECEIPTS FOR MONEY. We send no receipt for
subscription money. The change of the date on the
little label shows you that the money has been duly
received and credited. During December and Janu-
ary it sometimes takes us three or four weeks before
the date is changed.

RATES OF ADVERTISING. These will be fur-
nished on application.

Trial Subscriptions.

3 Months, 15c; 6 Months 25c.

We offer Gleanings in Bee Culture to new sub-
scribers three months for 15c, or 6 months for 25c.
Renewals not accepted at these rates.

Clubbing Rates.
As an inducement for our subscribers to re-

new before the expiration of their present
subscription, which saves us considerable time,
we offer the following rates for Gleanings one
year and a year's subscription to any of the
following papers at prices mentioned :

For One Dollar Only.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

Ameiican Agriculturist, with Almanac,
Orange Judd Farmer, with Almanac,
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac,
Northwestern Agriculturist,
American Poultry Journal,
Reliable Poultry Journal,
Agricultural Epitomist,
Farm and Fireside,
Poultry Monthly, Farm Journal,
Poultry Keeper. Farm Poultry.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer,
Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer.

For $1 25.— Gleanings and Rural New-Yorker.
For $1.30.—Gleanings and National Stockman.
For $ 1 .50.—Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or Mc-

Clure's Magazine or American Garden.
For $2 00.—Gleanings and Country Gentleman.
For $2.50.—Gleanings and Review of Reviews.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

and The Ohio Farmer both

One Year for Only $1.10.

A business bargain for the business farmer ! The
Ohio Farmer stands at the head of agricultural jour-
nals in America; costs more to publish, and gives more
to its readers than any other paper of its kind. It is a
farmer's paper—practical, reliable, and entertain-
ing. Twenty pages weekly, with liberal illustrations,
and complete market reports from all the leading
market centers. Ten different departments. It will
pay you in dollars and cents to read it a year. Sample
copies free.

The Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, Ohio.

ONLY 5 CENTS.

The Michigan Farmer wants every one of our

readers to give their paper a trial. They offer

to send it every week to Jan. 1—9 weeks--for

only 5c. It is a finely illustrated agricultural,

live-stock, and family paper-just what you

want. Send the 5c in stamps and try it. They

will positively stop it Jan. 1 if you don't renew.

They are all right. We offer it in our club list

by the year. Address at once

The Michigan Farmer, Detroit, Mich

Don't Buy Supplies
Until you see my 39th annual catalog. A
full line of hives and fixtures best adapted
to our New England climate. Also best

brands of Comb Foundation and Section-
boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

A. I. Root Co.'s Goods at their prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them
of me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the
very best strains in America. A forty-

page illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. Cary, Lyonsville, Mass.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT.
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated" to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Mill, Mo.QI will be ready as usual to furnish
II^AriC queens the coming season. Many
*-*v'v'** >J * unsolicited testimonials tell of the

" " ' superiority of the Laws strain of
faultless 5-banded workers. Breeding queens
always on hand. Price 82.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, fl.OOeach; 6 for $5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens readv in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.
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Some Inducements
To Subscribe for the Review.
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1
I have found that it pays to offer some little induce-

ment to a man to become a subscriber to the Bee-keep-

ers' Review. Nothing in this line has met with great-

er success than the offer of back numbers of the Re-

view. Back numbers of the Review are different from
those of newspapers and some journals. The infor-

mation that they contain is just as valuable now as

when first published. Each issue of the Review, es-

pecially if devoted to the discussion of some special

topic, as is the case with all of the copies printed dur-

ing the first five or six years of its existence, is really

a little pamphlet containing the best thoughts and
experience of the best men upon the topic under dis-

cussion. Some issues are now out of print; of others

only a few remain; while cf others there is still a good

stock on hand. Instead of letting these back numbers

lie on my shelves, gathering dust year after year, I

think it better to use them in getting new subscribers,

and at the same time have them out doing good. I

shall, therefore, as long as these back numbers hold

out, send 12 of them free to each one who sends me
$1.00 for the Review for 1900. The selection of these

back numbers must be left with me; but I will see to

it that no two are alike. In addition to these back
numbers, all new subscribers for 1900 will receive the

rest of this year free. The sooner you subscribe, the

more you will get.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.
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Do You Want to Make More Money on Your Farm?

I
— Of course you do, and the best way to do it is to find out ^— how others who are more successful do it by subscribing for =

I THE P^flCTICRLi PRIVIES, §
= OF PHILiflDEIiPJ-IIfl, PA. |

The most thoroughly up-to-date and practical agricultural weekly published. It leads the agricul- =
E tural thought of the country. It is the only paper for which T. B. Terry writes, and is the only =
= farm paper published whose contents are directly applicable in an intensely practical manner to the —
= every-day work on the farm. Its editors comprise the leading agricultural writers of the country =
E Its Unique Special Departments: Short Cuts; Mistakes, Failures, and Successes; Experience Pool; —
= Farm Implement Annex, and Postal Card Correspondence, all supported by contributions from its sub- =
= scribers, keep it in direct touch with its readers every week in the year. In addition, it has departments —
=: abl v edited by the acknowledged experts in their various lines, devoted to the following subjects: Garden, =
= Stock and Dairy, Horticulture, and Home Circle. Complete and reliable market reports every week. In =
= fact, it contains every thing that goes to make it the best, brightest, and most practical agricultural _
= paper published. Subscription price, $1 .00 per year. Sample copies free for the asking. —
= THE PRACTICAL FARMER'S SUPPLY-CATALOG contains hundreds of useful articles for the =
= home and on the farm, and at prices that will astonish you. Send for a copy. The price is a postal =
E card addressed to The Farmer Co., Philadelphia, Pa. E

5 0-..:„l (IMa. By a special arrangement with the publishers of THE PRACTICAL FARMER =
= NllPn H TTPl we are enabled to offer both it and GLEANINGS until January 1, 1901, for the =
=j

UJJUUIUI UIIUli small sum of $1.10. Address all orders to GLEANINGS. =

qiitm nun ii i : : i i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : i 1 1 limn limn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiir?

DOUBLE THE EGGS
can be secured from the same hens if fed Green Cut Bone. It is not only the best

egg produoin" food known, but it also imparts vigror and constitution, whioh means
working force and ability. Makes hens lay iongei; no break-down or "laying off."

MANN'S NEW BONE CUTTER
is the best machine for preparing all kinds of bone for poultry food. Made in many
sizes to suit anybody's needs. 1 hey cut fast, fine, turn easy and don't choke.
OL.OVEU CrTTK'liS that cut clover fast and easv. Swinging Feed Traysand
Mann's Granite Crystal Grit. Send at once for our FREK illutsrated catalogue.

F. W. MANN CO., Box 37, MILFORD, MASS.
In writing advertisers, mention Gleanings.
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UPECIAI^NOTJCESa«jruv»i#i BUSINESSMANA

Send your renewal for Gleanings before your sub-
scription expires, and get the benefit of our clubbing
offers on page 814.

PROSPECTS FOR A CARLOAD OF HONEY.
As we go to press, the outlook is encouraging for

our getting a carload of white alfalfa honey from Ne-
vada. It will be part extracted and part comb. The
extracted, in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, will be worth
10 cts. per lb. in five-case lots. The comb, in 24-lb.
cases, and not less than five-case lots, will have to
bring 16 cts There is no nicer honey than white al-
falfa. We should be glad to hear from any who can
use it at above figures. By next issue we shall know
more definitely what we can offer.

Advertiser's Department of Short Write-ups.

Historical Sketch of a Representative Firm.
The above is the heading of an article in the anni-

versary number of the American Grocer, and has ref-
erence to one of our advertising firms, Francis H.
Leggett & Co., whose ad. appears on the second page
of this number. In this sketch by the American Gro-
cer mention is made of the establishment of this firm
by Mr. Francis H. Leggett some thirty years ago.
From comparatively small beginnings it "has grown to
be one of the most important in New York, the busi-
ness being distributed in twenty six departments. We
copy the following from the sketch above mentioned :

_" The assertion of the house that the name of Fran-
cis H. Leggett & Co. is never coupled with an equivo-
cal statement, even upon the most insignificant label,
passes unchallenged wherever their goods are known.
In the selection of his business partners Mr. Leggett
has been singularly sagacious and fortunate, for he
has gathered about him a staff of gentlemen who are
entirelv in accord with the founder's principles and
policy."

§ CRUSHED OYSTER = SHELLS! §
g£

60 cts. per 100-pound bag. g
§ Mica Crystal Grit, 70c ; Clover Meal, $2. §
§ WHiTE POULTRY BONE, $1.90. §

%

Cash with order. Lower prices on large
lots. Time to lay in winter supply.

The O. C. Shepard Company,
Public Square, Medina, O.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Here is the
Thing You
were Look=
ing for the
last winter

The New Champion
Winter-case

which does away with all un-
necessary work, and in which
the bees will not die in the
coldest winter. Send for spe-
cial prices on quantit}' wanted.

R. H. SCHMIDT,
Sheboygan, = Wisconsin.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

For Sale.—Pure extracted honey, 8^@9^c per lb.
Sample, 5c. Comb honey, 24-lb. crates.

I. J. Stki'ngham, 105 Park PI., N. Y.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-with th.

simple, perfect, self-regulating

EXCELSIOR INCUBAJOR
_ Thousands in successful ..,..

Circulars free. I I Lowest priced lst-class hatcher made.
Send 6c. for I " GEO. II. STAll L,

Illus. Cataloc I 114 to 1 33 S. 6th St.. Qiiinoy, III.

in writing, mention (..it

§ For Sale. |»' 100 colonies in dovetailed 10 frame hives, most- •/
•9 ly thick top and Hoffman frames: bees Italians »5
•' and hybrids; prime condition; about 50 to 60 lbs. •'

j' stores per colony; within % mile of depot; can g
•7 load on car at price about equal to value of stores •'

£? in hives if sold at once.

/• Albert Wittenmyer, = Emison, Indiana.

How are you Going to Dig your Potatoes?

It is time in most places to be digging potatoes; and,
in fact, in most places it is past time. If you want
something that will put the potatoes all on top of the
ground, and do it, too. with one good strong team,
you probably can not do any better than to use the
Dowden potato-digger, made by the Dowden Mfg.
Co., Prairie City. Iowa. Drop them a postal card, and
they will cheerfully give you all the particulars, an-
swering every question anybody will probably ask in
regard to the machine. Mr. A. I. Root, of The A. I.

Root Co., is using one with excellent satisfaction in
digging his crop of potatoes grown expressly for seed.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices wil 1 be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must say you want your ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not be responsible for any error You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over ten
lines will cost you according to our regular rates. We can
not be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these
" swaps."

VUANTED.—Nuclei and full colonies of bees, for de-
"' livery in April; South preferred. Will furnish
nuclei boxes. I. J. Stringh am, 105 Park PI., N. Y.

WANTED.—Bees or pedigreed Berkshire hogs—one
'" or both—as part or full payment for 80 acres
wild land in Clay Co., Ark., ten miles from county
seat. Ten years' time given on balance, at 3 per cent
interest. Also want good incubator in exchange for
strawberry plants. Geo. E. Coon,

200 Klemp St., Leavenworth, Kansas.

WANTED.—To sell or exchange 8000 plants of the
' T Darling strawberry, at 35c per hundred, postage
paid. H. Fitz Hart, Dalkeith, Fla.

WANTED.—To exchange three acres land, 18 apple-
*" trees, barn, house, etc., in Washington, Ct. Con-
sider bee-supplies, etc. What have you? Write

Dr. Ball, Litchfield, Ct.

U/ANTED.-To exchange a No. 1 B Mann's green-
»' bone cutter (cost 87.00), used but little, for Planet
Jr. strawberry-cultivator or offers. Also A B C of Bee
Culture for A B C of Potato and Strawberry Culture.

C. M. Spencer, Glenmont, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange Florida lake-front lot in
~" center of Keuka. From lot can be seen school,
church, store, depot, postoffice, and hotel. Want bee-
goods. What have you? Dr. Ball, Litchfield, Ct.
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QUEENS FOR BUSINESS.
Warranted. As they run, 50 cents each;
select, 75 cents; tested, 11.00; select tested,

SI.50 and up. For particulars see Sept. 15
Gleanings and free circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Pierce H
ARM
gines.

i-i and 1H,P. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-

tionary to 20 H. P. Pump.
ing Engines all sizes.

Send for circulars stating
3ize and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

SOX 17. Racine, Wis

I T*-» «••.«-* Combinationunion saw.
For Ripping, Cross-
cutting. Mitering,
Rabbetiisg, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing, Edge - mouldir
Beading Full line
and HANI POWEE machin
erv. Send for Catalog A
Seneca Falls Hfg. Co.,

44 Water Z'. Seaeci Palls, N 7

INCUBA

NO
supplied?

[
Moisture..

fe* Self-
' REGULATING..

.Self-ventilating I

BUILT Kolt IUSl.\r>
lustrated circular and pi

Warranted to last 10
year* withoutrepairs
and to out-hatch dur-
ing three trials any ^
other incubator—bar ^
none; this or your
money back.

SOLD ON HONOR. 16-page il-

listFREE. Poultry Manual and

t
Catalogue No. 74, (160-pages, 8x11 in.) entitled,

M Make Money with Poultry and Incubators" sent postpaid for^ 15c.»in stamps—worth dollar*. Address nearest office.

A CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO., <A
^ CHICAGO, ILL. H'AYLAM), N.V. BOSTON, MASS.

It

Vow-

sell
Be your own milter....

Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too.

CbC COftilla Hlill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-

meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A cliild can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SO«
Address the Tranlc machinery £o.,Bu?fa!o, n. ¥.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES

!

Buy no Incubator and pay for it before
giving it a trial. The firm who will not
sell on trial have no faith in their
machines. We sell the celebrated PREMIER
INCUBATOR ON TRIAL Also sole "manu-
facturers of Simplicity. Catalogue
and Poultry tBclps, 5c.

Columbia Incubator Co., 8 Adams St., Delaware City, Del.

Ihey have nil the latest improvements
n and are sold at very low prices and

- )^Am G UA RA NT E ED to please every
-H5>,

jgtj cut tomer. Send 6c. for our lis page
jiJHB cataloprtie which contains full des-

* criptinns of our extensive line
and tells how to raise poultry
successfully. Send for it at once.

DES MOINES INC'B CO.
Box :; I>es Moines, Iowa.

.„ the very latest, up-to-date authority on the poultry business in this country.,,,,,.

It treats the entire subject in a masterful way drawn from years of ripe ex- |j§f|f
ierience in. conducting the larges-t pure blood poultry plant in the country. Treats incidentally^

f the newest and best things about the world famous Reliable Incubators and Brooders.
Sent to anybody for luc to cover postage. Reliable Inc. & Brooder Co. .Box B 49 Qufficy.IIl.

In writing advertisers mention Gleanings.

IF YOU ARE A BEE = KEEPER
and interested in farming, you want The Best Farm-
ers' Paper in the World. You will find it in

The : National : Stockman : and : Farmer
Of Pittsburgh. Penn.

It is the best, the brightest, the purest. Thirty-six

pages weekly. A sample will convince you. A postal

request will bring it. We want to hear from every

subscriber of Gleanings. Write us at Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee-keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers. p5^'J^

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Mlustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free.

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.

HONEY =JARS
One-pound, square, S4.70 per gross
with corks; 5 gross at $4.50 a gross.

OUTSIDE CASES.
For wintering bees; include bottom,
body, gabled cover; 60c ea.; 10. $5 50.

Catalog, describing every thing a
bee-keeper needs, will be sent free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

Your Need
is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Our Desire
is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

for wax. Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-

ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., /"lien.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

SWEET=CLOVER SEED in the hull for sale at 5 cts.

per pound. For orders of 50 lbs. or more, address
Jos. Shaw, Box 64, Strong City, Chase Co., Kan.

PRICES OP

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

lar
fr
e
mad£°

k
") 4"inch stove

-
Doz

-
$13j00

9.00

6.50

5.00

4.75

II50
6.00

each, by mail, $1.50

1.10

1.00
Doctor 354-in.

Conqueror 3-in.

Large 2^-in.
Plain 2-in.

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in.

Honey-knife
Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements

Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR | ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.

Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with
its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for

a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.

January 27, 1897. "Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

.70

.60

.80

Before buying a

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.— Comb honey, white, fancy, 15@16;

No. 1. 12@13: No. 2, 10©,11; amber, fancy, 11@12; No.
1, 9©10; mixed, fancv, 100-11; No. 1, 809; buckwheat,
fancy, 9@10; No. 1, 8@9; New York State extracted,
white, 7@8; light amber, 6%@7 I

/4; buckwheat, 5%®
6%; Florida extracted, white, 7@7}i ; light amber, 6%
®,7; amber, 5%@6%. Extracted honey, from other
Southern States, 60@80 cts. per gallon, according to
quality, flavor, color, etc.

Francis H. I^eggett & Co.,
Franklin, West Broadway, and Varick Sts.,

Nov. 8. New York City.

Cincinnati.—There is a good demand for all kinds
of extracted honey. White clover and basswood sell
at 8@8%; amber, 8; southern, 6@7, according to qual-
ity and package. We have quite a trade on buck-
wheat honey. We should like to hear from parties
having any to offer. Fancy comb in no-drip shipping-
cases sells at 15@16; darker grades, hard to sell at any
price. Beeswax, 26. We do not handle honey on com-
mission—buy for spot cash only.

C H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son,

Nov. 7. 2146 48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

Boston.—Our market continues in splendid condi-
tion. While the supply is light, yet, owing to the high
prices, it seems to be quite equal to the demand. Dater
on, when the trade realizes the shortage more thor-
oughly, the demand undoubtedly will be much better.
We quote our market as follows : Fancy white, 16; A
No. 1, 15; No. 1, 13014. Buckwheat will not sell in
this city. Extracted light amber, 7@8 We advise
shipments to be sent forward at once.

Blake, Scott & Lee,
Nov. 7. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

New York.—The demands for both comb and ex-
tracted lpneyare equal to the receipts, leaving the
market in such a condition as to maintain prices
equal to the opening of the season. We quote fancy
white, clover, 1-lb. comb, 15; A No. 1, 14; No. 1, 13©
13% ; No. 2, 12®12% ; No. 3, 10%@11% ; fancy buck-
wheat, 11; No. 1, 10; No. 2, 9; mixed, 9@11. Extracted,
white clover, 8; light amber, 7 l/2 \ buckwheat, 6®7.
Beeswax, demand limited, 26@27.

Chas. Israel & Bro.,
Nov. 8. Cor. Canal and Watts Sts., New York.

Kansas City.—We quote No. 1 white comb, at 13%
@14c; No. 1 amber, 13® 13%; No. 2 am,ber. 12%®13;
No. 2 white, 13®13%; extracted, white, 7%©8; amber,
7@7%; dark, 5%@6. Beeswax, 22@25.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Nov. 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Schenectady.—No change of any importance in
prices. We think most of the comb honey is now on
the market, and meeting with ready sale. Extracted
will soon be in demand. We quote light, 8@9; dark,
6@6%. C. McCulloch,
Nov. 9. Schenectady, N. Y.

Milwaukee.—The demand for honey has been very
good, and we have enjoyed a fair degree of the trade;
while the supply has not been burdensome, it has
been sufficient to meet the current demand, and val-
ues well maintained, and thus the demand has been
somewhat checked. We continue to quote fancy 1-lb.
sections, 15016; A No. 1, 14@15; No. 1, 12@,14; best am-
ber, 14@15; extracted white, in bbls., kegs, and pails,
8®9. Beeswax, 25@26. A. V. Bishop & Co.,
Nov. 9. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chicago. — There is a firm tone in all kinds of
honey. Even buckwheat sells easier than of yore.
Sixteen cents is obtainable for the best white comb
which we class as fancy, and 15 for No. 1 grade

;

stained or off grades of white, 13@14: amber, 10@12 ;

dark to buckwheat, 9@10. Extracted white clover and
basswood, 806 ; ambers, 7® 8 ; dark, 6(a7. Beeswax,
27. All of the foregoing wanted on arrival.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Nov. 7. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—Good demand for all grades of comb
honey at the following prices : Fancy white, 15; No. 1
white, 13014; amber, 11@12: buckwheat, 10®11. Ex-
tracted also in good demand, and we quote California
white 8%®9; light amber. 808%; amber, 7%; buck-
wheat, 6%; southern choice, 7%; other grades, 70

~

per gallon.. Beeswax, quiet at 26027.
Hildreth & Segelken,

Nov. 8. 120, 122 West Broadway, New York.

Philadelphia.—The supply of honey is getting
well used up, and prices are very firm. We got 18c
for some very fancy clover comb this week. This is
high-water mark. We quote fancy comb, 16; No. 1, 14;
amber, 12; buckwheat, 12. Extracted, white, 8; amber,
7. Beeswax, 25. We are producers of honey—do not
handle on commission. Wm. A. Selser,
Nov. 9. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffalo.—Honey is in very good demand here.
Very little new honey in the market. I think high
prices will continue until next season's crop is ready
for the market. Fancy, 14@15; A No. 1, 13%@14; No.
1, 12@13; No. 2, 11%@,12; No. 3, 10010% ; No. 1 dark,
9@10; No. 2 dark, 8@9; extracted, 7@8.
Nov. 7. W. C. Townsend, Buffalo, N. Y.

Albany.—Honey market continues firm, with light
supplv. We quote fancy white, 15®16; No. 2 white, 13
014; mixed. 12013; dark, 11@12; white extracted, 8%@
9; amber, 7%@8; dark, 6®6%. Beeswax. 260-28.

McDOUGAL & CO.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Nov. 9. Albany, N. Y.

Columbus.—High prices curtailing demand some-
what, but receipts being light all move fairly well.
Can use some light amber to good advantage. Fancy
white comb, 16® 17; amber, 11013. Will either buy, or
handle on commission. Evans & Turner,
Nov. 7. Fourth and Town Sts., Columbus, O.

Detroit.—Very little fancy honey. A No. 1 is in
good demand at 16®17; darker grades. 12@14. Ex-
tracted honey very scarce. Beeswax, 23@25.
Nov. 10. M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch. Mich.

Springfield.—Fancy, 16@18; No. 1, 14; buckwheat,
12®14. The demand is good, and it is selling very
well. Perkins & Hatch,
Nov. 9. Springfield, Mass.

Wanted.—Extracted honey of all kinds. Mail sam-
ple, and p r ice expected delivered at Cincinnati. I
pay spot cash on delivery. C. H. W. Weber,

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son,
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

For Sale.—Basswood and alfalfa extracted honey,
9% cts. per lb. Samples 5c each.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PL, New York.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State jjrice,

kind, and quantity. Blake, Scott & Dee,
57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.
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15 Months for only $1.00!

To New Subscribers.
That means nearly 70 copies of the WEEKLY AMERICAN BEE JOUR-

NAL will be sent to a NEW subscriber to it—all of next year (1900) and

the last 15 numbers of this year. These fifteen copies for 1899 will cover

\ All of the Philadelphia Convention Report. $

If you are looking for the BEST BARGAIN IN BEE-LITERATURE you

can do no better than to accept the above AT ONCE, before we run out of

the numbers containing the convention report. If you are not acquainted

with the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, send for free sample copy.

ADDRESS —

Geo. W. York & Co.,
m2ST Chicago, 111.
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Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.,

can furnish you with the

Very Finest

Bee=keepers' Supplies

in the World.

Parties wanting goods
before new catalog is is-

sued will please write
for quotations.

We want every BEE-
KEEPER on our list.

If you did not receive
our catalog last year
send us your name and
address, and we will

mail you our new cat-

alog as soon as it is

ready.
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About
Bees.FACTS

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,

§ WM. A SELSER, §

-*j -5
•* -2 -5 -2 -3 -5 -s -2 -s* -2 -5-5 -5 -5-5-5-3-5 5-2-5-5-5^'''
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HONEY-SPECIALIST.
WAREHOUSE FOR SALE OF SUPPLIES,

10 Vine St , Philadelphia, Pa.

BEE FARM. JENKINTOWN, PA.

3 TONS
OF FRESH CLEAN SAMPLES of Mag-
azines and Periodicals of all kinds—Lit-
erary, News, Illustrated, Scientific, Art,

Music, Sport, Agriculture, Poultry, or any general
class. Before selecting your reading matter for the
coming year, send us 10c for 1 lb. or 25c for 3 lbs. of
these samples. We have all the new ones. By sub-
scribing through us you save from 10 to 50 per cent on
all your reading matter. Standard Designer, with 50c
in patterns fre'e, Frank' Leslie's Popular Monthly, and
McClure s Magazine, all three for $2.45. Gleanings,
Munsey's, and McClure's for $2.45. Household Realm,
Recreation, and Self Culture—three splendid dollar
magazines—for $1.75. Samples of these three sent for

10 cts. The A. I. Root Co. have dealt with us for years,
and will tell you we are reliable. Write for our 36-

page catalog full of these offers. Address
AMERICAN CLUB LIST,

Box 77, Shamrock, N. Y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Mr. Bradley says, on a piece of land
where the sandstone contained an acid the
honey did not candy ; on another piece of

shale and clay, without acid, the honey can-
died.

—

Australia)! Bee Bulletin.

W. C. GaThrighT is surprised that I got
bees to start queen-cells by putting jelly in

worker-cells. Nothing surprising when you
remember that bees often start queen-cells of

their own accord when young brood is put
over an excluder with a laying queen below.
Later in the season I tried putting jelly in

worker-cells over an excluder again, and it

was an utter failure.

I'm surprised that you get votes in favor of

shorter spelling and none against. I beg the
great public's pardon for thinking it more
prejudiced than it was. If that proof-reader
ever gets started on the reform track, he'll

spel wers than York. [Votes are still coming
in in favor of the shorter spelling ; and up to

the present writing only one dissenter has re-

ported, and that is Mr. Harry Lathrop, of

Browntown, Wis.

—

Ed.]

J. F. Munday says in Australasian Bee-keep-
er, he prefers a record on a hive to one in his

pocket, for the book might be lost. But I

wouldn't have a book so small it would go in

my pocket, so it isn't easily lost. Sometimes
I've decided whether I needed to go to an out-
apiary by consulting my book. In that case,

if my only record was on the hives I'd have
to go five miles to learn whether I needed to

go that five miles.

On page 799 is figured "20 or 25 lbs. of

stores for outdoor colonies, and 12 lbs. for

those wintered in the cellar." Isn't that a bit

risky—at least for this locality ? [You mean
that the 12 lbs. for indoor wintering is a rather
scant supply, I suppose. Well, perhaps it is

for your locality ; but a set of tables that Dr.
Mason prepared a few years ago made it ap-
pear that between and 7 lbs. was a fair aver-

age of what his bees actually consumed dur-

ing winter
;
possibly for your locality, 15 lbs.

would be a safer figure for indoor wintering.
But it is a fact that indoor bees require less

than those out.

—

Ed.]

W. H. Pridgen says (797) that I'm mistak-
en if I think because a larva is accepted in a
Doolittle cup it is always fed from the start as

a queen should be. I don't know that I ever
said that ; but I certainly did think that, if

bees accepted a larva less than three days old
in a cell-cup, it was all right for a queen, be-

cause scientists tell us the food of all larvae is

alike for the first three days. If practical men
have enough proof to show that the scientists

are wrong, I'm ready to desert the scientists.

"Apple-TrEES ideal shade for an apiary,"

says a heading, p. 805. So they are in Ohio.

But in this region a man musn't live too long
if he wants to continue believing in apple-trees

as ideal shade. The young apple-trees I be-

gan putting my bees under have mostly died
from old age. [I thought the apple-trees at

your home apiary afforded very good shade
for your home bees, doctor. Of coiirse, your
apple-trees are not to be compared with those

in the grand old State of Ohio.

—

Ed.]
" There will be a slight change in the

construction of the cover '

' for 1900 says an
editorial, p. 806. I wish there might be a big

change, giving us a cover with a dead-air space

and a tin top. [We have sold for years a dou-

ble cover ; and where such cover is preferred

the purchaser can have his preference grati-

fied ; but a double cover with tin, while it

might be absolutely proof against leaking,

would be very expensive. The present price

of tin plate would almost rule it out for hive-

covers.

—

Ed.]

Lots of Things seem to be coming to light

about queen-rearing lately, and I suspect there

are lots of things we don't know about it yet

—at least that /don't know. I thought it

was the jelly and not the kind of cell that

made the bees rear a queen. But I accept the

word of friend Gathright, p. 804, that the cells

will do without the jelly. Editor Pender is

even more emphatic in Australasian Bee-keep-

er. He gave on the same frame cells with and
without jelly, and the bees accepted the larger

number without jelly. [As I have already
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stated, I believe it made but little difference

whether we used larval food or royal jelly.

Assuming that they are the same up to the
fourth day, of course it could make no differ-

ence; but we have used it in cells when it was
older than that.

—

Ed.]

" This way of making honey a main part of

the meal, and not a mere relish, a tickler, and
spur for the sated appetite, is a very important
point" (Anton Leister, 794). I read that to

my wife, and she said, "I should think it

would sicken them." I said, "He doesn't
mean to fill up mainly on honey, but to eat it

during the main part of the meal." " But it

ought to come at the last part of the meal as

a sort of dessert. At least I've been always
used to thinking of it in that way," said she.

This in spite of the fact that her mother, a
blessed old Scotch saint who has been for

some time a member of my family, takes it

during the main part of every meal as regular-

ly as she takes her " parritch " every morning.
It takes a lot of hammering to get out of peo-
ple's heads the idea that honey is not a food
but a fancy dainty. [A good many dainties

and foods, harmless and generally easily as-

similated, taken together after a full meal,
when the appetite is fully satisfied, will do a
great deal more harm than good, and conse-
quently get a reputation of not being health-
ful. I can sit down and eat some kinds of

puddings without distress if I make that the
main part of the meal ; but let me put that
pudding on top of a full meal of roast beef,

bread and butter and potato, and I feel decid-
edly full and dull afterward. Honey is gen-
erally eaten as a relish after a full meal, when
it should be used about like butter, along with
bread or whatever it is eaten with. Mr. Leis-
ter has the right idea.

—

Ed.]

An objection to the whole scheme of hav-
ing any kind of color-samples is that "the
colors of the various honeys vary according
to the different localities," says ye editor, p.
802. Exactly and precisely on that account,
my dear friend, we need something for a stand-
ard. If a man tells me burdock honey is just
the same shade as this or that honey, I don't
know what he means for I don't know the
shades of honey in his locality. But if he
says it just matches the shade of card No. 6,

then I understand it, for the card is the same
in Maine as in Mexico. [Agreed ! Now if
we can get the transparent color-cards proper-
ly numbered, well and good ; but I do not
know where to write to get such cards, and
much less how to make them. They should
be made of celluloid or gelatin. But, look
here, doctor. A certain tint B\ inch thick will
be much darker when made 2 inches, as, for
example, looking through a bottle of honey.
Now, then, if I had a color-card that to my
notion represented white clover in this vicini-

ty, and should send it to my friend Coggshall,
in the heart of the buckwheat country, and
ask him if he had any white clover of the
color of my color-card sent, how would he
judge the tint—by what he could see in little

vials or by what he could see in a Muth or
Mason jar much larger? After all, I suspect

that the surest and most reliable method of
apprising the purchaser of the color of the
honey is to send him a bottle of the honey
itself. The prospective purchaser makes an
offer ; the offer is accepted ; the honey is re-

ceived ; and if another sample in the same
kind of a vial is equal to the sample sent in

the first place, then the seller gets the price

offered.

—

Ed.]

Stenog says (p. 791) that some time ago he
read in a foreign journal that Dzierzon was re-

vising his own theory, and that he might some
time abandon it. I think that foreign journal
must have been twisting facts. I've watched
the matter pretty closely, and I've never seen
a word from him receding in the slightest de-
gree. On the contrary he has expressed him-
self in the strongest terms against any change
of view. B. Hamlyn-Harris was present at

the late big German convention, and says in
British Bee Journal :

On the second day Dr. Dzierzon again lectured; this
time on " The Groundlessness and ' Insecurity ' of the
New Theory." In his opening remarks the venerable
lecturer made mention of having, during his lifetime,
written no less than 3(0 articles to the German Bee
Journal, now edited by Mr. Dickel, and spoke of his
feelings suffering somewhat keenly at the idea of the
theory of parthenogenesis in bees lasting for only a
lifetime, and that on the eve of his departure all the
errors so long since abandoned should now be dug up
again.

Does that look like abandoning the Dzier-
zon theory ? [In a private note referring to

this same matter, Dr. Miller sends the follow-
ing, which, as a matter of general interest, I

have taken the liberty of appending right here
as another Straw:

—

Ed.]
Page upon page has been wasted upon the

Dickel theory in the German journals, and it

will be time enough to let it get into Glean-
ings when the leading Germans have accepted
it. I think the majority of them look upon
it as the wildest nonsense, some keeping quiet
for fear there may be something in it, a few
swallowing it entire. I suspect there's just as

much truth in it as there was in the Kirby
theory which occupied some space in the
American Bee Journal in 1861, holding that
workers rode on the drones' backs, gathering
the semen there while the drones were on the
wing, and bringing the semen to the hive.

SOME SWEET DAY.

BY EUGENE SECOR.

Though clouds obscure the stars to-night,

The shadows shall not long remain;
Though life be not unmixed with pain,

The star of Hope is ever bright.

The dead, cold earth in winter time
Forbodes no harvest and no flowers;

But Hope, remembering vernal showers,
Hears, far away, the bluebirds' chime.

Ill fortune may reverse thy plan,

And tardy Justice long delay;

But Hope expects that, some sweet day,
Shall see removed the fateful ban.

O blissful dreams of hope and youth !

Your fancies weave a web of gold;

The heart that hopes shall ne'er grow old,

And some szveet day is thine in truth.
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Say the bees, " Shut the door ! that horrible roar
Of storm-winds now rises and frightens us more ;

How pleasant these combs to make glad our homes !

—

An antidote, surely, for pains that we bore."

*•'

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
C. P. Dadant sums up the wintering ques-

tion in a few words :
" Good healthy food, an

even temperature, quietness, and a fair amount
of ventilation."

\)i

On the first page of the issue for Oct. 26 is a
picture of an apiary located in the great city

of Chicago. It is owned by Mr. W. H. Horst-
mann, a letter-carrier. He now has 15 strong
colonies. The picture shows several little cot-

tages close enough together to touch elbows
;

and instead of the earth swallowing up the
city, the city has swallowed up the ground.
Why do human beings like to huddle together
in cities, like bees in a hive, especially when
there are so many railroads to leave town on ?

But Chicago is not all brick ; and the thou-
sands of flower-beds within its limits may fur-

nish more bee forage than any county in Illin-

ois outside of Cook.
vJ/

BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW.
The October issue is fully up to any thing

Mr. Hutchinson has ever printed. Two fine

views of, the apiary of O. J. Hetherington, of

Michigan, form the distinctive feature. By
the way, a correspondent tells Mr. Hutchin-
son if he would stay at home and not gad all

over the country his Review would appear
more regularly. But Mr. H. defends his gad-
ding propensity by asking if his journal would
have the same freshness and vim if he were to

shut himself up at home and see nothing of

the world. It is to be hoped that Mr. H. will

continue to " gad " so long as he gives us the
benefit. The regularity of a daily paper is not
at all necessary for a monthly journal. If the
Review appears twelve times a year, that fills

the bill. The pictures referred to show the
clamps in which Mr. Hetherington keeps his

hives, presenting quite a novelty in this re-

spect. The editor says this is the only apiary
he ever saw in which the hives are kept in

clamps the year round.

\h

In speaking of queen-traps, Mr. W. E. Flow-
er, the magic-lantern man at the Philadelphia
convention, says he has used the Alley trap
for ten years, and has never lost a swarm nor
a queen, and these traps are good for ten years
more. He adds :

" What a pleasure to know
that, when you come home, even if the bees
have swarmed, you will find the queen in the
trap, and know to a certainty just where she
belongs !

"

tii

Mr. Herbert Clute, of Wisconsin, says bee-
hunters in his locality attract bees by burning

bits of wax on birch bark. The odor is very
attractive to the bees, and by means of it they
are soon led to betray their location. Hunters
there use bee-hunting glasses with colored
lenses that so change the color of the timber
and sky as to give a better background for
watching the bees.

CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL.
The difficulty of having the outside frames,

either comb or extracting, as well filled as

those in the center of the super, has been
overcome by Mr. Pettit " by allowing the en-
trance to extend clear across the hive, and by
raising the front 1% inches above the bottom
or floor, by a wedge on either side of the en-

trance. This allows the bees to enter the hive
the full width, and compels them to walk
up the sides or back of the hive, so that they
always fill the outside frames first instead of

last, as is the case with the narrow entrance."
Mr. Pettit's system in detail is given in an ar-

ticle credited to the Fanner's Advocate. Mr.
P. is about to move from Belmont to Aylmer,
Ont. His son Morley will remain on the farm
and manage the apiary. An article from the
latter appears in next issue. For years the el-

der Pettit has been one of the most successful

bee-keepers in America, and it is to be hoped
he will not be entirely lost to view in his new
home.

\\i

BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.
Mr. L. Quayle, on the Isle of Man, near the

English coast, reports one colony this year
that has broken his previous record of 334 lbs.

of comb honey. This was " heather " honey,
which cuts so large a figure in English and
Scotch apiculture. His season has been very
good. That is a remarkable yield for any
source, to say nothing of a place situated six

degrees, or about 400 miles, north of the north-

ern boundary of the United States.

Oi

A correspondent says his journal would be
more valuable to him if it had directions what
to do every week or month in the year. The
editor says this is out of the question, as the

circulation of the B. B J. is from the extreme
north of Scotland to the southern end of Eng-
land. Each must make his own record ac-

cording to his seasons ; for what would fit one
man would not another.

\»/

THE AUSTRALASIAN 'BEE-KEEPER.
Mr. G. Kelly, of Dungog, took 700 60-lb.

tins of honey from 70 colonies—an average of

600 lbs. per colony. The editor says this is

almost incredible, but he says he knows per-

sonally enough of the locality and of the way
ironbark secretes honey to warrant him in say-

ing that even a greater return is possible. I do
not remember any other instance that would
even approach this wonderful yield. What a

field for Coggshall to try his hand at extract-

ing honey !

vl/

Mr. J. Hopkins claims the following advan-
tages in raising extracted honey instead of

comb : 1. Much larger proportions can be har-
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vested with less labor and expense ; 2. Better

prices in proportion to those obtained for comb
honey ; 3. Not so liable to deteriorate ; 4. Can
be handled better, and shipped to foreign mar-
kets without risk of damage ; 5. Less expense
for market packages ; 6. The market is not so

easily glutted with extracted honey.

U,

To keep sections of honey nice and clean,

Binni adopted the following plan : He pur-

chased at the printer's some common white
news paper. He had it cut into pieces 12)4 X
8 inches. In these papers he had his sections

wrapped. As fast as one assistant took a sec-

tion out of the super and scraped the propolis

off it carefully, another would wrap it in one
of those papers and place it in a box made to

hold a certain number exactly. He had these

cases made to hold 1 dozen, 2 dozen, 6 dozen,
and a gross. When the lids were screwed
down the sections were safe, he thought, till

doomsday.

FOUL AND OTHER FORMS OF DISEASED BROOD
IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

BY N. D. WEST.

Mr. Root:—I believe you are taking the
right view of the matter pertaining to our dis-

eased brood which has caused us so much
trouble. We have, I think, more than one
kind of disease on the ground, arid yet there
seems to be a tracing from what I have called
pickled brood, all the way along from bad to

worse, and in different stages, until at last it

so closely resembles foul brood that it is diffi-

cult to draw the line between this and the
genuine foul brood, although some of the
dead brood will be found, at times, to be
flattened down into the cell, and will be about
the color of white glue, and will, when a
toothpick is placed in it, draw out from its

cell from )4 to % of an inch. But you have
to hold the toothpick with an object in view,
and try to get it to string out or it will not
follow the toothpick at all. Some of this be-
comes coffee-colored, and is rotten in the cell,

and will string out some, but it will not break
and spring back like rubber ; neither do the
combs, when held close to the nose, give off

that offensive and sickening odor that I get
from what I call the old-time foul brood. The
hive, when opened, or a comb held close to
one's nose, will give a kind of sour smell, or
odor ; but one of these coffee-colored, rotten
brood, when removed from the cell and held
close to the nose, will have a sort of rotten
smell only. But take a hive full of brood,
three-fourths of it good brood and one fourth
of it bad brood, as described above, and place
it on top of a pretty good swarm to hatch

;

place a queen-excluding zinc between the
hives, and keep the queen below, and in due

time the brood above the excluder will all be
hatched out, and all of the bad brood will be
cleaned out of the combs, and no more trace
of the bad brood is seen in these hives that
season. This has been my own experience in

my own apiaries this season, and these col-

onies in the lower hives were slightly affected,

as well as the brood placed on top of the col-

onies.

Take notice that these colonies are all made
very strong, and now have a good lot of young
bees as well as old ones ; and remember that
the hatching of so many of these young bees
seems to encourage and give more energy to

the bees. They go right to work and clean
house. I remember that, after this, we had
some honey in the field, and somehow these
colonies have kept their combs clear from dis-

eased brood, and were the first ones to clean
up of themselves.
Again, I have noticed that, in apiaries where

large hives are used, and plenty of honey was
in the hives at all times, the bees suffer less

than those in smaller hives, and which are
rather short of honey.
Again, not. until about the middle of our

fruit-bloom did the bees show so very much
of the diseased brood ; and at this time, and
after this up to the time that the red raspber-
ry was ripe, it seemed as if whole apiaries in

some places were struck with this disease al-

most like a potato-blight, and yet I could
generally trace some reason why it might oc-

cur by being carried by bees in robbing col-

onies, and in mixing up in the same yard, etc.

All yards were not affected alike, while some
were slightly or badly affected in each hive in

the yard. In other yards, only a few, swarms
would be affected, all sitting in one row, or at

one end or corner of the yard only. So far as

I have observed, where I have reason to be-

lieve apiaries have not been affected until the
past season, they did not show very much
dead, rotten, coffee-colored brood until the
first of July, and more of it later in the same
month.
In half of the cases where bees have been

shaken by the McEvoy plan, which seems to

be the most reliable method I know of, the
disease has started up again ; but where the
colonies have been strong, and the work done
when there was a fresh supply of honey com-
ing in from the field, the results have been
very good. Colonies that have passed a cer-

tain medium in the early season, and nothing
done to help them, went from bad to worse

;

but I did notice that, when we had a t"ree-

days' basswood flow of honey, although but
very little was gathered, the bees commenced
to clean the dead brood from their combs, and
I believe that this new honey is what helped
the bees to hatch more good brood again.

But after this there appeared to be a scarcity

of honey in the field again, and diseased
brood again became more prevalent.

But, again, when buckwheat began to blos-

so"-, the bees again commenced to clean up
their combs, and the stronger colonies gave
more good brood again ; and from that time
until now there is but very little if any of the
diseased brood that can be found only in
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weak colonies good for nothing. The dis-

eased brood has been cleaned out by the bees;

in general, some have dried down, and I pre-

sume they are covered with honey. It seems
that, when brood grows scarce, or a colony
becomes queeuless, all strong colonies will

get the dead brood out of sight. I do have
some fears that this malady may clean us all

out of bees ; but I have faith, and hope that,

if we reach a good honey season, this dreaded
disease may practically disappear.
However, I do not wish to be understood

that all bees have been cured, or cured them-
selves, for many have destroyed their bees by
the hundred swarms this fall. But where
more favorable conditions have prevailed it

has been otherwise. I have never been in the

habit of feeding bees very much ; but I am
not sure but it will pay to feed, in time of a
honey-dearth, those colonies that are affected.

The use of drugs may help—I don't know.
I have seen some good results where drugs
have been used ; but the bees were fed sugar
syrup at the right time, in my opinion.

I am the bee-keepers' servant, doing the
best I know to help them. I am trying to in-

form myself, and hope to be able to know
much more about how to handle diseased
brood, etc., than I do now. I invite my
brother bee-keepers to write their experiences
along the line of bee-diseases, and especially

diseased brood, such as foul brood, pickled
brood, and something about half way be-

tween—or is it all one? What do you think
about the trinity? Thus far in my work I

have been careful to burn only such colonies
as have been really bad, or those on a clean

territory, or very nearly so. I find that some
have sold bees from a foul -brood locality in

the early spring, to parties on what I call

clean territory. It should be clearly under-
stood that the law forbids the sale of bees
from foul-broody apiaries. Be careful.

This has been the poorest honey season I

ever knew, especially so in buckwheat local-

ities. N. D. West,
Bee Inspector.

Middleburgh, N. Y., Oct. 23.

[See editorials.

—

Ed.]

MRS. SWEETHEART.

A .$200 Queen found at Last. Her Bees Gentle, and
Good Workers; a Valuable Article.

BY A. J. WRIGHT.

Doctor Miller rightly says, p. 603, " You're
on the right track in offering a premium for

good working stock." It is the queen that
gets the honey, and no mistake. Now, I am
not rearing queens for sale, but I have one
queen that nothing short of $200 in clean cash
would buy; and if I knew that I should never
have another as good, I should hesitate to part
with her at that price. Why? Well, I don't
mind telling you. Last season, which was the
poorest but one that I ever knew, and that one
the present, this queen gave me 167 pounds of

beautiful marketable honey in sections, while

my other colonies were doing all the way from
20 to 50 pounds. This season at this date
(Aug. 19) this queen (or, more properly, her
bees) has filled and capped four crates of 24
pounds each, and has gone into the fifth one,
which I have just given them with a double
hustle, and which I think they will fill. My
other colonies are doing from nothing to 50
pounds. The bees from this queen pay but
little attention to buckwheat, but at this time
are getting their supplies from the second crop
of red clover. The honey is capped very
white.

I handle the bees from this queen at any
time and under any circumstances, rain or
shine, full honey-flow or none, without gloves,

smoke, or veil, removing the cover with a
snapping of propolis, taking off or putting on
sections, diving into the frames, etc., and I

have never yet been stung by them ; but, on
the contrary, they appear pleased to see me,
making a buzzing sound of contentment when
the hive is opened.
This queen is very prolific, and the bees win-

ter substantially without loss. Last season
this queen threw off a swarm in May—I can't

tell the date. This season a swarm was thrown
off May 15. No disposition is shown to throw
off a second swarm. The bees from this queen
are uniformly marked with three distinct

bands of light amber, and are of large size.

This is the second season that I have had
this queen, and I am requeening my apiary

with her daughters as rapidly as possible.

"Sweetheart," the name of this queen, is

ju-st my ideal of what a queen should be. In
my bee-keeping experience of nearly twenty
years I have never known her equal.

PREVENTING AFTER-SWARMS.

On p. 397 several methods are given—all of

them probably good. The following plan is

the one I use, and always with good results :

My parent colonies all have clipped queens.
When a swarm issues I place the new hive on
the old stand, and hive the swarm and old

queen, removing the old hive to a new loca-

tion. It is from this old hive, of course, that

after- swarms may be expected to issue. About
the time the cells are to hatch I place an en-

trance-guard of perforated zinc on, and leave

it a few days, when several dead queens will

be found at the entrance. I now remove the

zinc, and have the best queen of the lot on
the plan of the survival of the fittest.

MAKING INCREASE.

On pages 140, 226, and elsewhere, methods
are given for making increase. These methods
all make increase at the expense of honey-pro-
duction. Suppose the bee-keeper has several

strong colonies in movable-frame hives, which
in a good season should give a surplus worth
five to ten dollars each ; should he attempt to

increase by the method given, he would get

no surplus, thus making the methods too ex-

pensive.
The following plan will not disturb your

original colonies, and will also utilize the box-
hive man :

In the early spring, say in March, in this

latitude, purchase of the box-hive man or
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farmer bee-keeper a strong colony in a box
hive for one dollar. Transfer this by the Hed-
don short method in April, as soon as dande-
lion bloom is on, into your movable-frame
hive, driving out about two-thirds of the bees.

Place an entrance-guard over the entrance of

the new hive; catch the queen; clip her wings,
and return her to the old hive. Set the' new
hive in place of the old one, giving some lar-

vae of proper age for queen -rearing. Repeat
the operation, except clipping, every four
weeks, into the months of September or Oc-
tober, if the weather is warm. The colonies
transferred in April, May, and June will give
you some surplus in July and August ; in a

good season will keep themselves; September
also, in some localities; October will need help.

A STRAY STRAW.

Dr. Miller says, p. 601, that I am "away
off " when I attribute the dark color to the
habits of us bee-keepers. The doctor puts
the following questions: "Isn't everything
just as black in a nest in a bee-tree where no
bee-keeper has interfered ? If you should
clean the bottom-board every day would you
prevent the darkening of the brood-combs? "

I give it up, doctor. I've never tried clean-
ing the bottom-board of a bee-tree. The arti-

cle, p. 574, had reference to the cappings of

section honey—not brood-combs. The latter

owe their dark color mainly to other causes

—

I think such as cocoons, excrement, dead bees,

etc. The dirt and litter of the bottom-board
I believe to be mainly responsible for the dis-

coloration of the cappings of section honey.

HOW TO START BEES IN SECTIONS.

The Barber method, p. 309, and referred to

elsewhere in Gleanings, is all right for those
who are working for both comb and extracted
honey; but as some may not wish to go into
the extracting business I give a method which
succeeds well with me.
When you are ready for section work, cage

the queen, giving enough " Good " candy to

last two or three days. Put on your super of

sections with bait, if convenient. On top of

this super place an empty one, in which put
the caged queen. The bees will begin work
in the sections at once, and will keep at it as

long as there is nectar coming in. The empty
super and cage should, of course, be removed
as soon as the queen is liberated.

Bradford, N. Y.

[Your queen will well be worth $200 pro-
viding she was either pure Italian or pure
C-irniolan or something. If she is a cross be-
tween Italian and black, her daughters will

be likely to sport to either one or the other
ancestors. Take my advice, and do not sub-
ject her to the arduous duties devolving on
the mother of a large and populous colony.
Prolong her life by restricting her egg-laying,
and convert as many of her eggs as possible
into queens, and then sell them for five or ten
dollars—the best of them. If you can get any
daughters that come anywhere near duplicat-
ing their mother, reserve them out and let

The A. I. Root Co. make a bid on them. It

is just such queens as these that we want.

Be sure that her colony winters well, and if

she comes through we should like to know
what offer will tempt you to part with her
next spring. You have given our readers a

number of valuable hints, and I hope they
will give your whole article a careful reading.

—Ed.]

BEST HIVE FOR EXTRACTING.

Ten-frame L. Hive for California and the Ten-frame
Draper Barn for Illinois ; Why Locality should

Decide the Size of Hive.

BY HON. J. M. HAMBAUGH.

I am not sure but the ground relative to

the most desirable hive for extracting has
been pretty well thrashed over; but with your
consent I desire to answer some of the para-

graphs in Mr. Draper's interesting article on
page 610, Aug. 15. I do not for a moment
dispute Mr. Draper's experience relative to

the combs becoming more or less pollenized,

and his confining the queen exclusively to the
lower combs will not obviate this difficulty.

I will also state that, when combs become
thoroughly filled with pollen accumulations,
they are unfit to use as brood-combs ; and ihe
best use to make of them is to consign them
to the solar wax-extractor.
Mr. Draper says that, when "the honey-

yielding plants fail to secrete much nectar
during the hot weather, so that the whole
force of the colony is turned to bringing in

pollen, and as the brood is scattered through
the hive, so is the empty room for pollen, and
it is not long until every available cell is filled

with it." To be sure, Mr. Draper ; and the
more the pollen is concentrated in the brood-
chamber the sooner you will have the queen
hampered for laying room, and the sooner old
pollenized brood-combs will have to be re-

placed with new ones, or frames filled with
full sheets of foundation.

I will admit that pollen in the surplus
apartment is not desirable, and yet we can
tolerate some without any apparent detriment
to the quality of the honey. I have been ex-
tracting honey for 15 years, and in all my ex-

perience I could never see that brood and
pollen in the combs, when carefully extracted
and strained, made a particle of difference in

the grade and quality. Of course, it is in the
way of the extracting-knife, and requires cau-
tion and some extra work; but the advantages
of but one size of frame throughout the yard,
it has always seemed to me, offset these diffi-

culties.

Under many conditions the ten -frame Sim-
plicity hive is sufficiently large for a brood-
chamber, and her majesty will not seek pas-

tures new. This I believe to be especially

true here in California, where we have such
long drouths, and no wintering problem to

solve. We are also confronted with quite a

difference in the cost of the material entering
into the two different styles of hives, to say
nothing of the extra amount it will take.

The broad boards necessary to cut the bodies
of the Draper hive will cost from three to six
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dollars per thousand more than the lumber
for the Langstroth. This, of course, is an
item to be considered.

I want it distinctly understood that I am
not fighting the large-sized hive. Were I in

Illinois, and had to start anew, I'd adopt the
Dadant-Quinby or one equally commodious.
Here and Illinois is another proposition. I

am open to conviction when I can see my er-

ror, and I may do some experimenting in the
line of a new design the coming season, the
result of which I shall report, Providence per-
mitting.

In your footnote to Mr. O. O. Poppleton's
valuable article, entitled " The Long-Idea
Hive," you say, "After all, the proposition
simmers itself down to this: ' Can we make
more dollars in our locality with a large hive
than with a small one? '

'

' That fits the case to a
dot, and every one must study the conditions
and surroundings; and let me drop a little

prophecy right here. The coming hive for
extracting purposes will not be any less in

cubic dimensions than the ten-frame Lang-
stroth; and where wintering is a factor to be
considered, a hive of larger dimensions will

be necessary for the average locality.

HOW TO MOVE BEES IN HOT WEATHER.
Moving bees during hot weather, and when

the colonies are very populous, is considered
out of the question by many of our best bee-
keepers; but, as will be attested by many, I

successfully moved my bees in Illinois from
the high lands to the low lands for several

seasons, thus securing a fall flow from Span-
ish needle and heartsease on the low lands
after the clover and basswood harvests were
over. The perfect success of this venture was
more attributable to the ventilator Mr. Dra-
per mentions than any other one point in

their preparation; and I must claim the honor
of its invention. It was simply a rim three
inches deep, cut exactly as an upper body, to

fit directly under the lid. A groove was cut
one inch wide clear through on all four sides,

within three inches of the corners. This is

done by setting the saw wabbling. The
groove is, of course, covered on the inside
with wire cloth. All heavy combs must be
previously extracted, and all combs securely
spaced and tacked at the top with strips to

prevent their sliding. The Dadant wire spac-
ers always did the work safely at the bottom
for me. All my combs were wired horizon-
tally with three strands of wire. I would
leave an upper story on, and in the event of

an extraordinarily populous colony I would
put two ventilators under the lid. All lids

and platforms were secured to the bodies of

the hives.

The work of preparing the bees for moving
was, of course, done during the day; but the
loading and moving were performed between
two suns and when we had a full moon. We
used ordinary farm wagons, with racks made
for the purpose, which would accommodate
from 16 to 24 at a load, and, of course, we would
drive very slowly and cautiously. We have
moved as many as 150 colonies without the
loss of a quart of bees. As Mr. Draper ex-

presses it, as soon as the bees are jolted a few
times they emigrate to the highest point, and
there they cluster.

The entrance is secured with wire cloth;
and as soon as the body of the bees leaves the
Gombs the excess of animal heat passes out
through the ventilators, and the combs be-
come sufficiently cool to prevent breakage.
With care and judgment, bees can be suc-

cessfully moved any time in the year. I be-
lieve the ventilators would make a necessary
adjunct in your catalog.

Escondido, Cal.

[When we move bees we use a rim 2 inches
deep covered with wire cloth. This is put on
in place of the cover. While this is good,
experience of a kind that nearly resulted in
the smothering of several strong colonies one
hot summer night, when we were hauling a
load of bees, leads me to believe that j our ar-

rangement is far better. I've a notion to try
it next summer. At the approach of a honey-
flow it is very expensive to let even 25 per
cent of the bees smother in moving.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 178.

Gold-mining vs. Bee-keeping.

BY RAMBLER.

We passed another apiary having a goodly
number of hives, but Mr. Brodbeck and I were
so busy in our respective spheres that we did
not halt to examine them. That 17 miles up
the canyon was a delightful journey to me;
but Mr. Brodbeck looked real tired when we
reached our camping-place in a cosy nook un-
der the willows with a purling stream on one
side and the steep mountain upon the other.

Several miners were camping near, and in
the evening we had quite a circle of these men,
who live rough and lonely lives, around our
campfire. Mining and gold nuggets were the
chief topic under discussion; and, though they
could talk familiarly about nuggets, they had
none to show. Occasionally one of the men
would become quite fluent in the use of oaths
and otherwise scandalous language. Now, I

have always noticed that, when a man begins
to interlard his conversation with such words,
if the listener laughs or even smiles it will be
looked upon as an approval, and the oaths will
increase; but on this occasion Mr. Brodbeck
and I looked solemnly into the fire, and were
pleased to note a diminishing of the objec-
tionable language.
There has been a great amount of gold tak-

en out of this canyon, and the evidences of
work in years past are visible upon almost
every foot of ground — tunnels into the moun-
tains, in every direction, some of them dug by
the Indians under the direction of the Span-
ish padres early in the century. At present
the State will not allow hydraulic mining, and
the so-called dry washer is used instead. One
of our miners was using one of these machines
just above our camp, and I present a photo of
the same. Fill the hopper with dirt; turn the
crank; the screens are shaken; a bellows un-
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derneath blows the dirt off, and the gold, if

any, is found upon the riffles on the lower
screen. If by chance there are any nuggets
they are caugbt in the nugget-catcher in tbe
upper screen It is no light vsork to handle
pick and shovel all day; and wben tbe ma-
chine is worked it shakes up a lively dust, and
the man is soon covered with it. The man in

the photo, after a hard day's work, showed us
about forty cents' worth as the result of the
dav's labor. For several days previously he
had received less than that.

" Well, Brodbeck," said I, " I believe I pre-

fer bee-keeping to working a goldmine—too
much hard labor and too little pay. My idea
of a gold-mine is where we can rattle out Ht

least ten dollars a day; that would give a fel-

low some encouragement."

—-«se M GOLD-MINING WITH A DRY WASHER.

i 3" But, Rambler, you do not get ten dollars
a day out of your apiary; then you know in a
gold-mine a man may happen to strike a vein
that will produce millions. There is no such
fascinating thing ahead in the bee business."
"Yes, gold-mining is very fascinating to

some; but when the chances are one in a mil-
lion of striking a bonanza I will stick to the
bees. I am quite sure of a living from the
bees if I give them the attention and enter-

pri-e I should. Now, here is this miner—been
in the business several years ; and still, from
what he says, he is living from hand to mouth.
I have seen many just like him in the mining-
camps of this State. With the same amount
of work with bees, intelligently directed, he
might have been as well off, or even better off,

than you or I."
" But, Rambler, look at the bee-keepers of

'o day in California. How many, aside from
\ou or me, are wealthy ? They have been in

the business for years, and are still poor ; and
it is not only so in California, but all over the
country. Then we have our dry seasons and
failures."

"Well, I am always disposed to take a
bright view of the business. Many a man, if

he is not getting wealth}*, is getting healthy,
like you and me ; then there are
hundreds of men in California

\. who owe their start to success

j

in other lines of business to the
bees. Here is Mr. Moffatt, for in-

stance, of our Angel City. He
|

started in the bee business a few
years ago, made a few thousand
dollars, invested it successfully,

married a lady who can sing like

a nightingale, and now has given
.-?40,000 to the cause which the
evangelist Crittenden promotes,
and himself and wife are giving
their time and voices to the
work. There is not an industry
that can show a better result.

Still, Mr. Moffatt owns an apiary
and not a gold-mine !

'

'

'

' There are exceptions to all

trades, Mr. Rambler, and Mr.
Moffatt is one of them; and on
the whole the bee business is not
considered much of a business.

I know, and you know, a gentle-

man came here from the East
not many years ago and frater-

nized quite heartily with the bee-

men ; and, though he is still in-

terested in the industry, he is not
so much interested in the bee-

keepers. The fruit-growers are

more in accordance with his

tastes, for in their ranks are

found lawyers, judges, ministers,

doctors, and governors—the tal-

ent and wealth of our glorious

land—and representing the high-
est social circles ; and doesn't it

make you smile to apply social

circle to the bee-keepers ? But,
jas you say, it is a healthful em-
ployment, and I never enjoy

myself better than when out on the ranch."
" I am pleased that we are in accord in at

least one point — that of the healthfulness of

the business. Much might be said pro and
con about the merits of bee-keeping as com-
pared with other industries. Meanwhile the

business is developing, and the only way for

us to do is to go into it largely and make it

pay us at least ten dollars a day. That is not
as good as a paying gold-mine, but it is better

Ld
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than one miner in a thousand is doing. Now
that you are so very much interested in gold-

mining, suppose we meander down the canyon
and prospect a little. I'll take the shovel and
you take thepick; and, by the way, Brodbeck,

have you noticed how liberally this country is

sprinkled with honey-dew?

"

" COME HERE ! QUICK !

"

"Yes, I noticed it yesterday, when driving
through the dense growth of alders; and, see

here ! the stones are wet with it, and there are

but few bees at work here, which shows that

there are but few wild bees here."
" Now, Brodbeck, this is a good

chance for us to make an observa-

tion as to the origin of this honey-
dew. You know there is quite a
little controversy in the journals
about the matter. " .

.

" Well, Rambler, here is a leaf.

The upper surface is glossy and
sticky with it, and here on the
under side are a few of the ver-

itable aphides. They are little

fellows, but there are enough to

show the origin of the dew. You
see they bite the leaf, and the dew
exudes."

" That is where I do not see as

you do, and it is where you are

mistaken. The aphis does not eat

the leaf to any extent ; and if it

does, the exudation comes from
the aphis."
"Pshaw, Rambler! just see

here ; that leaf has been rough-
ened up, and anybody with half

an eye can see that's where the dew comes
from."
"He can, hey? Well, now, you see here

too; anybody with the least gumption can see

that it comes from the bug, else why is it call-

ed bug-juice?"

" Why, Rambler, a goose would know bet-

ter than that. A little bug like—hold, there
don't you dare kick my dog; and don't you
hit me with that shovel."

"Brodbeck, put down your pick; although
I ought to swipe you I will desist. I have lis-

tened to a voice that came to me from the dis-

tant past. When I was a boy I learned from
a Sunday-school book to count one hundred
before swiping a person. I have counted, and
will not swipe; but if you dare say goose to

me again I will not be responsible for what
will happen. Now, don't you think you had
better go down on the other side of the wash
while I take this ? It will be for our health,

probably, to continue our mineral studies."

Of course, the readers of GLEANINGS know
that bug-juice all comes from the bug; but
there was no use for me to convince my con-
trary partner.

For some little time we kept to our respect-

tive sides of the wash ; but man is a sociable

animal; and if he sees any thing new or novel

he desires to talk it over and compare notes

with his fellow-man ; and it so happened
that, when I came into the highway, which
was quite sandy in this place, I saw several

tracks along the road. " Now," thought I,

" here is a chance for me to get even with that

fellow."
'

' Hello, Brodbeck ! hello ! see here ! come
quick !

"

" Hello !
" came from the other side of the

wash; " what you found ?
"

" Why, here are fresh bare tracks, and right

in the direction of our camp."
"Bear tracks? goodness! didn't think we

were in a bear county."
"Well, here they are sure — see? What

about the horse? "

"do you TAKE EODGERS?"

"Why, Prince will tear himself "—but when
my partner saw the tracks his demeanor in-

stantly changed. "Humph! you're—might
have known—here, Juno, s-s- see—."

"Stop, Brodbeck! call off your dog! put

down your pick ! count a hundred ! then you
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will feel better; but after all, you can see just

as well as I can that it is a bare track. I didn't

think it necessary to say a barefooted person's

track."
Somehow our prospecting did not amount

to much that day — not a color to show after

all our picking; and the fact is, my faith that

we should was as small as a mustard seed.

Bro. Brodbeck's faith, which was fairly large at

first, gradually diminished. The ground has
been worked over and over, and the paying
d lys are passed.

After another visit that evening with the
miners we sought our respective tents, and
s iught the wooings of Morpheus. But what
a time we had of it ! and, dear reader, you
would smile to have seen the sort of Morpheus
that came about midnight, seeking for lodg-

i gs. The miners in rough country avoid jolt-

ing their grub and other traps over the rocky
road in wagons by packing them in on don-

keys; and half a dozen of these animals thrust

their big heads and larger ears into our camp;
and, though the donkey is not a very lively

animal, they can make a great stir when look-

ing for lodgings or for eatables. Not relish-

ing their company we chased them out of

camp Bro. Brodbeck was a little timid on
the chase, fearing he might catch a nightmare.

Not enjoying first-rate health there was some
danger of it ; but I am never troubled with

such superstitions, and the donkeys had to go.

LARV£ FOR QUEEN-REARING.

For what Age do the Bees Show a Preference ?

Valuable Testimony from the Bees on a Moot-

ed Question; an Interesting Series of Ex-

periments.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

On page 725 of Gleanings for 1898 I ex-

pressed the belief that the common notion

that, when a queen was suddenly removed
from a colony, the bees were in such haste to

rear a successor that they would select larvae

too old, was a mistaken notion. Earnest pro-

tests came from those whose opinions were en-

titled to respect, and some views were attrib-

uted to me that I did not hold. On page 427

of Gleanings for this year I defined my po-

sition more explicitly, and on page 494 said :

" Please watch what bees do when the queen
is taken away, and see if they make the mis-

take of choosing larvae more than three days
old, for queen-rearing." I made the same re-

quest publicly and privately elsewhere. I

don't know that any one paid any attention to

it, and I don't know that I blame such; for, so

far as I know, I stood alone in opposing a

view in which all the rest were agreed.

Upon one point in dispute, however, I did

not stand entirely alone. I said queenlessbees

start queen-cells when first made queenless,

and continue to start queen-cells for several

days. Mr. Hutchinson said his bees started

all their cells at nearly the same time, and so

nearly of an age that the young queens emerg-
ed not more than two days apart. Henry Al-

ley said his experience agreed with mine upon
this point.

Having asked others to make fresh observa-
tions, it was only fair that I should do so my-
self. It might be I had not been careful
enough in previous observations. So I took
the matter in dispute to the bees, and took
careful notes of their testimony. The impor-
tant thing was to know somewhat positively

the age of the eggs or larvae used, and the
time at which the queen-cells were started.

To No. 84 I gave successively frames of

empty comb, noting the time at which a comb
was given as well as the time it was taken
away. I was not as successful as I should
have liked in getting the queen toll)' prompt-
ly in the combs given. In one case no eggs were
laid in the prescribed comb after 24 hours'
waiting. The probability is, that in all cases
the eggs were laid in the last rather than the
first part of the time in which the queen had
the comb. That is, if I gave the comb on one
day at noon and took it away the next day at

no m, very likely most or all the eggs were
laid during the latter half of the 24 hours.
The crowd of other work upon me will ac-

count for the irregular hours at which the
work was done.
Allow me to name the different combs by

the first five letters of the alphabet. They
were given to and taken from No. 84 as fol-

lows :

Comb a, given June 28, 10 A. M.; taken June
29, 12 m.
Comb b, given June 29, 12 m.; taken June

30, 2 p. m.
Comb r, given Julv 1, 4 p. M.; taken July 3,

10 a. M.
Comb d, given July 3, 10 A. m.; taken July

4, 10 A. M.
Comb e, given July 3, 10 a. m. ; taken July

5, 10 a.m.
Each of these combs, when it was taken

from No. 84, was put in an upper story of No.
54 over an excluder. No. 54 was a tolerably

strong colony with a laying queen. The
combs were merely put in this upper story for

safe keeping, the bees taking good care of the
eggs and larvae.

July 5, at 4 p.m., I took from No. 54 its

queen and all its combs of brood except the
five combs for experiment.

July 6, at 10.30 a. m., I examined to see if

any progress had been made. The colony had
now been queenless 18 hours 30 minutes, and
I found queen-cells started, but not entirely

where I expected.
Comb a had no queen-cell, neither were any

started on it later. Counting that the egg
hatches 3 days after it is laid, the youngest
larva in comb a must have been at this time
about 3 days 22^ hours old, or 22)4 hours too
old for a good queen, if the scientists are
right in telling us that the worker larvae are

weaned at 3 days old.

Comb b had two queen-cells started on it.

The oldest larva in this comb must have been
not more than 3 days 22)4 hours old, and the
youngest not less than 2 days 20*4 hours old.

Comb c had 8 queen-cells. Two of them
had hoods built over them, the rest only show-
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ed the cells enlarged and an extra amount of

pap. No larva in this comb could have been
more than one day 18^ hours old. The
youngest were probably not more than 24^
hours old.

On the other combs I found no queen-cells.

I very much regret that nothing more pre-

cise can be said about the cells on comb b. I

can not prove positively that the two cells

started on it may not have contained larvae 3

days 22)4 hours old. To make this possible,

however, the queen must have commenced
laying in this comb the minute it was put in

hive S4, while the probability is that she did

not begin laying there for some hours after-

ward. Moreover, the cells were started at

least some little time before the observation

was made, so something must be deducted
from their age at starting, on that score. Be-
sides, the fact that four times as many cells

were started on comb c as on comb b, the lar-

vae in c being less than two days old, hardly
looks as if they would prefer the oldest larvae

in b while at the same time they preferred any
thing so much younger as the larvae in c. But
I must leave others to form their own judg-
ment.

If the bees had asked my advice in the mat-
ter they probably would have done somewhat
differently. I should have said to them, "So
long as a larva is only three days old, it's all

right for a queen; and as you're in a hurry for

another queen you'd better start all your cells

on comb b." But they didn't ask my advice.

July 7, 4 P. m. Three more queen-cells on
comb b. These were started from larvae 2

days 20j4 hours old or older. No cells were
started on comb b at any later time.

Comb c has 16 cells, two of them being emp-
tied of their contents. No larva in this comb
could have been more than three days old at

the time of this observation.

No queen-cells on combs d and e.

July 8, 4 p.m. Comb c has another cell,

making 15 on it (not counting the two that

were emptied).

Comb b has its first cell, started over a larva

that was less than 2 days 6 hours old.

July 10, 11.30 A. M. No additional cells on
comb c.

Comb d has 3 additional cells, these having
been started over larvae less than 4 days 1yz
hours old, and they might have been not more
than 30 hours old.

July 11, 8 a.m. Comb c has 17 cells. If

there is no mistake in previous observations,

the two additional cells on this comb must
have been built over larvae at least 4 days \}4.

hours old. That would surely be taking too
old larvae when younger were present. There
is a bare possibility that these two cells were
overlooked before, and were now more easily

seen when sealed. But I give it just as I find

it in the notes taken more than two months
ago.

Comb d has 6 cells, the last two started over
larvae less than 4 days 22 hours old, and pos-
sibly not more than 3 days \%, hours old.

July 12, 9 A. m. Comb d has 8 cells, the

last two started over larvae less than 5 days 23

hours old, and possibly not more, than 3 days
22 hours old.

Comb e has 3 cells, the first it has had.
These cells were started over larvae less than 4
days 23 hours old, and possibly not more than
2 days 22 hours old.

July 13, 6 A. m. No additional cells on any
but comb e, which has now 6 cells, the last

three being started over larvae less than 5 days
20 hours old, and possibly not more than 3
days 23 hours old.

This closes the testimony of the bees, no
cells being started later. In some respects it

is not exactly what I desired and intended the
bees should give, but they are to blame for
that and not I. I know very well that this is

only a single case, and that the next case
might be different, for " bees never do any
thing invariably; " but let us see what conclu-
sions may be reached from the testimony giv-
en.

In the first place, it certainly is not proven
by the testimony given that, bees made queen-
less are in such haste to rear a queen that they
at once select larvae too old for the purpose.
Moreover, I have had the matter in mind
throughout the season, and in every case the
cells first started were over larvae that were
very small. If any one has accepted the chal-
lenge thrown out by me to prove that bees at

once selected too old larvae, I hope he will re-

port at once.
It is certainly very clear that in this case, at

least, the bees did not start all their cells with-
in about 48 hours' time, as Bro. Hutchinson
says his do. The first cells were started before

July 6, 10.30 A. M. The last cells were started

after July 12, 9 a.m. From that it is easily

seen that the time from the first to the last

cells started was 6 days lacking lyi hours. It

was that much at least, and it may have been
more. Henry Alley's experience agrees in this.

While the bees at first select larvae sufficient-

ly young for good queens, they afterward use
some that are too old, continuing to start cells

when larvae of proper age are no longer pres-

ent. Editor Hutchinson says his bees build
cells that he calls fool-cells, because they are

so insignificant and poor, and he does not
know how to account for them. If he will

observe with sufficient care, I think he will

find that they are nothing more nor less than
cells started over too old larvae, probably after

larvae of proper age were no longer present.

I must not evade the observation that, some-
thing more than b% days after the removal of

the queen, the bees started cells over too old
larvae when younger larvae were present. I

might say that sometimes bees hold eggs with-
out hatching for more than three days (Dzier-

zon says two weeks), but I will not press that.

Until some one brings forward some proof
to the contrary, I feel safe in saying that when
bees are made queenless they are not in such
haste to rear a new queen that they select too
old larvae, and that there is no error in selec-

tion during the first five days of queenlessness.

If the combs with the cells be taken within
the first five days and put in the upper story
of a colony having a laying queen, there will

be no too old larvae in the case. If left with
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the queenless bees till larvae of proper age are

no longer present, they will build cells over

too old larvae — what Bro. Hutchinson calls

"fool-cells."

Marengo, 111., Sept. 29.

[This discussion started originally from my
saying, or from someone else saying, that Doo-
little-reared queens were to be preferred, be-

cause, if the bees were left to themselves, they

would take larvae too old ; and hence queens
reared by nature's method would not average

as well as those reared by the Doolittle plan.

While I still believe the statement is correct,

yet the main prop to support it has been
knocked out.

I am always open to conviction ; and when
any one produces evidence of this kind right

from the hive I can not see it is any weakness
or lowering of dignity to acknowledge my er-

ror. It appears, then, that, if bees have a

choice between old and young larvae, they

will select, not those which are three days old,

as is generally supposed, but those which are

just hatched out, or somewhere about 24 hours

old. By the Doolittle method it has been our

custom generally to select just-hatched larvae;

and in so doing we have been in exact accord

with nature; for the bees seem to say, if their

preference is any gauge, that the one-day lim-

it is the best.

I have read over the experiments very care-

fully, and if the doctor conducted them ex-

actly as he says (and we have no reason for

doubting his statement), then he has a pretty

strong clincher on his opponents. Until I re-

ceived this communication I was inclined to

believe he was worsted in the argument ; but,

thanks to his persistency (a quality that seems
to be very marked in his make-up), he has not

only proved himself right, but has given

queen- breeders a valuable pointer as to the

proper age of larvae to be preferred for queen

-

rearing.

But I said that I still believe that the bees

left to themselves would not rear for the queen-

breeder as good queens as when reared by the

Doolittle method. By the latter a decided
preference is given by Doolittle and his fol-

lowers for the rearing of cells under the swarm-
ing or supersedure impulse. Under such cir-

cumstances the cells are more lavishly sup-

plied with the royal food than queens reared

from the cells made by the bees.

Referring to Mr. Hutchinson's statement

that bees build most of their cells within 48

hours' time, my experience says there is a

great difference in bees. Holy Lands and
Syrians will start 25 to 30 cells within a few
hours; and after once being started they seem
disinclined to start other cells on succeeding
days. Black bees will do most of their cell-

starting within 48 hours, and Italians and hy-

brids, especially the former, will extend the

period almost up to the limit of available lar-

vae that can be possibly used for the rearing

of queens.

There will be very marked exceptions to the

statement above; but when I was doing all the

queen-rearing myself I was impressed over

and over with the general truth of it.

—

Ed.]
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DR. C. C. MIDLER ANSWERED.

On page 710 I see that Dr. Miller is not sat-

isfied with my answer to his yellow- band ques-

tion, as I gave it on page 648 of Gleanings
for Sept. 15. In his footnote, p. 710, the edi-

tor says, " Perhaps he (Doolittle) will be mag-
nanimous enough to drop the matter where it

is." This was what I intended to do ; but on
p. 745 the doctor still insists that I answer, so

I will try to do so as briefly as possible.

The doctor accuses me, p. 710, of entirely

leaving the original subject. Just say to him
that he did that thing himself. The original

question was the purity and color of worker
bees from imported queens—those imported
from Italy, not Italians. But I did answer the
original question, and the good doctor or any
one else can find that answer on page 684, sec-

ond column, beginning with the seventh line

from the top, in these words : "And so it

went on, I always standing out against a puri-

ty which could not be told without such a

minute scrutiny, and a color that could not be
told as yellow, only as a full sac of honey and
the golden sunshine from beyond the window
must turn the maroon into gold." I have put
two of the words in this quotation in italics so

that Dr. M. need not overlook them in reading
this time, as he evidently did in his former
readings. I think this should satisfy him
without his giving me a "walloping" if he
ever catches me "out alone." I wish all

might be satisfied with a good working bee,

regardless of color; but in looking over my
order-book for queens during the past three

years I find that three out of every five have
specified "golden bands " in their order. This
and other things tell me that the color " rage "

is a "fever" which is not so easily cured as

some seem to think.

EXTRACTED AND COMB HONEY AT THE SAME
TIME FROM ONE HIVE.

Question.—My bees do not seem to work in

the sections as well as it seems they should,

and I am thinking of buying an extractor for

next season so that I can extract the honey
out of the brood-combs when I put on the sec-

tions, as I am led to believe that the trouble

comes from too much honey in the brood-

combs. What would you advise ?

Answer.—Well, I would advise every bee-

keeper having five or more colonies to procure
an extractor, for I can hardly conceive of a

fully equipped apiary without an extractor
;

but I would not advise buying an extractor

for the purpose proposed, for I believe such a

fallacy. Many seem to suppose that some-
thing must be done in times of section honey
to clear the brood-combs of honey to give the
queen room to lay, so as to keep up the popu-
lation of the colony, apparently reasoning
thus: "When bees are working in sections,

as a necessity, the brood-combs must be crowd-
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ed with honey; " while the truth is that, when
the bees are at work nicely in the sections,

with a proper hive, there is scarcely a pound
of honey in the brood-combs. I say with a
" proper hive," or brood-chamber of a proper
size. In this there is a great secret of success.

Quinby said, in his " Mysteries of Bee-keep-
ing Explained," that 2000 cubic inches was
the right size for the brood-chamber, and told

us that there is an advantage in feeding infe-

rior honey in the spring so as to have the space
in the brood-chamber, not occupied by the
queen, filled with this poor honey, thus neces-
sitating the putting of the nice white-clover
honey in the boxes. This is one way of ar-

riving at the same object that we do with a
brood-chamber of about three-fourths the size

of that recommended by Mr. Ouinby. By
thus feeding he gave the bees no place to put
their honey except in the boxes, thereby los-

ing the use of this inferior honey for half a
year, besides having the boxes separated from
the brood by some distance of sealed stores

for the bees to pass over, which was, of course,

a detriment; yet he secured much more honey
in his boxes than he would otherwise. My
plan to accomplish this object has been to

have the hive or brood-chamber of a size that

an average queen will keep filled with brood
to the exclusion of honey, thus keeping the
section boxes close to the brood ; and if any
feeding is to be done, do it in the fall. This is

not all talk, as many of our most advanced
apiarists can testify. If any one will try it

he will find that the queen will keep the combs
in a hive of 1500 cubic inches filled with
brood; and if any honey is to be had from the
fields, the bees will put it in the sections, as

there is nowhere else to store it. This is one
of the secrets of securing a good yield of

comb honey each year, whenever the flowers

secrete nectar.

Now, suppose Ouinby had, instead of feed-

ing, extracted the honey from the brood-combs
every week or so, as some have thought might
be necessary if we would be successful, how
much honey would he have obtained in his

boxes? Probably not a pound. Bees will not
enter the surplus apartment to work so long
as there are plenty of empty combs close by
the brood to store in. Again, you may take a

hive of 1500 cubic inches, and fill it with
frames of sealed honey and put on the sections.

Next hive a strong swarm with a good prolific

queen in it, and in two weeks' time you will

have nearly all of said honey in your sections.

Once more, if you allow a first swarm to is-

sue from any hive and keep back all after-

swarms, by the time the young queen becomes
fertile every available cell in the brood-cham-
ber will be filled with honey, when a good
yield is on, and still no start be made in the
sections ; but just as soon as she commences
to lay, the bees will go to work in the sections;

and in twenty days, if we examine them, we
shall find scarcely a cell of honey in the brood-
combs, and as nice a lot of brood as was ever

seen.

Now, we will suppose that, just as this queen
was fertilized, we had extracted all the honey;
we probably should not have obtained a single

section of honey unless from fall flowers, as
the bees would have gone to storing in the
empty cells before the queen had filled many
with eggs; and, having plenty of room for the
present, in the brood-combs, and not entering
the sections when they should, they would
have restricted the room of the queen, which
would result in no honey in the sections, combs
crowded with honey, and a weak colony for
winter—at least this has been my experience.
Therefore, if you want a large yield of section
honey, keep prolific queens and let the brood-
combs alone, so far as the honey in them is

concerned, after the sections are placed on the
hive.

The best laid plans of mice and mea

.gang aft astray."

Just wait till 1-

[Our artist, R. V. Murray, of Cleveland, has
been watching the discussion between Doo-
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little and Dr. Miller on the question of the

color of queen-bees. Murray, noticing one of

Dr. M.'s Straws in which the doctor said of

Doolittle, "Wait till I catch him out after

dark," sees in bis mind's eye the whole per-

formance. It appears from the first act that

Doolittle is to make the doctor a visit. The
doctor, on receiving this information, well

—

the artist tells the rest of the story himself.

—

Ed.]

pollen; how gathered.
While preparing a lecture on the honey-bee

a short time ago I turned up your article in

the ABC book on " pollen," and it occurred

to me that the article might be somewhat im-

proved by ascribing to the moisture oozing

from the abdomen of the bee credit for the

part it plays in preparing some kinds of pollen

and especially substitutes for pollen, to adhere

to the pollen-baskets. One might infer from
your article (top of second column, page 214,

62d thousand), that the pollen is moistened
only by the moisture applied with the tongue;

but after close observation I am convinced
that the moisture procured and applied to

the pollen as the bee passes its legs over and
under its abdomen plays a more important
part than it gets credit for.

(Rev.) H. A. Dickson.
Ste. Anastasie Sta., P. Q.

(

[You may be right. The movement of the

bee's legs, as it wipes the pollen into its

basket, is so deft—so sleight-of-hand like—that

it is very difficult to follow just what is done.

Perhaps some of our readers may be able to

throw some light on the matter.

—

Ed.]

ideal sections; 4^X5X1^ PREFERRED.

I used a number of your Ideal supers with

tall plain sections this summer. The fence

separators please me, though I think there is

more value in the cleats than in the free com-
munication given by the slats of the fences.

I shall not use the 3^x5 sections next year,

as they run much too light, especially in a

poor honey-flow. I expect to use a section

4^x5x1^8, which, when placed beside a

square section, is at no disadvantage because

of its narrow width, as is the 3^x5 section.

The super springs are the best things that I

ever used to hold the sections tightly togeth-

er. The tin supports on which the slats rest

are much too thin. They sag, leaving too

small a space between brood-frames and super-

slats.

Your sections 3^x5x1^ are made too thin.

The wood should be % inch thick, then the

sections will always come square against the

end-cleats of the fences. I was much trou-

bled with them, as they often slipped inside

the end-cleats of the fence. I can not under-

stand why some people report larger crops of

honey by using tall plain sections and fences.

My experience this summer convinces me
that I can secure just as large crops of honey
by the use of the square sections and old-

style separators.

I ordered a few pounds of your foundation,
18 feet to the pound, of your Chicago house.
It is not torn down by the bees, except at the
close of the honey-flow, when it seems to fall

down more frequently than does the founda-"
tion 15 ft. to the lb., even though fastened by
the Daisy fastener.

When making Doolittle cell-cups, stick

them to a piece of separator about y2 or % of

an inch square, then stick them to the slat.

Then when your cells are ripe you can pry off

this piece of separator and the queen-cell with
it, with no chance to damage the cell. Then
this wooden cell-base can be forced into the
midrib of the comb, where it will remain firm-

ly attached. E. F. AtwaTER.
Yankton, S. Dak., Oct. 23.

[There is considerable difference of opinion.

Some prefer short-weight sections, and others
will not have them under any consideration.

For the former class the Ideal does not quite

fill the bill. On the other hand, the 4x5x1^
or 4^X5X1/^' running as they do nearer a
pound, give better satisfaction. There has
been quite a tendency toward the 4^X5, be-

cause it can be used in the old-style supers by
simply adding a rim to increase its depth.
With regard to the thickness of the section-

blanks themselves, we are now making them
a full % inch thick. Indeed, our product for

1900 will all be of that kind.
We put out a few pounds of the 18-to-foot

foundation, but we have been afraid to catalog
it for fear it might not be satisfactory. We
have received favorable and unfavorable re-

ports, but as yet we do not feel like pushing it

until we know that there is a certain and real

demand for such light-weight goods. In the
hands of expert and skillful bee-keepers the
18-foot article will give good satisfaction, and
reduce the midrib to a point that will satisfy

the most exacting of connoisseurs of good
comb honey.

—

Ed.]

danzenbaker's prize honey.
Mr. Root:—Mr. G. W. Bell, of Bell's Land-

ing, Pa., brought the best 20 4x5x1 ?/£ plain

sections of comb honey to the Philadelphia
meeting, and was awarded the highest prize

—

50 cts. each—$10.00. Mr. E. J. Haight re-

ceived the second prize, 25 cts. each, for the

next best 20 sections—$5.00.

Committee: W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.;
Wm. A. Selser, 10 Vine St., Philadelphia.

F. Danzenbaker.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 30.

in favor of the shortened spelling.

With pleasure I note that Gleanings grows
better and better. Kindly register me as fa-

voring the reforms of spelling as mentioned in

a recent issue. The commonwealth will eager-

ly assimilate the delicate morsel as mentioned,
and profit thereby. E. F. Nall.
Brownington, Mo.
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THE A. I. ROOT CO.'S MANUFACTURING PLANT
AS SEEN THROUGH THE CAMERA.

BY E. R. ROOT.

Many of our readers have often expressed
a wish lo visit the Home of the Honey-bees

;

but owing to the great distances that pleasure
has been denied them. Others who have call-

ed here have expressed surprise at the size of

our plant. "Why," said one, the other day,
" the Home of the Honey-bees is a good many
times larger than I have been led to believe

from the illustrations." And this opinion has
been expressed by a great many who have
come here. The fact of the matter is, the
average picture on letter-headings, showing
manufacturing plants, is usually so enormous-
ly exaggerated out of all proportion, that,

when one does see a picture that tells the ex-

act truth, he thinks it is a lie just the same.
To give our many friends a chance to see

our place, without spending a good many dol-

lars in railroad fare, we present here a series

of actual photographs in half-tone, showing
our plant from different points of view just as

it is in reality. W.Z.Hutchinson hts said

that the Root Co.'s establishment is a good
deal bigger inside than from what appears
from the outside. However that may be, we
can show the exterior appearance better than
the interior.

jjy/The first one of the series is a bird's-eye

view drawn by a local artist, Mr. T. D. Brown.
This, from the point of view from which it is

taken, is a very fair and accurate representa-
tion. It is the only one in the series that is

not a photograph, for the reason that no cam-
era could be elevated to a point that would
take in this general view.

Now suppose we get off our imaginary perch
where we are getting our birdseye, go around to

the rear of the manufacturing plant, and final-

ly clamber on to the top of the dwelling of

A. I. Root. Having arrived here we get a view
overlooking the apiary, as is shown in plate 2.

This is not the work of any artist, but is sim-
ply a good fair photo showing the buildings
just as they are, from the west side. The oth-
er buildings—warehouse, lumber-sheds, lum-
ber, etc., stand at the right, and are out of
view; but turning the leaves we find them in

their proper position. Photo No. 3, looking
from the southeast, showing the wood-work-
ing shop in the left foreground, is taken from
a planing-mill just opposite. The new brick-
work on the left shows the addition that was put
on last fall, and is 20X55, three story and abase-
ment. On top of the roof of the wood-work-
ing building as a whole, are shown the dust-
separators by which the fine dust in making
sections is separated from the excess of air,

and then blown over to the large separator
shown on the top of the boiler-house, just the
other side of the Big 4 freight-car loaded with
lumber for the Root Co.

The first floor of the annex contains our
$1000 double-surface planer, the same directly
connected to a 60-horse power electiic motor,
for it requires from 25 to 50 horse power to
run the big machine.

Plate No. 4 shows a view taken from the
large warehouse, and represents the southern
aspect of the main buildings—all except the
one on which the photographer stands. The
lumber shed shown in the foreground will hold
a million feet of basswood lumber—enough,
in fact, to make up an aggregate of 20 million
sections, providing all the lumber was good
enough to make sections. This lumber-shed
is covered over, sheeted on its sides with cor-
rugated iron, and is designed to keep the lum-
ber, when cured, just right and in fit condi-
tion to work nice and dry.

Just beyond this structure is the annex, the
main wood -working-shop, and beyond that is

the boiler room, brick stack, and the other
buildings.

We will now get off the warehouse alongside
of the Northern Ohio Railroad, running east
and wTest, grab up the camera and belongings,
and clamber up on top of the new annex just
off from the main wood-working buildings.
We poise the camera, and finally have the view
shown in plate 5, taking in the roof of the
lumber-shed and the warehouse, as well as a
part of the lumber-yards and switch-tracks.
In this yard, not all of which is shown here,
there is represented something like $40,000
worth of lumber that was bought six months
or a year ahead.
Having taken a general view of the plant as

shown from the outside, wre will now take a
peep at the electric-power plant as shown in
plate 6. At the left is the dynamo, 100 horse
power, that carries the power by means of the
subtile fluid, over the large cables shown at
the left of the picture, over to the annex. The
small wires above the switch-board run the
small motors scattered over various portions
of the plant. The little dynamo at the right
furnishes electric light as well as power when
the big machine is shut down.
The last plate shows a peep into the ma-

chine-shop where all our machines are built

for section-making. On the erecting floors of
this shop may now be seen three or four au-
tomatic machines that are in process of build-
ing—one for sanding sections, another for
dovetailing, V-grooving, and scoring out the
bee-ways of sections. There are two more
machines for automatic gang-sawing, and
planing the edges of the sections up into
strips. Besides the new process for making
comb foundation we have also a new process
for making section honey-boxes, or shall have
very soon.

This whole manufacturing plant represents
an investment of something like $200,000, and
is capable of turning out any thing the bee-
keeper may require, from a queen-cage up to

a 24-frame steam-power honey-extractor. In
this one plant there are made annually any-
where from 50,000 to 75,000 hives, and from
14 to 16 million sections, besides vast quan-
tities of other stuff that go to make up the re-

quisites for the ordinary apiary.

A good many of our requirements in ma-
chinery are of such a character that it is im-
possible to buy them in the market, and, as a
consequence, we have to build machines for

our special work.
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BEE-SUPPLIES FOR iooo.

BY E. R. ROOT.

There will be very few changes made in sup-

plies for the coming year. The styles and
models put out last season and the one before

gave such universal satisfaction that but very

few changes seem to be required. But what

FIG. 1. COMBINED BOTTOM-BOARD AND HIVE
STAND.

there are, are of such a character that they
will not affect the combination of supplies al-

ready in use or those the dealer has on hand.
Perhaps the most important change will be
the substitution of what we call the Excelsior
cover for the regular Dar.zenbaker. In some

climates the latter would, under the influence

of hot dry winds and sun. shrink enough to

let in the water; so, accordingly, we have de-

KIG. 2.—DOVETAILED HIVE ON THE COMBIN-
ED BOTTOM-BOARD AND HIVE-

STAND.

vised a new cover so constructed that if there

is any shrinking it will have a tendency to

Fig. 3.—The above shows the AE<>4P
I

8 Dovetailed hive—a 1^-story hive for comb honey, with I^-inch plain

sections. The super at the right is opened up, showing the 4%-inch plain sections used in plain section-hold-

ers with P fences. When both supers are included it becomes a two-story hive for comb honey, and is styled

AE644P
|
8. If neither super is included it is then a one-storv hive, and styled AEO

|
8. When the sections and

foundation starters are not included the figures are changed so that the 1^-story hive without sections and
starters is styled AE52P | 8 ; the two-story. AE522

| s, and the one-story, AE5
|
8.

These different styles are also furnished in ten-frame size, and these are indicated by cnanging the last fig-

ures from 8 to 10. as AE64P |
10, etc. A stands for the Danz. bottom; E for the Excelsior cover; 6 for the brood-

chamber with frames, division-board, and foundation starters; IP for the super with 4^-inch plain sections,,

starters, section-holders, and fences.
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close up the gaps and make the cover tighter.

The cut herewith shows what we call the
Excelsior. It consists of three pieces as be-

fore, and two end cleats; but the center or ga-

ble piece is channeled out on the under side

to correspond with the projections on the edges
of the two side pieces that come together.

The principle of this is a good deal like the
old Higginsville, with this addition—that the
two side or gable pieces have perpendicular
shoulders, and the ridge-piece is channeled so
as to straddle over these two shoulders, leav-

ing perpendicular edges of contact, rendering

it impossible for the water to work its way up
hill and finally into the cracks between the
two boards. By referring to the engraving it

will be seen that the three pieces are held to-

gether by the end cleats in the usual manner.
The Danzenbaker cover answered in most

portions of the United States, especially in

the north. Since our trade opened up in Ja-
maica and Cuba it has been found necessary
to construct a cover that will stand not only
in the northern part of the United States but
in the Southern States and in the islands of

the sea.

The Danzenbaker bottom - board remains
without change ; but owing to the fact that

there has been a demand for a combined hive-

stand and bottom-board, we have found it nec-
essary to have something like that shown in

Fig. 1. This bottom board consists of side

pieces y% inch thick, having grooves on the
inner sides to receive boards Y% inch, said

grooves being set in at an angle so that the
bee-space at the extreme rear increases from

Y% to \% in front. Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Bel-

mont, Canada ; Vernon Burt, our neighbor, a
disciple of Pettit's, and many others, have
shown the advantage of a bottom-board hav-
ing a slanting floor, and here we have it ; not
only that, but for a slight additional cost we
have a hive-stand as well. A complete hive
on this stand is shown in Fig. 2.

As I have already stated, the hives—that is,

the supers and internal fixtures and bodies

—

will be the same as those put out last year
;

Fig. 4 —The above shows the AK01S
|
8 Dovetailed hive—a lj^-story hive for comb honey, with 4^-inch slot-

ted sections. The super at the right is opened up, showing the 4j£-inch slotted sections m-ed in slotted section
holders with slotted sepaiators. Von will observe that the only difference between this hive and the foregoing
is in the inside fixtures of the super. This having the slotted 4^-inch sections, section-holders, and separators,
while the first has the plain 4^ sections, section-holders, and fences. This difference is indicated by the
change of the letter P to S in the number. This hive is also furnished in all the different combinations end
sizes. With this hive will tie included this year the wire spring instead of the wooden wedge back of the fol-

lower. You will see the spring attached to the follower in the above illustration. This is a decided improve-
ment. You can also have the option of the slat separator in the S supers if preferred.
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and in a majority of cases the Danzenbaker
bottom- board that gave such good satisfaction

last season will probably be used in the vari-

ous combinations, so that the only distinctive

difference between the hive of

1900 and the previous year is in

the cover itself.

The next three illustrations

show the hive for 1900 fitted for

plain sections A% square for

ideal sections '6% X5, and for 4'4
sections with beeways. A de-
scription of each combination is

under each picture.

Incidentally I may remark in

passing that we have formerly
used wood engravings ; but from
the fact that it has been almost
impossible to get accurate pic-

torial illustrations in wood we
decided this year to try half-

tones, pure and simple ; and the
results so far have been so grat-

ifying that we shall use them ex-
clusively in the future, probably.

HONEY-EXTRACTORS FOR 1900.
During the last three or four

years we have been making con-
stant improvements in our
honey-extractors. The reversible machines
we put out four or five years ago, as nice as

we then thought they were, are crude in com-
parison with the fine machines that are gotten

out now. All the internal work has been re-

designed with a view of securing lightness as
well as neat and workmanlike construction.
The castings have been reduced in weight, and

FIG. G.—TWO FRAME CoWAN REEL, FRAME.

yet, owing to the superior pattern, they are
much stronger than the reels we formerly put
out. Then the whole is neatly galvanized so
that the internal work of the extractor will be

Fig. 5.—The above shows the AE64I
|
8 Dovetailed hive, a 1^-story hive for comb honey with 3%X5 plain sec-

tions (Ideal). The super at the right is opened up, showing the Ideal sections, five in a row, supported on a
plain slat Ya inch thick, in a deep super, with I fences. This super takes 30 sections in the eight-frame size,
where only 24 of the J^-inch sections can be placed in the regular shallow super. These sections hold the
same as the 4& of the same width, and satisfy the demand for a tall section. In some markets, which are edu-
cated to a full-weight section, these are not as" desirable as the 4x5x1% plain, which hold more nearly a pound.
This size can not be used to advantage in the 8-frame super unless they are placed on slats crosswise the deep
super, and short fences are used. A super so equipped is designated by the letter E in place of I, and holds 30
4X5X1% plain sections on E plain slats with 11 E fences.
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entirely free from any tendency toward rust

of any kind. The reels of the two-frame
Cowan instead of being made of several pieces

riveted together are now made in one piece,

shown at A A, in Fig. 6. We at first thought
it would be impossible to make them in one
complete casting; but after we had some con-

structed we found they were really stronger

FIG. 7. REEL AND BASKET-WORK OF THE
NEW FOUR-FRAME COWAN EXTRACTOR.

than the heavier made on the old plan. The
comb-pockets, as at P P, in Fig. 6, have been
very greatly improved in the matter of brac-

ing, and have been subjected to the severest

test. The cross-arm is also now made of one
piece instead of several pieces bolted together,

with the result that we secure greater strength

as well as beauty of design. The cans, made
of galvanized iron, are covered with a trans-

parent blue enamel that will stand almost any
amount of hard usage without tarnishing,

scaling, or scratching.

The four-frame machine is constructed on
the same general lines, with the exception

that reversing one pocket reverses the others

simultaneously. A feature of this machine,
as well as of the two-frame Cowan, is, that it

may be reversed while in motion. The reel-

frame is constructed of channel iron and light

malleable castings, and the whole is galvan-

ized* except the steel shaft and the sprocket-

wheels and chain, which are of steel and
black iron. Another feature of the new ma-
chine is the use of a street-car band brake on
the shaft itself—a brake that is powerful, and
yet requires only a slight pressure on the end
of the hand lever.

Sail another feature is the use of a ball-bear-

ing main journal. These balls are /'
(V
inch in

* It is only the two and four frame L,. size that have
galvanized fittings inside.

diameter, and can be plainly seen just below
the small pinion-wheel. Being located on top
of the cross-arm, there will be no danger of

honey getting into and gumming them up.

The general plan of the four and six frame
Cowan is the same as that of the two frame,
and the little Novice extractors are constructed
on the same general lines, only the basket-
work is not reversible.

SUPERS.

The hive supers themselves are just the same
as last year. As constructed for 1899, they
were as perfect as it was possible to make
them, and we do not know how they could be
improved. Our 1900 catalog will offer supers
for plain sections as well as for slotted sections

as before. "You pay your money and take
vour choice."

*4>*ac

FIG. 8.—CRATE OF 500 SECTIONS.

FIG. 9.—THE NO. 25 JAR.

Fig. 8 is our package for 500 sections ; and
instead of putting them up in lots of 1000 they
will be boxed in 500's. Fig. 9 shows our box
containing 24 No. 25 self-sealing jars. This is

one of the most popular self-sealing packages
that was ever sold, and has given universal
satisfaction to the trade generally. Each jar

is partitioned off by itself, and then the whole
24 are covered with a piece of heavy corrugat-
ed paper.
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The "Post" Fountain Pen.
The very best in the market ; regular price #3,
and not obtainable under this price anywhere.

The Six Cardinal

Points Peculiar

to the "Post":

SelHilling,

Self=cleaning,

Simplicity,

Durability,

Reliability,

No Leaking.

GIVEN

^SOLAJTELJ^
FREE

For two new subscriptions to Gleanings and your own renewal with $3.00 :

or for one new subscription and your own renewal, with $2.50 :

or your own subscription will be advanced 2 years, and the pen furnished for $2.50.

In each case all arrears, if any, must be paid in addition, the above offers being for subscriptions fully in
advance only. I believe we can say truthfully, without fear of contradiction, that no fountain pen ever put
upon the market ever received in so short a time so many unsolicited testimonials from such distinguished men
as the POST. The above drawing shows its construction. To fill the POST, all you have to do is to dip the nib
into the ink-bottle, draw out the plunger, and the pen is ready for use. Compare this with unscrewing the
ordinary style, and refilling with a glass filler that you can not always find when wanted. The self-cleaning
feature of the POST, as illustrated, will also commend itself. With most pens, specially prepared ink must be
used or they are soon of no use, because they become so gummed up. and it is well nigh impossible to clean
them. With the POST you simply dip the nib in water, draw the plunger back and forth like a syringe or
squirt-gun, and in less than five seconds it is clean and free for a perfect flow of any ink that may be handy.
We give only a few of the many testimonials from noted men in various callings who have written merited
words of praise for this most valuable invention. We can not offer the pen for sale for less than S3.00; but by
special arrangement we are able to offer it free as a premium with Gleanings in any of the following combi-
nations : All arrears, if any, must first be paid at SI 00 a year. Then for S3. 00 we will send Gleanings for one
year, or till Jan. 1, 1901, to two new names; for one year to yourself, and send you the pen free. For $2.50 we
will send you the pen and Gleanings for one year, and to one new subscriber a year; for S2.50 we will send
the pen and Gleanings for two years. If you nave ever been disappointed with a fountain pen we assure
you that you will not be with this one. See what other people say of it on the opposite page.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., HEDINA, OHIO.
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TESTIMONIALS
Nov. 15.

JOSIAH STRONG, D. D. LATE HON. LEWIS MILLER. IRA D. SANKEY.

Few men are better known in America than Dr.
Strong. He has always been to the front in religious
and social movements, and is the author of the well-
known work " Our Country." In his own handwrit-
ing he says of the Post:
" A perfect fountain pen at last ! I have been hunt-

ing for it upwards of twenty years. I have tried
many, and I can assure vou they have tried me. I

have" had little satisfactirn even from the best, but
the Post leaves nothing to be desired. I am delight-
ed with it."

The world's greatest singing evangelist, who has
thrilled thousands and tens of thousands, now raises
his voice in praise of the Post Fountain Pen.
Mr. Sankey sends the following characteristic let-

ter:
" I have used the Post pen for some time and have

had great satisfaction with its use. It never fails or
gets cranky. One can at least have clean hands by-
using the Post, whatever the heart may be."

7/-vwj7jA-^iJ\
Bishop Vincent, author of " The Church at Home,"

etc., carries a number of fountain pens. Note what
he says of the Post in comparison with the best:
"The pen is all you promised. I carry four foun-

tain pens, and now the Post makes the fifth, and the
fifth is by far the best I have—and all are good."

ft

We thank the Governor of Colorado, the Hon. Alva
Adams, for his fitting testimonial, which he sends in
his own handwriting as follows:

" The Post pen is almost an ideal fountain pen.
I can suggest but one improvement—enlarge the bar-
rel so as to carry a larger supply of ink—though when
exhausted it requires little more trouble to replenish
than to dip an ordinary pen in an inkstand. To the
traveler it is a constant joy. May you sell many; the
buyer will get a good pen; the money will go to a
noble cause."

% rrchyyiAA •

Dr. Lyman Abbott, the editor of the " Outlook," and
former pastor of the Plymouth Church, needs no in-
troduction. We know "the full value of the beautiful
testimonial which he has just forwarded and whichjs
as follows:
"A number of years ago I had a Prince fountain

pen, which went out of existence, and I was sorry, for
I preferred it to all others for the reason that it had
no filler. Your " Post " self filling fountain pen has
the advantage of the Prince, and one which it did not
possess, namely, greater simplicity. To me it is a
great advantage to have a fountain pen which re-

quires no filler and can be filled at any time, and at
. of i

or blotted paper or desk.
any inkstand, without the possibility of inky fingers

"Enclosed please find my check for S3.00 for ;the
pen received, which I cordially recommend. It will
be found especially convenient for travelers."

LYMAN ABKOIT, D. D. UISHOr VINCENT. HON. ALVA ADAMS.
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SEE THESE SPECIAL OFFERS
I
r n 4-c In order to introduce Gleanings in Bee Culture to new readers

10 CIS* we will send it for 3 months for 15 cts. This is a special offer made
for new subscribers only. Subscriptions may begin any date.

15 cts.

How This Offer May Benefit Present Subscribers. The continued increase in circu-
lation of Gleanings is due largely
to present supscribers sending us

so many clubs during the past few weeks, and we intend to hold these as regular subscribers by giving them
such an excellent paper that they will stay with us. Any subscriber sending us clubs for NEW trial subscrip-
tions three months tor 15 cts. may receive, postage paid, premiums as follows : 1A. For one new trial subscriber
for three months, with 15 cts., we will send any O ME of our 10 cent books described below. For two trial sub-
scriptions, two books, and so on, one book for each subscriber.

Our List of Ten=cent Books.

Peabody's Webster's Dictionary.

25,000 words and phrases, and illustrated with 250

engravings; cloth bound. This is the one we sold for

years at 15 cts We thought we had done something
wonderful when we offered so large a dictionary for

15 cts., but we are now able to sell them for a dime.
Just think of it. Postage extra 5 cts.

Poultry for Pleasure and Profit.

Forty-eight pages and 20 illustrations. A complete
little book of instructions. It treats of the best varie-

ties for pleasure and piofit; how to house and yard;
how to manage; how to feed; diseases; incubation,
etc. It is a 25-cent book, but by getting 1000 of them
we can sell them for 10 cts. Postage 1 cent.

The Horse and His Diseases.

By Dr. B. J. Kendall; 100 pages and many illustra-

tions. Over 500,000 of these books have already been
sold, because they are so popular and complete, for a
small hand-book. It gives the symptoms of most dis-

eases, and treatment for the same. This is another
25 cent book that we got down to a dime by taking
1000 of them. Postage 3 cts.

Silk and the Silkworm.
This is a complete work of instruction on silk cul-

ture, by Nellie Lincoln Rossiter, a practical silk-cul-

turist; 32 pages. Silk culture is the favorite pursuit of
many ladies in our land; and all who are interested
will find this little work very instructive. The price
printed on it is 25 cts., but we sell them for 10 cts.

Postage 1 cent.

New Testament,' New Version.

434 pages, printed in nonpareil type. This should
be in possession of every student of the New Testa-
ment. Even if it does not come into common use, it

is helpful to know what changes in translation the
New Version gives. Postage 5 cts.

John Ploughman* s Talks and Pictures.

By Charles Spurgeon ; 125 pages, and a picture on
almost every page. John Ploughman talks plainly,

and makes a good point in every talk. It is by no
means dry reading either. Postage 3 cts.

Practical Turkey-raising.

By Fanny Field. The most experienced turkey-
raiser in America. This is a regular 25-cent pamphlet
of 32 pages, giving the best information on this sub-
ject. Our price is only 10 cts. By mail, 2 cts extra.

Injurious Insects of Michigan.

By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was a most valuable work
in its time, but is now rather old. It sold for 25 cts.

We will close out the few we have on hand at 10 cts.

each, postage 2 cts. extra, and it is a bargain at this

price; contains 18 pages the size of this, and 50 illus-

trations of insect pests.

Silo and Silage

By A. J. Cook. This is another valuable little book
which sold for 25 cts., and which we offer, to close out,

at 10 cts. Postage 2 cts. extra.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., :

Guide to Horse -owners,
and complete Horse Dictor. Bv M. Young. A val-
uable pamphlet of 100 pnges Regular price 25 cts.

Will close out at 10 cts. each. By mail 2 cts. extia.

Dozen Attractive Pamphlets.

They are not only attractive, but so valuable and
helpful that they should be read by every one who
desires to improve his life, and live happier; and who
does not have such desire? Doubtless many have
read " The Greatest Thing in the World; or Love the

Supreme Gift," by Drummond; and others have heard
of it. " Love is the fulfilling of the law ;" and the

more of it we can get into our lives, the better for the

world and for us.

These little books are llimo, 32 pages, with hand-
some light-blue parchment cover, and nice, clear

print. Price 10 cts. each, or 90 cts. per dozen, any one
or assorted books postpaid or with other goods. Pub-
lisher's price 20 cts. each.

1. Love, the Supreme Gift ; the Greatest Thing in

the World. By Prof. Henry Drummond.
2. The Perfected Life ; The Greatest Need of the

World. By Prof. Henry Drummond.
3 How to Learn How. Addresses by Prof. Henry

Drummond. 1. Dealing with Doubt. II. Prepara-

tion for Learning.

4. Power from on High ; Do We Need it ? What is

it? Can we Get it? By Rev. B. Fay Mills.

5 The Message of Jesus to Men of Wealth. A Tract

for the Times. By Rev. George Herron. Introduc-

tion by Rev. Josiah Strong, D. D.

6. The first Thing in the World; or, the Primacy of

Faith. By Rev. A. J. Gordon, D. D.

7. Hope: The Last Thing in the World. By Rev. A.

T. Pierson, D. D.

8. The Fight of Faith and Cost of Character. Talks

to Young Men. By Rev. Theodore L- Cuyler, D. D.

0. The Four Meu. The Aspect of Man from Four
Standpoints. By Rev. James Stalker, D. D.

10. How to Become a Christian. Five Simple Talks.

By Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D.

11 The Dew of Thy Youth. A Message to " En-
deavorers." By Rev. J. R. Miller, D. D.

12. Temptation. An Address to Young Men. By
Rev. James Stalker, D. D.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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HORE SPECIAL OFFERS!
SEE CONDITIONS ON PRECEDING PAGE.

OFFER 2A.—For two trial subscribers for three

months, and 30 cts., we will send postpaid a

copy of " Merrybanks and His Neighbor."

This is the title of a little book of 210 pages and 158

illustrations, by A. I. Root. It narrates the alternate
failure and success of a beginner who ultimately,
through much tribulation, becomes a successful bee-
man, and a power for good in Onionville. Appropri-
ate original cuts, many of them humorous, are inter-
spersed here and there, representing some of the droll
experiences which a beginner with bees sometimes
passes through. Besides bees, it talks of other rural
pursuits, such as gardening, maple-sugar making,
etc. Price 15 cts.

OFFER 3A.—For three trial subscriptions for

three months, with 45 cts., we will send you
postpaid one copy of any of the following :

A B C of Carp Culture.
In paper covers, illustrated. This is

a work of 70 pages, 7X10, written by
Geo. Finley and A. I. Root, and the
best authority on the subject of carp
culture yet in print. The rearing of
carp is a pleasant and profitable amuse-
ment. This book will tell you all about
it. Price 25 cts.; by mail, 5 cts. extra.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush.
By A. J. Cook. Paper, 44 pages, 7X10,

illustrated. This is most valuable to
all who are interested in I he product
of our sugar maples. No one who
makes maple sugar or syrup should be
without it. If you don't make maple
syrup you may want to know how it is

made, and how to judge of a good arti-

cle when you buy it. Price 30c postpaid.

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,

This is friend Terry's second hook in
regard to farm matters: but it is so
intimately connected with hi-; potato
book that it reads almost like a sequel
to it. If you have only a horse or a
cow it will surely pay jou to invest in
the book. It has -14 pages and 4 cuts.
Price 25 cts.; my mail :!0 cts.

Drummond's Addresses.
Besides the booklets on page 853 we have Prof.

Drummond's addresses, six in number, with bio-
graphical sketch, making a lOmo book of 140 pages,
bound in board covers, part cloth and part paper, in
two shades of blue, neatly figured, making a very
handsome book. Price only 30 cts. postpaid, or 25 cts.
if sent with other goods.

OFFER 4A.—For four trial subscribers for three
months, and 60 cts., we will send any one
of the following books postpaid :

Tile Drainage.
By W. I Chamberlain. This is a val-

uable companion to our other rural
books. It embraces the experience of
forty years of one of our foremost
practical agriculturists, who has laid
with his own hands over 15 miles of
tile. Paper, 150 pages, illustrated.
Price 40c, postpaid.

Tomato Culture.
In three parts. Bv J. W. Dav, D.

Cummins, and A. I. Root. Paper, 150
pages, illustrated. A most valuable
tie tise, embracing field culture, forc-
ing under glass, and raising i.lant- for
ma ktt Valuable to any one raising
garden stuff of any kind, aside from
tomatoes. Price 40c postpaid.

CULTURE

successfully.

The A B C of Potato Culture.

Paper, 4x5, illustrated. This is T. B.
Terry's first and most masterly work.
The book has had a large sale, and has
been reprinted in foreign languages.
The second edition was almost entire-
ly rewritten. When we are thorough-
ly conversant with friend Terry's sys-
tem of raising potatoes, we shall be
ready to handle almost any farm crop
Price 40c postpaid.

The A B C of Strawberry Culture.

Paper, 15 1 pages, fully illustrated.
This is Terry's latest small book, and
has received some very high words of
praise. Who among rural people does
not have a little garden patch? If you
would learn to raise in it that most lus-
cious of all fruit, the strawberry, with
the best results, you can not be with-
out this little book. Kven if you don't
grow i-ttawberries you will be better for reading it.

OFFER 5A.—For 5 trial subscribers for three
months and 75c, we will send either of the
following books postpaid.

What to Do, and How to be Happy While Doing It.

The above book, by A. I. Root, is a compilation of
papers published in Gleanings in Bee Culture in
1886, '7, and '8. It is intended to solve the problem of
finding occupation for those scattered over our land
out of employment. The suggestions are principally
about finding employment around your own homes.
The book is mainly upon market-gardening, fruit
culture, poultry-raising, etc. Price in paper covers,
50c. Can furnish you a cloth-bound copy for 25c ad-
ditional. If you want this be sure to specify it.

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress.

We have secured some of a very fine English edi-
tion of Pilgrim s Progress, illustrated with over a
hundred very realistic pictures. The book is 16mo,
printed on very fine paper, containing 381 pages, and
the illustrations are the most striking, and true to the
characters represented, that we have ever seen in the
most expensive editions. The binding is cloth, richly
illuminated in six colors, with title in rich gold leaf
on back and side. There is no paper wasted in wide
margins: in fact, there is so little trimming that some
of the leaves have to be cut apart. It is a book of
such quality and make-up as to bring easily $1.50 at
retail a few years ago. In this day of cheap books
and low prices it is necessar\' to close out the last of
the edition away below actual value. We offer these
at 50c each postpaid.

OFFER 10 A. The Best of All. For ten trial

subscribers for three months and $1.50, we
will send you postpaid a copy of our new
edition A B C of Bee Culture. Already
nearly one hundred of our readers have se-

cured this book in this way. Remember
you have to send us only 10 trial subscrib-

ers with SI. 50 to pay for these, and the
ABC which we sell for $1.20 will be sent
you postpaid. If you fail to make up your
full list of ten names you can send Glean-
ings as a present to some of your bee-keep-
ing friends to complete your list, or you
may count each name as one-tenth the
price of the bouk and send cash for balance.
If you prefer you may have Gleanings in
Bke Culture one year in place of the
A B C of Bee Culture. See another page for

paiticulars of the ABC.
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The A B C of Bee Culture.
*»**§•£*«€**

899 Edition. The Only Cyclopedia on Bees. 2000 Copies sold in Eight Weeks.

3-55-5-5-2«&&s-S^'-

This book is fully up to date, and should be in the
hands of every bee-keeper, even if he has one of the
older editions. In none of the previous editions have
so many subjects been re written, nor as many new
subjects added, as in this edition. If you want the
best and latest information on practical bee-keeping,
order the A B C of Bee Culture.
After the twenty pages of introductory matter there

are 3-10 pages devoted to a general treatment of the
subject of apiculture. Following this, and continuing
for eight pages, is a series of answers to as many
knotty questions that are propounded by beginners.
Next is a glossary of three pages, defining terms pe-
culiar to bee-keeping. Then for eleven pages more
there are reviews and comments by two eminent bee-
keepers—G. M. Doolittle and Dr. C. C. Miller, on the
general subject-matter contained in the body of the
book. This is indeed an interesting and valuable fea-

ture. The remaining portion of the book is taken up
with biographical sketches occupying 32 pages, and a
picture gal'ery containing pictures, with a short de-
scription, of some of the most important apiaries of
the world. Last of all is the index, comprising nine
pages.
The entire work contains 475 pages and nearly as

many engravings, a ven' large part of which belong
to the modern half-tone class, showing nature and
art as they really are. Something like fifty new full-

page half-tone engravings have been put into the
new book, most of which are printed on what is

known as enamel book paper—the finest there is sold.

Sixty seven thousand copies have now been printed.

About 2000 copies sold since Sept. 25. It is for sale in

the United States by all dealers in bee-keepers' sup-

plies, and the publishers of all bee-journals; also by
most of the leading agricultural and horticultural
papers, and large booksellers and seedsmen. Send
your order where it is most convenient for you. Price

11.20 postpaid, or by freight or express with other
goods, at purchaser's expense. 11.00. We also club it

with Gleanings in Bee Culture, one year, postpaid,

for SI.75.

The A B C of Bee Culture was received all right, and
I am well satisfied with it. I should have been S50.00

better off if I had got the book three j ears ago.—John
Frizzell, Harrison, Mick.

We ?.re glad to see what a large space you give to

ideas expressed by us, and we thank you for this.

—

C.

P. Dadant, Hamilton, III., Oct. 14, iSgg.

The ABC book is received, and I am much pleased
with it. This is certainly a fine book, and every bee-

keeper should have a copy.—Mrs. M. L. Williams,

Xurn od, Minn.

I have owned several editions of the A B C of Bee
Culture, and must have this too. I prize also Glean-
INGS for the wholesome moral influences in connec-
tion with the fascinating art of bee-keeping.—John S.

Adams, 112s Bluff St., Waterloo. la.

We have received a copy of the new edition of A B C
of Bee Culture, by A. I. Root, and just revised by-

Ernest R. Root. It is indeed a fine work, and every
bee-keeper should own one, and read thoroughly.

—

Geo. W. York, Editor American BeeJournal, Oct. 5, 1899.

We have just received a copy of the latest edition of

the A B C of Bee Culture, published by The A. I. Root
Co., Medina. Ohio. The book has been revised, having
much new and useful information added. It is the
most excellent encyclopedia on the subject of bees

and the manufacture of bee-keepers' supplies we
know of, and. we heartilv recommend it to any one
keeping bees.—R. B. Leahy, Editor Progressive Bee-

keeper, Oct., 1899.

We acknowledge receipt of a copy of the A B C of
Bee Culture, and we would compliment you upon the
handsome appearance of the book and its contents.

—

Ralph W. Grout. Editor oj Exporters' and Importers'1

Journal, Neiv York, Oct. 18, 1899.

We have just received a copy of the A B C of Bee
Culture. This is an excellent work on the subject

—

clear, definite, and practical—a work that should be
in the hands of every bee-keeper or intending bee-
keeper. We recommend it to our readers.

—

Editorial
in The Canadian BeeJournal, Nov., 1899.

This is a well-known cyclopedia on bee culture, of
which 00,000 copies have been sold in this country
during the last twenty-two years. In the present
issue many ot the articles have been rewritten, and
others so extensively revised that the book, as a
whole, is practically a new work. In an appendix are
presented biographies and portraits of noted bee-
keepers, together with pictures of the most noted api-
aries.— The Review of Reviews, Nov., 1899.

I must thank you for your kindness in sending me
a copy of your new edition of the A B C of Bee Culture,
which I have cursorily perused with great pleasure. I
see there is a great deal of new matter introduced to
the advantage of the book. I have sent a short notice
of it for the review column in British Bee Journal.
Your plan of revising every edition and eliminating
obsolete practices and appliances is a very good one,
and is the only way to keep up with the times, be-
cause a few years make such a change in bee-keeping,
and those books written eight or ten years ago are
quite obsolete. There are only three books that I

know of that are issued on the same principle, and
these are your ABC, Bertrand's Conduite du Rucher,
and my Guide Book.
The foul-brood photo is an improvement on the last,

as it shows a larger surface, and is more clear. In all
respects this edition is an improvement on the last,
and I must congratulate you.— Thos. Wm. Cowan, Pa-
cific Grove, Cat., Oct. 20.

If there is any book on bee keeping of which bee-
keepers have reason to be proud, it is Root's A B C of
Bee Culture. I am reminded of this by the receipt of
a copy of the latest edition, which is just out. There
is probably no firm in the whole wide world possess-
ing the facilities and advantages of The A. I. Root Co.
for getting out a work of this kind. It has plenty of
capital and a thoroughly equipped printing-office.
More than this, there is an experience of more than a
quarter of a century in actual, practical bee-keeping,
and in publishing a thoroughly progressive, up-to-date
bee-journal. More than any one else, an editor has
an opportunity for being fully informed regarding
the actual state of the industry which his journal rep-
resents. Thousands of letters from all parts of the
country pass under his eyes each year. In order that
the best possible advantage might be taken of the
knowledge thus secured, The Root Co. has been to the
expense of keeping the book standing in type. A3
often as new discoveries or changes are made, a cor-
responding change is made in the subject-matter of
the ABC. By this method the last edition of the hook
is up to date. It can not be otherwise than that the
edition just out is decidedly the superior of any pre-
vious editions. I might go into details, but the adver-
tisement on the back cover of the Review has saved
me that trouble. I can as thoroughly endorse that
advertisement as though I had written it myself as an
editorial notice. When a beginner writes and asks
me what book he'd better buy, I unhesitatingly tell

him, "Root's A B C of Bee Culture"—and I have a
book of my own to sell.

—

Editorial in Bee-keepers' Re-
view, Oct., 1899.
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JUST before going to press I have made up
my mind to make an extra effort to attend the
Colorado Bee-keepers' convention at Denver,
Nov. 27, 28, 29.

Send this number to your friends who may
be interested in knowing about The A. I. Root
Co., their manufacturing plant, and some of

the things that they make.

Don't fail to read over our very low club-

bing offers on page 866. In many cases we
can give you two papers for the price of one,

and in others for a slight advance.

By the Honey Column in this issue it will

be noticed that prices have been climbing up
and that the demand is active. Don't hold
your product too long, as prices may decline.

OUR new solar wax-extractors for 1900 will

be modified so as to take in the Rauchfuss idea,

as illustrated and described on page 769. By
the way, we have recently heard that this same
plan has been used in California for years.

W. J. Craig is the new editor of the Cana-
dian Bee Journal. This paper has put on a

new and tasty cover, and in other respects

gives promise of more improvements. We ex-

tend to Bro. Craig our right hand of fellow-

ship, and wish him every success.

Reports are coming in, showing that white
clover promises well for next season, because

it is found in vacant fields everywhere; and if

it is not winter-killed we shall expect next sum-
mer plenty of clover ; and then with the clo-

ver shall we have the honey ? That remains
to be seen.

While our paid-up subscription-list is now
running up toward the 11,000 mark, this par-

ticular issue will reach an edition of an even
30,000 copies. Those into whose hands this

comes for the first time, or who are not now
taking GLEANINGS, are referred to the very
low liberal premium offers made on page 866.

We expect to winter our colonies in the so-

called barns out on summer stands. A chaff-

hive division-board will be placed on each
side, and on top another story filled with
packing material. Those barn colonies are

big rousing ones, and appear to me as if they
ought to winter, even though they are given
only a single-walled hive.

The Chromotype Engraving Co., whose
advertisement appears elsewhere, made all the

half-tones for this issue. In fact, thev have

done all our work in this line for the last two
years. The)' are pioneers in this business,
and seem to know how to make a good first-

class printing-plate.

The executive officers of the United States
Bee-keepers' Association are already at work
on the program for next meeting, to take place
at Chicago. The stereopticon feature took so
well at the Philadelphia meeting that there
will probably be something along the same
line at Chicago.

Owing to the difficulty of getting photo-
graphs and a new engraving in time wTe are
not able to present the Danzenbaker hive for

1900 along with the other hives in this issue.

This hive remains practically the same as last

year, with the exception of the cover, which
embodies some new features. The new Dan-
zenbaker cover will be quite different from the
one that bore his name last year.

While we have taken some space in this

issue to show the manufacturing plant of The
A. I. Root Co., we would cheerfully show the
works of any of our competitors if they will

furnish us good clear photos. Gleanings
believes in treating its competitors as fairly as
it would treat its own people, and we hereby
extend the courtesies of our columns to our
brethren in the craft.

EXPERT AT LABELING HONEY.
An interesting biographical sketch of Mr.

Selser, the honey-man, appears on the front
page of the American Bee Journal. Among
other things the editor says:

The honey for the season's trade is all bottled in
one month—Augus-t— it requiring 24 hands to do the
work, but Mrs. .Selser herself does all the labeling.
Mr. S. says she can label as many bottles in a day as
any three other girls, and do it better There's a help-
meet that's worth her weight in—well, gold is too com-
mon to express it, so we'll let Mr. Selser fix her value.

\ It is a little risky to say something nice of

another man's wife; but I will say this much:
Those of us who had the honor and privilege

of being entertained at Mr. Selser's home re-

alized that his "better half" is not only a

queen in a bee-keeper's home, but a royal en-

tertainer.

AN OUTLET FOR FERMENTED HONEY.
Chalon Fowls, the man who got up so

many cooking-recipes, says that honey partly
fermented is the very best for cooking pur-
poses. Indeed, some bakers endeavor to get
their honey into a ferment before they use it.

Here is a hint for bee-keepers who may have
honey on hand otherwise good but a little fer-

mented. There is hardly a doubt that many a
baking concern will take honey fermented,
even in large lots.

THE NEW EDITION OF THE A B C OF BEE CUL-
TURE.

From the fact that something like six

months intervened between the new and the
old, this book seems to have filled a long-felt
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want. Some 2000 copies out of 5000 have al-

ready been sold. I understand that Prof.

Cook is about to get out a new edition of his

work. The progress of our industry is so rap-

id that there is an eager demand for all that is

new and useful. If there is any class of peo-
ple in this world who like to keep up with the
times it is the bee-keepers. Box hives and
straw skeps please them not. They must have
the very latest.

PACKING FOR OUTDOOR WINTERING.
A GOOD many questions are asked by our

subscribers as to what kind of packing is best

for outdoor wintering. We formerly thought
there was nothing equal to good dry wheat
chaff. While this is perhaps the best, it is not
always available. We have used with equally
good results common shavings such as one can
get at the planing-mill. Dry forest leaves, if

enough of them are used, are also good. Saw-
dust and clover chaff make a packing mate-
rial a little heavy, and is liable to become pret-

ty damp in the spring, and too moist for the
cluster. The best packing material is that
which is loose enough so the air can pass
through it, carrying with it the moisture.

A LIGHT YEAR FOR THE SUPPLY-DEALERS.

The heavy losses last winier, and the almost
entire failure of the honey crop in the majori-
ty of localities in the United States, will make
a very light harvest for the supply manufac-
turers of the country next season. The win-
ter losses on the one hand, and the inroads of

foul brood, pickled brood, and other kinds of

diseased brood in some localities, have dis-

couraged many bee-keepers; and, as a conse-
quence, they have either gone out of the busi-

ness or expect to go out. Where the honey
failed, of course the supplies of the previous
season are still on hand. We are of the opin-
ion here at the Home of the Honey-bees that
the dealer will have to take things a little easy
next season.

"THE PROPER PLACE FOR OUEEN-CELLS."
In the Department of Criticism, in the Bee-

keepers' Review, I find the following:

Dr. Miller suspects that having the cells (Doolittle
cells) between two combs with young larv;e is an im-
portant point. The editor (Gleanings, 529) answers
that it is quite important. I wish to ask why—that is,

why, if the colony is strong enough to rear good
queens?

If Mr. Taylor will turn back to page 510 of

Gleanings he will see that I did not say the
colonies in question were strong, but that one
of them was a weak seven framer, and the
cells were reared in Aprd. Regarding the
other, I did not state definitely whether the
colony was strong or not; but in the fore part
of the article I spoke of the fact that many of

our colonies were weak from winter losses.

For that reason cell-building needed a little

coaxing by putting frames of unsealed larvae

on each side. The object of the larvae is to

draw on a large force of bees, and thus give
the cells all the advantages of animal heat in

abundance, and a plenty of nurses right on
the spot to do the work. That good queens

may be reared without combs or larvae on each
side is true; but we have learned by experience
(and our experience is quite extended) that
we get better results from such coaxing, even
with " a colony strong enough to rear good
queens."

THE WIRE-CAGE PLAN OF INTRODUCING.
The editor of the Review, referring to the

method of introducing queens by caging
against the side of the comb, and of Mr. Laps-
ley's failure to make the plan work, as report-
ed in Gleanings, emphasizes particularly the
point that " the comb selected should be old
tough brood- comb, and filled with just-hatch-
ing brood instead of sealed honey. If a few
of the cells contain unsealed honey, no harm
is done—in fact, it seems to be better. '

' There
is a right and a wrong way in carrying out any
good method; and I have not a doubt, in my
own mind, but this, when properly carried
out, is one of the most reliable known; al-

though I think we use with equally good re-

sults the Benton cage with pasteboard tacked
over the candy end, compelling the bees to
eat away the pasteboard. This method is much
more convenient of application, and is more
likely to give better results in the hands of
beginners.

HONEY COMMISSION MEN—HILDRETH & SE-
GELKEN.

AT the Philadelphia convention a good deal
was said in regard to the policy of selling hon-
ey on commission. Some firms were "hauled
over the coals," but I believe none of our late

advertisers. One firm in particular was spo-
ken of in the highest terms, and that was
Hildreth & Segelken. Mr. Segelken, now the
senior member and manager of the concern,
has been connected with the honey business
for the last eighteen years; and during all this

time, so far as I know, he has left a good
record—one of which he ma)7 well be proud.
He commenced with the house of H. K. & F.
B. Thurber & Co., then the largest grocery
house in the country, taking the humble posi-

tion of porter in their honey department. When
the manager of the department left the house,
the firm tendered the position to Mr. Segelken,
which position he held for five or six years.

He was then with F. G. Strohrneyer & Co. for

a year or so; and finally, thinking it was time
for him to " hang out his own shingle," as he
says, he became a partner in the firm of Hil-

dreth Brothers & Segelken. Although the
business was small at first, it continued to

grow until the present firm of Hildreth & Se-
gelken are among the largest handlers of hon-
ey in the world. Indeed, if I am correct they
are the only commission house who make hon-
ey their principal business, and on their sta-

tionery may be seen the word "Honey"
standing out in bold white letters. Mr. Se-
gelken says he noticed in the Review and
Gleanings that he is quoted as saying that the
New York market finds no trouble in dispos-

ing of 60,000,000 lbs. of honey annually.
While he admits that New York is the great

honey market of the country, yet he says no
such amount could be handled in any one
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year — not by one firm nor by half a dozen.

He says he may have said that 6,000,000 lbs.

was the amount, and this would come nearer

to the actual amount sold ; but this would in-

clude only all domestic honey, not counting

the large consignments of foreign honey that

come through that port. All told he estimates

that the New York market handles from 7,000,-

000 to 8,000,000 lbs. of honey annually.

It is a little risky to speak favorably of any
one commission house or commission man,
for, almost as sure as fate, some one, having
had some unpleasant deal, will complain that

he has not been treated fairly. This world of

ours is a big one, and is filled with peculiar

people, and I doubt if there is any business, to

say nothing of commission men,who can please

every one; and while I realize there are strong

temptations in the commission business, yet I

am proud to say we have among our honey
merchants some clean honorable men, and
some who probably purchase as often outright

as they take honey on commission. And
right here let me emphasize the fact that,

when one sells for cash, he must usually ex-

pect to take a lower figure than if he lets the

honey go on commission ; for when the pur-

chaser buys outright he must buy at the bot-

tom of the market.

THE NEW MALADY IN NEW YORK PROBABLY
NOT FOUL BROOD.

Several days ago I received samples of

badly affected brood from Frank Boomhower,
who has been inspector for Schoharie County.
These were examined in the presence of A. I.

Root, Mr. Vernon Burt, Mr. Calvert, and my-
self. We all agreed that this malady was not

the same as the foul brood that we have had
here in Ohio. The surface of the combs with

the depressed and punctured cells did not have
the same appearance, and the dead matter it-

self was only slightly ropy ; in fact, it was
difficult to get it to string out more than % or
l4 of an inch, while the dead matter arising

from Bacillus alvei ( real foul brood ) will draw
out four or five inches. When the filament

breaks, the two points will fly back to their

attachments almost like the two ends of a bro-

ken rubber band. While the dead brood sent

by Mr. Boomhower has somewhat the odor
arising from real Bacillus alvei, yet there is a

slight difference even in this respect, as I now
remember.

It will be remembered that Dr. Howard has
examined a specimen of brood that is said to

have come from Mr. Boomhower's district

;

and he says, after microscopic examination,

that it is not the same as ordinary foul brood.

Whether this new malady is more easily

handled or is more serious in its nature, re-

mains to be shown ; but from all the evidence

I can gather, it is not as virulent nor as de-

structive as real foul brood, by considerable.

Some report that it disappears of itself. Mr.
Boomhower, on the other hand, says it is

about as bad as it can be, for colonies are dy-

ing of it all over his county, and he has found
the same trouble within a radius of thirty miles

of him. But Capt. J. E. Hetherington, P. H.
Elwood, and Inspector West, have called it a

pickled brood, because this malady often goes
away of itself.

An idea comes to me just now that may help
to explain the great divergence of opinion or
testimony regarding the different cures for

real foul brood, and their value as specifics.

P'or instance, C. F. Muth found that he could
very readily handle the foul brood, or what he
supposed to be that disease, in his locality,

years ago, by spraying the combs with a solu-

tion of salicylic acid— a well-known germi-
cide. A great many others reported that sali-

cylic acid and phenol would not only stay the
ravages but absolutely cure the disease, and
wipe it out from the infected district. But we,
on the other hand, with the foul brood that
visited our vicinity, found that these various
drugs were worse than useless, because, during
the time that we were testing these various de-
coctions, the disease was spreading everywhere,
while, if we had gone at it immediately by the
starvation plan, we might have cured it at

once.
Another fact is interesting to note—that the

malady in York State does not yield, or at

least has not in some cases yielded, to the
McEvoy treatment— a plan that has come to

be regarded as an entire success in handling
the real foul brood. Practically the same
treatment was practiced by us when we had
the disease, and that, too, without a failure.

I am sure that we had the real foul brood in

Medina, because Prof. Sargent, then of Cor-
nell University, made some very careful mi-
croscopic examinations of the dead matter
that we had, and he found it was the same
thing that Cheshire called Bacillus alvei—
that is, foul brood. Later on, Thos. W. Cow-
an, editor of the British Bee Journal, exam-
ined the matter of foul brood I selected from
one of our combs, and he unhesitatingly pro-
nounced it at the time to be real foul brood.

The morale of this thing seems to be that
there are two kinds of foul brood, so called, in

the United States, or at least there have been.
The kind that has run through Wisconsin,
Northern Ohio, and parts of Canada, is, evi-

dently, not the same thing as that which is

troubling the bee-keepers of Eastern New
York. Real foul brood is about as bad as it

can be ; but we shall hope that the new mala-
dy, or an old one under a new name, will read-
ily yield to the drug methods which have been
said to be so effectual with what is supposed to

be foul brood in some sections of our country.
The very fact that the McEvoy treatment fails

to effect a cure on the New York disease, in

some cases, and that the affected brood has a
different appearance, and is only slightly ropy,
seems to indicate that it is not the foul brood
so familiar to some of us.

The specimens of diseased brood that Mr. F.
Boomhower sent us, above referred to, were
sent by express to Frank Benton, of the Divi-

sion of Entomology, Washington, D. C. I

have also sent him full particulars, and hope
to have a report that will show just what this

malady is beyond a doubt. Dr. Howard, hav-
ing already examined a specimen of the Scho-
harie brood, it seemed better to send these
other specimens to Washington.
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OUJR
HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

There is one God, aud one mediator between God
and men, the man Christ Jesus.— I. Tim. 2:5.

Our good pastor, Rev. Jesse Hill, recently
gave us a touching little story which I wish to

use with his permission, and I wish also to

give some of my thoughts in connection with
it. A father and his grownup son had diffi-

culty; and it seems to me one of the saddest
sights this world can furnish is a quarrel be-

tween father and son. Just at the time when
the son begins to arrive at the age of man-
hood, say when he is fifteen or sixteen years
old, or just about the age of the boy I talked
about in my last Home Paper, if both father
and son are not a little careful there is likely

to be trouble. It is very natural for the father
to fail to take into consideration that a boy of

this age is not exactly a boy, or rather, per-

haps, he is not the boy he has been all along
the past. The father will speak to a small
boy with a tone of authority that he needs to

modify a little when the boy gets to be a large
boy. And the boy on his part is apt to feel

a little annoyed if his father does not remem-
ber to pay a little respect to him because he is

getting to be so nearly the father's equal. And
it is quite possible that a boy of sixteen may
have been out in the world, and read the books
and papers, more than his father of three times
his age. Perhaps the boy sees his father is

not up to the times ; or if the boy imagines
the father is not up the times, the state of af-

fairs is still worse. When both father and son
are professing Christians—when they are both
reading their Bibles, and both day by day
kneeling to the great Father of all, then there
is little danger of trouble; because an)- father

or son who lets God direct, will seldom have
trouble, even in matters of this kind. It is

true, many fathers err by being too easy with
boys about sixteen years of age. You remem-
ber the old priest EH was called to account
because " his sons made themselves vile, and
he restrained them not." We do not know
how old these sons were, but we do know that

the father was held responsible and account-
able for their bad conduct.
Now, boys and their fathers do not always

agree on what is right and what is wrong.
Sometimes the father is at fault. Sometimes
the son is at fault, and sometimes both are at

fault. From my standpoint of view it looks
to me that, although boys of sixteen many
times have excellent judgment, and may also

be better posted than their fathers, notwith-
standing this, there are times when a boy of

sixteen shows exceedingly poor judgment.
As I look back at the time in my life when I

was sixteen years old, I feel pained and sur-

prised to think I ever had so little sense as to

disagree with my father on matters where he
was entirely right and I was entirely wrong.
May God forgive me for not being more re-

spectful to my father, even had it been true
that I was right and he was wrong. Oh !

what would I give this minute, had I kept
back just two or three little words that I ut-
tered while angry ? After I grew up I asked
his forgiveness, and he freely granted it. But,
even though this be true, how I do wish I had
submitted pleasantly and good-naturedly to
what my father thought was right and best

!

Well, in the story the father and son had
trouble. It grew from bad to worse until the
father ordered the boy off from the premises

;

and I do not know but he told him never to
show his face there again. Oh how it pains
me to think of such a scene as this ! The poor
mother was somewhere near, I think, and, of
course, she did all that a mother could do, and
stood, probably, just about half way between
the two angry men (or man and bo3% if you
choose). I can imagine that, for her sake, the
boy promised to come back some time; but he
said his father would have to send word or ar-
range for htm to come before he did so. Now,
why could not that poor father have had just
a little grace so that he could keep still and
not say any thing more to make this matter
still worse; but the father foolishly, prompted
by Satan, did add, "Well, sir, if jou never
come back till I send for you, you will never
come at all—you may be sure of that."
Things of this kind have happened before,
and they may happen again ; but if I could
have my way about it there should be no such
folly again while the earth stands. Let me
give you some of my reasons for it. One of
them was suggested by our good pastor in an-
other one of his sermons. The thought is

this:

When two men enter into a business part-
nership, they consider the matter and talk it

over. They agree to it; and afterward, if they
do not get along well, they can talk it over and
dissolve. A business partnership is a man-
made arrangement. When a boy and girl at
the proper age decide to live together as man
and wife, the arrangement is at least partly of
their own making. Usually, at least, they both
have something to say about the matter. This,
too, is a man-made arrangement, or, if you
choose, a man-and-woman-made partnership.
Well, now, please consider, dear brother and
sister, that the children born in a home stand
on a different basis. God himself sent the
boy into the home ; and I am glad to know
that the parents, as a rule, unite in thanking
God for this great gift. God sends the boy to
that father and mother. It is not a partner-
ship, for the boy, at least, was never consulted
in the matter. God placed him there. He
has as much right in the home as the father
or mother. That is my statement, however.
Our pastor did not say so ; and as I look at it

neither the father nor mother has any more
business to turn the child out of that home
than the child has to turn them out. He is

part owner of the home, and has the best right
to it of any one, because God placed him
there. When he grows up and becomes a
man, and has a home of his own, of course
he freely and voluntarily steps out ; but he
never steps out of his mother's love and af-

fection. I wish I could say as much for the
father. Now remember, dear parent, your old
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friend A. I. Root (for whom you have much
love, and in whose judgment you have much
confidence), says that you have no right, le-

gally or morally, to turn your children out of
doors. I know there are trying circumstances.

I have seen them; but, notwithstanding, your
boy ought to be like your hand or your foot.

No matter if it is faulty, and troubles you ex-

ceedingly, while there is life in it you do not
very often think of dispensing with it ; and
you do not often quarrel with a hand or foot,

no matter what happens to it. Well, this boy
who sometimes tries you is a very part of your-
self; and this arrangement of his being a part

of yourself is a part of God's own making
;

therefore, if you two can not reconcile your
differences, go to God in prayer (the God who
sent the boy) and tell him your trouble, and
let him guide you. This is his arrangement,
and he certainly will pilot you safely.

Well, this boy went off. He took care of

himself, and did fairly well. Of course, the

mother begged and importuned the foolish

father to take back his wicked, unfatherly de-

claration, and invite the boy to come home.
But he was stubborn and dogged. Oh ! why
should a man add folly to folly in thinking it

is manly or right in any sense of the word to

keep on year afteryear, sticking to something
he has said while angry? Years passed on,

but the father would not relent, and the boy
would not even come to see his mother with-

out his father's invitation. But the mother
fell sick. As long as she was able, she begged
to see her boy once more. Finally some mu-
tual friend wrote the boy how his mother kept
begging for him to come, and suggested that,

if he would see her again in this world, he
had better come quickly. She was near to

death. In fact, perhaps the only thing that

kept her alive was the desire to see her boy,
and I should not wonder if the poor mother
with that desire longed to bridge over the
trouble that had all these long years existed

between father and son. The boy came. Like
the prodigal of old, somebody caught sight of

him when he was afar off ; but it was not the

father, however. They told him to hasten to

his mother's bedside. His father stood on one
side of the dying woman while the son came
up on the other. She could not speak, but
she smiled on him and put out her hand.
Then turning to the father, the other hand
was extended toward him. Of course, he
could not object, and the poor mother then,

without a word, placed together the hands of

both father and son, and the past was forgot-

ten and forgiven. Her mission on earth

was ended. This thing that she had prayed
over for years, and the thing that never was
accomplished during her life, was brought
about by her death. Perhaps nothing but her
death could have softened the hearts of these
two stubborn men. I do not know whether
they were professing Christians or not ; but
after this they certainly should have been; and
then it would be true to say that she gave^her
life—she died that they might live.

'

Now, dear friends, you have no doubt guess-

ed already that this little story (and who shall

say it is not a true story?) is a wonderful illus-

tration of what the dear Savior has done for a
sinful world—nay, bring it home still closer

—

is it not exactly what he has done for you and
me ? When nothing but his death could soften
our pride and stubborn hearts he died that we
might live ?

A very good friend of mine has, by some
unaccountable means—at least unaccountable
to me — got an idea in his mind that the New
Testament is not to be accepted like the old
one. He reads the Bible, and I have been
told he has prayers in his family, and yet re-

jects Christ as the Son of God. I have been
for a good wdiile back planning to have a talk
with him, and I think I will tell him this story.

I wish to tell him that, away back in the foun-
dation of the world, God so loved humanity
that he gave his only begotten Son that who-
soever believeth in him should not perish but
have everlasting life. God's laws, although
just and righteous, seem to be hard for sinful

humanity to comprehend and live up to with-

out help; therefore he graciously gave this

Son—this only Son—to be the mediator, as in

the language of our text, to plead with hu-
manity; and may it not be, also, to plead with
God ? to stand between us, if you choose, and
finally give his life as did that poor mother,
that through his death zve may have life?

And this story has suggested to me that the
mothers are in one sense the mediators. If

we heeded these mothers' tears and mothers'
prayers as we should do, what a different

world this might be !

And now, dear friends, if this little talk

should lead to a better and kinder relation

between any father and the young boys who
are just getting to be men, it will gladden my
heart to know it ; and still more will it glad-

den my heart if this story may make plainer
to any one this story of " Jesus and his love."
And let me say to the boys, too, that, when-
ever any of them are tempted to take the name
of Jesus in a careless way, and in vain, may
the thoughts of that dear dying mother, and
the idea that it suggests of the office and mis-
sion that Jesus made to this world of sin

—

may this thought have the effect of checking
the tendency to foolish and careless profanity!

NOTES Of TRAVEL
4 by a.iroot; r

On page 550, July 15, I spoke about explor-
ing a cave in the vicinity of Flat Rock, Seneca
Co., Ohio ; but my travels broke off right then
and there, and I now wish to take them up
again.

After my nice dinner and nap I hunted up
the locality of the cave. Out in the middle of

a field, or at least quite a little distance from
the fence, there is a little building of rough
boards. When the guide with the keys and
two lanterns approached this building to un-
lock the door I said :

" Why, is it possible that this cave is right
here on smooth, almost level, ground, without
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any rocks or hills or any thing to indicate any
thing of the kind? "

While he was fitting the key to the lock he
replied, " Well, we shall see," and we did see.

Right in front of the door was an opening. It

looked something like a well, and some stairs

went down into this well. It was a very dry
time in July, and the weather was exceeding-
ly warm. The draft of cold air that came out
of the well seemed quite refreshing. Around
the edges the ground was muddy. The guide
remarked there would not be any mud a little

way down, and so it proved. Now, I knew just
what made that wet muddy place around the
entrance. In a large cavern in Missouri, dur-
ing hot days the moisture from the air would
be precipitated on the roof of the cavern until

it trickled down and filled tubs that the wo-
men used for washing, so I was told. This
water is soft, of course — in fact, it is distilled

water. Air at, say, 70 to 80 degrees, contains
a large quantity of moisture that it can not
possibly hold when cooled down to about 50 or
60. Most caves are about 50—sometimes a lit-

tle lower. Well, this cave at Flat Rock has
only one opening, if I am correct ; therefore
to get ventilation a stream of warm air goes
down along the highest part of the cave, and
a stream of colder air runs out of the cave
along the floor on the lower side. Now, as

this hot air goes down it drops this moisture
near the entrance along the rocks overhead.
This moisture drips from the rock at the sides
and overhead, so as to make it muddy. It is

said this cave was discovered by a boy who
went to dig out a rabbit out in the field. He
chased the animal into a hole, and in digging
down a little he found the rabbit away off un-
der the rock. By digging the hole a little

larger he found he coidd get in also. This
was a good many years ago. Since then, cu-

rious people have at different times explored
the cave further and further. I followed my
guide down the stairway. Sure enough, as we
got down further the ground became dryer as
the air became cooler. The first stairway was,
perhaps, 20 feet long. When we turned on
a little landing and started to go down anoth-
er stairway I uttered an exclamation of sur-

prise. But we went down three such stair-

ways before we came to the bottom ; and then
we twisted around here and there, down hill

and up hill, until I lost all the points of the
compass, and should have been lost in the lab-

yrinths had I been without a guide.

At one point there is a large cavern with an
arched or vaulted roof big enough to hold sev-

eral hundred people ; in fact, I was told that
addresses have been made lrom the high rock,

fragments of the smaller rock furnishing seats

for the audience. Most of the way you can
walk upright quite easily, and the path is

very good ; but there are some passages where
none but a small person can possibly squeeze
through ; and I believe there is a considerable
part of it that has never yet been explored. It

is a limestone cavern, and remarkably dry
everywhere. The guide said he had been told
there was a place in one of the lowest cham-
bers where a small boy could get down to
where they found water ; but as he was a rath-

er large man he had not seen it himself. This
cave, like many others of this kind, was evi-
dently produced by something giving way un-
derneath ; then the rocks tumbled down to fill

this cavity. While in Missouri I noted several
" drops " of this kind, where great holes were
left ; but in this case it seems the caving-in
never extended clear to the surface of the
ground, but so near to it, however, that the
rabbit in its burrow "caught on " to the very
highest part of the cavern.

" Why, you people around here must have
to go down a tremendous way to get drinking-
water. How deep is the well that I saw right
beside your house as we came down ?

"

"My well is 180 feet deep. Some of the
neighbors have had to go still deeper to get
water. It is supposed that this cavern or se-

ries of caverns underdrains this whole region,
for we have little or no trouble with surface
water. There are no' streams of any account
near here. All surface water very soon gets
down into these caverns and is gone."
Our older readers will remember my account

of the wonderful springs at Castalia, O. Well,
there is said to be an underground river in
Seneca Co., and well-drillers have satisfied

themselves that its course is toward the Casta-
lia springs. In fact, I am told that a quantity
of chaff, emptied into one of these caverns, in

the course of a few days came up out of one of
the largest of the Castalia springs, the ground
being considerably higher here than at Castalia.

All the sewage from round about Bellevue
goes down into these caverns ; and it occurs
to me that in the course of time this way of
doing may endanger the well water in that vi-

cinity, and perhaps also spoil that beautiful
spring away off in Castalia.

As I emerged from the cave and took my
wheel again it was with a strange feeling that,

when we travel over the surface of the earth,

little do we know what is underneath us. At
one point in clambering up and down the cave
the guide said if I was not in a hurry we might
hear some strange noises. So we sat down on
a rock and waited awhile. Pretty soon we
heard a low rumbling. It came nearer and
nearer, and then began to diminish, and final-

ly gave place to the intense silence that always
seems to strike one in any of these under-
ground caverns. He explained that this point
in the cave was pretty near the top of the
ground, and right under the roadway where
there was considerable travel. In the middle
of the day visitors may usually hear vehicles
passing overhead, without waiting very long.

Toward night I brought up at Tiffin, the
county-seat of Seneca Co., where, I was told,

there was an electric line running to Fostoria,

12 miles. As I had ridden almost enough for

one day I concluded to take the electric cars

providing they would carry my wheel for me.
"Oh! yes," said my informant; "they

will carry your wheel or any thing else you
want carried. Why, they are so accommodat-
ing they will even carry a hog-trough. I

know, because they carried one for me, with-
out a bit of objection."

I found what the man said was true, and all

of the employees of the road seemed gl?d to
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get people to travel with them, and really

seemed to enjoy doing any favor they could

for any passenger. I wish that all electric

carlines would take a hint.

There was just time enough before the car

started, to get a lunch if I did so quick ; but
to get it I was obliged to go into a beer-saloon.

There was not any other place (so people said ),

especially in the neighborhood of where the
cars start. I wonder if there is a providence in

obliging me to visit saloons so often. Perhaps
so ; for when anybody tells me I know noth-

ing about the saloon business I can very read-

ily prove he is mistaken. The food was well

served, and money enough had been spent on
the surroundings to make the place not only
decent but elegant ; but the foul talk of the

customers and proprietor was—well, just about
what you might expect when you go into any
place where liquors are sold.

I received a very pleasant welcome from my
nephew, Mr. George M. Gray, as well as from
his prettly little flock of juveniles. Mr. Gray
is an up-to-date fancy printer. He employs a

lot of hands, both men and women ; makes
use of electricity, modern machinery, has his

own engravers, and takes delight not only in

keeping up with the times but in showing his

patrons what has been accomplished in recent

times in the way of ornamental printing.

At Fostoria Mr. Gray took me through an
up-with-the-times flour-mill. It has the latest

and most modern machinery throughout, and
is large enough so they can, if necessary, make
2000 barrels of the best flour in the world in a

single day. I can not take time here to de-

scribe it ; but just imagine a flour-mill without
dust— yes, and go still further and imagine a

miller without dusty clothes and cap. In this

new mill the machinery is all so perfectly in-

closed that scarcely a particle of dust ever gets

out into the room. In fact, most of the rooms
look more like parlors than apartments in a

grist-mill. All the various operations of clean-

ing the grain and making it into flour are in

full sight of the miller, but it is all covered
with large lights of glass. One miller or one
attendant looks after a whole roomful of mills.

Perhaps there are forty or fifty on one floor,

all doing the same thing. Modern mill ma-
chinery is so perfect that the miller has almost
nothing to do. He carried a duster in his

hand, and occasionally wiped off the machin-
ery and the large panes of glass ; but the en-

tire establishment was about as free from dust
as the average parlor or sitting-room. All the

handling of the grain and flour is accomplished
so perfectly with automatic machinery that

there does not seem to be any hard work about
it. The wheat is cleaned from dust and im-
purities mostly before it goes into the mill at

all. Immense elevators for storing grain are

of steel so they can not get afire. A beautiful

Corliss engine moves all the machinery. The
Fostoria Times calls it " the greatest and fin-

est winter-wheat milling-plant in the world."
It is owned by The Isaac Harter Co.

We next visited a great factory built ex-
pressly for manufacturing electric or incan-
descent globes. I think toward one hundred
men and women are employed in this institu-

tion. It is called the Fostoria Incandescent
Lamp Co. We first saw the workmen (and
women) making the coiled filament that gives

the light. This is then attached to the wires
that connect the current, which is a compli-
cated operation. It passes on from one de-

partment to another until it is ready to be put
inside of the glass globes. Then we see some
fancy glasswork done, and pretty soon a large

room shows us the air-pumps at work exhaust-
ing the air. This is done by means of columns
of quicksilver, in a very ingenious way. Then
comes a nice series of machinery for testing

bulbs in order to determine the " volts " and
a lot of other things I do not suppose I could
ever understand, even if it is true that electric-

ity has been more or less a hobby of mine all

my life. There were dark-rooms and light-

rooms. The bulbs are tested this way and
that. There are dry batteries and storage bat-

teries, and dynamos and motors, and tests

that go into the science of optics deeper than I

knew that any one had ever delved. In fact,

there are so many processes and so much com-
plicated and intricate machinery used in order
to produce a really first-class electric-light

bulb that it seemed to me a dollar apiece would
hardly pay the cost of all these manipulations;
and yet we are offered these bulbs now by the
quantity at only 15 to 18 cts. apiece, and each
one is warranted to burn 1000 hours. There
are so many companies at work making them,
that, after they have made a sale, they write

to consumers, begging them to report any one
that is faulty, or send back any that play out
before the 1000 hours. Yes, and they also

urge you to try samples of their product, free

of charge. In fact, this establishment begged
permission to send samples of their latest pro-
duction, express charges paid. All the}' asked
was that we would put them beside those we
were then using, and see how they would
compare with other makes. What an indus-
try has grown up within a few years ! And
are we each and all remembering to give God
the praise that our homes and our towns and
cities are now so well lighted, that, even dur-

ing the darkest night, we are almost forget-

ting there is such a thing as darkness to ena-
ble wicked men to do their deeds? And, O
dear friends, let us see to it that spiritual light

is shed abroad over our laud to keep pace with
the beautiful electric lights that do so much
toward banishing the bad man who loves dark-

ness rather than light because his deeds are

evil.

ROBBING BEE KEEPERS.

I wish to mention a little circumstance that

just occurred, omitting names for obvious rea-

sons. A man sent a check to one of our queen-
breeders for some queens. The check looked
all right, and of course the queens were
promptly forwarded; but when the check was
presented it transpired that the sender had no
money in the bank, and, in fact, was bank-
rupt, having made an assignment something
like a year previous. After we had written

the delinquent a couple of pretty sharp letters

he went around among his relatives and got
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the money and paid for the queens. The
queen-breeder was so gratified that he prompt-
ly sent us half of the money for making the
collection. I have just returned his check,
however, telling him that collecting accounts
forpay is not our business, and that we could
not accept pay for any such work. We con-
sider it our place, and it should be the province
of every b e journal to prevent bee-keepers
from being robbed ; and if the party who has
been helped feels grateful, let him speak a
good word for the journal that helped him,
and help extend its circulation. Another
point: We wish to have it thoroughly under-
stood that any person, say like Luptom or the
party described above, will surely get taken
in hand by the bee-journals, and thoroughly
shown up, just as soon as he undertakes any
such swindle. It is our business to protect
bee-men, and to show up the swindling adver-
tisements. The agricultural journals, in a like

manner, should protect their readers, and so
on.

5PECIAI^NQT!CEs

NEW PRICES IN BEESWAX.
While there is not rnuch change in the general mar-

ket price of wax, yet there is a slightly upward ten-
dency, and we offer, till further notice, 25 cts. cash,
27 cts. in trade, for average wax delivered here. We
do not anticipate that prices will rule any higher than
this till next spring, if at all. The upward tendency
in prices of almost all commodities has not affected
beeswax. The explanation for this is, no doubt, in
the heavy winter losses last spring.

REVISED PRICES FOR 1900.

F .">r the convenience of those interested in the value
of bee keepers' supplies for 1900, we have brought to-

gether in the following list the new prices of all goods
where it has been found necessary to change prices
since the catalogs of 1899 were issued. Goods not men-
tioned in this list remain unchanged in price.

DOV'D-HIVE PARTS AND COMPLETE HIVES.—Page 8.

See catalog for explana-
tion of letters and figures.

Add— 8 to No., as noted
below.

AE5—8 hive
AE6— 8 hive
AE52P, or S, or I—8 hive...

AE64P, or S, or 1—8 hive...

AE522P, or S, or 1—8 hive.
AE644P, or S, or 1—8 hive.

AE55—8 hive
AE66—8 hive
AE58—8 hive

AE69—8 hive
A or B bottom or floor

C, D, F, or G cover

Empty body
5 body
% body
Shallow super
2P, or S or I super
SP, or S, or I super

4P, or S, or I super
Deep super
8 super

9 super
Hive stand

Eight Frame.
KD in fiat.

Z&>. 1 Ki

1 30i
1 -10 l

1 75 1

2 10 l

2 20 l

2 80 2

2 05 1

2 25 1

1 751

1 95 1

25
30

45
75
85

05 4 50 8
15 4 75 9

40 6 25.11

65 7 25 13
75 8 00jl4

18

13

14
II

12
]

2

2
5
5

1

3
4

4
1

3

3
1

65 7 25
85:7 75
40 6 25

60|6 75
20' 80
25 1 10

35 1 .50

60 2 75
70 3 00

17 75
35 1 75
45 2 25

50 2 50
18 80
35 1 75

402 00
10 1 .50

25

20 00
21 25
26 25

31 25
32 50
41 25

31 25
33 75
26 25

28 75
3 50
4 50

6 50
12 00
13 25

3 25
6 50
8 75

10 00
3 50
6 50

7 75
2 25

190
195
260

280
320
3.50

320
330
270

280
40
40

80
130
135

40

as
75

75
50
80

85
40

AE5—10
AE6—10 hive
AE52P, or S, or I—10 hive.

AE64P, or S, or I—10 hive..

AE522P, or S, or I—10 hive
AE644P, or S, or I—10 hive

AE55—10 hive
AE66—10 hive
AE58—10 hive

A-E69—10 hive
A or B bottom
C, D. F, or G cover

Empty body
5 body
6 body
Shallow super
2P, or S, or I super
3P, or S, or I super

4P, or S, or I super
Deep super
8 super

9 super
Hive stand

Ten Frame.

1 15 5 00
1 25 5 25
1 55 7 (K)

1 858 00
1 95 9 00
_' 15 1075

1 SO 8 00
2 oo s 50
1 5.5 7 00

1 75
22
28

10

7 50
90

1 25

1 70
65 3 00
75 3 25

20 85
10 2 no

55 2 50

60 2 -:,

21 90

40j2 00

50,2 25
10 50

50 22 50
00 23 75
00.30 00

Oo!35 00
.50 '37 50
00 Ki 25

00 !.35 00
00 37 50

00 1
30 00

00 32 50
70

1
4 00

30 5 25

(KI 7 00
50 i:; 25
00 14 50

.50; 3 50:

50 7 50
50 10 00

0011 25:

60 ; 3 75

i

50 7 50

oil 8 75
00 2 25

220
225
300

320
:;so

420

360
370
310

320
45
45

90
150
155

45
80
95

100
50
85

90
40

DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVES AND PARTS.— Page!

Designating letter or Nailed
figure. For explana- and
tion, see catalog. painted

YW5 hive [2.40

YW52P, or S, or I hive 2.85
YW64P, or S, or I hive 3.20
Y telescope cover, 7-inch 50
X deep teles, cover, 11-inch; .60

Chaff-tray .20

Super-cover 10

W chaff-hive body 1.30

W5 chaff-hive body with frs 1.60
W6 same with frs. & starts.. 1.70
Z winter-case body 50
YZ winter-case complete....;!.00

Eight
In

1 5

1.90 8.75
2.25 10.50

2.50 11.50

.10 1.80

frame.
j 2

flat.
|
*J

10 Lf, S
116.50(38.251360
10.50 11.75 420
21.50 19. 50440

50

;

.15

.10

1.00

1.25

2,30

.70

.50

4,50

5.75
1 .:;;, 6.00

.35 .1.70

3.40. 7,50
4.4010.00
1 20 2.50

.90

8.80
11.00

11,50

3 20
6.1)0

-in i

21.25:

20.25 :

27,50 !

7,501 70
15.001160

90
110
30
10
200
330
235

NAME AND DESCRIPTION

Danz. 5 hive
Danz. 5-2-M. hive
Danz. 6-4-M. hive
D. 5 body with frames
D. 6 body, frames, starters
D. 2-M. super, no sections
D. 3-M. super and sections
D. 4-M. sup., sect., & start..

Danz. sample hive
Danz. 3-M. sample super...

~Y.

KD in flat.

1

10 4

70,7
00 8
60 2
70 3

60 2

75 3
SO 3

III

wt.
25 10

00 21
00.72
00 37

00 12

50 13

00 11

00 13

.50 15
00,22
00 IS

200
300
330
120
125
120
120
120
210
1.50

danzenbaker frames. In flat, per 100, per 500.

Danz. closed-end frames, 7^x17 12.00 $9.00
Danz. section-holders, 5^x17 1.80 8.00

brood-frames —Page 11.
|
Put up 1

,—In flat—,|Wt. of
Name. 100

l
10 I 100 1 .500 i 100

Hoffman frames, end-spaced.
Thick-top staple-spaced frs....

All-wood frames
Shallow ext.-frames (5%-in.).

3 00 25 2 10 9 00 35 lbs.

2 50 20 1 80 8 00 35 lbs.

2 00 17 1 50,6 50 25 lbs.

2 00 17 1 50 6 50 22 lbs.

Pierced, and wire included, 10c per 100 extra.

tinned wire.—Page 11.

Sizes furnished.

Price
| Post.

each doz., each.

%-oz. spools No. 30 tinned wire 1 03$ 30

1

02
J^-lb. spools No. 30 tinned wire 12: 1 20| 06
J^-lb. spools No. 30 tinned wire I

2012 10 10
1 - lb. spools No. 30 tinned wire 30; 3 30 18
5-lb. coils No. 30 tinned wire 1 00

division-boards.—Page 11. | Pr. of 1—10
|
Wt. of 10

Chaff division-board, complete
Chaff division-b'd, flat, no chaff
Plain division-board, nailed
Plain division-board, flat

$ 25
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dovetailed t supers. Nailed !

In flat -

Name and Description,
j

each 1 5 10
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TIGHT-SEAL COVER PAIL.—Page 2o.
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Gleanings in Bee Culture
[Established in 1873.]

Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Home Interests.

Published Semi-monthly by

The A. I. Root Co., = = Medina, Ohio.

A. I. ROOT, Editor of Home and Gardening Dep'ts.
E. R. ROOT, Editor of Apicultural Dept.

J. T. CALVERT, Bus. Mgr.

TERMS. SI .00 per annum; two years, SI. 50; three
years, $2 00; five years, S3 00, in advance; or two copies
to one address, SI. 50; three copies, $2.00; five copies,
13.75. The terms apply to the United States, Canada,
and Mexico. To all other countries -18 cents per year
extra for postage.

DISCONTINUANCES. The journal is sent until
orders are received for its discontinuance. We give
notice just before the subscription expires, and fur-
ther notice if the first is not heeded. Any subscriber
whose subscription has expired, wishing his journal
discontinued, will please drop us a card at once; other-
wise we shall assume that he wishes his journal con-
tinued, and will pay for it soon. Any one who does not
like this plan may have his journal stopped after the
time paid for by making this request when ordering.

RECEIPTS FOR MONEY. We send no receipt for
subscription money. The change of the date on the
little label shows you that the money has been duly
received and credited. During December and Janu-
ary it sometimes takes us three or four weeks before
the date is changed.

RATES OF ADVERTISING. These will be fur-
nished on application.

Trial Subscriptions.

3 Months, 15c ; 6 Months, 25c.

We offer Gleanings in Bee Culture to new sub-
scribers three months for 15c, or months for 25c.
Renewals not accepted at these rates.

Clubbing Rates.
As an inducement for our subscribers to re-

new before the expiration of their present
subscription, which saves us considerable time,
we offer the following rates for Gleanings one
year and a year's subscription to any of the
following papers at prices mentioned :

For One Dollar Only.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

American Agriculturist, with Almanac,
Orange Judd Farmer, with Almanac,
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac,
Northwestern Agriculturist,
American Poultry Journal,
Reliable Poultry Journal,
Agricultural Epitomist,
Farm and Fireside,
Poultry Monthly, Farm Journal,
Poultry Keeper. Farm Poultry.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer,
Michigan Farmer. Ohio Farmer.

For $1.25.— Gleanings and Rural New-Yorker.
For $1 .30.—Gleanings and National Stockman.
For $1 .50.—Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or Mc-

Clure's Magazine or American Garden.
For $2.00.—Gleanings and Country Gentleman.
For $2.50.—Gleanings and Review of Reviews.

Be your own miller....
Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too,

CbC COftilla Ulill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham
t

Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-

meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.50o
Address tbe Trank machinery CcBuffalo, n. Jfc

In writing, mention Gleanings.

\ BEE-SURRLIES!
> ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S PRICES.

* Pouder's Honey=jars, and every thing used by
# bee-keepers. Low freight rates; prompt

J service. Catalog free.

v W. S. Pouder, 512 flags. Av., Indianapolis, Ind.

Wants and Exchange.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
usual rates. You must sat you want your ad in this depart-
ment, or we will not he responsible for any error. You can
have the notice as many lines as you please; but all over ten
lines will cost you according to our regnilar rates. We can
not be re-- ponsible for dissatisfaction arising from these
" swaps."

V^ANTED. — To exchange a John Deere sub -soil
"" plow, good as new, low price, for honey. Also-
some high-scoring white Plymouth Rock and Indian
game cockerels for honev or offers.

A. W. Carson, 113 W. -1th St., Joplin, Mo.

U/ANTED.—For cash, one second-hand gasoline

-

'" engine, 1% to 3 horse power; one foot-power
mortiser, second hand, and one foot-power scroll-saw,
second-hand. E. W. Smith, Plain City, Ohio.

VMANTED.— To exchange two 60-lb. cans of pure
*

' alfalfa honey for two cans of pure linwood (bass-
wood) honey. h- H. Greene, Berthoud, Colo.

U/ANTED.—Nuclei and full colonies of bees, for de-
*' livery in April; South preferred. Will furnish
nuclei boxes. I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PI., N. Y.

U/ANTED.-To sell or exchange 8000 plants of the
*

' Darling strawberry, at 35c per hundred, postage
paid. H. Fitz Hart, Dalkeith, Fla.

U7ANTED.—A Given foundation-press. If you have
*" one to sell, write—giving condition, size of dies,
and price—to G. A. Cressy, Hilbert, Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange one 13-in. foundation-mill,
Van Dervor make, in good condition, for bees-

wax or offers. Address B, Box 25, Gallupville, N. Y.
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For Only Two Dollars

!

Several times during the past season, when sending
in orders for queens of the superior stock that I have
been selling, have bee-keepers mentioned that, in the
past, they had bought queens of the various breeders,
and found the bees from (mentioning the breed-
er who furnishes this stock that I am selling) away
ahead of the others, but " I want the best, so I am go-
ing to try yours. If they are ahead of 's they have
got to be pretty good." More than one order has end-
ed in exactly these words. There is no doubt whatever
that this is really an unusually superior strain of bees.

Bver since I brought this strain of bees into notice by
my persistent advertising, the demand has been
greater than the supply—nearly the whole season I

was from three to six weeks behind with orders. A
large number have written me that the}' will order
queens another season, and some are already sending
in their orders. If you wish for as good bees as there
are in this country, and want them next spring in
time to get the most good out of them that year, I

would suggest that you send me your order this fall.

All orders are booked the day that they are received,
and will be filled strictly in rotation. The price of a

queen alone is 81.50, but I have a most tempting offer
to make in connection with a subscription to the Re-
view. Send me $2.00, and I will send you twelve back
numbers of the Review (for particulars in regard to
these back numbers see my ad in the last issue of
Gleanings), the Review for the rest of this year, for
all of 1900, and next spring I will send you one of
these queens from which you can rear bees that, in
all probability, will be far ahead of the stock that you
now possess. If you have not read my advertisements
that appeared in Gleanings the past summer, and
wish to know more about the qualities of these bees,
and the conditions under which the queens are sold,
drop me a postal, and I will send a copy of a circular
that I sent out in the summer, which will give all
particulars. If not acquainted with the Review, send
10 cts., and three late but different issues will be sent;
and the 10 cts. may apply on a subscription if you de-
cide to send one in.

Remember, twelve back numbers, the Review the
rest of this year, all of next year, and a queen from
stock that is the equal, if not the superior, of any in
America.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, flichigan.

Don't Buy Supplies Better than Ever

Until you see my 39th annual catalog. A
full line of hives and fixtures best adapted
to our New England climate. Also best

brands of Comb Foundation and Section-
boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

A. I. Root Co.'s Goods at their prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them
of me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the
very best strains in America. A forty-

page illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. Gary, Lyonsville, Mass.

WESTERN SUPPLY DEPOT?"
We carry nearly a full line of A. I. Root Co.'s sup-

plies and Danzenbaker hives. Are prepared to ship
promptly at factory prices.
Being so situated to make shipping connections via

St. Louis or Kansas City to good advantage. Free,
40-page catalog full of instructions.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Mill, Mo.QI will be ready as usual to furnish

ll^dl^ queens the coming season. Many
**V'W>* 4J * unsolicited testimonials tell of the^^^^™ superiority of the Laws strain of

FAULTLESS 5-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
always on hand. Price $2.50 each. I am also breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for 85.00.
Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

prj»« Q'lJA Apiary and poultry- ranch one mile
1 "' •3<*»C. from the village of Los Alamos, Santa
Barbara Co., Calif., containing 28 acres; 800 fruit-trees
and vines on the place; 100 hens and turkeys, 125
stands of bees, which produced 120 lbs. of extracted
honey this season per colony; but one honey failure
in 23 years. For further particulars

— ADDRESS —
Joel Hilton, Los Alamos, Santa Barbara Co., Cal.

Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., flich.

BEESUPPLIES.
We are distributors for Root's Goods at Their

Prices for Southern Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, West Vir-
ginia, Kentucky, and the South. Muth's square
glass honey = iars, Langstroth bee=hives, etc. Low-
est freight rates in the country. Send for catalog.

C. H. W. Weber, 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati.

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Here is the

Thing You
were Look=
ing for the

last winter

The New Champion
Winter=case

which does away with all un-
necessary work, and in which
the bees will not die in the
coldest winter. Send for spe-
cial prices on quantity wanted.

R. H. SCHMIDT,
Sheboygan, = Wisconsin.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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I Do You Want to Make More Money on Your Farm?
|

^ Of course you do. and the best way to do it is to find out ^= how others who are more successful do it by subscribing for —

I THE PRACTICAL! pfl^JVIEH, 1

= OF PtfmADELiPHlA, PA. I
^ The most thoroughly up-to-date and practical agricultural weekly published. It leads the agricul- S
= tural thought of the country. It is the only paper for which T. 6. Terry writes, and is the only =
~ farm paper published whose contents are directly applicable in an intensely practical manner to the S
s: every-day work on the farm. Its editors coinprise the leading agricultural writers of the country :=

= Us Unique Special Departments: Short Cuts; Mistakes. Failures, and Successes; Experience Pool; —
S Farm Implement Annex, and Postal Card Correspondence, all supported by contributions from its sub- =— scribers, keep it in direct touch with its readers every week in the year. In addition, it has departments —
j= ably edited by the acknowledged ex pertsin their various lines, devoted to the following subjects: Garden, jjZ— Stock and D liry, Horticulture, and Home Circle. Complete and reliable market reports every week. In —
5S fact, it contains every thing that goes to make it the best, brightest, and most practical agricultural —— paper published. Subscription price, $1.00 per year. .Sample copies free for the asking. —
= THE PRACTICAL FARMER'S SUPPLY-CATALOG contains hundreds of useful articles for the =
™ home and on the farm, and at prices that will astonish you. Send for a copy. The price is a postal EE

22 card addressed to The Farmer Co., Philadelphia, Pa. SJj

Iffftp By a special arrangement with the publishers of THE PRACTICAL, FARMER E
TlHl we r' re enabled to offer both it and GLEANINGS until January 1, 1901, for the =
""W" small sum of $1.10. Address all orders to GLEANINGS. ' =

^l!!!iHMIIII!iiHIU:HIIi!l!!HsiMninnilin;»Hl!HUSi:illHIIMIIIHIIIIIIII!ll!llltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll1llllllllllllllir7

IF YOU ARE A BEE = KEEPER
and interested in farming, you want The Best Farm-
ers' Paper in the World. You will find it in

The : National : Stockman : and : Farmer
of Pittsburgh, Penn.

Editor Bee=Departraent, : Dr. C. C. Miller.

It is the best, the brightest, the purest. Thirty-six
pages weekly. A sample will convince you. A postal
request will bring it. We want to hear from every
subscriber of Gleanings. Write us at Pittsburgh, Pa.

ONLY 5 CENTS.

The Michigan Farmer wants every one of our

readers to give their paper a trial. They offer

to send it every week to Jan. 1—9 weeks-for

only 5c. It finely illustrated agricultural,

live-stock, and family paper-just what you

want. Send the 5c in stamps and try it. They

will positively stop it Jan. 1 if you don't renew.

They are all right. We offer it in our club list

by the year. Address at once

The Michigan Farmer, Detroit, Mich.

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS.
Warranted. As they run, 50 cents each;
select, 75 cents; tested, $1.00; select tested,
SI. 50 and up. For particulars see Sept. 15
Gleanings and free circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

and The Ohio Farmer both

One Year for Only $1.10.

A business bargain for the business farmer ! The
Ohio Farmer stands at the head of agricultural jour-
nals in America; costs more to publish, and gives more
to its readers than any other paper of its kind. It is a
farmer's paper—practical, reliable, and entertain-
ing. Twenty pages weekly, with liberal illustrations,

and complete market reports from all the leading
market centers. Ten different departments. It will

pay you in dollars and cents to read it a year. Sample
copies free.

The Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE.—DIRT CHEAP. ONLY $350.00 CASH.
One lO-h.-p. engine and boiler with pump and all

connections in good shape; one 18-inch planer—worth
$100 to any factory; two saw-tables; one cutter to cut
entrances to sections and bottom-slats — cost when
new $75, a good machine: 30 feet of line-shafting with
hangers, pulleys, and belting. For more particulars
write to J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, Iowa.
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Barnes'

Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,

sections, boxes, etc.
'.Machines on trial.
Send for illustrated cata-

logue and prices.

W.F.& John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, = - III.

How are you Going to Dig your Potatoes?

Union Combination Saw /g*
For Ripping, Cross-
cutting, Rabbeting,
Mitering, Grooving
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-

sawing, Edge-mouldine.
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWEE machin
ery. Send for catalog A «
SENECA FALLS MFG. 00.

li Water St., Seneca Fs„ N. Y.

Pierre fARM
lgl lc Engines

i-4 and 1 H. Jt*„ For Sep
arators, Churns, etc., Sta
iionary to 20 H. P. Pump
ins; Knginet all sizes.

Send for circulars stating |
lizfi and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

box 17, Racine, Wis

LOTS
winter, Hummer and all the time.

Properly fed, Green Cut Rone makes a steady
layer of any hen. She will lay double the eggs.

MANN'S NEW BONE CUTTER
cuts it finer, faster and easier than any other

and thev break less and last longer. We make
A CLOVER CUTTER that actually
cut* olover—no plaything. Also Mann's Crystal

Writ and Swinging Feed Tr:iv Catalogue Free,
P. W.MANN CO., Box 37 /'"Word. Mass.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-with the

- simple, perfect, self-regulating

EXCELSIOR INCUMIIO
Thousands in successful operation.

Circulars free. U 5 Lowest priced lst-class hatcher made.
Send 6c. for I " GEO. II. STAll I,,

i*. Cataloj I 114 to 123 S. 6fh St., Ouiney, 111.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

K;;V «o incubator and pay fori
it before {riving it a trial. Many <

people save lost faith in incuba-i
tors because they bought one that]

IH^rPremierfncVbatorj
is sold subject to your approval A child^

[can rrtn them. We are also sole manufacturers of Simplicity In-

Fcubator. Catalogue and Poultry Helps, 5c. Poultry House Plans,

Columbia Inc. Co., 8 Adams St., Delaware lity, Del.

It is time in most places to be digging potatoes; and,
in fact, in most places it is past time. If you want
something that will put the potatoes all on top of the
ground, and do it, too, with one good strong team,
you probably can not do any better than to use the
Dowdeu potato-digger, made by the Dowden Mfg.
Co., Prairie City, Iowa. Drop them a postal card, and
they will cheerfully give you all the particulars, an-
swering every question anybody will probably ask in
regard to the machine. Mr. A. I. Root, of The A. I.

Root Co., is using one with excellent satisfaction in
digging his crop of potatoes grown expressly for seed.

§ CRUSHED OYSTER = SHELLS! §
g (10 cts. per 100-pound bag. g
| Mica Crystal Grit, 70c ; Clover Meal, $2. §
| WHITE POULTRY BONE, $i .00. |
•2 Cash with order. Lower prices on large JZ
•' lots. Time to lay in winter supply. fi

§ g
g The O. C. Shepard Company, g
49 Public Square, Medina, O. if
& a

In writing, mention Gleanings

INCUBATORS

NO
| SuPPUEDSL^-
MOISTURE.

SELF-
. REGULATING.

,

.SELF-VENTILATINGi

Bl'ILT K.»K III SIMSS

The Cyphers.
One Style Only,

OUR BEST
Warranted to last 10
years without repairs
and to out-hatch dur-
ing three trials any
other incubator—bar
none; this or your
money back.

SOLD ON HONOR. 16-page il-

lustrated circular and price list FREE. Poultry Manual" and
Catalogue No. 74, (ISO-pages, 8x11 in.) entitled, "How to

Jk Make Money with Poultry and Incubators" sent postpaid for ^W 1 5c. in stamps—worth dollars. Address nearest office. ^
A CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO., 4K CHICAtiO, ILL. WAYLAND, N.Y. BOSTON, MASS.

In writing, mention Gleanings

***»•*«*

would be an improvement on the
mm old way, but WE can't do it. We ',

HH CAN furnish an EKCCISATOB
that will hatch allhatchable eggs. 3

and do it with less attention than any
J

ne made. It does it because it is «

right and has all late improve- !

Sold at a low price and guaran-
J

Priced. Catalogue in 5 languages'. 6 ete. «

I.Ml ISATOR CO., Box 503 De* Moines. la.
'

One which covers
every detail of the
industry from in-

It will teach you Jcubathm to market is our 20th CENTURY CATALOGUE
from the practical experience of others what it would take you ten years to learn. Amongother
ithings it tells about the latest improvements iu the world famous Iteliable Incubators
and Brooders. Sent for 10c to pay postage. Re |iah ,, inc# & Brdr.Co.Box B 49 Ouiricy.lll

In writing advertisers, please mention Gleanings.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee-keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers.

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BBB=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.

HONEY = JARS.
One-pound, square, $4.70 per gross,
with corks; 5 gross at $4.50 a gross.

OUTSIDE CASES.
For wintering bees; include bottom,
body, gabled cover; 60c ea.; 10. $5.50.

Catalog, describing every thing a
bee-keeper needs, will be sent free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

Your Need
is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Our Desire
is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

for wax. Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

Kgrar/ntffa
^5 N

Sheriff
ST.

HALF
J TONE

THREE COLOR PROCESS
- ENAMELED ZINC

ETCHING' TELEPHof,,1 ——-TO US
if vou desire 5LPEPI0P QUALITY

and LOW PRICES —

^

CLEVELAND, : : : OHIO.

I 9flfl FERRETS FOR SALE.
I ZUU Small, medium, and large

jg^ sized; some trained. First-class
stock. New price list free

N. A. KNAPP,
Rochester. Lorain County, Ohio.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

lar
fr
e
madS°

k
") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00 ; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor ! 3^-in. " " 9.00; " 1.10

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; " 1.00

Large 2^-in. " " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAA, Farwell, Hichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Our market never was in better con-

dition for the sale of either comb or extracted honey.
The causes for this are, very light stocks of either
here, and, so far, the demand has been more active
than in previous years, probably partially caused by
the general report of a short crop. We always claim
that sales made before the holidays are larger than
those made afterward, as well as more profitable.
Honey is selling to-day as follows: Comb honey,
white, fancy, 15(5)16: No. 1, 14(5)15 ; No. 2, 12(5)13; amber,
fancy, 12(5)13; No. 1, 11(5)12; mixed, fancy, 12(5)13; No.
1, 10@11; buckwheat, fancy, 11@12; No. 1, 9@10. Ex-
tracted, California white, 8^; light amber, 8$£; white
clover and basswood, S%\ amber, 8. We are asking
7 to 1)4 for buckwheat, but little trade doing. Florida
and other grades of southern, 7(5)8%', according to
quality. Beeswax very quiet at 26^@27^.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.,
Franklin, West Broadway, and Varick Sts.,

Nov. 21. New York City.

Buffalo.—The following is the market for honey :

Fancy, 15(5)16; A No. 1, 14@15; No. I, 13(S>13%; No 2,

11@12; No. 3. 10(5)11; fancy dark, 11^(5)12: good dark,
10@11; extracted white, 8@8%; dark, 7@8. Beeswax,
29(5)30, and demand good. W. C. Townsend,
Nov. 22. Buffalo, N. Y.

New York.—The demand for both comb and ex
tracted honey is good. Fancy white comb, scarce
The supply for off color and buckwheat is plentiful
enough to meet all demands. We are quoting as fol
lows : Fancy white, clover, 1-lb. comb, 16; A No. 1, 15
No. 1, 14: No 2, 12(S>,12%; No. 3, lQV2@Uy2 \ fancy buck-
wheat, 11(5)11%; No. 1, 10@,10%; No. 2, 9(5)10; mixed, 9
@11. Extracted, white clover, 8 ; light amber, 7%
buckwheat, 6@7. Beeswax, demand limited, 26@27.

Chas. Israel & Bro.,
Nov. 20. Cor. Canal and Watts Sts., New York.

Albany.—Honey market about all cleaned up, and
could sell more to good advantage. White, No. 1, 15(5)

16; mixed dark and amber, 11@14. Extracted, white,
8@9; mixed, 7(5*7%; dark, 6@6%. Beeswax, 25@27.

McDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Nov. 20. Albany, N. Y.

Chicago.—A quiet slow market prevails, with prices
unchanged. Wc find best grade of white comb sells
at 15, with a fancy article at 16, in a small way; dark
and amber, 9@12. Extracted, white, 7@8; amber to
dark, 6(5)7. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Nov. 20. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia.—Honey is moving freely, but ar-
riving freely. Lots being held back are now coming
in. market very bare of very fancy lots. We quote
fancy, 16; No. 1, 14; buckwheat, 11. Extracted, 6(5/8.

Beeswax, 25. We are producers of honey—do not han-
dle on commission. Wm. A. Selser,
Nov, 22. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kansas City.—We quote fancy white comb, 15; No.
1, 14; No. 2, 13; No. 1 amber, 13%. Extracted, white,
7%@8; amber, 7@7%; dark, 5@5%. Beeswax, 22@25.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Nov. 22. Kansas City, Mo.

Milwaukee.—This market presents no new fea-
tures of particular interest regarding honey. The
trade has dragged somewhat for some time past, and
the stock is fair. We think the disposition on the
part of the producers and shippers to speculate on the
sweet has not been met favorably by the consumers,
and the more general use has been curtailed. We,
however, continue to quote fancy 1-lb. sections, white,
15@16; A No. 1, 14(5)15; No. 2, 13(5)14; best choice am-
ber, 14@15. extracted white, in bbls., kegs, and pails,
8%(S>9; amber, in same, 7%@8. Beeswax, 25(5)26.

Nov. 22. A. V. Bishop & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Boston.—Our market continues in splendid condi-
tion. While the supply is light, yet, owing to the high
prices, it seems to be quite equal to the demand. Later
on, when the trade realizes the shortage more thor-
oughly, the demand undoubtedly will be much better.
We quote our market as follows : Fancy white, 16; A
No. 1, 15; No. 1, 13(5)14. Buckwheat will not sell in
this city. Extracted light amber, 7@8. We advise
shipments to be sent forward at once.

Blake, Scott & Lee,
Nov. 17. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Columbus.—Fancy white comb, 16@17; fancy am-
ber, 13@14; No. 1 amber. 11@12; dark, 10. We are in
the market for all grades, either on consignment or
direct purchase. Evans & Turner,
Nov. 25. Fourth and Town Sts., Columbus, O.

Schenectady.—Receipts of comb honey are very
small, demand good. We sold one lot of fair quality
clover at 15, and one lot of buckwheat at 11, during
the week. Extiacted quiet with no change in prices.
Nov. 20. C. McCulloch, Schenectady, N. Y.

Wanted.—Extracted honey of all kinds. Mail sam-
ple, and p

- ice expected delivered at Cincinnati. I

pay spot cash on delivery. C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son,

2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

For Sale.—Basswood and alfalfa extracted honey,
£ cts. per lb. Samples 5c each.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PL, New York.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. Blake, Scott & Lee,

57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

GOOD FENGET
Makes good neighbors. Why not have

|

both when you can niake the best for

20 to 35 Cents a Rod.
A little inquiry into the merits of ourl
system of fencing will repay you hand-

1

somely. Write to-day for free Cataloe-.

KITSELMAN BROTHERS, v

Box SI Ridgetille, Indiana, E. S. A.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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15 Months for only $loo !

To New Subscribers.
That means nearly 70 copies of the WEEKLY AMERICAN BEE JOUR-
NAL will be sent to a NEW subscriber to it—all of next year (1900) and

the last 15 numbers of this year. These fifteen copies for 1899 will cover

$ All of the Philadelphia Convention Report. t

If you are looking for the BEST BARGAIN IN BEE-LITERATURE you

can do no better than to accept the above AT ONCE, before we run out of

the numbers containing the convention report. If you are not acquainted

with the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, send for free sample copy.

Geo. W. York & Co.,
m
SST Chicago, III.

sfefefefeftfefeCiCfeSfefeCfefefe&Cfefeftfefefe^fc

! G. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.,

can furnish you with the

Very Finest

Bee=keepers' Supplies

in the World.
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Parties wanting goods
before new catalog is is-

sued will please write
for quotations.

We want every BEE-*
KEEPER on our list

If you did not receive
our catalog last year
send us your name and
address, and we will

mail you our new cat-

alog as soon as it is

ready.

About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66, Washington, D. C.

£QS5QQ5SQ55QQQ5SQSQ5QSQ5QSSSg
69

g WM. A. SELSER,
HONEY-SPECIALIST.

I
69

69S'

WAREHOUSE FOR SALE OF SUPPLIES,
10 Vine St , Philadelphia, Pa.

BEE -FARM. - JENKINTOWN, PA.

""siiiiiiii-iiii-riiiii-iijiiiii''

N»N»S»S»X»N»N*S»>»\»\»N»^»S»N»\»\»N»>»N»N»N»\»v»^»\»\»

POULTRY = SUPPLIES.
Crushed Oyster-shells 60c per 100 lb. bag.
Mica Crystal Grit 70c per 100-lb. bag.
White Poultry Bone $1.90 per 100 lb. bag.
Clover Meal $1.90 per 100 lb. bag.

'

- t -.

Other Poultry Supplies Cheap.

J SEND FOR PRICE LIST. T

The 0. G. Shepard Co,, Medina, 0.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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That face on p. 832 has an honest look
;

pity to see that pipe sticking in it. A. I.

might offer the owner a smoker !

Tilia petiolaris is a new linden about
which much is said nowadays in the British

Bee Journal. It is later than other lindens,
prolonging the season two weeks.

A PICTURE of Wm. H. Horstmann's apiary
in American BeeJournal shows a new feature

—

beauty and utility combined. The shade-
boards are held on the hives by pots of bloom-
ing plants. Nice for a city yard.

In making increase, the first item given,

p. 829, is to buy in March a strong colony in

a box hive for a dollar. If I could get that
far in the plan, I think I shouldn't want to go
any farther ; all increase would be by further
purchases.

S. Simmins, editor of Bee Chat, is very pos-
itive that no queen ever lives over winter a
virgin, to be fertilized in the spring. Editor
Atchley is positive that such a thing often oc-
curs. Possibly both are right A winter in

England is different from a Texas winter of
only two months.

Slowly upward goes the price of honey.
[Yes, but bee keepers must not make a seri-

ous mistake and hold their honey until after

the holidays. The probabilities are that it

will take a slight drop— at least it has always
done so, and I see no reason why it should
not do so this year.

—

Ed.]

Binni thinks his sections safe from worms
till doomsday when screwed down (p. 828),
because he thinks worms are found only in
sections that have in them pollen or brood. I

don't know about Australia, but in this coun-
try I've seen many a worm on sections entire-
ly innocent of pollen or brood.

In Gravenhorst's Bienenzeitung it is sug-
gested that, when cross-breeding is supposed
to bring good results, it may be that the gain
is only on account of bringing in fresh blood,
and that the gain would be more permanent

if fresh blood were introduced without the
crossing.

Don't Think for a minute that I ever meant
to argue that the Doolittle plan was not better
than simply unqueening to rear queens. With
the latter plan bees left to themselves will rear
as good a queen as the best, and destroy some
not so good. With the Doolittle plan, all—or
at least more nearly all-—will be good.

What is association worth ? The answer of

a milk-producers' association is: "It is worth
3}4 cts. per gallon. We were getting & l/2 cts.,

and now we are getting 10 cents. We were
scattered, and they told us what they would
give ; we became united, and then we told
them what our reasonable demands were, and
obtained them." It doesn't seem as if asso-

ciation could raise the price of honey 50 per
cent ; but it isn't easy to show why milk and
honey should be so very different. Come on
with your dollar, and get into the A. B. K. A.

You've done a good thing in using half-

tones to show new supplies. It is a delight to

look at such beautiful pictures. [If you could
have experimented with Rob and me in trying
all the different effects of light and shade,
background, etc., you would appreciate the
pictures all the more. We took a number of

"shots," but discarded them all until we
struck a plan whereby we can get brilliant ef-

fects. The beauty of a half-tone in any case
from a photo is that it shows the real thing it-

self, without exaggeration. That is the rea-

son why half-tones of buildings and factories

must necessarily be truthful.

—

Ed.]

IT'S Murray, and not Doolittle, I'm going
gunning for now. In that middle picture, p.

837, he makes me hold the hammer in my left

hand ! Doolittle never did any thing half so
bad as that. [Yes, I imagine that Doolittle

will turn that gun which he stole from you on
Murray also, for he (Murray) has made our
Borodino friend hold out his left hand for a
"shake." By the by, it is a little funny that

you should employ a colored footman to bring
in an announcing-card, and yet you yourself

be employed in the menial labor of nailing up
hives. Murray ought to have made you sit-

ting before a desk with a pen over your ear,

dictating at a 40-mile clip to a pretty stenog-
rapher.

—

Ed.]
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I FELT SWINDLED after looking through
those seven pages of pictures, beginning at

page 140. Beautiful pictures, to be sure, but

I had a right to look for folks, and not a folk

to be seen. Say, you didn't take those pic-

tures on Sunday ? Now give us some pictures

of the folks. [Whom do you mean by
"folks"? If you mean the employees, they
are inside running the machines. If you
mean the members of the Root Co., we hardly
know whether we ought to show ourselves in

our own journal or not. Perhaps some day
we may show four generations of Roots, the
oldest of whom is over 87, and the youngest a

little over eight years.

—

Ed.]

AFTER some discussion it seems agreed in

Revue Internationale that, instead of having
extracting combs cltaned up by the bees be-

fore being put away, they should be left as

they come from the extractor, there being no
trouble from mold or souring, the bees being
more prompt to occupy them the next season.

Will the esteemed editor, M. Bertrand, please

tell us whether honey in such combs will not
granulate sooner than in combs thoroughly
cleaned out? [In most localities of the North,
that would be just the trouble. Perhaps Cogg-
shall or some of the other extracted-honey
men will tell us why they let the bees lick the
combs dry before putting them away for win-
ter.—Ed.]

When worms are found on sections of hon-
ey that are sealed up tight immediately upon
being taken from the hive, it is said the bees
carried the eggs there on their feet. Does
that look reasonable? Are the eggs in places
where the feet would touch them ? Would
they stick to the feet? Pull the head off a
moth, and almost immediately it begins to

feel around with its ovipositor for an angle or
a crack, not laying till it finds one. Are not
the little worms on the sections first found at

an angle? Considering what an artful dodger
the moth is, how swift in its movements, and
how constantly trying to get into a hive, is it

not more reasonable to suppose that it has
dodged its way through the hive and made its

way into the super ?

A bright improvement is that arrange-
ment by which no water can get through the
cracks of the cover unless it runs up hill.

Now if the cover will not warp out of level,

and if you can get rid of that objectionable
projection below the general surface at the
ends, tin may not be needed in a cover. There
are some bee-keepers who will never be will-

ingly driven to have a cover whose lower sur-

face is not entirely level throughout. [Yes, I

believe the new form of cover is better than
any thing that has been hitherto brought out,

and we can even eliminate the bottom projec-
tions under the cleats by using angle irons in-

stead of cleats. This will be making the cov-
er a little more expensive, but really I prefer
to have the cleats, for myself, stick down-
ward.

—

Ed.]

IT is refreshing to have people talk defi-

nitely and specifically, as does N. D. West, p.
828. A toothpick will draw out the dead
brood %. to % of an inch, but it will not break

and spring back like rubber (in the New York
disease). Now tell us just how far it will

string out before it breaks in genuine foul

brood, and how much more slowly than rub-
ber it springs back. [If you are asking me
the question, I think I have seen filaments
from foul brocl all of 2 inches long, and per-

haps in some cases 3 inches. When it breaks
it flies back almost like a rubber baud ; but
the diseased matter from so-called foul brood
in New York is only very slightly ropy — at

least the samples that have been sent here,

which I have examined, do not show filaments
any thing like these which can be made from
the real foul brood.

—

Ed.]

A FOUL BROOD CURE is thus reported by the
editor of Bee Chat: A badly diseased colony
was taken from its stand, a clean hive with
frames of foundation put in its place, the
queen and a frame of healthy sealed brood
given, and the returning bees built it up into a

good colony which remained healthy. The
old stock had no laying queen for three weeks,
and had only young bees, and these cleaned
up every thing so there was no more disease.

But the colony in the first place was not bad-
ly depopulated with disease, the time was fa-

vorable for swarming and storing, no bees
were shaken from the combs, and only young
bees left in the old hive. N. D. West's views,

p. 828, coincide with these closely. [There is

no reason why it should net work, as it is al-

most what is called the starvation plan of
cure.

—

Ed ]

Editor Simmins is somewhat radical if not
revolutionary in his views on foul brood. He
says a bee flying from a foul-broody colony
never carries the disease to another colony,
except under the conditions of natural swarm-
ing ( filled with honey ? ) . (It may be remark-
ed in passing that this agrees with Bald ridge's
plan of cure). Mr. S. made two colonies ex-

change places without smoking orfrightening
the bees. One was not strong but healthy, the
other strong and badly diseased. The weaker
colony received most of the workers of the
other colony, but remained healthy. [I feel

very positive that Editor Simmins is wrong
;

for every colony facing in the same direction,

and adjacent to another colony having foul

brood, is sure to have this disease sooner or

later, for the simple reason that young bees
get mixed up more or less at the entrances,

and go into the wrong hive. The transmis-
sion of the disease in this way occurred over
and over again at our apiary outside of the
swarming season; and if I am positive of any
thing, I am positive that the disease is cirried

by the bees from one hive to another, whether
the honey-sacs are full or not.

—

Ed]
Somewhat startling it is to find M. Bou-

vier, editor Revue Universelle d"
1Apiculture,

making a strong plea for glucose as food for

bees. They take greedily pure glucose (?)

but he advises half glucose and half sugar
syrup. Each evening, for a month, he fed to

each of 2<> colonies half a pound of the mix-
ture, and they flourished under the diet. He
considers glucose more nearly like the natural

food of the bee than sugar which is crystalliz-
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able. Are we to reconsider feeding glucose ?

[A good deal will depend on the grade of glu-

cose used. The ordinary commercial article

—

that which is used in adulterating honey — is

pretty rank stuff ; and while it would be pos-

sible, no doubt, to get the bees to take it when
mixed half and half with sugar syrup, i;

would be a gross imposition on them. The
ordinary stuff in this country will be almost
sure to winter-kill the bees. Any editor of a
bee-paper in this country, who would advocate
such a doctrine—feeding glucose, even for the
purpose of giving it as a feed and nothing else

—would subject himself to some pretty strong
criticism. I venture the assertion that, if Mr.
Bouvier will keep careful account of the cost

of the feeding of this mixture, he will find

that, dollar for dollar, the sugar syrup, pure
and simple, will be just as cheap as the adul-
terated stuff; that is to say, I mean that sugar
syrup for bees has, for the same money, as

much real food value for bees as any other
substitute or mixture costing less. In the
same way, it does not pay to feed cheap sor-

ghum syrup or any other cheap molasses in

place of granulated-sugar syrup.— Ed.]

(PICKIJSTG&
'£//!0M OUANEIGHBORS FIELDS.

December ! let's now all remember
The work of the fast-going year

;

While snow is a-falling and cold is appalling
We'll get for our labors great cheer.

\h

On page 834, just below the middle of the
page, occurs "Comb e, given July 3." It

should be, " given July 4." And first column,
24th line from the bottom, should be " Comb
d has its first cell," not " Comb 6."

\i>

Mr. Walter T. Swingle, agricultural explor-
er for the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
has, according to the San Francisco Examin-
er, obtained in Siberia a new variety of alfalfa

which is capable of sustaining a severe drouth.
Some of this has been sent to Paso Robles,
where it was grown on soil where no other al-

falfa would grow. Owing to this being one
of California's most important green feeds,

Swingle thought its introduction into the
State promised great benefits.

v)/

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.
Mr. Hutchinson visited a large number of

bee-keepers in Wisconsin last summer, and,
with two exceptions, they winter in cellars or
special repositories. He gives a beautiful full-

page view of one of these cellars. It shows a
large mound of earth in the woods, with an
opening in the front like a door in an old-
fashioned log house. The illustrated feature
of the Review is almost overshadowing the
rest of the journal. Mr. Hutchinson is a fine

photographer, and finds his highest joy in
pointing his camera. Keep it up, Mr. H.

Dr. Mason favors a shorter spelling, but adds

:

"If I were to try this new-fangld way I'm
sure I'd make a failur of it." He calls it

"od." But that spells oad. He means aW.
On page 335 I see Trifolimn incarnature. Is
that the new way for incarnatum ?

\i>

Mr. Taylor objects somewhat to the way in
which Gleanings compared the new-process
foundation with the old. He says :

In an article, with illustrations, taken from the
Canadian Bee Journal, Gleanings, 712, attempts a
comparison of the readiness with which bees work
the new-process and the old process foundations. The
illustrations are somewhat confusing. The labels
they contain are abundant, but are made out with
some difficulty by poor eyes ; then each of the three
illustrations is put upon the page according to a some-
what different plan; and in one case either the label
or the explanatory figure below is erroneous. But
the chief defect lies in the experiment itself. The
"ordinary" foundation with which the comparison is

made has no pedigree whatever. The maker is not
disclosed; and we have no knowledge of his skill or
success in the manufacture of fourdation. The new-
process foundation may be decidedly preferable to
any other made, but it would be ridiculous to claim
that the experiment develops any proof of it.

As to the quality of old foundation used,
our friends in Canada will have to say as to

that; but doubtless it was as good as could be
had. The incredulity expressed reminds me
of the Congressman who admitted that a cer-

tain lot of sheep were sheared on the near side,

but not necessarily on the other.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Under date of Nov. 4 Mr. W. A. Pryal, of

San Francisco, Cal., in writing to Mr. York,
says

:

" Recently I embraced the opportunity to make a
friendly call upon Mr. Thomas G. Newman, and I

was surprised to find that he can see with difficulty.

He volunteered the statement that his eyesight is get-
ting so bad that he is almost blind. He attributes it

to nervousness — he having head-troubles very much.
I should say that in this latter affliction he is not alto-

gether unlike father Langstroth. I am very sorry for
Mr. Newman's misfortune, and I trust he will soon
recover his sight. He states that he hopes to take a
vacation soon, and spend some time in the uioui. tains
recuperating."

Such an affliction, the worst to which man-
kind is subject, certainly calls forth our warm-
est sympathies.

vi/

THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE-KEEPER.
The prevailing question in Australia is how

to supply the markets of England with honey.
One man sent a small lot of comb honey to

London with a quantity of extracted in bot-

tles. The comb honey sold at 17 cents per

section of one pound, which they regard as a

good price, while the honey in bottles was
ruined by the fragments of broken glass.

\»/

At a meeting of the Hunter's River Bee-

keepers' Association it was resolved to get a

consignment of 50 to 100 tons of honey for

direct shipment to England. It was the opin-

ion of the members that it was useless sending
the honey to agents, and take what they
thought fit to return for it, but to send home a

competent and interested man to sell to the
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best advantage, and to arrange for future con-
signments.

ik

Mr. W. H. Hall says that in his apiary, when
the maize (corn) crops and the red bloodwood
are in bloom at the same time, certain stocks
can be relied on to fill their hives with the
pale, mild, sweet maize honey, and others with
the rich yellow glutinous honey of the blood-
wood ; and in this case it is remarkable that
even the wax secreted by the bees after eating
the two types of honey will be different. The
new comb wax from the colony working on
maize will be pure white, and crumbly to the
touch ; while the wax in the hive working on
bloodwood will be a bright yellow, and tough-
er in texture.

m
BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.

On page 390, Oct. 5, the theory was advanced
that bees do not naturally build a cell six-

sided, but that the shape is due to the crystal-

lizing of the wax when it becomes cool. Mr.
Cowan replies, and shows up the other fallacy

of that idea. His strong point is that bees

could not endure a temperature high enough
to admit of crystallization. Mr. Cowan seems
to admit, however, that the form of a cell is

due to outside interference, as all circles com-
ing together naturally assume a hexagonal
form. Mr. Cowan's closing paragraph is as

follows: " In one respect the experiments of

Messrs. Dawson and Woodhead are interesting

to the bee-keeper, inasmuch as they demon-
strate that, however faint may be the hexago-
nal impression upon the plate of wax, the bees

are willing and ready to accept it as a guide
for the commencement of their cells. We
might also incidentally point out that even
the hexagonal shape is not necessary, as bees

will readily accept simple circular pits in wax
sheets if they are the right distance apart, and
will construct their combs upon them."

HONEY-DEW.

Something about a New Kind.

BY F. GREINER.

About a week ago it looked very much as

though our bees would go into winter very
light in honey, and that we should have to do
some feeding ; but, curious as it may seem at

this time of the year, I find myself giving my
bees this 1st of September more room in shape
of extracting- combs, and adding half-stories

filled with wired foundation. We are having
a great flow from honey-dew, and I thought
it was a good opportunity to get a lot of foun-
dation drawn out into combs—an opportunity
I did not find in all the now nearly past sea-

son. As honey-dew honey is not fit for table

use it would not be advisable to have it stored
in sections ; so I have taken nearly all the
section supers off, and intend to keep the bees
busy as stated.

This is the second time in over 25 years
that we here have an abundance of honey-dew,
appearing principally on the chestnut-trees,

and our bees are now not slow gathering it,

especially early in the morning. While writ-

ing this it is not quite light yet ; but the bees

are already fairly roaring over it, reminding
one of the times when we had a good bass-

wood-honey flow. There are great numbers
of aphides on the twigs and leaves of the
chestnut-trees, and, according to the authori-

ties, they are the producers of the saccharine
matter.
There is also honey-dew to be found on

pear-trees, and in considerable quantities,

which, to my taste, is of better quality than
the other, although our bees do not work on
it as briskly as they do on the other, for some
unexplainable reason, and much of it goes to

waste.
While I believe the aphides are the origin
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FiG.2.

of the honey-dew on the chestnut, oak, and
hickory, it would seem to me that, in case of
the pear-trees, it must be of a different nature.
In the first-named case the leaves of the trees,

and sometimes the blades of grass and the
stones under them also, appear to be varnished
all over with the sticky substance ; in the
other case the honey-dew is found most plen-
tifully where the stems of the leaves join the
stock, as shown in my drawing, Fig. 1, and
indicated by the points of the arrows.

After all, if this

kind of honey-dew
were an exudation
of the plant or
tree it would stand
out in regular
drops, convex at

the points of exu-
dation, as indicat-

ed in Fig. 2 a, but
in reality we find

it as in b. Single
drops, all flattened

out, of course, may
also be seen on the leaves here and there.
Aphides are absent—at least I did not discover
any while picking my Bartletts. However,
there are some other little insects present, yet
not in such countless numbers as we see the
plant-lice. They actually wallow in the sweet
fluid. Aphides never do this. I attempt to

give a picture
of two of the
insects as
found on a

leaf, consider-
ably magnified
in Fig. 3. The
dotted line
around one of

them indicates

the splash or
flattened drop
of honey on
the leaf. What
the little fel-

low, hardly a
sixteenth of an
inch long, is

doing, or what
he is there for,

I do not know.
I wish some
bug - professor
(I should say
entomologist

)

would enlight-
en me.
Honey - dew

is rather unre-
liable winter
food for bees,

to judge from experience. Colonies provision-
ed with such are not in good condition to be
taken into cellars, unless they are taken out
several times during the winter, and given
flights, and then the result might be question-
able.

Should the winter turn out to be a mild one,
or should there be a number of warm days or

Fig.3.

spells at intervals of three or four weeks,
every thing will probably work well with out-
door-wintered stock, for I do believe that,

aside from the food question, our bees will be
in excellent condition. They will start into
winter with many young bees, breeding hav-
ing been kept up to a later date than usual.
But we do not know, and have no means of

knowing, what the coming winter may have
in store for us; and to speculate on an uncom-
monly favorable time would be too hazardous,
to say the least. Of course, it will involve a
great deal of labor and expense to put our
bees on a safer basis for wintering ; but I be-
lieve it will be wise to make the effort. The
larger part of my bees will be "fixed up."
Fortunately a large share of my colonies are
each in two half-story brood-chambers, and
with them it will not be so difficult to improve
their condition. As soon as our honey- dew
flow ceases, and the largest part of the brood
has hatched from the combs, I contemplate
removing all the upper half-stories. They
contain most of the honey, the lower half-

stories almost none. That will give me a good
opportunity then to give my bees good whole-
some food in the shape of granulated-sugar
syrup, of which a sufficient quantity will be
fed at once. It may become necessary to
place an extra empty brood-chamber under
each hive to give enough room. A full colony
will winter on the eight half-story frames just
as well in the cellar as though they had more
comb surface to cluster on ; and the heavy
combs taken from them will keep better in
the honey-house than they would in the cellar.

When the colonies are returned to their sum-
mer stands in the spring, each may then
receive the same half-story full of honey that
was taken from them, and so the stored bug-
juice can be made to answer the most excel-

lent purpose of growing us the bees for the
white-honey harvest if it should come.
How I shall treat the colonies that are on

full-sized frames I have not quite decided
upon, but I shall probably remove some of

the heaviest combs and feed syrup. I enter-

tain the hope that by feeding late, after the
brood has hatched, the bees will store the
syrup most convenient for them, and will also

consume it first. If they will do that, then
there will be a good reason to expect that they
will come out in spring all right.

The winter following the honey-dew year
(it must be some seven or eight years ago)
was a very open one, giving our bees many
opportunities to fly. All our outdoor-wintered
colonies came through in the very best con-
dition. Those of the cellar-wintered, that

were set out in February, were all right; those
brought out later were proportionately worse
off, as they had been kept longer in the cellar.

From these facts the reader can draw the

lesson, for I am sure the honey-dew of this

year is of the same character as that of the

other 3
7ear spoken of, and will, no doubt, act

on the bees the same way.
Naples, N. Y., Sept. 1.

[I hope Prof. Cook, if he sees this, will tell

us about this new kind of honey-dew—the
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kind Mr. Greiner finds on the pear-trees.
Prof. Cook is our best authority on honey-
dew in the United States, and possibly in the
world, and I know we shall await with inter-

est his comment on this.—Ed]

A HIVE OF BEES AS A SCHOOLROOM TEXT-
BOOK.

Some of the Interesting Lessons that may be
Learned ; the Piping and Quahking of Queens;

do Bees Sleep? how to Make a Little Ob-
servatory Hive without a Box.

BY PROF. C. F. HODGE.

S fop and think for a moment what the
world really is, and for what purpose we are in

it. At bottom, nature is a vast system of tre-

mendous forces at work night and day; and
from the word go, in the first chapter of Gen-
esis, man has been set the delightful, interest-

ing, and inspiring task of learning to control
all these forces to produce the greatest possi-

ble good for the greatest number. Stop and
think again how much of the veritable reality

of this great plan of nature, and how much
of the fundamental purpose of human life,

becomes an actual part of our great public-
school system. We scoff at "book larnin',"

and clearly recognize that learning to repeat
words from books can never make men who
are able to do any thing worth while in the
world. Then stop and think once more :

"How much besides book learning do we
have in our schools? "

Our great hope of escape from this bookish
talkey-talkey farce of an education lies in the
line of modern nature study. Here we may
have children learning things instead of words,
and things that are worth their while. But,
to the point. Let us first consider ways of

managing bees in a schoolroom, and then we
may indicate a few of the important lessons
which they may be used to teach.

I have tried the ordinary observation hives,

both single-frame and full-stand, such as are
used at fairs and exhibitions, and also a honey-
section covered with a glass box, and a glass
hive specially made for the purpose, which I

will describe later.

For an entire season I had a honey-section
hive in my study-window, and the whole time
it was the most fascinating thing in the room.
It was made from an ordinary pound section
by driving brads into the corners, letting them
stick out half an inch at the bottom for it to

stand on, and % inch from the sides and top
to insure a bee-space all around. The glass
case that fitted over it was made simply by
cutting glass the proper size, gluing the cor-

ners together with narrow strips of cotton
cloth, and carefully searing hot beeswax into
the corners on the inside to prevent the mois-
ture of the bees from softening the glue. To
stock it I put in a handful of bees with an old
queen which I wished to supersede. She laid

the little hive full of eggs, and then decamp-
ed. The bees immediately set to work mak-
ing queen-cells; and, happening to be cutting

out a lot, I put in two large queen-cells—one
of them, with malice aforethought, protected
with screen wire.

The queen from the unprotected cell emerg-
ed first, and then I had the whole story of
"piping" and "quahking" where every
movement could be eas'ly observed. At noon
of the second day after piping began, the hive
cast a swarm, which clustered about the size

of a spool of thread, in the snowball bush in

front of the window. I hived it back, remov-
ing the offending quahker, and the young
queen stayed, and laid, and kept up the hive
until cold wreather. I saw her take her nup-
tial flight. She was gone about ten minutes,
and returned with the organs of the drone.
Within fifteen minutes after the bees had re-

moved these she flew again, and in five min-
utes returned with a second trophy of success.
Almost any day I could see a little bee emerge
and make its first toilet—a most fascinating
performance, and at all times I could observe
the bringing-in and disposal of honey and
pollen. I painted bees with different colors,

and watched them work from daylight to dark
—that is, I watched them from daylight to
dark ; but no single bee that I watched ever
worked more than three and a half hours a
day. Then there were all the different divi-

sions of labor—the field-bees, the nurse-bees,
the wax-producers, the police, the barbers, the
drones, and the queen.

I mention all these things to show how
many interesting points in the natural history
of the hive can be intelligently observed and
studied in so small a device—an old honey-
section, a handful of bees, a discarded queen-
cell, and a few scraps of broken glass, all of
which need not cost a penny. And I will

guarantee that it will be worth more to a room-
ful of children than $10.00 worth of books
about natural history; but, of course, we need
some books as well. And with all that has
been written, not half the whole story of the
hive has ever been told.

The next season I had in mv window the
little hive again, and a hive made to take one
of my regular frames. The glass case for this

was made in the same way, except that the
front glass was left out ; i. e. , the sides, top,

and back were glass, fastened together with
glue and narrow strips of cloth. This fitted

into grooves cut in the bottom-board and in

front into the front board, an upright post
very securely fastened to the bottom-board.
The entrance-hole was made in the bottom of

this front board. Sharpened wire nails with
the heads cut off, and filed to a sharp edge
driven into the bottom and front boards held
the single frame securely in position indepen-
dently of any support from the glass. Both
these hives were covered with thick cotton
quilts made with soft black woolen cloth.

This hive is naturally more satisfactory in

many ways than the lit'le one, since we can
observe things on a much larger scale. We
need never wait ten minutes to see a young
bee gnawing her way out. We may observe a
great many more workers about their different

vocations, and the queen can very generally

be found laying. Still, this outfit will cost,
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at the lowest estimate, from $1.00 to $2.00.

Yet a man who had an apiary, or one of the
boys in his family, could put such an outfit

into a school for a few weeks at a cost scarce-

ly exceeding temporary use of the glass and
bees.

Of course, the best thing of all is a full

stand, and a booming large one, in an at'rac-

tive and safe glass hive. With this the boys
and girls may actually see and study practical-

ly the whole theory and practice of apiculture,

from noting the flowers which bees visit, with
the hive-products derived from each, to sam-
pling the honey of all the different grades,

and making at least the chewing test for pure
beeswax.
As already stated, I have used a number of

different observation hives—in all, three differ-

ent styles. I will stop to describe only the
one which I have found best, and on just this

point suggestions from any one who has been
working along this line will be most gratefully

received.

The hive is made of glass sides, ends, and
top, which is removable, set in a frame of inch
pine. The strips that go across for the top of

the ends and the bottom end strip in front are

one inch by two inches at the top, to allow
for rabbeting down for the frame supports 1%
in., the bottom for a Y% entrance. All around
the inside, the frames are rabbeted in % inch
by the thickness of the glass. This gives us a
plain glass box all smooth on the inside. This
is screwed to a bottom-board, into which bees-

wax has been thoroughly ironed in on both
sides. The bottom-board is made of inch pine,

and extends a foot in front of the hive, and
through this extension it is screwed to the
window-sill. This space between hive and
window is covered in by a screen wire tunnel
about 10 inches wide and \y2 deep, and forms
the most fascinating place to watch the out-

going and incoming streams of busy life, the
different-colored pollens, the loads of propolis

and nectar, the carrying out of the dead, the
most interesting "policing" of the entrance
the actions of sneaks and robbers, the recep-
tion of a strange bee, or one that has been
perfumed in various ways. This space should
be provided with sliding doors, one of perfo-

rated tin to close the hive and one of tin to

close the opening through the board that fits

under the window-sash. This is to make it

possible to confine a bee for a moment while
it is being marked. For marking I have tried

a number of devices, but have settled down
on ordinary water-colors as the best and sim-
plest way, and I use a fine brush that can be
passed through the wire screen. It would be
a desideratum, both for purposes of observa-
tion and ease in marking, if we could have a
fine black wire screen with meshes as large as

possible, but just small enough to prevent a
bee from getting through, i. e., larger-meshed
than the common fly-screen.

In marking bees I get a good dab of any
desired color, on the back, between the wings;
another on the back of the abdomen, and,
most important of all, a good mark on the very
tip of the abdomen. Until I discovered the
importance of this latter mark I used to lose

my marked bees for hours at a time, even in a
single-frame hive. I finally caught one crawl-
ing into a cell, and watched her remain there
lying quietly on her back for nearly five hours
—resting or asleep?
The supers are made with glass sides, glass

set in narrow wood frames and wooden ends,
and the glass frame for the top of the hive ex-
actly fits over a super. The whole hive is cov-
ered with thick soft quilting, made in rectan-
gular pieces to fit both ends and one side, the
other side being covered with a long quilt
which laps over the top, and is long enough
to cover three supers in position. The advan-
tage of this mode of covering is that it can al-

ways be removed without a jar or creak, leav-
ing the bees so completely undisturbed that I

have not seen any tendency on their part to
propolize the inside of the glass. It is very
easdy manipulated, and keeps the bees warm.
For winter, in a room that is not heated, I

have simply to throw over a few newspapers
and large sheets of wrapping-paper, and tie

down closely with cord. As I have all my
hives under cover, I now propose making them
all on this plan; but if any one can suggest
improvements I wish he would do so before I

get them all made. Materials for hive cost
about $2.00, and the bees from $3.00 to $8.00,
according to quality, size of swarm, and local
prices. Still, it might be run to pay in honey
and bees from one to two hundred per cent an-
nually. A start might even be made with lit-

tle or no expense to the school authorities, if

some one who has bees would arrange the ob-
servation hive and manage one of his swarms,
as suggested, either in the window of a school-
room or elsewhere, where the classes could
have free access to it. In fact, a bright boy I

know of, who became interested in bees in

the way suggested, while in the grammar
school, bought a swarm with his own money,
and has recently volunteered to place one of
his swarms in a glass hive which he made him-
stlf, at the disposal of his classmates, now in

the high school.

I have used the honey-bee thus in a large
grammar school, the hive being located in an
attic window; and during two seasons at the
Clark University Summer School, and wher-
ever introduced, it has proved one of the most,
if not the most, fascinating part of a nature-
study course. I should rather use pictures
than a few dead bees, queen, drone, worker,
etc , mounted in a glass case, with a little

comb and all that; but when it comes to see-

ing things alive and humming, with all the
bustle and hustle and go of an actual bee-hive,
interest is unflagging and keen to the last. A
number of the teachers have taken the sug-
gestion home to their own schools.

Of course, the honey-bee forms a small but
very important part of a nature- study course.
Altogether the most important part of elemen-
tary botany, after the planting of seeds and
rearing of plants, is cross-pollination of flow-

ers, and, chiefly, how this is accomplished by
insects. It is a wonderful coincidence that,

among the million or more insect species, this

one. so useful and beneficent, should be prac-

tically all-sufficient for this important func-
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tion in nature. In a town or city, where each
house has its garden and fruit-trees, I consider

that one who keeps a few swarms of bees is a
public benefactor, helping to supply his neigh-
bors for a mile or more around with more and
better fruit than they would otherwise receive.

The class could easily test this by screening
branches of apple, cherry, plum, and pear,

before the blossoms open, and then counting
blossoms and the fruits that set and mature,
comparing these branches with others that

were exposed to bees. Flowers and the pro-

duction of seeds could be studied in the same
way. Honey-trees and honey-plants should
then receive some attention, and problems of

planting parks and shade-trees with some rea-

sonable consideration for the needs of our
helpful and fascinating little friends.

In this section it is sometimes said that the
basswood can not be planted to advantage on
account of borers, and the same is generally
true of the honey-locust. This is because our
woodpeckers especially, other birds as well,

have been so neglected or killed off. Our in-

terest in bees and honey by the natural and
important interrelations of all the different

parts in the great scheme of living nature ex-

tends to an interest in certain injurious insects

in tree, flower, and fruit culture, and in birds.

This is but one example among many of ir-

radiation of interest when we have really de-

veloped a warm focus of interest in some par-

ticular thing.

As a result which may appeal to bee-keepers
especially, we ought to have generally dissem-

inated an intelligent knowledge of the whole-
someness of pure honey, which would increase

its consumption in this country tenfold. I

think the honey-bee is soon to be given a trial

at teaching practically applied industry, in-

telligence, and thrift in our public schools.

At the outset we should like to hear all the

possible pros and cons that practical bee-men
have to offer ; and we should be especially

grateful for suggestions as to the best hives

and apparatus for demonstrating the life of

the hive.

Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
Sept. 12, 1899.

[In one place in the article above, Prof.

Hodge speaks of seeing a bee go into a cell

and stay there five hours, apparently sleeping.

We often say that bees work for nothing and
board themselves—work all day and sleep all

night too. We have come to learn that the
mammals require seasons of rest, and why
should not insects also require it ?

—

Ed.]

HOW OUEENS ARE PROBABLY OFTEN LOST.

How this Loss may be Avoided; Importance of

Numbering Hives.

BY WM. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

Although I never have any brood in my sec-

tions, it is no rare occurrence to find a queen
among them. What she is doing in the super
when there is not an empty cell available for

her, is one of the " mysteries of bee-keeping "

that perhaps may never be explained. I am,
however, always watching for queens when I

take honey off. I use a slatted honey-board
between the brood-chamber and the super, and
wide frames to hold the sections.

By the way, while I have seen both section-
holders and other contrivances for holding
sections, I have never thought well enough of
them to abandon the wide frame ; and I have
heard many say that, for keeping the sections
clean, it is superior to any other arrangement.
A. I. R., why didn't you leave well enough
alone ? I use the Porter bee escape, putting it

under the super in the afternoon as late as pos-
sible, and take the super off the following
morning. The escape works all right, with
two exceptions. During very warm nights
the bees seem loath to go below ; and if the
queen is in the super, many bees will remain
with her. If I find a number of bees among
the sections, and especially if these bees seem
inclined to show fight, I invariably expect to

find a queen there. In such case 1 have found
it prudent to smoke the bees a little in order
to subdue their vindictiveness for the time
being.
Now, as the loss of a queen may result in

the loss of a good deal of honey, and perhaps
the loss of a whole colony, I find it expedient
to prevent this by a very little extra trouble.

All my hives are numbered, both on front and
back, so that I do not need to walk around a
hive to ascertain its number. On the back of

each super is tacked a piece of section. On
this I write the number of the hive when I

take the super off. As the supers are being
constantly changed during the honey season,

by putting empty ones on for the full ones ta-

ken off, the numbers on these tags will, of

course, also be changed by striking off the old
and putting on the number of the hive from
which the super is last removed. If, there-

fore, I find a queen among the sections, after

taking the super to the honey-house, the tag
will tell which hive she belongs to, and I re-

turn her immediately to her own home. A
case in point :

Last Saturday, Sept. 30, I took off a lot of

supers under which I had placed escapes the
day preceding. To-day, Monday, I took the
sections out. While doing this I saw a queen
standing on the face of a comb, but, contrary
to the rule, she was quite alone, and there was
scarcely another bee in that super. If there
were any with her when the super was taken
off they must have left during Sunday, and
gone out through the bee-escape over the win-
dow. This was something out of the ordina-

ry. If a bystander had asked me if I expect-
ed to find a queen there I would have answer-
ed, " Certainly not." Nevertheless, there she
was, and, by accident, in plain s'ght, other-

wise I might have overlooked and perhaps lost

her. But the tag told me where she belonged,
and within two minutes she was back in her
own hive again. As it is getting to be too late

in the season for having queens fertilized now,
I should surely have lost that colony by dwin-
dling and being robbed before spring, if I had
not known where to put the queen.
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I do not suppose my queens are different in

this respect from those of other bee-keepers
;

consequently, many queens may be lost in

just this way because their owner never thinks
of the matter, and never suspects the true

cause of the loss of a colony during the win-
ter. A neighbor, with whom I was talking on
this subject recently, told me that last fall, be-

ing unable, on account of ill health, to take
the last honey off, himself, he let a hired man
do the work. The supers were taken off with
a rush, and piled up in the honey-room. The
bees in them were only partly smoked out, and
afterward liberated, as they collected in great
numbers on the screen door. No thought
was given to queens that were supposed to be
in their appropriate place in the lower hive.

During the winter he lost a number of colo-

nies, and he now thinks the cause was the re-

moval of the queens with the honey, and the
failure to notice their loss until he found the
colonies " gone up."
Numbers on hives are valuable in many re-

spects besides the one above described. In
keeping a record of queens and colonies, in

the general apiary work, in swarming time,

and in many other ways, the numbers are a
help. I should find it impossible to manage
an apiary properly without them. Numbered
tags may be made of tin or wood, painted
white, and the numbers marked on them
with small brass stencils, such as the inter-

changeable lock stencils. It is but little work
to prepare them, and they will last for many
years, and pay for themselves in the conven-
ience they afford for doing things with accura-
cy. I have numbers on many of my hives
that are twenty years old, and as good, appar-
ently, as the day they were made.
Independence, Cal., Oct. 2.

A NEW RECORD.

How W. L. Coggshall's Extracting-team Made it.

BY HARRY HOWE.

We have so got in the habit of thinking that

our extracting- machines are the best in use
that we rather expect to hold all the records for

rapid extracting. In order to bring the mat-
ter to a focus I have prepared this account of

our best record, so that any one who has beat-

en it may stand up and tell us how it was done.

Just now, Aug. 25, we are in the height of

the buckwheat harvest, and are taking from
3000 to 5000 pounds of honey a day.

On the morning of this particular day Fred
and I went to Ellis, 15 miles south, on our
wheels. By some mistake there was not store

room enough there for all the honey, so we
had to leave 25 colonies until we could get
back with some more kegs, which I did the
next day. We got off 1500 lbs. before we
stopped. This left us ready to start away ear-

ly in the afternoon, so we concluded to go to

the Etna yard and work there the rest of the
day. This place is 5 miles northeast of Ellis,

over a high range of hills, in the next valley.

As we passed through the village of Etna on

the way to the bees, Fred spied a watermelon
in front of a store.

"Harry," said he, "if you will carry that
melon to the bee-yard, on your wheel, I will
buy it."

In a very short time that melon was har-
nessed to the handle-bar of my Remington,
and on its way through town, to the great as-

tonishment of the grocer, who evidently did
not know the carrying capacity of a wheel.
The Etna yard is about a mile from the vil-

lage, back in a piece of woods. On our arri-

val at the bee-yard it was our turn to be sur-
prised, for we were greeted by a series of "war-
whoops," and a command to stand and deliver
that melon. There was no bee-hive handy to
throw at them, so we had to make terms.
Our assailants turned out to be Harry B. and
Archie, another extracting-team who had just
arrived with a load of kegs. While we ate the
melon we laid out a plan of campaign and
assigned each to a station. These prelimina-
ries having been attended to we prepared for
war, which was declared at 4:15.

The bees here are in eight-frame hives, but
the frames are longer and deeper than the
regular Simplicity, so the eight frames are
about equal to nine Simplicity frames. The
supers had seven frames in the eight spaces.
The combs were capped over nearly their en-
tire surface, and bulged some from the wide
spacing.
The extractor was near one of our regular

four-frame machines, which have often been
described. Harry B. took off and carried in
the honey, replacing the filled combs with
empty ones all the while. Fred turned the
extractor ; Archie drew off the honey, and
filled the kegs, but was too light to roll them
away, which one or another of the boys did
for him. My especial work was to wield the
uncapping-knife.
Throughout the entire trial I did not have to

wait once for honey, nor did I get more than
four or five combs ahead of the extractor. If

I could have uncapped faster we should have
made the record still larger.

At 5: 30, an hour and a quarter after start-

ing, the last comb was extracted. The esti-

mated amount of honey was 1400 pounds

—

over 1100 pounds per hour. By six we were
all ready to start for home, ten miles away.
We put the honey into kegs that run about
220 lbs. net. Of these we filled six, and had a
kegful of cappings which drained out another
hundred pounds or more.

In cases like this, where there is a lot of
cappings to be disposed of in a short time, we
take one head out of a keg and lay a two-inch
strip across the open end. The cappings then
fall directly into the keg. When they are all

in, a piece of wire cloth is placed over the
head, and a hoop driven down over it, and the
whole outfit turned upside down to drain.
Next time around, the dry cappings are put
into a box, and the keg filled up again.

\

Fred Munson, the son of a neighbor bee-
keeper, weighs 130 lbs. ; Archie Coggshall,
W. L,. Coggshall's youngest, can push down
70. My working weight is 115 lbs. Some of
our other records are 900 lbs. in an hour for
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two men ; 2500 lbs. in a day for Archie and
Harry B , etc.

Ithaca, N. Y.

[I have seen Coggshall and his men take
honey off the hives, and go through the whole
operation of extracting. Every thing is ar-

ranged with the one idea of saving labor; and
rapidity of movement, irrespective of stings

that such movements may cause, has made a

class of workers who have earned the name
of " lightning operators." A boy or man nev-

er graduates under Coggshall without having
first acquired the art of working rapidly and
taking stings by the dozen, without even flinch-

ing. If a kick will take a super off the hive

a little quicker, and at the same time jar bees

off the comb, kick it is.

—

Ed.]

GOLDEN ITALIANS.

Question.-—Are the golden Italian bees a dif-

ferent race from the leather-colored Italians,

or were they bred from the dark or imported
Italians by choosing the light colored queens
to breed from?

Answer.—According to my opinion, the
Italian bees, no matter what their coloring,

are not a fixed type or race of bees as are the

German bees, or what are more commonly
called "blick" bees. They are a variety, or

what might be more properly called a thorough-
bred, the same being brought about by the en-

vironments of thtir home during many gen-
erations and centuries, the environments large-

ly being the snow-clad Alps in Italy. The
first importations of these bees to this country
were quite dark — more so than the importa-
tions of the present day, if I am correctly in-

formed. Early breeders of these bees found
that they were liable to " sport," as it is call-

ed—that is, some of the queens reared would
be almost entirely black, while others would
be a beautiful yellow (the same as breeders of

sheep find now and then a black or brown
lamb born in a flock of white sheep); and the
longer these Italian bees stayed in this coun-
try the more yellow they became, even where
no special attention was paid to the matter of

color. Finally, some of our breeders saw a

profit in the beautiful yellow shown by some
of the Italian queens, a few generations re-

moved from the imported stock, so they began
breeding along this yellow line. Notable
among these were H. A. King, of Ohio; Mrs.

E. S. Tupper, of Iowa, and Jos. M. Brooks, of

Indiana, the latter seeming not only to breed
for color, but for all of the other good quali-

ties possessed by the Italian bee; and if there

is any thing of praise to be said of the very
yellow Italians of to-day, Joseph M. Brooks
should come in for his share, for there are

very few if any very yellow Italian bees in

this country, at this time, but have more or

less of the Brooks stock " blood " in their
"veins." Why I have emphasized the word
" Italian " is, there are many very yellow bees
in the country which came from Cyprian stock
originally; and this yellow breeding has been
carried to such an extent that, in the very yel-

lowest specimens, the queens do not show the
least bit of black or brown on their abdomens,
and the drones' abdomen is nearly a solid mot-
tled yellow, while nearly or quite all of the
workers are a solid yellow except the tip or
point of the abdomen, which is of a brown-
ish black color. As this color is of such a rich

orange or gold color, these bees are very prop-
erly called " golden Italians; " but, aside from
those having Cyprian blood in them, all orig-

inated from queens imported direct from Italy,

being brought up to their present standard as

to color by selection.

FIVE BANDED BEES.

Question.—Are golden Italians what are call-

ed by some people five banded bees?

Answer.—The worker bees from an import-
ed queen direct from Italy show two colors on
each of the three horny scales or segments of

the abdomen, next to the thorax. That on
each segment nearest the thorax is of a leath-

er color, and that farthest from the thorax be-

ing of a brownish- black color. This gave
birth to the expression, "three-banded bees."
As the breeding toward the yellow progressed,
some individual workers were found having a
very narrow stripe of yellow on the fourth seg-

ment of the abdomen, and with this stripe

came the contention that the Italian was not a
pure race of bees, but a mongrel or thorough-
bred, as the question arose regarding this

fourth band thus : "If bees showing three
bands are pure, what are those showing yel-

low on four bands?" As the breeding for yel-

low continued, that on all the segments be-

came wider and wider, the yellow encroach-
ing on the black or dark more and more, all

the while, until individual specimens began
showing a very minute yellow stripe on the
front edge of the fifth segment, which gave
rise to the present term, " five-banded bees."
As this yellow on the fifth segment increased,

the dark or black stripes on the first, second,
and third segments vanished altogether ; and
as progress continued the black finally disap-

peared on the fourth segment also, which
made this individual bee appear something
like a lump of gold as it sported in the sun-
shine in front of its hive. This gave birth to

the name " golden Italians." And thus it is

that the five-banded bees and the golden Ital-

ians are one and the same thing, only the gold-
ens are a little further advanced in the race

toward the yellow line than are the five-band-

ed. While this is so, the two terms are very
largely us?d indiscriminately, both being ap-

plied to the very yellow bees of to-day.

CONTRACTING BROOD-NEST FOR WINTERING.
Question.—Is it necessary when wintering

on the summer stands to contract the brood-
nest by using chaff division-boards?

Answer.—No, it is not absolutely necessary;

still, it is very generally believed that, if the

three lightest frames, as to honey, are taken
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out, and those left spread apart a little so as to

give more room for the bees lo cluster between
each two combs and a chaff division-board,
each taking the space occupied by a frame,
placed in each end of the hive, the bees will

winter enough better to pay for all trouble and
expense. And while I agree with the above
perfectly, I go still further and say that, in

any locality, where such a course will pay, it

will pay still better to have all colonies in full

chaff hives which are winteied out of doors.

Of course, the expense will be greater at the
start; but after you have your bees in chaff

hives there need be no further fussing either

summer or winter thereafter, as the chaff hives
are fully as good for the bees in the summer
as in the winter. Some seem to think that a

chaff hive is not a good thing for summer; but
from an experience covering more than a score

of years I am satisfied that a chaff hive will

give a greater surplus of honey during the
summer, if I may be allowed such an expres-
sion, than will a single-walled hive, especially

of comb or section honey.

COVERING FOR BROOD-FRAMES.
Question.—When wintering out of doors,

which is the better way to cover the brood-
frames—with a thin board or super cover, put-

ting the chaff cushion on top of them, and
then a cover on the cushion, or putting the
cushion directly on the fiames with a Hill de-

vice or something of the kind under it, and
then putting on the cover?

Answer.—My method of using chaff cush-
ions is as follows: Buy the necessary number
of yards of unbleached cotton cloth, and cut
it in such shape that the pieces will just cover
the top of your hive from outside to outside.

Now put on your Hill device, or three or four

sticks one-half inch square and ^ as long as

it is across the tops of your frames, so the bees
can pass over the tops of the frames under the
covering. On top of these sticks spread your
piece of cotton clolh, and on top of the cloth

place the chaff cushion, and over all place the

hood or cover. This cover should not come
down on top of the chaff cushion, but should
allow a space of at least an inch (two is bet-

ter) over the cushion for the air to circulate so

as to carrj' off the moisture which may arise

and be driven up through the cushion from
the bees below.

AGE OF USEFULNESS OF BROOD-COMBS.

Question.—How long can combs be used in

the brood-frames before it will be necessary to

cut them out and put in foundation, or let the

bees build new ones ?

Answer.—Well, really I don't know. There
are some who think it is necessary to renew
brood -combs every twelve or fifteen years, they
believing that, by that time, the cocoons will

have so accumulated in the cells that the ac-

cumulation will make the cells so small that

dwarf bees will be the result. This " think "

of such parties seems to me to be ungrounded,
for I have brood-combs in my apiary which
have been in continuous use for 30 years, and
some much longer, as they were transferred

from box hives, and, so far as I am able to

discover, the bees hatching from them are as
perfect as ever. If I had perfect worker combs,
from the present light 1 have I should say
that they would be good for half a century,
barring accidents. But this is something each
must decide for himself. Perhaps I am too
conservative

;
but it has always seemed to me

to be a foolish thing to destroy some of the
good things we have in use for the sake of re-

placing it with something new.

THE DESTRUCTIVENESS OF DISEASED BROOD
IN SCHOHARIE CO., N. Y.

I don't know but I have made it too tame
in what I have said about diseased brood, for

it certainly has ruined a good many apiaries

in Schoharie and Montgomery Counties ; and
a great many who keep only a few hives are

all cleaned out. It did look very discourag-

ing ; but when so many have got to be all

right again it seems to be somewhat encour-
aging. If we can only winter our bees well,

and succeed in getting them strong, and keep-
ing them so, if it can be done by uniting bees
it will be better than to try to nurse up weak
colonies. We may be able to fight it out.

Where a great many bees are kept, and
where the diseased brood has done the great-

est damage, I think fully three-fourths of all

the colonies have perished in the last three

years, for a distance of 35 or 40 miles, leading
from Gallupville, Schoharie Co., west to Cen-
tral Bridge, Sloansville, Glen, and Randall,

Montgomery Co. The disease is also in Ot-
sego, Schenectady, and Albany Counties.

Middleburg, N. Y. N. D. WEST.

A CRITICISM ON THE TALL SECTION.

There has been so much said in favor of the

tall narrow section that it seems to me the ad-

verse side (if there is one) should have its say.

Following E. D. Ochsner, p. 752, I will state

that I have produced some honey in the above
section for the past two years, and have taken
pains to ask the opinion of disinterested par-

ties in respect to their choice, placing the reg-

ular <±% X 4^ section alongside of the ideal.

All I have asked here in Wisconsin said they

would prefer the square section, except two
people. One was a commercial traveler, and
the other was W. Z. Hutchinson, of Michigan.
Mr. H said he liked the shape of the narrow
section better ; that pictures, door and window
frames, etc., were of that oblong shape, and it

is more pleasing to the eye. But the women-
folks everywhere have said the square piece of

honey would lie on a small round plate better

than the other.

Now, I agree with Mr. Hutchinson in regard

to the shape of picture-frames and window-
frames ; but a section of honey is neither one
nor the other, and is not intended for that pur-
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pose. Further, no one has ever told us how
to put foundation in the tall section, and have
it stay where we want it, as easily as can be
done with the square section. The best sec-

tion ever used by bee-keepers was both tall

and wide, and held about \yz lbs. of honey
;

and if all had been satisfied with it we could
have been using it to-day. If no one had of-

fered a smaller section we could have sold the
large ones just as well, and have had more to

sell with the same amount of labor. There is

no question but that consumers would buy the
honey if we produced it in that shape ; but if

we are so foolish as to introduce something
still harder to produce, and more difficult to

handle, than the one-pound section, the deal-

ers will all want it of course, and we shall get
not one cent more for it as soon as it becomes
common.
Browntown, Wis., Oct. 24.

[This question of a tall versus square sec-

tion hinges not so much on what the producer
thinks of it, but upon what the consumer or
market in a given locality calls for. The aver-

age bee-keeper regards with distrust any thing
that is likely to require a change in his fix-

tures. The consequence is, the real merit of

the thing under consideration may be uncon-
sciously covered up by prejudice and self-in-

terest. My own observation regarding the ex-
pressed opinions of others has been quite the
reverse of yours; but why this difference ? Is

it not true that our friends like to express an
opinion that will be likely to agree with our
own ? You may think they do not know your
preference ; but it is a hard matter to state a

question without revealing your own opinion
in advance. The tall section is not in much
favor in some parts of the West, and we may
as well admit that fact first as last. In Colo-
rado especially, the bee-keepers are decidedly
opposed to it ; and from the few reports we
have had from Wisconsin and Minnesota I

should judge that it is not very popular in

those States. But in the greatest honey mar-
kets in the United States, and possibly in the
world, the tall section has the general prefer-

ence. I refer to the markets of Albany and
New York city.

This preference for tall sections and square
ones, it seems to me, is a good deal like the
question whether we prefer warm heavy shoes
for Canada or light summer shoes for Texas.
Local conditions are so very different that,

to express an opinion on the merits of the two
kinds of shoes, would seem idle.

As to the matter of fastening foundation,
that is no more difficult in the case of the tall

box than the square one. Why should it be?
The tall section is only % inch higher than
i*4 square.
Again, the Ideal section 3^X5, is condemn-

ed by some, while the 4x5 is considered just

the thing.

—

Ed.]

bees take a contract to outdo one hive that I

have, filled with bees from a queen from J. P.
Moore, Morgan, Ky. Through an advertise-
ment in Gleanings I sent to Mr. Moore and
obtained something as near perfection as I

have ever seen. No one has ever been stung
by her bees, and the hive has been opened re-

peatedly in wind (do you know what Dakota
wind is?) without smoke or veil. I send you
a photo of my little daughter, two years and
nine months old, with a frame of them. No-
tice the bee on her forehead. She knows they
will not hurt her. She has often been stung,
but not by that colony; and if any one has
" cross or snappy " bees that can beat them
hustling, please quote prices. I am open to

conviction. D. B. Lynch.
Watertown, S. Dak.

[I do not know any bees that will outdo
yours, friend L., unless it is those spoken of

by A. J. Wright in our previous issue. These
gentle bees that are full of business are just

the chaps we want. Verily this talk about
$100 queens, even if it has ended in nothing
but talk, so far as high priced queens are con-
cerned, will be productive of a much higher
grade of bees for business.

—

Ed.]

THE CRANE SMOKER.
I note a letter from Mr. Callbreath, on page

754, regarding the weakness of the Crane
smoker. I thought it might not be out of the
way to say that the Crane as you have made it

is not always thus weak. I have one that I

have used for five seasons, and nothing what-
ever is the matter with it or ever has been.
True, I have not used it as constantly as might
be, as the writer referred to uses his ; but I

have often been thoughtless, and left it out in

the weather all night to get damp, and even
wet with rain; and I almost always have open-
ed it, when putting in fuel, by hitting the un-
der side of the nozzle against any convenient
fence, post, or other object. So it seems to

me it is pretty well made. A. Norton.
Monterey, Cal., Oct. 30.

[We try to give space to the criticisms as

well as to the praises of our goods. Ofcourse,

we like the latter better; but the others, when
honestly and fairly given, are more valuable,

both to us and to our customers.

—

Ed.]

GENTLE BEES THAT ARE HUSTLERS.

The editor, page 725, speaks of the extra
amount of work " cross or snappy " bees are
able to turn out. Now, that may be true; but
I'd like to see any " cross or snappy " race of

TRAVEL-STAIN OR PROPOLIS ; HOW TO PRE-
VENT BEES FROM GNAWING THROUGH

THEIR OUILTS.

For years past I have used waxed cloths over
brood-frames. The bees propolize the spaces
between the frames quite liberally, and ofttimes

manage to insert a good deal of the stuff be-

tween the cloth and the top-bars. Once in a
while I remove the cloths and run a hot laun-
dry-iron over them, thus diffusing the propo-
lis over and through them. Prior to this oper-

ation the bees are somewhat disposed to gnaw
the cloth, but never after. Now, I have a
number of these cloths that have been in use
several years. They are as dark or black as

any brood-comb I ever saw. I use propolis
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for certain purposes. I have cakes and balls

of it, reserved for future use. They have all

become nearly black. Take one of them, pull
and work it as you would taffy, and, like taffy,

it will assume a light color. This, I think,
proves that the dark color is not due to foreign
admixture,

Propolis is dear to the heart of Deborah.
The varnisher with her brush and liquid pro-
polis is busy everywhere. Nothing inside the
hive escapes her. Combs, cracks, frames, in-

terior walls, and even the exterior, when the
bees cluster out, receive her attention. This
varnish blackens with age, and this is "trav-
el-stain "—at least I think so. A.

THE "REFORMED" SPELLING.

I have only commenced taking Gleanings,
but notice you are thinking of changing the
spelling of the English language, which
change is said to be " reformed." Surely this

is a misnomer; and as we find it in the Amer-
ican Bee Journal it is deformed spelling. We
read, not by spelling each letter in a word, but
by the general appearance of the word, just as
we recognize our friends — we do not stop to

analyze them, but know them by their general
appearance. When deeply interested in an
article by Dr. Miller, Doolittle, and others,

and to run up against one of those hideous
malformations, miscalled "reformed," the
reader has to stop and study out what it may
be intended for. By this time he has lost the
thread of the story, and a large share of his

patience; wishes the editor of that paper had
had in his younger days the advantage of a
common school education, and not been com-
pelled to pick his learning out of Josh Billings'

Almanac. How do you think the word of

God would look if edited in the office of the
American Bee Journal, while the editor has
this bee in his bonnet? P. M. Hamlin.
Binghamton, N. Y., Nov. 10.

[We had not proposed to go as far as the
American Bee Journal in its reform, but only
to make a very slight change — so slight that
it would hardly be noticed. We have for

years used the short forms, program and cata-

log, and now it was proposed to go one little

step further. We are still waiting for expres-
sions from our readers; and if there are enough
to protest, the "reform" will not be inaugu-
rated. vSo far there are about seven who have
voted against, to about 100 for it.

—

Ed.]

REFORMED SPELLING CONDEMNED.
Dear Mr. Root:—I admire you and your

paper as an authority on bees; but when an
editor of any periodical with a circulation of

only a few thousand copies published once a
month anticipates, better say contemplates,
the modification of the English orthography,
then he must be laboring upon the borders of
" swellheadism." Good old Webster is good
enough for me, and the rules therein are what
this generation should adhere to. There is

one bee-journal that makes a horrible attempt
in this direction, and that should suffice. You
remarked that you had not received an objec-

tion, etc. Well, put me down as an "object-
or." Go ahead and modify spelling, and
then eliminate yours truly from your list.

Confine yourself to bees and bee-questions,
and you have a perpetual subscriber in

Yours truly,

George N. Wanser.
Rahway, N. J., Nov. 10.

[You are the seventh person out of the 100
and more that have voted for the reform who
has objected to the proposed slight changes.
Gleanings with its nearly 11,000 paid-up

subscribers is not a very big concern, it's true;
but the New York Independent, one of the
greatest metropolitan weeklies ever published,
has been carrying into effect for years just the
reform that has been proposed for us. It has
lost neither prestige nor influence.
You say, " Good old Noah Webster is good

enough " for you. Have you forgotten that
Webster was a spelling-reformer — that he
eliminated u from such words as labour? and
that he adopted other shorter spellings ? Why,
Webster went as far as we propose going.
Your position would leave no chance for

progress. We should have a regard for the
rising generation, and the foreigners who come
to this country, if not for ourselves.
But you ask, " How about those who have

not voted ? " I have assumed that those who
have not expressed themselves have no prefer-
ance. He who stays away from the primaries
has no right to kick afterward if things don't
go to suit him. You say that, if we inaugu-
rate the change, we may drop your name, even
though the great majority is against you.
Do you really think that a threat of this kind
is in good taste ? and do you believe that the
loss of one subscriber or dozens of them would
deter us from carrying out a policy that we
thought was for the general good ? and does it

not almost " border on swellheadism " to im-
ply that we would be influenced by the action
of one subscriber irrespective of the expressed
opinion of hundreds of others ? Now, don't
jump to the conclusion that we are going to
make the change. There is no hurry ; and,
besides, we wish to get the fullest expression.
If there are enough " objectors " we will con-
tinue on as we have been. In the mean time,
don't get the idea into your head that we pro-
posed going as far as the American BeeJour-
nal. The change proposed by us would hard-
ly be noticed, even if it were carried into ef-

fect.—Ed.]

THE ECONOMIC SIDE OF SHORTER SPELLING.
Please accept my thanks for your kind re-

ception of my plea for shorter spelling. It is

interesting to note that advertisers are begin-
ning to appreciate the advantages of shorter
spelling. In a recent issue of a family story-
paper I counted a dozen advertisements em-
ploying the word catalog, and less than half
of them spelled it with tie. In a paper like
Youth's Companion, where advertising space
costs $4.00 per agate line per insertion, ue
would cost in agate type $8.32 per year, or in

nonpareil about $10. Please record this as a
vote for the shorter spelling.

Addison, N. Y. E. B. Thornton.
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*.R. ROOT

Extra pages again.

That man Hutchinson of the Review
knows how to dish up seasonable bee-stuff.

The American BeeJournal is getting out a

good report of the Philadelphia Convention.
The paper of Prof. Wiley, United States Chem-
ist, is especially valuable.

In next issue we expect to give pictures of

the two best-looking editors in all beedom.
(The representatives of Gleanings will not
be in it of course). Good-looking girls will

vie with them in—in good looks on other
pages.

In our next or Christmas number we expect
to show some of those prize pictures of pretty

girls hiving swarms of bees. Old bachelors

need not put in their applications, because I

have made a solemn promise not to give their

names.

All empty combs not in the hives should
be put in moth-proof boxes, hives, or rooms,
where the temperature is liable to go down to

freezing or lower. Combs after a good freeze,

and kept away from further visitation of

moths, will be safe until wanted again.

We shall go into winter quarters with near-

ly 300 colonies. We winter exclusively out-

doors, packed in chaff or planer-shavings.
We have not much preference for one over the
other, although, as a matter of fact, we use
the shavings because they can be very readily

obtained.

More of an effort should be made by bee-

keepers to educate consumers to the palata-

bility of candied honey. In many a bee-

keepers' home the white solid honey is pre-

ferred even up. It spreads better on bread,
does not muss up whiskered mouths, and the
small children can eat it without smearing
the table-cloth.

While this journal is going to our readers
I shall probably be in attendance at the Colo-
rado State Bee-keepers' convention at Denver.
I go with my largest and best camera, prepar-
ed to shoot any thing or anybody that stands
in the way—that is, provided they are good-
looking, you know. My ! but I onl}7 wish I

had the time to run up northward and shoot
prairie chickens. I am very fond of that kind
of " snap shot."

I Take this opportunity to thank the many
friends who have spoken so kindly and favor-

ably of the new edition of the A B C of Bee
Culture.

If there is any one thing in the new edition

that has met with the hearty approbation of
bee-keepers in general, it is the fact that I

have endeavored to give, carefully and faith-

fully, the views of others, even when their
practices are opposed to my own experiences.

COMB HONEY IN COLD WEATHER.
Be sure to warn the groceryman, or any one

else who handles your honey, to keep that in

the comb, at least, in warm dry rooms. A
room subject to freezing temperature should
never be used for the storage of comb honey.
Freezing cracks the cappings, and when the
room warms up again it will sweat like a
pitcher of cold water on a summer's day.
Unsealed comb honey receiving such treat-

ment will also be ruined. The "sweat" will

mingle with the honey, thinning it so it will

sour. The commission man is supposed to
know all this, while your local grocer may be
utterly ignorant of it.

THE NEW ARRIVAL AT THE HOME OF THE
HONEY-BEES.

I Fully intended to tell something about
the latest baby at Rootville ; but Bro. Hutch-
inson has got ahead of me. This is what he
has to say :

Ernest Wynne Boyden is the name of a new little

boy that came November 2d (the 21st birthday of our
twins) to gladden the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. L-
Boyden. of Medina, Ohio. Mr. Boyden is the Michi-
gan young man who went down to Medina a few
years ago, became one of the business managers for
The A. I. Root Co., won the heart and hand of Con-
stance Root, or " Blue Eyes," fis Mr. Root used to call
her in Gleanings, has since become one of the part-
ners in the company—and now has a boy, as well as
the rest of them. Congratulations, Arthur.

DR. MASON ON THE SPELLING REFORM.
Dr. A. B. Mason has not a little to say in

the last Bee-keepers' Review in favor of the
shorter forms of spelling proposed for Glean-
ings. In winding up he says, "I am going
to vote, even if it does cost a cent ; and still I

have a sort of feeling that a postal card is

hardly large enough for my emphatic ' go
ahead ; and among other improvements in

Gleanings, improve your spelling.' And
now I am wondering whether the staid and
methodical Review will fall in line." But,

dear doctor, we have not " fallen in line" yet.

We are going to wait long enough to get full

returns from those who desire to express them-
selves on this question. I said a while ago,

that only one protest against the change had
come in ; but now six more may be added to

the list, notwithstanding " yes " votes are still

coming in. There are so many of the latter

now that I can not give space to them.

"GADDING ABOUT THE COUNTRY."

Somebody was criticising Mr. W. Z. Hutch-
inson for " gadding about the country " when
he ought to be at home "tendin' to his knit-

tin'." While it is a splendid thing to be
punctual with periodicals, yet it seems to me
it is almost absolutely nececssary for the editor

of a bee-journal to skirmish around among
his friends and — his enemies to get his own
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ugly corners knocked off. While I still have

a few " corners " to be disposed of cheap, in-

cidentally I'd like to see how those chaps in

the wild and woolly West do things. My vis-

its thus far have been largely eastward, with

perhaps one or two short runs out into Ne-
braska, Illinois, and Michigan ; but I have
never been in Colorado, and in the short time

I shall be gone (two weeks) I hope to pick up
something of interest for all our readers. I'll

leave my bike at home this time, for those

magnificent distances are too great to cover on
that kind of horseless vehicle.

THE ASSOCIATION BRAND OF PURITY.

I BELIEVE I have before referred to the fact

that the British Bee-keepers' Association is

perhaps the best organized of any similar as-

sociation for the advancemeut of bee-keeping

Each of these organizations, I believe, puts out
a special brand or label for honey which the

members, upon complying with certain condi-

tions, are permitted to use.

I have had two of their labels reproduced
for the benefit of our American producers. It

is evident that any honey that buyers get,

bearing any of these brands, is guaranteed to

be pure and of good quality. The special reg-

ister number shows by whom the honey was
produced ; and if any complaint arises, the re-

sponsibility can be located where it belongs. A
knowledge of this fact naturally enough leads

the producer to be careful what honey he puts

out under the association brand. But I pre-

sume that, as a further precaution, all honey,
before it can be thus labeled, is required to

pass an inspector appointed by the association.

I say presume, for I don't know.
In time the general trade will learn that

in the world. The Baroness Burdett-Coutts
is, I believe, president, an attachee of the

queen's household, and one who is greatly in-

terested in bee-keeping. The main or parent

honey bearing such labels would necessarily
be pure, and of the very best quality. The
poorer grades of honey should, of course, be
otherwise disposed of.

Sft^3

organization is affiliated with a number of

county associations throughout the kingdom.
For instance, there is a Kent Bee-keepers' As-
sociation, a Nottinghamshire Bee-keepers' As-
sociation, and how many more I do not know.

The effect of this branding of honey of

known purity, and of the very best quality,

must be such as to bring the very best prices
;

for the general consuming public is perfectly

willing to pay a good price provided it can be
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assured that it is buying pure goods and of the
very best.

Some years ago an effort was made on the
part of a few members of what was then called
the North American Bee-keepers' Association,
now known as the United States Bee-keepers'
Association, to get up special association la-

bels or brands, the general scheme having
originated from the successful practice of the
British bee-keepers' associations, but the plan
did not materialize. But within the last two
or three years one of the county associations
of New York began the scheme, and, if I am
correct, it is still carrying it into effect. A
brand, or stamp, was prepared, and every case
of honey approved by the inspector bears this

brand. The idea was a good one, and it may
be by this time that this particular brand of
honey has won a reputation of its own ; and
when it becomes known, the result can not be
otherwise than that higher prices will be se-

cured.

DAVID H. COGGSHALL ; REVERSIBLE VS. NON-
REVERSIBLE EXTRACTORS ; HONEY BY

THE CARLOAD.

I HAVE before spoken a number of times of

W. L. Coggshall, or " Lamar," as he is famil-

iarly known in the buckwheat country; but I

have given only passing references to his

the lakes directly south. The two brothers
were formerly in partnership; but in 1877 they
dissolved, each running for himself.
The methods of David H. are, I should sup-

pose, practically the same as those of W. L.

;

but whether the former practices the kick-cff-

super method of taking honey, I do net know;
but I do know that he wears an armor (a bee-
suit) similar to what his brother finds neces-
sary and convenient. This armor may be
seen hanging to a tree (scare-crow fashion), in

the left of the large picture shown on next
page. It consists of an ordinary waist or
wamus, a bee-veil and hat being part and par-

cel of the waist. This is looped up all around
the body, and is made absolutely bee -tight.

Wire cloth in place of netting of some sort

seems to be used in this particular bee-hat; in-

deed, I doubt very much whether the ordinary
silk brussels netting would be strong enough
to resist the desperate onslaught of the Cogg-
shall bees. There, I guess I better not say any
more on that subject or I may have the two
brothers hauling me over the coals for giving
away their—their—trade secrets.

The gentleman in the right foreground is

David Coggshall himself. One would think,

in spite of that ominous bee-suit, to see him
standing there bareheaded, that I had awfully
maligned the Coggshall bees; but letmewhis-

RESIDENCE OF DAVID H. COGGSHALL, WEST GROTON, N. Y.

brother, David H. Coggshall. The latter is

equally successful as a business man ; but in-

stead of making bee-keeping so much of a

specialty he seems to have a combination of

other lines, farming, bee-keeping, and poul-

try-raising.

David H. keeps something like GOO colonies,

and occupies a territory between Lake Skane-
ateles and Cayuga Lake, and, if I am correct,

immediately north of West Groton, while his

brother Lamar occupies the territory between

per in your ear, that, when a man is standing

where the world is gazing on him, he can
stand any kind of onslaught without flinching.

Just at the right of the bee-suit, and resting

on hive 160, stands one of the Coggshall ex-

tractors. This seems to be constructed exact-

ly the same as those used by Lamar. As I

have before explained, the machine is non-
reversible, taking four Langstroth frames, the

frames hanging exactly as they do in the hive.

Instead of being placed in the four sides of
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the basket, in the ordinary fashion, they are

set down in the machine, two on a side. A
strip of tin separates the two combs so that
the honey from the inner one, instead of strik-

ing the outside comb, flies against the tin,

draining down in the extractor. The cross

arm is made of wood, and even the bearings
are of the same material.

As crude as this arrangement apparently
seems to be, I am not sure but, by the manner
they operate, they can extract as rapidly as

one could from an ordinary four-frame Cowan.
It is certainly an advantage to set the combs

in the extractor in the same way they are tak-

en from the hive ; for I am satisfied they can
be picked out of the hive and set down in the
extractor more rapidly than the same number
of combs could be picked out and inserted in

a Cowan, because, in the case of the latter,

the frame is lifted out with one hand, and with
the other hand it is turned at right angles so
that it can be set down endwise in the machine.
On the other hand, the Cowan would save
time in reversing, so that, take it all in all, if

there were a race or contest between the two
machines they would run very even in the
actual product extracted. "But," you say,
" why not make Coggshall extractors? " For
the reason that the bee-keeping fraternity has
been educated the other way; and although
we have offered to furnish such extractors, no
one has called for them outside of Coggshall 's

immediate neighbors.
The annual crop of honey produced by the

Coggshalls in good seasons can be measured,
not only by the tons but by the carloads.
When I was there I overheard (I wasn't eaves-
dropping) David say to Lamar that he had had
an offer of a certain figure on a carload, and
would he, Lamar, accept? The latter hesitat-

ed a moment, and then said, " Better wait a
little longer ; we can do better than that."
"Carload?" said I, interrupting. "How
many cars do you two produce ? " " Not very
many this season," was the reply.
From one of his best yards David Coggshall

took as many as 60 2101b. half-barrels of well-
ripened honey; and Lamar, from all his yards,
took 78,000 lbs. in 1897, or an amount equal
to three carloads; or the two brothers, at this
rate, in a good season, might produce between
four and five carloads.
Both of the Coggshalls make money at any

thing they undertake, whether it be at farm-
ing or at bees. They have beautiful farms,
and live in fine residences, one of which is

shown on the previous page, the home of
David Coggshall. They are finished off in
hard wood inside, and are equipped with all

the conveniences to be found in the best
homes in the land.

COMB-HONEY SUPERS.

The regular T super is a general favorite
with a large class ; but within a few years the
section-holder arrangement seems to be get-
ting the larger share of patronage, and very
recently that super which makes use of the
simple supporting slats has been gaining favor.
As the construction of the latter is not very
generally understood I give here a picture that

will show very clearly how it is made. This
is what is called the Ideal section super. The
sections themselves are 3^ X5Xl,^ wide.
Five of them are used in each row, said row
being supported by a slat y% thick and \ x/2
wide. Between each two rows of sections and
slats is inserted a fence—fences, slats, and all,

being held in the usual way by strips of tin

nailed on the bottom inside edge of the ends of
the super. This super economizes space bet-
ter than any thing else that is now on the mar-
ket.

The 4X section, owing to the fact that four
rows are hardly sufficient to occupy the whole
inside length of the super, and that five rows
would be longer than the length desired, re-

quires a wide frame or a section-holder. The
% -inch ends of the section-holder, together
with the bee -space between ends of super,
plus the four sections, take up all the avail-

able space. The section-holder ends and the
bee-spaces are regarded by many as being su-

perfluous. If the Langstroth frame had been
a little shorter, so that the i% section would
have just filled out the length of the super,
we should then have had an " Ideal " arrange-
ment.

THE DIVISION-BOARD FEEDER.
During the past summer and this fall, our

apiarist, Mr. Wardell, was very enthusiastic
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over the Doolittle division board feeder. At
first I did not take very much stock in it; but
Mr. Wardell persisted that it was the best feed-

er for stimulating ever devised, aud since see
ing it in use I have come to share his opinion.

Its manner of construction will be apparent
from the engraving below. It consists of an
ordinary brood-frame having a thick top-bar,

with this difference : That the frame, instead
of being made

J/$ or a full inch wide, is any-
where from \ x

/z to \}i. On each side, and
reaching up to within }/z inch of the bottom
of the top-bar, are nailed two thin boards, the
nails being driven close together to make the
feeder syrup-tight. To further stiffen the feed-

er, a central partition with a hole in the bol-

tom is let down the feeder and nailed. The
purpose of this hole is to give the syrup a

chance to> seek its level on either side of the
partition. Another hole pierces the top-bar,

and it is through this that the feed is poured.
This feeder is set down in the hive like an

ordinary brood-frame, and can be used, when
empty, as an ordinary division-board or dum-
my to fill up the space in the hive, not occu-
pied by the combs ; in fact, it is a good plan
to have one in every nucleus

; for, while it

serves the purpose of a division board, it will

be ready at any time for feeding.

The operation of feeding is very simple.
With a large tea-pot filled with syrup, go to

the nuclei requiring to be fed. Slide the cov-
er or quilt back just far enough to expose the
top bar of the feeder. Pour the syrup down
into the feeder through the hole until the
holder is full. Roll the quilt back, and the
hive is then closed up.

These feeders can thus be filled without ex-

posing the cluster of bees ; and as the. feeder
is right down in the brood nest, in the warmth
of the cluster, the bees will readily take the
feed at any time.

If you are not a good enough carpenter to

make water tight joints in wood, you can
make your feeders so they will hold by pour-
ing in hot paraffine or beeswax, and then
quickly pouring it out again.

feeder. Unlike the Boardman it is fastened
on the outside of the hive ; and it is so con-
structed that the feeder can be filled at any
time without disturbing the cover or the hive
itself. But of course there has to be a hole

We have used a large number of these feed-

ers in our yard, for Mr. Wardell seems to pre-

fer it to the Boardman, since on cool nights

the bees will not take the feed from an outside
feeder as they will from one inside next to the
cluster. Then Mr. Wardell thinks the Board-
man is a little inclined to incite robbing ; and
for stimulating nuclei he very much prefers

the Doolittle.

Speaking about feeders, Mr. C. S. Foster,

of Meriden, Ct., has devised another outside

THE FOSTER BEE-FEEDER ; PATENTED.

through the side of the hive into the feeder,
and through this the bees take their feed. I
have no doubt this would be a very excellent
feeder, and quite free from any tendency to
start robbing

; but it has one great objection
;

and that is, the average bee-keeper would be
much disinclined to bore holes through the
sides of his hives.

BOOMING POOR ARTICLES FOR SELFISH INTER-
ESTS.

On page 338 of the Bee keepers' Review,
R. L. Taylor says:

The editor of Gleanings (pp. 753, 757. et al.) seems
to be very sensitive to the innuendoes aud charges
frequently made that his company takes up and
booms new things, like plain sections, tall sections,
fences, etc., with the sole purpose, regardless of the
interests of customers, to make money out of them.
Indeed, one is led to wonder whether the editor, judg-
ing from his anxiety and protestations, does not ig-
norantly feel in some degree guilty. But those who
are making the insinuations referred to ought to
know better than to do it. Such a course would be
suicidical on the part of the company. Successful
trade depends upon a profit to each party to it. The
A. I. Root Company is not without commercial sagac-
ity; and it is not going to run counter to that princi-
ple knowingly.

Perhaps I may have been over-sensitive at
some charges that have been made against us

;

but in any case I did not lose any sleep over
the matter, neither did I feel "in some degree
guiltv," although it may have looked very
much that way from what I have said along
these lines of late. The fact of the matter
is, we can not tell what we would do or say
until we are hit ourselves. It all depends on
whose ox is gored.
But Mr. Taylor has hit the nail on the head

when he says that a course of this kind would
be suicidal on the part of the company, and
that successful trade depends on a profit to
each party. Exactly. Outside of the morals
or ethics of the thing, one for his own self-

preservation should not from motives of self-

interest try to make a general catalog out of
his paper; for if he does he will do something
far worse — he will cheat himself in the end,
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as well as the government of rightful postage.

I would not take space in a paid for journal

for the discussion of supplies except that I

know that such a subject is of general inter-

est, especially when it relates to changes and
improvements. For instance, I take two bicy-

cle papers, and there is not a department in

these papers that is of more interest to me
than the general discussion, from the manu-
facturers' standpoint of view, of various im-
provements that are introduced from time to

time; and the same is true in regard to photo-
graphic journals. In bringing up the discus-

sion of supplies in a bee-journal, one should
have in view the placing of something of gen-
eral interest before his readers. By so doing
he often gathers suggestions which, if he is a

manufacturer, he may be able to incorporate
into his supplies, thus benefiting the fraternity

at large. I have of late invited criticism on
the things we make. The result has been that

we slightly changed the construction of sev-

eral of the things we manufacture. The dis-

cussion in the first place is interesting, and the
result in the end is permanent gain for the bee
business as a whole.

portion of it to settle at the bottom, and strain

through the cheese-cloth. In the morning we
had a bag of dry bits of comb, or almost dry,

and a tub of clear extracted honey.

BEE-KEEPERS' INSTITUTES FOR NEW YORK.

The following letter from W. F. Marks will

explain itself :

I wish to call attention to the bee-keepers' institutes
to be held in this State next month under the auspices
of the Bureau of Farmers' Institutes, F. E. Vawley,
director. This is a new departure; but if bee-keepers
will take hold and show that they appreciate and
deserve them, we hope to make them a permanent
feature of our work in this State.

I inclo e a clipping from the Country Gentleman,
giving a list of meetings alieady assured, and should
be pleased to have you give this mention in your next
issue, and also urge the bee-keepers in the several
localities to take an active interest in them.

" By special arrangement with the State Bee-keep-
ers' Association, the director will hold bee-keepers'
institutes (papers and discussions be ng confined en-
tirely to the apiary) at the following places and dates:
Batavia, Genesee Co., Dec. 13; Canandaigua, Ontario
Co., Dec. 14, 15; Romulus Seneca Co., Dec. 19; Cort-
land, Cortland Co., Dec. 20; Auburn, Cayuga Co., Dec.
21; Geneva, Ontario Co., Jan. 10."

Chapinville, N. Y., Nov. 20, 1899. W. F. Marks.

I should really like to attend some of these
institutes, but I fear it will not be possible for

me to do so.

WHAT TO DO WITH BADI/V MASHED COMB
HONEY.

WE lately received a shipment of comb
honey, and in this was a lot that was about as
badly smashed as it could be. Some of it was
so jammed and mangled, if I may use that
word, that it was not even fit to put out for

chunk honey. The better part of it we placed
in wooden butter-dishes, and sold for chunk
honey. The rest we put into a large cheese-
cloth bag and then suspended it over a tub. It

hung thus over night, and the next morning
the liquid portion of the hone}' had all run
out, leaving practically nothing but dry combs
and pieces of combs in the sack. Of course,
if there had been sealed honey it would not
have drained ; but that to which I refer was so
badly smashed there were no cappings over
the cells. The particles of wax floated on the
surface of the honey, leaving the clear liquid

/. .S". B., Ark.—We do not recommend
Hoffman frames for Southern climates, or any
locality where propolis is deposited very freely.

Our staple-spaced frame should be used in
places where bee-glue is very plentiful.

H. E. IV., Cat.—You can not very well rear
queens before warm weather sets in. You can
do something at it, however, during cool
weather, providing the hive is warmly packed
in chaff or some other equally good material.
Next spring bees should be fed a little daily

—

preferably with warm feed ; then proceed as

described in Queen-rearing in the new edition

of our ABC book.

W. C. B., Midi.—I would not feed sorghum
molasses or any other cheap stuff to the bees for

winter food. As a general rule it may be said
that granulated sugar, for the money, contains
more real food or sweetening for the bees than
any thing else. For our locality we would
feed up along until September or October, for

the bees should have a chance to ripen and
seal their stores about a month before actual
freezing weather comes on.

R. S., Out.—In estimating the stores that a
colony should have, one should always figure

that a syrup fed half and half (that is, half

water and half sugar) is quite thin, and when
thickened down by the bees it will stand in

the proportion of about % sugar and % water.
In counting on the necessary amount of stores,

you will have to take into consideration this

shrinkage. If you wanted to put in 20 lbs. of
sealed stores I would feed at least 30 lbs. of

sugar syrup, half and half.

F. B. C, Mich.— 1. I would not advise you in

November to extract all the honey out and
then feed sugar syrup. Indeed, it is the usual
practice to leave the honey sealed in the combs
rather than extract it and put sugar syrup in

its place. Good sealed honey is practically as

good as sugar syrup sealed. 2. Bees would
be likely to consume or waste some of the
syrup during the process of feeding ; that is,

for every pound of syrup fed you would be
able to realize only about % or ^ of sealed
stores by actual weight. 3. Bees would not
consume much until actual winter set in. 4.

The average amount consumed during the
winter for outdoor and indoor wintering varies

greatly. The stores may have to include the
spring as well as the winter, or till such time
as the bees can be fed safely again, providing
the honey does not come in in time. I would
recommend about 20 lbs. for outdoor winter-

ing, and 15 for indoor wintering, of sealed

stores.
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OUR
homes;
BY A.I. ROOT.

Ye are the temple of the living God.—II. Cor. 6:16.

Thefollowing was suggested while, 7ve zvere building a
new Sniead close/for the accommodation of the men and
boys of our different factories :

Just now great progress is being made, not
only in the arts and sciences, but (may the
Lord be praised ) our physicians and our boards
of health are also making great progress in

warding off disease, especially the contagious
and pestilential kinds. We have not only
driven the yellow fever from our shores, but
we are banishing it surely, and with pretty
good speed, too, from the tropical cities that
have recently come under the jurisdiction of
the United States. We are also making prog-
ress here at home in warding off consumption
and other like terrible maladies. It has re-

joiced my heart of late to notice that, in dif-

ferent cities, they are not only passing ordi-
nances, but enforcing them, against promis-
cuous spitting on the pavements and in street-

cars. Physicians tell us that the saliva is one
of the first things to be contaminated by dis-

ease. For instance, if a patient suffering with
consumption is permitted to spit here and
there on the floor, and if this spittle dries
down and is then set flying in the air when
the room is swept, the germs of consumption
may be communicated to every person who
breathes the air. It is largely on this account
that promiscuous spitting is being stopped by
law. The city of Detroit, largely through the
influence of Mavor Pingree, obliges people to

expectorate in the gutters instead of on the
walks, where it dries down, and is then set

floating through the air when the walks are
swept.
When Mrs. Root and I were in Los Angeles

(the City of the Angels, you know) we often
remarked, when we came out early in the
morning for breakfast, before many people
were up, that Los Angeles had the most beau-
tiful pavements of any city on the face of the
earth—that is, so far as we knew. The pave-
ments were made of a peculiar white or light-,

colored cement. Every morning they were
washed off and scrubbed, until they were al-

most white enough to sit down on. Well, be-
fore noon these beautiful white walks in front
of the finest stores would be literally bespat-
tered with tobacco spittle. Yes, there were
chunks of tobacco and zvhole puddles of the
filth so deep that a woman would have to raise

her skirts and pick her way, especially if she
happened to have on nice shoes and no rub-
bers. In that beautiful climate, rubbers would
be hardly needed if it were not for the filthy

men. Now, I do not know whether this City
of the Angels (?) has adopted a reform like
that of Detroit or not; but I shouldn't wonder
if it had; and if so, I should like to visit there
again. Mr. Rambler, will you please tell us
about it? Surely you go through the beauti-
ful city where you live, occasionally, in your
rambles, do you not ? I see by the papers that

in San Francisco they put a man in jail just
because he persisted in spitting on the floors
of the street-cars. Yes, and he was a million-
aire to boot. May God be praised for this bit
of news, that millionaires are expected to obey
the laws—especially those pertaining to health,
just the same as anybody else. Truly we are
progressing.
Do some of you think I am cranky in my

notions that so trifling a thing as spitting on
the walks or floors of a room is going to bring
fevers and consumption? Why, my friend,
the very latest method of determining wheth-
er a patient has consumption or not is by send-
ing some of his spittle to a competent physi-
cian. Whenever the lungs are affected with
tuberculosis the spittle shows it at once.
Furthermore, our dailies have just given us
an account of several clerks who had, one aft-

er another, contracted quick consumption in
a certain office where many book-keepers were
employed. The doctors finally traced the
cause to a certain book. A clerk who died
with consumption had been in the habit of
wetting his thumb in his mouth every time he
turned the leaves of that ledger, until the
book had become a veritable pest-house of dis-

ease, communicating the germs to several
clerks who used it.

Now, boys, do not feel hurt or offended
when I make a practical application of this

subject. At this very minute, while I write,

in our Smead closets where we have expended
a great amount of money in making a closet

absolutely free from smell (and that might be
kept ?.s neat and sweet, almost, as a dining-
room) there are just piles of filth, the accu-
mulation of the work of tobacco-users. If it

were on the floor alone we would not say much
about it ; but you will all bear me out when I

say that it is on the walls, on the shutters that
afford privacy, on the pipes, and almost every
thing else. Perhaps you ask me if I am not
ashamed of myself for letting things get in

such shape. Yes, I am ashamed ; and I am
not only going to ask God to forgive me, but
I hope that, before these lines are in print,

things will be in better condition ; and then I

want you to help me keep them so There
are boxes of sawdust in every apartment of

the closet; but the expectorators seem to have
a dislike, some way, for spittoons. I provid-
ed them with the expectation of having the
boxes of sawdust burned up when they be-

came filthy. But I have neglected it for the
reason I really disliked to ask any good clean

boy, who does not use tobacco, to carry them
down to the furnace and dump them in. And,
by the way, I feel pretty sure there is not a
man or boy in my employ who really wants to

be called on to carry away the filth deposited
by the tobacco-user. There may be poor wo-
men needing work who would do it, but I am
not going to ask them to do it.

Now, boys, I do not usually ask much of

you — that is, in the way of curtailing your
liberty. Of late I have not said much about
tobacco, though God knows I have felt a good
deal. We have not had any smoking on our
premises, because the insurance companies
back us up in our objection to it. And now
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the Ohio State Board of Health, I am sure,

will bear us out in declaring we can not have
tobacco spittle on the floors of our premises,

even in closets. The one who must use tobac-

co in such quantities as to expectorate such a

large amount of filth must provide himself
with a spittoon, and empty it or burn it up
when it gets to be unsightly. The health of

all of us—in fact, your own health—depends
upon it. I am not suspicious enough to be-

lieve that any one of you " laughs in his

sleeve" when he thinks The A. I. Root Co.
can not tell who does the spitting. We can
easily tell by having a janitor employed to

watch every one who goes into the closet and
leaves it. In fact, this is done in many of our
large hotels and in other places where the
closets are largely frequented, and where it

seems impossible otherwise to get rid of this

sort of vandalism. I have not talked about
turning anybody off, mind you, no matter how
much tobacco he uses ; but I am thinking of

dismissing the men who are not only killing

themselves but seem determined on killing

their shoprrates, or at least subjecting them
to these things I have talked about in the fore

part of this paper—that is, if there is no other

way. Every doctor in the land will bear me
out, even if that doctor does use tobacco him-
self to excess. We simply ask that you for-

bear spitting on the floors anywhere. If you
have a cold, and must expectorate, just step

outdoors. Doors are near you all. When you
go to the closet, deposit the filth which is in

your mouth in the places provided for the filth

that nature throws off. Surely you can hold it

in your mouth a minute or two at a time, un-
der special circumstances. From personal ac-

quaintance I am sure most of you are with me
in my great desire to have all our rooms not
only comfortable but pleasant-looking. We
all enjoy seeing visitors go through our work-
ing-rooms, and we like to see them admire our
arrangements Well, I want to be able to

take our visitors into our closets and show
them what we have been doing there in the
line of modern improvements. And, by the
way, there is one thing I had almost forgotten.

You can gauge the intelligence of a people al-

most anywhere on the face of the earth by
visiting their closets. When our stalwart
friend Ivar S. Young was over here from Nor-
way some years ago to study up advanced bee
culture and some other things he told me
frankly that, in the way of closets and ar-

rangements for personal comfort, America was
far behind his own country.

Now, dear friends, I should like to know
how many are with me in this new undertak-
ing. From personal observation I judge that

ninety out of every hundred of our people
will say I am exactly right. Five more out of

the ten remaining can perhaps be persuaded to

agree with me. I am sure there are not more
than five or six among our 150 or so employees
who help make these filthy places, and who
think it is the right and proper thing to use a

closet in this way; and I am rather inclined to

think that these five or six persons, after read-

ing what I have said, or the greater part of

them, will turn in and help us fight the good

fight for health, decency, and every thing else

that is good and pure. A great many times it

is an excellent thing to have business contracts
down in black and white; and with this end in

view I am going to inclose a card in this en-
velop, to be considered when you get your pay
Saturday night. If you feel like making any
suggestions or additions to what I have said, I

should be exceedingly glad to hear them. If

you want to present the other side of the mat-
ter—that is, if there is any other side—I want
to hear that too. If you can not do any thing
more than to give me a little word of encour-
agement, please do that, even if it is nothing
more than writing " O. K." on the card and
signing your name to it. By this means I

think we shall be able to manage without hav-
ing any janitor at all; but if it is really neces-
sary to go to the expense of hiring a janitor to

do nothing but watch the closets, the question
is, who is going to pay this janitor for nis ser-

vices? Surely not those who have been pain-
ed and offended by such places of filth for

several years past. Will it be too hard to say
that those who expectorate on the floor must
pay the janitor? I hardly need tell you that
this whole thing was suggested to me while
we were building this new Smead closet.

When I thought of the money it is going to

cost, and the time and money that have been
expended on it (we paid $100 to the patentee
for the right to build the closet), I felt as if I

could not have it share the fate of our old clos-

et right near our office, that has been in use
for the last nine years.

Let me explain to the readers of Gleanings
that the Smead system is an arrangement
whereby a current of hot air evaporates or
dries out the moisture from the accumulation
in the closet. This is secured by keeping up
a draft of hot air by means of a little fire be-

low, once a day or oftener. In our case we
have in the base of our building a coil of pipe
heated by means of exhaust steam from our
factory. Just above these hot pipes is a floor

of dry hot bricks supported on iron bars; then
a tall chimney keeps a draft of hot air con-
stantly passing over and under these bricks.

The chimney makes draft enough so that,

when one of the lids is open anywhere in the
closet, the air sucks down through the floor,

passing off up the chimney. In this way
there is never any smell or foul gases. The
chimney is tall enough to deliver the impuri-
ties so high up in the air overhead that they
are carried off by the wind, and never make
themselves known to anybody.
Now, while every home in the land may not

be able to make use of an expensive apparatus
such as I have described, every home in the
land can have a neat, tidy, and pleasant closet.

The use of dry earth, which is now so well
understood, is many times the safest and eas-

iest method of getting rid of unpleasant smells,

and materials disagreeable to handle. Where
there is a safe outlet for the sewage, without
inconveniencing your neighbors, a water-closet
is a very nice thing. I have described these
so fully in former numbers that I need not go
over the ground here.

Permit me to say that, in traveling about
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the country. I have found many really beauti-

ful closets, even in country homes—many that

were carpeted, and had tasty and wholesome
pictures on the walls; and in some ihere were
sciipture t< xts. Surely cleanliness is next to

godliness; and when we begin to discover that

cleanliness in the way I have men ioued has a
direct bearing on this matttr of health in

warding off pestilences, is it not one of the
bright and encouraging things of the present
age that we are surely, though perhaps slowly,

getting over this fashion of being heathenish
and savage when it comes to looking after

these matters that must be attended to every
day of our lives ?

In some of my writings heretofore I have
alluded to the fact that we have occa-ionally,

or once in a great while, been annoyed by ob-
scene and i'npure scribbbng in closets. At
the present time I believe this is pretty much
done away with. In th.s case it is likely the
offender thought we had no means of telling

who did it. Poor deluded soul ! I presume
it never occurred to him that the man or boy
who will do a thing of this kind has it written
almost on his forehead ; because we know the
boys who would never do a thing of this kind;
and it is almost equally true that we know just

what boy might be guilty of such work. The
all-seeing eye of the great Father above knows
all about it ; and, besides this, good men and
women of mature age can almost always judge
pretty quickly who it is, when such work turns
up
Since the above was in type I notice by the

papers that the city of Des Moines, la., has
passed an ordinance making it a $10 fine to

spit on the sidewalks ; and our stenographer
adds that the city of Marion, O., has also such
an ordinance, and he thinks they were among
the first to inaugurate this reform. If the dif-

ferent cities both north and south, and east

and west, should get into a strife as to who
should excel in clean pavements, how re-

freshing it would be !

MAGNETIC HEALING, VITAL SCIENCE, ETC.

Well, we are getting at the secret of Elec-
tropoise, Oxydonor, etc. We all have to con-
fess it is a great mystery how such senseless
traps could perform the cures and bring forth

the astounding testimonials that they do ;

and ministers, editors, and some doctors, I

am sorry to say, declare the thing did cure
just because of those testimonials. But just

now it begins to transpire that there are still

more astonishing cures performed without
any apparatus or any medicine ; and the doc-
tor does not have to see the patient at all, and
in some cases he does not even have to know
what the matter is. You pay him your five

dollars, without saying a word, and he cures
you without saying a word or even writing a
letter. Several have inquired about the great

Prof. Weltmer, of Nevada, Mo. By the way,
Missouri s-eems to be specially prolific in this
kind of healing. Prof. Weltmer not only
heals every disease, but he takes pupils and
teaches them the art, and he never fails to
teach anybody to do it right, and the pupil
never fails to cure any disease whatever. Am
I getting it too strong? Well, here is what I

copy from the Weltmer circular :

The results of learning this profession will be that
you can heal every known disease : can heal diseases
that can not be healed by medicine or any other
method, and you can earn from $10 to $~>0 per day. . .

. . . Every student can perform the cures, and when
you can do this you will get the business.

You see, I thought of taking taking a course
of lessons, so I wrote to the professor, asking
him some questions. He sent me a nice long
letter, " dictated by Prof. Kelly." He thought
I would not know the letter was a printed
one, but I did. He winds up the letter by
saying

:

Our terms are cash in advance ; no other proposi-
tion will be considered a moment.

Now, if there is anybody among our readers
who still insists that there is either sense or
science in the above, let him ask the family
doctor, the minister, the schoolteacher, or
anybody who is at all posted, what such
claims mean ; and notwithstanding these
absurd statements, there are people who still

insist that men are being cured by the whole-
sale by such professors. By the way, this

Prof. Weltmer sends out quite a magszine.
This magazine has pictures all through of

high-toned patients he has cured, and of his

beautiful large buildings that might grace a
State university. If these pictures are photos
of his real buildings he certainly has got a lot

of money from somewhere to start his medical
schools. I do not find any such institution

quoted by either Dun or Bradstreet. Here is

another

:

Dear Bro. Root:—Is Dr. Carson, who treats diseases
by what he calls "vital science," a humbug or not?
He keeps the temple of health, Carson City, Mo. I

say 'brother" Root, because I believe you to love
your neighbor as yourself. Subscriber.

You see I am obliged to answer the above
in print because our friend did not give his

name. Well, in the first place I can not find

any such place in Missouri as Carson City, so
I could not hunt up any thing about this Car-
son. I think very likely that he, with his
" temple of health," is another Weltmer. By
the way, I forerot to mention that it costs only
$5.00 a month to learn hpw to "doctor," so
j'ou can cure any disease that ever afflicted

anybody on the face of the earth.

One moral we may gather from all the
above is this : There must be a lot of people
in the world who think they are sick. I be-

lieve they are honest in thinking so, other-

wise they would not hand over five or ten
dollars as readily ns they do. Yes, they think
they are sick. Then these professors get five

or ten dollars for simply telling them there is

not any thing the matter with them at all.

It is only a notion they have got in their heads;
and these people furnish the money for the
Electropoise men and the health institutes to

build up these great establishments, and to

permit the " Prof." to revel in luxury and ease.
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ROBBING SICK PEOPLE.

On page 8] 3 I closed my talk about robbing

sick people, with the following words in re-

gard to giving cash in advance, no matter how
responsible or rtliable the person is who gives

the order. Here is the story:

The boy who helps in the garden, and acts

as messenger to go to and from the postoffice,

was crippled at birth. His mother came to

see me when he was quite a little fellow, and
wanted to know if I could not find a place for

a little unfortunate crippled boy. I did find

him a place, and he has been with us until he

is now almost a grown- up man. One of his

legs is about two inches shorter than the other;

but this does not seem to interfere with his

riding the wheel, in the least, and in this way
he makes himself quite useful. Some years

ago an agent visited him and tried to get him
to invest $35.00 in an artificial foot that would
permit him to wear a common shoe, and walk
as straight as anybody. When I found out

about it I wrote the firm. They are called the

Improved Extension Shoe Co., Cincinnati, O.

They said they could fix him out all right

;

and if they did not succeed it was to cost

him nothing ; but they could not furnish the

shoe, even to a well-known firm like; our own,
without cash in advance. I remonstrated, but

they declared it was their invariable rule with

everybody. But they promised fair and square

to refund the money if they could not make
the thing work. They were very courteous

and polite until they got the money and sent

the shoe. After that, they rather seemed to

lose interest in the matter. There were delays

and mistakes; and after we had invested quite

a little more money (besides the $35. 00) in

sending him to Cleveland, to let one of their

agents make exact measurements, there was a

long delay, and then they said the agent had
lost the dimensions that cost us so much
trouble to get. Finally they got a shoe about
right— at least he started off and walked with
it pretty nearly as straight as anybody ; but it

hurt his foot from first to last so that it was
entirely impossible for him to get along with

it, or do any thing with it on. It seemed to

crowd his whole weight down on to his toes.

This machine that cost $35 00 seems to me
ought not to cost more than about $3 50 ; but
I was quite willing to pay this price provided
the boy could be enabled to go around like

other people. I explained to them that I fur-

nished them money solely to do a boy a kind-

ness, and wanted them to take the apparatus
back at some price; but, like the Electropoise

folks, a thing that cost $25.00 (or $35.00, if

you choose) when you bought it, is not worth
even 25 cents when you want to sell it back.

Now, then, my advice is, not to send cash

in advance for any of these new and untried

novelties — that is, unless the amount is so

small you can well afford to lose it. If you
yourself have no financial standing and rating

in commercial reports, ask your merchant or

grocer, or whoever you do business with, to

manage the thing for you. Any firm which
has a really meritorious article, will be glad
to send it to any responsible business man

;

and you probably know that any farmer with

even a.fairly good credit back of him can get
almost any agricultural implement, not to be
paid for until he has tried it. This course of

doing business will sift out the humbugs and
swindles very speedily.

In regard to appliances for the deaf (see p.

812, Nov. 1st issue), I would advise you to

consult your family physician ; for as a rule

he is informed on these matters, and knows
all about ear-trumpets and similar aids for

deaf people ; and if the case is beyond his

experience and skill he can probably tell you
better where to go than anybody else. There
is no end of frauds connected with doctoring
the e}-es and ears. Beware of them.

Mr. Root:—In your August loth issue, page 623, un-
der Health Notes, you quote from a letter from P.

Hostetler, and further on make some comments. In
this connection I wish to enter a " Plea for the Phy-
sician." I am a graduate of the Jefferson Medical
College, having spent several of the best years of my
life there, and am as familiar with the wards of the
above-named hospit.il as I am with my own house.
The part I most object to is where "the charge of $100
or $500 is a shame and a disgrace to the present age."
The Jefferson College hospital is kept up by endow-

ments, and by the fees paid by students; and cases of
unusual interest and of the proper kind are selected
for operation before classes/; ee ofcharge, except, per-
haps, for their hoard of SI.00 per day. You don't sup-
pose for an instant that any hospital could care for,

board, and supply surgical dressings and medicines
for the insignificant sum of SI. 00 per day, and long
keep open doois, unless there were some other source
of revenue.
Speaking from my personal experience, $400 or

$500 is not a cent too high for such capital operations;
and the surgeon who is capable and fitted for their
performance can not afford to do them for less. They
are not common nor of every-day occurrence, even in
the largest hospitals. I have been in practice since
1888; and after the first five years I have only ill

health as a reward for my labors.
Idaho Falls, Idaho, Sept. 2. B. F. Jonks, M. D.

My good friend, I stand, at least to some ex-
tent, corrected. You remember I expressed
surprise that a surgical operation like the one
mentioned could be performed for so small a
sum of money. It did not occur to me that

the circumstances were such as you mention.
Of course, I am familiar with this kind of work
since you mention it. The skillful physician
or surgeon who saves a life that would have
been lost, without question, but for his skill,

certainly deserves a fair reward. What I had
in mind, when I uttered the words you wrote,

is charging enormous sums and not benefiting

them after all. I do not know that surgeons
very often deserve to be called "quacks;"
yet cases have come under my notice where
I think surgeons, who perhaps had skill, were
guilty of criminal carelessness and indifference

to human life. Our daily papers are giving,

sometimes, reports of cases of this kind.
What I had specially in mind is described in

the following :

I read your articles in Gleanings about Electro-
poise. I have one for which I paid $25.00. I used it

faithfully five months, but received no benefit. It

may help some folks by stopping their filling their
systems with medicine and giving nature a chance to
work. What I would stop is the specialists. They
put out glowing advertisements, and claim they can
do wonders, and jew a person out of $500 or $1000 be-
fore they do any thing for them, and then leave them
worse off than when they began. I paid one noted
specialist $300 in advance to cure me, without specify-
ing any particular time. He sent me medicine for a
year, and at the end of that time I was in bed suffer-

ing extremely; and instead of medicine he sent a let-
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ter asking $200 to treat me another year. He" reduced
the price, seeing that I was an old patient. I would
gladly give his name and place of business, but may
be I have no right to do so, as he has license to prac-
tice in Ohio, and runs a large institute on the money
he robs the sick of. If any thing is to be cried down,
I say let it be those quacks who charge a large price
in advance My husband has paid out many hundred
dollars on false promises to get me cured, and I am
no better off, and, as a last resort, we are trying a
warm climate, and, with God's help, it may be suc-
cessful. If you desire to print any portion of this,

and any invalid wishes to know about this particular
institute, I will tell him willingly; but I do not care
to have my name published. Mrs. O. A. D.
San Diego, Calif , April II.

DOCTORING WITHOUT MEDICINE; CAUSE AND
CURE OF RHEUMATISM—AT LEAST ONE

KIND OF THAT DISEASE.
Friend Root, as you are always doing something to

benefit your fellow-men 1 have a little experience to
relate to you which you in turn can give to your read-
ers free, as I have no patent on it. I have been afflict-

ed with acute and s-ciatic rheumatism for over 25 years;
but for the past year I have been entirely free from it.

The j ear previous to the past one I was laid up en-
tirely. I had tried every thing — patent medicines,
electricity, and prescriptions from several doctors,
but they were all failures. For several reasons I came
to the conclusion it was all caused by the sweets I was
taking into my system In September, 1898, I discard-
ed sweets entirely, and in three months my rheuma-
tism was completely gone. About a month ago I was
extracting honey, and I ate quite freely of it, for one
or two days, when my old symptoms of rheumatism
leturned, so I know the rheumatism is caused by the
uric acid which comes from eating sweets. All doctors
agree that sweets turn to uric acid, and uric acid causes
rheumatism. Some 30 years ago I always had this
complaint while making maple sugar ; but as soon as
"sugaring " was over my iheumatic trouble was gone.
Berlin, Wis., Oct. 80. E. C. Eaglefield.

My good friend, you have struck on one of

the great points in the Salisbury treatment.
Where one's digestive apparatus gets started

into acid fermentation, sugar, more than any
other one article of diet, feeds the malady. It

is just like putting something sweet into vine-

gar. The beer-plant, as you may know, will

grow and thrive so long as it has the least bit

of sweet of any kind added to the water in

which it is growing. Now, the Salisbury
treatment cuts off not only the sugar but the
starch also; and starch is easily converted into

sugar by chemical means or by the digestive

apparatus ; but in my own case, and 1 think
that of most people, sugar is more apt to feed
a sour stomach than starch or starchy foods.

Among all vegetable foods, dry bread or zwie-
back is perhaps nearest to meat ; but a beef-

steak diet contains absolutely no sugar or
starch, and it is, accordingly, the only food

—

that is, the lean-meat diet is almost the only
diet known—that contains neither starch nor
sugar, and is, therefore, calculated to starve

out this fermentation in the bowels. I am sor-

ry to say, however, that not all kinds of rheu-
matism yield to this treatment ; but a great
many forms of rheumatism, as well as ever so
many other distressing results of indigestion,

may be remedied by cutting off all sweets. I

have known cases where just omitting the
sugar in coffee has put a stop to daily head-
aches. I am glad to know the world is finally

catching on to this most important factor in

diet. Now, please remember I do not con-
demn the use of a reasonable amount of sugar
for everybody . Where sugar is perfectW as-

similated and digested, as it is, perhaps, with

most healthy people, a proper amount with
the meals gives strength ; but a good many
times, tating kss sugar will stop headaches
and other like results of indigestion.
While speaking of rheumatism, permit me

to say here that when I was in Fostoria recent-
ly, my nephew, Geo. M. Gray, called my at-
tention to an important case. A man who had
for years hobbled about on crutches, badly
crippled up with rheumatism, had a son who
is now conducting a bicycle-repair shop in
Fostoria. Well, the old gentleman got an
idea that, if he could get started on a wheel,
he could get about and greatly relieve himself
from the fatigue occasioned by standing on
his crippled legs. Of course, the boy took a
great deal of pains to teach his father how to
run a wheel, and they two together succeeded
admirably. Now, can you guess the sequel?
The wheel-riding gave the old gentleman out-
door exercise, a good appetite, and his rheu-
matism kept getting better and better, until
at the present time he goes about walking
erect, without any crutches or even a cane.
May God be praised for these lessons that are
all round about us, teaching us how to " doc-
tor " ourselves "without medicine."

GOOD FOR THE "ROOTS."
I have not yet been able to find out just

what relation, if any, Sec. Root is to the Roots
here in Medina ; but the Root Genealogy,
which is a pretty good sized book, did, at the
time it was printed, connect pretty nearly all

the Roots in the United States, if not all. But
what pleases me just now is the following,
which we also clip from the Advance ;

The new regiments sent to Manila had no chap-
lains; but Secretary Root has ordered all the available
chaplains in the army to the Philippines, ten in all.

The above is certainly encouraging, for it

is only a little while since we were told that
the beer-canteen was to have a free swing in
our new possessions, in the army, but that all

the chaplains were to be dispensed with. I

was wondering whether the recent objection
to chaplains had not arisen because they
would naturally make such a vigorous protest
against the introduction of beer. Well, Sec.
Root has reinstalled the chaplains ; and may
we not hope that he will soon use his influence
to have the law enforced regarding the can-
teen business ?

SHALL WE HOLD A JOURNAL OR PERIODICAL
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CHARACTER OF

ITS ADVERTISEMENTS ?

Thank God, there are several periodicals be-
sides Gleanings that think a home paper
ought to exclude advertisements from the
whisky men. We clip the following from the
Chicago Advance :

The descriptive sub-title of Harper's Weekly is, "A
Journal of Civilization," and it is a low grade of civil-

ization, if we are to judge by the advertisements of
liquor-dealers which appear in that journal. One ad-
vertisement in Harper's Weekly furnished by the brew-
ers of "the beer which made Milwaukee famous," de-
clares that since Manila was occupied by the Ameri-
cans they have shipped to that city two hundred and
nineteen carloads of beer, making in all a train a mile
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and a half long. And this is the liquid " civilization
"

adveitised. for a consideration, in Harper's Weekly,

yes, and Harper's Monthly. The advertisement states

that, "wherever civilization has gone, S— beer has
followed " So much the worse for civilization ; for

since that much-advertised beer 1 egan to arrive in

Manila the saloons have increased from a few to more
than four hundred and thirty.

A LITTLE CIRCUMSTANCE (?) AT THE HOME
OF THE HONEY-BEES.

On the day when the first issue of Glean-
ings came from the press (27 years ago), and
was handed over for the inspection and ap-

proval of your old friend A. I. Root— well,

before night of the same day a little blue-eyed

stranger came into the home of the Root fam-

ily. She was afterward called " Blue Eyes,"
as some of you may remember. By the way,

all the fault I have yet heard concerning the

new ABC book was because the picture of

Novice and Blue Eyes was left out. Well, the

picture of Novice then, as he held Blue Eyes
in his lap, does not look very much as he does

now, for he is a white haired and white beard-

ed old man now—at least he will be 60 on the

9th of next month (December) ; and Blue

Eyes is a grown-up woman with a home of her

own, and— oh dear me ! she has a blue-eyed

boy of her own, born Nov. 2. And even if

that boy is not quite five weeks old yet, I pre-

sume she would consider his picture of as

much consequence, or more, than even that of

herself or anybody else, for that matter. I be-

lieve it is universally conceded there can be no
real fully developed prosperous colony of bees

without daily accessions of young bees ; and
in a like manner it seems as though the Root
Co., in order to stand firm and solid through
the coming ages, needs in a like manner occa-

sional reinforcements of young blood. Oh ! I

must not forget to add that the father of this

blue-eyed boy, Mr. A. L Boyden, Secretary of

The A. I. Root Co., is fast getting to be one of

the principal business managers. He has
known all about bees from his childhood, and
it is my impression that he now knows more
about some departments of our growing busi-

ness than even John and Ernest.—A. I. R.

THE MAN WHO DRINKS.

The following is credited to the Memphis
Commercial Appeal. We say a hearty amen
to it, and pass it along :

The business world recognizes that no man who
drinks is as good as he would be if he never drank.
Time was when in certain lines of business it was con-
sidered necessary to drink. Quite the contrary is the
case now. Even saloon-men~prefer barkeepers who
do not drink the liquids they sell All the fairy tales

about the great things people do when under the in-

fluence of liquor have been exploded. The orator
who must be intoxicated in order to make a speech is

no longer here, and he has never been here. The
lawyer who can not p'.e id a case or cite an authority
without spending the night before in a barroom has
gone to visit the pale glimpses < f the moon, and he
has always been gone. The writer who produces a
great poem or a great essay while maudlin was remov-
ed fiom this planet before the command " Let there
be light !" was given. The book-keeper, clerk, me-
chanic, salesman, artisan, young or old, is not at his

be t while under the influence of liquor, and he is not
as valuable to himself, his employer, or society. In
the race of life the temperate man has the best of it ;

the drinking man is handicapped. The sober man is

always an improvement on the drunken man.

Books for Bee=keepers and Others.
Any of these books on which postage is not given

will be forwarded by mail, postpaid on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable

to disappointment if we make a purchase without see-
ing the article. Admitting that the book-seller could
read all the books he offers, as he has them for sale, it

were hardly to be expected he would be the one to
mention all the faults, as well as good things about
a book. We very much desire that those who favor us
with their patronage shall not be disappointed and
therefore we are ge-ing to try to prevent it by mention-
ing all the faults, so far as we can, that the purchaser
may know what he is getting. In the following list,

books that we approve we have marked with a *

;

those we especially approve, **
; those that are not up

to times, f ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the
lines, \ ; foifcign, g, The bee-books are all good.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods

by freight or express, incurring no postage, we give
prices separately. You will notice that you can judge
of the size of the books very well by the amount re-

quired for postage on each.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
Postage.] [Price without postage.
8 I Bible, good print, neatly bound 20
10 Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 50
20 |

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75
This is a large book of 425 pages, and 175 illustra-

tions, and would usually be called a $2.00 book. A
splendid book to present to children. Sold in gilt edge
foi 25 cents more.
6

|
First Steps for Little Feet 50

By the author of the Story of the Bible. A better
book for young children can not be found in the
whole round of literature, and at the same time there
can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beauti-
fully bound and fully illustrated.

I Christian's Secret of a Happy Life.** 50c; cloth 1 00
3

|
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by Rev.

C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

|
Gospel Hymns, consolidated, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 1,

words only; cloth, 10c; paper 5
2 Same, board covers 20
5 Same, words and music, small type, board cov. 45
10 Same, words and music, board covers 75
3 New Testament in pretty flexible covers 05

5 New Testament, new version, paper covers 10

5 Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4 Stepping Heavenward** 18

15 Story of the Bible** 1 00

A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will
be read by almost every child.

I "The Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25

5 |
Tobacco Manual** 45

This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left

around where the boys get hold of it, and any boy who
reads it will be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

15 A B C of Bee Culture, cloth 1 10

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson ... 50
3 Amateur Bee-keeper, by J. W. Rouse 22

14 Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I., § 2 36

21 Same, Vol. II., \ 2 79
Same, Vols. I. and II., postpaid 5 25

10 Bees and Honev, by T. G. Newman 90
10 Cook's New Ma'nual, cloth 1 15

5 Doolittle on Queen-rearing 95

2 Dzierzon Theory 10

3 Foul Brood; Its Natural History and Rational
Treatment 22

1 Honev as Food and Medicine 05
15 Langstroth Revised, by Chas. Dadant & Son 1 10

15 Quinby's New Bee-keeping 1 40

Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H Alley 50
Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G.'L. Tinker 25
The Honey-bee. hy Thoq William Cowan 95

|
British Bee-keeper's Guide-book, by Thomas
William Cowan, England ? 40

3 I Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A. I. Root... 15

4
|
Winter Problem in Bee-keepirg, by Pierce 46

j
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung 50

Or "Bee Culture and the Securing of Honey," a Ger-
man bee-book by J. F. Eggers, of Grand Island, Neb.
Postage free.

MISCELLANEOUS HAND- BOOKS.
5 I An Egg farm, Stoddard** 40
5 A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 25
5

|
A B C of Strawberry Culture,** by T. B. Terry.. 35

Probably the leading book of the world on straw-
berries.
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3 |
A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** 35

This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work.
I Barn Plans and Out-buildings* 1 50
Canary birds, paper 50

2
|
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 25

The first really full and complete book on celery
culture, at a moderate price, that we have had. It is

full of pictures, and the whole thing is made so plain
that a schoolboy ought to be able to grow paying
crops at once without any assistance except from the
book.
15 I Draining for Profit and Health, Warring 1 35
10 Fuller's Grape Culturist** 1 15

8
I
Domestic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M D.** ... 30

This book ought to save at least the money it costs,

each year, in every household. It was written by a
doctor, and one who has made the matter of domestic
economy a life study. The regular price of the book
is SI. 00, but by taking a large lot of them we are en-
abled to make the price only 30 cents.

10
|
Farming for Boys* 1 15

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions,
and it seems to me that it ought to make farm-life fas-

cinating to any boy who has any sort of taste for gar-
dening.

Farming with Green Manures, postpaid 90
Farm, Gardening, and Seed-growing** !I0

Fungi and Fungicides, paper, 50c; cloth 1 00
12 Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 35
12 Gardening for Profit** 1 35
8 Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 1 25
This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Al-

though it goes over the same ground occupied by Peter
Henderson, it particularly emphasizes thorough culti-

vation of the soil in preparing your ground ; and this
matter of adapting it to young people as well as old is

brought out in a most happy vein. If your children
have any sort of fancy for gardening it will pay you to
make them a preseLt of this book. It has 187 pages
and -16 engravings.
3

|
Grasses and Clovers, with Notes on Forage
Plants 20

This is by Henry A. Dreer, author of the book,
" Vegetables Under Glass " that has had such a large
sale of late. This little book tells how six tons of
grass has been grown to the acre, and gives much
other valuable matter.
10

|
Greenhouse construction, by Prof, Taft** 1 15

This book is of recent publication, and is as full and
complete in regard to the building of all glass struc-
tures as is the next book in regard to their manage-
ment. Any one who builds even a small structure for
plant-growing under glass will save the value of the
book by reading il carefully.

15 How to Make the Garden Pay** 1 35
5 Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 60

Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 1 80
Gregory on Cabbages, paper* 20
Gregory on Squashes, paper* 20
Gregory on Onions, paper* 20

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are
all valuable. The book on squashes especially is good
reading for almost anybody, whether they raise
squashes or not. It strikes at the very foundation of
success in almost any kind of busine-s.

Handbook for Lumbermen 05
Household Conveniences 1 40
How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15
How to Get Well and Keep Well 90

An exposition of the Salisbury system of curing dis-
ease by the "lean-meat diet."

2
|
Injurious Insects, Cook 10

10
|
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Orchard* 1 10

By Stewart. This book, so far as 1 am informed, is

almost the only work on this matter that is attracting
so much interest, especially recently. Using water
from springs, brooks, or windmills to take the place
of rain, during our great drouths, is the great problem
before us at the present day. The book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.

7
|
Market-gardening and Farm Notes 75

10
I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This is by a real, live, enterprising, successful mar-
ket-gardener who lives in Arlington, a suburb of Bos-
ton, Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the fore-
most to make irrigation a practical success, and he
now irrigates his grounds by means of a windmill and
steam-engine whenever a drouth threatens to injure
the crops. The book has 208 pages, and is nicely il-

lustrated with 110 engravings.
3 I Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 32
4

I

Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10
Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.

10

5
|
Manures ; How to Make and How to Use
Them ; in paper covers 30

6
|
The same in cloth covers 65

|
Nut Culturist, postpaid 1 50

3
|
Onions for Profit** 40

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old
onion culture and the new method. The book is fully
illustrated, and written with all the enthusiasm and
interest that characterizes its author, T. Greiner.
Even if one is not particularly interested in the busi-
ness, almost any person who picks up Greiner's books
will like to read them through.

|
Our Farming, by T. B. Terry** 1 50

In which he tells " how we have made a run-down
farm bring both profit and pleasure."
This is a large book, 6x9 inches, 367 pages, quite ful-

ly illustrated. It is Terry's first large book ; and while
it touches on the topics treated in his smaller hand-
books, it is sufficiently different so that no one will
complain of repetition, even if he has read all of Ter-
ry's little books. I should call* it the brightest and
most practical book on farming, before the world at
the present day. The price is $2.00 postpaid, but we
have made arrangements to furnish it for only SI.50.

We are so sure it will be worth many times its cost
that we are not afraid to offer to take it back if any
one feels he has not got his money's worth after he
has read it. If ordered by express or freight with
other goods, 10c less.

1 Poultry for Pleasure and Profit.** 10
Practical Floriculture, Henderson.* 1 10

Profits in Poultry.* 75
Practical Turkey-raising 10

By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we
offer for 10 cts.

;
postage, 2 cts.

2
|
Rats : How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Charac-
ter.** 15

1 I Silk and the Silkworm 10
10

|
Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 1 10

2
|
Sorghum, Stock Beets, Strawberries, and Ce-
ment Floois. By Waldo F. Brown 08

This little book ought to be worth its cost for what
is said on each of the four different subjects; and the
chapter on cement floors may be worth many dollars
to anybody who lias to use cement for floors, walks,
or any thing else. In fact, if you follow the exceed-
ingly plain directions } on may save several dollars on
one single job; and not only that, get a better cement
floor than the average mason will make.
10

|
Talks on Manures* 135

7 Ten Acres Enough 75
10

I
The New Agriculture ; or, the Waters Led Cap-
tive (a |1.50 book) 40

2 I Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10

5
|
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

Fully illustiated, containing everything of impor-
tance clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the il-

lustrations given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone
make the book worth what it costs, to every one who
has occasion to lay ten rods or mere of tile. There is

as much science in digging as in doing almost any
thing else ; and by following the plan directed in the
book, one man will often do as much as two men with-
out this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with the subject, and was written by the
author while he was engaged in the work of digging
the ditches and laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has
laid literally miles of tile on his own farm in Hudson,
Ohio.

3 Tomato Culture 35
3 Vegetables under Glass, by H. A. Dreer** 20
3 Vegetables in the Open Air 20

This is a sort of companion book to the one above.
Both books are most fully illustrated, and are exceed-
ingly valuable, especially at the ve;y low price at
which they are sold. The author, H. A. Dreer, has a
greenhouse of his own that covers one solid acre, and
he is pretty well conversant with all the arrangements
and plans for protecting stuff from the weather, and
afterward handling to the best advantage when the
weather will permit out of doors.

3 |
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 25

This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm
matters ; but it is so intimately connected with his po-
tato-book that it reads almost like a sequel to it. If you
have only a horseor a cow, I think it will pay you to
invest in a book. It has 41 pages and 4 cuts.

3 I Wood's Common Objects of the Microscope**. . 47

8
I
What to Do and How to be Happy While doing

It, by A. I. Root 42

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
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Special Notices by A. I. Root.

PUTTY-BULB.
For setting glass for greenhouses: also used as an

insect-powder gun. The price will be 25 cts. instead
of 15 as formerly. By mail, 5 cts. more.

NEST-EGGS OF POLISHED WOOD.
These are considerably cheaper; in fact, we can

quote them 10 for 10 cts.; 100, 75 cts. If wanted by
mail, only \V2 cts. each additional for postage.

ADVANCE IN PRICE OF COLD-FRAME OR HOT-BED SASH.

The present price will he, one sash in the flat, for
sample, without glass, 85 cts.; five in the fiat, 80 cts.

each; 10 in the flat, 75 cts. each. Glass. 8x10, just right
for the above, per box of 00 lights. $3.00.

ADVANCE IN THE PRICE OF PEAS.

Both Alaska and Premium Gem will be, instead of
the catalog price, y2 pint, 5 cts.; quart, 15 cts.; peck,
$1.00; bushel, S3 50. American Wonder will he: V2 pint,
8 cts.; quart, 20 ct^;.; peck, SI. 25; bushel, 84 50. All oth-
er kinds will be as in the catalog.

WAX BEANS, SCARCE AND HIGH-PRICED.
You will find almost all kind^ of wax beans and

snap heaus of any sort quoted in the catalogs at SI. 50
to SO.00 a bushel; and a good many times when you
send an order the seedsman says he can not send any,
even at that price. I know, hecause I have been try-
ing to buy them for our Florida customers. But we
have just now purchased 11 bushels of Davis wax
beans directly from Eugene Davis the originator.
We can furnish these, while they last, for only $4.25
per bushel. For smaller quantities, see our catalog.
We have also received from friend Davis two bushels
of red kidney beans. Price S3 00 per bushel.

GRAND RAPIDS LETTUCE SEED.

We have just purchased from the grower 25 lbs. of
extra nice new seed. Price will be, ounce, 5 cts.; lib.,
50 cts.; 5 lbs., $2.00.

Since the above lot was purchased, we have had an
opportunity of testing the seed, and know that almost
every seed will grow. As we go to press it is just put-
ting out its second leaves, and we believe it is about as
true a strain of Grand Rapids as any thing we have
ever sold.
Now is the time for starting lettuce to be grown un-

der glass. A few days ago, on one of my recent
wheelrides near Berea, Cuyahoga Co., O., I noticed
three fair-sized greenhouses side by side, and they
were all used entirely for growing Grand Rapids let-

tuce. The proprietor, pointing to the beautiful crop,
said to me, with commendable pride, "This has all
been grown without a bit of heat except what came
from the sun. Look ! there is not a green fly; and
where you use sun heat and nothing else you won't
have any." I mention this for the benefit of those
whr live far enough south s-o they can grow a crop al-

most (if not entirely) without the aid of either flue,
steam, or hot water.

LEE'S FAVORITE POTATO.
Since prices were given in table in our issue for Nov.

1, we have purchased of a neighbor a lot of Lee's Fa-
vorite. Our experiment station pronounces these,
while not quite as early as the Early Ohio, very much
more prolific, and No. 9 in quality, Snowflake being
No. 10. In consequence of having bought them low
we can make the price on these, peck, 25 cts

; % bush-
el, 40 cts.: bushel, 75 cts ; barrel, $2 00. This low price
is only for immediate orders. The stock will not
probably hold out very long at this price.

MAULE'S COMMERCIAL.
This potato is remarkable for its great yield and

large size. T. B Terry, of Hudson, Ohio, on his first
attempt, grew something like two bushels from one
potato; and these two bushels were, some of them,
just immense. I paid $10.00 for a single potato just
two years ago, and from that one potato harvested
this season 40 bushels. Of course, I had the green-
house to aid me the first winter ; and among the 40
bushels there were quite a few that weighed over 2
lbs. each. It is real fun to see these great potatoes
puff up the ground along in the fall when they com-
mence all at once to expand and swell out. Had it

not been for the severe drouth I think my crop might

have been doubled. If this potato were as handsome
in shape as Carman No. 3 I should consider my 40
bushels worth $10.00 each. Perhaps in different soil

the shape might be better. So far as my expetience
goes they are not only great, but awkward-shaped, and
have, perhaps, the deepest eyes of any potato we grow.
Very few reports have come in from the seed we sold
last spring, so far; but here is one of them that indi-
cates they are great yielders in other localities also:

I raised 2 l/2 bushels from the 2 lbs. of Commercial
which I got of 5'ou last spring. Mont Wyrick.
Cascade, Iowa, Oct. 26.

SEED POTATOES AS PREMIUMS.
Any one sending SI.00 for Gleanings, and asking

for no other premium, may have 25 cents' worth of
potatoes. And any one who is a subscriber, and who
sends us $1.00 and one new name may have 50 cents'
worth of potatoes; but if the potatoes are wanted by
mail the subscriber must pay postage. Please notice
we give potatoes as premiums, but we can not afford
to give postage stamps.
The most important novelties in potatoes for 1900

are the two new ones. Commercial and Russet. Fifty
cents' worth of these would be one peck. Of course,
these would have to go by express unless you are or-
dering other goods, when the potatoes could go with
them by freight. But for the benefit of those who
want just enough by mail to test them, or to get a
start, we will send l/2 lb. by mail postpaid of either of
the above to any subscriber, old or new, who pays for
Gleanings one year in advance ; or we will send l/2
lb. postpaid by mail to any subscriber who sends $1 00
for arrearage on Gleanings, providing he mentions
it when sending the money or making the order. Of
course, we do not fend potatoes to anybody unless he
says he wants to have them. Now, then, friends, ev-
erybody who takes Gleanings can have enough po-
tatoes to get a start, free of charge, of either of the
above two kinds. Please do not ask us to send some-
thing else on these terms, because we are going to
have a great lot of these done up in J^-lb. packages
ready to mail; but we shall not have the other kinds
thus put up, a large lot at a time.

ORDERING POTATOES NOW.
Of course, it is risky business shipping potatoes any-

where in December—that is, if you want as many as
a barrel or more ; but if you wish to send in your or-
ders now to secure them before we run out of certain
kinds, we will set them aside for you, and guarantee
their safe keeping till next April. Then we will guar-
antee safe delivery from freezing. We mention this
because many kinds are sold out already. See new
table. We can, however, send half a bushel or a
smaller quantity any time during winter by taking
extra pains in packing. Potatoes by mail go any-
wheie any day in the year, without any danger of
freezing—at least we have never had any losses, that
we remember, in sending by mail all winter long.

Name.

Varieties are in order as
regards time of matur-
ing; earliest first, next
earliest second,and so on.

Red Bliss Triumph
Bovee
Lee's Favorite
E. Thoro'bred, Maule's.
Early Ohio
Burpee's Extra Early. .

.

Freeman
New Queen
Maule's Commercial
Mill's Prize
Carman No. 1

Carman No .3
Sir Walter Raleigh
New Russet
Manum's Enormous... .

New Craig.
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Gleanings in Bee Culture
[Established in 1873.]

Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Home Interests.

Published Semi-monthly by

The A. I. Root Co., = = Medina, Ohio.

A. I. ROOT, Editor of Home and Gardening Dep'ts.
E. R. ROOT, Editor of Apicultural Dept.

J. T. CALVERT, Bus. Mgr.

TERMS. 11.00 per annum; two years, SI. .50; three
years, S2 00; five years, $3 00, in advance: or two copies
to one address, $150; three copies, $2.00; five copies,
$3.75. The terms apply to the United States, Canada,
and Mexico. To all other countries 48 cents per year
extra for postage.

DISCONTINUANCES. The journal is sent until
orders are received for its discontinuance. We give
notice just before the subscription expires, and fur-
ther notice if the first is not heeded. Any subscriber
whose subscription has expired, wishing his journal
discontinued, will please drop us a card at once; other-
wise we shall assume that he wishes his journal con-
tinued, and will pay for it soon. Any one who does not
like this plan may have his journal stopped after the
time paid for by making this request when ordering.

RECEIPTS FOR MONEY. We send no receipt for
subscription money. The change of the date on the
little label shows you that the money has been duly
received and credited. During December and Janu-
ary it sometimes takes us three or four weeks before
the date is changed.

RATES OF ADVERTISING. These will be fur-
nished on application.

Trial Subscriptions.

3 Months, 15c; 6 Months 25c.

We offer Gleanings in Bee Culture to new sub-
scribers three months for 15c, or 6 months for 25c.

Renewals not accepted at these rates.

Clubbing Rates.
As an inducement for our subscribers to re-

new before the expiration of their present
subscription, which saves us considerable time,
we offer the following rates for Gleanings one
year and a year's subscription to any of the
following papers at prices mentioned :

For One Dollar Only.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

American Agriculturist, with Almanac,
Orange Judd Farmer, with Almanac,
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac,
Northwestern Agriculturist,
American Poultry Journal,
Reliable Poultry Journal,
Agricultural Epitomist,
Farm and Fireside,
Poultry Monthly, Farm Journal,
Poultry Keeper. Farm Poultry.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer,
Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer.

For $1.25.—Gleanings and Rural New-Yorker.
For $1.30.—Gleanings and National Stockman.
For $1 .50.—Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or Mc-

Clure's Magazine or American Garden.
For $2 00.—Gleanings and Country Gentleman.
For $2.50.—Gleanings and Review of Reviews.
For $2.00.—Gleanings and Pacific Rural Press.
For $1.10.—Gleanings and Kansas Farmer.

These rates good also for new subscribers.
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after buying a nice handkerchief, and taking
it home, to find it all cotton, non-absorbent,
and just a useless ornament ?

So few store-keepers realize the necessity of
a linen handkerchief, and because the cotton
ones are cheaper to buy, they buy thtm instead
of linen.
Our specialty is linen handkerchiefs—pretty,

absorbent, daintily embroidered, hemstitched
to present fraying — an entirely satisfactory
article.

We especially advertise for Christmas the
following, which we consider the most popu-
lar quality we have ever impoited.
Our imported, Belfast i inen, Embroidered,

Hemstitched, Ladies' Handkerchief, very
sheer, and equal to most 25 ct ones. We wiil
send you three (3) for oOcts., by mail, postpaid.

F. E. EDWARDS & CO.,
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References.—The A. I. Root Co., and Medina
County National Bank.

N B.— If above is not what you want, just tell
us what you want and we will fill your order.
We have all kinds of Handkerchiefs from
30 cts. a dozen to $1 00 each.

*VJiii -£:-£:-£ -3 -3 .3 .3 -3 -3 5 .3 -3-3-2 iiJ -3 -g -3 *?s

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Farm Wagon Economy.

The economy of this proposition is not all found in
the very reasonable price of the wagon itself, but in
the great amount of labor it will save, and its great
durability. The Electric Wheel Co.. who make this
Electric Handy Wagon and the now famous Electric
Wheels, have solved the problem of a successful and
durable low-down wagon at a reasonable price.

Electric

This wagon is composed of the best material
throughout—white hickory axles, steel wheels, steel

hounds, etc Guaranteed to carry
4000 pounds. These Electric Steel
Wheels are made to fit any wagon,
and make practically a new wagon
out of the old one They can be
had in any height desired and any
width of tire up to 8 inches. With
an extra set of these wheels a farm-
er can interchange them with his

regular wheels and have a high or
low-down wagon at will. Write for

catalog of the full "Electric Line"
to Electric Wheel Co., Box 05, Quin-
cy, Illinois. Mention Gleanings.

310 First Premiums
Awarded to the PRAIRIE STATE
INCUISATOR.Guaranteedto operate
in any climate. Send for catalogue.

FKAIRIE STATE 1NCI If A'l'OU CO. Homer City.Pii.
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For Only Two Dollars

!

Several times during the past season, when sending
in orders for queens of the superior stock that I have
been selling, have bee-keepers mentioned that, in the
past, they had bought queens of thp various bleeders,
and found the bees from (mentioning the breed-
er who furnishes this stock that I am selling) away
ahead of the others, but " I want the best, so I am go
ing to try yours. If they are ahead of 's they have
got to be pretty good." More thin one order has end-
ed in exactly these words. There is no doubt whatever
that this is really an unusually superior strain of bees.

Ever since I brought this strain of bees into notice by
my persistent advertising, the demand has been
greater than the supply—nearly the whole season I

was from three to six weeks behind with orders. A
large number have written me that they will order
queens another season, and some are already sending
in their orders. If you wish for as good bees as there
are in this country, and want them next spring in
time to get the mo't good out of them that year, I

would suggest that you send me your order this fall.

All orders are booked the day thit they are received,
and will be filled strictly in rotation. The price of a

queen alone is SI. 50, but I have a most tempting offer

to make in connection with a subscription to the Re-
view. Send me 12 00. and I will send you twelve back
numbers of the Review (for particu'ars in regard to
these back numbers see my ad in the last issue of
Gleaning-; ), the Review for the rest of this year, for
all of 1900, and next spring I will send you one of
these queens from which you can rear bees that, in
all probability, will be far ahead of the stock that you
now possess. If you have not read my advertisements
that appeared in Gleanings the past summer, and
wish to know more al out the qualities of these bees,
and the conditions under which the queens are sold,

drop me a postal, and I will send a copy of a circular
that I sent out in the summer, which will give all

particulars. If not acquainted with the Review, send
10 cts., and three late but different issues will be sent;
and the 10 cts. may apply on a subsciiption if you de-
cide to send one in.

Remem tier, twelve back numbers, the Review the
rest of this j'ear, all of next year, and a queen from
st'-ck that is the equal, if not the superior, of any in
America.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, flichigan.

Don't Buy Supplies Better than Ever
Until you see my 39th annual catalog. A
full line of hives and fixtures best adapted
to our New England climate. Also best

brands of Comb Foundation and Section^
boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

A. I. Root Co.'s Goods at their prices.

Parties desiring these goods can get them
of me, and save freight charges. Bees,

Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the
very best strains in America. A forty-

page illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. Cary, Lyonsville, Mass.
1 will be ready as usual to furnish

l|^£*r|C queens the coming season. Many
.i mi

uusolicited testimonials tell of the«««3=j™=«<= superiority of the Laws strain of
FAULTLESS 5-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
always on hand. Price $2 50 each. I am aKo breeding
the leather-colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain, $1.00 each; 6 for $.5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4. Queens ready in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

prjj- *n,')Ia Apiary and poultry ranch one mile
I Ul OolC, from the village of Los Alamos, Santa
Barbara Co., Calif., containing 28 acres; 800 fruit-trees
and vines on the place; 100 hens and turkeys, 125
stands of bees, which produced 120 lbs. of extracted
honey this season per colony; but one honey failure
in 23 years. For further particulars

— ADDRESS —
Joel Hilton, Los Alamos, Santa Barbara Co., Cal.

Wanted

to Move.

Carload of Bee=keepers' Supplies.

The A. I. Root Company's make
—the best. The Prices are right.
You can help us more by send-
ing your orders early. Forty-
page catalog will be sent free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, HIGH HILL, MO.

Am I prepared to furnish ever}' thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manulactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-

ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their

prices. Send for illustrated 36-page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. MILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., flich.

BEESUPPLIES.
We are distributors for Root's Goods at Their

Prices for Southern Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, West Vir-
ginia, Kentucky, and the South. Muth's square
glass ho<-ey=jars, Langstroth bee=hives, etc. Low-
est freight rates in the country. Send for catalog.

C. H. W. Weber, 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati.

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-page cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Root's Goods in Kansas.

Carl F. Buck, Augusta, Butler County, Kansas.

FOR SALE. Barnes combined saw, good as new,
116 00; 3S-10 Marlin rifle, 80.00; ladies' bicvcle,

17.00; gents - bicycle. 86 00; tandem bicycle, S'w.OO. Bi-
cycle frames to order, $5 00.

Robert B. Gedyk, La Salle, 111.
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I Do You Want to Make More Money on Your Farm? S

= Of course you do. and the best way to do it is to find out ^~ how others who are more successful do it by subscribing for —

I
THE P^RCTICflli pA^JVIEf*,

|
E Op PHILADELPHIA, PA. =
E The most thoroughly up-to-date and practical agricultural weekly published. It leads the agricul- zz= tural thought of the country. It is the only paper for which T. 6. Terry writes, and is the only =
— farm paper publislied whose contents are directly applicable in an intensely practical manner to the —
= everyday work on the farm. Its editors comprise the leading agricultural writers of the country —
— Its Unique Special Departments: Short Cuts; Mistakes, Failures, and Successes; Experience Pool; —
= Farm Implement Annex, and Postal Card Correspondence, all supported by contributions from its sub- zz— scribers, keep it in direct touch with its readers every week in the 3'ear. In addition, it has departments —
= ablyedited by the acknowledged experts in theirvanous lines, devoted to the following subjects: Garden, =
— Stock and Dairy, Horticulture, and Home Circle. Complete and reliable market reports every week. In —
=: fact, it contains every thing that goes to make it the best, brightest, and most practical agricultural —
zz paper published. Subscription price, $1.00 per year. Sample copies free for the asking. —
= THE PRACTICAL FARMER'S SUPPLY-CATALOG contains hundreds of useful articles- for the =
-Z home and on the farm, and at prices that will astonish you. Send for a copy. The price is a postal ~z
ZZ card addressed to The Farmer Co., Philadelphia, Pa. zz

— Onnninl flffni- By a special arrangement with the publishers of THE PRACTICAL, FARMER E
= iMIHiiln! Mini . we are enabled to offer both it and GLEANINGS until January 1, 1901, for the =
_ wpyuiui wilUli

Sllian sum of SI. 10. Address all orders to GLEANINGS. =
E=j iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii :;iiiiiiit3iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiitiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiii iiiitiiiiiiiiiii F=^

I F YOU XRE A BEE = KEEPER
and interested in farming, you want The Best Farm-
ers' Paper in the World. You will find it in

The : National : Stockman : and : Farmer
of Pittsburgh. Penn.

Editor Bee=Department, : Dr. C. C. Miller.

It is the best, the brightest, the purest. Thirty-six
pages weekly. A sample will convince you. A postal
request will bring it. We want to hear from every
subscriber of Gleanings. Write us at Pittsburgh, Pa.

•wwwwwwvw
BEE-SURRLIES! \

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOTS PRICES.

Pouder's Honey=jars and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Low freight rates; prompt

service. Catalog free.

W. S. Pouder, 512 flass. A v., Indianapolis, Ind.

Root's Goods for California.
We have just received a large carload of sec-

tions, extractors, smokers, veils, etc., direct
from the factory, and are prepared to supply
bee-keepers with the same promptly. Do not
send a long distance and pay high freights.
Write for our prices.

M. R. MADARY, = Fresno, California.

^*» A » J | Did you know the Western Bee-keep-

^^J\ \ I er has changed hands? C. H. Gordon
^"^

is now editor and publisher

Every bee-keeper, large or
small, to send 15c for 4 mos.
rial. Sample copy free. .

Denver, Colorado.

Wanted !
\

47 Good Block,

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

and The Ohio Farmer both

One Year for Only $1.10.

A business bargain for the business farmer ! The
Ohio Farmer stands at the head of agricultural jour-
nals in America; costs more to publish, and gives more
to its readers than any other paper of its kind. It is a
farmer's paper—practical, reliable, and entertain-
ing. Twenty pages weekly, with liberal illustrations,
and complete market reports from all the leading
market centers. Ten different departments. It will
pay you in dollars and cents to read it a year. Sample
copies free.

The Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, Ohio.

COR SALE.—DIRT CHEAP. ONLY $350.00 CASH.
One 10 h.-p. engine and boiler with pump and all

connections in good shape; one 18-inch planer—worth
$100 to any factory; two saw-tables; one cutter to cut
entrances to sections and bottom slats — cost when
new 175, a good machine; 30 feet of line-shafting with
hangers, pulleys, and belting. For more particulars
write to J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, Iowa.
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5PECIAl^N0TjcESJ' I-**" miciNF<;S MAW/:

Many of our readers have already sent us their or-
ders for Gleanings with some one of the papers of-

fered in our clubbing list. We invite your careful at-

tention to the announcements of diffeieut agricultural
papers on page 905. If you want sample copies, write
them direct, and mention Gleanings. Send your or-
ders to us.

PRICES STILL ADVANCING.
The price of lumber continues to advance, and we

would not advise waiting for lower prices before plac-
ing your orders for next season's needs. Prices are
liable to be higher rather than lower.

CALENDAR FOR 1900.

We have had made for us a thousand copies of a
handsome calendar representing a heap of red rasp-
berries in natural colors. We are sending these out
to our dealers and a few of our friends. We may have
a few left, which we will send, while they last, at 10
cts. each, to pay for packing and postage.

MAPLE SYRUP AND SUGAR.
We have on hand a supply of choice maple syrup in

one-gallon cans, which - e offer at SI.00 per gallon; 10
gallons, $9.00 ; 25 gallons and upward at 85 cts. We
have also some 200 pounds of very nice stirred maple
sugar which we offer at 10 cts. p; r lb.; 50-lb. lots or
over, 9 cts. per lb. If not familiar with this form of
maple sugar we will mail a sample on request.

POST FOUNTAIN PEN.

Orders are coming in at a good rate for this valuable
premium offered in our last issue. We have them with
three kinds of pen-points—fine, medium, and stub. If
you have any choice, be sure to mention it when you
send in your order. The pens are of gold, with plati-
num point, in a hard-rubber holder. If not as repre-
sented, or not entirely satisfactory, they may be re-
turned and some other premium chosen instead.

DRAPER BARNS.
In quoting prices of hives and frames in last issue

we did not include prices of the deep Dovetailed hives
or "Draper barns," as they have been called. The
frames for these hives are 2 l/

s inches deeper than the
regular L,. frame, and cost 30 cents per 100 more. The
hive bodies are 2%" inches deeper, and are worth 10
cents each more than the regular depth. Those who
wish to try these can do so by adding a rim to the bot-
tom of the regular-dep'h hive. Any of our hive com-
binations in 10-frame size will be furnished with the
deep brood-chamber at 10 cents each extra in regular
packages of 5 ; less than 5 at 15 cents per hive extra.

COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.
You will discover from the market quotations, else-

where, that the price of honey is rising gradually.
We hear of some phenomenal prices being paid for
choice honey. We still have most of the Utah car of
comb and extracted. It is remarkably tine flavored,
and white. It ought to please the most fastidious.
We shall be pleased to hear from those interested.
Extracted. 110 to 120 lbs. to the case, at 10 cts. per lb.
A little off this price, in large lots. Comb honey, 18 to
24 lbs. to the case, a part of the cases with glass fronts,
at Hi cts. per lb., in five-case lots. Write for offers on
large lots.

865.00 FOLDING KODAK FOR ONLY $15.00.

We have a $65.00 folding Kodak which we have used
for several years. It takes the roll films, and will
make pictures 5x7. As we desire to get one of the
latest instruments we will dispose of this for the very
low price of $15.00. Several of the pictures of this in-
strument have appeared in Gleanings, and for qual-
ity of work it can not be surpassed by any of the most
up-to-date Kodaks. It has a time and instantaneous
shutter, a splendid rectilinear lens, and is adapted to
taking portrait and landscape work. This is a rare
bargain, and we would not dispose of it except that
we want in place of it the most up to-date instrument.
Samples of work will be sent free.
N. B.—The Kodak is loaded readv for work.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Ontario Co., N. Y., Bee-keepers' Association
will hold its next annual meeting in Canandaigua,
N. Y., Dec. 14, 15. 1899. All interested in bees and
honey are invited to attend. Ruth E. Taylor,
Geneva, N. Y., Nov. 22, 1899. Secretary.

The Minnesota Bee-keepers' Association will hold
its 11th annual meeting at the Court House, in Minne-
apolis, on Wednesday and Thursday, the 0th and 7th
of December 1899 J. P West, Pres., Hastings.
Dr. L, D. Leonard, Sec'y, Minneapolis.

A meeting of the Genesee Co. Beekeepfrs' Socit ty
will be held in connection with the bte-keepers' insti-

tute, in Ellicott Hall. B^tavia, N. Y., Wednesday, Dec.
13th, at 10 a.m. Prof. Frank Benton, assistant ento-
mologist, U. S D.partment of Agriculture, will speak
at the meeting, and other inteiesting speakers will
be present. An urgent invitation is extended to all

bee-keepers to be present. Come prepared to stay all

through, and make the meeting interesting as well as
profitable F. H. Fargo, Pres.
Batavia, N. Y., Nov. 25. O. J. Gardner, Secy.

MICHIGAN STATE BEE-KEEPERS' CONVENTION.
Friend Hilton, of Fremont, Mich., writes, "I have

just returned from a three-days' trip to Thomsonville
and other points north. I have made all local arrange-
ments for the State Bee-keepers' convention at Thom-
sonville, Mich., Jan. 1 and 2. Reduced rates on all

railroads, and the choice of three hotels at 75 cents a
day, two in bed. Every thing indicates the largest
meeting in yeai s, and a general good time." Thom-
sonville is at the junction of the F. & P. M. R. R. and
the C. & W. M., right in the willow-herb and raspber-
ry country ; and with all the inducements offered,
there should be a large and enthusiastic convention.
I have at two different times stopped at Thomsonville
during the honey-flow in July, and have seen the
beautiful white comb honey for which that section of
the State is becoming noted, taken from the hives and
packed in shipping-cases. At least one or more of
The A. I. Root Co. expect to be there, and trust the
bee keepers of the Wolverine State will be well repre-
sented.

APPLES. Winter, handsome, and good keepers.
** Fifty cents per bushel. J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

Union Combination Saw

For Ripping, Cross
cutting, Rabbeting,
Mitering, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll
sawing. Edge-moulding.
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWEE machin-
ery. Send for catalog A.
SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.

ii Water St., Seneca Fs., N. Y.

Wants and Exchange.

WANTED. — To exchange a John Deere sub -soil
'" plow, good as new, low price, for honey. Also
some high-scoring white Plymouth Rock and Indian
game cockerels for honey or offers.

A. W. Carson, 113 W. 4th St., Joplin, Mo.

VVANTED.— To exchange two 60-lb. cans of pure" alfalfa honey for two cans of pure linwood (bass-
wood) honey. L. H. Greene, Berthoud, Colo.

V^ANTED.—Nuclei and full colonies of bees, for de-
"' livery in April; South preferred. Will furnish
nuclei boxes. I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PI., N. Y.

VVANTED.-To exchange three acres land, 18 apple-" trees, barn, house, etc., in Washington, Ct. Con-
sider, bee-supplies, etc. What have you? Write

Dr. Ball, Litchfield, Ct.

1VANTBD.—To exchange Florida lake-front lot in
"" center of Keuka. From lot can be seen school,
church, store, depot, postoffice, and hotel. Want bee-
goods. What have you? Dr. Ball, Litchfield, Ct.
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DO YOU WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY?
OUR PRIZE-WINNING White Leghorns, Barred and Buff Plymouth
Rocks, Buff Cochins are money-makers. Utility and fancy combined.
Friends, they will help to lift that mortgage. One thousand fine birds
for sale at reasonable prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. Catalog free.

CRESCENT FARM, BOX W, KENT, OHfO.
E. T. BLOOD, MANAGER.

When writing to advertisers please mention Gleanings.

Pierce FARM
Engines

3-4 and 1 H. f . For Sep
irators, Churns, etc., Sta
Ciqnary to 20 H. P. Pump
ling Kngiiien all sizes.

tend for circulars statin
iize and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO-

BOX 17, Racine, Wis

A SON® OF SUCCESS
auld make another good name for out

2QTH GENTURY
POULTRY BOOH

It deals with all those subjects which tend
I'to success in the poultry business, treated by
the masterful hand of experience. No subject

neglected, it hits them all. It's practical; can be adopted by every-
body in the poultry business. Tells about the renowned Reliable
Incubators and llrnoders. Book sent for H'c »n cover postage

Reliable Incubator & Broader Co., Box B 49 Quincy, III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

STHE^-
CYPHERS,

j
One Style Only, OUR BEST.
Warranted to last. Ten Years w'thout re-

i'rs and to out-hatch during three trials

IV other incubator— bar none; THIS OR
,Y01'K MONEY B^CK. Built for business

16-page illustrated circu-

lar and price list FHEK. Poultry Manual
and Catalogue No. J4 (160-pages. 8xllin.)

entitled. "How to make money with Poultry and Incubators" sent
postpaid tor 15cts. in stamps-worth dollars. Address nearest office.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO.,
Chieago, 111. \\ :». land, ,\ . \ . JSoxtun, Mass.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

^S=^j |i
j^jj i, ave „il the latestimpr

9

!„.
*Des

ts.aresold 7
ry low prices si " guaraii- J

teed lo please every cnstomer.Sendf

I *> cents for our ISCfpagf catalogue, 9
9 which contains Tit 11 descriptions g

r extensive line and tells how A
raUe poultry success- ?

nd brooder houses.

Moines Incubator Co., Box 503, Des Moines, la. a

In writing, mention Gleanings.

I>OM'T BUY AN IlVCUBATOIfc
and pay for It before giving It a
trial. We will send the celebrated NFW
PREMIER INCUBATOR on trial. This evi-
dences our faith in it. So simple achild can
runit. First prize World's Fair. Also Bole
manufacture's of Simplicity Incubnlor.
Catalogue and Poultry Helps 5 cl3. Plans
for Poultry Houses etc.. 25 cts.

COLUMBIA INCUBATOR DO., s Adams St. Delaware C.ty.Dri.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Illus. Catalog

U ATP II with the perfect, self-
IIH I UIl regulating, lowest
priced first class hatcher—the

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Hatches the largest per cent, of
fertile eggs at the lowest cost.

GEO. II. STAIIL, Qulncy, III.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

>-

5
If you are a bee keeper's wife you can have one of

these useful articles delivered at your door free of
charge. For particulars send postal to

S. Hall, South Cabot, Vt.

HENS LAY BEST
—in fact they lay double the eggs winter
and summer when fed Green Cut Bone.

Mann's New Bone Gutters
cut all hard and soft bones, meat, gristle,
&c, fine, fast and without choking and run
easy. Clover cut with our Clover Cutters
helps wonderfully. Mann's Granite Crystal
Grit and Feed Trays too. Catalogue FREE.
P. W. MANN CO., Box 37, Milford, Mass

Be your own miner

—

Then you know what you're getting,

and get it fresh and save money too*

CbC COMllla Ittill is the simplest and best made.
Will grind Nuts, or any oily or moist material

without clogging. Make your own Graham,
Buckwheat and Gluten flour. All kinds of Nut-
meal, Vegetable Soup stock, etc, etc. A child can
operate it. Sent on receipt of price, $4.SOo
Address tbc Trank machinery Co., Buffalo, n. &
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kilu-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee-keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.

HONEY = JARS.
One-pound, square, $4 70 per gross
with corks; 5 gross at $4.50 a gross.

OUTSIDE CA5ES.
For wintering bees; include bottom,
body, gabled cover; 60c ea.; 10, $5.50.

Catalog, describing every thing a
bee-keeper needs, will be sent free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

is shipping-cases, some five-

Your {Need gaiioni cans > a
new Danz. cartons

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised
Send

Our Desire
is to satisfy 3'our need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

for wax. Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

t£pe

^ ^ Jmoto-
rhgravintftfb.

-»^ *33 ~^

Sher/ff
ST.

HALF
TONE'

THREE COLOR PROCESS
ENAMELED ZINC

^ETCHINCi 7t*r»°$i

.f yoi/deIire 5UPEPIOP QUALITY
and LOW PRICES —

-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

1200
FERRETS FOR SALE.
Small, medium, and large

sized; some trained. First-class
stock. New price list free

N. A. KNAPP,
Rochester. Lorain County, Ohio.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

Iar
fr

e
n*ad^°

k
~) 4-inch stove -

Doz
- $13-°° >

eacn
>
by mail

- S1 -50

Doctor '. 3^-in. " " 9.00; " 1.10

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50; " 1.00

Large 2^-in. " " 5.00; " .90

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75; " .70

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50; " .60

Honey-knife " 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for

a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.

January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINQHAH, Farwell, Hichigan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Schenectady.—There is quite a demand, both for

clover and buckwheat; stock on the market is almost
exhausted. We quote white clover, 15@16; buckwheat,
11@12. The season for exti acted opens about Feb. 1,

and there is no great demand yet, but prices are ad-
vancing. C. McCulloch, Schenectady, N. Y.
Dec. 11.

Columbus.—Fancy white comb, 16@17; fancy am-
ber, 13@14; No. 1 amber, 11@12; dark, 10. We are in
the market for all grades, either on consignment or
direct purchase. Evans & Turner,
Dec. 7 Fourth and Town Sts., Columbus, O.

Boston.—There is very little new to report in the
line of our honey market. Prices remain exactly as
they were before with practically the same condition.
The retail trade are loath to pay the higher prices, and
are buying in a very small way; still, the demand is

fully equal to the supply. Blake, Scott & Lee,
Dec. 8. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.—The demand for both comb and ex-
tracted honey is steady. We quote No. 1 white comb,
14; No. 1 amber, 13%: No. 2 white, 13; No. 2 amber,
12%. Extracted, white, 8 ; amber, 7 ; dark, 6. Bees-
wax, 22@25. C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Dec. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

New York.—We have a good demand for all grades
of comb honey. Fancy white sells readily at 15, some
exceptionally fine lots at 1(3 cts per lb. No. 1 white, 13

@14; amber, 11@12; buckwheat, 10@11. Extracted hon-
ey is in fairly good demand at unchanged prices.
Beeswax remains quiet at 26%(&27 I

/2. We are in the
market for some nice comb honey, and should be
pleased to hear from those having any to sell.

HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN,
Dec. 8. 120, 122 West Broadway, New York.

Philadelphia.—Honey has been arriving more
freely, and those who have been holding back are
now pushing it forward. Evidently the highest prices
have been reached. We quote fancy comb, 16; No. 1,

12; amber, 11. Extracted, 7 ; amber, 6. Beeswax, 25.

We are producers of honey—do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. A. Selser,
Dec. 9. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—Receipts are larger, and the demand is

not as good as it has been. Most of the retailers have
laid in a supply to carry them over Christmas. Wc
quote best white comb at 1.5; an occasional lot of fancy
brings 16 ; off grades of white, 12(514 ; amber, 10@12.
Extracted, 8@9 for fancy white ; amber, 7@8 ; dark
grades, 6@,7. Beeswax, 27. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Dec. 9. 163 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Honey all cleaned up, and with good de-
mand: market is very firm. We quote fancy clover, 15
@17; white mixed, 13@14; dark, ll%@12%. Extracted,
white, 8%; amber, 7%; dark, 6@6%. Beeswax, 25@27.

McDougal & Co.,
Successors to Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Dec. 8. Albany, N. Y.

Springfield.—Our market is in good shape on hon-
ey. Fancy white sells at 18; buckwheat, 10(5)12. The
demand is very good. Perkins & Hatch,
Dec. 8. Springfield, Mass.

Wanted.—Extracted honey of all kinds. Mail sam-
ple, and p r ice expected delivered at Cincinnati. 1

pay spot cash on delivery. C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Sou,

2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

For Sale.—Basswood and alfalfa extracted honey,
cts. per lb. Samples 5c each.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PI., New York.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. Blake, Scott & Lee,

57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Your honey. We will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address, giving description and price

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Fairfield, 111.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State price,
kind, and quantity. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

163 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The sewing-machine was received all right. I am
well pleased with it. C. G. Thomas.
Great Bend, Pa., Dec. 8, 1899.

QUEEN-BEE MAILED TO SOUTH AFRICA.
The queen arrived safely with two workers to the

fore, exactly one month from the day you posted her
(July 11.) I introduced her the same day in a queen-
cage and removed it in forty eight hours after. .She is
laying well and filling up her hive with brood. I can
see very little if any difference between her progeny
and our Natal bee. Would you care to have a queen-
bee from here? D. C. McKenzie.
Lion's Bush, Nottingham Road,

Natal, S. A., Sept. 29, 1899.

A KIND WORD FOR THE HOME TALKS, WITH A SUGGES-
TION OF THE GOOD FRUIT THEY HAVE BORNE.

Mr. Root:— I have been thinking for some little time
of writing you about the pleasure your " Home Talks"
in Gleanings give me. and of telling you of some of
the be>iefits I derived therefrom. I can inform you
that, two months ago on the 18th, I quit both chewing
and smoking tobacco, held out faithful thus far, and,
with the grace of God, expect to continue. The next
benefit derived from your paper is that I quit buying
patent medicine. Furthermore, I came near buying
an Elect ropoise that you exposed in some of the num-
bers of Gleanings in 1895. I happened to look over
some of the numbers of that year at a friend's house.
A man here, prominent in the M. E. church, has the
agency, sells them at $13. and sold a number of them
this spring and summer, and would have sold me one
had I not got hold of Gleanings. I can afford to sub-
scribe for your paper in the future.
Marion, O., Aug. 21, 1899. Louis Scherff.

Wants and Exchange,

W

w

w

ANTED.—To exchange bicycles, tandems, etc., for
all kinds of machinery, tools, etc., or comb hou-

Robert B. Gedye, La Salle, 111.

ANTED.—To exchange a typewriter or hrst-class
violin for a bicycle or offers.

Anton Leister, Brunswick, Ohio.

ANTED.—To exchange one dozen new phono-
graph records. Write giving list of what you have.

W. C. Gathright, Dona Ana, New Mexico.

'ANTED.—Gem planer, one-piece-section machine,
and four-piece-section machine, in exchange for

cash, Given press, Clark's cutaway harrow, and Danz.
bee-hives, complete. F. G. Bass, Front Royal, Va.

VVANTED.—To exchange early-hatched Pekin ducks
TT for a good extractor—Cowan preferred—Italian
queens, bee supplies, or honey.

F. A. Gray, Redwood Falls, Minn.

w

VMANTED.—Nuclei and full colonies of bees, for de-" livery in April; South preferred. Will furnish
nuclei boxes. I. J. Stringham, 105 Park PI., N. Y.

BEE-SURRLIES !
ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S PRICES.

Pouder's Honey=jars, and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Low freight rates; prompt

service. Catalog free.

W. S. Pouder, 512 flass. A v., Indianapolis, Ind.
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Doolittle's "Scientific Queen=rearing"
*

Cloth=bound, and the Weekly

American Bee Journal for One Year
to a New Subscriber

t

FOR = ONLY = $1.50.

Mr. Doolittle's book tells all about rearing the best queen-bees, and the AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL tells—well, we couldn't even begin to tell about the good things it

contains for bee-keepers. Send for free sample copy of it if you have never seen it.

$5= We are sending =©ft

The Full Report of the Philadelphia Meeting
of the United States Bee-keepers' Association, held last September, to all new sub-
scribers to the Bee Journal for 1(100—so long as the copies hut. Better subscribe at

once if you want nearly 70 copies of the Bee Journal and Doolittle's book—all for $1.50.

t

, Geo. W. York & Co., 118 Mich. St., Chicago, III.
,

l G. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.,

can furnish you with the

Very Finest

Bee=keepers' Supplies

in the World.
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Parties wanting goods
before new catalog is is-

sued will please write

for quotations.

We want every BEE-
KEEPER on our list

If you did not receive

our catalog last year
send us your name and
address, and we will

mail you our new cat-

alog as soon as it is

ready.

r

-^i -2 -s -3m -2-23 -5 -2 -3 2 -522^5-2-2^3-2^ ~Z'<

About
Bees.

REVISED EDITION.

How to get
GILT-EDGED HONEY

Send 2c stamp to

THE A. 1. ROOT CO.,
Medina, Ohio,

or F. Danzenbaker,
Box 66, Washington, D. C.

A. SELSER,
HONEY-SPECIALIST.

WAREHOUSE FOR SALE OF SUPPLIES
10 Vine St , Philadelphia, Pa.

g BEE FARM. - JENKINTOWN, PA. g

Here is the

Thing You
were Look=
ing for the

last winter

The New Champion
Winter-case

which does away with all un-
necessary work, and in which
the bees will not die in the
coldest winter. Send for spe-
cial prices on quantity wanted.

R. H.SCHMIDT & CO.,
Sheboygan, - Wisconsin.

COR SALE. One trained man-trailing bloodhound;
* 6 pups, o months old, bloodhound and foxhound
crossed. Address Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.
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Propolis, according to S. A. Deacon, in

Gleanings, is just the thing for grafting-wax.

Celluloid is used in England for quilts,

and is well spoken of ; also in place of zinc

for queen-excluders.
" There are some who think it necessary

to renew brood-combs every 12 or 15 years,"

says G. M. Doolittle, p. 887. Friend D., some
authorities across the water insist on every

four years or less I agree wilhjou in be-

lieving in combs 50 years old.

That foul-brood cure of Editor Simmins,
given on p. 878, is almost the same, you say,

Mr. Editor, as the starvation plan. There is

this very important difference, that in the

Simmins plan the brood-combs are all saved.

[What I meant was that the principle of cure

was the same.

—

Ed.]

M. CuviLLiER reports in Bulletin de la

Somme that he made an Italian and a black

colony swap places. The black queen was
killed and the Italian unhurt. The same thing

occurred in three different trials. According
to that, blacks accept a strange queen more
readily than Italians.

Your classification of points for bees,

Mr. Editor, is good : 1. Ability to get honey;
2. Good wintering ability ; 3. Disinclination

to swarm ; 4. Good temper ; 5. Good color.

Possibly some other points ought to come in

and shove color lower down, as whiteness of

surplus combs I rather think I'd want 2 and
3 to change places, making non-swarming
come next after honey-getting.

Some Think that it is not necessary to

quote scripture verbatim. Possibly that might
do if every one had a perfect understanding
of the meaning of scripture. As it is, it is

risky to give any thing but the exact words,

and the contrary belief caused the learned

Prof. Wiley to make a slip in Philadelphia,

when he spoke of the Bible saying man can
not live by bread alone. The Bible says noth-

ing of the kind. It says, "Man shall not live

by bread alone." It says, "Thou shall not
steal," but it would be misquoting to say,

"Thou canst not steal."

Brother A. I., you've used more than two
good pages of Gleanings trying to show up
frauds, but they'll go right on; for, in spite of

all jou can say, people will be humbugged

—

want to be humbugged. But don't be dis-

couraged; once in a while some one will listen

to what you say, and it's hard to estimate the

good you may do in that way. Besides, it

makes good reading for the rest of us.

Isn't That plan of tacking a piece of sec-

tion on a super to mark it, as given by WTm.
Mutk-Rasmussen, p. 884, better than my plan

of penciling on top of sections? When clean-

ing sections, Philo grumbled no little at my
pencil-marks. [The use of section-strips for

the purpose of holding records of particular

colonies is a very common practice ; indeed,

it seemed to me almost universal in my travels

among bee-keepers over the United States.

—

Ed.]

To move BEES a short distance, here's a

plan E. R. Jones gives in Southland Queen
that has a promising look : Choose a day that

will be so fair that all the bees will fly (but

not in a heavy honey-yield); close the en-

trances with wire cloth before a single bee has

left in the morning. An hour or two later

they will be very uneasy, and then move them
as nearly as possible at the same time, disturb-

ing them enough to make them fill with hon-

ey; then open up all at the same time.

Speaking of "cross or snappy" bees,

while great industry and great gentleness may
unite in the same bee, I'm sorry to say that

the rule is that, when I find extra good work-

ers among my bees, they're of the " cross or

snappy " kind. [There are exceptions to all

rules; but it seems to be the experience of the

majority of bee-keepers that honey-getting

qualities are very apt to be combined with

crossness — yes, generally so. This is partly

explainable from the fact that very strong col-

onies that are prosperous in every sense of the

word are more "touchy" than weaker ones,

and it is the strong colonies that get the hon-

ey. This is something on the principle that a

big powerful nation with its millions of in-
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vestment in battle-ships, armies, and army
equipments, is more inclined to bluster than
one that is not blessed (or cursed) so much
with war equipments.

—

Ed.]

Rummaging over the past, I find a question

by the " picker "of C. B. J., that I never an-

swered. He wants to know whether a small

cluster will not stand freezing if its space is

proportionately reduced. Friend Heise, take

a box holding a cubic inch, fill it with any
proportion of bees and stores, keep it at zero

for a week, and see how many bees will be
alive. And I suppose they'd be just as dead
if the box held 100 cubic in. and was filled.

Wm. Muth-Rasmussen, may I guess what
your queens are doing in supers when they
don't lay there, as mentioned page 884? In
most cases they're looking for drone-cells. If

you have sections filled with foundation, then
they find no drone-cells there; but if you have
only small starters in sections, then I've miss-

ed. I've known a queen to pass over a brood-

comb that had no eggs nor brood in it to lay

in a comb that had drone-cells; and I've known
a vacant place in a section to be filled out with
drone-comb and not a drop of honey put in it

when the rest of the section was filled, appar-

ently waiting for the queen to come up to lay

there.
" The regular T supfr is a general favor-

ite with a large class ; but within a few years

the section-holder arrangement seems to be
getting the larger share of patronage," p. 894.

Exactly; and why? Because so large a pro-

portion of orders come from beginners, and
they take your word that section-holders are

best. Honest Indian, Ernest, if you had said

during the same years that T supers were best,

how do you think the proportion would have
been ? [The proportion might have been dif-

ferent ; but, say, doctor, the T super is not in

my judgment nearly as good an arrangement
as the section-holder. Would you have me
try to " push " a poorer thing for a better? I

may be wrong, but, to be consistent, I must
advocate what I believe in.

—

Ed.]
" Put no TRUST in drugs for the cure of

foul brood '

' seems to be the watchword on
this side the ocean, while on the other side

there are constant reports of apparently au-

thentic cures by drugs. Is it not possible that,

where the disease has long been known, a de-

gree of immunity prevails among the bees ?

Again, a strong colony with favoring condi-
tions withstands the disease long, while a weak
colony with bad conditions promptly suc-
cumbs. May it not be that in some cases the
bees come so near resisting the disease that

the addition of a germicide will turn the scales

in favor of the bees? [Drugs may and prob-
ably do have a wonderful effect ; but in the
hands of beginners they are worse than use-

less. The average beginner, in this country
at least, had better not fuss with any method
but the drugless cures.

—

Ed.]

Dr. Mason shortens "odd" into "od,"
and Stenog (879) wants.it " ahd." Say, Sten-
og, what principle are you going on, anyway ?

Would you spell "not," by the same rule,
' naht " ? In other words, would you use

"ah" to represent short of If so, deliver

me from such shorter spelling. [Nothing se-

rious, doctor — simply a joke. Yes, the Ger-
man word "Naht," aseam, is pronounced just

like our word not. Our short o, as in on, is

continually represented by broad a, as in all,

in my German textbooks. There is no differ-

ence between Olive and Ahliv and Awliv in

practice. We can make a slight distinction,

but do not in common talk (or kahmon tok if

you please). I would not use ah for short o,

as it is longer; but in point of sound, one is F
sharp and the other G flat—no difference.

—

St.]

Put empty combs in moth-proof boxes to

freeze, is the advice given p. 890. Never mind
the " moth-proof " in this " locality." Mine
stay out in hives in the open all winter with
free entrance for moths, and after standing
thus through the winter it's a rare thing for

moths to trouble them the following summer.
[Locality ! there it goes again. Here at Me-
dina it is necessary for us to render moth-proof
hives or boxes holding combs after they are

frozen ; but in Colorado the situation is en-

tirely different. The moth worm and miller
are unknown there. Combs and comb honey
may be stored at any time without the least

fear of their depredations. Similarly the
black bee is not seen in Colorado. Is there
any connection between the two, or is it sim-
ply because altitude (a mile high) and climat-
ic conditions are unfavorable to the develop-
ment of the moth-miller?

—

Ed.]

What a fali, this has been ! In the last

week in November my bees flew four days in

succession. Dec. 1 and 2 they were taken into

the cellar ; and to-day, Dec. 4, it has not been
above 25° all day, and the ground is covered
with snow. Yes, indeed, I'm glad they're in

the cellar.—Dec. 5, 12° above zero. [In and
around Denver, during the time of which you
speak, there was weather of the shirtsleeve

kind — a day with a genuine western dust-
storm, another with a snow-storm, followed by
weather 10 above zero; but it was remarkable
that it was cold and yet it was not cold. It is

the low temperature with moisture that makes
one catch cold and feel chilly ; and it is the
low temperatrue with moisture that kills the
bees. For that reason the Coloradoans winter
in single-walled hives outdoors, notwithstand-
ing they probably average as many degrees of

cold as we.

—

Ed.]

THE MICHIGAN STATE BEE-KEEPERS' CONVENTION.
The next annual session of this society will be held

at Thompsonville, Jan. 1 and 2. Reduced rates on all

railroads have been secured, and the very low rate of

75 cts. a day at any of the three hotels, providing that

two sleep in one bed. Thompsonville is 100 miles
north of Grand Rapids, and at the Junction of the F.

& P. M. and C. & \V. M. Railrords; and, what is more,
it is right in the heart of the willow-herb and rasp-

berry country. The President, Hon. George E. Hilton,

is leaving no stone unturned to make this one of the
best and most profitable conventions the bee-keepers
of Michigan have ever had, and all indications point

to the fact that there will be a large attendance. One
and possibly two members of the Root Co. will be

present—J. T. Calvert and perhaps A. I. Root.
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Says yellow bee, " When I was young,
And worked for A. I. Root,

The nicest gift in all my sock
Was a well-formed baby foot.

(to

CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL.
The December number is a beautiful one on

account of 16 pictures of prominent Canadian
bee-men which grace its pages. The sturdi-

est-looking one among them seems to be Wm.
Couse, and yet in another place I find he has
just left the hospital after a long and danger-
ous struggle with typhoid fever. The first

four shown feem to represent the Ontario
B. K. A.; the next six, the Brant Co. B. K. A.;

the remaining six are connected with the On-
tario Agricultural Experiment Union. This
is the best showing of bee keepers I have ever
seen in one issue of a bee-journal. Thanks,
Mr. Craig.

(to

In my last Pickings I adverted to the fact

that Mr. Taylor was skeptical as to the foun-
dation used in contrast with the Weed. Quite
in line with what I surmised, Mr. Shaver says:

Critic Taylor, in the Bee-keepers' Review, has made
some statements regarding my experiment with the
old and new process foundation, as written in the
Canadian BeeJournal and copied by Gleanings. He
says that the ordinary foundation which I used "has
no pedigree." I am not at liberty &t present to dis-

close the name of the manufacturer of the ordinary
foundation, not having obtained his permission; suf-
ficient to say, he is well and favorably known among
the Ontario bee-keepers, and has a reputation for the
production of section foundation. I shall be very
pleased indeed to forward a sample of the foundation
used, to Mr. Taylor or any others who may be intei-
ested. Tet me also here state that my experiment
was conducted without prejudice, and given out in the
interests of bee-keepers. James H. Shaver.

Cainsville, Ont.
(to

The question seems to be discussed in Can-
ada, whether the Ontario B. K. Union shall
buy the Canadian Bee Journal, and run it as
an organ of that society, or simply speak
throueh it as a private enterprise. While " lo-

cality " might have something to do with such
matters, generally speaking a journal is better
in private hands. Nothing can be more dis-

mal than religious and political journals
owned by large societies.

(to

The printer, by a funny division, makes the
writer of Notes and Pickings say, "The pro-
duction of honey-dew by ap-hides and other
insects is a fact fully established." You
mean aph-i-des (af-i deez), Mr. Typo. What
wondrous things sometimes hide in a little

word !

(to

Credited to the Hamilton Spectator I find
the following:

_
William McEvoy and E. Dickenson, two enthusias-

tic bee-men of Wentworth County-, are rejoicing over
the results of the sale of a big honey shipment they
made some time ago to Liverpool" The shipment
amounted to 10,000 pounds, and was handled bv com-

mission men, the profit to the shippers being about
nine cents per pound after all expenses were met.

I infer this was comb honey.

(to

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
Jamaica has 4207 square miles, and is 90

miles south of Cuba. It has a population
consisting (1891) of 14,692 white; 122,000 hy-
brids ; 488,700 blacks ; 110,116 coolies ; 480
Chinese. The country is too small to be a
competitor of American bee men. It belongs
to England, not Spain. Men's wages is 24
cts. a day; women's, 12 to 18.

(to

Mr. M. F. Reeve gives reasons for spraying
grapes svt different times. He says the grape-
growers have reason to spray when the vines
are in bloom. Before growth begins it is nec-
essary to spray in order to kill fungus and
mildew growths on the vine. When the
leaves start, another spraying is necessary to
kill the countless insect enemies that would
otherwise kill the leaves. When the fruit be-
gins to set, another spraying is needed to pre-
vent the destruction of the branches. Doubt-
less there is much in this, and, as Mr. Reeve
says, the grape-growers are entitled to a hear-
ing.

(to

Last summer a person writing for the Am.
Bee keeper seemed to convey the idea that a
tall section is more liable to be broken at the
sides than a square one. An explanation from
the editor put this in a different light. In
answer I asked, " By the way, how should
comb honey be served on the table? Some
put a little on a dish at each plate, while oth-
ers put it all on one large dish, and let each
help himself. But is not the shape of the
whole chunk, as it leaves the section, entirely

lost by cutting the comb into smaller pieces?
People should be led away from what is a
mere whim ; but if they insist on the whim,
and are willing to pay for it, let them have it."

The editorial reply is too good to abbreviate :

" Now, here is another problem into which the mat-
ter of " locality " enters with great effect. In the vi-

cinity of Chicago, for example, it appears that a sec-
tion of honey may very properly be cut and the pieces
subdivided, the degree of propriety increasing with
each slice, thus reducing the " whole ball of wax " to
innumerable pellets of correspondingly less magni-
tude, while years of life on a bee-ranch, particularly
when hot biscuits or pancakes are served therewith,
has demonstrated the fact that, with a moderate re-

serve centrally located on the table, one well filled sec-
tion at each plate is quite the proper thing. We have,
of course, a few disciplts of Epicurus who find one or
two sections of nice mangrove verv refreshing between
meals, but these are the exceptions. Ordinarily one
pound of choice honeys is sufficient.:

That is, in the city enforced economy, un-
der the guise of " style," gives us a cell of

honey, or just a taste, while the farm hand is

entitled to a whole section—something on the
plan of serving coffee in diminutive cups, and
half filled at that, and then marking a man as

a bore if he, like Oliver Twist, should dare to

call for " more."
(to

Mr. Hill, the editor, gives us a fine view of

the apiary of John Newton, Oxford Co., Onta-
rio, the boyhood home of Mr. H. It shows an
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old farmhouse on the left, an orchard and api-

ary back of it, and in the distance a river, ap-

parently the Thames, winds along. Here Mr.
Hill began apiculture under the teachings of

that prince of Canadian bee-keepers, J. B.

Hall. Here he clipped his first queen, ob-
taining his skill at the expense of the drones.

Ouite in contrast with the above is a view of

an apiary at Fort Pierce, Fla. It is one of

those beautiful dreamy views so characteris-

tic of that laud of romance. To show how
far Mr. Hill has traveled, he says that, while
John Newton has been caring for his bees at

the old stand with monotonous regularity, he
himself " might have been seen climbing the
foothills of the Allegheny range to see the
bees poison (?) themselves with mountain lau-

rel ; chasing a runaway swarm among the
sage brush up and down the precipitous can-
yons of California ; viewing the broad acres

of purple alfalfa bloom in the arid West
;

standing aghast at the oceans of mesquite
which stretch away to meet the horizon of

Arizona or Old Mexico; camped in some man-
grove swamp of South Florida, testing its

producing capacity, or tangled in the bell-

flower vines of Cuba's south coast." Mr. Hill

says further, " The noticeable inclination on
the part of some writers to ridicule the locality

idea is a clear evidence of limited experience.
The young man who looks forward to apicul-

ture as his life vocation would do well to re-

ceive his training in the country in which it

is proposed to operate."

RAMBLE 179.

Some Practical Appliances for Moving Bees in Hot
Weather.

BY RAMBLER.

Our return from the San Gabriel canyon was
marked with no unusual features, and again
we took up city life ; but my mingling with
the busy throng was of short duration, for I

was interrupted in a few days, and found my-
self lending a helping hand for the removal
of an apiary of a hundred colonies of bees
from Cahuenga Valley, near the city, to the
mountains of Calabasas, thirty miles distant.
There is a peculiar instance in my traveling

companions this time. They are very modest
and unassuming men ; and, knowing that I

am inclined to write about men and things,
and particularly about such movements as
these, the master of ceremonies desired that I

should not mention names. He wanted to
just move bees, and not be exposed to noto-
riety.

Of course, I always try to be agreeable to
my traveling comrades, and do comply with
their desires, therefore the real actors in the
moving episode will appear under fictitious

names. There were four of us — three bee-
keepers and a dog. I did think of applying
the term " doggoned " to the owner, but for

short I will use the more expressive term boss.

The other man was not over-modest about his
name, and the original might appear ; but aft-

er riding several hours with him I concluded
that, through some oversight of his parents,
he had been misnamed, and so I give him the
name of Mr. Gabfast as more appropriate.

The boss, not having many hundreds of col-

onies to move, believes in moving in light
loads, or in loads of not more than fifty colo-

nies. Mr. Gabfast had a good team, and a
wagon with a hay-rigging upon it, and with
this about fifty colonies were moved, while the
boss took with his lighter rig about twenty

;

and in order to give Mr. Gabfast and me the
full benefit of his style of moving bees he in-

sisted upon making a night journey.
Now, it is a real beautiful experience to

move bees while pale Luna is shining down
upon us, and all nature is quiet. The reflec-

tions of the mind turn inward and backward.
But mine didn't. Mr. Gabfast held my atten-

tion right down to that load of bees. Now, it

is not that I wish to find fault with the boss's

method of moving bees, but because I think
there is a better way than to move during the
dead hours of night. Among other things it

deprives one of a proper share of slumber,
fatiguing horses at an unwonted hour, arous-
ing all of the ranch dogs, and even disturbing
the quiet meditations of the ranch rooster.

Bees can be moved just as well by daylight,
and the difference is all in the method of mov-
ing.

The bees on this occasion were in hives with
closed-end Hoffman frames, and there was no
need of puttering with spacing-sticks. In
fact, a bee-keeper who contemplates much
moving of bees should adopt some sort of

closed-end frame. Our boss was very sensible
in using such a hive. It saves an immense
amout of puttering at the outset. The en-
trances to these hives were of the orthodox
order, and clear across the front. Into this

long space was thrust a piece of wire cloth cut
about \y2 inches wide, and bent V shape the
entire length. The spring of the V ordinari-

ly holds the piece from working loose, but our
boss took the procaution to drive in a few
nails to hold it secure. Screen-wire cloth was
placed over the entire top of the hive, with
only a bee-space between it and the frames.

If bees are to be moved any great distance
in hot weather, and hives are full of bees and
brood, when prepared in the above manner
they would need to be moved in the night

;

but quite a number of our bee-men prepare
their bees differently, and move at all hours of

the day and over long distances. A certain

bee-keeper under my own observation in this

country moved a large load of bees 60 miles in

very hot weather, and at a time when the hives
were full of bees and brood, and without the
loss of a colony. This success was attained

by providing ample space for the bees to clus-

ter or to move freely above the combs. This
bee-keeper used a rim just the size of the top
of the hive, three inches deep, and covered
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with wire cloth, and the entrance covered with
the same.
Where there is to be much moving, an en-

trance ventilator should be prepared that can
be put on and taken off rapidly, and that can
be laid away when not in use, and not become
damaged. The best that has come to my no-
tice is the one used by my night companion,
Mr. Gabfast, and made as follows :

Take a good sound piece of pine or any oth-
er lumber that is not easily split, 3

4
' inch thick,

\y2 inches wide, and the entire length of the
entrance, which in this case is the whole width
of the hive. Cut out a greater portion of the
side, leaving three points as shown in the cut;

tack a piece of wire cloth permanently to this,

bending the lower portion of the wire cloth to

an angle.*
When hives are to be tiered up as was the

case with our load, a spacing and holding rack
is placed between the tiers, and this gives
plenty of ventilation to the under hives.

Another ventilating rim as used by some of

our bee-men is made with side ventilation. In
this case the rim becomes a box about six

inches deep, with a board top, but openings
are cut in the sides and ends, and covered
with wire cloth. This gives plenty of venti-

lation, and there is no danger of its being cut
off from above.
Then there is still another protection in very

hot weather. With the aforesaid ventilation,

provide a generous shade — a piece of cotton
cloth suspended by a light framework. The
air circulates freely under it, while the pene-
trating rays of the semi-tropic sun are held in

abeyance ; and still further comfort for the
bees is secured by occasionally sprinkling the
cloth with water. No one can realize until he
has tried it what a soothing effect this has
upon the bees. Our boss had such a shade
for use in moving, and Mr. Gabfast and I ex-
pected that he would order it up when the

* There seems to be something wrong here with the
cut, as it coes not tally with the description ; and hav-
ing just returned from my trip it is too late to correct
it.—Ed.

moon came out in its full effulgence ; but the
boss had so many things to think of that he
forgot this one.
Another factor in the moving of bees suc-

cessfully is the driver. He should be a bee-

keeper. No matter how well made the hives
may be, or how particular the owner may be
in closing them, some little corner will spring
loose in a load of fifty hives, and now and
then a bee will be discovered crawling around
in the night or flying in daylight. If the
driver is afraid of bees, there is consterna-
tion at once, and a resultant damage to the
bee-keeper. I have known a case where near-

ly a whole load of colonies of bees were smoth-
ered from the ignorant panic that possessed a
driver. Get a bee-keeper driver by all means.
Of course, there was no panicky feeling about
Mr. Gabfast ; and, even if he was inclined

that way, he did not stop talking long enough
to allow the panic to get the upper hand.
About midnight we passed through the little

hamlet of Encinas. The quietness of night
and a brilliant moonlight prevailed, and the
little one-horse hotel and saloon showed out
in strong relief against the hills in the back-
ground. Close to the entrance there was a
watering-trough, and the boss ordered a halt

for the purpose of watering the thirsty horses.

Directly over the trough was a board that

bore this inscription :
" While your horses are

drinking, do not forget yourself."

"Why, of course I won't," said I; and I

pulled out a cup and drank the beautiful pure
water.
"Why," said Mr. Gabfast, "that sign

means that, while the horses are drinking wa-
ter, you must go within and take a drink of

beer. '

'

"That's so, Mr. Gabfast; but if I did I

should feel that I was more of a brute than
these sensible horses. Water is a good enough
beverage for the horses and me."

I noticed that the boss was looking at the

notice very earnestly, then at the saloon,

which was dark and silent. As he drove ahead
he kept sending longing glances to the rear.

There was an immense live-oak tree a little

beyond this saloon, and the boss suddenly de-

cided to camp under it.

"Why, Mr. Boss, we shall have to drive

many miles in the sun if we delay here."
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"Yes," said Mr. Gabfast ;
" the bees will all

smother with heat."
" Can't help it, gentlemen ; we must camp

right here and now."
"That seems to be final, Mr. Gabfast, and

we must obey orders. Wonderful, isn't it?

what an effect a saloon will have upon some
people."
"Yes," said Mr. Gabfast, "and I bet the

boss will get back there before we leave camp
in the morning. I never saw a man converted
so quick from a midnight to a daylight mover
of bees."
And, sure enough, the boss had a ready ex-

cuse to get back. The horses needed water-
ing again early in the morning. " While your
horses are drinking, don't forget yourself."

I can not report further, for I did not take one
step toward that saloon, and we can only just

infer what the boss did.

Contrary to my expectations, we were favor-

ed with a high fog all the forenoon, and we
safely deposited the bees on the ranch in Cal-

abasas ; and while the boss was calling upon
the ladies in the neighborhood, Mr. Gabfast
and I stretched ourselves upon a pile of

blankets, and took a refreshing nap. As a re-

sult we felt in trim to have a nice bee-keepers'
convention during the long evening.
The boss's cosy cabin, a comfortable fire in

the cook -stove, Mr. Gabfast tilted back in a
chair with his foot on the upper round, and
leg crossed ; the boss in a restful position in a
rocking-chair, and I in a chair with feet ele-

vated upon a box, the dog snoring under the
table, all made a free and easy picture found
only on a California bee-ranch.

I told my audience how the bee-keeping in-

dustry was to be revolutionized in a very short
time ; and as it is a very important revolution
I will reserve an account of it for the next
ramble.

WATERING BEES.

A Cheap Method of Giving Bees Water.

BY MORLEY PETTIT.

The question of water has, until lately, been
considered of minor importance. Few apia-
ries are situated more than half a mile from
water accessible to the bees, and many think
this enough. Here we are not satisfied with
this, however, for several reasons. In the
first place, unless there is water in or very
near the apiary the bees lose much time in
carrying it. During the honey-flow, when
breeding is heaviest, they require most water.
It is then that their time is precious, and they
must be relieved of extra work as much as
possible. Two or three pailfuls will provide
a hundred or so colonies with running water
throughout the hottest day. This can be
brought in spare moments, and will save the
bees many trips. In early spring, water plac-
ed in a sunny sheltered place in the apiary
will be used by the bees on days when the
wind is too cold for them to venture far. In
this way the brood will get water regularly,
and be kept in a healthy condition at a time

when it needs most care; i. e., in chilly weath-
er. If water is not convenient on such days,
many bees will be lost in attempting to bring
it from a distance, and spring dwindling will

be greatly increased.

Second, bees often get water from impure
sources. Barnyards are often more conven-
ient, or seem more to their liking, than run-
ning streams. Standing water tends to be-

come impure as the summer advances.
Troughs, boards, stones, reeds, or whatever
the bees rest on while drinking, are rendered
foul by the droppings of the bees. This filth

is carried in solution to the hives, and fed to

the brood. This must be injurious, for, since

using our present device for watering, we have
had much less trouble with dead brood.

Third, many bees are lost by drowning
where no suitable place is provided for them
to drink. At any pond or trough where bees
come for water a number of unfortunate ones
will always be seen floating about in the wa-
ter. I have never watched bees along the
margin of a lake or river, but I imagine many
must be carried away by waves or current.

This, of course, is a drain on the strength of

.SECTION OF PLUG

the hive when every worker is needed. It is

also very annoying to stock coming to the
water to drink.

Fourth, it is the easiest way of giving salt.

By long observation we have become convinc-
ed that bees desire and require a certain amount
of salt. If they do not get it in pure water
they will get it elsewhere. Moisture about
barnyards, stables, and water-closets attracts

them. They seem to prefer such water, which
contains salt, to pure water which is fresh.

We have always given a teaspoonful in a pail

of water ; but this summer my father tried

giving more, and found that the bees took the
water fully as well with three teaspoonfuls as

with one. About a teaspoonful seems to be
the amount generally given, however.
For artificial watering, some use an open

dish containing water. Sticks, stones, straw,

corncobs, or cloths are placed in the water to

prevent bees drowning. Others use a board
laid flat on the ground, with small transverse

grooves cut in the upper surface, and connect-
ed in such a way that water can run from one
to the other. A fruit-jar filled with water,

and inverted over the center of the board,
keeps the grooves filled as long as any water
remains in the jar. We used this device for

several years, and found it quite successful
;
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but as there was no current to carry away
droppings it had to be washed out several
times daily.

What we have found to be the most com-
plete watering-place is made from a wooden
bucket, a piece of matched flooring ten or
twelve feet long, and a few stakes. With an
inch auger, bore a hole in the side of the buck-
et as near the bottom as possible. Take a
piece of pine and trim the end until it just
fits the hole water-tight. Then bore a hole in
the end, half an inch across, and an inch deep.
In the bottom of this hole make a gimlet-hole,
also an inch deep. Now saw off this two-inch
piece. This gives a round piece of pine, one
inch in diameter and two inches long, having
a hole through it lengthwise half an inch at

one end, and about the size of an ordinary
nail at the other. Use this to plug up the hole
in the bucket, putting the end with the large
hole in first, and allowing the other end to
project for a spout. A nail placed loosely in
the gimlet- hole will regulate the flow. Drive
three stakes in the ground to form a stand.
Set the bucket on these, and a shade-board
will complete the fountain.
The piece of flooring placed on edge with

the groove up is the trough. Have one end
slightly elevated to give a good fall, and allow
the water from the fountain to drip into the
higher end of the trough, and run along the
channel. The whole should be high enough
so that a pan or pail can be set to catch the
water as it flows from the lower end. Allow
the water to flow freely enough to make a
good current along the channel. If the buck-
et and trough are thoroughly washed every
morning the current in the channel will pro-
vide the bees with clean water all day.
Belmont, Ont , Sept. 9.

COMB FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS.

The Great Advantage of Full Sheets; Importance
of Accurate Trimming of the Sheets;

How to Fasten.

BY R. F. HOI/fERMANN.

In my experience and travels among Cana-
dian and United States bee-keepers I have
found quite a few differences in the general
methods adopted by the two countries ; and in
an occasional article which I may find time to
write in connection with the new work in
which I am engaged I may make reference to
some of these differences.

In Canada I know of no well-known comb-
honey producer—one whose goods rank as the
best produced in the country—who does not use
full sheets of foundation in the sections. There
may be seasons when the bees will fill a sec-
tion with a starter as well as a section with a
full sheet of foundation ; but the successful
bee-keeper must lay his plans and prepare his
supers and equipments in such a way that the
bees can get the best results under all circum-
stances.

I have made tests with full sheets, starters,
and no foundation, in sections in the same su-

per, and with a moderate flow the bees have
completely filled all the sections with full
sheets of foundation when they had not built
a cell in the sections without foundation, and
very little more than the foundation in the
section with the starter ; and from experience
and observation I know that this was not an
isolated case by any means. Almost any one
of experience can tell by the finish of the sec-
tion whether the bees had a starter or a full
sheet to begin on.

I am also firmly convinced that, with full

sheets of foundation in the sections, other
things being equal, the bees enter the sections
more readily, and are less likely to swarm
without going into them. This is of immense
advantage in the production of comb honey.

_
A great many are not careful enough in put-

ting comb foundation in the sections. The
best and most accurate machinery is none too
good in doing this. Take two bee-keepers
living side by side, with equally strong colo-
nies, and in other respects on an equal foot-
ing, and a little difference in the putting-in of
the comb foundation may put one so far be-
hind in the race for a prize that he can never
catch up.
The comb foundation that sags the least,

and the lower edge of which the bee-keeper
knows where to find after the bees have been
on it for some time, is the best. With section
comb foundation the matter of sagging is not
so important

; but the Weed process has the
least tendency to sag, and I have never made
any allowance for this in sections.
The comb foundation needs to be cut abso-

lutely true and accurate. It needs to be of a
width that, when suspended in the section, it

just hangs clear of the sides ; and at the same
time, having accomplished that object, it has
the least possible amount of room between the
edge of the foundation and the side wood of
the section ; and at the bottom the distance
can be a little greater, but it should not be
enough to give the bees much thought as to
the possibility of being able to pass through.
What is the object of this? If the founda-

tion binds on the sides of the section it is like-

ly to be thrown out of true, and buckle it. As
long as this is not done it can not be too close.

By being near the wood the bees readily at-

tach the foundation : when further away they
not only do not attach it as quickly, but they
are likely to gnaw it away and make perma-
nent openings for themselves, which injure
the appearance of the comb.
Having seen the argument used as to the

value of sections well filled, let me say they
have in this country, at least, a very practical

advantage over sections not so well filled. Of
large quantities of comb honey shipped long
distances, when properly packed, I have yet
to receive a report of broken-down sections
being well attached and the comb well filled

to the wood. In case of a jar or fall, the strain

is not on the fragile comb between the wood,
which can not give, and the weight of the
comb and hone}'. Next, a well filled and even
section sells more readily, and will often bring
a higher price in the market. The former
alone is a very decided advantage ; besides,
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what a pleasure there is in doing a thing well,

and seeing good results from it ! How natu-

ral it is to follow such a success up with fur-

ther efforts ! This is all right and proper

within bounds, and with a proper object ; but

if it is done with the object of being able to

glory over the defeat of others, it would be
better for our spiritual welfare if it had never

been undertaken.
Those using only starters in sections, espe-

cially if the honey-flow is only moderate, will

have sections not so well filled and joined to

the wood, and the bees will be slower in doing
it. Next, it never looks well to have two
kinds of cells in one section ; and where a

starter only is used, the bees are very likely to

finish the section with drone comb.
Many will experience a difficulty in putting

foundation into sections accurately. There
may be better ways of doing it, but I know of

no better way of doing it than with a hot-plate

machine. In the one-piece section there is a

difficulty in connection with putting in well-

filled sheets of foundation. When the hot

plate is shoved in, and below the top-bar of

the section, the foundation then pressed up
against the plate, a little of the sheet must be

melted. The foundation is then brought up
against the lower surface of the top-bar of the

section. In this process with the sheet against

the bottom of and. in the center of the bottom-

bar of the section, when the hot plate has
been withdrawn and the foundation has been
pressed against the top-bar of the section, it

must be removed from the bottom-bar of the

section a distance at least equal to the thick-

ness of the plate and whatever was melted
away from the wax sheet. This is too much
to get the best results.

The difficulty can be overcome by placing

the board inside the section upon which the

foundation rests at an angle, so as to carry the

foundation next to the bottom-bar ; beyond
that bottom -bar the angling position alone

gives added room ; and when suspended from
the top the sheet readily assumes a perpendic-
ular position ; and as it does so it nears the

bottom-bar and closes the space. With a four-

piece section the better way is to fasten the

foundation into place before the section is put
together. When all is in working order by
this method, about 45 sheets of foundation
can be attached to the top-bar of the section in

a minute.
Brantford, Canada.

ABOUT THE SMOKER.

Ink Dropping from the Nozzle, Caused by What?
Hinging the Nozzle of the Crane Smoker.

BY F. GREINER.

The controversy in regard to inky fluid
dropping from the nozzle of the smoker makes
me think of a certain question one of our
teachers asked us boys once at school. From
our window we could often see the cars pass-
ing by, and on one occasion the teacher said
to us, " Which one of you can tell me what it

is that comes from the smokestack of the en-
gine ?

"

" Smoke, of course," said one.
The teacher shook his head. Another boy,

after a while, said, " Steam ;
" but the teacher

again shook his head. It was a puzzle to us.

At last one of the bright ones called out,
"Smoke and steam both," at which answer
the teacher smiled and assented.

It is steam and smoke coming from the
smoker's nozzle, and the two together seem to

form a union, in part condensing in the smo-
ker, filling the nozzle partly with that objec-
tionable accumulation, and, when it comes to

the worst, even dropping " ink," a very unde-
sirable substance when coming in contact with
our clothing, our hands, or the hive-fixtures.

It is the amount of surplus moisture that
causes the latter unpleasant feature. The ordi-
nary amount of moisture does little harm, and
is absorbed and evaporated. This surplus
moisture does not, however, all come from the
fuel one may use, I think. It comes also from
the atmosphere, which is always more or less

charged with it, and I believe the greater part
of all the moisture causing the trouble in the
smoker is due to this moisture as it is blown
by the bellows into and through the fire-box.

When I first commenced bee-keeping I had no
bellows smoker, and so I constructed a little

blowpipe from a tin pepper-box, etc. It prov-
ed to be a handy tool indeed in some respects.

Both hands were always free to use in manip-
ulating, and at the same time smoke could be
administered when necessary. I am quite par-
tial to this little smoker, and I would use it to

some extent to this day if it did not have this

very annoying feature of dropping this inky
liquid in a much intensified measure, owing to
the fact that the air, as blown into the fire

from the lungs, is much more abundantly
charged with moisture than the air we breathe
or the air the bellows uses.

At the time, I experimented a great deal
with my little smoker, to overcome, if possi-

ble, that bad feature ; but the condensing
would take place at the extreme (and hence
naturally the cooler) end of the tube which
carried the smoke, etc. ; and all my efforts to

catch the disagreeable fluid in a separate little

cup proved futile.

Since I have adopted the bellows smoker I

have had no trouble whatever with "ink"
when good fuel was used. Pine sawdust or
planer-shavings I regard as the poorest mate-
rial, filling up the smoker quickly with accu-
mulations, and causing ink to drop. Gener-
ally speaking I am not very exacting as to

what material I do use as fuel, but make use
of the things that are handiest ; for instance,

planer-shavings, sawdust, and the like ; rotten
or half-rotten wood ; chips and old quilts and
phosphate-sacks ; but I do not consider it es-

sential to keep fuel for several years to have it

as dry as Mr. Taylor prefers. Rotten maple
or elm wood or partly rotten wood may be
dried sufficiently inside of two or three weeks
by exposing to wind and sunshine if taken in-

doors every night and during rainy weather.
So treated it is soon fit to answer as fuel for

the smoker, and there will be no ink dropping.
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The accumulation in the nozzle can not be
overcome with the dryest fuel, and must be
removed from time to time. A clean smoker
works more satisfactorily for me.
Now, Mr. Editor, allow me to sa}' another

word or two on the subject of the smoker. I

should like to suggest a slight change too.

Some six years ago I bought of The A. I. Root
Co. a Crane smoker. This I have used since,

extensively and exclusively. I have taken it

to the out-yards with me ; it has been used
rather roughly some of the time. It has been
the only smoker I had in use, and it is still do-
ing a good businees, although the nozzle is

getting to be very weak and poor. Last win-
ter I bought six Corneils, and the}' work very
well too, but I do not like the way the nozzle
is hinged. Of course, you observe the hinge
on the Corneil is on the opposite side from
what it is on the Crane. The reason I object
to this is, we sometimes rest the nozzle on the
edge of the opened hive when blowing smoke
in between the slightly raised honey- board or
quilt and top of the frames. The pressure or
weight is quite often sufficient to cause the
smoker to come open, occasionally even let-

ting the fire fall out. If hinged the other way
the tendency in this case would be to crowd
the two parts rather more closely together,
and that would, of course, be preferable. I

am in favor of having the hinge opposite the
bellows. A corrugated shield would also suit

me better.

Naples, N. Y.

[We formerly had the nozzles of all of our
smokers hinged in the way you seem to prefer
them. There are two objections. One is, that
the nozzle falls back against the fire-cup, dent-
ing it ; and the second is, that when the smo-
ker is being filled the blaze from the burning
fuel will very often shoot out at the top and
burn the bellows and the fingers. I presume
the great majority use planer shavings— just
the very fuel that you condemn ; and it is this
fuel that blazes and causes trouble with the
bellows when the nozzle is hinged opposite.

—

Ed]

THE HIVE QUESTION.

Why Large Hives are Better for Extracted Honey.

BY L. STACHELHAUSEN.

Some time ago the best size of brood-cham-
ber was discussed very thoroughly in GLEAN-
INGS and other bee-papers, so the matter will
seem stale to many readers ; nevertheless, I

hope it will be interesting to have a summing-
up and a more scientific explanation of it,

which I will try to give.

We know the bee is 3 days in the egg form,
5 days open brood, 13 days capped brood, 2
days it is not able to work, 16 days does house-
work, and about 16 days field work. If the
number of eggs laid daily remains the same,
we can figure how many young bees are in the
hive, if we know how many eggs are laid daily.
In this case the colony will remain the same

—

that is, as strong or as weak as before. An

increase of the population is possible only
when the number of eggs laid by the queen
is increasing

; and if this number is diminish-
ing the colony will become weaker. This is

important, because, if the population of a col-
ony would remain the same, it would in most
cases, during the time when no honey can be
gathered, consume what it had stored during
the honey-flow.

In fact, a good colony increases the popula-
tion from early ipring up to the honey-har-
vest, then the colony is getting weaker. In
the fall, if some honey can be gathered, a new
short increase of the brood can be observed

;

and in winter, breeding is stopped entirely.

If it is our aim to have as many bees as pos-
sible for the harvest, and as few consumers as

possible when no honey is coming in, it is

only one way to attain it in a given colony
;

and that is, to increase the number of eggs
laid daily by the queen up to the honey-flow,
and to the greatest extent. Now it is said,

"Why overwork this queen r Two queens
would easily lay the same number of eggs."
Well, suppose we have two colonies in spring
quite alike, covering 8 L. frames. One of
them is in a large and the other in a small
hive. In my locality the bees have generally
commenced brood-rearing Feb. 1, in all my
hives. The honey-flow commences at the end
of May. For this it is desirable that the
queen reach her highest egg-laying capacity
about May 1. Consequently we have for the
development of the colony 82 days—that is, 4
breeding-periods of 21 days each. If the
queen commences egg- laying with 200 eggs
daily, and doubles this number in 21 days, we
have 400 eggs Feb. 21 ; 800 March 14 ; 1600
April 5, and 3200 April 26. For the honey
harvest we have, then, 108,000 bees in this

hive.

Now, suppose we have the same colony in a
hive so small that the queen is cramped as

soon as she lays 1600 eggs a day, because she
does not find more empty cells, or for any oth-
er reason can not lay more eggs. It is plain

that from this time on the population of the
colony can not increase any more, and we
shall have 54,000 bees for the harvest ; conse-
quently the colony can gather only half as

much honey as the other one.
Here comes in another point which is of less

importance. We have reached the highest
population in the large hive May 17, when the
honey-harvest commences. In the small hive,

from April 26, the colony will remain the
same; consequently the largest possible popu-
lation is reached at a time when it was not
necessary. In these 21 days 43,600 eggs are

laid, and just as many bees die, and are raised

without any profit for the colony ; they are

consumers just as well as the bees raised after

the honey-flow. Nature has a remedy for this,

but this belongs to another chapter.

During the honey- flow the brood in both
colonies is restricted; in the large hive, where
we have an overworked queen, probably more
so than in the small one. This is a desired

condition for the honey crop, because com-
paratively less brood is to be nursed, and a

part of the young bees can build combs and
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store honey ; but it may be undesirable for

comb-honey production, and we will speak of

this afterward.
When the honey-flow ceases, the colony in

the large hive will not be stronger than that

in the small hive ; and this equality will re-

main till the end of the spring development.
The consumption is theoretically the same in

both colonies in fall, winter, and early spring;

but during the last 21 dajs of development
one colony kept up the same strength, while
the other one doubled its population.

If, in fact, the development of the brood
does not occur in this restive way, and if many
other influences change the outcome, this will

not change the value of the proof. I think I

have explained the reasons for the advantages
of large hives and prolific queens.
The locality has some influence in this mat-

ter. If the main honey-flow is very early,

the colony may have no time to develop to

such a degree that the queen can lay to her
fullest capacity. In this case stimulative feed-

ing in the fall is recommended, to have very
strong colonies in early spring. By that not
much seems to be gained by strong colonies

and large hives, if we do not admit that strong
colonies consume less, comparatively, in win-
ter, sometimes even absolutely less than a
weaker colony.

If the main honey-flow is very late it is

probable that the queen, long before, has reach-

ed her highest egg-la}ing capacity, and the

colony may be even weaker, when the honey-
flow commences, than it was some time before.

As long as the queen increases the number
of eggs laid daily, the number of young bees
is increasing also. If suddenly the egg- lay-

ing remains stationary, or is diminishing, the
number of young bees will still increase dur-
ing the next 21 days ; consequently we shall

have a surplus of young bees compared with
the open brood, and this causes the swarming
impulse. To explain this scientifically would
take too much space here. This swarming
impulse appears as soon as the queen reaches
her highest egg-laying capacity, be this caused
by crowding her in a small brood-chamber or
by the limit of her fertility. This is the rea-

son why small hives swarm more and earlier

than large ones.
With a late honey-flow and small hives the

colonies will swarm before the honey-flow
commences, and now every swarm and every
old colony undergoes a new progressive devel-
opment. This explains why under some cir-

cumstances the swarm and old colony will

give more surplus honey than a colony undi-
vided. A locality with very late honey flow
requires quite a different hive and manage-
ment from a locality having an early honey-
flow.

The problem is, always to keep the colonies
in a progressive development till the main
honey-flow commences, and at this time we
shall attain the most strength. The more pop-
ulation we gain in this time the better for the
honey crop. During the honey-flow it is nec-
essary to have as little open brood in the hive
as possible, for two reasons : The bees raised
from this brood are of no use for this season

;

and, second, if the bees have less brood to
nurse, more bees can engage in other work.

WHY ARE SMALL HIVES PREFERABLE FOR
COMB HONEY?

Most comb-honey producers say the eight-
frame hive has given them more surplus honey
than a larger one by their management and in

their locality. This seems to be in contradic-
tion to our researches in the foregoing, and
needs an explanation.
With the beginning of the honey-flow we

set the section-supers on top of our hives; and
the main difficulty now is to force the bees
into the sections and to induce them to com-
mence work in them. If we can not do this,

at least some days of the best honey-flow are
lost — may be the entire crop. Eor this pur-
pose the brood chamber must be in a certain

condition :

1. No empty cells should be in the brood-
chamber, because they would be filled with
honey ; and if the bees have started to carry
honey into the brood-nest they become accus-
tomed to it and refuse to go into the sections

(Doolittle).

2 If possible the brood-chamber should
contain brood exclusively ; especially the
frames should be filled as near to the top bar
as possible. This needs no explanation.
A large brood-chamber can hardly be in this

desired condition. In a very good honey -flow

the bees will work in the sections nevertheless;

but generally they do not Dadant recom-
mends two methods for getting a large brood-
chamber in proper condition :

1. From early spring, empty combs are giv-

en to the colony ; by and by, as soon as more
room is needed for the brood, the brood cham-
ber is always contracted to the space the queen
can occupy.

2 At the beginning of the honey-flow the
brood- chamber is contracted to as many frames
as are needed for brood.
Both methods did not work satisfactorily

with me. The first one is, in fact, the same
as recommended by Doolittle. If we want
the frames full of brood, the queen must be
always crowded. I can not see how Dadant
can get more brood than Doolittle by the same
management, if the brood-chamber is in prop-
er condition. In fact, in this case he will

have a large hive, but will not avail himself of

its advantages.

The second method has the disadvantage
that the brood-combs are not in proper condi-
tion. Every comb ma3? contain empty cells,

brood and honey on top, which combs we al-

ways select for the contracted brood-chamber.
This will not be the desired condition.

Both methods have the disadvantage that
some of the sections are over the dummies
and not over brood. If the colony has really

developed in the large brood-chamber to its

fullest extent, the queen will be overworked
and will probably not lay as many eggs; as yet
some cells will be free for storing honey in

them. This state is favorable for the amount
of honey stored; but the brood-chamber is un-
fit for the production of comb honey. This I

have mentioned already.
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With so-called double-deckers a very large

brood-chamber is used at the right time.

When the honey -harvest commences, only one
story is used ; that is, the brood-nest is con-
tracted, and thus we have the advantage that

the top surface remains the same ; but I think
we shall hardly find the brood-co'mbs in the

right condition to force the bees into the sec-

tions.

With a small brood-chamber the queen has
never before used her full powers, and is al-

ways eager to lay in every empty cell ; conse-

quently the brood- chamber wdl probably be

in the desired condition. Because in a large

hive the bee-keeper can not get this desired

condition, he sacrifices the full development
of the colony and the advantages of it. This
reduces the honey crop to a smaller extent

than a brood-chamber in a wrong condition.

It is well known that in the production of

comb honey we have the least trouble, if we
use swarms, if they come out at just the right

time — that is, at the beginning of the main
honey crop. If a colony swarms before this

time, neither swarm nor the old colony will be

in proper condition for comb honey produo
tion when the main honey-flow commences.
How a swarm is used if it issues during the

honey-flow is kuown as Hutchinson's method.
Hereby, too, we need small brood -chambers

;

first, to start the bees of the parent colony
into the supers; and, second, to get the swarms
at the right time, because large hives would
not swarm at all or else too late. By this

method the swarm is hived in a contracted

brood-chamber ; but this has no bearing on
our question, because we see the advantages
of large hives in the season before the honey-
flow.

If a large hive in spring means more surplus

extracted honey, and for any reason we can
not use this advantage for comb honey, it is a

proof that our managemtnt is not advanced
enough to overcome this difficulty ; our prob-

lem must be to find out a method by which all

advantages are utilized.

I produce mostly extracted honey. Only a

few hives are worked for section honey; but

for two years I have used a method in accord-

ance with the above theory which I think is

worth consideration. In 1898 I got from one
hive, managed after this method, 120 filled

sections and a number of partially filled ones,

while my average crop of extracted honey
from the whole apiary was less than 100 lbs.

per colony. I will describe this method in

my next article.

Converse, Tex.

ALFALFA AND ALKALI WEEDS COMPARED.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

Few subjects interest bee-keepers more than
the flowers by which they are surrounded.

We must make a study of the vegetable king-

dom to make estimates of our crop before har-

vest. In the sage counties of this State a

practical honey-producer usually forms a fair

guess, at least, sooner than is done in this val-

ley in most localities. Most of the San Joa-

quin honey is from alfalfa, and it is a very
unreliable source. As a general thing alfalfa

produces most honey with water enough to
make a fair growth only. Irrigation enough
to make a very rank growth is often detri-
mental to the greatest honey-yield. Of course,
a severe drouth is ruinous. Sometimes there
is very little honey secreted during one or
more months when alfalfa is in bloom, and no
certain reason can be assigned. To say "at-
mospheric conditions are unfavorable" is a
vague expression at best, when we can not see
or feel the exact difficulty and call it by
name.

It would seem that some plant would be de-
sirable to supplement the alfalfa during un-
favorable seasons. Frequently that is easily
found in the vicinity of alfalfa ; it is alkali
weed. This may not be the proper name of
the weed ; but, being a very common man, I

use common names when they are not mis-
leading. Many people call it " sticker weed "

on account of the small piickles with which
it is covered. One apiarist used to call it

" yellow top," but has since adopted the name
"golden top." As bee-weed, wild sunflower,
goldenrod, and many other plants have yel-

low, more especially at the top, than the weed
in question, there is nothing distinguishing in

either of these terms. Alkali weed certainly
has the claim of popularity for the weed.

It is probably a relative of the Russian this-

tle, though not a tumble weed. Both com-
mence their growth in cool wet weather, and
make some stock-feed early in the season, es-

pecially for sheep and cattle. As the weather
becomes warm the growth becomes more rapid,

the plant becomes woody, and the spines are
such as to protect the plant from ordinary
stock.

At this point I will drop the thistle, which
is getting too hard and thorny for me, as it

was taken up only to explain better the hon-
ey-plant in question. These weeds frequently
grow as high as wheat before the latter is cut,

and sometimes prevent its being harvested, as

the weeds would decay in the stack. You
need not expect much bloom before July or
the first of August except on strong alkali

laud where the weeds are stunted. Then the
golden honey is produced until frost or early

rain kills the plant. This year was an excep-
tion, as the honey failed about Sept. 23, and
our first rain fell Oct. 10. Hardly enough
frost yet for you to see. In seven years I have
known two failures of this source, caused by
drouth.

The flavor of this honey is pleasant, not so
sweet as alfalfa, classed as amber or light am-
ber by different dealers. It is too yellow to

excel as comb honey, and also granulates
quicker than some othe'r honey. These are

reasons why it is no more sought after by api-

arists.

Had Mr. Wilkin (page 750) known the value
of these weeds he probably would not have
tied up to alfalfa alone, and would have har-

vested, very likely, from four to seven times
the honey which he reports. In some spots

near Famoso, alkali weeds sometimes grow;
but to see many thousands of acres turn to a
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beautiful yellow you had better go further

north.
As the weed grows up quite bushy, and is a

mass of blossoms resembling wild sunflower

in color and shape, and a shirt button in size,

for two or more months, it might seem to be

an immense honey-producer, but it is not.

Perhaps it would run between 75 and 150 lbs.

extracted to the hive all seasons when the

weeds grow well. Of course, good manage-
ment isassumed. As bees will consume prob-

ably 100 or 200 lbs. of honey per colony in a

year, it is plain to see that we must have some
other work for the bees in spring and early

summer. But as other honey-producing plants

are usually on the same range with it we can

get along in that respect.

It is certainly worth something to look at a

lot of green weeds in April, and be practically

sure that they will make a crop of honey in

late summer and fall. I know of no other

plant that you can foretell the honey prospects

of with such certainty.

From the above it might appear that I con-

sider aifalfa a poor honey-plant. It is the

principal honey source in this valley, and is

likely to remain so. Mr. Wilkin's report is

about as small as you are likely to see. A
Los Banos man in the alfalfa-fields made so

much money with his bees this year that, to

give the figures in Gleanings, might give the

bee-fever to many. But when we consider

that he had 1000 colonies, and they reduced

to 850 during the season, his profits do not

look so big for a year of high prices. For a

locality with a foul-broody reputation, a loss

of 150 colonies out of 1000 does not seem
strange.
Grayson, Cal., Nov. 9.

SURE OF CROPS.

A Locality Where they Have Them in Northern

Michigan.

BY ANTON LEISTER.

Mr. Allen Rice, who lives in Manton, Wex-
ford Co., Mich., a hundred miles north of

Grand Rapids, is a farmer and bee-keeper.

During a visit to his brother here I got from
him his bee experience as follows :

" Don't you have trouble wintering bees so

far north ?
'

'

"Not unless we are careless, as I was last

fall. I had 27 stands, strong, and well sup-

plied with honey for winter. They were all in

Simplicity hives. I piled them up in the shop

and put cornstalks over them. I neglected to

raise the covers a little for ventilation, and
lost all but six colonies. They drowned and
froze in their own perspiration. Each colony

was ready sale at $5.00, and they would have
made me 60 lbs. of section honey in a good
season, salable at 10 cts. I now have 18 col-

onies. Some of the original six spring colo-

nies sent out two and three swarms."
" Do you feed your bees in the fall to stim-

ulate brood-rearing, and to make sure of suf-

ficient winter stores? "

"Never. We don't have to. There is al-

ways sufficient bee-forage, even in a poor year
like this, so that they always have an abun-
dance of natural stores ; and our colonies are
always strong. From each of the hives that
failed to winter I took two gallons of strained
honey."
"What kinds of bee-pasture do you have

up there ? '

'

"Chiefly basswood, white clover, and alfal-

fa. There are many basswoods in the forests

yet. The white clover is a sure crop every
year, as it does not come at intervals, as here.

It grows wild as in Ohio. Alfalfa is growing
in favor with farmers as cattle feed, and more
is sown each year. It makes good honey. It

is my belief that our bees get honey from red
clover—at least I have seen them at work
many a time in the red-clover fields when in

blossom. My bees are Italians that came
originally from Root's stock."

" Do you extract ?
"

" Decidedly not."
" Why not? It stems to be the method of

most honey-producers."
* " Because I believe that this smoking and
tearing the hive to pieces, and robbing the
stores, disturbs the bees so that they do not
work and thrive as well as if left to their nat-

ural ways as much as possible. Some of my
neighbors extract, and I notice that their bees
do not thrive as well as those not so disturbed.

I work for section honey only. The sections

are put in a box that fits on top of the hive,

and holds just 30 sections. The lower part of

the hive is never disturbed. I have no trouble
about getting the bees to work in the sec-

tions."
" What is your average yield of honey ?

"

"The average yield per hive, year after

year, I should put at 60 lbs. of section honey.
I have had as much as 120 lbs. from one hive.

I have put on an empty case of 30 sections on
Monday, and the next Monday have taken it

off filled. I have kept bees ten years, and in

that time we have had no years that were to-

tal failures, though some are not so good as

others. This year was a poor one, and the
yield was an average of about 30 lbs. per hive,

about half the average season's yield. Some
of the new swarms made 60 lbs. this season.

"

" How do you market your honeys and what
prices do you get ?

"

" There is no method or trouble about the
marketing. My honey all goes to private lo-

cal customers. They come to me, and I sell

it to them at 10 cents per section, supposed to

weigh one pound. I don't advertise nor ped-
dle, nor otherwise solicit trade. I have been
asked to ship honey, but prefer to sell at home.
My customers all buy for their own use only.

I have no trouble in getting rid of half a ton
of honey in this way."

" What have you to say about candied hon-
ey?"
"People in this part prefer the candied

honey. They, as well as I, think that the

candied state is the state of being fully ripen-

ed, and with the best flavor developed. Melt-
ing candied honey destroys much of the fine

flavor, and, according to my taste and belief,
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it is not a good practice. Much of our honey
candies in the comb. It is fine eating."
Brunswick, O.

THE LONG-IDEA HIVE.

How Constructed and How Used.

BY o. O. POPPLETON.

I am a beginner in bee-keeping, and have
the utmost respect for the opinions of Mr. O.
O. Poppleton. On p. 727, Oct. 1, is an item
regarding the Long-Idea hive. I should feel

very thankful to him if he would more fully

describe the hive, so that I could make and
try one or more, and I am sure others would
appreciate the article. W. Emory.

Avondale, Fla., Oct. 21.

[Mr. Poppleton replies :]

The dimensions of the Long-Idea hive can
be varied to suit any style of frame one wishes
to use, keeping at least two points in view

;

viz., that the frames in use in them should be
at least two or more inches deeper than is the
standard Langstroth frame, and the hive
should be long enough to hold as much comb
in the aggregate as at lea^>t 25 Langstroth
frames will hold. These are the essential dif-

ferences between any simply made standard
hive and the Long- Idea.

The hives I have in use are made of four
boards 13 in. wide, front and back ones being
36 in. long, and the ends 15 inches. When
nailed together the inside measure is 13 in.

deep, lo'4 wide, and 36 long. Entrance to

hive is ^4x12 in the center of the lower edge
of the front. The two sides have rabbets in

inside of upper edge >^X^, for ends of top-

bar of frames to rest in. I use a tight bottom-
board projecting in front lj4 to 3. Tight bot-
tom-boards are a necessity with me because I

practice migratory bee keeping, but are not
essential. Like the Dadants I prefer the old-

style telescopic cover. I couldn't be induced
to use any other kind; but these are not essen-

tial to this system. Any style of cover works
the same on these hives as on any other.

The frames I use are 12 in. square, inside
measure ; but for Mr. Emory, or any one else

wishing to test this style of hive on a small
scale, I would advise his using the extra-deep
Langstroth or Hoffman frame now being made
by The A. I. Root Co. for use in the Draper
barns. In case he should ever wish to do so
they could be easily changed to the standard
size by cutting off bottoms of the end-bars.
The dimensions of the hives in case those
frames are used would be the same from front

to rear as in the Simplicity hive — enough
deeper to fit the deep frames, and not less

than 30 inches long, inside measure.

One difficulty in testing a small number of

these hives in an apiary is in the fact that the
deeper frames may not fit in the extractor one
may have.

In manipulating these hives I put the brood-
nest in the center, then use whatever combs
the colony needs on each side, using two divi-

sion-boards, one on each side of the combs.

the hive a glance will let one know whether
the colony should have more or less combs,
and whatever is needed, whether one or more
can be added or taken away without having
to add or take away an entire story. Divi-
sion-boards should not be tight-fitting.

I think the above gives the information Mr.
Emory wishes; but if not, I will cheerfully
reply to any questions asked through you.

Stuart, Fla., Nov. 6.

GREASY SECTIONS.

Cauted by Hot, Dry Seasons, Not by a Poor Queen.
Errors in Bee-literature.

BY WM. M. WHITNEY.

Under the head of " Beedom Boiled Down,"
on page 714 of American Bee Journal, the
first item that meets the eye is the following :

" Errors about bees are found in books of oth-
er countries as well as this." Well, that is

not at all strange; but there are enough in the
books and journals of our own country to
command the attention of the careful bee-
keeper during the time he may have to devote
to study and experiment.

I believe a case in point is under this same
heading in the following words :

" Then when
you find a super of greasy-looking sections
you know where to replace a queen next
spring." Now, my experience has taught me
to doubt the correctness of the position as-

sumed in the above statement. Allow me to
illustrate. I have colonies, over which, early
in the season, were placed cases of sections

;

later they were raised and others put under,
and iu due time I removed the first case, con-
taining nice white capped honey ; the second
case was raised, and a third put under. When
the second case was removed, many of the
sections through the middle of the case had a
greasy appearance ; but the last case of late

honey had white cappings.
Now, I had read much that had been written

upon the subject of greasy sections, all of

which seemed to be along the same line of
thought ; viz , charging the grease up to the
queen, and pronouncing upon her the death-
sentence ; but why the same queen should
give me both beautifully capped sections and
greasy ones caused me to stumble at the above
theory, and set me to investigating the matter
for myself.
Most of my colonies were very strong dur-

ing the entire honey season, the first and last

cases being filled rapidly during comparatively
cool weather ; but the cases which passed
through the dry hot part of August were sub-
jected to quite different conditions. The nec-
tar was necessarily very thick, although there
was a very good flow from sweet clover. The
bees filled the cells to the very brim, and
capped them; the honey, being very ripe before
capping, did not shrink as it often does ; the
hives being very warm, as a matter of course
the cappings absorbed a portion of honey

—

hence the greasy appearance.
You will observe that all such honey is much

heavier than white capped honey of the same
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cubic dimensions, and I find a few customers
who, knowing a good thing when they see it,

prefer this honey to that of a more pleasing
exterior.

I think you will find, on examination of

the brood-chamber of a populous colony, that

the newly made comb, if filled and capped
during the hot dry season, unless it is at the

outside, will, almost without an exception,

have a greasy appearance. I am not speaking
now of travel- stains, which are quite different

in appearance, and which any experienced
bee-keeper will readily detect.

Now, you veterans in the business, allow a

novice to admonish you to hesitate before you
" pinch the head " of a queen that has filled

your hive to overflowing with bees that can
go to the very bottom of the nectar recepta-

cles in the dryest, hottest season of the year,

and store up an abundant supply of sweets
" fit for the gods to sip."

I may be wrong, but it seems to me this

matter will bear further investigation, and it

will disappoint me greatly if the truth does
not lie along the lines herein indicated. At
any rate, let us have the truth.

It would do my soul good ( I will not attempt
fo disguise the fact) to be able to tell Dr. Mil-

ler and some of the other old sages in the

brotherhood, something, perchance, they do
not know. I should feel that some slight re-

turn had been made for the large fund of val-

uable information they • have imparted, of

which it has been my good fortune to appro-
priate no small share.

Kankakee, 111., Nov. 11.

[You may be right ; but it occurs to me just

now that I have seen greasy (or what some call

water-soaked) sections come from some colo-

nies, and pearly-white ones from others at one
and the same time ; but I do not remember to

have seen water-soaked honey and white hon-
ey come from the same hive.

This matter is something that will stand a

little discussion ; and I should be glad, there-

fore, to get reports from some of our leading
honey producers. If the queen is never to

blame, it is too bad to pinch the heads of oth-

erwise good queens.— Fr>.]

CELLAR WINTERING OF BEES, AND THEIR
PREPARATION.

BY F. A. SNEU.

That the successful wintering of our bees
depends considerably upon the necessary fall

work, no one doubts; and this work, or a part

of it, should be done during September or
October and November. The work for the
earlier dates named are to see well to it that

the bees are securing food enough in some
way to keep up the rearing of young bees, and
also the storing of a good supply of food for

the long coming winter months and early

spring. During September, if no young bees
are reared or the queens are not laying, the
colonies should be fed enough to secure this

desired state. A good supply of good food

for winter must never be lost sight of, and a
good force of young vigorous bees must also
be teemed or had if our bees are to be well
wintered.

In cellar wintering it is, I think, very nec-
essary to the best success to h ve the bees
housed while the hives and combs are dry,
and frte from frost, and just after a good
flight has been secured. One fall our bees
were housed Oct. 29, and other yeais from
Nov. 10 to Dec. 10. It was about twenty
years ago that I laid it down as my rule to put
our bees in the cellar right after the first good
flight our bees had after Nov. 10. Previously
I had been caught by leaving them out too
late, and the hives became filled with frost

more or less, and hives were frczen fast to the
stands, and covered with snow, and the combs
with frost — a condition not in the least desir-

able. In such cases the hives, when removed
from their stands, came up with a terrible

snap, which aroused the bees, causing a gen-
eral t xeitemeut and rearing. Right after a
good cleansing flight the bees handle well

;

combs and hives are dry; and after two or
three puffs of smoke are given each hive the
bees are quietly lifted from their stand and
placed two colonies a' a time on a cushioned
cart and wheeled to the cellar hatchway-door,
and then removed from the cart, and carried

to the Cellar where s'.ands have been previous-
ly placed, upon which to set the hives, and
the hives are gently lowered to the stand.

The colomies are thus all carried in.

When a full tier of hives is placed on the
first rack in the cellar to be used, lath are

placed on top of the first tier of hives, and
the second tier of hives placed on the lath,

which gives Y% inch space between the first

and second tier of hives. Lath are placed on
top of all rows, over which another tier is to

be placed. We tier up three hives deep when
necessary in the cellar, leaving room between
the hives of each row to readilv insert the
hands in placing and removing hives on and
from the stands or racks. The hive-bodies
and bottom boards we carry to the cellar; but
the hive-covers are left off, and a 3s-i"ch-deep
frame covered with burlap or carpet is fasten-

ed with two J^-inch screws at the center of

each side of the top of hive-body. The bees
thus prepared have upward ventilation, and
are kept from coming out at the top of the
hives in handling.

After over thirty years' trial in the matter
of hive ventilation I prefer some upward, as I

find the combs keep much dryer, and with
little or no mold, while with no top ventila-

tion the inside of hives and the combs would
be wet and moHy, with other conditions just

as favorable. Damp or wet combs are bad.
The honey and pollen are liable to ferment,
and thus endanger the lives of the bees from
diarrhea, which may result from the bees
eating the fermented food. The frames cov-

ered with burlap for upward ventilation are

placed on the hives some time before the bees
are put in the cellar. The racks are also put
in the cellar, so that, if an unfavorable change
of weather comes, the bees may be soon put
in. The month of November, 1898, was so
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stormy, cloudy, and changeable, that bees

had very little opportunity to fly. During the

month our bees did not get a fair flight until

the 19th and 20th. On the morning of the

21st it looked very threatening, so I secured
help and put the bees in the cellar; and be-

fore we were through, light showers occurred;

and before noon the rain set in and followed
it up all day. The next night the blizzard

had struck us, and every thing was covered
with ice and snow, and was frozen fast, with
the wind blowing a gale. Our bees were in

the cellar in good shape, for which we were
grateful.

I mention the above to show how well it is

for us to watch these important points, and
be on time in our apiary work.
While in winter quarters our hives tip for-

ward, giving a pitch to the bottom-boards, so

if any moisture accumulates in the hive it

may, if condensed, run off the bottom-board
out of the hive. The sloping bottom-board
also makes it easier for the removal of dead
bees by the colony, which tends to keep the

hives sweet and clean during winter. In the
cellar our hive rows are placed so one can
pass between the several rows to examine the

bees and clear dead bees from the hives and
cellar-floor. This we do about once each
month, and with little disturbance to the bees.

We use a dim light while doing this—just

light enough so we can see to do the work.
The cellar should be kept free from mice, and
we prefer the temperature at about 42 to 50°,

and quite uniform. Bees thus cared for

should winter well. The cellar is kept dark.

Milledgeville, 111.

TALL VS. SQUARE SECTIONS.

A Reply to E. D. Ochsner, Page 752.

BY T. K. MASSIE.

Mr. Editor

:

—In your footnote to my article

published on page 681 you say that part of Mr.
Vernon Burt's fine sections came from the

Danzenbaker hive, and the other part from
the regular Dovetailed hive. Then you say,
" Both lots, as I saw them, were equally well

filled. Indeed, it could hardly be otherwise
;

for under the same conditions a \% square

would be as well filled as one 4x5 tall." Will

you kindly tell us what those "conditions"
were ? Were they such as can not ordinarily

be had ? It is facts we want, without regard

to style or size of section.

In one of Dr. Miller's Straws, page 709, he
says I should "keep things straight," etc.

That's what I tried to do. I meant to say that

I do not want a wired frame at all. I also

meant to say that I prefer what most people
term a shallow frame, without regard to wir-

ing. All the combs in my frames will stand

any amount of handling on the " slambang "

plan. They were built from starters only, and
are as straight and smooth as a board.

Page 753 friend Ochsner says if I "think
the fence separators such a fine thing," I

" don't know what a good thing is." Don't
be irritated, brother. I have tried your

plain tin separators and T supers, and dis-

carded them. It is/acts we are after. I am
not "trying to make money out of any new
hives and sections, '

' for I have none to sell

;

neither did I try to " fool " my customers. I

simply set up the two kinds of sections side

by side, and gave my customers their choice,

the facts being as before stated, page 680.

For a complete reply to Bro. O.'s article I

would refer to pages 749 and 769 to 770 in re-

gard to what the most extensive bee-keeper
in the United States has to say. It is not
there stated that he uses the fence separator

;

but I venture the prediction that he does.

Tophet, W. Va., Nov. 1.

[A part of Mr. Burt's 4x5 honey was pro-

duced over Langstroth frames. While the
conditions may not have been identical, they
were near enough so for all practical purposes.

I will say that the internal condition of the
supers for the tall and square sections was ex-

actly-identical, save in size. Capt. Hethering-
ton does not use plain sections or fences. His

4X5 are the ordinary beeway seven-to the-foot,

I think.
As to the matter of trying to "fool" cus-

tomers, I can not believe that deception, un-
intentional or intentional, has been practiced

on any one. Such talk is a reflection upon
some of the best bee-keepers we have. The
fact that one's beliefs or practices may be dif-

ferent from some others' is not sufficient

grounds for declaring that that one is not hon-
est with his fellow men. If we can't agree

we should at least fight fair.—Ed.]

TALL VS. SQUARE SECTIONS.

Another Reply to E. D. Ochsner, Page 752.

BY S. D. MATHEWS.

Mr. Root

:

—I see in your footnote on p. 754

you invite kind criticism in regard to hives,

smokers, and other articles. As Mr. Ochsner
criticises the 4X5 plain \y% section and fence

separator, I, being a practical comb-honey pro-

ducer, beg to differ with him. I think he goes

a little too far when he says that the G. B.

Lewis Co. has sold 10,000,000 \% sections and
only 25,000 of the 4x5 sections, and that they

consider the A% section the best. Doubtless

they have no practical experience with either,

especially the 4X5, only in the manufacturing

of them; and in a few years there will be more
of the 4X5 plain sections in use than of any
other make. He says, " What a waste it will

be to discard the old supers for new ones !

"

I have done that very thing, and it paid me
twofold the first season. I have used both the

square and tall sections in all of my apiaries

for five years, and I know from practical ex-

perience that it will pay to discard the 4X sec-

tion and use only 4X5 sections and the Dan-

zenbaker hive with the fence separator. They
have made enough more this season in the

same yard to pay for the hive.

I have made more honey this season per

hive than I have any previous year in my 15

years of bee-keeping. Fifteen of my strong-
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est Danzenbaker hives made me one ton of

comb honey, and the ones in the 8 frame Dove-
tailed hive and 4% section made a third less.

And when it comes to the sales I get more for

the 4X5 sections, and I have no work in clean-

ing them, which I have to do with the 4.% sec-

tions. I ship them as I take them from the

supers. Mr. Ochsner says the American peo-

ple will naturally buy something new. If that

be so I always want something new, because I

make honey to sell ; and any thing that sells

the best and for the most money is what I

want out of the bee-business ( I guess he is not

an American is why he prefers the old supers

with 4% sections, as he calls them).
I should like to have him ship some of his

4% sections to some of our eastern markets,

such as New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Richmond, and Washington, especially the

latter, and put them beside my 4x5 sections,

and see how he would get left. I have just

received sales for some from there at 16 cts.

per section wholesale, and others are selling

at from 10 to 13 cts.

He says, again, American people like to be
humbugged. Perhaps that is why he uses 4%
sections with tin separators, as I know I should

be humbugged if I used them. He hits Amer-
ican people so hard that I can't think him an
American.

I see in your footnote on page 681 you say

the square sections would do as well as 4X5
sections under same conditions. What are

those conditions? I have a lot of 8-frame

hives with Hoffman frames with supers for 4%
sections for sale cheap, because I know of no
condition where I can use them to make it pay
me as well as the 4x5 section.

Hamilton, N. C.

[By "same conditions" I mean the same
style of section (either beeway or no-beeway,
same kind of separator or fence, the same kind
of foundation, and the same honey-flow. The
absence of any one of these conditions would
render the comparison unfair. There seems
to be more feeling (or ill feeling, rather) de-

veloped over this matter than is necessary.

The opponents on either side should let the

other fellow have his own preference.

—

Ed.]

POINTERS ON QUEEN-REARING.

Sealed Brood vs. Unsealed Brood to Coax Cell-

building; Making the Cell-cup Bottoms;

Giving Nuclei Water.

BY W. H. PRIDGEN.

There has been a hive in use at Creek all

this season, divided into three divisions, the

division-boards having openings 3x8 inches

in the center, with zinc tacked over them.
Instead of using it as you do, I use it as an
upper story, and have had cups accepted in

the center apartment while there were cells in

the others, as described, so far as cells are

concerned, in Jan. 15th Gleanings by Mr.
Doolittle. As soon as I read his article it

occurred to me that it might be better thus
arranged, and would remove the possibility of

losing so many cells by an accidental virgin
queen.

I wish you would ask Mr. Wardell to make
some cups with bottoms the right shape to

receive cocoons, and transfer the larva; with
the cocoons, selecting that which is too small
to transfer otherwise

;
give them to bees

shaken from combs of brood, having a queen
six hours previous, and then 24 hours later

give them to his cell-builders, and note the
difference, if any, and write me his conclu-
sions. He could also transfer some the same
size now used, and leave off the giving of

them to queenless bees for 24 hours, and see

whether they are accepted as well. The plan
suggested mutilates the combs worse, but
would save the cells destroyed to succor the
royal jelly a la Doolittle. Possibly he has
noticed the illustrations sufficiently to be able
to make the stick used in transferring cocoons.
One is liable to succeed best in the way he

wants to do a thing, and that may account in

a measure for my success in transferring

cocoons ; but I should like to have him try it

if he has not, as many have reported success
by this plan who failed in transferring larvse

only. One man who succeeded by transfer-

ring cocoons expressed doubt as to Mr. Doo-
little's rearing his queens as he advised others
to do.

I now give just hatched queens instead of

cells to my nuclei, often during a flow the
same day the laying queen is removed, and
seldom have one rejected. It not only saves
several days' time, as the cells often fail to show
up a queen at the appointed time, but there is

nothing about the work that I enjoy more
than distributing fine young queens, and being
able to reject the faulty ones without having
to lose any time over them in the nuclei.

I am of the opinion that, if Mr. Wardell
will separate a little two combs of sealed and
hatching brood, and also two of unsealed
brood, as well as make examinations where
they are naturally spaced, he will find more
bees clustered on the combs of sealed and
hatching brood. I do not find that they have
a preference for building cells naturally, on
combs of unsealed brood, or near it, and in

all probability the cells get more attention
where the brood needs none in the matter of

feeding.

I supply one comb of water placed at one
side of the hive when the bees are screened in,

and there is pollen in the combs, and a comb
oae-fourth full of lumps of starch, sugar, and
water mixed, when there is but little or no
pollen. Enough water to cover the starch is

sufficient, and then stir thoroughly and add as

much sugar as will dissolve. I got this idea
by noticing how eagerly, the bees work on
starch thrown out about the laundry during a

scarcity of pollen. Neither do I want to

make the impression that I condemn the prac-

tice of placing combs of unsealed brood near
the cells while being built, but simply called

attention to the fact that more bees cluster on
combs of sealed than unsealed brood ; and I

am not sure but that sealed and hatching
brood next to the cells is just as good.

Creek, N. C, Aug. 7.
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EMPLOYING THE TIME IN WINTER ADVANTA-
GEOUSLY.

Question.—As I consider it, my bees are all

fixed for winter, my 20 colonies being all nice-
ly tucked away in their chaff hives, each hav-
ing from 25 to 30 pounds of sealed stores.

Can I do anything further along the " bee
line " till spring? I do not wish to make up
sections, or prepare many hives till I know
how my bees will come out, for so many of
them may die that I shall want no more hives
and sections than I have on hand now.

Answer.—Now that we are in the midst of
long winter evenings, it becomes the duty of
all to spend these evenings in such a way that
they may be gaining in knowledge along the
line of the pursuit they have chosen in life.

In no business engagement is this more imper-
ative than where the culture of the bee is the
chosen occupation, and in no way can this be
done to any better advantage than in reading
the bee-literature of the day, from which the
mind is to be stored with useful knowledge
which can be put into practical use as soon as
the season of 1900 opens. When I first com-
menced bee-keeping I was greatly benefited
by the writings of Elisha Gallup, L. L. Lang-
stroth, Moses Quinby, A. I. Root, Adam
Grimm, and many other of those early writ-

ers on this subject, for by their writings I

learned my A B C in bee culture.

My first year of experience in bee-keeping
by way of putting the things which I had read
in practice, resulted in 12 pounds of comb
honey and one swarm, from the two colonies
I purchased to commence with. The next
season I obtained 25 pounds of surplus from
each colony I had in the spring, on an aver-

age. At the end of the fourth season I chron-
icled an average of 80 pounds of comb honey
as the average surplus for each colony in the
spring, while at the end of the eighth season
my average yield per colony was 166% lbs.

During these eight years I had studied, read,

and practiced all my wakeful hours, about
bees, having great fun and keen enjoyment in

doing the same, for I have never yet spent an
hour (been in the bee business 30 years) in

my life in work pertaining to bee culture with-
out its being a real pleasure to me; and this

was brought about by those winter evenings
when I first began to read up the subject.

Many and many have been the nights when I

was awake from one to three hours, planning
how to accomplish some result I desired to
achieve in regard to the practical part of api-

culture, which, with the help of what I had
read, caused me to accomplish what I had
sought after. During all of the years which
have passed I have found that, if I would suc-
ceed, as far as possible I should read mainly
those books and articles which come from the
pens of practical bee-keepers — those whose

ideas come from their daily work among their
bees rather than from theorizing while sitting
at the writing-table, for the former were the
ones who made a success of their calling, and
told just how they did it. If you wish to
learn farming, to whom do you go—to the man
whose farm is allowed to grow up to weeds
and briers, with buildings unpainted and
fences down, or to the man who produces good
crops each year, has his fences up in good
shape, with his buildings in attractive style
and in good repair? To the latter, of course;
and so you should do in bee-keeping. I am
well aware that many of our most practical
bee-men do not write for publication, and for
this reason we can bring in visiting, during
the winter, as another help along this line of
our qualification. But when we visit we
should try not to be a bore by staying two or
three days, and during the whole time asking
questions which are solely for self-benefit, for
that can not be called visiting in any sense of
the word.
Some years ago a man came some distance

to see me. I was sick, and confined to the
house, yet was able to be dressed and lie on
the couch during the day. After warming
himself for a little he told me he had come
to have a little talk about bees, when he im-
mediately pulled from his pockets eight sheets
of foolscap paper, written over on both sides,

with questions which he began asking in a
dry, tiresome way. As soon as I gave an an-
swer he began to write it down; and if he could
not remember all I had said he asked over and
over again, wishing me to go into the minutiae
of the thing while he took it down. I stood
it (or, rather, lay), facing him for two or three
hours, till I thought I was too sick and tired

to be held in that way longer; and as he seem-
ed to take no notice of the condition I was in

I thought I would give him a hint, so I turned
over on the couch with my back to him. As
soon as he got through writing down the last

answer I had given him he very quietly took
his chair and came around to the other side of

the couch and asked the next question. I

stood it an hour longer, when I had to go to

bed, completely exhausted, after which he
asked my wife if she did not think I would be
rested enough in an hour or so to visit (?) with
him again. Well, to make the story short he
stayed that day, all night, and the greater part
of the next day, during which time I was able
to answer all of his questions, he taking the
answers down, and in departing I had the con-
solation of hearing him say to Mrs. D. that he
had had a good visit, and that he was very
thankful for the good entertainment she had
given him.

When you go to visit any bee-keeper, make
it a z'isit, by imparting something as well as

in receiving something. And don't try to get
too much at once, for a little well learned is

much better than having so many things come
before you that you do not half remember
any of them. Then we have our bee conven-
tions, which are mainly held during the win-
ter months, and for the especial purpose of

gaining knowledge ; and while the cost of at-

tending may be considerable, yet if we im-
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prove the time as we should we can learn more
than enough to make that cost good, besides
the benefit which we derive socially. All of
these things are great helps to us, and should
be eagerly sought after, as they will be if we
have a natural qualification for the calling
which we have chosen. If any persons love
something else more than they do to study
bee-keeping, and only do this as a sort of duty,
let them be assured that they have mistaken
their calling, and the sooner they leave it and
go to that which at all times gives them pleas-
ure, the better they will be off, and the better
it will be for the world.
But I feel that I should say a word to our

questioner about putting off getting ready for
next season till he knows how his bees winter.
I can not help thinking that this is a mistake
on the part of very many. The question
should be, " Am I to continue in the bee busi-
ness ? " If so, then I must be prepared for a
full honey-harvest from the number of colo-
nies I have ; otherwise, that full honey-har-
vest may come and find me " napping." My
plan has always been to prepare hives to the
number I wish to increase my colonies to,

should the coming season be the best, and sec-
tions to the amount of 125 pounds for each
colony I have in the fall. And I do all of this
preparing during the winter months, getting
every thing all in perfect order before the sea-
son opens, so that, when the time for active
labor in the apiary arrives, I shall not be hand-
icapped by not being in readiness for any
" down-pour" which may happen to come.

BEE-KEEPING IN COLOMBIA, S. A.; STINGINESS
BEES.

1. Do you think it possible to send queens
down here?

2. We are in need of bees here on account
of lack of distribution of pollen in the flow-
ers. We are 3500 feet above sea-level ; tem-
perature 60° Fahr., on an average. Do you
think bees will do well here?

3. We have a bee here resembling the Ital-

ian, but which has no sting. It is not a good
worker. Would it be possible to breed them
with Italians, or has it ever been done—that
is, form a new species or kind ?

J. R. Genuit.
David, Chiriqui, Rep. of Colombia, S. A.

[We can send queens successfully to you, I

think, providing there is no great interval be-
tween the time of arrival of the queen at port
and arrival at your hands. We have sent
queens successfully to Australia, New Zealand,
and within the last two days have received ac-

knowledgment of the successful receipt of

queens at Natal, South Africa. We send
queens regularly to Cuba, Jamaica, and to oth-
er islands of the West Indies. While we do

not guarantee safe arrival, we put up our
queens in the most approved forms, and would
say that at least half of the queens sent to
foreign ports by us go through alive and in
good condition. Although jou are located,
as you say, at an elevation of 3500 feet above
the sea, with an average of 60° Fahr., I do
not see why you could not keep bees success-
fully.

The stingless bees are in no way to be com-
pared to the Italians, nor in general to the
Apis mellifica, to which blacks, Italians, Syr-
ians, and Cyprians belong. You could not
cross the stingless bees with the Italians nor
with any of the other bees of a northern lo-

cality.

—

Ed ]

QUALITY AND QUANTITY IN QUEENS.

On page 746, in a Straw, Dr. Miller says,
" It's a goud plan, when you take a super of
sections off a hive, to pencil on one of them
the number of the colony. Then when you
find a super of greasy-looking sections you
know where to replace a queen next spring."
Then you add, " Good scheme ! and while you
are about it, it is a good point in favor of num-
bering hives " Both are good points; but I

think you both have missed the most impor-
tant point—one that I have aimed at practicing
for years ; and that is when you find one of

those exquisitely filled and finished lots of sec-

tions that excite wonder and admiration, and
capture the first prizes at our leading exposi-
tions. You know where to go for a first class

queen to breed from next season; for, in my
experience, bees that do that sort of work
never fail to be extra honey-gatherers. Then
we have quality and quantity.

S. T. PETTIT.
Aylmer, Ont., Can., Nov. 11.

INTRODUCING QUEENS; THE WIRE-CAGE PLAN
A FAILURE.

To R. A. Lapsley, page 762, I say, amen. I

have repeatedly failed, and never succeeded,
by that plan ; that is, the queen would be eat-

en out and the bees would accept or reject

just as they liked. I have no more use for

the plan in question.

The last plan given by Dr. Miller, on page
725, 1892, is the best I ever tried for valuable
queens. The only objection is the necessity

of putting brood above an excluder a few days
before the introducing is done, so you will

not have unsealed brood to perish, with no
bees old enough to feed them. But it saves
the queen—that is what we want.

I should be glad if breeders would clip all

queens sent out. I have never had one fly

away when introducing, but came near losing

several. W. A. H. Gilstrap.
Grayson, Cal., Oct. 31.

ALCOHOL-LAMP FOR DAISY FASTENER.

I use an alcohol-lamp with the Daisy foun-
dation-fastener. No chimney is needed, and
there is never any smoke to soil the sections.

The lamp costs 25 cents, and wood spirits

about §1.25 per gallon. E. E. BoGUE.
Stillwater, O. T., Nov. 8.
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What do you think of our Christmas issue ?

Sixteen extra pages in this issue, and yet
there is still on hand a lot of good matter that
had to be held over.

Some of these editorials in this issue are
written at the rate of 60 miles an hour—that is

to say, they are scribbled off on a Pullman
car going at that rate from Denver to Chicago
via the Union Pacific and the Northwestern.
If my thoughts appear somewhat joggled (my
writing is surely that way) you will please lay
it to the aforesaid break-neck speed.

My route to the Denver convention was
over the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern,
Chicago and Northwestern, and Union Pacific.

Over the last two roads I look what is known
as the Colorado Special, one of the fastest

trains in the world ; and the route as a whole
in a modern sleeping-car was one of the easiest

and smoothest I ever took.

GOOD FOR "LUPTOM."
As far as we have been able to learn, Mr.

Luptom has either senl queens or returned the
money ; and my impression is, the lesson he
learned in this transaction will probably last

him as long as he lives. If this be true, shall

we not forgive and forget ? and remember,
" There is joy in the presence of the angels of
God over one sinner that repenteth." A. I. P..

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.
The convention of the Colorado State Bee-

keepers' Association was a success in every
way. The attendance was good, ranging from
50 to 80; and the discussions, always spirited,

were along practical lines. Instead of there
being a regular set program, a program com-
mittee provided a set of topics for each session,
assigning subjects to such members as would
be the most competent to take them up. The
plan worked admirably, for the association is

made up of live bee-keepers who can talk from
an extended experience. A report of the pro-
ceedings will appear in our next.

OUR INDEX FOR 1899 GLEANINGS.
This, our Christmas number, is a little late,

partly because I have been away and partly
because of an extended index that has to be
made up and prepared, very largely at the
last minute, when the whole volume for the
year is complete. And speaking about the
index, you will find it, perhaps, the fullest

that we have ever given. Subjects of impor-
tance are cross-indexed, so I believe our read-
ers will be able to find any thing with little or
no difficulty. With the exception of the index
of correspondents I dictated the whole to W.
P., or Stenog, and then it devolved upon the

latter to arrange the whole in alphabetical
order.

But a good index is worth nothing unless
the whole volume is preserved and kept in
regular order. Get the whole 24 numbers,
place one upon the other in regular order,
and if you have no better files drive two wire
nails of suitable length through their back
edges, and clinch. Better still, get our regu-
lar binder which we can supply at 82 cents
postpaid, or the same leather-backed for 92
cents.

A NEW KODAK FOR GLEANINGS.
In my trip through Colorado I carried a

brand-new folding kodak with all the latest
attachments, for I felt that an illustrated
journal like Gleanings required one of the
very best that money could buy ; and of all
the cameras I have ever seen, the Eastman
Kodak Co. get out the best. With this in-
strument I took "snap shots" and "time
views," some of the latter being taken in a
dust-storm when there was a little lull in the
wind and the dust. I find I have secured
something like 60 exposures in all, the best of
which will be reproduced in these pages dur-
ing the coming year, so that my Colorado trip
will be spread out through the succeeding
issues of Gleanings for the next four or five
months. Considering the fact that Colorado
is one of the greatest and best bee localities in
the world, the series ought to prove interest-
ing-

HUTCHINSON AND YORK.
I have several times spoken of the pleasant

relationship existing between the editors of
bee-papers. This editorial fellowship is es-
pecially strong between Editors York, Hutch-
inson, and myself. I have gone to conven-
tions with both, in the same sleeper, and have
bunked with each, both in the car and at ho-
tels, so that I have come to know them inti-

mately; and it gives me special pleasure to say
that they are royal good fellows, genuine rivals
in a business way, but the rivalry is of the
pleasantest sort. We know each other well
enough to offer criticisms of each other on the
quiet and in the open ; and in every instance,
so far as I know, these criticisms have been
taken in the kindly spirit in which they were
offered.

Mr. Hutchinson started the Bee-keepers'1

Review at a very inauspicious time, as it seem-
ed to me. Indeed, it was up-hill sledding for
him for a long time ; but with that indomit-
able perseverance that is characteristic of its

editor, the Revieiu has moved onward and up-
ward until there is not a trade journal of any
sort that excels it in typographical neatness
and general appearance. The Review to-day
enjoys the largest patronage, I believe, it has
ever had since its first issue ; and no one re-

joices more in that success than does your
humble servant.
The "Old Reliable" was purchased by Mr.

York of Thos. G. Newman at a time when the
latter was steadily declining in health, and
found it necessary to seek a change of occu-
pation and location. While the American Bee
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Journal his always been a standard publica-
tion, it now stands head and shoulders higher
than it ever did before. Always typographi-
cally neat, always punctual, a practical, up-to-

date weekly, it fills a niche by itself, for no
other bee-paper has "sand" enough to make
weekly visits.

Miss Hutchinson (the whole family for that
matter) has contributed in no small degree to

her father's success, and it is also with no lit-

tle pleasure that I present her picture — with
the other two editors, I was going to say. Who
knows but she may some day slip into her fa-

ther's editorial shoes, just as another has done?
I take pleasure, therefore, in introducing to

von Editor G. W. York, of the American Bee
Journal; Editor W. Z. Hutchinson, of the
Bee-keepers^ Review, and Miss Editor, or, per-
haps, more properly speaking, Miss Compos-
itor.

THOSE PRIZE PICTURFS.

In our last issue I promised to set before
you the series of prize pictures entitled " A
Good Catch." Well, here they are. I agreed
that I would not give the names of the young
ladies whose faces and figures grace our pages,
and I shall stick to agreement ; but if any
good-looking bachelor without gray hairs or
baldness (and we have lots of them in our
ranks) desires to know their whereabouts, he
might possibly get their names by writing to

those who took the pictures of the subjects.

One of the pictures, the fourth of the series,

is what is called a wash-drawing, and is there-

fore an ideal picture in that it depicts a scene
that is photographed first on the artists'

s

mind's eye.

While it was " nip and tuck " between three
of the pictures, the photograph by Mr. W. Z.

Hutchinson was given the first position be-

cause of the " foliage background " that soar
tistically sets off the rest, or principal part of

the picture.

The first prize picture appears as a frontis-

piece in our ABC book ; and the one by

J. O. Shearman will appear in our honey-
leaflet along with a series of other engrav-
ings showing the various stages of the art of

producing honey.

LOCALITY, AND ITS BEARING ON BEE-KEEP-

ING IN COLORADO.
Locality is often made to cover up a mul-

titude of sins — or, rather, a multitude of op-
posing opinions of various bee-keepers. While
it does, no doubt, account for many of them,
more of these diversities may be traced to pure
prejudice and preconceived notions. Yet if

there is any place in the United States where
locality does necessitate a change in methods
it is in Colorado.
When a bee-keeper moves from the East to

that State he must unlearn some of his old
plans of work, and adopt new ones. The alti-

tudes of some portions of the State ; the ab-
sence of rain; irrigation; an entirely different
flora, all go to make up a different set of con-
ditions. While the average temperature in
winter is about the same as in Ohio, yet, on

account of the absence of moisture in the at-

mosphere, colonies may be wintered in single-
walled hives with only a thin layer of absorb-
ents on top. Indeed, I was told that double-
walled hives and an excess of packing is worse
than useless. Colonies packed as we prepare
them in this locality would not winter as well
as in single-walled hives. A dry cold atmos-
phere is not nearly so destructive to bee life as
the same temperature here with moisture. If
I had been chilled through in Ohio as I was
on occasions in Colorado I should have had a
severe cold ; but no bad results followed in
that dry State.

The matters of spreading brood, and early
spring preparation, have to be handled in an
entirely different way.
The effect of the dry climate on the hives,

especially hive-covers, is simply astounding to
a tenderfoot. Indeed, I never could have be-
lieved that lumber would shrink from % to y%
to the foot, and that nails would actually work
clear out of the boards, if I had not seen just
these things with my own eyes.

Moth-millers are unknown in Colorado, and,
as a consequence, no fear need be entertained
that combs and comb honey will be damaged
by any such sort of pest.

Black bees are another minus quantity in the
State. I was surprised to find in all the yards
such nicely marked Italians everywhere.
There are other queer conditions, but to

these I shall refer in future issues.

THE WILD AND WOOLLY WEST ; BEE-KEEPING
IN COLORADO.

Almost as if it were a delightful dream I
look back upon my ten-days' sojourn in Colo-
rado—a land of the barking prairie-dogs and
howling coyotes; of the awe-inspiring Rockies
with their lofty peaks ; of gold and silver, of
copper and iron, of alfalfa and sweet clover

;

and, not least, the land where the sweetest
and finest and thickest honey in the world is

produced. The ordinary magazine article
would lead one to believe that the "wild and
woolly West" consists of fighting "Injuns,"
six-shooter cowboys with their bucking bron-
chos, desperado miners filled with poor whisky,
and—some other folks living in tents, prairie-
schooners, huts, or dugouts. The fact is, the
ordinary writer sees only the unusual and the
extraordinary; and when he attempts to en-
lighten the "tenderfoot" he makes it appear
as if the great plains and the mountains were
filled with this kind of folk, when, in fact, it

is only a very small part of the real popula-
tion.

As to cowboys, I didn't see one real live
specimen. Miners I saw, lots of them, but
they appeared to be real gentlemen in soiled
work clothes. Of bee-keepers I saw many
more, but only a small portion of the actual
number in the State ; for I am informed by
Sec. Rauchfuss, of the Colorado State Bee-
keepers' Association, that there are 2000, by
count, notwithstanding that only one-tenth of

the State is in actual cultivation. Bee-keep-
ing is confined almost exclusively to the irri-

gated regions where alfalfa is grown. But of
this I shall have more to say at another time.
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A GOOD CATCH—FIRST PRIZE, $10.00.
Photograph by IV. Z. Hutchinson.
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While the villages are distinctly Western in

general character, the cities seem to be just as
distinctly Eastern; for, indeed, they are made
up of eastern people and eastern capital. Un-
der the influence of the bracing climate and
new conditions the western centers of popula-
tion seem in many respects to surpass their
eastern rivals. This is particularly so of Den-
ver. The streets are broad, and the buildings
are either of stone or brick; indeed, there is

scarcely a wooden structure in the whole city.

Situated as it is in sight of the Rockies,
with their snow-clad peaks,* and itself on
high ground a mile above sea-level, it is at

once in one of the most healthful and pictur-
esque locations in the world. Almost perpet-
ual sunshine and dry mountain air have drawn
thousands of people of wealth and culture to

CLOSED-END FRAMES AND THE DANZENBAKER
HIVE.

In my recent trip through Colorado I learn-
ed that the Rauchfuss brothers, Frank and
Herman, are and have been using closed-end
frames in the regular Dovetailed hive, with a
great deal of satisfaction. They realize that,
to advocate such an innovation as this for the
West, is almost heresy; but they say they get
their combs built clear out to the end-bars,
and clear down to the bottom-bars—something
that they can not accomplish with the ordi-
nary hanging frames with open ends or partly
open ends ;

* and, what is more, they claim
that they can handle these frames more easily
than the regular Hoffman. I said to Frank,
" Why, don't you urge these upon your bee-
keeping friends? "

THE DANZENBAKER HiVE AND 4x5 PEAIN-SECTION SUPER.

this metropolis of the West. Many an invalid
has gone there and been restored to complete
health. In fact, the majority of the people I

met seem to have flocked to Denver because
they could live nowhere else. Not a few bee-
keepers were in this class, and it is remarkable
what elevation and climate have done for them.
And this reminds me that Denver and vicin-

ity form one of the greatest bee-keeping cen-
ters of the whole world. There are a great
many who own anywhere from 100 to 200 col-

onies; and not a few who own and operate
from 400 to 500. During the ten days that I

was in the city I made short tours out into the
outlying country to see some of the bee-keep-
ers in their homes. In future issues I shall
have something to say of these little trips.

My ever faithful kodak, together with my
note-book, took in many an idea, and these
will be given to our readers.

* Pike's Peak, Eong's Peak, Gray's Peak, anywhere
from 25 to 100 miles away, can be seen on cleardays.

" It would not do," said he; " they would
not take them."
For several years the Danzenbaker hive has

been sold with closed-end frames; in fact, it is

the only hive on the market so equipped. It

is constructed practically the same as last year
— the only difference being in the cover. This,
like the other, is of the three-piece type, the
two side-pieces or boards not being beveled or
slanted off to shed the water. That is to say,

they are of the same thickness, % inch
throughout, except at the extreme of one side,

and are so constructed that the water will run
off at the ends and not at the sides. Like the
Excelsior cover for the 1900 Dovetailed hive,
they have shoulders or projections that reach up
into corresponding channels in the ridge-
board, thus making it impossible for water to

get through except by running up hill. To hold
the three pieces together, there is a cleat at

* I looked over quite a niimber of these combs, and
this statement is literally correct.
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each encLlet into grooves so situated that its

top side shall be under the surface of the
boards. The cover, as a whole, may be nailed

to permit of the swelling and shrinkage of the
boards, without checking or splitting at the
point where the nails enter.

The closed- end frames and the super are the
same as those put out in hives of previous
years.

The bottom board is of the Danzy type, re-

versible, to give Y% bee- space on one side and

ys on the other.

The hive itself is of the same dimensions
exactly as the regular 10-frame Dovetailed
Langstroth, except in depth. It takes a closed -

end frame 7 inches deep instead of one 9y%
like the standard L. This gives a low-down
flat hive with large super capacity, and of

about the same cubical contents as the regular
8 frame Langstroth brood chamber, but per-

mits of the use of 10-frame supers and 10

frame L. bottom-board ; and to this extent the
Danzenbaker is interchangeable with any 10-

frame hive of standard dimensions.

lower than] the rear. On hives so placed, full

sheets of foundation in sections placed cross-

wise might hang a little out of true. While
theoretically it would seem to be good prac-

PRODUCING COMB HONEY CROSSWISE OF THE
BROOD-FRAMES.

Some two months ago Mr. Louis J. Whit-
ney, of Mapleton, Utah, sent a photo of some
4X5 honey, together with the super in which
the same was produced. We have sold such
supers for a number of years, but have always
had a fear that the
edges of the combs
next to the super
side would not be
as well completed
as those adjacent to

the center ; but the
photo seems to in-

dicate that there is

no perceptible dif-

ference. Mr. Whit-
ney says the honey
stacked up on the
super is the poorest
out of a lot of 30
from the same su-

per.

As the 4x5 seems
to be preferred to

the 3^X5, we final-

ly decided to put
out a super for 1900,

the sections run-
ning crosswise of

the same; for 3 sec-

tions 4 inches wide
just fill out the
width of the super,

which is 12y$ in.,

the extra % allow-
ing for a reasona-
ble amount of play.

If the hive is prop-
erly leveled up there is no reason why comb
honey could not be produced on this plan,
and give good results. The super for 1900 is

shown above.
In some apiaries it is the practice to have

the hives tilted so that the front is slightly

EIGHT-FRAME SUPER FOR 4X5 SECTIONS.

tice to tilt all hives forward, yet in actual

practice there is very little in it.

It is not practicable to use 4x5x1 ^i sections

in an 8-frame super, running parallel with the
brood-frames, for the reason that the \y% thick-

^^•<p***tfl|fl ^r •

1"

4 1

SECTIONS FROM A CROSSWISE SUPER.

ness does not come out right with the width of
the super ; but by running them crosswise we
secure the greatest economy of space and yet
get 30 sections in the super— within two as
many as we can get in the ten-frame size with
sections running the other way.
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OUR
HOMES,
BY A.I. ROOT.

But and it" that evil servant shall say in his heart,
My lord delayeth his coming and shall begin to smite
his fellow servants and to eat and drink with the
drunken ; the lord of that servant shall come in a day
when he looketh not for him, and in an hour that he
is not aware of, and shall cut him asunder, and ap-
point him his portion with the hypocrites : there shall
be weeping and gnashing of teeth.

—

Matt. 21:48-61.

" I dreamed a dream that was not all a
dream." This quotation came vividly to my
mind when I awoke this morning, and I have
been thinking about it more or less all day.
The day before had been a very busy one, and
I had been hurrying here and there, giving
hints to this, that, and the other one, looking
after things that nobody seemed to feel re-

sponsible for, although each one seemed to be
quite willing to take up the matter in hand
when I explained to him why it must be at-

tended to before the coming winter. Well, in

my dream I was making all the rounds as

usual. Away down at the further end of the
lumber piles—that is, those furthest from the
factor}- and nearest the carp-pond—somebody
called my attention to a little fire in some
straw near the lumber-piles, and he said it

should be looked after. It was but a little

fire, and a pail of water would have put it out.

But there was no pail near, and there were
none of my usual helpers who knew where to

get a pail and where to get water. I was
already pretty tired, and I can not run as I

used to, even in case of a fire. There were
dozens of workmen just a little way off ; in

my dream I saw them scattered all through
the lumber-piles all over the premises. Some
were taking lumber from the cars, others were
loading up finished work. Farmers were
there with loads of basswood. The scene was
refreshing — that is, so far as seeing so many
busily employed was concerned. I called to a

boy whom I did not know, or at least did not
know very well, and asked him to get a pail

of water quick, and I pointed to the fire. To
my astonishment he did not seem to be very
much interested in the matter, and asked
where he could find a pail. I was going to

tell him to go to the barn ; but a man who
does not know any thing about the barn would
blunder around until the fire would be in the
lumber piles. I looked in vain for one of the

men who take care of the horses, but I could
not see any of them. Then I thought I might
put the fire out with a piece of board—a thing
I have often done, to the surprise of the by-
standers ; but when I went around one of the

lumber-piles I saw the fire had crept along out
of sight, and was already climbing up the pile

of lumber. A brisk west wind came up, and
the fire was mounting rapidly to the top. The
boy who asked me where he could get a pail

had resumed his work of piling lumber. I

began to yell " Fire !
" and asked those near-

est me to " holler " also with all their might,
and to get somebody to pull out the hose and
attach it to a hydrant not very far off. But

the only reply I could get was, " I do not know
any thing about your hose and hydrants, and
I do not think that this little fire will do much
harm anyway." Oh how I did long for Frank
or Herb, or Ernest or John ! I reflected that
Ernest was absent in Denver at the conven-
tion, and he knew more about the waterworks
than almost anybody else. John, with his
great strength and energy, would have betn a
power if I could only have got word to him or
got hold of him. The foreman of the ma-
chine-shop, who has all the waterworks at the
ends of his fingers, was probably busy with
the work that begins to be hurrying for next
year, and knew nothing about it unless he
could hear the yell of fire, but nobody would
help me give the alarm.
My voice has been failing of late. It fails

in this way : When I try to explain things or
give directions in the saw-room and among
the machinery, the effort to make myself heard
exhausts my strength, mentally and physical-
ly. I have sometimes thought that, with the
effort required to talk when there is so much
noise, I ought not to try to talk, for it has
seemed that this and nothing else brought on
my nervous chills. I often call the foremen
of the different rooms away from the noise of
the machinery — sometimes outside of the
door, rather than to strain my voice and hurt
my throat—yes, and make me " tired " by try-

ing to talk amid such clatter. Perhaps I

might as well confess that the noise of chil-

dren when I want to say something vexes me
of late, unless I try verv hard not to be vexed,
especially when the children yell at the top of
their voices just for the sake of using their
lungs when there is no sort of need of such
muscular effort. Their young muscles need
using for their better development.* Mine
need rest because they have been overtaxed.

Well, I had the same feeling about the fire.

I was rapidly using myself up, and nobody
took much if any interest in the matter. For
quite a spell they said it was only a little fire,

and it would not do any harm. But finally, as

it climbed and crackled from one lumber-pile
to another, when somebody told me he did not
believe they could put it out if they tried, and
kept on with his work I began to get mad.
My Root temper (partly on account of my fa-

tigue) was rapidly rising. I said to some of
them, " What is the use of your piling lumber
or loading cars when they will all be burned
up in a few minutes, unless you turn in and
help put out the fire?" But they did not seem
to care. It was not their lumber, and they
were not hired to do that work. The fact that
they would probably be out of a job on the
morrow did not seem to have any interest for

them whatever.
To cap the climax, just about this time a

very bland-looking gentleman came along
with a smiling face, and put out his hand,
saying he had for long years looked forward
to the pleasure of shaking hands with A. I.

Root. I was hoarse with over- exertion, and I

do not know but I was somewhat hoarse from

*Oh how I longed in my dream for these same
grandchildren or anybody else who could yell and
halloo, and " raise the roof," as the expression is !
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the effects of passion. But I managed to say,

as civilly as I could, " My dear sir, I have no
time to shake hands with anybody until this

fire is put out;" and as he stood there with his

hand extended, partly blocking the passage, I

ordered him out of the way. But he was not
so easily put off. He said he wanted only a

minute of my time, and he hoped I would
surely shake hands with him. " No, sir, I

will not. If you are any man at all, just turn

in and help me yell fire, and get our people
here to subdue it before it goes a minute
longer."

But he kept on; and some of the others who
were so busy piling lumber suggested that it

would be a " long time" before the fire got
up to where they were, anyhow. I believe I

have generally had a pretty good opinion of

humanity—at least I have tried to have; but
at this crisis I stood appalled. Was it really

possible this world contained so many people
who would stand by with such indifference

when anybody of sense could easily see that

our zvhole possessions would be wiped out in

one hour at the rate the west wind was mak-
ing the flames leap from pile to pile? and yet

I was not able to get a single soul to do a

thing.
The smiling gentleman who looked so good-

natured in spite of the way I treated him, got
in my way again, and begged for just a min-
ute. At this crisis I yelled to him to get out
of the way or I would strike him.
"Why, dear Mr. Root, you can not be in

your senses when you speak so to a stranger

who has come a long way to see you—one
who has read your Home Papers with such
pleasure and profit all these years." But in

spite of my Christian teachings I felt more
inclined to mash his disagreeable face, and
take the smile out of it (if it were a possible

thing) than I ever felt tempted to do any
thing before in my life. He still urged that

what he had to present would take but a
minute, and actually whipped some papers out
of his pocket for me to look at. I told him the

time he had already occupied had enabled the

flames to get such a headway that perhaps
they could not be stopped; and then it dawn-
ed upon me I was stopping to quarrel with a

man while my property was burning up. I

might have reached the factory or the ma-
chine-shop certainly, if I had started out on a

good run when I first saw the flames. I do
not know where my wheel was just then. It

did not seem to be along. Two or three times
something whispered to me in my great dis-

tress that it was but a dream or " a vision of

the night ;
" but I looked again, and the sound

of the crackling flames which had already
driven the workmen from their places was a

reality if any thing ever was. Then I awoke.
It was already past five in the morning, and
five is our usual hour of getting up.

Now, then, about the part that was not all

a dream. Ever so many times to-day I have
fallen to wondering whether it is possible my
dream was not a pretty true picture of humanity
in some respects. Just before going to bed I

looked over the daily, and eagerly scanned
the message of the President to see if he had

in it a word for temperance. I did not find

it. The next paper I picked up was a little

sheet called The Open Door, published at

Knoxville, Tenn. Well, in that paper I find
the following. I do not know whether it had
any influence on my dream or not. If it did,

it influenced me unconsciously. Here is what
I read :

A hungry tramp who steals a chicken is a thief. A
man who picks your pocket is a thief. The man who
abstracts the ballots from a box and thereby elects
his friend to office is a thief. The man -who spirits
away from its proper place the act of a legislature
and thus prevents the enactment of the law is a thief.

Congress passed a law prohibiting the army canteen-
saloon. The intent of the law was well known, the
language plain and comprehensive. By a most vil-

lainous interpretation and construction virtually nul-
lifying the act, the saloon stole a victory over the
friends of temperance. What are we to think of the
attorney who gave the famous construction, the secre-
tary of war who approved the attorney's action, and
the chief servant of the nation whose silence gives joy
to the saloon interests of the nation ? When all these
rogues appear at the final great high court of the uni-
verse, the tramp's position will be envied by all the
others.

I do not know who wrote the above, but I

judge it was the editor, and it seemed to me
as it it put the state of affairs into a nutshell
better than I have ever heard it presented be-
fore. The paper does not seem to be a politi-

cal one in any sense of the word. It has, how-
ever, a good deal to say about the W. C. T. U.
work in various places. Is it possible my
dream was providential in order to point out
to me the indifferent and easy don't-care way
in which almost the whole world is treating
this matter of intemperance? The Open Door
has got it exactly. Our various political par-
ties, with the exception of the Prohibition par-

ty, seem to have rather decided the fire will

not do very much harm, or it will be a long
while before it gets to us, or else it has got to

going already to such an extent we could not
put it out if we tried ever so hard. The saloon
element, the beer-brewers, and the liquor-deal-

ers are too powerful for us—they have got too
much money. It is not best to oppose them
too much, any way— it would just make lots

of trouble, and things are going on pretty well
as they are. It is only a few crazy fanatics who
think the flames will spread and destroy every
industry and all who have any thing to do with
it. For weeks and months back I have been
wondering whether the whole world was
wrong, or that it was only my little self who
was wrong. Just now I do not think I fear so

much the drink habit as I do this modern fash-

ion of ignoring law or coolly trampling law
under foot when it runs up against temperance
measures. I do not think that anybody pre-

tends that the anti-canteen law was not per-

fectly understood when we fought for such a
law. Our enemies understood it only too well,

and I think it is just as well understood now,
among all classes, that there has been a delib-

erate and concerted plan to defeat us by break-
ing the law after we have secured it. The
most astonishing thing to me is that our Pres-

ident stands with all the world just as the man
and boys did in my dream, and concludes it is

best not to say any thing nor do any thing.

The Sunday School Times in its last issue says
President McKinley does not and will uottrav-
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el on Sunday. May God be praised for this;

but why does not the same devotion to God's
law and the laws of our land prompt him in
like manner to declare he will not sit still in
silence and see the temperance people of our

• land wronged and humbugged as they have
been during the year just past?
The principal figure or actor in the dream I

have described was the man who came in the
guise of a brother Christian. Permit me to
say the dream had overdrawn things rather,

for I never met a book agent (or any other
kind of agent) quite as bad as the fellow I

have pictured. It is true, I have several times
had men come to my home saying they had
read my writings and had long wanted to see
me and take me by the hand; and before they
got through, or after I had insisted they must
come down to business, they would pull out a
book that had been concealed somewhere, and
when I promptly refused to purchase or even
look at the book they have sometimes tried (in

vain, of course) to make me a present of it so
my name might head the list while they went
around town. If I have been in times past
rude to some excellent people, especially be-
fore I really knew who they were, I hope they
will accept the above explanation and excuse
me. In fact, I would have it that our good
friend Dr. Miller had something to sell the
first time I met him, years ago. Well, now to
the point of our story.

If some enemies, bent on ruining our busi-
ness, had picked put a man who said he could
get rid of me, by getting me into a quarrel,

even while my property was burning, it might
have explained matters. The saddest part of

it is, he did succeed in getting me so angry
that I for a moment forgot the burning lum-
ber-piles. I do not know but that, in the heat
of passion, I might have preferred to lose prop-
erty rather than forego the gratification of
giving him a pounding. You say, "Oh! that
was a dream." Well, my friends, it was not
all a dream. As I think it over, memory sug-
gests places here and there, scattered through
my past life where I neglected most serious
and important duties just to stop and quarrel
with somebody. Yes, and these fellows under
the tutorship of Satan have managed to get
valuable space in our journal occupied with
matter that was of no value to anybody. If

the story does not teach you a wholesome les-

son it certainly does teach me one. May God
forgive me for having been drawn so many
times out of the straight and narrow path by
some person like the one I have pictured in

my dream; and as old age pushes along in its

relentless march, may I have grace and wis-

dom from on high; in short, may I have of
that Holy Spirit that will enable me to stand
cool and steady, doing my duty before Gad,
swerving neither to the right nor to the left,

no matter how many subtile wiles may cross
my path in Satan's various disguises, to lead
me to waste time with straws and soap-bub-
bles, instead of giving my strength and reason
to the work that needs to be done.

At first this picture I have been alluding to
looks like an extreme one; but. dear friends,

only a few months ago our Anti-saloon League

was just about achieving a grand victory over
the liquor-men. The latter had resorted to
every hook and crook, but were driven into a
corner. Finally they drummed up an in-
famous story that had not a particle of truth
in it, and got the officers of the law to lend
their aid, and arrest a minister of the gospel
who was making it hot for them. Of course,
he proved his entire innocence, and got clear;
but they succeeded in preventing him from
making his appearance at just the time he
was needed most. Has any thing been done
about it? Nothing, so far as I can learn. It

was an easy matter to prove the whole thing a
sham, and that it was just got up to evade law
and nothing else; but it is so much the fashion
to evade, avoid, and humbug when prosecuting
liquor-dealers that nobody pays any attention
to it. The whole world is a good deal like the
crowd in my dream.
As a matter of course, when we have the ex-

ample before us of law-breaking in one direc-
tion it is an easy matter to ignore and defy the
law in other ways. Yesterday's daily, Dec. 7,

tells of another negro, in Kentucky, who was
burned at the stake instead of being promptly
executed by law, as he would have been with-
out a question. After torturing him in every
way humanity could suggest, for over three
hours, they left his charred remains; and the
children, boys and girls, gathered sticks, grass,
and whatever they could get hold of to con-
tinue the burning. What do you think of
such an example for the rising generation ?

The officers of the law tried to protect him,
but there were literally thousands, women as
well as men, who threatened the lives of the
officers if they did not hand over the prisoner.
I understand the governor of the State is go-
ing to call for an investigation, and arrest the
leaders; but there are so many of them, and
they are such prominent people, that folks
laugh at the idea. What sort of state of af-

fairs is this ? The women defended themselves
by saying they wanted to give the man such a
punishment that no colored man would ever
do such a thing again. This may sound very
well; but what sort of justice can we expect
from the voice of the mob ?

Now, please pardon me for one more illustra-

tion. A few weeks ago our good friend Ad-
miral Dewey was exalted to the skies. We
had Dewey strawberries, and at Yellowstone
Park they have a Dewey geyser; and it is

Dewey this, that, and the other. Dewey was
the hero of the present age, and a subscription
was raised without a bit of trouble, and he
was presented with a beautiful home. And
by the way, friends, when you make somebody
a present, to whom does the gift belong? Is

it not the property of the one to whom you
gave it, just as much as if he bought it out-
right with his own money ? If you say it is

not, I hope nobody will ever make me a pres-
ent again as long as I live. Dewey so under-
stood it, as a matter of course, and I think he
did an excellent thing when he presented it to
his wife; and I am astonished and pained be-
yond measure, to know that any true man or
woman in the United States should hurt his
feelings by even suggesting he did any thing
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in the least out of the way. But what does
this wild element do abcut it? The crowd that
exalted a man to the skies one day, found
fault with him north, south, east, and west the
next ; and this same crowd (am I not right?)

right away after, tortured a poor negro worse
than any savages ever tortured a prisoner of

war, instead of letting the laws of the land
and the laws of God decide what was right

!

I have been thinking lately of a trip to

Florida during the coming winter. On ac-

count of poor health I usually travel in Pull-

man cars; but just now I can't bear the thought
of a Pullman car. Let me describe one little

scene in a dining-car, and it is a scene I see

enacted over and over with variations every
time I go into such a car. A finely dressed
aristocratic-appearing man sat opposite me at

the table. The porter no doubt recognized
him as a different sort of man from myself. I

do not feel at all bad about this. It is every-

body's privilege to find comfort and enjoy-

ment after his own fashion — that is, within
certain limits. The porter, with many bows,
brought first a dainty little bottle of some
kind of strong liquor. I saw the names and
the price on the bill of fare. This liquor he
poured into a glass containing a bit of ice ;

then it was filled up with some effervescing

mineral water. The porter was very skillful

and dextrous in handling the cut glass and
burnished silver appliances for concocting the

various kinds of drinks. The man ordered
very little in the way of food, but it was most-
ly expensive wines, brandies, and things of

that sort. He finally threw out a silver

dollar, and the waiter, with more bows,
brought back the change — some dimes and
nickels; but the great man, with a flourish of

his hand, indicated to the porter that the
dimes and nickels were of no consequence

—

that he should keep them himself. Then the
rorter bowed very low while he expressed his

thanks ; and the whole performance might
have done very nicely for a tableaux at a

theater. Now, I do not know where this man
got his money to buy these expensive drinks,

and give away the rest of the dollar because
he did not need it ; but I do know from what
I have seen of the class of people who drink
in this way, that it is quite likely this money
was wrung from some poor hard-working
man, or perhaps was accumulated by robbing
—well, let us say sick people. There are laws

to prevent robbing, but it is the fashion to let

this class of gilt-edged gentry get off scot free

if they treat the policeman — well, say about
as that man treated the porter.

Now, I am not getting to be pessimistic.

There are good people in this world — lots of

them. When I went about to-day among my
good friends, and thanked God that there is

not one on our premises who would not spring

in an instant, or risk his life, perhaps, to save

our property, I laughed at the absurdity of

the dream while I thanked God it was only
a dream. The greater part of our American
people are temperate. We can beat the rob-

bers (standing in high places) ten to one, and
ivill beat them if our laws are enforced ; but
if things are going to be allowed to drift in

the way I have outlined, or, rather, in which
that dream presented it, we are coming to
ruin as in the language of our text, and there
will surely be weeping and gnashing of teeth,
as there ought to be.

GARDENING UNDER GLASS.

After the years of experimenting I have had
in making glass structures and in visiting

greenhouses and market gardens, I think I

can make some suggestions that will be of
benefit to those who are going into the busi-

ness of gardening under glats. But my re-

marks will be mainly for those who have not
very much capital, and wish to make the glass

go as far as it will.

For several years I have been watching the
sun very attentively during the dark months
of the year— say November, December, and
January. During these months we want all

the benefit of whatever sunshine "comes our
way." Our plants will suffer from a lack of

sunlight more or less, even if we do our best.

Glass is also high-priced just now, and that is

one reason why we should study to make a

little glass go as far as possible.

Let me remind our readers first, that a given
amount of material for fencing will inclose
more land if the fence is made in the shape of

a circle than in any other possible way ; but if

our lot must be rectangular, then it will take
less fencing to inclose a given area if it is a
perfect square than any other shape. The
longer and narrower you make the lot, the
more will the fence cost to inclose a given
number of acres. Now, in making a green-
house you could inclose more space at the
least expense by having it round than in any
other way. But as a general rule we want the
house longer from east to west. In that case

it should be egg-shaped, or oval — that is, if

the egg were alike at both ends. As it is some-
what more expensive, however, to make walls

on a curve, I would have the ground plan ob-

long, and with the corners taken off, like the
following, for instance :

/
Now, reasoning

as above, the way
S to cover cheapest

I
this greenhouse

|
would be to have

/ it a half-oblong
sphere, like the
diagrams shown

herewith ; that is, with an arrangement like

Ground Plan for a Greenhouse.

y

End view
r ~ ~\

Side view.

2 and 3 the same amount of glass would cover

a given amount of space cheaper than in any
other way. But in the first place we can not

very well make a half-oblong sphere. It is
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true, millionaires have such structures for their

collections of high priced exotic plants; but
for growing cabbage and tomato plants, or

even roses and chrysanthemums, we do not
care to go into any thing that costs so much
money ; and even if we could afford it there are

reasons why it is not what is wanted. First, we
want to have the sun in the middle of the day
send its rays through the glass at right angles
as nearly as possible. Secondly, we want to

have the morning and evening sun also send
its rays through the east and west ends of the
greenhouse, in a like manner, at as nearly
right angles as possible. This being true, Fig.

2 should be flattened on the south side. Ac-
cordingly, we make our greenhouse so that a
cross-section through the middle would be
more like Fig. 4.

that greenhouse men have been slow to realize
the great advantage of such an arrangement.

Continued next issue.

MORE ABOUT FRIEND MARCH'S " BIG SPRING."
Friend A. I. Root:—If you will remember, that ditch

was about 8 feet deep where we struck that flue stream
of water that came boiling up from below. Well, aft-
er studying the matter over iorayear I came to the
conclusion that, could we get down to where that
" boil " came from, we could get more water. So, hir-
ing a gang of men, we started fifty feet down the hill
and ran in nearly level. We struck four feet of quick-
sand, and under the sand a hard clay bottom. We
followed this clay bottom up until our ditch was, at
the head, 19}/i feet deep. This ditch has drained the
whole hill, all springs on the north side have dried up,
and the water all comes our way, which gives us a
stream of 29,800 gallons [nearly 1000 barrels.—A. I. R.]
per day; and the cost of digging, planking, and cov-
ering up, was not quite $100. With this stream of
water we can more than double our crops of all kinds.
Fidalgo, Wash., Oct. 28. H. A. March.

/
Cross-section.

You will notice the longest glass roof is on
the south side ; and this is on such a slant

that the sun during the greater part of the fall

and winter months will shine nearly straight

through it— in December, perhaps exactly
straight through tke slope on the extreme
southern side. I have indicated by the dotted
line about the direction of the sun's rays to-

ward noon ; and experience has backed up
my theory, for the bed right near this sash is

the best one in the whole greenhouse. There
are two reasons for this. The sun, in the win-
ter time, shines straight through it, as I have
been saying, and, besides that, the glass is

quite near the surface of the bed. Well, such
houses are in common use ; but I have never
seen one except my own where the east and
west ends of the house were also arranged to

let the evening and morning sun shine through
the glass at right angles.. Fig. 5 will help to

make this plain. / \

Now, there IS ,h Cross-section from east to west \
a very good rea-/ \
son why these slopes at the east and west ends
of the house should not be squarely north and
south ; for during the dark months the sun
never rises exactly in the east nor sets exactly
in the west. What shall we do to enable the
morning rays to come more nearly at right an-
gles, and the evening rays in the same way?
Why, we must twist the glass sides at the east

and west ends so as to have them face the sun
in the southeast and southwest. The easiest

way to do this is to place the whole structure
on a piece of ground that slopes gentty to the
south.
Now, there is still another advantage with

such an arrangement. It is down so close to
the ground it is not liable to be injured by high
winds. In fact, the winds, from whatever di-

rection they blow, strike the glass at such an
acute angle they shoot up and over it without
doing any damage, and without chilling the
contents as they would were they to strike an
upright wall of glass. I am inclined to think

TEN PER CENT A WEEK FOR THE USE OF
MONEY.

I suppose most of you know something
about the Franklin Syndicate that has just

gone to the wall. They offered to pay de-
positors ten per cent a week for the use of
their money; and to cany on their swindle
they did pay ten per cent a week. Then they
got their patrons to advertise for them in
order to get more customers. This was a
very easy thing as long as people would keep
bringing their money with which to pay the
ten per cent a week to those who had previ-
ously given them money. Of course, there
were those who had sense enough to inquire
why they did not go to the banks and get
money at six per cent a year instead of solicit-

ing loans in little dribs from poor people here
and there and everywhere. Their explanation
for this crazy way of doing business was, I am
told, that they wanted to help (?) the poor
laboring classes. Now, my friends, when you
see a man anywhere throwing out dimes and
quarters, and advertising far and wide that he
does it to help the poor, set him down as a
thief and a robber, and keep out of his clutch-
es. It is only gambling under a new guise.
Many of the victims admitted they knezv the
thing was a humbug; but if it held out ten
weeks they would get their money all back
that they had paid in, even if they never got
the principal at all. These people admitted
they were guilty of gambling. It seems hard
to believe that that Franklin Syndicate robbed
poor people (very likely sick people too), to
the extent of millions. Since the news has
gone out of their success, other thieves and
robbers are starting modifications of the same
plan.

Some time ago a young friend told me he
had found a place where he could get 14 per
cent a year and no mistake. I told hirn no
sane man could or would pay 14 per cent a
year when he could get plenty of money fo
less than half that much unless he were shaky
or risky, and advised him to have nothing for

do with it. I need not tell you how it turned
out. Well, since these fellows have gotten
away with such an immense amount of money,
this thing will probably be tried with no end
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of variations. Now, mind you, these philan-

thropic fellows who claim they are anxious to

help the laboring people have no conscience
whatever, and have no scruples at all in tak-

ing the last copper a poor woman has earned
by going out doing washing.

"GARDENING FOR PLEASURE."

The greenhouse I have been talking to you about on
another page, and which will be presented in our
next issue, is now occupied, or a great part of it, with
flowers instead of vegetable plants. Instead of raising

stuff to sell, I am planning to grow plants this wiuter
with which to decorate our grounds around the facto-

ries. Just now I am greatly interested in ornamental
colei. I have not yet become sufficiently well ac-

quainted with the plant to succeed with it as I should
like. If any of our readers who are experts with the
coleus can give us some hints, or even send me a price

list of new and choice plants, it will just now strike

me where I am greatly interested. I have already a
Bermuda melon-tree nearly a yard high, an azalea,

an orange-tree with seven oranges on it
;
a lot of gera-

niums (I make these grow just grand), an umbrella-
tree, an abutilon, quite a lot of palms, etc.

SINESSJV1ANAGER

CHOICE HONEY, COMB AND EXTRACTED.

Of the car of honey received from Utah we have sold

nearly two-thirds of the comb and perhaps one-fourth

of the" extracted so far. We are negotiating with some
parties for comb, and may close out the rest of it very
soon. If in need of any, write before it is all gone.

Price 16 cts. per lb. in 5-case lots or over
;
extracted, 10

cts. in case lots of 110 to 120 lbs. per case. Samples of

extiacted mailed on application.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.

We have already begun to receive orders for sup-

plies for next season quite freely, from jobbers and
wholesale dealers, and are now shipping out one or

more cars each week. We have loaded seven cars of

goods for export since the last week of October, count-

ing two we are loading as we go to press, and have
orders entered for several more, besides four cars for

shipment west this month.

SUNDAY SCHOOL TIMES.

Those of our readers who desire the Sunday School

Times can have it clubbed with Gleanings for one
yeat at SI 50 for the two. If you have already sub-

scribed for Gleanings under some other offer you
may send 75 cents alone for the Times. The year be-

gins with Dec. 15, 1899, and ends middle of December,
1900.

RETAIL CATALOGS.

We are pushing the work on the revision of our cat-

alog as fast as possible, but are not likely to have any
completed till late in January. You need not wait for

a new catalog for prices, as "those which are changed
from old edition are printed in our Nov. 15th issue,

and we will print within a few days a 10-page illus-

trated and priced advance catalog, without descriptive

matter, for use until the complete catalog is ready.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.

We have at this writing the following second-hand
foundntion mills which we offer at the following
prices:

No. 1858. One 6-inch Root mill. This will make
fair thin or extra thin ; is in good order, but has sev-

eral cells slightly damaged. Price $12.00.

No. 1949. One ten-inch Root mill with hexagonal
cell and 2%-inch rolls. This has been used in our
wax-room, and is in first-class condition for thin su-

per. A new mill of this style is worth $30.00. Will
furnish this one for $20.00.

No. 05. Six-inch mill with two-inch roll, and makes
fine foundation. Price $12.00.

No. 06. Six-inch mill with 2^<-inch roll. This has
been used only a few months, and will make good
foundation. Price $15.00.

No. 07. Six-inch mill with 2J-<-inch roll. This was
made for thin super. It has seen considerable use,
but for a general-purpose mill it will do very well, as
it would make good light brood. Price $12.00.

No. 09. Ten-inch round cell with two-inch roll; in
fair order. Price $18.00.

Send for samples of the mills you are interested in,

provided you intend to purchase, and state which
ones you wish to see samples of, and we will forward
them promptly.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Northeastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsyl-
vania Bee-keepers' Association will hold their nine-
teenth annual convention at Andover, Ohio, Jan. 17
and 18, 1900, at Chapman Hall.
Franklin, Pa. Ed Jolley, Sec.

The 34th semi-annual meeting of the Seneca Co. Bee-
keepers' Association will be held in the K. O. T. M.
Hall, Romulus, N. Y., on Tuesday, Dec. 19, 1899, at 10
a.m. C. B. Howard, Sec.
Romulus, N. Y.

A bee-keepers' institute under the auspices of the
Bureau of Farmers' Institutes will be held in connec-
tion with the meeting of the Cayuga Co. Bee-keepers'
Societv at the Business Men's Association Rooms, Au-
burn, N. Y.. Dec. 21, 1899. Sessions at 10 a. m., 1:30
p. m., and 7:20 p. m. The afternoon and evening ses-
sions will be addressed by Prof. Frank Benton, Assist-
ant Entomologist, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
All interested are invited. J. W. Pierson, Sec.

Advertiser's Department of Short Write-ups.

Little—But a Great Hatcher.

Hundreds of poultry-raisers on a small scale have
long wished for a small, inexpensive, yet practical in-
cubator. These will hail with delight the introduction
of the "Wooden Hen."
This little hatcher does just as good work as the

highest priced incubators. It is heated by hot water,
and has the latest and most improved automatic at-

tachments for regulating heat, moisture, and ventila-
tion. It is made in the most substantial manner from
thoroughly kiln-dried lumber, is handsomely finished,
and has a capacity for fifty ega;s. The extremely low
price brings it within the reach of all, enabling any one
to raise broilers for market, or for his own table,
when prices are highest. An interesting and valuable
little book about the " Wooden Hen " may be obtained
free of the manufacturer, Mr. Geo. H. Stahl, Quincy,
111., by mentioning this paper.

Since we began to offer poultry-journals in our club-
bing list (see page 919) we have been interested to
notice a good many of our readers are poultry-keepers
as well as bee-keepers, and it seems as though success
in this as well as in bee-keeping depends upon careful
and economical management. One of the means for
this which has come more and more to be depended
on is the using of scraps of meat and bone, particular-
ly fresh bones; and for getting into available shape, I

believe there is nothing better than the bone-cutters
offered by F. W. Mann &. Co., Milford, Mass., whose ad
appears on page 949. We quote the following, from a
well-known poultry-man : "Fresh-cut bone as an
egg food is no longer an experiment, ll'e knorv it is

the best thing on earth to make hens lay and chick
grow. It will pay you to invest in a bone-cutter, if

you have not one alreadv." If you have not already
written to F. W. Mann & Co. for their catalog, better
do so at once, as it contains lots of valuable informa-
tion, and when doing so don't forget to mention
Gleanings in Bee Culture.
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Gleanings in Bee Culture
[Established in 1873.]

Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Home Interests.

Published Semi-monthly by

The A. I. Root Co., = = Medina, Ohio.

A. I. ROOT, Editor of Home and Gardening Dep'ts.
E. R. ROOT, Editor of Apieultural Dept.

J. T. CALVERT, Bus. Mgr.

TERMS. $1.00 per annum; two years, $1. .50; three
years, $2 00; five years, $3 00, in advance; or two copies
to one address, SI. 50; three copies, $2.00; five copies,
83.75. The terms apply to the United Staces, Canada,
and Mexico. To all other countries 48 cents per year
extra for postage.

DISCONTINUANCES. The journal is sent until
orders are received for its discontinuance. We give
notice just before the subscription expires, and fur-
ther notice if the first is not heeded. Any subscriber
whose subscription has expired, wishing his journal
discontinued, will please drop us a card at orce; other-
wise we shall assume that he wishes his journal con-
tinued, and will pay for it soon. Any one who does not
like this plan may have his journal stopped after the
time paid for by making this request when ordering.

RECEIPTS FOR MONEY. We send no receipt for
subscription money. The change of the date on the
little label shows you that the money has been duly
received and credited. During December and Janu-
ary it sometimes takes us three or four weeks before
the date is changed.

RATES OF ADVERTISING. These will be fur-
nished on application.

Trial Subscriptions.

3 Months, 15c; 6 Months, 25c.

We offer Gleanings in Bee Culture to new sub-
scribers three months for 15c, or 6 months for 25c.

Renewals not accepted at these rates.

Clubbing Rates.
As an inducement for our subscribers to re-

new before the expiration of their present
subscription, which saves us considerable time,
we offer the following rates for Gleanings one
year and a year's subscription to any of the
following papers at prices mentioned :

For One Dollar Only.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

Ameiican Agriculturist, with Almanac,
Orange Judd Farmer, with Almanac,
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac,
Northwestern Agriculturist,
American Poultry Journal,
Reliable Poultry Journal,
Agricultural Epitomist,
Farm and Fireside,
Poultry Monthly, Farm Journal,
Poultry Keeper. Farm Poultry.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.
Gleanings and your choice of the following :

Practical Farmer, Prairie Farmer,
Michigan Farmer, Ohio Farmer.

For $1.25.—Gleanings and Rural New-Yorker.
For $1.30.—Gleanings and National Stockman.
For $1.50.—Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or Mc-

Clure's Magazine or American Garden.
For $2.00.—Gleanings and Country Gentleman.
For $2.50.—Gleanings and Review of Reviews.
For $2.00.—Gleanings and Pacific Rural Press.
For $1.10.—Gleanings and Kansas Farmer.

These rates good also for new subscribers.
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In writing, mention Gleanings.

Farm Wagon Economy.

The economy of this proposition is not all found in
the very reasonable price of the wagon itself, but in
the great amount of labor it will save, and its great
durability. The Electric Wheel Co.. who make this
Electric Handy Wagon and the now famous Electric
Wheels, have solved the problem of a successful and
durable low-down wagon at a reasonable price.

after buying a nice handkerchief, and taking
it home, to find it all cotton, non-absorbent,
and just a useless ornament ?

So few store-keepers realize the necessity of
a linen handkerchief, and because the cotton
ones are cheaper to buy, they buy them instead
of linen.
Our specialty is linen handkerchiefs—pretty,

absorbent, daintily embroidered, hemstitched
to prevent fraying — an entirely satisfactory
article.
We especially advertise for Christmas the

following, which we consider the most popu-
lar quality we have ever imported.
Our imported, Belfast Linen, Embroidered,

Hemstitched, Ladies' Handkerchief, very
sheer, and equal to most 25 ct. ones. We will
send you three (3) for SOcts., by mail, postpaid.
Here is a handkerchief for a gentleman.

We have an All-linen, Hemstitched, Laun-
dried, Large-sized Handkerchief. This is an
extra good value, and not to disappoint the
gentlemen; will sell at same price—(3) three
for 50 cts. by mail postpaid.

F. E. EDWARDS & CO.,

$ Dept. H. MEDINA, OHIO.
a*

Electric
This wagon is composed of the best material

throughout—white hickory axles, steel wheels, steel
hounds, etc Guaranteed to carry
4000 pounds. These Electric Steel
Wheels are made to fit any wagon,
and make practically a new wagon
out of the old one. They can be
had in any height desired and any
width of tire up to 8 inches. With
an extra set of these wheels a farm-
er can interchange them with his
regular wheels and have a high or
low-down wagon at will. Write for
catalog of the full " Electric Line"
to Electric Wheel Co., Box 95, Quin-
cy, Illinois. Mention Gleani?igs.

An Opportunity to Double Receipts.
Rochester stock is ioo well known to require com-

ment. We want one bee-keeper in every county to
sell our nursery prodncts. Liberal pay. H. C. Ahlers,
a West Bend, Wis. bee-keeper, received $81.00 for Nov.
Write immediately for further particulars.

First National Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.
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MISS ADA L. PICKARD,
Richland Center, Wis.

HERBERT CUTE,
Greenwood, Wis.

Some Correspondents
That will contribute to the Review

for 1900 are pictured on this page.

For some time there has been com-

plaint that the Review devoted too

much space to the subject of comb-
honey production, to the neglect of

extracted honey. This defect is to

be remedied in 1900. "Ladies first,"

is a good motto, and the January Re-

view will probably contain an article

from Miss Ada L. Pickard, of Rich-

land Center, Wisconsin. Ever since

she was a little girl she has worked in

the apiary with her mother ; and, in 1898, she managed an out-apiary of ico colonies;

securing 16,000 pounds of extracted honey as the result of her labor. In my Wiscon-

sin trip last summer I found her in an out-apiary fifteen miles from home. In the

January Review she will describe her hives, implements, methods, etc., and I will give

a frontispiece showing her out-apiary with its background of wooded hills, and a lit-

tle brook in the foreground.

Next on the list is Mr. Herbert Clute, of Greenwood, Wisconsin, who was brought

up in the bee business by that old veteran, Frank McNay ; and who, during the five

years that he has been in business for himself, has produced about 75,000 pounds of

extracted honey, building up a nice apiary, honey-house, and wintering-cellar ; all of

which he will describe, and I will illustrate, in an early issue of the Review.

Harry Lathrop, of Browntown, Wisconsin, is far from being a stranger to the api-

cultural world, having been in the business about eighteen years. During this time

he has built up and managed, by means of some help, two apiaries, while being sta-

tion-agent ior a railroad, and written some most excellent and practical articles for the

journals. In the Review he will tell how he produces extracted honey with eight-

frame Langstroth hives ; and I will give a picture of his apiary—the neatest that I saw

in Wisconsin.

Few men have had more experience in the production of extracted honey than

has N. E. France, of Platteville, Wisconsin. I have been figuring it up, and, as nearly as

lean make it out, he has, in the past twenty years, produced at least 300,000 pounds of

extracted honey. When I was at his

place I was particularly struck by his

practical, systematic, business-like

methods ; and he has promised to tell

the readers of the Review about these

methods before the opening of another

season ; and I have about half a dozen

most excellent photographs with which

to illustrate his articles.

One dollar will get the Review for

1900—and twelve back numbers will be

sent free.

HARRY LATHROP,
Browntown, Wis.

N. E. FRANCT.,

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich. platteville, wis.
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I
Do You Want to Make More Money on Your Farm?

|
S Of course you do, and the best way to do it is to find out
— how others who are more successful do it by subscribing for —

| THE P^RCTICFUi Ffl^]VIE^,
\

| Op PJtULlADfiLiPHlR, PR. I
S The most thoroughly up-to-date and practical agricultural weekly published. It leads the agricul- -E
= tural thought of the country. It is the only paper for which T. B. Terry writes, and is the only tz

— farm paper published whose contents are directly applicable in an intensely practical manner to the —
= every-day work on the farm. Its editors comprise the leading agricultural writers of the country =
— Its Unique Special Departments: Short Cuts; Mistakes, Failures, and Successes; Experience Pool; —
= Farm Implement Annex and Postal Card Correspondence, all supported by contributions from its sub- £=— scribers, keep it in direct touch with its readers every week in the year. In addition, it has departments —
— ably edited by the acknowledged experts in their various lines, devoted to the following subjects: Garden, =Z
— Stock and Djiry, Horticulture, and Home Circle. Complete and reliable market reports every week. In ^
Z fact, it contains every thing that goes to make it the best, brightest, and most practical agricultural =
— paper published. Subscription price, $ 1.00 per year. Sample copies free for the a>kin*. —
= THE PRACTICAL FARMER'S SUPPLY-CATALOG contains hundreds of useful articles for the =
— home and on the farm, and at prices that will astonish you. Send for a copy. The price is a postal —
:= card addressed to The Farmer Co., Philadelphia, Pa. =

— Onnninl (\Uf\y By a special arrangement with the publishers of THE PRACTICAL FAR MKR E
= iSMHRMl JIHJ WL* are enabled to offer both it and GLEANINGS until January 1, 1901. for tiie =
^ wpuuiui UIIUli small sum of 11.10. Address all orders to GLEANINGS. =
=fiiiiiif t iiiiBisaiiiiif iiiiiiii sss3jatiiisiBiBiiiBsiiiiiiiiiii:ii!iaEi£iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBtiiiiiiaieiitii!iiiiiiii!iiisi5i:iiifEse!3iESS3ti:iii mil r?

IF YOU ARE A BEE = KEEPER
and interested in farming, you want The Best Farm-
ers' Paper in the World. You will find it in

The : National : Stockman : and : Farmer
of Pittsburgh, Penn.

Editor Bee=Department, : Dr. C. C. Miller.

It is the best, the brightest, the purest. Thirty-six
pages weekly. A sample will convince you. A postal
request will briug it. We want to hear from every
subscriber of Gleanings. Write us at Pittsburgh. Pa.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

and The Ohio Farmer both

One Year for Only $1.10.

A business bargain for the business farmer ! The
Ohio Farmer stands at the head of agricultural jour-
nals in America; costs more to publish, and gives more
to its readers than any other paper of its.kind. It is a
farmer's paper—practical, reliable, and entertain-
ing. Twenty pages weekly, with liberal illustrations,
and complete market reports from all the leading
market centers. Ten different departments. It will
pay you in dollars and cents to read it a year. Sample
copies free.

The Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, Ohio.

Root's Goods in Kansas.

Carl F. Buck, Augusta, Butler County, Kansas.

I will be ready as usual to furnish
111^^tIC queens the coming season. Many

_-_ -*. unsolicited testimonials tell of the
'"" " ma superiority of the Laws strain of
FAULTLESS O-BANDED workers. BREEDING QUEENS
always on hand. Price 82 50 each. I am also breeding
the leather colored stock from imported mothers.
Tested queens of either strain. SI 00 each; 6 for $5.00.

Untested, 75c each; 6 for 14. Queens ready in season.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co.. Ark.

Pfi*. Qolp Apiarv and poultry ranch one mile
FUI oalC. from the village of Los Alamos, Santa
Barbara Co., Calif., containing 28 acres; 800 fruit-trees

and vines on the place; 100 hens and turkeys, 125
stands of bees, which produced 120 lbs. of extracted
honey this season per colony; but one honey failure
in 23 years. For further particulars

— ADDRESS —
Joel Hilton, Los Alamos, Santa Barbara Co., Cal.

Carload of Bee=keepers' Supplies.

The A. I. Root Company's make
— the best. The Prices are right.

You can help us more by send-
ing your orders early. Forty-
page catalog will be sent free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, HIGH HILL, MO.
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Books for Bee=keepers and Others.
Any of these books on which postage is not given

will be forwarded by mail, postpaid on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable

to disappointment if we make a purchase withoixt see-
ing the article. Admitting that the book-seller could
read all the books he offers, as he has them for sale, it

were hardly to be expected he would be the one to
mention all the faults, as well as good things about
a book. We very much desire that those who favor us
with their patronage shall not be disappointed and
therefore we are guing to try to prevent it by mention-
ing all the faults, so far as we can, that the purchaser
may know what he is getting. In the following list,

books that we approve we have marked with a *;
those we especially approve, **

; those that are not up
to times, f ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the
lines, I ; foreign, g. The bee-books are all good.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods

by freight or express, incurring no postage, we give
prices separately. You will notice that you can judge
of the size of the books very well by the amount re-
quired for postage on each.

BIBLES, HYJMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
Postage.] [Price without postage.
8 I Bible, good print, neatly bound 20
10 Bunvan's Pilgrim's Progress** 50
20

I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75
This is a large book of 425 pages, and 175 illustra-

tions, and would usually be called a $2.00 book. A
splendid book to present to children. Sold in gilt edge
for 25 cents more.
6

|
First Steps for little Feet 50

By the author of the Story of the Bible. A better
book for young children can not be found in the
whole round of literature, and at the same time there
can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beauti-
fully bound and fully illustrated.

|

Christian's .Secret of a Happy Eife,** 50c; cloth 1 00
3

I
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by Rev.

C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

|
Gospel Hymns, consolidated, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4,

words only; cloth, 10c; paper 5
2 Same, board covers 20
5 Same, words and music, small type, board cov. 45
10 Same, words and music, board covers 75
3 New Testament in pretty flexible covers 05
5 New Testament, new version, paper covers 10

5 Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10
4 Stepping Heavenward** 18
15 Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will

be read bv almost everv child.
I "The'Eife of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25

5
|
Tobacco Manual** 45

This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left

around where the boys get hold of it, and any boy who
reads it will be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
A B C of Bee Culture, cloth 1 10
Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson ... 50
Amateur Bee-keeper, byJ.W. Rouse 22
Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I., g 2 36

Same, Vol. II., § 2 79
Same, Vols. I. and II., postpaid 5 25
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 90
Cook's New Manual, cloth 1 15
Doolittle on Queen-rearing 95
Dzierzon Theory 10
Foul Brood; Its' Natural History and Rational
Treatment 22

Honey as Food and Medicine 05
Langstroth Revised, by Chas. Dadant & Son 1 10
Quinby's New Bee-keeping 1 40
Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H Alley 50
Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G.E. Tinker 25
The Honey-bee. bv TVios. William Cowan 95

|
British Bee-keeper's Guide-book, by Thomas
William Cowan, England \ 40

3 I Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A. I. Root... 15
4 Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46

[
Bieneuzucht und Honiggewinnung 50

Or "Bee Culture and the Securing of Honey," a Ger-
man bee-book by J. F. Eggers, of Grand Island, Neb.
Postage free.

MISCELLANEOUS HAND- BOOKS.
5 I An Egg farm, Stoddard** 40
5 A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 25
5

|
A B C of Strawberry Culture,** by T. B. Terry.. 35

Probably the leading book of the world on straw-
berries.

3
|
A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** 35

This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work.
I Barn Plans and Out-buildings* 1 50
Canary birds, paper 50

2
|
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 25

The first really full and complete book on celery
culture, at a moderate price, that we have had. It is
full of pictures, and the whole thing is made so plain
that a schoolboy ought to be able to grow paying
crops at once without any assistance except from the
book.
15 I Draining for Profit and Health, Warring 1 35
10 Fuller's Grape Culturist** 1 15
8 1

Domestic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M D.** ... 30
This book ought to save at least the money it costs,

each year, in every household. It was written by a
doctor, and one who has made the matter of domestic
economy a life study. The regular price of the book
is SI. 00, but by taking a large lot of them we are en-
abled to make the price only 30 cents.
10

|
Farming for Boys* 1 15

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions,
and it seems to me that it ought to make farm-life fas-
cinating to any boy who has any sort of taste for gar-
dening.

|
Farming with Green Manures, postpaid 90

7 Farm, Gardening, and Seed-growing** 90
Fungi and Fungicides, paper, 50c; cloth 1 00

12 Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 35
12 Gardening for Profit** 1 35
8 Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 1 25
This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Al-

though it goes over the same ground occupied by Peter
Henderson, it particularly emphasizes thorough culti-
vation of the soil in preparing your ground ; and this
matter of adapting it to young people as well as old is

brought out in a most happy vein. If your children
have any sort of fancy for gardening it will pay you to
make them a present of this book. It has 187 pages
and 46 engravings.
3

|
Grasses and Clovers, with Notes on Forage
Plants 20

This is by Henry A. Dreer, author of the book,
" Vegetables Under Glass" that has had such a large
sale of late. This little book tells how six tons of
grass has been grown to the acre, and gives much
other valuable matte r.

10
|
Greenhouse construction, by Prof, Taft** 1 15

This book is of recent publication, and is as full and
complete in regard to the building of all glass struc-
tures as is the next book in regard to their manage-
ment. Any one who builds even a small structure for
plant-growing under glass will save the value of the
book by reading it carefully.

15 How to Make the Garden Pay** 1 35
5 Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 60

Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 1 80
5 Gregory on Cabbages, paper* 20
5 Gregory on Squashes, paper* 20
5 Gregory on Onions, paper* 20
The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are

all valuable. The book on squashes especially is good
reading for almost anybody, whether they raise
squashes or not. It strikes at the very foundation of
success in almost any kind of business.

Handbook for Lumbermen 05
10 Household Conveniences 1 40
2 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15

10 How to Get Well and Keep Well 90
An exposition of the Salisbury system of curing dis-

ease by the "lean-meat diet."

2
|
Injurious Insects, Cook 10

10
|
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Orchard* 1 10

By Stewart. This book, so far as ) am informed, is

almost the only work on this matter that is attracting
so much interest, especially recently. Using water
from springs, brooks, or windmills to take the place
of rain, during our great drouths, is the great problem
before us at the present day. The book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.

7 I Market gardening and Farm Notes 75
10

I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This is by a real, live, enterprising, successful mar-
ket-gardener who lives in Arlington, a suburb of Bos-
ton, Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the fore-
most to make irrigation a practical success, and he
now irrigates his grounds by means of a windmill and
steam-engine whenever a drouth threatens to injure
the crops. The book has 208 pages, and is nicely il-

lustrated with 110 engravings.
3 I Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 32
4

|
Peahody's Webster's Dictionary 10

Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.
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5
|
Manures; How to Make and How to Use
Them ; in paper covers 30

6
|
The same in cloth covers 65

|
Nut Culturist, postpaid 1 50

3 |
Onions for Profit** 40

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old
onion culture and the new method. The book is fully
illustrated, and written with all the enthusiasm and
interest that characterizes its author, T. Greiner.
Even if one is not particularly interested in the busi-
ness, almost any person who picks up Greiner's books
will like to read them through.

|
Our Farming, by T. B. Terry** 1 50

In which he tells " how we have made a run-down
farm bring both profit and pleasure."
This is a large book, 6x1) inches, 367 pages, quite ful-

ly illustrated. It is Terry's first large book ; and while
it touches on the topics treated in his smaller hand-
books, it is sufficiently different so that no one will
complain of repetition, even if he has read all of Ter-
ry's little books. I should call it the brightest and
most practical book on farming, before the world at
the present day. The price is $2.00 postpaid, but we
have made arrangements to furnish it for only $1.50.

We are so sure it will be worth many times its cost
that we are not afraid to offer to take it back if any
one feels he has not got his mone3''s worth after he
has read it. If ordered by express or freight with
other goods, 10c less.

1
|
Poultry for Pleasure and Profit.** 10

8 Practical Floriculture, Henderson.* 1 10

10 Profits in Poultry.* 75

2
I

Practical Turkey-raising .... 10

By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we
offer for 10 cts.

;
postage, 2 cts.

2
|
Rats : How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Charac-
ter.** 15

1 I Silk and the Silkworm 10
10 Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 1 10
2

|
Sorghum, Stock Beets, Strawberries, and Ce-
ment Floors. By Waldo F. Brown 08

This little book ought to be worth its cost for what
is said on each of the four different subjects; and the
chapter on cement floors may be worth many dollars
to anybody who has to use cement for floors, walks,
or any thing else. In fact, if you follow the exceed-
ingly plain directions you may save several dollars on
one single job; and not only that, get a better cement
floor than the average mason will make.
10 I Talks on Manures* 1 35
7 Ten Acres Enough 75
10

I

The New Agriculture
; or, the Waters Led Cap-

tive (a $1.50 book) 40
2 I Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10
5

I
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

Fully illustrated, containing every thing of impor-
tance clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the il-

lustrations given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone
make the book worth what it costs, to every one who
has occasion to lay ten rods or mere of tile. There is

as much science in digging as in doing almost any
thing else ; and by following the plan directed in the
book, one man will often do as much as two men with-
out this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with the subject, and was written by the
author while he was engaged in the work of digging
the ditches and laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has
laid literally miles of tile on his own farm in Hudson,
Ohio.

3 I Tomato Culture 35
3 Vegetables under Glass, by H. A. Dreer** 20
3 |

Vegetables in the Open Air 20
This is a sort of companion book to the one above.

Both books are most fully illustrated, and are exceed-
ingly valuable, especially at the ve:y low price at
which they are sold. The author, H. A. Dreer, has a
greenhouse of his own that covers one solid acre, and
he is pretty well conversant with all the arrangements
and plans for protecting stuff from the weather, and
afterward handling to the best advantage when the
weather will permit out of doors.

3
|
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle ... 25

This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm
matters

; but it is so intimately connected with his po-
tato-book that it reads almost like a sequel to it. If you
have only a horseor a cow, I think it will pay you to
invest in a book. It has 41 pages and 4 cuts.

3 I Wood's Common Objects of the Microscope**. . 47
8

|
What to Do and How to be Happy While doing

It, by A. I. Root 42

The A. I Root Co., Medina, O.

Horse -High
Bull-Strong
Pig-TSght....
Over 100 Styles, plain and ornamental.

|

Build it yourself at the actual whole
sale cost, of the wire. Don't miss this

Z3@LE3£g!3 OPPORTUNITY
ivrite for our Catalogue and convinr -

yourself how easily and cheaply it cfc.il
be done, with a Duplex Machine.
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writing, mention Gleanings.

Don't Buy Supplies
Until you see my 39th annual catalog. A
full line of hives and fixtures best adapted
to our New England climate. Also best
brands of Comb Foundation and Section=
boxes. I have also made arrangements
to keep quite a general stock of

A. I. Root Co.'s Goods at their prices.
Parties desiring these goods can get them
of me, and save freight charges. Bees,
Queens, and Nucleus Colonies from the
very best strains in America. A forty-

page illustrated catalog free. Address

W. W. Cary, Lyonsville, Mass.

Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a bee-keeper
wants. Honest goods at close
honest prices. 60-paj;e cata-

log free.

J. M. JENKIMS, Wetumpk , Ala.

Better than Ever
Am I prepared to furnish every thing need-
ed by the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods
manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., ship-
ped to me in car-lots, and sold at their
prices. Send for illustrated 3(j page cata-

log FREE. Address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Hich.

BEESUPPUES.
We are distributors for Root's Goods at Their

Prices for Southern Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, West Vir-
ginia, Kentucky, and the South. Muth's square
glass horey=jars, Langstroth bee=hives, etc. Low-
est freight rates in the country. Send for catalog.

C. H. W. Weber, 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati.

Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Union Combination Saw

For Ripping, Cross-
cutting, Rabbeting,
Mitering, Grooving,
Gaining, Boring, Scroll-
sawing, Edge-moulding
Beading. Full line FOOT
and HAND POWER machii
ery. Send for catalog /

SENECA FALLS MFG. 00.
.

41 Water St., Seneca Fs., N. Y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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DO YOU WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY?
OUR PRIZE-WINNING White Leghorns, Barred and Buff Plymouth
Rocks, Buff Cochins are money-makers. Utility and fancy combined.
Friends, they will help to lift that mortgage. One thousand fine birds

for sale at reasonable prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. Catalog free.

CRESCENT FARM, BOX W, KENT, OHIO.
E. T. BLOOD, MANAGER.

When writing to advertisers please mention Gleanings.

'AnEggMmk&r
means a money maker. Green Cut Bone pre-

Xred
Mann's New Bone Cutter

. doubles the esrsr product. Mann's Granite Crystal
Grit, Mann's Clover Cutter and Swinging' Feed Tray fit

about every poultry requirement. Catalogue FREE.
F. W. MANN CO, Box 37, Milford, Mass.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

WE TRUST THE PUBLIC
and semi our Intuitu tor* to iiuy
responsible person. No one sliouMbuy
an Incubator ami pay tor it before

trial. It is madeso that nobody can fail

with it. A child eilll run it. lOcts.

worth of oil will make a ha'.ih. Jt lit lit all

others at World's Fair, Nashville and
Omaha Expositions. We are sole manufac-

1 New 1'remier : .ml Simplicity In-of the a
Cllblltors. Catalojfu i cts. Pla I for Poultry H

Columbia Incubator Co., 8 Adams St., Delaware City, Del.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

^Strong, Healthy Chicks
n,u l„i,.r,a ,l >,,-,,.,.- lit, ,,r-»ii.i C and n m

LF-

hatched bvonr incubators, and n ore .—JJgj.t them than*hel..- .an hatch Why'[
; ,^.—^- t~£j ]

.- :,:.-,- cur regulator rie\>r failstokeep r
:
".-

-^--^, \fjf\
the heat just i ijrlit. Catalogue

(| u printed Jn olansuatresgivesfull L

f^s^^a Q^ '1 descriptions,illustrations and prices, and L

I
jT

| ^_ much inforniation for poultry raisers. [

p^^Sent for > cents.
\M> 1)1 s MOINES IMIBATOR CO.. f

i
^^=f Box 5(13 Des Moines, la.

In writing, mention Gleanings.

Kecofrnizlnp
that there was
"room at the

ordinary catalogue but the
P©@M AT THE TOP
•^» top, " we have issued not an ordinary ce

^^S^p20th Century Poultry Book
Siijgff£Z BH Contains the latest and best thought on th.
•..'—=-'—__J lf,W poultry question, from the egg through all

tSfc'" ifcfe^H its changes, to the market. f."o subject

. -
l j'^-s :

r

missed. Written from practical experience.
:

i ^-' The world renowned Keliable Incu-

bators and Brooders, used all over the U. S. and in 51 foreign

countries receive deserved attention. Book mailed anywhere for 10c.

RELIABLE INC. & BROODER CO., Box B 49 Quincy, 1^

' writitiv, mention Gleanings.

Send 6c. for

Illus. Catalog.

UITAU with the perfect, self-im I WII regulating, lowest
priced first class hatcher—the

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Hatches the largest per cent. Of
fertile eggs at the lowest cost.

GEO. II. STA1IL, Quincy, 111.

In writing, mention Gleanings

K8CI cc Engines.
1-4 and 1 H. 1*. For Sep-
arators, Churns, etc., Sta-
tionary to 20 H. P. Pump-
ing Engines all sizes.
Hend for circulars stating
<dze and for what use.
PIERCE ENGINE CO.,

box 17, Racine, Wis-

310 First Premiums
Awarded to the PRAIRIE STATE
i NCUBATOR.Guaranteedto operate
in any climate. Send for catalogue.

PKAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR 10. Homer (ill, Pa.

INCUBATORS ISiSL
|
One Style Only, OUR BEST.
Warranted to last Ten Years without re-

airs and Co out-hatch during three trials

nv other incuhator—bar none; THIS OR
,YOl'K HONEY BACK. Built for bnsinesi

old on honor. lti-page illustrated circu-

lar and price list FREE. Poultry Manual
SEtF.VENTIUTINGi^ an(j Catalogue No. 74 (160-pa«?es, 8xllin.)
entitled, "How to make money with Poultry and Incubators'' sent
postpaid tor 15 cts. in stamps-worth dollars. Address nearest office.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO.,
Chicago, 111. Ha/lund, N. Y. JJokUiii, Mass.

In wiiting mention Gleanings.

Barnes'

Hand and Foot Power

Machinery.
This cut represents our

combined circular saw,
which is made for bee-
keepers' use in the con-
struction of their hives,
sections, boxes, etc.
Jlac/iines on trial.
Send for illustrated cata-
logue and prices.

W.F.& John Barnes Co.,

545 Ruby St.,

Rockford, - - III.

PLANERS
The above cut shows one of our small Planers,

of which we make twelve different styles and sizes.

Also large Planers, Band Saws, Buzz Planers,

Moulders, Wood Lathes, and all kinds of

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
Send for Catalogue.

The FRANK MACHINERY CO,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

In writing, mention Gleanings.
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Bee=hives, Bee=keepers' Supplies
We are located on the

banks of the St. Croix among
the saw-mills, where we are
able to select the best lum-
ber. We buy it cheap.

We kiln-dry our lumber,
and manufacture Bee-hives,
Sections, and Shipping-cases

We handle Bee keepers'
Supplies.

We are Prompt Shippers,

Interstate Mfg. Co., Hudson, St. Croix County, Wisconsin.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
We have the best-equipped factory in the West. Capacity

—one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of every thing needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture tanks of either wood or galvanized

steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes. Price list free

Address E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.

HONEY =JARS.
One-pound, square, $4.70 per gross,
with corks; 5 gross at $4.50 a gross.

OUTSIDE CASES.
For wintering bees; include bottom,
body, gabled cover; 60c ea.; 10, $5.50.

Catalog, describing every thing a
bee-keeper needs, will be sent free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

Your Need
is shipping-cases, some five-

gallon cans, a lot of those
new Danz. cartons. Send

for sample carton and prices, and be surprised.

Our Desire
for wax.

is to satisfy your need. We
can do it with Root's goods
at Root's prices. Cash paid

Send for catalog.

M. H. HUNT & SON, BELL BRANCH, MICH.

~-^^ Jmoto-
rhgravingfib.

Sher/ff
ST.

THREE COLOR PROCESS
Vrite.

ENAMELED ZINC
. ETCHING jut,

if^ou
T

deI.re 5LPERI0P QUALITY
and LOW PRICES —

-

CLEVELAND, : : : OHIO.

1200
FERRETS FOR SALE.
Small, medium, and large

^ sized; some trained. First-class
stock. New price list free

N A. KNAPP,
Rochester. Lorain County, Ohio.

PRICES OF

Bingham Perfect Bee=smokers and Honey=knives.

Smoke Engine
(

lar
|r
em^ok

") 4-inch stove. Doz. $13.00 ; each, by mail, $1.50

Doctor 3^-in. " " 9.00

Conqueror 3-in. " " 6.50

Large 2^-in. " " 5.00

Plain 2-in. " " 4.75

Little Wonder (wt. 10 oz.) 2-in. " " 4.50

Honey-knife " 6.00

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements.
Smoker or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR ; ONE-HALF CE.NT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with

its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for
a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, 1897. Truly, W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

1.10

1.00

.90

.70

.60

.80

Before buying a

Bingham & Hethering-
ton Uncapping-

knife.

T. F. BINGHAfl, Farwell, flichigan.
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Index to General Correspondence for 1899.

Adulteration Fraud 343

Adver'ments, Responsibility for. .901

After-swarms, Preventing 829

Alfalfa in Colorado -170

Alfalfa v. Alkali Weeds 927

Alfalfa, Siberian 879

Alfalfa, Future Plant for Calif.. ..750

Alfalfa Honey, Calif., Quality of..790
Alley Queen-traps s-'

Amalgamation 343

Anti-saloon League Convention.. 26

Apiary of O. J. Hetheringtou 827

Apiary, Covered, in Florida 675

Apiary, Sweetwater 131

Apiaries, Pretty 168

Apiaries Near Highways 186

Apicultural Terms 184

Apis Dorsata 459

Apis Dorsata in Philadelphia 228

Apis Dorsata by Mr. Benton 47

Apis Dorsata Hard to Confine 466

Apis Dorsata Secured by Rambo.424
Apis Dorsata at Last 424-7

Apis Dorsata Caught and Gone. ..466

Apis Dorsata Illustrated 501

Apis Dorsata for Australia 572

Apis Dorsata, Habits of 424-7

Apis Dorsata, Tongues of, Not
Long 572

Apis Dorsata, Danger of 530

Apis Dorsata, Doolittle on 387

Apple, Porter 623

Australia, Notes from 640

Baits in Supers 122

Barber Method with Comb Hon-
ey SOU, 342. 431, 493, 494, 571, 838

Barber Plan with Ext. Honey 767

Barber Plan to Get Bees in Sec-
tions 463

Barber Plan to Get Bees in Su-
pers 472

Barns. Draper 386

Barrels for Honey : >ss

Barrels Defended 939
Basswoods, Growing from Seeds

442, 579, 680
Bean, Soy (or Soja) for Honey...254

Beans, Bush Lima 730

Bearing the Market 637
Beef, Canned Roast 369

Bees Dying in Cellar 90
Bees Buried under Snow 290

Bees Flying in Mid-winter 274

Bees Flying in Zero Weather 229
Bee s and Color 421

Bees of the World Compared 500
Bees of Paraguay 603
Bees and Skunks 746
Bees and Grapes 746

Bees Unable to Puncture Grapes.747
Bees and Fruit, Strong Testi-
mony 430

Bees Seeing after Dark 531

Bees and Fruit 493

Bees and Comb 305
Bees Wintered in Open Shed 724
Bees Choosing Home before
JfTSwarming 763
Bees Working Night and Day 543
Bees in Field all Night 745
Bees in Japan 604

Bees in Santa Lucia Mountains. ..757

Bees and Black Queens 651

Bees Seeing in the Dark 566
Bees Working in Dark 354
Bees with Dirty Feet 508
Bees Dying in Cellar 804
Bees Swarming without Queen. ..723

Bees as Text-book 882
Bees, Black, Preferred to Italian..255
Bees, Child's Essay on 640
Bees, Cross, What to Do with 210
Bees, Dead, as Manure 327
Bees, Dead, Front of Entrances. ..400

Bees, Dislike for Black 168, 302

Bees, Endurance of in Cold
Weather 79

Bees, F'ive-banded 886
Bees, Gentle, but Hustlers 888
Bees, How Many for Winteriug..648
Bees, Italian, Yellow v. Maroon
Bands 684

Bees, Japanese 124

Bees, Keeping Them Good-na-
tured 255

Bees, Length of L'fe 576, 720
Bees, Moving by Night !*2()

Bees, Moving in Hot Weather 831

Bees, Non swarming 353
Bees, Sleep of 882
Bees, Stingless 934

Bees, to Get Improved 171

Bees, Watering 920
Bees, Watering in Winter 420
Bees, When do They Swarm? 709
Bee-escape, Porter, to Use 398
Bee-fever, Bad Case of. ...504, 533, 575
Bee-hive, a Living 761

Bee-keeper in Lunatic Asylum. ..659

Bee-keepers in Legislature 436
Bee-keeping in Northern Calif... 16

Ree-keeping for Beginners 313
Bee-keeping in France and Ger..711
Bee-keeping in Tacoma, Wash. ..395

Bee-keeping on Housetop, by
Rambler 265

Bee-keeping on Roof in Cincin-
nati 077

Bee-keeping, Uncertainties of ....71S

Bee-literature, Wrong 929

Bee-papers Necessity of Taking
.. 603/4

Bee-paralysis 435
Bee-paraly-is in Florida 537
Bee-paralysis, Serious, in South..587
Bee-paralysis. Seriousness of 579
Bee-supplies for 1900 847-50
Bee-veil, to Attach to Hat 601

Bee-veils, How to Wear 705
Bee-veils with Horsehair Facing. 14

Bee-veils for Long-necked Men. ..543

Beeswax v. Paraffine for Jelly-
tumblers. 77

Bellflower of Cuba 82, 123
Bicycle, 1000 Miles on in Calif 273
Bicycling in Mts., by Rambler.. ..135

Blacks v. Italians 687
Boilers, Steam 407
Boiling Honey 254
Boiling Foul-brood Germs, Cow-
an on 357

Born Again 366
Box-hive Man, Poem 167
Brood, Dead 42

Brood, Dead and Foul, by Cook. ..567

Brood. Dead, in Combs 615
Brood, Diseased 20
Brood, Diseased, in N. Y 748, 887
Brood, Poisoned 651, 724

Brood, Suspicious 723
Brood-combs, Age of 887
Brood-combs, Color of 210
Brood-nest, Contracting 886
Brood-combs Filled with Honey
and Pollen 268

Brood-rearing, Temperature for..614

Buckwheat Country, Wheeling
Through 767

Buckwheat Crop 731
Buckwheaters Defended 568
Bug, Stinging 723
Buzz-saw, Niver's Experience 315
Cage, Introducing, Norton's Im-
proved 756

Calif. Bee-keepers' Convention. ..130

California Blue-gum 211

California Honey and Grocers.. ..267

California Lilac 307
California, Central, for Bees 185
Cakes of Candy for Winter Feed.804

Calvert's Visit to Geo. Gould 470
Canadian Pure-honey Bill 352
Candied Honey, Retailing frtm
Barrel 459

Candy, Scholz (Good), to Make...268
Candying, To Prevent 579
Cans v. Barrels for Honey 675
Cans, Square, for Holding HoneySOl
Cans, Square, Tare of 609
Cans, Square, Condemned 642
Canteen, Law Against 369
Canteen Law, Anti 553
Cappings, Color of, Dependent
on Season 317

Cappings, Foreign Substances in 209
Cappings, Porous 210
Carniolaus 387
Catch, Good 650
Calclaw of Texas 651

Cauliflower as a Honey-plant 774
Cellar Wintering, Fixing Hives

for , 472
Cellar, Too Many Colonies in 166
Cells Started at Different Times.,637
Cells, Deep 303
Cells, Deep, in Comb-honey Su-
pers 341

Cells, Dooliitle, Argument for 528
Cells. Grafting, a la Doolittle 230
Cells, Why Six-sided 880
Cell-building, To Coax 932
Cell cup Bottoms 932
Cell cups Fed from Worker-cells.638
Cell-cups, Shape and Size 638
Cell-cups, Starting in Queenless
Colonies 797

Cell-cups, Increasing, Giving No
Larger Queens 341

Celt-raising in Cool Weather 457
Cell-rising in Lower Story with
Laying Queen 458

Century-plant for Honey 159

Changing One's Mind 345
Christs, Fali-e 322
Churches Stoning Women 255
Cleats. Handhole 341
Climate, Differences in 387
Clipping Before Selling Queen. ..674

Clipping Queen's Wings 300
Clipping to Prevent Swarming. ..472

Clipping Both Wings 209
Clipping, Jones Plan 678
Clipping, Practical Way 640
Clippings 94, '5

Clover, Alsike : 459
Clover, Alsike. for Bees, Stock.. ..503

Clover, Conditions of Growth 687
Clover, Crimson 281
Clover, Crimson, in Michigan 422
Clover, Crimson, between Fruit-
bloom and Other Clovers 459

Clover, Sweet, for Bees and Stock 577
Clover, Sweet, for Forage 194
Clover, Sweet 19, 54. '5, 98. 149
Clover, Sweet, for Alkali Soils 140

Clover, Sweet, Stolley on 211

Clover, Sweet, for Road-making.,502
Clover, Sweet, to Kill 316
Clover, Sweet, in Germany 327
Coffee a Honey-plant 422
Coffin-handles for Hives 298
Coggshall's Axioms 608
Coggshall's Big Yield of Honey. ..607

Colombia, Bees in 934
Colonies for Winter 723
Colonies, Size of for Winter 648
Colonies, Strong, for Ext. Hcney255
Colonies, Why Some Excel
Others 308

Color-cards to Represent Honey
674, 826

Color-samples for Classifying
Honey 802

Comb and Ext. at One Time..309, 431

Comb Built by Carniolans 212
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Comb from which Bees have Died27

1

Combs Exposed to Freezing
Temperature 400

Comb, Drone ". 353
Combs, Empty, Above or Under
nive 399

Combs, Cleaning up 878
Combs, Color in 253
Combs, Foul -broody, Washing,
Dangerous : 388

Combs, Soaking in Acid, Not Fa-
vored 303

Combs, Soaking in Carbolic-acid
Solution 186

Comb Honey on the Plate 602
Comb Honev Prettiest in Plain

Sections....". 722
Comb Honey without Separators

259, '60

Comb Honey, Pop-holes in 6

Comb Honey. 10-cent 18

Comb Honej', Btuised, Repairing 19

Comb Honey, Candied 392
Comb Honey. Caring for 800
Comb Honey, Extra Fancy, Use-

less Grade 650
Comb Honey, Giving up for Ext..387
Comb Honey, Nature's Way 434

Comb Honey, Ridging of 170

Comb Honey, Selling 308
Comb Honey, Sheet for Covering
in Car 789

Comb Honey, Water - soaked.
Cause of 271

Comb-honey Production, Points.. 55
Comb - rendering Causing Sick-
ness 791

Comb-honey Yarn 169

Commission-houses in Chicago. ..790

Commission Men Get Worst of it.710
Conventions in Europe 9

Cotton seed Meal 443
Covers Sealed v. Absorbing Cush-
ions 804

Cowan on Boiling Germs of Foul
Brood 357

Cowan on Foul-brood Germs 356
Cowan's Loss of Children 30
Cow-peas 240,326
Crane, Interview with 169
Craycraft, and Service to Cuba. ..262

Crops, Sure 928
Cross-breeding, Why Profitable ..877

Cuba, New Field for Americans...216

Cuba, Bee-keeping in Now 758
Cuba, P'acts about 503
Cuba, Fleas and Reptiles of 215
Cuba, Insect-pests of 211

Cuba, Bee-keeping in 7, 82
Cuba, Desolate Condition of 7

Cuba, Honey of 165
Cuba, Its Drawbacks....!. 215. 300, 567
Cuba, Expense of 'Living there. ..230

Cuba, Those Starving in 7

Cuban Bellfiower 82
Cuban v American Honey 133
Cuban Honey Amer. Competitor. 82
Cuban Honey No Competitor 261
Daisy Foundation-fastener 789
Danze.. baker Super 100
Danz. v. Niver, on Best Honey.. ..050

Danzenbaker Hive 19
Death by Stinging 15
Dickel Theory 87, '8

Dividing to Keep Bees in Nuclei..260
Doctoring Without Medicine. 150, 901
Doolittle on Color Question 710
Doolittle Plan of Oueen-rear.141, 636
Doolittle on Maroon 567, 576
Doolittle Cell-building 797
Doolittle's Picture 722
Doolittle's Plan to Prev. Swarm.. 6
Doolittle's Prize Honey 838
Doolittle's Method in Nutshell..45-47
Dowie, Dr 105, '6, 323, 367
Dragon-fly 354
Draper Barns 461, 493, 564
Draper Barns 8 Frames Wide 687
Draper Barns Pressed to Front. ..709

Draper Barns for Comb Honey. ..765

Draper Barn for Ills., L. Frame
for California 830

Draper Barns, Convenience of 610
Draper Barns, Size of 386
Drone-cell Queen-cups 640

Drone-cells v. Doolittle cell-cups..571
Drone Comb 353
Drone-comb cells for Queen-rear. W)5
Drone Comb, Why Constructed ...166

Drone v. Worker Comb in Sec'ns.385
Drones, Importance of 341
Drunkard at a Disadvantage 902
Dysentery of Bees 457

Dysentery from Lack of Food 165
Dysentery in Bre-cellars b!7

DzierzonTheoiy Not Fallacious. .791

Eggs Laid per Day by Queen 508
Eggs of Queen Held over 710

Egg-laying of Queen 359
Egg-laving Dependent on Honey 11

Eggs, .Sex, To Decide ..298

Entrance Through Super <2.'!

Entrances to Supers 4!i.'!

Entrances, Snow over 94

Entrances, Wide and Deep 299
Entrances, Wide, Hot Climates. ..315

Entrance-guards and Their Uses. 543
Eucalyptus, Honey from...'. 531
European Bee-keeping 9

Excelsior Hive-cover 848
Exhibits, Judging by Points 723
Experiments Made at Root Co. 's..798
Experts v. Amateurs 762
Extracted Honey, Fiber Package 801
Extracting by Heat or Machine..301

Extracting Super to Coax Bees
into Sections.... 309

Extracting-combs, Bees Clean'g.,800
Extractor, Solar, Double Glass. ..343

Extractors, Large v. Small 573
Extractors, Solar, Exper. with.... 51
Fairs. Judging Honey by Points..724
Family, Supporting on yx Acre. ..193

Farmer Bee-keeper, Plea for 20
Feeding Back to Finish Sect'ns...611
Feeding Bees to Get Stores 701

Feeding after Fruit-bloom 3<il

Feeding Outside v. Inside of
Hive 312, '13

Feeding, Stimulative 319, 385
Fences and Separators, Slats in. .754

Fences, Ventilation Afforded by. 19

Flights to Avoid Constipation in
Bees 211

Florida, Recent Freeze in.. 229
Forming Nuclei, Somerford's
Method 260

Foul and Other Forms of Diseas-
ed Brood 828

Foul Brood 98
Foul Brood in Ontario 210
Foul Brood Rapid in Its Action. .710
Foul Brood in Cuba 315
Foul Brood, Ropiness of 878
Foul Broo 1, To Boil Germs of..48, '9

Foul Brood, Battling with 48
Foul Brood, New Treatment for..310

Foul Brood, Diagnosing with Mi-
croscope 390

Foul Brood, Artiseptics for 388
Foul Brood, Stamping out 675
Foul Brood, Danger from Wrong
Diagnosis 390

Foul Brood, Boiling 342
Foul Brood, Litest Way to Treat.388
Foul Brood, Hushing up 209
Foul Brood, Making Sure of 223
Foul-brood Combs, Boiling 78
Foul-brood Cure, New 878
Foul-brood Germs, Cowan. ...356, 388
Foul-brood Germs, Boiling. ..222. 254
Foul-brood Germs, Killing, Sci-
entific Exactness 223

Foul-brood Germs, Spores v. Ba-
cilli 356

Foul-brood Spores in the Air 528
Foul-brood Honey, Time to Boil. .210

Foul-brood Inspector France 674
Foul-brood Inspector's Report... .170

Foul-brood Law of Illinois 200

Foul-brood Law of Michigan 254

Foundation from Rietsche Press.254
Foundation Stayed with Splints. .751
Foundation in Brood-frames 99
Foundation in Sections 923
Foundation with Thick and Thin
Base 253

Foundation Two Years Old 209
Foundation with White Deposit..400
Foundation, Old 302

Foundation, 18 ft. to Pound 766
Foundation, Fasten'gin Frames. 314
Foundation, Drawn, No Advan-
tage 274

Foundation, Drawn, Advantages 85
Foundation, Drawn, Experim'ts 83
Foundation, When to Put into
Sections 183

Foundation, Test of Extra Thin. .220

Foundation, Old v. New Process
712-715

Foundation, Weed v. Ordinary
712-715

Foundation, New, Tested in Can-
ada 712-715

Foundation, New, Tested 387
Foundation, Position in Frame. ..253

Foundation, Weed, and Its Supe-
riority 536

Foundation-fastener, Daisy, Crit-
icised 75:'.

Frame, Hoffman, and Propolis...896
Frame, Hoffman, v. Others 341

Frame, L., for Comb Honey 458
Frames and Sections, Outside, to
Get Filled 827

Frames, Metal-cornered 186
Frames, Shallow v. Langstroth...573
Frames, Self-spacing 423
Frames, Spacing, Narrow 719
Frames, Wide, v. Supers 96
Frames, Wide, Get out of Super..342
Frames, Staple-spaced, Success. ..131

Frame-support, Novel 391
Fruit-bloom Fertilization 212
Fruit-trees for Shade 494
Fruit-trees, .Spraying 106, 222
Gasoline-engines 804
Gearing for Extractors 391
Gleaning from Gleanings 531

Gloves for the Apiary 422
Glucose 185
Glucose. Effect on Market 133
Glucose as Bee Feed 878
Grading by Pictures 393
Grading of Honey 569
Grading of Comb Honey 644
Grading, Simple Rules Pref'ble..644
Grading, Uniform 421

Grading, Western and Eastern. ..393

Granulation Caused by Ext'ing..644
Grapes, Spraying 919
Grapevines, Swarming the 730
Green, Paris, Using 372
Grip, The 103
Grip More about 237
Handholes, Cleats for 99
Hauling Bees, Miller's Rack for..318

Havana, Plain Facts about 503
Healing, Magnetic 899

He or She 80-82, 213, 214, 318, 421

Hive for Comb Hone}' 273
Hive of Glass 299

Hive, Best for Extracted 610, 830
Hive, Gallup, and Frame 359
Hive, Large, for Comb Honey 8
Hive, Long-idea 929
Hive, Non-swarming 400
Hive, Size, Depend on Locality. ..496

Hive, Small, Bad Record for 542
Hive for Comb Honev, Large v.

Small 756
Hives with Hoffman Frames 166

Hives with Hand-cleats 256
Hives, Large, and Egg-laying Ca-
pacity of Queens 460

Hives, Large, by Dadant 460
Hives, Large, for Winter 461

Hives, Large, and Good Queens. .530

Hives, Large v. Small. .134, '5, 351 , 573

Hives, Large, Discussed, Dadant.257
Hives, Large, Faults of 8
Hives, Large, for Ext. Honey 925

Hives, Large, Necessary for Good
Queens 90, '1

Hives, Large, Two Points on 89
Hives, Large, One Brood - nest,
Why Safe 344

Hives, Large v. Small, Winter 257

Hives, Large, Adapted to Queen..257

Hives, L&rge, Figures Favoring.. 538
Hives, Large, Symposium on. ..460-4
Hives. Large 18

Hives, Size of 99, 171, 212

Hives, Size and Shape of 51
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Hives, Size, Matter of Locality... H7
Hives, Doolittle .....185

Hives, Dadant-Quinby, v. 2 and 3
Story L ." 344

Hives, Numbering 884
Hives, Proper S ze of Ii08

Hives, Discussion of 124
Hives, Shade for 719
Hives, Best, for Ext. in Calif 496
Hives, Deep, Dadant 391
Hive*, Small, Perfect for Comb
Honey 462

Hives, Small, fur Comb Honey. ..920

Hives, Long-idea, Poppleton 4(i3

Hiving-box, the Jones 803
Hive-covers as Lids 494

Hive-making by Hand Defended 50
Hive-tools 543
Hoffman Frames, Short Top-bar. 301
Hoffman V Edge Superior to Sq..72'2

Holtermann's Visit to Root Co. ...798

Holterm., nn's Hive-cover 5
Home of the Honey-bees, Hol-
termann at 798

Home of the Honey-bees Thro'
Camera (-39-47

Honey a Cure for Smallpox 421
Hone}* a Fat-producer 79
Honey as a Daily Food 791
Honey as a Healthful Food 71

1

Honey as a Medicine 711
Honey Candying 186
Honey for Canning 41

Honey in Plain Section? 079
Honey in Plain Sections at Fairs 18

Honey Candying in Barrels 230
Honey Not Advancing, Why 074
Honey Declining in Price 424
Honey for Horse Feed 42:!

Honey from Arizona 79
Honev from Jamaica, Logwood. ..272

Honey Main Part of the Meal.... 826
Honey Market of New York 349
Honey Near National City Cal...l31
Honey of Wis. for 10 Yeais 71S
Honey on Commission v. Sale 077
Honey Produced in 1899 170
Honey Reports, Inflated, Con-
demned 710

Honey Sales Depend on Quality 12

Honey Season at Marengo 601
Honev Soaking in Cypress Bbls.. 19
Honey v. Cod-liver Oil 457
Honey, Adulterated, in U. S 457
Honey Boilirg, Howe on 306
Honey, Boiling, Temperature i L306
Honey, Boiling pointof 347
Honev, Boiling- point, Higher
than 212° 204

Honey. Chunk, Preparing for
Market 51

Honey, Color of 530
Honev, Comb and Extracted at
one Time 309, 193

Honev, Comb, Hauling 5 Tons
300 Miles 200

Honey, Danzenbaker's 221

Honey, Dark, for Popcorn Crisis 399
Honey, Eating a Pound 319
Honev. Extra Fancy, Bearing
Market 073

Honey. Grading 122

Honey, Secret of Selling 12
Honey, Selling at Home 567
Honey. Selling. Pleasures of 318
Honey, To Keep Clean 828
Honey, To Serve 919
Honev - boards, Wood - zinc v.

Plain Sheet 95
Honey-dew, Ruining the Market. 003
Honey-dew ot Insect Origin. .012, 565
Honey-dew, Its Nature, by Cook 79
Honey-dew, why Plentiful 686
Honey-dew, New Kind 880
Honey-dew, Origin of 168
Honev-dew. Do Bees Consume
More of it? 121

Honey-leaflet Not a Success 19

Honey-leaflet a Success 1 11

Honey-leaflets, Shorter 392
Honey-leaflets Useful 200, '70

Honey-leaflets, When an Advan-
tage 87

Honey-pitchers 0)2
Honey-plants, New Fine 800

Honey-queen, Miller's 037
Honey queen, Record-breaking .700
Horse, To Handle among Bees...399
Horsepowers to Run Machinen .804
House-apiar}-, Objections to 230
Hybrids 169
Increase, To Prevent, Getaz 304
Increase, Artificial, Somerford...429
Increase, Easy Way to Make 391
Increase, Preventing 122, 398, 829
increase, To Get Create. t from a
Colony 139

Increase, Rapid 220. ',

Indexes to Bee-journals 121

Inky Drops from Smoker 789
Irrigation, Sub, in Open Air 239
Israel,

J.
P 174

Italianizing, When 204
Italians, Golden, Origin of 886
Italians v. Blacks 78
Italians v. Blacks for Honey 274
Italians and Five- banders 719
Jamaica Notes 86
Jamaica, Size of 919
Jars, Mason, for Ext. Honey 02S
king-bird, Plea for 430
King-bird, Worst Enemy of B«
King-birds, Pest in Apiary 532 '3

King-birds, Two Kinds 566
Tamp, Alcohol 934
Langstroth Fund 299
Language, Loose Use of 346
Large Hives, by Dadant 207
Large Hives, Objections to 8

LarvEe, Age for Queen-rearing. ...S34

I.;; w. Pure-food I
•'-'.:;

Law, Pure-food, To Secure a 13
Leahy Mfg. Co 344
Leak, a Bad r.76

Lessons from Zero Weather 190

Lettuce, Grand Rapids 280
Lecture on Bees in School 49(1

Linden, A New S77
Logwood Hon t y 272
Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself... 190
Manipulations from Spring to
Honey-flow 93

Manufacturers with Ax'lo Grind. 702
Manure, Green 443
Markets, Breaking Down 350
Meal, Feeding Bees 274
Medicine, Danger of Patent 400
Meek shall Inherit the Earth 470
Melon-growing Region of Colo. ..470

Micrometer, Measuring with 637
Microscope Not Good for Foul
Brood '

390
Michigan, Sure Crops 928
Miller's Test of Plain and Old
Sections 638

Miller Bee-escape, That 000
Mississippi, Carrie Root in 433
Mob Law 44ii

Money Lost in Mails 623
Morton's Swarm-catcher, Correc-
tions 270

Morton's Method of Hiving
Swarms ,..172. '3

Mosquitoes in Florida 676
Moth-worms in Fence Honey 139

Moth-worms 98
Motor, Keely 149

Moving Bees 15
Nails for End-spacers for Brood-
frames 494

Nectar, Why None from Flowers.649
Niver on Grading 393
Niver on Witness-stand 568, 607
No-drip Shipping-cases 722
Norfolk, A. I. Root in 470
Nozzles, Hinging 921
Nuclei by Somerford Plan... .361, 101

Nuclei, Good Plan to Form 200
Odor Affecting Bees .542

Ohio State Fair 693
Oleomargarine, How Dairymen
Fought 133

Oregon Bee keeping 311
Ostrich Farm at Pasadena 709
Packages for Extracted Honey...170

Paddles for Killing Bees 299
Paraffine in Beeswax 186
Paralysis, McMurray on 1 .">0

Pasturage, Artificial 230
Percentages Loss During Winter. 170

Pettitldea 110
Pcttit Set Right 352
Pickled Brood in New York 71S
Pineapples in Florida 685
Plain and Old-style Sect'ns Test,.638
Plain Sections Too Well Filled...80fJ
Plain Sections 385
Plain Sections Come to Stay 319
Plain Sections Ahead of Beeway.184
Plain Sections a Success ...128

Plain Sections and Fence Separ.,129
Plain Sections Favored 009, '70

Plain Sections Putting Others in
Shade 18

Plain Sections Preferred to Old. ..079

Plain Sections, 4 -lo. Indors...079. so
Plain Sections, Evener Filling ...274

Plain Sections, Better Filled,
Higher Prices 128, '30

Plain Sections, Ideal, Better Fill-
ed 317

Plain Sections, Strong Testi-
mony for 079

Plain-section Honey Prettiest 722
Pollen in Combs in Winter 400
Pollen in Brood-combs, Winter... 422
Pollen in Quee n-cells 02S
Pollen on Bees' Legs 791
Pollen, how Gathered 838
Porter Escape, to Use 398
Potato Crop for 1899 699
Potato that Will Not Scab 148
Potato, Craig 327
Potatoes under Straw 777
Potatoes, Maule's Commercial 777
Potatoes, Digging by .Machinery. 107
Potatoes, Digging 729
Potatoes, To Get Extra Early 240
Potatoes, New Varieties 320
Potatoes Non-scabby 240
Potatoes, Originating New 370
Potato diggers 022
Prayer, How and Why An-
swered 140. '7

Premium on Good Bees 002
Prince and Pauper 230
Propolis, Source of 230
Punctuation in Gleanings, Ii

1

Pure locd Investigat'n. Chicago. .421

Queens Affected with Foul Brood 158

Queens by t'-e Doolittle Method. .303

Queens Laying in Queen-cells 12-1

Queens Mailed to Jamaica 256
Queens Missingin Colonies 721
Queen, $200 S29
Queens, Age when Fiist Laying. .011

Queens, Balled 6
Queens, Egg-laying Dependent
on What? 11

Queens, Giant, to Rear 14
Queens, How Lost 884
Queens, Hybrid, for Breeders 074
Queens, Imported 123
Queens, Importing , L85
Queens, Economic Value of 210
Queens, Italian, To Judge Purity..603
Queens, $100 .'.. 800
Queens, Pettil's Hint '924

Queens, Rage for Color 766
Queens, Rearing Good Ones 307
Queens, Special Breeding 186
Queens, Two in a Hive 000
Queens, Wintered Virgin, Fertil-

izeel in Spring 877
Queens, What Killed Them? 686
Queens, to Find 043
Queens, Nat'r'l, v. Doolittle Plan. 427
Queen-cells, Holy Land Colony. .707
Queen-cells from Worker-cells ...825

Queen cells, Destroying to Pre-
vent Swarming 505

Queen-cells, Larger :;17

Queen-clipping Condemned 109

Queen-excluders, To Use 199

Queen-excluders Necessary in
Extracting 197

Queen-rearing, Alley Method. ..004-7

Queen-rearing, Doolittle's Latest
Freak 40

Queen-rearing, Doolittle Method 14

Queen-rearing, Larvre for 834
Queen-rearing, New Things on...825

Queen-rearing, Pridgen's Hints.. 9:>2

Quotation-marks, Useless 14

Rabbets, Notching 186
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Rain, Artificial 256
Rambler among Miners of Scott
Valley 01

Rambler Crossing Boundary of
Oregon ...180, 1

Rambler on Way to Seattle 225
Rambler at Portland, Ore 357
Rambler in Tacoma 432

Rambler and Indian Maiden 457
Rambler at Seattle 469
Rambler at Palo Alto 539
Rambler and McNay Crow Hunt.612
Rambler at Elon Hart's 759
Rambler and Brodbeck 792
Rambler on Gold mining Profits.831

Rambler's Mistake 505
Rambler's Visit to Newman 506
Rambler's Egg Story (ill

Rambler's Up-to-date Honey-
house 681

Rambler's Solar Extractor 682
Rambler's Honey-strainer 683

Rambler's Scale 716

Rambler's Veil 717

Rape, English 326

Rays of Dark 385, -136

Recipes, Selling... 550
Record, Howe's Extracting 884

Record-keeping of Hives 825

Review Critic, Was He Fair? 345
Rheumatism, Cure for 901

Rheumatism Cured by Stings 343

Richmond, A. I. Root in 511

Roads, Good 731

Robbers Once, Always so 758
Robbing Deaf and Lame People..812
Robbing the Sick 731, 900

Robbing Bee-keepers 609

Robbing, Harry Howe on 387
Robbing, To Stop 19

Root, Sec, and Chaplains 901

Root Co.'s Plant 839-847

Royal Jelly, Queen-cell, for Doo-
little Cups 673

Roval Jelly Not Essential for
Cell-cups 804

Satan Casting out Satan 403

Saws Sharpened by Machinery. ..328

Scare Sensational 405

Season, Strangeness of 638

Sections in Outside Rows Super. 166

Sections Daubed with Propolis
More Salable 42

Sections Discussed by Commis-
sion Man 263

Sections 4x5 Condemned 752

Sections with Daubed Faces 789

Sections 5^x4 I
/{xl%' too Thin 766

Sections 35sx5v. 4x5 125

Section, Evolution of 125

Section, Tall, Adverse Criticism.. 887

Sections, First 125

Sections, Filling of 166

Sections, Greasy 746, 929

Sections, History of 434, 435
Sections, Ideal, Preferred 838

Sections, Old-style, Ahead 638

Sections, Old, Preferred to Plain.640
Sections, Old-style, Well Filled. ..578

Sections, Plain, Argum'ts for.. 126, '7

Sections, Tall v. Square. .315, 919, 931

Sections, Tall v. Square, Unfair
Comparisons 96

Sections, Tall, Hetherington on. .748

Sections, Tall, and T Super,
Beautiful 601

Sections, Tall, on Sides in Hive. ..533

Sections, Tall, Preferred to Sq....349

Sections, Selling by Piece. 168, 210, 303
Sections, Segelkeu on 264

Sections, Square v. Tall 20, 127

Sections, Short Weight 642

Sections, Short-wt., Condemned..600

Sections, Unfinished, Emptied
by Bees 746

Sections, To Start Bees in 309, 830
Sections, Starting Bees in with
Extracting Combs 767

Sections, Starting Bees in with
Extracting Super 309

Sections, Unfinished, Emptied in
Upper Stories : 746

Sections, Unfinished, in Fall 507
Sections, " Feeding Back611
Sections, Clean, More Salable 792

Sections, To Secure from Worms. 877
Sections, Tall, Aikin on 127
Sections, Price of Old and New. ..745

Sections, Thickness of Blanks 745
Sections, Thin 607
Sections, to Produce Fat Ones 754
Sections, Weight when Filled 7S9
Section-holders v. T Supers 6

Segelken's Opinion on Tall Sec-
tions 263

Separators to the Top of the Sec-
tions 95

Separators of Wire Cloth 41

Separators, Hyde-Scholl 95
Separators, Perforated 314

Separators. Wood, v. Tin 316
Shade for Apiary 825

Sheets, Full, Desirable 923
Sheets, To Fasten 923
Shipping-case, No-drip, Inventor

of 748
Shipping-cases, Modern Improved

50, '1

Shipping-cases, Root 131 '2

Skunks, To Kill 392
Smoker, Cold-blast, Defended.. ..351

Smoker, Cold-blast, Plea for 49
Smoker, Crane, Criticised 888
Smoker, Crane, To Improve 754
Smoker, Hot v. Cold 49
Smokers Clogging up 171

Smokers, Cold-blast 536
Smokers, Inky 924
Snow, will it Smother Bees? 273

Soda, Nitrate of 443
Soja Bean for Honey 239, 254

Somerford Method with Nuclei. .464

Somerford on Artificial Increase 429

Sorghum Bad as Bee Feed 896

South Dakota, Wheelride in 27
Space between Separator and Comb
Honey 745

Spelling, Reformed, Condemned 889
Spelling, Reformed 761

Spiders and Ants Killing Moths 750
Splints for Staying Foundation. ..751

Spores v. Bacilli, Difference be-
tween 388

Spores and Bacilli of Foul Brood 356
Spraying out of Season 387, 578

Sprav-pump, New 327

Spraying Trees 222

Sting, Loss of, Not Fatal .541

Stings on a Horse 15

Stings, Remedies for 530

Stinging Episode of the Horse... .361

Stinging, Do Bees Live After? 272

Stinging, Scientific 573

Stinging, Repeated, How it Feels573
.Stores Necessary for Wintering
In and Out 825

Strawberries in the Shade 194

Strawberries, Growing with Corn327
Strawberries, Earliest 238, 444

Strawberries, Recommending
New 281

Strawberry, Darling 622
Stung to Death 790

Sugar for Bee Candy 530

Sugar Consumed in England 458
.Sugar Syrup, To Make 615, 724

Sugar, Cane, v. Honey 794—796
Sugar, Powdered, v. Corn Starch

. 530
Sugar, Proper Kind for Candy.. ..615

Super Springs 399, 637

Super .Springs, Thumbscrews,
Wedges 141

Supers, T IS

Supplies and Root Co 97
Surgery, Fees for 900
Swarms, Absconding 676
Swarms, Time of Issuing 676
Swarms, After, Building up 470
Swarming Contagious 173

Swarming Reduced by Young
Queens 297

Swarming, After, To Prevent 397

Swarming, Artificial 139, '40

Swarming, Drumming on Pans..531

Swarming, Prevention of 315, 169

Syrup Made by Percolator Plan. ...351

Tall Sections, Aikin on 127

Tanks for Extracted Honey 400
Tare on Extracted Honey 609

Tarred Paper for Bees 98
Taylor and the Review 385
Telephones for Indic'g Swarms. ..400

Temperature for Bee-cellars 804
Temperature for Brood-rearing. ..614

Terms, Technical, Apicultural....579
Tiles, New Trick in Laying 239
Tile-laying 254
Tires, Bicycle, To Mend 399
Tobacco ^nd the President 658
Tobacco in Closets 897
Tool, Handy, for Apiary 184
Top bars, Thickness of 97
Travel-stain or Propolis 888
Travel-stain Due to a Secretion. ..353

Travel-stain on Capping, Remov-
ing 179

Travel-stain Caused by what ?,42—45
Travel-stain Re-reviewed 214, '5

Travel-stain Through Capping...
422,602

Travel stain, Bleaching 342
Travel-stain, Cause of 176, 253, 272
Travel-stain Caused by Dirty Feet

574, 601, 602, 803
Travel-stain, Interesting Facts. ...270

Travel-stain, Theory of Cause 316
Travel-stain, What is it? 42-45
Travel-stained Honey, Bleaching

399
Transferring from Movable-frame
Hives 297

Trees v. Shade-boards 529
Trimming, Accurate 923
Turnip, Seven top 623
Unions, The Two Compared 78
Uniting in the Brood Form 649
Vaseline, Bees fond of 542
Virgin Queen Caged 709
Washing Nostrils, etc., with Hot
Water 104

Water for Bees in Cool Weather 458
Water for Nuclei 932
Water, Hard and Pure 355
Wax and' Honey v. Honey Alone 301

Wax from Slumgum 124

Wax from Old Brood-comb 423

Wax, Cooling Slowly 122
Wax, Differences in 536

Wax, Easy Way to Render 343

Wax, Sulphuric Acid for 766
Wax, To Refine with Acid 543

Wax, What Colors? 177—179
Waxing Rubber Rings 650
Waxing Rubber Rings for Jars. ..565

Wax-wc rms, Smaller Size 673

Weather Almanacs 328

Weed Foundation, Latest Im-
proved 217—219

Wells and Springs of Ohio 552

Windbreak of Evergreens 210

Windbreaks 170

Windbreaks for Hives 639

Windmills, Home-made 776

Windmills, Jumbo 776

Wide Frames, Old style 315

Winter Employment ......933

Winter, Preparing 2 story Hives
for 271

Wintering in the Cellar 168

Wintering in Wisconsin 466

Wintering, Figures by Lathrop ..746

Wintering, Cellar 930

Wintering, Questions Concern-
ing 398

Winter-cases for 12 Hives 98

Wire-cage Plan a Failure 934

Wiring of Frames, is it Necessary?
709

Wood v. Tin Separators for Wide
Frames 182

Wood-fiber Packages for Holding
Honey .....801

Wood-zinc Honey-board v. Solid
Sheet 256

Worker Brood, How did it Get
there? 271

Workers, Laying, Plurality of ...676

Worms on Sections 878

Yellow v. Maroon on Italians ....838

Yellow of Bees from Imported
Queens 494

Zero Weather in Florida 229

Zinc, Perforated, for Extracting 186

Zion Tabernacle 773
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Advance, Australia 718
Alley's Nurseries 606
Alley's Queen-cell Cages 606
Alley's System of Queen - rear-
ing 604-606

Apiary in Cuba 348, '9

Apiary of G. Gould, Rocky Ford..470
Apiary up a Tree 511
Apiary on the House-top 267, 678
Apiary in San Gabriel Canyon. ..703

Apiary of Vernon Burt 798
Apiary, Littooy's .. 395
Apiary, Pallies' 432
Apiary, Mel Bonum 535
Apiary, Largest in Southern
Hemisphere 535

Apiary, Hart's .759

Apis Dorsata, Different Varieties. 501
Apis Dorsata, Running After 718
Association-brand Labels 891
Bare Tracks 833
Barn, Draper, and Dovetailed
Hive Compared 537

Basswood, Giant 795
Bees, Different Specimens in
India 501

Bee-hive, Living 764, '5

Bee-veil 543
Bee-veil. Rambler's Celluloid 717
Bicycle Bridge, Longest 396
Bottom-board and Hive-stand
Combined 847

Bottom-board with Slanting
Floor 847

Box-hive Man, by Secor 107

Brands for Pure Honey 891
California Lilac 306
Canning Comb Honey 52
Catch, Good 938
Catclaw Shrub, Texas 643
Cauliflower-field, March's 775
Cells, Alley's Method of Rais-
ing 604. '5

Cells, Doolittle, Raised in Medina498
Cells, Queen 23

Cell-building, Doolittle's 707

Chaparral Thicket 17

Cherry-growing in Oregon 311

Cleats for Hand-holes 90

Coggshall and Helpers for Out-
yard 10

Coggshall's, D. H., Residence 892
Comb in Hives for Months Not
Travel-stained 43

Comb of Foul Brood 425

Comb Foundation, Development
of 217-219

Comb Honey, Fancy, in Beeway
Sections 363

Comb Honey, Broken 52
Comb Honey, Fancy, in Beeway

Sections 461
Comb-honey Supers for 1900 894

Cook, The French 540
Cowan Four-frame Extractor-
reel 850

Cover, Excelsior, for Dovetailed
Hive 848

Cowan Two-frame Reel 819
Crate of .500 Sections 8.50

Crow's Nest 612
Crow's Nest, Wisconsin 613
Cuba, Shedded Apiary in 348, '9

Cuba, Osborn's Apiary in 348, '9

Dadant, Charles 257
Danzenbaker Honey in No-bee-
way Section 221

Danzenbaker Prize Carton 100
Danzenbaker Section v. Ideal 126
Danzenbaker Sections v. 4^ 796
Danzenbaker Super ..100

Deep-cell Foundation 217-219
Division-board Feeder 895
Doolittle v. Miller 837
Doolittle Cells, Raised at Medina. 108

Doolittle Division-board Feeder..895

Doolittle's Cell-building 797
Dovetailed Hive 99
Dovetailed Hive on Slanting Bot-
tom 847

Index to Illustrations.

Dovetailed Hive with Plain Sec-
tion-super for 1000 847

Dovetailed Hive for 19,0 wilh
Beeway Sections 848

Dovetailed Hive with Ideal Sec-
tion-super 819

Dowden Potato-digger 622
Draper Barn and Dovetailed Hive
Compared 537

Drawn Foundation 217-219
Editor and Niver Discussing
Grading 560

Eggers' Apiary Tool 184
Electric Plant at Home of the
Honey-bees 845

Entrance-closer 687
Escape, Miller's 546
Excelsior Cover 848
Extractor-reel, Cowan 849
Extractor-reel, Cowan Four-
frame 850

Fancy HoneyAecording to Niver. 428
Feeder, Foster's 895
Feeder, Rambler's HIS

Foster's Feeder 895
Foul Brood, Specimen of 425
Foundation, Development of.217-219
Foundation, Weed, v. Ordi-
nary 712-715

Gold-mining with Dry Washer. ..S32

Gould's Colorado Apiary 470
Grading Honey, Niver on 393
Hand-hole Cleats for Hives 99
Hansen's Apiary (Rambler) 131

Hansen Introducing Queens 132

Hart, Elon 759
Hetherington, Capt. J. E 749
Himalayan Bees 500
Hive, Danzenbaker 941

Hive Large and Hive Small 537
Hive, Lining Bee 767
Hive-scale, Rambler's 716

Hive-tool, Ideal 543
Hiving-box, Jones 803
Holtermann's Fanc3'Comb Honey
in Beeway Sections 363

Home of theHoney-bees,View of..840
Home of the Honev-bees, Rear
View 841

Home of the Honey-bees, Wood-
working Shop 842

Home of the Honev-bees from
the Rear 843

Home of the Honey-bees, Lum-
ber-yards of 844

Home of the Honey-bees, Elec-
tric-light Plant 845

Home of the Honey - bees, Ma-
chine shop 846

Honey for New York Market 263

Honey in Beeway Sections 461

Honey, Grading 393
Honey-dew on Chestnut 880
Honev-dew, Insects that Pro-
duce 881

Honey-house, Rambler's 681

Honey-popcorn Pavilion 86
Honey-strainer, Rambler's Im-
proved 683

Hutchinson, W. Z 936
Hutchinson, Miss 936
Ideal v. Danzenbaker Section 126
Introducing at Hansen's (Ram-
bler) 132

Israel, J. P 175

Jar, The No. 25 8.50

Labels, Association-brand 891

Linden, Giant, Linwood Park 795
Machine-shop at Home of the
Honey-bees 846

Mallow and Son 93
March's Cauliflower-field 775
Miller v. Doolittle 837
Morton Extension Pole 172, '3

Mule Kicking Hive 767
Nepaules-e Bee-keeper of India...600
Newman Defending N.B.K.A 506
Niver and Ernest 569

Niver's Fancy ...428

Niver's Grading of Honey 393

Ostrich and the Kid 760
Out-vard, Coggshall Going to 10
Pavilion, Popcorn... 86
Pineapple-growing in Florida. ...685

Plain Section-supers for 1900 894
Potato-harvester. D)wden ill'-!

Pvidgen Cell building 797
Prune Orchard. Glimpse of 266
Queen -cage, Introducing, Nor
ton's 756

Queen-cell Building. Pridgen 797
Queen-cells, Doolittle 498
Queen-cells, Natural '_':;

Queen-nurserie-v Alley's 606
Queen-rearing, Alley's System...

." 604-606
Queen-rearing Apiary in Austra-

lia 535
Rambler Baching in Mountain... 16
Rambler Canning Comb Honev.. 52
Rambler Coasting Down the
Mountain 136

Rambler in Oregon 180. '1

Rambler Surprised by BillGreen.225
Rambler Bicvcling in the Rain. ..226

Rambler in Cold Water 357
Rambler Fishing 358
Rambler in the Rain 359
Rambler at Fountain ills

Rambler at the Wrong Berth 505
Rambler and Rolten Eggs (147

Rambler under Orange tree 7ii0

Rambler's Solar Wax-extractor... 53
Rambler's Mishap with Bicycle. .136
Rambler's Automatic Feeder 648
Rambler's Honey-house 681
Rambler's Side-delivery Extract-
or : 682

Rambler's Honey-strainer 683
Rambler's Improved Honey-

scale 716
Rambler's Veil 717
Rambler's Hold-up 793
Rambler's Tent, Donkey in 833
Raspberry Honey, Transparency

of : ..428

Scherff's Living Hive 7f>5

Secor's Box-hive Man 167

Sections from Crosswise Super. ..912

Sections, Crate of 500 850
Sections, 3 Styles Compared 570
Sections, Weights of. Discussed.. .570
Sections, Tall, Styles for New
York 263

Sections, Tall, v. Square 796
Slatted Separator for Beewav
Sections ".139

Solar Extractor, Rambler's 682
Solar Extractor, Rauchfuss 769

Solar Wax-extractor, Rambler's.. 53
Springs for Supers 141

Stinging Revenge 767

Super, Eight-frame 942

Super Springs for 1899 141

SupersforlS99 141

Super, Danzenbaker 100

Swarming- apparatus, Morton's,
172. '3

Swarms, Hiving, in Australia 718
Tall Sections, Different Styles of ..263

Tall v. Square Sections 126

Texas Catclaw 643

Tin-bound Slat Fence for Bee-
way Sections 139

Tool, Handy, for Apiary 184

Travel-stain on Section Boxes 44

Travel-stain in Comb 45

Union, National Bee-keepers' 506
Vernon Burt's Apiary 70S

War-extractor, Rauchfuss 769

Weber's Apiarv on Roof.. 678

Weed Foundation 217-219

Weed v. Ordinary Founda-
tion 712-715

Weed's New Process Supe-
rior, Why 712-715

Wheel-path under Firs 467

Wire - cloth Introducing - cage,
Norton's 756

York, G. W 936
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A I! C Bonk and its Revision 509
A B C Book. Old Edition Cone 23"]

Abbott's Paper at Philadelphia.. .726
Adulterated Honey at Medina 768
Adulterated-lood Investigation ... 138

Adulteration and Pure-fi od l,aw 720
Adulteration, Doolittle on '23

Adulteration. State l,:iws for 23

Adulterators in Chicago, Pros'g...652
Advance, Australia 725
Advertisers Blowing own H6rn...232
After-thought in the A. B.J 1X7

Amalgamation in Prospect 232
Amalgamation to be Consum'ted689
Apiaries in Cuba 362
Apiary of Vernon Burt 805
Apiary, Model Queen-rearing 546
Apis Dorsata I 12

Apis Dorsata from Philippines.77. L89

Apis Dorsata Hived by Rambo.... 138

Apis Dorsata at Medina 509
Apis Dorsata, Government on 101

Apple v. Shade Trees 474
Arrival at Mr. Boyden's 890, 902
Aspinwall Section-cleaner 21

Association Brand of Purity 891
Australia, Advance 725
Baby. Mr. Boyden's 890, 902
Bakers and Fermented Honey 856
Barn, Draper 401

Barns for Wintering 856
Basswood, The Largest SO"
Basswood, Extermination of 807
Bearing Up the Market 616
Bee Disease, Peculiar Kind 725
Bees and Fruit-growing 56
Bees with Drone Heads 724
Bees between Walls of House 509
Bees, Birds, and Grapes 653
Bee-cellars, Temperature of 56
Bee escape. Miller .515

Bee-journals, Correspondents for580
Bee-keeper, Soured 618
Bee-keeper's Loss, No Insurance401
Bee-keeping a Specialty 727
Bee-keeping Industry, Growth. . . 1 S7
Bee-paralysis 101

Benton Mailing- cage, Introduc-
ing 768

Bicyle for Out-apiary Work 112

Bicycles for Out yard Work 22
Bicycle, Delivering Honey on thel44
Bic3'cle, To Carry Swarms on 581
Bingham on No-wall Foundation362
Bingham's Doss of 80 Colonies by
Fire 137

Birds, Not Bees, on Grapes 653
Bleaching Travel - stained Comb
Honey 320

Boiling-point of Honey 233
Branding Comb Honey Mil

British Bc^e-keepers' Association. Sill

Burr-comb, Doolittle on 101
Burt, Vernon 544
California, Season in 270
California, Prospects Poor for 114
California, Rains in 320
Canadian Bee Journal, New Edi-

tor Soli

Candied Honey for Consumers...890

Candy, Bee, for Winter 56
Catch, A Good 545
Catch, Another Good 01S
Catch, That Good 652
Cells, Doolittle, between Framts
of Brood 857

Chicago Adulterators, Prosecut-
ing 052

Chromotype Engraving Co 856
Cleats, No - drip, for Shipping-
cases 321

Clipping Queens' Wings 320
Clover and Basswood, why they
do not Yield ...580

Clover, Why did not Yield 618
Comb Honey in Cold Weather 890
Confectioner, Candied Honey 58
Congress, Pure-food .". 143
Coggshall Non-reversible Extract-
ors Si i2

Coggshall and his Apiary Help... 22

Index to Editorial Items.

Coggshall on Witness - ttand at
Philadelphia ...727

Coggshall Shipping by Carload. ..Sil2

Coggshall, D. H 892, 898
Coggshall's Bees 892
Coggshall's Bee-suit 892
Coggshall's Bees 727
Colonies at Home of the Honey-
Bees 21

Colony in Walls of Dwelling-
hou-e 509

Colony, I,arge or Small 234
Comb Honey, Travel - stained,
Bleaching 320
Comb Houey, Extra Fancy in No-
beeway Sections 362

Comb-honey Supers for 1900 894
Commission Man, Plea for 017
Commission Men, Tricks of 616
Commission, Selling on 688
Convention, Philadelphia545, 580, 052
Convention, Photograph of Phil-
adelphia 727

Convictions, Standing by One's..234
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THE FAULTLESS SPRAYER.

Certain Death to all Insects. Keeps the Flies off Your

Horses and Cattle. Kills Potato- bugs. Currant and

Cabbage Worms, and Lice on Stock and Poultry.

Faultless tin sprayer with galvanized iron tank 60c; by mail 25c extra.

Faultless brass sprayers 85c; " "

The Faultless Sprayer and a small boy will kill all the "old shellbacks" on 1000

hills of potatoes for a cent, and the boy will haul the water himself. The Faultless
Sprayer is a simple, light, and indispensable exterminator of insect pests, on the farm,
and in the house, barn, garden, poultry-house, greenhouse, etc. The Faultless Sprayer
is economical. It will not drip nor slobber. Its shape is such that it sprays up or down.
All liquid is pumped out in the finest possible spray, leaving but a spoonful in the can.

Its uses are unlimited. It sprays any liquid or solution on potato-vines, young trees,

house-plants, garden-truck, poultry, and live stock.

With every machine is a stout linen tag, with full directions how to use the sprayer
for all kinds of insects. Yes, this machine will answer for fruit-trees all right, but you
would have to get up on a high stool or climb a ladder, to get the spray all over a tree

of any size. For spraying orchards a larger and more expensive machine is needed.
For keeping flies off horses and cattle, use kerosene oil in the above sprayer.

THE A. !. t*OOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio.
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The A B C of

S> Bee Culture

1899 Edition, j* &
The only Cyclopedia on

j

Bees—475 Pages.
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The demand for this work has become so

great that the preceding edition, consisting of

10,000 copies, was exhausted some months be-

fore the new one could be gotten out; and in

the six months intervening, something like

1000 copies of the new work have been sold,

and that even before it was out of the press.

This, the latest edition, reaches the 67,000

mark, and is in many respects very much
superior to any previous edition, in typograph-

ical appearance and quantity of new subject-

matter and general revision of old subjects, as

we are now building upon the knowledge and
experience of these latter days, when such

wonderful strides are being made in the arts

and sciences.

A large number of the old subjects have been
rewritten; and among them may be named
Artificial Honeycomb, Comb Foundation,

Comb Honey, Contraction, Foul Brood, Oueen-
rearing, Reversing, Vinegar, and Wax. The
new subjects incorporated in this particular

edition, and which do not appear in the older

books, are Apis Dorsata, Bees and Grapes,

Hives, Honey,Honey on Commission,Honey as

a Food, Honey-peddling, Willow-herb, Weight
of Bees, entirely new Preface, and a new Intro-

duction. Nearly all the other remaining sub-

jects have been largely rewritten or revised in

places, so that the whole book is practically

an entirely new work.

The subjects of Comb Foundation, Comb
Honey, Hives, and Honey have received

special attention in the new work. Strange
as it may seem, no previous edition of the

bx>k contained the subject of Hives or Honey.
The former was discussed in a general way
under the heed of Hive-making; but the new
subject deals not with how to make hives, but
with the principles of construction. Follow-
ing a discussion of size and shape of frames,

hives themselves and their various styles and
makes are described. The question of large and
small hives, and the relation that the locality

has upon the matter, is very exhaustively
treated. Last of all, double-walled (or winter-

ing) hives are described in full. The whole
subject is discussed impartially, as we believe,

leaving the intelligent reader to select . such
hive as his locality and his particular notions
may require. "Honey," another new sub-

ject, is considered, both as food and as
medicince.

The new book, like the old, is arranged on
the plan of a cyclopedia, for ready reference;
and, in addition, bold head-lints indicating
the sub-heads are found on nearly every page.

As the name indicates, the book is written
principally for beginners, and cove s exhaust-
ively every subject necessary for the success-
ful management of bees, so that even the ad-
vanced bee keeper will find much that is new
and useful.

After the twenty pages of introductory
matter there are 340 pages devoted to a
general treatment of the subject of api-

culture. Following this, and continuing
for eight pages, is a series of answers to as

many knotty questions that are propound-
ed by beginners. Next is a glossary of three
pages, defining the terms peculiar to bee-
keeping. Then for 11 pages more thore are

reviews and comments by two eminent bee-
keepers—G. M. Doolittle and Dr. C. C. Mil-
ler, on the general subject-matter comain-
ed in the body of the book. This is indeed
an interesting and valuable feature. The
remaining portion of the book is taken up
with biographical sketches occupying 32
pages, and a picture-gallery containing pic-

tures, with a short description, of some of the
most important apiaries of the world. Last
of all is the index, comprising nine pages.

The entire work contains 475 pages and
nearly as many engravings, a very large part

of which belong to the modern half-tone

class, showing nature and art as they really

are. Something like 50 new full-page half-

tone engravings have been put into the new
book, most of which are printed on what is

known as enamel - book paper—the finest there

is sold.

No pains have been spared to make this the
fullest and most up to date bee-book that we
have ever gotten out; and the very fact that

nearly a thousand copies were sold, even be-

fore the edition left the press, goes to show
that the general bee-keeping public appreciates

our efforts in giving something really ex-

haustive and up to date.

Price, in cloth, 475 pages, gotten up in

cyclopedic form, postpaid, $1.20; by freight
I or express with other goods, $1.00; or club-

I bed with Gleanings in Bee Culture for

$1.75.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio.










